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M. Moskowitz,

Films

}how

Currency

jain

Overseas

958 Statistics Show
ump

to $21,560,000

By PETER BURNUP
LONDON, March 31. - Overseas
amines of British films jumped to
i 7 700,000 ($21,560,000) in 1958 as
ompared with £6,900,000 ($19,320,■Q0), it was revealed today by the
oard of Trade in its report on the
)urth quarter of 1958. This was the
rst time that the report covered
s "in respect of the
verseas n,earning
reductio sale, or rental of British
(lms."
The BOT pointed out these figures
o not show the total turnover oversas in regard to the exhibition of
.ritish films but only the actual curency gain. Were it not for the retrictions imposed by the Anglo-Amert "a larger
:an monetary
(Continuedagreemen
on page 7)
>.V. Slates 3-Day
tales Meeting

Here
Merchandising and promotional
.lans for the largest six-month release
irogram in Buena Vista history— five
op-budgeted attractions — will be
ormulated at a three-day conference
iere, April 7-9, it was announced
esterday by Irving H. Ludwig,
kiena Vista president. The meeting
rail be held at the Warwick Hotel.
The attractions, set to debut na(Continued on page 2)

lule Out 'Windjammer'
For Warner Run Here
The possibility of a return engagenent of National Theatres' "Windammer" at the Warner Theatre here
•.•as definitely ruled out yesterday by
Stanley Warner spokesman, who
aid the Cinemiracle presentation had
iever been scheduled for the Broadway showcase.
The Warner, the only New York
heatre equipped for Cinerama, with
vhich Cinemiracle is compatible, had
(Continued on page 2)

Norris

Promoted by 20th-Fox
The promotion of Martin Moskowitz and Glenn Norris to the posts of
assistant general sales managers for
20th Century-Fox was announced yesterday byAlex Harrison, general sales
manager.
Previously Eastern and CentralCanadian Division managers respectively, Moskowitz and Norris will continue to aid Harrison in national sales
planning as well as assuming additional specialized distribution duties.
First special assignment will be the
responsibility for the sales handling
(Continued on page 2)
Trans-Lux, Gala Films
In Joint Product

Deal

Trans-Lux
t whereby
An agreemen
rs,
Pictures
and Gala
Film Distributo
Ltd., of England will jointly acquire
top European films for distribution
through both organizations was announced here yesterday by Kenneth
Rive, managing director of Gala. Rive
is here with his co-director, Ben Rose,
and has been conducting negotiations
(Continued on page 3)

C. C. Moskowitz Endows
N.Y.U. Lecture Series
Charles C. Moskowitz, former vicepresident
Loew's
Inc.,
has made anda treasurer
$75,000 of
grant
to New
York University's School of
Commerce, Accounts and
Finance for the
est ablishment
of an annual
series of public
lectures on business administration, Dean
Thomas L. Norton of N.Y.U.
announced
yesterday.
c. c Moskowitz
The lecture
series will be named "the Moskowitz
Lectures," Dean Norton said. At least
three talks annually will be given by
an authority in the business field. The
addresses will be published in an annual volume and distributed widely
in the business community and among
alumni of the school of commerce.
They will start next fall.

Schneider
With

TEN CENTS

APRIL 1, 1959
Joins Up

J.M.

Variety

Warner

Jack M. Warner, formerly a vicepresident of Warner Bros. Pictures,
and Samuel Schneider, formerly a
vice-president, treasurer and member
of the board of Warners, have joined
forces to form Jack M. Warner Prods.,
day.
Inc., to produce films for theatres and
television, it was announced yesterSchneider is president and treasurer
of the new company and will headquarter in New York, Warner is vicepresident in charge of production and
will be located at Motion Picture
Center Studios, Hollywood, and David
M. Richman, Beverly Hills attorney,
is secretary of the new company.
In addition to theatrical and tele(Continued on page 2)
MGM-TV,

Club

Contributions

$2,700,000
Golden Report Shows Over
153,000 Aided by Tents

By SAMUEL D. BERNS
LAS VEGAS, Nev., March 31. and
Variety Clubs International raised 1958
000 in
contributed over $2,700,
on
behalf
h a n d i cappedof
and underprivileged hc i 1tional Heart
dren, InternaC h a irman
Nathan D.
Golden will tell

Talent Assoc.

To Co-Produce Specials
M-G-M-TV and Talent Associates,
Ltd., will co-produce a series of ten
"specials" in 1959 and 1960, it was
announced yesterday by George T.
Shupert, vice-president in charge of
television for M-G-M, and Alfred
Levy, president of Talent Associates.
unproduced
will onbe page
(Continued
2)
The programs

Col. Names

For 1958

the organization at its anconvenrow. tion herenualtomorNathan Golden This
sum, according ot
Golden, directly benefitted more dian
153,000 persons and countless others
were aided indirectly through 'the
(Continued
on page 646) "tents"
of Variety's
varied activities

Auerbach

Acting Cont. Manager
Special to THE DAILY
31.-Due to the conPARIS, March
tinued absence because of illness of
Harry Novak and the indefinite date
of his return, Lacy W. Kastner, president of Columbia International, has
announced the appointment of Norh ason acting
Auerbacued
bert T. (Contin
3)
page Continen
Weiner Named Head
Film Representations

of

Sanford W. Weiner, vice-president
and general sales manager of the
company, was elected president of
Film Representations, Inc., at the last
board of director's meeting, it was announced yesterday. He replaces Harold J. Salemson, who resigned to
join the Blowitz-Maskel Co., public
relations firm.
Salemson
leaves onshortly
(Continued
page 3)for Eu-

ne'
'Ja
s mie
re
umbia'
Colton
For
Pre
Set Bos

Columbia's "It Happened to Jane"
will have its world premiere in Boston, at the Astor Theatre on May 13.
The premiere had been sought by several New England states, including
exhibitors, legislators and civic groups
of Maine, where the picture is set;
Connecticut, where it was filmed, and
Massachusetts. It was decided to
(Continued on page 6)
O'Connor,

Netter Head

Catholic Charity Div.

O'Conno,r, hasvice-pre
John alJ. Pictures
appoint-of
been sident
Univers
ed chairman of the Motion Picture
Cardinal's Committee
of the
Division
for the 1959 fund appeal
the Laity
of
of New York Catholic Charities.
ed on r page
7)
iras vice-cha
with O'Conno
Serving (Continu

2

Motion

Fox
PERSONAL
MENTION

JOSEPH R. YOGEL, president of
«J Loew's, Inc., will return to New
York today from London.
•
Sol A. Schwartz, president of
HKO Theatres, will arrive in Hollywood from New York today to view
new productions scheduled for late
summer release.
•
Card Walker, Walt Disney Productions vice-president in charge of
sales and advertising, has arrived in
New York from the Coast.
•
Mrs. Blossom Carlton, wife of
Richard Carlton, vice-president of
Trans-Lux TV, has given birth to
their second son, to be named
Kenneth.
•
Spence Pierce and Jack Hubbs,
exhibitors of Knoxville, Tenn., have
returned there from Atlanta.
Sam Spiegel, producer, will leave
New York today aboard the "Queen
Elizabeth" for England.
Cecil Beaton, set designer, will
leave New York for London today
via B.O.A.C.
Mrs. Robert Long, Jr., has given
birth in Cleveland to a girl, Charlotte Irene. Father is manager of
the Hilliard Square Theatre there.
•
Kerwin Mathews has arrived in
New York from Mexico City, en route
to Frankfurt, Germany.
Sandra Jean Simmons, secretary
to Barnett Glassman, president of
Pathe News, will be married on Saturday at St. Catherine of Sienna
Church to William Baron, Washington attorney.
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Mrs. G. Skouras

Aids

(Continued from page 1 )

(Continued from page 1)
of "South Pacific" and "The Diary
of Anne Frank."
Norris will be in charge of "South
Pacific" plans in its general release to
all theatres following a successful

Glenn Norris

Martin Moscowitz

series of Todd-AO engagements during the past year in key cities of the
nation. Moskowitz will supervise the
distribution of George Stevens' "The
Diary of Anne Frank" which recently
had premieres in New York and Los
Angeles.
Will Have More Time for Product
Both sales chiefs will devote a major
portion of their efforts to launching
these top attractions during the next
few months. Because of the recently
instituted policy of autonomy within
the
company's
saleswillorganization,
Moskowitz
and Norris
find themselves free to function on a higher
national level and devote maximum
effort and time to the company's important pictures, it was pointed out
by Harrison.
MGM-TV Deal
(Continued from page 1)
der the personal supervision of David Susskind, executive producer.
The first show to be co-produced
under this agreement is "Meet Me in
St. Louis," starring Tab Hunter, Jane
Powell, Walter Pidgeon, Jeanne
Crain, Reta Shaw and special guest
Ed Wynn. George Scheafer will direct, and David Susskind will serve
as producer. It will be televised over
the CBS television network April 26
under the sponsorship of the Westclox
Division of General Time and The
Philco Corp.
Six Titles Listed
Nine other "specials" are slated for
production in the 1959-1960 broadcast season, all based on outstanding
properties from M-G-M's pre-1984
feature library. They include "Mrs.
Miniver," "Waterloo Bridge," "Green
Dolphin Street," "Ninotchka," "Valley of Decision," "Woman of the
Year."
SponsorAllinterest
is reported
in
these shows.
the shows
will be
produced live on videotape. In any
case tapes of the programs will be
available for subsequent syndication
by M-G-M-TV.

'Windjammer

Son George
With Manager's
the help of Mrs.
Skouras, wife of the United Artists
Theatres executive, 14-year-old Joey
Tolve, who is blind and suffering
from a rare disease known as Hans
Schuller Christian, will have a swimmer. ming pool in his backyard this sumMrs. Skouras, who is active in
philanthropic projects, first learned of
Joey's
need Joseph
for aquatic
exercise
when
his
father,
L. Tolve,
manager
of the Capitol Theatre, Port Chester,
N. Y., approached the Skouras chain
for a loan to build the pool. Upon
hearing this, Mrs. Skouras went to
work rounding up contractors and
pool suppliers, with the result that
the pool will cost the Tolves nothing.
Furthermore, her husband's company
is raising
fundseducation.
for Joey's medical
care
and future
Picker
Week

Sees $90,000
for 'Hot' Here

Eugene Picker,
president
of Loew's
Theatres,
predicted
yesterday
that
United Artists' "Some Like It Hot"
would register between $85,000 and
$90,000 for its first week engagements
at the "new" Loew's State Theatre in
New York. To date the UA release
has registered a big two-day gross
day.
of $29,708, playing to capacity houses
since its opening day on Easter SunAudiences Enthusiastic
Judging from audience reaction
and the word-of-mouth publicity surrounding the Mirisch Company
presentation, Picker forecast that the
film would continue its strong boxoffice performance for weeks to come.
Rank Men Re-Locate
ATLANTA, March 31. - Hal Stephens, formerly office manager and
head booker for the Rank organization here, has joined the booking department of Columbia Pictures.
Dave Prince, former Southern district manager for Rank, has joined
the new Lopert organization, with offices at United Artists. Mrs. Lizabeth
Morgan, who has been his secretary,
moves to Lopert with him.
Schneider, Warner
(Continued from page 1 )
vision films, the new company plans
to produce legitimate plays on Broadway, commercial and industrial films
for national corporations, and to engage in other business ventures, according to its announcement. Schneider, who is due back in New York
from Hollywood today, said definite
plans for nouncedthesoon. company will be an-

been reported the likely situation fo
a return engagement of "Windjam Ij
mer" following a hard-ticket run las
April through September at the Roxu
here. It was generally reported tha |
the Warner, which would have nc
Cinerama features immediately avail
able to it following the current "Souths
Seas Adventure," would pick ui] ■6
"Windjammer," as has been the cas<
for some Cinerama operations outsidi
New York.
This report, according to Stanlc
Warner, was a misunderstanding
stemming from reports emanatin;
from National Theatres at the closi
of the Roxy run of "Windjammer.5
These reports said that "Windjam
mer" was "likely" to play the Warner '
but were never confirmed by Stanley
Warner officials, who deny that a dea
for the Warner was ever made.
To Switch in June
the Warnerprojection
will switcf*"
overIn June,
to Todd-AO
fo
"Porgy and Bess," further eliminating;
a "Windjammer" date if Stanley Warner suddenly decided it wanted one!
between now and that date. The|e'
theatre
terations. will close temporarily for al-F
Once the Warner converts to Todd- P
AO, however, it will not be entire!) I,

lost
and/or
Cinemiracle.
it wasto Cinerama
reported. The
theatre
will re-j'P
tain its three projection booths, buW
only the center one will be used, being equipped
with two
70 mm. screerfrt
proThe present
Cinerama
will be jectors.
changed.
B.V. Meeting
(Continued from page 1)

tionally between July and December
are Walt Disney's "Sleeping Beauty" re
Rowland V. Lee's "The Big Fisher
man," in 70mm; and Disney's "Darbv?
O'Gill and the Little People," Thin
Man on the Mountain" and "The
Jungle
Cat." The entire line-up is ir - pDl
Technicolor.
Present and participating at the^ 4105
conference will be the company'? I III)
U
eight domestic district managers I1
home office sales executives and ad- |
vertising, Joining
publicity
and exploitation'^
officials.
Ludwig
in leading ^
the discussions will be Lou Gaudreau
executivesales
vice-president;
Jim Chinich
O'Gara "
Eastern
manager; Jesse
Western sales manager; and Ray KelJ
ler, Walt Disney Coast Studio ex
ecutive.
Charles Levy, national advertising
publicity-exploitation
director, plan
describe overall promotional
being charted to pre-sell each of the
five pictures. Assisting Levy will be
Gil Pearlman, advertising copy head;
Mort Meyerson, art director; Bob
Dorfman, exploitation manager; and
Harold Rand, publicity manager.

Managing Editor; Richard Gertner, News Editor;
He°r£l?\ PFCe^REAHv^tI-LY' %artin QufcW, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; James D. S.Ivers,
Aaronson, Editorial Director; Pinky Herman, Vincent I
Can&f Extern Editofs^Holly^.^^ -^"-i SUS-^ Fa^Se!v Ruction Manager, TELEVISION TODAY, Charles
dents
in the
Club,
imes
aWashyear;
Rockefeller
Entered Vice-Presias second
copies, 10c.

ednesday, April 1, 1959

Only Four Days
'til OSCAR DAY
Tell your patrons
and friends to
tune in to NBCTV or NBC-Radio
for the biggest
show of the year.

irans-LuxDeal
(Continued from page 1)
;th Richard Brandt, president of
ans-Lux Pictures.
Rive has also completed arrange=nts for the personal representa>n of Gala Film Distributors in New
>rk by Richard Gordon of Gordon
lms, Inc. Gordon will act as liaison
: Gala with Trans-Lux Pictures, as
ell as handling other deals in Ameri which Rive will shortly announce.
Gala Film Distributors is a leady distributor of continental Euroan product in the United Kingdom,
d the only such company to control
own circuit of theatres throughout
e country. Its chain includes three
st-run houses in London, and key
>uses in every major city in Engird.

ix Start, 4 Finished;
loast Production at 26
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, March 31. - The
:art of six pictures and the complem of four others this week, brings
e total of pictures in production up
26 in all.
Started were: "Ten Years A Counjrspy" (RD-DR Corporation-Colum!,a); "Girl's Town" (Albert Zugsmith
I oduction— MGM); "A Private Affair"
|pth Century-Fox); "The Alligator
;ople" (Associated Producers, Inc.,—
^ )th Century-Fox); "Three Came to
11" (Premium Pictures— United Artis release); "The Bramble Bush"
;nited States Pictures — Warner
efos-)Completed were: "On the Beach
, tanley Kramer— U. A.); "The Legend
U Tom Dooley" (Sheptner Production
. Columbia); "Miracle of The Hills"
id "The Return of The Fly" (As-^ciated Producers, Inc., 20th Cen.Jjy-Fox).
'lan Detroit Drive-in
DETROIT, March 31. - Raymond
•hreiber of the Midwest Theatres
-pmpany reports the chain is forJ idating plans to break ground some
ne in April for a Drive-In to be
cated
in Livonia,
this nocity's
r st suburb
which has
othernorthoutior house at present.
Willis Services Held
. . ALBANY, N. Y., March 31.-Pri' le funeral services have been held
re for Forrest L. Willis, 54, longHe broadcaster and more recently
lecaster associated with local thearnen in the activities of the Varie$ Club's Camp Thacher.
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Pre -Selling

Warlock
20th-Fox — CinemaScope
A cast distinguished both in numbers and marquee value, a complex
plot searching into the characters and motivations of four principal characters, rugged and breathtaking scenery photographed in De Luxe color,
and authentic atmosphere and settings, set this sweeping story above
and apart. Richard Widmark, Henry Fonda, Anthony Quinn and Dorothy
Malone play the leads with practised aplomb, spinning out the far-flung
tale of the old West to its ultimate gunfight.
Lavish production values, including the exact recreation of an isolated
western town of the '80's, mystery as the past lives of the principals are
unfolded, and suspense as the conflicts build to gun fight after gun fight
in the best draw and shoot tradition, add to the production's box office
potential. Edward Dmytryk, veteran of such successes as "The Caine
Mutiny" and "The Young Lions," both produced and directed.
Fonda is an almost legendary gunfighter, hired by the dusty town of
Warlock as marshal to keep the peace and control a tough and mean band
of cowboys from a neighboring ranch. Arriving with him is Quinn,
gambler, gunfighter and long-time partner and defender of Fonda. Widmark, originally a member of the gang of cowboys along with his brother,
Frank Gorshin, is disgusted by their excesses, stays in town and evenlegally designated in conflict with Fonda's
tually isnamed
extra-legal
status.deputv sheriff,
Fonda and Quinn cow the gang but ultimately are brought into conflict with one another by the arrival of Dorothy Malone, Quinn's former
girl friend who has vowed to bring about Fonda's death. Somewhat
murky overtones of a triangular relationship between Fonda, Quinn and
Miss Malone, are brought to a head by Fonda falling in love with Dolores
Michaels, town schoolteacher and nurse, and by Widmark falling in
love with Miss Malone. Quinn, drunk, disillusioned and angry at Fonda
for wanting to quit the life of a gunman, taunts Fonda into killing him.
Widmark, now in full charge as deputy sheriff, orders Fonda to leave
town. After a night of mourning for Quinn, and after again proving his
superiority at drawing a gun, Fonda symbolically discards his goldhandled guns and rides off alone.
It is in the interplay among these complex characters and in the
suspense arising from their relationships that the picture's value lies.
Sharper editing and better pacing of the story might have heightened
the overall effect but these are faults which audiences will overlook in
the basic sweep and action of the production.
The apt and capable supporting cast includes in addition to Miss
Michaels, Tom Drake, Richard Arlen, Regis Toomey, Donald Barry,
Wallace Ford, Ann Doran and Robert Adler.
Western fans will be delighted and showmen can find a wealth of
exploitable material in the cast and the production values on which to
build effective campaigns.
Running time, 121 minutes. General classification. April release.
James D. Ivers
Auerbach Named
(Continued from page 1)
tal manager for Europe and the Near
East. Auerbach will continue directing all matters relating to sales in
the territories under his control.
Kastner has also appointed John
McNab as administrative supervisor
for Continental Europe and the Near
East. In this capacity, McNab remains in charge of all matters relating
to administration and finance.
Mrs. Claughton

Elected

MIAMI, March 31. - Mrs. Lillian
C. Claughton, owner of the Claughton circuit has been elected vice-president of the Miami-Dade County
Chamber of Commerce, the first woman to be so honored in the history
of the organization.

Weiner

Heads

(Continued from page 1)
rope in connection with Sam Spiegel's
production
of "Suddenly
Sum-&
mer" for Columbia
release. Last
Weiner
Salemson founded Film Representations, Inc., two years ago.
Requiem

for J. D. Foley

ALBANY, N. Y., March 31.-Requiem mass was celebrated today in
St. John's R. C. Church for James
D. Foley, 54, a stagehand at Warner
and Stanley Warner theatres for 15
years,
who andiedillness
at St.ofPeter's
Hospital
following
six weeks.
He
is survived by his wife, four daughters, four sisters, a brother and 10
grandchildren.

working on
S, with
DEBBIE
a Kiss"
"It Started
MGM's REYNOLD
in Spain, was photographed in a gay
mood by "Life's" lensmen in Madrid
for the cover of the March 30 issue.
In a cover story Debbie is seen
full of fun and as bouncy as a kitten
on a living room rug. Crowds gathered wherever she went and one night
Spanish
beribboned
students lured
her from theuniversity
dinner table,
perched her on a small automobile in
the street and sang her love songs. A
photo of this joyous event appears
across a two page spread.
*
"Compulsion," the film based on
the lives of Leopold and Loeb in the
by "Redbook"
as
picture
the month
for April.
was ofselected
yearthe1924,
This new 20th-Fox film will have its
New York premiere at the Rivoli
Theatre.
"Sleeping
tale sixteenth
of Princess AuroraBeauty,"
who ontheher
birthday
fellbroken
under only
a wicked
spell, to be
by herfairy's
true
lover's kiss, has been transformed into a handsome cartoon feature by
Walt Disney, according to Edwin Miller in "Seventeen's"• April issue.
"Green Mansions," the story of
Rima, the girl of strange beauty, and
Abel, the adventurer who met and
loved in a jungle Eden where menace
lurked amid orchids, is advertised on
the table of contents page in the
March 21 issue of "The Saturday
MGM sent Audrey Hepburn, AnPost."and the supporting memEvening
thony Perkins
bers of the cast to the luxuriant jungles of Venezuela, so that this W. H.
Hudson story could be photographed
in its true habitat, a tropical jungle.
•
During a break in the shooting of
Allied Artists' "The Big Circus," stunt
man Chester Hayes had to make a
rush call to his casting office about a
job. Like most stilt men, Hayes goes
to any length to avoid the 15 minute
chore of removing his extra legs. So,
balancing carefully, he bent over a
phone booth until he could squeeze
in a call. "Life" in the March 23 issue
has a full page photo of this interesting stunt.
"The Guns of Navarone," the Carl
Foreman production, is mentioned
prominently in a pictorial story appearing in the March 17 issue of
"Look." The article spotlights Annette Stroyberg who will play the femirelease.nine lead in this upcoming Columbia
A striking ad on U-I's "Imitation of
Life," starring Lana Turner and John
Gavin, appeared in the March issue
of "Seventeen."
Walter Haas
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Relax ... lie far back for sleep! There's
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Motion

V.C.
PEOPLE

Matt Gilligan, who has been assistant to James B. Conkling, president
of Warner Brothers Records, Inc., has
been named to the newly-created position of co-ordinator, international division. He will make his headquarters
at the company's Burbank offices, assistant Robert B. "Bobby" Weiss, recently appointed director of the international division.
□
William "Billy" Pierce, who for
many years operated the Savoy Theatre, Milwaukee, is now managing the
Egyptian Theatre of the Stanley Warner circuit. The Savoy was recently
taken over by Don Perlewitz.
□
Russell Arnett, formerly vice-president of Arco Features, has been
named vice-president in charge of
production for Bert L. Coleman Associates, Inc.
□

Picture
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$2,700,000

(Continued from page 1)
in this country and abroad. The Heart barker John Rowley, hosted by chairChairman will point out that the 1958
man Eugene Murphy, of Tent No.
humanitarian expenditures substan- 39, Kano received an ovation for
suggesting that a future convention
tially boosted the more than $75,000,- be
held in Tokyo.
000 which Variety Clubs International have raised and contributed since
Indication was also noted that inactive tents in Columbus and Kansas
Variety came into being in 1928.
"A number of the charity projects City will be revived.
A resolution by Edward Shafton,
sponsored and financed by Variety
Clubs International are widely rec- international fixer, adopted by the
Eby, offered
ognized for the outstanding work be- delegates on a motion-by
C
ing accomplished, especially in fields
_
related to the health and well-being
of children," Golden will report. He
will then cite outstanding examples
Book
of humanitarian enterprises identified
with specific Variety Club tents.
THE
1
Points to Future Projects
"There are a number of plans in
Variety Clubs International for the
future enlargement of these objectives
and for the adoption of new programs
to meet the needs of the communities
where Tents are located. Through
these accomplishments the Showmen
of Variety are in fact and deed living

MAN!
■

«*-^ From

Rogovin,
Columbia's
division manager,
and New
John England
Markle.
Columbia's territorial promotion manunanimous expression of thanks and
appreciation to the amusement industry trade press in covering and reporting Variety activities all over the
world.

William C. Hunt, veteran exhibitor
of Wildwood, N. J., where he still is
active in the operation of Hunt's Theatres, resort-area circuit, observed his
87th birthday last week.
□

Eby's report to the convention delegates pointed out the growth from
11 men who spent $300 per year for
a single child to an organization of
nearly 10,000 members expending almost $3 million per year for health
and welfare of children.
The report urged a stronger effort
for the membership to expand in fields
of
radio, television, newspapers and
advertising.

New

Seattle Permit

Plan

SEATTLE, March 31. -City officials have announced a new theatre
licensing plan as a revenue-raising
move. Licenses will be $100 a year,
according to license director Gordon
Richardson.
Ohio Theatre Sold
WHITEHOUSE, O., March 31. Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Harris have
turned over the Whitehouse Theatre
to Wayne Kutzner of Toledo. The
Harrises have also closed their LaFrance Theatre in Swanton, O.

up to their slogan THE HEART OF
SHOW BUSINESS."
Over 150 delegates attending the
opening business session here today,
paid tribute to International Chief
Barker George Eby for his tireless
efforts as the "hardest working Variety leader 8in through
its history."
February
14, 1960, was
voted
for next year's Variety Week
celebration.
Chikao Kano, managing editor of
"Mainichi," Japan's largest daily
newspaper, told delegates he plans to
reactivate the tent in Tokyo, dormant
for the past six years.
Later at a luncheon in the Sands
Hotel for past international chief

honor the entire New England ter-'
ritory Hub,
by opening
area's
Boston. the film in the

Robertrector ofS.advertising,
Ferguson, Columbia's
dipublicity and
exploitation, leaves for Boston toda)
to set up plans for the kickoff of the
film. He will confer with Dan Finn oi
B & Q Theatre, operators of the Astor
jj Boston
newspaper editors, Harry

James Ascher has returned to Milwaukee as salesman at the Columbia
exchange.
□

Harry Gulliver, projectionist at the
Stanley Warner circuit's first-run Warner Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., is on
a three-month leave of absence.

(Continued from page 1)
Columbia's 'Jane'

ager.

References were also made of the

Coast Billboard Group *
Bars 'Maja' Advertising^
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, March 31.-Soutb| [
ern California Outdoor Advertisers has( j
denied United Artists exploiters use
of Los Angeles area billboards to promote the 20-theatre city-wide opening
of "The Naked Maja" scheduled foi

Apr.
The15.billboard "blackout" of "The;,
Naked Maja" follows the refusal of
Los Angeles's four major dailies to> jj
accept the film ads.
year's activity covering regional meetings, visits to tents, importance of
the barker, the organization's journal
as a communications medium; securing of J. Raymond Bell as international press representative; "Variety
Week" and
of an Internationalappointment
Charities Committee.
Ray Bell expressed the need for an
interchange of information between
the tents.
Highlighting today's luncheon was
the introduction by London's James
Careras of John Mills, England's top
toastmaster, who traveled here without compensation.
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Mees

Picture

Drive-in Articles

Reprinted by Texas Unit
A series of articles on the operation
and maintenance of drive-in theatres
by Curtis Mees which originally appeared in the Better Theatres section
of Motion Picture Herald have
been
reprinted
the Texas The
Drive-in
Theatre
Owners byAssociation.
five
articles are headed "Starlite Showmanship," "Making and Keeping the
Drive-in Theatre Attractive," "Promoting Business — Drive-in Style,"

British

Films

{Continued from page 1)
tgoing from the United Kingdom
juld result and the sums concerned
ve therefore been included in these
mputations as they represent a dol• saving," the Board of Trade docu?nt pointed out.
1 Admissions at 164 Million
. Theatre admissions for the fourth
carter of 1958 totalled just under
' 4,000,000, which is some 26,000,PJO or 13.6 per cent below the fourth
arter of 1957.
An analysis shows that smaller

Daily

Catholic

Drive

man is L. Douglas Netter, Jr., of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Inc.
Composed of about 1,000 Catholic laymen, the Cardinal's Committee
is organized along business and professional lines, with members solicitin
individuals has
from committee
gifts The
ing
special
their own field.
John S. Burke of B. Altman and Company as chairman, and John A. Coleman, a governor of the New York
Stock
man. Exchange, as executive chairThe Cardinal's Committee has accepted a quota of $1,200,000 of the
overall goal of $3,105,267. The remainder will be raised by the 400
parishes of the New York Archdiocese through a house-to-house canvass
April 19 to 29.
Otis Couch Dies
FAYETTEVILLE, Tenn., March
31. — Otis Couch, owner of the 64
Drive-in Theatre here, is dead following a heart attack.

"Refreshments," and "Selection and
Training of an Operating Staff." The
reprint is in the form of a 12-page
brochure which the Association is
mailing to its members.
William

Brereton

TALK

Variety Club News
MIAMI— "Trousseau for Gigi" was
the theme for the seventh annual
spring fashion show and luncheon
sponsored by Tent No. 33, Variety
Club's women's committee, at the
Eden Roc Hotel. Maurice Chevalier
was guest of honor. Prizes to guests
were presented by Susan Kohner,
in Universal's "Imiwho istationfeatured
of Life," which opened here
at Wometco's Carib, Miami, and
Miracle theatres.
A
PORTLAND, Ore.-The heart clinic
of the Children's Orthopedic Hospital,
sponsored
by Variety
of was
the
Pacific Northwest,
Tent Club
No. 46,
aided by four special benefit shows
sponsored jointly by the club and
Family Drive-in Theatres. Films were
donated by 20th Century-Fox and
Warner Brothers. Full cooperation
was received from the operating
'Movie

Week'

in D.C.

Set Apr. 5 Through 11
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, March 31. -District Commissioners will sign a
proclamation tomorrow afternoon
designating the week of April 5
through 11 "Washington Motion Picture nual
Week,"presentation
in recognition
the anof ofAcademy
Awards. The proclamation will be
presented to Judy Holliday, a former
"Oscar" winner, who is appearing

Dies;

Buffalo Pioneer
Special to THE DAILY
BUFFALO, March 31. - William
Brereton, 75, a veteran of 40 years in
the theatre field, who had retired last
month as advertising-publicity director of the local Basil circuit, died at
his home here. He is survived by his
wife, a brother and four sisters.

TENT

(Continued from page 1)

Was

here in "The Bells Are Ringing."
Acquire

N. J. Theatre

NEWARK, N. J., March 31. - Acquisition ofthe Elwood Theatre, here,
was announced by Sheldon Smerling,
executive vice-president of Eastern
Theatres. A 1,500-seat neighborhood
theatre, the Elwood is located on
Broadway at Elwood Ave. Extensive
remodeling and refurbishing of the
interior will be started shortly, but
one of the new features that will be
offered immediately is free parking
for patrons.
Eastern has taken over some adjacent property and ample off-street
parking facilities will hereafter be
available to patrons.

^;atres suffered declines well above
>ie average with large theatres showl declines well below the average,
le average admission price rose to
.9 pence, or .7 pence above the
f-it half of the year, it was esti^ited.
Total Takings Down 9.4%
As a result of this increase total
angs for the four quarters are only
(n per cent less than the same period
i> 1957.
Three

Clevelanders

Die

CLEVELAND, March 31. - Local
160, IATSE, lost three members recently bydeath. Clarence Kramer, 51,
projectionist at the Garden Theatre for
the past nine years, died suddenly in
his home. Almost simultaneously,
word was received of the death of
Ernest J. Eck, projectionist at the
Parma Theatre.
From Florida it was learned that
Jerome Friedman, 67, retired local
projectionist, has been killed in an
automobile accident in Jacksonville,
Fla.

Daylight-Saving Loses
PORTLAND, Ore., March 31.The daylight-saving bill has been
killed in the Oregon legislature. Defeat of the measure is attributed
largely grams
to from
a last-minute
flood opposed
of teleexhibitors who
the plan.
*F erboten9

to Columbia

Columbia Pictures has acquired
U.S. and Canadian distribution rights
to "Verboten" from RKO Radio Pictures. The Samuel Fuller production
is slated for a June release.
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ACE

Delays
Action

alls Special Board

Meet

pril 18-19 in Washington
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 1. - Some
Jied States directors, impatient over
ntinuing delays in getting the
nerican
Exhibitors'
am underCongress
way, areof urging
Alliedpro-to
stigate action of its own.
This is revealed in a bulletin to
^lied members sent out today from
e office here of Abram F. Myers,
lairman and general counsel, to be
ie of the principal reasons for the
lling of a special meeting of the
.lied board of directors scheduled
r April 18 and 19 at the Washington
otel here.
The bulletin says that "Numerous
asons were assigned by those deanding the meeting, including the
aim that Allied, while awaiting
(Continued on page 2)
ennessee
%

Installations

on

Rise;

Removes

Admission

Tax

The Tennessee Legislature has
Lssed a bill eliminating the State's
per cent admission tax, which has
en yielding approximately $250,000
year, COMPO said yesterday. The
[1 was signed by the Governor,
|arch 11, and becomes effective July
1959.
There is also a clause in the bill
btich eliminates the authority of
(Continued on page 2)
erman Joining Disney
s Cont. Assistant
Julian D. Berman has been apinted assistant general manager of
alt Disney Productions for Con.ental Europe, it was announced by
>y O. Disney, president of Walt
sney Productions. Berman will join
alt Disney Productions as of Mon(Continued on page 2 )
■LEVISION TODAY— page 7

$2,700,000

Pledged

V.C.IntWould

Chafes
Expect

)ver

TEN CENTS
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Big

Increase

by

Fall

By WARREN G. HARRIS
Producers and distributors of 70mm motion pictures can at present expect
playdates in about 60 to 65 cities and towns throughout the United States and
Canada, it was learned here yesterday. This total, however, is expected to
increase considerably by fall, due to
interest shown by exhibitors in the
Academy Announces
number of 70mm features being premonths. pared for release in the coming
Scientific Awards
The Todd-AO Corporation, for exFrom THE DAILY Bureau
ample, reports that ontodate,
the com(Continued
page 7)
HOLLYWOOD, April 1. - Winners
of the 31st annual Academy Awards
for scientific or technical achievement
To Probe State Power
were announced today. There was,
however, no award in Class I, for
which a statuette is given.
To Tax Out-ol -State
Selection of the winners is made by
From THE DAILY Bureau
the Academy's Scientific or Technical
WASHINGTON,
April 1. - The
Awards Committee and presentations
Senate Small Business Committee will
(Continued on page 7)
start hearings next Wednesday to explore recent Supreme Court decisions
giving state governments the power
Favor Tax Changes for
to tax income of out-of-state corporations.
U.S. firms Overseas
Chairman Sparkman (D., Ala.) said
(Continued on page 6)
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 1. - The
State Department released a conSugarman Resigns Ohio
sultant's report recommending easier
tax treatment for American companies
I.T.O. Posts; Is Moving
producing overseas.
Special to THE DAILY
The report was prepared by Ralph
CLEVELAND, April 1. -Charles
Straus for Undersecretary C. Douglas
Sugarman, former treasurer and a
Dillon. The Department carefully member
of the board of Independent
ducked saying whether the AdminisTheatre Owners of Ohio, resigned
tration was prepared to back the rec- those posts after having acquired
ommendations.
drive-in theatres at Parkersburg,
A key Straus recommendation
(Continued on page 6 )
would permit American corporations
to set up special corporations here to
( Continued on page 6 )
Hearings Today on
Exchange Trading on
AFM, MGA Dispute
From THE DAILY Bureau
NT Debentures Begins
WASHINGTON, April 1. - The
Some $18,573,896, principal National
Labor Relations Board hears
amount of the $20,000,000 authorized
argument
tomorrow on an attempt by
five and a half per cent sinking fund
subordinated debentures of National the Musicians Guild of America to replace the American Federation of
Theatres, Inc., yesterday were admit- Musicians
as the bargaining agent for
ted to trading on the American Stock
Exchange, it was announced by B. musicians scoring music for independent producers.
Gerald Cantor, chairman, and John
The Guild seeks to represent musiB. Bertero, president. Listing of the
cians scoring for the Society of Indebentures was approved by the exdependent Motion Picture Producers,
change on March 5.
The debentures were issued in con- the Independent Motion Picture Producers Association, Samuel Goldwyn
nection with the exchange offer of
warrants and debentures by which Studios and RKO. Until now, these
National Theatres is acquiring shares companies have dealt with A.F.M.
(Continued on page 6 )

Drives'
Protect
TaxExemption
New

Regulation to Prevent

Charge for Fund-Raising
By SAMUEL D. BERNS
LAS VEGAS, Nev., Apr. 1. - Following receipt today of pledges totalling $2,700,000 for the 1959 Heart
Fund Drive of Variety Clubs International, the delegates, in a precautionary measure to protect tax exemption of the organization's fund-raising
campaigns for its charities, prepared
an amendment to its constitution preventing charges for services supplied
by
individuals
or fund-raising agencies.
The sum pledged by the delegates
at
today's business
Thunderbird
Hotel, thesession
second in
day the
of
the 31st annual convention, represents
in excess of a half-million dollars
more than was pledged in 1958.
The afternoon session, following a
luncheon at the Sahara Hotel hosted
by Robert Cannon, past chief barker
of Las Vegas
Tent No.
39, which
(Continued
on page
6 ) was
Sound

Editors Honor

Goldwyn with Award
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD,
1. - The
Motion Picture SoundApril
Editors
honored
Samuel Goldwyn today at their sixth
annual awards luncheon and awarded
to him its highest tribute, a plaque,
making Goldwyn a life member of
the MPSE. Gordon Sawyer, technical
director of the Samuel Goldwyn Studios(Continued
accepted the award
for Goldwyn,
on page
7)
Lowenstein

to Head

Rogers, Cowan Office
Larry Lowenstein will join Rogei
and Cowan as executive director in
charge of the New York office, it was
announced here yesterday by Henry
Rogers and Warren Cowan. Lowenstein, who was director of special
services for the CBS Television Net(Continued on page 6 )
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Motion

A

PERSONAL
MENTION

ROGER H. LEWIS, United Artists
national director of advertising,
, is in Holexploitation
and New
publicdityfrom
lvwoo
York for a series
of promotion conferences.
•
Sol Handwerger, M-G-M Records
promotion manager, will leave New
York this week for Chicago, where he
will attend the convention of the
Music Operators of America.
•
Gordon Hales, British producer,
returned to London yesterday from
New York via B.O.A.C.
•
Bud Austin, branch manager for
United Artists in Denver, has been
married there to Lucille Johnson.
Claude Graves, manager of the Flatiron Theatre, acted as best man.
•
William Graf, head of the Columbia Pictures planning department
in London, left New York yesterday
for Hollywood.
Berman to Disney
(Continued from page 1)
day and will operate under Michael
Havas, European general manager.
He will headquarter in Paris.
Berman had been with M-G-M for
more than 30 years, handling its offices in Cuba, Uruguay, Japan,
China and the Philippines, and most
recently had been supervisor of several of the M-G-M European territories.
AFM

Elects Two

William J. Harris, Dallas, was yesterday elected unanimously as vicepresident of the American Federation
of Musicians, AFL-CIO, to succeed retiring vice-president Charles L. Bagley, Los Angeles. Charles H. Kennedy, president of the San Francisco
musicians' local, was likewise unanimously elected to the International
Executive Board vacancy created by
the elevation of Harris to the vice
presidency. Announcement of the action of the executive board of the
union, taken at its meeting in Tulsa,
Okla., was made by Herman D.
Kenin, president of the Federation,
in a statement from his office in New
York City.

'Imitation' Here Apr. 1 7
Universal - International's "Imitation of Life" will have its New York
premiere at the Roxy Theatre on
April 17.
MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY,

Martin

CE

Picture

Chafes
Delay
(Continued from page 1)

promised action by the American
Congress of Exhibitors on matters of
first importance to exhibitors, has
been stalled on dead center and has
not functioned in the interest of its
members. There is urgent need, it is
asserted, for putting the association
back
operation."
"It into
is further
claimed," the bulletin continues, "that the position of the
theatres in the motion picture industry is steadily deteriorating. The film
companies, encountering no determined resistance from exhibitors, are
running amuck. Virtually all pictures
above run-of-mill are being specially
handled in one way or another. As a
result, the product is burned up before reaching the theatres that must
play on general release. Moreover, in
some areas, theatres are being arbitrarily zoned and bidding is being
forced where it never existed before."
Forced Bidding
The bulletin charges that United
Artists is "requiring theatres (in the
Pittsburgh area) to bid regardless of
the extent of competition between
them," and also attacks that company's recent announcement that it
was ending the "look-see" practice
and would discuss no adjustments until an exhibitor had paid his contractual commitments to the company in
full.
Allied cites assurances over the
years from distributors that they want
to price their pictures in accordance
with the exhibitor's ability to pay,

'Count' Premiere

Will

Benefit Free Milk Fund
The premiere of "Count Your Blessings," the M-G-M film comedy which
will follow "Green Mansions" into
Radio City Music Hall the latter part
of April, will be marked by a benefit
for the Free Milk Fund for Babies of
which Mrs. William Randolph Hearst
is founder and president.
The fund will take over the entire
first mezzanine for the evening performance and will also hold a
champagne supper-ball at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel following the show.
Tickets for the combined affair will
be $50 each.
To Repeat 'Reade Story'
"Pulsebeat," the syndicated coastto-coast television series which dramatizes the stories of American industry, and presented "The Walter
Reade Story" last fall, has chosen to
repeat this presentation due to its initial success, again on Sundav, April
5, over the Mutual Network, WORTV, Channel 9, at 1:15 P.M.

Quigley,

Editor-in-Chief

Daily

and Publisher

Thursday, April 2, 19!

Allied

and asks how can that be better determined than by an analysis of a
picture's
performance
in his theatre
after close of the engagement?
It adds that die board will be concerned with the question whether,
"after an exhibitor has dug into capital to pay the contract terms for an
oversold picture, he is going to get a
refund from the film company."
It counsels U.A. to "consider all
possible consequences before summarily abolishing a business custom
which, however repugnant in theory,
has developed as a matter of necessity under the distributors' fantastic
pricingSeespolicies."
'A Different Question'
Under the heading, "Restraining
Competition," the bulletin says "A
joint distributing agency for several
producers is one thing but when that
agency prescribes uniform conditions
and terms of sale for those producers,
and they agree thereto, a different
The bulletin
says Allied directors
question
is presented."
who have not yet contacted their
Washington representatives on behalf
of Congressional support for Allied's
"white paper" campaign can make arrangement to do so on the day preceding and the day following the
board meeting.
Also expected, is word whether
Horace Adams, Allied president, who
has been ordered by his physician to
curtail his activities, will be in a
position to continue in that post.
Tennessee Removes
(Continued from page 1)
cities to levy a 2 per cent tax on
theatre admissions. This will prevent
municipalities, not now levying such
taxes from imposing them later.
The fight for repeal was led by the
officers of the Tennessee Theatre Owners Association. Walter L. Morris,
Knoxville theatre owner, who is a
member of COMPO's Tax Committee,
said: "The elimination of this levy is
another instance of the grass roots
working to secure relief and primary
credit goes to the little man who
worked and followed a good organization plan."
'Tables' Big in N.Y.
Artists'
"Separate
hasUnited
rolled up
a $556,907
grossTables"
at the
Astor and Normandie Theatres in
New York over the past 16 weeks, it
was announced by William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge of distribution. Breakdown of the gross
figures show $429,474 for the Astor
and $127,433 for the Normandie. The
UA release holds over for a 17th week
at the two theatres, beginning today.

us

Circuit starts

Managers1 Contest
Special to THE DAILY
BOSTON, April 1. - Lockwood
Gordon Enterprises has started a ma
agerial contest to run for nine mont
based on the best methods of adve
tising, promotion, exploitation
economy of operation by each mana
in the circuit's 32 theatres. The
prize is an all-expense trip to Mia
for two for two weeks, or $1,000
cash. The second prize is $500, ai
there are 12 other major cash prize
plus
monthly
awards.
Thespecial
contest
was announced
at
series of regional managerial mee
ings held in Waterville, Me., coverii
the northern New England houses,
Providence, covering the Rhode I
land and southern Massachusetts the
tres and in Hartford for the circuit
Connecticut houses. General manag
Douglass Amos said the purpose of tl|
contest is to further encourage ar!
reward the managers for their effoi
in these important phases of theat
operation.
Join Allied Unit
DENVER, April l.-Neil Beezl
president of Allied Rocky Mounta
Independent Theatres, Inc., repoi
that the following exhibitors ha
joined that organization, which is
filiated with National Allied: W.
Kinder, Star Theatre, Imperial, Ne
Mrs. Bert Lewis, Peerless Theat
Holyoke, Colo.; Maxine Erickso
Grant Theatre, Grant, Neb.; Isado
Gershner, Wells Theatre, Cheyem
Wells, Colo.; Charles McCarthy, Li
coin Theatre, Limon, Colo.
NO LANGUAGE BARRIER
Translate your picture into
U. S. Dollars
with a Ben
Adler |l
National
Advertising
Campaign.

LOngacre 4-2190

ADVERTISING
1501 Broadway. N.Y.C

FOR SALE CHEAP!
Gasoline Driven
2000 Amp. D.C. Generator
Portable — Compact
Near New Excellent Condition
Write
Box No. 42, MOTION PICTURE DAILY
6305 Yucca St.. Hollywood 28, Calif.
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(Continued from page 1)

OF THE

opened by children of the organization's Day Nursery singing the National Anthem, was devoted to the delivery of heart reports by tent delegates in a bid for the annual Heart
Award.
Judges selected by Heart Award
chairman Nadian Golden, for the
award to be announced Friday night
at die concluding dinner ceremonies,
were Sam Berns, Quigley Publications;
Bernard Charman, editor of the Daily
Cinema, London; Charles Alicoate,
"Film Daily"; H. M. Greenspun, publisher, "Las Vegas Sun"; Hy Bossin,
editor "Canadian Film Weekly," Toronto; Al Cahlan, general manager,
"Las Vegas Beview- Journal" and William Stiles, general manager, station
KLBJ-TV, Las Vegas.
Can-eras Present
James Carreras, of London; Bick
Bourke, of Dublin, and Mike Frankovich, of London, are lending much to
the color and atmosphere of the international scope of Variety with dieir
active participation at the meetings
and in the events that follow.
Bourke extended a surprise invitation to all delegates to attend a special Irish Coffee Party at the Stardust
Hotel tomorrow evening.
To Probe State Power
(Continued from page 1)
the committee had been receiving
complaints from distributors and
wholesalers in many industries, and
was interested in seeing if it could
get agreement on uniform standards
for determining how much of a company's income shall be taxed in each
state. Most tax experts are convinced
it would take a constitutional amendment to overturn the Supreme Court
decision completely, and that this is
unlikely to come to pass.
Hearings will begin here, and probably will be followed by hearings
around the country.
Lowenstein to Head
(Continued from page 1)
work,
Monday.will take over his new duties
Joining CBS in 1955 as director of
press information, New York, Lowenstein formerly was director of publicity-promotion for Benton and
Bowles, Inc. He is chairman of the
publicity committee of the Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences.
Sugarman Resigns
(Continued from page 1 )
West Virginia, outside Ohio ITA territory. Milton Yassenoff of Columbus,
O., has been elected treasurer for die
balance
of Sugarman's
term. Horace
For reasons
of health,

Jhn&rdc£Ln- Dritennntioruzl

Adams was obliged recently to relinquish most of his duties as president of ITO of Ohio, and Marshall
Fine, over
vice-president,
take
those duties.was appointed to

Bad

'til OSCAR D
Only 3 Da

Girl

Wilcox — Neagle — Hal Roach
Starring the attractive Anna Neagle, whose name and talents should
still be familiar to certain segments of
the American audience, this Britishmade melodrama is mildly engrossing
in its depiction of a nicely brought
up teenager who gets into the wrong
company. The teenager is pretty Sylvia Syms, and the bad influence,
Kenneth Haigh, who recently scored
a triumph on the Broadway stage in
"Look Back in Anger."
Produced and directed by Miss
Neagle's husband, Herbert Wilcox,
"Bad Girl" has certain exploitation
values inherent in the story and
screenplay by Felicity Douglas. Miss
Syms' capers find her involved
with a teenage element similar to
some of our own misguided youths,
and audiences here will find sufficient
situations with which to identify.
A war widow, Miss Neagle has her
hands full as fiction editor of a teenage magazine and the mother of two
growing girls, Miss Syms and the
younger Julia Lockwood. A secretarial
school student, Miss Syms meet immature playboy Haigh at a dance
and soon finds herself being introduced to some of the less desirable
youths of London.
From the start, Miss Neagle tries to
keep track of Miss Syms and her
friends, but is eventually called to
New York on business. When she returns, she finds that Miss Syms has
been completely taken by Haigh and
his associates. In an attempt to get
some money from an elderly aunt,
Haigh man,accidentally
the old woand Miss Syms kills
is picked up by
die police as an accessory to the
crime. Alone in prison, Miss Syms
realizes her mistakes and is finally
reconciled with her mother.
Running time, 100 minutes. General
classification. Belease, in March.
Wabren G. Harris

4Maja' Ads Accepted
By L.A. TV Stations
Special to THE DAILY
LOS ANGELES, April 1. - The
television stations of this city have
accepted United Artists' "The Naked
Maja" advertising campaign for diat
picture's 20-theatre city-wide opening
on Apr. 15.
In accepting spot announcement
trailers, television became first of mass
communications medium to show the
famed controversial nude masterpiece
by Goya after a virtual blackout was
imposed by major daily newspapers
and billboard lessors when they refused to use any ads reproducing the
painting.
Some Stipulations Made
Though all TV stations went along
on accepting trailers it was understood
diat there were stipulations by two
of the stations concerning time. One
will use spots after 9:00 P.M., while
the other has rejected them during
anyThechildren's
shows.are of 10, 20 and
TV trailers
60 seconds.

Tell your patrc
and friends
tune in to NE
for the bigg
TV or NBC-Rai
show of the ye

Tax

Change

(Continued from page 1)

actually produce goods abroad. Th
companies would be taxed on ov o
seas earnings at the regular 52 per a
rate only when returned to the U
—not when it is earned abroad. Wh
the report covers production acti
ties, if the recommendations ever wc
to Congress there would be a stro
effort to cover distribution firms
well.
An earlier report by a President
study group called for cutting the 1
on foreign-earned income to 7.8 j
cent. changes.
The Strauss report suggested
rate

State Department in Favor
P
A bill hy Rep. Boggs (D., Al
would permit the special foreign bu
ness corporations and would also I
overseas earnings at 14 percenta
points less than other earnings. T
State Department would like to ;
some tax incentives enacted by Cc
gress to spur overseas investment, I
the treasury is balking because of 1
revenue loss.
Exchange Trading
(Continued from page 1)

and warrants of National Telefi
Associates, Inc., now a National Th
tres subsidiary. The debentures, j!
sued in denominations of $100, $5,
and multiples of $1,000, are c
March 1, 1974. They are traded t1
der
NTR. the Exchange ticker sym:

More
light
+
slower
lower

burn=|
costs

ATIONAL
PROJECTOR
CARBONS
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70mm.'

Rises

(Continued from page 1)
hy has made seventy 70mm iniliations in the U. S. and Canada,
Sth another 15 expected by the time
"Porgy and Bess"
Goldwyn's
jfnuel for
Jready
release this summer. Very
''timistic about the future and budd* interest in 70mm, Todd-AO presets that by late fall 50 installations
tl have been added to the present
i The company also at present has
installations abroad, where it does
t dominate the 70mm equipment
Id to the extent that it has here up
>! the present time.
r/jome Cities Have More Than One
::Because Todd-AO has been the
minant figure in 70mm in this
L jntry, its 70 installations can be
~:epted as more or less the total
mber of such situations here, al)ugh the company does admit that
ace in a very great while we hear
installation
wasn't
done by
nrIan The
number that
of 70
installations,
' wever, is not a direct indication of
j& number of cities in which a 70mm
ease can be shown, since some
ies have more than one such inllation. New York City, for example,
ijll soon have four, with the addition
I!the Warner to the already equipped
Fiew's State, Rivoli, and Criterion.
' The number 60 to 65 cities and
Erras is based primarily on the ex_"riences of two current 70mm reuses, "The Sleeping Beauty" and
!ibuth Pacific." The Walt Disney
I :toon feature has played or is play' E 40 dates in 70mm with the Buena
sta sales force looking for a maxima of 65 such engagements here
To date, "Pacific" has
in Canada.
|d
ived
56 engagements in Todd-AO
m the U. S. and Canada, with three
Bsv openings set for the immediate
i,^ire. Abroad, "Pacific" has played
is playing 83 engagements, although
of these are not in houses equipped
Todd-AO, but by some other 70mm
13uipment house.
First Release Played 31 Dates
A sharp increase in the number
domestic Todd-AO installations hemes very clear when it is pointed
t that the first picture to be retsed in that wide-gauge process
tyed only 31 dates in the U. S. and
nada in 70mm and even fewer dates
road. Mike Todd's "Around the
orld in 80 Days" played a reported
dates in Todd-AO domestically,
t was not available in 70mm abroad.
jcademy Announces
(Continued from page 1)
111 be made at the annual "Oscar"
hvv on Monday night.
IThe Class II Award, a plaque, went
Don W. Prideaux, Roy Leighton,
d the Lamp Division of General
sctric Co. for "the development and
eduction of an improved 10 kilowatt
for motion
set lighting."
Anp second
Classpicture
II award
went to
ri a vision, Inc. for "the design and
velopment of the Auto Panatar anaOrphic photographic lens.
The Class III Award, a certificate
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/"pi HOW) Business is Business : -When the script called for several
VO scenes in a restaurant, the powers that be at MGM-TV last week
utilized Puccini's in Beverly Hills for a "Thin Man" episode. Y'see, Puccini's isco-owned by "thin men" Frank Sinatra and Peter Lawford and
. .
strangely enough the latter is co-star of the "Thin Man" series. .nite
Monday
The musical portion of the "Oscar" Awards NBCast next Howard
Keel
will feature John Raitt, Eddie Fisher, Rhonda Fleming,
and Tonv Martin singing the five songs that were nominated for top
honors, two of which, "A Certain Smile" and "A Very Precious Love"
were cleffed by Sammy Fain and Paul Francis Webster, writers of another recent ace, "Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing." . . . McCall's
April issue carries a profile on Fred Astaire (condensation of his autoMelbourne, Ausbiog, "Steps In Time") . Fred is currently on location inTony
Perkins and
tralia, co-starring with Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner,
Donna Anderson in the Stanley Kramer U.S. flicker, "On The Beach.^
. William Rawle Weeks, Jr., author of "Knock And Wait Awhile,"
which copped the Edgar Allen Poe Award last year, in town from Europe
huddling with Nelson Morris who will produce the pix next Spring in
Belgium, Holland and Germany. . . . The Dynamic Films featurette,
nominated for an "Oscar" as best
"Psychiatric Nursing" which hasby been
Nathan Zucker for Smith, Kline &
documentary, was produced
French. . . .
<fr
-fr
Tall, Handsome Gene Smith, remembered for his fine efforts in the
production of "South Pacific," leaves next week for
Broadway
original where
Florida
he'll have the second lead in the Screen Gems telefilm,
"Stake-Out" starring Walter Mathau. One of the most talented and most
popular members of the Lambs Club, Gene can also belt out a ballad
with the best. . . . Abram Chasins, music director of station WQXR
(NY) just back from the coast where he served as technical advisor on
the forthcoming Franz Liszt film produced by William Goetz for Columbia release. Abram's newest tome, "The Van Cliburn Legend," will
be published next week by Doubleday and his "Speaking of Pianists,"
published last year by Knopf is now in its fourth printing. (No rainbows in this case-Abe's CHASIN(s) Best-seller garlands.) . . . Talented
wax CBSpinner Jim Lowe and NTA, discussing a new 5-minute across
the board series called, "Wall of Fame," which will feature Jim's piano
magic. . . .

Cited

(Continued from page 1)
who is on a brief holiday in the
Hawaiian Islands.
In presenting the award, Keith W.
Stafford, MPSE president, said,
"Throughout the years, Hollywood has
looked up to Samuel Goldwyn as a
pioneer and leader in the making of
fine motion pictures. It is known by
everyone in the industry that he is a
strong and demanding task master in
demanding the best of every craftsman as well as artists.
"Among these facets of successful
motion picture making is the work
of our craft, sound effects editing. We
know he is deeply interested in this
work, which is exemplified in every
picture he has produced and we are
looking forward to seeing his mastery
in the long-anticipated 'Porgy and
Bess' with the Goldwyn touch."
M.P. Federation
Award

Plans

for Sam Goldwyn

Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, April 1. - A special award
in recognition
his "faithfulness to the
ultimate inof the
art of
motion
pictureGoldwyn,
production"
will be
given Samuel
producer
of
"Porgy and Bess," at the fifth anniversary dinner of the Federation of Motion Picture Councils here on Thursday, April
Presentationbywillassociate
be accepted9.for Goldwyn
James A. Mulvey from Mrs. Dean
Gray Edwards, president of the Federation, at a banquet at the Warwick
Hotel.
The citation also refers to Goldwyn
as a "pioneer, showman, philanthroExecutives
pist and makerof ofColumbia
significant Pictures,
events."
which
is releasing "Porgy and Bess,"
will attend.

Burns and Berle Join
In TV Prodvcinq Firm
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, March 31. - Milton Berle and George Burns have
formed a new television production
company to be known as B and B
Productions. Plans call for immediate
preparation and production of 39
half-hour filmed comedy-anthology
shows, titled "Milton Berle Comedy
Theatre." Burns will function as executive producer on the series. Berle
is slated to host all 39 shows and star
in 13.
B and B Productions will headquarter at the General Service Studios.
of honorable mention, went to Willy
Borberg of the General Precision
Laboratory "for the development of
a high speed intermittent movement
for 35mm motion picture theatre proA second
Class III Award went to
jection equipment."
Fred Ponedel, George Brown, and
Conrad Boye of the Warner Bros,
special
effects
department
for rapid
"the
design and
fabrication
of a new
fire marble gun."
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Good news travels fast! Requests for Jet Flagship reserva
tions
have been pouring in. Everybody, it seems, wants to fly
the jets.
So now American is happy to announce a third daily 707
Jet Flagship
nonstop to Los Angeles. That's in addition to jet
service to San Francisco, via Chicago— every
day.
Thank you for calling American. Please call us
again.
For reservations, see your Travel Agent or call
American,
LOngacre 4-2000; in Newark, Mitchell 2-8570
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'Life'
'U's

Grosser

ord-o) -Mouth Seen Aid
0 Film in All Openings
On the basis of its 11 domestic and
e Canadian engagements to date,
nitation of Life" will become Universale all-time
top grossing
picture, exceeding the $7,250,000 gross of
"The Glenn Miller Story," the
present record
holder, according to H. H.
Martin, general
sales manager.
The business

H. H. Martin
pattern ofis"ImiMjxi.
ii. iniauii
tation"
the
™
same in all of
e 12 widely separated engagements,
-•-artin told trade press representa'es at a luncheon at the Laurent
;staurant here yesterday. The picre is the beneficiary of exceptionally
» orable word-of-mouth, as evidenced
strong midweek business, grosses
(Continued on page 2)
ri
o Change in Universal
ook-See Policy: Martin
No change is contemplated in Uni;rsal's policy governing the "looke"in practice
by whichon exhibitors
barfor adjustments
some pictures
■fore settling their contractual obliitions to the distributor, Henry H.
)M artin, general sales manager, said
-sterday.
1 "There{Continued
is no need
on for
pagea 2)change,"
' lieatre 4No Smoking'
•Violators to Be Fined
i j Violators of New York's "no-smokJ'g"
400 film
leatresregulations
of the cityinwillsome
be prosecuted,
ifli and after June 1, it was announced
t<jsterday by Fire Commissioner Edard F. Cavanaugh, Jr. Areas of the
(Continued on page 2)

Bulletin Acclaims

Motion

Picture Herald

for Second Series of Merchandising Meetings
The current Rulletin of Theatre Owners of America, sent to its membership
today, acclaims Motion Picture Herald for its sponsorship of a second series of
merchandising conferences in conjunction with the major producer-distributor
companies.
The Rulletin states: "Quigley Publications, publishers of Motion Picture
Herald and Motion Picture Daily, last Fall got all seven major film companies to cooperate in screening one of their forthcoming major productions
and conducting a merchandising clinic on the film, under Quigley auspices.
"Another clinic has been scheduled for April 8 through 10 in New York City.
This is a fine example of a trade paper, at great personal expense, providing
the means for exhibitors to better prepare to exploit, promote and merchandise
forthcoming pictures. We recommend attendance by exhibitors in the New
York area."
Enter

Order

in Chicago

'Adults Only' Case
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO, April 2.-An order was
entered in U.S. District court here
yesterday giving effect to Federal
Judge Sullivan's decision holding Chicago'sfilms
police censorship
classifying
as for adultsordinance
only to
be unconstitutional. Paramount successfully contested the ordinance
(Continued on page 5)
Schine Circuit Pays

Film

Industry

'Neutralized1

Welcomes

New

'Outside' Members
Ry WILLIAM PAY
LONDON, April 2. - The Rritish
Film Producers Assn. has opened its
membership to all makers of Rritish
quota films resident in the United
Kingdom, it was announced today by
Arthur Watkins, RFPA president.
First new members under the
changed(Continued
policy, he onsaid,
pageare 4)Douglas
Effect of Union

$68,000 in Fines
Special to THE DAILY
RUFFALO, April 2. - The Schine
Theatres'
$68,000
in fines ininterests
Federal have
Courtpaid
here.
This
marks the end of a long legal battle
over criminal contempt charges filed
against them after they failed to sell
off some of their theatre holdings.
The fines were imposed early in
(Continued on page 5 )
Find

BFPA

Fight

On Recording Described
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 2.-A jurisdictional battle between rival musicians' unions is forcing independent
film producers to record film music
overseas, the National Labor Relations Roard was told today.
The board held oral argument on a
Guild of
by the Musicians
request(Continued
on page 4)
Efforts

Communist

J. E.

Hoover

Humanitarian
Of

the

Year

Cited for Fight Against
Juvenile Delinquency
Ry SAMUEL D. RERNS
LAS VEGAS, April 2,-J. Edgar
"Humanihas Ofbeen
Hoover tarian
The designated
Year" by Variety
Clubs International.
The nation's No. 1 G-Man became
Variety's No. 1 Humanitarian because
of his "tremendous and continuing
contributions in the fight against
was anannounced
by Edward it
Shafton,
an
juvenile delinquency,"
Variety's
headsdirector
whoThe
awards
committee.
of
Omaha attorney,
the Federal Rureau of Investigation
for his "monuwas also
mental accoladed
efforts in safeguarding the nation against the insidiousness of jomAnnouncement will be made at the
organization's
annual
banquet
(Continued
on page
5) here
munism."
Landau, Unger Named
To Board of Af.T.
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, April 2.-R. Gerald Cantor, chairman of National
Theatres, Inc. and John R. Rertero,
president, announced the election today of Ely A. Landau and Oliver A.
reon page
5)
president,
chairman and
Unger, (Continued

Have
Influence

Ry J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, April 2.-The House UnAmerican Activities Committee
said the effectiveness of the Communist party in Hollywood has been "neuindustry and other groups.
of thethefilmcomment
tralized" byeffortsmade
The committee
in a special report on the Communist
party, the committee said, and
party in Southern California. Only a "partynistleaders
are aware of the posfew passing references were made to
sibilities for exploitation inherent in
the film industry— a notable contrast to
many earlier reports critical of the the entertainment industry." Howon of
combinati
, "a
ever, itcontinued
extent of Communist activity in moexposure
industry,
from the
resistance
tion picture production.
t efforts by this commitSouthern California is receiving in- of Communis
disputes within the
and internal
tee, (Continu
ed on page 5)
creasing attention from the Commu-

MPA

Board Meeting

Slated for Monday
The annual meeting of the MPAA
board of directors, originally scheduled for Monday, March 30, will be
held next Monday at 10:30 A.M. in
the MPAA board room. Eric Johnston,
president, will preside.
The annual meeting will be followed by a stated meeting of the
board of directors for the purpose of
of officers and for the transacelection
tion of such other business as may
come before the meeting.

2

Motion

PERSONAL
MOTION

DAVID LIPTON, Universal vicepresident in charge of advertising-publicity, wil arrive in New York
from the Coast next Tuesday.
•
Jerry Pickman, Paramount vicepresident in charge of advertisingpublicity, has arrived in Hollywood
from New York.
Wolfe Cohen, president of Warner Brodiers International and Arthur
Abeles, head of Warner interests in
die United Kingdom, left Hollywood
vosti ill, i\ foi I ,ondon, follow ing two
weeks of studio conferences.
•
Charles W. Carpenter, manager
of the New York office of Technicolor,
Inc., will leave New York tomorrow
for a two-week trip to London and
Rome.
•
Neale Leary, manager of motion
picture
Week,"
will leaveadvertising
here over forthe"This
weekend
for
the West Coast.
•
Leslie Norman, director, has left
here for London via B.O.A.C.
•
Philip Gerard, Universal's Eastern publicity manager, will leave New
York today for St. Louis, where he
will participate in the four-day celebration honoring Fannie Hurst, author of "Imitation of Life."
Theatre 'No Smoking'
(Continued from page 1 )
theatres in which smoking is presently
permitted are not affected by the new
regulations. Fines for violations in the
theatres, including the legitimate
houses have been announced as $500
or six months in jail.
The new plan calls for the creation
of
a "flying
squad"clothes
of firetodepartment
members
in plain
visit theatres on a spot-check basis for the
purpose of noting violations.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

See

Picture

Top
'U9 Grosser
from page 1)
(Continued
that build after opening day and other volved Easter holiday initial dates of
manifestations
Martin
said. of a picture with "legs," a selective type, whereas Universal's
previous boxoffice release, "The PerThe picture grossed more in its third
fect Furlough," was held until after
week at the Roosevelt, Chicago, than the Christmas-New Year's holiday to
take
advantage of a period during
in its second week, Martin reported,
and after setting a house record on which strong, new releases were
scarce. Both policies were successful,
its first Sunday at the Hippodrome,
the "U" executives noted.
Cleveland, with $7,900 it delivered
$8,800 die second Sunday. It is matchGerard added that Universal's next
ingordorbusiness
bettering
"Glenn weeks
Miller"at recin second
the important release, "This Earth Is
Mine," will be launched with yet anMiami, Carib and Miracle theatres,
other policy. Details, he said, will be
Miami; at the Golden Gate, San Frandisclosed at the Merchandising Concisco; the Paramount, Los Angeles,
ference sponsored by Motion Picture
Herald next week. The Conference, he
and the Uptown, Toronto.
said, enabled Universal to get its camTwo Openings Today
paign ready earlier than would have
First week business is at record been the
case otherwise. The picture
will have its premiere in San Franlevels at Loew's State, Boston; Mayfair, Baltimore; Joy, New Orleans, and
cisco, June 25, and will open elseManor, Charlotte. It opens today at
where starting June 26.
the Fulton, Pittsburgh, and Criterion,
Credits
Advance Build-Up
Oklahoma City. Its opening day at
Gerard attributed much of the
Keith's, Washington, was $500 ahead
of "Glenn Miller." More than 225 strength of "Imitation" to the planned
additional openings are scheduled for advance build-up for the picture. He
it diis month.
pointed out that virtually every member of the cast of consequence has
Martin pointed out that, apart from
been on the road selling it for weeks
specials,
"Imitation"
is
faced
with
competition from such outstanding prior to the opening, including Fannie Hurst, the authoress who has no
grossers as "Rio Bravo," "Some Like financial interest in the modern verIt Hot" and "The Shaggy Dog," in the
sion of her story, since the copyright
dozen cities in which it is playing. He
observed that this demonstrates again has expired. Countless pre-opening
screenings all over the country, and
that a number of strong attractions
the heavy publicity and advertising
help rather than hurt business.
Martin and Philip Gerard, Univercampaign, including substantial, extra
sal Eastern publicity manager, noted trade advertising, all assured the results now being recorded, he said.
that the campaign for "Imitation" in-

out of hand."
An Allied States' membership bulletin this week expressed concern that
other distributors would follow the
lead of United Artists in calling a halt
to the "look-see" practice. To date,
no other distributor has indicated any
change in policy on that score is being
considered.

On

Only Two Days
'til OSCAR DAT!

'Life9

No Change in Policy
(Continued from page 1)
Martin said. "We watch the situation
closely and do not permit it to get

Theatres

Friday, April 3, 195!

Daily

Fight Bill

Air Conditioning
Special to THE DAILY
BALTIMORE, April 2. - A new
bill, S.B. 533, introduced in the current session
of Maryland's
State
Legislature,
if enacted
would require
everyone with 75 h.p. or over cooling
units to hire a licensed engineer for
operation of same. It has been referred to the Judicial Proceedings Committee of the Senate.
Since it would affect practically all
neighborhood theatres, it is being protested by the Allied Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Maryland, Inc.

Mirisch, Seven Arts Set
Two for United Artists
The Mirisch Company, in association with Seven Arts Films, will produce the screen versions of "Two for
the Seesaw" and "By Love Possessed," for United Artists release, it
was announced by Harold Mirisch
and Eliot Hyman, presidents, respectively, of the Mirisch Company and
Seven Arts Films.
"Two for the Seesaw," which is
now in its second year on Broadway,
will go into production this fall with
Elizabeth Taylor starred. "By Love
Possessed,"
Gould
best-seller, isJames
scheduled
to goCozzens'
before
the cameras before the end of the
the year. Pulitzer Prize-winning
dramatist Ketti Frings is writing the
screenplay.

Tell your patrons
and friends t
tuneor inNBC-Radiy
to NBC- (
TV
for the biggest
show of the yeart

'Oscar Day' Phone
Promotion Urged
All companies in the industry oil
allied with it have been asked to an-}
lows:
swer the telephone on Monday as fol-'
"Good Morning— This Is Oscar Dav
—Be sure to see the Academy Awards)
telecast
at 10:30 tonight."
The suggestion
comes from the ad-j
vertising and publicity directors com-!
mittee
tion. of the Motion Picture Associa-I
Lazarus

on WNEW-TV

To Aid 'Oscar' Show
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., vice-presi
dent of Columbia Pictures Co., wil
discuss the Academy Awards and th<
Academy telecast, together with nom
inees, Sidney Poitier (for Best Actoi
award) and Theodore Bikel (for Bes
Supporting actor award), on Statioi
WNEW-TV, "Showdown" ( Steve]
Scheuer), Channel 5, today at 1:0(
P.M.
Eric Johnston on NBC
Eric Johnston, president of the Mo
tion Picture Association of America'!
Inc., will discuss the Academ\
Awards weekend
telecast network
on NBC's program
nation
wide
"Monitor," tomorrow during the 3:0<
P.M. segment.
Caracas Cites 'Glory'
CARACAS, April 2.-"Paths o
Glory,"
a Bryna
Unit
er Artists
release,Production
has been forselectee
by the Caracas Association of Filn
Critics as the best American motioi
picture of 1958 and has been award
ed a "Cantaclaro," the Venezuela]!
equivalent
an "Oscar."
Stanley
Ku
brick,
who ofdirected
the film,
was vot
ed the best director of the year anq
will be awarded the Association'
medal.

Reynolds Rites Tonight
Funeral services will be held to
I— RADIO
CITT
HALL — i
Rockefeller
CenterMUSIC
• Ci 6-4600
night at Walter B. Cooke Funers
Parlor, 165 East Tremont Ave., th
AUDREY HEPBURN . ANTHONY PERKINS
Bronx, for Richard Reynolds, 4.1
In "GREEN MANSIONS"
Co-starring LEE J. COBB
manager of the RKO Royal Theatre
SESSUE HAYAKAWA * HENRY SUVA
who died Wednesday at the HarkneSj
In METROCOLOR
CinemoScops
An M-G-MandPicture
Pavilion. He is survived by his wife
end THE Wise HAll'S 68UT EASTER STAGE SHOW
a daughter and a granddaughter.
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York 20,LeoTelephone
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New Picture
York." Martin
President;
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Secretary.
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Two More Join TO A
Daryll L. Johnson of San Diego,
Cal., has enrolled his Aero Drive-in,
El Cajon, Cal., in Theatre Owners of
America, as has F. C. Coleman, of
Coleman Enterprises, College Park,
Ga., for his Roosevelt Drive-in, also
in College Park.
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TECHNICOLOR*
Serewpliy by MJOHN SEAN
GILUNG KELLY
• From i story by RICHARD MAIBAUM • Directed
by JOHN GILLING
Awociete Producer. HAROLD HUTH • Produced by IRVING ALLEN end ALBERT R. BROCCOLI
A WARWICK PRODUCTION
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EDITORIAL.

"
PERSONAL
MENTION

RICHARD CARLTON, of TransLux Television Corp., will leave
here today for Chicago to discuss exsalesmidwe
operast
ay st
withof the
tionspansion
Murrmidwe
Oken,
er.
sales manag
•
Stuart Dunlap, A. L. Pratchett
and Mario Ghio, Paramount managers in, respectively, Brazil, Mexico
and Panama, arrived in Hollywood
over the weekend from Central and
South America.
•
Carl Foreman, executive producer for Highroad Productions, and
Irving Rubine, Highroad vice-president, returned to London via
B.O.A.C. over the weekend from Hollywood and New York.
•
James Collins, of Smith Management Co., Boston, has returned there
from Hartford.
•
R. |.
"Hap" Barnes,
ABC
Theatrical
Service, president
Atlanta hasof
returned diere from Knoxville.
•
William Perlberg will arrive here
today from the Coast .
•
Margaret Leighton returned to
New York from London yesterday
via B.O.A.C.
•
Chikao Kano and Yoshitoh Asal,
officials of the Mainichi Press of
Japan, are visiting at die Paramount
studios.
•
Lou Brown, of Loew's Poli-New
England Theatres, New Haven, Cann.,
has returned there from Hartford.
•
Mrs. Lige Brien, wife of United
Artists' director of special promotions,
gave birth to their fourth child at
Harkness Pavilion here last week.
•
Luise Rainer will leave New York
for London today via B.O.A.C.

fin
Craftsmanship in
< \ i Feat u re Tra i Ier
1
Production...
pi
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Tent

35

Wins
Heart
Award
(Continued from page 1)
$36,000 itself and has in work a made an oral presentation on the
project for the sale of 100 subscrip- winning project for the board of
tions at $500 each to outstanding judges, of which Nathan D. Golden
film premieres at Broadway theatres. of the films division of the U.S. Department of Commerce is chairman.
The Tent's program provides free
Presentation of the Award was
doctor's care to persons with diag- made at the closing banquet Friday.
nosed cases of cancer, for anyone in
Washington, D. C, Tent 11 was
the entertainment industry. In addition it provides funds for continua- voted an honorable mention in a spetion and expansion of research work
cial tribute by the judges in recogniin cancer care at the Institute of Aption of its efforts during 1958 to undertake a new charitable venture.
plied Biology.
The award to Tent 35 was made
Judges
the difficulties under
unanimously and on the first ballot which the said
New York Tent was funcby the board of judges after hearing
tioning was a factor in making their
or studying detailed reports of the choice. Also, the hope was expressed
Heart projects of each of the 37 Vari- that the award would do much to
ety tents throughout the U.S., in To- win greater interest in the work of
ronto, Mexico City, London. Ira Tent 35 in its own area and thereby
Meinhardt, chief barker of Tent 35, attract increased support.
V.

C.

Officials

(Continued from page 1)
as international Chief Barker, and
others returned to office are Eddie
Emanuel, Philadelphia, first assistant
international chief; Rotus Harvey, San
Francisco, second assistant; Ezra Stern
of Los Angeles as doughboy, and
Jimmy Carreras of London as property master.
Miami Chief Barker Vic Levine
presented the winning invitation for
the 1961 convention site, while Dublin's Chief Barker Rick Bourke extended a warm invitation in Ireland's
behalf.
C. J. Latta of London, and International Big Boss John Harris were
among the concluding speakers at the
final business session which voted
thanks to Las Vegas for its hospitality. The convention also voted a resolution prohibiting any tent from affiliating with federated or national
health drives, and established a committee which will encourage editorial
recognition
of to
Variety's
with
special
awards
be madework
annually
in all media.
Advance

Tour

Is Set

To Promote 'Summer'
Columbia
Pictures and
Award
Productions,
Inc.Sam
are Spiegel's
sending
unit publicist Harold J. Salemson on
an extensive international tour to plug
Spiegel'sthe"Suddenly,
Last Summer,"
before
start of production.
The
film will roll in London in May.
Salemson leaves today for Washington on a tour which will take him
to Boston, Chicago, Toronto, Philadelphia and other key cities to meet with
newspaper, radio and TV people. His
mission will be to plant advance
stories about the upcoming production
and discuss individual needs and preferences in stories and layouts.

Industry Leaders
(Continued from page 1 )
M. Mills and Mrs. Margaret F. Twyman.
The Federation will present a tribute to the late Arthur H. DeBra, former director of MPAA exhibitor and
community relations department, who
was instrumental in the organization
of the Federation.
Honorary awards will be presented
to Samuel Goldwyn and will be accepted byJames A. Mulvey, vice-president of Goldwyn Productions; to
Fannie Hurst, who will accept her
award in person, and Frank Capra.
Awards Listed
The Federation's annual awards
follow:
Best Actor of 1958: Spencer Tracy,
for his performance in "The Old Man
and the Sea," to be accepted by William G. Mansell, branch manager for
Warner Bros.; Best Motion Picture,
"The Inn of the Sixth Happiness";
Best Actress: Ingrid Bergman, for her
performance in "The Inn of the Sixth
Happiness"; Best Director: Mark
Robson, for his direction of "The Inn
of the Sixth Happiness." All three
awards will be accepted by Alex Harrison, general sales manager of 20th
Century-Fox.
Memphis

Union

Stops

Picketing; Deal Soon
Special to THE DAILY
MEMPHIS, April 5.-Picketing has
stopped at 15 Memphis neighborhood
theatres after 26 months. No contract
has been signed but there has been a
meeting of minds between the Neighborhood Theatre Owners Association
and Projection Union Operations
Union.
Owners and union leaders said a
contract was soon to be signed. Some
operators will take a cut but some said
they will not.

Tent

35

Honored

By Sherwin Kan
IT OTING of Variety Club's Interns
I tional Heart Award for 1958 t
New York's Tent 35 is a signal hone
to that organization and to its indc
fatigable Chief Barker Ira Meinhard
his predecessor, Harold Klein, and th
hard core of canvassmen who sup
ported their two-year labors to brin
the project into being.
That they were able to bring th
substantial aid they have to the Ir
stitute of Applied Biology and th
Cancer Control Research Foundatio
during a time when the Tent ws
obliged to devote much of its tiro;
and effort to the basic problem c
obtaining increased club membershi
and cooperation, is little short <
miraculous. We believe the awart
committee very properly weighed th
factor in voting the award over th
$2,700,000 of charity programs (
three dozen other Variety tents.
•
It is earnestly to be hoped that th
well deserved recognition will win f<
Tent 35 the local support it must hav
to bring to fruition its 1959 func
raising program for its Heart Projec
Already it has been able to offer fre
doctor's care to anyone in the ente:
tainment industry with diagnosed case
of cancer.
Should success crown the researc I'.
work in progress the results would 1
of inestimable worth to humanity,
is a project which every member <
the entertainment industry in Ne
York City should deem it a privileg
to be identified with. That can t
done 35.
by becoming a member <
Tent
Special Release Plan

A special for
release
pattern has bee11 Li
'Jane'
Slated
set
for Columbia's "It Happened
Jane" designed to capitalize on tl<
word-of-mouth expected for the coiv li
edy
whichDetails
is directed
to the for
fami1tl
audience.
of the release
picture, which will have its wor
premiere in Boston on May 13, we
bi
outlined at the weekend by Rul1
Jackter, Columbia vice-president ar
general sales manager.
The film will be spotted in k
ft
geographical areas throughout tl
U.S. during the last two weeks
May, to be followed by a similar p,i :K
tern in June. It will not reach its ma
imum distribution until the end
June and the beginning of July,
A vital factor in the special relea
pattern, Jackter said, will be a seri
of previews in key cities, to spark a
dience interest in the film. These pr
views are being aimed at family a
diences.
i
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Meet

(Continued from page 1)
acceptance at the weekend:
f\UL Baise, Walter Reade Thea-

Ij

*m Bendheim III, Neighborhood
ttres, Richmond, Va.
du Brown, Loew's Theatres, New
jen, Conn.
' Verett C. Callow, Stanley WarPhiladelphia.
ienry Capogna, Butterfield Ciru Detroit.
fRRY Collins, Loeiv's Theatres,
^pnto, Canada.
1ed Depinet.
'rnest Emerling, Loew's TheaI
V Evans, Schine Circuit, Gloversj, N. Y.
arl
on. Fasick, Loew's Theatres,
harles Felleman, Walter Reade
]atres.
-an Finn, Astor Theatre, Boston.
Floersheimer, Theatre Owners
.merica.
manuel Frisch, Randfofce
usement Corp.
l arry Goldberg, Stanley Warner
1p.
'ogar Goth, Stanley Warner.
fuss Grant, Loew's Theatres.
■ieldon Gunzburg, Walter Reade
itres.
du Hart, zone manager, Schine
%uit, Western New York.
alah Hassaneest, Skouras TheaKm Horwitz, Interboro Circuit.
d Hyman, American BroadcastParamount Theatres.
ick Hynes, Shea Circuit, YoungsOhio.
jp,
aEDERiCK Kunkel, United Artists
at res, Pittsburgh.
eorge Landers, Loew's Theatres,
tford, Conn.
on Leonard, Odeon Theatres,
onto, Canada.
Jclanche Livingston, RKO Thear
|arry Mandel, RKO Theatres.
djney Markley, American Brooding-Paramount Theatres.
/illard Matthews, Comerford
^atres, Scranton, Pa.
jack Mitchell, zone manager,
j.ne Circuit, Eastern and Northern
York.
eymour Morris, Schine Circuit,
versville, N. Y.
ugene Picker, Loew's Theatres,
i ugene Pleshette, Brooklyn Paramt.
joB Rappaport, R & F Theatres
imore.
harles M. Reagan, Greater In\apolis Amusement Co.
amuel Rinzler, Randforce.
j I om Rodgers, Trans-Lux Theatres.
r\ERETT
E. Seibel, Minnesota
•usement Company.
3 iames Shanahan, Loew's Theam
obert K. Shapiro, Paramount
aire.
Gerald Shea, Jamestown Amuseit Co.
i ay Smith, Jamestown Amusement
i
iIenry Spiegel, American Broad-

Picture
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Policy;
AIP Revises Horror-Film
Plans Diversified Slate of Product
Special to THE DAILY
LAS VEGAS, Nev., April 5.-American International Pictures will make a
radical revision in its production policy to emphasize quality single bill features, increase the use of color and CinemaScope, and fully diversify its product, James H. Nicholson and Samuel
tion with the picture for more personal
Z. Arkoff yesterday told distributors
present tional
at the
company's
convention
here. first interna- enjoyment.
"Horrors of the Black Museum"
The company heads also reported was shown to the convention delecompletion during their recent Rome
ing. gates last night with psychologist Emil
Franchel, who helped devise it, outtrip of distribution and co-production
deals with Italian firms for several
lining gimmick details before screenspectacles.
Standard double bill packages on
Characterized as AIP's most imwhich AIP based its growth will not
portant production to date, it was anbe ignored in future production plans,
nounced atthe meeting that "Horrors
company toppers said, but there will of the Black Museum" already has
been
saturation-booked
into over 100
be fewer of them and they will be
New York RKO theatres May 1. Addesigned to meet changed tastes.
ditionally, delegates were told, R. J.
The company existed in past on
O'Donnell
of Interstate theatres, who
horror and teenage films "in double
was Sunday's
luncheon
guestacross
of honor,
doses," they said, but "the public isn't also
has booked
the film
the
buying
them
that
way
any
more."
board
in
his
Texas
houses.
The company will release only two
Diversification of product will see
horror-category features, both for
AIP features spreading into comedy,
single bill sale, in next year. "Horrors
war, adventure-fantasy, teen-age and
of the Black Museum," just completed
in color and CinemaScope in England
spectacle categories, in addition to
by Producer Herman Cohen, and the two mentioned horror films. "Take
"The House of Usher," to be filmed Me to Your Leader," live action-cartoon comedy in CinemaScope and
in color with star names, will be
AIP's two major horror entries. Each
color, "Diary of a High School Bride,"
will feature AIP's new gimmick, "Hy- "Bombs Away," "Blood Hill," "She,"
and the Dragon" and Jules
ponovista," which utilizes certain prin- "Eve
ciples of mass hyponotism on the Verne's "In the Year 2998" were
theatre audience. It is said to give among productions detailed to the
the audience full feeling of integra- delegates.
Baltimore Bill
(Continued from page 1)
Friday by the House Judiciary Committee here. The heavy vote against
the measure indicated that there will
not be any attempt to force it out
for a floor fight.
The measure, originally a statewide bill, but amended on the Senate
floor to make it apply only to Baltimore city, would authorize the State
Board of Motion Picture Censors to
label certain films restricted to adult
viewing in the city.
It would be a crime knowingly to
exhibit such films to children. The
same films, however, could be shown
in the counties without invoking penalties under the bill.
However, a second bill, already enacted and sent to Gov. Millard Tawes
for signature, would make it a crime
to show films to children which would
be obscene to their eyes.
This is not a prior restraint measure, but would allow the local courts
to convict exhibitors after the films
are shown. Taken together with the
bill rejected by committee today, it
could have given the board the final
word, in effect, throughout Maryland.
casting-Paramount Theatres.
Harry Unterfort, zone manager,
Schine Circuit, Central New York.
Raymond Willie, Interstate Theatres, Dallas.
Lee Willis, zone manager, Schine
Circuit, Ohio.

'Hot' Continues
Pace Across

Fast

Country

United Artists' "Some Like It Hot,"
Mirisch Company presentation, continues its record-setting pace at the
boxoffice in playdates across the country, UA said at the weekend.
Theatres registering UA house records include: the Century, Baltimore,
with $18,321 for the second week;
the Orpheum, Boston, with $42,907
for the first week; the Paramount,
Denver, with $21,503 for the second
week; Loew's Midland, Kansas City,
with $12,548 for the second week;
the UA, Louisville, with $11,927 for
the second week; the Palace, Memweek. phis, with $10,541 for the second
Return

of Women

to

Theatres Is Noted
Special to THE DAILY
RIDLEY PARK, Pa., April 5.Women are going back to the movies
in increasing numbers, and motion picture theatre attendance is continuing
to increase over last year, Sindlinger &
Company report in their latest weekly
Motion Picture Activity, Issue 153. For
the week ending March 14, attendance
at the nation's motion picture theatres
was 33,500,000, an increase of 2.8 per
cent over the same week last year and
this represents a continuing trend
which started upward in mid-February
this year, the report said.

ACE

Conclave

(Continued from page 1)
by several days the summoning of a
special meeting of the Allied States
board of directors for April 18 and 19
in Washington. One of the reasons
given for the latter meeting was the
contention of some Allied leaders that
the organization has become inactivated while waiting on ACE to get its
program into motion, with the result
that there is an increasing demand that
Allied "put itself back into operation."
No Comment from Officials
ACE officials would not comment on
whether there is any connection between the calling of its meeting and
the one called by Allied.
The agenda for the ACE meeting
could be a crowded one since the last
meeting
was remains
in February.
entire program
to be ACE's
activated,
a plan of permanent financing remains
to be established, and the election of
a chairman is a month overdue. After
the formation of ACE last November,
Fabian accepted the temporary chairmanship. In December, a plan of rotating chairmanship for three-month
periods was adopted and Fabian was
elected first chairman. His term expired last March 12 but in the absence
of an executive committee meeting to
elect a successor, he has continued to
$40,000 Fund Sought
ACE has obtained temporary financing by assessments
paidItbyhasmember
hibitor organizations.
soughtex-a
fund estimated to be about $40,000,
representing proceeds from rental of
special institutional industry short subjects, but the necessary clearances to
release the fund to ACE have not all
been obtained.
Post-Office Seizes
(Continued from page 1)
Post Office Department Building here,
at 10 A.M.
In seizing the cards, 3V2 inches by
5 inches reproducing the painting that
inspired United Artists' film, "The
Naked Maja,"
Herbert
Warburten,
General
Counsel
of theB. Post
Office
Department informed United Artists,
as follows:
"It is alleged and averred by the
undersigned that the printed postal
cards are obscene, lewd, lascivious or
filthy and, therefore, nonmailable under the provisions of Section 1461,
Title 18, United States Code, and that
the said postal cards have printed or
otherwise impressed or apparent upon
them a delineation of an indecent
lewd, lascivious or obscene character
rendering them nonmailable under the
provisions of Section 1463, Title 18,
United States Code (Postal Manual
United Artists has until Wednesday
to file an answer to these charges
which
will be argued at the hearing
on
Friday.
124.31)."
The cards were addressed to editors, film critics, feature writers,
columnists and theatre owners
throughout the U.S. and Canada.
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'Oscar'
Television

Today
Skiatron Directors

IN

OUR

VIEW

informative
SEVERAL yilluminating,
and highl significant observations
were offered last week by Dr.
Frank Stanton, president of the Columbia Broadcasting System, when he
was the guest of the New York Societv of Security Analysts at one of
their periodic meetings.
Dr. Stanton was characteristically
frank in his remarks, as when he declared, with considerable justification:
". . . it has to be emphasized that
in broadcasting you can't please all
of the people all of the time any more
than you can fool all of the people
all of the time. And the one is no
more desirable than the other." He
pointed out also, more in sorrow than
in anger, obviously, that here is a business (television) which is "subject to
daily criticism of everything it did
yesterday— with much of this criticism
not intended to be helpful." Everybody, Dr. Stanton implied— but everybody, thinks he or she can do better
in producing television program material than the folks who are spending
their lives doing it.
•
This whole television picture is
quite unprecedented in the annals of
American business, in any case, when
it is realized that as recently as 1948,
only 11 short years ago, television was
struggling to gain even a slight degree of recognition from a rather
apathetic public. It was only a scant
five years ago that television revenues
matched those of radio. It is therefore almost breath-taking to appreciate
the fact that in this brief moment of
industrial history, so to speak, television has raced to a place second to
none as a communications medium
and as an advertising vehicle. And it
must be borne in mind, as Dr. Stanton
pointed out, that CBS alone invested
better than $5.3,000,000 in television
broadcasting before it began to show
a profit.
•

In Dr. Stanton's subsequent review
before the meeting of the various
divisional elements of CBS, he cited
the growth of television, the attempts
to stabilize the buffeted radio division, and called attention to the exciting record-phonograph business,
"written off by the public as dead not
many years ago," and now— "the records-tapes-phongraph-compnetsinON EVERY CHANNEL
BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 West till St.. N.Y.C.
Tel. PL. 7-M0©

f« of eight directors will be
»p
Election
the principal business at the annual
meeting of stockholders of Skiatron
Electronics and Television Corp. here
on Wednesday, April 29, according to
a meeting notice.
All directors up for election are
presently board members. They include Marion Davies Brown, Robert
A. Hall, Kenneth L. King, James M.
Landis, Arthur Levey, Philip A.
Levey, Frank V. Quigley and Kurt
Widder.
The notice states that Arthur
Levey, who is president of the company, owned 18.8 per cent of the outstanding stock outright as of Feb. 15,
.1959. No additional amount was
owned beneficially by him.
Aggregate remuneration of officers
and directors for 1959 was $66,472.

'Genii' Awards Banquet
Scheduled April 21
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 5. - The fifth
annual
"Genii"
awards banquet
Radio and
Television
Women of
of
Southern California will be held on
Tuesday, April 21, in the Beverly
Hills beHotel
Crystal toRoom.
The "Genii"
will
presented
the woman
voted
by the membership as the most outstanding inthe television field for the
year 1959. Past winners include
Lucille Ball, Loretta Young, Eleanor
Powell and Dale Evans.
A capacity attendance is expected
at this year's event with many prominent personalities from the entertainment world present, according to
Claire Hughes, president.
dustry has risen from its deathbed to
become today a billion dollar indusThe executive made special note in
his talk of the efforts of the television
network to provide informational programming for the public, and cited
try." designed to increase public
material
understanding of financial matters of
general interest and significance. In
work at the moment is a project which
will deal with the general question of
money management, offering informalike. tion on investments, budgets and the
"CBS News," said Dr. Stanton, "is
operated in the belief that we have a
basic responsibility to develop radio
and television as instruments of public information and understanding."
We say to that: More power to you,
Dr. Stanton; never permit your people
to lose sight of that objective.
And withal goes on the difficult
task of providing good programming
—for all the vast television audience.
It is a constantly goading challenge,
the meeting of which demands alertness, vision and courage.
— Charles S. Aaronson
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Show

Establish Foundation

(Continued from page 1)
this have been invited all nominees
and participants in the show.
Famed dress designer Edith Head,
costume consultant of the show, forecasts that the program will constitute
"the greatest fashion show in the
world" due to the fact that international screen favorites will appear on
the stage in gowns created by leading designers of Paris, New York and
Hollywood.
year's
show,is
andNotnotsince
againlastuntil
the "Oscar"
1960 affair

To Honor Nate Spingold
The establishment of the Nate B. and
Frances Spingold Eternal Light Foun
dation, to honor the memory of the
late Nate Spingold, who was a direc
tor and vice-president of Columbia
Pictures, has been announced by Mrs,
Spingold and the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America.
Through the foundation, the seminary will be able to honor the memory of Spingold through the Eternal
Light television and radio series.

staged, has the public had an opportunity to view such an impressive array of talent on a single television
program. This is possible only because stars are appearing without compensation and furnishing their own
expensive wardrobes. Producer Jerry
Wald estimates that if all talent received their individual established TV

Big (Continued
Film Potential
from page 1)

salaries,
overall
"tab"come
for tonight's
one-nightthestand
would
close to
$2,000,000.
There willSix
be 'Emcees'
six masters of ceremonies—Bob Hope, David Niven,
Tony Randall, Mort Sahl, Sir Laurence Olivier and Jerry Lewis.
Ingrid Bergman will make her first
appearance at a Hollywood affair in
many years to present the best picture
award. Irene Dunne and John Wayne
will join talents to make the presentation for best achievement by an actor.
Alec Guinness, best actor winner last
year, will present the award in the
best performance by an actress category. Anthony Quinn and Bette Davis,
each a two-"Oscar" winner, will conduct the best supporting actor honors.
The supporting actress award will
be bestowed by Shelley Winters and
Red Buttons.
There will be a continuous procession of stars onto the stage, each one
doing either specialty appearances or
making presentations. None will merely take a fleeting bow. William Holden
and John Wayne, for instance, will
open the show, speaking from the
elaborate press pavilion where reporters, photographers, newsreels and
radio tape recording commentators
will be (fathering information which
will ultimately mean a total coverage
by TV, radio and printed word for an
"audience" of more than a billion
Stevens Envelopes-Custodian
persons.
The stage will first be set for all
"Oscar" presentations by producer-director George Stevens, president of the
Academy, in receiving the box of
sealed winner envelopes from William
Miller, of Price Waterhouse & Company, the certified public accounting
company that has been in charge of
tabulating all balloting for the Academy during the past 25 years.
In addition to more than 90 millions who will view the live television
show throughout North America, some
2,600,000 will hear a simultaneous radio broadcast with Paul Douglas, Jan
Sterling and Edith Head commentating the show.

business in the expanding economies
of Latin America," he told the gathering. "It is my firm belief that an
important segment of our industry's
future lies in these countries."
Rackmil, who with vice-president
and foreign general manager Americo
Aboaf,
in Rioconference,
for the company's
Brazilianis sales
reviewed
U-I's strong "come-back," outlining
future production plans and operating
In discussing the American success
of "Imitation of Life," which is creatpolicies.
ing strong advance anticipation here,
he noted that it was the forerunner
of a line of top box office productions,
which would include "This Earth Is
Mine," "Operation Petticoat," "Any
Way The Wind Blows" and "SpartaRackmil also pointed to the success of other current U-I releases in
Latin America, particularly "Horror
of Dracula," which had just opened
in Sao Paulo, setting a new all-time
record high for a week's gross for any
picture ever to be shown in Brazil
"Universal is definitely on the way
to the top," he concluded.
Para. Theatre, Salem
Files cus."
Anti-Trust Suit
Special to THE DAILY
BOSTON, April 5.-An anti-trusl
suit for $2,000,000 in damages ha;
been filed in the United States Districl
Court here by Naumkeag Theatre;
Company, Inc., operating the Para
mount Theatre, Salem, Mass. Defend
ants are eight distributors and the fol
lowing circuits: New England Thea
tres Inc., American Theatres Corp.
Loew's Boston Theatres, RKO Keitl
Orpheum Theatres Inc., Keith Massa
chusetts Corp., Massachusetts Amuse
ment Corp., and Stanley Warner Man
agement Corp.
Charging conspiracy, monopoly am
restraint of trade, the complaint state
that because of an unfair availabilit1
structure, the Paramount Theatre ha
been held back from playing picture
21 days after downtown Boston an<
one day after Lynn. The plaintiff ask
for territorial release, or, lacking thai
for a shorter clearance. He also ask
for the abolishment of certain "un
fair" practices of the distributors, sucl
as favoring certain circuit-operatei
theatres over the Paramount Theatre
block booking, etc. There are twi
counts of $1,000,000 each in the suil
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Movie-Goers

Move
and

Pack

Movie

Houses

!

advertising

.

David Lipton, Vice President of Universal-International,
quoted in Film Daily, says:
"Pre-Sell

. . . through

paid

in the Fan Magazines"
TV or not TV is not the question! The public will,
press . . . centered around it . . . and aimed at the
the public does, turn out in profit-making numbers
... if they "know-about" a picture and want to see jt!
Accentuate the Positive
general public."
The point is, they have to be told, through advertising, that they do want to see a picture. For, as Mr.
Impartial surveys show that National FAN MAGAZINES are the strongest influence in getting others
Lipton says, "It's when publicity and promotion fol-particularly the "infrequents"-to get up and get
low paid advertising that their effect is greatest!"
out to a movie. FAN MAGAZINE readers see movies
. . . talk movies . . . practically live and breathe
Reach Your Readiest Customers First
movies. They are literally "box office barkers" for
No other advertising medium offers the Motion
the industry. Doesn't it make sense to give them
Picture Industry such a natural, ready-to-go marfirst-hand material to pre-sell your pictures? Capket as do National FAN MAGAZINES ! To quote Mr.
italize on this "pre-sold" enthusiasm -advertise
Lipton again: "FAN MAGAZINES are our industry's
your next picture in the National FAN MAGAZINES!
direct contact with a movie-conscious audience.
You'll never get more resultful publicity at such
reasonable cost.
No other industry has such a special, extensive
FACTS ABOUT

FAN MAGAZINES

75% of National Fan Magazine readers are under
35 years of age. So are 2 out of 3 people in the
average audience !
•

In Fan Magazines you can sell confirmed moviegoers on why they should see your picture, and
on what they should tell others about your

Fan Magazine readers represent one-half of the
35,000,000 people who "talk-about" movies every
week!
•

picture !

Fan Magazine readers go to the movies about once
a week . . . more often than the readers of any
other magazine !
•

leaders" in
the "opinion
Magazine
Fan
send more people
opinions
Their are
field.readers
the movie
to the boxoffice!

Readers buy Fan Magazines to the tune of over
$12,000,000 a year just to read and learn about
movies!
$12,000 will buy a page advertisement reaching
over 20,000,000 young movie-conscious readers.
That isticket!
only l/20th of a cent per potential boxoffice

Remember, Fan Magazine readers want to see movies themselves, like to sell movies to others!

PHOTOPLAY
MOVIE

LIFE

MODERN
•

MOVIE
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SCREENLAND
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Source: SRDS, Starch, Publishers' Surveys, Sindlinger, Columbia University
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Hollywood's

ACADEMY

AWARDS

* * *

for

1958

31

t

BEST PICTURE
"Gigi," Arthur Freed Productions, Stanley Kramer,
producer, United Artists.
BEST PERFORMANCES
Actor — David Niven in "Separate Tables,'
Productions, United Artists.
Actress — Susan Hayward
in "I Want
Figaro, Inc., United Artists.
Bi
in "The
— Burl Ives
Supporting
Worldwide Actor
Productions,
United
Artists.
Clifton
— Wendy
Actress
Supporting
Productions,
United
Artists.Hiller in "Separate Tables,"
BEST DIRECTION
Vincente Minnelli, for "Gigi," M-G-M.
BEST WRITING
Screenplay
M-G-M. from Other Medium — Alan Jay Lerner, for "Gigi,"
Story and Screenplay Original — Nathan E. Douglas and Harold
Jacob Smith, for "The Defiant Ones," United Artists.
BEST ART DIRECTION
William
A. Horning
and Preston
Ames,Gleason.
for "Gigi," M-G-M. Set
direction,
Henry Grace
and Keogh
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
Black and White — Sam Leavitt, for "The Defiant Ones," Stanley
Kramer, United Artists.
Color
— Joseph
United
Artists.Ruttenberg, for "Gigi," Arthur Freed Prods.,
BEST COSTUME

DESIGNS

Cecil Beaton, for "Gigi," Arthur Freed Prods., M-G-M.
BEST FILM EDITING
Adrienne Fazan, for "Gigi," Arthur Freed Prods., M-G-M.
BEST SOUND RECORDING
Fred Hvnes, director, Todd-AO Sound Department, for "South
Pacific."
BEST MUSICAL ACHIEVEMENTS
Best Song — "Gigi," from "Gigi," M-G-M. Music by Frederick
Loewe. Lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner.
Best Scoring of a Musical — Andre Previn, for "Gigi," M-G-M.
Best Scoring of a Drama or Comedy — Dimitri Tiomkin, for
"The Old Man and the Sea," Warner Brothers.
BEST SHORT SUBJECTS
Cartoon — "Knighty Knight Bugs," Warner
Brothers, John
Burton, producer.
Live Action Subject — "Grand Canyon," Walt Disney Prods.,
Buena Vista, Walt Disney, producer.
OTHER AWARDS APPEAR ON PAGE 4

st

Tops

Big Night

Show

'Oscar'

All

Previous

Yet at
Longest Running
e
TV
Audienc
Estimated

109
at

Minutes;
85,000,000

By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, April 6.-Once again Hollywood reasserted itself as the
entertainment capital of the world tonight as its top personalities gathered at
the RKO Pantages Theatre to participate in the 31st annual awards presentation of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
The television audience for this
Nation's Millions Get
show of shows, in which Hollywood
puts its mated
best
was estito befoot
at forward,
least 85,500,000,
Hollywood Close-Up
which would be the largest in televiBy VINCENT CANBY
The motion picture industry last
sion history. The program was simulcast over the NBC television and ranight put on the biggest personal apdio networks without commercials of
pearance in the history of organized
kind— thanks to the fact that the
entertainment. Ninety stars, in 105 any
industry itself sponsored the show for
commercially uninterrupted NBC-TV
the second year in a row.
minutes, made for one of the greatest
This year the entertainment was
zling. relations efforts ever undernot only(Continued
bigger and onbetter
page but
4) longer
public
taken on the small screen. It was dazProducer Jerry Wald, acting as
ringmaster this year as last, did a
star
wasn't a who
magnificent
or
personalityjob.of There
any magnitude
didn't show up at one time or another.
This is an industry of faces, and they
were all there— two million dollars
worth. As television; it may have had
its static moments but few of those
moments were without suspense,
glamor, heart of sentiment. Ingrid
Bergman made a gracious and lovely
return. Maurice Chevalier was as
charming and nostalgic as the law
allows.
Emcees Bob Hope, David Niven,
Tony Randall, Sir Laurence Olivier,
Jerry Lewis and Mort Sahl were all
in good form, but it was newcomer
Sahl who stopped the show.
It is silly to compare this show
with others in the same medium. No
matter what the critics say this
morning, the 90-million-odd viewers
got just what they were looking for
last night; a close-up of contemporary
Hollywood. If it seemed a bit pinched
at times, it's because these people
are more at home.

MP

A

A

Notes

Upturn
Big
The exceptional public response to
the current flow of outstanding Hollywood films was noted at the annual
meeting of
Motion
Association ofthe
America
herePicture
yesterday.
The new releases cover the whole
spectrum— from drama and musicals
to comedy.
The public's
is
(Continued
on pageresponse
5)

In Today's Daily
All MPAA Officers Re-elected-page 3
Hope for U.K. Tax Belief-page 3
TOA Urges More Area OpeningsMPA Directors Nix 'Piecemeal' B-B
Campaign— page 3
Television Today— page 6
page 2
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Managers

to Take

PERSONAL

Lead

MENTION

Twentieth Century-Fox's decision giving branch managers the authority
to direct the advertising and publicity campaign for pictures in their areas as
sales autonomy, was hailed yesterday by George G. Keratheir new
part of sotes,
president
of
Theatre
managers, armed with what Spyros P.
Owners of
Skouras, their president, says is 'comAmerica, as anplete local
only area,
over
film
sales
butautonomy'
advertisingnotin their
other step toare in a unique position to test such
wards encouraging area satThey have
openings.
ence as a guide.
I hopeWarners'
they willexperimake
uration openthe attempt. I know they will find
ings
accompanied by area
exhibitors not only eager to coopesaturation adrate, but willing to share the additional advertising expenses with them
vertising drives.
R e i terating
to effectively blanket their locale and
his belief that
earn the extra boxoffice revenue in
G. G. Kerasotes
which both exhibition and distribuarea advertistion will share. The two— the film
ing campaigns accompanying regional
company and the exhibitor— working
openings are the most promising merchandising development in the indus- together to make the opening a big
try in years, Kerasotes declared that exciting public event, can achieve a
such ad campaigns, conducted at the team work that must benefit both.
local level, are the only effective re- They, more than anyone else on a
national level, are in the prime posiplacement for the present emascution to determine how to best sell
lated national advertising efforts of
the film companies.
the product to get the most revenue
Cites Kansas Campaign
from their area."
Urges 'Good' Pictures
"Area ad campaigns and area openKerasotes also reiterated the warnings have worked, and will continue
to work," Kerasotes said. "I have just
ing that "good" pictures should be
returned from the Missouri-Illinois used. "Rlockbusters will stand by
and Heart of America convention in themselves in most instances," he
Kansas City, where it was reported said, "and if a poor film is used and
public is mis-led, the eventual
Warner Rros' 5-state 3-exchange area the
results will be detrimental rather than
inTree' over
Hanging
of 'The
opening creased
business 170
per cent
normal in Kansas City alone. Local helpful to our industry."
Hof Grosses $96,700
exhibitor advertising executives and
Warner ad men got together and
At Loew's State Here
mapped out an ad campaign aimed
specifically for the five-state market.
United Artists' "Some Like It Hot"
Results were so extraordinary that
Warners is now readying another rolled up a big $96,700 gross for its
first week at the newly-remodeled
picture for similar handling, and is Loew's State Theatre here, it was anincreasing the number of prints to be
nounced yesterday by Eugene Pickmade available for this second film.
believe
this
be the Theatres.
biggest gross
"We
of Loew's
er, president to
Wants Steady Flow of Drives
ever registered by any motion picture
"I have written to all the major film in an 1800-seat theatre in the history
companies, urging them to adopt area
our business," Picker said. "The
openings on an organized basis, so of
$96,700 first-week total sets a record
that every month there would be such
kickoffs in some exchange areas, and at the new Loew's State Theatre that
that over the course of the year every may not easily be surpassed or even
exchange area would be covered by
In play dates across the country
several such openings. Every film
company has agreed the suggestion is the film is also amassing record-breaking grosses in its first and second week
sound, most said they are using area
equalled."
according to United
openings to some degree, but all engagements,
Artists.
stated they did not believe it would
be possible to put the openings on an
organized basis, with the film com'
Upshasfor
Five
UnitedTieArtists
set 'Man
five merpanies cooperating to decide what
areas they would cover each month
chandising tie-ups for its release of
and thus avoid direct duplication.
"Man in the Net," Mirisch-Jaguar
"If a cooperative effort is impos- production starring Alan Ladd and
sible at the present, I urge the film
cross-promotions haveJones.
been Special
arranged with Smith
companies to act independently— but Carolyn
to try area openings with advertising Corona Typewriters, Webcor Tape
aimed at that specific area.
Recorder, Eumig Camera, Latex Bath"Twentieth Century-Fox's branch
ing Caps and Ruff-ette Machines.

, executive vice-presiBruce Eells
dent of United Artists Television,
lias returned to New York from the
Coast.
•
Sol C. Siegel, M-G-M vice-president in charge of production, will
arrive in New York today for conferences with home office officials.
•

Jack M. Levin, president of Certified Reports, has arrived in Hollywood from New York.
•
Halsev Raines will leave New
York tomorrow for Cuba to start preliminary public relations work for Columbia Pictures' "Our Man in
•
Havana."
M. R. Horwitz, head of the Washington Circuit, Cleveland, has returned there from Pas-A-Grille, Fla.
•
Carl W. Dudley, Cinerama producer, will return to New York from
London tomorrow via R.O.A.C.
•
Sheldon Reynolds, producer-director, has returned to New York from
Rome and London.
•
Jack Raur, casting director for
Walt Disney Productions, will arrive
in New York from Hollywood on
Thursday.
•
Gordon Scott will return to New
York from London today via R.O.A.C.
Fraser to Citation
George Fraser has joined Citation
Films as public relations counsel, it
was announced by A. W. Schwalberg,
chairman of the board. Fraser, who
recently left Paramount, where he
had been international coordinator of
public relations for Cecil R. DeMille's
"The Ten Commandments," is now
setting details of national promotion
programs and cooperative campaigns
to introduce three Citation releases.
Roach

Studios

Close

HOLLYWOOD, April 6. - Hal
Roach Studios shuttered on Thursday
following the report that the Scranton
Corp. in New York voted to ask a
Federal court-appointed receiver or
trustee.
'Warlock'

to Paramount

will
be 20th
the Century-Fox's
next attraction"Warlock"
at the New
York Paramount Theatre.

in Setting

More

Area

German Films Here

;

Openings
'58
25 inGerman
Totalled
During 1958,
languaj*
films
with
English
subtitles
in this country reached therelease
recoi '
number of 25, according to a repo
yesterday by United German Fil
Enterprises. Sixteen of these films pr
mieredYork
at the
New
City.72nd Street Playhous
In the first three months of tli
year, six
sub-titled
films ha'
been
released
here,German
with negotiatioi
for others indicating that the numb
of such films released in 1959 w
surpass that of 1958. In addition
the sub-titled films, approximately !
German features are released he
yearly to theatres which cater strict
to German speaking audiences
G. P. Skouras
Dinner

Heads

for Brandeis

George P. Skouras has accept
chairmanship of a dinner to be giv
by the motion picture industry for t
purpose of raising funds for Rrand
University. The success of the dim:
is hoped to be a step towards creati;
a closer relationship between collet 1
and universities and the amusemi
arts.
The dinner will be held on Tuesd;
May 5 at
the Waldorf-Astoria
Tables,
seating
10 people each, hevl
be priced at $1,000, or $100 per pla
Blumenstock

to Coast

Sid Rlumenstock, Embassy Pictui
vice-president in charge of advert il
ing-publicity, left here for the Co
last night for conferences with Jose
Levine, president, and Warner Rr
officials on campaign plans for E
bassy's
"Hercules," which Warm
will distribute.

NEW

YORK

THEATRE

RADIO
CUTCenterMUSIC
HALL —
Rockefeller
• Ci 6-4600
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Unanimously

of
Re-Elected

Today

By PETER BURNUP
LONDON, April 3 (By Air Mail).
Anxiously scanning all the available
rtents, film-men here indulge now
the highest
that the
Tuesday's
Jidget
will see hopes
for them
end of
3e irksome and discriminatory burden
entertainment tax. Those hopes
iared on the publication this morning,
background for the Budget, of the
easury's revenue and expenditure
counts for the just concluded finanand of the Government's
year Survey
d•onomic
for the present year.
The former disclosed a surplus of
itional revenue over expenditure of
less than £377,196,000.
The key sentence in the latter ran
lien more significantly: "At the bellnning of 1959 the economy is un'ubtedly much stronger than in preJdus years."
this can
theafford
Surveyto
,/gues
that the From
economy
pand.
Balance-of-Trade Surplus
| "Subject to the need to maintain a
"ong external position and the conniance of the recent record of price
,'ibility at home, the Government's
iilicy is to do all it can to foster this
'pansion." Another encouraging fac'jr
in theThere
Surveywasis athe
balicerevealed
of payments.
surplus
i visible trade last year of £.120
illion, compared with a deficit of
38 million in 1957.
( This is described as a "striking relit." Itis "the first time since the war,
(I probably for many years before,
at this country has had a surplus on
: - sible trade."
From the strikingly optimistic tone
j the document, Members of Parliasnt of both parties regard it as a
:4rerunner of substantial cuts in taxa_->n on Tuesday.
M Expect Tax Relief for Industry
J And how can the Chancellor now

"l re
elude
the hard-pressed
motion picindustry
from the recipients
of
.is largesse?, film men ask among
emselves.
Bfl They have never ceased to press
eir ckims that the tax has become
outdated anomaly. The industry is
[w the only form of entertainment
ibject to the impost. Its yield now
jns at slightly under £.9 million anally and moreover under the law of
•^minishing returns, the Treasury, so
m men aver, would probably be glad
be relieved of its collection.
isney Rejoins MP A
iter 4-Year Absence
The Walt Disney organization has
r~ joined the Motion Picture Associa$>n of America as of April 1, it was
'■nounced yesterday, following a
meeting of the MPAA board here.
1 Walt Disney Productions becomes
producer member of MPAA, and
(Continued on page 5)

at

Meeting

of

Board

The board of directors of the Motion Picture Association of America yesterday unanimously reelected all incumbent officers.
Those re-elected are Eric Johnston, president; Ralph Hetzel, Kenneth Clark,
G. Griffith
Johnson and
Geoffrey ShurForeign Producers
lock, vice-presidents; Sidney
Schreiber, secretary; Stanley
Ask Co -production
R. Weber,
From THE DAILY Bureau
treasurer;
HOLLYWOOD,
April 6.-AU of
Thomas J. Mcthe producers and representatives of
Namara,
assistant treasurer;
the five foreign language films nominand Robert T.
ated for tonight's Academy Award arWatkins was
Eric Johnston
rived here from their respective counelected assisttries with hopes that co-production
deals could be worked out with
ant treasurer-assistant secretary.
At the annual meeting of the memAmerican producers during their current visit.
bers of the Association which preceded the board meeting, the followThe producers met with press reping directors were elected:
resentatives atthe Beverly Hills Hotel
Johnston; Barney Balaban, presi- for interviews regarding their films and
dent, and George Weltner, world- future foreign production.
wide sales manager, Paramount PicHarry R. Sokal, whose film, from
tures; Steve Broidy, president, and
Bernard Shaw's "Arms and the
Edward Morey, vice-president, Allied George
Man," was made in the German lanArtists; Abe Schneider, president, and
guage, said that "Oddly enough my
Abe Montague, vice-president, Co- next two German films are also by
lumbia Pictures; and Earle W. HamJ. B. Priestley's 'Mr.
authors:
Englishand
mons, president, Educational Films.
Kettle
Mrs. Moon,' and Somerset
UA Officials Reelected
Maugham's 'The Breadwinner'." Sokal
television is rapidly afAlso, Arthur B. Krim, president, reported fectingthat
film grosses, with business off
and Herbert L. Golden, vice-presi- in Germany 10 to 15 per cent.
dent, United Artists, Milton R. Rack'Last Autumn' in Preparation
mil, president, andUniversal
John J. O'Connor,
vice-president,
Pictures;
Manuel Goyanes, producer of the
Hal E. Roach, president, Hal Roach
nominated "La Vengaza," said he is
Studios; Herman Robbins, chairman
currently producing a documentary
of the board, National Screen Serv- film on Spain in Eastmancolor for an
ice; Joseph R. Vogel, president, and American distributor. He is also preBenjamin Melniker, general counsel
Lasta Autumn,"
"Themake
script,
and saidparing ahe
would
dual lanof Loew's, Inc.; Spyros P. Skouras,
president, and W. C. Michel, execuguage version if he can interest an
tive vice-president, 20th Century- American producer or distributor.
Fox; C. B. Stratton, executive vice(Continu
pageVengaza
6) " is
said edhison"La
Goyanes
president, Cosmopolitan Corporation;
Paul H. Terry, president, Terrytoons;
Benjamin Kalmenson, executive vice- finance committees were reappointed
president, Warner Bros, and Albert by the board.
Warner.
approved the AssociaThetion board
The members of the executive and
budget for 1959.

Looks
MPA

Dead
Directors

Nix 'Piecemeal'
B-B
Campaign

A "piecemeal" business - building
campaign,
the rejected
radio promotion limited
plan alone, towas
by
day.
the Motion Picture Ass'n board of
directors at its meeting here yesterUnless exhibitors can come up with
their $1,150,000 half share of the
original $2,300,000 all-industry business building campaign, and do so
quickly, the project is doomed to be
forgotten. The campaign was devised
for a late spring or early summer
start and radio time needs lo be
bought at least 30 days in advance,
hence the time element already works
against the activation of the business
building program this year.
Stellings Sees Enough for Radio
Exhibitor representatives on the
business building executive committee, led by Ernest Stellings, former
president of Theatre Owners of America, recently called for inauguration
this spring of the radio phase of the
campaign only, pointing out that the
$150,000 that exhibition has raised
would be adequate for the purpose if
distributors agreed to match it.
Abe Montague, distributor representative on the b-b committee, reported to the MPAA board yesterday
on recommendations of the MPAA advertising and publicity directors committee on the campaign, which were
that the committee feels that no
piecemeal campaign would do the job
and that the distributors still stand
behind the original proposal for the
full-scale, nationwide campaign. The
MPAA directors concurred.
Was to Have Started Last July
The campaign was in preparation
several years and was scheduled to
start last July
but exhibitor
tributions tothe1, campaign
fund confell
far short of the goal and even now are
$1,000,000 away from it.

Cecil B. DeMille Memorialized

in Resolution

Adopted By MPAA Annual Board Meeting
The MPAA board of directors at its annual meeting yesterday unanimously
was a member
adopted a resolution honoring the late Cecil B. DeMille, whosaid,
in part:
of the board of the association for 26 years. The resolution
"WHEREAS, the late Cecil B. DeMille conceived and produced, for over
forty years, a long series of motion pictures unique in their grandeur and
epic propower, and in them brought to the art of the motion picture the
picture industry and
portions of human history, so that the American motion
and
world;
the
throughout
the name of DeMille achieved renown
"WHEREAS, Mr. DeMille, as a member of the Board of Directors of the
Motion Picture Association from March 27, 1933, to his death on January 21,
1959, brought heroic leadership and notable technical contributions to the
American motion picture industry and left to all his fellow workers in it an
enduring inspiration; be it
"RESOLVED, that the members of the Board, individually and as one,
express their sorrow and regret at the death of this great friend and devoted
leader, and mourn with those of all nations who honored his name and loved
his art."

Sees $2,000,000

Gross

On the basis for
of 150'Gidget1
openings that
Domestic
Columbia's "Gidget" had during the
Easter season, Rube Jackter, vicepresident and general sales manager,
predicted yesterday that it would
gross $2,000,000 domestically. The
dates so far represent a good crosssection of the country with the exception ofthe Northeast, Jackter said.
"Gidget" opens in that section this
month,
highlighted
by ain mass
80theatre saturation
booking
the New
York metropolitan area, including
choice dates on the top half of the
Loew's circuit.
Among(Continued
one-week ongrosses
registered
page 6)
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REVIEW:
Born

Reckless

Warner Bros.
Hollywood, April 6
Mamie Van Doren and Jeff Richards carry their stellar roles well in
this light, romantic musical with a
rodeo background, to effect a pleasing
of solid Western entertainprogram
ment.
Attractive Miss Van Doren sings
most of the seven catchy songs, commercial songs contributed by Buddy
Bregman and Stanley Styne, Charles
Singleton and Larry Coleman, and
Buck Ram; while Richards engages in
a number of rodeo events and fights
to provide the action and thrills.
Aubrey Schenck's production is
well paced
under
Howard byKoch's
direction of the
screenplay
Richard
Landau. Arthur Hunnicutt supplies
excellent character support in the part
of Richard's sidekick, who shows a
fatherly interest in his welfare. Carol
Ohmart is likewise effective in a
minor role.
The obvious story by Landau and
Schenck
mainly rodeos.
with Richard's
hard luckdeals
at several
When Miss Ohmart appears on the
scene, Miss Van Doren "takes the
bull by
the Ohmart
horns" and
Richards
and
Miss
intotosses
a swimming
pool to cool off any romantic road
blocks. Richards realizes his love for
Miss Van Doren, decides to play it

31st
'Oscar'
(Continued from page 1)
too. Under the production supervision
of Jerry Wald it ran for two solid
hours, 15 minutes more than it did in
1958, and longer than any other in its
history.
Over 90 world renowned screen personalities took part in the festivities,
contributing their services gratis.
They appeared in a continuous procession, too, each one doing either
specialties or making presentations
None merely took a fleeting bow.
The estimate of an audience of
85,500,000 or more came from Sindlinger & Co., which took a nationwide survey last week in which it
also found that the program is estito bring
into the
nation's
tionmatedpicture
theatres
a cash
returnmo-of
at least $15,000,000 during the next
few months.
"From our experience of the past
four years in measuring the impact of
the Academy Awards TV presentation, we have found that for every
100 people who see the awards on

straight and wins enough money at
a rodeo to assure their future
together.
Running time, 82 minutes. General
classification. Release, in May.
Samuel D. Berns

Cordially Inviie You to Attend

SPRING

LUNCHEON

Honoring
MAX

E. YOUNGSTEIN

Vice-president, United Artists Corp.

April 14th, 1959, at 12:15

Awards

In addition to those on page J
BEST SPECIAL EFFECTS
Tom Howard, for "torn thumb,"
Galaxy Pictures, M-G-M.
BEST DOCUMENTARY
Feature — "White Wilderness,"
Walt Disney Prods., Buena Vista.
Short Subject — "Ama Girls," Walt
Disney Prods., Buena Vista.
BEST FOREIGN FILM
"My Uncle," Specta-Gray-Alter
Films in association with Films
del Centaure (France).
TV, 21 of them will spend an average
of 91 cents to see the award winners," he pointed out.
Sindlinger also noted that the
awards come this year at a time
when ever greater benefit might result as theatre attendance since midFebruary has been ahead of last year.
Tonight's presentation marked the
tenth straight year from the Pantages
Theatre, where, by coincidence,
Wald, the producer of this year's
show, has his production, "The
Soundrentand
the The
Fury,"
attraction.
run asof the
the curfilm
was interrupted for three days during its third successful week to allow

pany. Jack Warner Honored
A high point of the proceedings
was the presentation to Jack L. Warner, president of Warner Bros., of the
coveted Irving G. Thalberg Memorial
Award. Voted the award by a unanimous ballot of the Academy's board
of governors,
14th to re-in
ceive it since heit was
was the
established
1937. The Thalberg award goes to the
person "who has been responsible
for consistent high quality of motion
picture production over a period of

as the cars"year
nine "Osfor eachof of"Gigi,"
its ninewithnominations,
and with the film emerging as the
Best Picture.
P.M.

Tickets $4 including luncheon and gratuities
Reservations: Hans Barnstyn, Trans-Lux Theatre
586 Lexington Avenue, New York 22

All

Regarding the awards, there is no
doubt that 1958 will be remembered

Georgian Room, Hotel Piccadilly
227 West 45th Street

Tuesday.

Academy

Tops

show.of the
for tonight's
preparations
George Stevens,
president
Academy, set the stage for the proof the "envelceedings
upon receipt
opes" from
Price
Waterhouse & Com-

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.

A.M.P.A/S

Show

Byyears."
virtue of "Gigi," M-G-M enjoys
the top position, with United Artists
running second, with six awards
earned by "The Defiant Ones and I
Want to Live!", the latter the vehicle
for
Susan
Hayward's
honors
as Best
Actress. winning of top
Everyone agreed that it was an
evening of great fun and good cheer,
with Bob Hope at his quippable best.
Amongmoniesthe
several masters
of cere-it
who enlivened
the occasion,
remained for a comparative new face
— Mort Sahl— to impress the audience
mightily, tickling the funny bones
with his inimitable satirical monolo-

Previous

gue, which found an excellent show
case in tonight's program and certainly furthered his reputation anc
future as an entertainment industry
personally.
Wald, who spent a year planning
the show, was modest in accepting
praise for his personal efforts. In
press room remark after the show he
paid tribute to his staff, paraphrasing
Winstonbeen
Churchill
withso"never
much
owed by
many has
to s(lSD
so
In High Tribute to Staff
The recipients of his praise includ
ed Valentine Davies, chairman of th
Awards Program Committee; musk I
director Lionel Newman, whose
orchestra was made part of the show
on stage, rather than in the pit; Joe
Parker, stage director, and John DeCuir, fart
ew." director; Alan Handley, producer for NBC; Sammy Cahn, for hi;
special lyrics; Charles Henderson, vocal music director; Bob Sidney, choreographer; writers Dick Breen, I. A. L
Diamond, Hal Kanter, Panama anc
Frank, Shavelson and Rose; Mike
Garrison, Sam Goldwyn, Jr., Marge
Halprin and George Stevens, Jr., al
Wald's assistants; and Edith Head
for coordinating the greatest "fashioi
show" modeled by internationa
screen favorites.
Costincludes
of tonight's
event?in $800,000
This
$225,000
networl

1

time charges. If the talent alone fo
tonight's event were able to be obi
tained under any other circumstance:
for the one night only engagement
Wald estimated it would cost close tin
$2,000,000.

PEOPLE
Nat Hern, formerly with RKC
Theatres here and more recently witl
the American Theatres Corp., Boston
has
Smith Management
Co'
therejoined
as manager
of the Meadow:
Drive-in, Hartford, succeeding Harole
Cummings, resigned. At the sam
time, Robert Terrell has relinquishei
his post of assistant manager at tb
Meadows and has been assigned tern,
porarily to managership of Lockwooe
&EastGordon's
Windsor
Drive-in
Windsor,East
Conn.,
replacing
WilB
Ham Staples, currently on leave ot
absence.
□
Edward H. Rideout, of the researd
and advanced development division o
the Avco Co., has been elected chair
man of the newly-formed Boston sec1
tion of the Society of Motion Pictur
and Television Engineers. Robei
Fraser, of the ITEK Corp., Bostoi]-'
has been elected secretary-treasurei
□
Johanna Grant has been name
special publicity liaison for Unite
Artists "A Hole in the Head," Sinca
production.

1
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Picture

Motion
General

Film

Opening

A Okays Release of
scial Films Funds IF . . .

K.C. Service Center
From THE DAILY Bureau

The MPAA board of directors yes'lay authorized Eric Johnston, preslt, to sign a release of the acpd rentals from the special induspublic relations short subjects to
American Congress of Exhibitors,
pas learned yesterday. Johnston is
of the trustees of the shorts funds,
n granting its approval, the board
eified that the release must be in
Ih legal form that the Association
ild not be liable in the event of
fire legal action over the funds,
^eved to amount to between $40,and $60,000.

LOS ANGELES, April 6-General
Film Laboratories Corp., a subsidiary
of Pacific Industries, Inc., announced

Ksney

Rejoins

(Continued from page 1)
na Vista Film Distribution Comiv a distributor member.
-:'ric Johnston, MPAA president,
B: "It is a real pleasure to welcome
dt and Roy Disney and associates
Walt Disney Productions and
pna Vista. They add great strength
the association and we all know
tremendous contributions they
1 make to the common good."
First Joined Up in 1934
The Disney organization originally
jpame a member of the association
January, 1934, and resigned in
Druary, 1955.

it
is establishing
producers'
service
center
in Kansas aCity,
Mo., and
has
appointed Neal Keehn as regional
vice-president in charge of the new
facility. In making the announcement,
General Film Labs president G.
Carleton Hunt declared that Keehn
also would supervise all central United
States sales operations for the Hollywood-based film processing firm.
Had Been with Calvin Co.
Keehn formerly was vice president
of the Calvin Company of Kansas
City. In this position, he was in
producers'
and Keehn
of laboratory
charge sales.
service
In addition,
was
director of the Calvin workshop since
its inception in 1947.
Fink to Push 'Land'
HOLLYWOOD, April 6. - The
public relations office of Bert Fink
has been retained to handle publicity
and exploitation of C. V. Whitney's
"The Young
Columbia
Pictures
will Land,"
release, which
it is announced
vice-president Arthur
by
Wilde.Whitney
The film will be premiered in
Cody, Wyoming, April 25, to coincide
of the Whitney-enwith
city. thedowedopening
Gallery of Western Art in that

Two
Lloyd Sieber Dies
WILMINGTON, April 6.-Funeral
vices will be held in Bethlehem,
., for J. Lloyd Sieber, manager of
• Queens Theatre here, who died
Delaware Hospital following a
irt attack. Sieber came here two
iirs ago after having been a theatre
^nager in Bethlehem for 20 years,
is survived by his wife and two

More

Join ITOO

Leathowned
Whiteowned
by Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Harris of
Swanton, have joined the Independent Theatres of Ohio, it has been disPritchard, ITOO exclosed by Ken
ecutive secretary.

US, April 6.-The
COLUMB
Drive-in, Barnesville,
erwood
the
and se,
by Bernard
at Whitehou
TheatreSarchet,
house

Daily

MPAA

Notes

(Continued from page 1)
based on the wide appeal of films in
all categories.
What seems most reassuring is
the trend appears to be based on solid
It started before Easter and
ground.
was
accelerated during the holiday
week. It appears to be carrying over
as more pictures go intohasgeneral
wide
release. The trend also
not
is
and
distribution
geographical
confined
to key cities.
There were gratifying reports from
companies which is anall member
other indication of the broad base.

Allied Artists reported that "The
on Haunted Hill" and "Al CaHouse
company.
pone"
are setting new records for the
Columbia Pictures' "Gidget" is
to be a major box-office sucproving
cess and shows the public is interested
in new young stars when in an attractive production.
Imitation' Scoring Heavily

Universal - International's "Imitation of Life" is rolling up record business.
Artists reports that "Some
United
It Hot," on the basis of business
Like
already done wherever the picture has
gives every indication that it
opened,
all-time top money-maker
be the
will
company.
for this
"The Diary of Anne Frank" is doing unprecedented business for 20th
Century-Fox on a "reserved seat" basis, and "Compulsion" and "The
Sound and the Fury" also will set
high box-office marks.
Among the recent M-G-M releases
that are rolling up top figures around
the country are: "Some Came Running," "Green Mansions," "The Mating Game" and "Gigi," all M-G-M.
Mame"
"Auntie
Bros, with
ng back to
andWarner
"Rio Bravo,"
is releasi
back two of the biggest box-office hits

Soft Drink Co. Offers
'Oscar' Drive Prize

ERIC JOHNSTON, president of the
Motion Picture Association, discusses
with Norman Wasser, manager of the
theatre sales department of the PepsiCola Company, the contest sponsored
by Pepsi-Cola which will reward theatre managers for their efforts in prothis year's
in First
public interest
prize
telecast.
AcademymotingAwards
will be a one week all-expense trip
to Hollywood for two and there will
be nine other prizes of U.S. Savings
Bonds. The contest is open to all
theatre managers in the U.S. and
Canada. Complete descriptions of the
exploitation campaign should be sent
to Exhibitors Academy Awards Campaign, care of MPAA, 28 West 44th
Street, N.Y. Advertising and publicity
directors of MPAA member companies
will judge the campaigns.
that the company has had in the past
20 years.
Pictures of powerful box-office
t's
Paramoun
rizeming
characte
strength and
releasesforthco
current
among them "Tempest"
schedule
and
"Thes, Black Orchid."

3 64-Stars' for Fox
/orse' Still Climbs
'The Horse's Mouth" starring Alec
'linness grossed $12,183 in its 21st
1'ek at the Paris Theatre here, toplg the boxoffice receipts of the past
b weeks. The United Artists re{.se began its 22nd week at the Paris
sterday.

20th Century-Fox has the distinction of having three attractions currently on Broadway, all of which received afour-star rating in the "New
York Daily News." The pictures are
"The Diary of Anne Frank" at the
RKO Palace; "Compulsion" at the
Rivoli; and "The Sound and the
Fury" at the Paramount.

j

J. Knox

r-W House Taken Over
DETROIT, April 6.-The Tower
leatre, one of the Wisper & Wetscm houses, has been taken over by
jiirry Nott and John Sizemore, with
ioking and buying handled through
^i.i Mitchell Theatre Service.
ji
0[!
Detroit Theatre
'
Hfeopen
; DETROIT, April 6.-The Hollyood Theatre here, long closed and
the market, has been reopened by
jlliott Cohen, who has announced
jans to operate indefinitely with no
jange in policy.

Strachan,

56

CLEVELAND, April 6.-Word has
been received here of the sudden
death in St. Petersburg, Fla., following a heart attack, of J. Knox Strachan, 56, formerly local Warner
Theatre publicity director. He is survived by his wife.
Now

Mars

Louis

Prima

Keely Smith
ifk^f
^
in )
Xl^^iotter-than-hot
the entertainment
world talk
hey

up

International

HAMTRANCK, Mich., April 6.The old Mars Theatre here has been
renamed the Mars International by
the owners, Raymond and Julius Gugala,icywho
adopted an "art" polfor thehave
house.

HEY,

Mk Showman /'ca//

' /.rdfi&NCWf
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Motion

Television

'Weather

Center'

Completed in Miami
Special to THE DAILY
MIAMI, April 6. - Charles Kelly,
WCKT station manager, has announced the completion of WCKT
"Weather
Center,"
a newly-built
weather station
in Channel
7 studios
on 79th St. Causeway. The new "Weatherdience
Center"
provides
WCKT's
auwith the
first live
television
view of such weather elements as
wind velocity and direction, while
graphically reporting humidity, temperature and barometric pressure.
National Weather Reports
The "Center" now features for
coast-to-coast weather reports, the
Civil Aeronautical Administration's
Weather Service "C" of the U.S. Government's weather teletypewriter system sent directly from Washington, D.C.
lever Bros, to Sponsor
'Jack Benny Show'
"The Jack Benny Show" will
switch to a new Sunday time, 10:0010:30 P.M., EDT, for a new sponsor,
Lever Brothers Company, on the CBS
Television Network beginning Sept.
27. The Benny program will continue
in its current Sunday time period
(7:30-8:00 P.M., EST) for its present sponsor until June. At the same
time it was announced that "The
George Gobel
alternate week Show"
programwillin bethethenew
Sunday time period, with Lever the
exclusive sponsor of both series.
Announcement of the two new
comedy series was made by
William H. Hylan, CBS Television
Network vice-president of sales administration, and by Samuel Thurm,
advertising vice-president for Lever
Brothers.
NTA Names Spirt
Arthur Spirt has been named a vice
president of NTA Program Sales, a
Division of National Telefilm Associates, Inc., it was announced by
Michael M. Sillerman, president of the
division. Spirt, who will maintain his
headquarters in Chicago, was formerly
with Gross-Krasne-Sillerman, Inc. Before that he was with Independent
Television Corporation and Television
Programs of America. At both G-K-S
and TPA he was vice president for the
Central Division.
New ABC Affiliate
WHYN - TV, Channel 40, in
Springfield - Holyoke, Mass., has
signed as a primary affiliate of the
ABC Television Network, it was announced byAlfred R. Beckman, ABC
vice-president in charge of TV station
relations.

Picture

Today

Who's

Where

Alan D. Courtney has been elected
vice-president, nighttime programs,
and Carl Lindemann, Jr., vice-president, daytime programs, for the NBC
Television Network, it was announced
by Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of the
board of the National Broadcasting
Company.
□
The appointment of Ira DeLumen
to the newly-created position of sales
service manager, production sales,
CBS Television Network Operations
Department, effective immediately,
was announced by Newell T. Schwin,
director, production sales.
□
Philip Luttinger has been appointed research projects supervisor
for the CBS Television Network, effective immediately, it was announced
by Jay workEliasberg,
Television Netdirector of CBS
research.
□
Frank Sheehan has been named
Western district manager of Arrow
Productions, residual sales subsidiary
of Independent Television Corporation, Stanley Levey, general sales
manager of Arrow, announced. At the
same time, Milton Westerman was
appointed sales representative in the
midwestern division.
Cantor, Bertero, Others
Named to NTA Board
From. THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, April 6. - B. Gerald Cantor and Tohn B. Bertero, chairman and president respectively of National Theatres, today were named to
the board of directors of National
Telefilm Associates, a recently acquired
National Theatres subsidiary.
Glett, Ostrow Also Named
Charles L. Glett and Jack M. Ostrow, National Theatres directors, also
were named to the NTA board, at a
special meeting here following formal
completion of the acquisition. The new
board members fill vacancies left by
the resignation of Burt Kleiner, Robert Westheimer, William H. Hudson
and Edythe Rein. Miss Rein is to continue as senior vice-president of NTA.
Communications

Corp.

Taking Continental TV
From. THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 6. - Agreement has been reached by the stockholders of Continental Telecasting
Corp., broadcasters Frank Oxarat,
Jack Feldmann and Albert Zugsmith,
to sell all of their stock to Communications Corp., California, for $1,200,000, subject to approval by the
Federal Communications Commission.
Included are KRKD and KRKDFM, Los Angeles, and extensive real
estate for which oil drilling negotiations are now in progress.

Daily

'Gidgef
Gross
(Continued from page 3)
by "Gidget" are these: Dallas, Palace,
$12,250; Los Angeles, 19 theatre multiple, $122,000; Houston, Majestic,
$9,800; Minneapolis, Gopher, $9,300;
San Diego, Spreckles, $12,600;
Youngstown, Palace, $8,100; Kansas
City, Plaza and Electric, $9,350;
Birmingham, Melba, $4,200; St.
Paul, Strand, $5,100; Richmond, Byrd
and State, $9,200; Atlanta, Rialto,
$7,700; Tulsa Orpheum, $4,100;
Tampa, Palace, $5,700; and Ft.
Worth, Palace, $5,000.
Foreign Producers
(Continued from page 3)
the only Spanish film taken for worldwide distribution by an American distributor, MGM International.

National
Pre -Selling

u ■I
pORGY
AND BESS,"in the
Gold
wyn production
Todd-AC
starring Sidney Poitier, Dorothj
Dandridge, Pearl Bailey and Sammi
Davis, Jr. was spotlighted as the lea(
article in the April 5 issue of "Thi
It was written by Bennett Cerf :
who knew George Gershwin, thi
musical composer, personally and i
a friend of Samuel Goldwyn. Thi
gives readers an insight into hov
"Porgy and Bess," was originally writ
tenWeek."
and its history from 1935 to th
present time. Photos made on th

Franco Cristaldi producer of "The
Big effect
Deal," that
echoed
Sokal'sisremarks
on
the
television
having on
film grosses in his country, despite the
fact there is only one network, RAI,
which is government controlled with
only one channel feeding the program.
Nine Companies Shooting

"The Picnic"setsscene
in full Row"
color amar
production
of "Catfish
very helpful in covering the pictorn
phase of the article.
•
"Life" in the April 6 issue pre
duced a pictorial and word essay o
Millie Perkins, the tense and intrc
spective young actress who playe
the key role in "The Diary of Ann

Ivo Vrhovec, producer of "The
Road
a YearareLong,"
Yugoslavia's
entry,
said there
nine different
companies
shooting films at six different studios
in his country. He is personally producing four to five films this year, and
stated that Italy and Germany are excellent outlets for their product.
Jacques Tati, sans familiar pipe and
hat, but fortified with a fine command
of the English language, was proving
"Uncle."
to
the press that he was everybody's

readers
"Life" ho'
herMillie
first tells
actingthe part
has ofchanged
he
living patterns and how she is fightin
desperately to retain her own identil
as an individual. Photos of her wit,
George
Frank."Stevens, Ed Wynn, and She
ley Winters at the New York pn
miere of this 20th-Fox film are usei
Scenes with her closely-knit New Je!
•
sey family are included.
Pat Boone will star in a new fil

New 'Life' Openings
Set Theatre Records

based on Jules Verne's "A Journt
to the Center of the Earth," repor
"T.V. Guide" in the April 4 issu
This latest Pat Boone picture will I
released by 20th-Fox.
•

Universal's "Imitation of Life" set
records in two new openings at the
weekend and continued to do top business in holdover engagements, the
company reported here yesterday. The
new openings were at the Fulton in
Pittsburgh where the first three days
totalled $12,000, biggest for the theatre in several years; and the Criterion in Oklahoma City where $6,500
for the first three days was the biggest in the history of the theatre. At
the Keith Theatre in Washington the
first
dayssince
were"The
$16,500"
at thefive
house
Glenn biggest
Miller
"Imitation" also topped its record
second week at the Roosevelt Theatre
in Chicago by more than $4,000 on
theStory."
first six days of the third week.
Second Saturdays were better than
State
in Boston;at the
Loew's
the Mayfair
day Saturdays
openingTheatre
Theatre in Baltimore; the Joy Theatre in New Orleans and the Uptown
Theatre in Toronto.
Busy Month for Wallis
HOLLYWOOD, April 6. - April,
1959, will go on record as the busiest
single month in the long and successful operation of independent producer
Hal Wallis. He has five pictures in
various stages of work at this time.

Shirley MacLaine who stars
"Some Came Running," is pr
filed in the April issue of "Coronet
She
received
tions has
for her
acting many
in this commend1
MGM fil
from the critics. Shirley plays tl"
part of a B-Girl and she says mi
chieviously "may be there is some 1
tent B-Girl in me."•
"Compulsion," based on the beselling novel about the Leopold ai
Loeb murder case of 1924, has bei
selected
by "Redbook"
of
the month
for April. as the pictu
Bob Hope shows how he react'
to downing a shot of Arizona rede,
whiskey, while doing a scene fi
"Alias Jesse James," in a photo sto;
appearing
the help
April of6 tubes
issue lj
"Life." Within the
hat bulges in four places, and tub,
are also used to send jets of incer
out of his ears.
•
Susan Hayward, is discussing 1
film "I Want To Live," is quoted
the
issue of including
"Look" as sayi
"I'llApril
kill 14anyone,
Fjra
Sinatra, who calls this film a gasse
Walter Ha
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5 IT O RIAL.
he Academy

Show

R^ Sherwin Kane

Suggests
Campaign

HIS year's Academy Awards teleoast, like most of its predecessors,
Hvas an improvement in a number
| important respects over earlier
rards programs.
'or one thing, it was faster-paced
time consumed
preliminary
jijh
he less
announcement
of winners.
This
/ have contributed to Monday
tit's
ad ofprogram
schedule, ending
but in 15
the minutes
Eastern
L perhaps, Central time zones in
ch the closing hour inevitably is
: te one for millions of viewers who
raecessity are early risers, that mis-ularion was not a serious one. In
, a further shortening of the
irds program, perhaps to a maxin of 90 minutes, might well win
: lany thousands of additional viewin the East.
•

Be

erhaps the cost is too high, but
: might be remedied if broad negoions with other networks were to
thoroughly pursued. In any event,
hould not be necessary to return
t! telecast to its former status as a
imercially sponsored program,
he absence of annoyingly distract1 commercials over the entire 105I ute length of Monday night's pron certainly did not escape the
e audience. In that respect, the
Wastry made effective use of its
d 'l medium.
vi|f need only be asked now, Was
w|
(Continued on page 2 )

Plan

Salvaged

Stellings Suggests Using
Best Elements Locally
Members of the executive committee of the industry business building
campaign are being polled to determine if they feel elements of the
campaign can be salvaged for industry
use.
This possibility was suggested by
Ernest G. Stellings, co-chairman, in
letters sent to the four other members of the committee, after the board
of directors
of the Motion
As(Continued
on pagePicture
6)

'or another thing, this year's prohn was smoother, brighter, more
'resting and entertaining than
me of other years. There is no
;on to doubt that its huge audience
ijpyed it and stayed with it to the
,jt is equally certain that the pro3i continues to be a fine exercise
mblic relations for Hollywood, the
litres and the industry as a whole,
^j-ely apart from its financial worth
hose pictures which figure in the
trds of major public interest,
'urther improvements in the pron certainly are possible and no
!bt will be made in the future. For,
course, the continued telecast of
presentations is a must, and it
old continue to be under industry
ijpices; whether or not under the
ul e arrangements as have prevailed
r the past several years.

B-B

(AD VT)

'Herald'

Merchandising

Meetings

Open

Today

The second series of merchandising conferences on new product being
sponsored by Motion Picture Herald gets underway here this morning with
exhibitors attending from large and small circuits all over the country as well
as Canada. Registation for the con
general advertising and promotion
ferences, during which seven new
films will be screened and their ad- problems to be held at the Hotel
Gotham
this afternoon.
vertising and promotional campaigns
discussed, is more than twice that for
Pictures to be screened today inthe first Herald conferences which
clude Columbia's "It Happened to
were held last fall.
Jane" this
morning onandpageParamount's
(Continued
8)
Ernest Emerling, vice-president in
charge of advertising and publicity
No Tax Relief Granted
for Loew's Theatres, will act as moderator of a round table discussion on
Industry in Britain
From THE DAILY Bureau
In Today's Daily
LONDON, April 7.-To the dismay
of the entire British motion picture
Set 'Beauty' for Regular Releaseindustry no relief has been granted
from the entertainment tax. Tire GovRepublic Expects Good Year— page 2
ernment Budget, released today, left
page2 8 the tax unaltered.
Hummel Leaving WB Int'L— page
Fox SPG Reach Agreement— page 6
Hopes had been high for substantial cuts in taxation in the new Bud'Oscar' Show Gets Big Play— page 7
get, and that these would include the
Television Today— page 6
film industry. Optimism had been
(Continued on page 8)

ar'
'Oscrd
x Says
ndece
Treien
Set Reco
Aud
Trendex audience survey yesterday
gave the Academy Awards telecast of
research
sectiona 57.8
saidrating,
that 29
NBC's
and million
Monday night
homes were tuned to the program—
the greatest number of homes ever to
watch a tv program.
NBC, whose television and radio
networks(Continued
carried the
program,
on page
7) also

Printers Spellbound
ByPresumably,
'Gigi' Oscars
after setting type for
seven "Gigi"— Arthur Freed— MGM
Academy
Awards
yesterday's
tion Picture
Daily, for
printers
thoughtMo-it
was time for a change. They mistakenly attributed two of the Oscars
won by "Gigi"— those for Best Picture
and Best Color Cinematography — to
a distributor other than MGM.
The Arthur Freed — MGM picture
won nine awards in all, to become the
most honored picture in Academy annals. Prior to this year three pictures
earned eight awards each. They were
"From Here to Eternity" and "On the
Waterfront," both released by Columbia Pictures; and "Gone With the
Wind," the David Selznick-MGM production.

Motion

Picture

EDITORIAL
PERSONAL
MENTION
MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN, vicepresident of United Artists, will
from Holn
retur
d.
lywoo to New York today
•

Fortunat Baronat, Universal
Pictures director of foreign publicity,
has entered New York Hospital here
for surgery.
•

, producer, will reCarreras
James
from New York today
turn to London
via B.O.A.C.
•
Robert M. Sternberg, vice-president of New England Theatres, Inc.,
has returned to Boston from Hartford.
•
Leo Jaffe, Columbia Pictures vicepresident and Mike J. Frankovich,
head
Columbia's
British
have of
returned
to New
Yorkoperations,
from the
Coast.

Study Objections to
New Illinois Drive-In
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO, April 7.-The Cook
County Board voted unanimously to
allow a special use permit for a proposed $400,000 drive-in theatre to be
constructed near Palatine, 111., 28
miles northwest of Chicago. Action
was deferred, however, to permit
more study of the objections of the
neighboring towns of Long Grove
and Kildeer.
The proposed theatre, which will
have a capacity of 1400 autos, will
have a holding area for 950 more.
The unit will be operated by a
Chicago motion picture theatre veteran of 50 years, Arthur Schoestadt,
who says he selected the Palatine site
because there was no close theatre
competition, and also because the
area promises continued growth.

(Continued from page 1)
the contrast with regular television so
marked that the program unwittingly
became an advocate of another rival
sans commercials— pay TV?

The Paramount "Q"
PARAMOUNT at the moment is in
process of telling the industry a
story of product— a story of which the
men of Paramount are infinitely
The company has 27 top-quality
proud.
pictures
either completed, editing,
shooting or in various stages of preparation designed for release from
now into 1960. They are properties
which represent big budgets, having
top star names and each to be backed
with big merchandising campaigns.
•
This schedule of important product
is being presented to the trade with
the declaration that "Paramount
gives the industry its 'Q'— Quality in
Quantity!" Examination of the titles,
casts, producers, directors represented
in this important schedule supports
this assertion.
The trade announcements should
be news of the most welcome kind to
exhibitors everywhere.
Pa. Booking

Scheme

Rearranged by U.A.
Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, April 7.-United Artists has sent letters to all exhibitors inthe area announcing a rearrangement of present booking
schedules. The company said that it
is cutting down the number of simultaneous showings in the neighborhoods and calls attention to an earlier
complaint when one film was playing
at the same time at 42 locations in
the Philadelphia area.
Under the new plan, U.A. has established 14 playing zones for the
local area. A drive-in and indoor
house in each zone will be able to
play a film two weeks after its firstrun showing in the center-city zone.
In 28 days, pictures will then be
made available again on a zone basis
to other theatres in order to stagger
the playing dates over a longer period
of time.
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Republic

Expects Good

Year, 'Holders Told
By WARREN G. HARRIS
Republic Pictures Corp., no longer
in the production and distribution of
motion pictures, expects to continue
its diversified operations in studio
rentals, film processing, plastics and
backlog sales to television, vice-president Douglas T. Yates told the company's annualHouse
meeting
stockholders at Essex
here ofyesterday.
Yates predicted that 1959 would
be "very successful" for the company,
but was non-committal about a common stock dividend, which shareholders in the audience said they
thought should be due them in the
very near
future.
Hollywood studios,
YatesRepublic's
said, are rented
to capacity until June, and Consolidated Film Industries has a large
backlog of processing work for both
TV and theatrical producers.
The sale of Republic's post-1948
library to television stations is "proceeding insatisfactory fashion," Yates
continued, pointing out that the comhad 461as pre-'48
ablepanyto TV
well as pictures
the 203 availpostcategory.which are of a higher budget
'48ers,
Elected at yesterday's meeting
were the following directors: Victor
M. Carter, a director of the California
Bank, and controlling 98,737 shares
of Republic common; Harry C. Mills,
J. C. Penney Co., executive; John J.
O'Connell, president of the plastics
attorney.
subsidiary;
and Theodore R. Black,

Hummel

Leaving

int'L; Abeles

WB

Succeeds

Joseph S. Hummel, vice-president
and Continental manager for Warner
Bros. Pictures International Corp., has
decided to leave the company because
of ill health it was announced by
Wolfe Cohen, president of Warner
Bros. International. Arthur Abeles,
managing director of the Warner Bros,
interests in the United Kingdom will
succeed Hummel in directing Warner
operations in Europe and Africa and
also will retain his present post in the
United Kingdom.
will determine whetherAbeles
to move
his

l
er
Sp
nfia
Coec

e'
nngs
'A
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Book

Exhibitors who have schedule'
bookings of George Stevens' "The Di»!
ary ofmonths
Anne are
Frank"
within with
the 20tl
nex
three
conferring
Century-Fox executives this week oij
the special, road-show campaigi
"guide-book" which has been designei
for each playdate of the CinemaScop
attraction.

of the campaigns
"guidebook"toofll;
theInitial
"Anneuse Frank"
place in New York and Los Angele
where the Stevens production is cut
rently playing to capacity business
Currently, in Boston, Miami and Chi
cago, campaigns run according to th j
original design are under way.
Out-of-Towners Present
At the meetings at the 20th Ceir
tury-Fox home office yesterday, Georg
Beatty and Ted Vanett participatec
representing the Goldman Theatre
chain, whose Midtown Theatre
Philadelphia
will May
showcase
Frank" beginning
23. In "Ann
add:
tion Sam Bendheim, III representin
Neighborhood Theatres, whose Willow
Lawn Theatre in Richmond will pla
"Diary" beginning May 27, met wit
Fox representatives.
Representing 20th Century-Fc
were vice-president Charles Einfek
general sales manager Alex Harrisoi
assistant general sales manager Marti
Moskowitz, national exploitation d
rector Rodney Bush, assistant exploit;
tion manager Eddie Solomon and A
lantic District publicity and exploit;
tion representative Hal Marshall.
Other Meetings Slated
Similar meetings are scheduled th
week and in succeeding weeks
which times the campaigns for eac
single playdate will be discussed i
full and plans formulated. Among tl:
topics under discussion will be me
chandising tie-ins, opening perfom
ances under charity auspices and spi
cial ticket-selling plans.
'Anne'

Benefit Set for

Ghetto Fighters House
The National Committee for Labi
headquarters from London to Paris
Israel will benefit from the showir
after bined
studying
company's comoperation intheEurope.
of "The Diary of Anne Frank," Api
265 x 60 Foot Sign
Cohen, who is now in Europe, ac- 16, at the RKO Palace Theatre he
cepted with regret the resignation of at 8:30 P.M. Proceds of the affa
Heralds 'Naked Maja'
Hummel, who has made his headquar- will go toward the construction of tl
ters in Paris.
Anne Frank Wing in the Ghet
A 265 by 60 foot spectacular, including a40 by 50 foot reproduction
Abeles
began
his
career
with
WarFighters House, a shrine and museu
ner Bros. International in Brazil in in
of the controversial nude by Goya,
Israel memorializing the six m
stretching a full city block above the 1936. His first managerial post was in lion Jews who died during the Na
Victoria and Astor theatres on Broad- Trinidad in the West Indies. Following
Mrs. Samuel LeFrak of Woodmei
way, was completed yesterday. The several years in South American super- regime.
sign announces the opening of United
visory posts, he was transferred to L. I., and Mrs. Harry Copen of Gre
Artists' "The Naked Maja" at the Vic- London in 1947 and became manag- Neck, L. I., are serving as co-cha
toria.
men for the event.
ing director there.
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20th-Fox,

B-B

Suggests
(Continued from page 1)
sociation of America on Monday declined to participate in the radio portion of the campaign only. M.P.A.A.
expressed a desire for the campaign,
but voted to match exhibition money
onlv when funds could be raised to
run the entire radio-newspaper-public relations-Academy Award participation program, as originally planned.
Stellings asked the advice of cochairman Abe Montague, and committee members Harry Brandt, Sol A.
Schwartz and Horace Adams on two
points: What shall be done with the
$165,000 raised by exhibition for the
radio portion of the campaign? and,
What can be done to salvage elements
of the radio campaign and the newspaper ad roughs for industry use?
Some exhibitor leaders had expressed the hope that if the campaign
did not materialize, the material prepared to date might be salvaged so
that it could be made available to
theatremen at cost to run state regional, or individual drives without
production-distribution financial help.
Promises Decision Soon

Stellings' letter indicated that the
executive committee's decision would
be made known to all exhibitor contributors as soon as the results of the
poll were received and tabulated.
Campaign ingredients that Stellings
believes may be salvaged at reasonable cost and used to good advantage
by exhibitors locally or regionally,
are ad proofs prepared for the allindustry campaign, some of the prepared radio recordings of which masters may be available, mats and various publicity items. A new press book
could be simply prepared, he believes,
and made available to regional exhibitors interested in putting on their
own business building campaign.
"Many good business building ideas
were advanced for the industry campaign," one exhibitor official said,
"and been
too much
andabandon
money
has
investedin intimeit to
completely. Good use can and should
be made of it."

-a
m.

(pure jet ! )
COMET

4! '

MONARCH
(de Luxe and First Class only)

frequency: NIGHTLY
(leaves New York at 9 p. m.)

destination: LONDON!

BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
Flights from New York, Boston, Chicago,
Detroit, San Francisco, Montreal. Offices also
in Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington, Vancouver,
Winnipeg, Toronto.

AROUND

THE

Contract
TV

with

PINKY

CIRCUIT

HERMAN.

DON'T bet that Buddy Deane doesn't wind up with his ABChannel
daily "dance party" after all. Insiders are still quietly holding sked
skull practise to find proper time. . . . Contemporaries found so many
glaring faults in Monday's "Oscar Awards" telecast that we'll merely
mention the few high spots. The wonderful opening duet by Kirk Douglas and Burt Lancaster, the "sound effects bit" by Peter Ustinov and
the temendous Trendex of 57.8 signifying that 29,000,000 families were
tuned in. ... In the mid-thirties, a favorite radio series was "Court of
Human Relations," which becomes a daily NBC-TVehicle, June 22,
is" at 2:30-3:00 P.M. Program will feature as
replacing "Haggis-Bagg
moderator
its creator and producer, A. L. Alexander. . . . More than two
years ago a novelty ditty, waxed on Cadence Records by the Four
Tophatters and Archie Bleyer's Ork, accurately called the turn on the
current collegiate craze. The tune, "45 Men in a Telephone Booth" is
getting a terrific play by the deejay gentry and may very well "ring the
bell." . . . Lillian de Gore, after 9 years association with Maggi McNellis
and Ernie Kovacs, is now head of the Research Division at Endorsements,
Inc. . . .
ft

ft

ft

With Bill Demarest as the star, supported by Stubby Kaye and lark
Kay Armen, a new situation-NBComedy telefilm series, "Love and Marriage," will debut in the Fall, packaged by Louis F. Edelson and produced by P. J. Wolfson. Set in Tin Pan Alley, head scripter will be Mel
Shavelson. . . . ABC has the answer to CBS' Jimmy Dean in 22-year-old
George Hamilton IV, who like Dean, got his real start in Washington,
D.C. (WMAL-TV). George's daily half-hour music program bows in
over the ABChannels next Monday (12-12:30 P.M.) . . . Paul Anka,
currently on the MGM lot for a featured role in "Girl's Town," will
also clef a couple of songs for the flicker. . . . Steve Lawrence will
guestrill on the "Garry Moore CBShow" April 21. . . . Timed with it
beins voted our Fiftieth State is the new Columbia Album, "Lovers'
Luau," featuring Les Paul and Mary Ford and several beautiful Hawaiian
standards including "Blue Hawaii," "Song of the Islands" and "Sweet
Leilani."
Global

'Ben' Meetings
Begin Here Today
The first of a series of globecircling "Ben-Hur" conferences will
be held in New York at the M-G-M
home office this afternoon. Top executives of Loew's
International
will
meet with
studio and
home office
heads to discuss all phases of the
"Ben-Hur" global promotion prior to
the international group flying to
Madrid for a "Ben-Hur" conference
on April 12.
From Madrid, the international
representatives will wing to Tokyo
and then to Mexico City for similar
meetings, at which "Ben-Hur" will be
the chief topic. Participating in today's New York meeting will be Joseph R. Vogel, president; Sol C. Siegel, vice-president in charge of production atthe M-G-M Studios; Clark
Ramsay, studio advertising director;
John P. Byrne, vice-president and
general sales manager; Robert Mochrie and Burtus Bishop, assistant
general sales manager; Morton
Spring, tional;
president
of Loew's
Seymour Mayer,
DaveInternaBlum,
Arthur Pincus, and Morris Frantz of
the international publicity staff. The
New York promotion staff will be
represented by Dan Terrell, Oscar A.
Doob, Si Seadler and Emery Austin.

fj/es $Ult to Produce

'Anatomy' Play Version
Edward Specter Productions, Inc.
yesterday filed suit in the Supreme
Court of New York State to establish
its right to present a Broadway production of the John Van Druten stage
adaptation of "Anatomy of a Murder",
the best-selling novel. The suit also
seeks the issuance of an injunction
against the production and distribution of a film version of the novel,
presently being made by Otto Preminger.
The suit names as defendants the
author of "Anatomy of a Murder,"
Judge John Donaldson Voelker, of
Michigan;duction
Preminger;
Preminger's
procompany, Carlyle
Productions,
Inc.; Columbia Pictures which is to
release the film; and St. Martin's Press
Inc., publisher ot the book.
The complaint alleges that in December of 1957, Judge Voelker executed a contract with the producing
company and with the late John Van
Druten authorizing a Broadway production of his novel, based on an
adaptation for the stage to be written
by Van Druten. It is further alleged
that Van Druten wrote and delivered
to the parties, before his death, a
script of "Anatomy of a Murder",

SPG

Reach

Agreement

20th Century-Fox and the Sere
Publicists Guild have reached agn1
ment on a new contract, the Gu
announced yesterday, following net
tiations that lasted a month. Unc
the terms of an agreement, as ra
fied by the Guild membership, SI
senior publicists will receive a six j
cent across the board wage increa
amounting to a minimum of $10 j
person for each senior and rangi
upwards to $16. In addition, I
senior publicist minimum was rais?
from $140.50 to $155. "This mai
the first step in our fight to reach p '
ity
with the west coast publicists,'
spokesman
Guild stated.for the Screen Publici
First Pact with Guild
With the ratifying of the agrj
ment, 20th became the first compt
to settle with the Guild under
terms of the wage-reopening clai
in the current contract, subject
negotiations which began in ea
March. Warner Brothers, Colum
and Universal-International are
in negotiation with the Guild.
The SPG spokesman hailed
agreement as "a fair and just sett
ment" and commended 20th cf
tury-Fox for its "awareness of the
portant role its advertising £
publicity department personnel p
in the functioning of the organi

'Porgtf Date

Is Set

Samuel Goldwyn's "Porgy a
Bess" will have its world premiere
the Warner Theatre here on Weekday evening, June 24, it was ;
nounced by A. Montague, execut
vice-president
of Columbia Pictui
tion."
which
is distributing.
which Voelker found entirely to
liking,
called "a both
remarkable
Later, itandis claimed,
Voelker jc;
his publisher, St. Martin's Press,
pressed in writing their admission t
Edward
Specter Productions, Inc. \
Druten play.
legally entitled to produce the >
The complaint further charges t,
Voelker, under the inducement
Preminger, subsequently denied Sp
ter's right to produce the Van Dm
play, but permitted film product:
Special Trailer Marks
UA 40th Anniversary
United Artists has produced a s
cial Fortieth Anniversary trailer
part of the year-long celebration co
memorating the founding of the cc
pany
on April
17, 1919.
ute trailer
features
scenesThefromsix-mU
roster of films set for release in 19
Produced in color and in black t
white, the trailer will be shown
theatres and also to exhibitors, <
cuit heads and film buyers. Distril
tion will be handled by Natio
Screen Service.

i
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3 'Gigi' Prints
udy for Theatres
tIGM has every available print of
>gi"_400 in all— ready for theatres
>ss the country to follow up the
; demy Awards. John P. Byrne,
M's vice-president and general
l;s manager, said over half the
[its were committed for dates set
jre the winning of the nine awards
|uding the best picture. The render hinged on the winning of the
ar Monday night,
yrne pointed out that many areas
:eer nottheable
to book
"Gigi"seatbefore
initial
reserved
and
v release policy. A widespread ree for April was decided upon to
italize on the unequalled impact
jhe Academy Awards.

g Campaigns

Slated

Promote 'Happened'
romotion of Columbia's "'It Haped to Jane" will include the bigadvance trade paper advertising
paign
in the company's
history,
as
Rosenfield,
Jr., executive
in
rge of advertising and publicity,
bounced yesterday.
We believe that selling films to
industry first is a basic principle
fnerchandising,"
the Columbia exijtive stated.
latching the concentrated drive to
,fise enthusiasm within the indusRosenfield said, is a diversified
inotion program to sell the picas family entertainment to the
jilic. Of special interest is a seven*j.er package, the most complete
I"-. offered to theatres,
"''mong the more important promotjs, he cited a personal appearance
• by Doris Day, who stars in the
fir comedy with Jack Lemmon and
!.jie Kovacs; a cross-promotion with
'ombia Records; a giant radio
1 paign; a special 16mm featurette
television; and national merchanng tie-ins.
omberg, Davis Named
» Cont. Dist. Posts
fjjheldon Tromberg and Stanton H.
Jis have been appointed as district
ps representatives for Continental
Jjxibuting, Inc., it was announced
erday by Carl Peppercorn, viceadent and general sales maanger.
romberg,
formerly associated
p Republic Pictures and Rank
i Distributors of America, will
'jjdle the Washington, D. C, Phil^Iphia, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and
^eland exchanges. Stanton, for,:ly with RKO Radio Pictures and
gj Rank
Film
Distributors of
^ erica, will handle the Boston,
v Haven, Albany and Buffalo exkges.
Del Golden and Ellis Gordon, who
jpously
these terries, willrepresented
make individual
anncements on their new affiliations,
has stated.

I

Picture

Gets Big

Play; Critics Critical
Widespread coverage of the Academy Awards show was given by all
New York City newspapers yesterday, including lengthy feature stories
liberally illustrated with photos of the
winners. Starting the story on page
one and also using cuts out front
were The Herald Tribune, The
World Telegram and Sun, and The
Journal American. Both The Daily
News and The Post used cuts out
front with references to full stories
on inside pages.
Reaction of metropolitan television
critics to the show itself, however,
was not good. Most commended the
technical facility and smoothness
with which the program was run— up
to the sudden ending 15 minutes
ahead of time— as compared to previous years. But the content of the
show was described as "dull" and
"listless."
Typical were the comments of
Harriet Van Home in the Telegram.
"Academy Award Night," she said,
"went off with well-greased aplomb.
The two-hour show had five masters
of ceremonies, 10 cameras, a hundred
top stars— and virtually no surprise,
shock, gaiety or honest emotion. It
was all rather stiff and proper, like
a well-rehearsed church wedding." In
the News, Kay Gardella described the
program
as aby"listless
relieved
occasionally
a few affair
comedy
high
spots and unending parade of beautiful stars decked out in stunning
'Too Smooth,' Says Williams
An explanation for the premature
gowns."
finale of the show was secured by
Post critic Bob Williams from Alan
Handley
the everyone
technicalwascrew.
"It
was
simplyofthat
so well
rehearsed that the show ran too
smoothly," Handley was quoted as
saying. "It ran so smoothly that we
justTheran metropolitan
'way ahead press
of ourselves."
across the
country featured the story of the Oscar winners as prominently as did the
New York press. In addition to stories
and pictures on Page One and in the
regular news sections, additional cov-

Campaign

Daily

Trendex

Says

(Continued from page 1)
estimated that 75 million people comprised its audience. With the program
starting in the Eastern time zone
at 10:30 P.M., on a school night, many
juveniles were unable to watch it,
thus reducing the number of viewers
per home. Additional millions, however, heard the program on radio.
The Trendex rating, which covers
about 20 of the nation's leading cities,
was more than 10 points higher than
the last previous high Academy Awards
audience rating, that of 47.1 in 1955.
The Trendex rating for last year's program was estimated
44.7.
It was
that four out of
every five tv sets in the U.S. were
tuned to the program. Film and tape
will carry it to additional millions
around the world in the next few
weeks.

OF THE

TO A Foreign Directory
The sixth edition of its foreign film
directory, listing 759 features from 65
distributors, was issued yesterday to
its members by the Theatre Owners
of America. In a foreword, TOA pointed out that the 759 features represent
a gross gain of 132 pictures over the
October 1958 edition of the semi-annual publication.

erage appeared in most amusement
departpages and
ments. TheinNewtelevisi
York on-radio
Times covered
the fashions worn to the Pantages
Theatre in a special article on its
Woman's Page, in addition to regular
coverage of the awards.
Several of the metropolitan A.M.
papers in the East did not cover the
telecast in their TV-radio pages yeshave combutthisdo morning.
morning,for
mentterday
scheduled
As
a result, considerable publicity will
carry over into the second day. In addition, virtually all metropolitan
dailies gave liberal space to advance
Awards stories on Monday.
Hollywood and the industry indeed
reaped a publicity harvest, and there
was little else of moment in the news
to
the public's
fromturn
Awards
Night. attention away

to Keep People Out of Theatres

for Oscar Show Monday Night Succeeded
Early reports to circuit and distribution headquarters from widely scattered
localities indicate that the industry's organized attempt to keep people out
of theatres and at home before their television sets-if tuned to the Academy
Awards program— Monday night, was a big success.
Noting that not only is Monday night the worst business night of the week
normally, and that in addition there always is an attendance letdown after
the Easter holiday (and Monday was the first day after that holiday), most
offices willing to make an early estimate said business was off from 10 to 25
per cent from what might have been expected had it not been Oscar Nig'#t.
There were a few isolated instances of business being reported "surprisingly
near normal," but these were limited to the East where the time differential
permitted dyed-in-the-wool movie fans to attend a theatre and return home in
time to tune in the Awards show. In the Far West and Midwest where the program came on at the peak theatre hours, exceptions were few and far between.
One Broadway first run with an attraction in the "hit" category, reported
10 tickets after 9 P.M., Monday. "We were clobbered," a theatre
selling only
official
commented.
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'Herald'
FMPC

Meet

Opens

Meet

REVIEW:
(Continued from page 1)

Philadelphia
Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, April 7.-The officers of the Federation of Motion Picture Councils, Inc. gathered in executive session today at the Warwick Hotel here, to make the final preparation and arrangements for the annual conference which opens at 9:30
A.M. Wednesday morning.
The chairman of the conference is
Mrs. Henry Simmons of the Philadelphia Council. In commenting on the
program, Mrs. Simmons pointed out
that the first day, Wednesday, will
be given over to a study of councils
and their operations within their respective communities. The Thursday's
program has as its theme "A Look
At Our Industry."
Three Screenings Slated
In

During the two-day session the Conference will screen United Artists'
"A Hole in the Head," starring Frank
Sinatra; Universal's "Imitation of Life,"
featuring Lana Turner and John Gavin; and the Cinerama feature, "South
Seas Adventure."
"Imitation of Life" is based on the
Fannie Hurst novel, and Miss Hurst
will be a guest of honor at the banquet
of the Federation on Thursday and
will receive a special award.
'Beauty' Set for General
Release July in 35mm
Buena Vista will place "Sleeping
Beauty"
general release
in
35mm into
Technirama
as one inof July
five
films it will offer between that month
and December, Irving H. Ludwig,
president, told the opening session of
a three-day company sales convention
here yesterday.
In addition he announced that "The
Big
will be
70mmFisherman"
in New York
and roadshown
Los Angelesin
in August.
Other pictures on the B.V. schedule,
described as the highest for a sixmonth period in the company's history, are "Darby O'Gill and the Little
People" opening in July; "Third Man
on the Mountain," bowing in October; and "The inJungle
in December
New Cat,"
York to
anddebut
Los
Angeles only.
The general release of "Sleeping
Beauty," Ludwig
accommodatesaid,
audienceswas
all set
overto the
country during the school holiday and
vacation season. Current engagements
of the picture are in Technirama 70
only.
"The Big Fisherman" is to be
launched in selected key theatres on
a two-a-day reserved seat basis.
Editors Cite Winners
HOLLYWOOD, April 7. - The
American Cinema Editors ninth annual dinner at the Beverly Hills Hotel
on April 28 will honor the editors
nominated for "Oscar" and "Emmy"
awards.

The Worf d, the Flesh and
Siegel-HarBel — MGM — CinemaScope

the

Devil

and the
"The World,
film,currently
arresting
unusual
An
is a
OneDevil"
box office.
the Flesh
big atthe
that are
themes
two and
combines
"horror" element with the time of the action a favorite one of sciencefiction writers-the end of the world. The other is a romance with a
racial angle.
Of the two elements the most intriguing, as well as the most successfully realized, is the first. Harry Belafonte portrays a workman trapped
underground in a mine shaft for five days. Immediately Ranald MacDougall, who directed and wrote the screen play, creates a sense of terror
and dread. The frightening predicament of the character is intensified by
several details: his radio communication is cut off, the lights start to go,
water threatens to flood the shaft, and the whole section caves in.
Belafonte escapes this horror, however, to encounter a much greater
one. Eventually making his way above ground, alone and unaided, he
finds the whole surrounding territory evacuated and no evidence as to
what has happened except an old newspaper describing an atomic war.
He is then faced with the terrible possibility that he may be the only
man alive in the world.
This fear grows in the mind of the character as he makes his way to
New York City and finds that vast metropolis completely deserted, too.
It is an eerie and scarifying atmosphere that MacDougall builds up in
these scenes with such images as one of the Lincoln Tunnel jammed
to the edges with empty automobiles obviously left in frantic haste and
shots of the streets of Manhattan devoid of any life or movement except
for debris tossed about by the wind.
And Belafonte contributes vividly to the whole situation by reflecting
naturally the reactions of a man caught in a fearsome nightmare. For
almost half the picture he is the only character on the screen, and it is
a tribute to him as well as the director that interest does not lag.
The second half of the film is less interest-sustaining, but it makes
a strong, ironic point about racial prejudice. In it the hero suddenly
discovers a lovely woman, played by Inger Stevens, who also had escaped the holocaust. They are attracted to each other, and she encourages him to make love to her. But he retains his own prejudices about
color and finds he cannot overcome them even under the extraordinary
circumstances.
Then abruptly the romance becomes a triangle with the entrance of
another survivor, played by Mel Ferrer. Also becoming enamoured of
Miss Stevens, he challenges Belafonte to a duel, and they stalk each other
with guns through the deserted Manhattan streets. This conflict is dubbed
"World War Four."
At the end the two men throw down their weapons before any one
is hurt and the three characters walk away hand in hand to face an
uncertain future.
This three-character melodrama has been strikingly photographed in
black-and-white CinemaScope, and it was made under great technical
difficulties that can be used in exploiting it to the public. Many will
wonder, for instance, how that shot of a deserted Times Square was
achieved.

George Englund produced this Sol C. Siegel Production made in collaboration with HarBel Productions, Belafonte's own company.
Running time, 95 minutes. General classification. Release, in May.
Richard Gertner
Mrs. J. Laura

King

PITTSBURGH, April 7. - Mrs.
Laura King, wife of the late Herman
King, and mother of Mrs. Ben Joel
of Loew's Theatre, New York, died
today at Montefiore Hospital here.
Mrs. King was 83 years of age. Other
survivors include two sons, Armond
King of Skokie, III; Gilbert King of
Miami, Fla., and two daughters, Mrs.
Abe Neaman and Mrs. Harry Zahn
of Pittsburgh, eight grandchildren,
and nine great-grandchildren.
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Tax Relief
(Continued from page 1)

bolstered only last week with publication of the Treasury's revenue and
expenditure accounts for the financial
Governthe the
year just
ment'sended
Economic and
Surveyof for
present year.
The first disclosed a large surplus of
national revenue over expenditure
and the latter described the economy
as "much stronger than in previous

"Last Train from Gun Hill" tonigl
Tomorrow the conference delegal
will see three films: Warner Brc
"The
Artists'Young
"ShakePhiladelphians";
Hands with theUnit
D{
il"; and Universal's "This Earth
Mine." David Lipton, vice-preside
of Universal, will be on hand for t
screening and discussion of that coil

Pictures scheduled for Friday 'f
pany's
film.
elude MGM's
"For the First Tinjl
and 20th Century-Fox's "The Son-il
The complete program for 1 |j
Herald
merchandising conferem 1
Bobin Hood."
follows:

TODAY
10:00 A.M. "It Happened to J'aijj
Columbia Screening Room, ' Jj
5th Avenue.

12:00 Noon Discussion on "It H Ij
1:15 P.M. Lunch at Gotham Ho
5th AvenueJane."
and 55th Street.
pened toP.M. Bound Table I
2:15-5:15
cussion on general advertising ;
promotion problems, Hotel Gc
am.
5:30 P.M. Cocktails followed by
Toots Sh
6:00 P.M. Dinner,
West 51st Street.
7:30 P.M. "Last Train from (
Hill," Paramount,
Music I
Floor.
8th
Rooom,
Screening
"I
ion,
Discuss
9:45-10:45 P.M.
Train from Gun Hill."
THURSDAY
9:30 A.M. "The Young Philadelj
ans," Warner
Bros. Screer
Boom, 666 5th Avenue.
11:30 A.M. Discussion, "The Yo
12:45 P.M. Lunch, Al & Dicks, \
phians."
Philadel
54th
Street.
2:30 P.M. "Shake Hands with
Devil," United Artists Screei
Boom, 729 7th Avenue.
4:30 P.M. Discussion, "Shake Hf
6:15 P.M. Universal Buffet Sup
l." Boom, 445 }
the Devi
with Floor
8th
Board
Avenue.
Is Mine," 1
"This Earth
P.M. Screeni
7:30
ng Boom,
versal
folio
by discussion period.
FRIDAY
9:30 A.M. Inspection tour of

newly remodeled
Broadway
and 45th Loew's
Street. S
10:00
"For the Boom,
First Tii I
M-G-MA.M. Screening
Broadway, followed by onediscussion.
1:00 P.M. Lunch, Astor H
Broadway and 44th Street, Col
Hall, 8th Floor.
2:30 P.M. "The Son of Bobin He
20th Century-Fox Screening B<
444 West 56th Street, follower
discussion period.
6:00 P.M. End of Conference.
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Sponsors

idustry

Meet

n Projection
■
!
upanies, Organizations,
ons Invited to Attend
_e possibility of establishing an
stry committee to promote betprojection will be discussed next
nesday at a luncheon at the IIostor here, of sound, service, carunion and trade association reptatives, called by the Theatre
ers of America, George G. Kerapresident, disclosed yesterday.
*e meeting will be the result of
ts by TOA to provide training for
:re owners, operators, and man; to enable them to identify and
^diately correct inferior picture
-ntation. Need for the training
.sed on the recent survey of the
(Continued on page 2)
hibitors Should Back
y-TV, Says Perlberg
By WARREN G. HARRIS
1 Sieving that exhibitors are making
;rrible mistake" in opposing toll
^ision, producer William Perlberg
j in an interview here yesterday
: "I think they should be the first
it franchises."
xording to Perlberg, exhibitors
Id be more concerned about comion from free TV than about
'iething
the public
to pay for."
home screen,
he has
continues,
can
e to be "an extension of the theacreen" and can mean "that many
: extra seats for the exhibitor."
iae producer did not say that he
ght definitely that pay TV would
.j^ (Continued on page 8)
I Will Co-Produce
ecialty Films
M By SAMUEL D. BERNS
3LLYWOOD,
April 8.-Conti. il Distributing, Inc., distributors
foreign made films, including the
if Academy Award winner, "My
: e," is preparing to reverse its
y by co-producing, or co-financ(Continued on page 8)
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Public

Need
'Herald?

Program for Today's
Merchandising Meets
The program of The Herald merchandising conferences for today is as
follows:
9:30 A.M. "The Young Philadelphians," Warner
Bros. Screening
Room, 666 5th Avenue.
11:30 A.M. Discussion, "The Young
Philadelphians."
12:45
P.M. Lunch, Al & Dicks, West
54th Street.
2:30 P.M. "Shake Hands with the
Devil" United Artists Screening
Room, 729 7th Avenue.
4:30 P.M. Discussion, "Shake Hands
withP.M.
the Devil."
6:15
Universal Buffet Supper,
8th Floor Board Room, 445 Park
Avenue.
7:30 P.M. "This Earth Is Mine," Universal Screening Room, followed
by discussion period.
•
The campaign and discussion on
Paramount's "Last Train from Gun
Hill" which was screened last night,
and on Warners' "The Young Philadelphians" which is to be screened
this morning, will be reported in tomorrow's Motion Picture Daily.

Cites

of
Round

Need

Probes

Ad

Relations

Industry
Table

for

Conclave

Central

Problems,

News

Session
Agency;

Censorship

For Columbia's "Jane" Conference
List of Exhibitors
Attending
Meeting

See page 7.
on page 8.

By WARREN G. HARRIS
Exhibitor
and
distributor
yesterday
Motion Picture Herald Round representatives
Table discussion attending
at the Gotham
Hotel afternoon's
here were
in general agreement that the industry - isn't
doing enough
itself also
in the
field
of public
relations.forThey
touched
upon a number of other subjects imKrim Receives Award
perative tothe success of pre-selling
motion pictures, especially through
the
use of newspaper and radio and
Of Merit from Israel
TV advertising.
Arthur B. Krim, president of United Artists, was presented with the
Award of Merit of the American-Israel Chamber of Commerce and Ingroup's Hotel
sixth annual
dinner at dustry
theattheBiltmore
last night.
Krim, dinner guest of honor, accepted the award in behalf of the
motion picture industry for its enthu(Continued
2) ecosiastic participationon inpage
Israel's

The Round Table conference followed amorning screening at Columbia Pictures' home office of "It HapJane."
a brief speech
welcomepened toto
the In
exhibitors
precedingof
the film, Martin Quigley, Jr. said Motion Picture Herald was sponsoring
the merchandising forums so that it
(Continued
page 7) major
could help
in theonindustry's

Will File Bill Today
Anent Wired

Pay-TV

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, April 8. - House
Commerce Committee Chairman Harris (D., Ark.) today said he expects to
introduce legislation tomorrow dealing with pay television through wire.
Harris would not discuss in advance
just what his bill would do. Originally, he had proposed that all pay-TV
be banned— both broadcast and wire
—except
for Federal
limited tests
under control of the
Communications
Commission.
One possibility would be that his
bill would merely give the FCC clear
jurisdiction over wire pay-TV, and
(Continued on page 8)

Ernest Emerling moderating Herald conference. At right, Henry Capogna.
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ROGER H. LEWIS, United Artists
national director of advertisingpublicity, will return to New York
at the weekend from Hollywood.
•
Arthur Freed, producer of
M-G-M's "Gigi," will arrive in New
York today from the Coast. He will
remain until the end of the week.
Jack Bauh, casting director for
Walt Disney Productions, will arrive
in New York todav from Hollywood.
Robert Taylor will return to
New York from London on Sunday
via B.O.A.C.
William Nafash, staff projectionist at the Radio City Music Hall, will
leave here in the near future for
Moscow, where he will set up projection equipment in the American
Pavilion for the International Trade
Fair opening July 4.
•
William
Richardson, president
of Capital Releasing Corp., Atlanta,
has returned there from Jacksonville.
•
Chables Simpson, vice-president
of Capital Releasing Corp., and his
son, James, have arrived in Hollywood from Las Vegas.
Saturation

Bookings

Set

For Columbia's "Land"
Columbia Pictures is giving C. V.
Whitney's production, "The Young
Land," a regional saturation booking
in connection with the world premiere of the film in Cody, Wyoming,
April 25. More than 160 dates have
already been booked with the anticipation that 300 prints will be used
in the opening engagements, it was
announced yesterday by Rube Jackter, vice-president and general sales
manager.
UFA Film Here Apr. 20
Bakros International Films will
present the American premiere of the
U.F.A. production, "Monpti," in
Agfacolor, at the 72nd Street Playhouse here on April 20.

Picture

Sponsors

(Continued from page 1)
Motion Picture Research Council,0
which found sub-par projection in
per cent of 700 theatres inspected
during a two-year period.
Kerasotes said the representatives
will discuss the feasibility of organizing on a non-commercial, non-profit
ba'sis, to make such training available
without cost to the individual theatreman who wants it.
Invited to the luncheon are representatives of RCA Service Company,
Altec Service, National Carbon, Lorraine Carbon, the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
and Motion Picture Operators, Theatre Equipment Dealers Association,
Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers' Association, the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers, officers of TOA, and members
of TOA's theatre equipment committee.
Kerasotes said informal discussions
with Altec, RCA, National Carbon,
Lorraine and the IATSE had indicated a desire to cooperate, and that the
luncheon would explore how the
project could best be activated.
Two

Anti-Trust

Suits

Settled Out-of-Court
Special to THE DAILY
- Two outanti-of
April
BOSTON,
been8. settled
trust suits have
court for an undisclosed amount.
Both cases were filed in April of 1955
in the U.S. District Court of Concord,
New Hampshire, and both claimed
$2,000,000 damages on three counts
each. The first case is that of Miriam
Z. LeWitt, operating the Strand
Theatre, Plainville, Conn., and the
second is that of Baruch S. LeWitt
and Margaret L. Glackin, operating
the Arch Street Theatre, New Britain, Conn.
In both suits the defendants were
the eight major distributors and there
were no defendant exhibitors. The
complaints in both cases were the
same, charging conspiracy to set up a
system of runs and clearances against
the plaintiffs and denying them adequate availabilities. The suits were
filed in the state of New Hampshire
for several reasons. One was due to
the statute of limitations in effect at
the time and another was to take advantage ofa clearer docket due to the
overcrowded condition of the Connecticut courts.
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M.P. Councils Meeting
Hears MPAA Officials
Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, April 8. - The
need for self-evaluation, for supportFednational
of the
backing
ing the eration
Councils,
Picture
of Motion
and for the development of new
councils was underlined by Margaret
G. Twyman, director of the Motion
Picture Ass'n. community relations
department, in her keynote address
session of then Federaopening
to the tion's
fifth annual
conventio at the
Warwick Hotel here today.
Mrs. Dean Gray Edwards, Federation president, was in the chair.
A discussion of "Motion Picture
Councils and the Community" by
Taylor M. Mills, MPAA director of
featured the lunrelations,
public cheon
meeting session. Following his
talk, Mills conducted a symposium
on Film Council management and
Gordon White, MPA advertising
operation.
code administration director, spoke
on "Motion Picture Advertising and
the Community" at the dinner session. "It is a plain and simple fact
that customs, social views and ideas
have undergone substantial changes
since our Codes were written. We
are, in fact, facing the paradox of
more liberal public acceptance on
one hand and demands for still tighter controls on the other," said White.
During the day Federation deledeon"laterShow
"Nickeloand
visited theInstitute
at the gates
Franklin
ats
"Imitationtendedofa screenin
Life." g of Universal'
Krim Honored
(Continued from page 1)
nomic development during the past
ten years. The presentation was made
by Nathan Straus III, president of
the American-Israel Chamber of
Commerce. Some 600 film industry
and trade leaders attended the dinner.

Accepting the award, Krim said
that Israel was more than a customer
for films. Its history as the land of the
Bible and the recent rebirth of a nation have given the industry both inspiration and themes for many of
Hollywood's productions.
Straus stated that the motion picindustry'sasrole
beyondas
trade ture
relations
such.went
He cited

More Than Coincidence?
Special to THE DAILY
WASHINGTON, April 8. planning organization and gene
field support methods employed
Compo's successful campaigns for
duction of the Federal admissions
were used in the successful campa
for
Oklahoma's
anti-liqi
law, repeal
which of
culminated
in this
we
balloting in the state.
Robert W. Coyne, adviser
Compo, and its former special co
sel, now is president of the Distil
Spirits Institute, with headquarl
here.

Warner

Sales Meeting

In Hollywood

June

Bros, that
will hold
a "Cali
niaWarner
Cavalcade"
will bring
sion and branch managers to He
wood for the week of June 15
from United
the company's
38 Canada,
exchange;
the
States and
from various foreign branches.
The week's activities will coml
sales campaign meetings on fo
coming Warner Bros, releases wit
celebration of the just-conclu
"Welcome Back, Jack" sales drivi
honor of president Jack L. Warne
The climax
Cavalcade"
will beof a the
dinner"Califo
at w\
prizes will be awarded to the win
of the "Welcome Back, Jack" di
Bros, global
history. sales effort in Wa
first
Cinema Lodge Reins
To Schwalberg Apr.
Alfred W. Schwalberg, foui
and first president of Cinema Lor
B'nai B'rith, will be inducted as
coming president at a luncheon t<
held Friday, April 17, in the N
Ballroom of the Hotel Astor,
H. Levin, chairman of the Presid
Luncheon Committee, has announ
Joseph B. Rosen will be honors
retiring president of the organiza
Harry Brandt will officiate at
installation.
This year marks the 20th ann
sary
of Cinemaall Lodge.
tributp|
Schwalberg,
of the Inpast
dents have agreed to act as hon(
chairmen for one year for each oi
agencies
thatactivities.
comprise the fabri
B'nai
B'rith

examples of this harmony the many
the industry's
visits by celebrities
executives
to Israel, and
location
shooting
Skouras to Host
in that country and the popularity of
American movies in Israel.
SHOiumEirs choice
Spyros P. Skouras, presiden
"Gigi"
for here,
day
Big
The Tues
Sutton
Theatre
now
20th Century-Fox, will be host
Simcha Pratt, Israel's Consul luncheon on Monday at his offi<
E.
H.
York, extended an in[ best [SPECIAL ^pf^f
showing M-G-M's "Gigi," had its General invitationNew
to the American business make plans for a dinner to be
biggest non-holiday Tuesday this
week as lines formed all day and eve- community to provide his country May 23 at the Astor Hotel on
TRAILERS
If
40 Yean of E*[
ning to view the Academy Award with the investment capital and tech- 75th birthday of Mrs. Frankli:
I ilmack V
Roosevelt. The dinner will also
nical knowledge to enable the new
winner. Tuesday's gross of $3,017,
the
theatre
reports,
tripled
the
take
the founding of the Eleanor R
state
to
continue
its
growth
and
de4 TWO PLANTS ►
of the previous day.
velt Institute for Cancer Researc
velopment.
D.
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Public

Relations

to Stress
Termed

Need

of Industry

for Family'

Entertainment
By RICHARD GERTNER

ans for a large-scale promotional campaign to sell "It Happened to Jane"
i "entertainment for the entire family" were outlined yesterday by memof Columbia Pictures' advertising-publicity staff at the first session of
current merchandising confer- views held in Texas and aimed at
i being sponsored by Motion PicHerald in conjunction with the family audiences have sparked an
r film companies. Presentation of enormous advance interest in the
Dromotional plans was made fol- picture there, he declared.
ig a screening of the picture,
Details of the "Jane" campaign
tting the stage for explanation of were then spelled out by Robert S.
|details of the campaign Jonas Ferguson, director of advertising, pubnfield, Jr., executive in charge of
licity and exploitation. Four trailers
rtising and publicity, told the were screened, including two "teasers" available free to exhibitors, the
srence that the day of "casual"
ig is past. The basic ingredient regular National Screen trailer, and
ccessful merchandising is enthu- a featurette for television which Columbia is syndicating all over the
h, he added, and that "flows from
dence in and knowledge of the country as well as providing for local
individual use.
met you have to sell."
that reason, Rosenfield deFerguson showed the exhibitors
ld, Columbia welcomes Motion
samples of the newspaper ads devised
for the film and pointed out that the
re Herald's idea for merchandisorums as a "progressive and in- emphasis, as directed to the "family
audience," was not only on the star
rent
step"
which gives
the distor the
opportunity
to supply
the
)itor with vital information about personalities but on the subject matter as a comedy about "real people"
ng films that he can put to work. in a small town background.
A cross promotion with Columbia
Work Together,' Says Jackter
Records and a merchandising tie-in
ais necessity for cooperation be- with Revell H-O Trains were outt\ the elements of the industry
lined by Richard Kahn, exploitation
also emphasized by Rube Jackter, director.
president and general sales manIn a spirited discussion on the campaign of the film following the pre"We must work together," he
"to arouse the interest of the
sentation bythe Columbia staff, exhibitors made a number of suggestions
dc in our films."
tlumbia recently proved again the as to other ideas that might be unrtance of merchandising to a pic- dertaken.
These included an idea for a nawith its campaigns for "The
tional contest in cooperation with the
nth Voyage of Sinbad" and
Boy
Scouts
of America (Doris Day
"Sinbad"
observed.
get," Jackter
dhejust
have hadif it"ordinary"
suc- plays a Den Mother in the film) and
contended
had not been
a stronger push for the "family auhe elaborate and creative promodience" through use of family maga1 program that pre-sold it to the
zines. Itwas also urged that the picic.
ture be "endorsed" in special ads by
amising exhibitors the same type the "best-known and happiest" family
in the Hollywood colony.
tensified the
selling
for "Jane,"
Jackescribed
favorable
response
to
Following the discussion Columbia
was host to the exhibitors at a lunchof the first phases of the cameon in the Hotel Gotham.
n for the new film. Sneak pre-

ert S. Ferguson, Columbia Pictures' director of advertising, publicity and
oitation, explains one of the ads for "It Happened to Jane" at the Motion
jre Herald Merchandising Conference yesterday.

(Continued ftom page 1 )
goal— "securing the maximum revenue
out of each film.
"This can only be done by teamQuigley pointed
out.and"The
companieswork,"supply
the tools,
the
exhibitors
must put
themTable
to work."
The afternoon
Round
discussion was directed by Ernest Emerling,
vice-president of Loew's Theatres. He
had little trouble keeping the conversation rolling, for all attending were
anxious to contribute.
News Agency Emphasized
It was emphatically stated that the
industry is badly in need of a central
news agency. The absence of such an
operation was sorely felt by exhibitors
during the recent Easter vacation period, they said, when theatre business
was booming. The opinion yesterday
was that news of this boom should
have been reported in every newspaper in the country, in the manner
that up-trends in other industries are
hailed. Yet the contrary was true, except in specific cases where exhibitors
went to their local papers and told
them what was happening, it was
pointed out.
When it was reported that Motion
Picture Association president Eric
Johnston did issue a statement last
week on the increase in business, exhibitors stated that it was "an indictment" of the MPAA that the story
didn't get wide coverage.
Al Floersheimer of Theatre Owners
of America, suggested that the idea
of having a central agency charged
with sending out up-beat news items
was a very good one, and said that
the MPAA, the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations and all exhibitor groups should take up the problem as soon as possible. Emerling said
he felt that COMPO was best equipped to operate such an agency.
'Oscar' Show Criticized
There was some criticism of another public relations effort of the
industry, the Academy Awards telecast. Emanuel Frisch, of the Randforce Amusement Corp., said the program carried no mention of up-coming product and no trailers, but should
have. Frisch said this was "a terrific
indictment of an industry which
didn't do one thing to constructively
sell itself." Sam Rinzler, also of Randforce, disagreed with his partner.
Just prior to this discussion on public relations, the subject of discussion
had been exhibitor relations with local
newspapers. Practically every exhibitor present nodded agreement that it
takes "real persistence" in getting
even reasonable coverage of motion
picture news. Many distributors were
criticized for not servicing newspapers
with publicity and photographs on a
par with their competitors in radio

and television. Distributor representatives said they were aware of this
problem and were doing their best
to correct it.
There was apparent an eagerness
among exhibitors for another important industry event along the lines of
the Oscar awards. It was suggested,
for example, that the annual awards
of the New York Film Critics Circle
be given greater national attention,
perhaps with at least radio coverage.
It was agreed, however, that the industry should not try to create some
event that does not already exist.
TV 'Spots' Discussed
Many exhibitors yesterday were especially interested in the merits of
ad media other than newspapers. A
number of exhibitors were most enthusiastic about radio and TV spots,
but admitted they usually had to be
for "gimmick" or children's pictures.
Many pictures, therefore, do not adapt
themselves to spot commercials since
not enough can be told about them
in the alloted time. It was further
pointed out that the success of radio
and TV spots often depends as much
on timing as technique.
The question of censorship both
on the legislative level and by individual newspaper editors occupied
the last portion of the round table
discussion. Seymour Morris of the
Schine Circuit, said that the question
of newspapers rejecting ads was growing serious in all of his territories,
and he warned distributors that
"newspapers will reject more and
more of our ads unless we do someEverett E. Seibd, of the Minnesota
thingAmusement
about it." Co., said he thought
many of today's ads were well beyond
the bounds of decency and said "if
you don't correct the condition yourself someone else— the newspapers or
censors— will." He pointed out that
unfortunately excesses by some distributors, particularly on foreign pictures, had created a chain of reaction
which
was now swinging toward cenvertising.
sorship of even ordinarily decent adAd Code Defended
Several of the exhibitor and distributor representatives present took
the stand that censorship in all forms
must be fought at every level. But
two general conclusions were reached:
(1) the Advertising Code must be adhered to and (2) arbitrary rejection of
advertising by newspaper editors
must be fought within the limits of
discretion.
Among the distributor representatives attending the conference yesterday were Burt Champion, Paramount:
Sid Schaefer, Columbia; and Rodney
Bush, 20th Century-Fox.
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Exhibitors Attending
'M.P. Herald1
Product Merchandising
Conferences

..HAPPENED..!

Paul Baise, Walter Reade Theatres.
Sam Bendheim, m, Neighborhood Theatres, Richmond, Va.
Lou
Brown,
New Haven,
Conn. Loew's Theatres,
Henry Capogna, Butte rfield Circuit, Detroit, Mich.
Gerry Canada.
Collins, Loew's Theatres,
Toronto,

..DAN...
Dan Finn,
Gen. Mgr.
Astpr Thea., Boston

Karl Mass.
Fasick, Loew's Theatres,
Boston,
Charles Felleman, Walter
Reade Theatres.
Al Floersheimer, TOA.
Emanuel Frisch, Randforce
Amusement Corp.
Corp.
Harry Goldberg, Stanley Warner
Corp.
Edgar Goth, Stanley Warner

the preview
reaction!
There is no
doubt that
IT HAPPENED
TO JANE
is one of the
top family
comedies of
this or
any other
year!"

Lou Hart, zone manager, Schine
Circuit, W. New York.
Sam Horwitz, Interboro Circuit.
Jack Hynes, Shea Theatres,
Youngstown, Ohio.
Frank V. King, Shea Theatres.
Frederick Kunkel, United Artists
Theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.
George Conn.
Landers, Loew's Theatres,
Hartford,

James
Loew's Theatres.
Harry Shanahan,
Sliter,
Schine
Circuit,
Lexington,
Ky.

New

Will File Bill Today
(Continued from page 1)

CDI Policy
(Continued from page 1 )
ing American producers and then offering the films for sale or distribution to foreign distributors, it was
announced
today
by Walter
Continental's
chairman of the
board,
Reade,
At a trade press luncheon conference in the Hollywood Brown Derby, Reade stated that the growing
shortage of domestic product and
successful experience in distributing
"quality" films over the past seven
Jryears, opens
the door for "specialty
films" that have quality, but not
necessarily in the million-dollar
"blockbuster" class.
Will Open 10-12 Offices
Reade expects Continental will
have 10 to 12 offices within a year
to service producers' product in the
U.S., with a policy of advance buildup through talent identified with
films to effect greater box office potential.
Harrymanager,
Thomas, and
Continental's
West
Coast
Dean Hyskell,
Fox West Coast public relations executive, were present to support
statements made by Reade.

McWilliams for 'Hur'
Harry McWilliams, active in the
exploitation of many films of the last
five years, is joining the special
"Ben - Hur" promotion staff at
M-G-M, it was announced yesterday
by
licity.Howard Strickling, vice-president
in charge of advertising and pubrom COLUMBIA...

Ron Leonard, Odeon Theatres,
Toronto, Canada.
Blanche Livingston, RKO Theatres.
Willard Matthews, Comerford
Theatres, Scranton, Pa.
Jack Mitchell, zone manager,
Schine Circuit, E. & N. New York.
Seymour Morris, Schine Circuit,
Gloversville, N. Y.
M. R. Rappaport, R F Theatres,
Baltimore, Md.
Charles M. Reagan, Greater Indianapolis Amusement Co.
Samuel Rinzler, Randforce
Amusement Corp.
Everett E. Seibel, Minnesota
Amusement Company.
Robert K. Shapiro, Paramount
Theatre.

McWilliams will
duties on Monday,
Academy Awards
the Motion Picture

take up his new
after finishing his
assignment with
Association.

Ray Smith, Shea Theatres.
Henry Spiegel, ABC-Paramount
Theatres.
Harry Unterfort, zone manager,
Schine Circuit, Central New York.
Lee Willis, zone manager, Schine
Circuit, Ohio.

then let the wire pay-TV be governed bythe same test conditions recently announced by the FCC for
broadcast pay-TV. This would restrict tests to one area per system, and
one system per area.
The FCC has argued it has no
jurisdiction over wire systems, and its
recent announcement of limited field
tests applied only to broadcast systems and left wire systems free. When
the House Commerce Committee endorsed this action some weeks ago,
Harris said the wire problem would
have to be handled separately later.
The joint committee on toll-TV has
been pressing for Congressional hearings on the wire pay-TV subject. Presumably Harris would schedule early
hearings on the wire bill he introduces
tomoiTow.
L. A. Papers

Accept

4Maja'
for DAILY
UA Ads
From THE
Bureau
LOS ANGELES, April 8. - The
newspaper advertising blackout in Los
Angeles of United Artists' "The Naked
theaat 20broken
Maja,"
tres andopening
drive-ins,April
was 15finally
today after three previous submissions of ads. The "Times" and the
"Examiner" both accepted a 26-inch
ad for their Sunday amusement pages.
Araki

in A A Japan

Post

Itsuo Araki, formerly general sales
for M-G-M, has
in Japan
manager
been
named
to the same post there
with Allied Artists of Japan, Inc.,
whichfices inrecently
opened five new ofthe territory.

Perlberg

Askj

(Continued from page 1)
be a success, but he does feel that I
should be given a fair test. He thii i|

Congressmen
and Celler's
TV
bills "are Harris
unfair because
they j jI
to limit the scope of toll TV exp< j
ments in such a manner as not to glj
the tests a real chance." This, ;
added, "is denying the public tin
freedom
of choice."
If exhibitors
don't get into pay !•
Perlberg said, others will. "The j
TV companies won't care who t] I
do business with." Perlberg thou
that newspapers would be especi; i
interested in obtaining franchises
"a natural adjunct to their busina
Perlberg said ACE and other
hibitor
groups
be TV
mak I
predictions
aboutshouldn't
how pay
erators will lose their shirts. "If :
going to break the promoters," j(
said, "why don't the exhibitors i
them
go broke,
if it'ssaid
no he
goo I
For theall record,
Perlberg
no stock or other interests in any >
TV company, but he thinks that i
TV "may turn out to be sometl j
Differs with ACE
good for producers."
Additional criticism of ACE
calling for increased production
fired by Perlberg. In his opin j
"more pictures mean more catas
phies."forButallhetheadded
that exhibi
"I'll <j
tract
pictures
want if they'll guarantee us a pro j
Congratulations were extended j
Perlberg to Eugene Picker, presicj
of Loew's Theatres, for the remoc
ing of the State Theatre here,
producer hopes the example will c
lot for theatres everywhere.
Theatre attendance might also
helped, Perlberg suggested, by cut
admission prices.
Perlberg
is here
for confere
with
Paramount
Pictures,
with wi
he and his partner George Se;
have
contract
10 pictures,Thefiv'jj
which a have
beenforcompleted.
'
est, "But Not For Me," starring C I
Gable and Carroll Baker, will be
leased "sometime between August

Walt Disney Prods. Bu
3October."
15- Acre Coast Rand
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 8. famous Old Golden Oak Rancho,
toric site of die first recorded j
strike in California, has been bo !
by Walt Disney Productions as
of the Disney entertainment doi
and permanent motion picture 1
tion. The purchase price of the
acre property was $300,000.
In addition to its planned us
a location for Disney pictures,
extensive buildings, stables, paddi
lush meadows and corrals will
holding ranch for polo ponies
thoroughbreds.
The first Disney production
pany to use the location will be
"Toby
scenes Tyler"
late inunit,
May.scheduled to

MOTION
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ITORIAL.
scar' Postscripts
'
Ry Sherwin Kane
INY exhibitors commenting on
Monday's Academy Awards presentations feel strongly that the
h's theatres can be more promly and effectively identified
this top industry public relations
without damage to the broad)f the show, and with box office
s that will be felt all along the
and eventually back in Hollyrtainly, the single reference in
105-minute program Monday
I>ne
to "your
neighborhood
theatre"
of the
several industry
hes which made the show poswas just about the minimum
could be devised and still link
•ustomers' box offices with the
000 production.
Id commercials are neither
;d nor permitted, but it does
there is something to be said
he exhibitor point of view and
something more can be done
: it than has been done up to
other exhibitor observation is
the show still runs longer than
be and, therefore, would be im;d from the audience viewpoint
were to be held to one hour or,
e most, 90 minutes.
j this connection, the common
istion is heard that presentations
11 technical awards should be
nated from the program. The
c has no interest in them and,
fore, they are a drag on the
jedings. Proper recognition of the
^try's
technical
and scientific
ds winners,
it is suggested,
could
;iven at some separate industry
don, possibly before an audience
dlow-craftsmen who understand,
eciate and can pay proper recs to the recognized scientific and
lical contributors.
»e unscheduled early ending of
night's
fday
positive
thatprogram
two hoursserves
are notas
,ed for the Awards presentations
( Continued on page 18 )
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Program for Today's
Merchandising Meets

'Herald

The program of The Herald merchandising conferences for today is
as follows:
9:30 A.M.-Inspection tour of the
newly remodeled Loew's State,
Broadway and 45th Street.
10:00 A.M. "For the First Time,"
M-G-M
Screening Room, 1540
Broadway, followed by one-hour
discussion.
1:00 P.M.
Lunch, Astor Hotel,
Broadway and 44th Street, College
Hall, 8th Floor.
2:30 P.M. "The Son of Robin Hood,"
20th Century-Fox Screening Room,
444 West 56th Street, followed by
discussion period.
6:00 P.M.
End of Conference.
The campaign and discussion on
United Artists' "Shake Hands with the
Devil," which was screened yesterday
afternoon, and on Universal's "This
Earth Is Mine," which was shown
last night, will be reported in Monday's Motion Picture Daily.

Future

No Producer

Smarter

Than Public: Goldwyn
Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, April 9. - Any
producer who starts out with only the
thought in mind of making a box office success is usually foredoomed to
failure. No producer is smarter than
the public. So said Samuel Goldwyn
today in a speech before the Federa(Continued on page 22)
Harris Toll-TV

Bill

Introduction Delayed
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 9. - House
Commerce Committee Chairman Oren
Harris (D., Ark.), who was expected
to introduce today a bill on subscription television by wire, did not do so.
The House of Representatives unexpectedly adjourned yesterday until
tomorrow, and bills cannot be introduced when the House is not in session. The bill will probably be introduced tomorrow, after the House
convenes.

Academy

Forum

Finds

Looks

Good

Upcoming

Product

Westerns,

Stars

Arouses

Tours

Are

Optimism;
Discussed

There is still a good market for top-notch westerns properly sold, star tours
are immensely helpful to a picture but they must be carefully planned and
modernized, and product coming up for spring and summer release promises
a happy year for the industry. Those
are general conclusions from the first
two days of the Motion Picture HerFor
Paramount's
"Gun20.Hill"
ald merchandising conferences.
Conference
see page
Yesterday the exhibitor guests
For Warner Bros/
viewed and discussed "The Young
"Philadelphians"
Philadelphians" at Warner Bros, in
Conference see page 20.
the morning. After luncheon at Al and
List of Exhibitors Attending
Dick's they went to United Artists to
view ;"'Shake Hands with the Devil"
Meeting on page 27.
and, after a buffet supper in the board
room of Universal Pictures, they saw
that company's "This Earth is Mine"
and discussed Universal's campaign
The discussion of the value of
westerns followed the screening Wedplans.
Paramount's "Last
nesdayGun
night ofHill,"
Train from
Hal Wallis' latest production starring Kirk Douglas,
Anthony Quinn, Carolyn Jones and
Earl Holliman. Major point made by
the theatre advertising people was
that westerns, particularly on this

scale and with the star and production values that this one has, can be
sold if the public is told how much
better they are than the continuing
stream of far weaker stories and plots
which are unreeled every night on
television.
The star tour discussion followed
the screening yesterday morning of
Warners' "Young Philadelphians," a
story of young moderns.

RKO

Business

Theatres

Slated Here

Meeting

for

Tuesday

Managers of RKO Theatres
throughout the New York metropolitan area, including Westchester,
Newark, Trenton and New Brunswill attend
a business
meetat thewick, N.J.,
Hotel
Warwick,
Tuesday,
Harry Mandel, vice-president of theatre operations, announced. Sol A.
Schwartz, president of RKO Theatres, will greet the managers at the
all-day session, which will be presided over by Mandel. Matthew Polon,
chief film buyer for the RKO Circuit,
will discuss future bookings.
Charles Horstman, theatre mainte(Continued on page 21)

Awards

Up 11%

Issue—

Co/, Int'l: Kastner
Columbia International president
Lacy W. Kastner, who describes himself as "extremely
the future
outlook, optimistic"
said at a about
trade
press conference here yesterday that
the company's business for the fiscal
year
May 31 than
shouldthebeprevious
"about
11 perending
cent better"
year.
,'this increase
. . -i . V will be
Kastner said
recorded despite a substantial drop in
Latin American revenues because of
currency devaluations. He made it
clear, however, that business in this
(Continued on page 21)
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Motion
Howco,
PERSONAL
MENTION

X/TORTON A. SPRING, president
IV 1 0f Loew's International; Maurice R. Silverstein, vice-president,
and Seymour R. Mayer, regional director for Latin America, the Middle
East and the Far East, will leave
New York over the weekend for Madrid, scene of the first of a series of
world-wide "Ben-Hui"
conferences.
•
Joseph M. Sugar, Magna Theatre
Corp. vice-president and general
manager, and Martin J. Sweeny, Jr.,
in charge of distribution for "South
Pacific," will leave here on Monday
for Washington.
•
Bernard M. Kamber, Hecht-HillLancaster advertising-publicity executive, has returned to New York
from Durango, Mexico.
•
William Goetz, producer, is in
San Francisco today from Hollywood.
•
James V. Frew, Southeastern district manager for Continental Distributing, Inc., has left Atlanta for
Florida.
•
Jack M. Levin, president of Certified Reports, has arrived in San Francisco from Los Angeles in the course
of a Coast-to-Coast business trip.
•
Evans Sprott of the Bijou Theatre, Nashville, has returned there
from New Orleans.
•
Frank Tashlin, producer-director,
has arrived in New York from Hollywood.
•
H. P. Vinson, of the Sundown and
Dan-Dee drive-ins, Columbia, Tenn.,
has returned there from St. Louis.
•
Joanne Woodward, in private life
Mrs. Paul Newman, has given birth
at Mt. Sinai Hospital here to a girl.
•
Jack Riggs, of Riggs Booking
Agency, Jacksonville, has returned
there from Atlanta.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

I— RADIO
CUTCenterMUSIC
HALL — i
Rockefeller
• Ci 6-4600
AUDREY HEPBURN • ANTHONY PERKINS
In "GREEN MANSIONS"
Co-starring LEE J. COBB
SESSUE MAYAKAWA . HENRY SUVA
In METROCOLOR
CinemaSeope
An M-G-MandPicture
and THE MUSIC HAIL'S MEAT EASTER STACE SHOW

Cohen

Picture

Merge

Distributing Firms
Special to THE DAILY
NEW ecutive
ORLEANS,
AprilPictures
9. - Ex-of
officers of Howco
Louisiana Inc., and Harold F. Cohen
Enterprises, Inc. announced today the
merger of the two independent distributing companies in the New Orleans film distribution area, which
henceforth will be conducted as Howco Pictures of La., Inc. with Leo V.
Seicshnaydre as president, Joy N.
Houck, vice-president and Mrs. Sarah
Brown Cohen, secretary-treasurer.
Effective Immediately
The consolidation became effective
immediately with operations to be
carried on in Howco's present quarters. The merger bore little effect on
personnel with the exception of the
managership of the former Cohen Enterprises, which was under Roy
Nicaud, who resigned to associate
himself with business outside of the
industry.
LeRoy

Acquires

Rights

To Unpublished Novel
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 9. - Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy has
purchased the screen rights to a new
novel, "Wake Me When It's Over,"
by Howard Singer, in advance of its
national publication this month and
announced he will film it as a future
property under the aegis of his new
independent company, Mervyn LeRoy
Productions, Inc.
Reactivates on June 1
LeRoy, who is scheduled to activate his new company on June 1
in association with 20th Century-Fox,
stressed his acquisition of the Singer
novel was an independent transaction
on his own and would not necessarily
be made a part of his production
slate at the Westwood studio.
Accept Luncheon Bid
Invitations to attend the luncheon
next Monday to plan a dinner for the
Eleanor Roosevelt Institute for Cancer
Research, have been accepted by Jopresident
of Loew's
Inc.;
Oliver sephA.Vogel,
Unger,
president
of National
Telefilm Associates; Sam Rosen, vicepresident, Stanley-Warner Corp.; and
Harry Brandt. Host at the luncheon
will be Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox, and the place will
be the offices of Skouras.
WB Dividend 30 1
The board of directors of Warner
Bros, at a special meeting yesterday
declared a dividend of 30c. per share
on the company's common stock, payable May 5, 1959, to stockholders of
record April 20.

Daily

'Chatlerley' Case Set
For Hearing April 20
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 9. - The
Supreme Court will hear argument in
the censorship case of "Lady Chatterley's Lover" sometime in the week
of April 20.
Court officials expect that the court
will reach the case toward the end
of the week. Parties to the case have
ben given an hour each for argument.
Kingsley International Pictures Corp.,
distributors of the film, brought the
case to the court, asking for a review
of a New York State Court of Appeals
decision upholding a state board of regents ban against the picture.

Urge Extension

of

Work Compensation
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON,
Administration April
recommended9.-The
that more
small employers be covered under the
unemployment compensation system,
and that most employers pay more
in taxes.
Labor Undersecretary James T.
O'Connell told the House Ways and
Means Committee the Administration
favored extending the system to all
employers of one or more workers.
Right now, the system only covers employers with four or more workers.
Would Revise Unemployment Tax
O'Connell also urged that unemployment taxes be paid on the first
$4,200 of workers' earnings each
year, instead of the present $3,000.
This would result in a higher tax
payment in most states, though some
states in good financial shape might
cut the tax rates to offset the higher
base.
Trans-Lux

Directors

Up for Re-Election
Election of 12 directors will be the
principal business of stockholders of
Trans-Lux Corp, at their annual
meeting in their offices here on
Thursday, April 30, according to a
meeting notice sent out yesterday.
Except for one nominee, Melvin
Starr, all up for re-election are presently members of the board. They
include Chester Bland, Harry Brandt,
Richard Brandt, Jay Emanuel, Allan
Fromme, Percival E. Furber, Aquila
Giles, Edison Rice, Jacob Starr, Melvin Starr, Ralph Weiner, and Milton
C. Weisman.
In the annual financial report accompanying the meeting notice it was
reported that the company had a net
profit of $239,883 for 1958. This
compares with $224,539 for the previous year.

Film Stock
Heavy,

Activit

Says

SE

From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 9.-C.
Alden,
Jr., bought
50,000 shares
Guild Films
Co. common
from
issuer in January, and Gerald Di
ler bought 10,000 shares in Februf
according to a Securities and
change Commission report. Th
were their total holdings reported
the commission.
The report, on trading by offk
and directors in company stocks, c
ered generally the period from Y
11 to March 10. The report sho\^
the sale in November, 1958, of 1
000 shares of Guild Films st
owned by John J. Cole. The sale
fleeted an inability to meet mail
calls, the SEC reported.
Rhoden Sale Reported
company
by EL1
C. ARhoden
sold controlled
its entire holding
9,650 shares of National Thea
stock in February, according to
report. Rhoden still held 26,
shares in his own name and 7,
shares through two other investn
companies.
showedin January
Louis A. 2]
vinsThehadreport
acquired
shares of Paramount Pictures C
common exercising an option grai
by Paramount to purchase 27
shares of captial stock of Internat
al Telemeter Corp., which was
changed for the 2,291 shares of
mount stock in the merger effec
Columbia Shares Sold
Jan.
A 3.partnership
in which
Schwartz
is a member
soldChi1}
shares of Columbia Pictures Q
common, dropping its holding]
10,442 shares. James G. Riddell)
quired 1,000 shares of Amer
Broadcasting - Paramount The:
common, for a total of 1,980. Rc
Lehman sold 200 shares of 20th
tury-Fox common, dropping his
to 23,600 shares.
Associated Motion Picture In
tries acquired 13,926 shares of
public Pictures common in No'
ber,
1958, lifting its total to I
349 shares.
Haight Resigns from ,
The resignation of Eric H. H;
as
vice-president
and treasurer
tional
Telefilm Associates,
In.c,of
announced at the first board of d
tors meeting held since control oi |
tional Telefilm Associates was
quired
National
Theatres.
came tobyNTA
in June,
1957. HeH
continue with the company for
eral months in order to assist ir
consolidation
fairs with thoseof ofNTA's
NT. financia
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its Own

Watches

Nation

the

Picture

her softest
LADY Hollywood wore her finest jewels, her latest gown and
perfume Monday night for her personal appearance in the living rooms
of 29,000,000 homes across the U.S. It was the biggest audience-and
perhaps the most enthusiastic-ever. For the industry itself it was a triumph
and, now that the applause has died down and the jewels and tiaras put away
for another year, everyone agrees the Awards themselves were eminently
fair. Here and on the following pages are some memories and some projections
of that fabulous night.

'58

'Oscar'

Winners

BEST PICTURE
M-G-M.Arthur Freed Productions, Inc., Arthur Freed, producer!
"Gigi,"
BEST

PERFORMANCES

d Niven in "Separate Tables," Clifton Productions.
^cfor_Davi
United Artists.
Artists.
— Susan Hayward in "I Want to Live!", Figaro, Inc., United j
Actress

"The Big Country," Anthony
in Artists.
— Burls, Ives
Supporting
United
Production
Worldwide Actor
CUftoi<
— Wendy
g Actress
Supportin
Productions,
United
Artists. Hiller in "Separate Tables,"
BEST

Vincente Minnelli, director of the
award-winning "Gigi," receives his
Oscar for direction from Millie Perkins, who has the title role in "The
Diary of Anne Frank."

Ingrid Bergman, applauded on
her return to Hollywood, presents
the Oscar for the best picture,
"Gigi," to MGM's Arthur Freed,
producer.
.
_ _

David Niven, winner of the best
actor award for his performance in
United Artists' "Separate Tables,"
produced by Clifton.

Susan Hayward, winner of the
best actress award for her gripping
performance in the United Artists
— Figaro "I Want to Live."

DIRECTION

Vincente Minnelli, for "Gigi," M-G-M.
BEST WRITING
M-G-M.
Screenplay — from Other Medium — Alan Jay Lerner, for "Gigi.
Story and Screenplay Original — Nathan E. Douglas and Harol
Jacob Smith, for "The Defiant Ones," United Artists.
BEST ART DIRECTION
for "Gigi,"
PrestonandAmes,
and Grace
A. Horning
William
Gleason.M-G-M.
Keough
Henry
Set direction:
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
Sam Leavitt, for "The Defiant Ones," Stank
and White
Black
Kramer,
United— Artists.
M-G-M.
— Joseph Ruttenberg, for "Gigi," Arthur Freed Production
Color
BEST COSTUME DESIGN
Cecil Beaton, for "Gigi," Arthur Freed Productions, M-G-M.
BEST FILM EDITING
Adrienne Fazan, for "Gigi," Arthur Freed Productions, M-G-M.
BEST SOUND RECORDING
"South Pacific," Todd-AO Sound Department, Fred Hynes, directo
BEST MUSICAL ACHIEVEMENTS
Most Effective Musical Scoring — Andre Previn, for "Gigi," M-G-3
Song — Frederick Loewe for the music, and Alan Jay Lerner f<
the lyrics of "Gigi," from "Gigi," M-G-M.
Most Effective Drama or Comedy Scoring — Dimitri Tiomkin, f«
"The Old Man and the Sea," Warner Bros.
BEST SHORT SUBJECTS
Cartoon — "Knighty Knight Bugs," Warner Brothers, John Burto
producer.
Live
Action Subject — "Grand Canyon," Walt Disney Productior
Buena Vista, Walt Disney, producer.
BEST SPECIAL EFFECTS
"torn thumb," Galaxy Pictures, M-G-M, Tom Howard.
BEST DOCUMENTARY
Feature
Vista. — "White Wilderness," Walt Disney Productions, Buei

3
|

Short Subject — "Ama Girls," Walt Disney Productions, Buena Visl
BEST FOREIGN FILM
"My Uncle," Specta-Gray-Alter Films in association with Films fl
Centaure (France). U.S. release by Continental Distributors.
SPECIAL AWARDS
™ Irving G. Thalberg Memorial Award to: Jack L. Warner.
Honorary Award to: Maurice Chevalier.
(TECHNICAL AWARDS ON PAGE 18)

\
J*

I
1
Burl Ives, winner of the best supporting actor award for his portrayal in "The Big Country," UAAnthony-Wprldwide.

Wendy Hiller, unable to attend
the presentations, was named best
supporting actress for her role in
"Separate Tables."

THRU

UA

to

those

whose

achievements

are

honored

Academy

Awards
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est Supporting
WENDY

by
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i

Best
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Actor
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-BIGE
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COUNTRY

Best
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and
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Story
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E. DOUGLAS

and

Best

Cinematography

Black
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White
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SAM
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Daily

BIG

SHOW

Presentations

of

195

On stage, the winners, the stars who made the presentations, the stars
of the show, the orchestra and the audience at the finish of the two
hour show in the RKO Pantages theatre.
Maurice Chevalier, the debonair
ceives an Honorary Award for
long and successful career in the
tertainment field.

Jack L. Warner, president of Warner
Bros, receives the Irving G. Thalberg
Memorial Award for consistently high level production, from Buddy Adler.

Joseph Ruttenberg receives his Oscar for
the best achievement in cinematography,
color, for his work on the Award laden
"Gigi."

John W. Burton, left, producer of Warners'
"Knighty Knight Bugs," award-winning cartoon, receives his Oscar from John Algar,
right.

Vincent Price, second from left,
presents the Oscars to Henry Grace,
left, and Keogh Gleason for the set
decoration on "Gigi," honored as
best picture of the year, anil to Preston Ames, right, for the art direction
on the same picture.

D im it r i T iomkin, right, with the
Oscar for best musical scoring of a
dramatic picture, "The Old Man
and the Sea."

Andre Previn receives "Gigi's" Oscar for the best
scoring of a musical picture. Presenting the coveted
statuette to him are smiling June Allyson and Dick
Powell.

Fred Hynes, above right, receives the Oscar i
achievement in sound recording. He is sou;
director for Todd AO. Presenting it are Charh
Heston, left, and Jane Wyman.

Best

Picture

"GIGI"
ARTHUR

FREED

PRODS.— MGM

In the full glare and under the stress of "Oscar Night" (if one
is lucky enough to be a winner), it is almost impossible not to be
corny in the wording of one's thanks.
May I now, in the cold liidJBftf^hc morning

after, thank from

the bottom of my heart, not ojpy ISose who voted for me, but those
who did not vote for me, tl^fee who ■could not vote for me, and those
who would not have votedMoPfee

in a million years even if they

could have voted for me.

In other words, I waul to thl^ikvafl of show business where, in the
midst of the most wonderful

and crazy people, I have spent the

happiest years of my life.
fjllBfww'' to all.
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Soldiers" in Europe this May. Picture will have simultaneous premieres
at home and abroad.
Monitors were busy all over the
place offering glimpses of the stage
proceedings to the press boys, but the
real drama of the event was in the
faces of the winners as they subjected themselves to final interviews by

Hollywood, April 9
many members of
to
appeared
it
way
the
Ldemy Cmcus: At least that's
Jress who were huddled together under a big tent adjoining the Pantages
theChevalier,
"ring masters."
show" of the year,
biggest "free
in his costume for the
Ere, scene
circus
a kindof ofthethree-ring
[was
song
he
delivered
so charmingly,
a the winners made their way one of gratitude and relief from the
Heaven for Little Girls,"
: the stage, clasping their shiny tension of knowing the results of his "Thank
stole the hearts and amazement of
ktes like proud parents of their particular category.
everyone that tossed a question at
Before leaving the tent, Ives had to him.
|orn, they were guided through a
He was Mr. Charm himself, and
taped
for
ring
platform
a
third
to
the
on
pass through
jis passageway
genuinely surprised by the spe3 they were greeted by flash interviews with correspondents repre- was cial
honorary award he received for
from a hundred photographers
senting world-wide coverage by ra- his
industry.
contribution
to the motion picture
ling directions for the kind of
dio. And brother, when you've passed
•
res they wanted.
throught that ring you know you've
Daddy" Burl Ives, who been interviewed, flash-bulbed, and
jved his "Oscar" for Best Sup- pushed into ad libs that will have
Susan Hayward doesn't have to
you begging for a double on the "Cry Tomorrow" this year. "I Want
nig Actor in UA's "The Big rocks.
to Live" was certainly a symbolic
•
try," and deserved an award
title of her perseverance in attaining
Is performance in "Cat on a Hot
two
Holden,
Bill
and
this year's Best Actress Award. Susie
ioof" as well, was the first beamJohn Wayne
jmile to capture the lensmen. The of Fame's "Top Ten Money Making has been a "bridemaid" in similar
■dure was then followed by all Stars," started the action in the ttent ceremonies, but this time, and dee other winners.
by introducing the work room to the "bride." servedly so, she emerged as the
hs then made his way to the sec- television viewers for the opening
David Niven had one line for
ring in the tent, where he posed gun of the show. Bill Holden left imthe newsreels and was intermediately thereafter with a tinge of everybody that asked him "how does
3d by domestic and foreign press bursitis in his arm. Bill doesn't know it
feel." He was so emotionally affectsentatives clamoring for reac- about making any more films this
ed that all he could say is "wonderfrom the actor. What can a guy year, while waiting for the outcome
Vincente
Minnelli and Arthur
at a time like this? Naturally,
but he'll Freed,ful, just wonderful."
director and producer of
word that poured forth was of contractual litigation
start campaigning for UA's "Horse

Great

WANT

Portrayals

TO LIVE"

an Hayward, who had been nominatas Best Actress four times in the past,
i the award for her superb portrayal
i woman condemned to die for murin the California gas chamber. A
ited Artists release, "I Want to Live"
produced by Walter Wanger and
acted by Robert Wise.

That

Won

"Gigi," were inseparable in their
greetings to the press and displayed
an aura of teamwork that resulted in
the year's best picture. Minnelli and
Freed were a cinch choice, as evidenced by earlier recognition from
their respective guilds in a prelude
to the final choice by the Academy.
Dimitri Tiomkin wound up with
before he finished with his
laryngitis
last
interview on his achievement for
the Best Music Score of a Dramatic
or Comedy Picture with "The Old
Adrienne Fazan retained her top
Man and the Sea."
rating and a credit to her sex for her
enviable achievement in Best Film
Editing for "Gigi."
It cost the Academy $22,000 for
that unused but contracted for final
15 minutes. The NBC Network,
naturally, assumed no responsibility
for the portion of the time not used.
Actually, some numbers had been
eliminated from the show beforehand
for fear that it would run overtime,
and with Ingrid Bergman making the
final and most important award— that
for Best Picture— last, those in
charge
didn'ton want
to gamble
on that
not getting
the air.
Allan Handley,
producer and director of the show for
NBC-TV, accepted full responsibility
for the decision that saw the show
finished ahead of schedule.

Academy

"SEPARATE TABLES"
Scottish-born David Niven received his
"Oscar" for his poignant portrayal of a
major in "Separate Tables."
boguswasBritish
His
an outstanding performance in a
picture noted for several others from top
acting talent. Atlapted from the play by Terence Rattigan, the film was produced by
Harold Hecht and directed by Delbert Mann.

Awards

"THE BIG COUNTRY"
Burl Ives won the 1958 Academy Award
for Best Supporting Actor for his vigorous and prepossessing acting hi "The
Big Country," an Anthony-Worldwide
production for United Artists release.
Ives portrayed the head of one of the
feuding families in this story of the Old
West.
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uflalo News

Motion

Hails

Industry'
Talented
Special to THE DAILY
FFALO, April 9. - In its lead,jitoriaI the day after the AcadAwards the Buffalo Evening
said:
bother Academy Awards show
une and gone in Hollywood, reJ with all the familiar ingreof glamour, com, bad jokes,
lal drama and self-adulation by
otion picture industry. The wonmd glory of it all is that, more
than not, these flamboyant prongs do somehow succeed in their
sed objection of selecting and
ing the best of Hollywood
it was, many moviegoers and
will agree, with the 31st parade
s Oscars Monday night. Susan
ard and David Niven, acclaimed
performers of 1958, and Burl
and Wendy Hiller, singled out
I supporting players, would
grace any roster of theatrical
ence. In the same vein the films
recognition,
headed
"Gigi,"
deed
among the
betterbyexamples
5 cinematic art.
is altogether easy to be cynical
Hollywood and its legendary
5 and excesses. Yet the fact rethat the 'industry' is, among
things, a collection of vast numif truly talented and hard-work ien and women."

Newspaper

Virginia
Cites

Picture

Awards

as

17

Daily

Editorial

Sign

of

Michigan

Optimism

Edward Purcell III, manager of the Stanley Warner Virginia theatre, Harrisonburg, Va., has reported on the excellent editorial concerning the Academy
Awards which appeared in the Harrisonburg Daily News-Record. Mr. Purcell
points out that the newspaper has an
audited circulation of 16,500.
the morning of the event. The editorial
The editorial stems from an ap- cited the expected "demise" of the
motion picture several years ago, and
made by
the paper's
gen- pointed out that one medium seldom
eral proach
manager
recently,
to Mr.newPurcell,
indicating his desire to do something replaces another.
The editorial went on to cite rising
for the theatre operation. Mr. Purcell
called his attention to the impending box office receipts and the drawing
power of the community theatre over
Academy Awards presentations and the
home television screen.
telecast/ and the editorial appeared
Mixed

Reaction Noted

By Newspaper Critics
Opinions of newspaper television
critics of the Academy Awards telecast, as of most other programs, were
mixed. Critics and columnists reactions ranged from favorable to flat
"thumbs down."
Quotes from several of the New
York newspaper reviews were published in Motion Picture Daily on
Wednesday. Others follow:
Jack Gould, New York Times:
"There was undoubted interest in the
parade of celebrities and the scintillating fashious. But the program also
was frequently a tasteless disaster, a
forlorn study of glamour in a state

of disarray. . . . Presumably the film
industry knows what it is doing in
spending $900,000 to keep everyone
at home watching television, an undertaking inwhich it apparently was
singularly successful on Monday evening. But it is a little puzzling why on
such an occasion a few samplings of
the prize films could not be shown."
Nick Kenny,
New Yorklodged
Mirror:in "To
reiterate
a suggestion
the
past the awarding of technical prizes
should not be telecast. They retard
the program and the general public
frankly doesn't care. . . . The awards
were presented with pomp and panoMarie Torre, New York Herald
Tribune:
"When television history is
-A
O
written, the
thirty-first annual Acad-

1958:

BEST

&DUND

9 ACADEMY
3

AWARD

TODD

DEVELOPMENT
TODD-AO

FOR

ing . . . and time to kill."
Jack O'Brian New York JournalAmerican: "More than 125 stars of
dizziest screen stature were there
willing and eager to submerge customary enormous ego-drives and play
the most fleeting bit roles for the
greater attractiveness of this annual
biggest display of show business

RECORDING

PACIFIC

S IN 3 YEARS
LOCK

BUSTERS

1956: COLOR
1957: SPECIAL

emy Awards telecast will go down as
the show which had the mostest rat-

RE AT PRIDE
ply."

SOUT

FOR

Hails Leavitt Oscar
Sam Leavitt won the Academy
Award for best black and white cinematography for his camera work on
"The Defiant Ones." But Sam Leavitt
was way up in the Peninsula country
of Michigan, where he is currently
head cameraman on Otto Preminger's
production of "Anatomy of a Murder," from the best seller. The promotion men working on the film
stayed up late that night, and when
they discovered Mr. Leavitt had won
the Oscar, they had the Marquette
Mining Journal, in Marquette, Mich.,
replate the appropriate edition. An
early press run was obtained and the
papers with the big first page banner
head and top page-wide story, with
Mr.
to theLeavitt's
cast andpicture,
crew aswastheydistributed
reported
for the morning's work at the county
courthouse in Marquette.

elitter."
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(Continued from page 1)
program and that a 90-minute show
could be arranged without difficultyIt suggests, too, that a one-hour program might not be too difficult to
plan.
To the entire Eastern time zone in
w hich viewers were watching the program after midnight, an earlier ending is desirable inasmuch as it appears reasonable that an earlier beginning would ill serve other sections
of the nation. An 11:30 P.M. (E.S.T.)
ending of the program doubtless
would add millions of early rising
workers and school children to the
audience in the thickly settled East,
entirely apart from benefits to be
gained from a faster-moving, more interesting show.
As a matter of fact, few industry
members in the East viewed the unscheduled early ending of Monday
night's show as a serious flaw, because once past midnight they realize
large segments of the audience would
be getting restless and some would
be obliged to leave their TV sets,
regardless. TV itself would not schedule a major, two-hour production to
begin at 10:30 P.M., EST.
Naturally, all thought it strange
that no provision had been made for
such an eventuality; that George
Stevens, for example, had not been
provided with a speech and a cue to
fill in part of the time and, with an
orchestra on stage, finish with popular tunes from current and future
films.
One wag suggested the open time
at the end of the program would
have been an ideal spot for an Academy official to explain the early ending as the result of omission of commercials, with the time saved to be
given over to popular music from motion pictures for your listening or
dancing pleasure.
Many feel, too, that better acceptance remarks could be made available for winners of Oscars especially
in the case of top personalities, known
to the public. Perfunctory, thank-yous,
you've-made-me-so-happy, and an abrupt walk-off add nothing to the show.
Just why the program draws the
venom of so many TV critics each
year, remains a puzzle to all those
who watch TV regularly without seeing anything nearly as interesting and
entertaining. Makes one wonder just
what on TV the displeased critics use
for comparison.
In view of the Academy show's record Trendex
from year
to year, it'sit
difficult
to reconcile
the fascination
holds for the public with the lack of
merit some TV critics attribute to it.
Could it be these critics are puzzled,
too, how it is this Hollywood show
outdraws anything put on television
by television, despite the critics' annual disparagement?
The Academy can afford to ignore
the
critics' toremarks
long as itsrecords
show
continues
set newas audience
on TV from year to year.

Public

of New

'Oscar'

Record

Holder

Last May 15th, "Gigi" premiered at the Royale Theatre in New York.
For the next six months, "Gigi" sold out every performance at the Royale.
The demand for tickets for the 10 showings each week exceeded the demand
for any motion picture to have ever
played as a reserved seat attraction
in New York, according to M-G-M,
the distributor.
The choice of a legitimate theatre
to launch the musical by the "My
Fair Lady" team of Lerner and Loewe,
proved an expert stroke. A long, careful campaign preceded the opening,
led by the music promotion which saw
the soundtrack album released before
the premiere for maximum pre-selling
impact.
By the time of the opening, New
York knew that "Gigi" was going to
be one of the town's "hottest tickets."
A distinguished audience of stars, business leaders, diplomats, and members
of society was on hand for the big
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
night.
Similar openings were held in the Loewe who wrote the music and
lyrics for "Gigi" and who won the
other
key citiesseat
where
"Gigi" played
as a reserved
attraction.
In all, best song Oscar for the title song
from the picture.
there were 22 reserved seat engagements, most of them launched within
two months of the New York premiere. Francisco, is now in its 40th week.
One of them, at the Stage Door in San
During the summer, a policy of
careful releasing on a continuous run
basis was established. In New York,
"Gigi" had to leave the Royale because the theatre had a prior commitment to a Broadway play. It moved
to the Sutton Theatre on a continuous
run policy and has played to standout
business. Now in its 23rd week at the
Sutton, it has broken every record
in the history of the house.
Run Has Been Continuous
Throughout the country, "Gigi" was
slowly released as a continuous run atruns playing
established.traction,
It haswith many
never long
stopped

Adrienne Fazan with the Oscar for
the best film editing, awarded for
'Gisi."

in New York, L.A., Chicago, and
Boston.
As a result, only about 2,500 out of
a possible 15,000 playdates had played
"Gigi" through March.
To capitalize on the Academy
Awards and to make the Arthur Freed

Academy's Techni
Awards for 1951
Scientific or Technical Awards
Class II Award, (Plaque) to:
W. Prideaux, Roy Leighton, ar
Lamp Division of General Electi
for "the development and prod
of an improved 10 kilowatt lan i
Class picture
II Award
motion
set (Plaque)
lighting." to:
vision, Inc. for "The design an
velopment of the Auto Panatai|
morphic
Class photographic
III Award, lens.
(certificab;
Willi Borberg of the General
sion Laboratory "for the develo
of
speedmotion
intermittent
menta high
for 35mm
picture
III Award
(certificate
equipment."
projection
treClass
Fred Ponedel, George Brown
Conrad Boye of the Warner Bro
and
fabrication
of a new
rapi
cial effects
department
for "the
(Ed. Note: No Class I (statuette;
nical awards were made by the
marble
emy
for gun."
1958.)
production
available
to theatre
could not book
it previously,
eral, but careful, release was d
upon for April.
Prior to the "Oscars", John P.
MGM's
vice-president and j.
sales manager, set the bookings
400 prints that MGM was r
available.
When last
"Gigi"
won night,
a recorctl
awards
Monday
mand for prints exceeded all esti
Many cities where "Gigi" has a
played once or twice before V
bringing it back into a first ru
ation.

LETTER
Editor, Motion Picture Da
want to take this opportun
thanking you on behalf of the
Ad-Publicity Directors Commit
your all-out cooperation on
of the Academy Awards teleca
feel the impact of this prom
campaign demonstrat
publicity
yond
doubt the ability of all
of the industry to get behind
ect soCharles
importantSimonelli,
to all of us.
Ch

A merry scene from the MGM-Arthur Freed production "Gigi" which won
the best picture award and nine others.

Editor, Motion Picture Dail
Gracias! Thanks a Million!
I sincerely appreciate a
wonderful assistance that yoi
the Academy Awards Presei
Without the kind of help yoi
we could not have created the
try enthusiasm that built the
ence to its giant size.
All the member of the Advi
and Publicity Directors Con
join me in their thanks for yor
valued contribution.
Harry K. McWi
Coordinator, Awards Telecas
motion
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C For the past two years
Fame has been awarded a
Certificate of Special Merit

year

featuring
picture

copy

1

by the New York Employing
Printers Association, as an
SEW YORK EMPLOYING PHIfvTEBB ASSOCIATION. INC. \

outstanding example of printing displayed in the association's annual Exhibition of
Printing. Reproduced at right
is the Certificate recently
awarded to Fame for 1958.
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Must

last
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Highlights

Train'

Tell Story

By JAMES D. IVERS
There is still a rich market for western pictures of the kind that only the
big screen motion picture theatre can present, but the public has to be told
and forwhyfreethey
how
can see
on are
theirbetter
livin than
roomthe "whole army" of westerns which they
television set. That was the consennewspapers all over the country and
sus of exhibitor criticism of the ad- mats
will be supplied to exhibitors
\ ertising campaign prepared by for additional local paper coverage.
Paramount for the Hal Wallis proHarry Goldberg of Stanley Warduction, "Last Train from Gun Hill."
ner voiced the opinion of all the exThe exhibitors and circuit adverhibitors present when he criticized
tising executives attending the Mo- the ad samples shown as falling far
tion Picture Herald merchandising
short of telling the scope and nature
conferences saw the picture Thursday
"A picture of this size
of thewithpicture.
night at the Radio City Music Hall and
this potential has to be sold
screening room after dinner at Toots on a basis of giving the public more
Shor's. Plans for the campaign on the information about how this western
picture were presented by Sidney De- differs from the weak, shallow, badneau, vice-president of Paramount
ly constructed and poorly shown
Film Distributing Corp.; Joseph
westerns they can see on TV," he
Friedman, national exploitation man- said.
Both Deneau and Friedman
ager; Jerry Levine, advertising exexecutive, and David Judson, assist- stressed the fact that the newspaper
ant to Friedman.
ads would be aided and supplementDescribed by Deneau
Deneau outlined the problem of
devising a campaign which, he said,
would be standard and traditional
enough to insure the basic audience
for the picture and which at the same
time would be different and striking
enough to attract that extra audience
which a picture of this scope deserves
and which would bring the gross
above the $4,000,000 level which it is
capable of earning. Friedman then
presented samples of ads now in
preparation in various media.
An outstanding feature of the campaign is a caricature of the principal
players executed by Al Hirshfeld, who
does the feature cartoon on the first
page of the New York Times drama
section. The art will be serviced to

Friday, April 10, ]jl

Daily

ed by heavy radio spots and by publicity and exploitation breaks.
Seymour Morris of the Schine circuit added strongly to Goldberg's
point and urged that the ads for the
picture vance
should
street-tested
adof theirbe use.
Friedmanin and
Levine answered that Paramount on
this picture and on all future ones
will use the facilities of an extensive
ad agency research department for
street-testing campaigns.
It was also indicated that in addition to the ads shown a separate campaign involving stills and copy which
would tell the story of the picture
was being prepared.
All present agreed that the picture,
a powerful story, strongly acted and
carefully paced would attract women
as well as men if properly sold.

Philadelphians'

Campaign

By WARREN G. HARRIS
A "custom-made" campaign for "The Young Philadelphians," a stor :
young moderns that will be of interest to all sections of the country, wa
tailed for exhibitors here yesterday morning by members of the Warner
advertising and publicity force. The
presentation, which began the second participation at welcoming ceremc
Charles Cohen, advertising din
day of Motion Picture Herald's current said that "The Young Philadelph
merchandising conferences in conjunction with the major film companies,
does not "belong to any one city i: i
followed a screening of the drama in country." Ads for the picture]
the Warner home office projection adaptable to local situations.
Meyer Hutner, WB publicitj
room.
rector, introduced Everett Callov
The big plus
sistant Philadelphia zone manage 4°
campaign
will inbethea "Philadelphians"
transcontinental
tour of young motion picture person- Stanley Warner Theatres, fromj ■
alities byGreyhound motor bus. The audience to outline plans for theft*
tour, which was outlined yesterday by Philadelphia
world premiere ol
Max Bercutt, national coordinator of picture at the Stanley Theatre,
advertising and publicity, will depart low said it would be a blacktie p.-from Hollywood on May 6, and will ere
by the ofDevon
t
Showsponsored
for the benefit
Bryn |
wend its way through major cities enHospital, for which $10,000 is exp*
route to the world premiere of "The to
be raised. The touring stars wi
Young
Philadelphians"
in
Philadelphia
on May 19. Approximately 3,475 miles rive in Philadelphia the night n
will be covered by the touring person- the premiere and will be ava
alities, who will make overnight stops for interviews and other tie-ins.
A number
of suggestions
at 12 key population centers and cover
34 major cities and more than 200 strengthening the over-all cam
were contributed by exhibitors,^
towns in all.
saw them gratefully accepted b i
Warner crew. One of these wa:
Compared with 'Dodge City'
Comparing the tour in scope to one the touring personalities shouk
made by Warners a number of years go out "cold," but should rather
a good idea of what they wi
ago
in conjunction
"Dodge
Bercutt
said it waswithbeing
madeCity,"
by called upon to say and do during
bus "for the specific purpose of person- along the way. Where the stars
ally introducing the young stars to the stage appearances, it was sugg
that they be followed by the
audience."
possible
greatest
Bercutt said that "penetration" is delphians" trailer on the screen. I
the most important factor in pre-sell- also pointed out that the moto
ing a motion picture. He estimated that should be appropriately bannered
more than 50,000,000 people along some type of publicity slogan.
the route of the tour will be introduced
Following the morning session
to the players and pictures through tending exhibitors were feted
press, television, radio and personal luncheon at Al and Dick's resta:

M.P. Daily
The
advertising
approachnational
on "Last exploitation
Train from Gun
Hill" is
Joseph
Friedman,
Paramount
manager,
at discussed
a Motionby Picture
Herald merchandising conference session. In background at right is Sidney
Deneau, vice-president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp., who described
the campaigns planned for the picture.

Outlining the transcontinental bus tour on behalf of "The Young Phi
phians" yesterday were the Warner Bros, executives above. Left to rig;
Charles Cohen, advertising manager; Max Bercutt, national coordinator
vertising and publicity; Herb Pickman, director of special events; and ]
Hutner, publicity manager.
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"Continued from page 1)
of the world was better than
land that
impany is
less
heit is gets number
ars in rer the forcurrency
drop in
Arnerirevenues
offset,
Lacy W" Kastner
conr
subby
,
jl gains in other markets, esy western Europe. He said that
American pictures are getting a
- percentage of total playing
out that the blockbusters "are
than ever."
ner has just returned here from
id-the-world tour of Columbia
so he had a number of obons to make about the changrket for American films abroad,
il as on the subject of new opities for U.S. companies abroad.
Columbia International presiaid there is a great need for
!essed
e international
picture."
that this type
meantof not
only
ing films with international
ounds and stars, but also ing the number of co-produc, especially with countries that
.never had them before. One
v that Kastner thought was ripe
I co-production deal with an
an company is India, which he
s "modern and good facilities.'"
difficulty in arranging a co-proi deal with India, or any other
y, for that matter, Kastner said,
finding the right script and
tory. While American stars may
•cted to headline these pictures,
ould otherwise be supportd by
! casts and directed by native
al. On the other hand, Amerimpanies might be interested in
ig foreign productions which
ply be released in the immereas in which they are made.
Eyes Japan, Germany
imbia International, Kastner
d out, is trying to arrange co•tion deals with Japan and Gerand has just signed one with
•'s Raoul Levy. The company
utes the comedies of the Mexiomedian Cantinflas in Latin
;a, with the resulting business
than twice as much as any
1 r.company there," according to
other companies except those
United States have world wide
ions, and that is our advantage"
king up foreign made producer global distribution, Kastner
Sut this advantage can only be
lined by keeping the status quo,
clared. Columbia, he pointed
Hi not cutting out foreign offices
ubining them with those of
companies. Columbia has
lined operations and bookkeep-

Picture

'M.P. Herald'
Exhibitors Attending
Conferences
Product Merchandising
Paul Baise, Walter Reade Theatres.
Sam Bendheim, in, Neighborhood Theatres, Richmond, Va.
Richard Bebner, Interboro Circuit.
Lou Brown, Loew's Theatres,
New Haven, Conn.
Everett C. Callow, Stanley
Warner, Philadelphia.
Henry Capogna, Butterfleld Circuit, Detroit, Mich.
Gerry Collins, Loew's Theatres,
Toronto, Canada.
tres.Ernest Emerling Loew's TheaKarl Mass.
Fasick, Loew's Theatres,
Boston,
Charles Felleman, Walter
Reade Theatres.
Al Floersheimer, TOA.
Emanuel Frisch, Randforce
Amusement Corp.
Harry Goldberg, Stanley Warner
Corp.
Edgar Goth, Stanley Warner
Corp.
Russ Grant, Loew's Theatres.
Lou Hart, zone manager, Schine
Circuit, W. New York.
Sam Horwitz, Interboro Circuit.
Jack Hynes, Shea Theatres,
Youngstown, Ohio.
Frank V. King, Shea Theatres.
Frederick Kunkel, United Artists
Theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.
B'nai B'rith Induction
Changed to April 17
Because of a date conflict with a
previously scheduled industry event,
the president's induction luncheon of
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, has been
changed from the originally scheduled
date, Thursday, April 16, to the following day, Friday, April 17, Jack H.
Levin,
of the
President's
Luncheonchairman
Committee,
announced.
Time and place of the luncheon,
12:30 at the Hotel Astor, North Ballroom, remain unchanged.
ing to some extent, but has tried to
refrain from appointing agents to
take the place of local operations of
its own.
This policy, Kastner said, has paid
off with business increases of up to
400 per cent in areas where Columbia keeps its own offices, and will allow the company to represent more
and more producers in the future.
Although Columbia recently opened "a 770-seat jewel" in London,
Kastner said, the company has no
immediate plans to add any more
theatres to its holdings. Although he
felt that MPAA president Eric Johnston's call for the building of new
theatres abroad sounded good on
paper, Kastner said it would not prove
profitable in actuality unless some
type of government subsidy could be
obtained. He said he thought Columbia, like any other company, would
be "very interested" in buying theatres "anywhere in the world if it
could get the right price."
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George Conn.
Landers, Loew's Theatres,
Hartford,
Ron Leonard, Odeon Theatres,
Toronto, Canada.
Blanche Livingston, RKO Theatres.
Willard Matthews, Comerford
Theatres, Scranton, Pa.
Jack Mitchell, zone manager,
Schine Circuit, E. & N. New York.
Seymour Morris, Schine Circuit,
Gloversville, N. Y.
Eugene Pleshette, Brooklyn
Paramount.
M. R. Rappaport, R F Theatres,
Baltimore, Md.
Charles M. Reagan, Greater Indianapolis Amusement Co.
Samuel Rinzler, Randforce
Amusement Corp.
Thomas Rodgers, Trans-Lux
Theatres.
Everett E. Seibel, Minnesota
Amusement Company.
Robebt K. Shapiro, Paramount
Theatre.
James Shanahan,
Loew's Theatres.
Harry
Sliter, Schine
Circuit,
Lexington,
Ky.
Ray Smith, Shea Theatres.
Henry Spiegel, ABC-Paramount
Theatres.
Harry Unterfort, zone manager,
Schine Circuit, Central New York.
Lee Willis, zone manager, Schine
Circuit, Ohio.
RKO

Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
nance; Lee Koken, concessions; Tom
Crehan, assistant to Mandel, and Division Managers Michael Edelstein,
Sigurd Wexo, Charles Oelreich and
Edward Sniderman will also be in attendance.
Kramer

Aide to Briskin

HOLLYWOOD, April 9. - Arthur
Kramer, executive in the motion picture department of the William Morris Agency and formerly head of
the story department of Columbia
pictures, is returning to the latter
company in an executive capacity as
assistant to Samuel J. Briskin, vicepresident
in charge of studio operations.
Kramer will take over his new
duties within the next three weeks.
Roach

Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, April 9.-Centercity theatres, which already provide
free or low-cost parking facilities for
patrons, are now considering a "ride
home free" plan for moviegoers coming into town by public transport. The
Philadelphia Transit Co. confirmed
that negotiations are underway with a
major center-city theatre operator for
a plan whereby patrons would get a
free ride in return for their patronage
at the theatre.
While the company declined to
identify the operator, it is reported to
be William Goldman, who operates
three first-run center-city houses
among others. The free ride plan, designed to encourage people to come
to the center of city, calls for moviegoers to pay their own fare coming
get "shopper's
woulddisembark.
Theythey
into town.when
tickets"
After
attending a movie, the riders would be
provided with a token for a free ride
"ride home free"
home. The same made
available to
plan will also be
the center-city stores, and was proefcity in itsarea
originally bythethecenter-city
fortsposed
to revitalize
enterand
as a center for shopping
tainment.

'Live/ 'Defiant Ones'
Set for SO Theatres

Artists' "I Want To Live!"
andUnited
"The Defiant Ones," with three
major Academy Awards between them,
will be playing in 50 local theatres
through.out the New York area this
weekend

situations inborho
Key clude:neigh
on, odUptown and Rivthe Jeffers
erside Theatres in Manhattan; the Elm,
Tuxedo, Albemarle, Kismet, Park,
Harbor and Plaza Theatres in Brooklyn; the Valentine, DeLuxe, Devon,
Ward, and Palace Theatres in the
Bronx; the St. George and Paramount
Theatres in Staten Island.
Also, the Community, Prospect,
Bliss, Trylon, Parsons, Broadway,
Grand and Hillside
Squire,
Jackson, in
the Queens area; and the
Theatres
Westbury Drive-in, Fifth Avenue
Drive-in, Hempstead Drive-in, Laurel
and Central Theatres in Long Island.

Closes Office

DETROIT, April 9. - Hal Roach
Distribution Corp. has announced the
closing of its Detroit office. Kermit
Russell, district manager of Chicago,
will cover this area personally several
days a week, billing will be handled
out of Chicago, and shipping and inspecting done by National Film
Service.
U.A. Press Luncheon
Arthur Krim, United Artists presi40thto Anat U.A.'s
preside
dent, willniversary
trade press
luncheon,
be
held at 21 Club here Thursday,
April 16.

d
diee'
Is eStuHom
Plaen Rid
Tre

Wagners to Be Guests
Of Fannie Hurst Tonite
F. WagMayor and Mrs. Robert
ner will head the fist of guests attending areception and film preview
being tendered Mrs. Caroline Simon,
New York Secretary of State, by Fannie Hurst, here tonight. The ^guests
"Imitaa showing
viewwhich
first
will tion
of Life"
is basedof on Miss
Hurst's well known novel. The Universal-International production will
have its New York premiere at the
Roxy Theatre next Friday. Following
the screening the guests will assemble
for the reception to Mrs. Simon.
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U.A. to Make 2 Films
In Israel Next Year

Motion

FMPC

Hears

Picture

Samuel

Goldwyn

from page 1 )
(Continued
tion of Motion Picture Councils
at its "You know my views— I'm against it.
But it is precisely because of that,
annual meeting here.
that I feel every motion picture proGoldwyn was presented an award
ducer isunder a duty— to himself and
by the group for "his faithfulness to to the public— to exercise the highest
the ultimate in the art of motion picdegree of self-censorship that is posproduction."
Presentation
was
made ture
at the
Hotel Warwick
by Mrs.
Dean Gray Edwards, president of the
Another highlight of the final day's
Council. A c- program was a talk by Silas F. Seadcepting it was ler, advertising manager of Loew's, Inc.
Seadler's subject was "CinemaScope,
James A. Mulsible."
and Women."
associate
o f Technicolor
vey, long - time
Goldwyn, who
'Womanscope'
"Let'sSuggests
add 'womanscope'
to the voalso read the
cabulary ofmotion pictures along with
CinemaScope, Technicolor and all the
speech
in
the
"Wh
at
t
h
e
latter's
absence. other technological advancements,"
p r oducer's
Seadler said, "You can be a vital ally of
this art form to which you have so long
Personality Tours
must
pro
duc
and so generously given your loyalGoldwyn
do," er
ties, by your militant participation in
Samuel Goldwyn
a
said
"is
mak
e
,
the current problems of the screen.
Continued tor 'Lite'
picture that he Our industry is unquestionably on the
Universal-International is continubelieves in:— upbeat and no greater opportunity has
ing to maintain promotional activity that he thinks will provide good en- ever existed for the Councils to think
tertainment:—that pleases him. It is
in support of "Imitation of Life"
to talk upbeat and to surge
through the use of personalities in a good feeling to look back and to upbeat,
forward with us now. There are two
support of new openings, followed know I have never made a picture
strategic areas in which the women of
the pattern which contributed import- I was ashamed of."
Councils can do heroic work, one
Goldwyn referred to his new film, the
antly to the early record openings of
where the economic survival of a local
the picture before the Easter holidays. "Porgy and Bess," as one "conceived
theatre is threatened; and two toward
Douglas Sirk, director of "Imitation and executed in good taste, which is a better understanding and more agof Life" and Robert Alda, who has one one of the very important ingredients
of the important featured roles, are in any picture. A picture must be degressive local approach
to censorship."
Arthur
DeBra Praised
the latest personalities to join in the
veloped and handled in a manner
campaign.
not cheap or vulgar or offensive.
Mrs. Max M. Williams, the first
Sirk will visit Indianapolis, Detroit
"This
does
not
mean
that
pictures
president
of the Federation of Motion
and Cincinnati for television and radio must be so bland or innocuous that
Picture Councils, paid warm tribute to
appearances and press activity while they must be geared to the mental
the late Arthur DeBra, former director
Alda is covering Philadelphia and con- outlook of a 12-year-old child. A pic- of MBAA Community and Exhibitor
ture can be provocative of thought;
tinuing support of the Cleveland enRelations Department.
gagement where the picture starts its it can treat with real human probMiss Fannie Hurst, whose novel is
lems in a realistic manner; it can and
fourth week today. Susan Kohner, is
the
basis of Universal's "Imitation of
currently in London aiding in the must be honest with itself and with
Life" received a special award in
launching of the picture there. Dan its audience. But all this must be done
person. Miss Hurst's award read as
within the bounds of taste which
O'Herlihy is scheduled to come to New
follows: "To Miss Fannie Hurst . . .
York to aid in the Roxy opening next
poet, novelist, short story writer and
every
person
sets
for
himself."
Friday.
On censorship, Goldwyn remarked:
playwright, for her contribution to literature; and more specifically, for the
sensitive portrayal of the human spirit
THE
CHASE
FOR
in her novel 'Imitation of Life', the inspiration oftwoto memorable
Award
Frank Caprafilms."
THE
FACE
Frank Capra, producer and director
WILL
RACE
of "A Hole in the Head," released by
United Artists, was also presented with
THROUGH
a special award. Capra received his
award in person. His award read as
YOUR
follows: "To Frank Capra: producer,
director, craftsman, and citizen: for
TOWN
his remarkable record of distinguished
films, and for his many years of deAND
INTO
voted service to the motion picture inYOUR
dustry, and to his adopted country."
The were
Federation's
Awards
as follows: Annual
Best ActorFilmof
THEATRE
1958— Spencer Tracy for his performance in Warner Bros. "The Old Man
and the Sea." Best Motion Picture of
1958— Twentieth Century-Fox's "The
Inn of the Sixth Happiness." Best Actress of 1958— Ingrid Bergman for her
performance in "The Inn of the Sixth
Happiness." Best Director of 1958—
Mark Robson for his direction of "The
Inn of the Sixth Happiness."
The three awards for "Inn" were
accepted by Alex Harrison, general
sales manager of Twentieth CenturyFox.
ACE of A FUGmvrttem
c^w<
Arthur B. Krini, president of United
Artists, announced that two major
United Artists releases, Otto Preminger's film version of the current
best-seller "Exodus," and Stanley
Kramer's "My Glorious Brothers,"
will be filmed in Israel next year.
Plans for these projects were revealed to the American-Israel Chamber of Commerce in a report by Krim.
He underscored the roles played by
the motion picture industry in the
economic progress of the Israeli nation over the past ten years and in
fostering greater understanding between U.S. and the new republic.
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'Warlock'
Camp

Bow

to A

Green Acres

20tha Century-Fox's
"Warlock";at
have
gala world premiere
Paramount Theatre here, April 3C
the benefit of the New York
Mission
Society's
Campcharity
Green ope
Proceeds
from the
will help send almost 300 underr
leged children from the metropc
area to the family camp, locate
Dover Furnace, New York.
Green Acres has been sponsored
New York City Mission Societj
the past six years.
Talent Agencies

Seen

Change in N.Y. Law
Action taken by talent agenci
change a New York State Law of
has resulted in the preparatio:
approval of an amendment by a
session of the N.Y. State Asse1and Senate (passed a day pri( «
adjournment last month ) which is E
awaiting the signature of Gov *
Rockefeller.
Presented before a joint Legis] \
Committee at a hearing held Del
ber 5 last by Michael Halperin, rj
senting TARA and ARA, the m
will
the "maximum
weeks"eliminate
during which
an agency
mission applies. It substitutes
the necessity for agents to file r
commission schedules with the Li
Commissioner of New York City
"regularization" of agency proce
which has been in practice for
years, is still subject to and regu
by franchise agreements betweeii
agency and thearical unions a
patterned on legislation now in i
in California, New Jersey, Pe
vania, Ohio, Minnesota and Wise

'Shane' Re-Release
At 170

Texas

S]

Theat l

mount re-release which
the ' corni
' "Shane,
is George
marketingStevens
and promoting
though it were a new picture, I
have a 170-theatre saturation opt,
in the state of Texas in mid-Apra
Big-scale promotion is prect
the openings and will continua
the duration of the engagements.]
new theatre trailers, newspaperj
and theatre accessories, together I
special radio spot announcercl
have been Circuits
preparedthat
for have
the retu'j
"Shane."
bo
the picture included Interstate,
ferson Amusement, Rowley U
Theatres, Video Independent Frq
Theatres and J. G. Long The!
Approximately
50 are
independe
owned theatres also
involvqfl I
the Texas saturation opening.
Takes Maryland

Driw

BALTIMORE, April 9. Manuel, owner of the Belair E
in Theatre, Churchville, Md..
taken over the Crystal Drive-i
Cumberland, Md. Opening is sc
uled for April 15.

reviewers

Enjoy

Give

"DonH

Up

the

Ship

THEATREMEN and theatre-goers alike
at Jerry Lewis'
eden repeat
IS avalguffaw
misadv
tures edly
in "Don't Give Up the
Ship" at a special preview of the Hal Wallis
last night
produc
tan. at Loew's Lexington
Theatretion
in Manhat
Wallis brought the first print of the comedy to New York from Hollywood for the
special showing, and following the preview
expressed gratification at the audience reaction to the lively film about a Naval lieutenant (Lewis) who spends his honeymoon

er Hal Wallis (left) and his business partner, Joseph Hazen, flank Mrs. Hazen and
Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, in the Lexington lobby as the four
or the preview.

"lost."
he had
a destroyer
hunting for home
Paramount
office escort
executives
also were
on hand for the initial preview of "Don't
Give Up the Ship," in which Dina Merrill,
Diana Spencer, Mickey Shaughnessy and
Robert Middleton star with Jerry.
Pictured on this page are some who attended the preview of what will be one of
Paramount's top offerings this summer.

H . .J

Klein, executive of the J. J. Circuit,
Irs. Klein were among the many New
rea exhibitors and their wives who atthe special showing.

Above are seen Paul Raibourn (right), vicepresident of Paramount Pictures, and Sidney
of Paramount Film
G. Deneau, vice-president
Distributing
Corp.

id C. DeBerry (left), executive assistant to Hugh Owen, vice-presof Paramount Film Distributing, poses for the news cameraman
Mrs. Owen and Sidney M. Markley, vice-president of American
casting-Paramount
Theatres. In rear is James E. Richardson, treasf Paramount Pictures.

Wallis and Eugene Picker, president of
Loew's Theatres, greet each other in the Lexington Theatre lobby prior to the screening of
the newest Jerry Lewis comedy.

Guests at the "Don't Give Up the Ship" preview included motion picture
and TV attorney William B. Jasse (far right) who arrived with (left to
right) socialite Charles Greenberg, Mrs. Sayde Annenberg, and Mrs. Jasse.
The preview was described as one of the most successful of its kind held
at the Lexington.
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Annual

Decline

fCO

Theatres'

Report

Paramount

'58

rosses

Run

Earnings

lead

1958

$4,567,000

of

Total Income

ivartz Tells 'Holders
iness Is Profitable

lion Urged by TO A
iuying for 70mm.
■atre Owners of America has
d its members not to equip for
projection at the present time
they plan roadshow operation.
"OA recommendation, contained
bulletin to its membership reat the weekend, was based on
ecial survey of forthcoming
and 70mm product from the
film companies.
id even in a roadshow house,"
' Continued on page 2 )
a Profits Are Still
stantial: Value

Line

motion picture companies
have hopes of realizing substanrofits from their activities with■ theatrical motion picture field
in the absence of any major
'■se in theatre attendance," The
(Continued on page 8)

Estimated

At $12,554,000

By WARREN G. HARRIS
bn't let people talk the theatre
>ss down— we're RKO
not declining,"
Theatres
president Sol
A. Schwartz,
told stockholders of List Industries, parent corporation of the exhibition c o manpany, atnualitsmeeting
here at the
weekend at the
Hotel Wellington. "We're goirough changes," Schwartz con"but I feel business will staat
So faris
ear, aheprofitable
said, RKOlevel."
Theatres
ig ahead of 1958 from a busi(Continued on page 9)

Total

(AD VT)

for Year

Paramount Pictures at the weekend
reported estimated consolidated net
earnings from operations for the year
estimated at $12,554,000 or $7.15 per
share based upon 1,755,888 shares
outstanding at Jan. 3, 1959.
The total consolidated income is
estimated at $12,554,000 of $7.15 per
share and includes $7,987,000 or
$4.55 per share of special items income, after provision for income
taxes, representing principally profit
on disposals of films and investments
and after reduction for adjustment of
investment in certain affiliated comThe consolidated net earnings compare to $5,425,000 or $2.80 per share
reported
for the year
panies. (Continued
on 1957
page on9) 1,939,-

'Herald'
Meetings

Merchandising
Win

Acclaim

Screenings and discussions of MGM's "For the First Time" and of 20thFox's "Son of Robin Hood," Friday concluded the three-day series of merchandising conferences sponsored by Motion Picture Herald.
The conferences, during which seven pictures set for summer release
were screened by as many companies generated even more enthusiasm than
the first series conducted by the
Herald last fall. Roth the exhibitor
guests and the participating companies found the exchange of ideas on
For United Artists' "Shake
advertising and merchandising stimuHands" Conference see
lating and of great practical value.
High Interest Sustained
page
7.
For
Universal's
This was indicated at every session
Conference
see "This
page Earth"
7.
of the conferences. Thursday night,
List of Exhibitors Who
after having viewed three pictures
Attended on page 8.
starting at 9:30 A.M. the participants
spent more than two hours at the
The campaign and discussion
conclusion of Universal's "This Earth
on MGM's "For the First
Is Mine" discussing the highlights of
Time," which was screened
the
company's
proposed
campaign.
Earlier in the day they had seen and
Friday morning, and on 20thFox's "The Son of Robin
discussed Warners' "The Young Philadelphians" and United Artists' "Shake
Hood," which was shown FriHands with the Devil." Wednesday the
day afternoon, will be regroup saw Columbia's "It Happened
ported inMotion Picture Daily
tomorrow.
to Jane," took part in an all afternoon
round table discussion of general ad(Continued on page 8)

'(/' Executives
QP Conference

Laud
Values

Unstinted praise for the usefulness
and practical value to film merchandising campaigns of the Motion Picture Herald merchandising conferences was voiced by Henry H. Martin,
Universal general sales manager; Phil
Gerard, Eastern publicity manager,
and Jeff Livingston, Eastern advertising manager, during the discussion
period
the Universal home office
Thursdayat night.
Martin said that the first Herald
merchandising conference last fall
on page
8) Perhelped (Continued
the campaign
for "The
Embassy Suit Re-Trial
With Jury Is Ordered
Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, April 12.-Retrial of the Embassy Theatre eightmillion-dollar anti-trust suit, this time
with a jury, was ordered today by
Federal (Continued
Judge Lloydon Rurke.
Last year
page 8)

Motion

PERSONAL
MENTION

JAMES A. MULVEY, president of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, left
here over the weekend for Hollywood.
•
David Lipton, Universal vicepresident in charge of advertisingpublicity, has postponed indefinitely
his earlier scheduled visit to New
York.
M. J. Frankovich, vice-president
of Columbia International and managing director for Great Britain, returned to London at the weekend
from New York via B.O.A.C.
Joe Salzburg, production and
technical supervisor for Lynn Romero
Productions, left here on Saturday for
Manila and Hong Kong.
Joseph Mankiewicz, who will direct Sam Spiegel's "Suddenly Last
Summer,"
for Columbia,
New
York
via B.O.A.C.
over the left
weekend
to join the producer in London.
Jack M. Levin, president of Certified Reports, has returned to New
York from San Francisco.
Big Early Openings for
Twin-Cities Drive-ins
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, April lO.-Drivein theatres of this city and St. Paul
have all opened for business, setting
a new record for early starts. The
independent Navarre opening on
March 26, was the first, and by last
Thursday all others had gone into
operation.
The other theatres opening were
the independents Hilltop, Lucky
Twin, 100 Twin, Flying Cloud,
Coon Rapids and the Minnesota Entertainment Enterprises'
Rose, Corral, Minnehaha,
Bloomington
and
Starlight.

Picture

Adler Arrives Here

TOA

For Meets

the
bulletin
mightproduct
have
difficulty
in adds,
getting"you
enough
for full - year operation to permit
orderly amortization of the sizeable
investment you will have to make for

at Fox

Buddy Adler, 20th Century-Fox
executive head of production, arrived
here over the weekend for conferences with president Spyros P. Skouras and other top Fox executives on
the 20th release schedule for the next
several months.
Executives conferring with Adler
will be vice-president and eastern
studio representative Joseph Moskowitz, vice-president Charles Einfeld, general sales manager Alex Harrison and assistant general sales managers Martin Moskowitz and Glenn
Norris.
Harris Introduces

Bill

On

Toll-TV by Wire
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 12.-A bill
to give the Federal Communications
Commission control over wired subscription television test programs
during the period of its proposed test
of radio pay-TV has been introduced
by House Commerce Chairman Oren
Harris (D. Ark.).
Under the Communications Act as
it now exists, the Commission has no
control over pay television operations
by
wire. Harris's
would
give the
commission
this bill
power
temporarily,
without
tions Act. amending the Communica"This Communications
new bill would Commission
give to the
Federal
the powers which in my opinion
should be exercised by the commission with regard to pay television by
wire," Harris said in a statement on
the House floor. "As far as time is
concerned, I would envisage that the
Commission regulations prescribed
under this proposed legislation would
be substantially co-extensive with the
time periods contemplated by the
Commission for test pay television
operations
by radio."
The Commission announced
last month
that it
would set a three-year limit on its
proposed test of pay-TV by radio.
The Commerce Committee expects
to hold hearings on the bill, but no
date has been set as yet.
Postpone

Hearing

on

U.A. 4Maja' Postcards
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 12.-A Post
Office Department hearing on postal
card reproductions of Goya's painting "The Naked Maja," mailed out
by United Artists, has been postponed until May 1.
The hearing was postponed because the Department's entire hearing procedure is being reorganized.
A United Artists' attorney said the
company had decided to wait until
the new procedure was established
before having the hearing.

Monday, April 13, 195

Daily
Urges Caution
(Continued from page 1 )

George G. Kerasotes, TOA president, wrote the president of each major film company asking what 70mm
equipment."
or wide film process his company
plans to use; how many pictures his
company
plansforeseeable
to release infuture;
this process in the
the
schedule of these releases so exhibitors who equip would know the frequency and availability of such product; and his company's policy on
serving smaller situations which are
equipped.
Three Companies Report Use
Replies to the Kerasotes letter
showed only three companies reportinglated
specific
pictures
in 70mm
rewide film
processes.
Theseor are
Loew's "Ben Hur"; Disney's "Big
Fisherman"; and Columbia's "Porgy
and Bess." Only 20th Century-Fox
advised of plans to make "one or two
pictures a year" in 70mm. The bulletin adds: "No company indicated at
this time any definite program which
would assure theatre owners of a
steady
flow of most
product."
In addition,
inferred that the
70mm product would also be made
available in 35mm.
TOA made a further check on
specific films which showed that
only five films are known to be slated
for widefilm production. They are:
"Ben Hur," photographed in
Loew's 65mm system which requires
70mm equipment.
"Porgy and Bess," from Columbia
in Todd-AO.
"Thein Big
Fisherman,"
Vista
Panavision
65. from Buena
"Sleeping
Beauty," from Buena
Vista
in Technirama.
"Swiss
Robinson," from
Buena
VistaFamily
in Technirama.
Scott 'Holders Accept
'Electrovision' as Name
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, April 12. - Stockholders of Scott Radio Laboratories,
Inc., approved a change in corporate
name to Electrovision Corp. at a special meeting of shareholders Friday,
Edwin F. Zabel, president announced,
adding that
curately "Electrovision"
reflects the broad more
range ac-of
business activities of the company.
Presently Electrovision operates
picture theatres in the metropolitan
Los Angeles area as well as Fanchon
& Marco Agency, which books and
produces variety entertainment. Negotiations are under way for purchase
of additional theatres, and consideration is being given to diversification
into such fields as television and electronics, Zabel told the stockholders.

list Stockholders
Vote Alden Merger
Stockholders
of List Industrie
Corp., parent company of RKO Thea f
tres, voted here at the weekend t<
merge into the Glen Alden Corp
owner of coal and trucking properties t
This marks the end of the separat j
corporate existence of List Industrie;
with Glen Alden continuing as
Pennsylvania corporation with its pre
sent name, and with combined as
sets of $132,000,000.
Votingat at
meeting
the the
Hotelcompany's
Wellingtonannua
her
followed an announcement by boan
chairman Albert A. List that th
first quarter consolidated net earning
of List Industries after all charge
and special items were $1,379,732 o
33 cents per share in 1959, as com
pared with $634,090 or 15 cents pe^
share in the first quarter of 195?
an increase of 120 per cent.
List Will Head All
List, who will be president of th
merged corporations, announced tha
pro forma net earnings of the tw<
companies
the first
quarter ofor195'41
would havein been
$2,225,467,
cents per share.
Members of the List Industrie
l_>oard re-elected at Friday's meetin
were: List, Ralph E. Case, T. R. Co!
born, William J. Durocher, Alvin C
Herud, Milton Hubschman, Dudle
G. Layman, Mrs. Vera G. List, A
Louis Oresman, A. H. Parker, Jr
Edward C. Raftery and Sol
Schwartz. Immediately following th
merger vote, all List directors wer
added to the present slate of direoj
tors of die Glen Alden Corp.
Over 200

to Attend

AM? A Lunch Tuesday
More than 200 industry leaders, th
largest turnout in the history of
Associated Motion Picture Advertiser:
will
attendon that
organization's
annua
luncheon
Tuesday
in the Georgia
Room of the Hotel Piccadilly, it w:
announced
by United
Bob Montgomery1
AMPA President.
Artists via,
president Max E. Youngstein will b
the guest of honor. Arthur Mayer wi I
introduce
Youngstein,
liver
the key
address. who will de'
Columbia

Executives

To Coast for Meetings
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD,
April
Columbia Pictures home
office12.-To
execil
tives led by executive vice-preside
Abe Montague arrive at the studio t
morrow to view footage from maj<
upcoming releases, including Williai
Goetz's "They Came to Cordura
Fred Kohlmar's "The Last Angi
Man," and UPA's "Magoo's Arabi

MOTION
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Editorial
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to Sell "Shake

Picture

MERCHANDISING

Hands'

As

A

ard- Hitting Action Melodrama'
By VINCENT CANBY
[ elaborate, hard-hitting advertising and exploitation campaigns being
id by United Artists for its Pennebaker production, "Shake Hands with
!)e\dl," were outlined Thursday afternoon by U.A. executives at the fourth
in the latest Motion Picture
dp merchandising conference,
long, or perhaps even shorter, and will
e picture, filmed at the new
feature simply the sound of a ricochetore Studios near Dublin and the
ing bullet plus the title of the picture.
ull length feature to be filmed The second series will be a little longer and feature the ricocheting bullet
is an action meloin Ireland,
and the title as well as the names of
Ljlywhich
has as its background
,921 "troubles" with the British the cast members. The third series
all these things in addithe especially infamous Black- will feature
tion to what Goldberg described as
"ans. James Cagney, Don MurDana Wynter and Glynis Johns "the full sell."
Lige Brien, director of special
j:he stars, with special feature
■rt from Michael Redgrave and events, took over from Goldberg to
the tie-ups which United ArtMichael An- outlineists has
j: Sybil
scheduled for the picture.
il, whoThorndike.
won first fame with
"We
are
concentrating," said Brien,
and The World in 80 Days,"
ted for executive producers "on national tie-ups which will be
re Glass and Walter Seltzer,
on the local level."
d Goldberg, executive assistant most helpful
Tie-Up with Fawcett
Lewis, United Artists' direcof the most extensive tie-ups
fgeradvertising, pubHcity and ex- he One
outlined is the one with Fawcett
tion, welcomed the exhibitor
ates to the "Shake Hands" dis- Publications for a pocket book edition
m following a showing of the of the novel by Reardon Conner from
which the screenplay was adapted.
|in the U.A. screening room.
Joining U.A. in the big "Shake
No 'Soft-Selling'
Hands" push will be all the dealers
and
distributors of Fawcett Publica"e're not going to soft-sell this
tions around the country.
re," said Goldberg. "We're going
1 it for what it is— a hard-hitting
Supplementary tie-ups will be made
in clothing endorsements by Don
1 melodama."
Murray and Dana Wynter.
Idberg then outlined an advance
Joe Gould, United Artists adverkit which the company is pretising manager, showed the exhibitors
y for exhibitors on "Shake
s." "This will be a complete kit," the display ads and teasers which
been prepared for the film. The
romised,
all have
theme of the ads is a hand reaching
and sizes,"layouts,
in color art
and work,
in black
vhite. This won't be 'eye-wash,' through flames to pick up a pistol.
When questioned by the exhibitors
arefully designed merchandisingto why none of the ad copy
y material." Kits will be ready as
il out to exhibitors about Apr. 15. stressed the locale or the Irish rebel•cause the film is an action melolion background, Gould said that such
"tends to limit the audience,"
.," Goldberg continued, "we stress
adding that exhibitors in areas where
we can best capture its excitein special radio spots. We are there are strong Irish populations
could and should bring out this "Irishig
threeseries
different
2 first
will beseries."
five seconds
ness" in their promotion.

Goldberg, UA ad executive,
Martin Quigley, Jr., discuss
ke Hands with the Devil."

Joseph Gould, UA advertising manager, explains the campaign to the
conference guests.
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Cram "Highlights' of 'Earth'
Campaign Into One Night
By SHERWIN KANE
Three men consumed an hour describing the still incomplete campaign
plans for
Mine" atthe
the screening
Motion Picture
soredUniversale
merchandising "This
forum Earth
which Isfollowed
of the Herald
picture sponto a
Unithe
in
delegation
exhibitor
large
versal home office projection room
paigns on the scale of those done for
last Thursday night.
"Perfect Furlough" and "Imitation of
Detailing the campaign plans were
Life"; a wide variety of tie-ins, a
Philip Gerard, Eastern publicity manpaperback edition of the story— the
ager; Jefferson Livingston, Eastern romantic adventures and escapades of
advertising manager, and Jerome members of a California wine dyEvans, exploitation manager.
nasty during the prohibition era; reThe picture will have its premiere
cordings ofthe title song by Don Corin San Francisco, June 25, and will
nell and of the sound track; tie-ups
with Southern Pacific R.R., which is
open in many key situations immediately thereafter.
in the film; Japanese camGerard said the campaign must prominent
era contests and travel agency tie-ups
with the scenic area in which the
match the picture's "bigness" in conception, in story, cast, production, en- picture was filmed; an all-expense
tertainment values and box office po- tour to the area as a contest prize
tential, and it was initiated with this sponsored by the Wine Institute, and
in mind at the very beginning of pro- numerous other stunts, not omitting
duction.
wine baths and shampoos.
Recommendations Heard
All Media to Be Used
Invited
to contribute suggestions to
Gerard and Livingston said that
"incomplete" campaign, showmen
"only the highlights" of "the still in- the
at the forum advanced such recomcomplete" campaign would be covmendations asliberal disclosures in
ered. These include national magazine advertising in Life, Look, Red- ads of "what the picture is about";
on the Technicolor and
book,
Seventeen,Sunday
McCall's,
leading emphasis
scenic backgrounds, particularly on
fan magazines,
supplements
and others; national publicity already radio and billboards for the out-ofgenerated by visits of more than 100 doors summer season; liberal use of
newsmen to the location scene in teaser trailers— "the more the better,
but siskeep
brief"; that
placing
Napa Valley, California; a compreon all them
the factors
the emphapublic
hensive kit of specially prepared publicity stories and magazine articles, cannot get on television.
The discussion was interesting, livecomplete stills, tie-ups with Henry
King's 40th anniversary as a picture in from
ly, continuing
to 11
P.M. ListenersUniversal,
in addition
to those
maker ality(he
"Earth"); perhaps
person- named, included Henry H. Martin,
tours directed
of cast members,
including the stars Rock Hudson,
general sales manager; Charles SimonJean Simmons, Dorothy McGuire,
elli, Eastern advertising-publicity director; F. J. A. McCarthy, assistant
Claude Rains and Kent Smith; a special national tour for Cindy Robbins,
sales manager; James Jordan, circuit
the picture's "new face," and tours sales manager; Morris Alin, Milton
Livingston and others.
by Other
King. highlights of the campaign
Gift baskets of wine from the Napa
include special stories by syndicated Valley accompanied the seminar parcolumnists; television and radio camticipants home.

Jefferson Livingston, eastern advertising manager, and Philip Gerard,
eastern publicity manager, present Universal's campaign for "This Earth
is Mine."
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Exhibitors
Product

Who
Attended
'Herald'
Merchandising
Conferences

Paul Baise, Walter Reade Theatres.
Sam Bendheim, hi, Neighborhood Theatres, Richmond, Va.
Richard Berner, Interhoro Circuit.
Lou Brown, Loew's Theatres,
New Haven, Conn.
Everett C. Callow, Stanley
Warner, Philadelphia.
Henry Capogna, Butterfield Circuit, Detroit, Mich.
Gerry
Collins, Loew's Theatres,
Toronto, Canada.
tres.Ernest Emerling, Loew's TheaKarl Mass.
Fasick, Loew's Theatres,
Boston,
Charles Felleman, Walter
Reade Theatres.
Al Floersheimer, TOA.
Emanuel Frisch, Randforce
Amusement Corp.
Harry Goldberg, Stanley Warner
Corp.
Edgab Goth, Stanley Warner
Corp.
Russ Grant, Loew's Theatres.
Lou Hart, zone manager, Schine
Circuit, W. New York.
Sam Horwitz, Interhoro Circuit.
Jack Hynes, Shea Theatres,
Youngstown, Ohio.
Frank V. King, Shea Theatres.
Frederick Kunkel, United Artists
Theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.

George Conn.
Landers, Loew's Theatres,
Hartford,
Ron Leonard, Odeon Theatres,
Toronto, Canada.
tres.Blanche Livingston, RKO TheaWillard Matthews, Comerford
Theatres, Scranton, Pa.
Jack Mitchell, zone manager,
Schine Circuit, E. & N. New York.
Seymour Morris, Schine Circuit,
Gloversville, N. Y.
Eugene Pleshette, Brooklyn
Paramount.
M. R. Rappaport, R F Theatres,
Baltimore, Md.
Charles M. Reagan, Greater Indianapolis Amusement Co.
Samuel Rinzler, Randforce
Amusement Corp.
Thomas Rodcers, Trans - Lux
Theatres.
Everett E. Seibel, Minnesota
Amusement Company.
Robert K. Shapiro, Paramount
Theatre.
James
Loew's Theatres.
Harry Shanahan,
Sliter, Schine
Circuit,
Lexington, Ky.
Ray Smith, Shea Theatres.
Henry Spiegel, ABC-Paramount
Theatres.
Harry Unterfort, zone maanger,
Schine Circuit, Central New York.
Lee Willis, zone manager, Schine
Circuit, Ohio.

THE

BIG

ONES...

are

in

UNITED

I Want

LIFE

ARTISTS

to Live!

Daily

Meets
Lauded
(Continued from page L)
vertising and merchandising problems, and spent the evening viewing
and analyzing the Paramount-Hal
Wallis "Last Train from Gun Hill."
The Friday program started with a
tour
the newly
Loew'sof
Stateof theatre
/andremodeled
a screening
MGM's "For the First Time." After
lunch at the Astor they went to 20th
Century-Fox for a screening of "Son
of Robin Hood." Discussion of the
campaign concluded the conferences.
4U' Executives
(Continued from page 1 )
feet Furlough" to work out as
planned, and added that he wished
"Imitation of Life" could have had
the benefit of the conference to add
even more to its current success.
"Now, with the campaign for
'This Earth Is Mine' and with your
further cooperation we can get the
most out of this picture that tosaid. day's market will allow," Martin
Gerard reiterated Martin's statement conference
crediting lastwith
fall's contributing
merchandising
"some important pluses to 'The Perfect Furlough' campaign and to the
eventual success of the film."
"We are particularly grateful to
Martin Quigley for inaugurating
this series of showmanship forums," Gerard said. "The Quigley
Publications deserve great credit
for their initiative in conceiving
these forums and for their dedicated interest in the welfare of our
industry in bringing their ambitious plans to fruition."
Gerard continued: "Next to producing the product of our industry, there
is no more important responsibility
than the proper selling and merchandising of this product to our customers—the public— as these merchandising conferences so clearly recogLivingston also mentioned the
contributions of last fall's conference to "The
Perfect
Furlough"
campaign
and its
success,
adding
that these helped to increase the
picture's
gross.
nize."
Commenting
on another phase of
conference usefulness, he said,
"Thanks to Quigley Publications, this
has been a wonderful opportunity for
me to meet for the first time some of
the people I've been doing business
with by telephone for the past 10

starring
Goldstein
SUSAN

HAYWARD

1958 Academy Award winner for best actress.
In LIFE'S December 8, 1958 issue
LIFE THE BIG ONE IN MOVIE SELLING

to Columbia

In Executive Capacity
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 12.-T. M.
"Manny"
years."Goldstein, veteran in studio production, will join Columbia
Pictures tomorrow in an executive capacity. Goldstein for 17 years was
treasurer and general manager at the
Universal studios and more recently
was studio manager at the Hal Roach

plant.

Monday, April 13,

PEOPLE
Leo Lax, who joined National 1
film Associates a year ago as Euroj
representatives has been named
eral manager for NTA Internati
operations in Italy, France, Bel^
and Luxembourg. He will headq
ter in Paris.
□
Andrew M. Spheeris, of the To
Theatre, Milwaukee, has been ele
chairman of the National Fou
tion's chapter in that city. It wil
his third year in the post.
□
William Goldman, head of G
man Theatres, Philadelphia, has 1
named chairman of Freedom W,
which will be celebrated there 1
June 28 through July 24. The
pointment was made by Mayor P
ardson Dilworth.
□
Benny Harris, recovered froi
protracted illness, has returned to :
operation of his independent A:
ican Film Exchange in Philadelj
□
Birk Binnard, formerly with J
ley Warner Theatres in Philadel i
as local
zone advertising director,
left
the company.
Film Profits High
( Continued from page 1 )
Value Line Investment Survey si
in its current issue.
"The fact is," the report
"that even today's so-called 'cont
ed' market is a vast one." The si
points out that in the last four
average weekly attendance has sf
ized at around 45,000,000 and
that "in all likelihood this figure
not change significantly in the ;
Annual revenues of the film ii!
try in the United States are well
$1,000,000,000, according to V
Line, anddollars
anotheris"several
million
derived huri
abroad while the theatre comp
ahead." additional revenues
"realize
concession sales."
Embassy
Re-Trial
(Continued
from page 1 )
the
Embassy
stretched thr!
65 trial
days suit
of approximately!
months in Judge Edward Mm]
court. The latter died last Deceii
before he could hand down a deci
All of the major studios and
hibitors are defendants in the ca
which Daniel O. McLean and Lf
C. Dibble, operators of the Emb
charged they were denied first
product
by thehouse.
defendants for
Market Street
Originally, attorney Robert
Raven, Embassy attorney, had
sented to a non-jury trial before J
death
movedtheforjurist's
a newsb
Murphy,Raven
but after
with a jury. This motion was bit
opposed by defense council who
argued a jury trial was unneces
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Theatres'
Grosses
Up
(Continued from page 1 )
standpoint. In 1958, RKO re- though
extent."
same out
to thepointed
not also
Schwartz
that
el a gross income of $24,830,142.
exiwartz told stockholders that
RKO "may have to put in 70mm in
on still has many problems stem- more theatres, since there are going
from the storage of product and to be more of that type of picture."
"despite Then he added, "while we may have
but that
television,
: two
serious forces,
the industry to make larger investments, I feel
they will pay off. While our concern
He said
look."
a brighter
dng
ess isonbetter
this year
because
of is to keep expenses down, we must
mcerted effort to counteract the
still
maintain consideration
patron comfort."
Continued
is always
ems of the industry" on the part
Exhibiof
being
given
to
the
addition
or
sale of
e American Congess
theatre properties, according to
"We have met with producers," new
both Schwartz and Albert A. List,
Vartz pointed out, "and met chairman of the board of List Inig ourselves."
dustries. The latter said that the pendAd Budget Down Slightly
ing sale of five properties with provision for lease-backs would bring
lestioned by stockholders on ex3S of the company, Schwartz an$3,200,000 before taxes. Schwartz re?d that RKO spent $1,200,000 on
ported that RKO has tried to get into
rtising and promotion in 1958,
drive-in
but hasn't found
will spend about $100,000 less the right operations,
deal, although a number of
,'ear. It was pointed out that ad- situations are available.
sing expenditures for all other
Films 'Don't Talk Back'
subsidiaries did not exceed $150,Schwartz was asked if there was
last year.
was also reported that RKO al- a chance of vaudeville returning to
m additional $700,000 to $800,- the Palace theatre here, which is curmnually for the maintenance and
rently operating on a hard-ticket film
.ation of its 72 theatres in major
president
; in 13 states and the District of do
withThetheRKOPalace
what said
we "we'll
hope
policy.
will
produce
the
most
revenue
for
the
mbia. Citing the example of "one
theatre. If it's wise to play a show,
ur competitors" in the remodelof the State Theatre on Broadwe'll play a show. But a picture's a
Schwartz said "we may have to little easier to run. Nobody talks
i job on some of our theates,
back to you!"

Daily

O

aramount

'58

(Continued from page 1)
shares then outstanding. The toconsolidated income for 1957, as
6rted at $4,783,000 or $2.47 per
I, is after reduction of $642,000
jisenting adjustment, in 1957, of
itment in an affiliated company,
fith respect to the fourth quarter
958, the consolidated net earnings
I from operations were $760,000
jl3 cents per share, based upon
1,755,888 shares outstanding at
;ary 3, 1959. Comparative earn1 for the same period of 1957 were
88,000 or 61 cents per share
d upon the 1,939,716 shares then
landing. The total consolidated
jme in the fourth quarter of 1958
a net charge of $1,915,000 or
9 per share, due to year-end adents of investments in affiliated
panies.
tine' Midwest Bow
nefit on April 24

as

eorge Stevens' "The Diary of
e Frank" will have its midwestpremiere in Chicago at the Meters Theatre April 24 for the
;fit of the Chicago Federation of
lements and Neighborhood Cendlai Stevenson is a member of the
-fit committee along with many
r prominent Illinoisans. Followj'the gala premiere, the film will
In a reserved-seat, showcase enj;ment.
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Swiss Folk Performers

ANNOUNCE

To Appear at Music Hall
Thirty native Swiss folk performers
rollers," flag— alphorn players, "plate yodelers—
will
mountain
swingers
be
flown and
in from
Switzerland to take

SPECIAL

Hall's next
City Music
Radio Leon
part
stageinshow,
Leonidoff, senior
producer of the Rockefeller Center
playhouse, announced here upon his
return from Zurich.
The group, many of whom have
never appeared outside their native
mountain villages, will augment the
Music Hall's company of Piockectes,
Corps de Ballet and Symphony Orchestra in an all-Swiss stage spactacle
which will be presented with the Music Hall's next film attraction, "Count
Your Blessings."
Skiatron Had Net Loss

production
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ALBANY — Madison 2:00 PM
ATLANTA — Rhodes 10:30 AM
BOSTON— Capitol 2:15 PM
Allston. Mass
BUFFALO — Cinema 8:00 PM
CHARLOTTE — Dilworth 10:00 AM
CHICAGO— Century 10:00 AM
CINCINNATI— Esquire 2:00 PM
CLEVELAND— Colony 2:15 PM
DALLAS— Palace 9:00 AM
DENVER — Ogden 1:30 PM
DES MOINES— Uptown 2:00 PM
DETROIT— Madison 10:00 AM
INDIANAPOLIS — Uptown 8:00 PM
JACKSONVILLE— Florida 10:00 AM
KANSAS CITY— Fairway 1:30 PM
Kansas City, Kan.

LOS ANGELES— Fox Boulevard 1:30 PM
MEMPHIS— Warner 10:00 AM
MILWAUKEE— Alhambra 10:00 AM
MINNEAPOLIS— Uptown 2:00 PM
NEW HAVEN— Roger Sherman 10:00 AM
NEW ORLEANS— Tiger 8:15 PM
NEW YORK — R K O. 58th St. 10:00 AM
OKLAHOMA CITY— Midwest 10:00 AM
OMAHA— Center 1:30 PM
PHILADELPHIA— Logan 130 PM
PITTSBURGH — Manor 11:00 AM
PORTLAND— 21st Ave. 2.00 PM
SALT LAKE CITY— Centre 10:00 AM
SAN FRANCISCO— Alhambra 1:30 PM
SEATTLE — Music Box 10:00 AM
ST. LOUIS— St. Louis 10:00 AM
WASHINGTON— Ambassador 10:00 AM

Of $76,298 in 1958
Skiatron Electronics and Television
Corp. had a net loss of $76,298 for
the year ending Dec. 31, 1958, it was
revealed in the company's annual report released here at the weekend.
Skiatron, which is one of the leading
proponents of toll television, ended
the year with a deficit of $118,522.
President Arthur Levey reports
that the company is ready to go with
either a wire or over-the-air operation whenever government approval CO STARRING
is received. A study of the potentials PETER Fl N CH • DAME EDITH EVANS • DAME PEGGY ashcroft
of a limited operation under rules set DEAN JAGGER w,™ mildred dunnock • screenplay by Robert anderson
forth last month by the Federal Com- MUSIC COMPOSED AND CONDUCTED BY FRANZ WAXMAN • PRODUCED BY HENRY 8LANKE
munications Commission is underway,
DIRECTED BY FRED ZINNEMANN
according to Levey.
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Company
d Bryanston Films;
ed by Balcon, Setton
By WILLIAM PAY
DON, April 13.-Sixteen leadtish film producers have joined
to form their own production
listribution company. The new
zation will be known as BryanFilms Ltd. Sir Michael Balcon
>e chairman and Maxwell Setiianaging director,
i'h of the producers, represent1 "teams" in all, will invest his
hnoney in the venture and furfinancial support is being sup' by Gerald and Kenneth Ship' (Continued on page 2 )
or Youngstein
PA Luncheon

VALUE

at
Today

[x E. Youngstein, vice-president
taited Artists, will be guest of
at the annual luncheon of the
Slated Motion Picture Advertisers
J:oday, which more than 200 in]' leaders are expected to attend.
Iiffair will be held in the Geora (Continued on page 2)

jy' Advance Here
jady $83,670
Ivance sales for the engagement
hmuel
"Porgy here
and
at theGoldwyn's
Warner Theatre
lg June 24 had reached $83,670
fday. The figure represented
I and organization block sales
j through a special unit set up
'lumbia Pictures, distributors of
lodd-AO film.
lers to date range through Oc! and the bulk was received
■ to the announcement of theatre
Ipening date. In addition numeralephone requests from individfiave been received at the thea|id arrangements are being made
.ndle these orders as soon as reI 1 seat tickets are put on sale.

HERALD'
MEETS
HAILED
The tremendous constructive value for all concerned of the merchandising
conferences sponsored by Motion Picture Herald in New York was emphasized
last Friday, the concluding day of the three-day affair. Silas F. Seadler, advertising manager of M-G-M, at the
Astor Hotel luncheon which followed
the screening and discussion of the
For M-G-M's "For the First
M-G-M film, took the opportunity to
lime" Conference see page 5.
express his deep gratification to Martin Quigley and Martin Quigley, Jr.,
For
20th-Fox's
Hood"
Conference
see "Robin
page 5.
for holding the conferences.
At the same luncheon, SeyList of Exhibitors Who
mour Morris, director of advertising
Attended on page 4.
and publicity for the Schine circuit,
with headquarters in Gloversville,
N. Y., announced that he planned a
promotional contest among managers
September or October. Martin Quigof the circuit, the winner or winners
ley, Jr.,series
emphasized
that this, was
the
second
of conferences,
to be the circuit's guests at the next much better attended than the initial
series of merchandising conferences,
(Continued on page 4 )
which probably will be held in late
Industry Joining in
National Library Week
Participation of the film industry
in National Library Week, which began Sunday and continues through
next Sunday was announced yesterday by the advertising and publicity
directors committee of the Motion
Picture Association, headed by
Charles Simonelli.
In saluting National Library Week
the ad-publicity directors committee
prepared a special poster to be used
in libraries. The poster, 17x22 inches,
in three colors, carries the titles of
16 successful novels which recently
have been released as motion pictures or are scheduled to be released
shortly.
Copies of the poster, together with
(Continued on page 3 )
Arwin

Expands

Slate to

12 Features, 1959-1961
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 13. - Arwin
Productions, company headed by Martin Melcher, has expanded its current
program from six to 12 features to be
filmed within the 1959-61 period, at
an overall budget allocation of $24,000,000, it was announced today.
Six new co-production deals involve
commitments of three features each
to MGM and Universal. Present commitments are allocated to MGM, Universal and Columbia, which will star
(Continued on page 4)

Fox Maintains

Staffs

in Three U.K. Cities
From THE DAILY Bureau
LONDON, Apil 11 (by Air Mail)Under its streamlining policy, the
London, Liverpool and Newcastle
sales branches of 20th Century-Fox
are to cease to exist as such, but the
company states that in each branch
it will continue to maintain a sales
force and dispatch department tostaff. gether with a skeleton administrative
In a statement to the trade the
company's managing director, James
Pattinson,
said, "experience
(Continued
on page has
2) shown
Harris Bill Covers Only
Home-Reception Pay-TV
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 13. - The
Harris bill to give the Federal Communications Commission control over
wire pay-television applies only to
pay-TV for home reception. Some industry officials had considered the bill
broad enough to cover pay-TV by
wire going into theates.
The bill wasn't available until today, but a perusal of it shows that it
applies specifically to pay-TV programs "transmitted by wire and intended to be received by home television receiving sets."

Films

on

Ruled

Subject

To

TV

Censorship

Decision Seen Having
Far-Reaching

Results

^Special to THE DAILY
KANSAS CITY, April 13.-Television stations in Kansas showing mopicture filmsand
mustapproved
have the
moviestionexamined
by
the state board of review, John Anderson, Jr., Kansas attorney general, said in an opinion announced at
the weekend.
The state official's decision, made
as the result of a request from Robert
Duncan, Atchison County, Kan., attorney, isexpected
to have
in results
and to stir
anew far-reachthe controversy over censorship.
The attorney general also said in
the opinion that films and reels publicly exhibited at Kansas State University and the University of Kansas
and 16mm movies publicly displayed
(Continued on page 3)
MP A Sets Committee
To Meet ACE May 12
The Motion Picture Association has
created a committee on exhibitor relations which will meet with a committee of the American Congress of
Exhibitors on May 12 to discuss exhibitor-distributor problems, the
MPAA announced yesterday on the
eve
of a meeting
of ACE's executive
committee
here today.
Named to the MPAA exhibitor relations committee were Spyros Skou(Continued on page 21
Para. Will Re-Release
Two Presley Pictures
Paramount Pictures yesterday announced plans to re-release two of
Elvis Presley's biggest film hits, "Loving You" and "King Creole." The Hal
Wallisuled productions
schedfor reissue in have
June been
for showing
singly
as a double
Newsor stories
from bill.
West Germany
about Presley's
armyon experiences
(Continued
page 2) and

•2
Motion
British
PERSONAL

Producers

C PYROS P. SKOURAS, president
^ of 20th Century-Fox, left here
yesterday for Europe to confer with
company officials in Paris, London
and Rome.
•
Edward R. Svigals, vice-president in charge of sales for Trans-Lux
Distributing Corp., left New York
yesterday for Los Angeles.
•
Ceorge E. Landers, E. M. Loew's
Theatres division manager in Hartford, has returned there from New
York.
•
Nathan Cohen, director of Anglo
Amalgamated (Film Distributors )
Ltd., has returned to London from
New York via B.O.A.C.
•
Harry Ackerman, Screen Gems
vice-president in charge of production, will leave Hollywood today for
England.
•
Maureen O'Hara will leave New
York today for Cuba to start work
in "Our Man in Havana."
•

Kingdom at their disposal. Distribution overseas will be arranged in association with Lion International.
Producers to Control Policy
However, the selection of subjects,
casting and production, and policy
governing the sale of their films both
at home and abroad will be determined by the film-makers themselves,
in collaboration with British Lion.
Bryanston Films will provide an

CiteYoungstein
(Continued from page 1 )
gian Room of the Hotel Piccadilly.
Arthur Mayer will introduce Youngstein, who will deliver the key address.
UA executives on the dais will include Arthur B. Krim, Robert S.
Benjamin, William J. Heineman, Arnold M. Picker, Seymour M. Peyser,
Herbert L. Golden, and James R.
Velde.
The mentcompany's
promotionby departwill be represented
Roger
H. Lewis, Fred Goldberg, Mort
Nathanson, Joe Gould, and Mori
Krushen.
Para. Re-Releasing
(Continued from page I )

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

I— RADIO
CUTCenterMUSIC
HALL —
Rockefeller
• Ci 6-4600
AUDREY HEPBURN . ANTHONY PERKINS
In "GREEN MANSIONS"
Co-starring LEE J. COBB
SESSUE HAYAKAWA . HENRY SUVA
In METROCOLOR
CinemaScope
An M-G-MandPicture
and THE MUSIC MIL'S HEAT USTE* STAGE SUM

MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY,

columnists'
the kind of speculations
entertainment concerning
career he
will pursue following his discharge
have been keeping public interest in
the singer at a high pitch, the comParamount
is planning intensive
pany said.
promotion of the Presley re-releases,
which will play in theatres throughout the U. S. and Canada in June.
Para. Operating Net
Due to a printing error, Paramount
Pictures' estimated consolidated net
earnings for 1958 were reported in
yesterday's Motion Picture Daily
at $12,554,000, whereas that figure
represents total consolidated income,
including special items, for the year.
Estimated consolidated net earnings
from operations was $4,567,000.

TRAILERS
ffilmack
4 TWO PLANTS ►

Martin
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Join

Forces

(Continued from page 1 )
man with Alliance Film Studios, Brit- outlet to its members for their prodish Lion Films, Denhan Laboratories
uct additional to other outlets available to them.
and Lloyds Bank. The total capital
available is set at £1,000,000
The company also will welcome the
submission of projects by outside pro($2,800,000).
It is anticipated that output of the
ducers who are seeking a distribution
combine for the first year will be six
films.
Sir Michael Balcon will shortly be
guarantee.
British Lion, which has long been making
a further announcement
a major outlet for independent film about his other plans. He recently
production in this country, is also ended a 20-year association with Ealgiving the new group important
ing Films.
Will Work at 3 Studios
backing bytribution
putting
disresources its
in physical
the United

MENTION

Frank Capra has returned to Hollywood from New York.
•
Sy Weintraur and Harvey Hayutin, producer, have arrived in New
York, the former from London, the
latter from Hollywood, for conferences with Paramount home office
executives.
•
Victor J. Hoare, deputy managing director of Lion International
Films, Ltd., will leave London today
for New York.

Picture

Quigley,

Editor-in-Chief

and

Publisher;

Sherwin

The group will make their films at
Shepperton, Twickenham and Beaconsfield.
Producer members of the company,
in addition to Sir Michael and Setton, include Aubrey Baring, George
Brown, Monja Danischewsky, David
Dent, Basil Dearden, Michael Relph,
Charles Frend, Norman Priggen, Colin Leslie, Ronald Neame, John
Bryan, Albert Fennell, Julian Wintle
and Leslie Parkyn.

M0A Musicians Win
In Dispute with AFM
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, April 13. - The
American Federation of Musicians
and Local 47 today agreed to cease
and desist from requiring employers
and their agents (orchestra managers,
contractors and leaders) to comply
with the AFM constitution and bylaws in all collective bargaining
agreements affecting interstate commerce, including agreement with motion pictures, TV film, TV network
and recording fields.
The Federation and Local 47 further agreed to pay damages to Milton
Bernhart and William Hinshaw,
musicians filing charges which led to
the NLRB action, for loss of earnings
suffered by them.
Bernhart and Hinshaw are members of Musicians Guild of America
which welcomed the NLRB order as
"part of its program of eliminating
control of the Federation over the employment ofmusicians."
Two AB-PT Dividends
The board of directors of American Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres have declared second quarter
dividends of 25 cents on common
stock and 25 cents on preferred, both
payable
June 22.15 to stockholders as of
record May
Hot' Does

$65,896

United Artists' "Some Like It
Hot"
grossed here
$65,896
at Loew's
State Theatre
for the
second
week which ended Sunday.

Kane,

Editor;

James

D. Ivers, Managing

To Build New Theatre
For Cinerama in Chile
A Cinerama theatre will be
in Santiago de Chile by Aleja
Mendez, leading Chilean arch
and his partner, Alberto Merlet
cording to an announcement her
B. G. Kranze, vice-president of
ley Warner Cinerama Corp.
marks the first new Cinerama th
to be built. In other cities throug
the world theatres have been rei
elled to house the special Cine
Chile will be the sixteenth foi
equipment.
country to have Cinerama.
Fox

Maintai]

(Continued from page 1)
that, in the changing condition
distribution since the introductic
CinemaScope
pictures, more
more bookings, sales, publicity
administration is being done by
office and a progressively smaller
portion by the branches.
'Must Move with the Time:
"The motion picture business,
any other business, must move
the times. We at Fox are being
istic and moving with, or tryir
anticipate, the trend of distribul
MPA

Committee
(Continued from page 1 )

ras, 20th Century-Fox president
thur Krim, United Artists presi
and Eric Johnston, MPAA presi
who made the appointments.
Johnston advised S. H. Fa
ACE chairman, of the naming o
committee and invited a committ
ACE to meet with it at lunche*
the Harvard Club here, May 12
The ACE executive committet
meet at the Stanley Warner hom
fice board room today for its
session since February. Its agend
not been disclosed.
6t/' Dividend $1.06
The board
of directors
of UniPictures
has declared
a quarter])
idend of $1.0625 per share 01
4Yt per cent cumulative pre
stock of the company. The div
is
payable
June 15.
1 to stockholdt
record
on May
Ira H. Morgan Dies
SAN FRANCISCO, April 1
Funeral services will be held in
lywood this week for Ira H.
Morgan, 70, pioneer motion p
cameraman,
who retired three
city.
ago
activity inhetheis sui
in<
since following
1907. A widower,
by a sister and brother, both o

Editor;

Richard

Gertner,

News 1

dent and Treasurer; Leo J. Brady, Secretary. Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald, Better Theatres and Better Refreshment Merchandising, each published 13 times
as a section ot Motion Picture Herald; Television Today, published daily as a part
Motion Picture Daily; Motion Picture Almanac, Television Almanac, Fame. Entered as
class matter Jaept. 21, 1938, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y., under the act of of
March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign. Single copie
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For Multiple Booking
(Continued from page 1 )
! state are subject to review by
msorship agency,
should be pointed out," Anderdded, "that films displayed for
- educational, charitable or re5 purposes may be exempt
the payment of a fee for
nation as a waiver of the fee
bin the discretion of the Board
view. It is our opinion, however,
a special permit must be ob[ from the Board of Review for
■ exhibition of each individual
t reel."
ustry Joining
(Continued from page 1 )
morandum
citing theof industry's
ration in support
National
■v Week, were sent to 4500 key
es throughout the country.
■ pictures are: Allied Artists:
of Montmartre," "79 Park AveColumbia: "They Came to
la," "The Last Angry Man";
M: "Green Mansions," "Count
Blessings"; Paramount: "The
Orchid," "Tempest," from Al2r Pushkin's "The Captain's
hter"; Twentieth Century-Fox:
Diarv of Anne Frank," "The
. and the Fury"; United Artists:
lie Beach," "Exodus"; UniverSpartacus," "The Ugly AmeriWamer Bros.: "The
I
»FBI Storv"
*
The Nun's Story."

THE

American - International's "Horrors
of the Black Museum" will open at
the Brooklyn Paramount on Friday,
April 17, and two weeks later will
begin a saturation engagement on
Friday, May 1, throughout the metropolitan area in more than 100 theatres with RKO, Skouras, Century,
Randforce, Stanley- Warner and other
top circuits and theatres participating. The film introduces "HypnoVista," in a 12-minute prologue described as "aiming at conditioning audiences to a point where they actually feel and experience emotionally and
psychologically much of the action."
S-W Books 'Heaven'
Following the Boston opening of
"Embezzled Heaven," Louis de Rochemont Associates release, Stanley Warner has booked the film in ten situations in the New England area. First
engagements of the picture are May
13 at the Majestic, Providence, R. I.,
and the Capitol, Springfield, Mass.
George Ebeck Dies
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla., April 13George Ebeck, owner of the Capital
Theatre, Mount Gilead, O., until he
sold it in 1946 to Frank Slavik, died
suddenly here, where he and Mrs.
Ebeck have made their home for the
past 10 years.

BIG
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ONES
358 Academy Award Winner: Black & White
nematography, Original Story & Screen Play
ii LIFE'S August 11, 1958 issue.
IFE THE BIG ONE IN MOVIE SELLING

.

.

PEOPLE
Dave Rosen, Philadelphia independent distributor, has taken over
distribution in that area of the Film
Group product.
□

If

1M

m

OF THE

Robert Gates, associated with the
Neth circuit in Ohio for the past seven
years, has been named manager of
the RKO Grand Theatre, Columbus.
□
Samuel T. Wilson, theatre and music critic of the "Columbus (Ohio)
Dispatch," will receive on May 2
the honorary degree of Doctor of
Humanities
that
city. from Capital University in
□
John Hubb, for many years office
manager of the Paramount branch in
Atlanta, is leaving that post to go
with Wilby-Kincey Service as assistant to James Harrison.
□
Wesley Teeple, formerly associated
with the Rivoli Theatre here, has
been named manager of the Riverview Theatre, Fabian house in Schenectady, N. Y.
New Company Formed
To Produce in N.Y.
Producers Herbert Leder and Monroe Sachson yesterday announced the
formation of a new motion picture
production company to be called LeSac Productions with temporary
headquarters at Hal Roach Distribution Corporation office here.
A schedule of three productions a
year is planned with the first release
to be tions"Pretty
Floyd."forNegotiaare now Boy
underway
Ralph
Meeker to portray the title role.
Production on "Pretty Boy Floyd"
is expected to start on or about May
25 in New York. Le-Sac plans to film
all its productions in the East utilizing New York talent and facilities.
Montana Meeting May 5
The annual convention of the
Montana Theatre Association, an
affiliate of Theatre Owners of America, originally scheduled for April
28-29 at the Northern Hotel, Billings,
has been redated for May 5-6 at the
same site. George Roscoe, TOA director of exhibitor relations, will be
among the speakers.
Lipow

Heads

Salesmen

CLEVELAND, April 13-The Salesman's Club of this city has elected
Jerry Lipow of Paramount to succeed Martin Grassgreen of Columbia
as president for the current year. Nat
Barach, National Screen Service branch
manager, was named vice-president;
Sam Licter, of 20th Century-Fox was
elected treasurer.

'18 1

Motion

Arwin

Slate

(Continued from page 1)
Melcher s wife, Doris Day, actress and
vocalist.
Emerging as one of the new major
independent producing organizations,
Arwin plans to streamline its operational overhead "utilizing every dollar
entertainment,"
for and
potential
and signingprimarily
top talent
department
heads on a picture-to-picture basis,
it was announced.
Expansion plans also include a music publishing and record division,
already established by Arwin, with
branch offices now operating in London and New York.
Forecasting a shorter work week
and more leisure time for entertainment, Melcher stated "it is up to us
in this phase of entertainment to compete with other industries for the increasing entertainment dollar and leisure time being made available to
us."
'Compulsion Is Big
Darryl F. Zanuck Productions
"Compulsion"
off to a and
recordBoston,
start
in New York,is Miami
according to reports from theatres
in those key cities. At the Miami,
Miracle and Carib theatres in the
Miami area the 20th-Fox release
racked up $27,393 for the three-day
weekend. At the Gary in Boston,
"Compulsion"
ins weekend. scored a $9,467 openGleason Mass Tomorrow
LOS ANGELES, April 13.-A
Rosary service for actor-playwright
James Gleason, 76, who died last
"night at the Motion Picture Country
House and Hospital, will be held tomorrow night at St. Martin of Tours,
West Los Angeles.
Requiem mass at 9:30 A. M.
Wednesday will be followed by interment at Holy Cross Cemetery.
'Seas' to Continue
CLEVELAND, April 13.-Stanley
Warner Cinerama's lease of the Palace Theatre here expired on Sunday
but its current booking, "Cinerama
South Seas Adventure," will continue
its run without interruption under a film deal negotiated by B. G.
Kranze, vice-president of Stanley
Warner Cinerama, with Samuel Silk
and William Halperin, owners of the
Palace Theatre building. Silk and
Halperin will operate the theatre
themselves.
When "Cinerama South Seas Adventure" ends its run, the theatre will

Picture

'Herald'
Attended
Exhibitors Who
Product Merchandising
Conferences
Paul Baise, Walter Reade Theatres.
Sam Bendheim, m, Neighborhood Theatres, Richmond, Va.
Richard
Berner, Interhoro Circuit.

George Conn.
Landers, Loew's Theatres,
Hartford,
Ron Leonard, Odeon Theatres,
Toronto, Canada.
tres.Blanche Livingston, RKO Thea-

Brown,
NewLouHaven,
Conn. Loew's Theatres,
Everett C. Callow, Stanley
Warner, Philadelphia.
Henry Capogna, Butterfield Circuit, Detroit, Mich.
Gerry
Collins, Loew's Theatres,
Toronto, Canada.

Willard Matthews, Comerford
Theatres, Scranton, Pa.
Jack Mitchell, zone manager,
Schine Circuit, E. & N. New York.
Seymour Morris, Schine Circuit,
Gloversville, N. Y.
Eugene Pleshette, Brooklyn
Paramount.
M. R. Rappaport, R F Theatres,
Baltimore, Md.
Charles M. Reagan, Greater Indianapolis Amusement Co.
Samuel Rinzler, Randforce
Amusement Corp.

tres.Ernest Emerling, Loew's TheaKarl Mass.
Fasick, Loew's Theatres,
Boston,
Charles Felleman, Walter
Reade Theatres.
Al Floersheimer, TOA.
Emanuel Frisch, Randforce
Amusement Corp.
Corp.
Harry Goldberg, Stanley Warner
L. R. Golding, Fabian Theatres.
Corp.
Edgar
Goth,
Stanley Warner
Russ Grant, Loew's Theatres.
Lou Hart, zone manager, Schine
Circuit, W. New York.
Sam Horwitz, Interboro Circuit.
Jack Hynes, Shea Theatres,
Youngstown, Ohio.
Frank V. King, Shea Theatres.
Frederick Kunkel, United Artists
Theatres, Pittsburgh, Pa.
'Life' Continues Big
With Many Holdovers
Universale "Imitation of Life"
continued to roll up record business
in new openings this past week while
holding in virtually every key situation where it opened originally in the
pre-Easter period. Business was
ahead of "The Glenn Miller Story,"
the
company's
executives
said all-time
yesterday.record holder,
Record openings were achieved
starting late last week at the St.
Louis Theatre in St.' Louis, where the
film did $16,300 in three days; the
Fox in Atlanta, $13,000 in three days;
the Paramount, New Haven, $10,500
in five days; the Gateway in Fort
Lauderdale, $8,700 in five days;
Florida in Jacksonville, $6,100 in
three days; and the Florida, West
Palm Beach, $5,800 in three days.
continue to show Cinerama with the
re-run of the first four Cinerama
presentations, beginning with "This
Is Cinerama."

Tuesday, April 14,

Daily

Thomas
Theatres.
Everett
Amusement
Robert
Theatre.

Rodgers, Trans - Lux
E. Seibel, Minnesota
Company.
K. Shapiro, Paramount

James
Loew's Theatres.
Harry Shanahan,
Sliter, Schine
Circuit,
Lexington,
Ky.
Ray Smith, Shea Theatres.
Henry Spiegel, ABC-Paramount
Theatres.
Harry Unterfort, zone maanger,
Schine Circuit, Central New York.
Lee Willis, zone manager, Schine
Circuit, Ohio.
Miss Michaels to Tour
Dolores Michaels, star of 20th Century-Fox's "Warlock" is making one of
the most extensive single-area tours
in the history of the film company
throughout the Kansas City area this
week.
The tour will take the actress to
cities, towns, small hamlets and tiny
villages throughout the area, where she
will meet the press, radio and TV
representatives,
various
tions held in her attend
honor and
aid infuncthe
pre-selling of "Warlock."

Woods Books 'Murder'
Otto Preminger's "Anatomy of a
Murder," currently being filmed on
location in Michigan has been given
a July booking in a third major house,
the Woods Theatre in Chicago, it was
announced yesterday by Rube Jaekter, Columbia Pictures vice-president
and general sales manager. The Columbia release had previously been
booked into the Criterion Theatre in
New York, and the Stanley Warner
Theatre in Beverly Hills.

Laude
Meets
(Continued from page 1)
series, and that a greater degrs
support
was to be expected foi
ture
meetings.
Seadler, referring to the F
morning
on thedeclared:
M-G-M
"For the session
First Time,"
(meaning the M-G-M promot
executives) got a tremendous arr
of value from the meeting this n
Circuit Officials Praised

suppo;
to , theJr.,enthusia
tribute
n
luncheo
at thestic
Quigley
the conferences of Morris and E
sident and dit
Emerling, vice-pre
of advertising and publicity
Loew's Theatres. Emerling was
early Friday morning to the vi
exhibitor representatives in a to
the comple
ing." tely remodeled L
State theatre on Broadway. The
itors were quite obviously impr
by the modern decor, the app
comfort and efficient design of tf
modeled house in which the car.
has been reduced advantageously
3,316 to 1,885 in the interest
greater comfort and convenienc
Screening Followed Luncheo
Following luncheon Friday,
patrons.
group home
assembled
the screening
20th Cen
Fox
officeatfor
discussion on 'Son of Robin Hoo
Cardinal Sponsors Fi
BOSTON, April 13. - ||
Cardinal Cushing will attend
New England
premiere of
"CineB
South
Seas Adventure,"
at the
Theatre, Thursday evening, whi
a benefit for the Cardinal Cu
Charity Fund. Cardinal Cusl
sponsorship
duction
marksof the
the new
secondCinerama
time h
supported Cinerama presentation
1957, before he was named tc
Sacred College of Cardinals by
John XXIII, Archbishop Cu
sponsored the local Cinerama
miere
of "Search for Paradise,"
same theatre.
Peck

to Make

Trailei

HOLLYWOOD, April 13. gory Peck will film a special t:
Wednesday at the Goldwyn st
for his Melville Productions
Chop Hill,"
which will be put
release
in mid-May.
Peck plans a personal cam]
later this month, with appearand
a half dozen key cities for press,
and TV interviews.
I

THE GEVAERT

CO.

OF AMERICA, INC.

Sales Offices
and Warehouses
at

Photographic

materials of

321 West 54th Street
New York 19
New York

6601 N. Lincoln Ave.
Lincolnwood, III.
(Chicago)

extraordinary quality for over half a century Acomt
6370 Santa
Blvd. Monica
1355 Conant Street
1925 Blake St.
Dallas 7
Line
of
Professi
Los Angeles 38
Denver 2
Texas
California
Cine Fil
Colorado
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MERCHANDISING

Colorful

for 'Robin

Hood'

By VINCENT CANBY
ntieth Century-Fox Friday afternoon, at the final session in the second
of merchandising conferences sponsored by Motion Picture Herald, not
old exhibitors all about the forthcoming campaign for "The Son of
Hood," but also demonstrated
orfully and dramatically with ness at hand, Einfeld called "The Son
feet.
of Robin Hood" an attraction "that
the screening of the film which has been pre-sold via the television
show, 'The Adventures of Robin
ed the selling forum the comnvited 50 local school children,
Hood,' for two solid years. And your
the kids (and the exhibitors) got theatre is the only place where the
2 elevator at the home office audience can see it." This is the key
floor they immediately found
the campaign: "First Time on the
Ives in Sherwood Forest: a to
Screen! Cannot be Seen on TV!"
The
film, an Ago poduction, was
bower put together in the
Jiing room foyer earlier that day photographed in England in Cinemascope and DeLuxe Color and stars Al
horticulture experts in the Fox
ation department,
Hedison
Fly"), June Laverick
Farrar.
on of Robin Hood himself in and David("The
le complete with bow and arjwas on hand to greet the small
d present Robin Hood favors,
as all free and it was a tremenIshow which Charles Einfeld,
resident in charge of advertisd publicity, and his staff put on
s exhibitors as well as for the
Joining Einfeld in the posting forum were Alex Harrison,
1 sales manager; Abe Goodadvertising director; Rodney
exploitation director, and Marchel, radio and TV manager,
ire getting the discussion under>oth Einfeld and Harrison took
portunity to thank Quigley Pubfis for its leadership in sponsore merchandising sessions. Said
an: "I hope they will be ex1toeven
I'm about
going en-to
other further.
distributors
ding greater representation of
':ors from all parts of this cound Canada."
ling then to the specific busi-

Goodman described the "doubledbarreled" advertising approach that is
aiming at the children as well as all
action and adventure fans. Using
slides he showed the exhibitors the
various ad layouts now being set, all
stressing "first time on screen."
Title Song a Selling Point
A key point of the campaign, and
likely to be a hit for some years to
come, is the title song written expressly for the promotion campaign.
It is simple and rhythmic, the kind
that kids will be able to hum easily.
Bush told the exhibitors of the 10
"do-it-yourself" exploitation ideas in
the pressbook, to be issued well before the film's release in middle and
late June, and described ways and
means to stimulate concession sales.
He also pointed out that the film is
a natural for colorful theatre front art
work. "It is my opinion," he concluded, "that there is good showmanship in theatres today."
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CONFERENCES
Stress

Color, Appeal

to Young

In Campaign for Tirst Time'
By CHARLES S. AARONSON
The value of constructive discussion of a promotional campaign on a film
which is still several months from release date was stressed Friday morning
following a screening of the new MGM film, "For the First Time," on the
final day of the merchandising conferences sponsored by Motion Picture said Seadler, to seek to attract the
Herald for exhibitor representatives.
younger dience,
elements
the potential
auThe film, which stars Mario Lanza
and it wasof further
suggested
in the role of a singer, flighty and
the be
participating
exromantically inclined, who finds real by several
hibitors thatofthere
concentration
love when he meets a deaf girl on the
on die "new" element in Belling
isle of Capri, is in beautiful color, Lanza. A "new" Mario Lanza in splenand the men present were agreed that
did voice, should be a valued aspect
it is vitally important in this case, as of the selling campaign, it was
in others, that the color be stressed
in the selling. That factor was cited
Seadlerout.urged the exhibitors to conas a decided asset, with relation to pointed
tinue to agitate, whenever the opportunity affords, for simplification of
today's competition with home television, toward which not enough at- the difficult billing problem. He detention isdirected.
scribed the knotty situation which alThe discussions were conducted for
most constantly develops in advertising when care must be taken to know
MGM
the company's
homeby office
screeningin room
on Broadway
Silas billing
priorities by contract, but cited
F. Seadler, advertising manager; Dan
the "For the First Time" campaign as
Terrell, publicity manager, and Emery
when that problem situM. Austin, director of exploitation. an instance
ation did not exist.
Each outlined the plans thus far developed for the promotional effort on
Austin Outlines 'Dee-jay' Drive
Austin made particular mention of
"For the First Time," and each
pointed out that the campaign on the the RCA Victor sound track album
film was only now in the formative
which will be issued shortly, and indicated the scope of the nationwide
stage, in view of the picture's August
disc jockey promotional campaign
general release date.
which is to be undertaken in that
The concentration in the promotion,
Seadler said, speaking particularly of connection. He also referred to the
intensive cooperation to be expected
advertising, is to be on Mario Lanza,
from the Italian Tourist Bureau and
emphasizing his singing in the vari- the Italia Air Line, by reason of the
ous cities of Europe and on the lovely island of Capri. It was pointed out film's locale. Tape recordings are to
that in the interests of good taste and be made by Lanza, now in Europe, to
to avoid adverse public reaction, little take the form of greetings to disc
or no stress was laid upon the fact jockeys and other opinion formers.
Music lovers and music groups are
of the girl's deafness. Rather the affliction is suggested in the advertising.
to be contacted extensively, he emThe advertising was to be geared,
phasized.

'ox executives greeting some of the young guests who saw "Son of
Hood" in company with exhibitors attending the Motion Picture Herald
andising conferences. From left to right are Charles Einfeld, vice-presin charge of advertising and publicity; Martin Moskowitz, Eastern
>n manager; C. Glenn Norris, Central and Canadian Division manager;
larrison, general sales manager; and "Robin Hood."

Silas F. Seadler, M-G-M advertising manager, presents in the company's homeoffice screening room the advertisements which have been prepared for the
campaign on "For the First Time" at the Motion Picture Herald merchandising
conference.
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6 Points

Exhibitors

Dedicated
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^

Up

to Dose

ontroversy
Itself Too Seriously,
ity AM? A Meet Told
(Picture on Page 3)
]. Youngstein, United Artists
ident, delighted a capacity
of approximately 200 memguests of the Associated Moure Advertisers at a luncheon
ccadilly Hotel here yesterday
citation of the difficulties that
> decision to choose a nonrsial subject on which to
them.
:h delicacy was displayed by
L. Mayer, veteran exhibitor
"ibutor, who preceded him at
and as his subject chose
in.
'. A. executive ended an enZontinued on page 3)
wests $1,500,000
Sale of Studio
WARREN G. HARRIS
the sale of its Hollywood
which resulted in a net profit
5,510 for the company, UniPictures
le varistments
•ighbor(51,500,stocks
Is, presilton R.
told the
meeting
;holders
a Rec:ent or" 'iere
Milton Rackmil

pi de- on a description of
bmment
rities involved, but said that a
was of Universale own comck, of which Decca owns ap.Continued on page 7)
S/ON TODAY— page 7
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_ By Sherwin Kane

ors at Motion
THE APPEARANCE of an increasing number of exhibit
Picture Herald's merchandising conferences is an impressive demonstration that many exhibitors today are vitally interested in anything
that promises to help them sell more tickets at their box offices.
Several score exhibitors, many of them traveling long distances to attend last week's conferences here, devoted three days and nights to
viewing outstanding summer releases of seven companies and to participating in subsequent discussions of the campaigns for the pictures.
valuable, specific
s produced
discussion
The thoroughgoing, candid
(Continued
on page
2)
Johnston

Wants

Larger

Information Media fund
From THE DAILY Bureau
, April 14.-MoNGTON
WASHI
Association President
tion Picture
Eric Johnston will ask Congress Frimore money for the informaday formedia
guaranty program.
tion
This is the program under which
(Continued on page 6)
Plan

Legislative Fight

Sunday Movie Ban
Special to THE DAILY
HARRISBURG, Pa., April 14.-An
all out fight to win Sunday movies
throughout Pennsylvania will begin
here next Tuesday when a group of
exhibitors will hold a legislative
strategy meeting. A bill revoking the
(Continued on page 6)
On

$20 Million Program
From Mirisch for UA
The Mirisch Company has set a
films for production
top $20,000,000
of of
program
at
a cost
starting
yesterday
announced
was
July 15, it
by Harold Mirisch, president of the
company. Release will be through
United Artists, which is handling the
(Continued on page 6)
ACE CaUsonlLA.

to

'Look-See' Plan
Modify
The executive committee of the
American Congress of Exhibitors
called upon United Artists yesterday
to "reconsider and modify" its policy
to the "look-see" pracwith ticerespect
of many exhibitors.
Following its all-day meeting here
(Continued on page 2)

REVIEW:
Last

Train

from

Gun

Wallis — Paramount — VistaVision

Producer Hal Wallis and director John Sturges, who made the memorable "Gunfight at the O.K. Corral"" two years ago, have joined forces
top-notch western. They call the new one "Last
out another
turn Gun
tofrom
again
Hill," and it should coin a mint wherever the fans
Train
enjov a thrilling western show.
As has come to be expected of Wallis, the production values of this
picture are first-rate. It has two major stars in Kirk Douglas (also in
"O.K. Corral") and Anthony Quinn and two comparative newcomers of
The scenery,
promising talent in Carolyn Jones and Earlr, Holliman.
filmed in Arizona in VistaVision and Technicolo is stupendous, and the
re-creation of a western town authentic down to the red velvet drapes
in the gaudy saloon.
from6) Gun Hill" is the script of
of "Last Train
on page
But the major distinction(Continued

U.A.

'Clarifies'

Its 'Look-See'
Policy
Sales

''Fuss9d It
Heineman
d is Says
Create
Unwarrante
Adoption of United Artists' new
practice
of many exhibitors
does not
to the "look-see"
policy pertaining
mean
the
companythat will
„~-r»»
not meet with
its customers
and grant
relief
when
justified,
William
J.
Heineman, disday.
tribution vicepresident, made
it clear yesterIn a "statement of clarification" of the

W. J. Heineman

man
said,Heine"It is hard for me to imapolicy
gine
why
the fuss has ofbeen
created overalltheofannouncement
our
sales policy.
It
was
our
intention
when
(Continued on page 2)

ACE Names Committee
To Meet with MPA
The executive committee of the
American Congress of Exhibitors at its
meeting here yesterday, accepted the
invitation of the Motion Picture Association committee on exhibitor relations for a meeting at the Harvard
Club, Tuesday, May 12.
The ACE committee will consist of
S. H. Fabian, national chairman of
ACE; Horace Adams, president of Allied States Assn.; George Kerasotes,
president of Theatre Owners of America; Sol Schwartz, president of the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatre
Assn.; Harry Brandt, president of
I.T.O.A.; and Harry Arthur, chairman
of the board of the Pacific Coast
Theatres Association. Members of the
MPA exhibitor relations committee
are Spyros Skouras, Arthur Krim and
Eric Johnston.

2

Motion

Picture

U

EDITORIAL.
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE

PERSONAL
MENTION
RTHUR FREED returned
returned to
A Hollywood from here
he yesterday
following M-G-M home office meetinss.
Jeffern Livingston,
Universal's
advertising manager,
has Eastleft
New York for Detroit, Flint and
Lansing, Mich.
Nat D. Fellman, Stanley Warner
executive, left here yesterday for
Chicago and Milwaukee. He will return Monday.
•
Martin S. Davis, Paramount's assistant advertising-publicity director,
is in Washington today from New
York.
•
G. Joseph Maidment, general
manager of Pendenis Pictures Corp.,
Ltd., will return to London from
New York today via B.O.A.C.
•
Victor J. Hoare, managing director of Lion International Films, is
scheduled to arrive here from London today by plane.
•
Edwin Miller, entertainment editor of "Seventeen," will leave here
on Friday for Los Angeles, to be followed the next day by Ralph Martin, motion picture advertising representative ofthe magazine.
•
Dorothy Squires, British actress,
is scheduled to arrive here today from
London via B.O.A.C.
•
Emery Austin, M-G-M home office publicity representative, is in
Cleveland from New York.
•
John E. Petroski, of the Stanley
Warner Garde Theatre, New London,
Conn., is a patient at Lawrence
Memorial Hospital of that city.

Years of skilh
Craftsmanship
Feature Tra)l§^
Production...
available for your
SPECIAL
NCEMENT FILMS
Custom Produced
hy the hand of experience/
NATIONAL
SERVICE
TOPS HVSCREEN
TKtA/L. Ef?S

ideas to supplement campaign materials, new slants on selling the picture especially applicable to particular situations, and new incentives to
try different selling methods that may not have been tried before, something to appeal to the "lost" audience and help win them back.
There is heard frequently a criticism that exhibitors were lulled into
inaction after the prosperous postwar years, that they won't extend themselves to sell pictures; that they are careless in theatre housekeeping, in
short, that they do little to offset television competition and that many
contribute to their own difficulties.
No doubt, among the great mass of exhibitors there are some who
would have to plead guilty to such charges. But it is doubtful that there
is a single distributor executive who has participated in one of the M. P.
Herald merchandising conferences who would make any such blanket
indictment of exhibition today.
In fact, many distribution officials went out of their way to commend
the exhibitors for their interest and cooperation and to hail the Herald's
merchandising conferences for being of valuable help in realizing the
maximum earnings potential of films for both exhibitor and distributor.
•
As Henry Martin, Universal's sales chief, said, the Herald merchandising conferences helped increase the earnings of his company's "The
Perfect Furlough"; he is sure they will do the same for the forthcoming
"This Earth Is Mine," and that they would have increased the earnings
of "Imitation of Life" had it been possible to make that release a conference picture.
Exhibitor participants in the conferences clearly demonstrate that they
are alert to the need to expend extra thought and effort to get the maximum returns from all available product in today's market, and that they
are ready and willing to do just that.
It is to be noted that these are showmen whose major problems, those
having to do with ways of increasing attendance at their theatres, are
not being left to others and, in consequence, are well on the way to
solution.
Brown

Named

Assistant

Treasurer of AB-PT
Martin Brown has been elected assistant treasurer of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc.,
and vice-president and assistant
treasurer of the American Broadcasting Company by the board of directors of AB-PT, it was announced yesterday by Simon B. Siegel, financial
vice-president of AB-PT, and vicepresident and treasurer of ABC.
In his new position, Brown will
serve as assistant to Siegel in the operations and financial matters of the
parent company and all of its divisions. Brown has been a manager
with the New York office of Price
Waterhouse & Co., with whom he has
been associated since 1949.
AIP

Record

Company

HOLLYWOOD, April 14.-A record division of American International Pictures has been formed for the
manufacture, sale and distribution of
recorded songs and sound tracks
from AIP features, it was announced
James Nicholby company
son and Samexecutives
Arkoff. Donald
Leon,
assistant general counsel for AIP, has
been appointed general manager,
with Jimmy Maddin artists repertory
and distribution manager.

Wednesday, April 15.
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ACE

Calls on UA
(Continued from page 1 )
the committee issued this statement:
"The executive committee of ACE
was seriously disturbed bv the number of complaints from every segment of exhibition resulting from the
new sales policy of United Artists
as outlined recently by William J.
Heineman, vice-president.
Urges Reconsideration
"It is the sincere hope of ACE that
United Artists will immediately reconsider and modify this policy, to
the extent that the company once
again will enjoy the widespread confidence and good-will of theatre men
Correction
everywhere."
Martin Moskowitz and C. Glenn
Norris, 20th-Fox executives, were incorrectly identified in a caption in
Motion Picture Daily yesterday.
They are assistant general sales managers for the company.
NFC Annual Luncheon
The annual luncheon conference of
members of National Film Carriers,
Inc., has been scheduled for May 6
at the Hotel Astor here, it was announced yesterday.

A

Clarifii

(Continued from page 1 )
we made the statement, as it
intention now:
"1) To establish, in a busint
like manner, a uniform p
of orderly distribution.
"2) To sell our product on
equitable and realistic 1
"3) To
sis. collect the money c
our producers.
"4) Tomaking
put an arbitrary
end to exhibit)
adji
\ ments,
without
our pi
• . '\
consultation
and approv;
"5) To meet with any custon
who is willing to pres
the facts.
"6) To give relief, if revision
the percentage terms
The new policy, it was exp
earlier, requires that exhibitor
the
in accordance
wif
tractcompany
terms following
an engag;
before any discussion of a pi
adjustmentjustified."
will be held. Here
exhibitor practice has been to
hold payments due the disti'
pending discussion of the exhi
representations
.
The U. A. policy
was the
of recent bulletins circulated 1
lied States and regional afElia
that organization, and was dis
by the executive committee
American Congress of Exhibit
session here yesterday. The re;
ACE statement on the policy
ported
issue. in adjoining columns i
National

Meet

Set oi

Tour

for WB 4Youn
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO, April 14.-A n
planning
be hekar|
Saturday tomeeting
completewill
advance
ments
for
the
Warner
continental Star Parade byBros,
Gre) j
Bus that will bring a group of
Hollywood stars across the com!
the
world premiere ofStanley
"The
Philadelphians"
in
Philadelphia at the
May 19. I
Bros, publicity and exploitation
from New York and Hollywoi
gether with field representative
all sections of the nation alo
bus tour's 34-city route, will n
the Ambassador East Hotel wil
Bercutt, national campaign co
tor of advertising-publicity-expli I
for the picture.
Meyer Hutner, Warner Br}
tional publicity manager, and
Pickman special events directs
go
to the
from Nev
From
the conference
Warner Bros.
Stiu
Burbank will come Bill Hei
studio publicity manager, and
Brumberg, national field expl
manager.
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itier, Pathe News

Motion

in

f TV Film Venture
Productions and
Framer
News, Inc., announced yesterjv have joined forces in a venwill make the Pathe newse to the TV packirary availabl
?or use in filmed television
Contracts were signed by
president Barnett Glassman
'alt Framer, head of the TV
ing firm after several months
<j;otiations.
Pathe library consists of 25,0 feet of newsreel film dating
o the earliest days of motion
making in 1897. All of the
coded and classified, and ready
mediate production editing.
To Be Used in Series
ner is planning to utilize the
3 in several new film series.
"V producer now has on the
ig board an anthology series,
n audience participation paekised on historical events of the
I 1 vears. Framer believes that he
able to develop several other
pplications for the extensive
ner is the producer of such
TV shows as "The Big PayStrike It Rich" and "Double or
ig."
Glassman
a motion
financier
and isalso
owns picthe
London TV Playhouse."
<ry Norris Resigns
qi Rank Positions
From THE DAILY Bureau
\DON, April 14.— The resigna'f Harry Norris as joint assistant
,ing director of the J. Arthur
Organization and as managing
)r of Rank Film Distributors
ank Overseas Film Distributors
inounced today by John Davis,
;ing director of the Rank Or■ tion.
ris has specifically been in
of distribution here and overKenneth Winckles remains as
ionization's
assistant
mandirector withsale
Colan
MacArthur
ited managing director of the
as company.
:Arthur has been resident diin Latin America since the in|n of Rank operations there in
Richard Odgers remains genlanager of overseas distribution
. L. Thomas general manager of
jh'stribution.
Big 'Say' Plans;
nge Release Date
From THE DAILY Bureau
LLYWOOD, April 14.-A "go
broke" advertising-exploitation
u'gn on 20th Century-Fox's "Say
or Me" Skouras,
has beenwithsettheby release
presiSpyros
noved back to June 15, allowing
as Einfeld, vice-president in
2 of ad-publicity, time to exthe program, Frank Tashlin,
jeer-director of the film, reportire on his return from showing
picture to company toppers.
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Reveal

Terms

of

Spanish Agreement
The new film agreement signed last
month by the Spanish Government
and member companies of the Motion
Association of AmerPicture Export
ica allows for the importation and
versions of 80
dubbed
exhibition in
United States' feature-length films in
the
by companies
Details ofaffiliproduced
Spain ated
with MPEA.
agreement were made public by the
MPEA yesterday. It was signed by
Frank Gervasi, MPEA representative
in Spain, and S. L. Villar Palasi, Undersecretary ofthe Spanish DepartAMPA
the
at
speaking
ment of Information.
MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN, United Artists' vice-president,
J.
William
are
right,
to
left
dais,
the
On
luncheon in his honor yesterday.
The agreement runs for a year
Heineman, Arthur Krim, Arthur Mayer, Bob Montgomery, Robert Benjamin,
Oct. 31, 1959, to Oct. 30, 1960.
from
and Arnold Picker.
It can be automatically renewed from
year to year unless either party
month's
upon afilms
terminates
The 80 itfeature
mustnotice.
be of
Youngstein
Honors
AMPA
the
in
shown
and
recent production
{Continued from page 1 )
U.S. after Jan. 1, 1957. Spanish government authorities will also authortertaining discourse on the topics he for his speech and discarded. Conize up to 40 shorts in their original
tributing to his non-controversial
couldn't talk about with serious refversions with dubbing or subtitles.
erence to the responsibility of man- mood besides the years, he said, were
Permits 20 Additional Films
agement indifficult times and some of a good stock market and family incidents that suggested it was time for
United Artists' aims for the future.
In addition to the 80 features the
In his opinion, Youngstein said, the him to become "either conservative
or indifferent and the two always have agreement permits up to 20 feature
pace of change in the industry will
films produced by MPEA companies
be greatly accelerated over the next
to be imported into Spain to be
to me."
synonymous
two or three years, and will take been
"Every
topic that
occurred to me shown
in their original version upon
place in all the various phases of the seemed too controversial for an in- issuance of corresponding permits.
business.
dustry that takes itself as seriously as
In regard to funds earned by
now. We are so de"Nevertheless," he said, "all bur this one tdoes
companies the agreement
e
r
m
i
n
e
d
t
o
be
accepted
by
everyone
MPEA
problems can be solved if we have the all around the world that we are not states that every three months the
will
to try.
sure,
Ministry of Commerce will transfer
not only
will United
survive Artists,
but willI'mprevail.
accepted
individually."
that has been acWe have had difficult periods during
up to 30 percumulatedcent
'Solution Is Simple'
to MPEA member accounts.
The
remaining
70 per cent
the past eight years (since the present
Hoover, Coolidge, Harding, YoungU.A. management took over) but
the
by
designated
be
may
stein said, are subjects too controver- for a variety of purposes, companies
including
there hasn't been a year that U.A.
sial. Soonareblacklisting,
President the
Eisenhower's
didn't add to its manpower. The remarks
in Spain,
Academy
films
production of foreign
personnel of our advertising publicityAmeriand
Spanish
of
exploitation department has more than Awards, United Artists' "look-see" co-production
travelfor
expenses
can
companies,
tripled in that time.
soluis censorship.
policy.tion is So
simple.
The policy( "The
is, where
ing in Spain, marketing expenses, film
Promotions from the Ranks
the pressure for censorship is too advertising expenses, etc.
"More than 95 per cent of our great, give in. All it costs the industry
Lead in UA Drive
promotions have been made from the is money, principle and pride.")
ranks. In branching out into televiYoungstein said he couldn't discuss
United Artists
Byron Adams, in
sion, music, records we have given our the Motion Picture Association "be- branch
Jacksonville,
manager
cause
it
has
been
explained
to
me
by
the opportunity to learn new
manager
people
branch
UA
Heiber,
George
businesses.
industry leaders that I was wrong in in Toronto, and Isadore J. Davis,
UA
"We have worked hard. We have thinking it was supposed to accombranch manager in St. John, lead
recognized our obligation to the peoplish something. Since that's not so, I their respective divisions in the
ple who were with us in bad times as have nothing to argue about."
fortiSo, he concluded, he was reduced eighth week of United Artists
well as good. We are determined to
anniversary sales drive, it was aneth
to
repeating
what
he
had
said
to
a
remain in business with those who renounced byco-captains James R. Velmain with us. We will overcome the recent U.A. sales convention on the
general sales maanger, and Roger
de,
obstacles, even if we must become an subjects of industry changes and manH. Lewis, national director of adveragement responsibility.
'entertainment company' rather than
tising, publicity and exploitation.
'Beloved Max' Says Mayer
William Hames, Southern District
a 'film company'.
"We never underestimate the brain
standings,
In introducing Youngstein, Mayer manager, leads the district
power of our competitors, but I beSidney Cooper, Central and
and
lieve that who remains and prospers said, "If this industry is to survive and Southern Division manager, is leadwill depend upon who possesses a go on to a more glamorous future—
ing in the division standings.
basic love and respect for our in- and I believe it is— one who will lead
dustry, and who is willing to operate
beloved
be ourdaisownalso
will the
were:Max."
Arthur
differently in order to attain their us On
Appoint Cunningham
President Eisenhower has appointKrim, Robert Benjamin, W. J. Heineman, Arnold Picker, Leon Goldberg,
ed ASCAP president Paul CunningTells
of
Discarded
Subjects
objective."
Seward Benjamin, Joseph Ende,
ham to serve on the advisory committee on the Arts of the National CulExplaining that he had decided to James R. Velde, Roger H. Lewis, Fred
Mort Nathanson, Joe
tural Center. Cunningham will serve
be non-controversial and that "after Goldberg,
Gould Mori Krushen, David Picker with Robert Dowling, chairman of
to
hard
it's
birthday
46th
my recent
the board of directors of American
and Bob Montgomery, AMPA presi- National
Youngstein
young heman,"
be an angry,
Theatre & Academy.
had considered dent.
the subjects
named
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Sunday

Movies

(Continued from page 1)
present local option law under which
communities are allowed by the state
to approve or disapprove Sunday
movies has been drafted and the exhibitors hope to interest enough state
legislators in their case to insure its
passage before adjournment next
month.
The fight against Sunday movies
in many small communities in Pennsylvania has been carried alone up until now by John Broumas, head of the
Transamerica circuit, which operates
theatres in Virginia, Maryland and
Pennsylvania. In June, 1956, Broumas initiated a test case in his State
Line Drive-in theatre, State Line, Pa.,
by running a feature and a newsreel
which were being shown simultaneously on television in the area. The
manager of the theatre was anested
and fined $50.
Broumas appealed the case, lost in
the Pennsylvania courts, and carried
it to the Supreme Court on the freedom of expression issue. Last week
the Supreme Court refused to hear
the case. At that point Broumas appealed to fellow exhibitors for help,
and Harry Hendel, head of Allied of
Western Pennsylvania pledged that
group's
support.
The legislative
strategy meeting
scheduled
for next week
was the result. About 100 theatres in
Pennsylvania are affected by the
Sunday movie ban.

Last

Train

Picture

from

Wednesday, April 15.

Daily

Gun

Hill

CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
James Poe, whose work is a model of simplicity and economy in telling
a story on film. And Sturges has directed it that way, cleanly and
quickly, alwavs with an eye on the goal.
It starts with a brutal crime— the wanton rape and murder of a lovely
Indian girl by two drunken men. And then it introduces a marshal who
is the husband of the dead woman and sets him off on his mission of
vengeance to track down those who perpetrated the foul deed.
Nothing that happens after that is irrelevant to the main story. Mo side
issues bar the way; no extraneous characters are introduced. Everything
that occurs contributes to the excitement of the search and the steady
accumulation of suspense.
And the story abounds in sudden surprises, that are logical as well as
shock-filled. One of the murderers turns out to be the son of the marshal's erstwhile best friend who is now a powerful cattle baron who virtually runs the town of Gun Hill. Arriving one morning the marshal
eventually traps the son and prepares to take him back to justice on
the last train leaving town that night. But the father has other ideas;
he corners the marshal in a hotel room in which he is holding the son
handcuffed to a bed. There is a gun fight, and then somebody starts to
burn down the hotel. Finally comes the showdown with the outcome
in doubt to the very end.
Poe has subordinated his characters to plot, but the former are well
played in large and colorful strokes by the able cast. Douglas is a grimjawed and relentless marshal, and Quinn a tough opponent as his former
friend. Holliman is weak and contemptible as the son of Quinn, and
Brian Hutton is equally revolting as the other murderer. Miss Jones is
fascinating as the unconventional dance-hall girl who plays an important
part in the denouement of the story.
"Gun Hill" is one whiz of a western show.
Running time, 94 minutes. General classification. Release, in July.
Richard Gertner

'Nurse' in London

Tops
For ABC Circuit Theatre
From. THE DAILY Bureau
THE

BIG

ONES...

are

in

UNITED

LIFE

ARTISTS

THE
BIG

COUNTRY
with Burl Ives, 1958 Academy Award
Winner for Best Supporting Actor.
In LIFE'S September 29, 1958 issue
LIFE THE BIG ONE IN MOVIE SELLING 1

LONDON, April 14.-The Peter
Rogers'
production
"Carry Distributors
On Nurse"
for Anglo
Amalgamated
has broken every record of any picture, either British or American, in
its London general release, D. J.
Goodlatte, managing director of the
Associated British Cinemas said today. The previous record was set by
"The Dam Busters," he said, and
"Nurse" has beat it by seven per
cent.
Johnston to Seek
(Continued from page I)
the government assures the convertibility ofearnings from distributing films, books, and other information media in certain foreign countries. Johnston will ask a House Appropriations Subcommittee to approve enough money for an expanded
program,
including
of four
film
distribution
in moreguaranties
than tire
countries now covered— Poland, Turkey, Vietnam and Yugoslavia.
Re-Title Bogeaus

Film

HOLLYWOOD,
- "Jet
Over
the Atlantic" April
is new14. title
for
Benedict Bogeaus' "High over the Atlantic," which rolls April 27 in Mexico
City. The Giantscope production,
written by Robert Blees and I. H.
Cooper, will be directed by Byron
Haskin,

PEDPLI

Ed Heiber, formerly branch
ager for Universal in Philadc
and more recently with the Ran
ganization there, has joined
Productions in that city.
.
Lou Silverstein, □manager
of th
Wilshire Theatre, has been shift
the Fox Beverly, replacing
Tallman, who has been transfer!
the Fox West Coast home office
ing department.

□

Lee W. Wentz, manager of f
Portal, North Hollywood, will
over the La Reina Theatre, Shi
Oaks, with Dick Mason being
ferred to the booking departmen
ing to the El Portal will be W
Lohman, of the Imperial Tl:
Long Beach, with Forrest
checking into the Imperial.
□
Seymour Poe has been name*
ducers representative for Unitei
ists' "A Hole in the Head,"
as liaison between UA and
Capra, who headed production
Sincap film.
Mirisch Program
(Continued from page 1 )
company's
"Some
Hot" and thepresent
completed
"TheL' !
The new films in order of the
duction schedule are: July,
Soldiers." Flight"; August,
Proving
Squadron";
September,
"Thetbi
ment"; October,
"Two for
saw"; November - December, ■
Love Possessed"; January, Fel
Other feature projects now ii
1960, "Battle."
beginning
stages include a novj
subsequent screenplay by Leor ,
author
of
O'Hara's
novel,"Exodus,"
"A Rage toandLh
Supplementing the feature
gram, Mirisch will enter tel'
production
with starring
a filmedJoe
"Wichita Town,"
Crea, to be made in associatioi
NBC.
Plan 'King Must D
In Todd-AO for Fo
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 14.
King Must
by Ma
nault,
basedDie,"
on anovel
legend
in
mythology, will be filmed in To
by Samuel G. Engel Productioi
for 20th Century-Fox release
announced today by executiv
ducer Buddy Adler.
Engel has assigned Henry K<
direct. Starting date on the mu
lar production has been set for
with location filming to take p
Greece, Crete and Mexico.

lesday, April 15, 1959

J' Invests
{Continued from page 1)
nately 84.1 per cent. He also
that Universal has purchased
Decca stock, but refused to
any other purchases, humorpointing out that "when we bej an investment trust— which we
jno plans of doing— we'll file the
■r explanations."
jere is "an expectation of revr from Universal's post-1948 film
y. Rackmil said in answer to a
ion about other non-recurring
s of the company, but there is
vav of determining its value." "In
I of the havoc created in the inly by the sale of pre-48 pictures
levision," he continued "I don't
this or any other company will
ider
later
pictures."to
mil selling
added its
that,
contrary

Motion

Picture

Daily
Retrial

AROUND

with

Jury

THE
TV

with

PINKY

CIRCUIT

HERMAN.

Asked

by Goldwyn

Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, April 14.-SamMILDRED FREED ALBERG, whose Milberg Productions these past
uel Goldwyn's attorneys moved today
. four vears was respoi isible for the NBClassy "Hallmark Hall of
with a jury of the proFame" TV'ers, will conclude the successful association with the pre. for a re-trial
ducer's two-million-dollar anti-trust
sentation of "Ah Wilderness," April 28, co-starring Helen Hayes, Lloyd suit against Fox West Coast Theatres
Nolan, Burgess Meredith and Betty Field. . . . Henny Youngman set and others. Counsel for both sides
to clown on the "Ed CBSullivan Show" Sunday, April 26. . . . Peter will argue the motion next Monday
Federal Judge George B. HarFatovich, producer of the "Ray Heatherton Show," will sing an "I do-et" before
ris with bitter opposition against a
n
with Mary Lou Furst, Saturday at St. Malachy's. They'll honeymoothe
jury trial expected from the defense.
in S. America. . . . Bill & Cora Baird's clever puppet telefilm for
A few days ago Judge Howard
United Cerebral Palsy National Fund will be coast-to-coasted next
month and is a cinch to loosen the purse-strings when it plays on John Burke granted a jury re- trial on a previous motion by counsel for Daniel
O. McLean and Leland C. Dibble,
heart-strings. . . . Merv Griffin's "Play Your Hunch" ABConQ.
renewed for another year. . . . That handsome young singer who
testPublic's
operators of the Embassy Theatre in
the show cold last week at International Variety Clubs' "Night their eight-million-dollar monopoly
stopped
Stars" show in Las Vegas, is named Dick Summers, three years ago,
of
suit
the same
defenfants against
as well all
as aof number
of others.
r. Universal had had "no discus- while employed in the CBS mail room, he copped an "Arthur Godfrey
award.
CBScout"
Talent
at all" for the sale or lease of its
Trials Consumed More Than Year
8 film.
#
-fr it
Both the Embassy and Goldwyn
Independent TV Corp. rates a low bow for signing up Dr. Frances
Repeats 'No Merger'
suits previously occupied approxijckmil re-emphasized his earlier Horwich's eloquent "Ding Dong School," which for the past year has
mately afull year of court calendar
xincements that Universal has no
days before Judge Edward P. Murphy
been seen only in Chicago (WGN-TV.) Starring the charming "Miss
rions of merging with Decca, of
without a jury. Judge Murphy died
Frances," the program will be video-taped under
the general supervision of Ted Rogers and as of suddenly last December before his
jfi he is also president. "There can
decision could be handed down in the
o further savings resulting from
Sept. will be nationally syndicated. . . . Composertwo
cases.
Hollyfrom
)lidation," he said,
Gotham
in
back
is
Ram
Buck
Arranger
where
wood
he
supervised
the
synchronizing
of
his
cca's sales during the first quarIn the two previous trials both Emf the current fiscal year are up
bassy and Goldwyn attorneys waived
j"er cent over the corresponding
top vocal group, "The Platters" warbling for the demands for juries.
MGMusical,
"Girls'
Town."
.
.
.
Jimmy
Sheridan,
d last year, Rackmil reported,
Mary Martin in "One Touch of Kreisler Makes Deal for
pointing out, as he did at the
who scored
Venus"
and opposite
has been seen in numerous TVehicles,
company's recent annual meeting,
was honored with a surprise birthday party last
Universal's
quarter
week at the Lambs Club. The handsome actor, easily Soviet Film in Mexico
month
will second
be in the
black.ending
The
one of the most popular youngsters on Broadway,
Bernard Kreisler, president of Indenthorizon
said hewhich
"can'twould
see anything
ie
mean a
"Miss Frances"
ternational Film Associates Corporais up for the lead in a new Broadway musical slated
named
student
law
a
ago,
tion,
has
negotiated
a deal for the dismonths
Six
...
Fall.
the
in
Stem
ge in dividends" for Decca, but for the Main
tribution rights of the Soviet cartoon
lasized that "when Universal gets
took over the emcee reins of a local KOCO-TV, "Oklafeaturette, "The Magic Violin," in
on its feet," that company's di- Bob Markley
homa Bandstand." The rating zoomed from 2.7 to a Nielsen-sational 14.3 Eastman
Color, for Mexico and Cenrs "will consider a dividend."
replacetral America with Films Union, S.A.
summer
a
as
show
the
eyeing
are
nets
two
that
and we hear
Directors Elected
of King-Shore Productions, ' of Mexico. Kreisler acquired the picment. .. . Sig & Barbara Shore, he's prexyRichard
ture last fall from Sovexportfilm.
:cca stockholders elected the fol- Inc. became
John, last week. . . .
parents of their fourth child,
lg directors for the coming year:
mil; Leonard W. Schneider, exGrebe Joining TBA
ve vice-president of the company;
in P. Salkin, vice-president; Al- As P.R. Director
A. Garthwaite, chairman of Lee
oer & Tire Corp.; Harold I. Thorp.
Robert M. Grebe will join the TeleYS
5d investment banker; and Samuel
CKE
vision Bureau of Advertising as director
JOD
SCI
'Vallance, vice-chairman of In- of public relations, effective April 27.
M
Grebe has been trade press editor of
Lria Electrica de Mexico, S. A.
SCREA
WILL
:i
the ABC Television Network.
Replacing him at ABC will be Art
>A Alabama, Georgia
Foley, whose promotion was anSELL
nounced by Stephen Strassberg, diits Plan Meeting
rector of press information. Foley
CHASE
THE
Special to THE DAILY
Ocin
on
informati
press
ABC
joined
tober, 1955. Prior to that he was chief
ILANTA,
April 14.-The Alaa Theatres Association and Mo- of the photo and feature sections of
Picture Theatre Operators of the public information division of
rgia will hold a joint one-day Headquarters United States Army
ting here on Wednesday, May 20. Europe in Heidelberg, Germany.
J was announced today by Richard
Kennedy of Birmingham, president
Sarnoff Will Speak
le Alabama unit and J. H, Thompof Hawkinsville, Ga., president of
Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of the
Georgia unit. Both are affiliated board of National Broadcasting ComIN YOUR
i national TOA.
pany, will address the North Carolina
ennedy and Thompson said that General Assembly today and particiTOWN
committee is making arrangements
pate in ceremonies dedicating the
I
the meeting consisting of James new administration building of staE*
C
Harrison of Wilby-Kincey TheaA
tion WRAL-TV, Raleigh, N. C. DaF
vid C. Adams, NBC Senior executive
, John H. Stembler of Georgia
atre Company, and Carl Patrick vice-president, also will participate in
\I;irtin Theatres.
the ceremonies.
AGE of a FUGITIVE from
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ACE

Reversal

|A Executive Staff

fo

by

MPAA

board of cedenteddirectors
took an unprestep.
That in itself is surprising enough,
(Continued on page 3)

ounted to $5,749,000

Officers Warned

Month

Just what convinced the Motion Picture Association this would be a good
time
to forget its scruples about meeting with exhibitor representatives for
Big
discussions covering a wide range of industry subjects hasn't been revealed,
but the fact remains that in appointing an exhibitor relations committee to
with the American Congress of
Campaign Set meet
Exhibitors next month, the MPAA

eek Net Income

le board of directors of Loew's,
(MGM) plans to recommend to
holders the change of the company's name to
Metro -Goldwyn - Mayer
Corporation, it
was announced
yesterday b y
Joseph R. Vogel, president.
Vogel also
reported that
for the first
28-\veek period
of the current
fiscal year, durR. Vogel
ing which time
Loew's, Inc.
i combined enterprise including
( Continued on page 7 )

Next

OiTSayOoeforMe'
Frank Tashlin's "Say One For Me"
will have a bigger national advertising, publicity and exploitation camit was anRobe,"
paignnounced
than "The
yesterday by
Charles Einfeld,
20th Century-Fox vice-president. Film
company executives were so enthusiastic following a home office roughcut screening here this week, he said,
that the record budget was set. The
(Continued on page 2)
Ask Damages

and Stay

in 'Modern Times' Suit
In their suit to halt the local showing of Charles Chaplin's film, "Modern Times," Roy Export Co. Establishment and Lopert Films have asked
for damages, an accounting and for
injunctive relief, in addition to seizure and impounding in court of the
16mm print used.
Under court order a Federal marshal seized the print of the picture
Tuesday night in the projection booth
(Continued on page 6)

Special Films Money
To Be Paid to ACE
Final clearances from trustees of
the remaining revenues of the industry special short subjects have been
obtained by the American Congress
day.
of Exhibitors, it was learned yesterThe fund, believed to be something
(Continued on page 3)
No Action Yet on
Kan. TV Censorship
Special to THE DAILY
KANSAS CITY, April 15.-The
State Board of Review is marking
time on an opinion, given Saturday
Anderson, Jr., Kansas attorby John
ney general, that the agency also
must censor motion pictures shown
on television stations in Kansas. The
board, Mrs. Hazel Runyan, chairman,
(Continued on page 3)

I'Ction of six officers to the exile staff of National Telefilm As|es was announced yesterday by .
|r A. Unger, NTA president.
|e new officers and the areas of Form
Drive
for Immediate
Group
responsibilities are: Alan May,
president and treasurer; Lester
Projection in Theatres
To Improve
lan, vice-president in charge of
ising and public relations;
An organization dedicated to the improvement of motion picture theatre
(Continued on page 8)
meeting called by Theatre
projection was officially formed here yesterday at a will
be called the Council
Owners of America at the Astor Hotel. The group
'lie Steinhardt MGM
for the Improvement of Theatre and
Motion Picture Projection.
aager in S. Vietnam
Representatives of four trade asCongratulate Skouras
e appointment of Albert V.
sociations, IATSE, two carbon comhardt as M-G-M manager in
panies, and two sound service organOn 'Stereo' Sound
izations, meeting with TOA president
Vietnam was announced yesIn one of its first actions yesterday,
y by Morton A. Spring, presi- George G. Kerasotes, agreed upon the
the Council for the Improvement of
of Loew's International Cor- immediate institution of an educationion.
al campaign for theatre operators for Theatre and Motion Picture Projecin hardt, now in New York, flies the improvement of projection, sound,
tion, congratulated Spyros P. Skouras,
and physical theatre maintenance.
' Continued on page 7)
president of 20th Century-Fox, for
The meeting was keynoted by Kera- making his company's product available in stereophonic sound.
sotes' statement, "That better projecNoting the tremendous growth and
tion (Continued
pays." It was agreed
TOA
would
VISION TODAY— page 8
(Continued on page 6)
on page 2)

Up 13.47%
UA
For

Earnings
1958

Hit

3,701,963
Gross Revenues

Also

Up to $84,072,467
For the eighth consecutive year
United Artists increased its annual
gross revenues and net earnings, establishing anew record high in each
category, it was announced yesterday
by Robert S. Benjamin, chairman,
and Arthur B. Krim, president.
Net earnings for 1958 climbed to
$3,701,963 after provision for taxes,
as compared to $3,262,466 in 1957,
an increase of 13.47 per cent, while
gross revenues reached $84,072,467
compared to $70,008,242 in 1957.
The (Continued
1958 earningson per
pageshare
6) on to350 Set to Attend
B'nai B'rith Lunch
Over 350 will attend the induction
of Alfred W. Schwalberg as incoming
president
Cinematomorrow
Lodge inB'nai
B'rith, at a of
luncheon
the
North Ballroom of the Hotel Astor,
it was announced yesterday by Jack
H.
Levin, committee.
chairman of the president's
luncheon
B. Rosen
(Continued on Joseph
page 7)

Fabian fo Remain As
ACE Chairman to June
Si F. Fabian, Stanley Warner president, will continue as chairman of the
terday.
American Congress of Exhibitors until
June, at least, ACE sources said yesACE announced following its December executive committee meeting
that it had decided on a plan of rotating chairmanships every three months,
with Fabian named to the initial term.
However, at its February meeting, the
ACE executive committee agreed that
Fabian would remain in the post for
at least an additional three months
while organization was completed.
However, no announcement of that
decision was made at the time.

2

Motion

Picture

Plan Dinner
For
PERSONAL
MENTION
TV/lTLTON R. RACKMIL, president
IV J. 0f Universal Pictures, left New
York last night for the Coast.
Robert F. Blumofe, United Artists vice-president in charge of West
Coast operations, will arrive in New
York today from Hollywood. Following a short stay he will go to Europe
for a production survey and to attend
the Cannes Festival.
Edward Sullivan, 20th CenturyFox national director of publicity,
will leave New York today for Miami,
where he will cover the April 20 premiere of "The Diary of Anne
Frank."
C. T. Jordan, branch manager for
Howco Productions in Atlanta, has
returned there from Florida.
Terry Sanders and his brother,
Denis, producer and director, respectively of Allied Artists' "Crime and
Punishment, U.S.A.," will arrive in
New York from Hollywood on Apr.
26.
R. J. "Hap" Barnes, president of
ABC Theatrical Enterprises, Atlanta,
has left there for Columbus, Ga.
Jerry Govan, film buyer for New
England Theatres, Inc., Boston, has
returned there from Hartford.
70mm.

Projectors

for

The Madison, Detroit
Special to THE DAILY
DETROIT, April 15.-Work will
be started shortly on installation of
two 70mm. projectors in the Madison
Theatre, a unit of United Detroit
Theatres, it has been disclosed by
Woodrow R. Praught, UDT president.
The contract was awarded to
Bauer National Theatre Supply Universal. It calls for two Simplex preselect 4-6 channel magnetic, single
channel, opticals.
Target date for completion of the
work is May 15.

'Game'

Here April 29
M-G-M's comedy, "The Mating
Game," starring Debbie Reynolds,
Tony Randall and Paul Douglas, will
open at the Capitol Theatre here
April 29.

Projection

(Continued from page 1)
take the lead in an educational campaign to reinstill in theatre operators
and owners, the realization that presentation ofthe best possible picture
and sound in the most comfortable
surroundings is the prime means of
retaining and building patronage. It
was then agreed that a questionnaire
would be sent to all theatre owners
in the country on which they would
indicate what technical inspection and
services they desired. The theatre operator would be asked to name the
equipment dealer or dealers with
whom he does business. TOA would
then forward this request to the dealer, and the dealer, after handling that
portion of the service requested for
which he was equipped, would call
in the sound, projection, and other
specialists as required. After the services were performed, the dealer would
so advise TOA so that an adequate
follow-up could be maintained.
A Self-Constituted 'Council'
The nine companies and trade associations represented agreed to constitute themselves as the Council to
initiate and carry out the program
and to meet as often as required to
implement it. It was further agreed
that after immediate objectives were
achieved, the scope of the Council's
activities would be enlarged to include other phases of operation.
TOA's call for the meeting was
motivated by the report of the Motion Picture Research Council, which
in a two-year survey found sub-par
projection in 70 per cent of the theatres inspected. It was the unanimous
conclusion of the Council that the
booth is the heart of the theatre screen
presentation; that it cannot be neglected; is not a necessary evil; nor
a place for short-sighted economies.
It was the opinion that this message
must be carried to exhibitors on a
non-commercial basis so that the technicians in the projection, sound, and
other equipment areas, would be able
to constructively advise the theatre
requesting the service.
Union Representatives Attend
Attending the meeting were: National Carbon Company, J. W. Cosby;
Lorraine Carbon Company, Edward
Lachman; Altec Service Company,
Martin Wolf; RCA Service Company,
Ben F. Biben; TESMA, Larry Davee,
vice-president; IATSE, Walter F.
Diehl, assistant international president; SMPTE, John W. Servies and
Col. Charles S. Stodter executive secretary; MPAA, Jack McCullough;
TOA, Kerasotes, Albert Pickus, chairman, executive committee, Nick
Schermerhorn, member, theatre
equipment committee, Joseph Alterman, administrative secretary and Al
Floersheimer, director of public relations; TEDA, J. Eldon Peek.

Thursday, April 16,

Daily
to Aid

Brandeis University
The Amusement Arts Division to
Support Brandeis University will climax its first annual campaign in the
motion picture, television, theatrical,
radio and allied fields at a dinner
on Tuesday evening, May 5, at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, it was announced byGeorge P. Skouras, president of United Artists Theatre Circuit, who is chairman of the Division.
Plans Annual Concentration
Recently formed, the Amusement
Arts Division
plans
an annual concentration in the
entertainment
field
to strengthen the campus activities
of Brandeis in the creative arts and
to develop new sources of creative
talent.
Oscar Hammerstein II will be
master of ceremonies for the occasion,
and Dore Schary will be one of the
guest speakers at the dinner.
Ginsberg Files Suit
In Deal with Hudson
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 15- A suit
has been filed in Superior Court here
seeking to compel actor Rock Hudson
to comply with an alleged 1955 contract calling for his appearance in five
motion pictures over a seven-year
period. The action was filed by Henry
Ginsberg, owner of 35 percent of the
stock in Seven Pictures Corp., which
was to produce the features.
According to Ginsberg, Hudson last
May repudiated the original agreement and obtained the approval of
other stockholders to amend the contract so it would provide for only two
pictures. Other stockholders of the
company were reported as Hudson,
with 36 percent of the stock, his agent,
Henry Willson, with 16 percent, and
their attorney, Greg Bautzer, with five
Meet in Washington
percent.
On

'South
Pacific'
From
THE DAILY
Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 15. - 20th
Century-Fox assistant general sales
manager C. Glenn Norris completed
a three-day sales meeting here today
concerning the summer release of
"South Pacific" in CinemaScope. Planning for the forthcoming special engagements ofthe attraction was discussed.
Participating in the discussions with
Norris were Joe Sugar and Martin
Sweeny, executives of Magna Theatre Corp., distributor of the Todd-AO
version of the musical; Fox sales representatives Bob McNabb, Weldon
Waters, Nat Rosen, Sam Diamond,
Ira Sichelman, Tom McCleaster and
Ray Schmertz; and Fox Atlantic division publicity representative Hal Marshall.

BigCampai^
(Continued from page 1)
"Robe" cainpaign ran over $1,00(
The build-up on the new filn
herald "Say One For Me" for six
prior to the attraction's June re.
At present, plans call for a na
magazine campaign and the mo
tensive music promotion in 20tl
tory with Bing Crosby, Debbie
olds and Robert Wagner starri
a soundtrack album via Columbia
ords. The nation's top recording
have also waxed tunes from the
my Cahn-Jimmy Van Heusen sco
Trailer for TV
There will also be a TV t
featuring Bing Crosby, deliver
"see-the-picture" pitch will be
able across the nation. Special s
track spots have been preparec
turing 20th's new style in radio
The 60, 20 and 30-second spots f<
the voices of the three stars in
scenes from the picture. A seri
guest appearances by Crosby,
olds and Wagner on national tele
variety shows are planned to giv
vance recognition to "Say On(
In outlining the expansive pro
Einfeld noted that the publicity
the
kindcentered
of role on
which
won him
paign—
Crosby's
reti
in "Going My Way" and D|
Reynolds'
skyrocketing
national
est
has been
under way
for si
months. An extraordinary amou
national publicity via the pres*
television on Miss Reynolds durir
making given
of "Say
For Me" unjh
ready
the One
production
dented word-of-moutli.
Video
Me." to Be Stressed
Another facet of the campaigi
be an extensive investment in
television time, featuring tele
spots geared to the specific area
The vice-president concludec
know exhibitors will welcome
plans as well as the opportuni
play a picture with the tremei
boxoffice potential of 'Say One'
Freeman East Today*
HOLLYWOOD, April 15.
Frank Freeman, Paramount viceident in charge of the studio, 1
here tomorrow for New York for
ferences with home office execJ
on current and upcoming Paran
pictures.
Me.' "
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j)w Anti-Trust Suit
>{/ in San Francisco
Special to THE DAILY
April 15.vN FRANCISCO,
i her motion picture anti-trust suit
added here today to the already
(red Federal District Court calt. making the total list of such
itions more than a score. Some
jhe suits were originally filed—
blv the Samuel Goldwyn and
iassy cases— as far back as 1950.
1 damages sought in all suits are
jfoxirnately $18,000,000.
,aintiffs in today's suit are >Voodand Leroy Estes of Chico, Caliia, who demanded $140,000
;h, with trebled damages provid: n government anti-trust cases plus
-est would amount to more than
),000.
efendants are United California
atres, which operates about 100
fornia and Nevada indoor and
Ije-ins, and seven distributors,
Mely, 20th Century-Fox, Warners,
j Lmount,
Artists, Loew's,
, trsal andUnited
Columbia.
l;he Estes claim they were forced
lose their Vecino Theatre at Chico
957 after six years of competition
L United California's Senator and
|y houses. The brothers charge
1 circuit conspired with the disjhtors to eliminate competition by
[ bidding for first run film rentals
hout regard for profit or loss on
j exhibition."
Plaintiffs further
t ge the Elrey changed its policy
ijecond to first runs in 1955 to comj|
with the Senator to "freeze out"
Bmo.

MPAA

Motion

Picture

Will

Meet

Daily

with

ACE

(Continued from page 1 )
but it is even more so when one recalls attend the May 12 meeting is expected
that the MPAA has been quick to disfollowing Allied's
be determined
associate itself from all recent exhibi- to
special
board meeting in Washington
tor-distributor controversies with the this weekend. Adams has been curtailing his activities because of his
that "MPAA is merely a
. explanation
trade association and as such has nothhealth. He did not attend Tuesday's
comof the ACEit executive
trade practices."
with wants
ing to doACE
That
to discuss trade meeting mittee
is not known
here, and
whether
he
will
continue
in
his
ACE
practices with distributors has been
made clear since the organization was post. His alternate, Irving Dollinger,
formed last November with that as one attended the Tuesday meeting.
of its most prominent and presumably
Previous Failures Recalled
urgent aims.
Trade observers noted that previHad List of Suggestions
exous attempts by Allied and otherwith
After its December meeting, the
hibitor organizations to meet
ACE executive committee said that its
company heads were unavailing.
committee on producer-exhibitor-distributor relations had offered a pro- Special Film Money
gram which fisted for discussion such
(Continued from page 1 )
subjects as: new film marketing meth- in excess of $40,000, will be turned
ods, shortage of prints, modernization
as
of clearance; clearances, runs and over to ACE in the near future,
adminisfor
it
use
new
of
will
ACE
a result.
availabilities; development
trative expenses. ACE has been
stars, advertising, pre-release to armed
up to this point, since its
financed
forces; block-selling, price-fixing-direct and indirect; competitive bidding, formation last November, by voluntary contributions paid out of the
release of pictures and arbitra- treasuries
orderly
of the exhibitor organization systems.
tions that are members of ACE.
Following the February ACE execuThe Congress of Exhibitors will
tive committee meeting it was announced that these additional sub- continue to explore permanent financing means. The executive committee
jects had been added to the agenda
here on Tuesday disfor discussion with heads of produc- at its meeting
a financing suggestion but
tion and distribution: production of took no cussed
action on it.
more films in color; the exhibition of
16mm. films and more stereophonic
Fund in Escrow for Years
sound prints with attendant publicity.
The industry institutional short
Discussions to Be Exploratory
subjects, made a number of years ago,
at modest rentals in
How many of these subjects actually were distributed
ass, Seltzer To Tour
a comwill be discussed at the May 12 meet- order to finance production offinal
two
ennebaker executive producers
plete series. Although the
of the
ing at the Harvard Club here is
not subjects were made available to ex:
;rge Glass and Walter Seltzer will MPAA and ACE committees
hibitors without charge, some excess
' e a 14-city national promotion known at this time, but an MPA
.
on behalf of United Artists' spokesman said, "They can bring up revenue remained This was added to
16mm. rights to the
of
sale
the
by
ike Hands With the Devil." Begin- anything they want. The discussions
the week of April 20, Glass and will be exploratory and very likely subjects which were distributed
abroad. The money has remained in
'zer will participate in an intensive more time and attention will be de- escrow for almost 15 years.
;s of radio, press and television
than toareothers."
rviews in key cities across the
voted to some
Representatives of all branches of
Spyrcommittee
MPAAtopics
On the
the industry had been named trustees
Ptry.
Cenos P. Skouras, president of 20th
and all had to be contury-Fox, whose encouragement last of the money
tacted
ACE totheobtain
fall led to the formation of ACE in
missionbyto release
fund their
to it. perthe Little Theatre of his company's
home office; Arthur B. Krim, presi- Kansas Censorship
dent of United Artists, and Eric John(Continued from page 1 )
ston, president of MPAA.

m

ATI
O NAL
TRADEMARK

PROJECTOR
CARBONS

Six on ACE Committee
On the ACE committee are S. H.
Fabian, president of Stanley Warner
and ACE chairman; Horace Adams,
Allied States president and chairman
ibutor
of ACE's producer-exhibitor-distrTheatre
committee; George Kerasotes,
Owners of America president; Sol
Schwartz, president of Metropolitan
M. P. Theatres Assn.; Harry Brandt,
president of ITOA of N.Y., and Harry
Arthur, chairman, Pacific Coast Theatres Ass'n.for an explanation of MPAA s
Asked
changed attitude, an association official
said: "Things like this take a long
time to come to fruition. There have
been consultations over a long period
of time, and the board finally agreed
to name a committee."
Whether Allied's Horace Adams will

said, has received no official notification of Anderson's opinion.
Meanwhile, numerous Kansas
newspapers, which long have urged
the abolishment of the censorship
board, have used the attorney general's action to renew attacks on the
agency.
Siegel on Board

Simon B. Siegel, financial vicepresident and treasurer of American
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres,
and of the American Broadcasting
Company, has been elected a member
of the AB-PT board of directors executive committee, it was announced
by Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of AB-PT. Siegel has served on the
AB-PT board of directors since
March, 1958.

PEOPLE
Alfred Alperin, formerly treasurer
of the Hartford Operating Co., Hartford, and at one time on the staff at
Universal studios, has been named
manager of Smith Management Com2,070-car
Meadows
Hartford.pany'sHis
assistant
will Drive-in,
be Nat
Hern, formerly with American Theatres Corp., Boston, and RKO Theatres,
New York.
□

Jerry Schlesinger has been appointed advertising manager of
S.O.S. Cinema Supply
Co. here.
□
James H. Herndon, manager of the
Grand Theatre, Atlanta, has been promoted to city manager for the Georgia
Theatre
Co., who
succeeding
the lateJames
Herman Hatton
died recently.
R. Lary has been named manager of
the Grand and Rialto theatres, and
Charles McPherson has been promoted from relief manager to manager of the Capitol.□
Robin C. Wightman, who started
with Arkansas Amusement Co., Little
Rock, as an usher, has been named
city manager there for the circuit,
succeeding W. Lloyd Pullen, who has
resigned to enter □private business in
Dallas.
Fred Glass, who started in the industry 30 years ago with National
Theatres, and most recently Fox West
Coast city manager in Los Angeles,
has been named to head Fox West
Coast Theatres operations at Pacific
Ocean Park. Dick Mason who recently
was upped from manager of the La
Reina Theatre to the booking department, will move into the Glass city
manager spot. Roy Evans, in addition
to serving as Los Angeles first-run
district manager, will also assume district supervision of FWC houses in
Bakersfield, San Luis Obispo and
Santa Barbara.
□
Steve Edwards, former Rank Film
Distributing Co. of America advertising-publicity manager, is handling
Eastern promotion for American International Pictures here on a temporary basis.
□
Hal Bogue, formerly with Markoff
Brothers Theatres, has joined Western
Massachusetts Theatres as manager of
the Suffolk in Holyoke, Mass.
Funeral

Tomorrow

for

Ahlskog, FWC Official
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD,
- Fu-at
neral services will beApril
held15.Friday
Immanuel Presbyterian Church with
interment at Inglewood Park Cemetery for Arvin M. Ahlskog, 58, treasurer of Fox West Coast Theatres
Corp., who died Tuesday of a heart
condition. Ahlskog had been associated with circuit for 29 years.
In lieu of flowers, the family has
requested
donations be made to Heart
Fund.

• • •
there'll

when

they'll

come

all

oday's carriage crew — tomorrow's teen-agers . . .grownps before you know it— pushing baby carriages of their
i'wn! It's a constantly replenishing market, this Motion
icture audience! Themes, ideas, technics, change with the
ears, of course . . . but quality goes marching on! That's
WIDE

SCREEN
COLOR

EASTMAN
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave.
New York 1 7, N.Y.

go

a

to

day

movies!

why it pays, always will pay, to pick the best story and
talent— to use the latest, most advanced technics in producing—to establish and maintain a close working understanding with the Eastman Technical Service for Motion
Picture Film. Offices at strategic locations. Inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department
KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.
West Coast Division
Midwest Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
130 East Randolph Drive
Hollywood 38, Calif.
Chicago 1 , III.

Motion

UA

Earnings

Executives

Leave

Friday for Europe, Israel
Arthur B. Krim, United Artists
president, Max E. Youngstein, vicepresident, and Robert F. Blumofe,
vice-president in charge of West Coast
operations, leave here tomorrow for
production and distribution conferences in Europe and Israel. The UA
executives' first stop will be London
where they will preview Edward
Small's "Solomon and Sheba."
Following promotion conferences
on this and other films in London,
Krim and Blumofe will fly to Israel,
where "Exodus" and "My Glorious
Brother," will be filmed next year
for UA release.
itinerary
includes
London, Youngstein
Paris and'sRome.
He
returns to New York on April 24 after
conferences at UA's overseas offices.
Blumofe wall attend the Film Festival in Cannes following his visit to
Israel.

Laud

B'NAI

popularity
stereoit sound,
cil declaredof that
hoped

MGM
Hollywood, April 15
dances and the
tribal
native
Thrilling animal footage in Technicolor;
of two men
story
this
into
incorporated
been
have
jungle
dangers of the
and a woman who brave the African jungles in search of the famed
diamonds of King Solomon. Watusi is the name of the seven-foot warriors who guard the area of the mine containing the treasure chest.
James Clavell wrote the screenplay, which is based on H. Rider Haggard's famous novel, "King Solomon's Mines." George Montgomery
portrays the son of a hunter who was befriended by the Watusi tribe
when he made the trek to the fabulous mines. He returns to Africa, fol-

lowing World War I, to retrace his father's journey in search for the
treasure. David Farrar, a jungle hunter and friend of Montgomery's late
father, joins Montgomery on the safari.
Montgomerv displays a hatred for all Germans, blaming them for his
mother's and sister's death in a ship-sinking during the war. He harbors
a resentment for Taina Elg, daughter of a missionary, whom he saves
from a savage tribe, when he discovers she is of German parentage. He
changes his mind about Miss Elg, after she saves him from a jungle fever.
Recognized bv the Watusi as the son of their former friend from a
jeweled neck piece he is wearing, Montgomery is able to penetrate the
Watusi country and is led to the mines. Montgomery, Miss Elg and Farrar manage to reach the treasure chest and take a few handfuls of the
diamonds at the risk of falling into a fiery canyon while they make their
way through a mine cave. Miss Elg and Montgomery declare their love
for' each other, after she refuses Farrar's proposal of marriage, and they
decide to remain in the Watusi country.
Kurt Neumann directed. Al Zimbalist produced.
in April.
Running time, 85 minutes. General classification. Release,
Samuel D. Berks

LODGE

Asking $2,111,965
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, April 15. - Noah
Dietrich filed suit in Superior Court
here yesterday for $2,111,965 against
Howard Hughes and the Hughes Tool

-

B'RITH

Company charging "fraud and deDietrich, former top executive of
RKO Radio Pictures, stated in the
complaint that Hughes had offered
him $1,000,000 in September, 1956,
severance pay if he ever left his employ. He subsequently retired in May,
1957, at which time Dietrich claims
Hughes
owed him $1,600,240 for
work ceit."
and services.

Cordially invites you to attend
THE

PRESIDENTS'

LUNCHEON

B. ROSEN
JOSEPH
Retiring President
and Welcoming
W.

ALFRED

SCHWALBERG

in the
Ballroom

Hotel
April 17, 1959
at 12:15 PM

Astor

Call for Reservations LO 5-4566

who
sound are
to equipped
do so, andto topre-a
advertise stereophonic soui!
of their attraction.
(Continued
from pag\
'Modern
Times'

of the Inwood Theatre
Hills,
The by
marshal
session Queens.
of the print
virtu
of seizure issued out of
District Court for the Eastt
of New York. Issuance o
had been directed by Judg<
W. Byers in a copyright in i
suit, also filed Tuesday, b I
port, as owner of the cop;|g
Lopert, as sole authorized jis
of "Modem Times" in the \i
In the complaint plaint 1
that showings of the pictur I
authorized and infringed !n
right
"Modern
claimedin the
InwoodTimes"
Theat ^11;

run
thisalleged
area as"exclusive
well as j|l
ing ofin an
!
of the exhibition of the c
the 16mm print, constitull
trade practices and unfaijic

Defendants named in
plaint are Robert B. Fisch
ington, D. C, Mark Redv
attsville, Md., Ed Sarets
delphia,
Fred von
BernewYo
cellent Films,
a New
tion.
According to an affidavit
of thetion."
application for seizi
Edward A. Sargoy, of the
Sargoy & Stein, attorneys i i
Export
Company
Establi
had witnessed
the showin:
em Times" at the Inwoo
on Sunday, April 12, and
as a copy of the copyrigl

Vidor Off for Europe
HOLLYWOOD, April 15.-Charles
Vidor, who will direct "A Magic
Flame," William Goetz production for
Columbia, left here tonight enroute to
Europe for the shooting of the film,
which stars Dirk Bogarde and goes
before the cameras May 4 in Munich.

Suit Transfer As
Defendants in an an
filed by Independent Th
a Tennessee corporatioi
theatres in Chattanooga

Muhl
Tickets $5.00

companies would follow tl
Fox in making films avail
stereophonic
The Councilsound.
also urged

picture originally released
Chaplin in 1936 through !
ists, whose U.S. distribi
had expired many years
The complaint was sigi
goy & Stein as attorneys i
port. The co-plaintiff dist u
pert Films, Inc., is repi
Phillips, Nizer, Benjami 1
Ballon, through Jerome P
that firm.

Dietrich's attorneys said their
client's breaking up with Hughes was
due to Hughes' refusal to put this
promise in writing.

Incoming President

North

Skoi

(Continued from pag(

Watusi

Dietrich Sues Hughes,

CINEMA

Thursday, April

Daily

review:

(Continued from page 1)
tal capital stock of 1,367,485 shares
outstanding at year end were $2.71.
The comparative earnings per share
for 1957, adjusted to the number
of shares outstanding at the close of
1958, were 82.39.
During the year 1958 the amount
of 6% convertible debentures was reduced through conversions from
88,365,100 to 86,343,600.
UA

Picture

Assigns Arthur

HOLLYWOOD, April 15.-Edward
Muhl, Universal-International vicepresident in charge of production, today assigned Robert Arthur to produce "The Great Imposter," adapted
from Robert Crichton's book which
the studio purchased last month.

requested
that theof case
Atlanta instead
New
The defendants, which ii
ner Bros., 20th Century-]
Inc., Citation Films an
Broadcasting - Paramoun
told the court here that
are all on file in the C
A hearing
on the petition
later
this month.

, April 16, 1959
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'MGM

Corp. ' as Name
(Continued from page 1 )
EVIEWS
Loew's Theatres and Radio Station during the same period this year."
WMGM, consolidated net income
Vogel reported that the forthcomamounted to $5,749,000. This com!
Girl
Hey
" has
Joy!
"Ben-Hur
t in
the
excitemen
enormous
created
of the film
ing release
pares with a consolidated net income
p
of 8509,000 in the corresponding pe- motion picture industry. He said:
riod one year earlier.
"Our sales department is being liteMlv speaking, this Harry
rally besieged by theatre owners
^production is as bouncy and
the company's afVogel
yesterday for a representative throughout the world, many of them
fairsreviewed
4ifig as anyone who is a fan
offering huge guarantees for the right
popular stars, Louis Prima group' from the financial community
eh Smith, could ask for, at
Loew's Inc. headquarters. In his to exhibit this picture in their theatres. They offer to modify and imWit- remarks, he reported that the comby Sam Butera ando the
prove both the interior and exterior
1 swinging comb if there
studying possible diversifi- of their
panycationwasmoves.
theatres— for the right to
perKeely
and
Louis
one,
..J
show 'Ben-Hur.' Many believe that
Differentiates Income
'\ less than nine musical num<ring from a tender Lullaby to
this one picture will do more to revive the film industry than anything
iv title tune, "Hey Boy! Hey
Vogel also supplied a breakdown
that has been presented since the end
of the earnings as between the two
Raphael Hayes-James West
was
Inc. conLoew's
which 12.
companiesoninto
of World War II."
Of the
March
3|ty has Prima, portraying divided
solidated net income of $5,749,000
looking for a new girl singer
Name Steinhardt
jroup. Asked to appear at a earned in the 28 weeks ended March
(Continued from page 1 )
bazaar organized by priest 12, 1959, $951,000 was attributable
jre<*ory with the help of to what is now Loew's Theatres, and to Tokyo on Saturday to participate
.ho" is' called Dorothy Spenin M-G-M's "Ben-Hur" conference in
00 to the new Loew's Inc.
ughout, Prima soon finds the $4,798,0
Inc. that city April 21 to 25. From Tokyo
Loew's
of
ders
stockhol
the
As
I a pleasant voice and per- received one half share of stock in he will proceed to Saigon to assume
": er to trv out for the job with each of the two new companies for his duties.
each share of old stock each comSteinhardt has a background of 27
is an instant success, and beshares of years in the film industry. His last
8
2,668,38
has
now
pany
know it, she and Louis are common stock outstanding. On this
^The only hitch is that she has basis, earnings per share were $1.80 post was with 20th Century-Fox as
manager of Thailand and South Viet- brother, Kim Charney, who for Loew's Inc. and 36 cents per share
nam, and prior to that he held manike the idea of Louis taking for Loew's Theatres for the first half
agerial posts in various pares of ihe
■ away from him. Hard feel- of the current fiscal year.
world,
including
the Near Fast, Belfinally smoothed out, howgium and Puerto Rico.
Loew's
since
id at the fadeout, Keely gets Theatr
es pointe
n WMGM
out that
Statio
and dRadio
Vogel
is Mrs. Louis Prima, which
Inc.ntson 350 Set to Attend
real life,
Loew's
were
r comme
furthe
12,tedhisfrom
Marchsepara
ed bv David Lowell Rich, would
(Continued from page 1)
be confined to operations of
imbia picture has its musical
Loew's, Inc.
will be honored as retiring president
~- spaced so that the story is
of the organization.
Cites Loss Changed to Profit
cept to a minimum. This was
Harry Brandt will officiate at the
: nking. The best performance
year," he said, "during the installation.
• funny bit turned in by Bar- first"Last
half, a 28-week period, the diviThis year marks the 20th anniverr;ller, who plays a no-talent
sions which now make up MGM insary of Cinema Lodge. In tribute to
:;iditioning for Prima.
inbefore
curred aloss of $483,000
g, founder and first presiSchwalber
: time, 81 minutes. General
terest and taxes. For the same period,
dent of Cinema, all of the past presilion. Release, in May.
dents have agreed to act as honorary
this year, the same divisions show a
Warren G. Harris
profit before interest and taxes of chairmen for one year for each of the
$10,792,000. The big difference is due agencies that comprise the fabric of
I of Lost Women
to a sharply improved performance in B'nai B'rith activities.
A large group representing every
film production - distribution which
:IN -Warners
showed a loss of over $5,000,000 in
phase of the motion picture and teleichards, Venetia Stevens and the 28-week period last year comvision industry will grace two daises
ith are the stars of this small
at the luncheon.
of almost $5,000,000
profit
a
pared
to
1 adventure drama. The most
j_^le aspect of the film is its
Dais Roster a Who's Who'
his retreat when they get back to
Dais guests will include: Rabbi
screenplay of "Island of of
.. jOTien" is naively plotted and civilization, the scientist destroys their Bernard Birstein, Harry Brandt,
JL (perhaps purposely) for the
Julius Collins, Ned E. Depinet, Russell V. Downing, Simon H. Fabian,
Further complications arise when
plane.
.^lunating.
In
the
film's
favor
r j exotic locale, three lovely Miss Stevenson and Miss Jergens fall Emanuel Frisch, William J. German,
dash of science fiction and a in love with Richards and Smith and Alex Harrison, Leo Jaffe, Harry M.
help them build a raft for escape. In Kalmine, Jack H. Levin, Joe Levine,
^"unning time.
ichards is seen as an Ameri- his efforts to prevent this, Napier ac- Elmer H. Ludwig, Sidney M. Markcidentally sets his laboratory on fire
\i ' io commentator, and John
J. O'Connor, Eugene Morey,
Picker, John
Harvey
Piatt,
his pilot-photographer friend which, in turn, triggers an atomic ley, Edward
- ■> forced down on a lovely, blast which wipes out everything on Samuel Rinzler, Joseph B. Rosen, AlJ d Pacific isle while en route the island except the people. The
fred W. Schwalberg, Leslie R.
'. ,alia. The island's sole inhabi- ending finds them all hopefully look- Schwartz, Sol A. Schwartz, Spyros
e Alan Napier, a former
S. Skouras, Jr., Solomon M. Strausafter. ing for rescue and happiness ever berg
ihvsicist, and his three magand Oliver Unger.
Albert J. Cohen produced the
_ teenage daughters, Miss StevAt
the and
pastMrs.
presidents'
will
S. Arthurtable
Glixon,
: )iane Jergens and June Blair. Jaguar production and Frank W. Tut- be: Mr.
tle directed the screenplay by Ray Irving H. Greenfield, Arthur Israel,
r',.land
who 15hadyears
brought
brood Buffum, based on a story by Prescott
before his
to escape
Jr., Martin Levine, Burton E. Robors of the modern world, is Chaplin.
bins, Saul E. Rogers, Robert K. Sha( .ndably irked by the intrusion, Running time, 71 minutes. General
piro, Adolph Schimel, Robert M.
classification.
Release,
in
May.
Weitman, Joseph B. Rosen and Mrs.
le two strangers refuse to give
Alfred W. Schwalberg.
word that thev will not tell
Vincent Canby

IT...

..HAPPENED..

■■■TOiBi

..JAY...
Jay Wren
Viking Thea. Corp.
Philadelphia
"A projection room
full of
'entertain-me'
exhibitors howled
while viewing the
colorful romantic
comedy drama, 'IT
HAPPENED TO JANE.'
Delightful
deluscious;Day's
Lemmon
and Kovacs are at
their hilarious best.
Here's wholesome
entertainment
for the entire

family."

IT

.HAPPENED.

FROM COLUMBIA
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Daily
REVIEW:

The Great St. Louis
Bank Robbery

Televisi
NTA on
International ~\od
Has
Who'say
Where

VIEW
IN OUR
11TOW that the perennial visit of
V '"Uncle Oscar" has come and gone
—and incidentally, doing a great
deal of good for both motion pictures
and television, regardless of what anyone intended— the time is approaching
for the now equally perennial visit of
hisThe
young
feminine
relative,
flowing,
graceful
lines"Emmy."
of the
young and attractive statuette will
grace the mantels of a good many
television performers, directors, writers, etc., ere a month has gone. On
the night of Wednesday, May 6, the
eleventh annual Emmy Awards of the
National Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences will be made, via the
NBC-TV network nationwide from 10
to 11:30 P.M., EDT. There will be
millions looking and listening in, of
course, as there were for the film
awards, and the program is to originate from three locations, the Moulin Rouge supper club in Hollywood,
the Ziegfeld theatre in New York,
and the Grand Ballroom of the Mayflower Hotel in Washington.
No less a personage than Vice-President Richard M. Nixon will participate
from the latter city, making some of
the presentations in the news and
public affairs categories. Bob Hope
will be among the masters of ceremonies, doubling in brass (no new
thing for him), and just this weekJack Benny, Mike Nichols and Elaine
May were added to the list of presenters and entertainers scheduled for
the telecast presentation.
There are indeed loads and loads
of categories, and although it may
seem at first glance to be an unwieldy
number, closer examination of the
category divisions indicates the necessity of maintaining the total as is, so
diverse are the facets of presentation
in the television medium. We personally, in Television Today, are
happy indeed to see our friend Red
Skelton nominated for his Red Skelton Show over CBS in the Best Comedy Series division, for Red it was
who won top honors as Best Comedian
in the annual Television TodayFame poll of television writers and
editors across the country. Of course
he has competition, but that is the
staff of life to television as to other
pursuits and endeavors, and it is
competition which compels an alertness and sharpness which in turn
means better results. Two other of
our hardy perennial Fame winners,
Perry Como and Dinah Shore, also
were nominated in the appropriate
categories.
The Academy membership will cast
its ballots secretly, of course, from

A new fi
package
ofac
motion
pictures
kage'
lm 'P
New includes
which
51 post-1948 features,
is now available for television presentation, Harold Goldman, president of
NTA International Inc., announced
yesterday. Titled "NTA's International Package," the 64 films make up the
first group of features released by
NTA International since the new
world-wide organization was formed
five months ago.
Included in the grouping are six
Shirley Temple films made while the
young star was at the peak of her
career.
Goldman also revealed that he is
leaving shortly on a tour of motion
picture centers throughout the world
to meet with leading producers and
film companies. Discussions will center on the possibilities of bringing
first-rate film properties to television.
'White House Saga' Is
Set on NBC Next Season
"The White House Saga," a
dramatic production created and
written by Nanette Kutner, leading
magazine writer, will be presented by
the NBC Television Network during
the 1960-61 season. This was announced by Robert F. Lewine, vicepresident, NBC Television Network
Programs.
"The White House Saga" will feature leading performers, live or on
tape, with the episodes bound together by a poetic narration.
Acquire 'Peacemaker'
"The Peacemaker," a new Western
series, has been acquired by Screen
Gems and added to the schedule of
new properties to be readied for production. William Sackheim, Screen
Gems' executive producer, will develop assigned
"The Peacemaker"
with a writer to be
immediately.
among the almost 200 nominees divided among 42 categories, with the
CBS and NBC networks almost even
in total nominees, although CBS had
a slight edge and ABC trailing, but
showing considerably greater strength
than in past years.
The complete listing, too detailed
for repeating here, is a thorough-going "who's who" and "what's what"
of the past year in television, with
glory and to spare for all, although
only one in each group will take
"Emmy" into his or her arms. May
the best guy or gal win, but a congratulatory pat on the back to all
who have been nominated for a good
job, well done.
— Charles S. Aaronson

John M. Cooper, formerly managing editor for CBS Newsfilm, has been
promoted to manager, it was announced by Sig Mickelson, general
manager of CBS News and vice-president of CBS, Inc. In his new capacity, Cooper replaces Howard Kany
who has left the CBS Newsfilm managership to assume a new position as
director of international business relations for the CBS Television Stations Division.
n
Jack Berch has been appointed a
senior vice-president in the TV division of Transfilm Inc., it was announced byWilliam Miesegaes, president of the TV commercial and business film production company. Recently, Transfilm became part of the
entertainment division of The Buckeye Corporation. □
Three administrative appointments
and an expansion of the scope of
WABC-TV's sales department were
announced by Joseph Stamler, vicepresident and general manager of the
flagship station. James E. Szabo, sales
manager of the station, has been
named general sales manager. Robert
F. Adams, now serving as account executive, has been appointed assistant
sales manager. Bill J. Scharton, currently employed by NBC Spot Sales
in Chicago, moves to WABC-TV as
national sales manager. Both Adams
and Scharton report to Szabo.
Two Bills on Toll-TV
Filed in California
Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, April 15.-Two
bills affecting proposed pay-TV operations in California have been introduced in the legislature at Sacracis.
mento by Assemblyman Louis FranThe first would prohibit any payto-view program which is being
broadcast free in the state at the same
time.
The second bill provides that the
state Public Utilities Commission be
given authority to franchise and regulate toll-TV throughout the state.
Senate Educational-TV
Bill Asks $50,000,000
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 15. - The
Senate has passed a bill to provide
$50,000,000 of Federal funds for educational television. The bill, which
now goes to the House, would permit
grants
to $1,000,000TV forstations.
each state
to fosterup educational
The Administration is opposed to
the measure.

Hartford,
Guggenheim — U.A.
Bank holdups of varied s:
mensions and approaches loil
held the fascinated eye of sere!
ers, and in the case of this <:]
heim Associates release, th
premise is admirably retaineo
face of illogically-conceived «f
Moreover, the inferred attachn
from wholesome, evident amo/
principals,
relegates
"The
Louis Bank
Robbery" activity
to
adultG
status.
Exploitation
cated, certainly, and a c
stressing action rather than i
would be recommended to ex
on all counts.
Richard Heffron's screenpl
produced by Charles Guggenb
latter sharing directorial crec
John Stix. Steve McQueen,
Clarke, Crahan Denton, Mo
Carthy and James Dukas are t
characters.
As the title specifies, the
locale is the Missouri metrop
aim of four men to hold up
From the point of initial encov
course, it's a downright forego
elusion that the quartet will sec
survive in one manner or anotl(
the subsequent footage sees tliii :
standing complete.
McQueen, youngest of the
has a yearning for Miss McCar
ter of another of the participai
she's killed off for her allegec
ence on cancelling the bank vi
The
police can
speedmake
to the
the bandits
theirscene
ant:
breakaway.
hoodlumMcQue
is kil
other
commitsOne suicide,
self is wounded and captured
remaining outlaw, escaping, is
hended.
Running time, 86 minutes,
classification. Release, in Febrv1
Six Officers Named j
(Continued from page 1
Samuel P. Norton, vice-presi<
charge of legal and business ;
David J. Melamed, vice-presf
charge of administration; Geo
Gould,
in chf
televisionvice-president
broadcast facilities,
continues as president of NTA
studios);
Burton
Lippman,'set
NTA.)treasurer
ant
and I.assistant
( Lippman remains as contro
ABC

Vending

Revenues

Annu

$64,597.

ABC Vending Corp. and II
aries have reported total ojj!
revenues of $64,597,461 for t
ended Dec. 28, 1958. Revenue
company for the previous ye
$56,006,937.
Net income for 1958 was !
371, or $1.67 per share, as co
in
with1957.
$1,429,222, or $1.27 pei'
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Policy-
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Style

By Sherwin Kane
USTRY members no doubt read
:h some misgivings the New
rk Times' report yesterday of the
government's reprimand to
Moiseyev, the Russian dance
; director, for having given too
ag an account of life in the
d States following his return to
nv from a tour of this countryear.
•ording to the Times' account,
1 yev was summoned to the office
kolai Mikhailov, Soviet Minister
iture, after having praised AmerIrama, music and art and noting
•e was leaving discussion of our
omings to the persons in the
Union "responsible for such
Moiseyev was told that his
k s lacked balance.
would appear that this official
e reflects Soviet policy with reto public information on Amerlulture and entertainment — "If
;an't say something bad along
the good, keep quiet."
. i Times' story notes that Soviet
s to the United States since the
>f the Moiseyev rebuke all mixed
] |ional Soviet complaints about
ica with their pleasant recoils. They included Sergei Gerafilm director.
development raises the question
ier the Soviet, if it keeps its
about not altering any of the
ican motion pictures sold to it
-t of the State Department's culexchange agreement, will conto permit the unqualified exan of any of our films which
IDD an obviously favorable impres- m the masses.
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40th

20th-Fox

Schedules

Production

From

24

Now

Films
to

October

Twentieth Century-Fox will place 24 productions, all in CinemaScope,
before the cameras between this month and October. Announcement of the
record production schedule was made here yesterday by Spyros P. Skouras,
.
president, and Buddy Adler, production head, following a series of meetings at the home office.
Allied to Weigh
Skouras and Adler said the production plans were a "reaffirmation of the
MPA
Committee
faith of 20th-Fox in exhibition."
The productions and the months
they are scheduled to start are as
follows:
By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON,
April 16.
- OffiApril: Elia Kazan's "Time and
cials of Allied States
Association
Tide"; David O. Selznick's "Tender
want to know the real significance of
(Continued
on page
8)
"O
Brackett's
Charles
Is the Night";
the committee named by the Motion
Picture Association to meet with the
American Congress of Exhibitors on
Columbia Ad Plan:
May 12.
General counsel Abram F. Myers
said the special Allied board meeting
here Saturday and Sunday would get
(Continued on page 7 )
levine Will Handle
'Jack the Ripper'
By WILLIAM PAY
LONDON, April 13 (By Air Mail )Regal Films International's first major
Britishbe production
The Ripper"
will
handled in "Jack
the United
States
by Joseph E. Levine, president of
Embassy Pictures Corp. This was announced here by Regal's joint managing director Michael Green at a press
conference on his return from America.
Reporting
on theon successful
(Continued
page 2) show-

Year

for

B.O.'
Cradle
By SAMUEL to
D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, April ^.-Dedicating its future policy and philosophy
of supervising the advertising, publicity and merchandising of films from
"the cradle to the box office," Columbia Pictures' top management team
in the publicity - advertising area,
headed by vice-president Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., met with the trade press
at the studio here today to point up
its program.
Marking the first general meeting
of the team, comprised of East and
West Coast executives, including
Jonas Rosenfield,
(Continued executive
on page publicity7)

U. A.

Gross

1st '59

for

Quarter

'58
Over
17%
Company Has Nothing to
Report Except Progress
United Artists' gross for the first
quarter of 1959, ended last week, was
$3,100,000 ahead of the gross for the
corresponding quarter last year, Arthur Krim, president, told trade paper
representatives who were guests of the

Robert S. Benjamin, and
Arthur B. Krim, president, cut
the United Artists' birthday cake.

REVIEW:
This

Earth

Is

Mine

Vintage Prod. — Universal International — CinemaScope

'"d if this is permitted, will the
t Ministry of Culture, in keepvith its official policy, produce
Vnerican films to be exhibited in
any with ours?
the Times' story is as factual as
{Continued on page 2)

In "This Earth Is Mine" Universal has another soJid box office entry to
follow its "Imitation of Life." Produced on an ambitious scale, it co-stars
Rock Hudson, Jean Simmons, Dorothy McGuire and Claude Rains. Henry
King, now observing his 40th anniversary as a film director, does one of
his most adroit jobs with this fascinating tale, beautifully photographed
in CinemaScope and Technicolor.
Its entertainment assets are numerous and so are its exploitable properties. The wise showman will make full use of all of them and will be

?V/S/ON TODAY— page 9

rewarded with very substantial returns. "This Earth Is Mine" has scope
and depth, strong romantic(Continued
and individual
interesting and likeon pageconflicts,
9)

companycheon at 21
at Club
a 40thhere
anniversary
yesterday. lunKrim used the occasion to thank
the trade press "that has helped us
along the
way, particularly
(Continued
on page in
7) report-

U.A. Executives

Laud

Aid by Trade Press
United Artists officials freely credited the trade press with an important
role in the eight-year success story
of the present management in informal talks at a luncheon here yesterday marking theon40th
(Continued
pageanniversary
7)

•1

Motion

'Life"1 Opens

Today

Picture

at

PERSONAL

Roxy

MENTION

Universal - International's "Imitation of Life" will have its New York
premiere at the Roxy Theatre this
morning, motional
climaxing
prodrive whicha continuous
started a week

,
WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN
United Artists vice-president in
charge of distribution, plans to leave
here in mid-may on an Alaskan hunting trip.
•
Harry Brandt, head of Brandt
Theatres, will leave here by plane
tonight for Paris, and will attend the
Cannes Film Festival, where he will
be joined by Richard Brandt, president of Trans-Lux Pictures.
•
Roy Brewer, head of branch operations for Allied Artists, is in Chicago from New York for the Windy
City premiere of • "Al Capone."
Kenneth Maidment, Columbia
Pictures administrative supervisor for
the United Kingdom, arrived in New
York from London yesterday via
B.O.A.C.
•
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, and Bernard Levy, his assistant, are in Minneapolis from New
York.
•
E. L. Bostick, vice-president and
Southern district manager for National Theatre Supply Co., has returned to his Dallas headquarters
from Atlanta.
•
George Lynch and Bernard Diamond, film buyer and theatre operating head, respectively, for the Schine
circuit, arrived here yesterday from
Gloversville, N. Y., for conferences
with officials of Allied Artists.
•
Charles Vidor, director, will
leave New York today for Vienna.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

i— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL— ,
Rockefeller Cenler • Ci 6-4600
AUDREY HEPBURN . ANTHONY PERKINS
In "GREEN MANSIONS"
Co-starring LEE J. COBB
SISSUE HAYAKAWA • HENRY SUVA
In METROCOLOR
CinemaScope
An M-G-MandPicture
and THE MUSIC HAIL'S GREAT EASTER STAGE SHOW

Theatre

Here

before
the on
picture's
premiere
in Chicago
March world
17.
Advance Promotion Heavy
Many of the cast members of
"Life," including Lana Turner, Susan
Kohner, Juanita Moore and Robert
Alda, have participated in New York
promotional activities, as has authoress Fannie Hurst. An important adjunct of the campaign here has been
a large number of special screenings
for various groups of opinion makers
to create word-of-mouth publicity.
Cardinal

Spellman

Will

Sponsor
'Heaven'
His Eminence
Francis Bow
Cardinal
Spellman will sponsor a special premiere showing of "Embezzled Heaven," feature film based on Franz
Werfel's novel, on Thursday night,
April 23, 8:30 P.M., at the Guild
Theatre in Rockefeller Plaza.
The performance will benefit the
Cardinal's favorite charity, The New
York Foundling Hospital.
Regular continuous performances
of "Embezzled Heaven" will start at
the Guild the next day.
Levine to Handle
(Continued from page 1 )
manship launching of "Hercules" by
Levine,
said that "The
Ripper"
also
an heexploitable
picture,
ideal was
for
the American market, and he felt
"most confident and hopeful for the
future" with Levine handling the picture.
"The Carreras have proven there is
a market for this type of British picture
in America and we hope to follow
in their footsteps," said Green.
Plan Two More Films
Regal's immediate production plans
include another picture by the producers of "Jack the Ripper," Robert S.
Baker and Monty Berman, titled "Flesh
and the Fiends". Also "This Other
Eden," produced by Emmett Dalton.
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To Negotiate Rank
Film Sale in Russia
From THE DAILY Bureau
LONDON, April 16. - Harry Norris, managing
director of and
RankRichard
Overseas Film Distributors
Odgers, general manager of the company, will fly to Moscow tomorrow to
investigate the possibility of the sale
of Rank films in Soviet Russia.

Minnesota

Exhibitors

Lose Fight Against DST
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, April 16. - Legal
or not, most of Minnesota will have
daylight savings time by Memorial
Day. This became apparent with the
state's House of Representatives recent refusal to pass a compromise bill
which would give daylight savings time
to Minnesota for two years, followed
by a state-wide referendum.
Drive-ins Hard Hit
This refusal was a severe blow to
exhibition's hopes of killing the daylight savings law, which it is felt has
cut into 50 per cent of drive-in revenues in the two years the statute has
been on the books. Although the old
law expires on May 30, a local option
law which was passed by the legislature in 1957 remains on the books.
The House has refused to take a bill
repealing this law out of committee.
This bill gives the metropolitan area
counties of Hennepin (Minneapolis ),
Ramsey (St. Paul ) and St. Louis (Duluth ) the right to adopt daylight savings time on a local basis without further approval.
See Gain for the Dakotas
Once these counties adopt fast time,
it is believed a certainty that the rest
of the state will follow. Under these
circumstances, it will not be dark
enough in Minneapolis to start a show
before 9:30 p.m., and further north,
starting times may have to be set back
as far as 10:30 or later. It has already been demonstrated that the bordering states of Iowa and North and
South Dakota, which do not have fast
time, will pick up much of the business
lost to Minnesota exhibitors.

Mrs. Strickling Dies
HOLLYWOOD, April 16.-Funeral
services for Mrs. Margaret Strickling,
88, mother of MGM vice-president
Howard Strickling, who died Tuesday
night at San Antonio Community Hospital, will be held 10 A.M. tomorrow
at Draper Mortuary, Ontario, Calif.
Surviving, in addition to her son,
Howard, are three other sons: Joseph,
Boy and Dean; a daughter, Mrs. Jack
Chandler; a brother, Dr. Richard
Cochran, and a sister, Mrs. Rose
Reese.

Settle Anti-Trust Suit
An anti-trust suit filed against eight
film distributing companies by Henrietta Sunness, operator of the Jarvis
and Crest Theatres in Binghamton,
N. Y. has been settled and discontinued in New York Federal Court.
In the settlement, the Crest was given first-run availability in the area
and the Jarvis had its clearance
periodAction
reducedin tothe
14 days
run.
same after
suit firststill

IT

O
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(Continued from page 1 )
it appears to be there are serirj
questions about how much good 1
film exchange agreement with Mr
cow will do America— or the indust
On

the Right Track

Yjj ESTERDAY's
formation hereannouncement
on Tuesday ofof 1t
Council for the Improvement of Thi
tre and Motion Picture Projection
one more in an ever-increasing ser
of manifestations that exhibitor lei
ership today is alert to means of i|
proving its competitive position I
doing the utmost to attract increas
patronage.
The meeting, under the auspi
of Theatre Owners of Ameri
brought
representatives
four
tradetogether
associations,
IATSE, t
carbon companies and two soul
service organizations, all with the e
of improving theatre projection, sou
and physical maintenance. TO A pr
ident George Kerasotes arranged J
meeting to meet the challenge of
recent Motion Picture Research Coi
cil report on sub-par projection
many of the nation's theatres.
When projection standards hi
been improved the Council plans
only to continue in existence but a
to add other phases of theatre ope
tion to the scope of its clinical
tention.
TOA is to be congratulated on I
new program for restoring and rm
taining the theatre's position as i
preeminent center of entertainm
and for taking prompt and constr
tive action where the need for si
action has been shown.
It is in the same category as is
increasing participation by all le\
of exhibition in the merchandis'
conferences sponsored by Motion 1
ture Herald, designed to aid bl
exhibition and distribution in real
ing the maximum revenue from fl
ket.
portant new releases in today's it
•
If this trend continues, Hollyw
will have to make them all good,
convenient whipping-boy is rapi
putting himself beyond reproach.
200

Book

'Dodge

Civ

"Gunfight
at Dodge
Urn
Artists
western
drama, City,"
has been
to open in over 200 situations in
NO LANGUAGE BARRIER
Dallas, Kansas City, New Orlei
St. Louis and Omaha exchange ar
Translate your picture into
U. S. Dollars with a Ben Adler
Joel McCrea, star of the Mirj
National Sales Campaign.
Company
will mak
series of presentation,
personal appearances
spark local level promotion c|
ADVERTISING
paigns in advance of the key city,
LOngacre 4-2190 • 1501 Broadway. N.Y.C.
stands against Comerford Theatres.
gional openings.
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iscriniination on
v-See*: Heineman
_m J. Heineman, United Art>-president in charge of dis», denied yesterday that the
Br's 'look-see" policy would
reed against only a certain
exhibitor,
gring a question put to hirn at
tOth anniversary luncheon to
bress representatives, Heineterated that the pohcy would
ied uniformly to all.

lie to Box-Office'
Continued from page 1)
ing director; Robert Ferguson,
iffice publicity-advertising diJohn Flinn, studio publicity
. and Robert Goodfried, stulicity manager. Lazarus called
i to the joint operation of
lictated
by today's need for
donal coverage,
e will be no last minute sellfilms. For the first time, the
[da publicity - advertising de' dates
t will instead
now be ofworking
prorelease onschedazarus stated.
Men to Have Vital Role
men, with Hollywood backand a knowledge of distribud exhibition, interested in a
a package, will be employed
advance of shooting dates to
^ors, radio and television comrs in key cities throughout the
) discuss film projects and take
[(for material which will be
xilored for particular outlets,
■Id said, adding that the "Inspiration ofEast and West pubrpartments is now passe."
pen-door policy for informathe company will now be
,iied; and emphasis on closer
with company's roster of inbnt producers will also be
fco effect pre-arranged merj-ng opportunities on reviewj: during the pre-production
(hrough requests for special
1 "trailer shots" during filmproject, it was pointed out.
rade Papers Emphasized
' us stated further that Columl make a sizable upswing in
i aper advertising to build an
corporate image with institu;ds aimed at introducing newand actresses and attracting
jdent producers to Columbia's
Itis cited "Seventh Voyage of
and "Gidget" as examples of
'chandising program being inthat is proving itself at the
ce.
lfield in pointing up the com)lans to return to studio superf the production phase of pubjtso called attention to on-the,r\ icing in England and the
|nt, with Sidney Merkin and
Veiner, respectively, acting
blicity representatives,
rus will leave here tomorrow
1 York. Rosenfield and Ferguby plane late today.

MP A Group
Weigh
from
page 1)
(Continued
tuting zone-wide competitive bidding,
a report on the meeting of the ACE
executive committee in New York and reducing print availability. He
said the board hoped to find means
this week, and would be "eager to to help the Pittsburgh exhibitors and
learn" whether the meeting of the to protect exhibitors in other areas
MPAA groupconference
with ACE
"is was
the
round-table
which
against the "spread of these new and
the principal reason for bringing onerous marketing methods."
ACE into existence, or merely a preIrving Dollinger will submit a report from the Emergency Defense
liminary step leading to a full con- Committee,
and the board will hear
ference including the heads of all the
reports and formulate policy on legislation pending in Congress to extend
companies."
minimum wage coverage to theatres
"White Paper' on Agenda
the Federal CommuniThe special board meeting, Myers and to give
cations Commission control over
said, would also review the work in
the various territories in support of wired pay-TV schemes.
Myers said in view of the special
board meeting, the regular Spring
the Allied "white paper" campaign
and would consider plans for step- board meeting scheduled for Boston
ping up the campaign. Many of the
11 and 12 would probably be
Allied board members plan to stay May
cancelled.
over Monday to contact their Senators and Representatives on Allied
complaints against the Justice De- til. Papers Feature
partment and distributors.
Allied officials will try to induce
Zanuck Appearance
President Horace Adams to retain the
Special to THE DAILY
promising to relieve him
presidency,
of some burdensome chores, such as
SPRINGFIELD, 111., April 16. newspapers, radio and televiattending meetings all over the coun- Illinois
sion stations were filled with news of
try, Myers said. He also stated there
is
a "regency"
run some
Alliedtalk
untilof the
next annualplan
boardto 20th Century-Fox's "Compulsion" today via producer
Richard
precedented
appearanceZanuck's
before unthe
meeting in December or January.
state
legislature
yesterday.
A
bill
dealMyers gave no details on this "reing with the elimination of capital
gency" idea.
punishment is currently under discusAdams to Preside
sioninin the
"Compulsion"
part legislature.
with the capital
punishAdams will preside over the special deals ment
theme.
board meeting this weekend. Myers
said Adams had not indicated
Talks with State Officials
whether he would serve out his term.
Zanuck
also met with state officials
Adams' doctor has ordered him to
shed some responsibilities and duties, as well as legislature members to discuss his research into the problem.
and Myers said Allied leaders were
ship.
"appalled"
at losing Adams' leader- In addition, the young producer presented State Secretary Charles CarThe board also plans, according to pentier with a copy of the original
Myers, to look at the so-called Basle archives.
"Compulsion" script for the state
case in Pittsburgh. Basle is an exhibitor who won an anti-trust case,
Following this activity, Zanuck met
and Myers contended distributors with the area's leading exhibitors at a
were going far beyond the require- special luncheon, which was followed
ments of the decree in the case and
by a ernor
lengthy
Stratton. conference with Govwere arbitrarily zoning the city, instfAllied

to

Today Marks 40th Anniversary of U.A.
Today marks the 40th Anniversary of United Artists Corp. It was on this
day in 1919 that four of the most famous stars and producers of the periodCharles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks Sr., D. W. Griffith and Mary Pickfordset their signatures to the documents that brought the film company into
existence. Today, as this event is being celebrated around the world by the
legion of stars, producers and creative talent associated with United Artists
in the present and past, the company is enjoying the greatest financial and
artistic rewards of its history.
Arthur B. Krim, president, and Robert S. Benjamin, chairman of the board,
who head the new management-owner team that has been directing the affairs
of UA since 1951, this week reported that net earnings for 1958 reached an
all-time UA high of $3,701,963, and world-wide gross revenues attained a
peak of $84,072,467. The 40th Anniversary Year promises to be even more
profitable.
In the eight years under the Krim-Benjamin stewardship net earnings have
increased more than tenfold and gross revenues have multiplied more than
four times over. Other members of the management team are William J.
Heineman, vice-president in charge of distribution, Max E. Youngstein, vicepresident, Arnold M. Picker, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution,
and Seymour M. Peyser, vice-president and general counsel.

Grosses
UA's
(Continued from page 1)
ing our hopes and aspirations to exhibitors and tofirst
Hollywood."
The 1959
quarter gross, Krim
reported, amounted to $19,300,000,
or a 17 per cent increase over the
$16,200,000 gross for the corresponding 1958 period. And, he added, since
the 1958 figure was a healthy increase over that for 1957, the U.A.
tinuing. of uninterrupted progress unrecord
der the present management is con"It is our prediction," he said,
"that for the year 1959 we will be
substantially
ahead reported
of 1958."net earnU.A. this week
ingsnuesofof$3,701,963,
$84,072,467 and
for gross
1958. revePays Tribute to Associates

at the lunthe presence
Noting
cheon of Eliot
Hyman, president
of
United Artists Associates; Ilya Lopert, president of Lopert Films, a
U.A. subsidiary; Herbert Golden,
vice-president in charge of operations; Bruce Eells, executive vicepresident of United Artists Television, and Max E. Youngstein, vicepresident, Krim said each represents
a new phase of the company's
"They "progress
are writing
a growth story
periodic
reports."
now," Krim said.
Of U.A.'s production plans, Krim
said he could do no more than reiterate the company's product announcement ofsixwemonths
ago—to "We
will dehver what
promised
deliver and we have made no changes
was introduced by Youngin Krim
the schedule."
stein. The two, with Robert Blumofe, vice-president in charge of West
Coast operations, leave here for Europe today.
Other U.A. executives present included Robert Benjamin, board
chairman; W. J. Heineman, vicepresident in charge of distribution;
Arnold Picker, vice-president in
charge of foreign distribution; Roger
Lewis, advertising-pubhcity-exploitation director; Fred Goldberg, executive assistant to Lewis; Mort Nathanson, publicity manager and David
Picker, executive assistant to Youngstein.
UA

Executives
(Continued from page 1)

of the founding of U.A. Today is the
actual anniversary date.
"We wanted to celebrate this occasion with our trade press friends
who
have
helped
us along
way,"
said Arthur
Krim,
U.A. the
president.
"We think it is appropriate that we
repeat now, which we do, the
acknowledgements of your valuable
help that we made in our 35th anniversary report. We think you've done
a magnificent
Said Max E.job."
Youngstein, vice-president: "Our main purpose in getting
together
todaypress.
is to We
say are
'thank
you'
to
the trade
grateful
for all the help you have been to us
during our growth from insolvency to
our present healthy condition."
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crimination
on
Allied
to Weigh
MP A Group
See':
Heineman
{Continued from page 1)
J. Heineman, United Arttuting zone-wide competitive hirlrlimr
resident in charge of dis- a report on the meeting of the ACE

UA's
Grosses
{Continued from page 1)
-oss,toKrim
e
jag our hones .and _asDi£ations
9,300,000,
'ded,
over since
the
)rrespondIthe U.A.
salthy inheit is said,
conpgress un[e will be
358. earninet
iates reveross
asident of
the
lun-a
Golden,
Films,
Ilya LoDf opera:ive
vices Televiwth vicestory
ein,
represents
company's
ms, Krim
>duct an0| than
changes
reed to delago— "We
1 Young! of West
:rt Blum\i for Euesent in, board
ftribution;
an, vice-in
dent
in; Roger
-exploitaDavid
:d Nathano Youngg, execn-

s friends
this oc|Iay is the
that we
he way,"
president.
valuable
;.i've
I do, done
the
5th anniV_z Lll 11

,:iner, respectively, actmg
|city representatives.
will leave here tomorrow
I'ork. Rosenfield and Ferguy plane late today.

four times over. Other members of the management team are William J.
Heineman, vice-president in charge of distribution, Max E. Youngstein, vicepresident, Arnold M. Picker, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution,
and Seymour M. Peyser, vice-president and general counsel.

fi i , in
vice-prespuijjuae
getting
together
today
is
to
say
'thank
you'
to the trade press. We are grateful
for all the help you have been to us
during our growth from insolvency to
our present healthy condition."
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Texas

Council

Bans

Pay-TV

Plan

Special to THE DAILY
GALVESTON, Tex., April 16.-The
City Commission here has dismissed
an application for a franchise to operate a closed circuit pay television
network here after a hearing at which
exhibitors voiced opposition. The
application was filed by Closed Circuit of Galveston, Inc., a firm headed
by Lee Cook of Houston.
At the hearing exhibitors were repby R. Holloman
J. O'Donnell,
Q. Adams,resentedVan
and John
John
Browning of Interstate; and Sonny
Martin of Martini Theatres.
The Commission indicated its firm
opposition to "using the city as a
guinea pig."
Sam

Goldwyn

Profiled

"Reader's Digest," in its May issue,
will feature a story titled "The Last
of the Hollywood Moguls," recounting the life and achievements of Samuel Goldwyn, with special emphasis
on his production of "Porgy and
Bess."
Sheridan
Mark
manager
Fox, has
manager

to Seattle

Sheridan, formerly district
in Dallas for 20th Centurybeen named Seattle branch
for the company.

Fox
of

Benefit

"

the

TICKETS

"The s I
Wald'sWanger'
JerryWalter
May:ing";
Everyth
's "Sal
patra"; Charles
Samuel
Engel's Brackett
"The Story
of
"Sink the Bismarck"; and
Powell's "Bachelor's Baby."
Three in June
Door."

t's s"Jou:
"D
Tour";
Bracket
Zanuck'
Darryl F.
June: Charles
the Center of the Earth" anc
Wald's "Beloved Infidel."
Samuel
July:
"Fr
Robson's "Th(
Mark Engel's
Die";
Must
Terrace"; and Jerry Wald's "Sc
Cumming
JackWald's
August:
Can"
and Jerry
"Thes' S

"er: and
Lovers.
Wald's
Jerry"The
White
Collar"
Jung '
Septemb
One."
Page
: Jerry Wald's "Re1
October
Brown's
Place";F. "John
Prodi
Zanuck
and
PeytonDarryl
"Requiem for a Nun."
Planning for Months Ahej
Set for distribution by Fox
next
several months
Obsessed,"
One are
for "A
Me,WJ
Man Who "Say
Understood
"Warlock," "Holiday for Lovejl
Private's Affair," "Blue Deniifll
"The Blue Angel."

NOW

Performance
of Broadway's
Newest
FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 22, 1959 AT 8:30 P.M.

Musical

Comedy

DESTRY
RIDES
AGAIN"
ANDY GRIFFITH • DOLORES GRAY • SCOTT BRADY
IMPERIAL
NEW
.73

MEZZANINE @ $20.00

Mistress Mine"; "The Alaskan:
Jack Cummings' production of

it does. It is ironic, too, that Gough's death is not half so cruel as any
of Three
his victims'.
of these victims are attractive young women, and they provide
plenty of sex-appeal in their tight-fitting, low-cut costumes. Unfortunately, they are not very good actresses. Gough and Curnow are convincing
enough and Beatrice Varlev is good as an elderly antique dealer.
Produced by Herman Cohen and directed bv Arthur Crabtree, "Horrors
of the Black Museum" is being released here by American International
as a James H. Nicholson and Samuel Z. Arkoff production. It has enough
excitement to satisfy most fans of this genre of film-making.
Running time, 95 minutes. General classification. Release, in May.
Warren G. Harris

YOUR

Schedu

(Continued from page 1

Museum

Strikingly mounted in CinemaScope and Eastman Color, this Britishmade honor drama has ample shock values for audiences liking such
films. In addition, it features an exploitable 12-minute prologue in
"Hypno-Vista," which is designed to condition audiences into actually
feeling and experiencing some of the honor and thrills on the screen.
It may be questionable whether this gimmick can have any psychological effect on audiences, but it does provide a few chuckles and an
elementary insight into techniques of hypnotist Emile Franchel. The villain of the stoiy is Michael Gough, an author and journalist who commits
the most fiendish murders to supply material for his own writings.
Though planned bv Gough, who is a cripple, the murders are actually
carried out bv his young assistant Graham Curnow, who has his Jekyll
and Hvde moments.
During the course of the Aben Kandel— Herman Cohen screenplay,
Gough and Curnow execute five murders, each more ghastly than the
one before it. All this time, Gough is in constant contact with Scotland
Yard, in his role as mystery writer, and it is almost impossible to believe
that that fabled institution could not have tripped him up sooner than

Sponsored by the
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
of
WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL FUND
ORCHESTRA @ $25.00

Black

American International — CinemaScope

ORDER

Hospital

Friday, April 1

Daily

REVIEW:
Horrors

Closed

Picture

Admission
Fed. Tax
City
Tax
CONTRIBUTION

$ 8.26
.41
15.60

Admission
Fed. Tax
City Tax
CONTRIBUTION

6.61
.33
.56
12.50

TOTAL J 25.00

THEATRE
YORK

To Special Activities Committee
Thomas
Rodgers MEMORIAL
and Irwin Freedman,
WILL ROGERHOSPITALCo-Cbairmen
AND RESEARCH LABORATORIES
1501 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.
ENCLOSED PLEASE FIND MY CHECK FOR $

Date
WHICH IS FOR

IMPERIAL
SEATS AT ofTHEDESTRY
E 1 120PERFORMANCE
MEZZANINBENEFIT
ZZZZ=
FOR THE WILL□ ROGERS
RIDESTHEATRE
AGAIN
FRIDAY EVENING. MAY 22, 1959 at 8:30
Please Send Ticket to:
TOTAL $20.00

Admission Price and Contribution are TAX DEDUCTIBLE
Make Checks Payable to: WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL FUND, S. H. FABIAN, Treas.

NAME.
FIRMSTREETCITY

COMMITTEE ADVISES IMMEDIATE PURCHASE — SEATS ARE LIMITED

-ZONE-

-STATE-

.
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Picture

Is Mine
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

characters, spectacular action and the "new" background of Caliia's beautiful Napa Valley vineyards.
iss Simmons, out of a British branch of the family headed by Rains,
prohibition years to be married
..ought to the valley during America's
it owner of a neighboring vineyard and thus add his holdings to
already huge family domain. Arranged marriages of the kind had
red importantly in building up the family vineyards. It appeared the
tice had produced, in addition to grapes, some prominent instances
[fidelity and illegitimacy in the family.
i>s McGuire, ambitious daughter of Rains, who hopes to inherit the
ire at his death, is the unhappy victim of one such arranged marfather's plan to
with hervineyards,
accord
complete
this, sheto is
?.
-v Despite
Miss Simmons
theinowner
of the
neighboring
played
■""rands Bethencourt. Miss McGuire's husband, Kent Smith, had loved
('sister, Anna Lee, and Hudson was the illegitimate son of the two.
her
blowing Miss Simmons' arrival in the valley, a romance between
Hudson develops and soon makes greater progress than the one with
intended fiance. Concurrently, a conflict that has been simmering
, een Hudson and his grandfather, Rains, approaches a climax.
ie older man looks upon the culture of the grape as an art, an end
'pelf so long as he controls the bulk of the soil in which it grows,
fident that prohibition will be over with in time, he is resigned meane to selling his harvests for such legitimate ends as eating and the
ing of sacramental wines, both at profitless prices.
-sox, on the other hand, is for selling them at the best price obible and not questioning what use is made of them by their purI cers. Eventually he makes a deal with Eastern bootleggers and with
j'jr help organizes the growers to supply the scofflaw market. His
''/ides earn him the disapproval of his grandfather, chill his romance
|ii Miss Simmons and lead to an interlude with a voluptuous young
5 ai d worker in the person of Cindy Robbins, a newcomer, who will
fre prominently in the exploitation of the picture,
"here is a violent aftermath which leaves Hudson badly injured. Later
is dies and his will, bv breaking up the dynasty, appears destined to
ct members of the family and their affairs into less tortuous courses,
h prohibition's repeal, Hudson's inherited dedication to the vineyards
y* gitimatized and his romance with Miss Simmons restored,
he production is strong in all departments— acting, direction, story,
le, photography and color. There is a title song with words and music
Sammy Cahn and Jimmy Van Heusen, sung by Don Cornell. Casey
inson and Claude Heilman produced, with Edward Muhl as execuproducer. Robinson wrote the screen play, based on the novel "The
i and the Sword," bv Alice Tisdale Hobart.
's a solid, commercial property that will pay off handsomely,
riing time, 119 minutes. General classification. Release, in July.
Sherwin Kane
i. Town

Will Have

ree New Theatres
Special to THE DAILY
-ITUSVILLE, Fla., April 16.-Prepons are underway in this town of
population for the construction
wo new drive-ins and an indoor
fee.
s the result of a zoning change,
'ie
of the ofMagnolia
atreHall,
and owner
vice-president
United
atres, announced he would start
k at once on a 450-car drive-in a
north of the city limits and just
of U.S. Highway One. Thomas
Tuck has since reported that he
build a competitive drive-in just
jh ofwill
Hall's
jail
also site.
build the new indoor
itre, a 750-seater which will replace
Magnolia. The latter draws conre ble patronage from the Cape
^averal missile launching base.

Revue Quits Republic;
3 Talk Rental Deal
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 16. - Revue
Productions, MCA subsidiary, will
move immediately its television film
units off the Republic lot to its own
studios, recently acquired from
Universal - International, following
cancellation of die current lease by
mutual agreement with Republic.
United Artists, NBC and Four Star
have started negotiations for space at
Republic, where Jack Webb is the
only rental unit left on the lot.
Desilu Re-Signs

Granet

HOLLYWOOD, April 16. - Desilu
executive producer Bert Granet has
been signed to new exclusive threeyear pact, it was announced today by
Desi Arnaz.

Daily

Television

Today

Budget
Mean
Playings Can
on TV: Hal Hudson
Salvation
Repeat

From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 16. -"Repeat playings during the late spring and
summer of films broadcast originally during the peak-listening months can
mean a television film producer's budget salvation. They are often his only
chance to maintain high standards in
the face of rising costs without going
in the red. And by using such reScreen Gems' Traffic
peats an advertiser can spread his
costs over 39 instead of 29 programs,
Section Reorganized
and thus afford a better quality proScreen Gems' traffic department has
gram." These were some observations
been re-organized to separate the
made by Hal Hudson, executive vice- handling of national and syndicated
president
of Zane Grey Productions,
Inc.
Alan Press, with the title of NationCites Nielsen Reports
al Traffic Manager, will be responsible
programs.
As evidence of a continuing public for Screen Gems' 12 network and national spot shows.
demand for Western programs, HudSid Weiner, with the title of syndication traffic manager, will be responTheatre"
Grey Thursday
of "Zane
over son,
theproducer
CBS-TV
network
sible for first-run syndicated series such
nights, and executive producer of as "Rescue 8," rerun series such as
"Black Saddle" on the NBC-TV network Saturday nights, cited the for- "Burns and Allen," Screen Gems'
mer as being among the top 10 in library of feature films, comedies (such
three out of the last four Nielsen re- as "Three Stooges") and cartoons
("Scrappy" and "Krazy Kat").
ports, and the latter earning a 25.2
in the last Nielsen
r as western traffic
John Ballinge
manager
will continue to be in charge
"These figures, in addition to those
of handling distribution of Screen
'Rifleman,'
like
shows
by
earned
which was spawned from an episode Gems' shows in the 11 western states.
in Zane Grey Theatre, are the barometer by which sponsors and their Cancer Society Program
advertising agencies operate, and are
indicative of ratings being received by Set for ABC Network
many other Western programs, which
Fay Bainter and Eli Wallach will
now occupy nearly one^-third of net- appear in "The Irritating Angel," a
special half-hour program for the
out. work programming," Hudson pointed American
Cancer Society which will
be telecast over the ABC network
Now in Third Year
Sunday, April 26, at 3:00 P.M., EDT.
Zane Grey Theatre, completing its Ralph Edwards, who is president of
third year with 87 programs to date, the "Something Can Be Done About
It Club" of the Society, will be host
will have 29 originals and 10 repeat and
narrator on the program.
shows on its current schedule before
Saddle,"
1. "Black
which
in January,
has
Maydebut
time, its
option made
20 original and 14 repeat shows
scheduled for network airing.
Commenting on the problem of obtaining suitable story material, Hudson, whose background stems from
CBS-TV network programming-Hollywood to his present partnership with
Four Star Films on his two Western
series, said it was more difficult to
obtain stories for "Zane Grey Theatre," TV's only Western anthology
series, than "Black Saddle," which
has three continuing characters.
Sees Producer Aided
In reasoning the sustained success
of "Zane Grey Theatre," Hudson
spoke
of the not
show's
as one
that attracts
only prestige
writers seeking
a good credit, but stars as well. In
securing star availabilities, the producer isable to stimulate writer ideas
by advancing information on the stars
signed for the series.
Hudson concluded a luncheon interview at the Hollywood Brown
Derby by outlining five requirements

John Becker Producer
The script, written by John McLiam, is the story of Mary Doehler,
who learned to talk again after a
laryngectomy performed 15 years ago.
John F. Becker is producer of the
and Wiley Hance, ABC
program,
manager of public affiairs programs,
is executive producer.
David

Rose

Signed

HOLLYWOOD, April 16.-David
Rose, current Emmy award nominee
for his music direction of the Fred
Astaire Show, has been signed to baton the Bob Hope Show May 10 and
the Jack Benny Show May 23, repeating his conducting assignment on
both shows last month.
governing contractual arrangements
with a star for Zane Grey Theatre:
The star must be right for the part.
The script must meet his approval.
His fee must be within the budget. He
must be available when needed. And
the sponsor
lection of the must
star. approve the se-

Our
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Appreciation
to the
Members
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Academy
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and

Sciences
for having
nominated
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Dramatic
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TO RIAL,

Johnston

Testifies on IMG

Program

Allied Board Remains in

jAA-ACE

Meet

By Sherwin Kane
I
appointment by the Motion
pre Association of the first exm:or relations committee of its
of directors, now scheduled to
«tere May 12 with a committee
| American Congress of Exhibi| a development that has been
that
coming and which, now
Ii
<re, may prove of great benefit
entire industry,
fhe time of ACE's formation
jivember, it was clear that an
nd important part of its proJf action for resolving some of
ion's most pressing problems
require meetings with productribution on the policy-makm.
's leaders, in announcing the
s they hoped to be able to
with production-distribution,
■ized that they covered probfat are mutual and whose soluould bring about a better inior all.
« can be no doubt that they
titled to the opportunity to
those subjects to an auive production - distribution
and with it to explore the poss of finding solutions to muroblems, to seek means of
ting sources of grievances and
the groundwork for a better,
Drofitable and harmonious infor all.
0 less than afford such an opty would be to imply that pro- distribution no longer subto the axiom that what is good
branch of the industry is good
and vice versa, or that what
1 to one branch inevitably
the others.
ould imply, as well, that prodistribution is content to
th the status quo, even though
on is not. It would be to shirk
onsibility to act when action
led, and to let go by default
■ opportunity to lift the indusits bootstraps at the very hour
If-help appears by all the curjrtents of business and public
most likely to succeed.
Motion Picture Association apo have been well counselled
aiding this opportunity to air
problems and discuss the posts of their solution. It is to
ied that both sides make the
issible use of it.

Special Session Late
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 19. - Allied
States' directors were still closeted in
a two-day special board meeting at
the Hotel Washington here late today.
A statement was expected immediately following the close of the meeting.
Among the subjects on the special
meeting's agenda were: Allied's future policy in relation to the American Congress of Exhibitors; the Allied "white paper" campaign; possibility of relieving Horace Adams,
president, of some of his duties for
reasons of health; policy on minimum
wage and pay TV legislation in Congress, and Pittsburgh bidding and
print availability requirements.

UA Plans 40th Year
Parties for Exhibitors
As part
of United celebration,
Artists' year-long
40th
anniversary
the
company's
branches
the United
States and 33Canada
willinhold
special
birthday parties for theatremen this
month, in honor of the event. The
by UA's
hostedstaff
will besales
parties, which
branch
managers,
and
(Continued on page 5)
Schwa/berg

Inducted

Report

Success

Cinema

Lodge

Hit

Sales

Only

Totalled

$200,000,000

Carrying
for

Out
Year

By WARREN G. HARRIS
"The very best of luck" was extended to incoming Cinema Lodge president
Alfred W. Schwalberg by retiring prexy Joseph B. Rosen at the B'nai B'rith
organization's induction In
luncheon
in the Hotel Astor here Friday.
a
report
on C i n em a

W. Schwalberg

the tion's
organizawork was
carried out
s u c c e ssfully.
Cited as examples of Cinem a manitarian
Lodge's huwork during the

doculabor of(Continued
love," the on30-minute
were "a
year
page 2)

Was

Remitted

Roy Haines Named

Head

Activities

Lodge's
activities during
the
past
year,
Rosen said that

$310,000,*

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, April 19.— The eight member companies of the Motion
Picture Association did a world-wide gross of about $590,000,000 in 1958,
sales, MPAA President Eric Johnston
including about $310,000,000 of foreign revealed.
"Today more than half of our total
film rentals are overseas, and our forAsk Industry Share
eign percentage
sales is growing,"
Johnston
said. Heof estimated
that of
In Newsreel Service
the $310,000,000 of foreign film rentals, only $200,000,000 was actually
The MPAA newsreel committee
remitted. The rest, he declared, was
went on record at the weekend that eaten up in currency losses, taxes,
the services its members offer as the local salaries, distribution expenses
and other costs.
"major
of the
motion public
picturerelations
industryarm"
should
be
Johnston appeared Friday before a
shared by the industry and not
House Appropriations Subcommittee
charged solely against the newsreels.
in support of additional funds for
The stand was taken at the group's the Government Information Media
annual meeting Friday at the HarGuaranty Program, which guarantees
vard Club here. C. B. Stratton, execudistributors of films, books and other
(Continued on page 5)
tive(Continued
vice-president onof page
Hearst5) Metro-

as New
in

$590,000,000

Foreign
But

Ctoss

Film

World

Exploitation-Pool Plan
Before N.W. Exhibitors
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, April 19. - The
need to coordinate exploitation in the
Great Plains States will be the subject of talks in Kansas City on Tuesday. Harry Green, general manager
of Welworth Theatres, Minneapolis,
and chairman of the Northwest Business Builders Forum said on Friday
that the meeting would be held to
discuss the idea of building a regional
(Continued on page 5)

UP A

General Sales Manager
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 19. - Roy
Haines, former president and general
sales manager of Warner Brothers
D i s t r i bution
Corp., the sales
subsidiary,
has
been named
general sales
manager
of
UPA Pictures
by President
tow.
Haines
Stephen
Bosus-a
will
develop
new sales and
d i s t r i bution
rected to motion picture
diprogram
theatres for the "Magoo" cartoons.
UPA's(Continued
distributionon agreement
page 5) with
Roy Haines
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Motion
Three- Way
PERSONAL
MENTION

A DOLPH ZUKOR, chairman of
the board of Paramount Pictures, and Y. Frank Freeman, vicepresident in charge of the studio,
have arrived in New York from the
Coast.
•
Gertrude
Brooks, of the 20th
Century-Fox publicity staff, is in Miami from New York for the premiere
tiiere of "The Diary
• of Anne Frank."
Neale Leary, of the motion picture department, "This Week, ' has
returned to New York from J Tollywood.
•
Susan Kohner is scheduled to return to New York from London today
via B.O.A.C.
•
William L. Hendricks, Warner
Brothers studio publicity director,
and W. W. Brumbert, field exploitation manager, have arrived in Chicago from the Coast in connection
with the promotional tour for "The
Young Philadelphians."
•

Michael Curtiz, director, now in
New York from the Coast, will leave
here at the end of this week for
Vienna.
AMPP

Names

Chamie

Secretary-Treasurer
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 19. - Alfred
P. Chamie succeeds James S. Howie,
recently retired as secretary-treasurer
of the Association of Motion Picture
Producers, it was announced on Friday by the AMPP board of directors.
Chamie, an attorney, has been on
AMPP staff for 11 years as assistant
to Charles Boren, head of labor relations, recently elected executive vicepresident of the organization.

Picture

Tie-Up Is

Arranged for 'Gidget'
A three-way tie-up to promote Columbia's "Gidget" here has been arranged among Martin Block-ABC
Radio, Arnold Constable's and Columbia Pictures involving James
Darren, star of the film and recording
favorite of the teenagers. The tie-up
features a contest to be held in the
junior department of Arnold Constable's with the 50 winners invited
to the Columbia home office where a
"Pepsi Party" and private screening
of "Gidget" will be hosted by Darren. Martin Block's Make Believe
Ballroom program on WABC is inviting teenage female listeners to
register for the contest at Arnold
Constable's.
Will Run Through April 21
The contest, which is being crossplugged over other WABC shows and
in Arnold Constable's newspaper ads
and in-store displays, runs through
Tuesday, April 21. The drawing for
the 50 winners will be conducted by
Darren and Block the following day
at the store, and the screening and
"Pepsi Party" will be held on April
24.
Wilmington

Theatre

To End Long Career
Special to THE DAILY
WILMINGTON, Del., April 19.The Queen Theatre will end a career
of 44 years in entertainment, with its
formal closing tonight. Edward Godlesky, manager, confirmed that the
theatre would be abandoned by its
present lessee, Avon Motion Pictures
Corp., of New York City. The firm
subleases from the Stanley Warner
Corp., operator of four other local
theatres. Stanley Warner, however,
has given no indication of any plans
for
putting the theatre back into operation.
The Queen Theatre opened in a
gala program in 1915 to waiting lines
of patrons to show the silent film
"War Brides." It closes with the
showing of "House on flaunted
Hill." At one time the Queen was a
top-flight vaudeville house.
Warner

to Shutter 5

Weeks Before 4Porgy'
"Cinerama South Seas Adventure"
will complete its 40th and final week
at the Warner Theatre here on Sunday, May 17. The theatre will reopen on June 24 with Samuel Goldwyn'sner"Porgy
and Bess" on the WarTheatre reserved
seat policy.
During the five-week period in between, the theatre will receive ToddAO equipment. It will retain its Cinerama installation of three booths on
the orchestra floor, with the center
booth enlarged for the Todd-AO machines.

Monday, April 2(!l

Daily

Hearing

Here Today

on

Mailing 'Nia\a' Cards
A hearing will be held today before the Civil Service Hearing Commission on the issues of obscenity and
mailability of the postal card reproduction ofGoya's painting, The Naked
Maja, at the General Post Office. Several thousand copies of the postal
card were seized by the Post Office
Department early this month after
they had been mailed by United Artists in connection with its film, "The
Witnesse
s who will testify on the
Naked Maja."
publicon propriet
Goya's painting
y ofcard
and
the postal
reproduction
include: Dr. Theodor Reik, president
of the American Psychoanalytic Institute; Professor Horst W. Janson,
chairman of the Department of Fine
Arts at New York University; Seymour M. Peyser, vice-president and
general counsel of United Artists;
Peter H. Mayer, photographer who
took the picture in the Prado Museum
of Goya's, "The Naked Maja," reproduced on the postal card, and Val
Coleman, editorial researcher.
The hearing is part of the regular
legal procedure which follows a Post
Office Department declaration of nonmailability when the mailer refuses to
accept the Department's ruling.
San Juan
In UA

Branch

Picker

Wins

Drive

United Artists' San Juan (Puerto
Rico) branch has won the grand
prize in the 1958 international drive
honoring Arnold M. Picker, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution, it was announced by Louis Lober, home office captain. The San
Juan office, managed by Sam Jones,
topped the 92 UA overseas branches
in Europe, Asia, Africa, Australasia
and Latin America that competed in
the sales contest, which registered the
biggest
foreign business in the history
of
the company.
Australia a Winner
Lober concurrently announced that
the top cash award in the exploitation
phase of the 12-month campaign has
gone to Australia, whose managing
director is Ron Michaels. The Philippines office, headed by Conrado de
Jesus, has won first place in the administration competition.
The success of the year-long drive,
which was run in two phases, is underscored bythe fact that in the concluding six-month stage, 24 offices exceeded their billings quotas for
which they received substantial cash
In the second six-month phase of
the drive, the exploitation winners
prizes. Argentina, Germany and Thaiwere
land, while Australia, Hong Kong and
Switzerland
took the administration
honors.

Cinema

Lod

j

(Continued from page 1
mentary
"People ofandthe anHillel
Idea
the reactivation
dation at City College here.
Schwalberg, who was the firs
ident and founder of Cinema
was inducted by Harry Brar
tribute to Schwalberg, all of tl
presidents of the organization
agreed to act as honorary ch
for one year for each of the ac
of B'nai B'rith.
In addition to Schwalberg, t
lowing officers were inducted
Hoffberg, executive vice-pre
Jack Weissman, treasurer; Abe
stein, secretary; Irving R. ]
Maurice B. Leschen, Milt Livii
Joseph
David Pickt
Rissner, Margulies,
Norman Robbins,
Nath
Rudich and Leonard Rubin, al
Inducted as trustees were: N
presidents.
Blackman, Sidney Burdick, Julit
lins, Harold Dansin, Leo Jaffe,
M'Aharam,
the Hon. Artlm
Schwartz and Karl Tausig.
Special Tribute to Senft
A special tribute was offered
late Albert A. Senft, preside
Cinema
Lodge in 1944, 194i
1950.
Dais guests included the folk
Leo Brecher, Joseph Levine,
Ludwig, Sidney Markley, Harr)
mine, Russell Downing, Hem
Martin, Leslie Schwartz, So
Strausberg, William J. Germai
Schwartz, Brandt, Schwalberg
Jack
Levin.
Also,
Rosen, Harvey Piatt, S
bian, Ned Depinet, Sam Rinzler,
ros S. Skouras, Jaffe, Alex Hai
John J.A. O'Connor,
Emanuel
Oliver
Unger, Edward
Morey:F
Jeffee and Rabbi Bernard Birsb
The past
headed
by Mr.presidents'
and Mrs. table
S.
Glixon, Irving Greenfield,
Israel, Jr., Martin Levine, Burton!
bins, Robert K. Shapiro, A
Schimel and Robert M. Wei
Seated with them were Mrs. ]
and Mrs. Schwalberg.
New

Allied Membersi

WASHINGTON, April 19.(Jack) Whittle, who is acting a]
ecutive secretary of Allied Ml
Picture Theatre Owners of Mary
reports that his association reel
added the following members j
roster: William J. Fisher, C;(
Drive-In, Baltimore; George E|
sell, Crest Theatre, Baltimore; G
A. Brehm, Bengies Drive-In, M
River; Edmondson Drive-In,
more, and Elkridge Drive-In,
more; I. K. Makover, Edmoi
Village, Baltimore; Harry Bondi
Gov. Richie Open Air, Glen Bi
Md.; Joseph Walderman, New
Theatre, Baltimore.

ffiVS^Ad?^
P' S.
^ers,
Managing
Editor;Director;
Richard Pinky
Gertner,
News VEl
Canby, Eastern Editors. Hollywood^^?^'^Sf^^J,^^S^V^^i^
Bureau Yucca-Vine : Bui klW S,rn?S n TW i iELEVISION TODAY Charles
Aaronson,
Editorial
Herman,
mgton, D. C.J London Bureau, 4, Bear St Leicester Square W ? Hone Win f/^' Manager; Telephone HOllywood 7-2145; Washington. J. A. Otten, National Press Club, '
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Center, New York 20, Telephone Circle 7-3100 Cable address "Ou ^
N w V^^WSUJ,dar\S holidays, by Quig ey Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rock,
dent
Treasurer;
J. Brady,
Secretary.
Other Oulg ey PublBa fons Mo^nn F „ ^art!5 Qu'?ley. Prudent; Mart™
Q"1^ Jr., Merchandising,
Vice-President; each
Theopublished
J. Sullivan
Vice-a
as a and
section
of MotionLeo Picture
Herald;
Television
Better Refreshment
13 times
class matter Sept. 21, 1938, at the Post Office at New York ' NiN- Y unaer
under the act
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of March
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Motion
World

me' Campaign
flew Phase

ith a full-page ad in Friday's
/ York Journal-American," a new
3 in the campaign for "The Diary
[tone
was entered.
ad
s anFrank"
international
flavor The
for the
laien, calling attention to New
[ readers that Anne Frank can
:>en shortly in the capitals of the
p and that ticket information is
jable in New York,
tie advertisement, largest in a
; of ads which quote some of the
ireviews of the 20th Century- Fox
!se also brought news of "Anne
uc" to students who will be on
ion during the summer months,
jents were cautioned to order
tickets before the vacation peso as to avoid the "standing room
oblem." ad told readers that the
ieprJournal
imaScope release would premiere
lv in London, Paris, Antwerp,
n. Hong Kong, Tokyo, Sydney,
iourne and Copenhagen. Ticket
mation will be made available by
:alace for people who wish to see
e Frank" while on their Euroor Oriental vacations.
m Reopening

for

iriotte Theatre
Special to THE DAILY
1ARLOTTE, N. C, April 19.i are underway here to reopen
eatre which has been dark for
ijral years. The C. H. Sears Realty
i owners of the long-shuttered
If Theatre in North Charlotte, is
repairing the theatre for a new
it. Painters are giving the front
w look and new carpeting and
I are being installed. Plans are
being made to obtain new prom and sound equipment.
mers say they will not open the
ire themselves but are preparing
: "an interested prospect." IdenDf the prospective operator was
revealed.
ploitation
# — ; Pool
(Continued from page 1 )
lization that would coordinate exition and develop methods of
lotion that could be used by all
bers of the proposed group,
ie idea of a business building
n was developed in the upper
vest a year ago by Edmond
n. president of Welworth TheaCharles Winchell, president of
lesota Amusement Co., and Har^ield, president of Pioneer TheaThey felt the need of having
r in publicity in order to get the
est value for the money spent,
presentatives from a number of
in the Great Plains area have
| invited to attend the talks,
fog those expected to attend are,
y S. GrifBng, Video Theatres,
homa City; H. J. Griffith, Dallas;
[ge Kerasotes, Theatre Owners
Kmerica; Myron Blank, Central
?s Theatres, Des Moines, and Don
l, Tri-State Theatres, Des Moines.

Picture

Gross

$590,000,000

(Continued from page 1 )
media convertibility of their earnings asked, "where could be found a better bargain in carrying out foreign
in certain foreign countries. The
MPAA official testified behind closed
doors, and his questioning will not
Johnston said MPEA companies are
policy objectives?"
be reported until later.
currently
guaranteed about $2,000,Estimating that some $150,000,000
000 for payments from the four counof informational media have been sold
tries covered by the program, and
in 18 countries during the last ten that it was this guaranty alone that
years under the guaranty program,
made it possible for them to distribJohnston asked the subcommittee to
ute there. Last July, he declared, the
Government was asked to increase its
boost to $15,000,000 the Administration's recommendation of only $3,- guaranties for Turkey and Vietnam,
500,000 for the program in the year and to include India and Indonesia
for the first time in the film guaranty
starting July 1. IMG guaranties now
cover film distribution in four counprogram, in all involving about $6,tries—Poland, Turkey, Vietnam and 000,000. The U.S. Information Agency which administers the program said
Yugoslavia.
it wanted to expand the film program,
Calls Policy Best Obtainable
he declared, but it was kept from
Johnston said the $3,500,000
achieving this objective because
of lack of funds.
sought by the Administration would
support the foreign sale of about
Sees Existence Endangered
$11,000,000 of American information"We are trying to hang on and do
al media,Hea estimated
"woefully the
inadequate"
amount.
program
business in all these countries," he
actually is costing the government at
"for we prefer to stand on
the most 10 cents on the dollar, and asserted,
our own feet, but steadily deterioratactually may cost far less, if the local
ing conditions make the task harder
currencies credited to the program
and
I don'tin know
should recover their market value.
how harder.
long we Frankly,
can continue
some
"Even at a cost of 10 per cent," he of these areas."
CFI Opens District
Office in Detroit
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 19.-Consolidated Film Industries, in addition to
its processing facilities here and in
New York and Fort Lee, N. J., has
opened a new district office in Detroit
to handle an increasing number of
film processing
orders and
from white
the midwest for both black
and
color.
C. Richard Shanahan has been
placed in charge of the Detroit office, which will coordinate orders and
service customers in the area. Technical advice and assistance will be
made available to industrial organizations embarking on new film projects.
Gould
UA

on Tour

for

Anniversary

Lineup

Joseph Gould, UA advertising
manager, is visiting exchange areas to
confer with sales officials on new materials and methods for presenting the
company's to40th
anniversary
release
schedule
exhibitors
across
the
country. He will visit Charlotte today
and Philadelphia tomorrow.
Tied to UA's 40th anniversary film
lineup, the new kind of presentation
is designed to effect closer coordination between the sales and promotion
forces for maximum selling impact at
the local level.
Alabama

Theatre

Sold

ATLANTA, April 19.-Lane Hebson, for 20 years with Martin Theatres, is the new owner of the Strand
Theatre, Alexander City, Ala., having
purchased it from Mack Jackson, who
had operated the house for 41 years.

5

Daily

UA's

Parties

(Continued from page 1)
fieldmen, will feature screenings of
United Artists' fortieth anniversary
trailer and big birthday cakes.
Exhibitors, circuit heads and film
buyers in UA's 33 exchange areas
will be guests at the birthday celebrations.
UA's 40th anniversary trailer feascenes frominthe1959.
company's
films
set forturesrelease
The trailer
will also be shown in theatres around
the country.
The trailer is one of the key elements of an all-media promotion campaign forbration.
theUA has
40thalready
anniversary
cele-a
sent out
40th anniversary kit to motion picture editors, film reviewers and film
trade editors throughout the U.S. and
overseas.
Universal

Signs Kay

HOLLYWOOD, April 19. - Gordon Kay, producer formerly under
contract to Universal - International,
has completed negotiations with U-I
for a new, multiple picture deal calling for two pictures a year for two
years, it has been announced by Edward Muhl, U-I vice-president in
charge of production.

Heflin, Heilweil Set
HOLLYWOOD, April 19. - Van
Heflin and producer David Heilweil
will co-produce "Precipice," original
screenplay by Philip MacDonald,
which they purchased. Heflin, who
will star, will scout locations over the
weekend in Acapulco and Mexico
City. No release deal has been set.

Newsreel

Plan

(Continued from page 1)
tone News, was elected chairman for
the coming year to replace Edmund
Reek, vice-president and producer of
Fox Movietonews. Reek held the post
four years and the committee expressed its "appreciation for his valuInterable
regard
to the public
service
theservices."
committee
pointed
out matthat
newsreels are called upon nearly
every week to provide services requested in support of not only the industry itself, but the government and
many national organizations, including the American Red Cross, AmeriPresident's
can Cancer toSociety,
Committee
Employthe the
Handicapped, U. S. Savings Bonds and
other philanthropic organizations.
The committee then went on record
to
effect that this
service,properly
"being
antheall-industry
matter,
should be shared by the industry."
Overseas Service Cited
It was brought out that not only do
the newsreels serve the industry domestically but frequently in many
foreign countries as well. For many
years the newsreels have given special coverage to visiting foreign dignitaries who represent important film
markets throughout the world. The
release of this footage abroad has
done much topublic
furtherrelations,
the industry's
international
it was
stated.
In another action the committee decided to put before the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences the
question
to "why the
newsreel
has
not
been asrecognized
by the
Academy
for its outstanding contribution to the
motion picture industry in the 31
of the Academy's
Attending
the meetingexistence."
in addition
years
to Stratton and Reek were: Tom
Mead, Al Barsch, Charles Tierney,
Universal Newsreel; John E. Michon,
Casey Davidson and Walter de Hoog,
M-G-M News; Jack Haney and Burt
Reinhardt of Fox Movietonews, and
Taylor Mills, MPAA.
Roy (Continued
Haines from
Named
page 1 )
Columbia Pictures for its short cartoons will be terminated shortly, but
its releasing arrangement with Columbia for the coming animated feature,
will not "Mr.
beMagoo's
affected. Arabian Nights,"
Claughton

Changes

Set

MIAMI, April 19. - Managerial
changes made by Claughton Theatres
here include the shifting of Dean Berrett, manager of tire Circle Theatre,
to the Trail, Coral Gables the circuit's flagship. Roger Ellis, assistant
manager at the Circle, was named
manager, while his post has been
taken by Clarence L. Watkins.
Robert Guibord, former Wometco
manager, has been appointed manager
of the Normandy, Miami Beach, succeeding Alex Moffatt, long-time
cently.
Claughton manager, who retired re-

Motion
Talks Due

OF THE

Soon

Picture

on

1960 'Oscar' Telecast
Officials of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences are expected
to come here from Hollywood within
the next few weeks to discuss with
the Motion Picture Assn. sponsorship
of next year's telecast of the annual
Academy Awards presentations.
There has been an understanding
that the discussions would be held
promptly
this year's
Hence the after
expectancy
now is telecast.
that the
Academy representatives will have
preliminary discussions here just
prior to the next MPAA board meeting and will either attend the meeting or be available for questioning
and discussion.
The Academy and NBC had a twoyear agreement with an option for a
third year— next year. The Academy
recently discussed a new three-year
deal with NBC but no final action
has been taken yet. Presumably a
definite commitment will await the
coming conference with MPAA.
Academy Has Two Choices
If the latter agrees to another
year's
sponsorship,
theexisting
Academy
could either
exercise the
one
year option and delay closing a new
term deal until next year, or it could
proceed to make a new three-year
deal giving the first year to MPAA,
along with first refusal of sponsorship
in subsequent years.
Should MPAA turn down sponsorship of next
broadcasts,
the
Academy
wouldyear's
be free
to deal with
a commercial sponsor on either a
year-to-year or multi-year basis. Some
thought also has been given to negotiations with other networks, and to
offering the program to all as a public service.
Cost of the broadcasts— TV and
radio— to MPAA is variously estimated
at anywhere from $750,000 to $900,000.
'Oscar' Telecast Ranged
From 43.1 to 54.1
The Academy Awards telecast of
April 6 reached a peak network rating
of 54.1 during the 10:45 to 11:00
P.M. segment, Pulse reported at the
weekend. The lowest rating was 43.1
which was recorded for the period
from midnight to conclusion.
According to a Pulse breakdown of
audience make-up, for every 100
families tuned in to the telecast, there
were 91 men watching, 97 women, 18
teenagers between the ages of 12 and
17, and nine children of 11 and under. This made a total of 215 persons
viewing per 100 families.
S. P. Gorrel Rites Held

JimenlcoM. Dntensia&orud.
m ic t u m c •

Monday, April 20.

Daily

CLEVELAND, April 19.-Funeral
services have been held here for Samuel P. Gorrel, 56, an active figure
in the local film industry for the past
35 years, who died in the Cleveland
Clinic following heart surgery. Interment took place in Zion Park Cemetery. The deceased is survived by his
wife, a sister and two brothers.

Television

Schaefer

Forms

Producing

Own

this fall.
season beginning with "Harvey"
last
Directed 'Hamlet in 1953
Schaefer, who has had extensive
directing and producing experience on
Broadway for the past 13 years, came
into television in 1953 to direct Maurice Evans' "Hamlet." Since then he
has staged 28 plays and musicals; all
of them except one were 90 minutes
or longer. Of these he was producer
as uwell as director on 15.

On

Series Set

NBC-TV

in Fall

"Laramie," a new, one-hour color
series dramatizing the struggles of
two brothers operating a stagecoach
relay station in the Old West, is being
filmed for the NBC Television Network's fall schedule. Announcement
was made by Robert F. Lewine, vicepresident, NBC Television Network
Programs.
date and time period will bePremiere
announced.
John Smith, currently co-starring in
the network's "Cimarron City," heads
the cast cludes
of Robert
"Laramie,"
which
inCrawford,
Jr., also
Hoagy
Carmichael and Robert Fuller.
A guest star will appear each week.
Dan Duryea and Everett Sloane will
be guest stars in the premiere episode. Producer for the series will be
Robert
erty. Pirosh. Richard Lewis will be
executive producer. Director for
"Laramie" will be Herschell Daugh'Texan'

NTA

Program

Si

Company

George Schaefer will set up his
own organization on May 1 to produce television plays, legitimate
theatre productions and motion pictures. Schaefer recently produced and
directed "Green Pastures" in a live
repeat performance on NBC. He will
end his season April 26 by directing
a two-hour musical spectacular, "Meet
Me in St. Louis" on CBS-TV. It will
be his seventh staging assignment

'Laramie'

Today

Series Renewed

By CBS for 65 Weeks
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 19.-RorvicDesilu's "The Texan" has been renewed by CBS for 65 consecutive
weeks in its Monday night time slot,
starting July 1. Schedule for the
series starring Rory Calhoun which
made its debut on CBS last October
6 and zoomed to top ten ranking in
eleven weeks, calls for 13 shows to be
repeated during the 1959 summer
session; 39 new shows for the 195960 season and 13 re-runs in the 1960
summer period. Executive producers
Vic Orsatti and Rory Calhoun are
presently writing scripts for the new
seasons' shows which will go into
production
summer at DesiluCulver and this
on location.

Adds16Executi
NTA Program Sales, a divis
National Telefilm Associates, I
creased its sales staff by the a(.
of 16 new account executive:
chael M. Sillerman, president
Division, announced at the we
Fourteen of the new executiv
new to NTA. The remaining
R. C. "Pete" Maddux and Jo
Rome, joined the NTA Tel
Network last year and now are
transferred to the syndication
the parent company.
The new account executive
Hal Danson, formerly with
Paramount Pictures, 20th C<
Fox and National Screen
Perry B. Frank, Jr., who was
ated with the ABC-TV Networ
Mont-TV and The New York
John Gordon, whose backgrou
eludes posts as sales manage
WCKY, Cincinnati, and accou
ecutive with Ruthrauff & Ryar
Michael J. Gould, formerly
Gross - Krasne - Sillerman,
ists.
Films, Guild Films and Allie
Several from Film Comparj
Also, Jerry Gruenberg, wh
with Gran Management, exl!
of motion pictures, and Unite
ists; Albert L. Kolitz joins NT!
gram Sales from Rank Film D
tors. Previously, he was with
Radio Pictures as Rock Mf
District Manager; Marvin L.
was
Mid-Western
Division
M
for Guild
Films; Joseph
J. Maj
formerly
Trans LuxanTV.account executivAlso Robert L. Meece, whos<
ground includes associations
Ziv-TV, KWK-TV, St. l.oui
other broadcasting stations; Le
Norins, formerly sales manaj
KABC Radio in Hollywood. Ot
sociations include KTTV, TP
Boston Herald and the Christi
ence Monitor; Joseph B. Pantt
merly an account executive in
vestment field; Joe Porter,
background includes ABC
WOR and NBC in New York.
Also Dave Schooler, formed
manager for Minot TV, Inc. Ol
sociations include Major Te
Productions, Inc., DuMont N
and Carl Fischer Music Pul
Company; Ed Staub was with
Dallas, as an account executive
joining NTA Program Sales.
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of

es ACE

Stay
as

Allied
Policy; Will

id 'White Paper' Drive
By J. A. OTTEN
1HINGTON,
April 20.-Horams has agreed to retain the
icy of Allied States Associate] the expiration of his presii. the Association announced
tg its spring board meeting
special meeting held over the
1 the board clarified its policy
Ird to the American Congress
libitors, agreed to extend its
paper" campaign, chastised
* Artists for its recently an1intonewseveral
"look-see"
policy and
other matters,
directors present pledged
(Continued on page 3)
d favors Refunds
-B Contributions
from THE DAILY Bureau
JHINGTON, April 20. - Ben
Allied States director from
bin and its representatives on
mvirate of the Council of Moicture Organizations, was aujl by Allied's special board
■i~ here this weekend to present
J'IPO the proposal to return to
rs, less necessary expenses,
|ney they contributed to the
11 stry business-building projjwould then be recommended,
ird said, that these funds be
( ontinued on page 5)
Acquires McElroy
s;
N.O.'s
Special
to THE Largest
DAILY
' ORLEANS, April 20.-Pike
I and Supply Co., headed by
' (Teddy) Solomon, McComb,
ias acquired McElroy Theatres
ier City, La., and Shreveport,
jept the indoor Venus, which
inctively operated by Queens
Company in that city, headed
Continued on page 4)

Allied States Board

Five

Applauds
'Oscar'
From THE
DAILY Telecast
Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 20 - The
Allied States board of directors at
its weekend meeting here applauded
the Academy Awards television program, which it noted was "unmarred
by
commercials,"
and distracting,
said it hopedblatant
the program
would
continue as an annual, unsponsored
event
With the immense resources of talent and ability in Hollywood the
board said, ' the program will grow
better and better"

For

Hospital Board

Tour

Set for June 25-27
The annual meeting of the board
of directors of the Will Rogers
Memorial Fund will take place at
Schroon Lake, N. Y., on June 27, it
was announced yesterday by Abe
Montague, president of Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital.
The meeting will come at the
conclusion of a three-day trip and inspection tour of the hospital at Saranac Lake to start on Thursday, June
(Continued on page 6)
K.C. Paper Again
Hits Censor Board
Special to THE DAILY
KANSAS CITY, April 20.-Under
the title, "The Kansas Censors Gets a
Big
the Kansas
TimesWork
todayLoad,"
once more
deliveredCitya
slap at the State Board of Review.
After calling attention to the re(Continaed on page 6)

a

Year

$130

Millions Budget

Col.

Lists

99

From

Now

Till

Embassy

By WARREN G. HARRIS
Embassy Pictures, whose president Joseph E. Levine wants it made
clear "is in no way a one-picture organization," wil release
"at least"byfivea
pictures a year,
each backed
"hard sell" promotional campaign, it
was announced at a tradepress luncheon herewho
yesterday
at "21."
Levine,
said that
Embassy is
(Continued on page 4)
Hartmann

Now

WGA

National Chairman
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 20. - Edmund L. Hartmann, screen and TV
writer-producer, was named yesterday asGuild
national
chairman The
of theelection
Writers
of America.

'60
November,
Large Independent Roster
Contributing to Schedule
By SAMUEL D BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, April 20. - A production and distribution program involving 99 feature films with a projected negative investment of $130,000,000 has been blueprinted by Columbia Pictures for distribution pro-

moves Hartmann from Western president of the Guild, a post held for
four years, to top position in both
Eastern and Western branches of the
organization.
The vote, taken in the Guild Building here, was by acclamation.
Grainger and Bogeaus
To Produce, Release
From THE DAILY Bxireau
HOLLYWOOD, April 20. - J. R.
Grainger, president of RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc., during the Howard
Hughes regime, has set up, in association with producer Benedict E.
Bogeaus, new motion picture distributing and producing organizations.
The companies
Inter-Continent
(Continued are
on page
6)

A. Schneider

Samuel Briskin

duction and active preparation during
the 18-month period starting tomorrow and ending November 1, 1960.
One of Columbia's most ambitious
programs,
it is the onresult
(Continued
pageof 4)planning
Warn

New

Ohio Tax

Will Close Theatres
Special to THE DAILY

REVIEW:
It

Happened

to

Jan

April 3 20.-"Ad
BUS, ofO.,a state
COLUMburden"
ditional
per centadmissions tax may force as many as
half of Cleveland theatres to close,
Ken Prickett, secretary of the Independent Theatre
of Ohio,
uedOwners
(Contin
on page
4) said

Arwin Productions- — Columbia
Bicks Runs
In "It Happened to Jane" Columbia has made a picture aimed directly
at the family audience and has solidly hit the mark.
To start with, setting and characters are as American as Main Street.
The former is a small town in Maine todav which still retains such quaint
customs as community meetings at the town hall. And the latter are
the "typical" New Englanders who live there.
The story concentrates on one family in particular with the mother
(Continued on page 6)

Anti-Trust

Div. ; May Meet ACE
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 20.-Robert
A. Bicks is taking over as Acting Assistant U.S. Attorney General in charge
of the Anti-Trust Division following
departure
on and
the resignati
ed on
(Continu
page 6)for Cali-

2

Motion

Picture

Fox Reports Record
PERSONAL
MENTION

H MOSKOWITZ, 20th Cen•JJOSEP
tury-Fox vice-president and Eastern studio representative, has left
New York for the Coast for conferences with Buddy Adler.
•
Charles Moss, managing director
of the Criterion Theatre, and Mrs.
Moss will leave here at the end of the
week for a vacation at Sarasota, Fla.
•
Joseph M. Sugar, Magna Theatre
Corp. vice-president and general
sales manager, and Martin J.
Sweeny, Jr., in charge of distribution
for "South Pacific," will leave here
next Monday for New Orleans.
•
Allen M. Widem, motion picture
editor of the "Hartford Times," has
returned to the Connecticut capital
from Hudson, N. Y.
•
Alfred Alperin, of the Meadows
Drive-in, Hartford, has returned there
from Boston.
•
George M. Josephs, director of
sales for Samuel Goldwyn's produc"Porgy andfromBess,"
arrived
in Santion ofFrancisco
New has
York,
and
will leave there on Thursday for Seattle, Denver, Salt Lake City, Dallas
and Chicago.
NAC

Board Meeting

May

76 in Chicago

The 1959 mid-year board of directors meeting of National Association
of Concessionaires will be held at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, Saturday, May
16, according to a joint announcement by NAC Board Chairman Lee
Koken, RKO Theatre, New York, and
NAC President Philip L. Lowe, Lowe
Merchandising Service, Newton Centre, Mass.
In addition to the board chairman
and president, other officers who will
be in attendance are: first vice-president Harold F. Chesler, second vicepresident Spiro J. Papas, treasurer
Melvin R. Wintman, and executive
vice-president Thomas J. Sullivan.
The officers and board members

Year in Great Britain
By WILLIAM PAY
LONDON, April 17 (By Air Mail)
—1958 was a record trading year for
20th Century-Fox in Britain, reports
J. F. Pattinson, managing director here,
and this year promises to top even
that, to give the Company its most
successful year since it was formed
in the United Kingdom in 1916.
Fox is currently celebrating here
the first anniversary of the opening of
"South Pacific" in Todd-AO at London's Dominion Theatre. To-date
5,000,000 people have seen the show
at 21 theatres throughout the country.
1,500,000 have, in fact, paid to see it
at two theatres alone, the Dominion,
London, and the Gaumont, Manchester.
It remains the intention to restrict
the Todd-AO screenings of "South
Pacific" here to a limited number of
widely spaced towns, where it is
hoped it will play for a year. "The
CinemaScope version," said Pattinson, "is unlikely to be released until
some time later next year".
At the present accounting 35 theatres have installed Todd-AO equipment here. Of these 27 have shown
"South Pacific". There is, however,
likely to be a sharp increase in the
number of 70mm installations in the
coming months.
Widely Used on Continent
G.B-Kalee, a division of Rank Precision Industries, announces that they
now have exclusive selling rights in
Britain and many countries overesas
for the Cinemeccanica 70mm/35mm
multi purpose projection equipment.
Cinemeccanica, which is manufactured
in Milan, Italy, has already been installed in many countries on the continent of Europe.
Overseas territories in which G.BKalee have selling rights include: Canada, Africa, Australia, New Zealand
and numerous Latin America, Middle
and Far Eastern countries.
'Anatomy'

Called Mich.

Tuesday, April 21.

Daily

Rockefeller

Vetoes

Bill

1:05 Sunday Start
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N. Y., April 20. - Gov.
Nelson A. Rockefeller today vetoed
the Conklin bill, amending the penal
law to permit public sports and entertainment to start Sundays at 1:05, instead of the present 2 P.M. His mespointed events
out that
1919,
publicsagesports
such"since
as baseball
and football games have been permitted on Sunday after two oclock
in the afternoon. This arrangement has
been satisfactory to people who believe part of that day should be devoted to quiet and religious observance, and at the same time, it has
provided the opportunity for others so
inclined to enjoy the recreation of

See

Rank

Over

si

on

Rij

For

spectator
sports." would "disturb this
The measure
settled
balance of
interests for the
greater convenience of those who wish
to attend spectator sports and of those
who wish
to conduct them," Rockefeller continued.

Earnings

By WILLIAM PAY
LONDON,fromApril
17 (Byearning
Air fcj
—Returns
overseas
Rank films for 1959 will be up
last year, reported Richard Oc.^
general
of J.onArthur
Overseas manager
Distributors,
his r
here from a global tour of film ma
There is, said Odgers, a great
ortunity
throughout
worldthe
ets for British
films the
to fill
caused by the fall, in quantit ;
Hollywood product. He compla ,
however, that the cost of film c
bution round the world was stilt
high. There is a great need for ra
alization of film distribution althi ;
he added, "the process does seem ,J
painfully
itselfoneout."
Odgers'sworking
tourundertaken
was
ofbythea I
extensive
ever
executive. After attending the ]

Concluded
the Governor:
"I dobeen
not
believe
sufficient
reasons have
demonstrated for approving a change
in this particular provision of the law.
It has been in effect for 40 years and
appears to have been generally satisfactory to the people of the New

peanvisited
Managers
Conference
in
he
Rank branches
on the!
tinent before flying on to Pakj
India, Manila, Hong Kong, 1
Singapore, Australia and New Zea
Calls Australia Most Lucratr
Australia, where he attendee!
hibitor gatherings in each State, jj

York State." to Europe
Einfeld

far,
the said
Organisation's
most lucfj
market,
Odgers. Germany,
and the Philippines are also 0
placed on the Organisation's lij
profitable overseas territories. I
One That Got Away" has beei;
most successful Rank film overse1
the last year. In addition to their,
pictures, the Rank Organisation!
dies, in many overseas territories,!
International, Disney, RKO and A
Amalgamated product.
Odgers is currently in Moscow
Harry
managing Film
director1;
Arthur Norris,
Rank Overseas
Disj
tors, to investigate the situation
gardingfilms
thetopossibility
of the s;
Rank
the U.S.S.R.

Later This Month
Charles Einfeld, 20th Century-Fox
vice president, will fly to Europe later
this month to attend the Cannes Film
Festival and to help formulate international promotional plans for George
Stevens' "The Diary of Anne Frank,"
which will debut in London early in
June. Einfeld will confer with European representatives of the film comRome. pany in London, Paris, Cannes and
During these conferences, the vice
president will outline the "guide-book"
campaign
Frank" which
has
been used onin "Anne
each showcase
engagement of the attraction in the United
States. Plans have been set for European openings of the attraction
which will closely parallel promotional work on the Stevens production
clone here. Einfeld will also discuss

John E. Petroski Dii,
NEW LONDON, April 20.-Jof!
Petroski, 46, most recently rnariaf
the Stanley Warner Garde Tl
here and a veteran of 20 years is
industry of Connecticut, is dea^
lowing a long illness.

'Product of the Year'
Special to THE DAILY
LANSING, Mich., April 20. - Otto
Preminger's production of "Anatomy
of a Murder" currently on location in
Ishpeming, has been chosen as MichiEuropean
"Warlock,"
One For opening
Me" andof "A
Woman "Say
Obgan'swithproduct
the year celebration
in connection
the ofstate-wide
of Michigan Week, May 17-23.
The selection was made by a board Technicolor Meeting
NEW YORK MAT!
of
judges headed by Dan Gerber, preswill discuss NAC's plans for 1959-60,
ident of Gerber Baby Foods.
sessed." for May 18 Here
the National Concessions Industry's
Slated
Trade Show and Convention plan— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Gerber pointed out that "Products
Annual meeting of stockholders of
Rockefeller Center • Ci 6-4600
ning, Nov. 8-12, and an agenda of of Michigan" is the theme of MichiAUDREY HEPBURN • ANTHONY PER!
Technicolor, Inc., has been scheduled
topics which include enlarged memgan
Week.
"We
decided
that
no
product could typify that great diversity for May 18 at the offices of New York
LEE J. COBB
bership services, group insurance, reInCo-starring
"GREEN MANSIONS"
gional meetings, membership drive, of Michigan products and their im- Trust Co. here. Election of four direcSESSUE HAYAKAWA • HENRY SILV
In METROCOLOR
CinemaScope
possible constitutional revisions, and
tors for three-year terms is the only
portance intheir respective fields betAn M-G-MendPicture
the officer nominating committee
listed for the meeting in adter than the motion picture, 'Anatomy business
and THE MUSIC HALL'S GREAT EASTER STAGE SHi
vance.
report.
of a Murder,' " he said.
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Motion

New Award for 'Ones'
At Spain Cinema Week
United Artists' "The Defiant Ones,"
produced and directed by Stanley
Kramer was awarded first prize at the
International Religious Cinema Week
of the City of Valladolid, Spain The
UA release also received first prize
from the screen writers of Spain for
best theme and cinematographic development George Ornstein, United
Artists representative in Spain, will
accept the awards on behalf of UA
and Kramer in Madrid

Pike

Acquires

{Continued from page 1)
by Jerry Nance. The theatres taken
over by Pike include the Barksdale
& Don Drive-Ins and the indoor Davis
in Bossier City, La.; the Sunset Drivein and the indoor theatres, Don Rex
and Broadmoor, Shreveport La. The
acquisitions make it the largest circuit
in the New Orleans exchange area.
Recent Pike acquisitions also included units of Joy's Theatres, Inc.,
the indoor Joy at Vicksburg, and the
Joy Drive-in and hard top in Shreveport. Managerial appointments for the
newly acquired theatres are Charles
Williams, formerly with McElroy
Theatres, as city manager of indoor
theatres in Shreveport, Bossier City;
Charles Gowan, city manager of driveins, and M. E. Brown as manager of
the Joy, Vicksburg.
Warn on Ohio Tax
(Continued from page 1)
in a speech prepared for delivery before the Senate taxation committee.
The committee is hearing proponents
and opponents of the omnibus tax
bill, No. 376, sponsored by Sen. Stephen Olenick, Democrat, Youngstown.
"The state saw fit several years ago
to give theatres relief from the admissions tax," said Prickett. "At that
time, permission was granted to cities
to apply the admissions tax. Many of
them did. Since that time, cities and
towns being aware of the desperate
situation of the motion picture theatre
have repealed the tax. The one major
city still collecting the tax is Cleveland. If the bill is passed, it will add
a burden to the theatre industry which
may well mean the closing of as
many as 50 per cent of the existing
theatres
in Cleveland."
Prickett
said that there are now
only 75 theatres operating in the Cleveland area, compared with 108 indoor
and drive-in theatres, 10 years ago.
He said he was in Cleveland a few
days ago and learned of the closing
of the 1300-seat Capitol.
Jack Armstrong, Bowling Green,
who operates 21 theatres in Northwestern Ohio, told the committee that
the
"would
a great
blowproposed
and willtaxcause
the beclosing
of
theatres."
morerelief
many tax
need
in orderHe tosaid
stay"wein
business." He pointed out that city
admission levies recently were repealed inthe towns of Maumee, Napoleon and Port Clinton.

Columbia

Picture

Sets

99

Daily

Features

from page 1)
from those which have just completed
shooting to those in the final stages
of pre-release include: "Babette Goes
to War," "The Bandit of Zhobe,"
"Battle of the Coral Sea," "City of
Fear," "The Crimson Kimono," "Face
of a Fugitive," "Gideon of Scotland
Yard," "Gunmen from Laredo," "Hey
"Idol
"The H-Man,"
Hey Girl!",
Boy!Parade,"
on
"It Happened
to Jane,"
"Juke Box Rhythm," "Killers of Kilimanjaro," "Middle of the Night,"
"Murder Reported," "The Last Angry
Men," "The Legend of Tom Dooley,"
"The Mouse That Roared," "The 30
Foot ride of Candy Rock," "The TwoAt present, 34 independent producHeaded Spy," "The Women Eater,"
ing companies, in Hollywood, New
"The Young Land," "They Came to
York and abroad, are on the ColumCordura," "Verboten," "Yesterday's
bia roster.
(Continued
by the "new Columbia team" headed
by president
Schneider
with who
production headA.Samuel
J. Briskin
starts his second year this week as
vice-president in charge of studio operations.
With the change-over of Columbia
to its present form, some of the leading filmmakers in the industry have
joined its roster of independents who
release through the company's worldwide distribution set-up.
Not counted in the general program
is Samuel Goldwyn, whose "Porgy
and Bess" is being distributed by Columbia.

Independents Listed
Columbia independent producers in
Hollywood include Ansark (Norman
Krasna), Arwin (Doris Day-Martin
Melcher), Harry Joe Brown-Randolph
Scott, William Castle and Associates,
Clover (Sam Katzman), Corona (Roger Edens), RD-DR, Louis de Rochemont), DRB Productions, Globe Enterprises (Samuel Fuller), William
Goetz Productions, Arthur Hornblow,
Jr., Fred Kohlmar Productions, Morningside (Charles Schneer), Harry
Romm Productions, Richard Quine
Productions, Stan Shpetner Productions, George Sidney Productions,
Security Pictures, Inc. (Sidney Harmon and Philip Yordan), Theodora
Productions (Cornel Wilde), Thunderbird Productions (Kendrick Sweet and
Don Siegel), Charles Vidor Productions, Philip A. Waxman Pictures and
the YOF Corporation (Bryan Foy).
Also producing at the studio in
Hollywood directly for Columbia are
Boris D. Kaplan and Michael Blankfort.
Four in New York
Based in New York are Otto Preminger, David Susskind, Sudan (Paddy
Chayefsky) and Drexel (Dick Clark).
Making their headquarters in Europe are Stanley Donen, Hammer
Films, Highroad Productions (Carl
Foreman), Raoul Levy, Sam Spiegel
and Warwick Films (A. R. Broccoli
and Irving Allen).
The record number of properties involved includes films now completed
and awaiting release; films which are
being edited, scored or dubbed; films
which are now in production; and
films which are on the planning
boards, awaiting the start of production. Twenty-eight films have completed principal photography and are
in the various phases of post-production activity prior to release; six are
in production now; nine will go before the cameras by June 1; and 56
are scheduled to go into production
by June 1 of next year.
Properties Purchased
The properties include best-selling
novels, hit roadway plays, original
stories and screenplays and biographies. Drama, comedy and music are
all represented.
Films awaiting release, ranging

Five "Zex."
in Production
Enemy" and
In addition to Otto Preminger's
"Anatomy of a Murder," pictures now
in production are "Man on a String,"
"Once More, with Feeling," "Our Man
in Havana," "Rim of the Canyon"
andTheUPA's
nine "1001
films Arabian
scheduledNights."
to start
production by June 1 are: William
Goetz's "A Magic Flame," Sam Spiegel's "Suddenly, Last Summer," Ansark-Sidney's "Who Was That Lady?",
William Goetz' "The Mountain Road,"
William Castle's "The Tingler," Philip
A. Waxman's "Krupa Story," Harry
Romm's "Have Rocket, Will Travel,"
and Clover's "Lucky" and "High
Trap."
Briskin
hereconfer
soon with
for
New York
whereleaves
he will
Schneider and vice-presidents A.
Montague, Leo Jaffe, Rube Jackter,
Paul N. Lazarus, Lacy Kastner, L. J.
Barbano and Mortimer Wormser. Also
attending the sessions will be M. J.
in charge of Columbia's
Frankovich,production.
European
Briskin, who has a straight threeyear contract with no participation in
any of the films, and no personal productions, hopes to make at least 30
films annually at the studio apart
from those made by producers
abroad, with the majority of films
made in color. Columbia divides its
printing between Pathe Laboratories
and Technicolor, and plans to use the
latter's Technirama process on many
of its features.
Optimistic Regarding Future
Briskin stated "there will always
be a successful motion picture business," and forecast the "end of the
marginal theatre due to lack of product." He called attention to revamping of short-term deals with producers and directors into long-term
agreements to establish a nucleus of
operation when he took over the studio reins, as well as the signing of
new faces like James Darren, Michael
Kallin, Jo Morrow, Evie Norin and
Ernie Kovacs.
Briskin concluded with a reference
to the new practice of regular
Wednesday meetings of studio department heads to determine a course
of action on programs, purchases and
schedules.

i
Tuesday, April 2j]

Embassy

SI;

(Continued from page I
"not going to buy any picturescan't use a hard sell," report'
the company has eight pictun
ished, bought and paid for,
to take care of its releasing si
for the next 18 months.
In addition to "Hercules,
goes into general release ear
summer, these pictures are: "J
Ripper," "The Law," "White >
"Aphrodite, Goddess of Love,'
cus"
"Destruction
of the"Tl\
cules and
Against
the Gods,"
The latter two are temporar)
Levine emphasized the E
release schedule is a direct r<
the "product shortage." He de
his company as a "free-wheeli
highly
flexibleinorganization,"
is not going
for "stereotypeo
bution." Before investing
million dollars" in the feature
tioned above, Levine said, E
looked at at least 100
before making a final decision.
Openings, Holdover
Boost Life' Grosses
"In
of Universal-International's
Life" continued to roll up
U-I business in new openings o
terday.
country
this past
weekend
ting holdover
records
in its wh'
ini
gagements, the country reporti
In its first three days at th
Theatre in New York the fi
$6200. At the Arcadia Theatre
adelphia on its first six days, $|
at the Paramount in Rochester
the Indiana in Indianapolis
$13,000 and $11000 in three a|
U-1
iness
in several years
was roll
The best
day respectively.
in new openings at the War
Milwaukee ($8800 in three
the Majestic in Dallas ($12,j
three days), the Worth in Forti;
($7500 in three days).
To File Legal Briefs
In UA, P.O. Dispute
Both sides in the United /
Post Office Department disp'
the issues of obscenity and mail
of the postal card reproducli
Goya'suntil
painting,
"The Naked
have
next Monday
to file
following a session yesterday
the Civil Service Hearing C;
sion at the General Post Officii
eral thousand copies of the
card were seized by the Post
after UA mailed them to prou
film,
UA "The
was Naked
reportedMaja."
to be prep
appeal any
to rulinj
the
District
Court decision
here if the
in its favor.
'Hot9 Big in 3rd W
United aArtists'
"The week
Nakedg
achieved
big third
$58,685 itatis Loew's
where
holding State
over Theati
for a
week.
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Adams

•edpl

e

iour Peyser, vice-president of
; Artists, has been named a
lr of the board of directors of
Telefilms, Toronto. He suciliot Hvman.
□
in Levine, Brandt Theatres
ve, was chairman of the comwhich yesterday honored SydHellenbrand, prominent leader
li B'rith, at the Wilkie Memoilding here.
□
ter Reade, Jr., is now operating
he Sunset and 9-W drive-ins
igston, N. Y. He took over the
from Lamont Theatres, Al□
Lewis has resigned as manKeith's 105th Theatre, Cleve• alesman
o join Universal
Pictures
there
He succeeds
Maurice
erg who has resigned to return
sburgh.
□
Holmes, booker in Detroit for
Vista, has moved to United
there as head booker. He has
eplaced in his former post by
a Saltzmen of Cleveland.
□
Carrie Rodgers, long-time seein the Warner Brothers office
any, N. Y., was honored upon
•tirement with a dinner and
Irs. Rodgers, with WB for 36
is being replaced by Mrs. Helen
We.
ring May 9 on NT
ikholder's Suil
Special to THE DAILY
^MINGTON, Del., April 20.ing has been set here on May
he Court of Chancery on sett of a suit by Sarah H. Helfand,
blder in National Theatres,
| the circuit, Elmer C. Rhoden,
irmer President, and others.
Li has denied allegations in the
■ted complaint and asked Judglismissing it.
settlement provides that Rhojrminate a lease on the Esquire
te Building in Kansas City, Mo.,
;bate payments made by Fox
ri Theatre Co., a subsidiary of
lidwest Theatres, an NT sub. for rent on the building. It
oecifies that Rhoden and NT
|nto an agreement to cancel a
fct with Rhoden and option
tents between the parties,
ement also calls for Rhoden to
i3 a new lease to Fox Missouri
e Co. covering parking across
ceet from the Uptown Theatre
isas City and that NT pay exallowed to plaintiff by the
The amended complaint would
nissed with prejudice,
settlement notice to stockhold,'NT states that the terms have
Upproved by the NT board as
]!in the company's "best in-

to

Picture

Stay

Daily

Full

Term
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Head

(Continued from page 1)
themselves to perform necessary adtional tasks to relieve Adams as much
as possible, Allied said, and Adams
in turn assured them he would be
available for consultation on matters
of importance. He will be represented
at the May 12 meeting of ACE witii a
Motion Picture Ass'n. committee by
one or both of his alternates, Jack
Kirsch and Irving Dollinger.
Allied's interim convention will be
held in Miami Beach on Dec. 6, 7
and 8 of this year, the board an-

nounced. The regular spring board
meeting, scheduled for May 11 and
12 in Boston, was cancelled and holding a summer meeting was left to the
discretion of the president and the
chairman of the board.
The board stated that although it
was disappointed by the five-month
delay in putting ACE into operation
and in arranging for a summit conference, it was nevertheless gratified
that a meeting including participation
by three top executives of production
and distribution has been scheduled

Soviet Film Deal

Allied

Is Delayed Again
Complications of both a practial and
technical nature continue to beset the
State Department's film exchange
agreement with the Soviet, suggesting that the projected Washington
and Moscow state premieres still are
well in the future.
Inquiry here this week revealed
that one of the practical matters contributing tothe delay is that of taxing
the Soviet films purchased in the exchange agreement on their entry here.
The State Department's cultural
exchange agreement in its application
to the Hollywood-Soviet pact stipulates that there shall be no taxes on
the purchase prices of the films which
come under the agreement.
Resolution Seen Near
However, there is a Federal tax of
30 per cent on the income of imported
films in this country. State now is endeavoring to work out with the
Treasury Department an exemption
for the Soviet films. Such things seem
to be more expeditiously arranged in
Moscow. If the state says, "No tax,"
that ends it. In Washington it becomes a problem for discussion and
study, one that only now is in process of being resolved. Earlier, Moscow was responsible for extended delay while making its selection of the
10 Hollywood films.
After that will come negotiations
of terms and conditions of distribution and exhibition of the films in the
agreement.
An example of the technical problems involved is the current uncertainty whether the color films included in the Hollywood-Moscow exchange can be adapted to exhibition
in the respective countries. Strips of
color test film are being exchanged
in an effort to pinpoint and attempt
to solve the technical problems. These
include sprocket hole spacings and
other projection fitting aspects.
Drawing for Films Likely
Once obstacles such as these have
been removed it is expected one each
of the seven Soviet films in the agreement will be taken by an American
company for distribution here. Who
gets which picture may be determined by a drawing conducted by
Motion Picture Export Ass'n. There-

Favors

(Continued from page 1)
pooled locally for promotion endeavor.
Exhibitor contributions to the business-building campaign fund aggregated about $166,000. Expenses to
date are not known but are believed
to be nominal. The fund is in custody
of a special business-building committee and records of contributors are intact. The b-b campaign was not a
COMPO project but COMPO helped
with details.
Exhibitor Money Insufficient
The project was abandoned when
exhibitors failed to raise their half
of the $2,300,000 b-b campaign budgets and distributors, who were to
contribute the other half, would not
agree to a piecemeal campaign limited to radio promotion.
Nominate

Two

for

Board of AB-PT
Two leading industrialists have been
designated as nominees for directors
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, Inc. for the coming year.
Those nominated by management
are Joseph A. Martino, president of
National Lead Company and Alger B.
Chapman, chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of Beech-Nut
Life Savers Inc.
'Porgy' Box

Office Set

A special group sales office has
been opened at the Warner Theatre
on Broadway to handle requests for
group tickets and theatre parties for
Samuel Goldwyn's
"Porgy and
Bess,"
which
world premieres
there
on
June 24. Columbia Pictures, distributors of "Porgy and Bess," has appointed Myron P. Weinberg to head
the
group sales office at the Warner
Theatre.
upon, prolonged discussions are likely
to ensue among the companies over
the terms and conditions involved in
the handling of each picture.
Just when the proposed state premieres will occur still is unpredictable. Already, several time schedules
mapped out for effectuating the exchange agreement have been lost
sight of.

of Allied

for May 12. The board expressed the
hope that helpful solutions would be
found without delay.
The board declared that it had reviewed "territory by territory" the
"white paper" campaign to obtain
Congressional action for what Allied
terms securing enforcement of the
Paramount case decree by the Department of Justice. The board announced that it had "renewed its
faith in and approval of the 'white
paper' campaign."
Seek More UA 'Clarification'
Allied's directors expressed the
hope that United Artists would issue
"another and more explicit statement" on its plan to stop adjusting
film rentals after the conclusion of
an engagement. The board said it felt
that the "statement of clarification"
made by William J. Heineman, U.A.
vice-president in charge of distribution, "is inadequate to reassure exhibitors who were shocked and disturbed by his original
In announcing
the statement."
U.A. policy
publicly, the board said, Heineman
"imputed unfair or unethical practices to exhibitors." The need for adjustments based on performance, the
board went
the film
unrealisticon,
pricing"springs
policies from
of the
companies and adjustment before
payment is necessary when pictures
are grossly overpriced to prevent?
serious impairment of the exhibitors'
Case Discussed
working Basle
capital."
The adoption of new distribution
methods in the Pittsburgh area as a
result of the Basle case, was thoroughly discussed by the board, which
assured Pittsburgh exhibitors that
Allied would support and assist them
in every way. Morris M. Finkel, Allied director from Western Pennsylvania, told the board it was the view
of counsel retained by the Pittsburgh
exhibitors that the steps taken by distributors involving "arbitrary zoning
of theatres" and "the institution of
competitive bidding where it never
existed before," go far beyond the
requirements of the Basle decree. The
board expressed apprehension that
Pittsburgh "is being used as a guinea
pig." ingIf compulsory
distributors
succeed "in
forccompetitive
bidding
throughout the area, with higher film
rentals and a reduction in the number
of prints, they will use the same tactics in other cities," the board said.
The board also protested a reported
increase in certain National Screen
Service charges.

filmack
i TWO PLANTS ►

Motion

Grainger

Firm

(Continued from page 1)
Releasing Organization, Inc., and Inter-Continent Films, Inc. Grainger
serves as president of the former and
Bogeaus president of the latter.
In addition to headquarters at the
Paramount-Sunset studios here, sales
offices will be maintained in several
key centers, including New York,
Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta,
Philadelphia and Los Angeles.
European headquarters will be in
Paris, with Jack Lamont in charge of
sales. Latin American distribution
will be handled out of Mexico City,
with Laurence Speirman in charge of
sales.
The first motion picture to be distributed byInter-Continent Releasing
Organization, and produced by its
counterpart company, will be "Jet
Over the Atlantic," starring Guy
Madison, Virginia Mayo, and George
Raft, which goes before the cameras
in Spain and Mexico beginning Monday, with Bogeaus producing and
Byron Haskin directing from a screenplay by Robert Blees and I. H.
Cooper.
Bicks 'Trust' Suit
( Continued from page 1 )
fornia of Victor R. Hansen, Bicks' former superior.
Bicks, who will be 32 next month,
has the reputation of being a keen lawyer and enthusiastic "trust-buster."
The American Congress of Exhibitors, which has been waiting on the
designation
of Hansen's
to
seek
a conference
on a successor
number of
desired moves in its program to solve
exhibition's most pressing problems is
expected to seek an appointment with
Bicks soon for an exchange of views.
No announcement has been made
of Bicks' new position and, in fact,
Attorney General Rogers and other
Justice Department higher-ups are felt
to be soft-pedaling the change. Bicks
is regarded as a controversial figure
and some observers here suggest the
Department, for that reason, wants to
remain as flexible as possible where
their new appointee is concerned. But
as first assistant to Hansen, in the
absence of the appointment of another
to the post vacated by Hansen, Bicks
heads the Anti-Trust Division. Insiders
doubt the temporary arrangement will
persist for long.
Ace has a standing subcommittee
with an agenda prepared for the longawaited
Justice Department conference.
Irving Cummings Dies
HOLLYWOOD, April 20.-Irving
Cummings, who directed more than
50 motion pictures before his retirement in 1954, died here Saturday at
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital. Surviving are his wife, Ruth, and a son,
Irving, Jr., a screenwriter.
Private funeral services will be
conducted tomorrow at Pierce Bros.
Hollywood Mortuary. In lieu of flowers, the family has asked that donations be made to the Los Angeles
County Heart Association.

St Happened

Picture

to

Daily

Jane

CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
played bv that wholesome representative of American womanhood Doris
Dav. The heroine is not "typical" in the sense that she is a widow, but
this permits a romantic triangle in which she is pursued by Jack Lemmon and Steve Forrest— both handsome representatives of the average
American male.
To top this, and clinch its wide appeal, the picture celebrates a character trait that many Americans like to think of as exclusively their own.
This is the
quality of "sticking up for one's rights" in the face of formidable odds.
For Miss Dav in the picture these "rights" are legal. To make a living
for her children she has started a lobster business which hits a snag
at the start. Her first shipment is delayed in arriving at its destination
through negligence of the railroad over which it was sent. With the aid
of Lemmon, local lawyer and her longtime admirer, Miss Dav files a
suit rily
against
piling up.the railroad. From that point the complications start merFor the rest of the film Miss Dav, with the assistance of Lemmon and
Forrest, playing a New York newspaper reporter who becomes interested
in both the case and the lovely plaintiff, wages a running battle with
the railroad and its officials. Eventually and inevitably the heroine wins;
Big Business with all its power and resources is no match for the American mother aroused.
Along the wav the events dreamed up by Norman Katkov, who wrote
the screenplay from a story by Max Wilk and Norman Katkov, are
steadilv funny. And the most hilarious are those involving Ernie Kovacs
as the head of the railroad Miss Day has sued. Lacking most of his bushy
hair (shaved for the part) and affecting boisterous and vulgar mannerisms,
Kovacs draws a riotous caricature of a business tycoon to whom all
women
lightly. are "broads" and who takes his public relations obligations
Guest appearances are made in the film by several television stars in
a series of scenes, in which Miss Day takes her case against Kovacs to
the nation over the airwaves. They include Bill Cullen, Dave Garroway,
Steve McCormick, Jayne Meadows, Garry Moore, Henry Morgan, Bob
Paige, and Betsy Palmer.
There is also another "star" in the picture to whom Columbia is giving
top billing. This is a lobster called Sam, the pet of Miss Day's children.
There are two songs in the picture which are to be used in exploiting
it. One is the title number which Miss Day sings during the credits,
and the other is called "Be Prepared." This one she warbles with a group
of children on a Boy Scout outing.
Such scenes as that outing and others taken outdoors are much enhanced by Eastman color photography. The picture was shot in Connecticut rather than Maine, but the first state serves nicely to represent
the second.
Richard Quine produced and directed this picture, for which Martin
Melcher, husband of Miss Day, acted as executive producer through
their Arwin Productions.
Running time, 98 minutes. General classification. Release, in June.
Richard Gertner

Tuesday, April 21, i

Hospital Boa
(Continued from page 1]
25. Board members and i
guests will tour the hospital
visit with patients, and be brout
to date on progress made since
last visit.
Among other things the
will
see the tohospital-within-atal developed
take care of pi
with chest diseases other than
culosis, which has now been i
eration a year.
Board members and guest;
leave New York on June 25
Greyhound buses chartered ii
full period to simplify travel am
nections. They will go direc
Schroon Lake, where the entire
will be the guests of Herman W
and his sons, Allan, Burton anc
man at their Edgewater Mote!
previous years.
Friday
be Ontaken
frommorning
Schroon the
Lakegrou'b i
Rogers Hospital to spend the
meetings,
researchwith
clinics,
an'
annual luncheon
patient
guests.
They will
return to Edg
Motel Friday
evening.
The board of directors meetii
then take place there Saturday
ing with all on the trip in atten
Plans for the future will also I,
sented and discussed. Return ti
York will be on Saturday evenii
Kansas City Paper
(Continued from page 1
cent opinion of John Andersc
state attorney general, that
television stations should submf
for examination and approval
censor board before being t<
the"Whether
Times said:the attorney
would run into Federal juris
in stations licensed by the I
Communications Commission
whether the law is regarded
a legal
is not Le§
yef
"One idiosyncrasy
point is obvious.
certainly expected the board
view to examine all films for
tional, charitable and religioi'f
poses. . . . The subject of cen,
was brought forcibly to the at
of the last legislature. After fiimittee hearings in both housf
to
abolish
censor
killed.
Courtsthewould
haveboarc'
to
that
the legislature
showed
to maintain
the present
laws.its'
Publicists Associate
And

Doris Day, Jack Lemmon, and Ernie Kovacs in "It Happened to Jane.

NSS Sign Pact
From THE DAILY Bureai
HOLLYWOOD, April 20.
tract negotiations between tli
licists Association, IATSE Loc
and National Screen Servic
concluded today with the sig
a new two-year contract.
The new pact calls for a
cent salary increase, appro^ I
$25 per
week, employed
for all trailer
visors
currently
by I*
Screen and is retroactive to J
1958. The new pact will rei
effect until June 20, 1960.
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Also Show

s for Both Periods
lley Warner Corp. and subsidvesterday reported that profits
ith the second quarter and the
alf of the
jury's curiscal year
|jthe largn its hisNo breakof earn.of theatre
tions and
I was supH. Fabian,
Lent, re1 that net
Fabian
Ike for the
mth pe■nded Feb. 28 last was $2,253,^qual to $1.11 per share, com(Continued on page 5)
{MO)

Becomes

fi Alden Corp.
Special to THE DAILY
LKES-BARRE, Pa., April 21.ndustries Corporation today was
:d into Glen Alden Corporation
ng a company with assets of
than $132,000,000. The RKO
re circuit is owned by List Ines.
m uncement that the merger had
(Continued on page 5)
■v UPA

Shorts Plan

nounced by Haines
From THE DAILY Bureau
)LLYWOOD, April 21. - Roy
■s. newly-appointed general sales
ger of UPA Pictures, will instia new short subjects sales plan
sure a continuing supply of top
ty cartoon shorts on a selling
[Continued on page 4)
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Loew

- Theatres

from

W
Using 'MGM';

of Radio Station
Name
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 21.-Loew's Theatres, recently divorced exhibition
arm of Loew's, Inc., may not "in any way or at any time" use the name Metroany present or future corpart ofidentification,
Goldwyn-Mayer or the letters
: MGM asporate
according to
papers filed with the Securities &
Exchange Commission here.
B&K's 1958 Profit
As a result of this agreement beLoew'sto
compani
the twountil
month
next es,
Theatrestweenhas
Rises to $362,529
change the name of its subsidiary,
WMGM Broadcasting Corporation,
radio station WMGM
Special to THE DAILY
which
in New operates
York City.
CHICAGO, April 21. - Balaban
and Katz reported earnings $1.38 per
the "esOut of consideration for radio
stashare for 1958 as against $1.28 per
tablished" reputation of the
that
agreed
been
it has
tion, however, ued
share for 1957 at its annual meeting
on page 5 )
(Contin
of stockholders here today. Total profit after taxes amounted to $362,529
for 1958 as compared to $336,284 for Schaefer Vice-President
1957. A $2.50 dividend for stockholders of record on Jan. 3 remains.
Of Carlyle Productions
Special to THE DAILY
B.
David
:
The present directors
Wallerstein, Elmer C. Upton, Arthur
ISHPEMING, Mich., April 21B. Siegel, Leonard
Otto Preminger, who is directing
A. Goldberg, Simon
(Continued on page 4)
has
"Anatomy of a Murder
o u n ced
n n here,
a ,"
that George

Will

Tenn.

Change

Kansas

Attorney General

George Schaefer

whose ment
appointbecomes
effective
i
m amediately, is

of RKO Radio Picformer turespresident
and previously was top sales
(Continued on page 4)

Reverses

Self After

TV Subject to Censorship
Holding Films on Special
to THE DAILY
week, John
KANSAS CITY, Kan., April 21.-Reversing an opinion given last
Board of
Anderson, Jr., Kansas attorney general, today said that the State
shown on television stations in
films
all
approve
to
required
not
is
Review
the state.
c.
The State Censor Board has no authority whatever to pass on any nims
shown on television stations in Kansas, since the stations are under the
licensing jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission.
While changing signals regarding television films, Anderson reiteratetyd that
"motion picture films or reels publicly exhibited by Kansas Universi in and
the
Kansas State University ... and publicly displayed 16-millimeterby film
the Board
state of Kansas would be subject to examination and approval

of Review."

Joint Statement

for

Conditions
Pact
Stated
Heineman

Review
by

U.A.

Meets ivith TO A

Leaders; Reiterates Policy

A pledge that any exhibitor who is
unreasonably
contract terms hurt
wouldby beUnited
given Artists'
a thorough review of his complaint and
could obtain relief if warranted has
been made by William J. Heineman,
U.A. vice-president in charge of distribution, as a result of discussion of
the company's recently announced
"look-see" policy, it was revealed yesOwners of Amerterday by Theatrehere.
ica headquarters
The assurances were part of a
three-point statement on the policy,
jointly announced by Heineman,
George G. Kerasotes, TOA president,
and Albert N. Pickus, chairman of the
TOA executive committee. The three
J. Schaefer,
veteran distri- met here last Thursday to discuss the
execu- new U.A. "look-see" policy and atjoined
tive, has bution
tempt to clarify it further, according
to the announcement.
Carlyle Pro-ductions as
While the joint statement reiterated
vice - president earlier assertions by Heineman that
in charge of relief would
be granted
exhibitors
if
(Continued
on page
2)
sales.
S c h a e f er,

T.0. Afeef Hears

Report on TOA Action
Special to THE DAILY
NASHVILLE, April 21. - Theatre
Owners of America is now trying to
salvage material originally intended
for the industry's defunct Businessas
Building Campaign for distribution
a package to exhibitors, George Roscoe, TOA director of exhibitor relations, told the convention of the onTen-at
nessee Theatre Owners Associati
the Hermitage Hotel here today.
that the records preRoscoe said ed
on page 4)
(Continu

TEN CENTS
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Midwest

Owners

Form

Business
Special Builders
to THE DAILY Ass'n.
KANSAS CITY, April 21. - An organization in
designedtheto midwest
bolster theatre attendance
was
organized here yesterday at a meeting of area film circuit leaders and
Muehlethe Hotel
staffs
publicity
baeh. The
newly atformed
group,
(Continued
on page
4) whose
Goldwyn

Here

May

15

On 'Porgy' Premiere
Samuel Goldwyn is expected to arrive in New York May 15 to personally supervise activities in connection
with the world premiere of his "Porgy
and Bess" at the Warner Theatre on
The24.producer will remain in New
June
York following
the onpremiere
(Continued
page 4)for con-

Motion
U.A.
PERSONAL
MENTION

HARRY MANDEL, RKO Theatres
vice-president for operations, will
leave here next Tuesday with Mrs.
Mandel for a business and vacation
trip to Europe.
Harold Goldman, president of
NTA International, will leave here
Friday
aboard Hethe will
"United
States"
for
Europe.
attend
the
Cannes Film Festival.
•
A. W. Schwalberg and George
Frazer left here for the coast last
night.
•
David E. Diener, vice-president of
Monroe Greenthal Co., will leave
New York today for Durango,
Mexico.
•
Kay Norton, vice-president of
United Artists Records in charge of
distribution, will leave here on Friday
for a business trip to the key cities of
Britain and the Continent.
C. J. Latta, managing director of
Associated British Pictures Corp., returned to London from New York
yesterday via B.O.A.C.
Morris Safier, independent distributor of Los Angeles, has arrived
in New York from the Coast.
North

Central

Allied

Meet

to Start July 7
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, April 21.-Late
openings of drive-in theatres in the
upper Midwest have forced the postponement of the North Central Allied convention from early June until
early July, Frank Mantzke said here
today.
The convention will be held at the
Nicollet Hotel here starting July 7.
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Daily
Conditions

(Continued from page 1)
warranted, and providing they had exhibitors who have paid contract
terms, within a reasonable time after
paid to the company whatever was
due it under the terms of the contract
receipt of payment, if the exhibitor
in question, it noted that U.A. would
can prove
faction thattotheUnited
results Artists'
did not satiswarhave to obtain the producer's aprant the contracted terms, but Heineproval first.
man made it clear United Artists must
The statement
in full follows.
1. United Artists intends to sell
obtain the producer's approval, which
pictures at realistic terms, based on he would then seek.
3. Heineman pledged that any TOA
the merits of individual pictures, and
treat TOA exhibitors fairly and equi- exhibitor who is unreasonably hurt
by contract terms would be given a
tably as to terms.
2. Heineman would grant relief to thorough review of his complaint.

Cleveland

Teen-Age

Forum Plan Begins
Special to THE DAILY
CLEVELAND, April 21. - Ten
selected students from five area high
schools participated here in the program Council
sponsoredofbyGreater
the Motion
Picture
Cleveland
aimed to create a coming generation of
movie goers and to give to the motion picture producers information as
to the type of entertainment that appeals to intelligent young people. The
plan is for the group to view a new
movie and then hold a discussion on
it which is tape recorded and sent to
the studio that produced the movie
under discussion.
The first move in the experiment
was "Warlock," produced by 20th
Century-Fox. Comments were mostly
constructive.
All of the participants will write
reviews of the picture and circulate
them in their schools. The reviews
will be entered in a contest with a
prize by the film producers for the
winner. Mrs. William G. Sullivan,
Motion Picture Council chairman, is
in charge of the project, which is being staged in cooperation with 20thFox publicity representative Adrian
A wan.
Cody Will Honor
And

Wayne

'The Young Land'
Special to THE DAILY
CODY, WYO., April 21. -Pat
Wayne, son of John Wayne, will return to Los Angeles from here an
honorary Wyoming sheriff. Wayne
will attend the premiere of his picture, "The Young Land," in Cody
and will take part in the two-day
round of activities celebrating the
opening in Cody of the Gertrude
Vanderbilt Whitney Gallery of Western Art.
A nation-wide press representation
will pour into Cody for the premiere
and the gallery-opening festivities
April 25 and 26.
"The Young Land" was made by
C. V. Whitney for Columbia Pictures
release.

Henry Reeve, Veteran
Texas Showman, Dead
Special to THE DAILY
MENARD, Tex., April 21.-Henry
Reeve, veteran local exhibitor and a
former member of the board of Theatre Owners of America, died suddenly following a recent heart attack.
A local exhibitor for 36 years, he
\vas a former president of Taxas
Theatre Owners Ass'n. and active in
many industry and civic fields. He
was national co-chairman of the Sixth
War Loan Campaign in 1944; was a
member of Texas Compo's Showmen's Speakers closed
Bureau.forLocal
schools
and businesses
his funeral.
His Mission Theatre here is continuing in operation under his son-in-law,
John Winslow.
New State Law Extends
Employment Insurance
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N. Y., April 21.-A bill
extending eligibility for unemployment insurance to workers for firms
employing one or more persons, instead of the present coverage for two
or more employees, has been signed
by Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller.
The change, effective Jau. 1, 1960,
will add 150,000 workers to uneminsurance.
The ployment
unemployment
insurance
measure does not cover domestics,
who are eligible only if their employer has four or more such workers.

'Maja9 in 210

Keys

United Artists' "The Naked Maja"
has been booked into 210 key situation across the country during the
next two weeks. The film will be
backed by intensive local level, allmedia promotion campaigns.
Para. Dividend

50 Cents

The board of directors of Paramount Pictures Corporation yesterday
voted a quarterly dividend of 50 cents
per share on the common stock, payable June 12, 1959, to holders of
record May 25, 1959.

Standard's
Honored

A. D. ffv

on Retiren

Special to THE DAILY
MILWAUKEE,
April 21.
dinner at the Schroeder
Hotel■ ;
some 250 local industry member:
tribute to Alfred D. Kvool on Y
tirement as general manager of i
ard Theatres.
Oscar Olsen, business mana^
the Projectionists Union, pre.'
Kvool with a life-time gold me
ship card in the union.
Prominent for 30 Years
Kvool has been a prominer
ecutive in the theatre business
since 1927. He started in Minne
working for the Finkelstein and
circuit. In 1927 when he came
with his wife, Lola, and dam
Kathie, Kvool joined Saxe The
When Saxe reorganized as the
Midwest circuit he was retain
an executive, and later joined W
Brothers Theatres as assistant
manager.
Mich. Allied Sets Am
Convention Sept. 2^
Special to THE DAILY
DETROIT,
April conventio
21.-Mii
Allied's 40th annual
be held here Sept. 23 and 24
Sheraton Cadillac Hotel. Conv
chairman William M. Wetsni
now making preparations for
ness sessions, luncheons and pr
activities.
The exhibitor group also ha
a letter of appreciation to N;
Screen Service branch managei
Clavet for reducing shipping co
including advertising and
with regular film shipments. Is
to cooperate by prompt retu
used material and care in its pre
tion has been issued to all me
of the organization.
Begin Promotion 01
'Five Pennies' Reco
Paramount Pictures, Dot R
and Danny Kaye have joined
in a full-scale promotion of th
tion picture and soundtrack ;
"The
Beginnii
MondayFive
in Pennies."
Los Angeles,
Kay
start on a tour of 15 major
playing host to exhibitors, the
disc jockeys,
radiodealers.
and TV
officials
and record
Each of these stops will f
an evening screening of the T
color comedy-drama, along wit
low-up luncheons and confoj
Cities to be covered include '
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Wa j
ton, Atlanta, Dallas, St. Louis (i
cago, Toronto, Detroit, Pitts] I
Cleveland, Cincinnati and San Iri
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of

Tenn.

(Continued from page 1)
pared for die radio campaign, and die
ad roughs for the newspaper campaign "contain wonderfully creative,
exciting ideas and thinking, and, we
feel it would be criminal to let this
material
He pointed
out thattheif
TOA is die."
successful
in releasing
material, it would be offered to exhibitors at cost, permitting them to
put on campaigns of their own or
join in state or regional campaigns.
Praised by Roscoe
Thanks in behalf of "all TOA"
by Roscoe for "the
were extended
magnificent job you in Tennessee have
done in contacting your congressmen
and senators on toll-TV, on ArmyNavy pre-release, and on the miniwage bill
pointed
law."to He
cableoutTVthatis
restrict
U.S.
if the mum

passed, exhibitors will "have won at
least three more years grace— to the
seven we've already had— in keeping
theatres."J.
our Robert
affectingthat
pay-TV
Roscoefrom
reported
O'Donnell's Army-Navy committee is
making progress in its efforts to have
military post theatres play pictures
after commercial theatres. "I am advised that a decision is near," he said,
"and we are hopeful that it will give
us a concrete start towards the eventual complete elimination of this unfair competition."
Points to UA Situation
Citing TOA's
success in
William
J. Heineman
to getting
clarify
United Artists' new sales policy, Roscoe said "TOA will always do its utmost to keep any exhibitor in business,
and will move quickly on any sales
problem that is national in scope."
Tennessee

TOA

Picture

Wednesday, April 2i
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Schlaifer Agency
REVIEW:
The

Man

in

the

Net

UA-Mirisch- Jaguar

A murder mystery featuring the well established names of Alan Ladd
and Carolyn jones, this Mirisch-Jaguar production is different enough in
some aspects to attract favorable attention. Among its values it provides
a frame for some acting in depth by Miss Jones, one of the most promising of the newer actresses, and it has as an integral part of the plot
solution a group of charming and precocious children acting as a group
somewhat in the tradition of "Our Gang."
The screenplay by Reginald Rose from a novel by Patrick Quentin
is an intricately worked out exercise in ingenuity, with a surprise ending
but it falls short in credibility. Ladd is a commercial artist who has taken
his neurotic and alcoholic wife, Miss Jones, to a small town in Connecticut in the hope of curing her. She ridicules his attempts at serious
painting, rails at him to return to New York and the Madison Avenue
cocktail circuit but he is adamant. With plenty of time to get into mischief she carries on affairs with at least three of the townsmen, including
Charles McGraw, the rough and ready town policeman; John Lupton,
son of a local industrialist, and Gordon Moreland, rich exurbanite.
Concealing her alcoholism, she convinces the neighbors that Ladd
is depriving her of the luxuries of life in order to pursue his fruitless
art career. When she disappears, obviously planted evidence points to
Ladd as her murderer. The townspeople, roused by McGraw, are ready
him but he escapes to the woods where he is aided by the chilto lynch
dren whom he uses to collect the evidence he needs, including a tape
recording made by his wife during one of her rendezvous with a lover
and jewelry given to her by local admirers. These he uses to set a trap
which exposes the murderer.
Direction by veteran Michael Curtiz is to the point, with the obvious
gaps in the story line the only obstacles to a smooth, absorbing and
fast moving murder tale. The children, played by Barbara Beaird, Susan
Gordon, Charles Herbert, Mike McGreevy and Steven Perry, by their
charm and naturalness do much to overcome the shortcomings of the
relaxed self and Miss Jones' performance will
his usual
Laddto is
plot.
do much
further
her career.
Running time, 97 minutes. General classification. May release.
-J.D.I.

Elects

Hendren President
Special to THE DAILY
NASHVILLE, Tenn., April 21. The Tennessee Theatre Owners Association, meeting today at the Hermitage Hotel, elected Earl H. Hendren, Capitol Theatre, Erwin, Tenn.
president, succeeding Rob Hosse,
Crescent Amusement Co., Nashville;
Ed Scapinspley, Malco Circle, Alcoa,
Tenn., vice-president; and reelected
Willis Davis, Atlanta, Ga., as treasurer and Morton Tune, Shelbyville,
as executive director.
Hendren was oldest in point of
service of the approximately 50 owners and managers present, with 38
years as a theatre owner and manager.
Hosse cited as accomplishments of the
Association during the two years he
has been president, a realistic Federal and state tax enacted and removal of most of the legal restraint
on Sunday movies.
Drink Vending Favored
A morning panel discussion on the
relative value of drink vending machines and fountain dispensers in conventional theatres heavily favored
vending with the weight of the experience of Crescent with its more
than 60 theatres.

Schaefer Vice-Pres.
(Continued from page 1)
executive for Paramount and United
Artists. In 1945, he was the first recipient of the Motion Picture Association award for civic and patriotic
service.
Schaefer in recent years has been
active in independent motion picture
production and distribution, representing Preminger, Stanley Kramer
and others.
Fisher

Services

Profit

(Continued from page 1)
H. Goldenson, Edward L. Hyman and
Sidney M. Markley were re-elected
to serve another year.
Officers of the company will be
selected at a directors meeting to be
held in several weeks, however, no
change of officials is contemplated
then, according to a company spokes-

Held

ALBANY,
N. Y.,
21.-Services
were held
hereApril
in All
Saints
Episcopal Cathedral for Edward
Fisher, 63, for many years chief projectionist for Fabian's Palace Theatre and one-time president of Local
324, IATSE, who died at Veterans
Administration Hospital. Surviving
are his wife, a daughter, brother and
sister.
Bronston

B&K's

to Meet Press

Sam Bronston, producer of "John
Paul Jones," will meet trade press
representatives at lunch at the Sherry
Netherlands Hotel here tomorrow, at
which time he is scheduled to make
an announcement of importance to
the trade.

Midwest Owners
(Continued from page 1)
creation was urged at the recent
Show-A-Rama convention here, will
be known as the Great Plains Business Builders Association.
Myron Blank, of Des Moines, president of the Central States Theatre
Company, was elected president of
the association, and Richard Orear,
of Commonwealth Theatres here, was
named vice-president.
After setting up the organization,
methods for improving advertising
were explored. A part of the meeting
was also set aside for discussion of
Hollywood
for release in the product
remainderscheduled
of the current

N;

New Coast Office t
The Charles Schlaifer &
vertising agency, which recen
closed plans to open a Wes
office headed by James Raker,
day announced the appoint)
additional key personnel.
Kallis has been appointed &d\
art director, John Van Ormau
ate art director, Edward Gr
copy head, and James J.
business manager.
Kallis for the past 15 ye;
advertising
art director
sal-International
Pictures, foranq
ously held the same positk
Paramount Pictures here,
with the Buchanan Advertisin
cy and Columbia Pictures
York. Prior to opening his ow
in Hollywood eight years aj
Orman was with the Buchana
cy in New York. Prior to joini
versal's advertising departing
years of
ago,the Greenberg
was
head
motion picture
ment of Foote, Cone and Be
Hollywood and previous to t
with Warner Brothers adverti
partment
New York.
Chris
mer
RKO inTheatres
executive
cago and New York, has for
20 years been business man,
the U-I studio advertising-}
department.
New UPA Shorts 1
(Continued from page
tour of key cities starting thi
Joined by UPA president
Bosustow at a trade press It
Haines said his plan will pc
censing of a print or prints of
"Mister Magoo" cartoons for
of one year on a flat rent!
under an "unlimited play agre
allowing unlimited playing tii
theatre or theatres under circ
trol.
Major circuit sales will be
out of UPA's headquarters
Angeles, with fringe-selling
and franchising of territories
of United States being cor
Haines said. This plan will,
distribution costs and nun
prints generally required to
contracts, he pointed out.
The new policy is being
following
friendly
tenof its shortUPA's
subjects
product],
tract for Columbia Pictures,
however,
handle
UPA's o
"Magoo's will
Arabian
Nights"
leasing agreement.
Goldwyn Coming
(Continued from page
ferences with executives of C
Pictures, which is releasing ti
cal drama, on sales and ad
plans
for openings
in key ci>
areas around
the country.
It was announced yesterc
"Porgy" will have its west cc
miere July 15 at the Cartha}
Los Angeles. This, like the
engagement,
will be an excli
served
seat presentation.
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Continued from page 1)
! net profit for the correspondpd in the preceding fiscal year
9.520. or 69 cents per share,
pe from operations for the
t mondis period amounted to
|494, compared to $58,275,487
corresponding 1958 period.
5jie second quarter of the cural year net income amounted
74,036, equal to 53 cents a
ompared to $631,988, or 30
;hare the year before. Income
juarter amounted to $31,161,npared to $30,124,640.
n said the profit for the quar'70 per cent larger than for the
nding quarter a year ago, and
nonths profit was 56 per cent
f the 1958 figure.
?port said ositions
that(during
"unusual
the 1959propsix
period) resulted in losses of
D, as a result of which there
fa saving of $500,000 in fed:>me taxes. Accordingly, $500,the losses has been charged
' ipeTating income, representing
iivalent of the federal income
rich would have been payable
such losses been incurred."
Report continued: "$109,500,
ting the balance of the prop;es of $430,500 reduced by a
8321,000 realized on the sale
irities, has been charged to
surplus. During the corresperiod last year the charge
cl surplus was $128,500."
(RKO) Change
Continued from page 1)
effective followed approval of
rger agreement earlier today
||g at the Glen Alden annual
here. List Industries shareapproved the merger at their
meeting April 10.
Alden is the surviving corlerger agreement provides for
Mansion of the Glen Alden
$m directors to eighteen mem"iSei former
Glen Alden
directors
List Industries
directors,
d officers of the merged cori will include Albert A. List,
lis chairman of the board and
nit of List Industries, as presi Harry W. Bradbury, president
former Glen Alden, as viceat; Dudley G. Layman, who
ministrative vice-president and
ti of List Industries, treasurer;
lliam F. Whitman, former secand general attorney of List
lies, secretary. Additional offiiU be elected at a board of
j-jfs
i meeting
tomorrow. of the merged cor-

,
' Not 'Maja'
Artists' "Some Like It Hot"
;iird week at Loew's State has
f 858,685 and is holding over
j')urth week. The Daily yesterjLdvertently said the picture at
te was "The Naked Maja."

AROUND

THE
TV

with

PINKY

CIRCUIT

HERMAN.

AFTER 24 years as staff announcer at NBC and one of its busiest,
Ed Herlihy has resigned to free-lance. Ed will continue his stint
as "Voice of Kraft" with which he's been identified since back in 1948.
. . . Patty McCormack as "Peck's Bad Girl" will replace Arthur Godfrey's
Tues. Nite (9-9:30) series as of May 5. Wendell Corey and Marsha Hunt
also in the cast. . . . When MCA's dynamic Dick Rubin gets to Europe
next week, he'll have just six days to look over (and select) 14 TV pilots
for the American market. . . . Jan Miner signed to play Eddie Hodges'
teacher in the forthcoming "The Wonderful World of Little Julius" which
will be CBSeen in the Fall. Scripted by Cy Howard, the program will
also feature Sam Levene and Gregory Ratoff. . . . Co-hosts of a new
across the board radio-series, "It's Network Time," Frank Blah and Don
Russell have formed a firm, On Air, Inc. to produce the series starting
Monday (12:05-2:00 P.M.) and will carry news, yarns of human interest,
comedy, music and guest stars. The affable Leon Schinasi is secretarytreasurer of On Air, Inc. Fred Weihe will produce the series with Bob
Sadoff, talent coordinator. . . . According to Art (KROW) Finley's Almanac, today is the birthday of Harold Mendelson. Who he? He is
none other than Hal March.
ft

ft

ft

Eddy Manson's nomination for an "Emmy" for his composer-conducting role in the CBSpectacular, "Harvey" is the more remarkable
in view of the fact that he used but a five-piece orchestra on the broadcast. .. . CBSolons, who are now faced with a need for temporary replacement for the morning "Arthur Godfrey Show" may tap Sam Levenson to take over the Red-head's morning TV chores. . . . Larry Puck,
Godfrey Talent GBScouts" has joined
"Arthur
the as
formerly producer ,of Inc.
executive producer. . . . While understudy
Hunn-Fritz-Henken
to Richard Boone in "The Rivalry," Jim Campbell found time to turn
in a convincing lead role in a special 3-reeler, produced by Depicto
Films for the Medical Division of the U.S. Navy. . . . James Michener's
"Adventures in Paradise," hour-long telefilm series produced at the
20th Century-Fox studios under the supervision of Martin Manulis and
McKay.
skedded for the ABChannels in the Fall, will star that studio's Gardner
Fox

Name

Records

Releases

New Gershwin Album
20th-Fox Records yesterday announced the exclusive world wide release of a new album entitled
"George
Gershwin
at thehigh
Piano."
is reportedly
the first
fidelityIt
recording ever produced of actual
performances by the late American
composer.
The material, reproduced mainly
from carefully preserved piano rolls
recorded by Gershwin in the late '20's
and early '30's, was played back on a
specially constructed electric reproducing piano and recorded monaurally
and stereophonically through the
combined technical efforts of 20th
Century-Fox and RCA Victor sound
engineers.
Globe Distributes AIP
HOLLYWOOD, April 21. -American International Pictures will be distributed in Italy by Globe Films International, itis announced by James
H. Nicholson and Samuel Z. ArkofF.
Henry Lombroso represented Globe
in the negotiations with the AIP executives and William Reich, general
manager
of the company's export
arm.

Williams to UA-TV as
Eastern Division Head
Phil Williams will join United Artists Television, Inc., May 1 as Eastern division manager, it was announced yesterday by Bruce Eells,
executive
vice-president of UA Television.
The appointment of Williams, who
resigns as vice-president in charge
of syndicated sales for ABC Film
Syndication, is described by Eells as
"one of a number of major steps
toward fulfilling the prediction that
we will assemble one of the finest
sales organizations in television." The
first production to be put into national spot, major regional and local
selling, Eells
will be announced byJuneadded,
1.
United Artists Television series
now in production includes "The
Trouble Shooters," which has been
sold nationally to Marlboro; "The
Dennis O'Keefe Show," "Tales of the
Vikings," "Hudson's Bay" and "Miami Undercover." Each series is being filmed as 39 half hours.
Williams came to ABC Film Syndication from Ziv Television, Inc.,
where he had been Eastern spot sales
manager. Prior to that he was with
Time, Inc., for 15 years.

(Continued from page 1)
the call letters WMGM will not have
to be changed for a period of up to
three years. This is deemed a suitable period for developing and adopting other call letters "without the loss
of good will" and without financial
loss on the part of stockholders.
has written
agreed
thatForititswillpart,
not,Loew's,
withoutInc.,
prior
approval of the theatre company, seek
Federal Communications Commission
sanction of use of the call letters
WMGM "or any other combination of
letters
MGM" forarea
radioforusea
in the including
N.Y. metropolitan
period of three years, commencing
from the date that the FCC approves
a change in or discontinuance of the
present WMGM call letters. This
Inc.
Loew's,
also prohibits
agreement
from
authorizing
any outside
companies to seek FCC approval of the
MGM letters.
Loew's, Inc., recently revealed that
it
planned to recommend to its stockCorp.
holders that the company's name be
changed to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

To Confer on 'But Not'
nt PicGeorge
vice-presidentParamou
tures Weltner,
in charge
of
world sales; Jerry Pickman, vice-president and director of advertising-publicity, and Martin S. Davis, assistant
director, will fly from New York to
San Francisco Friday for a special
preview ces
of there
"But Not
Me," and,
conferen
with for
its producers
William Perlberg and George Seaton,
and Paramount Studio executives.
The picture is scheduled for release
in October.
Alfred Engages Jacobs
The Arthur P. Jacobs Co. has been
retained as public relations representative for Alfred Productions, the corporation set up to handle the TV,
film, theatre, recording and music
publishing activities of Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe.

oirerafts

(pure jet !)
COMET

4! '

MONARCH
(de Luxe and First Class only)
frequency: NIGHTLY
(leaves New York at 9 p. m.)
destination: LONDON!

reservations through your Travel Agent or
BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
Flights from New York, Boston, Chicago,
Detroit, San Francisco, Montreal. Offices also
in Atlanta, Dallas. Los Angeles. Miami. Philadelphia, Pittsburgh. Washington, Vancouver,
Winnipeg. Toronto.
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Author of the best-seller "Guadalcanal

Diary" and noted war

correspondent who actually saw it happen on "PORK CHOP
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Vs.

Laws'

j Means of Voiding
1 on Sunday Shows
Special to THE DAILY
j^RISBURG, Pa., April 22.liwork to amend in some way
| K ama's "blue laws" to permit
).• shows in the state, other than
erendum at elections as now
d, was laid here yesterday at
uj:ing of Pennsylvania exhibitors.
4 her discussion on strategy to rei le state law prohibiting exhibi: motion pictures in theatres on
will be held at a meeting of
w]\-organized group, tentativehe known as the Pennsylvania
lnext
Picture
with-of
two Ass'n.,
weeks, planned
exact date
will be announced later,
pokesman for the group estithat approximately 100 motion
(Continued on page 3)
fur/ to Have

Radio

ion, Bowling

Alley

Century Circuit, which optheatres in Brooklyn and Long
is presently constructing a
Dan bowling center and recently
ed an upstate New York radio
i, president Leslie R. Schwartz
.need yesterday.
' bowling center, which will feai0 lanes, will be in Huntington,
where Century currently op(Continued on page 5)

Compo's Annual Meeting
In N. Y. in Mid-May
The annual meeting of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations will
be held here in mid-May, the specific
date to be cleared by the Compo
triumvirate in a few days.
Reports on financing, planned activities for the year and other matters
will be on the agenda for the meeting.
Meanwhile, collections and pledges of
exhibitors' dues to Compo are reported to be continuing in good volume. The dues, being solicited by
film salesmen in all exchange areas,
are matched by distribution to provide
Compo's financing.

Registered Features

New 'Tarzan' Concept
Seeks Wider Audience
From THE DAILY Bureau

OOD, April 22. - "TarHOLLYW
zan's
Greatest Adventure," which
Paramount will release June 15, will
offer a new concept of the famous
Edgar Rice Burroughs character to interest the adult audience as we'll as
(Continued on page 2)
Told

Aid in MPAA Parley
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 22. - The
Publicists Association, IATSE Local
818, has petitioned IA president Richard Walsh for personal assistance in
concluding its contract negotiations
with the Motion Picture Producers
Association and the Alliance of Television Film Producers.
The deadlock in the negotiations
centers around the sub-contracting
clause, with the publicists insisting upon a clause calling for all sub-contracted publicity to be handled by
union agencies under the same wage
scale and working conditions existing
in the studios.

in

Britain Show Decrease
From THE DAILY Bureau
LONDON, April 22.-While both
British and foreign feature film registrations for 1958-59 showed a sharp
drop compared with corresponding
figures for the previous year, British
secondary features and short subjects
increased slightly, the Board of
Trade reports.
There were 264 foreign features of
6,500 feet or more in length, as
(Continued on page 6)

MPEA

Publicists Ask Walsh

'Chatterley' Case Before
High Court in Capital
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N. Y., April 22. - Dr.
Charles A. Brind, Jr., Regents counsel; John P. Jehu, of the State Education Department's law division, and
Dr. Hugh M. Flick, former director of
the motion picture division and present executive assistant to commissioner James E. Allen, Jr., left here by
(Continued on page 6)

L. Preston, Former

Release

of More

■>t Coast Sales
*s Set by U.A.
Ham J. Heineman, United Artice-president in charge of dision, and James R. Velde, genales manager, will hold a series
es meetings in the Los AngelesFrancisco area to set distribution
ti on UA's forthcoming release
Continued on page 3)
[.VISION TODAY— page 5

'53 Funds

Achieves

Near-current

Exhibitors

Odds
Fund

At

B-B

on

Disposal

Cash or Materials? Poll
Of Donors

May Decide

Theatre Owners of America and
Alllied States are in opposite corners
over what disposition is to be made
of the remnants of the ill-fated, allindustry business-building campaign.
The Allied board at its special
meeting in Washington this week
exhibitors'
of fund,
voted for theto return
contributions
the b-b
the
lofor
used
to be pooled and
money
cal or regional business promotion.
TOA, on the other hand, has proinposed that campaign materials,
cluding records made for radio
broadcasts, be made available to exhibitors, also for individual, local promotions.
This would entail additional expenditures, those closely associated with
the b-btionalcampaign
addirecords wouldbelieve,
have tosince
be made
(Continued on page 2)

N.Y.

Exhibitor, Dies in Miami
Special to THE DAILY
MIAMI, April 22.-Lew Preston,
67, retired Interboro Circuit and Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses executive,
who has been living at North Miami
Beach for the past two and one-half
years, died here last night at the Mt.
Sinai Hospital after a prolonged illness. The bodyd is being flown to
(Continue on page 3)

Indonesia

Allied-TOA

Basis

Withdrawal from Indonesia of virtually all remaining blocked funds through
1953 was reported to the board of directors of the Motion Picture Export
Assn. at its meeting here yesterday.
Conversion of the 1953 funds puts
mitted by the budget committee. No
the companies on a virtual current
details of the budget were disclosed.
basis in Indonesia, since interim revThe board also authorized MPEA
enues were brought out previously.
to continue in business in the PhilipOnly a small balance still remains of
congold
the 1953 blocked funds.
on a basis
pines version
months.
another lsixand
for withdrawa
Among other matters acted on by
the
of
n
discussio
some
There was
the board was the approval of budgets
situSpanish import permit
troubled
ation but no action was taken.
for MPEA's foreign offices, as sub-

Consolidated

Theatres'

Profit Shows

Gain

Special to THE DAILY
oli22.-Cons
Aprilwhich
AL,
MONTRE
, Ltd.,
dated
Theatres
operates
theatres here and in Quebec and St.
Hyacinthe, has reported to stockholders that "an improvement in
available product" has5 resulted in a
net profit of $110,16 for 1958, as
d year.with $100,482 for the precompareceding
The company has paid its fixed
dividend of 50 cents per share on the
class "A" shares and a dividend of
20 cents per share on the class "B."
'Jane' Premiere to Help
Renovate

Boston

Church

of Columbia's
The world premiere
"It
Jane," on
set May
for the
AstorHappened
Theatre into Boston
12,
will be held under the auspices of
benefor theChurch,
Monsignor
fit of the St.George
FrancisKerr
de Sales
(Continued on page 6)
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Motion

Exhibitors
PERSONAL
MENTION
C AMUEL GOLDWYN and Mrs.
L-' Goldwyn tonight will celebrate
tlieir 34th wedding anniversary with
a quiet dinner at their Hollywood
home.
•
B. G. Kranze, vice-president of
Stanley Warner Cinerama, . will leave
here tomorrow for West Berlin,
where on April 28 he will attend the
opening of Cinerama at the Capitol
Theatre there, operated jointly by
UFA and Bobin International.
•
Martin Boberts, director of promotion and sales service for National
Telefilm Associates, will leave New
York tomorrow for a three-week trip
to Paris, Moscow and Cannes.
•
Ted Harris, of the State Theatre,
Hartford, will leave there tomorrow
for Louisville.
•
C. W. Walter, talent agent, has
arrived in New York from London
via B.O.A.C.
•
Clyde Sampler, Buena Vista office manager in Atlanta, has entered
the hospital there for observation.
•
Bernie Serlin, of the M-G-M
home office publicity department, will
return to New York today from Boston.
•
Dan Kahn, of the Columbia Pictures home office exploitation staff,
was in Hartford from New York.
•
Noel Coward, who recently returned to New York from Cuba, has
left here for London.
Linda Christian left here yesterday for London via B.O.A.C.
•
Susan Kohner, featured by Universal in "Imitation of Life," left Hollywood yesterday for Dallas and
Houston to participate in promotion
activities.
•
Sy Bartlett, producer, will arrive
in New York on Sunday from Hollywood.
•
Seymour Borde, assistant to N. P.
"Bed" Jacobs, president of Favorite
Films of California, has returned to
San Francisco from Seattle.

Sheldon Beynolds, producer, is in
New York from the Coast, and will
leave here shortly for Europe.

Picture
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Odds
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(Continued frorn page 1 )
and new and additional material pre- rate account. It was suggested that
Compo could make the refunds, if
For this reason it seems apparent
authorized, as a service without additional cost.
pared.
that the first question to be resolved
will have to be what disposition is to
$108,000 in Cash
be made of the money contributed.
Will those who have contributed auExhibitors have frequently used
thorize additional expenditures out of the figure $166,000 in referring to
the cash on hand for the duplication their total contributions to the b-b
and distribution of campaign mate- fund. Actually, cash contributions
rials for local promotions, or will they amount to only $108,000. The balwant their cash refunds, less necesance is in pledges, most of which
sary expenses, as proposed by Allied? were contingent on one or more circumstances, and are not regarded as
Polling Executive Committee
collectible at this time. Expenses of
TOA currently is polling the b-b
executive committee members on planning the campaign amounted to
The exhibitor expecttheir attitude toward its proposal. To about ancy$28,000.
is that distributors will share
date, it has received but one response, half the
cost. Thus, there would be
that from Independent Theatre Ownabout $122,000 available for refunds,
ers Ass'n. of N. Y., which favors turn- should that be decided upon.
ing the fund over to the American
Indications are inquiries may be
Congress of Exhibitors for the latter's put to the cash contributors again as
administrative expenses — exhibitor to which disposition they prefer—
money for an all-exhibitor organiza- cash refunds as proposed by Allied,
tion.
Still to be heard from are— officially or some further outlays for additional
—Allied, the Metropolitan Motion campaign materials, which would be
Picture Theatres Assn., and distribu- entailed under the TOA proposal—
tion, represented by Abe Montague, both plans being designed to assist
exhibitors who wish to do so in putColumbia's
vice-president
ting on local b-b promotions.
and chairmanexecutive
of the Motion
Picture
Association distribution committee.
Had Planned $2,300,000 Budget
Montague
is MPAA's
representative on the also
Compo
triumvirate.
Many Favored Refunds
A canvass of exhibitors last summer
on the question whether those who
had contributed wanted cash refunds
or preferred to have the money used
for a b-b radio campaign brought
many replies in favor of refunds.
However, their exact proportion to all
replies received was not reported.
That refunds could be made conveniently was confirmed yesterday.
Records of all contributions and
contributors have been carefully kept
and the money deposited in a sepa-

As originally planned over a period of years, the all-industry campaign
was to have gotten under way a year
ago with a budget of $2,300,000 to
be subscribed equally by exhibition
and distribution. Exhibition's contributions faltered early and the plan
was abandoned recently when distributors would not agree to exhibition'shibitor
proposalcontributions
that they
exandmatch
proceed
with the radio broadcast phase of the
campaign, forgetting about newspaper, public relations, Academy
Awards telecast and other phases of
the original plan.

D.A.R.

New

Film

Awards

to

'thumb,' 'Buccaneer'
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 22. - The
annual film awards of the Daughters
of the American Revolution have
gone to "torn thumb" as the best children's picture, and "The Buccaneer"
as the best adult film of the year.
The awards will be presented tomorrow afternoon, on the fourth day
of the D.A.B. convention in Constitution Hall. Orville Crouch, Loew's
Eastern Division manager, will receive the citation for M-G-M's "torn
thumb" and Herbert Gillis, Paramount's Washington exchange manager, will be given the award for his
company's "The Buccaneer."
The afternoon program will also include aspeech by George Murphy.

'Tarzan'
ept
(Continued from Conc
page 1 )
children, Gordon Scott told the trade
press today on his return from porthe jungle hero on location
Africa.
in East traying
Scott reported that the film,
which was produced by Sy Weintraub
and Harvey Hayutin for Sol Lesser
Productions, will point up action,
romance and a new Tarzan yell, eliminating Jane
Tarzan
will prove
heand
has Tarzan's
grown upson.mentally,
speaking everyday English.
Filmed in Technicolor for the first
time against authentic backgrounds,
the production crew of 65 men and
equipment was shipped by plane from
England's Shepperton Studios, where
interiors were shot, to complete the
feature.

.

.

. NEW?

ROUNDUI
Glen Alden Now on Big B
Glen Alden Corp., whose
holders on Tuesday voted a it
with List Industries, parent con
of RKD Theatres, saw its stock
on the New York Stock Excharu
the first time here yesterday. It
ously had been listed on the A
can Stock Exchange. The new
ing in Glen
outstandin
558,934
sharesAlden's
of common
stocl
■
be under the symbol "GA."
Tampa Theatre to Smith
Berk and Krumgold, theatre
tors, have closed a long term lea;
Smith Management Company of
ton for the Britton Theatre, iif
Britton Shopping Plaza, Te
Florida. First attraction at the 1
seater under the Smith manage
is "The Sleeping ■Beauty."
Remodel S. D. Theatre
The Roxy Theatre, Mitchell,
is being completely remodeled,
new equipment is being instalk
has been disclosed by Nelson L
early
in July.
president.
A reopening is planne
Storms
Severe
openings
Denver

■
Hit Denver Drivestorms have delayed
of
area, drive-in
where theatres
it had in

planned to start operation on
weekend
of Good Friday,
weather, reported as the worst i
years, may keep some outdoor
tres near here closed for an1
month.
■
Re-Title Gagney Film
"The Gallant Hours" has
registered as the new title fof
James Cagney starring vehicle
merly titled "The Admiral H
Story." Robert Montgomery will
duce and direct the initial produ
of the Cagney-Montgomery Co,
United Artists release.
■
Intermountain House Glo;
Fox Intermountain Theatres
closed the Egyptian Theatre, I.
Colo., and is using the idle mai
to advertise the fact that the prov
is for sale.
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Whitney — Columbia

□
*inia E. Aaron, currently booker
die Interboro Circuit here and
usly with MGM for many years,
iteen elected president of the
ii Auxiliary, New York County,
> War Veterans of the U.S. Janet
formerly of Eagle Lion and the
fciur Rank office here, has been
I historian.
□
lard Keck, former theatre manit Sandy, Ore., has been apd manager of the Liberty Thea.■itoria, a unit of the J. J. Parker
7er A. Unger, president of NaTelefilm Associates, will be
speaker at the luncheon meeting
Broadcast Advertising Club of
co, to be held there today at the
' on Hotel.
□
. Dorothy Hayward, widow of
se Hayward, who wrote the
to for the score of George
ijivin's
"Porgy
and Bess,"
has ar-in
here for
promotional
activity
iCtion with the world premiere
; Samuel Goldwyn production
I work at the Warner Theatre
n June 24.
□
D. Martin, of Martin Theatres,
tibus, Ga., won the "Fiesta of
Flags," feature sport car race
, nsacola, Fla., with a speed of
liles per hour.
□
ie Stautner, co-owner of the
la Drive-in, between Saranac
and Lake Placid, N. Y., was
'speaker at the annual dinner for
jers of the athletic teams of St.
Academy, Rensselaer, N. Y.
□
lis W. Orlove, who for 21 years
lidwest publicity and promotion
;er for MGM, has been named
similar post for 20th Century' announcement was made by Jack
tz, Fox branch manager in Milia Russell, formerly of the reclosed Hal Roach office in Dehas joined Allied Artists there,
g under booker Bill Stecker.
□
Genaro, formerly salesman for
.Pictures in the Albany, N.Y., and
|territories, is now working in
;ame capacity for Alfred W.
Jberg's Citation Films.

Exhibitors

(Continued from page 1)

PEOPLE
imas J. Sullivan, executive vicelent, secretary and counsel of the
lal Association of Concession!l Chicago, will be included in a
of association executives to be
bd by the U.S. Chamber of
lerce at a Leadership RecogniDinner in Washington on April
he dinner, honoring trade and
sional association, business and
i)er of commerce executives, will
Id in the Sheraton-Park Hotel

3

Daily

Hollywood, April 22
C. V. Whitney's dedication to films that have a common denominator,
themes that embrace the people and growth of America, champions the
cause of good-neighbor policy and tolerance with this treatment of an
incident during the early days of lawless California.
"The Young Land" tells in exciting, meaningful terms the problems
of a border town immediately following the Mexican War in 1848 when
California was acquired by the United States. The hero is a self-appointed sheriff, impressively portrayed by Pat Wayne, who symbolizes
the heroism of those who pioneered for law and order in the development of the West.
The film depicts further the difficulty in maintaining the proper courtroom decorum and establishment of fearless jury trials in the West. Most
of the action is focused on the trial of a reckless gunman, played by
Dennis Hopper, who had goaded a respected Mexican into an obviously
one-sided gun duel. Historic significance is attached to the story by
John Reese, since it is the first murder trial of an Amerioan accused of
killing a Mexican; and in the eyes of the Mexicans "American justice
is on trial."
Following the jury's verdict of "guilty," Dan O'Herlihy, portraying
the federal judge, faces the difficult task of sentencing the criminal,
whose henchmen were preparing to save him while a group of Mexican
vaqueros were planning to lynch him. O'Herlihy, stating that the laws
in California have not been established, sets aside a 20 years to life
sentence, but sentences Hopper instead to a life without the privilege
of carrying a gun. This infuriates the killer to the point of snatching the
gun from deputy marshal Cliff Ketchum's holster and inviting Pat Wayne
into a gun duel outside of the barn-styled courtroom.
Wayne kills Hopper in the showdown, and the film ends with his
betrothal to Yvonne Craig, daughter of a wealthy Mexican patron of
the region.
Good box office results are in the offing for this picture. Pat Wayne's
ingratiating manner and handsome physical appearance give strong
indication that he is destined to earn a career in pictures comparable to
that of his father, John Wayne. Hopper is excellent in his portrayal of a
killer with the personality of a scared bravado.
Dimitri Tiomkin and Ned Washington have contributed a good commercial tune, "Strange Are The Ways of Love" to help sell the film
via the disc jockey route, and Tiomkin's background score is an impressive symphonic complement to the mood and action of the piece.
Norman Shannon Hall wrote the screenplay, which was directed by
Ted Tetzlaff and produced for Whitney by Patrick Ford. Photography
is in Technicolor.
Running time, 92 minutes. General classification. Release, in April.
Samuel D. Berns
UA

Coast Meetings
(Continued from page 1)
schedule. They are expected to arrive
in Hollywood today.
Heineman and Velde will confer
with UA producers on forthcoming
productions now in active preparation. The conferences in the west
coast cities will develop distribution
campaigns as part of the company's
year-long celebraton of its 40th anniversary.
Preston Dies
(Continued from page 1)
Kirshenbaum's Funeral Home in
Brooklyn. Interment will be at Cypress Hills Cemetery, Friday, April
24. Survivors include his wife, Semeta, and three brothers and four
sisters, none of whom are in the motion picture business.

W.B.

picture exhibitors are affected by the
Sunday ban, and all who do not now
have tiesSunday
shows in their
communi-to
will be contacted
and invited
enroll in the association.
John G. Broumas, of Takoma Park,
Md., operator of the Transamerica
Theatres, a chain of 12 theatres, two
of which are in Pennsylvania, expressed confidence that "we're on the
right track, and some good can certainly come of banding together after
fighting alone for so many years to
find relief from the Sunday films
ban.
'We Want to Stay Alive'
"We want to stay in business," he
said. "We want to stay alive, and this
is Broumas,
the only way
we canas survive."
who acted
chairman at
the organization meeting, pointed out
that it has taken close to four years
for us to be able to organize."
John W. Keller, Waynesboro attorney, was retained as legal counsel,
and John D. Nagy, Jr., Rural Valley,
Pa., is serving as treasurer. Also attending the session were:
Drawn from Many Areas
Dave and Lee Raybuck, Tremont;
John D. Nagy, Sr., Rural Valley;
George C. Wilson, Tyrone; Alex
Smith, Souderton; James G. Bell,
Grove City; Dan Katlin, Lansdale;
Chester DeMarch, Grove City; Harold Kagan, Chambersburg; Harold
Cohen, Lewistown, and H. S. Rothernel, Lewistown.

Z7A«n^/0SCAR'
We Have Shown
FIRST-RUN
In One Theatre
Four Successive
ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS
1955
// MARTY
1956

Selects Players for

'Philadelphians'1 Tour
Ten young film stars have been
selected to participate in the Warner
Bros, transcontinental bus tour in behalf of "The Young Philadelphians."
The young players include Nick
Adams, Peter Brown, Arlene Howell,
Will Hutchins, Alan Hale, Jr., Diane
Jergens,
RogerandMoore,
O'Brien,
Roger Smith
ConnieErin
Stevens.
Newspapermen Included
Joining the stars on their 3,475mile jaunt via Greyhound Scenicruiser will be leading newspaper, magazine, radio and television representatives. The tour, which begins in Hollywood on May 6, will wind up in
Philadelphia May 19 in conjunction
with the world premiere there of the
Paul Newman starring film.

LA STRADA
1957
"GERVAISE"
1958
"MY
1959

UNCLE"

"ROOM AT THE TOP"
British Award Winner
KENMORE THEATRE
BOSTON
LOUIS W. RICHMOND, Owner
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'^Continued from page 1)
wo theatres. The radio station,
[ified by call letters, is in
iter, N.Y.
al executive changes in the
jation were also announced by
M. Geoghan, forjtz.
lieadJoseph
of the real estate and indepartment, will devote full
fa the company's diversification
|q as assistant to Martin H.
Lb, secretary and treasurer.
YVickham, formerly Geoghan's
it, steps up to head the real
md insurance department.
net Trademark

Bill

ed by Rockefeller
I Special to THE DAILY
ANY, N. Y., April 22-Goverckefeller has vetoed two bills
ftator Hellman, Bronx Demorending the penal law, in reladefacing, removing or obliteraarks of origin from television
b, tubes and appliances,
jmor Rockefeller wrote that
| case," the criminal provision
applies to "any electronic deind legislative history of the
ta "demonstrates the quoted
were intended to include elecappliances such as radio and
,3n sets."
(the other case," the criminal
>n already applies to any "ar.: merchandise."
efeller observed "both of these
> of the penal law have recenti employed by the district atof Bronx County to convict
who fraudulently altered
cation marks and marks of
on television appliances."
tiers to Make New
dive Series for ABC
mond Head," a new film series
on the activities of two private
ves in the Hawaiian Islands,
e produced by Warner Bros,
•sentation on the ABC-TV Netit was announced yesterday,
hour-long program will be
d Wednesdays at 9:00 P.M.,
g early this fall.
American Chicle Co., Carter
ts, and the Whitehall LaboraDivision of American Home
bts will

Picture

sponsor "Diamond

netco's Renick Will
t. Report on USSR
Special to THE DAILY
AMI, April 22. - Ralph Renick,
editor of Wometco's WTVJ, is
fg a group of prominent local
antatives making a trip to Rusiving here May 7. The group
pend two days in Washington
heading for Europe to meet
Vice-President Nixon and a
lg by the State Department,
ick plans to make a tape of the
n visit and report to the State
itment on matters pertaining to
land TV.

Television
IERT

to Discuss

Effect

Of TV, Radio in Russia
Special to THE DAILY
COLUMBUS, O., April 22.-Radio
and television broadcasting in the
Soviet Union, as well as in the satellite countries, including its implications for international relations, will
be examined by noted industry figures and officials of the U.S. Department of State at the 1959 Institute
for Education by Radio and Television to be held here May 6-9, at the
Deshler Hilton Hotel.
The forum on broadcasting behind
the Iron Curtain will be held at the
May 7 evening general session, and
will feature as participants: Jerry
A. Danzig, vice-president of NBC,
for participating programs, New
York; Ralph Steetle, executive director of the Joint Council on Educational Television, Washington; Scott
Lyon, assistant director of East-West
Relations, and John G. Kormann,
UNESCO Affairs Staff, both of the
State Department.
Has Toured USSR
Danzig was one of four official U.S.
representatives who toured Soviet
broadcasting installations under a
1958 exchange arrangement. Steetle
served as the only western observer
at a recent international broadcasting conference held by Iron Curtain
countries at Moscow.
The evening international forum
will culminate a day of discussions
in which the broadcasting conference
will be told that educational television stations will outnumber commercial stations in 10 years and that advertisers, asmuch as educators, legislators and broadcasters, are responsible for gearing television to the upgrading of national culture for the
coming intercontinental network
struggle for the minds of the peoples
of the world.
The institute, expected to bring together 600 to 800 representatives of
broadcasting, industry, education and
advertising from the United States,
Canada and other foreign countries,
sity.sponsored by Ohio State Univeris

Trevarthen to NBC
William H. Trevarthen has been
named director of television network
operations for the National Broadcasting Company, it was announced
by Robert L. Stone, vice-president,
Facilities Operations. Trevarthen,
whose appointment becomes effective
April 27, will be in charge cf NBC
studio and theatre operations, maintenance and plant facilities, administration and scheduling of all engineering
personnel, and special and sound effects. He will report to Stone. Trevarthen comes to the NBC network
from the American Broadcasting Company.

Kenin

Jo

day

Sees Nets Unfair

To Fine Music

Shows

"I find it difficult to describe in a
single word or phrase the strange programming policies of the television
networks today," declares Herman D.
Kenin, president of the American
Federation of Musicians, in the current issue of "The International MusiRenin's criticism was an outgrowth
of network refusal to sell prime viewing-listening time for "The Voice of
Firestone," which, said the associationfeast
head, "for
31 years
has provided
cian."
a rich
of fine,
live concert
music
for The
millions
of Americans."
concern
of the AFM, said
Kenin, "is not alone for shrinking emopportunities,
but itself,
for the
future of ployment
American
music
as
well as for the other living arts that
also get short shrift from the mighty
TV medium."
to theairways
networks'
to Pointing
use the free
in theobligation
interest
of all the people, Kenin calls upon
the Federal Communications Commission to start "enforcing the terms of
the contract," adding that "the viewing public should not be condemned
to live by bread (and bullets) alone."
TelePrompTer's

Gross,

Net Up in '58 Over '57
TelePrompTer Corporation's gross
revenues during 1958 were $3,414,499, an increase of 51 per cent over
the
year's volume
of $2,264,345, previous
it was reported
this week,
1958
net earnings were $41,956, or 12
cents per share, as compared with a
net loss of $212,694, or a deficit of 59
cents per share, in 1957.
Irving B. Kahn, chairman and
president, explained that all of the
company's products and servicesnetworkand sales,
lease film
equipment and
television
service,
and
closed circuit television, industrial
staging and other developments of
the Group Communications Division
—contributed importantly to the sales
gains recorded in 1958.
NTA Names Brunton
Robert Brunton has been named
NTA'-s
for BroadOperations
Director13,of located
at 1481
Studio
way, it was announced by Robert
Goldston, director of administration
for NTA Broadcast Division. Studio
13 acts as an auxiliary studio for
WNTA-TV and as a primary studio
for NTA tape productions. Prior to
his new appointment, Brunton was
director of production facilities at
Maumanager for
NBC;rice production
Evans, and a production
manager
at CBS for five years.

Who's

Where

Warren V. Bush has joined WCBSTV as a staff producer, it was announcd by Clarence Worden, assistant
to the general manager and director
first 2assignof public
ments willaffairs.
be theBush's
Channel
programs "Right Now!" and "The Way to
replacing
Go,"
Schneider,
who has□ producer
resigned. Martin
M. S. ("Bud") Rukeyser Jr. has been
and
Business
manager,
appointed
Trade
Publicity,
effective,
April 27, it
was announced by Ellis Moore, director, press and publicity. He succeeds
Joseph A. Ryan, who is resigning this
week. Rukeyser has been press editor,
news and public affairs, heading a
three-man unit handling publicity in
these areas. He joined NBC in Janu□
ary 1958.Moore has been signed by
Dom
Screen Gems as story editor in an
agreement negotiated by Fred Briskin, production executive of Screen
Gems and the Gordon Molson Agency. Moore reports to Harry Ackerman,
vice-president in charge of production
for the Columbia Pictures TV subsidiary, on April 27, moving over from
McCann-Erickson, where he has been
program supervisor.□
The appointment of Ralph M.
Baruch to the position of director of
international sales for CBS Films, Inc.
was announced by Sam Cook Digges,
CBS Films administrative vice-president.
whose
appointment
comesBaruch,
effective
Monday,
May 4,be-is
currently a CBS Films account supervisor. In his new position, he will
report to Digges. □
Arthur Harvey has been promoted
to ABC director of labor relations for
the ABC Western Division effective
May 1, it was announced by James G.
Riddell, ABC vice-president in charge
of the Western Division.
Aldrich
Fox

Director

for

'Paradise' Series
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 22.-Robert
Aldrich has been signed to direct the
first two segments of James A.
Michener's "Adventures in Paradise,"
fordicoming Martin Manulis production for 20th Century-Fox television.
Executive producer Dominick
Dunne will start full production of
the action-drama series on May 4,
with Gardner McKay starring as the
skippersails
of the
a commercial
which
South Seas. schooner
Richard
Goldstone will produce.
"Adventures in Paradise" will be
carried next season over ABC-TV on
Mondays,
week deal. 8:30 to 9:30 P.M., on a 52-
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'Chatterle
National

Pre -Selling
u /COMPULSION," the new 20th^ Fox film is featured in the April
13 issue of "Life." It is based on the
1924 case of Leopold and Loeb, two
brilliant, wealthy, twisted Chicago
youths who murdered a 14-year-old
boy just because they wanted to commit a perfect crime.
Orson Welles plays the part of
Clarence Darrow, who was the defense lawyer for the two Chicago
youths at their trial. According to
"Life," Welles, in re-creating Darrow's great moments of eloquence
when defending the youths from capiam when
pleading
for tal
the punishment,
future— forsaidthe "Itime
we
can learn by understanding and faith
that all life is worth saving and that
mercy is the highest• attribute of man."
"Imitation
of Life,"
starring
Lana
Turner
and Susan
Kohner
received
a laudatory review in the April issue
of "McCall's."
According
to Kohner
the reviewer Lana Turner,
Susan
and Juanita Moore play their parts
exceptionally well in this new U.I.
film, and believes that "few moments
in any movie of recent years have
been as skillfully and beautifully understated as the scene in which
Mahalia Jackson intones a spiritual at
the funeral of Susan's
mother."
•
David Niven, who won an "Oscar"
for his performance in "Separate
Tables" was interviewed by Don Jenkins for the April 11 issue of "T.V.
Guide." Niven says, "It's a terrible
strain, the six weeks waiting period
between Oscar nominations and the
actual awards. I had laid down a
rule in our house— no one was even
to mention it." •
A pictorial and text article based on
a lesson in romance by Clark Gable
during the filming of Paramount's
"But Not For Me," appeared in the
Aprilroll12Bakerissue
"This Coe
Week."
and ofBarry
play Carthe
romantic leads. Clark demonstrates to
them the importance of the art of
cinematic affection for each other.
•
Carolyn Jones, the refreshing nonconformist star of U.A.'s "A Hole in
the Head" is profiled in the April 28
issue of "Look." Her unusual thought
processes make her an interesting actress. Since her appearance in "Murjorie Morningstar," her career has
skyrocketed. She plays opposite Frank
Sinatra in "A Hole in the Head,"
which is being readied for release.
•
"Green Mansions," the MGM film
starring Audrey Hepburn and Anthony Perkins, now playing the Radio
City Music Hall, has been selected as
the picture of the month for April
by "Seventeen." •
Warren Hall has written an entertaining article on Curt Jurgens who
co-stars with Ingrid Bergman in "The

REVIEW:
(Continued from page 1 ;

The Hangman
Paramount

plane tonight for Washington. 1
Kingsley International Pictures
poration's
appeal,
fromof a Appeal
4-3 de
by the State
Court

This is one of the "adult" westerns which will generally satisfy those
who demand nothing more from an evening's entertainment than a cast
of popular personalities tossed amidst some actionful, plot developments.
Robert Taylor, Fess Parker and Tina Louise are starred, and along with
Miekev Shaughnessy, who provides a few moments of slapstick comedy,
thev will be the Frank Freeman, Jr. production's chief selling point.
The veteran Dudley Nichols contributed the screenplay. In it, Taylor
is cast as a deputy U.S. marshal who has a reputation for seeing the
objects of his manhunts sent to the gallows. In this particular instance,
however, he is not so successful, for outlaw Jack Lord has started a new
life and earned the friendship of many solid citizens, including sheriff
Parker.
Miss Louise, a young widow destined to a life as a laundress on a
lonely cavalry outpost, almost agrees to identify the outlaw, whom she
knew in his wilder days, but has a change of heart when she learns of
his reform and expected child. Unwittingly, however, the outlaw is
betrayed and imprisoned, though freed shortly thereafter by Shaughnessy, who ties a team of horses to the prison bars. In a sudden change

year, upholding the Regents' rl
to license "Lady Chatterley's P*
is
scheduled
for court.
argument torn"
before
the high
It is believed that the tribuna
view the French-made film (has
D. H. Lawrence's novel) before
ing
Dr. Brind for the Regents
Kingsley.
Ephraim London, of New Yor

of character, brought on apparently by practically everyone's sympathizing with Lord's plight, Taylor lets the outlaw get away and turns in
his badge, ready to start a peaceful life of his own in California. Miss
Louise, who has opposed the lawman all along, also has a change of
heart and goes away with him, despite promise of love and affection
from Parker.

Afterthesummarizing
film'r
story,
brief points the
out the
picture
division
ordered
the
d<
of three scenes.

Under Michael Curtiz's direction, these events amble along modestly.
Of the three leading players, Miss Louise shows to best advantage. Tayand Parker
give competent performances, while Shaughnessv doesn't
havelor much
to do.
Running time, 86 minutes. General classification. Release, in June.
Warren G. Harris
Registered Features
(Continued from page 1)
against 324 in the preceding year.
The number of British films of the
same length registered was 84 against
105 in 1957-58. Registrations of British second features were 37, as compared with 33, and shorts, 232 against
229. Foreign second feature and short
registrations dropped from 99 to 89
and 256 to 178, respectively.
Of the foreign feature film registrations, American films totalled 186,
followed by France with 35 and Italy
with nine.
'Imitation' Big at Roxy
"Imitation of Life" will finish its
first week at the Roxy Theatre here
tonight with a big $90,000, Universal-International, thedistributor, predicted yesterday. Due to a typographical error in Tuesday's Motion Picture Daily,
first three
days' grossat
for the
Roxythe entry
was reported
$6,200 whereas it should have been
$62,000.
Re-Title 'Orpheus'
Fugitive
Kind"the has
set
as "The
the new
title for
filmbeen
version
of Tennessee Williams' play "Orpheus Descending."
Production
of start
the
United
Artists release
is slated to
by June 1 in New York City.
Inn of The Sixth Happiness" for the
April 12 issue of "American
Weekly."
Walter
Haas

'Shane'

Re-Issue

Big

"Shane," which is being re-released
by Paramount with new-picture promotional treatment, is doing big business where it has opened in the
Southwest, the company reported.
Typical of the high grosses recorded for the reissue of the George
Stevens production are: Stuart Theatre, Lincoln, Texas, $5,012 for first
three days; State, Albuquerque,
N. M., $5,191 for five days; Texas
Theatre, San Antonio, $5,600 for four
daqs; Casa Linda, Texas, and Circle
Theatre, Dallas, $16,115 for five
clays.
Kingston Drive-in Opens
ALBANY, April 22. - The Sunset
Drive-in, at Kingston, recently acquired from the Lamont organization
of Albany, was reopened by Walter
Reade, Jr., Friday, April 17. Reade
had previously relighted the 9-W
Drive-in, which he built. Kingston's
two conventional theatres, the Community and the Kingston, are also
operated by Reade.
The late Harry Lamont constructed the Sunset Drive-in.
Kempe Joins Hacker
Herbert W. Kempe, for the past 25
years with the home office of Warner
Brothers most recently as assistant to
Jules Lapidus, assistant general sales
manager, has accepted an executive
post with Samuel Hacker & Co., industry CPA's.
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'Jane
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(Continued
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behavior."
it was announced yesterday b
Jackter, Columbia vice-presid
general sales manager.
The church, located in an
privileged section of Boston,
danger of being shuttered i
year ago because of its dete
physical
condition.
While the
sol
ovation has
been done,
premiere will help to pay
considerable work that still |
Jackter reported.
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Jones'

Millions Production
ed By Industrialists
iy WARREN G. HARRIS
in Paul Jones," the $5,300,000
ctacle financed by some of the
leading industrialists, will
s world premiere at the Rivoli
5 here on June 16, producer
Bronston announced at a
at the Sherry-Netherland
here yesterday. The Warner
;elease will have regional prein Chicago, Los Angeles and
'jgton
thereafter. Road
!gs are shortly
not contemplated,
j ston said that the production of
o hour and seven minute film
(Continued on page 2)
J.
rs Board to Meet
tudio Next Week
■v's, Inc., board of directors will
jittheweek.
M-G-M studio in Culver
text
'Wednesday, the directors will
2ii on a tour of the studio by
R. Vogel, president, and Sol
;^el, vice-president in charge of
{Continued on page 3)
mg Land' Premiere
)ld Out in Cody
Special to THE DAILY
pY, Wyo., April 23.— A complete
for the world premiere of Cos "The Young Land" here to" night is reported. Pat Wayne,
the C. V. Whitney production,
ive here tomorrow with a char( Continued on page 3)
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Censors

Urged

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, April 23. - The
Supreme Court was told today that
unless it rules clearly on the broad
question of prior censorship of motion
pictures, there will be many more film
censorship cases brought to the court.
The statement was made by attorney Ephraim London, representing
(Continued on page 2)

20th-Fox Holders to Vote
On Sale of Coast Studio
Stockholders of 20th Century-Fox
will have an opportunity at their
annual meeting here next month to express themselves on the proposed sale
of the company's Beverly Hills studio
property to Webb & Knapp for $55,000,000.
Status of the deal and details of the
proposal are included in a letter accompanying the annual report which
will be sent to stockholders early
next week.

CEA

Letter

TO

A

Hails

U.S.-

British Amity
In

Exhibition

United Action Can Solve
All Problems: Kerasotes
American and British theatre owners,tuallyworking
can solve
virall theirtogether,
own problems,
George
G. Kerasotes, president of Theatre
Owners of America, yesterday advised
the Cinematograph
Association ofGreat BritainExhibitors'
and Ireland.
In a letter to E. J. Hinge, president
of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
sociation, extending greetings
to Asthe
CEA on the eve of its annual general
conference,
Kerasotes
( Continued
on hailed
page 6 the
) liai-

By Martin Quigley
HOLLYWOOD— this production center of the world may be
viewed as both the hope and the despair of the business of motion pictures in this critical year of 1959.
On the hopeful side there is to be observed a quiet and assured attitude
of confidence which has replaced an anxiety and uncertainty that had
been widespread and deep-rooted in these recent years. Contributing
importantly to the changed spirit is the encouraging fact of outstanding
performance at the box office of a considerable number of attractions
released in recent months. Hollywood characteristically finds it agreeable to dwell on this type of statistic. It makes it easier to banish unpleasant recollections of expensive pictures in which the public showed
only slight interest.
Out of the ordeal of readjustment of recent times there has obviously
been developed a more business-like character of operation. This is not
to say that in the intensely difficult and complex work of producing
motion pictures an efficiency expert's ideal is anywhere in view. It is not
and it is not likely that it ever will be so. But slowly and surely the
news did penetrate Hollywood that the box office dollar had become
very difficult to come by and that it was up to production to work
harder and better— or else!
Hollywood has responded. In some ways the response has been surprisingly good. In other ways the only change that has come about is
that new handicaps, complications and extravagancies have replaced
the old.
It is not to be doubted that in Hollywood today there is an amazing
concentration of talent and resources for the purpose of producing theatrical entertainment. It is idle to speculate as to whether at any time
(Continued on page 3)
l PATHE NOW
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Not Opposed

to

B-B Campaign Refunds
Theatre Owners of America does
not consider its position on disposition
of the industry
tributions tobe business-building
in conflict with conthat
taken by the Allied States board of
directors at its special meeting in
Washington last weekend.
Commenting
on on
a story
ap(Continued
page which
6)
Court

Bids AFM

Free

Welfare Fund Payments
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 23. - Regarded as a sweeping victory for the
rival Musicians Guild of America is a
ruling handed down late yesterday
by Superior Court Judge Harold
Kincaid, whereby approximately $2,000,000, impounded in a trust fund
by the American Federation of Musicians, will be released as retroactive
wage increases to upward of 7,000
AFM members.
on page 2)
Judge(Continued
Kincaid appointed
the Citi-
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MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN, United
Artists vice-president, is scheduled to return to New York from Europe by plane today.
•
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, and his assistant, Bernard
Levy, have returned to New York
following visits to Des Moines and
Minneapolis.
•
Arnold M. Picker, United Artists
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, will leave New York for
London today via B.O.A.C.
•
Charles Simpson, vice-president of
Capital Releasing Corp. Atlanta, has
returned there from Nashville.
Lana Turner will leave Hollywood
tomorrow for Denver, where the same
night she will be guest of honor at the
Colorado Centennial Ball.
•
Herman Biersdorf, newly-appointed Southern district manager for American International Pictures, was in
Atlanta from Dallas.
Nathan

Golden

to Cannes

As

U.S. Representative
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 23. - The
United States Government has accepted the invitation of the French
Government to participate officially in
the Twelfth International Film Festival at Cannes, May 1 to 15, it was
announced today.
Nathan D. Golden, director of the
Scientific, Motion Picture and Photographic Products Division of the Department of Commerce has been accredited asU.S. delegate to the event.
Alternate delegate is John L. Hedges,
U.S. Information Agency Branch Pubhe Affairs Officer at Marseille.
Bell & Howell

Quarter

Net Up, Sales Decline
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO, April 23.-Bell & Howell Company had a 67 per cent increase in net earnings with somewhat
lower total sales in the first quarter
compared with the same period last
year, Charles H. Percy, president, told
shareholders
the company's
annual meetingattending
here today.
Sales for the first quarter were $10,086,180 compared with $11,113,006
in 1958. Net earnings were $398,834
or 51 cents per share, as compared
with $239,080 or 29 cents per share
in the first quarter of 1958.

High

Court

(Continued from page 1)
Kingsley International Pictures Corp.,
whose "Lady
Lover"Board
was
banned
by theChatterley's
New York State
of Regents. The board's case was
argued
by Charles
Brind today
maintained
that A.
the Brind.
case is
"an educational matter," because the
licensing of motion pictures in New
York State is under the jurisdiction of
the state's education department. "The
legislature has now decreed that motion pictures are an educational
thing," Brind said, "and has set up
standards for showing pictures just as
it sets up standards for all the schools
in New York State which it licenses."
License Refused Twice
Kingsley brought the case to the
high court after the New York State
Court oftoAppeals
the Regents's
refusal
license upheld
the picture.
"If this court would make clear its
position on whether or not licensing
laws are constitutional," London said,
"the lower courts would be guided
by
that." He
courtcensorship
diat its
decisions
in told
otherthefilm
cases "have created confusion in the
lower
courts."
In suppressing
the motion picture,
London declared, the Regents were
"suppressing
ideas." Thishe iscontinued,
a violation of the Constitution,
because the Constitution guarantees
freedom of speech. "The Constitution
protects any possible legal objection
to the film," he said.
Queried by Justices
There was active questioning from
the bench when Brind argued the case
for the Regents. Justice Brennan said
he didn't see the "relevance" of
Brind's argument that film censorship
was "an educational matter."
Justice Harlan pointed out that under the Regents' ban, the picture
couldn't be shown to anyone, and
was not merely being withheld from
New York State students.
Justice Brennan wanted to know
about censorship of comic books.
Justice Douglas asked whether the
book, "Lady Chatterley's Lover" was
permitted publication in New York.
Brind replied that the legislature had
discussed censorship of comic books
but had taken no action. Giving the
Regents jurisdiction over books and
television "has not been dealt with by
the legislature," he said.
State's Power Questioned
"Isn't it beyond the state's power
to require that pictures be licensed,"
Justice Frankfurter inquired, "the
same as it is beyond the state's power
to Brind
requiretold
thathimbooks
that bethelicensed?"
New York
courts have passed "again and again
on the constitutionality of the necessity of submitting any motion picture

NCCJ Honors Steve Broidy
With Brotherhood Award
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 23. - Steve
Broidy, president of Allied Artists, is
one of the three community leaders
who will
hoodreceive
Award at this
theyear's
11th Brotherannual
Brotherhood Testimonial Dinner of
the National Conference of Christians
and Jews on May 20, at the Beverly
Hilton Hotel.
Others are Theodore von der Ahe
and Brig. Gen. James Cairns.
Court Bids AFM
(Continued from page 1 )
zens National Savings and Trust Bank
of Los Angeles to act as receiver and
determine payments for each musician. Increases, negotiated from recording companies in 1954, were accepted by AFM representatives but
were diverted from wage increases into the union's welfare fund. Members
were not notified of their representatives' actions until after the fund had
received the money, Kincaid pointed
out, sustaining
Harold Fendler's plaintiff's
contentionattorney
that AFM
agents had not bargained in good
faith for them.
Federation attorney Henry Kiser
said the case will be appealed if necessary to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Minimum

Wage

Hearing

Scheduled for May 5
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 23. - The
Senate Labor Committee has set May
5 as the opening day for hearings on
the Kennedy minimum wage bill. Although the committee did not anannounce the names of any witnesses,
it is expected that several exhibitors
will testify in opposition to the bill.
The bill would bring under the minimum wage law any theatre or circuit of theatres whose annual gross
sales are more than $500,000 annually.
It would also increase to $1.25 an hour
the current minimum wage.
Although theatres are not specifically covered under the bill, exhibitor
organizations have been concerned
about it.
Schwartz Vice-President
Of New Glen Alden
Sol A. Schwartz, president of RKO
Theatres, Inc., yesterday was elected
a vice-president of Glen Alden Corp.,
along with the operating heads of
other divisions of List Industries
which has been merged with Glen
Alden.
Albert A. List was elected chairman
of the board and president of the
widely diversified Glen Alden,

P. Jor

(Continued from page ]
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history of the industry there was ever a better or a greater conjiion of such talent and resources. It is sufficient to say that the
iff capacity and potential, if given right leadership and direction,
^equal to the vital task of making the product that is basic to the
rjtv of the industry in all of its branches.
i the mention of leadership and direction there instandy appears
ectre that darkens the face of Hollywood. We now come to that
:. of this report where the bright rays of hope tend to become effaced
' dark forebodings of despair. The shocking fact is that with all of
^(dividual strivings and determinations that have been undertaken
iimed on the results as to the over-all operation in Hollywood in
nent and improvement on any firm basis have been meagre. The
lis reason for this unhappy condition is feeble and halting leadernd direction.
light even be more accurate to say flatly that industry leadership
Erection have virtually disappeared in Hollywood. And the results
jigic. At the decision-making level there appears to be slight, if
ecognition of the fact that in the nature of the Hollywood opera. it-throat competition inevitably tends toward mass suicide. Figuraslashing another's throat may afford a momentary feeling of exultai iat when one's own turn is next the fruits of victory are exceedingly
i And that is just what goes on day by day in Hollywood. The loss
[ars— let alone industry integrity— is enormous.
le condition that unhappily prevails is the direct and unavoidable
of the weakening and virtual disappearance of leadership, of the
1 of responsible executives to be willing to recognize that every
i ior himself and the devil take the hindmost is an unintelligent and
- ul policy. Eventually no one wins, everyone loses,
ijreare indeed cost factors entering into motion picture production
which little or nothing can be done. But there are far greater cost
!]| about which a great deal could be done. Failure effectively to
Bdth these is the source of the greatest economic peril under which
dustrv presently labors. Despite the decrease in attendance from
Jvels the industry continues to enjoy an income that would insure
v operation if production ceased allowing itself to be tapped in
\ lereasing amounts by the conspiratorial devices of parasitical elewho are fattening scandalously while tire industry upon which
>rey is on a frugal diet.
iditions in this area are not different than in former days. They are
oise, having become so from neglect of an organized policy and
mance
of an and
intelligent
control
producers'
as4 on, created
maintained
to and
deal direction.
with the The
common
problems
mting production, is virtually moribund. Even a representative
rg attended bv executives clothed with authority to make decisions
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{Continued from page 1)
idio. They will also be shown
hours of available footage of
Hur,"
the scheduled
company'sto $15,000,oduction
open at
; State here next fall.
Thursday, the board will meet
• transaction of regular business
^ssibly will take action resumgular dividends on the corncommon stock, discontinued
two years ago. The group is
iled to return to New York on

■Jjon Arrives Sunday
jid A. Lipton, Universal Pictures
resident, will arrive in New
from Hollywood Sunday for
office conferences on campaigns
Jhis Earth Is Mine," "Operation
: ■at," "Any Way the Wind Blows"
.ipartacus."

R°ger Lewis on Radio
Panel on 'Oscar' Awards
Roger H. Lewis, United Artists director ofadvertising-publicity-exploitation, will appear as a member of a
panel at 8 to 8:45 P.M. on Sunday on
station WBAI-FM, New York, on the
subject "The Academy Awards, an

The program is part of a series on
Analysis."
films, titled "The Film Art."
Fonda Will Attend
'Warlock' Premiere
Henry Fonda, who stars in 20th
Century-Fox's "Warlock," will head
a large contingent of entertainment
world celebrities attending the charity
New York premiere of the film which
will be held here Thursday night at
the Paramount Theatre. The benefit
will be conducted under the auspices
of Camp Green Acres of the New York
City Mission Society.

4 \

is an exception rather than a rule. About all it seems capable of doing
is to put on a ceremonial function in honor of a visiting celebrity.
The impact of the parent organization, the Motion Picture Association,
on its own or through the Hollywood subsidiary organization is* of slight
consequence. Its spokesmen are seldom heard from and even more rarely
listened to. They are not recognized as knowing Hollywood or having
anything to contribute to the solving of problems of production or bettering the business of making motion pictures.

€J Under the law of the land collective action is forbidden but this certainly does not mean that Hollywood should leave itself defenseless
against a wide variety of assaults and impositions cooked up by schemers
who have succeeded in making Hollywood a happy hunting ground.
When the question arises as to whether production is being run by the
responsible executives, East and West, or an array of maverick agents,
lawyers and business managers it is not difficult to see that an exceedingly
unhealthy state of affairs exists. Until this question is sanely and correctly
answered there is little hope of the restoration of a healthy economic
state of affairs in production.
In the course of the random and unorganized efforts to keep expenditures within expectable income there has been much cutting around
the fringes of the economic problem, leaving the main part of it to grow
and expand. The wholesale dropping of publicists whose cost alongside
other factors in production was trivial has already shown up as a folly.
Even in the newspapers in Los Angeles the space given to motion pictures has fallen to a lower ebb than at any time since the earliest days
of the industry. In an industry based on showmanship it is strange that
there should be any acceptance whatsoever of the folly that if pictures
are good enough they will automatically sell themselves. No film that
good has vet been made.
It is a strange phenomenon that Hollywood which with respect to
theatrical motion pictures is wholly dependent upon exhibition and distribution and the allied agencies of each for its revenue should have
about it the complexion of great prosperity. Yet those other departments
which are no less essential to a sound industry have been reduced to a
spartan regime. There is here an economic maladjustment which can only
continue at the cost of the health of the industry.
The challenge to responsible management is clear. Too gravely has
the industry, especially in Hollywood, suffered from a go-it-alone policy
under which the economic community of the industry as a whole has
been radically subordinated if not ignored. The concept of an economic
community in this business and elsewhere is by no means merely an
abstraction or impractical ideal. Rather it is plain common sense, definitely proven to be so by the waste, inefficiency and defenselessness
that strews the pathway of any contrary course.

'The (Continued
Young from
Land'
page 1)
tered plane load of newspapermen,
magazine editors and television and
radio people from 11 western states.
Over 350 bookings in the northwest
area have been obtained by Columbia
for "Young Land" on the strength of
the premiere at the 670-seat Cody
Theatre. Premiere seats are scaled
from $7.50 down.
Mrs. Markert Dies
Mrs. Bertha E. Markert, 80, motirer
of Russell Markert, Radio City Music
and direcand founder
Halltor producer
of the Rockettes,
died yesterday at
the Manhattan Nursing Home. Surviving besides the son is Gladys Markert, adaughter.
Funeral services will be held toCampbell's
A.M.
morrow at 10 81st
Funeral Home,
and atMadison
Ave.
Burial will be at Fairview Cemetery,
Westfield N. J.

PEOPLE
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, is vice-chairman of the
Dinner Committee for the founding
of the new Eleanor Roosevelt Institute for Cancer Research, being established at the American Medical
Center at Denver. The first annual
Founders' Dinner will be held at the
Astor Hotel here on May 23.
□
Raymond S. Smith, retired Warner
Brothers manager in Albany, N. Y.,
has added
Indian LadderDonald
Drive-inHallenbeck's
at New Salejn
to his buying and□ booking accounts.
Sam Slotnick plans to close his
neighborhood Globe Theatre, Syracuse, and will continue to operate
onlv the Lake Shore Drive-in there.
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son that has existed for many years
between TOA and CEA, and expressAmerican
optimism
abouting thethe
future, exhibitor's
said he trusts
it is
shared by his counterpart in Britain.
"Our association, over the many
years with our fellow-theatre owners
and operators in CEA," Kerasotes
wrote, "has been so mutually beneficial — for the problems of motion picture theatres in your country are in
so many respects akin to those in our
nation — that we want to share with
you the problems, the struggles and,
the rewards, that we know lie in the
future for all of us.
"Our liaison has been invaluable; it
is something, I am sure, both our organizations and our memberships want
to encourage and to nurture.
Common Problems Cited
"We all know the lack of product,
the acute sellers' market, the competition from television, the increasing
selectivity of theatre audiences, the
need for technological improvements
which once again establish the movies
as a prime source of entertainment,
are all problems common to the exhibitor of both our countries.
"We know that we share with you
the feeling, as veteran showmen who
have devoted their lives and their fortunes to our wonderful business, that
united and working toward common
aims, we have, within ourselves, the
means of effecting our own salvation.
This path lies through our trade associations, which must continue mutually
strong, so that we can best achieve
this bright future."
"We, in
States,Weare trust
optimisticthe
about United
this future.
that you concluded.
share in that optimism,"
Kerasotes
TOA
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Not Opposed
(Continued from page 1)

peared in Motion Picture Daily yesterday which stated that proposals for
disposition of the funds put die two
national exhibitor organizations "in opposite corners," a TOA spokesman
yesterday said, "TOA's proposal is not
in conflict with Allied's — it simply
goes
step farther."
Theonespokesman
explained that TOA,
like Allied, is in favor of refunding
the $108,000 cash on hand to the contributors but is awaiting the outcome
of a vote on this by the b-b executive
committee. In addition, TOA advocates that the best of the proposed
business-building campaign materials
be salvaged and made available to exhibitors at cost for use in local or regional promotional campaigns.
In this connection, TOA hopes that
exhibitors receiving refunds will use
them to purchase campaign material
for that purpose, if the material can
be provided.
The Allied board in voting in favor
of refunds to campaign contributors
specified that thereafter it would recommend that such funds be "pooled
locally for promotion endeavor."

Television
Met. B'dcasting Profit,
Gross Up Sharply
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.
yesterday reported net income of
$932,348, equal to 60 cents a share,
for 1958. The company earned $243,460, or 16 cents per share, in 1957.
John W. Kluge, chairman of the
board and president, who early this
yearcent
acquired
Pictures'
22
per
interestParamount
in Metropolitan,
noted
that the 1958 net income is subject to
special write-offs during the year of
$630,313 as a result of talent contract
cancellations at radio station WNEW.
He also reported that the company
has remaining a tax loss carry-forward
of approximately $900,000 after applying $300,000 in 1958. "We expect
to apply ( $900,000 ) against this year's
profitable operation," Kluge informs
stockholders.
Metropolitan's gross revenues last
year amounted to $14,427,752, compared to $10,293,587 in 1957. The
company operates WNEW AM and
FM and WNEW-TV in New York;
WTTG in Washington, and WHK,
Cleveland.
The company's annual meeting to
be held in New York May 11 will vote
on the following nominees for the
board of directors: Lloyd M. Bauman,
Richard D. Buckley, Armand G. Erpf,
Thomas T. Goldsmith, jr., Robert C.
Jones, Kluge, Warren H. Lasher, J.
Lincoln Morris and Percy M. Stewart.
NTA's

Unger Believes

Pay-TV Inevitable
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO,
- TheStates
future of televisionApril
in the23.United
may well hinge upon the possibility
of the co-existence of both the present concept of telecasting and pay
TV, Oliver A. Unger, president of
National Telefilm Associates, told
today.
members of the Advertising Club of
Chicago at the Sheraton Hotel here
Discussing the depletion of feature
films from the vaults of Hollywood
studios, Unger said that the time is
rapidly approaching when telecasters
will "need to program more and more
of the on-the-air time of our own
resources." When that time comes,
he
said,to"athatcrisis"
answer
crisis will
will arrive.
probably"The
be
some
of pay TV."
"TheformAmerican
public," the NTA
president commented, "will have to
decide for itself whether it is prepared to tpay
for the
enterainment itwants
and kind
whichof adver-

Today
FCC Would

Ante

Option-Time Ru
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 23. Federal Communications Comnj
today announced proposals to r
its present rules on option time ii
vision network broadcasting, and
for comments. The Justice Depai
has declared that option time
tices as they now exist are in vi(
of the anti-trust laws.
commission's
in<
a The
reduction
of the proposals
number of
daily which a station may opti
network programs and a broai
of a station's right to accept or
network programs so that it m
free to substitute for a networ!
gram "a program of greater lo
national importance."
Program-Rejection Provide
The FCC also proposed to gl
tions the right to reject networ
grams already contracted for a
as network programs offered.
"The proposed changes are de
to improve the competitive posit
other groups affected by option
the FCC said, "and the freed
program
selection
of awhile
station
its
affiliation
contract,
ma
ing the essential features of the
practice which the commissio
held to be reasonably necessary
successful conduct of network
tions
in the public
interest.'
Theandcommission
asked
that
ments be filed on or before June
Levenson

Will Reph

Godfrey Next Week
"The Sam Levenson Show" \
the substitute program for the
week daytime "Arthur Godfrey
on the CBS Television Network,
tive Wednesday, April 29.
The new program will be re;
scheduled
Mondays
10:30 to 11:00
a.m.,- thru
EDT. - FF
two-day interim when Levenso
be unable to appear due to a pi
commitment, Jack Sterling wil
stitute. This will be on April 2
28.
NTA's Ads Honore
The advertising department <
tional Telefilm Associates li£
ceived three awards for typog
cal excellence from the Type
tors Club of New York.
The first award was for an
Program
for the
"U. v(S
shal" TV Sales
series.ad The
second

tising budgets simply cannot afford."
Unger said that "whether Congressmen will try to create artifical problemsrivalthator whether
will impede
pay TV's
arvarious
pressure

a tradeTVad series.
for the The
company's
vani
third c^

groups speaking for the theatre exhibitors who fear the coming of toll
TV as much as some people in the

broadcasting industry fear it,
make die least bit of difference

honoredused
the for
"NTA
on the Air"m;
head
promotional
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WITH

EXTRA

THE

NEW

REEL

"SUPREX"

7

PER

MM

CARBON

PROJECTOR

You obtain more light and save money with the new "National" "Suprex"
7 mm x 14 inch projector carbon. It's up to 20% slower burning.
An extra reel per carbon provided

best buy in your theatre.

by the new "Suprex" 7mm carbon
adds up to notable savings in the
projection booth. This is made
possible because National Carbon
Company is constantly working
to keep carbon arc projection the

Year after year, new and improved "National" projector carbons have provided more for your
carbon dollar than ever before.

CARBON

the "Suprex"
addition istothe
Newest family
7mm x 14
carbon
inch positive carbon, operating
in the 40-55 ampere range.

Your "National" projector carbon representative can show you
how our carbon arc research pays
off in quality and savings. He is
Brighter light and slower burnat your service at all times.
ing rates.
"If now maintaining recommended minimum stub length of 1.6" to 1.75".

L
ATIONA
TRADEMARK

PROJECTOR

CARBONS

"National", "Suprex" and "Union Carbide" are trade-marks of Union Carbide Corporation
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY • Division of Union Carbide Corporation • 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17. N.V.
SALES OFFICES: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco • IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

My sincere thanks to the members of the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences who, for the second
consecutive year, have honored me with a nomination for Best Single Performance by an Actor.
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to

Measure

ski, Floersheimer,
on to Carry Burden
From THE DAILY Bureau
SHINGTON, April 26.-Three
Ses will carry the major burden
2 industry's case against the
idy minimum wage bill when
jenate Labor Committee opens
gs on the bill starting May 5.
Julian Brylawski, chairman of
egislative committeee of the
e Owners of America, and a
vice-president, will appear, as
U Floersheimer, executive di( Continued on page 2)
ifh Pacific' Gross
IK. Over $2 Million
fel engagements in the United
Dm, "South Pacific" has earned
e-s of $2,000,000, Albert Leonoreign sales manager of Magna
re Corp., reported at the weeklie figure was termed "an allox-office record" for the British
Todd-AO musical opened at
( Continued on page 4 )
walberg to Install
ton Lodge Officers
Special to THE DAILY
5TON, April 26.-Alfred W.
lberg will conduct the installa>f new officers of the Boston
a Lodge of B'nai B'rith on May
:he Sidney Hill Country Club,
■n, Mass. The function will be
form of a dinner dance, with
S Roberts as toastmaster.
cers to be installed -are Carl
ian, president; Emanuel Young, first vice-president; William
is, second vice-president; EdW. Lider, third vice-president;
Katz, treasurer; and Melvin
secretary.
VISION TODAY

- p. 18

Puts

In Motion

Drive
with

for

Better

Service

Projection

Questionnaire

Members of the Council for the Improvement of Theatres and Motion
Picture Projection are being asked today to review the questionnaire which
will be sent to all American Theatre owners in the initial move by the Council to provide theatre men with techinspection and training service
Colo. Legislature Ends;
^%ST££t*
The New York office of Theatre
Die
Bills
Time
Dayliqht
°f, America disclosed that it
O™
Special to THE DAILY
questi
drafts of onthepage
7DENV
c. ER,
\ t April
■ i i 26. j-- The j Colo
u„ „
(Continued
3)onnaire
sent
- had
r °
rado State Legislature adjourned here
today without taking action on a proposal for daylight saving time.
Awards Telecast A
Bills proposing daylight saving time
had been introduced in both houses
with neither measure being able to Success, Lewis Says
get out of committee.
The recent Academy Awards telecast was a "huge success" as a "rallying point for the entire industry,"
French Film Industry
naArtists'pubRoger H.
tional Lewis,
director of United
advertising,
licity
and
exploitation,
declared
as
a
Concerned Over Trends
panelist(Continued
in a discussion
of the
annual
on
page
4)
Special to THE DAILY
PARIS, April 23 (By Air Mail).The film industry here is discouraged
RKO Theatres New York
by recent statistics that show, while
there was a three per cent general in- Managers Transferred
crease in 1958 in expenditures on culture and entertainment, that cinemaA realignment of RKO Theatre
attendance dropped 10 per cent.
managers was announced at the
Another alarming factor is that weekend. Affected by changes are:
while French consumption in general Nicola Constabile, transferred from
increased by 12.5 per cent because of the Alhambra to Royal, replacing the
late Richard Reynolds; William Dugrising prices,
the filmon industry's
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued
page 4) profits

Soviet to Pick New

York Theatre This Week

for Its Cinerama-Type Film
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 26.— Soviet officials are expected to decide early
Cinerama-type film, "Wide Is My World,"
to house
week on ina theatre
this showing
City. their
New York
for
The picture is part of the U.S.S.R. exhibit opening late in June at the
Coliseum, which has no facilities for exhibiting the film. The State Department agreed to assist the Russians in finding a suitable New York house.
A State Department official said over the weekend that the Soviet officials
had looked at "six or eight" theatres in midtown Manhattan which might
be suitable for their hour-and-a-half long, color film. He said he thought the
group had narrowed the field and would announce a choice either tomorrow
or early in the week. The Soviet government will pay the cost of converting
the theatre so that Cinerama type equipment can be used. It will also pay
to convert the theatre back to its original state after the run of the film, if
the theatre owner wishes it. In addition the U.S.S.R. will pay rent to the
theatre owner for the use of the house.
The search for a suitable theatre has been conducted by N. M. Danilov,
U.S.S.R. Deputy Minister of Culture. He has been assisted by motion picture
expert Prof. E. M. Golldovskyy and E. A. Ivanyan, chief of the American
section of the U.S.S.R.'s Ministry of Culture.
As Showcase

25%

Increase

AB-PT

First

Net

for

Quarter

2,300,000
Goldenson Says TV Makes
Biggest Gain; Theatres Off
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres will report earnings in excess of $2,300,000 for the first quarter of the current year which represents a25 per cent increase over the
$1,854,000 earned in the corresponding 1958 quarter, Leonard Goldenson, president, disclosed at the weekend.
Biggest factor in the improved
earnings, Goldenson said, is the gains
being made by ABC-TV. Gross time
billing for the first quarted showed an
18 per cent improvement over the
corresponding period last year. The
rate of TV network sales for the new
season is well ahead of preceding
AB-PT's
theatre on
operations
(Continued
page 2) for the
years.
Says Censorship Backers
Special to 'Uninformed'
THE DAILY
Generally
BALTIMORE, April 26. - Film
censorship movements are generally
"spearheaded by the uninformed and
the
uninquiring
without director
coercion,"of
Margaret
G. Twyman,
community relations of the Motion
Picture Association of America, told
the State Conference of the Maryland
Library Association here Friday at a
luncheon at the Sheraton-Belvedere
Hotel. Her subject was "The Freedom
enough, the
motivations
of
(Continued
on page
3)
of "Sadly
Inquiry."
Bachman Heads MGM's
European Productions
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 26. - Larry
Bachman has been signed to a fiveyear contract by MGM as head of its
European productions.
Bachman, formerly head of Paramount production, London, a post
which he took over following the
(Continued on page 4)

Motion

AB-PT's
PERSOTAL
MIT

J ON

BARNETT, president
IAM);fi-Ba
WILLof
rnett Forwarders,
wJSlf
left here yesterday by plane for Europe.
•
Milton R. Rackmil, -president of
Universal Pictures, returned to New
York on Friday from the Coast.
•
Charles Schlaifer, president of
Charles Schlaifer & Co., has returned
to New York from Philadelphia, where
he spoke before the joint session of
the American Psychoanalytic Association and the American Psychiatric Association, holding their annual meetings there.
•
Samuel J. Briskin, vice-president
of Columbia Pictures in charge of
studio operations, is due here from
the Coast today.
Mrs. Bruce Glassman has given
birth in Boston to a girl. Father is coowner of the Lowell Drive-in Theatre,
Lowell, Mass.
•
Dr. Tyrone Guthrie, British producer-director, ischeduled
s
to arrive
here from London today via B.O.A.C.
•
Millie Perkins, star of George
Stevens' "The Diary of Anne Frank,"
will leave New York early next month
for a personal appearance tour of
Europe on behalf of the film.
•
R. J. "Hap" Barnes, president of
Capital Releasing Corp., Atlanta, has
returned there from Nashville.
•
Harry Alan Tower, British television producer has arrived in New
York from London via B.O.A.C.
•

Herman Cohen, producer of "Horrors of the Black Museum" for American International Pictures, left Hollywood at the weekend for New York,
Boston, Chicago and Detroit.

Picture

Net

( Continued from page 1 )
first quarter were not up to the corresponding period last year, Goldenson reported. He explained that fiscal
1958 included 53 weeks, the additional one being the seasonally good
New Year's week, which added materially to the first quarter a year
ago. He noted, too, that the company's theatre operations improved
during the past several weeks.
Reports Record-Company Progress
Improved results also are being
shown, he reported, by the ABC radio division and the record company.
While optimistic about the year as
a whole, Goldenson noted that the
first and third quarters are the best
for theatres and that TV experiences
a lull during the summer months, thus
first quarter results cannot automatically be projected into future periods.
Shift, N.Y.

to Atlanta,

in to 'Trust'
Sought
Special
THE DAILY Suit
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn., April 26.
—Change of venue from the New York
Federal Court to the Federal District
Court of Atlanta is being sought by
the film companies which are defendants in a $3,000,000 anti-trust action
filed by Independent Theatres of
Chattanooga, operators of eight
houses here.
The motion for the shift has been
filed on the grounds that records in
the case are more readily available in
the Southern area. Defendants are
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres, Loew's, Warners, 20dr Century-Fox, Paramount and Citation
Films.
Junior

Daily

C of C's to Aid

'Philadelphians' Tour
The National Junior Chamber of
Commerce has notified its members
to give complete cooperation to the
Warner Bros, transcontinental bus
tour in behalf of "The Young PhilaJunior Chamber activities in each
city
visited by the touring young
delphians."
stars, who leave Hollywood May 6,
will include participation in welcoming parades, civic festivities, and, in
some instances, the selection of honorary hosts.
Einfeld to Europe
Charles Einfeld, 20th Century-Fox
vice-president, is scheduled to leave
here for Europe this week on a combined business and vacation trip. Besides setting opening campaigns for
"Anne Frank," he will attend the
Cannes Film Festival. He will be away
about four weeks.

..JEWS

ROUNDUP
Griffith Films' Rights Sold
The sale of rights to the old silent
films produced by the late David
Wark Griffith to Killian Shows, Inc.
of New York for $21,000 was approved
in Los Angeles last week by Judge
Kenneth Chantry, acting on a petition
filed by the law firm of Wright,
Wright, Goldwater and Wright. Proceeds of the 37 films will be distributed among the heirs to the Griffith
estate.
■
Plan New

Indiana Drive-in

Plans are being made for the construction ofa new drive-in theatre at
East Gary, Ind., to be operated by
Duneland Associates, Inc., of East
Chicago, Ind. It is expected that bids
will be advertised about May 1.
□
Asthma Benefit Set for 'Met'
Judy Garland has been signed to
appear at the Metropolitan Opera
House here in a series of benefit performances for the Children's Asthma
Research Institute and Hospital at
Denver. The appearances are scheduled from Monday, May 11, through
Saturday, May 16. Max Youngstein,
vice-president of United Artists, is
honorary chairman of the C.A.R.I.H.
"Li'l Abner" to Be Film
"Li'I Abner," Broadway musical
comedy, will be produced as a motion
picture this summer at Paramount by
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank,
who wrote and produced the stage
show. Shooting at the studio is scheduled to start on June 15, with Panama
producing and Frank directing from
their original screen play.
■

Monday, April i

s
Mea
e
Wag
(Continued
from page
rector of TOA, and Frank
of the New England unit
States. In addition, exhibit*
other parts of the country
pected to testify briefly.
Proponents of the bill will
appear during the early da)
hearing, with opponents sche
testify later. Observers exp
there will be a total of two i
weeks of hearings extending
period
of fourallorindividual
five weeks,th
would cover
chains of theatres doing ai
gross business of $500,000
current
minimum
wage,an '
It also raises
to $1.25
theatres are not specifically
by the bill many exhibitors
the Labor Department wouk
them under the proposed 1*
if it is enacted.
American

Seating

Outlook Improvin
American
James M.Seating
VerMeulen,
Company,pre:]
at the weekend that both vol
profit for the current year v
pare favorably with 1958,
loss of $24,943 during the firs
of 1959.
Incoming orders, according
Meulen, are running ahead o:
received during the same j
1958. It was pointed out
company's
first quarter
voh ;
always accounted
for only
per per
cent cent
of theof year's
50
annualtotal,
shipnw
made during the summer n
To Film i Ransom
William A. Harper, head o
Productions, Inc., has annou
purchase of film rights to t
"Angel's Ransom" by David
author of "To Catch A Thief,
plans
put the inpicture
tion onto location
Monacointo.j<ro
t
part of this year.

'Some Like It Hot' in Frisco
The gala invitational Northern Caliof United
Artists'
"Some fornia
Like premiere
It Hot"
was held
last
week in San Francisco at the United
Artists Theatre, which has been comrefurbished
a costfollowing
of $250,-a
000. Thepletely
film
was at
shown
mile-long parade up Market Street in
which a contingent of Hollywood stars
participated.
■
Bailey Closes Princess
Bailey Theatres, Atlanta, has closed
its Princess Theatre, La Grange, Ga.,
which had been in operation for the

I
Waltz9a UrJ
ing 4Waltz,"
Shoot
"Anniversary
ists release starring David N
Mitzi Gaynor, goes before
eras here today. Joseph Fi
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TOA

a in Audience As
fi.s on Screen
Special to THE DAILY
iVILI.K. Term., April 26. e vou were quietly notified by
ihat an escaped convict, a life
and rated very dangerous, was
'it or in your theatre? That hapuere this week to Ben Garrett,
r of Crescent Circuit's ParaTheatre. A newspaper photogt saw and recognized Jack H.
as he entered the Paramount,
t turning on the house lights
j escaped convict be tipped off,
pvere able to take Turner withstruggle, seated 20 rows forThe picture showing: "Good
r a Hanging." Turner is back
prison. Garrett is still on the

IlSOrship
| Continued from page 1 )
■■'A the citizen protagonists of
cjhip are sincere," Mrs. Twyl,Jkid, "so the worst we might
Tboui the majority would be
tPifey are misled and unable to
ith the deeper implications of
hole
; ! out problem."
that she Mrs.
was Tvvyman
appalled
-' this, and that she was "awakRd my own need to be more
and active when such shalnking is expressed even in my
world of personal friends."
jjf it shocking that so many of
>ple fail to see the hidden danx each enacted censorship law,"
.vyman added. "The very founl" ncestors
of our fought
freedomandfordied
which
are
:: by this reluctance to defend
;ht to a free and responsible
"M all forms," she pointed out.
a; has a dictatorship existed
' did not first, in its rise to powIJpose censorship laws on the
Closes Two
New

Deals

England

Area

' ' ard Ruff, of Edward Ruff Film
tes, late last week closed with
:- -lorner, of Union Films, a deal
tribution in the New England
y of "Love Is My Profession,"
■igitte Bardot feature.
^he same time, Ruff completed
|$ibution deal with Janus Films.
, .'the New England territory, of
s and Sinners," starring Curt
Jik which will open shortly in
ork and Boston.
KB
;
^ roo'
Title Changed
sfn final title of "Magoo's Arabian
vill be "Thousand and One
- i Nights," it has been and by UPA Pictures, which is
ing the full-length Technicolor
feature
for distribution
i Columbia Pictures.

Asks

Picture

Better

Projection

( Continued from page 1 )
to council members for their review
thatin 30this
could be accomplished withdays.
and suggestions. The questionnaire is
designed to enable theatre men to
The Council was organized on April
16 at a meeting called by TOA in
check off the type of technical service they would like so that TOA, with
New York and attended by representatives of TOA, TESMA, TEDA,
the cooperation of equipment and
SMPTE, the IATSE, National Carbon
service dealers throughout the country, can arrange to have technicians
Company, Lorraine Carbon Company,
visit the theatres.
Altec
Company and R. C. A.
ServiceService
Company.
Pledge from Kerasotes
All agreed
at as
thatthetime
to conGeorge G. Kerasotes, president of
stitute themselves
Council
and
TOA, said that as soon as the questo
conduct
the
educational
and
tion aire isapproved, and as soon
as the Theatre Equipment Dealers
first
as thetheCouncil's
training program
Need for
educational
Association provides TOA with a list objective.
of dealers in the field who will co- work was motivated by a repdrt of
the Motion Picture Research Counnaireoperatewillin the
be program,
mailed outthe toquestiontheatre
cil, which in a two-year study, found
men and the program officially sub-par projection in 70 per cent of
launched. Kerasotes said he hoped some 700 theatres inspected.

U.A. Records Release in
'Shake Hands' Campaign
As part of United Artists' national
campaign for "Shake Hands
promotion
With The Devil," United Artists Records will release an LP album from
the sound track of the Pennebaker production in May backed by an intensive
grass-roots promotion campaign.
The promotion includes dealer displays, window and counter posters and
heavy disk jockey plays on local and
network radio stations. UA fieldmen
will coordinate with music and record
outlets to spark campaigns in advance
of key regional openings scheduled for
June.
Greenberger, Cleveland
Theatre Man, Is Dead
Special to THE DAILY
CLEVELAND, April 26.-Leonard
Greenberger, manager of the suburban
Fairmount Theatre and son of Community Circuit executive Henry Greenberger, died of a cerebral hemorrhage
at Mt. Sinai Hospital here.
Greenberger was a member of the
board of directors of the Cleveland
Motion Picture Exhibitors Association,
and also belonged to the local Variety
Club. Beside his parents, he is surFrances, and two
children.vived by his wife,

U.A. Records

Signs Ives

Burl Ives, who just won an Academy Award as best supporting actor
of the year, has been signed to an
contract by Unitexclusive recording it
was announced
ed Artists Records,
at the weekend by Max Youngstein,
president. The folk singer will cut his
first UA album next month.
Alexander Duguid, 45
TORONTO, April 26. - Alexander
William Duguid, 45, died in Toronto
Western Hospital following a heart
attack. He had been manager of several houses for Twentieth Century
Theatres before leaving the company
three months ago because of illness.

3

Daily

Film Study on Increase
In Catholic Schools
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 26. - Making Hollywood motion pictures a part
of Catholic education is catching on
in a number of schools from Rome
to Chicago, the National Catholic
Welfare Conference reported here.
In Chicago last week, more than
100 Catholic educators from seven
states met to discuss ways of establishing film education programs, while
in Rome, American seminarians are
participating in their fourth annual
film forum. The future priests view
films critically and learn problems of
production.Cincinnati Active
In Cincinnati, Msgr. Carl J.
Ryan, superintendent of archdiocesan
schools, has pioneered a film evaluation project for the last 12 years.
Four movies a year are shown in area
high schools, followed by critical
group discussions.
baRyan recently voiced the od
Msgr.concern
sic
that "too often, Hollywo
movies are at least partially in conflict with the Christian way of life.
The more subtle process of undermining moral standards is apt to be
undetected and hence gradually accepted," he explained.
Oklahoma Theatre
for 'Jammer'
Remodels
Special to THE DAILY
OKLAHOMA CITY, April 26.-The
first-run Harber Theatre here has
been closed for remodeling, and will
re-open completely equipped for
Cinemiracle and Todd-AO on May 29.
the house will be
Upon re-opening,
known
as the Cooper Theatre, in
honor of the Cooper Foundation
which operates it, and will contain
583 instead of 1,203 seats.
Operating on a reserved-seat policy,
the new theatre will open with
"Windjammer," according to an announcement byKenneth E. Anderson,
general manager of the Cooper Foundation.

PEOPLE
George Duning, composer, has
been signed by Columbia Pictures in
Hollywood to a new exclusive twoyear contract. The deal calls for the
scoring of pictures as well as for work
with Colpix Records, Columbia subsidiary, and Columbia-owned musicpublishing firms. □
George Murphy, vice-president of
Desilu Productions in charge of public affairs, has been appointed by
President Eisenhower to serve on the
advisory committee of the National
Cultural Center, which will be erected
in Washington, D. C.
□
Lillian C. Claughton, Florida circuit owner, was termed "A Charming
Lady of Finance" and "Miami's NumbertureOnearticle
Career
a special
feain a Girl"
recent inSunday
edition
of the "Miami Daily News," which
related her many accomplishments in
the civic, business and social worlds.
□
Prichard Hopkins, of the Warner
Brothers office in Atlanta, has been
named
of Local
workerspresident
union in
that F-49,
area. office
Pete
Howell, of Allied Artists, has been
elected vice-president.
William Guss, MGM branch manager
was Film
elected
presi-at
dent inof Montreal,
the Montreal
Board
its recent annual meeting, which also
saw the complete slate of 1958 officers reelected by acclamation. Vicepresident
Goudreau;
J. Robert Johnsonis isRomeo
honorary
secretary,
with
Moira Casey as recording secretary.
Myron C. McLeod, of Powell River,
president hibitors
of theAssociation,
Britishhas
Columbia
Exalso been
elected president of the Vancouver
branch of the Canadian Picture Pioneers, succeeding Ivan Ackery, manager of the Orpheum Theatre, Vancouver.
Davis

to Para.

Weltner,

Studio;

Pickman

Here

Martin
S. Davis,
Paramount's assistant director
of advertising-publicity,
will arrive in Hollywood today from
New York, via San Francisco, for several days of advertising-publicity meetings at the studio. He will be accompanied byGeorge Richardson, Lennen
& Newell Agency advertising account
executive, and Roy Winkler, agency
art director.
Davis and the agency executives
spent the weekend in San Francisco
where they attended a special preview
of "But Not for Me." Also at the
screening were George Weltner, Paramount vice-president in charge of
world sales, and Jerry Pickman, vicepresident and director of advertisingpublicity. Weltner and Pickman are
due to return to New York todav.

Motion
National

^Selling

T?OR a few fleeting moments Marilyn
* Monroe helps you forget the pressures of present day living as she
mischievously peers off the April 20
issue of "Life." The alluring cover
leads into a pictorial story of Marilyn's
new film "Some Like It Hot." In this
article Billy Wilder, the director,
shows Marilyn how to walk along a
station
platform.
But "Life's"
illustrates
that Marilyn
adds a photo
little
something of her own as she strolls
down the platform.
•
A Kapralik caricature of James
Stewart and Lee Remick, stars of Otto
Preminger's "Anatomy of a Murder,"
will appear on the front cover of
"Pictorial Review's" June 7 issue.
"Porgy
andforBess,"
by Otto
Preminger
Samueldirected
Goldwyn,
will
be released on June 24.
•
George Stevens's "The Diary of
Anne Frank" has been selected as the
picture of the month for May by
"Seventeen."
•
"Go, Johnny, Go!" the Hal Roach
teen-age musical starring Jimmy Clanton and Alan Freed is being exploited
by the promotional departments of
eight records companies. The cast of
this film is made up of 10 record
stars. More than a million records of
five of the film's stars have been sold.
All the printed promotional material
and the lithographs have been created
for "Go, Johnny, Go!" by the Ben
Adler Advertising Service.
•
"Some Like It Hot," starring Marilyn Monroe, receives a laudatory review by Ruth Harbert in the May issue of "Good Housekeeping." She says
"If you enjoy a laugh, a deep down
guffaw, this farce should provide it.
Set in Chicago in the roaring Twenties, ithas all the exaggerated excitement of the era." •
"Darby O'Gill and the Little People," the new Walt Disney film, will
have the promotional aid of a Sunday
Color Comic series which begins on
May 3. These Disney comics will be
seen in 55 principal cities reaching
a readership of 40 million.
«
Ingrid Bergman is quoted in the
April 20 issue of "Look" as saying
"I don't believe in anger, hate, or
revenge. They are such exhausting
emotions."
The front cover of "Argosy's ' May
issue and a sLx-page cover story is
devoted to "John Paul Jones," the
Warner film produced by Samuel
Bronston.
•
In the May issue of "Esquire,"
Kingsley Amis reviews "He Who Must
Die," "The Mistress," "Embezzled
Heaven," and "Tempest."
Walter Haas
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Fugitive

Morningside Prod. — Columbia
Two well-staged action sequences— one placed at the beginning, the
other at the end— are the best things about "Face of a Fugitive," an
otherwise modest and somewhat placid western film.
The picture begins with a bang as a convicted bank robber being taken
to jail bv train in the company of a marshal makes a sudden escape. The
criminal is aided bv his brother who shoots the marshal in the process
and is also wounded himself. The two outlaws then trv to get aboard a
fast-moving freight train to make good their escape, and director Paul
Wendkos builds up quite a suspenseful scene in depicting the wav they
do it.
At the end there is also some real excitement in a gun duel that takes
place in a unique setting— the bar room of a ghost town. The hero has
three opponents in this battle, each of which dies gorilv in the dusty,
cobweb-covered saloon. Wendkos spins this episode out with skillful technique.
In between these two highpoints of violence, screenplay writers David
T. Chantler and Daniel B. Ullman have told a story about a fugitive
from the law who comes to a western town and turns over a new leaf,
aligning himself with the forces of good against a villainous rancher who
has fenced in public land. The fugitive makes friends with all the townspeople, falls in love with an attractive widow, and finally routs the
rancher and his cohorts by himself.
This is a twice-told tale, obviouslv, but it is well acted bv Fred MacMurray as the fugitive, Alan Baxter as the rancher, and Lin McCarthy
as the sheriff. Dorothy Green is the widow, and Myrna Fahey the girl
friend of the sheriff.
A Morningside Production for Columbia release, "Face of a Fugitive"
was produced by Charles H. Schneer. Photography is in Eastman Color.
Running time, 81 minutes. General classification. Release, in May.
Richard Gertner
Bachman Named
( Continued from page 1 )
death of Richard Mealand, is currently in Hollywood for talks with Sol C.
Siegel, studio chief, regarding pictures to be made abroad.
The first film to go, starting next
month, will be David Rose's production, "House of Seven Hawks," starring Robert Taylor and directed by
Richard Thorpe.
Artists' Tax Easement
Is Sought in India
Special to THE DAILY
BOMBAY, April 20 (By Air Mail).
—Representatives of the Indian Motion
Picture Producers Association, testifying before the Direct Taxation Inquiry Committee here, have pleaded
for a new tax scale for creative artists, similar to the one in Japan.
J. B. Roongta, IMPPA president,
also urged amendment of the income
tax authority's practice- of disallowing
traveling and conveyance expenses,
entertainment expenses and general
charges, even though properly
vouchered.
It was suggested that, up to an annual income of 30,000 rupees ($6,225),
25 per cent should be allowed for expenses, excluding depreciation on motor cars; between 30,001 rupees and
65,000 rupees ($13,487.50) 35 per
cent; and 65,000 rupees and upwards,
50 per cent.

International

Film Week

Is Planned in Holland
Special to THE DAILY
AMSTERDAM, April 22 (By Air
Mail).— An International Filmweek
will be organized in Arnhem, Holland,
June 19 through 24. It will be conducted in cooperation with the yearly
Holland Festival committee and the
Dutch trade organization, the Nederlandse Bioscoop Bond.
Motion pictures will be shown in
the Rembrandt Theatre, with the program including features as well as
documentaries, educational and scientific short subjects. A number of performances will be given outdoors.
This is the third such filmweek in
Holland. The first, also in Amhem,
was in 1955, and the second, at the
Hague, in 1957.
U.K.

Circuits Return

to

Sunday-Monday Change
From THE DAILY Bureau
LONDON, April 26. - After a two
months experiment with a Friday program change, the major circuit houses
in four suburban situations are to revert, next month, to the customary
change on a Sunday or Monday.
The chosen areas were Hounslow
(ABC, CMA, Granada), Staines (ABC,
CMA), Romford (ABC, CMA) and
Woking (ABC, CMA). In all four,
results and reactions have been closely studied but, it is stated, no factors
of real significance have emerged.

event on WBAI-FM here last
Lewis pointed out that the
sive front-page newspaper and
zine coverage given the Award
sentation was immeasureable in
of orienting the public tow;
greater awareness of outstandin
tion pictures being offered. Hi
dieted that the publicity and
ment attending the Oscar cerei
would reflect handsomely at t
boxoffices throughout the count
Feels Goal Achieved
"We are most pleased with t
suits of the show," Lewis said,
goal was to reach the broades
sible audience and make then
scious of the film entertainment
able to them all over the world
very large extent, we feel wej
The WBAI program, carried ;
8 to 8:45 P.M. yesterday, wa
succeeded."
of series titled "The Film
conducted by Gideon Bachmam
tor of Cinemages Magazine.
French Film Industi
(Continued from page 1)
went up only eight per cent,
further emphasized by the fac,
the price of cinema seats rose
per cent, as against a rise o
12.5 per cent for the general
statistic.
A breakdown of amusement
try figures show that the
gramophones and records inc
by 15 per cent in 1958, the |
television sets by 25 per cen
demand for books and periodic
mained static. It has also been
ed that TV has now reached
about per
1,000,000
eight
cent ofviewers.
France'sThehonli
of new TV sets sold in 1958 ex>
300,000.
'South
Pacific'
(Continued
from page 1)
the Dominion Theatre, Lone
year ago, followed a week later
opening at the Gaumont, Mane
Now starting their second year
two engagements have netted
rental of $500,000 and $300,0'
spectively, according to L(
who
the secon*'
run ofestimates
these twothat
situations
wil
a film rental to Magna olj
$1,250,000.
Leonard said further that
Pacific" is doing "phenomenal
ness in Denmark, France, Ven
Australia and New Zealand, a
RKO

Managers
(Continued from page 1}

ham
gan,bra.
from the Hamilton to t
Also, Warren Rodenbach fr<
Marble Hill to Hamilton; and
Mann from assistant manager
Castle Hill to manager of the
Hill. All theatres are in th<
York metropolitan area.
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SPYHOS SKOURAS 20TH CENTURY -FOX NYK
DEAR SPYROSt I AM SORRY I CANNOT DELIVER THIS MESSAGE ABOUT OUR
PRODUCT AND PLANS FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR TO THE SALES FORCE PERSONALLY .
BUT INSTEAD OF MAKING SPEECHES I AM MAKING PICTURES — BOTH SPEECHES AND
PICTURES ARE NECESSARY IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT I BELIEVE MY TALENT IS FOR
THE LATTER. NEVERTHELESS, I WOULD APPRECIATE IT IF YOU WILL DELIVER
THIS MESSAGE TO YOUR GREAT SALES ORGANIZATION AND EXHIBITORS BECAUSE
I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH THEM AS WELL AS WITH YOU THE GREAT NEWS
ABOUT WHAT THE STUDIO DEFINITELY CAN AND WILL DELIVER IN THE NEXT
TWELVE MONTHS,
I WILL NOT DWELL ON SUCH CURRENT RELEASES AS "THE INN OF THE SIXTH
HAPPINESS", "RALLY ROUND THE FLAG BOYS", "COMPULSION", "THE SOUND
AND THE FURY", AND "WARLOCK".
LIKEWISE NO FURTHER COMMENT IS NECESSARY ON GEORGE STEVENS*
PRODUCTION OF "THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK" WHICH IS HAILED TODAY AS ONE
OF THE GREATEST MOTION PICTURES OF ALL TIME.
WE ARE WORKING AROUND THE CLOCK TO CONTINUE THE GREAT STANDARD SET
BY THESE PRODUCTIONS.
YOU WILL SOON HAVE A POWERFUL DRAMATIC ACTION PICTURE IN WOMAN
OBSESSED STARRING SUSAN HAY WARD AND STEPHEN BOYD OF BEN HUR. THIS
PICTURE WILL REACH YOU FOLLOWING MISS HAY WARD 'S TRIUMPH IN I WANT
TO LIVE WHICH WON HER NOT ONLY THE NEW YORK CRITICS AND FOREIGN PRESS
AWARDS BUT ALSO THE ACADEMY OSCAR.
WE HAVE JUST FINISHED SHOOTING ONE OF THE GREATEST ENTERTAINMENT
PACKAGES FOR RELEASE ON DECORATION DAY. I AM REFERRING TO SAY ONE FOR
A TREMENDOUS ATTRACTION STARRING BING CROSBY , DEBBIE REYNOLDS AND
ROBERT WAGNER, PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY FRANK TASHLIN.
IN JUNE YOU WILL HAVE THE STAR OF THE ACADEMY AWARD WINNING
PICTURE GIGI, LESLIE CARON, AND THE UNFORGETTABLE STAR OF MISTER
ROBERTS, HENRY FONDA, IN NUNNALLY JOHNSON'S GLAMOROUS PRODUCTION OF
THE MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN.
ANOTHER BIG SUMMER ATTRACTION IS HOLIDAY FOR LOVERS WITH CLIFTON
WEBB, JANE WYMAN, PAUL HENREID, GARY CROSBY , JILL ST. JOHN, CAROL
LYNLEY AND JOSE GRECO AND HIS DANCE GROUP. THIS FILM SET AGAINST A
SOUTH AMERICAN LOCALE WILL HAVE THEATREGOERS DOING THE CHA CHA CHA
IN THE AISLES.
THIS SUMMER YOU WILL ALSO HAVE THE BIGGEST SPECIAL RELEASE OF ANY
COMPANY --MY PRODUCTION OF RODGERS AND HAMMERSTEIN *S SOUTH PACIFIC,
DIRECTED BY JOSHUA LOGAN. YOU HAVE SELECTED THE IDEAL TIME TO LAUNCH
IT AND I AM SURE IT WILL BRING MILLIONS OF NEW CUSTOMERS TO THE
MOTION PICTURE THEATRES .
ANOTHER IMPORTANT ATTRACTION FOR EVERY TYPE OF PATRON DURING THE
SUMMER MONTHS IS THE BROADWAY HIT THAT NOBODY BEL I£VED COULD BE FILMED,
BLUE DENIM PRODUCED BY CHARLES BRACKETT, DIRECTED BY PHILIP DUNNE, WITH
A NUMBER OF OUR YOUNG STARS, INCLUDING CAROL LYNLEY AND BRANDON DE
WILDE, AND MACDONALD CAREY AND MARSHA HUNT. I HOPE EXHIBITORS WILL GET
BEHIND HER AS THEY CAN ESTABLISH ANOTHER GREAT PERSONALITY FOR THEMSELVES
IN THIS LYNLEY GIRL. I PREDICT THIS WILL BE ONE OF THE MOST TALKED ABOUT
PICTURES OF THE YEAR. IT IS NOW SHOOTING WITH A SCRIPT THAT SIZZLES.
STILL ANOTHER SUMMER ATTRACTION IS A PRIVATE'S AFFAIR, A COMEDY
THAT LIVES UP TO ITS TITLE AND IS ESPECIALLY AIMED AT THE VACATION
TEENAGE TRADE. CHRISTINE CARERE, SAL MINEO, GARY CROSBY AND BARRY COE STAR ,
EARLY FALL WILL BRING YOU A BIG OUTDOOR SUBJECT WITH A CAST HEADED
BY JOHN WAYNE AND BEARING THE TIMELY TITLE THE ALASKANS.
ALSO IN SEPTEMBER YOU WILL HAVE ONE OF THE FILM CLASSICS OF ALL
TIME--THE BLUE ANGEL, PRODUCED BY JACK CUMMINCS AND DIRECTED BY EDWARD
D MY TRY K , STARRING THE SENSATIONAL TEAM OF MAY BRITT AND CURT JURGENS.
Y BRITT WILL COME THROUGH AS ANOTHER BIG NEW STAR OF TOMORROW.
ANOTHER AUTUMN RELEASE WILL BE JERRY WALD'S PRODUCTION OF THE BESTSELLING NOVEL THE BEST OF EVERYTHING WHICH HAS EVERY EXPECTATION OF
BECOMING ANOTHER PEYTON PLACE. HERE AGAIN OUR RISING YOUNG PERSONALITIES
INCLUDING SUZY PARKER AND ROBERT EVANS, AND ALSO MARGARET LEIGHTON, WILL
BE CAST IN EXCITING ROLES AND YOU WILL HAVE AN ATTRACTION THAT WILL
REACH VAST AUDIENCES. JEAN NEGULESCO, WHO GAVE US THREE COI NS, D IR EC TS .
STILL ANOTHER FALL RELEASE WILL BE STAGE DOOR WHICH WILL DELIGHT
ANOTHER GENERATION OF THEATREGOERS- THIS WILL BE PRODUCED BY JACK
CUMMINGS. WE ARE GIVING STARRING ROLES TO HOPE LANGE, BRADFORD DILLMAN ,
LEE REMICK, AND OF COURSE TO BARRIE CHASE, WHO IS THE YOUNG LADY WHO
CAUSED A SENSATION IN THE FRED ASTAIRE TV SPECTACULAR.
I HAVE BEEN GIVING YOU THE RELEASES FOR THE NEXT FEW MONTHS. DURING
THIS SAME PERIOD MANY OTHER SUBJECTS ARE GOING ON THE STAGES TO FOLLOW
IN RELEASE THE PICTURES I HAVE JUST MENTIONED, THESE SUBJECTS NOW
GOING INTO PRODUCTION REPRESENT THE MOST SENSATIONAL PROGRAM THIS
COMPANY HAS EVER PUT INTO WORK.

FOR EXAMPLE YOU WILL HAVE THE EL I A KAZAN PRODUCTION OF TIME AND TIDE.
WALTER WANGER WILL GIVE YOU CLEOPATRA. A MOMENTOUS SPECTACLE WHICH
WILL REPRESENT A TREMENDOUS PRODUCTION INVESTMENT.
F. SCOTT FITZGERALD'S MOST CONTROVERSIAL NOVEL, TENDER Is THE NIGHT,
A WORLD FAMOUS SUBJECT, WILL BE BROUGHT TO THE SCREEN BY DAVID SELZNICK.
CHARLES BRACKETT IS PRODUCING GUSTAVE FLAUBERT'S SALAMMBO , ANOTHER
LAVISH SPECTACLE FILLED WITH ACTION AND SEX . MR. BRACKETT WILL ALSO
PRODUCE JULES VERNE'S JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH, STARRING PAT
BOONE, TO BE MADE ON A SCALE OF AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS.
A GREAT COMEDY 0 MISTRESS MINE WILL BE DEBORAH KERR'S NEXT PICTURE
TOR-OUR-COMPAWY. —
THE FAMOUS PLAYWRIGHT CLIFFORD ODETS HAS WRITTEN THE STORY ON PAGE
ONE, A TREMENDOUS MELODRAMA STARRING SUSAN HAY WARD.
FOR NEARLY A YEAR THE KING MUST DIE HAS BEEN ON BEST-SELLER LISTS
EVERYWHERE. SAM ENCEL WILL PRODUCE THE MOTION PICTURE VERSION OF THIS
EXCITING STORY • ALSO ON SAM ENGEL'S PRODUCTION SCHEDULE TO START
SHOOTING SHORTLY IS THE GREAT BIBLICAL DRAMA TITLED THE SONG OF RUTH.
COLE PORTER'S CAN-CAN WILL GO BEFORE THE CAMERAS IN TODD-AO.
TWO IMPORTANT BEST-SELLERS WILL ALSO GO BEFORE THE CAMERAS THIS SUMMERJOHN O'HARA'S CONTROVERSIAL BEST SELLER , FROM THE TERRACE, TO BE
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY MARK ROBSON AND SHEILAH GRAHAM'S GREAT
LOVE
STORY BELOVED INFIDEL TO BE PRODUCED BY JERRY WALD.
FURTHERMORE THE AUTHOR OF SOUTH PACIFIC, JAMES MICHENER , HAS GIVEN
US THE JUNGLE, WHICH IS ALSO SCHEDULED FOR PRODUCTION THIS FALL.
NORMAN KRASNA, FAMOUS FOR SCREEN COMEDIES, HAS WRITTEN THE
EILLIONAIRE , A HILARIOUS STORY TO BE PRODUCED BY JERRY BALD.
ND TO TOP IT OFF THE AUTHOR OF BELVEDERE HAS WRITTEN BACHELOR'S
BABY. DICK POWELL WILL DIRECT AND PRODUCE THIS SUMMER STARRING BING CROSBY E OF THE GREAT CLASSICS OF ALL TIME IS SONS AND LOVERS , A TITLE
THAT WILL EXCITE MILLIONS . THIS PICTURE IS SCHEDULED FOR PRODUCTION
THIS SUMMER.
TO BE PRODUCED BY JOHN BRABOURNE IS SINK THE BISMARCK, AN EXCITING
EA STORY THAT CHANGED HISTORY.

FOR FALL PRODUCTION WILL BE DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S REQUIEM FOR A NUN,
SHOCKER IN THE ZANUCK TRADITION.
I PREDICT THAT THE TITLE BIG RIVER, BIG MAN WILL BE AS WELL KNOWN
TO YOU NEXT FALL WHEN THE BOOK IS PUBLISHED AS ANY OF THE TITLES I HAVE
UST MENTIONED. BY THAT TIME IT WILL BE IN PRODUCTION AS A MOTION
PICTURE TO CAPITALIZE ON THE SUCCESS OF THE BOOK.
I COULD STOP HERE AND STATE UNEQUIVOCALLY THAT NO COMPANY CAN BOAST
HIS NUMBER OF SUBJECTS TO BE PRODUCED WITHIN THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS .
THIS COMPANY BELIEVES IN TOMORROW HOWEVER. WE ARE PLANNING FAR BEYOND
THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS AND ON A BLOCKBUSTER BASIS. FOR EXAMPLE I HAVE
ALREADY BEGUN PREPARATION TO PRODUCE PERSONALLY THE CREATEST CLASSIC OF
HE CIVIL WAR , STEPHEN VINCENT BENET'S JOHN BROWN'S BODY. AS YOU KNOW
HE CIVIL WAR WILL HAVE A TREMENDOUS REVIVAL IN PUBLIC INTEREST
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD NEXT YEAR ON THE OCCASION OF ITS IOOTH ANNIVERSARY.
FINALLY, WHAT COULD BE MORE EXCITING THAN GEORGE STEVENS' PRODUCTION
OF THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD, IN TODD AO, WHICH MIGHT WELL BECOME
THE GREATEST PICTURE EVER MADE AND ON WHICH MR. STEVENS WILL COMMENCE
PREPARATION IMMEDIATELY.
YOU HAVE HEARD A I Twri.r,
REALITY BUT I ASSU mtup WHICH SOUNDS MORE LIKE A DREAM THAN A
PRODUCTIONS WE , UBE YOU IT Is K0RZ „ REAL I TY THAN A DREAM . INTO THESE
ARE POURING ALL OUR RESOURCES— MATER IAL, PHYSICAL AND
CREATIVE.
THIS
riE1-D KNo""1 EE APPB0I'I'IATE TIHE> SPYROS, TO LET THE BOYS IN THE
pESSO»AU "°NDERFUL J°B THE STUDIO IS DOING IN INTRODUCING NEW
COMPANY T'ES' T° "E 'S WZ °T T"E M0SI IMP0BTANI °BJECTIl,ES 0UR
^CHANCES ' "AYS flND HLmS S1,0ULD BE F0UND T° S£"E ™T ALL
j ^ AN° PE»SONNEL ARE CONSCIOUS OF THESE NEW PERSONALITIES.
AU m ASS0CIATES IN THE SALES 0RGANI"TION AN0 THt
011,1 BITCH T°
STuD,0
°F TNE U°RLD. AND TO YOU, SPYROS, I PLEDGE, ON BEHALF OF THE
8oXor
DEDICATION TO THE TASK OF CREATING GREAT
ICE "T'RAC0NTINUED
CT
W V»Y BEST IONS.
BUDDY
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<J Made A Great Contribution
May i voice my congratulations for a very important job,
exceedingly well done. In these days of critically reduced
product, it becomes increasingly important that every picture
be pre-sold for maximum box office revenue. I feel the Conferences have made a great contribution to the industry by
enabling the advertising-publicity-exploitation men of exhibition to see even a small portion of forthcoming product, so
they may be better prepared to merchandise it when it reaches
their situations.
I am equally delighted to learn that you are considering
running Conferences next Fall, so theatre men can see late
Fall and early Winter product. This service can mean many
extra dollars in box office receipts for production-distribution
as well as exhibition, by providing the time and the knowledge to properly pre-sell pictures at the theatres. I assure you
of TOA's continued support in urging its members to participate in future sessions.
George G. Kerasotes, Theatre Owners of America

Enthusiastic for Continuation
I am very happy that I brought five zone managers to your
Merchandising Conferences, because not only was our thinking stimulated, but the vigorous selling campaigns, which the
distributors showed us, established renewed faith in our industry and the people in it. For those men who never before
had an opportunity to witness the thoughts, the effort and the
work that distribution puts into a campaign, this was indeed
a revelation as well as an education. I know that many managers feel that the boys in New York sit in ivory towers and
let the agencies do the originating. I know that by seeing the
roughs, the visuals and the press proofs, they now realize that
a campaign is not put together by magic, or in a matter of
minutes or even days. I think this inspires all of us to give
greater thought to the execution of the campaigns that are
prepared for the exhibitors.
I feel that some of the distributors also were greatly helped
by getting the opinions from the field before their campaigns
were finally formulated. Some of the pictures that we saw are
certainly excellent productions, but by no means box office
naturals. They require "hard sell," and I think many of the

opinions expressed from the floor were very beneficial an
added to the basic ingredients.
Finally, I discussed, immediately upon my return to the o
fice, the enthusiasm that I have for the continuation of yoi
Merchandising Conferences and the suggestion that I mac
in New York about developing an incentive plan for our ma.
agers, whereby at least one man out of each zone would 1
sent to New York as an award in a summer showmanship co
test. This is actually going to be put into work. We plan c
taking the product which we have just seen and using an ove
all exploitation contest on these pictures, with the manage
putting on the best campaigns and getting the most resu'
being awarded a trip to your merchandising meetings. Th
of course, will be in addition to again bringing in our zo:;
managers.
Seymour L. Morris, Schine Circuit, Glover sville, N.

€J A Splendid Seminar
Now that things have quieted down a bit, I want to c(
gratulate you on your splendid second advertising semin,
I am confident that everyone got a great deal out of it.
Ernest Emerling, Loeiv's Theatres, New Y

If Wonderful Technique for Ideas
It was of great value to have attended the Motion Pic*
Herald Merchandising Meetings. This is a wonderful t:c
nique for producing ideas. Furthermore, these meetings are
remarkably clear exposition of the intellectual process w
underlies the formulation of new and creative approach^
the problems of the exhibitors.
It would be wrong to suggest that any man, who has pr
his own remarkable gifts of imagination, could fully tran ir
them by a "technique." There is an elusive quality in l
creative individual which defies analysis and imitation
there are techniques and modes of procedure which can
learned and transmitted through these Herald meetings. Oi
ov
again, my sincere thanks, and I hope the next Herald conl
ences are not far off.
Charles T. Felleman
Walter Reade Theatres, Oakhurst, N

he Editors of Motion Picture Herald are
deeply grateful to Columbia Pictures, Loew's, Paramount Pictures, 20th Century-Fox, United Artists,
Universal-International and Warner Bros., for their enthusiastic participation in the series of Merchandising
Conferences conducted April 8, 9 and 10.

^ Enjoyed Them and Profited
Just a note to say thanks again to you and Motion Pict
Herald for the wonderful hospitality you showed to us at;
Merchandising Conferences. I can't tell you how much I f
enjoyed and profited by these sessions. I am really lool
forward to being with you again in the Fall.
M. R. Rappaport, RF Theatres, Baltin
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Meetings a Wonderful Idea
behalf of everyone here at Randforce, Sam Rin/.ler and
;ish to express our very deep appreciation to you and all of
distributors who participated in the Herald Merchandis; Conferences. Apart from the pleasure derived in meeting
friends from various parts of the country and discussing
nmon industry problems during the luncheons and dins, we feel that everyone present, in some measure, contribd suggestions for expanding and improving the advertising
1 exploitation campaigns for each of the pictures shown.
It goes without saying, therefore, that the results of the
etings can only be mutually beneficial to exhibitors and
tributors alike. If advance knowledge of the contents of
h film will enable the circuits to have better campaigns in
jh of their theatres, and if the film company publicity staffs
1 make more and better material available to the theatres,
inevitable consequence of all this activity will be increased
>sses at the box office and increased revenue to distributors.
A'e do not think it an exaggeration to say that everyone we
tke to felt that these meetings are a wonderful idea— someng which should continue on a permanent basis, and theree, once again we extend to each of the film companies, as
111 as to you and your associates, our thanks for a most diffilt task accomplished in a thoroughly workmanlike and efent manner.
Emanuel Frisch, Randforce Theatres, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Conferences Really Worthivhile
ngratulations on your handling and organizing of the
>tion Picture Herald Merchandising Conferences. I pertally, and on behalf of my company, feel that these confer:es are really worthwhile from many standpoints: It gives
libitors a chance to meet each other and discuss the handl; of their mutual problems; it gives exhibitors a chance to
et distributors, and each has an equal opportunity of preting his side of the story.
particularly liked the way that the various film companies
e us the opportunity to discuss their ad campaigns, before
y are finalized. I think they appreciated our comments and
t many suggestions from the floor will actually be used.
;eenings were of great value as advance information on
Jthcoming product, and now everyone has an opportunity
set up long-range plans on promotion of these pictures.
S. Leonard, The Odeon Theatres (Canada) Ltd., Toronto

CONFERENCES

ture business. I feel that these conferences aid greatly both the
exhibitor and the distributor, and help bring about a greater
cooperation between the two, which is so needed today.
Everyone here at Neighborhood Theatres joins me in congratulating youand your magazine for this wonderful opportunity which you have given exhibitors and distributors alike.
I am sure that you will have continued success in this endeavor.
Sam Bendheim, III
Neighborhood Group of Theatres, Richmond, Va.

f\ All Present

Benefited

Once again, thank you for the opportunity of sitting in on
the Motion Picture Herald Merchandising Conferences. I
want you to know that after each session I came back to RKO
with a pad full of notes, and I'm sure there was not an exhibitor or distributor present who did not benefit.
Blanche Livingston, RKO Theatres, New York

C| Wonderful and Exciting
It was wonderful and exciting to attend the recent seminar
on advertising. I am sure that I but echo the sentiments of
all who were present, that these advertising clinics are the
most progressive steps initiated in the industry in recent years
and that they will, in a great measure, be responsible for returning the motion picture and the motion picture theatre to
its rightful place in the communities of the country.
Everett C. Callow, Stanley Warner, Philadelphia

^

Got

a Lot

Out

of Them

We at shea's feel that your Merchandising Conferences were
a good sounding board for new ideas in promotion. The people gathered seemed to have enthusiasm and were mindful of
their obligations, i.e., to sell motion pictures. The advertising
sessions after the screening were stimulating affairs, and our
people got a lot out of them.
Ray E. Smith, Jamestown Amusement Co., New York

third series of Merchandising Conferences
for exhibitors and circuit advertising directors, with
A Wonderful Opportunity
I ant to take this opportunity to thank you for giving me
privilege of attending your Merchandising Conferences,
sally enjoyed every minute of them and felt that I came
x) with a greater wealth of knowledge of the motion pic-

previews of forthcoming outstanding product and discussions oftheir exploitation, will be conducted in New
York, under the sponsorship of Motion Picture Herald,
early next Autumn.
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EVISION, almost by its very
TEL
nature, and certainly by virtue of
its inherent capacity, faces constantly adifficult problem, which recently was rather well phrased by
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC chairman,
before the NAB convention. Mr. Sarnoff posed the problem in the form
of a question, thus: How does it happen that an industry that has done so
public service can nevermuch for
theless be under so much fire?

Television
tities, each fighting a battle in his
own way? It must be glaringly apparent that there is only one way to
unsuccessful counter-attack
wageder athe circumstances,
and that is as
a united, single force with a single
And that calls to mind a recent
statement of another television network executive, Bert Briller, sales deof the ABC Telvelopment director
vision Network,
who told a group in
New York that television "has had
one major sales failure— namely, sell-

Today

ing itself." That seems the strangely
accurate paradox of the medium, that
it is a peerless selling medium, yet
seems totally unable to sell the public
on its own value. •
There is a vital, crying need for
a comprehensive campaign designed
to present television in its proper
perspective, and in the light of that
high place to which it is entitled as
a medium of public enlightenment,
information and entertainment. The
time for that effort is now.
— Charles S. Aaronson

The speaker went on to make the
point that, in his opinion, the answer
lies in one of television's special
problems, one confronting no other
entertainment medium in the country.
"It stems from the basic, extraordinary
fact that private broadcasting in
America must be two things at the AROUND
THE
same time." First, said Mr. Sarnoff,
television is a mass medium which
TV
CIRCUIT
must serve the masses, and secondary,
it must also serve the needs of minorwith PINKY HERMAN.
ity groups. And the speaker at this
not
contention,
point attributed that
IF YOU are an early bird, or a Dave Garroway fan (as we^ are) or just
to himself, but to his "distinguished"
you
to the "Today"
S. Paley, chairin this morning
tuned broadcast
to have
colleague,
program,
network show,
of a regular
first"-a
another "TV
man of the William
board of CBS, who, said saw happened
Mr. Sarnoff, made the statement some
originating in Europe and beamed via TVideo tape. Among other
dozen years ago before the NAB.
"peace" and the "front of the
things that the bespectacled disciple of was
Mr. Sarnoff simply substituted the hand
an interview with Brigitte
to you" Garroway sent your wav,
word "television" where Mr. Paley Bardot direct from the top of the Eiffel Tower during which B.B. quoted
used the word• "radio" back in from Shakespeare's "Hamlet." . . . Latest addition to the Sesac Tranhad
1946.
At MidAs a matter of fact, this writer
scribed Library is the musical versatility of Don Elliott ("Don
night"). Although he started as a singer with Hi, Lo, Jack^ & The
would venture the observation that
television today finds its basic prob- Dame group, his artistry (vibes, trumpet, mellophone) is rated "Tops in
lem in the fact that it must be neJazz." . . . The way Rosemary June warbles "With You Beside Me," on
cessity be all things to all people, and
the Paris label, this translation by Shelley Dobbins of Rascel's beautiful
therein lies the difficulty. It is imballad may well duplicate Shelley's "Non Dimenticar," which was the
possible, manifestly, for any medium
of last year thanks to Nat King Cole's waxing. . . . Since its in- t
smash
to serve so many masters at one and
1956 (segment of the "Jonathan Winters
TVia NBC Oct. 23,
all
them
ception
serve
and
the same time,
use of video tape has resulted in the elimination
increased
the
Show")
well, at all times. As the popular song
of much of the confusion heretofore encountered because of the time
had it some while back: "Something's
belts and the shifting to and from Daylight Saving Time. ... A joint
give."
to
gotThe important point is that efforts press conference to honor "Emmy" Award Nominees will be held tomorrow at Toots Shor's by NBC and the Academy of TV Arts & Sciences.
must be made constantly to see to it
One of the best-liked Batoneers in the country, Charles Sanford, is
that too much does not give in any
one direction at one time. Mr. Paley
Sanford's deft handling of the music
recuperating from a severe illness.
and Max Liebman Spectaculars these past
was only too well aware of the dan- chores for "Show of Shows"
ten vears has earned him national honors and acclaim. . . .
gers inherent in the radio situation
in 1946, and Mr. Sarnoff today points
#
#
to the same kind of danger which
dium
sister-me
younger
its
confronts
Reports of the grand show (55 minutes of "Sigmund Romberg's Music")
today. And one of the gravest danby Bill ("South Pacific") Tabbert, Earl ("Desert Song") Wrightpresented
gers attendant upon the sweeping
("Up In Central Park") Benee, drew your roving reporter
Betty
and
criticisms to which the medium is son
to the Cotillion Room of the Hotel Pierre. Skillfully supported by Joe
subjected now is that of governmental
this hour of charm, every show featuring the
intervention in the programming area, Ricardel's Orchestra,
composers, to us at least, seems like a perfect
American
great
of
music
ns.
that most odious of conceptio
•
Safety Council Public Service Award for
National
TV package. . . .
But Mr. Sarnoff drew a farsighted
1958 was given last week to Bob Colvig, personable and one of San
bead on an even more threatening
Francisco's most popular deejays. (KSFO.) . . . Robert Q. Lewis has
kind of danger, that by which con"Gale Storm Show"
forthcoming
role in a at
for an important
tapped currently
the Hal Roach Studios. . . .
being telefilmed
stant repetition of free-swinging slo- been
ABComedy
stock clerk and has
a
as
1951
in
ABC
television
with
gans have tended to make
Gilbert Cohen, who started
ABC-Films. . . .
at
Manager
Film
"a symbol of inferior status." moved steadily upward, is the new
viewing
This
downgrading in the eyes of pub- Horace McMahon's "Lt. Parker" in the ABCrime doesn't pay series,
lic and advertiser is indeed a serious
matter.
contender to beat for next season's
"Naked City," makes him a tough
. . . Producer Walt Framer invited to attend the preem of
"Emmy."
exNBC
the
problem,
Posing the
ecutive inquires of his industry lis- "For Love Or Money," June 6 TVia ABC-ITV in London. ... Not only
teners: what is to be done? and are
"An
provide zingy, danceable rhythms in his Decca Albums, music
we to do what has to be done as a does he with
Basel (Switzerland)
but the Radiooriginal
Cedric Dumont"
Evening also features
(to
recipes
cocktail
several
cover,
on the
united industry, all with the single director
SIP
this
one
out,
we
presume.)
.
.
.
goal, or as divergent, individual en-

NBC-TV

Continues

Service to DST Are
The NBC Television Netwj
continue its extensive video
eration to provide com,
across
countryduring
with t|
schedulethe
regularity
26-October 24 daylight savi
weekend.
period, it was announced
The video tape method, v
lows almost instantaneous
of recorded TV programs
color and black and white,
portedly
confusion eliminate
of shiftsthein uncertf
local
schedules caused by fast
the past wholesale readjusti
programming and viewer hal,
required in standard time <■
Daily Repeat
Plar
NBC-TV's
DST Feed
Program
Plan provides for a repeat fe<
entire network schedulethrough 1 A.M.— seven days
on a one-hour delay basis
standard time cities.
'Government

Rese

Is Theme of IRE <
Government Research— its
and its importance— is the
subject
the Institute
May issueofof R'
ings" ofof the
In 39 progress reports, tota
thorities
the U.radio-elect
S. and;
350 pages,ofleading
gineers.
provide a comprehensive aik
munications
andof electronic
governrn1'
sentative picture
Featured are new results obt
cause of this work and a i
recent important developmei
terest to all engineers and
New

Screen

Gems

ABC-r
on
Gems'
"Man
frc
Start
ToScreen
Hawk,"
a new
adventure
sei
on the exploits of an insurs
will
launched on
the la5
in ABC
pany beinvestigator
Fridays 8:30-9 P.M., NYT
October 9.
The new series, which stf
Rockwell, will be sponsored
Laboratories and the R. J.
Tobacco Company.
NBC

Starts Two

For Syndicated S
California National Pr
NBC's film-making divis
week began shooting two
hour film series on the N
at Culver City. Both are de
geant"
and "Pony
Express
"Pr
Titles are
syndication.
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ares Act
timm**

Producers

urt

Blocks

ylight

Time

Minneapolis
3 Counties Defy
erne Court Ruling
Special to THE DAILY
XEAPOLIS, April 27.-In a
ye move the Minnesota State
le Court granted an injunction
iv requested by the Minnesota
ment Company, IATSE and
interested parties," to block
t time in the MinneapolisVaul area. Fast time had been
((led to start at 2 A.M. Sunday,
while the counties of Henniamsey and Anoka in the metroMinneapolis— St. Paul area
late Saturday to defy the state
lfand start daylight time as
Jed. The county boards said
id found a loophole in the writ
(Continued on page 5)
j Policemen

in

tires 7s Legal
' Special to THE DAILY
ri FOHD. April 27. - Superior
Judge Louis Shapiro has ruled
olicemen on duty inside New
! ' , Conn., motion picture theaTay be annoying to the owners,
ie practice of stationing uniP 1 lawmen in theatres is not un,-utional.
; . ruling came in a 8250,000 damait brought against the city of
Sritain, 10 miles south of Hart~>y Perakos Theatre Associates
(Continued on page 5)

Warn
On FIDO

Terms

20th-Fox

By PETER BURNUP
LONDON, April 25 (By Air
Mail ) .—Practices of certain British
producers in their relations with the
Film Industry Defence Organisation,
designed to stem the flood of films on
television, came under fire in a
speech by CEA's president, J. D.
Richards, at a meeting of the Association's Leeds Branch. Richards
appealed to "delinquent" producers to
"play the game" and not "get the
idea that FIDO is just a form of extension to the Production Fund."
The CEA president added the firm
warning that FIDO— which, he said,
had kept thousands of pictures off TV
—would be killed if the producers in
(Continued on page 4)
Push Pay-TV
Now,

Terms
Fox

Pointing out that five major cities
have to date defeated attempts to establish pay-TV in their communities,
Philip F. Harling, co-chairman and
treasurer of the Joint Committee on
Toll TV, yesterday sent a letter to exhibitors urging a renewed drive in
bills introof the two pay-TV
support (Continued
on page 15.)

Annual

Can

$56,110,000
Have

Vetoed by Rockefeller
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, April 27. - The Gilbert
Bill, which would have eliminated the
existing ceiling on the allowable fees
for theatrical agents (fixed by law at
5 per cent of the wages received during the first 10 weeks of the engagement) and would instead have required all theatrical
(Continued
on pageemployment
5)

ras, president,
SkouSpyros P.accomwhich
pmeeting
a n i e snotice,
the
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on

Stockholders

Meet

Slated

$e Cities on Rise
From THE DAILY Bureau
\SHINGTON,
April 27.-Ad,i prices in large city motion
Sift theatres rose sharply during
. it quarter of 1959, the first rise
year of declining prices, the
i of Labor Statistics reported,
ill Bureau collects figures quar(Continued on page 5)

Annual meeting of Paramount Pictures Corp. stockholders has been set for
June 2 at the home office, Barney Balaban, president, informed stockholders
yesterday in his message accompanying copies of the annual report.
~
'
Par
on April
reported
hadAs net
income
from 13,
operations
of amount
ents.
Commandm
Ten
"The
of
playoff
84,567,585 for 1958, compared with Returns to date from the foreign mar85,425,201, the preceding year. In
ket lead the company to believe its
1958, Paramount received $7,986,681
from the deal for release of its old ultimate gross will be in excess of
$60,000,000.
films to television, bringing its income for the year to $12,554,266.
He also reports that there are "reasonable prospects" that the second
Balaban's letter notes that Paramount has received more than $30,- former
Paramou
marketingto oftelevisi
will
on nt's
the library
phase offilm
000,000 in film rentals from the initial
(Continued on page 2)

ISION TODAY— page 5

Reported;

Studio

letter to holders
stockfrom

Goldwyn Suit Re-Trial
Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, April 27.Federal Judge Albert C. Wollenberg
today reserved decision on a motion
by counsel for Samuel Goldwyn for
a re-trial of the producer's anti-trust
suit which abruptly terminated last
December with the death of Judge
Edward P. Murphy in the last days
of the(Continued
long-drawnon litigation.
page 5) This

Out

June

Deal

20-Year

Killlission Prices in

for

Sale

Stockholders

Artists Fees Bill

Decision

Soviet Film Exemption
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON,
April 27.-The
Treasury Department has tentatively
agreed to exempt from the 30 per
cent withholding tax payments on
(Continued on page 5)

Para.

of

Studio

Lease

Terms of the $56,110,000 deal involving sale of the 20th Century-Fox
stockcompany's
to the they
Calif., are
Hills, meeting
on
will vote
19, at which
Maydescribed
studio property
the annual
holders in noticesat ofBeverly
the proposal. A

Ban

Working

to

Up

Harling Urges

Treasury

E»t«"ded °ver 10-Yeors

2

at

Home

Office

tention to the
calls special
atdeal.
The deal is in
two
for 260parts,
acresoneof
real estate, for
which William
Spyros Skouras
Zeckendorf's Webb & Knapp company will pay a total of $39,660,000
over a 10-year period; the other, for
75 acres containing the studio and
production facilities, for which the
Webb & Knapp company will pay
$16,450,000, this parcel to be purchased within five years of the first
The buyer paid $2,500,000 at the
time of signing of the agreement and
purchase.
is to pay an additional $2,500,000 following the closing, and an additional
$680,000 at closing for a strip of land
running(Continued
through theon property
page 4) which
Fox Has Confident
Attitude: Skouras
20th Century-Fox continues to hold
"a confident attitude toward the future of our company and its ability
to maintain the popularity of motion
pictures by supplying to the public
films of the highest quality and in
sufficient number and variety' to meet
the needs of theatres," Spyros P. Skouras, president, informs stockholders in
a message released yesterday with
the company's annual report. Earnings
for the (Continued
year and other
details
on page
4) were

■2

Motion

PERSONAL
MENTION
DUBE JACKTER, Columbia Pictures vice-president and general
sales manager, is in Chicago from
New York. He will leave tiiere tomorrow for Ishpeming, Mich.
•
Earl L Sponable, 20th CenturyFox technical director, has returned
to New York from London via
B.O.A.C.
•
Rouben
Mamoulian,
who has
been in New York from Hollywood
for several months returned to the
Coast by way of Washington.
•
William L. Snyder, Rembrandt
Films executive, has returned to New
York following a month in Europe.
•
Terry and Denis Sanders, Allied
Artists producer and director, respectively, will leave Hollywood Thursday for New York.
•
Burgess Meredith left here yesterday for London via B.O.A.C.
•
Mrs. Edward Cutler has given
birth to a boy in Cleveland. Father
is a salesman there for Allied Artists.
•
Ralph Martin and Edwin Miller of "Seventeen,"
to New
York from thehave
Coast.returned
•
C. G. Pantages, branch manager
for 20th Century-Fox in Albany,
N. Y., was in Oneida, N. Y., from
there.
•
Ted Harris of the State Theatre,
Hartford, has returned there from
Louisville.
•
Harold Hecht, of Hecht-HillLancaster, has returned to New York
from London.
•
Maximilian Schell has returned
to London from New York via
B.O.A.C.
•
Allen M. Widem, motion picture
editor of the "Hartford Times," has
returned there from Chicago.

Picture

Paramount

'Holders
Meeting
from
page
1
)
(Continued
boost the rental level to the $75,000,continuing profitable operations and
000 mark at which Paramount will re- reports favorably on such other opceive $15,000,000, in addition to the
erations as Famous Players Canadian,
$25,000,000 to be paid to it at the Autometric Corp., Allen B. Du Mont
$50,000,000 rental level.
Laboratories, the Chromatic tube diviThe letter notes that Paramount has
sion, KTLA-TV and television production activities.
increased its ownership of York Pictures Corp. from approximately 50
contemplating the year ahead,"
per cent to over 90 per cent. York he "In
states, "we are confident that we
produces the Jerry Lewis pictures
will strengthen our position as a leadand holds a contract on his services
ing company in the motion picture
for the next several years.
business. We expect continued growth
Balaban expresses optimism con- in related fields of entertainment. Our
the outlook Hefornotes
Paramount's
TelemetercerningDivision.
that the diversification of activities is designed
music companies and Dot Records are
for profitable future expansion."
WB 'Young' Tour Will
Visit 27 Cities, Towns
Twenty-seven cities and towns have
been selected as key stops for important ceremonies welcoming the ten
young Hollywood stars who will participate in the Warner Bros. Transcontinental Star Parade by Greyhound Scenicruiser. The tour will take
them coast-to-coast to Philadelphia
for the benefit world premiere of "The
Young
May Hollywood
19 at the
Stanley Philadelphians"
Theatre. On the
"goodwill mission," which will leave
the film capital May 6, will be Nick
Adams, Peter "Lawman" Brown, Arlene
Will Jr.,
"Sugarfoot"
Hutchins, Howell,
Alan Hale,
Diane Jergens,
Roger
Moore,
ErinStevens.
O'Brien, Roger
Smith and
Connie
The itinerary for the young Hollywoodians includes: Indio, Calif., and
Phoenix, Ariz., May 6; Tucson, Ariz.,
and El Paso, Tex., May 7; Pecos and
Abilene, Tex., May 8; Fort Worth
and Dallas, Tex., May 9; Oklahoma
City and Tulsa, Okla., May 10; Joplin and Kansas City, Mo., May 11;
Columbia and St. Louis, Mo., May 12;
Springfield, Bloomington, Joliet and
Chicago, 111., May 13; Chicago, May
14; South Bend, Ind., and Detroit,
Mich., May 15; Toledo and Cleveland, Ohio, May 16; Akron, Ohio,
and Pittsburgh and Harrisburg, Pa.,
May 17.
Trial of 4Jolson Story'
At 2 Cleveland Houses
Special to THE DAILY
CLEVELAND, April 27.-Columbia Pictures is making a test engagement of "The Jolson Story" here. The
re-release is playing simultaneously
at the Fairmount and Detroit Theatres, located at opposite ends of the
city. The engagements are supported
by radio and TV promotion.
According to branch manager Jules
Livingston, the future sales policy of
the film will be based on its reception
here by the younger generation.

Tuesday, April 28.
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10,000

Jam Cody

For 'land' Premiere
Special to THE DAILY
CODY, WYO., April 27.-More
than 10,000 people jammed the
streets here Saturday night to witness
the premiere ceremonies of C. V.
Whitney's Technicolor production,
"The Young Land." In addition to
the local citizen turnout, a huge contingent from nearby Billings, Mont.,
was on hand for the occasion. The
Park
sheriff'stheposse
had crowd.
to be
called county
to handle
huge
The premiere climaxed a full day
of events, including the opening of
the Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney
Gallery of Western Art sponsored by
the Buffalo Bill Memorial Association.
Heading the list of high ranking
civic officials who attended the premiere were the Governor of Wyoming
{. J. Hickey and former governor
Milward L. Simpson, and mayor of
Cody, Hugh Smith. Premiere arrangements were handled by John Thompson, Columbia exploitation representative, who also coordinated campaign
for a six-state mid-western saturation
bookins; of the film.

'Blessings' Strong Here
"Count Your Blessings" has grossed
over $105,000 in its first four days at
the Music Hall here, a figure which
MGM, distributors, announced as the
biggest non-holiday start for a film of
that company since "Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof" last September.

Compo Annual Meeting
Set for May 13
The Compo triumvirate has se
13 as the date of the organiz
terday.
annual meeting, Charles E. McC
information director, announce!
The meeting of members, du
and executive committee will bi
at the Park Sheraton Hotel
Financing reports, planned acl
for the year and other matters i
the agenda.
AM-Par

Records

Bu

Pressing Plant Inter
Am-Par Records, the record s
iary of American Broadcasting |
mount Theatres, has purcha:
majority interest in a small
pressing
in line
with exp;
business, plant
Leonard
Goldenson,
president, informs company stoc
ers in a current letter reporti
first quarter earnings.
As reported
in earnings
Motion Pi
Daily
yesterday,
foj
quarter amounted to $2,313,000
pared with $1,854,000 in the
responding period last year.
The annual meeting of
stockholders will be held at the
offices here on May 19.

'Aran's Story' Showi
More than 5,000 exhibitor
press
frominvit
co
coast representatives
attended special
showings in selected theatres
Zinnemann
for a
day of "TheProduction
Nun's Story,"
Bros, release. Approximately 4C;
industry leaders and others atl
the New York screening of tb
at the RKO 58th Street Theat

NEW

YORK

THEAT

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALi
Rockefeller Center • Ci 6-4600
DEBORAH R0SSAN0 MAURI
KERR
BRAZZI CHEVAL
h "COUNT YOUR BLESSING!
At: M-G-M
PictuiaNEW
In Cinemascope
And MUROM
and GALA
STAGE SPECTACLE

'Gidgee Big $139,920
Frank Tashlin, producer, has left
Columbia's "Gidget" rolled up a
here for London via B.O.A.C.
•
big $139,920 gross over the weekend
at 27 houses on the Loew's circuit in
Sy Bartlett, producer, has arrived
the metropolitan area, the company
in New York from Hollywood.
reported yesterday. The three-day
•
non-holiday gross virtually equalled
Charles Schneer, producer, has arthe figures achieved by another Corived at Colorado Springs from Holly1327 S. Wcbcih
lumbia hit, "Bell, Book and Candle,"
at a recent engagement on the same
CHICAGO, ILL. filmack
wood for conferences on Columbia's
circuit.
forthcoming "Air Force Academy/'
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Studio's
Sale
(Continued from page 1)
the buyer will improve as a boulevard.
At two-year intervals thereafter, the
buyer will pay $7,000,000, and the
then balance of $5,980,000 is to be
paid within 10 years of closing.
The production facilities must be
purchased within five years from the
date of die first purchase, paying half
the $16,450,000 price at that time
and the remainder by purchase money
deed of trust payable over a period
of 10 to 20 years depending on the
duration of a lease which 20th-Fox
is to make on the production facilities.
Increase Clause Included
The price may be increased up to
$5,000,000 to cover improvements and
relocation expenses, if any, incurred
between the date of the agreement
and die date of purchase.
20th-Fox has the option to rent
back the studio portion of the property for 20 years. The lease may be
terminated
any time
at one
notice. The atannual
rental
will year's
be 8
per cent of the purchase price, or
$1,316,000. The present aggregate annual depreciation on the buildings and
the improvements on the 75-acre
tract is $183,000.
The company observes that the
property is becoming too valuable to
continue to be used for its present
purposes and notes that in addition
to 20th-Fox's Western Avenue studio
in Hollywood, it also owns a 2,300acre ranch within 31 miles of Los
Angeles, to which it could transfer
production at an appropriate time.
Excludes Oil, Mineral Rights
The sale does not cover the oil and
mineral rights, nor three drill sites
aggregating six acres, which provide
access to the sub-surface. The buyer
is given the right to acquire the drill
sites at $5 per square foot when they
are no longer used.
Proceeds of the sale will be used
for working capital, purchase of other
assets, retirement of debt and possibly the purchase and retirement of
outstanding common stock of the corporation.
The mentbuyer's
$2,500,000with
downinterest
paywill be returned
if 20th-Fox stockholders do not approve the sale, or if required rezoning
of the property is not accomplished
within six months. The buyer has the
right, on or before closing, to terminate the deal, in which event Fox
may retain the $2,500,000 as liquidated damages.
20th-Fox management recommends
that stockholders approve the deal.

Fox

Confident,
Says Skouras
(Continued from page 1 )
reported in Motion Picture Daily
a longer period of years, the corporaon March 27.
tion is negotiating a contract with the
In the report Skouras goes into de- Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. under the terms of which the notes paytail about films currently in production and set to start shooting soon.
able to banks will be liquidated with
"We tion
have
maintained
in
every
directhe
proceeds
of $22,500,000 of 20our efforts to obtain the finest
material for the screen both in personality appeal and story content and
intend to intensify these efforts in
order to improve our production program," he observes.
Skouras
also discusses progress
made in the production of films for
television. This phase of activities has
been expanded, he states, and "we
hope that in time our television film
activity will equal that of our theatre
film production."
Laboratory Prosperous
De Luxe laboratory business continues to progress, the 20th-Fox head
reports, and foreign theatre operations, and oil and natural gas production on the studio property in California continued in 1958 to contribute
to earnings.
Discussing the foreign market Skouras states that film rentals increased
from $52,987,463 in 1957 to $53,188,022 in 1958, "but we must inform you
that the impact of free home television has affected the attendance of
the theatres in several important markets, particularly in England, Australia, Germany and Italy as well as
in other countries of Continental EuSkouras also tells stockholders that
the new subsidiary, 20th-Fox Record
Corp., has just completed its first year
of rope."
operations
than
justified and
our results
decisionhaveto "more
move
into that area."
'Comments on Operations'
In "comments on operations" in the
report it is stated tiiat in 1958 20thFox bought 337,100 shares of its common stock at an aggregate cost of
$8,805,481, being equivalent to an
average cost of $26.12 per share. The
major portion of the funds needed to
purchase this stock was obtained by
increasing the corporation's bank debt,
net of repayments by $5,500,000. Previously 52,000 shares were acquired
at a cost of $1,069,273 an average of
$20.56 per share, making a total of
389,100 shares purchased at a total
cost of $9,874,754.
During 1958 the company borrowed an additional $7,500,000 from
banks, increasing the amount of such
bank loans to $22,500,000, of which
$20,500,000 were outstanding on Dec.
27, 1958. To refinance this debt over

Thenotes.
new notes will bear 5 per cent
year
interest and have a fixed sinking fund
of $500,000 annually for the first five
years; $750,000 annually for the second five years; and $1,000,000 annually from die 11th to the 19th year,
leaving $72,250,000 due at maturity
or contingently prior thereto. In addition to the fixed sinking fund, the new
notes will provide for an annual sinking fund contingent on earnings. This
fund shall consist of 25 per cent of
consolidated earnings of the corporation and subsidiaries in excess of $5,000,000 but such 25 per cent shall
not exceed $500,000 annually.
22 Wells on Studio Property
Seven additional wells were completed on the studio property in 1958,
and two others have been completed
since Jan. 1, 1959. This makes 22
producible wells at present bottomed
under the studio property and four
bottomed under adjacent lands.
20th-Fox stockholders were advised
that directors have authorized a total
of 170,850 shares to be optioned to
the following company officers at
prices equal to the market plus $1 on
the day the option agreement becomes effective: S. P. Skouras, 75,000
shares at 24V4; E. M. Adler, 44,750
at 23y2; J. Moskowitz, 10,000 at 23V2;
S. C. Einfeld, 5,000 at 23%; D. A.
Henderson, 5,000 at 22%; L. Schreiber, 5,000 at 22%; D. Brown, 2,750
at 22%; A. Harrison, 2,750 at 22%;
S. Rogell, 2,750 at 23%; A. E. Freedman, 2,500 at 23%; I. Asher, 2,000 at
225/s; F. McCarthy, 2,000 at 23*4; M.
Moskowitz, 2,000 at 22%; C. G. Norris, 2,000 at 22%; E. Silverstone, 2,000
at 23V2; J. B. Codd, 1,250 at 22%;
F. T. Kelly, 1,250 at 22%; C. E. McCartney; 1,250 at 24%; E. H. Reek,
1,000 at 23V2 and J. Pincus, 600 at
23V2.
12,800 Shares Optioned
As of April 22, only 12,800 shares
had been optioned, those by Skouras
at 24V4 last Aug. 1, but all or a substantial number of the options will
be exercised before the annual meeting, May 19. The company proposes
that a restriction against selling the
stock within two years after exercise
of options be abrogated by vote of the
company's stockholders at the annual
meeting, with the exception of Skou-

PEDPLI
Herbert L. Golden, United
vice-president in charge of open
and president of United Artists
vision, has been named chairm
the Greater
ment
division.New
The York
1959 Fund's
campaiia
gins in May.
□
Mitchell I. Lewis, journalist ai
vertising agency executive actif
the Dallas area since 1950, has
named national director of advei
and publicity for the McLendon
He will be in charge of promc
campaigns for die film producing
of McLendon Radio Pictures II
as for the McLendon radio stat
Warn Producers
(Continued from page 1 )
question persisted in "demand
Disturbed exhibitors, whose i
sustains FIDO, point out tha
of flesh."of the scheme ws
pound principle
basic
it related only to the purchase
rights of a film which has passf
yond the control of the Trade,
now ventilate suspicions that c
producers are seeking to au
their film revenues by evasion c
FIDO's board of administ
principle.
meets next on April 30.
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Higi

United Artists' "Some Like It
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ending Sunday night.
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Continued from page 1 )
18 large cities and adjusts
its to reflect trends in the 34
ities.
Jureau said that during the
rter of 1959, adult admission
ise to 137.2 per cent of the
average, up from the 135
the end of December. This
second highest figure on recow only the 139.7 per cent
he end of March 1958.
en's prices rose to 127.6 per
he 1947-49 average, up from
8 per cent at the end of DeThe only previous higher to128.3 per cent reported at the
une 1958.
•esult of the rise in the adult
iiclren indices, the combined
xiped from 134.1 per cent at
of December to 136.2 per
he end of March topped premlv bv the 137.8 per cent at
of March 1958.
Policemen
Continued from page 1 )
anley-Wamer Management
:ion. The two circuits proHat requiring paid policemen
i duty was contrary to both
»nd state laws.
Shapiro said that arguments
n^titutionahty had no merit.
|jd at the same time that it
in the light of present-day
fis, the legislative body of the
it city might view the need
gislation in a different manit did years ago.
it does," the memorandum
d, "this court has no basis
to substitute its judgment
of the city of New Britain."
:s Fees Bill
Continued from page 1)
and artists managers to file a
iedule with a commissioner
es was disapproved late FriGovernor Nelson A. Rockeneasure affecting engagements
on pictures, among other
et Rockefeller's
objection,
beset no maximum
fee and
i authorize
"rejection"
by a
ioner
of licenses
of a schedule
"unreasonable or excessive
the schedule would have beective 60 days after filing,
feller expressed belief a bill
g "reasonable fees in this
id
reflecting
current satisfacfacts,"
drawn
in a manner
)oth the artists and the artists
for introduction at the next
'e session.
ion Reserved
Continued from page 1 )
ldwyn is seeking a trial with
which was opposed today by
for Fox West Coast Theatres
r defendants in the case inupward of two million dollars
ges.
Murphy heard the first trial
it jurv.
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Treasury Working Out
(Continued from page 1 )
films imported under the recent
Soviet-U.S. film agreement.
The Treasury and State Departments were reported at work trying
to work out exact language for the
exemption. Prospects that the 30
per cent tax would have to be withheld has been one of the factors delaying distribution of the first Soviet
films in this country.
According to reliable sources, State
has asked the Treasury for an exemption, and the Treasury has agreed to
exempt all films imported under the
Soviet-U.S. agreement. However, an
order setting forth details has to be
worked out, and this is still not accomplished.
Daylight Time
(Continued from page 1 )
issued earlier Saturday by the state
court.
The three counties' action resulted
today in a request for a ruling on
daylight time by Miles Lord, Minnesota State Attorney General, who
requested the Supreme Court of the
state to set the date of the hearing
on the injunction up from its original
date of May 18.
Four Alternatives
The court has four alternatives at
this point. It could cite the county
boards of Hennepin, Ramsey and
Anoka counties for contempt of court
on the grounds that they went on
DLT in spite of the injunction that
was issued. It could order the boards
to reinstate standard time. It could
grant
for an the
earlierattorney
hearing general's
or it couldrequest
leave
the matter as it stands and do
nothing.
Charles Winchell, president of
Minnesota Amusement Company,
said today that the parties involved
are willing to abide by the decision
of the Supreme Court. The reason
the action was so sudden, Winchell
said, was because it was necessary to
wait until the end of the regular
session of the state legislature. Action was taken because on July 1,
Minnesota will have non-legal time.
It is necessary to have a time ruling
in order to determine opening and
closing times for all sorts of businesses whose hours are controlled by
law, to make it possible to negotiate
contracts and simply to be able to
operate business in a uniform way,
said Winchell.
Sees Even Division of Opinion
Winchell added that comment received by his office is just about
equally split, pro and con. He said,
however, that a large number of those
callers who were against his stand refused to identify themselves.
Mandt Torrison, Saint Paul attorney acting for the Minnesota Amusement Company, told the court DLT
would work "irreparable" damage, in
that it would put many theatres out
of business, deprive many union men
of their only means of livelihood and
cause much confusion as to time between the areas with DLT and those
without. Torrison said he believes that
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TV REVIEW:
Pay
-TV
Ban
(Continued
from page
1)
Meet Me in St. Louis
"Meet Me in St. Louis" ( Sunday duced in the House by Rep. Oren
night), CBS-TV's huge two-hour Harris.
initial presentation under the MetroHarling urges exhibitors to write
Goldwyn - Mayer - Talent Associates Harris and every member of Congress
from
their districts to express support
deal, has restored the original television meaning to the term "spectacu- of the measures. "Ask them to get these
lar." This "live-tape" production,
bills out of committee," Harling
based on the 1945 M-G-M film, was two
states, "and on the floor of the House
as rich in entertainment as it was in for
a vote. Once on the floor they will
physical beauty. It also may serve to
answer critics who wondered what
The five cities which have outlawed
David Susskind hoped to accomplish toll-TV to date are San Francisco, Los
by adapting to TV film hits of years ton.
gone by. Other attempts to do this Angeles, Dallas, Houston, and GalvesStatement by Hailing
have usually resulted in just "small"
movies. This "Meet Me in St. Louis,"
however, was BIG television, perfectHarling notes: "The Galveston story
is worth repeating because it can be
ly suited to the medium.
George Baxt, who did the script, used everywhere. The Interstate Theaand George Schaefer, who directed,
tre Circuit rolled up its sleeves, and
preserved the very special quality of put on a campaign that was a thing
the original, while also adding several of beauty! Bob O'Donnell had John Q.
delightful period songs to the now Adams gopass."
on the radio, TV and in
classic original score by Hugh Mar- the newspapers with a campaign to
tin and Ralph Blane. The cast was
get thepress people
of Galveston
extheir disapproval
to theto City
tops — Jane Powell, Tab Hunter,
Myrna Loy, Walter Pidgeon, Jeanne Council and the Mayor of a request
Crain, Patty Duke, Don Symington, for a Cable-TV franchise, and demonEd Wynne and Reta Shaw. Note
strate they wanted no part of Payshould be made that even the com- TV. Fourteen thousand letters, telemercials, by Westclox and Philco,
phone calls and telegrams came in, and
were in good taste, both in content in the face of this avalanche of public
and in timing.— Vincent Canby.
indignation and disapproval, the PayDesilu Dividend

Is Set;

N.Y. Broker on Board
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 27. - The
board of directors of Desilu Productions, Inc., announced today it had
declared its second quarterly cash
dividend of 15 cents per share on its
common stock payable May 29, 1959
to holders of record on May 15, 1958.
No dividends were declared on its
Class B common stock, all of which
is owned by Desi Arnaz and Lucille
Ball Arnaz.
Announcement was also made that
Charles Schwartz, senior partner of
Bache and Co., New York, has been
appointed to fill an existing vacancy
on the board.
the present local option law which
was passed in 1957 is no longer valid
since another statewide DLT law was
passed a week later. He feels that the
statewide law obviously meant that
the local option law was no longer
intended, was inconsistent, and thus
was automatically amended out of
existence, by the statewide law.
This action by the state court
blocks fast time only in the Minneapolis-Saint Paul metropolitan area,
but will set precedents for action in
other affected parts of the state.
It will not be possible for the state
legislature to act on any fast time bill.
The legislature adjourned Friday and
was called back into special session
Saturday to act on tax matters only.

TV application was dismissed."
Walkout

Interrupts

Operations at NBC
A sudden walkout by union technicians yesterday interrupted operations of the radio and television networks on the National Broadcasting
Co. Technicians leaving work were
members of the National Association of
Broadcast Employees and Technicians.
In a statement issued yesterday NBC
said there had been no indication that
a walkout would occur until shortly
before
the regular
"Today"
broadcast
was to begin
yesterday
morning.
At that time NABET members in
New York refused to handle the tape
made in Paris. They also refused to
handle a stand-by film program or
substitute live programming. Other
NABET members then refused to perform dieir regular duties not only in
New York but in other locations as
well, NBC said.
The network added it is maintaining "normal operations," with die help
of
supervisory and management personnel.
Reed

Album

Released

Carol Reed, who reports on die
weather on CBS-TV at 7:10 and
11:10 P.M. has had an album of records released, "Come Rain or Come
Shine." It was recorded by Golden
Crest Records and Miss Reed does
the vocalizing.
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Paramount
1st

To

Unveil

Sets

'Summer

3 Films

TEN CENTS

APRIL 29, 1959
Festival'

in 30 Cities

Paramount will hold a "Summer Boxoffice Festival" to celebrate the un■
a j a )
veiling of three major mid-summer releases in 30 cities throughout May,
j/VCl" _L Ul3
George Weltner, vice-president in charge of world sales, announced yesterday.
The Paramount "Festival" will take the
— form of a special series of triple film
'lAtlfll Hf'^lllGl
:
-l
■
showings in the 30 cities for exhibiExpect Action by MPAA
tors, film buyers, representatives of
press,
radio and television, and opinion-makers.
Next Week on 'Oscar' TV
rew Appointments;
The
Motion
Picture
Association
Weltner personally will launch
ire Reassigned
board at its next meeting May 6 is "Paramount's Summer Boxoffice Festiin five cities beginning with
acements of 20th Century- expected to give consideration to the Bostonval" on
May 3. He described the
year's
next
of
regional advertising-publicsponsorship
of
question
Academy Awards telecast. Academy
Unithe
on the "Festival" pro^er system through
officials are expected here for con- three pictures
gram as "potentially
the2) biggest
(Continued
on page
sultation next week.
js, consistent with the "local
policy recently announced
Observers believe opposition to
ent Spyros P. Skouras, were
terday.
on the same basis as heresponsorship
tofore is certain to be expressed at Horror Films Require
st two newly-appointed man- the board meeting but that some
Ed Hale, who will work out
lcksonville branch, and Pete provisions can be agreed upon to keep
New Approach: Cohen
the program within the industry for
0 will function at the DenverHorror pictures, while by no means
another
year.
b City office. The plan will
reaching a saturation point, now rey provide an advertising aidequire asomewhat different sales apfor each 20th branch manproach than they did at the beginning
'Hill' Celebrates
of the cycle, Herman Cohen, produceth's original staff will be
"Horrors
the Black
Museum,"
ited in single branches, rather
ander ofother
shockof tales,
said at
a trade
?r wide areas, permitting cov- 'Intrepid' Americans
press conference in the Hampshire
,greater depth than heretofore,
House here yesterday.
By WARREN G. HARRIS
inted out.
Cohen pointed out, for example,
Bartlett made
Sy
and
Peck
Gregory
(Continued on page 6)
ing are the assignments of
reArtists
United
ming
forthco
the
Continued on page 2)
lease, "Pork Chop Hill," because "we
think it's a good time to. .advise
we
. that our
. . . and enemies
friends
Lis Named UMP0
'Night,' 'Compulsion,'
ans
Americ
make a pretty intrepid 'Anne' Set for Cannes
breed." So said Bartlett at a trade
;al Sales Manager
press interview at the Hampshire
The Cannes Film Festival Committee yesterday advised G. Griffith
Samuels has been appointed House here yesterday. Bartlett added
ales manager of United Mo- he is proud of his picture's "unrelent- Johnson, MPEAA vice-president for
titles of the American
of the
t Europe,
ng"he treatmen
?ure Organization Inc., distri- of men
romisi
uncompstress
ing andunder
feels its
films which
will be shown daring the
and
ompany specializing in for1-15. Pre1 imports, it was announced
nt." tic Cannes Film Festival, Mav official
potentiarl is
boxoffic
U.S.
enthusias
was"excelle
as the
viously announced
The e produce
ird Davis, president,
ued
(Contin
on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
ltment of the former presiBuena Vista to the sales exREVIEW:
Zontinued on page 2)
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.YWOOD, April 28.-Acquii a new story property to be
ooperatively by Universal-Inial and Bryna Productions
ounced jointly today by Eduhl, U-I production vice-presContinued on page 4)
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The Young
Warner Bros.

Philadelphians

the star of "The
The cubrently excitingly distinguished Paul Newman is selling
elements
therein lies one of the basic
Young Philadelphians"thisandinterestin
picture. The
motion
g
g and intriguin
in the exhibition of
ble
novel, "The Philadelphian" bv Richard Powell, enjoyed a considera
success when it was published, and that fact, too, may be turned to
good advantage by the alert showman.
Most particularly important in this instance is the fact that Warners
promotion
is getting behind the picture
page in4) a fashon to stir consideron ally
(Continued

Exhibitors'
B-B
Donations
Decide May 7 If Materials
Can Be Used Locally
With the executive committee of
the ill-fated all-industry business buildof
approving,to refunds
ing campaign
exhibitor
contributions
the campaign will begin
soon.
Exhibitors
contributed
about $132,000 in cash and another $35,000 in
not collectible
which are expenses
pledges,
now.
Administrative
of the
campaign amounted to about $28,000,
which reduces the amount available
for refunds to a little over $100,000.
It was tributors
reported
yesterday
that diswill not share
the campaign
expenses(Continued
with exhibitors,
on pagepresumably
4)
New

UPA

Policy on

Shorts Is Scored

Short subjects distributors here are
expressing concern over the recently
announced "unlimited play agreement," under which UPA Pictures
car, who may
sell 12
toons a year
to "Mister
exhibitorsMagoo"
plans to
retain possession
of
the
prints
for
12
d
(Continue on page 4)

Hearing May 6 on
Minn. DST Dispute
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, April 28. - The
Minnesota Supreme Court today set
the date of the hearing on the daylight time problem up from May 18
to May 6. Chief Justice Rodger Dell
said that the high court "would not
be stampeded into action by mass hysteria on the part of the metropolitan

The state supreme court on Saturto the Minan injunctio
nesota Amusement
Co.,n IATSE,
and
day granted
counties."
others
to halt the start of daylight
time in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area,
originally set for Sunday. Subsequently three counties defied the court and
began daylight time as scheduled.

Motion
Paramount
PERSONAL
MENTION

AMERICO ABOAF, Universal
Pictures foreign general manager, will return to New York today following a tour of Central and South
America.
•
Jesse Chinich, Buena Vista western division sales manager, has left
New York for Chicago.
•
Jack Mills, president of Mills Music, Inc., and Mrs. Mills, will leave
here today for Europe aboard the
"Queen Elizabeth."•
David Golding, publicity director
for Otto Preminger's "Anatomy of
a Murder," will return today to Ishpeming, Mich., where the picture is
being filmed, following several days in
New York.
•
Tonia Bern, British actress, returned to London from New York
yesterday via B.O.A.C.
•
Mrs. John Wilhelm, wife of the
20th Century-Fox salesman in Almonia. bany, N. Y., is recovering from pneu•
Jack Small, president of Select
Theatre Corp., will leave here with
Mrs, Small today for Europe aboard
the "Queen Elizabeth."
•
Laraine Day will return to New
York from London tomorrow via
B.O.A.C.
Peck on 6 Hill9 Tour
Gregory Peck, star of United Artists' "Pork Chop Hill," will make a
two-week 11-city personal appearance
tour beginning May 19, to spark local
level campaigns in advance of key
regional openings set for the end of
May. Peck's itinerary includes San
Francisco, Chicago, Nashville, Washington, D.C., Houston, San Antonio,
Dallas, Austin, Ft. Worth and New
York.

Custom Product
hy tke hcmd qfevpe

Picture

Daily

Summer

Festival

(Continued from page 1 )
grossing warm weather trio ever of- Paramount Film Distributing Corp.
In each city the home office exfered by Paramount." They are: Hal
ecutive trio will participate widi
Wallis' "Don't Give Up the Ship,"
Danny Kaye himself in the unveiling
starring Jerry Lewis and Dina Merrill; Wallis' "Last Train from Gun
of "The Five Pennies." Weltner's
itinerary has been set up
Hill," in Technicolor, starring Kirk "Festival"
to
coincide with the visits Kaye will
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, Carolyn
make to those places in the course of
Jones and Earl Holliman, and Shavelson-Rose's "The Five Pennies," in his own previously announced 15-city
Technicolor, starring Danny Kaye, tour on behalf of the picture and the
soundtrack album of the same title
Barbara Bel Geddes, Louis Armstrong
that Dot Records will issue.
and Harry Guardino.
Paramount division and branch
Philadelphia on May 6 will be the
second city where Weltner will conmanagers will conduct "Paramount's
duct "Paramount's Summer Boxoffice
Summer Boxoffice Festival" in other
Festival." The sales executive then cities, namely Washington, St. Louis,
Detroit, Pittsburgh, Clevewill take the "Festival" to Atlanta, Toronto,
land, Cincinnati and San Francisco,
May 10; Dallas, May 12, and Chicago,
coincident with Kaye visits.
May 17.
Jerry Pickman, vice-president in
Also scheduled for "Paramount's
charge of advertising, publicity and Summer Boxoffice Festival" are Buffalo, Charlotte, Jacksonville, Memphis,
exploitation, will accompany Weltner
to the five cities. They will be joined New Orleans, Indianapolis, Des
Moines, Kansas City, Oklahoma City,
in Boston, Philadelphia and Atlanta
by Hugh Owen, and in Dallas and Los Angeles, Denver, Salt Lake City,
Seattle', Calgary,
Montreal, St. John,
Chicago by Sidney Deneau. Owen
Vancouver
and Winnipeg.
and Deneau are vice-presidents of
Fox

Names

( Continued from page 1 )
20th's regular regional advertising and
publicity managers, who now have
been augmented by the recently retained Hale and Bayes: Hal Marshall,
Philadelphia; Sol Gordon, Chicago;
Phil Engel, Boston-New Haven; Jimmy
Gillespie, Dallas; Adrian Awan, Cleveland-Detroit; Chick Evens, Kansas
City-St. Louis; Eddie Yarbrough, Los
Angeles; Dan Yarbrough, San Francisco; Sam Glasier, Toronto.
These men, as well as all additional
regional managers, will continue to
operate under the supervision of exploitation director Rodney Bush and
exploitation manager Eddie Solomon.
Bush and Solomon are currently completing plans for expanded national
coverage and service.
Film

Industry

Credit

Group Names Officers
The Motion Picture Industry
Credit Group of the National Association of Credit Management has elected officers to govern group operations
for the year beginning May 1. Named
as chairman is Kern Moyse, Peerless
Film Processing Corp.; vice-chairman, Walter Lynch, Mecca Film
Laboratories; and as committee-men,
Jack Fellers, Du-Art Film Labs; Everett Miller, RCA Film Recording Studios; Murray Kahn, Color Service.
The organization consists of 30
leading film processors, equippers,
suppliers, and service and financial
firms in the metropolitan New York,
Washington, and Chicago areas.

Notables

Will Attend

Premiere of 'Warlock'
Motion picture and stage notables,
headed by star Henry Fonda, will
converge on the Paramount Theatre
tomorrow night to attend the gala
benefit New York premiere of "Warlock." Proceeds from the charity
opening will be turned over to the
New York City Mission Society's
Camp Green Acres.
Fonda, who is topcast in the 20th
Century-Fox presentation, will greet
each of the arriving entertainment
world celebrities in the lobby of the
theatre. A partial list of the invited
show business personalities include
Mitzi Gaynor, Maurice Evans, David
Niven, Arlene Dahl, Joanne Woodward, Dina Merrill, Van Cliburn,
Margaret Leighton, Laurence Harvey
Dana Wynter, Anna Marie Alberghetti and Corinne Calvet.
S-W Increases Dividend
The board of directors of Stanley
Warner Corp. yesterday increased the
annual dividend on the common stock
by declaring a quarterly dividend of
30 cents per share, payable May 25 to
stockholders of record on May 8. The
previous dividend rate was $1 per
year. The new dividend represents
a 20 cent increase in the annual rate.

'Man'
100
UnitedDates
Artists' for
"The Man
In The
Net," starring Alan Ladd, has been
set to open in more than 100 cities
throughout the nation, starting May
20 at the Metropolitan and Ambassador Theatres, Washington, D.C.
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Variety Club Ne
BOSTON - Members of the
Club of New England and the
will be the guests of Superir
John Gavin at the Walpole Stat
on Saturday. A special perforrr
"The Solid Gold Cadillac" '
Fund.
William
S. Koster,
e:
staged for
the benefit
of the'!
director of the club, has prep;
invitation list.
A
NEW ORLEANS— "Family!
has now been established as
cial feature of the social acti'
Tent No. 45. The first one is
uled for Sunday. Barkers arj
entire families will assemble
headquarters. A feature of till
ing will be a screening of onl
latest feature films.
A
CHICAGO - The second!
Dinner" of Variety Club ofl
was held recently in the Lincol
of the Pick Congress Hotel. Tlf
Advisory Board furnished tl
gratis, a different vintage fl
course, supplied by the Paul]
Wineries of Saratoga, Cal.
Samuels Named
(Continued from page
ecutive post, effective imm<
was
made prior
to Davis'
for Europe
to survey
the curid
production scene and meet w
ducers regarding the acquis
several pictures. In his absenc
uels will supervise the functi
the company and set sales j
"Orders to Kill," the first of
of seven European films to
leased domestically by the fin
Samuels, a veteran of 34
the industry, was with the
organization for 20 years in a;
of major executive and sale
including foreign sales mana
world-wide sales supervisi
played
roleand
in the
of
Buenaa key
Vista
was org;
el<
president and general sales
in 1954.
Lee Beecher

Dies

DALLAS, April 28-Lee
Dallas regional manager for t
and Air Force Motion Picture
died here suddenly Sunday at
of 52. Beecher had been \
Service since 1943, prior to \
was with the RKO exchangi
bany. For a short time he wq
the Army
New
York Motion
City. Picture Sd
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arners throws it into high gear on May 6th to kick off the hottest showmanship

campaign

in years! A busload of Hollywood's brightest young stars, junketing 3475 glamorous

miles

to Philadelphia, for the spectacular May 20th world premiere of "The Young Philadelphians"!
They'll hit 34 major cities, & v3lv^

more than 200 towns, with overnight stops at 12

big key points. They'll be J
a" over radio and TV, the papers and magazines, A
public squares and \ /Sw theatre stages, building up a beautiful storm of l^feuNH
hoopla and ballyhoo to pound home the red-hot "young moderns"
And this is only the beginning! Check the
about the bus and its itinerary -for

theme of the picture.

pressbook for all the fabulous details
the personalized and gimmick-loaded

ad campaign, the special teaser ^1 Y\ 1
and theatre trailers, the
terrific sound track radio spots, the stories and the stunts galore!
Man, don't you miss the bus! It's a bandwagon!

CTADDIWin
Young
«^ The
STARRING

Philadelphians

PAUL
NEWMAN
• BARBARA
RUSH
alexis smith- brian keith - diane brewster
BILLIE BURKE - JOHN WILLIAMS * SCREENPLAY Br JAMES GUNN- FROM THE NOVEL "THE PHILADELPHIAN"Br RICHARD POWELL- DIRECTED BY VINCENT SHERMAN . PRESENTED BY WARNER BROS

Motion

'Hill'

about rave comments on "Pork Chop
Hill" that he has received from military leaders and top newspaper exexecutives and correspondents. He
read, for example, a letter from Richaid Tregaskis, noted war correspondent, who wrote, "as a correspondent
who saw Park Chop Hill at the time
of some of the battles there, I can say
this is it. You have done a great service to the country in presenting this
great film."
'Delighted by Reactions'
Because of reactions like these and
preview cards which were 80 per cent
or more in favor of the Melville production, Bartlett said that he and
Peck "are both delighted we made it,
whether we make money with it or
One of the things Bartlett feels will
not."
definitely
add to audience interest in
the film is that most of its 63 speaking parts are filled by players who
have never appeared in pictures before, thus eliminating the process of
personality identification which often
blocks the over-all effect of war dramas. In the case of Peck, who stars
in the film, Bartlett said that the actor "blends right in with the rest after
five minutes."
No 'Glorification,' He Says
Bartlett, who has made military
dramas before, "Twelve O'clock
High" among them, said that he once
vowed that he wouldn't make another
one "unless it said something." He
feels that "Pork Chop Hill" eliminates
past
pictures'
"glorification
of war"
and has
a relation
to present
day
problems, dealing as it does with
"the last action an American outfit
engaged in." The producer pointed
out that it's a terrible thing that war
brings about the best in a person."
General Maxwell D. Taylor, chief
of staff of the U.S. Army was so
pleased with the picture, Bartlett
said, that he issued a directive urging
all base commanders to cooperate
with exhibitors wherever possible in
promoting "Pork Chop Hill."
Opens Late in May
The picture will open throughout
the country in the latter part of May,
as close to Memorial Day as possible.
For the occasion, the Army is currently rounding up 48 veterans of
Pork Chop Hill to participate in opening ceremonies. The picture then, according to Bartlett, will have about
48 simultaneous openings, the veterans attending the key-city premiere
nearest to their homes or bases.
U-I Bryna Deal
( Continued from page 1 )
ident, and Kirk Douglas, head cf
Bryna. The new story is "Day of the
Gun," which will be made in color
with Douglas as star, and other top
"names."
Bryna is currently filming 'Spartacus" at Universal and has on the
planning
boards
Gringo," to
star Douglas
and "Viva
Rock Hudson.
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Picture

The

Young

Philadelphians

CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
able patron interest before the film arrives. During the recent Merchandising Conferences sponsored by Motion Picture Herald in New York,
the Warner entrv for discussion was "The Young Philadelphians." Outlined in detail was the selling plan for the film, which included among
other things a transcontinental tour by young film personalities via Greyhound bus. Stops will be made at 12 key population centers, and in all
some 34 major cities and 200 smaller towns will be covered. This
is exciting promotion, and should provide an excellent opportunity for
stirring enthusiasm locally in the picture.
James Gunn's screenplay uses the prologue device, where the basic
background for the modem story is set. Therein is established in 1924
the fact of the marriage of Diane Brewster, poor but ambitious, to a
scion of a Philadelphia Main Line society family. His desertion of her,
her affair with an old friend and the birth of a son she insists on bringing
up with the blue blood name are delineated. Then the story moves on
to todav, where Newman is the son, an outstanding student, Brian Keith
the Irish contractor father, for whom he works in the Summer thinking
him only a friend of his mother, and Barbara Bush is the daughter of a
wealthy societv lawyer, with whom he falls in love when they chance
to meet.
The voung man's career is carved in the law, and against the opulent
setting of Philadelphia homes of wealth and law offices of distinction,
is plaved out the story of misunderstanding, chicanery, frustration, revelation and even a murder trial, as the young man fights his way. It
is a stern battle, against patronization and a desire to get ahead, and
Newman demonstrates once again that he stands in the forefront of the
crop of young players who have come to the screen in recent years. His
support is excellent throughout, and Vincent Sherman has directed with
a fine sense of balance, artfully carrying the protagonist, Newman,
through the divers twists of a plot whose complications are many but
develop smoothlv and hold the interest continually.
Here is a film of merit, well cast with an outstanding name star, destined to get outstanding distributor promotion and which should bring
substantial grosses wherever it plays.
Running time, 136 minutes. General classification. Release, May 30.
Charles S. Aaronson
Jane Moriarty Heads
New Orleans WOMPI
Special to THE DAILY
NEW ORLEANS, April 28.-Jane
Moriarty of Richards Center has been
elected president of the New Orleans
chapter of Women of the Motion Picture Industry (WOMPI) for the year
1959-1960. She succeeds Mrs. Lee
Nickolaus.
Other officers elected at the meeting held at Variety Club headquarters, are: first vice-president, Mrs.
Carmen Smith, Hodges Theatre Supply; second vice-president, Mrs. Della Favre, Paramount; recording secretary, Miss Ida Kios, Paramount
Gulf; corresponding secretary, Alma
Lee Malholland, MPA, and treasurer,
Mrs. Anna Sinopoli, Universal.
Mankiewicz

to Direct

New

New

UPA Policy
(Continued from page 1)
months, using them as often as they
wish in their theatre or theatres.
Executives of several companies
producing and distributing shorts said
they are apprehensive over the effect of the new UPA Pictures policy
on their future sales of all shorts not
alone cartoons.
"There will be many theatres," one
said, "that can be practically taken
out of the short subjects market for
a year. Most theatres are holding
pictures longer nowadays than ever
before. The fewer changes of features naturally mean fewer shorts are
needed.
"When a circuit gets a cartoon
short every month with unlimited use,
as to time and theatres, its supporting
program requirements are substantially taken care of. That means other
shorts distributors are bound to be

Adler Production
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 28. -Joseph
L. Mankiewicz has been signed to
adapt and directdollar
20th Century-Fox's
multi-million
CinemaScope

hurt
degree."
"It'sto asome
radical
departure," another
distributor
said.
"I
don'tbutknow
just
what effect it will have
we certainly intend to watch it. Its aim very
likely is to provide new production

production,
picturization"John
of Brown's
Stephen Body,"
Vincenta
Benet's classic poem.
Buddy
Adler, the
20th's
chief,
will produce
motionproduction
picture,
his first personal production since
"The Inn of the Sixth Happiness."

UPA Pictures'
new policy
was announced in Hollywood
last week
by
Stephen
Bosustow,
president,
and
money."
Roy Haines, sales head. The latter
now is on a tour of key cities taking
orders for the start of the new plan
late in the year.

Refui

(Continued from page 1 )
because under original campaigj
the Academy Awards telecasts
year and this were to have been
with exhibitors and distributor
ing the costs equally. When exl
failed to raise its quota, distr
footed the telecast bills.
Also under the original pla
tribution was to have matched
tor contributions to make up
campaign fund of $2,300,000.
MPA Recalls Stellings Sugge
The Motion Picture Associa
America yesterday recalled mm
Ernest G. Stellings, president c
atre Owners of America, rais
question of having MPAA sh;
cost with the exhibitors, Abe
gue, executive
lurftbia
Pictures vice-president
and chairman
MPAA
distribution committe
swered that he did not feel the
should be asked to share the 1

pointedoverout$100,000
that during
the pr<p;?
years
of joint
exhibitor promotional activit
been paid for by the MPAA,
after it had been agreed that
tors should share. Pie added tl
sum did not include the
that producers had paid for tl
two Academy Awards telecast:
The advertising-publicity d
committee of the Motion Picti
sociation will meet May 7
scheduled to decide whether tl
paign materials prepared last y
be made available to exhibito
want them for use in regional
business promotion campaign
committee will seek advice on v
or not there are legal or other cg
ations which might prevent use
material in the proposed mai<,
this time.
Theatre Owners of America
the
the mater
made proposal
availablethat
at cost
to ex
who wanted them for their ow
paigns. TOA also favored refi 1
the exhibitors' contributions ai
it hoped those receiving them ;
use the money to buy the ca
materials for local use.
Allied States voted for refui
also suggested exhibitors put c
own promotions locally. Indej
Theatre Owners of New Yor
gested the contributions be
over to the American Congress
hibitors for administrative ex' 1
Metropolitan M. P. Theatres A
pressed no preference.
'Night,' 'Compulsio
(Continued from page 1

entry was Columbia Pictures'
Also invited to participate
die of the Night."
20th
sion." Century-Fox
Fox's "The feature,
Diary "C
of !
Frank" is to be shown out of c(
tion.

It is expected that the offici
entry will be screened on M I
S. Frederick Gronich, director
Continental office of the Motit
ture Export Association of A
will represent the Association.
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Employs TV
iy PETER BURNUP
ION, April 27. (By Air Mail)
Ming their all-out drive to stimjiness in all parts of the coun•ciated British initiates next
scheme designed to give its
•ns a further publicity fillip
the medium of TV advertist film chosen for the treat(Herbert Wilcox's "The Lady
re", a musical starring Frankie
Janette Scott and Anna
:ploitation will take the form
al commercials on TV conttato a three-day period in ororovide the biggest impact.
The maximum number of theaoenefit of the campaign Assoritish-Pathe has arranged a
release of "The Lady is a
in the Midland and NorthNewspapers Aiding
for the selection of the North
■lands as a testing area for the
: ased upon the premise that a
lpported by major newspaper
is during its initial showings
n's West End and subsequentcapital's suburbs, and that
Sorts require to be made to
campaign's tempo in key
-dthecentres.
'the will continue to take main provincial and local newsdie TV campaign will be an
'separate project,
icommercials were made at a
suburban theatre when "The
a Square" had started out on
• al release. They represent enjh comments of patrons leaving
l^tre. The commercials have
eduled to appear at key times
i ach of the three days and so
as to reach all members of a
irt 'Al' Grosses
nuing Fast Pace
on Allied Artists' "Al Caiow that the film is continuing
smash" business in all situa:cording to Morey R. Goldce-president and general sales
of the company. Figures
H over the weekend show that
J«one" has maintained its pace
5York where the film is playing
Victoria Theatre. Now in its
?ek at the Broadway house,
i" brought in 821,000 in the
days of the week,
(a, where Burrows-Ackerman
?on is playing the Paramount
S7,000week,
in thefirst
|s reported'
of the second
follow1 )rst week gross of 821,000. In
New forJersey
at thethird
Proctor's
)ding
a 810,000
week
inging in 823,000 and $14,000
;3rst and second weeks respec/dso in New Jersey at the State
. the first three days of the
veek have recorded $6,500 fola 816,000 first week.

J

el

e vision

'live' Facilities of
ABC-TV Are Expanded
Expansion and improvement plans
designed to give ABC Television the
most advanced TV network "live"
programming facilities in New York
and Hollywood were announced yesterday by Frank Marx, ABC vicepresident in charge of engineering.
In New York, a new "push button" theatre-studio, equipped with
the latest in lighting, audio control
consoles, a new special effects amplifier, anewlv designed transistor video

AROUND

Jo

switcher and improved control booths
for audio and video engineers and
directors, will be built.
In Hollywood, a new service building, the second major building in
ABC's long range Hollywood develand a studioandfortheKABCTV will opment
be plan,constructed
present theatre-studio will be remodeled
and expanded.
"These new 'live' facilities will be
Marx said. "With their
ready by fall,"
competion
Television Network will betheableABC
to accommodate
the
most elaborate 'live' dramatic or musical show a producer can conceive."

THE

TV
with

PINKY

CIRCUIT

HERMAN.

A FTER personally visiting the control rooms of studios 8E and 5A
r\ in Radio Citv and witnessing the deft and accurate handling of the
controls bv several executives who were obliged to take active and
manual steps to keep programs on the air during the unexpected NABET
strike, we come to the conclusion that the following young execs rate
being called most WRCApable; Steve White, program manager; Len
supervisor;
Weinles, executive producer of "Pulse"; Bud Ford, production
Charles Scandino, traffic supervisor; Mike Lannon, promotion manager;
John O'Keefe, publicity manager, (plug over.) ... For the record, Carol
Reed, the charming "weathercaster" on CBS-TV, is an accomplished
pianist and is also the featured vocalist for the new Golden Crest Album,
"Come Rain or Come Shine." . . . Producer Walt Framer invited to attend
the preem of "For Love Or Money" audience-participation quizzer in
London, June 6 TVia ABC-TV. . . . Ace Jazz trumpeter Maynard Ferguson takes his band to Europe this Fall to shoot 26 fifteen-minute jazzicals featuring top Continental Artists. . . . And while on the crazy,
man, crazy kick we'll relay Johnny Carson's dilly about the two bop
musicians who went fishing in a Florida swamp. Said the first one, "An
alligator just nipped me in the leg." "Which one?" asked the other cat.
"How should I know?" replied the first, "all these alligators look alike to
&
A new production firm, Robert Behr-Gilbert Stanley Kahn, has been
Broadway this winter with a new musical play
formed
me." and will invade
and music by Robert Behr. Charles Sanford,
lyrics
"Promenade," book,
one of TV's most outstanding conductors, has been
named music director for the company and will also
conduct the orchestra. . . . Mike Stokey's "Pantomime
Quiz" moves from night time to day time (12:30-1
P.M.) Monday, May 11, across the board TVia ABC.
Originating in New York, the charade will feature
guest stars and contestants selected from the audience. .. . Howard Todman, Goodson-Todman exec,
leaves for Europe May 13 and will return about midJune. . . . NTA International, Inc. will offer to TV
stations all over the world, 37 20th Century-Fox
feature film presentations, according to Prexy Harold
Charles Sanford
Goldman. Included are "Portrait For Murder,"
"Crackup," "Lynch Mob," "The Empty Room," "Back Bay Romance"
and "Man On A Ledge." . . . VET newshawk Ed HymofF, has been
named director of news and special events for WMGM by head man
Arthur Tolchin. . . . The VHRTG (Veterans Hospital Radio and TV
Guild founded by lovely and talented Jean Tigue with the help of Carl
(Donahue & Coe) Rigrod, rates a 24-gun salute for the wonderful entertainment and rehabilitation provided for thousands of hospitalized vets
these past 11 years. Tunesmith Alex Kramer, likewise rates a low bow
for his unselfish years of service as president for the past four years.

day

'Five fingers' Spy Series
Is Sold to NBC-TV
Martin Manulis, executive production head of 20th Century-Fox Television, has announced the sale of
"Five Fingers," international spy
series, to the National Broadcasting
Company for its fall schedule.
Produced by Herbert Bayard
Swope,
"Five Fingers"
willwith
go
into
full Jr.,
production
next month,
Robert Stevens directing. Mike Romanoff will be a regular in the action
dramas, which star Al Hedison and
Luciana Paluzzi.
"Five Fingers" is the fourth series
sold by the 20th-Fox TV subsidiary
within the past several weeks, and
gives the operation representation on
all three major networks. ABC has
purchased "Adventures in Paradise,"
while CBS has taken both "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis" and "The Last
Christensen Joins UA
Frontier."
As Regional Manager
Howard Christensen has joined
United Artists Television Inc., as resales manager
of the CentralgionalDivision,
it was outannounced
by
Bruce Eells, executive vice-president
of United Artists Television. Christensen, who makes his headquarters in
Chicago, will handle the Central Division's network sales as well as that
area's national advertisers on a selective market basis.
Christensen, a well-known television
figure
the mid-West,
has headed
Howardin Christensen
Productions
for
the past seven years, producing and
selling to television as well as managing and booking talent. Prior to
setting up his own company, he was
vice-president and TV and radio sales
Chicago. of General Artists Corp. in
manager
Wilbur

to Retire

From NBC-TV Network
Edwin C. Wilbur, supervisor of
network liaison for the NBC-TV Network, will retire on May 31 after
completing
years of service
with
the National30Broadcasting
Company.
In recent years, Wilbur has been in
charge of coordinating all remote
television pickups with network operations. As a result of his accomplishments inthis area, he was selected last year to accept, on behalf of
NBC, an Emmy Award for "best engineering or technical achievement."
Smith Leaves Official
Stan Smidi has resigned as vicepresident of sales for Official Films,
Inc., effective immediately. Prior to
his association with Official, Smidi
was ABC-TV eastern sales manager.
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PEOPLE
Ed Smith, for the past four years
assistant publicity director of Screen
Gems, Columbia Pictures subsidiary,
has been named national feature editor in the publicity department of the
parent company. Sterling Smith, formerly art editor in the West Coast
office
of "Photoplay
has
been made
art editorMagazine,"
at Columbia.
Both appointments were made by
John Flinn, Columbia studio director
of publicity and advertising.
□
Millie Perkins, star of 20th CenturyFox's "The Diary of Anne Frank,"
will be guest of honor at a luncheon
in Washington tomorrow. Her host
will be Rep. Widnall (R., N. J.). Miss
Perkins is a native of Fair Lawn,
N. J.
□
Jay Kimmell, who recently leased
die Fairfield Drive-in Theatre, Richmond, from the Glenlea-Benson Corp.,
has reopened on a seven-day operational basis, with two shows nightly
and three or four changes of programs
per week.
□
Martin Anisman, who has been a
house manager for Stanley Warner
Theatres in the Philadelphia area for
the past 31 years, has resigned to
join A. M. Ellis Theatres in that city
as a district manager.
□
V. C. Smith, operator of a group of
drive-in theatres in the Atlantic City,
N. J., area, has added to his circuit
the Hamid theatres at the resort, with
the exception of the Steel Pier and
the Warren.
□
Jerry Lewis, who will be in New
York next month to begin shooting on
"Visit to a Small Planet," will entertain at the Founders Day Dinner of
the Eleanor Roosevelt Institute for
Cancer Research at the Hotel Astor
on May 23.
□
William Doyle has resigned as sales
manager for the Philadelphia branch
of United Artists. His future plans
have not yet been revealed.
□
Vincent P. McDevitt, Philadelphia
attorney who is a member of the directorate ofTrans-Lux Corp. of Washington, D. C, has been named a vicechairman of the lawyers division of
the Philadelphia Fellowship Commission, human-relations organization in
that city.
Two More Join TO A
Two more theatres, both in South
Carolina, have joined Theatre Owners of America, it was disclosed here
this week at TOA headquarters. J.
Lawrence Goldsmith has enrolled his
Carolina Theatre of Sumter, and the
Consolidated Theatres circuit has
taken out membership for its Augusta
Road Drive-in Theatre of Greenville.

FiL

Darby O'Gill
Disney — Buena Vista

and

the

Little

People

Walt Disney, whose touch these days will turn almost anything-including a shaggy dog-into pure gold, has here embraced an Irish fantasy chock full of leprechauns and Gaelic sentiment. The Darby O'Gill
of the title is a cheerfully lazy old codger who lives in the tantalizing
expectation of one day tricking his wiley, pint-sized friend, King Brian
of the Leprechauns, into granting him three wishes. Their story, essentially avariation on a Pat and Mike routine, has been beautifully photographed inTechnicolor with some extremely slick camera trickery and
is robustly acted by several top Irish actors, notably Albert Sharpe,
Jimmy O'Dea and Kieron Moore.
Also prominent in the cast are Janet Munro, an especially fresh and
appealing
lass who is seen as Darby's daughter; Sean Connery and
Estelle Winwood.

Based on the "Darby O'Gill" stories by H. T. Kavanagh, the screenplay by Lawrence Edward Watkin is set in a small turn-of-the-century
Irish village where Darby is something of a personage because he is the
caretaker for the local lord. When the latter decides, quite benevolently,
to retire Darby and install handsome young Connery as caretaker, Darby
sets about to capture the leprechaun king to get himself a pot of gold
which will insure happiness for himself and his daughter. He does capture
King Brian, but he foolishly loses his wishes. There are further complications when Miss Munro, who is being pursued by Moore, the town
bully, falls in love with Connery.
The various problems are resolved in a melodramatic final sequence
wherein Darby and King Brian join forces to save the life of Miss Munro,
who is being pursued by the banshees, and to unite the true young lovers!
The special photographic effects are excellent, particularly in the
scenes where the life-sized Darby joins the 21 -inch- tall leprechauns in
their underground hideaway, and where Darbv and King Brian stage a
drinking match in Darby's barn. Equally remarkably but also weird are
the climactic sequences in which Darby fights off the predatory banshees
in the midst of a wicked thunderstorm.
Being a Disney production, and having the mark of Disney quality
all over it, "Darby O'Gill" is an immensely exploitable motion picture.
It may be, however, that its leisurely pace, lack of action and heavily
accented Irish humor will leave the very young members of the audience
quite restless. Not to be overlooked in the way of exploitation are two
songs, "The Wishing Song" and "Pretty Irish Girl." Robert Stevenson
directed.
Running time, 93 minutes. General classification. Release,
in July.
Vincent
Ganby
New

Canada

Producer

Busy on 2 Features
Special to THE DAILY
TORONTO, April 28. - A new
Canadian production company, Westminster Films, has two theatrical features in preparation. Principals are
Don Haldane, Roy Krost and Lee
Gordon. The company now making
safety spot films for TV, will concentrate on industrial films and several
filmed series and commercials for TV
at the start.
Haldane comes from the National
Film Board.
Krost Trained in England
Krost came from England about
two years ago and has directed and
produced several films in the United
Kingdom.
Miss Gordon, who is actually Mrs.
Haldane, has been in Hollywood acting as script supervisor or film editor
on five features and associate producer
on three more. She was producer of
"The Lost Missile."

Dick

Clark

to Make

Debut
'Harrison'
Televisionin star
Dick Clark will
make his motion picture debut in the
screen adaptation of the new novel,
"Harrison High." Announcement was
made yesterday by Charles D.
Reeves, executive vice-president of
Drexel Film Corporation, which will
produce the
film for release through
Columbia
Pictures.
Filming is tentatively scheduled
to begin
in July. purchased
"Harrison by
High"
the
first property
Drex-is
el Pictures as part of the recentlyconcluded deal with Columbia to deliver two pictures within the next
two years.
Mrs. Fickensher Dies
CLEVELAND, April 28. - Word
has been received here of the death
in St. Cloud, Fla., of Mrs. Henry
Fickensher, wife of the former owner
of the Galion Theatre, Galion, O., and
sister of P. E. Essick, president of
the Modern Theatre Circuit here.

that his "I Was a Teenas^e
wolf," which cost $150,00''
grossed $2,000,000, could no (
pete against the current crop
ror pictures which boast wid
techniques,
color and lavish
tion mountings.
thishas
reason,
"Black
Mi
hisFor
latest,
all these
values
new technique known as
Vista," Cohen said. The teci
developed by Emile Franchel,
in a 12-minute prologue to th
ish-made melodrama, and is de
as offering "a psychological in<
to project your emotions in
story onFor
the 101
screen."
Houses Here
Released by American Inter
al
"Blackin Museum"
at Pictures,
101 theatres
the New
metropolitan area today, backe
$40,000 advertising and pi
budget. George J. Waldman,
of the American Internationa
chise here, said that the pictu
eventually play 600 accounts
New York area.
Cohen has ordered 350 pri
"Black Museum" and will tr;
them from territory to territoi
ter New York, saturation oj
will be held in the Boston and
areas, with other dates still to
The picture has a national adv<
and topublicity
budget
said
be greater
than of
any $2)p
American International release
First Under AIP's New Pol
"Black Museum" is the f
American International's new
of high budget films, Cohen sai
dining to reveal its actual cos!
Paley Chief Barker
Of N O. Variety Clu
Special to THE DAILY
NEW ORLEANS, April 28^
Paley, advertising and publicity
tor of the Paramount Gulf Th
has been elected chief barker
city's Variety Tent No. 45. Pale
ceeds George
earlier
this year. Nungesser who
Other Officers Stay
Other officers remain the sai,
the balance of the year and ar<(
liam A. Holliday,
assistant
barker;
Samuel A.firstWright,
j
assistant chief barker; Alvin H
property master; Carl J. Mabry,
guy. All of the officers are me
of the tent's board of directors. <
on the board are Page M. Baker,
rice F. Barr, Joel Bluestone, D
Brandon, Roy J. Nicaud, Jo
Richards and Don Stafford. Harr
the meeting.
was elected to serve on the bo.' "

'James' at Astor May\
United Artists' "Alias Jesse J<|
starring Bob Hope, will open
Astor Theatre here, May 16.
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$903,838

Net

Income

26-Week

for

TEN CENTS

Rises

Period

From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, April 29.-Consolidated net income of National Theatres,
Inc. and its subsidiaries for the 26 weeks ended March 31, was $903 838 or
"ling, Frisch
34 cents per share as compared with $743,897 or 28 cents per share for the
first 26 weeks of the preceding fiscal
Meets
Wage
year, it was announced today.
Three-year Run Planned
These amounts include gains (net
Federal taxes) from the disposition
of
in Presenting
of interests in theatres and properties
For 'Ben-Hvr' at Staie
of $259,000 or 9 cents per share for
Against Bill
M-G-M's "Ben-Hur" has been
compares
period
current
the
ed onwhich
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(Continu
booked into Loew's State here to
Exhibiof
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around
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for
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ounced yesterday it will send contemplated run of three years. The
resentatives to Washington to film will be shown on a reserved seat
Skiatron Still Studies
basis.
.efore the Senate Labor ComSigning of the contract took place
learings on the Kennedy miniPlans for Toll-TV lest
age bill. Hearings will start today in the office of Eugene Picker,
day.
Skiatron Electronics and Television
of Loew's Theatres, Inc.
■senting ACE will be Philip president
Representing
M-G-M
were Jack
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(Continued on page 7)
ting ts"intensi
Corp. is
of conthe prospec
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ducting
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Federal (Contin
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Soviet Films Due Soon
Continued on page 2)
From. THE DAILY Bureau
'Hot' Gross $2,585,120
290,000 Shares
WASHINGTON, April 29. - The
Treasury Dept. has made no ruling yet
on taxation of the Soviet films being
Vomefco Stock
to Date
brought into this country under the In 96 Bookings
condary offering of 290,000 State Department's cultural exchange
United Artists' "Some Like It Hot"
)f Wometco Enterprises, Inc., agreement, it was stated today. A dehas rolled up a total gross of $2,585,common stock, headed by
cision isexpected to be made within
120 in only 96 playdates across the
1 Wolfson former TOA presi- the next week, however.
, it was announced by Wilas made yesterday by a naThe film exchange agreement pro- countryliam J. Heineman, vice-president in
(Continued
on
page
7)
(Continued on page 3)
i underwriting group man/ Lee Higginson Corporation.
Ibck is priced at $10.75 per
?s are being sold for the acContinued on page 2)
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ANOTHER

Y
BASS

Booked

in Long Island Theatres;

Dates

in Smaller

For ACE

Towns

Cinerama, hitherto limited to major metropolitan city engagements, has
been booked into the Syosset Theatre in Syosset, Long Island, starting June 17
locales throughas the first of a planned series of engagements in other B.smaller
G. Kranze, vice-presThis was announced here yesterday by
the ofU.S.
out ident
Stanley Warner Cinerama Corp.
The Long Island theatre will begin with "This Is Cinerama" and then show
"Cinerama Holiday," "Seven Wonders
the other four completed productions, and
"Cinerama South Seas Adventure.
Paradise,"
of the World," "Search fora run
at the Warner Theatre on Broadway May 17.
The last-named will end
tion'withto
reconstruc
"extensive
undergo
will it
Theatre
Syosset
The the
the deal
negotiated
Kranzeinterior
was stated.
process,
Cinerama
install
Theatres.
of Skouras
Sala Hassenin
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Unit

Limited
For

Has

Area

Discussion

Trade Practices Are Out;
Like Compo Participation

The recently appointed exhibitor
relations committee of the Motion
Picture Association is not empowered
to commit the Association or individual members to any course of action, it is learned.
The committee, consisting of Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president; Arthur Krim, United Artists
president, and Eric Johnston, MPAA
president, is scheduled to meet with
of the American Conrepresen
of Exhibitors here on May 12.
gresstatives
tee's lack of auWhile the commit
thority limits the effective action it is
rs becapable of taking, some observecircumpossibl
it is increases
lievestance
of subjects
range the
thee that
which the committee is free to discuss.
utionpageofficial
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ued on
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Soviet May Decide on
BVay Showcase Today
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, April 29. - U. S.
Information Agency film chief Turner
Shelton will be in New York tomorofficials and
with Soviet
meet nued
row to(Conti
on page 3)
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Motion
Nat.
PERSONAL
MENTION
\/f ARTIN S. DAVIS, Paramount^
» -1 assistant director of advertisingpublicity, will return to New York today from Hollywood.
•
Charles Einfeld, vice-president
of 20th Century-Fox in charge of advertising-publicity, left New York
by plane yesterday for Europe.
•
Roy Haines, newly-appointed sales
chief of UPA Pictures, has left Hollywood for Chicago, after which he will
come to New York, where he will
make his headquarters.
•
Basil Keyes, member of the Walt
Disney production staff in England,
returned to London from New York
yesterday via B.O.A.C.
•
Stanley Kramer, producer, has
returned to Hollywood from Australia
by way of Honolulu.
BertNewOrde,
"Redbook,"
leave
York of
at the
weekend will
for
the Coast.
•
Fred Brahms, of the casting department at 20th Century-Fox, will
leave here tomorrow for a four-week
trip to London, Paris and Amsterdam.
•
Cecil Parker, British actor, will
return to London from New York
today via B.O.A.C.
•
Pat Sampler, daughter of Clyde
Sampler, office manager for Buena
Vista in Atlanta, will be married
there on June 7 to James Holt.
Jack Lamont, European sales
chief for the new Grainger-Bogeaus
company, Inter-Continental Releasing
Organization, has arrived in Hollywood from Paris.
•

Picture

Theatres

(Continued from page 1 )
with $170,000 or 6 cents per share for
the corresponding period of last year.
For the 13-week period ended
March 31, 1959 the consolidated net
income of National Theatres and subsidiaries was $541,000 or 20 cents
per share compared with $678,000 or
25 cents per share in the corresponding quarter last year. Net gains and
losses from the dispositions of interests in theatres and properties were
insignificant in each of these periods,
it was stated.
Sold 26 Houses
The company disposed of 26 theatres during the first half of its fiscal
The net income does not include
National Theatres' newly acquired
year.
subsidiary,
National Telefilm Associates, Inc. NTA was acquired April 6
when National Theatres obtained 88
per cent of the common stock in an
exchange offer.

Directors Nominate
Four Films for Award
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 29. - The
Screen Directors' Guild members have
selected four pictures for directorial
achievement during the first three
months of 1959. George Sidney, Guild
president, announced the features
chosen for outstanding direction are:
U-I's "Imitation of Life," director,
Douglas Sirk, assistant director, Frank
Shaw; 20th's "Rally 'Round The Flag,
Boys," director Leo McCarey, assistant director, Jack Gertsman; Warner's "Rio Bravo," director, Howard
Hawks, assistant director, Paul Helmick; Disney-Buena Vista's "The
Shaggyton,Dog,"
assistantdirector,
director,Charles
ArthurBar-J.
Vitarelli.
Features selected for the first three
months of the year will compete for
Guild's
1959 directorial achievement
final awards.

Adams
Offer 290,000 Shares
( Continued from page 1 )
count of several stockholders. An additional 35,000 shares are being sold
by certain other stockholders to officers and employees of the company.
All of the proceeds from both sales
will be received by the selling stockholders. All the stockholders as a
group will continue to own 35,000
shares of class A common stock and
540,000 shares of class B common
stock after completion of this sale.
The company owns and operates
television
f'la.,toanda
Asheville, stations
N. C, ininMiami,
addition
chain of 22 theatres, of which 20 are
located in greater Miami and the reTampa. maining two in Palm Beach and
Capitalization Itemized
Pro forma consolidated capitalization of the company as of Jan. 3, 1959,
consisted of 363,730 shares of class A
and .540,000 shares of class B common stock of $1 par value, $1,725,486
of long-term debt and $750,000 of
short-term bank debt.
The company reported consolidated total income on a pro forma
basis of $9,366,098 for 1958 and net
income of $588,737, compared with
$9,273,084 and $833,344 for 1957.

Carrollfrom Baker
j'n
London
New has
York arrived
and will
visit Paris and Rome before returning
to Hollywood in a few weeks.
•
Lars Colonius, president of Lars
Colonius Productions, Inc., will leave
New York tomorrow for an extended
'Capone' Gross Grows
trip to England, France, Russia and
Scandinavia.
■
BusinessTheatre
for "AlhereCapone"
the
Victoria
for theat fifth
Danny Kaye has arrived in New
week topped grosses of both the third
York from the Coast.
and fourth weeks, Morey R. Goldstein,
*
Allied Artists vice-president and genIlya Lopert, president of Lopert
eral manager, announced yesterday.
Figure for the fifth week is $27,127,
Films, accompanied by his daughter,
Tanya, will leave here tomorrow for comparing with a third week at $25,006 and fourth, $22,947.
Europe via B.O.A.C.

Daily

Heads

ASCAP;

New Cunningham Post
Stanley Adams was elected president of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers by the
Society's board of directors this week.
He succeeds Paul Cunningham, who
was elected by the board to serve as
director of public affairs, a salaried
Other officers elected at the board
position. are: Louis Bernstein, vicemeeting
president; Otto A. Harbach, vice-president; Deems Taylor, secretary; Frank
H. Connor, treasurer; Arthur
Schwartz, assistant secretary, and J.
J. Bregman, assistant treasurer.
Benefit Performances
For

'Anne' in Phila.
Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, April 29. - A
number of benefit performances in addition to its premiere are scheduled
for
"The Diary
of Anne ofFrank."
Motion Picture
Association
Philadelphia will sponsor the premiere on
Wednesday evening, May 13, at William Goldman's Midtown, to benefit
the organization's welfare fund. DelaValley Region
of Women's
Americanware ORT
is sponsoring
the performances on opening day, Thursday,
May 14; and the local Histadrut Campaign is sponsoring
evening performance ofSunday, the
May 17.
M. H. Books 'GirV
M-G-M's "Ask Any Girl" will be
the next attraction at Radio City Music Hall, following the engagement of
the same company's "Count Your

Harling,

Fr

(Continued from page!
mittee of Theatre Owners j]
a TOA vice-pr
ca,
Floersand
heimer, executive e;d
TOA, and Frank Lyndon, o
Engla
nd unit of Allied Stat
briefly
dition,. exhibitors from othe
the country are expected
The Kennedy bill would
individual theatres or chain
tres doing an annual gross 1
$500,000 or more. It also
$1.25 an hour the current
wage. Although theatres
specifically covered by the
exhibitors fear the Labor D
would include them under
posed legislation if it is en;
Warn of Results
Harling and Frisch said
it is their understanding th;
includes theatres within its
of
"service
declared
that establishment:
inclusion of
tres would have catastropl
for the industry, and thai
ACE they would register
quest for theatre exempti
added
that not to appear \
the risk of having theatres
in the bill's provisions by d
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Buffalo

Exch;

To

Fete Exhibitoi
Special to THE DAIL
BUFFALO, N. Y., April
dependent exhibitors, circi
and film buyers in the ups
York area will attend a 40th
sary birthday party and scri
here.
branchArtists'
mans
May 6,Buffalo
at United
Topal and UA sales repre
at the party will be Arthui
zone manager, Paramount !
Andy Gibson, buyer and boc
son Theatres; William Dipsci
operator, Dipson Theatres
Balser, buyer and booker, B;)
tres; George McKenna, geni
ager, Lafayette Theatre; Myi J
buyer
and booker,
tres; Mannie
Brown,Cooperati
buyer a|
er, Tip Top Theatres; and E
zone manager, Loew's Thea
May, UA's
33 bri
theThrough
United States
and Canad
holding special birthday pa!
screenings as part of the cj
:
tion.
year-long 40th Anniversary
L. J. Brunner Die:
Louis J. Brunner, father ofi
Brunner, Jamaica,
manager died
of Loew's
Theatre,
here j
Burial will take place Saturd j
Mary's Cemetery, Yonkers, i
a requiem mass at Our Lad |
of Martyr's Church.
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HA

to Join in

S.S. Festival
companies of the Motion
vport Association will parthe San Sebastian intemaI festival, it was agreed at a
bf the MPEA board this
je members were also adthey must submit entries
rlin Film Festival from June
7 by May 20 for screening
'jstival
committee and selecjj
ard also reviewed terms un! i MPEA members and indeproducers are to conduct
with the Soviet Union in
jjos
iral exchange agreement,
ms were implemented in a
n the United States Informajicy of April 2.
['
i eral Approval Necessary
p stressed that the terms initial approval of the Deof State of all individuals or
P <ds conducting discussions;
isaction must be discussed
1 ind concurred in by it; films
! by the Soviet must be apv the Department; and any
co-production of pictures
ipproved in advance by the
Tit.
hil matters discussed by the
>lude the current trip of RobM'Corkery, vice-president in
it the Latin American Divi'uba for discussions on labor
. . and the status of the Italian
. ICA agreement. The latter
for renewal on August 1.

; 'Showcase'
llBlf
- . ■
- .
■ ontinued from page 1)
i nal selection can be made of
ork City theatre to show a
m program starting in late
3 Russian government wants
i a wide-screen film program
;- -run midtown theatre simuliti vith the Russian Trade Fair
[yrs iliseum, but so far has been
• ruble deciding on the thears|j
II edly, the Mayfair is in the
:he choice for a showcase for
t?rama-type Soviet process,
■jib ; Cine-Panorama. Like Cine: process uses three cameras
Bg and three projectors in the
.t is said to use nine instead
una's seven sound tracks.
> Films in New Medium
lictures have been produced
' •stem, "How Wide My Coun"The90-minute
Magic Mirror"
:re 957,
. Bothand are
Soviet
: e-documentaries and will be
gether here. The Soviet govv ill pay all expenses of conit- theatre chosen to the pro.— - will rent the house for an
period.
. S. is expected to be reply a simultanous showing in
of the Walt Disney produced
iia of U. S. scenes which was
e recent Brussels Fair.
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'Life'

Tops
for
'U': Martin
( Continued from page 1 )
length of run at the Fulton Theatre
general sales manager, said yesterday in
Pittsburgh.
in reviewing the performance of the
picture thus far.
Turning to the company's day-andNew openings late last week con- dating
of "Imitation
in white
and colored
theatres of
in Life"
the South
and
tinued the trend, Martin said. Even
in
Baltimore
and
Washington,
Martin
where receipts have not been ahead
said that the picture would play six
of "The Glenn Miller Story," the weeks at the theatre in New Orleans
holdover power is ahead of that topfirst-run while it is rolling up a record
grosser, he declared.
five-week run at the Joy Theatre. Day
Very Strong in Chicago
and dating in Washington and BaltiMartin noted that the picture was
more is proving that the colored theacontinuing to roll up top business at tres. tres can even outgross the white theathe Roosevelt Theatre in Chicago,
where it had its world premiere on
Second Week Like the First
March 17, with indications that it will
continue indefinitely. He also pointed
Martin said that the initial week's
out that the picture was running ex- business at the Roxy Theatre in New
tra weeks in many situations beyond York was the best of any picture to
the number usually played by previ- play the house since Robert L. Rothous U-I pictures such as the record afel and his associates took over operation of the theatre last September
six weeks at the Hippodrome in
Cleveland; the three weeks in Atlanta and that the second week was continand Eric and indications of a record
uing just as big.

Name Schlaifer Fellow
Of Psychiatric Assn.
Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, April 29. - The
American Psychiatric Association today elected Charles W. Schlaifer an
honorary Fellow at its annual meeting here.
Schlaifer, one of the most active
laymen in the field of mental health,
was co-author of a paper presented
at the meeting on the studies of the
Joint Commission on Mental Illness
and Health, an organization of which
he is secretary-treasurer.
Only other two honorary Fellows
of the Association are Dr. Frank Bane
of Chicago and Dr. Constantin Bykov
of the Pavlov Institute, Leningrad,
U.S.S.R.
Allied Misinformed
(Continued from page 1)
ous information, Allied headquarters
disclosed today.
Abram F. Myers, Allied board
chairman, released copies of a letter
from Herman Robbins, NSS board
chairman, which said the price increases "relate to only a very small
part of
our
product"—
standard
accessory items, and
only to
those served
on a "lease," not a rental, basis.
Robbins also stated that where increases are being sought by NSS to
bring them more in line with current
increases in costs, this is being done
by individual negotiation with situations which have enjoyed status quo
rates for many years.
Animators Form Group
Producers of animated films in the
New York area have formed the Animation Producers Association "to
work together for common industry
aims and standards." Simon Sheib has
been retained as counsel. Offices will
be at 60 West 42nd Street.

GrTOSS

fOY

^Hot'

(Continued from page 1 )
charge of distribution. Revealing the
figure,
"Judging
returns Heineman
from this said,
limited
numberfromof
dates, 'Some Like It Hot' is certain
to become one of the greatest grossing pictures in United Artists' 40-year
Heineman said the Mirisch Comhistory."
pany presentation is holding over for
a fifth, sixth and seventh week in

PEOPLE
Alfred W. Schwalberg, chairman of
the board of Citation Films, has been
named chairman of the motion picture
division of the United Cerebral Palsy
Drive, marking the 10th consecutive
year that he has been an officer in
the
UCP campaign.
launched
on May 8.The drive will be
□
Donald R. Phillips, a teacher at
Hackett Junior High School, Albany,
N. Y., has won a year's pass, good for
two, to the Strand Theatre there as
first prize in the recent Academy
Awards contest sponsored by the Stanley Warner Theatres in the AlbanyTroy
and the "Albany
TimesUnion."areaPresentation
was made
by
Alfred G. Swett, SW district manager
and house manager of the Strand.
□
Andy Schectman, manager of the
Stanley Warner Strand Theatre,
Philadelphia, has resigned to enter
another business.
□
S. Alexander Smith, of Souderton,
Pa., has enrolled his Broad Theatre,
of that
community, in Theatre Owners of America.
□
Prichard Hobson, of the Warner
Brothers booking department in Atlanta, has been elected president of
Local 49, succeeding Frank Lowery,
who has left the industry.

key engagements.
Sneak Shows for iGirV
Following a favorable sneak preof "Ask Theatre
Any Girl"
Loew's
72nd viewStreet
hereat Tuesday
vicenight, Jack
president
and Byrne,
general M-G-M's
sales manager,
is setting a series of advance sneak
previews in all exchange centers.
Byrne sent wires to all his branch
managers yesterday advising them to
schedule the previews as soon as
prints are available.
Safier Forms

Company

HOLLYWOOD, April 29. - Morris
Safier, film row veteran, has announced formation of his own distribution company to handle from 12 to
18 pictures a year in 11 western
states. Now in New York, Safier has
slated five films. He returns May 10.
Dick

Martin

Dies

ASHLAND, Ky., April 29. - Dick
Martin 50, president and general manager of the Capitol Theatre here, is
dead.
'Young9

Here

May

21

"The
Philadelphians,"
ner Bros,Young
release,
will have its WarNew
Yorktre premiere
Theaon Thursday,at the
May Criterion
21.

William S. Vaughn, vice-president
and general manager of Eastman
Kodak Co., and John L. Collyer,
chairman of the B. F. Goodrich Co.,
were elected directors of the Eastman
Kodak Co. at the annual meeting of
shareholders in Flemington, N. J.,
this week.
□
Ralph Dale has been appointed
manager of Sovereign Film Distributors, Ltd., Toronto, 16mm sales organSovereign's
TV ofdivision. Heization,
willand of
supervise
the sale
the
company's TV library as well as the
theatrical product from U.S. producers.
□
Harry Chertcoff has sold his
Lemoyne Theatre, Lemoyne, Pa., to
Heckert Buildings, Inc., for $70,000.
The property included the former
Lemoyne Hotel building.
□
Charles Teitel has been engaged
as exclusive representative for Times
Film Corp. in the Chicago and Milwaukee exchange territories.
□
Joe Johnson, formerly with MGM
in Atlanta for a number of years, has
joined the booking department of
Columbia Pictures in the Georgia
capital.
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ijING the filming of "Heller
jth a Gun," photographer Heyuene remembered the postiade of famous actresses who
rhe grand opry houses during
nineties. Sophia Loren in this
ramount film plays just such
ss. Huene posed Sophia in the
s worn by lovely ladies of the
and "Life" displayed these
m a color spread in the April
,' Kaye plays a living person
first time in "The Five Penof "Red"
the part
jazzile plays
cornetist
and popular

f'

Id bandleader
of thehis1920's,
nit
music to tend
little
r when she contracted polio.
Miller outlines this story of a
sacrifice for his daughter in
iy issue of "Seventeen." The
upported by a set of splendid
made during the filming of
ve Pennies." Barbara Bel Geds the part of "Red's" vocalist
•
pure entertainment 'Some
Hot' can't be beat. It's fastiively and so funny you'll
see it twice," reports Florence
the selected
May issue
of "Redmdin she
this new
U.A.
the picture of the month for
at
Your Rossano
Blessings,"
starring
i Kerr,
Brazzi
and
Chevalier, was advertised on
e of contents page in the
issue of "The Saturday Evet." This new MGM film is
ing at Radio City Music Hall.
•
•ret Leighton who played a
i lady in "The Sound and The
Vas interviewed at Sardi's by
'V motion picture editor for
' issue. This 20th-Fox film is
tization of the first great work
•1 Prizewinner William Faulkane Woodward and Yul Brynthe film's stars.
does the screen see a drama
with intense emotion as in
►n of Life," according to
ay's"newMayU.I.issue.
review:his
film The
an excellent
nd said Lana Turner never
leekeT or more beautiful.
Bravo" is a slam-bang drama
arly West, reports Ruth Har-

filmack

making. . Special
Trailers
. Try
us with your next
630 Ninth Ave.
NEW YORK, M.Y.
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Talks

(Continued from page 1 )
phasize that the May 12 meeting, in of competitors, and will not authorize
their view, at least, is not to be re- any one else to do so.
"We can't discuss trade practices
as a "roundtable
conference,"
such as gardedexhibitors
have sought
with or any competitive matters jointly,
distributors for some years past, with- unless someone has changed our antiout success.
trust laws," he said. "If you do discuss these things, the finger is pointed
"We view it as an organizational
at that meeting later whether you do
meeting," one executive said. "Its
proper area of discussion might be or you don't take subsequent action.
what ACE is, what its program and Whatever you do is suspect thereaims are, and an exchange of views
Others who suggested the provon those subjects. We don't believe
ince of the MPAA committee is defithat film rentals, individual sales polinitely alimited one, compared it with
cies, competitive trade practices and
MPAA's
representation at Compo
the like can or will be discussed."
after." with,
meetings
of course, exhibitors
Trade Practices Included
In forming its program some
months ago, however, ACE included
numerous trade practices in the program assigned to its exhibitor-producer-distributor relations committee,
and implied that they would form
the basis of any discussions that were
held with company representatives. It
is known however, that ACE officials
currently are working on an agenda
for the May 12 meeting so, obviously,
it does not consider itself bound to
the original programs formulated for
its exhibitor - producer - distributor
committee
last December and February.
In this connection, it is noted that
ACE named an entirely new committee to meet with the MPAA representatives, even though it includes
some members of its original committee on exhibitor-producer-distributor
relations. Those named to represent
ACE at the coming meeting are: S.
H. Fabian, national chairman; Horace
Adams, George Kerasotes, Sol
Schwartz, Harry Brandt and Harry
Arthur.
Opposition Voiced
A major company attorney said
yesterday that his company is not prepared to discuss trade practices with
groups of exhibitors in the presence
bert in the May issue of "Good Housekeeping." "Excellent
and
characterization
makes direction
this Warner
film entertaining adult fare." Its stars
John Wayne and Dean Martin are
supported by Walter Brennan and
Ricky Nelson.
•
Audrey Hepburn, who was catapulted off a horse during the filming
of "The Unforgiven" in Mexico, was
flown to a hospital in Hollywood for
treatment. According to the April 26
issue ofturned "American
she she
retolocation in Weekly"
Mexico after
had
and threw
said "she
would
ride recuperated
the horse that
her before
the picture was finished." Her current
film in release is "Green Mansions"
and this will be followed by Warner's
production of "The• Nun's Story."
Jon Whitcomb photographed Marilyn Monroe on the set of "Some Like
It Hot" for the cover of "Cosmopolitan's" March issue and wrote a cover story which appears in the issue.
Walter Haas

present.Charges Frequent Refusals
"Exhibitors of a single organization
have asked for meetings with the entire MPAA board at various times,"
he said. "They were refused. However MPAA has sat in Compo meetings with exhibitors. Now it is ready
to sit with them in another meeting.
The pattern is there. Hence, this is
not really a changed policy on
MPAA's part. Nor is it a reversal of
distributor thinking on the legal questions involved in joint meetings. We
see no legal problems in such a meeting as that scheduled
12."out
Exhibitors,
for their for
partMaypoint
that MPAA to their knowledge never
before has had an exhibitor relations
committee made up of board members. In fact, they say, it is the first
recognition
of "exhibitor
relations"
since Johnston,
early in his
tenure
as MPAA president, disbanded the
exhibitor relations department which
had been organized by his predecessor, the late Will H. Hays, and which
was headed by the late David Palfreyman.
Considered an Innovation
The Compo instance notwithstanding, the exhibitors look upon the new
MPAA exhibitor relations committee
as a distinct innovation, if it does not
constitute a change of policy on the
partNeedless
of MPAA.
to say, with an abundance
of problems to put before the conference, exhibition is pinning high
hopes on the coming meeting proving
to be at least a start toward the solution of some of them. ACE officials
sincerely believe the problems to be
discussed are mutual ones and their
solution will contribute to a healthier
industry for all.
Three-Year Run
( Continued from page 1 )
Byrne, vice-president in charge of
sales; Robert Mochrie, special "BenHur" representative, and Burtus
Bishop, assistant general sales manager of M-G-M. Special gold pens
used in closing the deal were preserved as mementoes of the pact.
Picker surprised the M-G-M executives by tendering, as a "down payment" a Roman gold coin, relic of
the era of Caesar Tiberius, time of
the "Ben-Hur" story.

SPG to Elect Board,
Officers for Year
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 29. - The
annual membership meeting of Screen
Producers Guild will be held Monday
night at the Beverly Hills Hotel. Membership will be called upon to elect
seven new members to the board of
directors, which, in turn, will elect
new officers for the ensuing year.
Nominations for the SPG board
membership are: Pandro S. Berman,
Samuel Bischoff, Jack Denove, Samuel G. Engel, M. Bernard Fox, Arthur
Freed, Arthur Gardener, Richard
Goldstone, Clarence Greene, William
Perlberg, Aubrey Schenck, Charles H.
Schneer, Jerry Wald and Lawrence A.
Weingarten.
Incumbent board members, whose
terms are up this year, include: Hal
Bartlett, Pandro Berman, Samuel Engel, Frank McCarthy, William Perlberg, Jerry Wald and Lawrence Weingarten.
Treasury
Tax
(Continued from page 1)
vides that the seven Russian films and
10 American films involved will not
be taxed by either country. However,
a 30 per cent American tax on imported films' income is levied and the
State Department has asked the Treasury for an exemption for the Russian
films.
Correction
Due to a misunderstanding, Motion Picture Daily mistakenly reported yesterday the scheduling of a
meeting of the Motion Picture Association board of directors for May 6.
The meeting scheduled for that date
is of the MPAA's advertising-publicity directors committee. A date for the
next meeting of the MPAA board
has .not been set yet.
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Television
Skiatron

Plans

(Continued from page 1)
but it has not reached the point
of actually going into such an operation, Arthur Levey, president, told
the
company's
meeting Ho-of
stockholders
at theannual
Fifth Avenue
tel here yesterday.
While toll television is still a principal interest of the company, Kenneth L. King, recently elected executive vice-president, told stockholders
that Skiatron plans to step up its activities in military research and electronics.
Directors Elected

NTA

Picture

Thursday, April 3(

Daily

Ky. Theatres
In Radio Ad
Special to
LOUISVILLE,

Today
Robert

Ad Department

Adds Three New Men
Three executives have been named
to newly created positions in National Telefilm Associates' advertising department, Lester Krugman, vice-president in charge of advertising and
public relations, announced.
Elliott Ames has joined the company as a presentation writer; Edgar
Krupinski has been named the department's business
William Weinstein
hasmanager,
assumed and
the
post of art department designer.

Stevens

Signs

3-Year Pact with CBS
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 29. - Director Robert Stevens has been signed to
a three-year, non-exclusive contract,
it was announced today by William
Dozier, vice-president, programs,
CBS Television Network.
The agreement assigns Stevens ten
major productions a year, including
four "Playhouse 90" dramas and two
one-hour "Lineup" programs but does
not restrict him in regard to motion
pictures,vision
theatrical
commitments. or additional tele-

The following directors were elected by Skiatron stockholders: Levey,
King, Robert A. Hall, James M. Landis, Philip A. Levey, Frank V. Quigley
and Kurt Widder.

AROUND

Screen

WITH an eye towards the younger member of the family, the "Bat
Masterson" series starring Gene Barry and again sponsored by the
Sealtest Division of National Dairies, has been NBChanged from Wednesdays (9:30-10 P.M.) to Thursdays (8-8:30 P.M.) N. W. Ayer is the
agency. . . . Screen Gems pulled a neat coup with the signing of Ben
Hecht to script a teleplay, "Charlie," based on a portion of Hecht's
biography of his close friend and collaborator, the late Charles MacArthur. The team of Hecht & MacArthur was one of the most successful
in the country, having written among others, hits for the stage and
screen including "Front Page" and "The Scoundrel." Pix will be seen
on the "Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre" in the near future. . . . Lisa Kirk, who
skyrocketed to fame singing "The Gentleman Is A Dope" in the Rodgers
& Hammerstein Musical, "Allegro," will NOT sing this one when she
appears on the "Voice of Firestone" presentation of "Tribute To Richard
Rodgers" May 4 TVia ABC. She'll warble, instead, two other Rodgers'
ditties, "Bewitched" and "Manhattan." . . . Aside to Gary Stevens:—
You're so right. We did see many agency and TV execs enjoying the
excellent cuisine yesterday at Frank Harris' Eden Roc. . . . The husbandwife songwriting team of Joan Whitney and Alex Kramer, will make a
pitch for hospitalized vets today on Joe Franklin's WABC-TV program.
Joan and Alex wrote "Far Away Places," "High On A Windy Hill,"
"Love Somebody," "Candy," and are currently riding high with "No
Other Arms-No Other Lips." . . . According to producer Robert Lawrence, there will be a notable increase in the production of "ani-live"
telecommershills,
these being hybrid outgrowth of "animated and live"
action. . . .
it
it
it
Walt Disney and Art Linkletter will co-host a 90-minute special telecast "Kodak Presents Disneyland '59" Monday, June 15 from 7:30-9 P.M.
which will ABCelebrate the fourth anniversary of the fabulous amusement center. Since its opening in July, 1955, Walt's boyhood dream
come true, Fantasyland, Adventureland, Tomorrowland, was visited by
13,000,002 thrilled people (the last numeral represents your roving reporter and his better half.) . . . Bob Hope, who presented a special
"Oscar" to Maurice Chevalier for outstanding contribution through the
years to the motion picture industry, will himself receive a special

Gems

Offering

'Seven League Boots'
"Seven League Boots," a new halfhour documentary adventure series
produced by Jack Douglas, is being
put into syndication immediately by
Screen Gems, it was announced by
Jerry Hyams, vice-president in charge
of syndication of the Columbia Pictures TV subsidiary.
Douglas, who also produced and
narrated the "Bold Journey" and "I
Search for Adventure" series of recent
years, will also narrate the new show.
He has been running "Seven League
Boots" on KCOP-TV, Los Angeles,
this season, and is now preparing the
program for national distribution.
Destiny Productions
Is Formed on Coast
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 29. - The
formation of a new film company,
Destiny Productions, Inc. with offices
at the General Service Studios, was
announced by De Von Stanfield, former associate producer with Robert
Hinkle Productions, who will be vicepresident and executive producer of
the new company. James Seastrand
will be vice-president and Verland
Whipple has been named associate
producer.
First production plans include an
hour long TV pilot film, set to roll
in May, entitled "The Wild Blue
Wander."
Hyde

Is Nominated

WASHINGTON, April 29. - President Eisenhower nominated Federal
Communications Commissioner Rosel
H. Hyde for another seven-year term
on the Commission, starting July 1.

THE
TV

.with PINKY

CIRCUIT

HERMAN.

"Emmy" next Wednesday (Trustees Award) during the "Emmy" NBCeremonies for similar reasons. . . . The rank and file membership (ASCAP
writers) are happy with the re-election of Stanley Adams as prexy. Stanley, during his previous three-year term in that office (1953-55) turned
in a fine, administrative job. . . . Dynamic Films, Inc. will produce five
important films (30 minutes each) for the National Welfare Assembly,
the first scheduled to roll this summer under the direction of veepee
Lee Bobker. . . .

Join
Spots
THE
Ky., DAILY
April 21.

daily radio billboard of film in
Hon is being offered local ra<
teners through a combined rat j
vertising program launched b
downtown theatres.
The daily feature, timed to
the ears of home-bound mc
plugs various pictures and li:
showings.time of the first after
starting

Wolper Will Produ
Films for Screen G
David L. Wolper, one
youngest veterans of the TV-i
dustry, has entered into an e>
television production agreemei
Screen Gems under which
will function as an independe.
duction unit for the Columbj
tures' TV subsidiary. The de
negotiated for Screen Gems b
Briskin, production executive.
First Is 'Man from Pentaj
Wolper series
has projected
half-hour
for Screen sever
Gei
initial effort will be "Man fr
Pentagon,"
the v-jj
the United highlighting
States Space
Wolper will be fully financ:
Screen Gems, with the studio
available facilities and personn
30-year-old
producerprojects,
will ina
his
other television
"Divorce Hearing," "Juvenile
ing," "Congressional
Invest I1
"Tension,"
and the upcoming
tacular "Race for Space."
First Manulis

Serie

Starts Shooting Mo
From THE DAILY Burea%
HOLLYWOOD, April 29.
Scala was signed today for tlv
nine lead opposite Gardner
in the initial segment of Jai
Michener's "Adventures in Pa
first Martin Manulis series to
full
production at 20th Centv'
Television.
Will Start 'Perfect Pearl
Dunne
will launch
productionDr"
Executive
producer
first segment, "The Perfect
Monday,
with Island.
locationTheshoot
Santa Catalina
ser
be carried over ABC-TV star
September, with a Monday nigl
ing time. Richard Goldstone pr
Renault '90' Spons
Renault of France, reporte i
only manufacturer of import'
to sponsor a network televisioi
has signed for half-hour, a
week sponsorship of CBS-TV;
house 90" series, effective Tr
May 7.

MOTION

PICTURE

DAI
B, NO. 83
ORIAL.
Promising
f'y Sherwin Kane
disclosure that the newly aped exhibitor relations come of the Motion Picture Aswill not be authorized to
ommitments for either the
on or individual members
meets May 12 with a comf the American Congress of
rs and that trade practice disare forbidden to it, need not
from the significance of the
meeting,
will be the first official exof exhibitor-distributor-proewpoints in many years; the
lortunity to air a variety of
outside the competitive
ies established by the antivs, and at the same time, a
to inaugurate new, joint efsolve mutual problems,
v be less than some segments
ition hoped for but it is a beI an abandonment of inaction
as prevailed up to now. Rs
:ies are many and there is
ason to believe that develophich can benefit all branches
ldustry will have their beginjthe May 12 meeting.
r
leis and the Industry
i announcement by Brandeis
?rsity of a 10-year developorogram of entertainment and
ications arts studies is of
apparent interest to this invhich has been markedly laginitiating and advancing its
earch work and sources for
nent of future executive man(ration's universities for long
|en prime suppliers to other
|n industries of product dent ideas, of marketing and reformation and, outstandingly,
:d personnel. Addition of the
nental program of entertaind communications arts studies
irandeis curriculum will promparable advantages to this
along with the legitimate
Continued on page 2)
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Loew's
Present;

Inc.

Defers

Optimistic

Dividend
for

for

Future

FIDO

Reports

Thousands

of

From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 30. — With progress of Loew's Inc., continuing,
the company expects to "be in a position to inaugurate a regular dividend
policy, later in the year," George Killion, chairman, told a meeting of the board
here today. For the present, however,
he said it was agreed that in order to
'Good' Films Biggest
solidify the company's long-range
planning
"it will
morein advantaGrossers: Flick
geous to retain
cash beprofits
working
Special to THE DAILY
This move, Killion said, will place
ALBANY,
April and
30.-"It
the M-G-M in an even stronger financial
horror,
the crime
the issexnotfilms,
position and assure stockholders of a
capital."
but the 'good' films that people want
to see, and these are the biggest greater return on their investments.
Joseph R. Vogel, president, told the
grossers,"
which endedona page
two-day
director ofDr.
the Hugh
New M.
YorkFlick,
Stateformer
Edu- board, (Continued
3) series
Motion Picture
Division cation
and Department's
current executive
assistant to State Education Commissioner
Ben Halpern Promotion
James E. Allen, Jr., told a meeting of
the Monarch Club here in a discusManager of UA-TV
sion devoted to "Motion Picture CenBen Halpern has been named
sorship andtook
Present
Dr. Flick
issueTrends."
with producers promotion manager of United Artists
of horror films who claim that such Television, Inc., it was announced by
Bruce Eells, executive vice-president
(Continued on page 2)
of UA-TV.
Halpern will serve as coordinating
liaison between UA-TV and the adAll Time Highs Set
vertising, publicity and exploitation
departments of the parent company,
In Schneider Drive
(Continued on page 2)
Fifteen territories of Columbia International Pictures Corp. turned in
all-time highs for actual film billings
Start Mailing for
during the Abe Schneider Birthday
Week sales drive held during the week
Tickets to 'Porgy'
ending April 25, it was announced
The first public mailing for tickets
yesterday.
The territories posting new highs to Samuel Goldwyn's "Porgy and
Bess" will start this weekend from
were Italy, Egypt, Finland, Iraq, Lebthe Warner Theatre here where the
(Continued on page 8)
film premieres on June 24th. Letters
with subscription blanks to a select
WMGM
Name Is Now
list of 75,000 individual ticket buyers
in the metropolitan area offer choice
seats for the first two months of the
Loew's Theatres Bdcstg.
Loew's Theatres, Inc., has changed engagement.
the name of its subsidiary, WMGM
The mailing is part of the overall
ticket sales campaign which also inBroadcasting
Corp.,
to
Loew's
Theatres Broadcasting Corp., Eugene
cludes theatre parties for social,
charitable
and industrial groups and
Picker,
Theatres president,
anounced Loew's
yesterday.
organizations. Over $100,000 in adThe Broadcasting Corp. operates
vance sales has already been racked
radio station WMGM here. It was
up by "Porgy
ization, blockand
salesBess"
route.via the organgiven three years recently in which
(Continued on page 2)

Films

Kept

British

Off
TV

Plan to Control Sales
Declared

Big Success

By WILLIAM PAY
LONDON,
April Industry
30. - Establishment of the Film
Defense
Organization, Ltd., has succeeded in
keeping
feature
off
British"thousands
television, ofFIDO
said films"
in a
statement issued today.
The plan to control the release of
feature films to TV calls for the industry to buy the rights to particular
pictures. Exhibitors pay a one farthing levy on all paid admissions other
than children's matinees or charity
(Continued
on pagea 8)theatre's
performances
or where
More

Space for Films

Urged on Newspapers
Citing the record-breaking audience
for the Oscar telecast as proof of the
public's keen interest in movies and
movie personalities, the 102nd in the
series of COMPO ads in "Editor &
Publisher," which will appear tomorrow, again urges newspaper editors
to give more space to news and comment on motion pictures.
on page
8)
Under(Continued
the caption,
"To Quote
An
Md. Censor Bill Given
Attorney
Special toGeneral's
THE DAILY Nod
BALT1MOBE, April 30. - The
stamp of legal approval by Maryland's Attorney General C. Ferdinand
Sybert was placed today on the legislative measure making it a crime to
exhibit certain classes of films to
(Continued on page 3)
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Motion

PERSONAL
MENTION

TheaLoew's
PICKER
T^UGE
nt; , John
,
I--'
tresNEpreside
Murphy
executive vice - president and
Orville Crouch, Eastern division
manager, are visiting company theatres in Wilmington, Norfolk, Richmond and Washington.
•
James E. Perkins, president of
Paramount International, will leave
New York by plane next week for
Europe.
David A. Lipton, Universal Pictures vice-president, will return to
Hollywood from New York today following a week of conferences with
home office executives.
Oscar A. Door will leave here on
Sunday
for "Ben
Hur" conferences at
the
M-G-M
studios.
•
Mrs. Jack Drucker, wife of the
first assistant chief barker of the Philadelphia Variety Club, has given birth
to
a
boy
at the Einstein Medical Center.
•
Gene Kelly, member of the international jury for the Cannes Film
Festival, will leave New York by
plane over the weekend for France.
•
Boris Karloff left New York for
London yesterday via B.O.A.C.
Name Halpern
( Continued from page 1 )
United Artists Corp., whose combined manpower and facilities will be
utilized for market-by-market promotion.
Having been with United Artists
Corp. since 1952, Halpern joined UATV following a two-year assignment
abroad as European promotion manager for the film company. Prior to
that he was assistant to UA's foreign
publicity manager, Samuel Cohen.
Vincent

Price to Tour

For AA's 4The Bat'
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, April 30. - "The
Bat," C. J. Tevlin's Liberty Pictures
production for Allied Artists, in which
Vincent Price stars, will receive heavy
promotion during a 40-day lecture
tour Price will make early this fall
coincident with the release of the
picture.
Price will plug "The Bat" through
newspaper, radio and television interviews in all cities he visits.

Flick

in

Picture

Daily

for 'Good'
Plea
(Continued from page 1 ]

pictures "remove from teen-agers the
desire
do low-cost
things they
He saidtothat
horrorshouldn't."
films are
"very attractive in the days when
Hollywood finds itself hard pushed"
but that "it is a 'fine' thing for the
coming generation to give them this
vicarious experience in crime, horror
sex."is the very thing that society
and"This
has the responsibility to control," Dr.
Dr. Flick pointed out, adding, however, that "you can't judge the effects
by the impact of one picture or one
medium of communication. It is a
combination of motion pictures,
comic books, headlines and other
mediums which produce the cumula-

Films

pure and simple, to build patronDr. Flick stressed that "most of
the French pictures brought into this
country are exploited on the sex angle. We get very few of the French
detective or social films, because
there is a limited market for them.
But remember, in France, no child
under 16 can go to see any motion
picture unless it is designed and
shown for
age."children."
Contending
that "censorship and
freedom are inseparable" and that
"you can't have one without the
other," Dr. Flick said that "censorship is one of the oldest institutions
that man has devised. It has been
with society since the first organization of a form of government. It is an
institution that is with us, very much,

tive impact."
'Most Potent of Mediums'
Dr. Flick emphasized that it is essential that "we make this most
Queried Regarding Television
potent of mediums (motion pictures)
Questioned about the censorship of
on television, Dr. Flick said that
constructive and good." As he has films
today."
stated many times in the past, the
"the films made directly for television are not licensed. We have notheducator children
said that in"inthethissame
state,class
we
consider
ing
to do with them. The old films
as adults. The basic law would be
shown
on television were licensed."
considerably strengthened if we had
Dr.
Flick
pointed
that "television
and
radio
have theoutstrictest
forms of
some form of classification."
Asked about whether theatres
control because they are licensed by
the Federal Government to operate
might be compelled to advertise
'adult" in their listings, Dr. Flick re- on a designated channel, and because
plied "this is an exploitation gimmick,«4»they have very strict industry codes."
Boy Scouts Support
'Jane'
The National of
Council
of the Boy
Showings
Scouts of America is sending letters
to its local councils informing them
of local playdates on "It Happened
to Jane" and suggesting that they cooperate with theatre managers in promoting the Columbia release. The film
is also commended as "fun-filled family entertainment."
Letters,
signed by Rebel L. Robertson, director of public relations for
the Boy Scouts, are sent to the local
Scout officials as soon as the film has
been booked in the community involved. Noting that "It Happened to
Jane" has a "strong Cub Scout tie,"
the letter urges Scout leaders to arrange tie-ins with theatre managers
to help the Scout recruiting program.
Set Editors' Awards
HOLLYWOOD, April 30. - The
American
Cinema
Editors'
nual awards
cocktail
danceninth
will anbe
held the evening of May 20 in the
Beverly Hills Hotel Crystal Room, it
was announced today by George Amy,
ACE president. The event honors film
editors who have been nominated for
awards by Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences and Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences.

Rudolph Sanders Dies;
Was Veteran Exhibitor
Funeral services will be held Sunday at the Riverside Chapel in Brooklyn for Rudolph Sanders, 79, who
died icesTuesday
in Miami. Servwill be at night
11:00 A.M.
A veteran exhibitor, Sanders was
a charter member of the Independent
Theatre Owners Assn. He is survived
by hisidentson,
Julius Sanders, vice-presof ITOA.
WMGM
Name
(Continued from page 1 )
to change the call letters of the station, abandoning
of the
M-G-M
combination.
The use
change
is pursuant
to an the
agreement
under which
Loew's,
Inc.,
former parent
company,
will
relinquish that name to the theatre
company, taking the M-G-M Pictures
Corp. name for itself.
Arthur M. Tolchin, vice-president
of the theatre company in charge of
radio operations, and director of
WMGM, was elected executive vicepresident
of the
new ofLoew's
Broadcasting
Corp.,
whichTheatres
Picker
is president; John Murphy, vicepresident; Archie Weltman, secretary;
Jacob Stillman, treasurer; Matt J.
Madden and Leonard Pollack, assistand treasurers, and John C. Podesta,
assistant secretary.

I
editori
(Continued from page L
theatre,
television and radio |
tries.
The campaign to foster tl
Brandeis program is headed by
P. Skouras and will be inau
with a $100-a-plate dinner
Waldorf Astoria Hotel her
Tuesday evening.
It is deserving of the in
complete and enthusiastic suj
More

Showmanship

e, a 3,475
-mih
paradBROS
star
transc
NER
WAR
ison
Greyhound, bus,
by
tour
ay
le
sb
of two-w
fine examp
ship that is of vast benefit to
es
n
ions
of motio pictur
stitut
theatre, as well as a particular
The tour will make contact
cities and 200 towns between
when it leaves Hollywood, ai
19, when it arrives in Phih
for the world premiere of "Thi
Wherever ns."
it goes it will sta
Philadelphia
sands
thinking of motion pict
well as acquainting them with
delphians."
wherever
publicity
will And
accompany
it. T
recalls the same company';
country
tour for "42nd Stree
in
the 1930s.
•
It is a distinctive and woi
undertaking which should eai
ner Bros, bountiful box office
and the well wishes of the i
To Tour for 'Circu
HOLLYWOOD, April 30.
first of a series of exploitatic
to herald Irwin Allen's "The
cus," begins today with t
partureZastupnevich
from here offorcostume
<'!
Paul
Chicag1
burgh and New York
City.
Z;
vich will confer with fashion
in those cities to discuss costi'j
designed for the stars of fh(
Artists film. He'll be follow
New York by Rhonda Fleming
uled to arrive May 17 from t
nes Film Festival and rema:
days for further exploitation
Bis Circus."
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Motion

edple

ier Redstone, executive vicetit and general counsel of
itUt Drive-in Theatre Corp.,
1 will serve as Massachusetts
theatre Chairman for the 1959
Fund Drive of the Variety
New England.
□
de Ezell, veteran exhibitor and
ler of the Dallas Variety Club
iriety Clubs International, was
f honor at a testimonial Dinner
. -d him at the Dallas club's new
s. Robert J. O'Donnell, of the
ite circuit, delivered the prin'iddress.
□
i Blossner, who retired three
Igo, has returned to the industry
'ager of the Hill Theatre, Camp
succeeding David R. Jones,
■ jjlas resigned.
□
Gantz has joined the Melvin
theatres, Philadelphia, coming
: circuit from American Intertill Pictures.
ice of Theatre

Picture

Defers
Loew's
(Continued from page 1 )
of conferences at the studio today,
that every branch of the organization
is now operating at a profit. He emphasized a previously announced report
that company earnings amounted to
$4,798,000 after taxes for the 28
weeks which ended March 12 of this
During this stay at the studio, the
group
year. met with Sol C. Siegel, vicepresident in charge of production;
Benjamin Thau, administrative head
of the studio, and other production executives to discuss the list of films
both for theatres and television which
MGM will place before the cameras
during the coming 12 months. Also
outlined were plans for the release
of more than a dozen new films.
'Ben-Hur' Scenes Viewed
The board also looked at scenes
fromItaly.
"Ben-Hur" which MGM filmed
in
In addition to Vogel and Killion,
members of the board on hand for the
meetings were: Ellsworth C. Alvord,
Bennett Cerf, Nathan Cummings, Ira
Guilden, Howard J. McGrath, BenO'Brien,
WilliamjaminA.Melniker,
Parker,Robert
PhilipH.Roth,
and
John I. Snyder, Jr.

for

et Films Delayed
Information
Agencyherefilmyester
chief
Shelton
conferred
ith Soviet film officials on the
* of a local theatre in which to
he Soviet wide screen process,
'anorama, concurrently with the
n Trade Fair at the Coliseum
.'I'l'iarting June 28.
ough the field has been nardown to several Broadway first
uses, no final choice was made
lay, it was stated following the
I fences.
lton returned to Washington in
■,'ytemoon.

'Warlock'

Has Bow

at

Pftf/f ff]0lfflf TffCdffG

contingent of motion picA large
ture and stage notables, headed by
star Henry Fonda, converged on the
Paramount Theatre last night to attend the gala benefit New York premiere of "Warlock." Proceeds from
the charity opening were turned over
to the New York City Mission Socity's Camp Green Acres.
Fonda, who is topcast in the 20th
Century-Fox presentation with Richard Widmark, Anthony Quinn, Dorothy Malone and Dolores Michaels,
entergreeted each of the arriving
tainment world celebrities in the lobr viand Bill
by of the Broadway showcase prior
jT | Continued from page 1)
to the initial showing of the Cinemas. That ruling, contained in a Scope-DeLuxe color outdoor adventure drama. With the large turnout of
to Gov. J. Millard Tawes clears
ay for the executive to sign into stars, the Mutual Radio Network pro(tie controversial bill.
vided "on the spot" coverage of the
host of Mu>ert reiterated his opinion, orig- affair. Freddie Robbins,
ent
Hollywood" pro|J expressed last November in tual's "Assignm
iiince to a different prosposal that,
gram, and his team of reporters interviewed each of the guests in the ParaState has the power to control
In addition, the Voice
mount
howing of motion pictures to of America lobby.
beamed its interviews to
len." He added that "legislation six foreign countries, including
^-ig it a crime to exhibit a motion
e to a minor which picture France, Germany, England, Italy,
Belgium and Norway.
|1 be obscene to the minor, would
^institutional."
i bill now before Governor
Phelan Moves Offices
Ell s "would be within the standCharles H. (Chick) Phelan, certindicated by the Supreme Court,"
accountant, has anfied public
3 sybertnounced the removal of his offices
T|JJ|j;e statute makes it a crime sub-" "o a $100 penalty or 30 days in from Scarsdale to 227 East 45th
r-x )under
knowingly
exhibit
pa- Street, New York City. Phelan, well
18 which
for films
such tominor
known in the entertainment field, was
Id be obscene, indecent, immoral
treasurer and conformerlytroller ofassistant
M-G-M, Robbins Music and
n ling to debase or corrupt his
affiliated companies.

Daily

Mi/Be Perkins Set tor

Big European Tour
Millie Perkins, young star of
"The Diary of Anne Frank," will visit
ten European countries beginning
May 11 and meet with religious leaders and governmental heads in the
key capitals of Europe. She flies to
Paris on May 11 and from there goes
to Cannes for the Film Festival,
where she will be present at the
screening of "Diary," which will be
shown "out of competition." Also
present will be producer-director
George Stevens and 20th CenturyFox vice-president Charles Einfeld.
From Cannes, Miss Perkins flies to
Rome, where it is expected she will
have a private audience with Pope
John XXIII in the Vatican.
In Tel Aviv, where Miss Perkins
visits following the Italian capital, a
meeting has been planned with Israeli Prime Minister David BenGurion.
Will Visi* Queen of Greece
Miss Perkins goes next to Athens,
where, in addition to promotional activities on "Anne Frank," she will see
Queen Frederica, and then to Frankfurt, Germany, where the star who
portrayed Anne Frank will visit the
house in which Anne was born. From
Frankfurt, to Stockholm, Sweden,
and from Stockholm to Amsterdam,
Brussels and London.
Wilder, Leilimon

Will

Tour Europe for 'Hot
Billy Wilder, producer-director of
United Artists' "Some Like It Hot,"
will make a nine-city European tour
to spark major overseas openings of
the Mirisch Company presentation.
Star Jack Lemmon, Harold Mirisch,
president of the Mirisch organization,
and I. A. L. Diamond, who collaborated with Wilder on the screenplay,
will participate in the overseas promotion involving theatre appearances,
press sionpreviews
interviews. and radio and televiWilder's itinerary includes London,
Paris, Vienna, Rome, Zurich, Munich,
Berlin, Copenhagen and Brussels.
Wilder and his party will arrive in
New York on Tuesday and will sail
for Europe on May 8 aboard the SS
United States. The European premiere of the UA release will be held
at the London Pavillion Theatre on
May 14.
Atlanta WOMPI

Elects

ATLANTA, Ga., April 30. - The
following officers were elected by the
Atlanta Women of the Motion Picture
Industry for the year of 1959-60:
president, Jean Mullis; first vicepresident, Hilda Knight; second viceOpal Tate; recording secrepresident,
tary, Frankie English; corresponding
secretary, Margaret Stover; treasurer,
Bernice Hinton; board members, Marcel Davis, Polly Puckett, Irma Marshall. The following board members
will serve one additional year: Edythe
Bryant, Lois Cone, Juanite Elwell and
Helene Spears.

Industry
Brandeis

to

Aid

Division

A move to link American university
life as a training and developing
ground to the huge complex of this
country's amusement industries,
comwhich represents
municative force,aistremendous
being projected
at Brandeis University, Waltham,
Mass., through a ten-year development program, it was reported yesterL. Sacher,
daydentbyofDr.
the Abram
University.
Impetuspresifor
the
plan
has
come
from
the
newlyformed Amusements Arts Division to
leadup of
Brandeis,
support
ers of the
motionmade
picture
industry
under the chairmanship of George P.
Skouras, which launches its activities
at a first annual dinner next Tuesday
here.
night at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Decade of Growth Expected
Paralleling, in general terms, the
ever-growing kinship between the
universities of this country and the
scientific, engineering and pharmaceutical industries, through which research, product development and personnel training have become major
campus functions, Brandeis is looking forward to a decade of growth in
theatre and entertainment arts
studies, which will incorporate general concepts of education with intensive training in acting, directing, prothetics. duction techniques, writing and aesStarting with theatre arts studies,
the ten-year program will broaden to
include, for the first time, comprehensive study and development in motion picture arts, television and radio
techniques.
Schary Guest of Honor
The Waldorf-Astoria dinner will
bring together many film industry
leaders including Dore Schary, who
will be one of the guests of honor.
Oscar Hammerstein II will serve as
the dinner's toastmaster.
Para. Makes

Special

Exhibitor Brochure
Paramount for the first time has
converted the new films section of its
annual report into a special illustrated
product brochure for theatremen. The
brochure, sans corporate and fiscal
data that was part of the latest report
to stockholders, presents details on 26
completed, filming and upcoming productions.
A brochure foreword signed byGeorge Weltner, Paramount Pictures
vice-president in charge of world
cation to the interests
of the motion
"dediParamount's
sales, emphasizes
picture sandstheatres
of copies ofof the
the world."
brochureThouare
being mailed by the Paramount home
office and branches to exhibitors, buyers and bookers, circuit advertisingpublicity executives, newspaper editors and writers, radio and television
commentators and other important
opinion-makers.
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(Continued from page 1 )
ABBREVIATIONS: AA, Allied Artists; AIP, American International
Pictures; BV, Buena Vista; Col, Columbia; MGM, Metro-GoldwynMayer; Par, Paramount; 20-Fox, 20th Century-Fox; UA, United
Artists; Uni, Universal; WB, Warner Bros.; c, color; cs, CinemaScope; r-r, re-release.

► MAY
A A — KING OF THE WILD STALLIONS, c, cs: George Montgomery, Diane Brewster
AA— SPEED CRAZY: Yvonne Lime, Brett Halsey
AA— CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U.S.A.: George Hamilton, Mary Murphy
COL— THE YOUNG LAND, c: Pay Wayne, Yvonne Craig
COL — FACE OF A FUGITIVE, c: Fred MacMurray, Lin McCarthy
COL — HEY BOY! HEY GIRL!: Louis Prima, Keely Smith
MGM — WATUSI, c, cs: George Montgomery, Taina Elg
MGM— THE WORLD, THE FLESH AND THE DEVIL, cs: Harry Belafonte, Inger Stevens
MGM — THE MYSTERIANS, c: science fiction
PAR— THUNDER IN THE SUN, c: Susan Hayward, Jeff Chandler
20-FOX — WOMAN OBSESSED, c, cs: Susan Hayward, Stephen Boyd
20-FOX— THE SAD HORSE, c, cs: David Ladd, Chill Wills
20-FOX— LITTLE SAVAGE: Pedro Armendariz, Rudolfo Hoyos
UA— MAN IN THE NET: Alan Ladd, Carolyn Jones
UA— GUNFIGHT AT DODGE CITY: Joel McCrea
UA— PORK CHOP HILL: Gregory Peck
UA— THE DEVIL'S DISCIPLE: Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas
UNI — THE WILD AND THE INNOCENT, c, cs: Audie Murphy, Joanne Dru
UNI — FLOODS OF FEAR: Howard Keel, Anne Heywood
WB— BORN RECKLESS: Mamie Van Doren, Jeff Richards
WB — ISLAND OF LOST WOMEN: June Blair, Venetia Stevenson
WB— THE YOUNG PHILADELPHIANS: Paul Newman, Barbara Rush

► JUNE
AA— BEATSVILLE: Gregg Palmer, Kathleen Crowley
AA— P.O. BOX 303: Van Johnson, Vera Miles
COL— IT HAPPENED TO JANE, c: Doris Day, Jack Lemmon
MGM— ASK ANY GIRL, c, cs: Shirley MacLaine, David Niven
PAR— THE HANGMAN: Robert Taylor, Tina Louise
20-FOX— SAY ONE FOR ME, c, cs: Bing Crosby, Debbie Reynolds
20-FOX— THE MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN, c, cs: Henry Fonda, Leslie Caron
UA— THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES: Peter Cushing
UA — THE RABBIT TRAP: Ernest Borgnine, June Blair
UA— SHAKE HANDS WITH THE DEVIL: James Cagney, Don Murray
UA— THE FOUR SKULLS OF JONATHAN DRAKE: Eduard Franz, Grant Richards
UA— THE INVISIBLE INVADERS: John Agar, Jean Bryon
UNI— THE MUMMY, c: Peter Cushing, Christopher Lee
UNI — CURSE OF THE UNDEAD: Eric Fleming, Kathleen Crowley
WB— GIGANTIS, THE FIRE MONSTER
WB— TEENAGERS FROM OUTER SPACE

weekly
net takings are less than
£200 ($560).
During the 32 weeks prior to last
April 18 a total of £291,590 ($816,452 ) was collected from exhibitors,
averaging £9,112 ($25,514) per
week. Only seven exhibitors failed to
cooperate in that period, FIDO said,
and six of those cases have now been
settled.
Total expenditure on the acquisition of covenants, and formation and
running expenses was £27,321
($86,498).
In pursuance of its policy of keep"position
review," that
the
FIDOing itsboard
has under
recommended
exhibitor contributions be reduced by
50 per cent in the next three months,
which, it said, are "generally recognized as a poor cinema-going
More Space for Films
(Continued from page 1 )
Old Slogan: 'Such Popularity Must Be
Deserved'," the ad says in part:
period."
"On
the night of April 6 there was
a television show that was watched
in more homes than any other show
in the history of television. It was,
of course, the annual presentation of
awards by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.
"Seventy-five million persons, repthe tonight's
resenting 80 per cent
their
glued
sat of
total TV audience,
seats for nearly two hours to see what
personalities and productions won
awards for the best movie achievements of the year.
'People Keenly Interested'
"This
history-making display of
public interest is a spectacular reaffirmation of a fact known to most
newspaper editors. This is that people are keenly interested in movies
and movie personalities.
"AH of this, it seems to us, should
persuade newspaper editors to give
more space to news and comment on
motion pictures. For, if it is true that
news creates public interest, it is
equally news.
true that public interest
creates
Detroit Film

Council

Holds

JULY
AA— THE BIG CIRCUS, c, cs: Victor Mature, Rhonda Fleming
BV— DARBY O'GILL AND THE LITTLE PEOPLE, c: Janet Munro, Sean Connery
MGM — NORTH BY NORTHWEST, c, vv: Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint
MGM— THE BEAT GENERATION, cs: Steve Cochran, Mamie Van Doren
PAR— DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP: Jerry Lewis, Dina Merrill
PAR— LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL, c: Kirk Douglas, Anthony Quinn
UA— A HOLE IN THE HEAD, c, cs: Frank Sinatra, Eleanor Parker
UA— THE HORSE SOLDIERS, c: John Wayne, William Holden
UA— DAY OF THE OUTLAW: Robert Ryan, Burl Ives
UNI— THIS EARTH IS MINE, c, cs: Rock Hudson, Jean Simmons
WB— THE NUN'S STORY, c: Audrey Hepburn, Peter Finch
WB— HERCULES, c: Steve Reeves

Annual Luncheon
Special to THE DAILY
DETROIT, April 30. - The Greater
Detroit Motion Picture Council will
hold its annual luncheon in the
Women's City Club tomorrow. This
year's speaker is Alden Smith, executive vice-president of the Cooperative Theatres of Michigan. Guests
will include officials of various
branches of the industry and trade
paper
correspondents. officials will be
Recently-elected
installed. Re-elected are Mrs. Harry
Jarvis, president, Mrs. B. R. Springborn, vice-president, Mrs. Earl Seielstad, second vice-president, and Mrs.
Frank Reiss, treasurer. New to office
are Mrs. William C. Blacksby, recording secretary and Mrs. Dawson
Taylor, corresponding secretary.

Italian fxecuffrWife Arrives Hi
Elena Valenzano, wife of ]
ternational Films executive
Valenzano, and herself an i
figure in Roman cultural life B
rived here from Italy to fulfil
ber of business and social oh
In an interview in her suiti
Waldorf Towers, Mrs. Valen
plained
her mostout import
sion will that
be carried
in he
general secretary of the Of
Club, a social organization c
to bettering international
among creative artists. Each
Open Gate Club presents,
other projects, a number of
di
Donatello" in
awards
for and
oul,
achievements
Italian
motion pictures.
Presentation May 13
Last year, Marilyn Monro
"David di Donatello" award
Foreign Actress of the Ye?
actress was unable to go to
accept the award, and, as
Mrs. Valenzano has come
present it to her in a cerei
May 13. Marlon Brando als
award waiting for him as "I
he
busy in
eignis Actor
of Hollywood,
the Year," it1
sent to him.
Mrs. Valenzano also said
is doing a little advance
her husband, whose produc
distribution company was fo;
months ago. This work was <
by her as making initial cont
independent producers he
might be interested in makii
tribution or co-production c
Valenzano's Euro Internation
Mrs. Valenzano will r<
Rome on May 13, following
sentation to Miss Monroe.— V
Schneider Drive
(Continued from page
anon, Portugal, Spain, South ,
Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Ecuador, Peru and Venezuel]
reported that the record billi
registered without benefit of
standing
"blockbuster"
the first-run
theatres in attra
the
tries.
In addition, six territories
the biggest week in their hist
when was"Thr
for athesingle
on
RiverweekKwai"
record Britain
grosses. and
TheseIreland,
territo
Great
New Zealand, Denmark, Gen
Sweden.
The special week was am
present for Schneider, Colui ffl
tures president, who celeb)
birthday on April 25.
Set for Cinemiracl
PORTLAND, Ore., April
cial Cinemiraole equipment H
been installed in the HollywdM
tre here and an opening foiB
jammer" is set for May 8, <■
to Oscar Nyberg, general m l
Seattle for Evergreen Theaij
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Now

Offensive
Exhibitors to Push
tills on State Level
ie first time in seven years of
ort the opponents of toll-TV
ae defensive and on the offenlilip F.
cong,
r man
rr, iJoint
t roll-TV,
at the
!. In a
m
oran key exleaders
out the
urging
p have
Philip Harling
state
< es in"0 bills to combat cable TV,
11 said:
ie seven years that our TollContinued on page 6)
I Southern

Circuits

Meeting in Dallas
Special to THE DAILY
ttj-ispAS, May 3.— Southern cir,. American Broadcasting-Para"heatres will meet here Tuesiugh Thursday for campaign
on three new films. Intercuit will be host to representirom Florida State Theatres,
pit
Gulf, Wilby-Kincey and
ramount.
1
ird
Goldenson president of
TI
Continued on page 7)
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By SHERWIN KANE
(Picture on Page 4)
The folly of reducing advertising-promotion expenditures for pictures being
made at constantly increasing costs was underscored by David Lipton, Universal Pictures vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity, at a press conference at the home office on Friday.
"Higher negative costs call for fresh Approach For
higher spending for all forms of pre1selling,"
Lipton
"Expenditures
Each New Film: Lewis
of
that kind
shouldsaid.
be in
direct relaSpecial to THE DAILY
tion to your production investment."
The importance of a thorough prePROVIDENCE,
R. I., May 3. selling endeavor is clearly illustrated
Motion
picture
promotion
is "complex
by Universal's handling of the camand unique" form of merchandising
paign
on
"Imitation
of
Life,"
Lipton
observed.
fresh
approach"a
that requires
"Other companies now are asking
and fresh thinkwhy 'Imitation' is doing the business
ing for each
it is. That question comes up when a
individual pic{Continued on page 4)
ture," Roger H.
Lewis, United
Artists' national
'[}' Increasing Its
director of advertising, pubReliance on Trade Ads
licity and exploitation, wil
Trade paper advertising is playing
say tomorrow in
a speech on a
an increasing
in Universal's
local television
plans
and willpart
continue
to do sosales
on
Roger Lewis
the basis of known values and sucprogram.
Lewis
cesses already achieved, said David will appear on the Betty Adams show
He was invited to
Lipton, Universal vice-president in over WJAR-TV.
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 4)
REVIEW:
The

Five

Pennies

Paramount — VistaVision

Nichols
This handsome Technicolor biography of jazz musician "Red" starring
again proves the amazing versatility of Danny Kaye, who, in the
role, will have audiences alternately laughing and weeping unashamedly.
Whether he is reviving some of his famed zanyisms, dueting with Louis
Armstrong, or plaving the doting father, Kaye is at his best, making the
Dena production one that any theatre should be proud to present.
For this is a warm, amusing entertainment with a definite family appeal. Produced by Jack Rose and directed by Melville Shavelson, it
in their earlier
follows the pattern set forth
(Continued
on page "The
7) Seven Little Foys" and

Films-TV:
SMPTE

Link

Theme

Sessions Begin Today;
Large Exhibit Scheduled
Special to THE DAILY
MIAMI BEACH, May 3. - Films
and television for international communications isthe theme of the 85th
semi-annual convention of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers that is to be dramatized in a variety of ways when the
43-year-old organization begins meeting in convention sessions at the
Fontainebleau Hotel here tomorrow.
The international
(Continued onequipment
page 8) exhibit
SAG, AFTRA

to Meet

On Merger
May Bureau
9-10
From THE DAILY
HOLLYWOOD, May 3. - Committees representing the Screen Actors
Guild and the American Federation
of Television and Radio Artists will
meet in the Guild's board room here
next Saturday and Sunday, May 9
(Continued on page 11)
Frankovich

Named

U.K. Board

Chairman

The elevation of M. J. Frankovich
to the post of chairman of the board
of Columbia Pictures Ltd. of Great
Britain and Ireland and the appointment of Kenneth N. Hargreaves to
succeed Frankovich as managing director have been announced by ' A.
Schneider, president of Columbia Pictures Corp., and Lacy W. Kastner,
president of
Pictures InternationalColumbia
Corp.
The (Continued
reorganizationon atpage
the 7)top level
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President of Ireland
PERSONAL
MENTION

HAROLD MIRISCH, president of
the Mirisch organization, will
arrive in New York from Hollywood
tomorrow. He will sail from here on
Friday
aboard the "United States"
for
Europe.
•
Marion
Jordan, Continental
supervisor for Universal Pictures, arrived in New York from Paris at the
weekend for home office conferences.
•
Bob Rich, general sales manager
of United Artists Associated, left here
yesterday for a week in Havana.
•
Pat Ahearn, vice-president of Inter-World Film Co., left New York
on Saturday for London via B.O.A.C.
•
Sidney Lumet, director, returned to
Hollywood over the weekend from
New York.
•
Connie Keene, British talent
agent, will arrive in New York from
London today via B.O.A.C.
•
James E. Perkins, president of
Paramount International, will leave
here tomorrow for London, Paris,
Rome and other cities of the Continent.

'Land' Benefit Slated
For GI Forum Today
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 3. - A benefit premiere of "The Young Land,"
C. V. Whitney Production for Columbia release, will be staged by the
California branch of the American GI
Forum tomorrow at the Golden Gate
Theatre.
Proceeds from the premiere, to be
attended by the stars of the picture,
other film personalities and social and
civic figures, will go to the Forum's
college scholarship fund to aid deserving students.

Daily

Start

UCP

Drive

"Shake Hands With the Devil," an
adventure drama of
the Irish troubles,
was produced and directed by Michael Anderson at the new Ardmore
Studios, near Dubin. Produced by
Pennebaker, Inc., in association with
Troy Films, Ltd., with Glass and
Seltzer as executive producers, it is
a United Artists release.
Wilcoxon

Going to U.K.
For Scout Film Data
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 3. - Henry
Wilcoxon will leave by air for England on Friday to confer with Lady
Baden-Powell and to receive from her
the handwritten diaries and personal
letters of her husband, Lord Robert
Baden-Powell, founder of the scouting movement, whose life will be the
subject of the film, "On My Honor."
"On My Honor" is the motion picture on which Wilcoxon was working
with Cecil B. DeMille at the time of
the producer-director's death. Motion
Picture Associates, who co-produced
"The Ten Commandments" with
Paramount, is the producing company
.

Wage Heari

Postponed Two Days
From THE DAILY Bur
WASHINGTON, May 3.
Labor Sub-Committee hearin
tension of minimum wage
have been postponed to MaMay 5. Exhibitor spokesmer
pected to testify against covi
tension during the hearing,
date has not been set for

To Attend 'Hands' Bow
By WILLIAM PAY
LONDON, April 29 (By Air Mail).
—The President of Ireland, Sean T.
O'Kelly, will attend the world premiere of "Shake Hands With the
Devil," which stars James Cagney,
Don Murray, Dana Wynter and Glynis Johns, at the Savoy Theatre, Dublin, on May 21. A second premiere will
be held the same night at the Metropole at midnight. This will be dedicated tothe Abbey and Gate Theatres
as many Irish artists who appear in
the film will be acting earlier in the
evening.
Stars Going to Dublin
Ambitious plans are being finalized
to make this one of the most outstanding film promotions ever in Europe.
Murray, Miss Wynter, George Glass
and Walter Seltzer, Marlon Barndo,
Sr., and top American correspondents
will fly direct from America to Dublin. They will be formally received
by the President and feted at many
ceremonies as the premiere is being
celebrated to mark the birth of Ireland as a centre for the production
of major international films.
In addition to the British and continental film personalities who will be
visiting Dublin for the premiere a
special flight will leave London Airport on the evening with a complement of stars, columnists, newspaper
and TV cameramen in evening dress.
They will dine in flight, drive in procession to the theatre and fly back
after an official reception to reach
London in the early hours.
Produced at Ardmore Studios

Minimum

pearance.

Edward L. Hyman (left) and Simon B.
Siegel (right) vice-presidents of American Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres, Inc., inaugurated the 1959 fundraising campaign of United Cerebral
Palsy by presenting a check for more
than $75,000 to Leonard H. Goldenson, a founder of UCP and chairman
of its board of directors. Shown with
them is four-year-old Paula Suter of
Baltimore, campaign poster girl. The
check represents the combined contributions of home office staff and
executives of American BroadcastingParamount Theatres, which Goldenson
heads as president, and close personal
friends of Goldenson within the motion picture industry.
Wometco

Enterprises

Elects New Board
Special to THE DAILY
MIAMI, May 3. — Wometco Enterprises, Inc. which became a public
stock company last week, elected a
new board of directors. They include
Mitchell Wolfson, Mrs. Frances Wolfson, Sidney Meyer, Louis Wolfson II,
Jack Waxenberg, Richard Wolfson,
Fred H. Schroeder, and Albert B.
Bernstein.
Schroeder is executive vice-president of Lee Higginson Corp., underwriting group making the secondary
offering of 290,000 shares of Wometco Class A common stock at $10.75
per share. Most of the offering was
subscribed for in advance and is now
being traded by investors at $12 to
$14 a share. The stock was formerly
held by Sidney Meyer and 'two members of his family. Meyer is ending
his longtime partnership with Wolfson
in Wometco and withdrawing from
active management, leaving Wolfson
in control.
Book

Two

TJA Films

Two United Artists films, "The
Four Skulls of Jonathan Blake" and
"Invisible Invaders," open at the
Loew's
Theatre in
Brooklyn Metropolitan
Friday.

40% of Stanley -Yi
Income from Thet
From THE DAILY Bun
WASHINGTON, May 31
Warner Corp. receives aboui
cent of its income from theaj
ations and the other 60 per q
its diversified activities in
goods and pharmaceuticals,
been learned from an analys
pers filed by the company
Securities and Exchange Cor]
For the 26 weeks ending
28, Stanley Warner reported
$61,919,682. This figure has
vided up by the company in
lowing manner: theatre a
sales, rents from tenants and
sions income, $24,115,613; i
dise sales, $37,765,881; int.
come, $49,983. The company
ported for the 26-week peril
loss of $11,795 on normal
Compared with Last Ye
properties.
The SEC library also yie
following breakdown for t|
26-week period a year ago, w:
sales were reported as $58, j
theatre admission sales, etl
920,226; merchandise, $32,
interest income, $73,011.
Comparison of these two
shows that while Stanley
over-all sales have been in
the gain is mainly attributabl
rubber goods and pharmacei
As previously reported, net
of Stanley Warner for the s{
period ending Feb. 28 was I
731, or $1.11 per share, as a
with $1,439,520, or 69 ce
share, for the corresponding
in the preceding fiscal year.
155 Dates for 'Hill
United Artists' "Pork Cho;
starring Gregory Peck and p
by
Bartlett,across
has been
bool
155 Sytheatres
the counl
key regional openings starting
of May, tied to Memorial Di
monies. Initial bookings have
for the Washington, Chica;
Francisco, Dallas, Fort Won
waukee, areas.
Nashville, Atlanta ai
Orleans
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TO
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Produced and Directed by RICHARD OUINE • Executive Producer — MARTIN MELCHER . AN ARWIN PRODUCTION
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Trade

(Continued from page

PEOPLE
Walter Reade, Jr., president of the
Walter Reade circuit, Oakhurst, N.J.,
has announced the first prize winners
and runners up for December, January and February in the organization's
competition for the best managerial
operation. Winner for December was
Sam Hofstetter, Mayfair Theatre, Asbury Park, N. J.; for both January
and February, Mrs. Ann De Ragon,
Strand Theatre, Plainfield. Runners up
were: December, Mrs. De Ragon;
January, a tie between Hofstetter and
Julian Stern, of the Paramount Theatre, Long Branch, and February,
Hofstetter.
□
Paul Kleiman, veteran dieatre manager in the Philadelphia area, has
taken over operation of the Liberty
Theatre there, a neighborhood house
until recently operated by the Stanley
Warner Theatres but sold by that circuit recently to Elva D. Cohen.
□
David V. Nelson, Seattle exhibitor,
has been appointed a member of the
Board
city. of Theatre Supervisors for that

Papj

AT THE UNIVERSAL press conference Friday: Herman Kass, Eastern exploitation manager; Phil Gerard, Eastern publicity manager; David Lipton,
vice-president; Charles Simonelli, Eastern advertising and publicity department
manager; and Jeff Livingston, Eastern advertising manager.

Promotion

Vital, Says Lipton
from page 1)
(Continued
other ways. Immediately preceding
picture that doesn't have all of the
openings, teaser ads, radio spots and
components of a blockbuster, nevertheless does blockbuster business, as other messages addressed to women
were used in abundance.
'Imitation' is doing.
The result not only was the 70 per
"The answer is thorough pre-selling
and we will have the same type of cent female audience ratio but also an
audience of women mostly over 25.
campaign for 'This Earth Is Mine,' Advertising especially prepared for
Any Way the Wind Blows,' 'Spar- teen-agers followed and it, too, was
tacus' and other important future re- successful, Lipton said.
Quotes Survey
Stresses
'Escapist'
Factor
Report 'Life' Big
leases."
The Sindlinger survey for UniverIn Overseas Dates
Noting that audiences for "Imitasal among other things showed increased theatre attendance in several
tion of Life" are averaging about 70
Universal - International's "Imita- per cent
women, Lipton expressed the significant audience categories. For
tion of Life" is meeting with the same opinion that housewives and others the first time in more than 10 years,
success in its initial overseas openings who for long were beguiled by TV
for example, the survey showed an
that has
marked
picture's
and radio "soap operas" have tired of increase in the number of "frequent
tion in the
Unitedthe States,
the recepcoma steady television diet of westerns,
pany said at the weekend. In its open- action and private-eye fare and are
moviegoers" (those attending more
ing week in the Philippines playing in leaving their homes in search of sen- than once a month) from approximately 16 millions in January to approxiboth Manila and in the provincial
timental, escapist entertainment. They
mately 21 millions in April.
town of Cebu, the picture has
are finding it in "Imitation" and in
amassed grosses equaling those of other
escapist films, he believes.
The survey also showed that "marmoviegoers"—
who in attend
"The Glenn Miller Story," the comLipton noted that a recent survey once aginal
month—
also those
increased
nummade
for
Universal
showed
that
the
pany'sond-week
highestbusiness
grosser
to
date.
Secber by about 1,000,000 during the
there is still on the
upbeat, with grosses likely to top the patronage for eight out of the top 10 January through April period, while
hit pictures is made up of more
opening session.
the "infrequent moviegoers"— those
women than men, and that the two who
attend less than once a year"Imitation of Life" has just comexceptions
are
doing
the
smallest
declined
from about 50 millions to
pleted athree-week premiere engage- volume of business of the group. This
45 millions in the same period.
ment in London's West End, during indicates the increased interest of
which it also equalled "The Glenn
women in pictures.
Sees 'Lost Audience' Regained
Miller for
Story"
figures.
The release
picture inis
Since the survey also showed that
A conclusion, Lipton said, is that
slated
general
circuit
more women are reading magazines,
the so-called "lost audience" is not
England on May 11.
newspapers and books than formerly, lost. "It is; still there. Actually, all
the
conclusion
was
that
despite
high
that's happened is that an opportunity
Honor Kaye in Boston
ratings of some TV programs, many
has been lost or abandoned by the
women no longer were a part of the
BOSTON, May 3.-State and city audience.
government officials, newspaper pub"To get into the big grosses," Liplishers, radio-TV station owners and
industry."
Aimed to Reach Women
ton continued, "you have to succeed
religious and civic leaders joined with
in attracting a large margin of the
independent theatre and circuit exUniversal's campaign on "Imita- 'occasional' and the 'infrequent' moecutives tonight to honor Danny Kaye
tion" was designed to reach women,
viegoers.advertising
And you can't rely
amuseat a buffet supper reception in the to let them know about it in advance
ment page
and onpublicity
Sheraton Plaza Hotel following a spe- and repeatedly. When it opened, alone to do that selling job for you."
cial "opinion-makers" screening of his word-of-mouth augmented the cam"Actually," Lipton observed, "pubpaign and the response demonstrated
new film, "The Five Pennies." Gov.
doesn't sell. Publicity is knowFoster Furcolo, Mayor John B. it was the type of entertainment they about, licity
and it's valuable, it performs
Hynes, State Senator John E. Powers, were looking for, Lipton said.
a special purpose. Advertising creates
State Representative Jack Brown, EdPrior
to
the
picture's
opening,
the
an Aimage
and effectsof sales."
ward R. Canham, president of the indications were interest in it was
manifestation
current change
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and about evenly divided between the in public taste, he said, is to be found
Cardinal Richard J. Cushing were
sexes, he related, but the pre-selling in declining interest, as evidenced by
fewer viewers, in old films on TV as
among the hundreds who attended
campaign
the opening
women's the
inthe screening at the Paramount Theaterest andheightened
following the
the better ones are played off. The
audience for them, he said, is now at
appeal
to
women
was
emphasized
in
tre
and
reception
in
the
hotel's
Oval
Room.
off-movie page advertising and in its lowest since 1953. Another trend

charge of advertising-publid
press conference here on Frill
The company's trade papt
tising expenditures were stejj
for "The Perfect Furlough"
current "Imitation of Life,'!
noted, and said that "sub
more" will be spent for "Tl
Is "Bes
Mine"ides
and maki
subsequent
ng yourrel
known to exhibitors and sti
them to greater sales acth
said, "trade advertising is j
selling your own sales orga
When your salesman sees st
trade press campaigns undertl
knows the company has confi
the advertised product, he ir
instilled with your confidenc
enabled to do a better job.'
Decries Hurried Openii
Lipton are
saidbeing
he believes
"t
pictures
tossed inti
too quickly and too cold; wit
quate trade and public sell
know
why it's
it
sometimes
has done,
to be and
done,it'
often are responsible for it. Tl
pictures and hurry the openi
try to avoid it at Universal,
avoid it with 'Imitation of I
Mine',"
we
will he
avoidsaid.it with 'This
Lipton returned to his We
headquarters
from New York
weekend.

ToHOLLYWOOD,
Film 'All May
Men'3.
Bartlett Productions will film
Young Men" as its first inde
production for Columbia Pict
lease, it was announced by
J. Briskin Columbia vice-pres
charge of studio operations,
who will produce and direct
Young Men" from his own
screenplay,
will move his unl
Columbia lot
June 1. Sidne)
had been signed previously 1
one of the six starring roleSi,'
picture.
Special
'DeviV
Prir
United Artists
is prepari
ng

prints for
cial, "hightheatre
s forkey"its release of
it \
the Devil,"
Hands d With
R. Velde,
by James
nounce
sales manager. Brightened for
defined projection in open-ai
tres, the special prints will be
to UA exchanges to service
dates set for June for the Pen
production, Velde reported.
today is away from neighl
shopping
centersdistricts,
and back
town business
includto
theatres there, he said.
"All of this gives us confid
the outlook for the summe
good, strong releases comin
all companies. For our part, 1
spend substantially more, es
to reach women and the sunn

diences."

-
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*This is the third time that Sindlinger & Co. has tabulated
large samples pertaining to the subject of the impact of the
theatre trailer. Each time the same approximate result is
derived, regardless of whether the tabulations are based on
"admissions" or on "dollars"; that is, each time the theatre
trailer has been found to be the motivating factor that
delivers approximately 43.5% of the dollars.

*t Full particulars of Sindlinger's detailed analysis substantiating these statements will be mailed to you upon request.
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Fox's 'King Must Die'
To Be Made in Todd-AO
From THE DAILY Biireau
HOLLYWOOD May 3. - Twentieth Century-Fox's multi-million dollar presentation of "The King Must
Die," based on Mary Renault's bestselling novel, will be filmed in ToddAO, it is announced by studio production chief Buddy Adler.
The picture, which will also be
filmed in De Luxe color, will be produced by Samuel G. Engel, and directed by Henry Koster, director of
the first CinemaScope production,
"The Robe." Koster and Engel also
teamed to bring to the screen the successful "A Man Called Peter." "The
King Must Die" is scheduled to begin
location filming in Greece, Crete and
Mexico July 1.

Anti

Pay-TV

( Continued from page 1 )
TV Committee has been functioning,
we have been on the defensive, always attempting to check the activities and advances of pay-TV advocates. The current action in Washington of the House Interstate Commerce Committee has finally taken us
off the defensive.
"We are now in a position to take
offensive action, and as the first example, Iwould urgently solicit your
cooperation in duplicating the examfor us in California."
provided
Heple sent
the exhibitor leaders copies
of Assembly Bills 2438 and 2439 introduced last month in the California
Legislature, which would make it a
misdemeanor to charge for any television program which could be seen
free in any part of the state, and making it illegal to institute a toll-TV
system without first obtaining a certificate of public convenience and
necessity.
Pleads for 'Similar Bills'
The California bills, Harling said,
were sent to the key exhibitor leaders
"in the hope that in your state, with
your close ties to your state legislature, you might be able to have similar bills introduced."
"If similar legislation can be enacted in other states," Harling declared "The Joint Committee's campaign to eliminate toll-TV could be
materially strengthened."
Harhng's reference to the House
Interstate Commerce Committee's action was the recent acceptance by the
FCC of the Committee's demand for
rigid control of broadcast Toll-TV
tests, and the introduction by chairman Oren Harris of House Resolution
6245 which would place cable-TV in
same category as broadcast pay-TV.
Appoint Zabin Agency
The Astor Theatre, Brooklyn and
Prospect, Bronx, have appointed
Loewy Stempel Zabin, Inc., as their
advertising agency.

Big

Picture

Theatre

Plans

for

Daily

Group

Silver

Making

Anniversary

Special to THE DAILY
RICHMOND, Va., May 3.— Virginia Motion Picture Theatre Association
members have big plans underway for their Silver Anniversary Convention
which will be held at the Chamberlin Hotel, Old Point Comfort, Va., on July
6, 7 and 8, according to President
be made to winners in the events.
Syd Gates, Norfolk. The convention
General Chairman Paul Roth anwill open at 3 P.M. on Monday, July
nounces the following committee
6, with arectors.
meeting
the board
of diNew officersof and
members
of chairmen: Syd Gates, honorary chairthe board of directors for 1959-1961
man; John Broumas, Tacoma Park,
will be elected at that time. The Pres- Md., coordinator; Seymour Hoffman,
ident's Reception will begin at 6:30 Richmond, and Ellison Loth, Waynesboro, banquet; Rodney Collier, Hal
P.M. and will be the only other scheduled event for the opening day.
Covington, Ashland and Dave Kamsky, Richmond, business building forWill Start with Brunch
um; Jeff Hofheimer, Norfolk, disMeetings on Tuesday morning will
tinguished guests; J. K. Crockett, Virbegin with a 9:30 brunch and the
ginia Beach, and Jesse Odom, Newopening business meeting at 10:30
port News, drawings; Herbert Moreo'clock. In addition to the business witz, Newport News, and Bob Richardson, Suffolk, exhibits.
meetings featuring outstanding speakers, a variety of entertainment has
All Sections Represented
been arranged for members and their
William Dalke, Jr., Woodstock,
families for both Tuesday and Wednesday. A golf tournament will begin finance; Hal Lyon, Franklin, food;
at 2 o'clock each afternoon. Fishing Sidney Bowen, Norfolk and Tom
boats will be available for fishing en- Mudd, Newport News, golf tournament; Dave Garvin, Greensboro, N.C.,
thusiasts and pleasure boats will leave
the docks at 2:30 both afternoons on Mrs. Harry Roth, Silver Spring, Md.,
scenic tours. There will also be card and Jack Rumsey, Covington, hospitality; Mrs. Dave Garvin and Mrs.
games planned for Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons.
Carlton Duffus, ladies; Denver AleTuesday activities will end with shire, Luray, and F. M. Westfall,
Martinsville, president's reception; Roy
Game
o'clock. Richardson,
Prizes Night
will bebeginning
given to atthe9 winners
Suffolk, prizes and donations; Leonard Gordon, Newport
of the various games.
News,
and
T. I. Martin, Culpeper,
The final business session will begin
at 10:30 Wednesday morning follow- program ads; R. Dewanner Stallings,
ing the 9:30 brunch. Cocktail hour will Newport News, publicity; Charles Collins, Warwick and William Jasper,
begin at 6:30 followed by the banquet
and dance which will climax this Newport News, registration; R. G.
three-day meeting of business and Flanary, Richlands, and Julian Gordon, Newport News, Tuesday evening
pleasure. The new officers will be presented at the banquet after which the party; and Carlton Duffus, Richmond,
golf tournament and other awards will VMpTA executive director.
Remodeled

Drive-In

Reopens in Denver
Special to THE DAILY
DENVER, May 3. - The completely remodeled and newly
equipped Wadsworth Drive-In Theatre has opened here. The theatre had
been closed for over a year.
The Wadsworth will be under the
direction of Charles Reagan and Mrs.
Vera Cockrill who operate the Denham Theatre, Denver first-run. Buying and booking will be handled by
Fred Knill of Gibraltar Enterprises.
Susan

Hay ward

HOLLYWOOD,

Signed

May 3. - Universal-International and Susan Hayward's independent producing company, Chalmar Productions, have concluded negotiations for the recent
Academy Award winner to star in
"Elephant
release, based Hill,"
on the for
RobinUniversal
White novel
about the romantic entanglements of
an American girl visiting missionary
relatives today in India.
Production will be filmed in color
late this year on location in its natural
Far
land. Eastern locale as well as in Eng-

'Old Newsboys

Day'

Friday in Atlanta
Special to THE DAILY
ATLANTA, May 3. - Former newsboys will re-live the past for one day
when they participate in "Old Newsboys Day"
FridayClub
underofsponsorship ofhere
the on
Variety
this
city
and the Atlanta
"Constitution."
Money
special
edition will
of the
"Constitution"
go
Cerebral School, as in

"Journal"
raised fromanda
"Journal"
and
to
the Atlanta
the past eight

A parade, starting at 10 A.M. will
be held before the old newsboys start
hawking their papers. John Ed Caryears.
mach
co-ordinator
of this
event. is
General
co-chairmen
are:year's
Jon
Farmer, Variety Club president, and
Howard Klein.
Day sales will be under direction
of Tom Lucy, of the Tom Lucy Booking Office, with Mrs. Jennie Gardner
in charge of the night sales.
Other chairman include Harold
Spears, general manager of the Bailey
Theatres and Leonard Burch, branch
manager of United World Films. Advance sales are under A. B. Padgett
and Mrs. E. E. Whittaker, chairman
of the V. C. ladies committee.

Detroit Planning New
Business Building
Special to THE DAILY
DETROIT, May 3. - Met
exhibitors of Detroit will
tomorrow intentions to secure
ticipation of every Detroit th<
drive-in in raising $50,000
11 for a campaign to run six
It is hoped to augment the
contributions from distributo
Money will be spent on r
TV advertising of current
and naming the participating
First runs are to contribute
second $1,000, pre-keys
$500, day-after-keys $250, otl
in weekly payments from $5<
The

Goldwyn

Awa

To Be Made Tome
From, THE DAILY Bur,
HOLLYWOOD, May 3.
star John Wayne will be orl
key
speakers
on Tuesday
annual
Samuel
Goldwyn at
Writing Awards at UCLA, wl
wyn
personally
for $1,000
and a will
series present
of oth<
to winners in the annual wri
petition. Wayne will discuss
portance of the Story to th
In addition to an address
wyn, other speakers include
O. Knudson, acting-chancej
William Melnitz, acting chf
the Department of Theatre
Kenneth MacGowan, professc
tus of theatre arts.
Judges for the competit
George Stevens, president
Academy of Motion Picture
Sciences; Edmund Hartmam
al chairman of the Writers
America; Billy Wilder, pre
rector; Dr. Claude E. Jor
ciate professor of English a
and Dr. James V. Hatch, v*
sistant professor of theatre ar<i
'Young'
Here

Tour

Stai

for Premier*

The 3,745-mile Warm
Transcontinental Star Parade
take ten young Hollywo
coast-to-coast by Greyhour
cruiser to Philadelphia for
of "Tl
premiere
19 world
miles
to enable
the
Philadelphians"
will group
be
exttCj
ent at the New York premi(
Warner Bros, motion pictu,
Criterion Theatre May 21. X
bers
the will
Hollywood
"gooifi]
sion,"ofwho
leave the
next Wednesday will arrive
York
May day.
20. "The Young
following
phians" will open at the Cri
Included in the group I
lene Howell, Will
"Sugarfoo jj
Peter "Lawman" B'W
Adams,
ins,
Alan Hale, Jr., Diane T
Smith Moore,
and Connie
Steviffl j
Roger
Erin O'Brit
troupe
will towns
visit 34during
cities tl1
than 200
country tour.
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w Approach
ontinued from page 1)
• the Motion Picture Associamember of its advertising and
directors committee.
film must be given a new,
e identity in the minds of the
bing public," according to
stresses that hard-hitting and
campaigns also served to
Le film's producer and stars
the importance of promoting
on all levels. "By establishing
. ireness in their minds," he
j- :e are better able to get the
i )material and cooperation nec5 jl penetrate the broadest posHience. In today's market, it
■¥ important to have production
j/orking and thinking in terms
Ifcaandising your picture before
as after it is completed."
es Problem Unchanged
" le though it may sound,"
lelieves, "the basic problem
1 merchandising remains virtu' hanged: how to tell your
youWehave
a picture on
they'd
;ing.
are constantly
the
,. new methods and techniques
Vate the proper level of au\nterest in a film before and
me of its release."
] finds no pat formula in solvproblem. "Public responsiveanges, and no two features
6 precisely the same kind of
As a result," he explains,
idising that hits and holds
nee is in some respects an
1 operation, played by inad ear. Carrying the message
movie market is more than
a matter of alertness and
As long as audience tastes
tits shift, film promotion will
to be a dynamic art rather
J cience."
ills of Extensive Planning
| UA executive also underlie enormous amount of plannid coordination on all levels
lecessary to achieve the propWhandising campaign for each
After the campaign has been
ied, an intensive followprogram is undertaken pene-every area of the projected
jm.in point, Lewis recapi, case
jlthe United Artists promotion
pi He
for its
of "Some
Like
saidrelease
that the
promotion
sn planned well in advance
:Blm's release.
e 'Lonelyhearts
d Artists' "Lonelyhearts" has
^vited for special presentation
>:ixth Asian Film Festival to be
Kuala Lumpur, the Malay
crom May 4-8. Produced by
jj,{bhary,
"Lonelyhearts"
be
American
entry and will
will be
ieSl>ut of competition. This is the
e that an American film has
vited for showing at this anstival, which heretofore has
"en only to pictures of Asian
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Pennies

SeeMayfairSetfor
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

"Beau James," blending public and personal episodes in the career of a
popular personality in about equal proportions.
"Red" Nichols, for those who may not remember him, was a very
popular band leader and cornetist of the '20's and '30's. His combo was
known as "The Five Pennies," and their star was steadily rising until
Nichols' young daughter contracted polio. Nichols blamed this tragedy
on his preoccupation with his career and subsequently gave up music
to devote full time to his daughter's convalesence, working the while
in a shipyard. Much later, encouraged by the example of his daughter,
who gradually regained her strength, Nichols renewed his interest in
music and formed a new edition of the "Pennies."
These basic incidents are set forth in Rose and Shavelson's screenplay,
but thev are, of course, built up with numerous musical and comedy
moments. Whether or not all of the latter are true to Nichols' life, they
prove to be ideal for Kaye's talents. In a rapid series of scenes depicting
assorted jobs with such groups as the "Cliquot Club Eskimos" and the
"Canada Dry Mounties," he resumes the madcap specialties that were his
first claim to fame. Throughout, he sings a number of old songs of the
period and some new ones written by his wife, Sylvia Fine, performing
several duets with "Satchmo," with Nichols himself doing the off-screen
cornering. The best of the latter numbers is "The Five Pennies Saints,"
which brought generous applause from a theatre preview audience.
Since Kaye is generally considered to be a comedian, and a great one,
at that, it is perhaps surprising that he is able to make so much out of
the quieter dramatic moments. His reactions during the time of his
daughter's illness are very well portrayed. But Kaye's finest moment
comes in a simple scene with his daughter at a somewhat younger age,
when her
she father
has juston learned
to play
fromas one
the "Pennies"
and
takes
for a hand
with poker
peanuts
the of
stakes.
The reactions
of both players— the moppet being Susan Gordon— are so natural that
this will be one of the most cherished moments of the picture.
Plaving opposite Kaye is lovely Barbara Bel Geddes, who, as his wife,
belies the character's chorus girl origins and makes a quiet portrait of a
woman never swerving from her dedication to her husband and daughter.
The daughter is plaved as a teenager by Tuesday Weld, with other
important parts filled by Harry Guardino, Bob Crosby, and Valerie
Allen. The original "Pennies" are played by Ray Anthony, Bobby Troup,
Shelley Manne and Ray Daley, who are some of the top jazz artists
of today.
For those exhibitors who have been clamoring for more wholesome
subjects, this Paramount picture should fill the bill. Properly merchandised, with particular emphasis on Kaye and the '20's backgrounds,
which are especially well-created in some of the best Technicolor phorecently, "The Five Pennies" can be spiralled into many
dollars at tography
theseenboxoffice.
Running time, 117 minutes. General classification. Release, in August.
Warren G. Harris
AB-PT Circuits
(Continued from page 1)
AB-PT, will attend the meeting as
will Sidney M. Markley, vice-president. Pictures to be discussed include
Warner Bros.' "The Young Philadelphians"; 20th Century-Fox's "Say
One for Me"; and Allied Artists' "The
This will be the third in a series
Big Circus."
of such meetings of the southern circuits. The first was held in New Orleans, and 'the second last year in
Clearwater, Fla.
R. J. O'Donnell, vice-president and
general manager of the Interstate Cirthe first
chancecuit said,
to "This
welcomewillMr.be Goldenson
to Texas since AB-PT has been operating the southern theatre circuits.
Also, it will be the first visit of R. B.
Wilby, chairman of the board of the
Wilby-Kincey Circuit from Atlanta,

Ga."

Minn, legislature
Studies DST Mix Up
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, May 3. - The
Minnesota legislature has reacted to
the public outcry of both pleasure
and anger over the injunction granted Minnesota Amusement Co. to halt
daylight time in the metropolitan
territories of Minneapolis and St.
Paul.
There have been seven bills introduced into the legislature dealing
with fast time.
These bills run all the way from
statewide fast time through local option and limited area time to no fast
time at all. It is not known whether
any of these bills will get out of committee and be voted on before the supreme court hears the Minnesota
Amusement case May 8.

Cine-Panorama

of Russia's
tionnorama
for presenta
A dealojector
three-pr
Cine-Pa
system at the Mayfair Theatre here was
reported
weekend. to be close to signing at the
A spokesman for Fair Enterprises,
operator
theatre,
saiddelay,
that unless thereofwasthesome
sudden
the
lease would be signed by today at the
latest. If signed, the lease will permit
the Russians to exhibit their Cinerama-type film, "Wide
My World,"
at the Mayfair
for a Isperiod
of 40
days, concurrent with the Russian
Trade Fair at the New York Coliseum.
Three Weeks for Conversion
A period of about three weeks
would be needed to convert the Mayfair to the Russian system. The Russians will pay the cost of conversion
and also re-conversion, the latter jf
the theatre desires it. The Mayfair management was uncertain at
the weekend whether it would seek
re-conversion, pointing out it might
be profitable to retain the three-projector installation, which is reportedly adaptable with certain American
The starting date of the Russian
processes.
exhibition here has not been definitely set, although it is expected to be
in late June. If the Mayfair is leased,
it will have to be shuttered several
weeks in advance of that date for the
Cine-Panorama installation. The theatre has recently been booking reissues, with a combination of two
James
traction.Dean features the current atFrankovich Named
(Continued from page 1)
of the Columbia organization in Britain has been prompted by the expansion of its production program in the
Eastern Hemisphere, it was stated.
In his new post, Frankovich, who is
also a vice-president of Columbia International, will act
Hollywood liaison
and as
willColumbia's
represent
die studio in all production activity
in England and in Europe, and also
in coordinating the activities of independent producers based in England
and on the Continent. Managing director of Columbia in Britain since
1955, Frankovich formerly was an independent film producer.
Hargreaves, who until recently was
president of Rank Film Distributors
of America, will return to London in
the near future to assume his new
assignment. Before coming to New
York two years ago to head die Rank
operation here,. Hargreaves was in
charge of distribution in Britain of the
Rank Organization.
He haswhere
just returned here from London
he
settled his contract with Rank.
Meanwhile Geoffrey Martin, who
was director of publicity for Fan Film
Distributors of America, left for London where he is expected to be reassigned by June 1.
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Convention

to be held in connection(Continued
with the
convention, will be the largest, and
the first with international participation, ever sponsored by the SMPTE.
Monday through Thursday of this
week, some 45 booths will display the
latest in photographic instrumentation, cameras, projectors and screens,
closed-circuit TV systems, lab and
editing-room equipment, motion-picture and TV studio lighting, and magnetic-optical sound devices.
On Monday, the opening day of
the convention, sessions will be devoted to high-speed photography and
instrumentation, theatres and projection. Mitchell Wolfson, president of
Wometco Theatres and Television
Station WTVJ of Miami, will address
a get-together luncheon on that day.
General to Speak
A special attraction of the first day
also will be an address that evening
by Major General John Bruce Medaris, Commanding General, U. S.
Army Missile Command, Huntsville,
Ala. General Medaris previously commanded the Army Ballistic Missile
Agency from its inception in November, 1955. He was designated first
commander
of the AMC in March,
1958.
A novel new feature of the convention will be the papers-demonstration session on the second day, schedBerliner Director of

Studio Electronics Corp.
Oliver Berliner, writer and lecturer
on sound recording, has been named
a director of Studio Electronics Corporation, Burbank, Calif., manufacturers of professional audio products.
Berliner is the grandson of Emile
Berliner, pioneer inventor in the
phonograph field. At Studio Electronics Corp., Berliner will serve as sales
manager and advertising director.
Berliner is also president of Oberline, Inc., whose Ultraudio Products
Division is preparing a line of professional portable mixer amplifiers for
recording studios, broadcasters and
advanced home recordists, designed
by him. These will be manufactured
by Studio Electronics Corporation.

from page 1)
uled to be held in connectk
the international equipment
The demonstrations will be £
sequence in the sessions aud
adjacent to the international
ment exhibit. Thirteen compai
scheduled to participate in t
sion.
Concurrent
on sou'
studio
lighting sessions
and practices
w
Wednesday, the third day of t
vention. Fourteen technical
presented at die two sessions
elude: magnetic-recording an
uniformity measurements; plan
integrated sound system for tin
studio; magnetic tape damaa
causes other than wear; sig
developments in studio lighti
outs; a multi-PAR lamp lumin i
light projection for stage light
rigging Nine
for television
studios.
Papers Thursday
Thursday will be devoted ta
lingual films and television fib
niques. Nine technical papers
subjects will be presented at |
sions
beginning at 9:30 A.1*
1:30 P.M.
Friday, the final day of tl
vention will be devoted to disu
of television facilities and vid\
recording. Fifteen technical pa the two subjects will be prese
two sessions beginning at 9:Ci
and 1:30 P.M.
IS
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• Scratched?
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Is Changed
MIXING

OPTICAL

AND

MAGNETIC

TRANSFERS

Set-Up
by Hurley

Hurley Screen Company, Inc.,
Corona, L.I., N.Y. has announced that
as of May 1 diey have discontinued
distribution of their screens through
Badiant Manufacturing Corp. The
company will return to the former
policy of selling through authorized
Theatre Supply Dealers.
Operational data will be forwarded
to dealers shortly. Mel Hurley, president, stated that, "the change in
sales policy will assure the industry
continuation of Hurley quality and
service at readjusted prices."
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Specialists in the Scienc
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plan of booths, at convention of
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»ers, Hotel Fontainebleau, Miami
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, Fla., May 3-8.
XHIBITS ARE OPEN:
2:00 - 6:00
12:00 - 6:00

WEDNESDAY: 12:00 - 4:00
THURSDAY: 12:00 - 6:00

TRUCK ENTRANCE

" r i—

CORPORATION, Redwood City, Calif
Booth 9
HON EQUIPMENT CORP., New Rochelle, N. Y
Booth 22
HOWELL COMPANY, Chicago, III
Booths 28, 29
l-LEHNER CORPORATION, Los Angeles, Calif
Booth 38
< SAWYER CINE EQUIPMENT, INC., Los Angeles, Calif. . Booth 27
v EQUIPMENT COMPANY, New York, N. Y
Booths 20, 21
,:Y LIGHTING, INC., North Miami, Florida
Booth 34
SEMENTS CINEMATOGRAPHIQUES ECLAIR, Paris . . . Booth 19
3NIC APPLICATIONS, INC., Stamford, Conn
Booths 32, 33
RESEARCH, INC., Richmond, Va
Booth 39
IN & BABB, INC., New York, N. Y
Booths 46, 47
RWALD COMPANY, Evanston, III
Booth 7
VOOD FILM COMPANY, Hollywood, Calif
Booth 4
>N FEARLESS CORPORATION, Los Angeles, Calif. . . . Booths 30, 31
'HOTO CORPORATION, New York, N. Y
Booths 40, 41
-SMITH CORPORATION, Falls Church, Va
Booth 36
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MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., No. Hollywood, Calif.
D. B. MILLIKEN COMPANY, Arcadia, Calif
MOTION PICTURE ENTERPRISES, INC., Tarrytown, N. Y. . . .
MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Hollywood, Calif. . .
PAROMEL ELECTRONICS CORP., Chicago, III
PRECISION LABORATORIES, Brooklyn, N. Y
PRESTOSEAL MANUFACTURING CORP., Long Island City, N. Y. .
RCA FILM RECORDING, New York, N. Y. . .
RO-NAN PLASTIC & MANUFACTURING CO., Van Nuys, Calif. .
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP., New York, N. Y
STUDIO SUPPLY COMPANY, Burbank, Calif
TIME AUTOMATED MFG. CO., INC., Rahway, N. J
UNICORN ENGINEERING CORP., Hollywood, Calif
VICOM, INC., Rochester, N. Y
WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO., Rochester, N. Y
ZOOMAR, INC., Long Island, N. Y
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RIGHT

EVERY

MOOD

TIME

with the
MAJOR
MUSIC

MOOD
LIBRARY

Major offers you a full
twenty hours of mood
music for titles, bridges,
background — for scoring,
editing, recording and
dubbing music for your
feature productions, documentaries, TV films,
slide films, animation,
sales presentations, industrial films and commercials.

Daily

Several
Technical

Units at Exhibition

CREATE
THE

Picture

The S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corporation, New York, is exhibiting several new vention
production
items atintheMiami
conof the SMPTE
Beach May 3-8. Among them are the
new S.O.S. Jr. and Sr. Viewers, and
the S.O.S. Versa-Dolly. New Ediola
and Magniola combinations of the
viewers, with sound readers and magnetic sound reproducing synchronizers, also are being displayed.
The new S.O.S. Sr. Viewer casts a
3x4 picture and has built-in focusing
and framing controls. An editing pencil can be used directly on the film
when the lamphead is lifted. A work
light automatically goes on and the
editing lamp goes off in this position
to further facilitate film editing.
Equipment Dealers Unit
Votes To Join SMPTE
The Association of Professional
Cinema Equipment Dealers has voted
as a group to take out sustaining membership in the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers and
the Film Producers Association. The
latter was formed last year for purposes of "mutual understanding" and
"ethical conduct" in the trade. Members are Camera Equipment Co.,
Camera Mart Inc., Florman & Babb,

Products

and Services
advertised in this issue

FOR THOSE
DEMAND

Wl

THE Fli.
in

CRITERION FILM LABS, New York
Film
Processing, black-and-white,
and color.
EASTERN EFFECTS, New York
Producers' optical service.
W. J. GERMAN, Inc., Fort Lee, N. J.
Eastman films.
MOVIELAB,
New York
Film Processing.
RAPID FILM TECHNIQUE,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Film Rehabilitation.
CHARLES ROSS, Inc., New York
Lighting, Grips, Generators, Props.
TITRA SOUND CORP., New York
Sound recording services.
THOMAS J. VALENTINO, New York
Mood and Effects Recordings.
National Cine Equipment, Inc., and
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.
APCED members serve motion picture producers, TV stations, sound
stages, film laboratories, educational
institutions, industrial concerns, advertising agencies, recording companies and animation studios.

Major specializes in sound
— you get exceptional
technical know-how and
beautifully-recorded original music.

BLACI

IMPORTANT: Major
owns its own copyrights
on all mood music in its

INC

library; world rights
available to you on a completely sound legal basis.
Records available on a

• Complete BLACK & Wl
16 : 35 mm film proct
facilities.

LIGHTING

"per selection" or "unlimited use" arrangement.

GRIP

• Complete EASTMAN C
16 - 35 mm negative -]

EQUIPMENT

positive processing.
• Plus
— Exclusive ADI
printing.
j
scene to scene KODACH

GENERATORS
WRITE

FOR

FREE
• EKTACHROME developi

PROPS

CATALOGUE
to
THOMAS J. VALENTINO,
NCORPORATED
Established 1932

in the East it's

150 West 46th Street
New York 36, N. Y.
Also available Free catalogue of
complete sound effects library
RD-1

333 West

52nd St.

New

Circle 6-5470

York 19, N.Y.
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Expect TV Revenues
OUR

VIEW

of considerable interest and
ficance that the American Civil
rties Union has reversed a 10licy, no less, to approve the
e of radio and television stalitorializing on public issues,
t that this group has avowedly
public position on this critical
important, as the text of the
ation's statement was made
mly today by Patrick Murphy
2xecutive director,
ae recommendation of the racommittee, the board of diadopted the statement of polomas R. Carskadon, who as
n of the committee, joined in
Duncement of the policy, made
e reasoning behind the decie and Mr. Malin said the
was based on the need "in
turbulent, complex world for
est exchange of information
nion, a need which the radioustry is uniquely able to help
deny stations permission to
!ize is not furthering public
jn. It is, in effect, a blockade
much-needed discussion."
is extremely well put, and
careful finger on the crux of
ter. The Civil Liberties Union
rrectly asks that in editorializeditorial material be clearly
d as an expression of the
opinion. The statement goes
ch editorializing on any subaid be done in the context of
»'s over-all balanced programeluding the subject matter,
need not be an affirmative
out of an opposing view in
stance, except where the cornconcerned has no other adeirum, but it should be made
at opportunity will be offered
presentation of a responsible
view seeking such opporiJnion reviewed, in its public
jcement, the background of the
lizing situation, noting that it
|osed when the FCC, in 1949,
its own 1940 ruling against
izing. It called the plan "conand unworkable." Again in
le Union says it declared its
that the approval by the FCC
'ise.
•
ver, the group now points out
believes the granting of the
editorialize serves as an imencouragement of discussion
irsity. The Union seeks to safeview in its insistence that opviews be sought out by the
■ting unit, in order to avoid
sibility of totally one-sided
tion.
:Hs view in general we agree,

To From
Jump
8% Bureau
in '59
THE DAILY
WASHINGTON, May 3.-Television stations expect 1959 revenues to
increase a little over 8 per cent and
radio broadcasters about 2.5 increase
in revenues according to a survey
conducted by the National Association of Broadcasters.
The NAB said it surveyed some
1,000 typical radio and TV stations,
asking them to predict revenues on
the basis of first quarter business. The
result showed, the NAB said, that
broadcasters are much more optimistic now than they were at this time
last year.
The greatest estimated increases in
revenues among television stations
came from the very smallest and the
very largest.

AERIAL

IMAGE
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SAG

and AFTRA
( Continued from page 1 )
and 10, to discuss the selection of an
organization for a thorough study of
the possibilities of some form of merger of the two unions.
Announcement of plans for the
talks was made jointly on Friday by
the two organizations.

ART TO FILM . . . finest and fastest
Eastern Engineered Effects
is a complete producers aid service
designed to solve your optical problems
with highest quality and speed.

Oregon Station Will
Be ABC Affiliate
KOTI-TV, Channel 2, in Klamath
Falls, Ore., has signed as an affiliate
of the ABC Television Network effective June 7, it was announced by Alfred R. Beckman, ABC vice-president
in charge of TV station relations.
William B. Smullin is general manager of KOTI-TV, which is owned by
California-Oregon Television, Inc.
The studios are located on the Oregon Technical Institute campus in
Klamath.
but it also should be borne in mind
that the television or radio station, in
large measure, should be free to enjoy
the same rights and privileges as its
counterpart of the printed page, the
newspaper. Nobody today for a moment even thinks of questioning the
right of the newspaper to editorialize
to any extent it sees fit. It will take
a measure of time for the public— and
public officials— to realize and appreciate the fact that television and radio
are entitled to the same rights as the
public press.
Eventually, by a process of evolution, and furthered by a carefullypursued television policy of editorializing with care, thought and circumspection, the editorializing by the radio and television unit will be standard practice, understood and accepted
without question. And that time is
not far off.
— Charles S. Anronson
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operate
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Services

rheatre Inspections
al of 126 equipment dealers
even' state in the union will
te with the inspection and
program of the Council for
provement of Theatres and
Picture Projection, George G.
Bs, president of Theatre Ownvmerica, announced yesterday.
?s said the cooperation of the
ganizations had been secured
G. Colvin, executive director
Theatre Equipment Dealers
ion, and that all would assist
Continued on page 4 )

\T Surveys Film
'een-Age Habits
Jig the average week, better
jdf— 54.9 per cent— of all teen
' to the movies, and they prefer
s, romances and comedies, acto a new survey conducted by
.en Magazine to determine the
(;oing habits of teen-age girls,
fvey is based on the reports of
Continued on page 4 )
Schary Speak

to

Permit

to

Abroad

Dealers

ejection

TEN CENTS

NEW YORK, U.S.A., TUESDAY, MAY 5, 1959
Firms

Defer

Cultural Exchange

Operating

Taxes

Is Backed

From THE DAILY Bureau
Eisenhower Administration will back a plan
-The
4.
May
WASHINGTON,
to permit some U.S. businesses to defer U.S. taxes on foreign earnings until
the earnings are brought back to this country.
Right now, this is permitted for firms
operating through foreign subsidiaries,
Cites influence of
but not for firms operating through
branches.
U.S. films Abroad
The Administration stand, scheduled to be sent Congress this week,
By DAVID HARRIS
would permit companies operating
{Continued on page 5)
MIAMI BEACH, May 4. - The
profound influence that American motion pictures have long exerted on the
Art House Route for
people
of
the
world was
described b v
AA's 'Punishment'
Mitchell WolfBy WARREN G. HARRIS
son, president
Denis and Terry Sanders, together
o f Wometco
with their distributor, Allied Artists,
Theatres and
are going to follow the art house
Television Staroute with their about-to-be-released
tion WTVJ of
"Crime (Continued
and Punishment—
it
Miami, at the
on page U.S.A.,"
5)
openingeon lunchof the'
Para. Meet to Vote
85th semi-annual convenOn Stock Retirement
Mitchell Wolfson
tion of the
Paramount stockholders will be
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
asked to approve the elimination of
here today.
stock fromof the
the company's
shares it iscomauWolfson welcomed the delegates to 50,000mon shares
Miami at a luncheon in the Hotel
thorized to issue when they meet at
the home office on June 2, the notice
Fontainebleau. Registration, which
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)
AAPEA

Permit

Followed

Recommendations

in New

Japanese

Are

Pact

at

ideis Fete Tonight
|rcer Dore Schary and Isadore
formerly economic advisor to
President Franklin D. Roose|;w York State Industrial Comi|er under Governor Harriman,
andeis University trustee, will
speakers at the first annual
(Continued on page 4)
'ISION TODAY— page 5

The basic quota system favored by the Motion Picture Export Association
of America has been made a part of the new film agreement with Japan, release of details of the agreement here yesterday disclosed.
The
inclusionforofthetheissuance
MPEA'sof recommendations
film
lief" and the "special adjustment,"
will be given in the 1959 fiscal year.
import permits constitutes the major
change in the agreement from the Of the total, 166 will be for basic allocations inthe same numbers as last
one for the preceding year. The
MPEA advocates issuance of permits year, except that those of RKO and
based on the amount of business
Republic are being withheld pending
which each distribution company does review.
in Japan.
The newly introduced policies include the employment of a universal
A total of 221 import permits, in(Continued on page 5)
cluding those for the so-called "reJOSEPH
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Studying

IRS

30fo

Tax

Soviet

on

Films

Long Analysis Expected;
Treasury Has Final Say
By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON,
Internal Revenue ServiceMaynow4.-The
has under
study an official State Department request for a ruling that the 30 per cent
withholding tax does not apply to the
sales of Soviet films under the recent
cultural exchange agreement.
Treasury officials stress that the
matter is one that goes far beyond the
film industry and could set precedents
for many other industries; hence, the
likelihood of lengthy and careful
study.tion However,
previous
acin a similar the
caseonly
holds
out hope
for the industry: the government ruled
that the tax did not apply to the
earnings of Soviet ballet troupes here.
The question involved is whether
the films
are government
activities,
(Continued
on page 2)

Many Industry Leaders
To Attend Vogel Fete
Many leaders of the motion picture
industry will join the Mayor of New
York and the March of Dimes in honoring Joseph R. Vogel, president of
Loew's,
Mansion Inc.,
today.in ceremonies at Gracie
Among(Continued
those whoon will
the
page attend
5)
New

England

Showmen

'Festival'
At Paramount
Special to THE DAILY
BOSTON, May 4.-Scores of New
England
exhibitors
attended
Astor
Theatre
and the
CapitolBoston's
in Alston today to see the final two pictures shown here in "Paramount^
Summer Boxoffice Festival" as guests
of George
Weltner,on Paramount
(Continued
page 4) Pic-

Stars
GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
Directed by JULES DASSIN

Tuesday, May 5,
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Motion
Embassy
PERSONAL
MENTION

ROSENFIELD,
Colum-of
*JJONAS
bia Pictures
executive inJr.,charge
advertising - publicity, and John
Flinn, studio director of advertisingpublicity, have arrived in Ishpeming,
Mich., for conferences with Otto
Preminger and David Golding on
"Anatomy of a Murder."
Joseph B. Rosen, Universal Pictures regional sales manager for the
New York area, is in Gloversville
from here.
•
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, and Bernard Levy, his assistant, are in Boston from New York.
•
Bruce Eells, executive vice-president of United Artists Television, has
arrived in Hollywood from New York.
Russ Fentura, band leader, has
returned to New York from London
via B.O.A.C.
•
Irving Briskin, Screen Gems executive in charge of production, has
arrived in New York from Hollywood.
•
Herbert H. Greenblatt, general
manager of NTA Pictures, left New
York yesterday for Chicago.
Kendall,

Who

Built

Capitol Theatre, Dead
Messmore Kendall, 86, who built
the Capitol Theatre on Broadway
here in 1919 as one of the first large
motion picture "palaces," and remained head of its operating company since, died last Friday at Good
Samaritan Hospital, West Palm
Beach, Fla. He had been a director of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Corp.
for whose films the Capitol was a
Broadway showcase for many years.
Had House Atop Theatre
In addition to a home in Palm
Beach and at Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.,
Kendall had a penthouse apartment at
the Capitol, which is operated by
Loew's Theatres.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs. Sepha Treble Kendall; a son, Messmore,
Jr.;
three daughters, and six grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at
noon today in the Church of the
Heavenly Rest, Fifth Ave. and 90th
St., Manhattan.

Picture

Trial to Start

June 79; Goldwyn Unset
Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, May 4. - Although Samuel
Goldwyn's
anti-trust
suit against
National
Theatres
and
subsidiaries was tried last year ahead
of the Embassy Theatre suit naming
the same defendants plus all of the
major Hollywood studios, and both
were tried before the late Judge Edward P. Murphy, the Embassy retrial will go on ahead of the Goldwyn
litigation. Judge
Murphy's
death last
December
prevented
his decision
in
both cases.
Federal Judge Lloyd Burke today
set June 19 for the starting date of the
Embassy case in spite of protests by
the defense that the Goldwyn case
deserved trial priority.
Arthur B. Dunne, chief defense attorney in the Goldwyn case and also
one of the battery of defense lawyers
in the Embassy suit, urged the delay
in setting the date for the Embassy
trial.
Pre-Trial Hearings Slated
Today's ruling by Judge Burke fixed
the date of pre-trial hearings rather
than the actual start of the trial, but
such a decision means the case will
commence before a jury shortly thereafter.
Meanwhile, decision is awaited
from Judge Albert C. Wollenberg on
Goldwyn's
week for
a retrial with amotion
jury. last
Although
Embassy
attorney Robert D. Raven previously
had argued successfully before Judge
Burke for a retrial with jury, courtroom observers today doubted that
Goldwyn's
for Judge
a juryMurphy
would
be granted. motion
The late
heard both trials last year without a
The two monopoly suits, seeking a
jury.
total of more than $10,000,000 in triple damages, were originally filed in
1950.
Chaplin

Film

Big Here

Charlie
Chaplin's
Times,"
which
opened
at the "Modern
Plaza Theatre
on
Saturday, racked up an opening day
gross of $5,908 and followed with a
record breaking Sunday gross of $4,632 for an opening weekend of $10,540, it is announced by Lopert Films,
Inc., distributors of the picture in
the U.S. These figures represent an
all-time Saturday-Sunday or weekday
record for the Plaza Theatre, it was
stated.

$343,500 for 'Museum'
"Horrors of the Black Museum,"
AIP release, which opened in a saturation booking in the New York exchange area last Wednesday, grossed
$343,500 in the five days through
Sunday, the company reported yesterday.

Daily

'Compulsion' Cheered
At Cannes Festival
Special to THE DAILY
CANNES, France, May 4. - 20th
Century - Fox's "Compulsion," produced by Richard Zanuck, received a
tremendous ovation at the Cannes
Film Festival here yesterday. The
audience, numbering over 2,000,
cheered the film for more than a
quarter of an hour.
Police had to smuggle Orson
Welles, star of the picture, with Darryl F. Zanuck, father of the producer,
and Juliette Greco, French actress,
through a back door to avoid an enthusiastic crowd waiting at the main
entrance after the showing.
Du Mont

Lab. Cuts Loss

In First Quarter
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories reported aloss for the first quarter of
1959 of $87,846 on sales of $4,457,000.
This compares with a loss of $943,000
on sales of $9,806,000 in the corresponding 1958 quarter, D. T. Schultz,
president, reported.
Included in the results for the 1959
quarter were non-recurring credits to
income of $353,000. Schultz noted
that a tax refund of $1,832,000 has
been received and current debt has
been further reduced by $2,600,000
since the beginning of the year.
For the years 1958 Du Mont reported a loss of $9,504,000, after a
tax carry-back refund of $2,174,000.
on sales of $30,166,000. This compares with a 1957 loss of $534,000 on
sales of $43,500,000.
Schultz said Du Mont's break-even
point has been cut about in half and
the company is in an improved position to "develop and expand its less
competitive and more profitable specialties in electronics."
Schultz reported "steady progress"
by Du Mont in the development of
the Lawrence single-gun color television tube under its arrangement with
the Chromatic Laboratories division
of Paramount Pictures, which is the
owner of a substantial block of Du
Mont stock.
New

Midwest

Leases Three

Company

IRS

Studyii

(Continued from page 1 )
and hence not subject to the
holding tax, or whether they a
sentially commercial activities
spite the government ownership
so subject to the tax.
Until now, discussions bei
State Department officials on th
hand, urging the tax exemption
Treasury Department and In
Revenue officials, have been c
informal basis. The initial respoi
the Treasury has been friendly
ticipants assert. Now the State
partment has submitted a form
quest for a ruling.
Treasury Has Final Word
Internal Revenue's reply ma
be the final word, but may be
form of an advisory opinion t
Treasury, which will make the
decision. Tax men are worried t
they hold the films are a govern
rather than a commercial, ve
they will then have to make the
ruling for tractors, generators, c
other items which the Soviets
want to sell in U.S. at a later d
Coast Trust Suit Nai
FWC, NT, Distribute
From, THE DAILY Bureau
LOS
ANGELES,
4. - In
as defendants
in aMay$450,000
monopoly suit filed in Federal
by Alex, Max and Myrtle Schi:
executive board members of thi
defunct 1,300-seat Paradise Tr
are Fox West Coast Theatre 1
20th Century-Fox,
Loew's, Uni>Tl
Paramount
and National
Amusement Co.
Plaintiffs charge their theatn
"frozen out" of first-run features
1951 to 1957.
Hot' Reaches

$324,-

United Artists' "Some Like II
has registered a $324,477 grr*
five weeks at Loew's State T
here, with a fifth week grc
$48,316, it was announced by V
J. Heineman, vice president in
of distribution. The Mirisch Coi
presentation
is holding over for ;
week.

Houses

Special to THE DAILY
KANSAS CITY, May 4. - The
Fox and Orpheum theatres in Atchison, Kan., and the Frontier Drive-in
Theatre in Winthrop, Mo., across the
Missouri River from Atchison, have
been leased by a new corporation
formed by Harry Hixon, an Atchison
City Commissioner, and Commonwealth Theatres, Inc., of Kansas City.
Hixon will be manager of the corto be known
wealthporation,Atchison
Theatres.as Common-
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Survey

(Continued from page 1)
985 members of Seventeen s Consumer Panel who were polled on the type
of motion picture theatres teens attend; the frequency of attendance;
the people with whom they attend
movies; and the teen-ager's influence
on the movie-going habits of friends,
dates and family.
According to the Seventeen report,
movie selections of teen girls are most
influenced by the type of picture, the
stars and word-of-mouth advertising.
In turn, teens frequently recommend
movies to dates, friends and parents,
with dates and friends most often following their recommendations.
The survey indicated that 34.6 per
cent of teen girls regularly go to the
movies with girl friends; 43.3 per cent
regularly go with boy friends; 40.6
per cent occasionally go with their
parents, but 67 per cent rarely go
to the movies alone.
In answer to the question, "Which
six pictures did you enjoy most in
the last six months?" the top six selections named were "Auntie Mame",
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof", "Mardi
Gras", "The Inn of the Sixth Happiness," "South Pacific" and "Gigi."
Lubin and Senary
( Continued from page 1 )
dinner of the Amusement Arts Division to Support Brandeis University,
it was announced by George P. Skouras, chairman of the newly-formed
Division. The gala dinner to be attended by leading figures of the entertainment world will be held tonight
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Oscar
Hammerstein II will be master of ceremonies for the occasion.
The Amusement Arts Division was
formed to enlist the support of leaders in the motion picture, theatre, television, radio and allied fields for
Brandeis University's program of developing young creative talent.
Rail Men to See 'Jane'
WASHINGTON, May 4.-Top officials of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and members of the
American Association of Railroads
will attend a special screening here
tomorrow of Columbia Pictures' "It
Happened to Jane." In the film, Ernie
Kovaks plays the role of a railroad tycoon.
357 Dates for 'Maja'
United Artists has set 357 bookings
for "The Naked Maja" through June
in major exchanges throughout the
country, it was announced by James
R. Velde, general sales manager.
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Pork

Chop

Hill

Melville— UA
This is a bitter and angry film about bitter and angry men but it is a
shockingly realistic depiction of war and the men who make it. Produced
by Sy Bartlett and directed by Lewis Milestone of "All Quiet on the
Western Front" fame, the picture is technically perfect in its graphic
portrayal of a battle and the battle in turn is a framework for a moving
characterization by Gregory Peck of a voung lieutenant torn between
clear dutv and the responsibility for the lives of the men under his command.
The battle is the last battle of the Korean War, an assault upon a hill
strategically worthless but politically important, a futile but nevertheless
savage battle in the closing minutes of what has become a futile war.
While it is in progress the generals are fuming at the frustrations of the
truce meetings at Panmunjon. Peck, as Lieutenant Joe Clemons, is ordered
to take the hill from its Chinese defenders and hold it. Take it he does,
doggedly determined to carry out his orders in the face not only of a
savage counterattack by the defending forces but also in spite of colossal errors by his own headquarters, near rebellion by his weary and
decimated company, and continued denials of his frantic pleas for reinforcements. Atthe last minute reinforcements do arrive and in the final
victory the real meaning of Pork Chop Hill is apparent in the bravery
of the men who fought for it.
As a cross-section of one battle of one war, the production has a unity
of theme which, along with the realism of the battle scenes, makes for
absorbing interest. The supporting cast, including Harry Guardino, Rip
Torn, George Peppard, James Edwards, Bob Steele, Woody Strode and
George Shibata, are all excellent in their portrayal of the men involved
in the battle with Peck.
The screenplay was by James R. Webb from an actual account of the
battle by S.L.A. Marshal, U.S.A. R. and the real life Lt. Clemons was
technical advisor for the production.
Running time, 97 minutes. General classification. Pre-release, May.
James D. Ivers
N.E. Showmen
(Continued from page 1 )
tures vice-president in charge of world
sales. The films shown to the theatremen were Hal Wallis' "Don't Give
Up the Train
Ship" From
at the Gun
Astor,Hill"
and Wallis'
"Last
at the
Capitol. The first "Festival" film, "The
Five Pennies" was shown Sunday,
with star Danny Kaye acting as host.
Following the screenings yesterday,
Weltner; Hugh Owen, vice-president
of Paramount Film Distributing Corporation, and John J. Moore, Eastern
division manager, met with members
of the Paramount New England sales
films.
organization
to discuss the "Festival"
Exhibitors who participated in the
"Festival" included Martin J. Mullin,
Samuel Pinanski, Philip Smith, E. M.
Loew, Sumner Redstone, Mickey Redstone, Nathan Yamins, Arthur Lockwood, Theodore Fleischer, Julien Rifkin and many others.
UA

Omaha

Party

OMAHA, May 4. — Independent
exhibitors, circuit heads and film buyers in this area will attend a United
Artists 40th Anniversary birthday
party and special screening tomorrow,
at the company's Omaha exchange.
The party and screening are part of
UA's year-long, worldwide celebration commemorating its fortieth anniversary.

Paramount Meet
( Continued from page 1 )
of »the company's annual meeting
reveals.
The shares to be eliminated are
a part of those which have been purtime. chased by the company from time to
Reelection of the company's 12 directors will be proposed to the meeting. Directors are: Rarney Ralaban,
Y. Frank Freeman, A. Conger Goodyear, Stanton Griffis, Duncan G. Harris, John D. Hertz, Earl I. McClintock, Maurice Newton, Paul Raibourn, Edwin L. Weisl, George Weltner and Adolph Zukor.
Ratification of the selection of Price,
Waterhouse & Co. as independent
auditors for Paramount is the only
other business scheduled to come before the meeting at this time.
Editing 'Anatomy9
ISHPEMING, Mich., May 3.-"Onthe-spot" film editing of Otto Preminger's "Anatomy of a Murder" has enabled the producer-director to screen
90 minutes of completely edited film,
all cut on location in an especially
fitted hotel room. With slightly more
than half the script shot, Preminger
figures his first rough cut, approximately two days after final take, will
run three hours. Father-and-son team
of
the Louis
editing.and John Loeffler are doing

in the program to be launcfu
very near future.
The Council, organized at
of TOA on April 16, has the
cooperation of the IATSE.
TESMA,
SMPTE, Altec
RCA
Service,
Car1
Lorraine CarbonNational
to provide
inspection and training for::
owners, operators and man;
improve the presentation of
and the physical comfort of
Questionnaires to Be Sc
Questionnaires are being
by TOA to be sent to all then
ers and
operators,
turn
to TOA
a list asking
of theirthem
desires for technical assistani
will
the requests
eithe'
dealersend
specified
by the theatr
to the dealer located nearest
atre if no dealer is named. 1
er will coordinate the ser
sound, projection and othei
ment technical experts, to ha
visit and inspect the theal
technicians will make their r|
rectly to the theatre owner, 1
to the theatreman to then c
he wishes to make correct
pairs, alterations, or moder
suggested
technician:
sirable for by
the the
theatre.
When
veys are completed, the eq,
dealer will notify TOA, so an]
followup can be maintained.
Kerasotes said that all tl
erating firms have agreed to if
inspections without cost or o
to the theatre operator. All r<
he said, that if theatres do j
sent the best possible pict
sound, in the most comforti
roundings,
they cannot
main
in business
for longhop<:
in
ment
media.
of competition
from other e1'
The entire program was p
by the findings of the Motioi
Research Council that 70 pei
theatres inspected during a
survey had sub-par projection

Simmons Pledges Supp j
To TOA Projection Pic
to THEMayDAILY
MIAMISpecial
BEACH,
4.-} M'
wood L. Simmons, president
Society
of Motionmeeting
Picturein and
sion
Engineers,
coi '
here, today pledged the suppo
society to Theatre Owners o
ica in that organization's pro<
the improvement of theatre
picture projection.
Dr. Simmons told the dele
the opening luncheon of the
Hon here that SMPTE has voh
its services to the council foi
TOA for the instituting of ai
diate educational campaign
to theatre operators for the i
ment of projection, sound an>
cal theatre maintenance.
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18 in Hope Role
iflmy' Telecast
l>Iope will make his scheduled
bee on the "Emmy Awards"
Wednesday (NBC-TV Netto 11:30 P.M. EDT), but only
t the Trustees' Award which
i voted him by the board of
s of the National Academy of
1 Sciences.
originally scheduled to be the
i esenter of the Emmy Awards
'ised by his doctors not to
,te to the extent he had inHis comedy monologue at the
he show therefore has been

♦anese

Pact

Continued from page 1)
llocation instead of the dual
n system (Global and Non: is heretofore; the discontinuthe permit bonus for superior
d the educational short speiort systems.
aewly instituted is a system
ating "relief" and "special ad" licenses to local Japanese
ors.
louse Route
Continued from page 1 '
minced at a trade press conftiere yesterday.
1 modern adaptation of the
iky classic will open May 26 at
»assy Guild Theatre here, and
k|>ut at other key art houses
nit the nation shortly theree Sanders brothers reported,
rig duo— Terry, 28, is a proVpenis, 30, a writer-director—
: they made "Crime and Punfrom the very beginning
^ in
art mind.
house playoff plan of exa the
th Dostoevsky novel is so
iodptreaad among college students,
jand Punishment-U.S.A.", will
fecial engagements in college
)iior to the coming summer
p^t was pointed out that these
, K-nts will be arranged so that
"'ill not conflict with regular
,tj[ runs.
ast Largely Unknown
ling a cast of relatively unplayers, including George
Jn, for whom the Sanders preI things in the future, "Crime
inishment" was filmed on a
of approximately $100,000,
thers said. Actual shooting of
Cture, in Santa Monica and
California, took 12 days, but
'>re-production and editing are
If.into consideration, the entire
1 took about 10 months.
* ''Sanders brothers' next project
'"The Subterraneans," an Areed production for M-G-M re(Terry gets associate producer
>n this one, and Denis will di-
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(Continued from page 1 )
began yesterday, continued today and
was expected to reach at least 800.
Being held concurrently with the
convention is an international equipment exhibit, the first with international participation ever sponsored by
the Society. It also opened today and
through Thursday some 45 booths
will display the latest in photographic
instrumentation, cameras, projectors
and screens, closed-circuit TV systems,
lab and editing room equipment, motion picture and TV studio lighting
and magnetic-optical sound devices.
Regular convention sessions began
this morning with high-speed photography and instrumentation the first
subject. In the afternoon laboratory
practices were discussed.
In the evening the delegates heard
an address by Major General John
Bruce Medaris, Commanding General, U.S. Army, Missile Command,
Huntsville, Ala. Gen. Medaris previously commanded the Army Ballistic Missile Agency from its inception
in November, 1955. He was designated first commander of the AMC
in March, 1958.
Plan to Permit Firms
(Continued from page 1 )
overseas and doing at least half their
business in production work to set up
special subsidiaries known as foreign
business corporations. Earnings by
these special corporations would be
free of U.S. income taxes until
brought back to this country as payments to the parent or to stockholders.
The scheme would not be available
to
companies engaged only in distribution.
Rep. Boggs (D., La.) has already
introduced legislation to permit such
firms. The Administration stand, representing avictory for the State and
Commerce Departments over the
Treasury, will help Boggs overcome
the reluctance of House Ways and
Means Committee Chairman Mills
(D., Ark.) to start action this year.

Many Industry Leaders
( Continued from page 1 )
reception at which he will receive the
March of Dimes Humanitarian Award
and a Citation from the City of New
York are: Eric Johnston, Adolph ZuO'Don-Si
Downing,
kor,
nell, Russell
Robert Krim,
Sol Bob
Schwartz,
Fabian, George Skouras, Louis Nizer,
Leopold Friedman, Eugene Picker,
Abe Schneider, Abe Montague, Albert Warner.
Also, William Michel, William
German, Bennett Cerf, Sonny Werblin, John Murphy, Ben Melniker, Jack
Byrne, Robert O'Brien, Irving Geist,
Nathan Cummings, Ben Javits, Stanley Adams, Robert Benjamin, Herman Place, Sam Rosen, Sam Rinzler,
Emanuel Frisch, Ed Morey, Judge
Leo Raphael and J. Howard McGrath.
Mayor Robert F. Wagner will present the citation from the city, and
Claudette Colbert will give him the
March of Dimes award.

Television

Who's

Where

Independent Television Corporation
has appointed a district manager and
six new account executives, Hardie
Frieberg, general sales manager, syndicated sales, announced. Bert Weiland of Baltimore, has been named
district
Northeastern
sion. Themanager,
new account
executives diviare:
Charles G. Pye, Jr., and Frank Spiegelman, in the Northeastern division,
John A. Thayer, Jr., John E. Howard,
and James L. Dodd in the Southeastern division, and Yale Lasker in
the Midwestern division.
□
Irwin Spiegel has been appointed
director of on-the-air promotion for
WNTA-TV, it was announced by Malcolm C. Klein general manager and
vice-president of the station. Spiegel
comes to WNTA from WMGM, where
he was sales service manager.
□
Michael J. Minahan has been appointed director of TV productions
operations, it was announced by
Simon B. Siegel, vice-president and
treasurer of American Broadcasting
Company and financial vice-president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, Inc. Minahan was formerly
ABC-TV administrative officer.
□
Harold L. Hackett, president of Official Films, Inc., has announced the
Adler
S. L.for"Stretch"
as
director ofofsales
the company.
appointment
Adler was previously with Guild Films
as national sales manager.
^Playhouse 90*1 Slates
'Out of Dust' May 21
Charles Bickford, Uta Hagen,
Dick York, Gloria Talbot, Fritz
Weaver, Wayne Morris and Martin
Landau will star in "Out of
Dust,"tion onthe
90" presentathe "Playhouse
CBS Television
Network,
Thursday, May 21. Ralph Nelson directs the Herbert Brodkin production.
"Out of Dust" has been adapted for "Playhouse 90" by John
Gay from a heretofore unproduced
drama by the late Lynn Riggs.
Opens New York Offices
Miss Lotte Jamel, formerly with
United Artists, has announced the
formation of Trojan Films, with offices
here at 701 Seventh Ave. Trojan has
been named exclusive U.S. representatives for Interlingual International of Japan, producers of animated
cartoons for TV and commercial purposes. Miss Jamel, who has just returned from a four-month business
trip to Japan, reports that Interlingual,
one of the leading animation companies in Japan, is prepared to accept
work from U.S. clients.

Today

See Flexible Sales
Pattern a Trend
Special to THE DAILY
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla., May 4.Hugh M. Beville Jr., vice president,
planning and research, National
Broadcasting Company, predicted at
the weekend that the NBC Television
Network's flexible
sales pattern
accommodates
the small
advertiserwhich
will
set a significant trend on all networks
in the next ten years. Speaking at the
4th district convention of the Advertising Federation of America here, Beville cited the participating sponsorship pattern of "Today" and "The
Jack Paar Show" as a means "to give
the sponsor with less than a milliondollar budget an opportunity to use
Praises Tape-Recording
our medium."
In his address, titled "Television in
the Soaring
Sixties,"
Beville alsowhich
discussed television
tape recording,
he called "not only a cost-cutting tool
but an instrument that greatly enlarges television's scope and flexibility
as a medium of entertainment, information and advertising."
'Pilots' tor 6 Series
Set on CBS-TV Shows
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 4. - Six
new television series will receive
showcase
opportunitiesprograms,
via "Stripe"
and
"Lux Playhouse"
timeslotted at 9:30 to 10 P.M. Fridays during the summer months over CBSTV.
theseBrothers
"test pilots"
wereJ.
made Deals
with for
Lever
through
Walter Thompson company on a nonexclusive basis.
The first pilot will be a "Johnny
Midnight" segment titled "Double and
Nothing," starring Edmund O'Brien
scheduled for "Stripe Playhouse,"
MayOthers
22. in the pilot group include
Hal March in "The Rumor" for "The
Clock Watchers"; Gisele MacKenzie
in "The Miss and Missiles" pilot of a
series still to be titled; Jim Brown in
"The Hostage" for "Roadblock"; an
introductory program for "Johnny
Guitar,"andwith
starpilot
to be toannounced
soon,
the thefinal
wrap up
the group presentation on July 17, as
yet untitled, will concern itself widi
adventures of two rival TV network
world-news correspondents.
ON EVERY CHANNEL
BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 WestTel.61 PL.
St St..
7-5S0ON.Y.C.
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Pa.

Laws'

Legislature
MP A, TO A and
to Cooperate
\S fecial to THE DAILY
USBURG, Pa., May 5.-The
'ania Motion Picture Associa;roup dedicated to alleviating
scriminatory effect" of the
irsial state Sunday Motion
Act, has been formed by exmeeting here at the Gover>1.
f the exhibitors agreed that,
! asis of the experience of John
■ and the Transamerica Thean in their unsuccessful appeal
S. Supreme Court, there is
lihood in the foreseeable futhe courts will grant relief
Continued on page 2)
s Fast Color Film

Brandeis

Leaders

Meet

Amusement
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to

Launch

Arts

Division

REVIEW:

ch SPG

President

ilson Successor
rom THE DAILY Bureau
YWOOD, May 5. - Walter
was elected president of the
'roducers Guild at the annual
ship meeting held last night
Beverly Hills Hotel. He sucarey Wilson.
officers elected were: Julian
Continued on page 7)
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Bringing

'Miracles'

TO A, However, Calls Start
'Tremendously Important'
Theatre Owners of America in its
current membership bulletin cautions
exhibitors
not tosession
expert of"miracles"
from
the initial
committees representing the American Congress of Exhibitors and the Motion
Picture Association. The luncheon
meeting is scheduled to be held next
Tuesdav at the Harvard Club in New
York.
Motion Picture Daily reported
last week that sales policies and competitive trade practices would not be
discussed by the MPAA representatives, Spyros Skouras, Arthur Krim
and Eric(Continued
Johnston; onnorpage
are 6)they auIs Showcase

For Soviet Wide

Many exceptional talents have been harmoniously blended with magnificent results in the production of "The Nun's Story." While it is noteworthy for many things, perhaps the best is that it is first of all a wonderful example of cinematic story-telling. Audrey Hepburn, in the role
a personal triumph, and Fred Zinnemann's
of the title character, scores
expert direction makes of the Kathryn C. Hulme book a memorable screen
experience. The work of both surely earns them Academy Award consideration, and as surely makes this a picture that will be talked about
for long with proportionately strong box office draw.
The fine Robert Anderson screenplay from the well known and critically acclaimed story of a Belgian girl's years in a religious order and her
inner struggle to conform to its rules of obedience and humility strikes a
nice balance between compelling delineation of religious life and the
equally fascinating experiences and exciting incidents encountered by
the nun as nurse in the Belgian Congo and in hospitals within Belgium.
Details of the admission of the young girl to the convent, her instruction, her duties, daily life, her renunciation of family, friends, including
an admirer, even of girlhood memories, have been placed on the screen
with such fidelity and discernment as to become an essential dramatic
(Continued on page 6)

Redbook
THE MAGAZINE (OB YOUNG ADULT!

Meet

Mayfair

Sfory

n to Sli/IPTF Meet
By DAVID HARRIS
I, May 5.— New color negarated at twice the speed of
color materials in current
use by the motion picture inwas demonstrated here last
Continued on page 6)

Worries

ACE-MPA

Sees

The first step towards linking more closely the complex of the entertainment
and communications industries, comprising motion pictures, theatre, radio and
television, with American university life was signalled here last night at the
inaugural dinner of the Amusement
Arts
Division to Support Brandeis
Two Awards Presented
University. Some 400 motion picture
industry leaders, their wives and
To Vogel at Ceremony
guests were present at the event held
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
(Picture on page 2)
Brandeis University, one of the
Joseph R. Vogel, president of
country's
newest institutions of higher
Loew's, Inc. received two distin- learning, located
of Boston
at
(Continuedoutside
on page
7)
guished awards at Gracie Mansion in
ceremonies yesterday afternoon. Before a full audience of top industry
Schneer to Make Nine
leaders, led by Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture AssociaFor Columbia Release
tion, Vogel was given the March of
Dimes Humanitarian Award and a
Columbia Pictures has negotiated a
new financing and distribution deal
special City of New York citation.
Claudette Colbert presented the with Charles Schneer involving nine
March of Dimes Award and the Mayor
pictures to be delivered over the next
of New York, Robert F. Wagner,
(Continued
on page
three years
to Columbia
by 2)
Schneer's
(Continued on page 2 )

The
Nun's
Warner Bros.

Product

ROCK HUDSON

By WARREN G. HARRIS
Soviet Russia's three-projector CinePanorama system will be unveiled to
the American public at the Mayfair
Theatre here for a period of 42 days
beginning on or about June 30, Burton Resnick, president of Fair Enterprises, which operates the Broadway
house, (Continued
reported yesterday.
Showings
on page 7)
4Maja' Postcards

Not

Mailable, P.O. Rules
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 5. - A Post
Office Department hearing examiner
has ruled that United Artists' postadvertising "The Naked Maja"
are notcards
mailable.
page nude
6) porThe (Continued
cards show onGoya's

Earth
JEAN SIMMONS

Screen

is

Mine!'

DOROTHY McGUIRE

CLAUDE RAINS
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Vogel Honor
(Continued from page 1

PERSONAL

bestowed on him the city's !
responseof toDimes
the presenta'i
theIn March
Humar
Award by Miss Colbert, Voge
"I am thankful for this honor
cept it for our industry wl
rightly belongs. It has been my
lege to be one of an army of v
from coast to coast, exhibitor
ducers, distributors whose co
efforts have happily raised ne
monies in humanity's fight agai
diseases that plague mankind,

MENTION

TERRY PICKMAN, Paramount ad" vertising-publicity vice-president,
and Joseph Friedman, national exploitation manager, are in Philadelphia today from New York.
•
Martin Levine, Brandt Theatres
general manager, will leave New
York on Friday for London, Paris,
Rome and Jerusalem.
•
Robert L. Lawrence, president,
and Jerry Schnitzer, executive vicepresident, of Robert Lawrence Productions, have left New York for Hollywood.
•
Graham Wahn, of the Warner
Brothers publicity department, has
left New York for Washington.
•
Connery Chappell, member of
the board of J. Arthur Rank Productions, Ltd., will arrive in New York
from London today via B.O.A.C.

TWO AWARDS AT ONCE: Joseph R. Vogel, president of Loew's, Inc., yesterday received two honors in ceremonies at Grade Mansion-a citation from
the city of New York presented by Mayor Wagner (left) and the March of
Dimes' Humanitarian Award, presented by Claudette Colbert.

8th Industry Golf Fete
To Take Place June 18
The eighth annual film industry
golf tournament and outing sponsored
by
LodgeJuneB'nai
be
heldCinema
Thursday,
18, B'rith
at BriarwillHall
Golf and Country Club, Briarcliff
Manor, Westchester, it was announced yesterday by Alfred W.
Schwalberg, president. Schwalberg
emphasized that once again the tournament will be open to members of
all branches of the entertainment industry—television, radio, the legitimate stage, the field of music, as well
as the motion picture industry, in addition to members and friends of
Cinema Lodge.
He further stated that it is open to
people of all faiths and religions,
since the occasion is designed to
bring them together for a day of sport
and good fellowship under B'nai
B'rith sponsorship.

from the "inequitable" motion picture
act. Consequently, it was the
unanimous decision of the group to
band together and make a concerted
effort to have reasonable remedial
legislation introduced at this session
of the legislature.
Attorney John W. Keller, who was
involved in the Transamerica appeals
case, has been retained to coordinate
the new association's activities. Assurance of full cooperation in the effort has been given by Theatre Owners of America, the Motion Picture
Association of America, Allied Theatres of Western Pennsylvania and the
Council
of Motion Picture Organizations.

To (Fight
Laws'
Continued'Blue
from page
1)

RCA

Sales, Earnings

Set Record

for Quarter

Radio Corporation of America's
sales and earnings for the first quarter of 1959 were highest for any first
quarter in the company's 40-year history, RCA president John L. Burns
told the annual meeting of shareholders here yesterday. Burns announced
that sales of products and services
amounted to $321,816,000, compared
with $278,339,000 in the first quarter
of 1958— an increase of 16 per cent.
Net profit after taxes, he said, was
$12,931,000, as against $9,004,000 in
1958. This represents a rise of 44 per
cent over the first quarter of last year.
Earnings per common share were 88
cents on the 13,848,696 shares outstanding, compared with 59 cents for
the 1958 quarter.

Decca

Records

Net Is

$197,560 in Quarter
Consolidated net earnings of Decca
Records, Inc. for the three months
ended March 31, 1959 amounted to
$197,560, after allowing for the company's share of undistributed loss of
its subsidiary, Universal Pictures Co.
This is equal to 13 cents per share
on 1,527,401 outstanding shares of
capital
In thestock.
corresponding period of 1958
Decca reported earnings of $168,117,
equal to 11 cents per share on 1,527,401 outstanding shares of capital
stock.
Skouras

to Address

Convention of CEA
From THE DAILY Bureau
LONDON, May 5. - Spyros P.
Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox, is due here Monday to address
the conference of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Ass'n. during an open
forum session at the South Coast resort Brighton on Tuesday. He will return to the U.S. on Wednesday.
James Carreras of Hammer Films
will open the sessions with a report
on his recent trip to the U. S.
Start Mailing B-B
Refund Checks Soon
Mailing of checks for refunds of
exhibitor contributions to the industry business-building campaign which
had been planned for last year will
start this week. Compo staff workers
are handling the mailing unassisted
but in aexpect
the task withmatter toofcomplete
days.

privilege
represent
them.': C
Pays to
Tribute
to Native
Following Mayor Wagner
stowal of the City Citation for
New York's distinguished c,
Vogel said in acknowledg
"There are doubtless others
:
room like myself who were B
New York City, who worker!
way through its schools, who eJ
its privileges and opportunities,
what
my
ate dreame)
I never
me. appreci
for and
done city

New'c:
the onMayor
one day
would
bestow
me theof city
I am humbly grateful from th
torn of my heart and I accej
token as a representative of i
sociates in the amusement ir
who are always at your cal |
Mayor, to help in all your very
Schneer to Make 9
endeavo(Continued
rs."
from page 1
Morningside Pictures Corporati
Morningside Productions Intern;
Inc. "The 7th Voyage of Sinbathe last of Schneer 's production?
his previous deal.
"Battle of the Coral Sea," <
ring Cliff Robertson and Gia
which recently completed filmii
be the first picture delivered to <
bia by Schneer under his nev
Paramount 'Festiva
Begins in Philadelj
Special to THE May
DAILY
PHILADELPHIA,
5. '
exhibitors, disc jockeys, civic c
and press representatives tori:
night will gather at the Arcadia
tre here as Danny Kaye's guej
a special Paramount "Boxoffice
val" screening of "The Five Pe
George Weltner, Paramount P
vice-president in charge of world

will be
as "Festival"
Kaye
willpresent
be accompanied
to
delphia from New York by Jerr
man, Paramount vice-president.
Owen, vice-president of Para
Film Distributing Corporatior
John G. Moore, Mid-Eastern D
Manager, also will attend the i
ing and reception.
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ACE

Film
The

Nun's

Story

CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
element rather than a mere excursion behind nunnery doors or even a
faithful documentary of convent life, as might well have been the case
in less expert hands.

(Continued from page 1)
night by Eastman Kodak Company,
at the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers convention.
Edward Peck Curtis, vice-president of Eastman, said the new Film,

Always fascinating, the depiction of the nun's trials and difficulties, her
unending struggles to conform to complex disciplines, become integral
plot material, character delineation and the means of advancing the story*.
And they will be of exceptional interest to audiences, seldom if ever
before having been screened for the public in such intimacy and dramatic
effectiveness.

Type 5250, will provide "new artistic
freedom and major economic advantages for movie producers and will aid
in making movies more interesting and
exciting
for millions
of theatre-goers."
The new
film already
has been
tested in use by more than 400 motion picture companies.
Color Rendition Superior
The new negative surpasses the
present product in color rendition and
requires no special processing or handling, while fine grain and definition
characteristics retain the same standards of prior stock, said Curtis.
Type 5250 Film has exposure indexes of 50 tungsten and 32 daylight,
with a conventional conversion filter.
This compares with indexes of 25
tungsten and 16 daylight of present
negative color materials most used by
Hollywood and other studios. It also
means that the new film can be exposed in half thj? *iSrtif?cial illumination or sunlight required by presentlyused materials.
This, it was pointed out,? means
lower heat-illumination levels on the
set, and smaller lens openings to help
bring distant objects into sharp .focus.
Equipment Demonstrated
Other sessions of the convention today were highlighted by an equipment
demonstration to delegates in which
some 12 firms participated. The session was the first of its kind in the
history of the society.
One of the principal technical subjects of interest to exhibitors was
aired here this evening in a report by
John D. Hayes, of the Bausch and
Lomb Optical Co., titled "Horizon
Zag Compensation for Projection on
Wide Screens." An optical projection
system designed to eliminate or reduce
this sag as observed on 'the screen was
fully described by Hayes.

<w-

Picture

Once Miss Hepburn's Gabbielle has completed her religious training
and taken her final vows as Sister Luke, she hopes to realize her desire
to become a nursing nun in the Congo. A test of her dedication comes
when she is advised to flunk her medical examinations to prove her
selflessness, and is unable to do so.
Assigned to a Belgian mental hospital, she is tested again when she
disobeys regulations by opening the cell of a dangerous schizophrenic
to give the patient water without a guard being present. She is dragged
into the cell and barelv escapes with her life.
Ultimately she is assigned to the Congo where she becomes an assistant
to a capable surgeon, played by Peter Finch. Overworked, she develops
tuberculosis, fatal in the tropics, but rather than be sent away from the
work she loves she manages to remain, and with the surgeon's attention
is cured. Ironically, she is assigned to accompany another patient to
Belgium and on her arrival there is sent to a hospital at the Holland
border as World War II begins.
A final test comes to her when a civilian hospital worker brings word
that her father has been killed by German machine guns and that her
brother is in the Belgian Army. Against orders to continue their work in
the hospital in as neutral a manner as possible, she confesses her hatred
of the enemy and realizing her inability to overcome her imperfections
asks for and receives release from her vows. She leaves the convent to
join the Belgian underground.
Moving and impressive as is Miss Hepburn's work in the extremely difficult role, many other memorable performances stand out in this distinguished Henrv Blanke production, in Technicolor. Among them are
the mother superior roles enacted by Dame Edith Evans and Dame Peggy
Ashcroft, and that of Dean Jagger, as Miss Hepburn's father. Perfectly
cast and accounting for excellent performances also are Mildred Dunnock,
Patricia Collinge, Rosalie Crutchley and Margaret Phillips, as nuns;
Beatrice Straight, Ruth White and Barbara O'Neil as mothers superior;
Patricia Bosworth as the Belgian civilian hospital worker; Colleen
Dewhurst as the schizophrenic, and Niall MacGinnis as a missionary.
Intensely interesting are scenes photographed in native settlements in
the Congo, missionary and hospital centers, a leper colony and the bush
country.
It is a wonderful, exceptional picture, and more. It's great box office.
Running time, 149 minutes. General classification. Release, July 4.
Shebwin Kane

(pure jet!)
4! '
COMET
MON
ARCH
(de Luxe and First Class only) .

frequency: NIGHTLY
(leaves New York at 9 p. m.)

destination: LONDON!

wm
mm
reservations through your Travel Agent or
BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
Flights from New York, Boston, Chicago,
Detroit, San Francisco, Montreal. Offices also
in Atlanta,adelphia,
Dallas,
Angeles. Miami,
PhilPittsburgh,LosWashington,
Vancouver.
Winnipeg, Toronto.

Audrey Hepburn and Niall MacGinnis in "The Nun's Story."
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150 for January through
"From January through J

year, the 10 major companies
lease 150 features— which ev
some fall-off in the last five
of the year, would indical
again have 200 films released
This is a shockingly low numt
but
the early
same '50s
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the bulletin says.
"But from January throug
this year, Hollywood has put
pictures before the earner;
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225 features.
"The present squeeze,
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"unfortunately, coi
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by the Gordon McLendons
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release schedule of six picti
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rs leave Today
t 'Young' Tour
■om THE DAILY Bureau
,YWOOD, May 5. - The
Bros. Transcontinental Star
|ill begin tomorrow from here,
greyhound busload of young
>d stars leaving for the May
|it world premiere of "The
liladelphians"
in
Philadelphia.at the
The Stanley
young
>dians departing on the 3,475Imor" tour are Alan Hale, Jr.,
lergens, Will "Sugarfoot"
Roger Smith, Peter "Lawfpwn, Connie Stevens, JacBeer, Troy Donahue and
linn. Ty Hardin and Arlene
rill join the troupe in Dallas,
the balance of the trip,
.nembers of the Hollywood
1 mission" will be given a
tomorrow morning by the
bd Chamber of Commerce in
ijies at the celebrated cross-if Hollywood and LaBrea
ids. A "bon voyage break1 be held at the Hollywood
fc Hotel.
First Stop at Indio
:top will be at Indio, Calif.,
/er 1,000 residents will take
l civic ceremonies tomorrow,
ig the stars. Keys to the city
presented to the members of
-wood goodwill mission at an
b luncheon sponsored by the
,nior Chamber of Commerce
[bp 4 of the Desert Sky Girl
ouncil. A motorcade will escaravan into the city.
UCLA

Students

roldwyn Awards
■om THE DAILY Bureau
YWOOD, May 5. - George
UCLA's
a senior intoday
;is, 28,
Arts
Department,
was
inner of the $1,000 first prize
fth Annual Samuel Goldwyn
on Creative Writing Comat UCLA for his novel, "The
Life of Private Eben Biggs."
1 place award, a $250 check,
i by Mrs. Carolyn P. See,
student in English, for her
ihonorable
Waiting Game."
mention awards of
erit were also presented by
in the Humanities Building
ji, witnessed by 500 students
3 in writing, to Harry Tessel,
ringer and Donald Cerveris.
ti Heads SPG
ontinued from page 1 )
i, first vice-president; David
, second vice-president; and
elman, third vice-president,
ichenck was elected secretary,
Berman treasurer, Frank P.
t'g first assistant and Milton
1 second assistant treasurer,
new board members elected
;rman, Samuel Engel, Arthur
|William Perlberg, Aubrey
Jerry Wald and Lawrence
ten.
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May fair
'IT
Brandeis
Aids
(Continued from page \)
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I
)
(Continued dustries for the Brandeis program and
of "Wide Is My World," which is the
Waltham, Mass., announced 'last week
a ten-year developmental program in voiced the hope that it would spread over-all title of the Cinerama-type
the amusement arts, paralleling the to other campuses across the land. presentation, will be on a reservedpolicy, with the price scale still
theoretical, practical, technical and Oscar Hammerstein II served as seat
to be set.
toastmaster for the occasion, which
The Soviets have contracted for the
personnel development plans that exist in American colleges for other in- was opened and closed by the blessMayfair for a period of 12 weeks,
dustries.
ings or the Very Reverend Monsignor
Resnick said, six of which will be
Dr. Abram L. Sacher, president of Thomas F. Little, S.T.L., and Rabbi
Bernard Birstein.
needed in installing the three-prothe University, detailed the program
jector system and including
later in removing
Dais guests at the dinner included
The installation,
equipment,it.
genincorporate
whicheralwill
Eugene Picker, Samuel Rosen, Robert
education
concepts Brandeis'
with intensive
S. Benjamin, Lubin, Dr. Sachar,
will be serviced by Cinemiracle techtraining in production techniques.
The Amusement Arts Division to Schary, Simon H. Fabian, Sol
nicians, who reportedly flew here recently from California for negotiations
Schwartz, Herman Robbins, William
Support Brandeis University, organwith the Soviet officials directing the
ized under the chairmanship of J. German, Max Youngstein, James
Cine-Panorama presentation, which
M.
Landis,
Feinberg,
Hammerstein,
of
president
George P. Skouras,
will be held in conjunction with the
United Artists Theatres and of Magna
Monsignor Little and Rabbi Birstein.
coming Russian Trade Fair at the
Theatre Corporation, will hold annual
Top Echelon Participating
New York Coliseum.
stimulate
and
develop
to
Gatherings
Among the leaders of the motion
Silent Regarding Cost
the University's plan.
Emanwere
present
industry
Principal speaker of the evening picture
uel Frisch, Samuel Rinzler, Harold
Resnick could not go into the acs
tual price the Soviets are paying for
Rinzler, Ala^ M. Stroock, Jacob
was Dore Schary, one of Broadway'
leading writer-producer-directors and Starr, Benjamin Sherman, Edward
use of the Mayfair, but he said that
Hollywood producer.
Seider, Henry Seider, Seymour Seider, it would include the cost of "extenLubin Conveys Greetings
Arthur Schwartz, Charles Schwartz,
sive" interior and exterior alterations
Charles' Schlaifer, Melville R. Rapp, to the theatre.
Greetings from the University
The Soviet officials apparently have
Seymour Poe, Charles Okun, Spyros
Trustees to the Amusement Arts in- Skouras,
Jr.,
Malcolm
Kingsberg,
sij'.!
to reach a decision on their addustries were conveyed by Isidore
Henry Garfinkle, Louis deRochemont, '*^i%rtising and promotional efforts in
Lubin, one of the trustees, formerly
and William Brandt.
behalf of Cine-Panorama. Resnick said
New York State Industrial Commisthat as a result of hectic negotiations
Major
motion
picture
companies
the
to
advisor
economic
sioner and
were represented by chief and key for a theatre, which reportedly inlate President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
volved several other houses, as well
executives, including Joseph R. Vogel,
Abraham Feinberg, chairman of the
George
Weltner,
Abe
Montague,
Muras
Mayfair,
Brandeis University Board of Trushim the
if tickets
wentit onwouldn't
sale onlysurprise
a day
ray D. Silverstone, and Benjamin Kal- or two in advance of opening.
tees, was present.
menson.
Dr. Sacher reviewed the 11-year
history of the university, which grew
from very modest beginnings into one
of the leading institutions in the East,
and emphasized its special interest in
creative arts. He pointed out the
lost a war. . .
never
Sure, we
growth of this program, which will
take the shape of new theatres, new
had an officer
never
but we
faculty, and new scholarship oppornonis
Brandeis
tunities for students.
sectarian.
before!
like him
the
with
George Skouras responded
enthusiasm of the entertainment inIndustry

Monte

Kay Resigns
UA Records
with
Posts
The resignation of Monte Kay as
vice-president and general manager
of United Artists Records was announced yesterday by Max E. Youngstein, president. The termination was
agreed upon by mutual consent.
Kay, who has held the post since
September, 1958, disclosed no future
plans other than the continuing of his
personal management and music
business interests which he has maintained during his term with U.A.
Records.
WE Acquires 'Takers'
"The Takers," a suspense drama
starring Trevor Howard, Dorothy
Dandridge and Edmund Purdom, will
be released by Warner Bros. The independent Cavalcade Production is
being filmed on location in and
around Gibraltar and Malaga, Spain,
as well as in England, with Thomas
Clyde
directing.producing and Laslo Benedek

HALWALLIS

Soon!

from

Paramount!
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with Jot Lansing • Connie Sawyer / and introducing Eddie Hodges / Screenplay by Arnold Sohulman / Cinemascope*' Color by DeLuxe
Produced and Directed by Frank Capra
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Tops'
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ustry "is
e ind
turate
ion
problems of
I
y thepicinn
ingmotonl
oment, but is not going out of
ss," Eric Johnston, president of
\ lotion Picture Association of
Jiba, told members of the Nation'r! i Carriers at their annual lunchre yesterday in the Hotel Astor.
vv the motion picture will be
and distributed is a problem,"
on said, "but it is going to conto grow as the most powerful
jnications medium known to
Johnston pointed out that while
"not a perennial optimist," he
>ns "greener pastures from new
n tops."
iai
Iressing
himself to the industry
whole, Johnston said "when
.idous problems face you, rec( Continued on page 2)
id Picker Named
of U.A. Records

appointment of David V. Pick; executive vice-president of
1 Artists Records was announced yesterday by Max
E. Youngstein,
p r esident.
Monte Kay
resigned a s
vice - president
and general
manager o f
U.A. Records
on Tuesday.
Picker will
continue a s
executive as• id Picker
sistant ot
Young stein,
is also a vice-president and
■ (Continued on page 2)
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For

Attendance,

Compo

Full Agenda

Executive

Meeting

Seen

May

13

From acceptances already received, a
meete is assured
in the attendanc
Park Sheraton
Hotel the
here next
ing of the COMPO executive committee large
Wednesday, May 13, Charles E. McCar thy, COMPO information director, reported yesterday.
McCarthy attributed the response to
//
the fact that the agenda contains
NBC Scores Heavily
several subjects of wide interest to all
exhibitors, and that many of the leadexhibition
figures in production,
With 29 "Emmy's
and ing
distribution
will be in New York
By VINCENT CANBY
(Continued on page 2)
The Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, being obviously at
home in its own medium, last night Plan Restrictions in
turned in a slick, if occasionally
U.S. Tax Deferral Plan
Winners in leading categories of the
N
11th annual "Emmy" awards for best
By J. A. OTTE
WASHINGTON,
May 6. - The
performances on television in 1958
Administration told Congress any tax
are published on page 5.
deferral plan for firms operating overseas might have to exclude compafrantically - paced 90 - minute show
in export busilargelyDepartment,
nies
(NBC-TV) for the presentation of the
ness. Theengaged
Treasury
in a
11th annual Emmy Awards. It was
Means
and
Ways
House
the
to
report
a star-studded program, with the per(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)
Concessions,

Booking

Minnesota

High Court

Highlight Montana Meet
Special to THE DAILY
BILLINGS, Mont., May 6.-Film
discussions and a conbuying panel
cessions operation panel were the
main features of the two-day spring
meeting of the Montana Theatres
Ass'n., which will be concluded with
(Continued on page 2)

Hears DST Opponents
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, May 6.-Tempers
flared in the usually calm chambers
of the Minnesota State Supreme
Court today. The High Court was
hearing the arguments in the case
by the Minnesota
on page 4) Amusebrought(Continued

'Jane'

Results

HERALD

Promotion

Conference

from

Suggestion

The value of the recent Motion Picture Herald Merchandising Conferences
is graphically demonstrated by a promotion developed by Columbia Pictures
at one of the sessions devoted to "It Happened to
suggestionto made
from a according
Jane,J'
Robert S. Ferguson, Columbia's national director of Push Drive to End
advertising, publicity and exploitation.
Ferguson announced that 44 State
Mothers of the Year from all over the Blue Laws in S.C.
United States will attend a special
Special to THE DAILY
NBURG, S. C, May 6.SPARTA
preview
of
"It
Happened
to
Jane"
in
the Columbia screening room tonight. The all-out effort of Spartanburg area
The idea of arranging a promotion
theatre managers to bring about a rethrough the American Mothers Compeal of an ancient blue law prohibitmittee was first broached by an exing the showing of Sunday movies
hibitor at a Merchandising Conference
in a "padlocked"
result
may
on Columbia's overall campaign. The
here
Sheriff B. B. Brockman
urg,
Spartanb
publicity tie-in is expected to develop
The sheriff said he would be
warned.
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

Dividend

U.A.
15
Of

Declared

Sets

New

Millions
Financing

6% Promissory Notes to
Prudential, Puritan Fund
United Artists Corp. has concluded
arrangements for the private placement of $15,000,000 of 6 per cent
participating promissory notes due
June 1, 1974, it was announced yeschairS. Benjamin,
man of terday
the byRobert
board, and
Arthur B. Krim,
The Prudential Insurance Company
of America has agreed to purchase
president.
portion of the notes, with
the greater
the
balance being purchased by the
Puritan Fund, Inc. of Boston. The
arranged by F. Eberplacement
stadt
& Co.was
A total of $10,000,000 of the notes
will be taken down initially and the
balance of $5,000,000 at the option
of the company at any time within
the next
two years.
- (Continued
on The
page notes
4) will
Line-Up of Managers

in

'Autonomy1
Fox"local
New
The new
autonomy" set-up
of 20th Century-Fox is complete with
the reassignment of several district
managers and with the final line-up
of managers released by the company
yesterday.
The (managers
AlContinued are
on as
pagefollows:
4)

Md. Governor Signs
Bill on 'Obscene' Films
Special to THE DAILY
ANNAPOLIS, Md., May 6. - Governor Tawes has approved a bill providing stiff criminal penalties for
showing
films to
The bill"obscene"
would provide
up minors.
to a year
in jail and up to $200 in fines. The
legislature failed to enact another bill
that would have empowered the state
censors to classify films for showing
to minors in Baltimore.

Thursday, May
2

Motion
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Daily

PERSONAL
MENTION
I OHN SCHLESINGER and Rich" ard Harmel, South African film
officials, arrived in New York from
London yesterday via B.O.A.C.
•
Joseph H. Levine, president of
UPI Teleplwto
Embassy Pictures, and Bill Doll,
vice-president, will arrive in Chicago
THE BIG TOUR BEGINS: Off to promote Warner Bros.' "The Young Philatoday from New York.
•
delphians" on a cross-country tour is this group of Young Hollywoodians. They
left the film capital yesterday, and their destination is Philadelphia, where
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., Columbia
the
picture will have its opening at the Stanley Theatre May 19. Making the
Pictures executive in charge of advertour, left to right, are Troy Donahue, Arlene Howell, Peter Brown, Diane
tising-publicity, wil return to New
York today from Ishpeming, Mich. Jergens, Roger Smith, Jacqueline Beer, Louis Quinn, Connie Stevens, Will
He will be accompanied by John "Sugarfoot" Hutchins and Alan Hale, Jr. Other players will join them in Dallas
for the balance of the trip.
Flinn, studio advertising-publicity
director.
•
Comp<>o Meeting
'FBI Story' Booked at
Morris Lefko, Michael Todd Co.
(Continued from page 1 )
vice-president in charge of sales, is in
Music Hail for Fall
Dallas today from New York.
next week for the joint ACE-MPAA
•
"The FBI Story," starring James
meeting on Tuesday.
Mrs. James Ricketts has given
Many exhibitor problems, such as Stewart and Vera Miles, will have its
world premiere at Radio City Music
birth to a girl in Denver. Father is censorship and daylight saving, which
Hall in the fall of this year, it was
branch manager there for Paramount.
heretofore
have
been
largely
local
in
•
announ
ced yesterday by Jack L. Warcharacter, have recently assumed naner, president of Warner Bros., and
tional proportions. As a result, indusCharles U. Yaeger, president of
Russell V. Downing, president of the
try leaders have urged COMPO to theatre.
Atlas Theatre Corp., Denver, has returned there following a tour of key become more active in tiiese camcities of the West Coast.
Based on Don Whitehead's bestpaigns. All such campaigns must first
•
have executive committee approval,
selling book, "The FBI Story," is a
Mervyn LeRoy Production for WarSamuel Goldwyn, Jr., producer, under COMPO bylaws.
ner Bros, release, which LeRoy proAn all day meeting has been schedhas arrived in New York from the
Coast.
uled, starting at 10 A.M., with a reduced and directed. LeRoy 's most recess for luncheon.
•
cent films, "No Time for Sergeants"
The agenda includes a report by and "Home Before Dark" were prePete Howell, booker for Allied
sented at Radio City Music Hall last
Artists in Atlanta, has left there with the treasurer, Herman Robbins; a re- year. Films directed by him have apport on the status of Robert W. Coyne,
Mrs. Howell for Florida.
peared at the Music Hall for more
COMPO consultant; a report of the
•
weeks
than
those of any other direcgoverning committee meeting with
Jean Negulesco, director, has ar- the ACE executive committee on the weeks.tor—14 films playing for a total of 63
rived in New York from Hollywood.
COMPO program; a report on the
•
censorship campaign; a report on the
'Jane' Set As Benefit
Sy Bartlett, producer, has left area promotion campaign; a report on
New York for Chicago.
the national campaign against day•
WASHINGTON, D. C, May 6.light saving; approval of the annual
Dr. Tyrone Guthrie, British di- budget and fixing of the date for the The Washington premiere of Columannual meeting and election of offirector, returned to Britain from New
bia's "It Happened to Jane" will be
cers.
held Monday, May 18, as a benefit for
York this week via B.O.A.C.
•
the Episcopal Home for Children.
Chief patron for the benefit is the Rt.
W atters Joins Embassy
H. P. Rhodes, owner of drive-in
Bill Watters has been named West Rev. Angus Dun, Bishop of Washingtheatres in Georgia and Alabama, has
ton. Doris Day, who co-stars in the
returned to his Atlanta headquarters Coast publicity representative for picture,
will be on hand for the event.
from Las Vegas.
Joseph
E. Levine's
Embassy
Pictures
Top
government
officials and internaCorp. Watters
was appointed by Bill
tional dignitaries have been invited
Plans All-Night Circuit
Doll, Embassy vice-president who is to attend.
PHILADELPHIA, May 6. - Trio setting up a national network of field
men to handle
five-picAmusement Co., which has been op- tures-a-year
releaseEmbassy's
schedule. Watters
Rob Albany Theatre
erating the Strand Theatre, neighbor- worked with Doll on the campaign
hood house, on a 24-hour basis, has
ALBANY, N. Y., May 6. - The
taken over the Palace Theatre, as the for Mike Todd's "Around the World Stanley Warner Madison Theatre suffirst move in a plan to establish a in 80 Days."
fered aloss of more than $300 when
its safe was smashed open by thieves
circuit
'Woman9 to Paramount
houses. of all-night neighborhood
believed to have hidden in the theaBen Zimmerman, former house
tre after the final evening performTwentieth Century-Fox's "Woman
manager of the Carman and Studio Obsessed,"
ance. Two vending machines in the
starring
Susan
Hayward,
will be the next attraction at the inner lobby also were battered and
here, has joined Trio as general manParamount Theatre here.
the contents taken.
ager, booker and buyer.

Johnston
\
(Continued from page

ognize them for what they*
try to solve them so the mo
ture can go on to greater
Everyone, he continued, r
problems
proac,h these
earr
and "with
flexibility
mind
working together to make
strument of motion pictures
effective means of corami
both for entertainment and o
"This is the challenge befc
us," Johnston added.
Sees Steady Audience Gi
The Motion Picture As
president said that he didr
exactly how many people th,
the
an he
American,'
everyworld
week,seebut
estim;
total to be at least 300:,
"Astonished at the vitality o_
"
goers"poses.
around
the world,
said that audiences are grow
by year. He stressed the impo:
motion pictures as an instni
American public relations in.
countries,
pointing out
can see something
withthatyoj
you can understand it far bet
his opening
remarks,
anyIn words
can describe."
told the film carriers "this
tenth time I've been invited
first time I've come."
David Picker
(Continued from page

member of the board of the
Corp.
ists
picture company, Uni
motion
Picker, who has been wi
for three years, was appoir
ecutive assistant to Youngst
year ago and has been activ^
operation of the record anc
companies.
Montana Meeting
(Continued from page
election of officers and a ban
night.
George Roscoe, field repres
of Theatre Owners of Amei
ported on activities of the
organization and also gave t
vention an upbeat forecast o
try prospects,
based
the
for
a good flow
of on
strong
in the months ahead.
Carl Anderson, past presi
the Montana organization and
president of TOA, reported
board meeting.
meeting
on the latter 's mi
Paromel Has DispL
Paromel Electronics Corp
Chicago, is displaying a 35m:
motion projector and a De\
studio projector, at the curre
vention of the SMPTE in
Beach.
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UA

people
nurd W. Lee has been elected
■ent of General Precision Laborailnc, Pleasantville, N. Y., sucg James W. Murray, chairman
ihief executive officer of GPL's
company, General Precision
ment Corp. Lee also was named
subsidiary's board of directors,
tlier GPL management changes,
P. Hilliard becomes vicesnt and general manager, and
m J. Tull vice-president for
engineering and sales. They
ere elected to the GPL board.
□
r Wellman has sold his Mock
>llman theatres, Girard, Ohio,
iarfield, formerly of Berlo Vend. Wellman started as an exhibiGirard 25 years ago. He will
le operation of his four drivefetres elsewhere in Ohio and
!Ivania.
□
M. Widem, motion picture
"Hartford
Times,"
on
)ofwillthedeliver
an address
at the
fety
of Hartford's
annualwillpubs banquet.
His topic
be
ainment, USA."
□
aes Rupp, formerly with the
studios, has been signed by
ctures to work with art direcDranko on design of the anititles for "Thousand and One
Nights," UPA's first feature
■artoon,
ia
release.now in production for
Jrs Wompis

Elect

Officers for Year
. Special to THE DAILY
.AS, May 6.-The Women of
ion Picture Industry elected ofid heard the latest details on
ilute to Big D" coming up May
ilining Eric Johnston. Mrs.
olsom, publicity chairman for
uet at the new Sheraton Hotel,
ed that George Weltner, vicet of Paramount Pictures, and
nny Kaye would be among the
fthat night. Also expected for
jit will be Mrs. Gene Barnette,
association president of the
3 from New Orleans.
Six Officers Named
I s elected who take over in
: Miss Thelma Jo Bailey, pressed Artists; Mrs. Esther Cov\rst vice-president, MGM; Mrs.
Lowry, second vice-president,
!ht; Miss Jo Ann Farris, record' ,'tary, Central Shipping; Miss
empleton, corresponding secrontier Theatres; and Mrs.
fssey, treasurer, 20th Century
• irectors are Mrs. Marie Pow(mons Booking; Miss Betty
jational Screen; Mrs. Juanita
jidex
Booking; and Mrs. Loree
literstate.

Picture

Parties Slated in

5 Exchanges Next Week
More than 150 leading independent exhibitors, circuit heads and film
buyers will attend the 40th anniversary birthday parties at United Artists' Cleveland, New Haven, Seattle,
Cincinnati and Dallas exchanges next
week. Part of the company's yearlong celebration commemorating
UA's 40th anniversary year, the parties and special exhibitor screenings
will be hosted by the following UA
branch managers: David Rosenthal,
Cleveland; Irving Mendelson, New
Haven; Robert Hazard, Seattle; Jack
Finberg, Cincinnati, and R. L. Brentlinger, Dallas.
Major theatre circuits represented
at the celebrations will include Interstate Circuit, Trans-Texas Theatres,
Rowley Theatres, Frontier Theatres,
Associated Theatres, Cooperative
Theatres of Ohio, Schine Theatres,
Stanley- Warner Theatres, Armstrong
Circuit, General Theatres, Forman
and United Theatres, John Hamrick
Theatres,
erative. and Oregon Theatres CoopLevin, Mandell

Form

Atlas Pictures Corp.
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 6.-Irving H.
Levin and Harry L. Mandell have announced formation of a new motion
picture producing company, Atlas
Pictures Corporation. The activities
of the new firm will embrace production, supervision of distribution, as
well as motion picture financing and
participation deals.
The main source of immediate activity on the part of Atlas will stem
from its recent settlement and purchase of assets and properties of ABPT Pictures Corp. from American
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres,
Inc.
Would

Increase

New

Daily
Executive

Line-up

TENT

At Wometco Enterprises
Special to THE DAILY
MIAMI, May 6. - Here's the new
management line-up of Wometco Enterprises Inc.:
Mitchell Wolfson, president and director; Louis Wolfson, II, vice-president and director; Richard F. Wolfson, vice-president, assistant secretary
and director; Lee Ruwitch, executive
vice-president in charge of WTVJ
television; Jack Shay, vice-president
in charge of WTVJ television; Ralph
Renick, vice-president in charge of
WTVJ television news.
Myers Heads Vending
Also William Brazzil, vice-president
in charge of WTVJ television sales;
Van Myers, vice-president in charge
of vending and confections; John M.
(Sonny) Shepherd, vice-president in
charge of first run theatres; Harvey
Fleishman, vice-president in charge of
neighborhood and drive-in theatres;
Elmer Hecht, vice-president in charge
of specialized theatres; Herman Silverman, vice-president in charge of
theatre film purchasing.
Also Stanley Stern, vice-president
in charge of real estate and insurance;
Elmer H. Radloff, treasurer; C. J.
Achee, assistant treasurer and comptroller; Albert B. Bernstein, secretary
and director; Sidney Meyer, director
and honorary chairman of the board;
Frederick H. Schroeder, Jack Waxenburg and Frances Wolfson, directors.

Variety Club

A
ATLANTA - The first copy of the
Old Newsboys Day edition of the "Atlanta Journal and Constitution"
brought $200 at auction. The general
sale of the special edition is scheduled
for Friday. A goal of $100,000 has
been set again this year.
Dr. Hannah

Prices

Soon!

from

to Speak

ISHPEMING, Mich., May 6. Michigan State University president
Dr. John A. Hannah, one of the nation's leading educators, will be the
keynote speaker at the special May
11 banquet here honoring Otto Preminger's "Anatomy of a Murder" and
the book's author, Justice John D.
Voelker. As kick-off of the annual
Michigan week, May 17 to 23, the
banquet will honor Preminger's film
as
"Michigan
Productby ofVoelker
the Year,"
written
in Michigan
and
filmed there entirely on location.

SBA

ALBANY, N. Y., May 6.-While
admission prices at a number of circuit-operated first-run theatres in Albany, Schenectady and Troy have recently been increased, there has been
a decrease in rates at drive-ins of the
Lake George-Glens Falls area. Following adecision by Howard Goldstein, new operator of the Dix drivein, at Hudson Falls, to hold the 65cent line, the Fort George Drive-in,
Lake George Village, and the Glen
Drive-in, outside Glens Falls, dropped
their charges to 65 cents. Last season,
it was 75 cents.

News

ALBANY, N. Y.-The Variety Club
of Albany again will sponsor this
summer, together with Schine-owned
Station WPTR, a "Tower of Talent"
recording artists show, for the benefit
of the club's Camp Thacher. Complans will
meetingplete on
Friday.be announced at a

Lending by $200 Million
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 6. - Rep.
Bass (R., N. H.) introduced an Administration bil to provide an additional $200 million lending authority
for the Small Business Administration.
Bass said SBA had been getting
far more loan applications than it had
anticipated, and needed additional
funds.
Cut Drive-In

THK

Paramount!

M
®

Thursday, May
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Minn.

Court

(Continued from page 1)
ment Company and IATSE to bar
daylight time in metropolitan Minneapolis-Saint Paul area. The attorney general, Miles Lord, was the target for many pointed questions by
the justices. Lord was asked if he
had advised the county commissioners of Hennepin, Ramsey, and Anoka
counties to disregard the order issued by the court on April 25, to halt
the fast time. If it can be proved
that Lord did advise the commissioners to go ahead with fast time, he
will be open for a contempt of court
charge.
Lord argued that the High Court
had no jurisdiction over the case, that
the injunction should have been issued by a district court and that the
writ applied only to actions that
would have been taken after it was
issued. The counties have proclaimed
daylight time almost three weeks
prior
sued. to the date the writ was isMAC Limits Arguments
Mandt Torrison, attorney for the
Minnesota Amusement Company,
limited his arguments to defending
the writ of prohibition as proper for
the court to use and to rebuking the
county boards for defying the intent
of the writ.
After hearing the arguments on
both sides, the high court adjourned
until Monday. No indication was
given as nounce
totheirwhen
they expect to andecision.
In another part of the capiitol
building,
the toHouse
Representatives acted
furtherof confuse
the
issue. The House today passed and
sent to the Senate for action a bill
that would permit daylight time in
22 border and metropolitan counties
of the state.

'Jane'' Promotion
(Continued from page 1)
into breaks on the national level as
well as locally in those states represented.
"This is a prime example of how
helpful the Motion Picture Herald
Merchandising Conferences have been
to us," Ferguson said. "We're always
open to new ideas in selling a film and
these conferences provide us with an
opportunity of listening to a fresh
The State Mothers, chosen by speapproach."
cial committees on the basis of family and civic achievements, are in
New York for the annual convention
sponsored by the American Mothers
Committee which will select an American Mother of the Year.
SHOiumen's choice
[ BEST I SPECIAL mW
TRAILERS
if
«laveYeant a oofg hExptri.
t
us
UK
■Know-how" of making f ilmack y
1327 S. Wabash A mnn M BVTC fe. 630 Ninth Ave.
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Sets

New

Financing

(Continued from page 1 )
have a fixed interest rate of 6 per debentures by offering to purchase at
cent with an additional small interest
a price of 108.4 per cent any debentures tendered through the expiration
participation based on the net profits
of the debenture conversion period
after taxes of the company in excess
of $3,500,000.
on June 12.
The purchase offer by the standby
Renjamin stated that the new funds
group is equivalent to $22.77 per
will be used in the continued expanshare. The closing price yesterday of
sion of the company's business. United
Artists recently announced that it will the stock was $27.75. The closing
release 28 major productions in 1959, price of the remaining $4,465,700 of
compared with 16 last year, and that the original $10,000,000 debenture
it is expanding in the television film, issue was $130.25.
United Artists yesterday declared
recording and music publishing fields.
the
regular quarterly dividend of
Redemption Deadline June 22
common stock of 40 cents per share,
Renjamin announced that United
payable June 18, 1959 to stockholders
Artists today is calling the balance
May 25. Holders who conof its outstanding convertible 6 per of record
vert their debentures on or prior to
cent subordinated debentures due
May dividend.
25 will be entitled to receive
1969 which have not been converted.
the
The final date for such redemption
Sales Increase Steady
is June 22, 1959 at a price of 107 per
United
Artists recently announced
cent together with accrued interest
(on a $1,000 debenture, holder will that sales in 1958 had increased to
$84,000,000 from $70,000,000 in 1957
receive $1,078.50). These debentures
are convertible into common stock and that net income had increased to
until the close of business June 12, $3,702,000 from $3,262,000 in the
same period. During the quarter
1959 at $21 per share.
F. Eberstadt & Co. has formed a ended March 1959 gross revenues
standby stantial
purchase
group
to assure
sub- were $19,300,000, compared with
conversions
of the
remaining
$16,500,000 a year earlier.
Push Drive
(Continued from page 1)
obliged to close any place open in defiance of the Sunday Rlue Laws, but
would have to have a warrant first.
Whether the area theatre owners
are prepared to sign warrants against
other business operators here is not
known at this time, but Attorney Sam
R. Watt, representing the Carolina
Theatre, has called for "strict enforcement of all the laws."
Meanwhile, Claude C. Rumley, arrested last Sunday night for showing
a film at his Fox Drive-in Theatre,
Monday rejected legal aid from five
other Spartanburg movie house operators.
Spent Night in Jail
"I've got the power of the Lord
behind me," Rumley said from his
cell in county jail. He was released
about 10 A.M. Monday after spending the night in jail. Mrs. Nina Frost
signed a $400 property bond.
Representative Horace C. Smith,
chairman of the Spartanburg County
legislative delegation, commenting on
the Sunday movie situation here, said
it would take some fast action on the
part of delegation to submit a referendum for the May 12 City of Spartanburg general election.
Broidy to New York
HOLLYWOOD, May 6. - Steve
Rroidy, Allied Artists president, left
here today for New York to confer
with Edward Morey, vice-president,
Morey R. Goldstein, vice-president
and general sales manager, and Norton V. Ritchey, president of Allied
Artists International, regarding sales
and distribution plans for Irwin Allen's forthcoming production of "The
Rig Circus."

Plan Restrictions
(Continued from page 1)
Committee on a bill by Rep. Roggs
(D., La.), backed limited tax deferral through the use of so-called foreign business corporations incorin the U.S.
carry on
nessporatedoverseas.
Now,to taxes
canbusibe
deferred on income earned overseas through subsidiaries incorporated
overseas; U.S. income tax is deferred
until the earnings are returned to
this country. Rut tax must be paid
when the income is earned if the
busiiness is carried on through a
branch or a U.S. subsidiary.
Fears Loss of Revenue
The Treasury said permitting tax
deferral for foreign business corporations inall fields would cost too
much revenue. It suggested limiting
the deferral to foreign business corporations operating chiefly in underdeveloped areas of the world. Income
derived from exports to these areas
might qualify for deferral if the income is reinvested there, the Treassaid, but then
that deferral
"it may
be ury
necessary
to added
limit the
provision to foreign business corporations which do not earn more than
50 per cent of their gross income
from exports."
Opposes Boggs Bill
Investors in the foreign business
corporations should be given specially-lenient tax treatment on any
losses, the Treasury said. It opposed
a provision in the Boggs bill to lower
the 52 per cent corporate tax rate to
38 per cent on overseas income.
Committee Chairman Mills (D.,
Ark.) has been unenthusiastic about
holding hearings on the Boggs bill,
but the Treasury report is likely to
force his hand.

Battle Flame
Allied Artists
Hollywood
Unusually good, authentic
tion footage, expertly iravides
screenplay
of dramat
the basis
for an
documentary reminder
stalemate.
depiction good
of ],
of InG.I.theprototypes,

are supplied by Scott Braay
role of a first lieutenant
Marines,
Rlake andGordon
Arthur Jones
Walsh,an- >•-■
nishes the comedy relief. O:
taff side, Elaine Edwards, i:
carries
a romance
starringonrole,
portrayswith
a m'I
though
advises him
trothal toshe Richard
Crane,of
commander.
screenpk<
on Elwood
a storyUllman's
developed
by
Lester A. Sansom and Ullm
the
G.I.'s with
through
skirmishes
Koreansome
and I

Reds, realistically directed h
Springsteen.
battles,
tied inDuring
with a these
withdjpis
American troops, Rrady and l.lie
wards, whom he rescues w:
nurses
fitt fromJean
the Robbins
Chinese and
RedsPs<a
hospital plane is shot down,
a genuine bond. Fate brings
gether
on a tells
boat Rrady
commai t:
Crane. Crane
Edwards has confessed her j
for Rrady and wishes them h
filmWilliam
editing.Austin did an expi
Running time, 78 minutes,
classification. Release, in M
Samuel
Line-up of Manage
(Continued from pagei

Paul S. Wilson; Boston,
bany, Clayton B.
G. Pant"
falo,
Kosco Fff
James Charles
O. Mock; Chicago,
Conn; Cincinnati, Weldeh J*
Cleveland, Ray Schmertz
Thomas O. McCleaster; !<f»
Richard Fulham; Des Moinrff?
S. Gold; Detroit, Joe J. Lee 11
apolis, Howard Kinser.
well;
City, Mo.,
Also,Kansas
Jacksonville,
Thoma;'j/ Co
Neger; Los Angeles, Morris? W
Memphis,Jack
Thomas
W. YouN^i'■
waukee,
H. Lorentz;
Levy;
Hamden, Conn.,
Rioom; New Orleans, Williai°)*i
ant; New York, Abe Dickste1
homa City, Marion W. \
Omaha, Herman Hallberg. i
Also, Philadelphia, Sam
mond; Pittsburgh, Nat Ros(
land, Ore., Charles F. Po,
Louis, William C. Gehring,
Lake City, Kenneth O. LL
Francisco,
Jack M. Jr.;
Ericksor
Mark Sheridan,
W; , .
D. C, Ira Sichelman.
Canada : Calgary, Albert:
L. Stern; Montreal, Gerald
noff; St. John, Gordon L
Toronto, Victor J. Reattie;
ver, Dawson Exley; Norvvoi
Philip Geller.
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inued from page 1)
.vho participated running
from Don Knotts to Richie nd from a Cinderella
ider wig named Sue
ne and only Judith
nner of the evening,
die "home" network,
.hows and personalities
..ith 14
a total
of 29 and
Emmy's
kith
for CBS
two
he big winner in the NBC
is the much-acclaimed
vith
Astaire,"
which
or no Fred
less than
nine of
the
^ards.
al Individuals Cited
^ire show was voted the
)p honor as the Most Outngle Program of the Year,
rent on to pick up indivifs for the performance of
: i director, writer, choreogneraman, art director and
It also was named Best
usical Program. It reptriumph for Astaire, since
his television debut. The
the Moulin Rouge in
7 1 gave him an ovation when
the podium to receive his
b a big night for old dads,"
1 most honored show was
i m of Alban," a presenta' BC's "Hallmark Hall of
was named Best Special
: ; i rogram and won individual
I ^ its star, JuUe Harris; its
ieorge Schaefer; and its
,ies Costigan.
*3enny' Awards for CBS
es involving veteran per: Benny won three Emmy's
|*| e himself was named Best
Comedy Series, while the
itself won in that catem, four of his writers
.mmy for the best writngie comedy program, the
dch Benny matched wits
Kovaks.
himself, incidentally, actwpionizing
the evening's
job of presenters,
giving out
to the best western series
ition, ABC's tremendously
'Maverick." The score was
wever, when the "Mavepresented Benny his Best
d.
Dinah Shore Chevy Show"
Immy's, one for Best Musi!md one for its star. CBS's
lyear series also won two
of its program, "Eddie,"
•oth writing and direction.
Honor for Bob Hope
ny acted as presenter again
unded Bob Hope the spei voted by the Academy
M recognition of Hope's enof troops and for the coniigh quality of his TV
iMng late in the show, Hope
say thanks and remark
had given out the origto Marconi "who started

The

Emmy

Award

Winners

The following personalities and programs were the winners of the
annual Emmy Awards of the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences.
Most Outstanding Single Program of the Year
"Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Dramatic Series (Hour or Longer)
"Playhouse 90" — CBS
Best Dramatic Series (Less Than Hour)
"Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre" — NBC
Best Comedy Series
"Jack Benny Show" — CBS

Best Performance by an Actress (Continuing Character)
in a Musical or Variety Series

Best Musical or Variety Series
"Dinah Shore Chevy Show" — NBC
Best Western Series
"Maverick" — ABC

Best Direction of a Single Program of a Dramatic Series
(Less Than Hour)
Jack Smight — "Eddie" — Alcoa-Goodyear — NBC
Best Direction of a Single Program of a Dramatic Series
(Hour or Longer)

Best Public Service Program or Series
"Omnibus" — NBC

George Schaefer — "Little Moon of Alban" — NBC
Best Direction of a Single Program of a Comedy Series
Peter
Tewksbury
"Medal
"Father
Knows —Best"
— NBCfor Margaret" —

Best News Reporting Series
NBC News — Huntley-Brinkley Report
Best Panel, Quiz, or Audience Participation Series
"What's My Line" — CBS
Best Special Dramatic Program (Hour or Longer)
"Little Moon of Alban" — Hallmark — NBC
Best Special
"Evening
Best Special
"Face of

Musical or Variety Program (Hour or Longer)
With Fred Astaire" — NBC
News Program
Red China" — CBS

Best Actor in a Leading Role (Continuing Character) in a
Dramzt'.c Series
Raymond Burr — "Perry Mason" — CBS
Best Actress in a Leading Role (Continuing Character) in
a Dramatic Series
Loretta Young — "Loretta Young Show" — NBC
Best Actor in a Leading Role (Continuing Character) in a
Comedy Series
Jack Benny — "Jack Benny Show" — CBS
Best Actress in a Leading Role (Continuing Character) in
a Comedy Series
Jane Wyatt— "Father Knows Best"— CBS-NBC

in a DraBest Supporting
matic Series Actor (Continuing Character)
Dennis Weaver — "Gunsmoke" — CBS
Character) in a DraBest Supporting
matic Series Actress (Continuing
Barbara Hale — "Perry Mason" — CBS
Best Support ng Actor (Continuing Character) in a Comedy
Series
Tom Poston — "Steve Allen Show" — NBC

Dinah Shore — "Dinah Shore Chevy Show" — NBC
Best Single Performance by an Actor
Fred Astaire — "Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Single Performance by an Actress
Julie Harris — "Little Moon of Alban"— NBC
Best News Commentator or Analyst
Edward R. Murrow — CBS

Best Direction of a Single Musical or Variety Program
Bud Yorkin — "Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Writing of a Single Program of a Dramatic Series
(Less Than Hour)
Alfred Brenner — "Eddie" — NBC
Best Writing of a Single Program of a Dramatic Series
(Hour or Longer)
James Costigan — "Little Moon of Alban" — NBC
Best Writing of a Single Program of a Comedy Series
Sam Perrin. George Balzer, Hal Goldman, Al Gordon— "Jack Benny Show" — CBS
Best Writing of a Single Musical or Variety Program
Fred Astaire, Bud Yorkin, Herbert Baker — "Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Cinematography for Television
Ellis Carter — "Alphabet Conspiracy" — Bell Telephone Special — NBC
Best Live Camera Work
"Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Art Direction in a TV Film
Claudio Guzman — "Bernadette" — Desilu Playhouse— CBS
—NBC
Best Art Direction in a Live TV Program
Edward Stephenson — "Evening With Fred Astaire"
Best Editing of a Film for TV
Silvio
NBC d'Alisera — "Meet Mr. Lincoln" — Project 20
Best Musical Contribution to a TV Program
David Rose — "Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Choreography for TV
Hermes Pan — "Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC

Best Supporting Actress (Continuing Character) in a Comedy Series
Ann B. Davis — "Bob Cummings Show" — NBC

Best tape
Engineering or Technical Achievement
Industry-wide improvement of editing of video

Best Performance by an Actor (Continuing Character) in a
Musical or Vcriety Series
Perry Como — "Perry Como Show" — NBC

Best On-The-Spot Coverage of a News Event
The Cuban Revolution — CBS

5

The

who

star

came

back...

It looked "mighty bad" for WagonTrain Pete and his faithful pal Surefoot:
Repeated printing seemed to have
disastrously abraded the original
color negative, now needed for reissue. Suddenly, someone realized
that the emulsion side of the films had
been lacquered. From then on, all
was smooth sailing; the scratched,
lacquered surface was removed, the
film
new prints run off
in a re-lacquered,
hurry.

Storage and preservation of motion
picture film involves precise technicscleaning, lacquering (above), lubrication, control of temperature and
relative humidity. Complete information is available to the industry
through Eastman Technical Service for
Motion Picture Film. Offices at strategic
points. Inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department West Coast Division Midwest Division East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
1 30 East Randolph Drive
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
New York 17, N.Y.
Chicago 1 , III.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
Rochester4NY
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Coverage

city Committees
d in Exchanges
ization of a national network
try publicity outlets was anyesterday by Charles E.
ky, information director of
'. The network will be made
:hibitors and theatre publicity
each exchange area,
ed by McCarthy a week ago,
change area committees in 15
j centers have already rewith appointment of publicmittees. It is expected that
;s in the remaining exchange
be named in the near turn as more committees are apContinued on page 6 )
Field Promotion
Made

Permanent

network of distribution field
lion men who were recruited
n the national promotion of
■nt Academy Awards telecast
maintained on a permanent
r assignment when industry
Continued on page 7)
ct Waiver
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Made

Senate's

Wage

2-Day

Approve Two Bills on
Gov't. Anti-Trust Power
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 7. - The
Senate Anti-trust Subcommittee has
approved two bills to strengthen the
Administration's anti-trust power.
One, requested by the Administration, would require large firms to give
the government advance notice of
(Continued on page 6 )

'Special'
For

35mm

Release
'South

Ask Reinstatement

of

Suit Against Schine
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 7- A Rochester, N. Y., exhibitor has asked the
Supreme Court to reinstate its $370,566 anti-trust damage suit against the
Schine Chain Theatres, Inc.
A District court and the second cir(Continued on page 7)

Plan

Scheduled

Pacific1

in Summer

Committee
ACE

The 35mm version of "South Pacific," which 20th Century-Fox will put
into distribution early this summer, will be backed by a special release pattern
"tailored to conditions in individual cities."
This announcement was made yesTodd-AO version of the Rodgers and
terday at a trade press conference
Hammerstein musical.
called by Alex Harrison, 20th-Fox
Harrison said that the 35mm edigeneral sales manager. Also particition of "South Pacific" will be idenpating were C. Glenn Norris, 20thtical to the Todd-AO version, except
Fox assistant general sales manager,
and Joseph Sugar, executive of Magna
that the(Continued
latter's ten-minute
intermison page 3)
Theatre Corp., which distributes die

WHITE

Meeting

Johnston Confirms It Has
No Authority to Act
The Motion Picture Association
yesterday augmented its new exhibitor
relations committee which is scheduled to meet with a committee of
the American Congress of Exhibitors
at the Association offices here on
an infonnal conference of MPAA
MayAt 14.
directors with Eric Johnston, president, in New York yesterday, Abe
Montague, Columbia Pictures executive vice-president, was named a cochairman of the MPAA exhibitor relations committee; Ralph Hetzel,
MPAA (Continued
vice-president
in charge
of
on page
7)
MP A Ad Group Okays
Use of B-B Layouts
The advertising-publicity directors
committee of the Motion Picture Association yesterday voted unanimously to make available "insofar as they
have control" over them material
originated for the defunct industry
business-building
to exhib(Continued campaign,
on page 7)

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Export Association president, will go to
Paris in the near future to open negoterday. tiations for a new film import and
remittance agreement, he said yesHe will join Griffith Johnson,
MPEA vice-president, who goes to
Paris from Rome soon for preliminary
conferences on die new French film
agreement.

E. LEVINE presents
Stars

?BW?y

for

Johnston to Paris on
New Film Pact Soon

By WARREN G. HARRIS
(Picture on Page 3)

JOSEPH

Delay-

MPAAugments

Start

Hearings

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, May 7. -A Senate Labor Subcommittee today opened
hearings on legislation to extend Federal minimum wage law coverage to
service firms.
large exhibitors and many other retail andAFL-CIO
President George Meany
kicked off the hearings with a strong
plea for a bill by Senators Kennedy
(D., Mass.) and Morse (D., Ore.)
Will Tight to limit'
which would raise the present $1 an
On Sunday Film Ban
(Continued on page 2 )
Special to THE DAILY
SPARTANBURG, S. C, May 7Montana Unit to Meet
Alfred Rumley, president of Rumley
Theatres, Inc., of Hickory, N. C,
With Mountain States
kinsman of Claude Rumley, operator
of the Fox Drive- In Theatre in SparSpecial to THE DAILY
tanburg, who was arrested and jailed
LIVINGSTON, Mont., May 7. last Sunday when he defied the Sun- The Montana Theatre Association
day blue laws and opened his theatre, will combine with the Mountain
States Theatres Association for a
promises
"a repeal
fight to
the limit"
bring about
of such
laws. to three-state joint annual convention
"Beginning
next on
Sunday,
it was announced here
(Continued
page May
6) 10," next spring,
(Continued on page 2)

of Tax

oviet Films Soon
orable decision on the tax
>n status of the Soviet films
in the cultural exchange
nt is expected from the InRevenue Service and the
Continued on page 6)
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TTAROLD MIRISCH, president of
A-l the Mirisch Co., will leave New
York today aboard the "United
States" for Europe.•
Carl Dudley, producer, returned
to New York from London yesterday
via B.O.A.C.
•
Edward L. Hyman vice-president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, and Bernard Levy, his assistant, have returned to New York
from Boston.
•
William Reich, general manager
of American International Export
Corp., has returned to New York from
Europe and the Middle East.
•
Mrs. Larry Lucie has given birth
at Lynn (Mass.) Hospital to a girl.
Father is Buena Vista booker in Boston.
•
Paddy Chayefsky, author of "Middle of theCannes
Night,"Film
official
U.S. entry
at the
Festival,
left
here yesterday for France.
Lou Wilson, talent agent, is
scheduled to return to New York from
London today via B.O.A.C.
•
Kim Novax will leave New York
on Monday for Cannes.
Pete Latsis Named

Aid

To Fay Reeder at FWC
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 7. - The
appointment of Pete Latsis as assistant to Fay S. Reeder, advertisingpublicity head of Fox West Coast
Theatres, was announced today by
William H. Thedford, Pacific Coast
division manager.
Latsis joined the theatre circuit in
1945. He is a former "Chicago Herald-American" newspaper reporter.
Parsons to Make 'Gang*
HOLLYWOOD, May 7. - Producer Lindsley Parsons has announced he will produce "The Purple
Gang"
Allied Artists,
it on the for
infamous
Detroit basing
gang
which operated in the 20's and early
30's with Joseph O'Riorden as its
leader. The screenplay for the production, scheduled to roll in July,
will be written by Jack De Witt, who
authored a series of magazine articles
on the exploits of the gang.

Select 'Porgy and Bess'
As Play of the Month
Samuel Goldwyn's "Porgy and
Bess,"
at has
the
Warner which
Theatreworld
here premieres
on June 24,
been designated by the Play Of The
Month Club as its selection for its
members for the months of July and
August. Selection by the club ordinarily means between 20 and 30
sell-out performances, thus virtually
assuring solid box office figures for
Porgy
and ofBess,"
during
the Club
first
two
months
its run,
via the
selection alone.

Para. Product

Festival

Slated Next for South
Special to THE DAILY
ATLANTA, May 7.-George Weltner, Paramount Pictures vice-president in charge of world sales, on
Sunday, May 10, will bring the company's "Summer Boxoffice Festival"
of showings for exhibitors into the
South. The Fox Theatre here Sunday
evening will be the scene of the "Festival" unveiling of "The Five Pennies," with its star, Danny Kaye, joining Weltner and other Paramount executives in greeting the invited circuit executives, independent exhibitors bookers, film buyers, press representatives and disc jockeys.
On Monday the trade "Festival"
will
be marked
by Weltner's
showing
of two
more Paramount
summer
releases, Hal Wallis' "Last Train From
Gun Hill" and "Don't Give Up the
Ship" at the Garden Theatre.
Strong Plea Made
(Continued from page 1)
hour minimum to $1.25 and would
extend coverage to theatres and
theatre chains grossing over $500,000
a year. Theatres and other retail and
service establishments are now exempt from the law.
Some labor experts have questioned
whether theatres are in fact included
in the bill, and Senator Kennedy has
reportedly said this was not his intention. But a Labor Department
analysis of the bill included theatre
employes in a "miscellaneous" group
to
which coverage would be extended.
Exhibitors are taking no chances
and plan to testify strongly against
inclusion. Officials of the American
Congress of Exhibitors and other exhibitor groups will be heard during
the hearings.
The Labor Department will recommend some extended coverage,
probably to large theatres and
chains, but will oppose any increase
in the minimum, Labor Secretary
Mitchell has indicated.

Unit
Says Industry Ah

(Continued from page 1)
today
Finus unit.
Lewis, new president
of
the by
Montana
The decision of the two regional
units of Theatre Owners of America
to meet jointly in Salt Lake City in
the spring of 1960 was voted yesterday at the concluding session of the
Montana
Association's
two-dayMont.
annual convention
at Billings,
The session drew more than 80 exhibitors to the Northern Hotel.
Lewis and S. L. Gillette of Salt
Lake City, president of the Mountain
States Association, will head the committee to map the joint meeting,
which will cover exhibitors of Utah,
Idaho and Montana.
Lewis succeeds Clarence Golder as
president of the Montana unit. Other
new officers elected yesterday were
Chris Gordon of Poplar, vice-president, and Robert Suckstorff of Sidney, secretary-treasurer. Arthur Lamey was reelected general counsel,
and Carl Anderson renamed official
delegate to national TOA. Elected to
the board of directors were Henry
Lussy, Adam Leistmeister, E. H. Davidson, E. R. Munger, William Larcombe, Mrs. Grace Severson, Orville
Locurm, Norman Stubblefield and
Arthur Jensen.
Rentals Criticized
The convention adopted a resolution calling for improvement in trade
practices, charged distribution with
promulgating such excessive film
rentals that theatres cannot operate
profitably, and called for a return of
reasonable, fair and equitable film
rental terms.
Harold Chesler of Salt Lake City
conducted a panel discussion on concessions operation, and Virgil Odell
of Caldwell, Idaho, a clinic on exploitation and promotion, on the final
day's program. The delegates also
heard
report on and
TOA'sGeorge
midWinterAnderson
board meeting,
Roscoe, director of exhibitor relations
for TOA, report on TOA and ACE
activities and accomplishments.
N.J. Theatre

Installs

Equipment for Todd-AO
"South Pacific" in Todd-AO will
open at the Fabian Belleview Theatre
in Upper Montclair, New jersey, during the latter part of June, Joseph
M. Sugar vice-president and general
sales manager of Magna Theatre
Corp., distributors
nounced yesterday. of the film, anThe theatre is temporarily closed
so as to permit complete refurbishing
of the entire premises and installation
of the Todd-AO equipment.
The Fabian Belleview Theatre will
be the 76th Todd-AO installation in
some 68 principal cities in the continental United States and Canada.

Of Audience

Nee

The motion picture indusl
not only kept apace of its audit
quirements but in some quart
gone ahead,
G. T
director
of theMargaret
MPAA comnwi
lations department, said yestei
the annual luncheon meeting
Larchmont-Mamaroneck Motic
ture Council.
Sees Education Still Viti
In discussing the new surge
vity and progress of the indust
ing the past six months, Mrs. T
said, "There is still a need to ii
to the public that the film i
produces entertainment whic
appeal
to allIttastes
within
an'
community.
is also
appare
the public is not as yet educ
the fact that movies, like boc
music and any other art form,
selection. There are certain
appealing
as th
w
tain
books to. .adult
. andtastes,
just as
books produced for children .
are there movies which sho
Several Improveme
seen Cites
by children."
Among the highlights indict
the
motion
vitality,
Mrs. picture
Twyman industry'
cited,
pictures but more outstandir
tures; more pictures with
themes ... to answer the plea
ture audiences for mature fare
new and interesting young sta
proved theatres and technical
ment; recognition by educators
motion picture medium ... as
by the increasing number of
being taught; and greater unde
ing of the world around us ge
. . . through some fine film
other countries.
Ferguson to Boston
Robert S. Ferguson, Columl:
tures' national director of advt
publicity and exploitation, will;
sent the company at the world
ere
"It Happened
to Jane"
Astorof Theatre
in Boston
on M
Doris Day, who co-stars in tl
will the
be among
the celebrities 0:,
for
gala opening.
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us Start Monday
iterations of SBA

PEOPLE

"from
THE DAILY
<KINGTON,
May Bureau
7.-A House
business Subcommittee said it
start hearings Monday on the
Dns of the Small Business Addition.
i-man Evins (D., Tenn.) said
iup had received many cornthat present loan requireiare too tight. Administrator
ill Barnes will be the lead-off
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is Greets Stars on
Tour
adelphians'
Special to THE DAILY
\DS, Texas, May 7.-Texas will
dians in the
;ie young Hollywootinental
Bros. Transcon
Star
I tomorrow as they cross the
-Star State on their coast-towreyhound Scenicruiser trip to
,<lphia for the May 19 benefit
iremiere of "The Young Phila.|ns" at the Stanley Theatre,
ling civic ceremonies for the
ood "goodwill
mission"
will
w morning
'ilace
here tomorro
lorrow night at Abilene, where
ng Hollywood stars will spend
Sit.
Eight in Troupe
ibers of the glamor troupe are
Stevens, Diane Jergens, Roger
' Alan Hale, Jr., Will "SugarHutchins, Peter "Lawman"
Jacqueline Beer and Troy
ae. Louis Quinn, master of
'nies, Ty Hardin and Arlene
will join the group in Dallas,
> to Take

Over

ouri Theatre
Of I* Special to THE DAILY
SAS CITY, Mo., May 7.-The
1,'heatre Circuit will resume opf, Friday, May 29, of the Misjfcen
"heatre,
which byfor the
threeStanley
years
handled
Corp. for the presentation
terama productions. Under an
l^ent Harry Weiss, a division
■r for RKO said yesterday, the
'.ma management will restore
Tge downtown
Kansas City
tee to original specifications,
11 ng the three projection booths
downstairs floor, replacing
hd instalflng a new screen,
theatre's initial attraction uni restored RKO operation will
•ound the World in 80 Days."
0 i
EH screen 'Night*
mbia Pictures' "Middle of the
the official U.S. entry at the
Film
Festival, will be
d at special invitational pre■n New York and Los Angeles
. 13, coincident with its showCannes the same night. Top
makers representing all media
een invited to attend the pre-

AT "SOUTH PACIFIC" CONFERENCE: Joseph Sugar, Alex Harrison and
C. Glenn Norris, at the 20th-Fox home office yesterday.

'Pacific'

35 mm.
Plans
Told
(Continued from page 1 )
gagements
here
and
in
Canada, so
sion will be dropped. Although it
there are still a number of important
will not be advertised as CinemaScope, the 35mm version will be for cities which have not played the
nusical film in any form. In these
presentation in a 2.55 to 1 ratio, and
situations, Harrison said, Fox will
will be promoted with special emphaseek an important first-run showcase,
sis on the four-channel stereophonic
sound.
but will not attempt a hard-ticket
Those cities currently having a policy. It was pointed out that most
theatres playing the 35mm version
Todd-AO engagement of "South
would want to show it no more than
Pacific," Norris said, will not be offered the 35mm version until a suit- three times daily, with two performances in the afternoon and one in
able period after the run of the
the evening. The picture runs
former. In areas where the Todd-AO
version has already completed its run, two hours and 50 minutes without
Fox will release the musical on a intermission.
graduated neighborhood policy, similar to the one used by Paramount
for "The Ten Commandments."
In this second instance, Norris
said, a city like Chicago would have
no more than about eight simultaneous engagements in neighborhood
theatres. These would be extended
runs of several weeks, and then the
musical would move on to a similar
break of about the same number of
theatres.
Sugar said that the Todd-AO version will play a maximum of 65 enVelde

Appointed

MPA

Sales Managers' Head
James R. Velde, United Artists
general sales manager, has been
named chairman of the general sales
managers committee of the Motion
Picture Association of America. Velde
replaces Alex Harrison, 20th CenturyFox general sales manager, who has
been chairman of the MPAA sales
managers committee for the past two
years. The Velde appointment is effective immediately.
Boston

Union

Elects

BOSTON, May 7. - The Boston
Moving Picture Operators' Union, Local 182, IATSE held its annual electiontersof onofficers
at the
Tuesday
withunit's
the headquarfollowing
elected: Jack Rosenberg, president;
Walter Diehl, vice-president; Benjamin Bearman, financial secretary;
Thomas Buckley, recording secretary;
Gilbert L. Greek, treasurer; Ralph
Frazier, business representative. Hy-

20th-Fox feels that "South Pacific"
will be one of its "greatest grossers"
in history, Harrison said. In its ToddAO engagements alone, the musical
has grossed almost $9,000,000 worldwide and has proved "amazing" in its
sustaining power. Sugar said that the
wide-gauge version played 40 weeks
in Salt Lake City, 43 weeks in Toronto, 45 weeks in Indianapolis, 36
weeks in Providence and 48 weeks
in St. Louis, to quote only cities
where most pictures enjoy a run of
several weeks, at best.
Lawrence
Join MGM

Bachmann

to

in London

Lawrence P. "Larry" Bachmann
will join M-G-M as liaison representative for European production. Bachmann, operating under the supervision of Sol C. Siegel, vice-president
in charge of production, will begin
his new duties on June 1 and will
make
at the M-G-M
Studioshisinheadquarters
London.
For the past three years, Bachmann
has been head of European production for Paramount. Previous to this
affiliation, he was a screen writer.

Odeon Books 'Gideon'
John Ford's "Gideon of Scotland
Yard," a Columbia release, will have
its New York premiere at the Odeon
Theatre on Tuesday, May 19.
men Dinerstein and Morris Goldman
were elected to the executive board,
and Michael Guiliani was made a
trustee.

Joan Crawford has been elected a
member of the board of directors of
Pepsi-Cola Co., filling the vacancy
created by the death of her husband,
Alfred Steele, who had been chairfilled. man, a post which has not yet been
□
Malcolm C. Green, of Interstate
Theatre Corp., Boston, and Edward
S. Redstone, of Northeast Drive-in
Theatre Corp., Boston, have been
named co-chairmen of the annual
regional convention of Independent
Exhibitors of New England. The
conclave will be held at the Mayflower Hotel, Plymouth, Mass., Sept.
16-17.
□
Lloyd dlesex
J. Clark,
president
MidAmusement
Co., of
Maiden,
Mass., has been named a trustee of
the Maiden Savings Bank.
□
William Treadwell, vice-president
of Leo Burnett Co., advertising agency, is resigning that post, effective
June 1, to join Grey Advertising as
vice-president in charge of special
assignments.
□
Bert Leighton, manager for the
past 25 years of the Stanley Warner
Grand Theatre', Lancaster, Pa., has
been appointed manager of the circuit's Warner Theatre in Reading,
Pa., succeeding Helen Bortz, who has
resigned.
□
Gene Lowe, salesman for Universal in the Albany, N. Y., territory at
the time of the closing of that exchange a year ago, has rejoined the
tive.
company there as sales representa□
Helen Scott, publicist, formerly
with Continental Distributing, Inc.,
has been engaged by the French
Film Office here to handle press information.
□
Eddie Foster, Drive-in official of
Montgomery, Ala., has returned to
his duties there following several
months of treatment at the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital, Saranac Lake,
N. Y.
□
Carl Reiner, currently featured in
U.A.'s "Anniversary Waltz," will be
master of ceremonies at the annual
achievement awards dinner of the
Film Producers Association to be held
May 19 at the Plaza Hotel here.
□
Dore Schary will address the Radio
and Television Executives Society as
its monthly "Newsmaker" speaker
May 13 in the grand ballroom of the
Hotel Roosevelt here. His address
will be titled "The Muse and the
□
F. M. Westfall, of Westfall Theatres, Martinsville, Va., has enrolled
his
Rives and Rex theatres in TheaMedium."
tre Owners of America.
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Sunday

Films

(Continued from page 1)
Mr. Rumley
declared,
'"we will
warrants
against
all businesses
we sign
find
open in the county in violation of the
so-called blue laws.
"Welaws
figure
iron
these
out the
is toonly
closeway
thoseto businesses in violation of the laws," he
asserted. "Perhaps the closing down
of businesses which are normally
open on Sundays will cause enough
people to protest to get some action
against
blue laws."
Rumleythe added
that the action to
take warrants against such businesses is "definitely scheduled for
next
Sunday,
May 10."
He saidwhich
that
he and his attorneys
will decide
businesses they believe are in violation.
"Our first consideration will be to
determine if the television station
here (WSPA-TV) is in violation.
Other businesses will also be investiAlfred Rumley says he represents
four
theatres in North Carolina. In
gated."
the Rumley family there are a total
of 17 theatres represented, he added.
The Fox Drive-In Theatre is the
only Rumbley enterprise in Spartanburg County.
Meanwhile, Claude Rumley has
been admitted to Spartanburg General Hospital here with a "general
nervous condition," it was learned.
Rumley, who spent the night in county jail and was released on $400 bond
Monday, complained bitterly about
the treatment accorded him at the jail
and has demanded a jury trial on two
charges lodged against him for opening his theatre last Sunday night.
S.C, Council Won't

Act

On Sunday Film Ban
Special to THE DAILY
SPARTANBURG, S. C, May 7.Meeting in regular session this week,
Spartanburg City Council decided to
remain non-committal— at least for the
present— on the controversial question
of Sunday movies here.
Reporters asked Council members:
"Does Council intend to reaffirm its
policy to close movie theaters on Sunday and allow other businesses to
operate illegally and openly at the
same time?"
Speaking
Council
members,
Mayor
NevilleforHolcombe
replied:
It will"We
be haven't
recalledconsidered
that last that!"
summer, Council declared city police in
Spartanburg must enforce laws which
are on the statute books.
Special 'Pork' Prints
United Artists is preparing 100 special, high-key prints for drive-in theatres for its release of "Pork Chop
Hill," it was announced by James R.
Velde, general sales manager. Brightened for better-defined projection in
open-air situations, the special prints
will be shipped to UA exchanges to
service drive-in dates set for June for
the Melville Production.
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(Continued from page
Shake

Hands

with

the

Devil

Pennebaker — United Artists

All the rules for making a good, rousing melodrama have been faithfully and diligently observed in "Shake Hands with the Devil," the first
picture from the new Pennebaker, Inc. company, with George Glass
and Walter Seltzer as executive producers.
The time and setting of the story carry a high potential for action and
excitement— Ireland in the early 1920's when the Irish Republican Army
worked through underground activities to sabotage the hated Blackand-Tans who occupied their land. Some sympathetic characters are
thereby placed in immediate peril, which is the primary requisite for
suspense.
The hero is a young American of Irish ancestry who has come to Dublin
to study medicine and is swiftly drawn against his will into joining the
band of patriots alongside of whom his late father had fought years
before. Don Murray portrays this character, and James Cagney is the
local leader of the group he assists. Both are ingratiating actors, and
the audience is on their side forthwith.
Action? There is plenty of it from an early run-in Murray has with the
Black-and-Tans in which a student friend of his is killed to a daring
raid on the enemy headquarters bv Cagnev and his men to rescue Murray after he is captured. And the climax is a wow— a bloody set-to on
the Ashtown Docks in which rifles roar and a hand grenade explodes
under an army truck. Producer-director Michael Anderson is at his best
in handling these scenes which are swiftly and imaginately staged.
Romance? There are two lovely ladies in Dana Wynter and Glynis
Johns to supply this, and Murray becomes involved with them both.
Miss Wynter is an Englishwoman, daughter of the advisor to the military
governor, who is kidnapped by the Irish rebels and held as hostage in
their efforts to secure the release of one of their own, an aristocratic old
patriot played by Sybil Thorndike. Miss Johns is a barmaid of easy
virtue who distributes her favors among all the rebels but is particularly
attracted to Murray.
Strong dramatic finish? "Shake Hands" has that, too. After a truce
has been decided upon between the Irish and the English, Miss Thorndike dies and Cagnev wants to kill Miss Wynter in retribution. But
Murray saves her by shooting Cagney. This makes for a stirring last
scene which takes place high on a cliff overlooking the sea.
These are the elements required for an absorbing melodrama, and an
authentic setting helps here, too. The picture was shot in its entirety
in Ireland with interiors at the new Ardmore Studios near Dublin. Other
good actors on hand include Michael Redgrave, Cyril Cusack, Noel
Purcell, and Niall MacGinnis.
The screenplay was written bv Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts from the
adaptation bv Marian Thompson of a novel by Rearden Conner.
Running time, 110 minutes. General classification. Release, in June.
Richard Gertner

Expect Waiver
( Continued from page 1 )
Treasury soon, Kenneth Clark, Motion
Picture
Association vice-president,
said here yesterday.
Under the agreement the films
were to be admitted and played here
tax-free. However, the 30 per cent
Federal tax on earnings of foreign
films in this country had to be waived
and the State Department and Treasury now are working out the procedure.
When that has been completed,
Clark said, terms and conditions of
sale of the individual films will have
to be worked out between Soviet
agencies and the film companies that
handle the pictures here. Currently,
color strips are being exchanged with
the Soviet and tests will be made to
determine whether they can be projected in the equipment in use.

Approve
Two
( Continued
from Bills
page 1 )
merger plans. The other would give
the anti-trust division the power to
compel presentation of documents in
civil anti-trust investigations; the bill
approved goes beyond one originally
recommended by the Administration,
but the Administration said it would
accept the broader version. Both bills
tee. go to the full judiciary commitnow
The government now has power to
subpoena evidence in investigations
looking toward criminal action, but
must use a grand jury proceeding to
get documents in investigations looking toward civil action. The bill approved by the subcommittee would
permit use of a Civil Investigative
demand to get documents in civil investigations. The subcommittee said
the C.I.D. would apply to individuals

pointed, McCarthy said, publ
terial of an all-industry natun
issued from the COMPO offic
As opportunity permits tl
mittees will work in cooperat
the producer-distributor natio
licity organization which
inated to promote the recent
Awards telecast and is no1
made permanent by the adi
publicity
directors
committa
Motion Picture
Association,
rate story on this development
in adjoining columns.
The plan calls for the estat
of a copy committee based
COMPO press relations
that has been in operation foi
several
years.include
Present membeicommittee
Harry
chairman; Harry Goldberg,
Emerling. Representatives of f
pany advertising
and publicib
ments
will be asked
to fill
in the committee caused by
members' resignations or tpj
Hollywood.
Exchange area committees
appointed
to the COMPO
are as follows:
Albany— Seymour L. Morris ■
Circuit; Atlanta— Leonard All,
amount Pictures; Buffalo— Ger;,
tergren, Basil Theatres; Ch
Taylor, Paramount Theatn
ward
Meade, Loew's
H. Mackenna,
Basil Theatres
Theatres
Krolick, Paramount Theatres;
Gibson, Dipson Theatres.
Dallas— Kyle Rorex, Franc
Interstate Circuit; Don Dougl
ley United Theatres; Edward
Frontier Theatres; Des Moil
Knight.
Kansas City— Darrell Presrj
Midwest; M. B. Smith,
wealth Theatres; Los Ange
Ida Schreiber; Memphis Doyne, M. A. Lightman, Jr.
New Haven— Maurice Bailn
ry Shaw, Norman Bialek, Al,
Jim Totman, Lou Brown, Hai
stein; New Jersey— Charles F
Richard Turteltaub, Wilbur
Olkahoma City— Howard
Paul Townsend, Warner Fabi;.
tres; Roger Rice, Video Theati
man Praeger, Cooper For
Omaha — George Gaughan,
Foundation.
Salt Lake City— George
Washington, D.C.-Paul Rc
Zins, Columbia Pictures; Jac1
Loew's; Frank LaFalce,
John Broumas.
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MGM'sol "The
World,
the F'
Capit
the Devil" has been booked
next attraction at the Capitol
here following the run of "T
as well as corporations, and
give
the government physical
ins: Game."
sion of the documents and n<
look at them.
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Action on Next

MPA

TV Uncertain
(Motion Picture Association
directors has had no indica1 officials of the Academy of
'icture Arts & Sciences when
:r wishes to discuss industry
hip of the next Academy
telecast, Eric Johnston, MPA
said yesterday.
Ion intimated that changes in
ungements may be sought
e discussions are held. The
has
an option the
on next
year's
Meanwhile,
Academy
issed with NBC-TV a threelewal and presumably will
about possible arrangements
other TV networks.

(Continued from page 1)
the New York office, was named coordinator; and Adolph Schimel, Universal vice-president and general counsel, and John Byrne, Loew's, Inc.,
vice-president and general sales manager, were named members of the
committee.
Previously named were Johnston,
chairman; Spyros P. Skouras, 20th
Century-Fox president, and Arthur
Krim, United Artists president, cochairmen.
Skouras Absence a Factor

A

Ad

Unit

■jntinued from page 1)
) may wish to make use of
r local or area promotion
al controlled by the distribuipanies'
irnited foradvertising^publicity
the most part to
r layouts. They will check
1 advertising agencies identh the development of the
:o obtain official clearance,
s who make use of them
-course, do so at their own
•d-publicity directors do not
ie radio spot announcements
;re developed for the cam' the Donahue & Coe ad
The latter has had them
( ed and to make use of them
xhibitors would have to pay
month re-run fee to the
ivolved, in addition to payost of whatever records they
i have made for local use.
jf
;Id Valuable by TOA
s Owners of America ap■ permission for exhibitors
led to do so to use the b-b
material when the all-inoject collapsed recently. The
;a was that the proposed
material had considerable
1 use should be made of it.
or donations to the camnd, amounting to a little
n $100,000 after deduction
istrative expenses, are now
:unded. Exhibitor organizathat the refunds might be
pay for campaign materials
Illy.
lystericins' Dates
'nanied by a large TV spot
r [ \ "The Mysterians," MGM's
t on release, will open a satngagement in the Los An| May 27 in 50 theatres and
Similar campaigns and satoenings are planned throughjountry, section by section,
picture scheduled to open
late in some 150 theatres in
:er New York area around

Augments

The meeting, which originally had
been scheduled for next Tuesday, May
12, at the Harvard Club here, was
postponed two days because Skouras,
now in Europe, will be unable to
return to New York until the morning
of the 14th, Johnston explained.
Johnston said expansion of the committee has no special significance;
that there had been no intention to
limit its makeup to the three named
originally. He confirmed Motion Picture Daily'sisreport
of April 30 tothatmake
the
committee
not authorized
any commitments either on behalf of
the Association or of individual members.
"The meeting will be preliminary
and exploratory,"
Johnston said.
decisions
or commitments
will "No
be
made. We will explore only the possibility of cooperation and determine
whether there should be any future
meetings thereafter. There will be no
definitive action."
Silent on Trade Practices
Asked if trade practices would be
don't
discussed,
really
knowJohnston
whether replied:
it can be"I taken
up or not. The discussions at the meeting should determine what can be
taken up.

Reinstatement
(Continued from page 1)
cuit of appeals dismissed the suit for
insufficient evidence. But the Webster Rosewood Corp., operator of the
Neighborhood Webster Theatre, said
the lower courts were wrong. The
courts held that the Webster suit fell
through for two reasons: that the
government's anti - trust judgment
against Schine could not be used by
Webster; and that in any event Webster had not shown that distributors
had turned down its demand for a better run.
The Webster suit charged that from
June 1942 until mid-1950 it had always played asfilms
behind
State Theatre,
a result
of anSchine's
illegal
conspiracy. It cited the judgment in
the government suit as evidence. But
the trial court said that the findings
in the government suit applied only to
acts prior to May 1942, when Schine
entered a limited judgment, and could
not be used by the Webster firm.
This ruling, Webster told the Supreme Court today, "Drastically and
illogically
the effectiveness"
of the use restricts
of government
decrees in
private
anti-trust
suits.
It
the
court should have held the said
decrees
admissible with respect to the full
period the government litigation was
pending, which would have carried
it Webster-Rosewood
through the late 1940's.
also denied it
should be necessary to show it had
made a demand on the distributors
for films, in order to be permitted to
bring suit.

Field

Unit

(Continued from page 1)
promotion and public relations activities come into being, it was announced yesterday following a meeting of the Motion Picture Association
advertising-publicity directors committee.
To Work with Compo Group
The distribution group will cooperate with a similar force organized by COMPO among exhibitors
and theatre publicity men throughout the country, as occasion permits,
it was stated. Establishment of the
COMPO exhibition force on a permanent basis was announced by that
organization yesterday and is reported in adjoining news colums.
The MPAA ad-publicity directors
completed plans yesterday for a presentation of the pre-selling and promotion campaign which was done
on the recent "Oscar" telecast. A display of the materials and their use,
in the development and execution of
which 14 major segments of the industry participated, will be set up
in the board room of the MPAA offices here, and all interested parties
will be encouraged to inspect.
Two New Members Welcomed
At tee
its meeting
yesterday, commitmembers welcomed
Charles
Levy and Harold Rand of Buena
Vista, which recently rejoined the
MPAA.

f
To THE ANNALS OF AMERICA'S NAVAL HEROES,
NOW ADD THE NAME OF JOHN PAUL STECKLER W
FIRST MAN

EVER

Despitetrade
Johnston's
equivocation
whether
practices,
at least ofona
competitive nature, can be discussed
at the joint meeting, major company
attorneys have stated flatly that they
cannot be and that they have so advised their principals.
Johnston said he understood the
ACE committee will meet the day before the joint meeting to go over its
agenda. ACE officials in New York
have been having preliminary discussions of an agenda for the past several weeks, it is known.
On the ACE committee for the meeting are: S. H. Fabian, ACE chairman
and president of Stanley Warner
Corp.; Horace Adams, Allied States
president; George Kerasotes, Theatre
Owners of America president; Sol A.
Schwartz, RKO Theatres president;
Harry Brandt, president of Independent Theatre Owners Association
of N.Y., and Harry Arthur, president
of Southern California Theatres Assn.
'Murder1 Bow in Detroit
DETROIT, May 7.-Otto Preminger's "Anatomy of a Murder" will
have its world premiere at the Artists Theatre here on July 1. Stars of
the film are expected to be on hand
for the event.
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Pre -Selling
<<'T~,HE characters in 'The Diary
A of Anne Frank' aren't heroes and
heroines out of fiction," reports "Photoplay" in the
June issue,
"they're
warm, real,
sometimes
funny.
And
George
Stevens'
splendid
direction
shows in them the human dignity that
is one of the most precious things in
life and makes this a film to be remembered."
•
Martha Hyer, a beautiful woman of
Hollywood, leads the life that, in
whole or part, many Americans would
like to live— a life of independence
and elegant luxury. "Life" sent photographer Leonard McCombe to her
expensive Hollywood home to make
a pictorial essay, which appears in the
May issue. She is seen taking an unabashed delight in the luster of old
silver, the pampering warmth of fine
furs, the colors of great paintings and
the subtle flavor of vintage wines. A
good portion of the salary she received
for her role as the chilly teacher in
"Some
luxuries.Came Running," she spent on
•
"The Sound and the Fury," based
on William Faulkner's best selling
novel, is reviewed in the May issue
of "Redbook." A top flight cast made
up of Yul Brynner, Joanne Woodward,
Ethel Waters and Margaret Leighton
play the parts of a degenerate Southern family in this 20th-Fox film.
•
"Some Like It Hot," will leave audiences limp with laughter, according
to "Coronet's" May issue. "It is rare
comedy in which every element— story,
stars and direction— jells to perfect
•
tion."
One of the fascinating facts turned
up by research is that this country has
five million more women than men,
to quote the ad for "Ask Any Girl,"
which appears on the table of contents this
page offilm,
"Look's"
issue.at
Cast in
which May
will 12open
Radio City Music Hall here, are David
Niven, Shirley MacLaine and Gig
Young.
•
Walt Disney's "Sleeping Beauty"
has been awarded the "Parents' Magazine" Family Medal• for April.
"The Wild and the Innocent," starring Audie Murphy and Sandra Dee,
is reviewed in the May issue of
"Seventeen." This U.I. film is a novel,
western comedy about two pioneercountry bumpkins who run headlong
into civilization's way during their
first trip to town.
•
"The Beat Generation," written by
Albert Zugsmith, is based on the new
M.G.M. film of the same name. It is
being published as a novel by Bantam Books.
Walter Haas
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Shor's
to Toots
we went
us when We
FUNNY day THING
large
the Tuesone in
saw no
to attend happened
luncheon.
an RCA to
dining room on the third floor and so meandered into the adjoining room
where the ever-beaming Toots introduced us to Pappv Boyington, Medal
of Honor winner and author of the best-seller, "Baa Baa Black Sheep"
(G. P. Putnam). Energetic Pappy kept a group of us including John
Charles Daly, Al Buck, Jack O'Brien, Mort Brown so enthralled by his
charm, wit and anecdotes, we completely forgot about the RCAper,
S'help us, Svd Eiges. . . . Lovely Nan (Mrs. Mel Hicks) Garcia, whose
Sunday series over WOR, not only brings to localities interesting chitchat with world-renowned personalities, but also does a terrific selling
job for her dad's famous Garcia v Vega cigars, has a date with Sir Stork
for August. . . . One of Tin Pan Alley's most popular citizens, Mickey
Addv, who not only coached stars but himself was a radio luminary in
the thirties, has been named New York manager for Dot Records succeeding Bob Thiele. . . . Formerly of Gotham and currently one of
Detroit's most-listened-to news WJReporters, Shirley Eder flew into
town to tape several interviews. . . . Continental Baking Co. has signed
as co-sponsor of the "Howdv-Doody Show" for the eighth NBConsecutive vear. Bob Smith has been Howdy's alter ego since he started to
string along this net back in December, 1947. . . . With plenty of fanfare and with equally justifiable pride, Sesac has just announced that its
latest addition to the Sesac Library is none other than Duke Ellington,
whose ork has completed a 12-inch album, "Ellington Moods," which
The
. . .Hotel
great.
it's that
"Swellington,"
referred
being Assn.
can't
at the
dinner
hold its annual
of N.to Y.as will
Producers
Film miss
Plaza, Tues., May 19, with Prexy Nathan Zucker (Dynamic Films) presiding.
ft

ft

ft

Bill Hobin, producer-director of the "Pat Boone Show," will produce
a special full hour, "live" musical, "The Golden Circle," co-starring Eydie
Gorme and Steve Lawrence, with numerous other larks over ABC-TV,
Wed., Nov. 25, which deals with the thrills experienced by those whose respective waxings sold a million or more. The John Oster Mfg. Co. sponsors the
show via The Brady Co. . . . Hal Holbrook, CBSeen
as "Grayling Dennis" in "The Brighter Day," covers
himself with thespian glory in the Off-Broadway
production, "Mark Twain Tonight," co-produced by
John Lotas and Bunker Jenkins. . . . Composerconductor Marty Gold signed to make orchestral arrangements for the "Jimmie Rodgers Show," seen
Tuesdays over the NBChannels with Buddy MorBill Hobin
row's Ork. . . . Two additional video NTAped programs, "Xavier Cugat-Abby Lane" and "Mel Allen
Sportlights" are being readied for national syndication, according to
NTA's Mickey Sillerman. . . . Arthur Gross, who recently left Guild
Films after 7 years, to join Flamingo Telefilm Sales, has been named
veepee in charge of sales. . . . Could turn into a steady job. We mean
the 8 ayem news report series that Prescott Robinson has been doing
since 1940. Incidentally, program's Pulse rating has topped all opposish
for the past decade. (P.R. stands for Pulse Rating AND Prescott Robinson, No??) . . . After a year in Gotham as Ass't Producer of the "Who
Do You Trust" ABC-TVehicle, Cally Curtis returned to Hollywood to
of Firestone"
Nite's "TVoice
. . . Monday
DouglasDickEnterprises.
join Jack
hour,
honoring
Rodgers proved
ABChockful
of musical charm. By
the way— how come Bill Tabbert isn't grabbed for a regular show of his
own? He's merely colossal.
575

'Hot' Bookings

United Artists' "Some Like It Hot"
will open in some 575 key theatres
across the country during the next
month. The film has grossed approximately $2,600,000 in its first 96 situations and has registered a huge $324,477 during its first five weeks at
Loew's State Theatre here.

Stardom for Perkins
Audience and critical acclaim for
Millie Perkins' performance in "The
Diary of Anne Frank" has prompted
20th Century-Fox to raise the name
of the young actress to sole star billing above the title of the film, the
company said yesterday. It is Miss
Perkins' first motion picture role.

Tribute h

At 'California Nigh
From THE DAILY Bureau i
HOLLYWOOD, May 7. Y. Frank Freeman, vice-presk j
charge of the Paramount stud |
keynote speaker and Henry W;
the master of ceremonies, C
Heston, Anne Baxter and othn
will address 3,000 guests of Ca
Federation Night
of Women's
California
Banquet Clubs
on
whichDeMille—
will present
Salute t,
B.
Great"AFilmmake
Great American," it was ann
today by Monaca Jones, state
picture chairman.
The late producer-director
Jones said, will be honored
man whose spirit and inffuer
good, for truth, for beauty a
freedom, will live for generat
come through his motion
'The Ten Commandments'."
4/ane' Bow Sold Ou
BOSTON,
7.-ThesoldU
Astor
Theatre May
has been
the world premiere of Columf
announced
Happened to today
Jane" on by
May Mo
12
George Kerr, sponsor of the
The premiere is being held as
fit for the St. Francis de
Church, a parish in a poor sec
Boston administered by Fr. Ke
Booklet on Dietrich
The Museum of Modern
published a 34-page illustrated
let called "Marlene Dietrich:
and Legend"
by Richard
Griff
rator
of the Museum
of Mod
Film Library. It is being iss!
conjunction with the current
tion of the films of Miss
which continues through June
Fire Guts Theatre
CALHOUN, Ky., May 7.
Victory Theatre here, owned b
Survant, was gutted by fire. I?
mate of the damage was giv !
Survant said the theatre was p
a total loss.

Ask Reversal of Rule
On Political TV Time
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 7.
Justice Department has ask
Federal Communications Com
to reconsider and reverse its
that all political candidates
titled to equal time on regula
and TV news programs.
President Eisenhower hims
termedJustice
the FCC
policy "ridi(
The
Department
requi
announced by Attorney Gene
gers at the White House
meeting with the President. Ti
today.
will presumably consider the
in due course; no comment wa j
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1956

SBC

Covered

e Paper' Ground
By J. A. OTTEN
,TINGTON, May 10. - The
[udiciarv Anti-Trust subcom, /ill be extremely reluctant to
!:e motion picture trade praciirings requested by Allied
Association in line with its
campaign,
saper"
the opinion
of key members
ubcommittee. The main reabat the Democratic members
subcommittee are doubtful
oing over the same ground
in 1956 by the Senate Small
committee, also under a
ttic majority,
if the Anti-Trust subcommitild decide to hold hearings,
, it would be the tail-end of
on before it could get around
Hearings are already schedother subjects well into June,
; pointed out.
members have been concenm the Anti-Trust subcommitContinued on page 2)

i frank1 Booked
theast Ohio
Special to THE DAILY
ELAND, May lO.-Negotiave been completed between
Greenberger, pioneer local
owner,
and Raymond
20th-Fox branch manager,
;x tended road show engage"The Diary of Anne Frank"
4 'Continued on page 3)
fs Theatres Meet
1 Here This Week

• Theatres' division managers
h the metropolitan and outi 1 ireas wiH meet nere on \yecl_
' ' nd Thursday, with the come v president, Eugene Pickjiutive vice-president John
Continued on page 6)

IATSE film exchange employees
will receive a weekly wage increase
of $6 per week and other benefits under the terms of a new contract just
negotiated.
New York exchange employees
have already been advised of the new
contract, in a letter sent out by Richard Walsh, IATSE international president, itwas learned at the weekend.
The letter has also been sent to union
members in other exchange cities.
Signing of the contracts has been
(Continued on page 2 )

A

to Be App™**d

Units

'Sensitive'
First

Group,

Codes,

Now

to

Study

Problems
Named,

Censorship,

Ads

To
and

Take

Up

Publicity

Of Rep, Carter Pres.
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 10. - It is
reported here that Herbert Yates,
president of Republic Pictures, will
become Republic board chairman,
and that Victor Carter, who reportedly has an option to purchase
controlling stock interest, will become president.
Yates will attend the New York
stockholder's meeting Wednesday.

A program for the appointment and assignment of committees to examine
and give their attention to sensitive industry areas and the problems arising
Association, it was
Motion atPicture
therein has been decided upon by the learned
the weekend.
One of the first such committees
to be appointed will be concerned
with industry advertising, publicity
Plans for Theatre-TV
and public relations developments
Of Bolshoi Ballet Off
and problems.
Five Are Named
circuit
propose
The
tre telecast
of dtheclosed
Bolshoi
Ballettheaby
Named to the committee by EricMatthew Fox's Skiatron of America
Johnston,
MPAA president, at an inabanbeen
has
3
2 and d on Friday but
JuneFox confirme
Co. on doned,
meeting last
of Association
torsformal
here late
week weredirecthe
added that other possible presentation
methods still are under study.
following: Joseph R. Vogel, Loew's
Fox denied a report that he had president, and Robert Benjamin,
(Continued on page 6 )
United Artists board chairman, cochairmen; Charles Einfeld, vice-president of 20th Century-Fox in charge
of advertising-publicity; Paul LazaReferendum on S.C
rus, Jr., vice-president of Columbia
Pictures in charge of advertising-pubBlue Laws Is Sought
licity, and Charles Simonelli, Universal Pictures Eastern advertising-pubSpecial to THE DAILY
licity director and chairman of the
SPARTANBURG, S. C, May 10- MPAA advertising-publicity directors committee.
Following a warning by a theatre
owner here that he would wage an
According to present plans, the
all-out attempt to close all Sunday- committee will be concerned with
(Continued on page 3)
operated businesses in Spartanburg
County, Circuit Court Solicitor Allen
Lambright
and Sheriff
B. B.
(Continued
on page
6) BrockFour Star Leases Bulk

Pope

Legion

Exhibitors

to Testify

Friday on Wage Law
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 10. - Exhibitor testimony against extending
the Federal Minimum Wage Law to
theatres is scheduled to be presented
to a Senate labor subcommittee Friday morning. A. Julian Brylawski, Al
Florsheimer and Frank Lydon are
already scheduled to testify then, and
others may be added later.
Report

On

Yates Chairman

John

Praises

Occasion

of

Its 25th

of Decency
Anniversary

From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 10,-Pope John XXIII has praised the American
National Legion of Decency, which issues moral evaluations of movies, on
its 25th anniversary. The Pontiff sent his blessing through Domenico Cardinal
Tardini, the Vatican's Secretary of
State.
stated in a letter to Bishop James A.
Cardinal Tardini said that AmeriMcNulty of Paterson, N. J., chairman
can Catholics can "be legitimately of the U. S. Bishops' Committee on
proud" of the agency, which since its Motion Pictures, Television and Rafounding in 1934 has been imitated
dio. The papal secretary said the
by Catholic bishops in other countries.
Catholics
American
"Its importance grows ever greater remain
of
Pope exhorts
support "to
in their
unflagging
(Continued
on page 3)
at the present time," Cardinal Tardini

Of Republic Coast Lot
From THE DAILY Bureau.
HOLLYWOOD, May 10. - Four
Star Films has signed a five-year
lease for the major portion of the
Republic Pictures lot and will move
over more than 100 of its personnel,
including cameramen and editorial
departments from its present Western
Avenue headquarters, with Republic
providing all backlot labor. Four Star
has five new series to start in fall and
anticipates
10 series
to be2)actively
(Continued
on page
TELEVISION TODAY— page 5

2

Motion
Senate
PERSONAL
MENTION

LOUIS A. NOVINS, president of
International Telemeter Corp.,
will leave here for Washington
today, returning about Thursday.
•
Joseph Friedman, Paramount's
national exploitation manager, returned to New York over the weekend from Washington.
•
Joseph A. Tanney, president of
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., will
leave here on Thursday for an extended tour of Europe and the Middle East.
•
Jesse Chinich, Buena Vista Western division sales manager, will leave
here today for Dallas.
•
Stanley Kramer, who returned to
the States recently from Australia,
where he did most of the shooting
on United
the Beach,"
has
arrived Artists'
in San"On
Francisco
from
Hollywood for final shots.
*
George Seaton, director who arrived in New York at the weekend
from Hollywood, will leave here today for Washington.
•
Paul Osborn, screen writer, will
leave New York today for London
via B.O.A.C.
•
Frank Petraglia and John
Boone, of the Buena Vista publicityexploitation division, will leave here
today for Salt Lake City and St.
Louis, respectively.
•
Millie Perkins, who has the title
role in "The Diary of Anne Frank,"
will leave New York today for a onemonth, 10-country tour of Europe
on behalf of the picture.
•
Doris Day was in Boston on Friday from the Coast, and will be in
New York tomorrow for the world
premiere
"It Happened to Jane" at
the
Astor ofTheatre.
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'Porgy' in Three-Wt
Station WPAT

( Continued from page 1 )
tee headed by Senator Kefauver ( D., ers on both sides will put a stop to
the constant fratricidal warfare which
Tenn. ) for a hearing on their "white does nothing but worsen a difficult
paper"subcommittee
campaign against
The
has beendistributors.
receiving
Anti-Trust subcommittee members
a barrage of mail from Allied members and from other Senators for- situation."
feel these hearings were too recent to
warding mail they have themselves
warrant a new investigation, unless
received from Allied members.
the heat gets much more intense than
"We have received an enormous
it has so far. "It would be politically
amount of mail on the subject," one stupid to have a hearing now on the
committee member said, "We've an- same subject," one member said.
swered each wiiter, and we've for- "How could we come up with any
warded each letter to the Justice different conclusions without making
Department. But we're not planning the Democrats on the other committo do anything about the complaints
tee look stupid?"
However,
the subcommittee is
at In
the1956,
moment."
a Small Business subcomwatching
the
situation closely, and
mittee headed by Senator Humphrey
(D., Minn. ) held intensive hearings if pressure mounts or if there are any
on similar Allied complaints. It con- new developments in the Allied campaign, it might overcome its recluded that "many of the problems
luctance and decide for a hearing.
and disputes between distributors and
exhibitors can be settled within the But that would have to be many
industry itself if the responsible lead- weeks off, members emphasized.
Exchange Workers
(Continued from page 1)
delayed pending a vote by a local
as to whether part of the $6 increase
will be apportioned to the pension
fund. Union management has recommended that 75 cents per week of
the salary raise be alloted to this
fund.
Negotiations for the new contract
began several months after the expiration date of the old one, which
was Nov. 30, 1958. After a number
of meetings the union obtained
agreement on improvements in the
vacation and several pay clauses,
along with certain changes regarding seniority and the sub-contracting
of work.
Employer Objections Reported
On wage scales, however, the
union committee reported employer
resistance to wages "because of conditions throughout
industry."Walsh
This
issue resulted
in athestalemate,
explains in the letter, "which made
it necessary for long continued negotiations in order to break the deadlock and obtain for our people an
increase in the weekly scales."
The weekly increase of $6 is retroactive to Dec. 1, 1958 and ends
Nov. 30, 1960.
Under terms of the contract employers will apportion 75 cents per
week to the pension fund. However,
since some union members have indicated "displeasure" with the fund
and want to take the money as a
weekly increase in salary the matter
is being put to a vote. Upon receipt
of the results of the votes of the
locals the new contracts will be
signed and forwarded.
Negotiations also resulted in improvements in the severance pay

Welcome WB Star Tour
In Kansas City Today
Special to THE DAILY
^ KANSAS CITY, Mo., May 10.-A
"Mid-American
Gala," expected to
be one of the most elaborate celebrations ever held in the region, will
welcome the Warner Bros. Transcontinental Star Parade here tomorrow
afternoon. The members of the Hollywood goodwill mission traveling
coast-to-coast by Greyhound Scenicruiser to Philadelphia for the May
19 benefit world premiere of "The
Young
Philadelphians"
at the
ley Theatre
will be greeted
hereStanby
a motorcade of 1,000 vehicles and
seven bands under sponsorship of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce. Evening ceremonies will take place on
the stage of the Paramount Theatre.
The young Hollywoodians in the
troupe are Ty Hardin, Arlene Howell,
Connie Stevens, Diane Jergens, Roger Smith, Alan Hale, Jr., Will
"Sugarfoot" Hutchins, Peter "Lawman" Brown, Jacqueline
Troy
Donahue and master of Beer,
ceremonies
Louis Quinn.
clause. For any employees laid off
after six years of service the exchanges now will
pay one
more severance
allowance
than week's
in the
past and the top allowance will be
12 The
weeks'vacation
pay rather
10.
clausethanlikewise
has
been improved— by making employees eligible for a third week of
annual vacation after 14 years of
service, instead of 15.
Further, the companies have
agreed to protect the full seniority
rights of employees transferring to
other agencies when distributors decide to have these agencies handle
their inspection and shipping.

Tie-l

Samuel Goldwyn's "Porgy
Bess" will receive top radio-li
promotion in this area durin
months of May and June in a
way
tie-up
with according
station WPA1
station,
which
to ii
from Fortune Magazine has a \
ing audience of 7,500,000 fj
semi-classical
music progran
will feature "Porgy and Bess
other Gershwin music in its !
programming.
Featured in Program Guii
As support of its "Porgy and ;
emphasis, WPAT will feature tl
editorially in its June issue of ;
light Revue," its monthly pr
guide with a paid circulation c
000 and an estimated readers]
90,000. Currently, and all
May, WPAT is using "Porgv
Bess" as lead copy in six one-r
commercials daily which are u;
further
gramming.publicize the station's
Two

Drive-ins

Slate<

For Operation Upsfc
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N. Y., May 10.
drive-in theatres, one to be rec
and the other in the process o
struction, will be added to tl
odd serviced this season from A
Joseph Mirasola, who
years ago took over and relight
9-L Beach Drive-in, Lake (
Village, will reopen a second
irondack Mountains automobile
Starlight at Pottersville Schroon Lake. It is set to r
operation May 30, according to
on Filmrow. The drive-in has
dark for several years.
A second ozoner, being built
Mr. Carellus in Greenville, C
Mountains resort town, is S
open
29.
BothMaydrive-ins
are compar:
small.
Four Star Leases
(Continued from page 1)
rolling at new quarters by mk
mer.
Under terms of the lease Foi
will remaining
occupy 17 two
of itscontinuing
19 stages'
the
the Mark VII Productions agre
with Republic.

iCaponei

Big in Chit

Allied$6,410
Artists'
grossed
on its "Al
openingCs
Chicago's Cinestage Theatre,
R. Goldstein, vice-president
general sales manager of the
pany
on Friday.
stage isreported
an 1,100-seat
house,Thea f
legitimate theatre.
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3A
Groups
Continued from page 1)
jnsitive problems as arise from
> time in the areas of Producpde matters, Advertising Code
::s; advertising and publicity
ins of special significance, and
ensorship matters which conhe industry at large or in1 MPAA members.
Additions to Be Made
tional committees
will be
from time to time, it is underwherever day-to-day problems
the desirability of having a
working group to give them
juired attention.
.MPAA recently named its first
v>r relations committee, with
n as chairman and Spyros
Arthur Krim and Abe
Tue, co-chairmen. The commitQ hold its first meeting on
jay with the American Coni Exhibitors at the MPAA of•re.
understood that at least one
y head will be named to each
working committees being set
hi for Change Not Learned
•iugh the plan was agreed up. he MPAA meeting last Thursj.o announcement of it was
jb the trade. Johnston called a
Dnference immediately followmeeting and, according to reiad planned to announce the
committee program then.
?r, he did not do so and efforts
i why the plan was changed
na vailing at the weekend.
nd Booking for
Set in Boston
Special to THE DAILY
TON, May 10. — Universal's
on Of Life" completed a sucsix-week engagement at
State Theatre, on Friday
days later it will play anrst-run theatre in downtown
On May 22 the film will be
at the Paramount Theatre,
un deluxe operation, for one
t will play single feature, but
tlv reduced prices,
unusual booking will not af« subruns on their usual 14
» day or 28 day runs, nor will
back the general release of
n. the company said. The
mt Theatre is operated by
agland Theatres Inc., a sub; of ABC-Paramount Theatres,
le State is a member of the
Inc. circuit.

es' Preview Here
Parker will personally greet
jnderprivileged New York
srs at a children's preview of
oe's
comedy,
at thenewAstor
Theatre"Alias
here Jesse
Satiorning, May 16. Parker is flyj'om California at the personal
j of his friend Hope, whose
irurned thumbs down on Bob's
? trip to New York.

Motion

Picture

Dons; Albert,
Die
Servicesconductor,
Today
Don Albert, 66 veteran musical
conductor who, at the time of his retirement in 1952 was leader of the
orchestra at the RKO Palace Theatre
here, died on Friday at his New York
residence following a long illness.
Funeral services will be held today at
the Park West Funeral Chapel, Columbus Ave. and 79th St. He is survived by his wife, and a son, Don,
Jr., also a musician.
Albert began his musical career in
the industry touring with David VVark
Griffith's "Hearts of the World," after conducting orchestras in Balaban
and Katz and Ascher Brothers theatres in Chicago.
Prior
to joining
Loew's
Theatres
in
1924, Albert
led the
orchestra
of the
Palace Theatre, Dallas, where his
Sunday concerts became a popular
local
During
his Loew's
tenure, attraction.
he organized
and directed
the

Daily

strong An Lamp for
70/35mm projeCfjon
An arc lamp has been developed
by the Strong Electric Corporation,
Toledo, specifically for 70/35mm
projection, with the design, the announcement points out, representing
consideration of the prevalent use of
wide-film processes in theatres of
moderate seating capacity. Accordingly, the new lamp, called the
"35/70 Special," has been developed
principally to meet the requirements
of screen images not more than 45
feet wide.

orchestras in many of the circuit's luxury theatres
erected
the Pitts'20's,
including
houses
in during
St. Louis,
burgh, London and Paris.

The trim, using a 13.6mm x 20inch positive
with constant,
an 18-inchand"cold"
reflector,
remains
the
distance between positive crater and
positive contact assembly is controlled automatically for efficient
burning. Change from one print
width to another is provided for by
movement of the entire burning assembly relative to the reflector focal
point. The optical system is said to
meet the film-to-rear dimensions of
all dual projectors on the market.

Pope Praises Legion
(Continued from page 1)

WB

the Legion," and consult the Legion
ratings before they attend any motion picture.
Cardinal Tardini declared that today many persons "no
longer
in distinguishing,
among
the succeed
events
of life, what things must always and
everywhere be considered moral or
immoral." Therefore, he stated, "the
necessity of the Legion of Decency
has in no way diminished."
"His Holiness takes pleasure in rethe Cardinal
crusade calling,"
which
gavewrote,
birth"thetogreat
the
Legion a quarter of a century ago,
and which had the beneficial result
of arousing the sense of Christian
morality and natural decency in pub-

Unit Names

Agency

Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, Inc., has been retained as advertising agency for Warner Brothers
Records. National advertising will
originate in the Hollywood office.
Trade and consumer copy is now in

'Anne
Frank'
(Continued from page 1 )
at the deluxe 1600-seat Fairmount
Theatre in Shaker Heights. This will
be aneastexclusive
engagement in NorthOhio.
Premiere date will be June 17, with
the performance sponsored by the
Cleveland Council on Human Relations. The Hadassah will sponsor the
performance
lowing night. to be held on the folFirst Time in Cleveland
"This will be the first time in
Cleveland a major motion picture
will be given its initial presentation
in a suburban theatre," said
Schmertz, pointing out the location
advantage of the house from suburban areas and its large parking facilities. The engagement provides for
ten shows a week, one each night with
matinees
and Sunday.on Wednesday, Saturdav

'Waltz' Locations

With shooting on "Anniversary
Waltz" now a day ahead of schedule,
arrangements have been completed
with the City of New York for location filming in Gramercy Park and
Greenwich Village, beginning May
21. The United Artists release, starring David Niven, Mitzi Gaynor and
Carl Reiner, is currently shooting at
Fox Movietone Studios here. The cast
and crew will be on location for five
days.

preparation.

Officer
Acf

of

and

Genfleman

Congress.

Increases

Settle

Havana Exchange Strike
A strike of American film exchange
employes in Havana, Cuba, was settled on Friday following a series of
meetings of managers of the distribution companies with union leaders, it
was announced here by the Motion
Picture
Export Ass'n.involved a 15 per
The settlement
cent wage increase for all employes
earning 50 pesos a week or less, and
10 per cent for those above that figure. The companies also agreed to a
minimum wage of 30 pesos per week.
The new contract is for five years and
is effective immediately. Union demands for fringe benefits were
dropped.
Robert Corkery, MPEA vice-president for Latin America, was present
as advisor to the American managers. The Havana film unions are under the jurisdiction of the Cuban
Minister of Labor.

Soon!

from

Paramount!

by

#$e/(3oo&l>'

The
lic life."Pope sent his blessings to Legion officials "and to all the faithful
who undertake to promote the Lecluded. gion's ideals," Cardinal Tardini conWage
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Is of Fear
lu-ieviews
iced in England but starring
;in actor Howard Keel and
iound the story of an Oregon
■his suspenseful melodrama is
Irally well done, straightforttory with some excellent if
Irs acting, tight direction and
pnotography.
lis one of a band of convicts
; wit h townspeople to
-en the levees near a town
tied by spring flood waters,
file levee breaks, he and the
are swept away. A strong
It, he rescues Anne Heywood,
ilusack, a vicious fellow conid Harry Corbett, an injured
aiard, getting them all to teinsafety on the second floor of
;vwood's home.
i3tt, almost killed bv Cusaek,
; on a raft built by Keel for his
e. Keel, meanwhile, has deboth Corbett and Miss Hey.rom Cusack's murderous att develops that Keel has been
by his former business partin Crawford, for the murder
,-ford's wife and it is his one
a find Crawford and kill him.
Heywood, Corbett and Keel
din endangered by the flood
ie house is swept away, Corlikes out on his own and Keel
ss Heywood find a boat but
events her from signalling to
for help. In love with him bv
e pleads with him not to carhis revenge on Crawford but
ists until the suspenseful and
ged climax when he beats hiin
Is himself unable to kill,
scenes of the flood are esstriking and the atmosphere
tense, even with a somewhat
id story, is well maintained by
Crichton, who directed as
wrote the screenplay.
» time, 82 minutes. General
ation. May release.
James D. Ivers

~[
Treyz e\
Suggests
1960 Census
emUsing
s\on
Jo
da
ij
Approve $10,400,000
For
Federal
Trade
Unit
To Discover Public's TV Tastes
From THE DAILY Bureau
Special to THE DAILY
WASHINGTON, May 10. - The
COLUMBIA, Mo., May 10.— If the critics of television ratings feel that House Appropriations Committee has
the ratings are based on too small samples, perhaps consideration should be
approved a $10,400,000 appropriagiven to adding several carefully selected questions to the 1960 U.S. Census
tion for the Federal Trade Commission for the year starting July 1.
to
ascertain
the
American
public's
tastes in television programming,
This would be $657,800 over the
Oliver Treyz, president of ABC Tele- Who's
Commission's funds for the current
Where
vision, suggested in a 50th Journalyear but $600,000 below the budget
ism Week talk at the University of
request. The committee said most of
The appointment of Thomas S. the increase over this year would go
Missouri's School of Journalism.
O'Brien as director of Far Eastern
"Since broadcasters are dedicated
for additional employes in the broadto televise programs that are in the operations for NBC International,
cast and special radio services acLtd., was announced by Alfred R. tivities.
public's
if
currentinterest,"
methods he
usedadded,
in our"and
in- Stern, chairman of the board of NBC
dustry are considered inadequate by International, Ltd. In addition,
some of its critics, then would it not O'Brien, whose headquarters
will be
Atlas Enterprises Is
be advisable to measure the public's in Sydney, Australia, will be managing director of NBC International
likes and dislikes by taking a census?"
of Australia Pty, Ltd., a new comNew Production Outfit
Not Too Late, He Says
pany to be organized shortly by NBC
From THE DAILY Bureau
Perhaps it is not too late to de- International in Australia.
termine this issue, the ABC-TV
HOLLYWOOD, May lO.-Irving
□
H. Levin and Harry L. Mandell, who
Robert L. Bryan has been named
president
pointed
out,going
"because
U.S. Census
will be
into the
the an account executive with Television
recently announced the formation of
Atlas Pictures Corp., are rejoining
field next April, and questions about
Advertising Representatives, Inc., Joan Fontaine and Collier Young in
television programming can be added
newly formed company which will another project. The quartet will be
to Next
their to
questionnaire."
associated in Atlas Enterprises, Inc.,
working and sleeping, represent the five television stations
of the Westinghouse Broadcasting
Treyz said, Americans watch televi- Company, Inc., beginning July 1, it for the purpose of financing television productions, including pre-prosion more than any other activity. was announced by Larry H. Israel,
duction and script-writing expenses.
vice-president and general manager
They were first associated in 1952
bv Georges Simenon, has to do with a of
TvAR. Bryan comes to TvAR
and as such were responsible for a
successful, aging, lawyer, Gabin, who
group of motion pictures, including
agrees to defend a part-time prosti- from George P. Hollingberry Company, station representative firm with
tute Miss Bardot, against a charge
which he has served as account ex- "The Hitchhiker," "The Bigamist"
of assault and battery. His fee, simand "The Bold and the Brave."
ecutive since 1952.
ply staled, is Miss Bardot herself.
□
This epitome de la Jeunesse francaise
James H. McCormick, currently Robert Taylor Program
is an amoral little baggage who concur ently iscarrying on an affair with manager of the Atlanta office of CBS
To Have Debut Oct. 16
Films, Inc., has become an account
a moody and intense young medical
student, Franco Interlenghi. When
"Captain of Detectives," a new
York office,in itthe
was company's
announcedNew
by weekly
Miss Bardot becomes pregnant, Ga- supervisor
half-hour action-adventure sebin makes plans to leave his wife, John F. Howell, vice-president and
ries starring Robert Taylor, will deMiss Feuillere, and take Miss Bardot general sales manager of CBS Films.
but on ABC Television Friday, Oct.
to the clear, fresh air of the Alps. McCormick will replace Ralph M. 16, 10-10:30 P.M., N.Y.T., sponsored
The medical student gets to her first, Baruch, who has been made director by The Procter & Gamble Co., it was
however, with his scalpel. That is the of international sales.
announced by William P. Mullen, ABC
entire story.
□
vice-president in charge of TV netAccording to those familiar with
Is My Profession
work sales. Procter & Gamble is repDavid Kiernan, director of news
the Simenon novel, the original is full
resented byBenton & Bowles, Inc.
y International
and
special
events
at
WNHC-TV,
of
explanations
and
motivations.
AutNew
Haven-Hartford,
has
been
In
"Captain
of Detectives,"
n this film was first released in ant-Lara, however, tells it in a sort
will make his television
debut Taylor
in the
elected
president
of
the
United
Press
(under the title "En Cas de of fascinating, dramatic shorthand International Broadcasters Assn. of role of Police Captain Matt Holbrook,
that hints at a lot more than is ever
a criminal investigator.
r") the word was quickly
Connecticut.
:hat at last Brigitte Bardot had really specified, and thus requires the
□
that she knows how to act. actors to do a lot of filling in on their
Arthur Gross has been appointed
8e we're inclined to be just a own. Quite often they are extremely vice-president in charge of syndi■ore reserved. Fifty thousand successful. The basic "why" may
ABC Gets ''Cummings^
cated sales for Flamingo Telefilm
men may not be wrong, just never be fully disclosed but the film
For Daytime Schedule
Sales,
Inc.,
it
was
announced
by
•us. En tou cas, this is~certain- is packed with vivid, incisive scenes
that
have
the
sound
of
life.
(
So
much
"The Bob Cummings Show," now
Herman
Rush,
president.
Gross
joins
oest Bardot picture to be seen
season on nighttime teleIJ.S. Directed by Claude Aut- so, in fact, that the exhibitor had bet- Flamingo after seven years with in its fifth
vision, has been acquired by the ABC
ter
look
at
it
for
himself).
It
should
Guild
Films
where
he
served
vari1 co-starring Jean Gabin and
Television Network for its daytime
ously as advertising and publicity di- schedule starting this October, it was
Feuillere, "Love is My Pro- do bang-up business in the art houses.
rector,
station
relations
director
and
Jean Aurenche and Pierre Bost did
' is a good example of a type
the French do well— a hard- the adaptation and the dialogue. most recently, he supervised foreign announced by Giraud Chester, ABC
in charge of TV daymd sophisticated tale in which Raoul Levy produced and Kingsley and domestic sales and served as as- vice-president
time programming.
International is distributor.
*my is treated with as much
sistant to the president. Previously,
"The Bob Cummings Show" will
~e as is the sentimental in a Running time, 11 minutes. Adult Gross was promotion manager for
classification. Release, in May.
ip opera.
Skouras Theatres and an account ex- be a major addition to ABC-TV's
Vincent Canby
daytime lineup, Chester said.
ecutive with Paul Smallen agency.
screenplay, based on a novel

Monday, May 1
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Goldwyn

Motion

Is Denied

upon a showing of changed circumstances."
Judge Wollenberg also ruled that
the 43 days of testimony heard by
Judge Murphy would not be considered at the re-trial "unless both parties agree."
Bill for Income

Tax

Averaging Up Again
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 10. - Rep.
Curtis (R., Mo.) has introduced again
his bill to provide for income tax
averaging.
The measure, which he has sponsored in previous years, has been
backed by film talent unions and
other representatives of people with
widely fluctuating income, but opposed by the Treasury Department.
The bill would allow persons with
widely fluctuating incomes in effect
to average their Federal income tax
over a six-year period.
Curtis is a member of the House
Ways and Means Committee, which
would handle the bill if it came up
for action.
Loew's Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
Murphy; vice president Ernie Emerling, and the home office department
!ica<k.
Among those in attendance will be:
Frank Murphy, Cleveland; Orville
Crouch, Washington; Charles Kurtzman, Boston; Martin Burnett, Atlanta; Russ Bovim, St. Louis, and Harry
Shaw, New Haven. From the New
York area will be James Bruno, Bernard Zelenko, William Phillips, James
Grady and Jack Harris.

Daily
Ref erend
(Continued from page jj

REVIEW:

The
Jury for Re-Trial
Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, May 10.-U.S.
District Court Judge Albert C. Wollenberg on Friday denied Samuel
Goldwyn's motion for a re-trial with
a jury in his anti-trust suit against
National Theatres, Fox West Coast
Theatres and other exhibitors.
In response to arguments by counsel for Goldwyn that the Embassy retrial of a suit against the same defendants and all of the major studios
has been granted a jury, Judge Wallenberg pointed out that the late
Judge Edward P. Murphy, who heard
both cases last year and then died
before giving a decision, had been
characterized by Embassy counsel as
"peculiarlycases.
confident"
suchreason
film
anti-trust
This wasin the
the Embassy plaintiffs originally
waived a jury trial, as did the Goldwyn forces, whose case on Judge
Murphy's calendar preceded the Embassy trial.
In ruling against Goldwyn on Friday, Judge Wollenberg said he did
so
"without
to athelater
plaintiff
to renew theprejudice
motion at
date

Picture

Gunfight

at

Dodge

City

Mirisch — U.A.-CinemaScope
Bat Masterson, one of the most enduring of the Old West's legendary
heroes and one who is currently enjoying a certain measure of fame on
TV, returns to the Big Screen here in the person of Joel McCrea in a
handsomely mounted, CinemaScope-DeLuxe color production that
should delight the eye of any Western fan. Although somewhat loosely
plotted, "The Gunfight at Dodge City" is full of straightforward action,
neatly paced for sustained audience interest.
Costarring are Julie Adams, John Mclntire and Nancy Gates, with
Richard Anderson and Don Haggerty in prominent support.
The screenplay by Daniel B. Ullman and Martin N. Goldsmith, based
on a story by Ullman, opens with McCrea, a professional gambler with
a reputation as a gunfighter, settling in Dodge City where his brother,
Harry Lauter, is running for the office of sheriff against the corrupt
incumbent, Don Haggerty. McCrea buys a half-interest in a saloon
owned by lovely Nancy Gates and immediately earns Haggerty 's
enmity when the latter tries unsuccessfully to buy McCrea out of business.
When McCrea's brother is killed by unknown assailants, McCrea is
elected sheriff and vows to clean up Dodge City. He also vows to kill
Haggerty whom he suspects as having ordered his brother's death. At
the same time McCrea is carrying on a tentative courtship with his dead
brother's highborn and priggish fiancee, Julie Adams. The various conflicts are neatly resolved in the climactic bout defined in the film's title,
wherein McCrea and Haggerty shoot it out on Dodge City's main street.
John Mclntire is seen as the town doctor who befriends McCrea;
Richard Anderson, as the gunslinger who murders McCrea's brother,
and Walter Coy, as an old friend of McCrea's and whose mentally retarded vounger brother McCrea saves from the gallows. Walter Mirisch
produced and Joseph Newman directed. The film is a Mirisch Company
production for United Artists release.
Running time, 81 minutes. General classification. Release, in May.
Vincent Canby
Bolshoi Ballet
(Continued from page 1)
forfeited a $450,000 binder paid to
Sol Hurok and the Soviet government
for the theatre tv rights to the ballet
performances.
"No deal had been made," he said.
"It is not true that I have lost any
Fox sum."
did not say what had decided
such
him against proceeding with the proposed closed circuit telecast but exhibitors who had been approached
for participation by their theatres attributed itto an inadequate supply of
equipment and to exhibitor dissatisfaction with arrangements and terms.
Equipment Limited
It was stated that TelePrompTer
has available only 9 x 12-foot .screen
equipment, which is considered unsuitable for large theatres, let alone
such arenas as Cow Palace, San Francisco; Madison Square Garden here,
and the St. Louis Arena, which were
being sought as reception centers in
addition to theatres.
Equipment also was unavailable
from Nathan
Halpern's
Network Television,
it was Theatre
said, because
the latter no longer rents equipment
since establishing an almost continuous sequence of closed-circuit events
for business and other enterprises.
Some circuit operators said they felt
that some aspects of Fox's plans were
not practical, especially the arrange-

Publish 'Film? Book
As First of a Series

1'

"Film: Book 1," first in a contemthe art plated
andannualtheseries
artistsdealing
in the"with
fasof moviemaking,"
has just cinating
beenbusiness
published
by Grove
Press as an Evergreen paperback
priced at $1.45. Edited by Robert
Hughes, teacher of film history and
esthetics at Hunter College, the book
focuses on such film makers as Carl
Dreyer, Elia Kazan, David Lean,
Jean Renoir, Federico Fellini and
Sidney Meyers. Arthur Knight has
also written an article, "For Eggheads Only," which deals with current developments in art theatres and
film socities.
meats to repeat the ballet program
a second night at prices said to be
between $5 and $7 per theater seat,
and with maximum theatre participation in every major city. For example,
one said the plan was to line up
50,000 seats in Los Angeles and a
proportionate
number in other large
cities.
It was also noted that on the specified dates the theatres sought for the
hook-up would be playing top product booked for the Memorial Day
holiday weekend and could interrupt
or change bookings only with the
greatest difficulty, if at all.

man have requested the Spar;
County legislative delegation
der a referendum to let Spart !
cide
or not they w:
"Blue wheth
Laws"er enforc
ed.
Delegation took no action at!
ing
held May
but some
indicated
that 6,such
a refeni
might be called.
Lambright and Brockman ;
that if warrants are signed
persons operating on Sunday (i
ised by one theatre operator),
is nothing we can do but enf(
law. It would take an army to <
they added.
Warns of General Closin
The officials
pointed every
out th
would
close virtually
establishment in Spartanburg
operating on Sunday. It could
public golf courses, fishing lal
eery stores, service stations
Lambright and Brockman
ed that responsibility lies n
law enforcement officers bi

"We have come to you to
legislators.
to give the people of Spai
County a referendum to let tl!
what theylawswant."
cide
"Regarding
on the boo]
like."
force continued,
them. It is"we
not will
fair havi
for 1
they
criticism on the Sheriff and
chief of police, when they art I
performing their duties. The 1
have to be either repealed
Seeks to Justify Arres
Solicitor Lambright, comme
the arrest of Claude Rumleyi
forced."
ger
of the Fox Drive-In
May 3, said Rumley was ta.(
custody and jailed without j
rant "because a police officer ;
rest anyone he sees committirj
lation of the law. Sunday mov,
selected
added. because they were 'n<j
as a Supreme
Court'
onAsthefar matter,
Lambright
could predict "exactly wha
books
and it'ssay
a legislative
say. They'll
the law mis"
Another
theat':
utive,
RobertSpartanburg
Talbert, manage
Carolina, said there is a p;
that individual Spartanburg
may swear out warrants to cl
ness places on Sunday. TalF
several private citizens have
they plan to sign warrants
whether the Rumleys do or n<
Defended by His Brotl
Alfred Rumley, North Carol
tre operator, coming to the
of his brother, Claude Ruml
ator of the Fix Drive-In, j
would ask backing of the A^
of Theatre Owners of No
South Carolina.
"We intend to go ahead I
plans unless something is dc
fred
declared.
insideRumley
information
that"But
it

be necessary to issue warran*
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esota Time

Universal

Jirt Upholds

All-time

Foreign
Records,

Sales
Aboaf

Setting
Reports

By VINCENT CANBY
"Universal Pictures foreign operations are not only still alive, but doing
[flight
very, very well, in fact, beyond our expectations. We just closed an 18week sales drive with outstanding results."This was the report with which
r•; Gov.
Acts
Americo Aboaf, vice-president and
general
manager of Universal Intertive Order Puts State
Rumley Dares Arrest
national Films, greeted the trade press
at luncheon here yesterday at the
Laurent Restaurant. In the last four
ist Time Until July 1
Again on Sunday Law
months the much-traveled Aboaf has
Special to THE DAILY
(Continued on page 15)
Special to THE DAILY
SPARTANBURG, S. C, May 11.EAPOLIS, May 11. - The Claude Rumley, operator of the Fox
:a State Supreme Court has Drive-in theatre here, already out on
Cartoons Get Scarcer,
n injunction granted the Min- bond for violation of the Sunday
imusement Company barring blue law, again opened his theatre
Haines Reminds Critics
nties of Hennepin, Ramsey
Sunday night to a capacity audience
uka from going on daylight
(Continued on page 15 )
Roy Haines, sales chief of UPA Picme on the ground that they
tures yesterday discounted the conauthority to do so.
cern expressed by other short subjects
Elect Ely Landau N.T.
>urt opinion was handed down
distributors that UPA's new blanket
Continued on page 2)
sales policy will adversely affect the
Senior Vice-president
sale of shorts generally.
From THE DAILY Bureau
UPA's
new policy
Negotiating for
(Continued
on provides
page 15)for the
LOS ANGELES, May 11. -Ely A.
Landau has been elected senior vicepresident of National Theatres, Inc., lYaffer Vincent, 90,
Playhouse" Series
WARREN G. HARRIS
at
meeting it
of is
the announced
company's by
boardB.
of adirectors,
1 Artists Television is in ac- Gerald Cantor, board chairman, and
Circuit Owner, Actor
- *otiation with the National John B. Bertero, president.
Walter Vincent, 90, president of
Also elected were Oliver A. Un;ting Company for presentathe Actors Fund of America since
1940, died h
' the projected TV anthology ger as first vice-president, and M.
Sunday at Roosevelt
Spencer Leve as vice-president.
~- Onited Artists Playhouse."
The
trio
will
continue
to
function
nnouncement was made yesneral services
Hospital.
Fuin their present positions, Landau as
ontinued on page 15)
will
be held
chairman, and Unger as president of
—
t o m orrow
{Continued on page 15)
morning at the
son-Johansson
MBC Quarter Earnings
Madison Aveo Theatre TV
nuerianPresbyteChurch,
Increase Over 450%
ompTer has acquired the
73rd St. and
Madison Ave.
TV, film and radio rights to
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation enjoyed an increase of over 450
25 Floyd Patterson-Ingemar
He is survived
n heavyweight title fight for per cent in net earnings during ths
by a brother,
I, William Rosensohn, the first 13 weeks of this year, the comHoward Whit•omoter and former Teleannual meeting
stockholders
tle, of Read;r official, announced,
was toldpany'shere
yesterday.of Net
earnings
Walter Vincent
Aning. Pa. actor,
tworks reportedly bid as high this year were $287,512 or 19 cents
000 for the fight for home
per share, as compared to $56,021, writer, producer and theatre owner,
or four cents per share, in the first 13 Vincent was active in both the legitiut TelePrompTer's record weeks
of 1958.
mate theatre and motion pictures. In
r 00 theatre TV gross for the
Sales
of over $16,000,000 were pre- 1901, together with writer Sidney
Basilio-Sugar Ray Robinson
t year reportedly earned it
dicted for the current year. Gross rev- Wilmer, he bought theatres in upstate
erence.
enues for the first 17 weeks were re- New York and eventually developed
(Continued on page 15)
(Continued on page 15)

Time

Salute

to

the

Emmy

Award

Would

Have

Ohio

Been

Plan

3%
for

Ticket-Rental
Tax

Dropped

Both Levies Are Deleted
From

Senate"s Measure

Special to THE DAILY
COLUMBUS, O., May 11. - The
on onadmistax tax
centcent
proposed
sions and 3theper
3 per
film
rentals have been deleted from Senate Bill 376, the omnibus tax measadDiSalle
by the
ure being pushed
ministration. The tax
measure
is still
stalled in the Senate Taxation committee.
It is understood that the deletion
of the two items is part of a compromise deal by which Gov. DiSalle
hopes to have the measure reported
favorably
committee.
Status by
of the
other
bills affecting
(Continued on page 2)

Disney Six Months

Net

Down to $906,485
From THE DAILY Bureau
OOD, May ^-ConsoliHOLLYW
dated net profit of Walt Disney Prod,
and its domestic subsidiaries for the
six months ended April 4, 1959, was
$906,485, equal to 57 cents per share
on the 1,581,011 common shares outstanding, after dprovision
(Continue
on pagefor15)taxes of
Tenn.

Admissions

Being Reduced

Tax

to 1%

The state of Tennessee's gross retax on2% dieatre
admissionsJulywill1,
be cut ceipts
from
to 1%, effective
COMPO was advised yesterday by
Joe K. Gilbreath, Jr., director of the
miscellaneous tax division. Unofficial
indicated that the
reports
tax
had previously
been repealed.
"The authority for cities to levy
(Continued on page 15)
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TOSPEH MOSKOWITZ, 20th Cen•J George Weltner, Paramount Picstudio representative, returned to
New York over the weekend from the
Coast.
•
George Weltner, Paramount Pictures vice-president in charge of
world sales; Jerry Pickman, advertising-publicity vice - president, and
Hugh Owen, distribution vice-president, will leave Atlanta todav for
Dallas.
•
Irving H. Ludwig, president of
Buena Vista, will leave New York today for Hollywood.
•
Richard Kahn, Columbia Pictures
exploitation manager, has left New
York for Lansing, Mich., where today
he will address the managers' meeting of the Butterfield Circuit.
•
Gladys Markert, of Radio City
Music Hall, will leave New York over
the weekend for three weeks at Key
West, Fla.
•
Jerry Wald has arrived in New
York from the Coast to begin filming
of "The Best of Everything," plans
for which he will
discuss at a press
conference today at the St. Regis
Hotel.
•
William Perlberg, producer, will
arrive in New York tomorrow from
Hollywood.
•
Edward Muhl, Universal vicepresident in charge of production,
will leave Hollywood today for New
York.

AB-PT

Partners

Choose

(Continued fromhpage
ds
ol1)
CourtUP
Friday. At the week-end Governor
Freeman issued an executive order
placing the entire state of Minnesota
under daylight time. The order will
be effective May 24 for those areas
not now operating on daylight time.
However, his authority so to act expires July 1 when the daylight time
law of 1957 expires, and the entire
state will revert to standard time on
that date unless the legislature acts
in the meantime.
The usually sedate chambers of the
Court rocked with heated words during the hearings on the injunction. At
one point contempt charges against
the attorney general, Miles Lord, and
the commissioners of the three counties seemed likely.
Argument Is Heated
The Court in its ruling stated that
the local option law which the counties had used as the basis for their
action was illegal and only the governor could fix the time when daylight time would start and when it
would end. The court also pointed out
that the authority of the governor to
act on fast time would end on July 1.
Governor Freeman expressed the
hope that the legislature would act
soon to "end this confused situation.
As I read the court's opinion," said
the governor "and after consulting
with the attorney general, I have no
alternative but to proclaim daylight
time in effect for the entire state. ..."
Approval Bill Passed Last Week
The State House of Representatives
last week passed a bill which would
allow 22 counties along the Minnesota-Wisconsin border and in the metropolitan Minneapolis-Saint Paul and
Duluth areas to operate on fast time.
The bill has been sent to the Senate for action. It is not known what
action the upper house will take, but
during the regular session of the legislature the Senate refused to pass
seven fast time bills sent to them
by the House.

Tax

P

(Continued from page
theatres in the State of Ohii;
lature :
House Bill 879: This me;
require drive-ins to close
night, has been assigned to 1
ciary committee. No hearin
been scheduled.
House Bill 871: This bil

Robert S. Benjamin congratulates the new
UA vice-president.

Joseph Ende Elected
Vice-president of UA
Joseph Ende, controller of United
Artists, has been elected a vice-president of the corporation, it was announced today by Robert S. Benjamin, chairman of the board. Ende
will continue in his present capacity
as controller.
Ende joined United Artists as assistant to the controller in 1951. He
was named controller in 1952 and
was
elected to the board of directors
in 1955.
A graduate of New York University with a major in accounting,
Ende was associated with Price
Waterhouse & Company from 1938
to 1947 as supervising accountant,
specializing in motion picture industry accounts. In 1947 he joined Film
Classics, Inc. as controller, a post he
held for three years. From 1950 to
1951, he represented Chemical Bank
and Trust Company as disbursing
agent on motion picture finances.

require
everyone
under 18
a drive-in
to be accompank
by a parent or legal guarc
committee assignment.
Senate Bill 115 and 242,
sorship and film classificatioi
sub-committees of the Judicii
mittee.
Houselaws"
Bill 141,
amend1
"blue
to to
authorize
businesses to operator, has
signed to the Judiciary corn
House Bill 300, prohibit
tres and certain other bus*
close between 2:30 A.M. ant
on Sundays, has not been as;
committee.
Senate Bill 79, to abolish,
"blue laws," is being heard
merce and Labor committees
Stellings to Speak
ACE

at Wage Heai
From THE DAILY Buret
WASHINGTON, May 11
G. Stellings will speak for th|
can Congress of Exhibitors if
tion to Federal minimum vi
coverage for theatres at Sena
Subcommittee hearings Frida
A. Julian Brylawski, acco
by Al Floersheimer, will
the Theatre Owners of Amei
Frank Lydon will speak fo
Theatre Owners of New I
Brylawski, who is making
rangements for the industry t
at the Friday hearings, said
up still was subject to char1

Roxy

Sets Strong Slate

For Spring and Summer
Special Project Films
NEW YORK THEA
Special to THE DAILY
A strong slate of feature films has
AIP and AAFD Extend
been booked by the Roxy Theatre
DALLAS, May 11. — American
— RADIO CITY MUSIC HA
here for spring and summer exhibiBroadcasting - -Paramount Theatres' Deal for U.K. Activity
southern and southwestern circuits
Rockefeller Center • Ci 6-4600
tion, ithas been announced by RobFrom THE DAILY Bureau
OORAH R0SSAN0 MAU
ert C. Rothafel, president and manhave chosen "The Young PhiladelKERR
BRAZZI CHEVI
HOLLYWOOD, May 11. - Extenphians," "Say One for Me" and "The
Firstagingindirector.
the lineup, opening May
sion of the American International
Big Circus" as their special project
i.
"COUNT
YOUR
BLESSIN
pictures for the current season, it was Pictures releasing and co-production
29, following the run of the current
JU M-G-M Picture In CinimiScorw And METPfJ
end GALA NEW STAGE SPECTACI i
disclosed following the area meeting deal with Anglo-Amalgamated Film attraction, "Imitation of Life," will
Distributors of London for another
of heads of the circuit, with Leonard
Hill,"
Chop
"Pork
Artists'
United
be
which stars Gregory Peck. Next,
Goldenson, AB-PT president, in Dal- year is announced by James H. Nichlas last week.
olson and Samuel Z. Arkoff, Nat
June, is Universal's
in late
The AB-PT southern and south- Cohen, managing director, repre- opening
Is Mine."
"This Earth
sented AAFD in the renewal deal.
western circuits for the past several
In late July the Roxy will unveil AlAAFD will continue to release AIP
years have selected pictures which
Artists' "The Big Ci reus." This
they believe best lend themselves to product in the United Kingdom, and will lied
be followed in late August or
special exploitation efforts in their the two companies will co-produce
September
Century-Fox's
areas. Special campaigns are planned several pictures in England. The lat- "The
Man with
Who 20th
Understood Woand executed for the pictures select1327
5. Wabash111.
est co-production was "Horrors of the Leslie men,"
which stars Henry Fonda and
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st Outstanding Single Program of the Year
Evening With Fred Astaire"— NBC
t Dramatic Series (Hour or Longer)
'Playhouse 90" — CBS
t Dramatic Series (Less Than Hour)
'Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre" — NBC
t Comedy Series
Jack Benny Show" — CBS
t Musical or Variety Series
Dinah Shore Chevy Show" — NBC
Western Series
■Maverick" — ABC
t Public Service Program or Series
'Omnibus" — NBC
\t News Reporting Series
NBC News — Huntley-Brinkley Report
;t Panel, Quiz, or Audience Participation Series
I What's My Line"— CBS
:t Special Dramatic Program (Hour or Longer)
Little Moon of Alban" — Hallmark — NBC
;< Special Musical or Variety Program (Hour or Longer)
'Evening With Fred Astaire"— NBC
t Special News Program
'Face of Red China" — CBS
t Actor in a Leading Role (Continuing Character! in a
dramatic Series
Raymond Burr — "Perry Mason" — CBS
■t Actress in a Leading Role (Continuing Character) in
i Dramatic Series
Loretta Young — "Loretta Young Show" — NBC
j<t Actor in a Leading Role (Continuing Character) in a
"omedy Series
,1 Jack Benny — "Jack Benny Show" — CBS
t Actress in a Leading Role (Continuing Character) in
i Comedy Series
■Jane Wyatt— "Father Knows Best"— CBS-NBC
|f Supporting
inatic
Series Actor (Continuing Character) in a DraDennis Weaver — "Gunsmoke" — CBS
Mi Supporting Actress (Continuing Character) in a Dramatic Series
Barbara Hale — "Perry Mason" — CBS
<t Supporting Actor (Continuing Character) in a Comedy
Series
Tom Poston — "Steve Allen Show" — NBC
■t Supporting Actress (Continuing Character) in a Com?dy Series
Ann B. Davis — "Bob Cummings Show" — NBC
;f Performance by an Actor (Continuing Character) in a
Musical or Variety Series
Perry Como — "Perry Como Show" — NBC

Best Performance by an Actress (Continuing Character)
in a Musical or Variety Series
Dinah Shore — "Dinah Shore Chevy Show" — NBC
Best Single Performance by an Actor
Fred Astaire — "Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Single Performance by an Actress
Julie Harris — "Little Moon of Alban" — NBC
Best News Commentator or Analyst
Edward R. Murrow — CBS
Best Direction of a Single Program of a Dramatic Ser.es
(Less Than Hour)
Jack Smight — "Eddie" — Alcoa-Goodyear — NBC
Best Direction of a Single Program of a Dramatic Series
(Hour or Longer)
George Schaefer — "Little Moon of Alban" — NBC
Best Direction of a Single Program of a Comedy Series
for Margaret" —
"Medal
Tewksbury
Peter
"Father
Knows —Best"
— NBC
Best Direction of a Single Musical or Variety Program
Bud Yorkin — "Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Writing of a Single Program of a Dramatic Series
(Less Than Hour)
Alfred Brenner — "Eddie" — NBC
Best Writing of a Single Program of a Dramatic Series
(Hour or Longer)
James Costigan — "Little Moon of Alban" — NBC
Best Writing of a Single Program of a Comedy Series
Sam Perrin, George Balzer, Hal Goldman, Al Gordon— "Jack Benny Show" — CBS
Best Writing of a Single Musical or Variety Program
Fred Astaire, Bud Yorkin, Herbert Baker — "Evening With Fred Astaire"— NBC
Best Cinematography for Television
Ellis Carter — "Alphabet Conspiracy" — Bell Telephone Special — NBC
Best Live Camera Work
"Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Art Direction in a TV Film
Desilu Play— "Bernadette"
Claudio
CBS
house —Guzman
Best Art
Direction in a Live TV Program
—NBC
Edward Stephenson — "Evening With Fred Astaire"
Best Editing of a Film for TV
Silvio
NBC d'Alisera — "Meet Mr, Lincoln" — Project 20
Best Musical Contribution to a TV Program
David Rose — "Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Choreography for TV
Hermes Pan — "Evening With Fred Astaire" — NBC
Best Engineering or Technical Achievement
tape
Industry-wide
improvement of editing of video
Best On-T he-Spot Coverage of a News Event
The Cuban Revolution — CBS

With the section
beginning on this page
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that won this year's
"EMMY" AWARDS
of the Academy of
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and Sciences
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'Smooth,
Brig
htdid say,
She
Lewine
however, tl
damnedcriticized
if we when
don't. we
Lasthadyearfewer
we
were
Academy is "considering a
WHEN
somebody mentions the name of Emmy these days, the concategories and ended up with Steve
versation usually takes one of two turns:
change
for next year," but he
and elaborate.
Allen competing against Fulton
A debate on last Wednesday night's 11th annual Emmy Awards
Sheen,
straight
dramas
against
westScholarships Set
show, with the two positions being that the NBC-TV telecast was (a) fine,
(b) lousy; or
Whether
or not the
There are two directions in which
the entire evening. "It's a big night the ernAcademy
A discussion (usually heated) on
series."
could
move,
he
said,
change" materializes, the 1960
for old Dad," he said.
the number of categories (42) which
The television Academy could also either to reduce the number of show will be notable in that
members of the National Academy of
awards, which would result in even
mark
the start of the A<
Television Arts and Sciences voted
be proud for having so highly honmore
absurd
competitors,
or
to
inscholarship
program. This is
upon this year.
ored (with four Emmys) NBC-TV's
crease the number and let equals two forms, with the Hollywoo<
Hallmark
Hall of Fame presentation,
Show business people like to feel
ter sponsoring a scholarship
compete against equals.
"Little Moon of Alban." "Little
things deeply and react big, no mat"deserving" employee in som I
Moon" was original TV drama at its
ter what the stimulus. Consequently
Cites 10,000 Programming Hours'
performing branch of the
best, a very real art form that is comthere are very few moderate opinions
"Just as soon as you have variety who wants to study TV pro*
pletely and distinctively its own.
to be heard these days on either last
or act at the Pasadena Pla'
Proudly, too, went Emmys to NBCin program
said Lewine,
ming,"in awards.
have
a problem
If you "you
had
week's telecast or the categories issue. TV's Omnibus, CBS-TV's
The
That's too bad, but it's inevitable
will New
go toYorktwochapter's
teachersschc(|
90 and its special news Playhouse
program,
just
six
types
of with
program
you'd courses
s,awards,
in a business built on drama, pace
from any college or
have
no
problem
the
"Face of Red China."
sity around the country, and
and conflict. And it's always easier
Somewhat less dramatic, but equal- but you'd have a pretty dull industo call something a dreadful bore or
in the form of two all-expens
ly
were
the
Emmys
that
worthwhile,
try."
he
added
flatly,
"consider
And,
smash hit, instead of just good with
ing there are 10,000 hours of network
trips to New York where th<
went to Jack Benny, Dinah Shore,
reservations.
get an intensive
Perry Como and especially Bob
programming a year, I don't think trination
in actual three-week
TV produc
Institutional Ad- Well Handled
Hope. These people are essentially that 42 categories are too many."
the vaudeville performers
In comparatively sober hindsight, The heritage, the spirit ofandtoday.
the Emmy show was about as good vitality are the same, though the
the
as a commercially sponsored 90-mintaste has vastly improved.
ute program devoted to the bestowal
THE
ORIGIN
OF
f MA
Planning Was Skillful
of awards could possibly be. Executive producer Jess Oppenheimer and
Who received what and how many
his producer-directors Barry Shear
awards, of course, was something
WHO a timely
is "Emmy"?
What isonshe?
of an more
old reftl
one, because
and Bob Henry smoothly interpolated
May This
6, asparaphrase
is years past,
over
million viewers watched the annual EMMY Awards
a large amount of humor and color had which Oppenheimer and crew
of the N
no control. This was strictly a
into what is essentially (let's face it) matter between the consciences of Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. What is the Academy-ant
a long institutional ad. What
do its "Emmy" Awards mean?
that the yardstick for me;
Academy members and Price WaterThe Academy exists for one is
achievement is a different
shouldn't be overlooked, however, is house. The planned portions of the
one.
Actors are usually very crit
the fact that a, long institutional ad show, however, were equally
singular purpose, to "Advance the
good.
is just what most of the televiewing
and Sciences of Television"—
The presentation of an
each other's performances,
by Arts
on as many fronts and with as much
public
was psychologically geared to Elaine May to Mike NicholsEmmy
small part played with great
see.
(in recenergy as possible. One of the ways
cal skill and emotional impac
ognition of "his continuing produc
often receive the vote of oth
Television is an industry of personit has chosen to do this "advancing"
tion of garbage and his unswervingis to present
annual awards,
tors, rather than a showy, sui
alities, some of whom are performers
and some of whom are actors and ac- faith in mediocrity") gave the public "Emmys," recognizing the outstand
performance. This approach-]
a
hilario
and
candid
view
of
TV's
us
ing achievements of producers, direc- sionals sizing up the work oi
tresses. The big kick out of a show
recognition of its own foibles.
tors, writers, actors, camera men, en- fellow professionals, based
such as the Emmy presentations is Nichols' accept
or,
gineers, musicians, newscasters, and
speech was a
seeing these people comparatively off- masterpiece of ance
special knowledge and experi
lightweight parody
the many others whose accomplishguard, or, at least, out of professional
as he said he would like to acknowlapplies to writers, directors, a
ments have added to the stature of men
character. Thus such a show can
and film editors, designer
edge the help of his director, writ- television.
almost be judged on the number and
all of the other skilled memb
ers
actors,
but
he
couldn
beand
't
size of the names on view. And last
the TV Academy. This mem!
cause he had done it all himself. He
'Many Things to Many People'
is unique in an industry organi
also attributed his success to his
week's show had them by carloadThe "Emmy" Awards were 11 life.
Jack Benny, Phil Silvers, Bichard
in
that it covers every walk
years old on May 6. Some of the
life's guiding principle-money. OddNixon, Bob Hope, James Garner,
people who won the coveted statuly, Chet Huntley's sober "benedicJudith Anderson, Shirley Temple,
ettes in the early years, when the
tion" at the end of the show exThree Cities Added
Dinah Shore, James Haggerty, Art
pressed the same humility in a manAcadem
operated only in Hollyy
Carney and Robert Young, to name
literary
.
ner
that
was
a good deal more
wood, have since abandoned TV.
a few.
This year the National Acade
Television
Arts and Sciences 1
Others, like Ed Wynn, who in 1949
The show's opening was neat and was voted the most outstanding per- creased its chapters from thi
Some Luminaries Missing
effective: the camera
sonality, have disappeared from home
founding organizations in Lc
panning
There were, of course, some notaacross the Emmy nominees'
s sitting in and movie screens, only to return to geles and New York to five, i
ble absences, including Steve Allen, the New York and Hollywood theaBaltimore, Chicago and Washi
new greatness. "Emmy" has meant
Jack Paar, Jackie Gleason, Perry
tres, stopping here and there to pick many
The membership has grown fro:
things
to
many
people.
To
Art
Como, Sid Caesar, Dave Garroway,
Carney and Carl Reiner, the two
than 3000 to more than 400(
up some of their pre-taped, innerMary Martin and Edward R. Murcause of this broad geographic
most thoughts. Interesting too were
"Emmys" each won as best "second
row. Even so, the show had a number
the dubbed TV film clips. All in all, bananas" were
and
increased membership, the
the
diploma
s
which
of highspots, about half of which
it was a smooth, bright show, techgraduated them to well-deserved
emy
confined the nominating
could not have been planned in adnically and promotionally.
stardom. To Sid Caesar, his 1956
vance.
"Emmy" as "best comedian," crownvotingmembership.
for this year'sWhile
"Emmys"
Lewine Open to Suggestions
own
in I
The happiest development was
ing many years of achievement, came
Concerning the little matter of a little
the bundle of awards (nine) which
years
the
"Emmy"
organization
too late! He was without a
the unions and guilds in TV to
went to Fred Astaire and his cocategories, Bobert Lewine, national
show
in
entries and nominations, the 1
back and
yet. hasn't quite found
vice-president of the Academy, had the road '57,
workers on NBC-TV's memorable
ing
this year, amongst Academy
some
pertinen
t
remarks
to make at a
But the "Emmy" is the television
"An
with Fred Astaire."
This Evening
veteran performer,
who had press conference about 10 days be- profession applause for those in its bers only, followed the prefei
's
been honored just once by his native
system long advocated by the
fore the telecast. "Anybody who can
ranks which it deems "best." And
Motion Picture Academy (for "rais- lick this problem of categories," he though very often professional opin- known accounting firm of
ion will agree with public opinion, it Waterhouse and Company —
ing the standards of all musicals" in said, "is free to send us a postcard.
We seem to be damned if we do and
1949), spread his own real joy over
disagrees just as often. The reason
seers for the "Emmy" voting.
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Night:
Bigsion's
winner this year,Big
racking up
nine
t
HighlightsPresen
of the star-studc
annual
Emmy
Awards
shovt
awards, was NBC's "Evening with Fred
Astaire" whose star is shown with one of
monies for which took place
his Emmys at left. Below, in the press tent
coasts before one of the large:
with Sam Berns (left), Hollywood manaudiences ever. Shown here ai
ager for Quigley Publications, and Jim
of the winners with their
Bacon of Associated Press. The Astaire acawards as well as scenes froi
claim represented a triumph for him since
of
the shows which received
the show marked his television debut.

Named Best Panel Show was
"What's My Line" accepted by
cers Bill Todman and Mark G
(above). Regular panel membe
seen on the air at left: Arlene F
Ernie Kovacs (guest), John Daly
erator), Dorothy Kilgallen, and I
Cerf.
Shari Lewis (below) was name
standing Female Personality in
awards for the New York area. H

Dennis Weaver (right) receives
his Emmy as Best Supporting
Actor (Continuing Character) in
a Dramatic Series on "Gunsmoke" (CBS) from Robert
Young. Young's show, "Father
Knows Best" (CBS-NBC) won in
two categories.
"Little Moon

gram, "Hi Mom"

of

Alban," on NBC's
"Hallmark Hall
of Fame" was
named Best Special Dramatic Program. Star Julie
Harris (in scene
at right) and director George
Schaefer (left)
were also cited.

was also cited.
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ill Shore (below) with her Emmy
IJest Performance by an Actress hi
isical or Variety Series and Jack
y (right) with his Emmy for Best
)• in a Leading Role in a Comedy

Two New York Winners: Tom Poston
(left) cited for Best Supporting Actor
in a Comedy Series on the "Steve Allen
Show" (NBC) and producer Robert
Saudek of "Omnibus," acclaimed as Best
Public Service Program.

An array of winners: Bob Hope,
who received a special Emmy, Jack
Benny; and Barbara Hale and Raymond Burr of the "Perry Mason"
show (CBS). Miss Hale was named
Best Supporting Actress in a Dramatic Series and Burr, Best Actor
in a Leading Role in a Dramatic
Series. They are shown on the air
below.

orkin with a fistful' of Emmys
•rk on "An Evening with Fred
e." He won for Best Direction
ingle Musical and Best Writj a Single Musical. Co-Writers
lAstaire and Herbert Baker.

View of the audience watching the ceremonies in New York at the Ziegfeld
Theatre. Views of the New York and
Hollywood theatre groups formed an inopening.

teresting feature of the Emmy
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Memories

Motion

of A Big

Television

Compared with 'Gigi'
"An Evening With Fred Astaire,"
making a clean sweep of the awards
for every one of its nine nominations,
was
being
"Gigi" of the
Emmys
for labeled
a similarthevictory.
Jack Benny's jibe at his writers,
who finally won Emmy's favor, and
his pixie patter at the podium, aimed
at Maverick's
competitive
time slot, is
still
fresh in our
ears.
Bob Hope showed up' for his special award despite doctor's orders.
Bud Yorkin sported the widest grin
of satisfaction, achieving Best Direction, etc., for his share of the Astaire
show.
Buit All Shook Up
Raymond Burr confessed he was all
shook up with the excitement of winning, but contained himself in
acknowledging the glad hands of the
table-hoppers, in a manner befitting
the
of the
eagle"
puts guise
in more
hours"legal
on his
show (Burr
than
anyone else we know devoted to a
regular film series).
Dinah Shore never ceases to be
amazed at her constant flow of
trophies. But she appeared more
thrilled by the news that her show
was singled out as the Best Musical
or Variety series than for her award
as the top Female Performer.
There's "Another Evening With
Fred Astaire" in store for October;
and we'll wager color sets will boast a
peak sales month because of the
greater enjoyment offered by the
lighting and costuming of Astaire's
production.
TvAR

Douglas L. Yates will join Television Advertising Representatives, Inc.
as an account executive, it was announced by Larry H. Israel, vicepresident and general manager. Yates
comes to TvAR from CBS Radio Spot
Sales, where he has been an account
executive since June 1958.

Daily
Winners

AROUND

in N

THE
RCUIT

Night

By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, May 11. -As the
sun set over Frank Serines' Moulin Rouge last Wednesday, the
echoes of applause were mixed with
voices of comment and reactions as
most of the Television Academy
members, winners and guests made
their way across the street to the Palladium following the presentations for
some dining, toasting and dancing.
Fred Astaire was the essence of
modesty and embarrassment with an
armload of Emmys attesting to his
achievements in the TV medium. A
most rewarding sight for an outstanding hour of entertainment.
Seems strange that Astaire, who
has contributed so much of the same
talent for 26 years to motion pictures,
was never nominated for an award by
members of the long established film
academy in all that time.

Yates Joining

Picture

with

PINKY

HERMAN.

PREXY OIlie Treyz of ABC-TV may have something in his speech
delivered last Thursday at the 50th Journalism Week at the U. of
Missouri in Columbia. "Since the broadcasters are dedicated to televise
programs that are in the public's interest," said Treyz, "then would it
not be advisable to measure the public's likes and dislikes by taking a
census?" He also pointed out that the U.S. Census is planning to go
into the field next April and questions about TV programming might
be added to the questionnaire. ... At a cocktail partv in honor of the
Emmy Nominees several days ago, Prexy Robert Lewine anticipated a
query from ye fourth estators with the mention of the fact that the
Academy of TV Arts & Sciences were keenly aware of the "42 Categories problem." The "Emmy" program, cleverly overcoming the "timing
error" of the "Oscar" Awards helmsmen by utilizing the resonant voice
of Frank (timekeeper) Gallop, succeeded in avoiding that danger.
However, the "Category Problem" still remains and next year's steering
committee might do well to reduce the number of categories. . . . Ralph
Meeker, who starred in the Broadway stage production of "Picnic," has
been CBSigned to star as "John Dillinger," the first video tape pilot of a
new teleseries, "The Lawbreakers," which goes into production in New
York June 3. John Houseman will produce with scripts by David Davidson. Johnson will sponsor the series on alternating weeks.
ft
ft
ft
As a reward for turning in consistently listenable programs nitely
from the new International Theatre Bistro on Broadway (midnight-2:30
ayem) the "Bea Kalmus Show" has been signed to a long term contract
by WMGM. Bea returned after 7 years during which she emceed radio
and nite-club shows in Miami Beach. . . . Hollywood's ardent booster,
Dave Epstein, in Gotham to set up possible deal for Frank (Wells Fargo)
Gruber's new teleseries, a situation comedy called "Johnny Fletcher!"
While here, Dave will open a branch office for his flackery. . . . One of
the metropolitan's most popular disk jockeys, the WNTAlented Paul
Brenner has joined forces with Actor-Singer-Producer Jerry Wayne to
inaugurate North Jersey's first Music Tent at Pinebrook. Teeing off
June 19 with the current Broadway click "Li'l Abner," the BrennerWayne combo has lined up an imposing sked including "Bells Are
Ringing," "The Boy Friend," "Showboat," "Wish You Were Here" and
"Silk Stockings." . . . Henny Youngman booked for an additional five
"Ed CB Sullivan" shows this fall. . . . Jack Rael dickering with an independent producer for a new "Musical Quiz" program to star Patti Page.
TV REVIEW:
Our Lady of Fatima
Family Theatre
The story of the Apparition of
Mary the mother of Christ at the little Portuguese village of Fatima in
the early 1930s, is pictured in simple
but dramatically effective form in this
55-minute film, produced in Spain.
An excellent cast handling difficult
roles with quiet restraint etches
some memorable characters and develops a storv that holds the interest
throughout.
Especially good are three youngsters to whom the Vision first appears
while they are tending flocks in the
hills. Their story is rejected as a fanciful tale by families, townspeople
and the village priest, but the story
gains circulation and with it, believers. It becomes a political issue for
an anti-religious faction in the government and stern measures are taken
to discredit both the story and its
principals.
The children, though apprehended

and threatened with torture and
death if they do not recant, cannot
be intimidated. Their faith wins new
believers and on the promised day
pilgrims from far and wide converge
on Fatima, where the children have
been told a sign will be given in return for their devotion. As a heavy
rain ends and the sun breaks through,
miraculous cures are discerned among
the sick and handicapped in the
crowd. The apparition itself is shown
only from behind or in the form of
shafts of light descending from sky to
earth, and its speech is through an
off-screen voice.
The English dialogue has been
dubbed effectively enough not to be
distracting and the inspirational story
urging men and nations to peace and
faith in God loses none of its effectiveness on the TV medium. It has a
good musical background.
Distributed by the Family Theatre
it is a Catholic Daughters of America presentation. As shown Sunday on
station WPIX-TV, New York, cast, director and writer credits were not
S.K.
supplied.

Chicago and E
"Emmy" Awards made for
ment in the New York area
follows:
Best children's or teen-aj
gram: "Hi Mom," with Shari
Jane Palmer and Josie Mi
WRCA-TV.
Best documentary or edu
TV.
program: "Sunrise Semester,"
Best news program: WC
coverage
of plane crash in t
River.
Outstanding male
David Susskind.
Outstanding
female pen
Shari Lewis.
Special station achievement
went to WNTA-TV for "Ope
and to WCBS-TV for special
tional and public service sho'
In Washington, the local
were:
Best local entertainment p
"Sam & Friends"
Best educational program:
room 9: Russian, Shorthand,
BestNews"—
news Richard
program:
"Tl:
Hour
Harkne
Ward, Frank Forester, Jim
Best children's or teenage p
"Ranger
Hal" program: Jim
Best sports
Best television personality
Gallaher
Best documentary or discuss
McCaffrey.
gram: "Celebrity Parade" witl
In Chicago, the local awar
Best creator of TV comr
"Ex Nihilo"-Fred A. Niles
Best creator of TV com
with material elements:
Butler
BestJimperformer,
male,
Conway TV comt
Best performer,
female:
Fran Allison TV comi
Best performer, TV prograr
Norman Ross
Best performer, TV progt
male: Fran Allison.
The Los Angeles chapter
Academy made no awards t
because it is in the midst of
a more satisfactory method
ing local area awards.

NBC Wins 29 'Emmys
CBS Gets 14; ABC, 2
Of the 45 in"Emmys"
awai
achievement
1958, NBC
CBS won 14; and ABC, t\
big winner in the NBC line
the much-acclaimed "Eveni
Fred Astaire" which accoui
no less than nine of the :
awards.
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Motion

e soldiers'
Bow
ir
Shreveport
B pedal to THE DAILY
.! ORLEANS, May 11. -The
|emiere of the John-Lee Main Rackin production, "The
ildiers," will be held June 17
liount Gulf's Strand Theatre
;port, La., United Artists disof the film announced here.
, lensed on location in seviions of Louisiana and Miswill open at the Saenger
here and other major thea;y Southern cities on June 18.
ian Heads

Music

p Oth-Fox TV
I bpecia; to THE DAILY
9 .YWOOD, May 11. - Lionel
■ has been named general
1 rector for 20th Century-Fox
1 an, member of 20th-Fox muI -tment for the past 19 years,
p p from his post of assistant
l||r and supervisor, to take
Elization.
all music for the company's
g at 'Jane' Bow
ON, May 11.— Jean Seberg
lace the ailing Doris Day at
night's world premiere of
)ened to Jane" at the Astor
aere. Miss Day took ill on her
Be from Cincinnati and was
lb return to Hollywood.
-'; the notables expected to atpremiere, which will benerancis de Sales Church, are
Foster Furcolo, Mayor John
ind Richard Cardinal Cushert S. Ferguson, national diadvertising, publicity and
on, will represent Columbia

'orgy' for Detroit
of
1 Goldwyn's production
md Bess" has been booked
Mercury Theatre in Detroit
arly fall premiere. The film
rled to open between Sept.
)ctober 10.
ctwn
r the Stanley Warner Palace
n Philadelphia nor their New
heatre is involved in any way
|Trio Amusement Company's
takeover of a Philadelphia
that name, Everett C. CalJ-W said yesterday. The relich does not identify the
a S-W theatre, was publ Motion Picture Daily on
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Picture

Foreign

Sales

F MERICA, INC.

Rackmil,

Vivian

Are Married

Blaine

Here

Milton R. Rackmil, president of
Decca Records and Universal Pictures and actress Vivian Blaine were
married here Saturday in a ceremony
performed by Supreme Court Justice
Henry Clay Greenberg. The ceremony
took place at the apartment of Mr. &
Mrs. Henry Cohn, of Sutton Place.
Tennessee Tax
( Continued from page 1 )
gross receipts privilege tax in like
amount has been repealed by this
chapter ( Chapter 128, Public Acts of
1959)," Gilbreath said.
The statute also states: "There shall
be credited against the tax hereby
imposed any taxes paid by theatres,
motion picture shows or vaudeville
shows under the Franchise Tax Law
and under the Excise Tax Law. Such
credit shall be taken by the taxpayer
in the succeeding monthly reports following the payment of the Franchise
and excise tax until such credit is
exhausted."
Rumley Dares
(Continued from page 1 )
but was closed by county police
after about twenty minutes.
The Fox was the only theatre in
the Spartanburg area to continue its
open defiance of the blue law, and
Rumley was again taken to county
jail and booked, then released on
bond.
The police crackdown on blue law
violators also resulted in the arrest
of operators of a riding academy.

Sales Offices
and Warehouses
at

High

(Continued from page 1 )
convertible into dollars which was
visited all the major Universal markets around the world.
notIn the
back."sales
the case
courseseveral
of theyears
18-week
The most amazing fact about the
success of the overseas sales drive, diive, he continued, all-time sales
records were set in eight territories:
he said, was that it was achieved
without the aid of Universale most
Belgium, Burma, Brazil, France, Germany, Holland, Indonesia and Japan.
recent and current "blockbusters,"
There do remain some soft spots in
namely, "The Perfect Furlough" and
"Imitation of Life." The drive in- the world market though. As described
cluded such films as "Raw Wind in by Aboaf these include England and
Australia, because of the competition
Eden," "A Time to Love and A Time
from television; Germany, where
to Die" and "Horror of Dracula."
there is stiff competition from local
For the first time, said Aboaf, Uniproduct; and Mexico, because of the
versal's foreign market is contributing
a slightly larger percentage of the "ridiculously low" admission prices
fixed by government decree.
company's total business than the
Apropos of the Mexican situation
domestic market. "Of course," he
he
interjected: "They'll never see
said, "we market
would prefer
that our
domestic
contributed
the 'Spartacus' at a 35-cent admission
larger percentage. However, most of price. Right now we're debating
the revenues earned overseas how are whether or not we'll release 'Imitation of Life' there."
Cartoons Scarce
(Continued from page 1 )
leasing of as many prints as an account can use for a year, to be played
as many times in as many theatres as
it wishes. One subject will be sold at
a flat price each month on this basis.
Some officials of other short subjects
distributing companies recently expressed concern that with extended
time being given to most programs by
circuits, some theatres could have the
bulk of their yearly supporting film
requirements supplied through the
UPA plan, removing them from the
market as customers for other shorts.
"There is plenty of room for everyone who has cartoons," Haines said
yesterday. "They're getting very
Haines, in New York in the course
of a cross-country tour to discuss the
new
plan
with exhibitors, leaves for
scarce."
Dallas
today.
Elect Landau
(Continued from page 1)
National Telefilm Associates, Inc., a
recently acquired subsidiary of National Theatres, Inc. Leve will continue as vice-president of theatre operations for National Theatres Amusement Corporation, also a subsidiary
of National Theatres, Inc.
Walter Vincent Dies
(Continued from page 1 )
the Vincent- Wilmer circuit, which
extended as far south as Virginia. Vincent was chairman of the board of
the theatre company, and later served
in
the same capacity with Republic
Pictures.

Illllllllllll
I GEVAERT CO.
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Daily

NBC

and

U. A.

(Continued from page 1)
conferunique tradepress
terdayenceathere aconducted
by UATV president Herb Golden, with executive
vice-president Bruce Eells participating by telephone from Hollywood.
Eells said that NBC is "enormously impressed" with the idea of
"United Artists Playhouse," which
calls for participation of a good portion of UA's 60-odd theatrical producers. Both Golden and Eells reported that NBC would like to sign for
a minimum of 13 hour-long programs,
although UA has almost convinced
the TV network that a number like
26 or even 39 programs would be
more practical, since it would allow
more of UA's producers to particiEells said that UATV can have the
first programs in the series ready by
October once NBC signs. The range
of budgets for each program was put
at between $100,000 and $150,000.
pate.
Disney's
Netfrom page 1)
(Continued
$920,000, Paul L. Pease, treasurer,
reported today.
The corresponding period ended
March 29, 1958, showed net profit of
1,on theafter
$1.06 ding,
equal
$1,633,
thento outstan
shares
054250,
537
tax provision of $1,442,000.
The timing of new feature picture
releases accounts for much of the difference in earnings. Revenue from recent releases will be much larger during the last half of the current fiscal
the six
income
year.
,211, forcompared
$23,430
was gross
monthsTotal
with $22,499,750 a year ago. Both
Disneyperiods include the figures ofper
cent
owned.land Park, which is 65.52
Film rentals income led with $8,493,092, up from $7,707,280 for the
Teleyear.against
last 70,
period
onding
correspvision
$7,626,3
income was
income,
$7 886,027; amusement park
against $3,876,686, and
$4^378,015,
income $2,932,734, against
other

$3,029,757.
MBC (Continued
Quarter
from page 1)
ported to exceed $500,000. Elected
yesterday were the following directors:
Lloyd M. Bauman, Armand G. Erpf,
Thomas T. Goldsmith, Jr., Robert C.
[ones, John W. Kluge, Warren H.
Lasher, J. Lincoln Morris and Percy
M. Stewart. Ruth H. Axe was elected
to succeed Richard D. Buckley as a
director. Buckley has also resigned as
a vice-president of the company.
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CONSOLIDATED

FILM

INDUSTRIES

Proud of their contribution to
these Award Winners

HEARTILY

CONGRATULATES

LORETTA
YOUNG
Best Actress in a Leading Role
in a Dramatic Series
THE LORETTA YOUNG SHOW

JACK BENNY
Best Comedy Series
Best Actor in a leading Role
in a Comedy Series
THE JACK BENNY SHOW

BARBARA

RAYMOND
BURR
Best Actor in a Leading Role
(Continuing Character)
In A Dramatic Series —
Any Length, Live or Film
"PERRY MASON"

SAM

HALE

Best Supporting Actress
(Continuing Character)
In A Dramatic Series—
Any Length, Live or Film
"PERRY MASON"

PERRIN, GEORGE BALZER, HAL GOLDMAN,
Best Writing of a Single Program of a Comedy Series
Jack Benny Show (with Ernie Kovacs)

CLAUDIO
GUZMAN
Best Art Direction in a TV Film
"BERNADETTE"
Westinghouse-Desilu Playhouse

AL GORDON

DENNIS WEAVER
Best Supporting Actor in a Dramatic Series
"GUNSMOKE"

For Processing Perfection: Specify CFU

CONSOLIDATED

FILM

959 Seward Street
Hollywood 38, California
HOIIywood 9-1441

ACADEMY

521 West 57th Street
New York 19, New York
Circle 6-0210
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NEW
Set

Hopeful

[ Better

Era

Industry
7ide Area Open to
Efforts with MPA
that
tomorrow's
be)mmittees
of themeeting
American
of Exhibitors and the Moire Asm ay
begin-a
of
id conera in
;>r - exrelaras exySiesterH.
nationjaan of
S. H. Fabian
nan orc
erence
e which will participate in
Continued on page 4)

' Stock Not Sold;
ep. Changes Seen
will be no change of top
f Republic Pictures at the
meeting
of the company's
directors scheduled
for today
abed by a company spokeserday as "routine."
ksly, it had been widely reiat H. J. Yates, who is bebe about to sell his con■ontinued on page 4)
tain States Assn.
s Krier President
Special to THE DAILY
LAKE CITY, May 12.-John
", vice-president of InterTheatres, Inc., was elected
of the Mountain States
Association, at its meeting
ay. The other officers also
Continued on page 4)
i
SION TODAY— page 5

New

Compo

Program

Today

More than 50 leaders of all
branches of the motion picture industry are expected at the spring meeting
of the executve committee of the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations at the Park Sheraton Hotel here
today. Abe Montague, representative
of the Motion Picture Ass'n. on the
Compo governing committee, is expected to preside.
Scheduled for discussion is a repoit
by the governing committe.3 on a pro(Continued on page 3)
Wald
Show

Scores

Addresses

CE.A.

Union

Of

Urged

Exhibitors

Would

Join

Owners

English-Speaking

in Fight

Against

Attacks

on
UA

Academy
on

Stars

REVIEW:

Any

Pay

Theatre

Television

By WILLIAM PAY
BRIGHTON, England, May 12.— British theatre owners attending the annual
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn. convention here today were urged by Spyros
P. Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president, an invited speaker, to unite in an
exchange
of

By WARREN G. HARRIS
An attack on companies and individuals "who do nothing to further the
by proindustry as a whole" was launched
interests of the motion picturepress
conference in the St. Regis Hotel here
ducer Jerry Wald at a trade
yesterday.
Wald's particular target was United
Artists, which, he said, "is taking the
Youngstein
cream off the bottle of milk" and
"living in another world." The company, and Max Youngstein in par- AnswersWald
ticular, are constantly berating the
Motion Picture Association of AmerMax E. Youngstein, United Artists
ica and its Code and any other invice-president, took sharp exception
dustry
attempts
at
self-betterment,
Wald said.
Jerry Wald's attack on him and the
The 20th Century-Fox producer to
company yesterday, agreeing only with
was especially incensed at a report the 20th Century-Fox producer that
that Youngstein said the Academy
the recent Academy Awards telecast
( Continued on page 2 )
(Continued on page 2)

Ask

Convention

International

Youngstein

Criticism;

TEN CENTS

MAY 13, 1959

Skouras

| n Statement
IE

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

hviews
i b with
i t o exrs
t h r o u g hout
the entire
English - speaking
world.
He declared
himself
ready
t o arrange a
get - together
between
CEA
and the newly
formedican AmerCongress
of Exhibitors,
which was formed at his instigation,
to ensure protectionSpyros
against pay TV,
(Continued on page 4)
704

to Stage Its Own

Trade Show for 5 Years
The Theatre Owners of America
will stac;e its own trade show and
annual convention for the five years
commencing in 1960, George G.
Kerasotes, TOA president, has announced. Kerasotes said arrangements had been completed for I960,
(Continued on page 3)

Girl

Euterpe — MGM — CinemaSeope

Saucy, scintillating, studded with double entendre and presenting in
a brightly polished frame the solid talents of David Niven, Shirley
MacLaine and Gig Young, this romantic comedy from the hand of Joe
Pasternak is in the mood for love and the summertime box office. To
the everlasting theme of the female baiting the marriage trap for the
Avenue's
Madison with
spoof of
satirical
a gay andand
it adds research,
ever wary
Miss
combined
the result,
motivation
love,male
latest
MacLaine's elfin approach to protecting a girl's honor in wicked New
York, is uproarious.
Supporting the three leads are Rod Taylor as the engaging wolf, Jim
(Continued on page 5)

Africa Is Big Potential
Film Market: Johnston
Africa is called "one of the greatest
remaining opportunities for a dramatic expansion in the market for motiondentpictures"
Eric Johnston,
presiof the by
Motion
Picture Export
Ass'n., in the first of a series of special studies aimed at further development of new potential markets for
American films abroad. The report,
which is in the form of a letter to
presidents
and foreign
managers
of
(Continued
on page
5)
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Scores
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Youngstein
from
page 1)
(Continued
Awards telecast could have been done new faces are "the only salvation of
MENTION
in 15 minutes rather than the two
the picture business," Wald also
hours it did take. While Youngstein
singled out United Artists for an alleged failure to develop young talent.
reportedly said that the industry sponWhereas 20th-Fox, MGM, Warner
sored telecast did nothing of benefit
CIDNEY G. DENEAU, Paramount
^ distribution vice-president, left to the industry, Wald disagreed, Bros, and other companies are conpointing out the Oscar ceremonies
stantly developing new personalities,
New York yesterday for Minneapolis,
Wald said, "can you name me one
where tomorrow and Friday he will "are the greatest public relations arm
star UA has built up?" The producer
conduct the company's "Summer Box- this industry will ever have." He pointed
the and
Academy
"are he tries out that in his own pictures,
office Festival."
aadded
news that
event
shouldAwards
be treated
to put at least one new player
in
an
important role, although he
Mrs. Spyros P. Skouras will re- as a news event."
often ends up by placing three or
turn to New York from London toWald pointed to the "tremendous"
press coverage accorded the event, four. His "The Best of Everything,"
morrow via B.O.A.C.
which he said hit the front page of for example,
which begins location
work here today, will feature Suzy
"every
paper
in
the
world."
People
Parker,
Stephen Boyd, Hope Lange,
James Gilland, of Stewart & Ev- were "talking pictures" for days aftererett Theatres, Charlotte, has left
ward, he said, adding that TV ratings Martha Hyer and Diane Baker.
there for Atlanta.
were so high that a major network
has offered the Motion Picture Acad'No Shortage of Talent'
United Artists apart, Wald said,
emy of Arts and Sciences $1,000,000
Graham Wahn, of the Warner
the on
right
to presentbasis.
next year's other companies pour back money
Brothers publicity department, has for
telecast
a sustaining
from their profits to develop new perreturned
to
New
York
from
Washington.
sonalities. 20th-Fox, for example, can
Recalls Awkward Ending
cast almost any picture completely
•
for the awkward final from the stockpile of new faces it has
Montgomery Clift will arrive in 15Apologizing
minutes of the Oscar telecast,
London today from New York.
Wald, who produced the show, said developed, he pointed out. "There is
no shortage of talent in Hollywood,"
that "somebody forgot to press a the
producer said, "only the shortage
Lawrence Terrell, Paramount
button." It was reported that Eddie
to recognize talent."
talent
of
Albert
was
posed
before
a
TV
cambranch manager in Charlotte was in
"People the world over are curious
Atlanta from there.
era ready to present a wrap-up of the
ceremonies and commentary on past about new personalities," Wald continued. "Unless filmmakers follow the
presentations,
that the signal was
Charles Schneer, producer, will never given but
pattern of developing new people,
to commence. Wald
arrive in New York today enroute to blamed this failure on
an inability to there will be no one around in a few
London.
communicate
with
the
control booth years." He said it takes a period of
•
from two to five years to build a
because of union restrictions.
Ernest Anderson, publicist, will
Stressing his strong conviction that new player into a star.
leave New York today for London via
B.O.A.C.
Matsoukas to Agency;
500 Exhibitors Attend
•
Carol Beed, producer-director,
Heads Own Department
and Alec Guinness will arrive in
UA Birthday Parties
Nicholas J. Matsoukas announced
New York today from Havana, en- yesterday he is joining Seklemian,
More than 500 leading independroute to. London.
ent exhibitors, circuit heads and film
Phillips & North, Inc., where he will
head his own department in creative buyers are helping United Artists to
Lipton to Address V.C.
advertising and special public rela- celebrate its 40th anniversary at
tions campaigns.
branch parties and special screenings
HOLLYWOOD, May 12. - David
For the past four years Matsoukas in Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, JacksonA. Lipton, Universal Pictures viceville, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
president, will be guest speaker at was with Magna Theatre Corp. as national director of advertising, publici- Detroit,
Winnipeg.Salt Lake City, Denver, Philthe general membership meeting of
ty and exploitation for road show enadelphia, Boston, Indianapolis and
the Variety Club of Southern California, Tent No. 25, Wednesday evegagements of"Oklahoma" and "South
Pacific" in Todd-AO. Prior to that he
Part of UA's year-long celebration,
ning. He will talk on "What's 'Bight' was with Skouras
Theatres.
the parties at the 12 exchanges comabout Motion Picture Advertising."
memorating the company's 40th
are being hosted by the following year,
Hughes Is Sued on
UA
branch
managers: J. M. Imhof, MilWM11ED-I1EIIJ CUSTOMERS
Film Distribution
waukee; John A. Zomnir, Pittsburgh;
Colorama Features, Inc., has filed Byron Adams, Jacksonville; C. Frank
suit in New York Supreme Court Harris, San Francisco; W. B. Pollard, Los Angeles; S. J. Bo vman, Deagainst Hughes Productions charging
troit; W. W. McKendrick, Salt Lake
breach of contract in an alleged
agreement made by Hughes to dis- City; M. B. Austin, Denver; Al Glautribute afeature film called "Forbid- binger, Philadelphia; Harry Segal,
Boston; Boss Williams, Indianapolis,
den Paradise" or to arrange for its and
Abe Feinstein, Winnipeg.
distribution through
some other company. Named in the suit are Howard
Hugheswood and
of $1,000,000 and seeks returns
attorney. Greg Bautzer, Holly- ages
of stills and two positive prints which
Colorama, which is headed by Jules it states that Hughes has kept in its
Weill and Carroll Puciato, asks dampossession.
PERSONAL

Rep
ly
(Con
W
tinued to
from page
was"It's
"a singu
relati
the lar
waypubli
in c whic
h onsth
was presented that I obje
Youngstein said. Denying that
commented that the show cou
been done better in 15 minu
UA executive did say that he
could have been completed in
or even an hour and a half. T
15 gste
minu
e d, "inex
Youn
commwer
intes
ente
refuc
accept Wald's explanation that
bodytheforgo
pressin a Holly
buttowo'
in
n.'
t to
audi
ence
that was not the case," Yoi
said.
Favors Mentioning Prodi
The fact that the telecast f
no plugs for upcoming prodi
was scored by Youngstein: I
that the event was an opportu
the industry to "put its best I
ward,"
what with the number
in attendance, but that the !

advantage of it wasn't taken.
blamedArtists
Wald'son atr
himYoungstein
and United
differences. He said that as rece
seven or eight months ago, Wi
tried to talk a deal with UA b
negotiations got nowhere. "H
to "When
cry the it
blues,"
comesYoungstein
to talking1
Fox and its policies," Youngste
tinued, "I would prefer to ll
Spyros Skouras. As for 'taw
cream off the bottle of milk', if
doing
which
I don'tJerr)
coi
the
onlythat—
reason
is because
Points to Talent Develop
getYoungstein
there first."feels that it is the
responsibility of its independei
ducers, and not UA itself, to
new talent. "But you didn't hea
criticizing Hecht-Hill-Lancasti
some of our other producers did;
Youngstein asked, while citing |
Kubrick, Sidney Lumet, Ernest
acting
recently
dev
nine and talent
Johnny Nash
as creati"
through UA releases.
Youngstein also attacked
statement
that every compan
UA pours its profits into deve
new stars. He said Wald uses
only because he can't get "tl
"No company since I've been ,#;
has been pouring more money
earnings received from theatre
stein
said.
new
product
than we have," \
names."
No Steele Successor i
The office of chairman of the
of Pepsi-Cola Co. has been disc
ued with the death of Alfred
Herbert L. Barnet, who has
president of the firm, has been r
chief executive officer and will
side at meetings of the board
rectors.
Club,

E
V

ndents i
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rates per
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J
EDPLE
;ice Livingston has been ento handle special publicity and
.iion on the new French film,
Mirror Has Two Faces"
jntinental Distributing, Inc.,
States distributors of the picvhich stars Michele Morgan
•urvil.
□
ard Ray Downes has been
chief story editor of United
Television, Inc. Downes will
over-all supervision of the
, ^reparation for the five televi•iries U.A. Television now has
duction. He also will make
nary evaluation of the numeriperties submitted to the telezompany.
to Stage
Continued from page 1)
ind 1962, and commitments
lor 1963 and 1964. Locations
latter two years will be subto TOA's board of directors
ecutive committee for appro will stage its trade show in
tion with the National Assoof Concessionaires at the Horman in Chicago on Nov. 8
12, this Fall, Kerasotes said,
fter, he declared, TOA will
alone, moving its annual
; and trade show to a different
the country each year, in
0 make it available to the
number of theatre owners
ile show exhibitors.
1960 convention and trade
ill be at the Ambassador Hotel
Angeles, Sept. 11 to 17 inclu1961, in the week starting
TOA will be at the Roosevelt
1 New Orleans. In the Fall of
'OA
will go
Miami,
gements
for to1963
and 1964
;en completed, he said, but
submitted to the directors and
're committeemen before annent of location is made.
rtesy' Short in
and, Says Mack
Special to THE DAILY
■AGO, May 12.-Leaders in
bition industry are becoming
igly aware of the need for
Tiployee training, according to
Trailer Company head, Irvcites the fact that the recently
live-action training film,
;y
Is Contagious,"
demand
now than whenis iteven
was
duced.
obvious," said Mack, "that
"s are looking for tools like
v Is Contagious' with which
nstrate correct on-the-job pro, for their theatre personnel.
re more conscious than ever
rtesy and service are the qualt make patrons want to reir theatres."

Picture

'Young' Stars' Troupe
In Springfield Today
Special to THE DAILY
SPRINGFIELD,
111., May 12.The members of the coast-to-coast
Hollywood goodwill mission enroute
to the world premiere of "The Young
Philadelphians"
lay a wreath
the
base of thewillAbraham
Lincolnat
statue here tomorrow after being welcomed to the state capital by Governor William G. Stratton and Mayor
Lester E. Collins. The Hollywood
troupe also will visit Bloomington
and Joliet, 111., tomorrow arriving at
evening in Chicago, where the group
will remain all day Thursday.
The young Hollvwoodians have
created much excitement in every city
in which they have stopped since
leaving the film capital by Greyhound
Scenicruiser last Wednesday. They
are collecting many gifts for Mayor
Richardson Dilworth of Philadelphia,
honorary chairman of the world premiere committee for "The Young
Philadelphians," which will open May
19 at Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia.
A. O. Gibson,

Dipson

Executive, Dies at 54
Special to THE DAILY
BUFFALO, N. Y., May 12. Funeral services were held here today for Andrew A. Gibson, 54, secretary-treasurer of Dipson Theatres,
Inc., who was found dead in his auto
in Eggertsville, Saturday, as he was
on his way to a meeting in his office
in Batavia, headquarters of the Dipson circuit. Gibson was in charge of
booking for the circuit.
Medical Examiner James F. Benedict issued a certificate of death due
to natural causes.
Gibson joined the Dipson circuit
in 1926 and worked in Pennsylvania
and West Virginia before coming to
Buffalo in 1940.
Cancer
In Over

Film
500

Is Shown
Theatres

"Time and Two Women," an American Cancer Society film introducing
a unique health program for women,
has been shown in more than 500 motion picture theatres over the country
reaching an audience of more than
1,000,000 women during the first year
of its use in cancer education, according to the American Cancer Society.
The
number
"open
showings"
for alarge
health
film ofwas
accomplished
through the cooperation of the theatres, operators' unions and newspapers in each area where the film was
shown.
William

Wright

CLEVELAND, O., May 12.-William Wright, who at one time was
vice-president and general manager
of the Kalem Co. and who produced
pictures for the old Vitagraph Co.,
died in Lakeside Hospital. His most
recent producing venture was a
series of documentaries distributed by
the Yale University Press. Surviving
is his wife, Louise.

Daily

Program

for Alabama,

Georgia Groups Meeting
Special to THE DAILY
ATLANTA, May 12. - Complete
program for the one-day meeting of
the Alabama and Georgia Theatre
Owners to take place here May 20
is as follows:
12:30 P.M.— luncheon with Susan
Hayward as guest, J. H. Thompson,
president of Georgia Theatre Owners,
master of ceremonies. Speakers will include Ernest Vandiver, governor of
the State of Georgia and William B.
Hartsfield, mayor of Atlanta.
2:00 P.M.— business session with R.
M. Kennedy, president, Alabama Theatre Owners, and C. L. Patrick, Martin Theatres. Main speaker will be
George Kerasotes, national president
of Theatre Owners of America.
2:30 P.M.— talks by Dave Garvin,
Wilby-Kincey Theatres; Jimmy Gaylord, Alabama drive-in owner; Ronnie Otwell, publicity director, Martin
Theatres.
6:15 P.M.— cocktail party given by
Motion Picture Advertising Service,
New Orleans.
7:00 P.M.-buffet dinner with the
Coca-Cola Company as host.
Paramount 'Festival'
Has Opening at Dallas
Special to THE DAILY
DALLAS, May 12.— Paramount's
three-day "Summer Boxoffice Festival" for exhibitors, film buyers and
bookers opened tonight at the Palace
Theatre here with "The Five Pennies." Danny Kaye joined "Festival"
host George Weltner, Paramount Pictures vice-president in charge of
world sales, and other executives of
the company in greeting the theatremen guests in the Palace lobby. Kaye
stars in the picture.
The Palace tomorrow will have a
"Festival" showing of Hal Wallis'
"Last Train from Gun Hill," and the
Majestic Theatre Thursday will be
the exhibitors' gathering place for
viewing Wallis' Jerry Lewis comedy,
"Don't Give Up the Ship."
'C«j0OMe' Grosses

Grow

Allied
Artists'
"Al Capone"
tinues to rack
up smash
grosses inconits
key city dates, the company said yesterday. Latest figures from Chicago
show that the Cinestage Theatre has
taken in $26,788 in the first four days;
the Fox in St. Louis, $9,775 in the
first three days; the Warner in Milwaukee, $10,476 in the first three
days; the Stanton in Philadelphia,
$19,404 for the first five days; the Orpheum in Omaha, $6,700 in three
days; State in Minneapolis, $3,740
on opening day.
Form

Oklahoma

Firm

OKLAHOMA CITY, May 12.-Delman Theatre Corp. of this city has
been granted a charter by the Secretary of State. Incorporators are Thelma Wardlow, Robert Strauss and Irving L. Goldberg, all of Dallas. Authorized capital stock is $10,000.

All MMPTA

Members

Pay Dues to C0MP0
Payment of COMPO dues by all
members of the Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatres Association was announced yesterday by Charles E. McCarthy, COMPO information director.
The action represents dues payments by more than 200 theatre
members of the Association in the
Metropolitan New York area.

Compo
Meet
{Continued from page 1)
pesed new consultant contract with
Robert W. Coyne, former Compo special counsel, who resigne t Jate last
year to become president of the Distilled Spirits Institute in Washington.
The governing committee also will
report on the execution to date of
projects assigned to Compo's handling
by representatives of the American
committee
Congress last
of January.
Exhibitors' executive
There will also be a report on the
censorship situation, and Ben Marcus,
representative of national Allied on
the governing committee, is expected
to offer a plan for regional or local
use of material prepared for the incampaign.dustry's abandoned business building
In addition, there is scheduled a
discussion of a proposal made by exhibitors that Compo support a bill
now before Congress making mandatory a nation-wide use of standard
time throughout the year.
Herman Robbins, Compo treasurer,
will getreport
and forCompo's
will be up
approval.annual budOff-Amusement-Page
Ads
for Col. 'Night'
Off-the-amusement
page ads announcing that Columbia's "Middle of
the Night" is being shown tonight at
the Cannes Film Festival as the official U.S. entry are appearing today
in all the major newspapers in New
York and Los Angeles. The ads call
attention to the forthcoming premiere
engagements
of the picture in the two
cities.
Ads are
the "Dailv
News,"
the appearing
"Herald in
Tribune,"
the
"Mirror," the "Times," the "JournalAmerican," the "Post" and the "WorldTelegram and Sun" in New York and
the "Examiner," "Herald-Express,"
"Mirror-News" and "Times" in Los
Angeles.
Six More Join TOA
Six theatres, five in California, and
one in Florida have been enrolled in
Theatre
Owners
of America,
TOA's
New York
headquarters
announced.
Evert R. Cummings of Downev, Cal.,
brought his Meralta and Avenue Theatres in Downey, Norwalk in Norwalk, and Ridge and Crest Drive-ins
in Ridecrest, into TOA. In Florida,
the Clervue Drive-In Theatre of Clermont has been enrolled in TOA bv
the Lake-Clervue Theatres Co.

Wednesday, May 1:
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Skouras
ACE

Hopeful

(Continued from page 1)
the meeting
at MPAA's
offices
tomorrow
afternoon.New York
The purpose of the ACE negotiatis "to resaid, reciprocal
Fabian
ingducecommittee,
tensions and
promote

understanding."
Sees 'Area of Common Interest'
answer to earlier disPerhapsclosuresinthat the
MPAA committee
is not authorized to make commitments of any kind and that most
member company attorneys frown on
any discussion of trade practices or
other competitive policies or activities in joint conferences, Fabian said
"There is a very wide area of common interest where we can act together for the preservation of the
industry."
While he does not look for any
"miracles" from a single conference,
he said, much practical good will be
achieved if the conferees emerge from
tomorrow's
meeting
"withwork
mutual
confidence that
we can
out
in individual items."
cooperation
some
Fabian's
statement follows in full.
"We are going into the meeting on
Thursday with members of the Motion Picture Association hopeful that
it may be the beginning of a new
and constructive era in distributorexhibitor relations.
Calls Meeting Unique
"This meeting is unique on two
counts. It is the first time the Motion
Picture Association has ever appointed adistributor-exhibitor relations committee. And while a meeting on distributor - exhibitor relations has been on the agenda of national exhibitor organizations for
it was not until the formany years,
mation of ACE late last year, that
exhibition achieved the over-all unity
which now makes such a meeting possible.
"It will be our purpose to reduce
tensions and promote reciprocal understanding. We are not interested
in mutual extinction but in mutual
salvation. There is a very wide area
of common interest where we can act
together for the preservation of the
industry.
"We have been very vocal about
our own troubles as exhibitors and
justly so— but all is not caviar and
champagne for distributors. They are
engaged in agonizing re-appraisals—
of desperaand tempted
tion—as we are.by policies
Seeks Mutual Confidence
"In view of the prevailing atmosphere and the complexity of reaching agreement to go forward on some
kind of a program— I do not look for
from a single conferany miracles
ence. But if we can come out of
Thursday's
confidence thatmeeting
we canwith
workmutual
out some
cooperation in individual items— then
I believe much practical good will be
achieved."
Serving on the ACE committee
with Fabian are: George Kerasotes,
Horace Adams, Harry Brandt, Sol A.
Schwartz and William Forman. Com-

Ur£

REVIEW:
(Continued from page 1

Hercules
Embassy — Warner

Bros.

This Eastman Colorful fable of one of history's greatest strongmen
should carry a lot of weight at the nation's boxoffices. Not since Samson
has a screen hero dared such deeds as throttling a lion with his bare
hands, confronting a stampeding bull or tearing down the better part
of a pillared palace. But Hercules does these and more, making this
Joseph
tronage. E. Levine presentation a sure exploitation bet for summer paExpertlv dubbed, "Hercules" was produced in Italy, but has universal
appeal. All the ingredients of mass entertainment, including lavish and
exotic backgrounds, violent battle scenes and uncountable extras, are
here, together with a commendable show of good taste, which never
allows some of the racier moments to get out of hand.
Steve Reeves, a former "Mr. America," "Mr. World" and "Mr. Universe," isthe legendary hero, and his physical equipment is so extraordinary that audiences will be wondering if he himself is not capable of
many of the feats depicted. He goes through the paces of the Pietro
Francisci, Ennio De Concini and Gaio Frattini screenplay in fine style,
proving himself to be a capable actor as well as superior athlete.
The story of "Hercules" is episodic and a little talky at times but it
serves as a suitable framework for the big action sequences. Basically, it
is a rather straightforward telling of Jason's search for the Golden
Fleece, for centuries a favorite myth. Together with Jason, Hercules
and his followers go through a series of strange adventures, including
encounters with some beautiful but deadly Amazons and a tribe of
aborigines who are perhaps the ugliest creatures to reach the screen in
many a moon. For good measure, there is also an exciting battle between Jason and a dragon which guards the Golden Fleece.
All these sequences are highly exploitable, even though many of them
have been done before. Together with the hero himself, they are the Dyaliscope production's chief selling point, for there is no one in the large
cast of supporting players who will be familiar to American audiences.
"Leading
rilled byandSilva
Koscina,
Fabrizio Mioni as Jason, Ivo
Garrani, parts
Arturo areDominici
Mimmo
Palmara.
Produced by Federico Teti, "Hercules" is handsomely mounted and
costumed, and obviously cost a lot of lira. It was directed by Pietro
Francisci.
Running time, 107 minutes. General classification. Release, July 25.
Warren G. Harris
Yates

Stock

(Continued from page 1)
trolling stock interest to Victor M.
Carter, Los Angeles realtor, would be
elected chairman of the board, making way for Carter to succeed him
as president.
No Sale Completed
However, yesterday it was stated
that
no sale ofand
Yates'
has bebeen
consummated
therestock
could
no
changes in officers for at least 60 days.
It was stated that if and when Yates
sells his controlling interest in Republic he will immediately schedule
a press conference to announce the
fact officially.
mittee members will meet here today
to complete plans for presentation of
their views at tomorrow's session.
Six on Committee
On the MPAA committee are: Eric
Johnston, chairman; Spyros Skouras,
Arthur Krim and Abe Montague, cochairmen; John B. Byrne and Adolph
Schimel.
Balph Hetzel, MPAA vice-president, is coordinator.

Fourth Sidney Picture
Set on Columbia Slate
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 12. - George
Sidneyturnwill
"ReFare,"produce
a new and
noveldirect
by Jean
Kolar, with the film scheduled to be
made in Africa for Columbia release.
"Return Fare" is the fourth film
added
to George
for
Columbia
which Sidney's
already schedule
includes
"Who Was That Lady" (in association with Norman
Krasna)Relman),
"Pepe"
(in association
with Jacques
and "Here Come the Brides" (in
association with Roger Edens).
Mountain States
(Continued from page 1)
chosen were Eric Peterson, first vicepresident; John Denman, second
vice-president; Charles Acona, secretary; Jay Christensen, treasurer, and
Virgit O'Dell and Glen Yergensen,
directors.
George
Roscoe,
director Owners
of exhibi-of
tor relations
for Theatre
meeting.
America, delivered an address at the

saying that he believes pay
not curbed, could sound the
knell of theatres everywhere.
He commended British ii
members on the statesmanship
led to the formation of FIDO
Industry Defense Organizatio'
which, he said, in his view
the salvation of British exhibits
stands as a "bulwark for the ii,i
throughout the English-sj
Lauds 'Weapon of Vigilai
"FIDO is an all-powerful \
of vigilance," Skouras said
organization formed here tc
British film backlogs from horr
vision.
world."
He said he wished Americ
hibitors had had the wisdom
a similar step and said he b
had they done so, conditions
American industry today would
to "Don't
40 per cut
cent back
betteron than
FIDOno
tions," he told his exhibitor au
"If anything, increase its acti
He counselled the British
tors also to take a bigger shai
ever of American productio
thereby ensure their having a
deciding its future patterns am
ing to counter those financial
ests which, he said, have
that the "existing major con
are better off dead than alive.'
Urges Cost Reductions
The 20th-Fox president er
on the subject of the urgency
during production costs, of d<
ing new talent and modernizi
industry's advertising practice
He received an ovation at tb
of his talk and was praised f
stand for the entire industry.
However, in a question-:
swer period which followed, 1
pressed by exhibitors on sue
jects as curtailed production a
lease schedules, delayed av;
ties and the increasing num'
specially sold pictures. Skour;
creetly eluded cross-examinat
attributing most of the curreri
developments to the dictation (
lie taste which, he said, clea
sists upon "costly" pictures wh
quire extended runs. Such pi
he added, are vitally necess
stimulate and maintain public
est in the industry as a whole.
Carreras Report Heard
James Carreras reported on
cent visit to America at the
forum today, saying American
tors had urged him to contini
duction in the Hammer formu
appealed to exhibitors to suppc
therein, if only on the groun
the
slightest
rift in trade
un
evitably
is capitalized
upon by
Appealing and
for cooperation
b
exhibitors
producers,
"We
must have your
support h
ish production on a worldwidi
Skouras will leave here fo
is to continue."
York by plane tomorrow.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE I Television

as Miss MacLaine's first and continuously surprised employer,
brio of attractive and competent newcomers, Claire Kelly, Elisaraser and Dody Heath, as Miss MacLaine's companions and
ters.
screenplay, by George Wells from a novel by Winifred Wolfe,
s with bright lines, many of them hitting, as the motivation
hers say, beneath the level of man's awareness. Miss MacLaine,
om Wilkes Barre, Pa., comes to New York to earn a living and,
^uicklv learns, to acquire a husband. Her first job, with a sweater
cturer, ends when the boss notices how really good she looks
weaters. In the meantime she has met and attracted Taylor, who
er to his family's vacant home in Connecticut but learns to his
3 that marriage is the firm and unalterable price,
the help of her friends she tries out for a job as researcher with
owned by Niven and Young who are brothers. She flubs the
with Niven, the dedicated and hard-working partner, but is hired
for her physical attractions by Young, a playboy type. Young
iterest when he finds that the price still is marriage but dates
itermittently as sister and confidante.
MacLaine appeals to Niven for help, wins his interest and they
jpon a motivation research experiment. Niven studies at first
ach of the girls with whom his brother is currently involved and
his subject how to dress, act, cook and comport herself so as
bine all the attractions of each of them. To hardly anyone's suri nany laughs later the bemused victim proposes but by this time
erimenter and the experimentee, have, of course fallen in love,
lev realize it and what happens forms the fast moving and mountunnv climax.
direction by Charles Walters is perfectly paced for laughs and
•dng the most of the stars' ability to get the best out of inherently
situations. The photography in CinemaScope and Metrocolor
i the gay mood and is effective in showing off the charms of the
d the girls.
ne point Miss MacLaine says "The trouble with sex is we talk
tsuch
too much."
In its light and gay-hearted approach the picture
inhibitions.
g time, 98 minutes. Adult audience classification. June release.
James D. Ivers

^iOdJ^ClVk^t
Continued from page 1 )
jor releasing and distributing
ies, was released by MPEA
iy.
escribing the significance of
•ritory, Johnston said: "The
it of Africa is exploding with
n d o u s and revolutionary
. Nationalism is taking over in
er area and maps become oblefore they can be printed,
end of 1960 the number of inent countries will probably
113 and the self-governing pop] to about 113 million. In ten
ime it is estimated that the
lion of Africa will have grown
300 million, of whom 75 per
"ill govern themselves. The
developments will undoubt: matched with an acceleraeconomic growth, asTnvest: foreign capital increases and
and educational levels slow!ite the fact that this immense
' the so-called "dark continent"
n serviced in the past as a side
>rn their parent countries in
| the area appears to be supnearly a thousand 35mm thefcd many more 16mm locations
eature films are shown.
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Administration to Give
Pay Proposals Monday
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON May 12. -Labor
Secretary Mitchell will give the Senate labor subcommittee the Adminminimum wage recommendationsistration's
on Monday.
Senate minority leader Dirksen
said it is his understanding the Administration will seek coverage for
retail chains with more than 100 employes and over $1,000,000 a year of
business. He left hanging the question of whether theatre circuits would
be included in the retail chain category, but there was a chance they
would not be. In the past, the Administration's recommendations for broader minimum wage coverage have included large theatres and theatre
chains as well as retail stores.
Union Favors Coverage
Labor unions are backing a bill
that would cover theatres and theatre
circuits, also other retail and service
outlets grossing more than $500,000 a
At present retail and service establishments are exempt.
year.
Exhibitor officials will testify Friday in favor of keeping the present
exemption.

Noxzema

Will

Sponsor

4Love and Marriage'
The Noxzema Chemical Co. has
signed for alternate-week sponsorship
of the new half-hour situation comedy series,Television
"Love andNetwork
Marriage"
on
the NBC
during
the 1959-'60 season, it was announced
by Walter D. Scott, executive vicepresident, NBC Television Network.
and actor
Marriage,"
will
star"Love
veteran
William which
Demarest
in his first television vehicle, will be
presented on NBC-TV Monday, 88:30 P.M., NYT, beginning Sept. 21.
Schaefer

to Produce

'Hallmark Hall Fame'
The 1959-'60 season of "Hallmark
Hall of Fame" on the NBC-TV Network will be produced by George
Schaefer and his newly formed organization, Compass Productions, Inc.
Hallmark Cards, Inc., the sponsor,
has contracted with Schaefer to produce six 90-minute dramatic programs
beginning in October of 1959.
The TV series has been produced
for the past four seasons by Milberg
Productions, with Mildred Freed Alberg as executive producer.
Long-Term Screen Gems
Contract for Rodman
Howard Rodman has been signed
by Screen Gems to a long-term writer-producer contract starting with the
Alcoa - Goodvear Theatre program
next fall. The deal was set by Screen
Gems production executive Fred
Briskin and Marty Shapiro of Paul
Small Artists.
During the current season Rodman
scripted "The Dark File," "30 Pieces
of Silver" and "Wait Till Spring,"
for Alcoa-Goodyear.
Canadian

Meeting

to

Hypo

Concessions Sales
Special to THE DAILY
TORONTO, May 12, - Ways in
which Canadian firms can secure a
larger share of the pleasure food and
beverage business will highlight the
1959 regional concessions conference
here May 20 at the Westbury Hotel.
Co-chairmen of the meeting will be
Con-of
Jr., Theatre
J. J. Fitzgibbons,
fections Ltd., and Sydney
Spiegel,
Super Puff't Popcorn, Ltd.
Among the tentative discussion topics are "Increased Beverage Profits
Through Better Merchandising," "Food
Standard in Concessions Operations,"
"Automatic Merchandising and FullLine Vending" and "How to Sell the
15-cent
Candy Bar
Market."
at
the
conference
luncheon
will Host
be the
Coca-Cola Company, while PepsiCola will entertain at a cocktail party
in the evening.

Today
ABC

Signs Presley for

One Special a Year
Elvis Presley has been signed by
ABC-TV for at least one special television program a year after he comes
out of the service next Spring, it has
been learned. The new contract was
signed by Oliver Treyz, president of
the TV network, for ABC, with Presley's manager in Hollywood. The first
of the special telecasts will be next
Spring. The programs will be 60 or
90 minutes in length, it is understood,
although precise details have yet to
be worked out.
Signs for Post-Army Films
Meanwhile in Hollywood, WallisHazennessProductions
manager, Col. and
Tom Presley's
Parker, busihave
signed a new multiple-picture contract for the services of Presley following the star's
the
Army. Producer
Halrelease
Wallis from
disclosed
that the new pact seeks to guarantee
continuity of pictures starring Presley and that several properties now
are in the course of preparation.
3 Renew

Sponsorship

01The NBC
'Wagon
Ford Motor
Company,Train'
the National Biscuit Company and die R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company have renewed their sponsorship of the NBC
Television Network series, "Wagon
Train," for the 1959-60 season, it was
announced by Don Durgin, vicepresident, NBC Television Network
Sales.
Rating Leader
"Wagon Train," telecast Wednesdays, from 7:30-8:30 p.m., NYT, has
consistently been ranked first or second in Neilsen's top ten ratings during the current season.
Saber

Prods.

Formed;

To Work in Upstate N.Y.
Special to THE DAILY
BUFFALO, May 12.-Robert Barron, who stars in the A-I production
of "Tank Commandos," and has appeared in many other film plays, has
formed a producing company here to
make films along the Niagara Frontier, under die name of Saber Productions, Inc. Offices are in the Prudential building. Barron was born
Robert Richard Kleinknecht, in Lancaster, N. Y., just outside Buffalo.
Barron, who has had directorial,
performing and production connections with a dozen or more low-budget Hollywood films, declares die new
company's
first will
picture
will Charles
roll nextJ.
month. Barron
direct.
Stevens, a New York TV writer, is in
town finishing the script, the working
title of which is "Draw to an Inside

Straight."

Fly

American

^

the

Jet

Airline

to

California

3

JET

FLAGSHIPS

TO

also

LOS

daily

ANGELES

service

to San

• Now American offers you the most complete jet service to the West Coast —
more flights than on any other airline.
• American's 707 Jet Flagships fly you vibration-free and quiet in the smooth,
radar-guided skyways far above most weather.
• On every jet flight, you'll have your choice of deluxe Mercury or economical
Royal Coachman accommodations. And this remarkable new flying experience
costs you only $10 over regular fares.
Lv. New York
8:00 am
12:05 am
Ar. San Francisco
Ar. Los Angeles —

9:45 am
—
12:20 pm

11:45 am
—
2:20 pm

6:45 pm
—
9:20 pm
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Elated

New
Demand
tered
K.

Tax

for
Aid

ms Amendments to
ce Bill Are Tabled
By PETER BURNUP
STON, Eng., May 13. - All
;d internecine strife on the
Council of the Cinematoxhibitors Association meeting
i ay was dissipated by the anil ent of the tabling in the
' f Commons of all previous
?nts to the Finance Bill and
ring of a demand for a new
hich would give £ 20 ( S56 )
weekly to all cinemas,
•lief would immediately com^ontinued on page 2)
leafres Exempt
* Minimum

TEN CENTS
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Eagerness

for

U.S.

re Better Than

Films:

Will Meet Here Today
Committees of the American Congress of Exhibitors and the Motion
Picture Association will meet here
this afternoon in the offices of the
latter in an effort to improve distributor-exhibitor relations.
Serving on the ACE committee are
Si H. Fabian, chairman; George
Kerasotes, Horace Adams, Harry
Brandt, Sol A. Schwartz, and William Forman. ACE committee members met here yesterday to complete
plans for presentation of their views
at Ontoday's
session.committee are Eric
the MPA
Johnston, chairman; Spyros Skouras,
Arthur Krim and Abe Montague, cochairmen; John B. Byrne and Adolph
Schimel. Ralph Hetzel, MPA vicepresident, is coordinator.
Ask MPA-ACE

Take Up

Indiana Tax Campaign
Special to THE DAILY
INDIANAPOLIS, May 13. -Allied
Theatre Owners of Indiana has asked
that the American Congress of Exhibitors and the Motion Picture Association consider as one of the subjects at their joint meeting in New
York tomorrow the efforts of Indiana
exhibitors to deduct l/» per cent of
the state gross tax on admissions from
(Continued on page 5)

.Speaking on the subject, "Our Best
Years Are All Ahead," Johnston reviewed highlights of the growth of
the motion picture industry from its
(Continued on page 4)
Slate Referendum

on

5.C. Sunday film Ban
Special to THE DAILY
SPARTANBURG, S. C, May 13.A referendum election has been authorized by the Spartanburg county
legislative delegation in connection
with the Sunday film controversy
(Continued on page 6)
Foreign

Films

Welcome

In This Country: Hetzel
Special to THE DAILY
PROVIDENCE, R. I., May 13. Members of the Motion Picture Association welcome the influx of foreign films into this country because
they feel
"films of onall page
nations6) should
(Continued

>/ON TODAY— page 5

U.A.
Stars,

Has

50

The meeting here of Republic Pictures' board of directors yesterday
was "strictly routine," a spokesman
page the4) board's
for the (Continued
company saidon with

Fieldmen

Producers

Here

Compo

to

Regional
Of

B-B

Name

Committee

Aid
Use

Data
to Study

Making Materials Available
Compo will cooperate with efforts
to salvage for use in regional business-building campaigns materials
which were prepared for the defunct
industry-wide campaign of a year ago,
Compo'scided at executive
deits meetingcommittee
at the Park
Sheraton Hotel here yesterday.
Samuel Pinanski, Theatre Owners
of America representative on the
Compo triumvirate, who presided at
the meeting, appointed the following
to serve on a committee which will
study means of making the materials
available for local campaigns: Ben
Marcus, Max Cohen, Emest Stellings,
Abe Montague, Sol Strausbers;, Harrv
Brandt,
Horace Adams and Charles
E.
McCarthy.
The committee will work closely
with the executive committee of the
(Continued on page 3)
Compo

Tables Action

Vs. Daylight Saving
Republic Board Ratines
Studio Lease Contract

TV

iction, Senary Says
WARREN G. HARRIS
e no interest in television
2tly fictional medium," prosctor Dore Schary told a
( meeting of the Radio and
Executives Society at the
Roosevelt here yesterday,
no question in my mind that
on picture medium is un■'■ontinued on page 6)

At Meeting

Johnston

Special to THE DAILY
DALLAS, May 13.— New audiences are developing the world over eager to
see Hollywood films, and this is a "promise of things to come," Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Association, said tonight in an address before
the Women of the Motion Picture
Industry at their annual dinner at
the Sheraton Dallas Hotel.
ACE, MPA Committees

Pay Bill

theatres have been exempt
iding minimum wage legislahat state, it was announced
»e G. Kerasotes, president of
1 president of Kerasotes TheSpringfield, 111. Kerasotes
as the result of conferences
Illinois legislators, theatres
specifically eliminated from
" pending before that state's
nd Assembly in Springfield,
rerences were initiated with
Continued on page 4)

World-Wide

Develop

Audiences

on

at

Work;

Publicity

22

Tours

United Artists field promotion activity has hit a new peak with more than
50 of the company's fieldmen and a score of U.A. stars and producers currently engaged in intensive local level campaigns in behalf of 15 major releases set for release through the end
of the year, it was announced by an all-time high of 56. He said that
Roger H. Lewis, national director of this increase in manpower is conadvertising, publicity and exploitasistent with the company's policy of
tion.
insuring maximum local level proLewis revealed that the number
motion for each one of its pictures.
of fieldmen promoting current and
The UA executive also disclosed
(Continued on page 5)
forthcoming UA releases has reached

A proposal that Compo support the
passage of a Federal bill to eliminate
daylight saving time nationally by requiring the observance of standard
time throughout the nation was
tabled
by meeting
Compo's here
executive
committee at its
yesterday.
The proposal had been made by
Carlton Duffus, executive secretary of
theDiscussion
Virginia M.of P.theTheatres
Ass'n.
proposal
at yes(Continued on page 2)
Coyne to Serve Compo
On Retainer Basis
Robert W. Coyne, former Compo
special counsel, declined a contractual
arrangement for continuing as a special consultant to Compo following
his election to the presidencv of the
Distilled Spirits Institute in Washington, D. C, last December, the Compo
executive committee meeting vester(Continued on page 2 )
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Motion
New
PERSONAL
MENTION

N, president of
BARNEY BALABA
Paramount Pictures, left New
York yesterday for Hollywood, where
he will remain for approximately one
week.
•
Harry Brandt, president of
Brandt Theatres, and Mrs. Brandt,
together with Richard Brandt and
his wife, will return to New York
from Europe today aboard the
"America."
•
Richard Dimberly, newscaster for
British Broadcasting Corp., will arrive in New York from London today via B.O.A.C.
•
Herbert J. Yates, president of Republic Pictures, will return to the
Coast tomorrow from New York.
William Perlberg, producer now
in New York from Hollywood, will
leave here shortly with George
Seaton for Europe.
Steven John Fellman, son of
Nat D. Fellman, Stanley Warner
Theatres official, will be married on
Aug. 30 to Linda Kay Peyser of Mt.
Vernon.
•
Sydney Boehm, producer, has arrived in New York from the Coast.
L. J. Duncan and Sid Laird, of
the Al-Dun Amusement Co., have returned to their headquarters in West
Point, Ga., following a trip to Washington.
•
James V. Frew, southern district
manager for Continental Distributing
Corp., has left Atlanta for New Orleans and Dallas.
Moraskie

in Smith

Post

The retirement for personal reasons
of Ernesto P. Smith, Columbia Pictures branch manager in Cuba since
its establishment in that territory was
announced yesterday. William J. Moraskie, who has been second in command, issucceeding Smith in the top
Havana spot.
FILMACK
-10 Yeare
Experi-us
ence haveoftaught
themaking
"Know-how"
of
Trailers . .Special
. Try
I us with your next
630 Ninth Av«.
NEW YORK, N.Y.
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(Continued from page 1 )
pletely free many small houses of the
tax burden. Larger houses, seating
1,500 or more, would have bonuses in
excess of £1,000 ($2,800) annually
which would place them comfortably
in the black. Other amendments calling for relief, which were tabled in
deference to the new one, had been
entered in behalf of the Liberal and
Labour opposition parties. The new
amendment was entered by highly influential members of the Conservative
party who were acting obviously in
the complete cognizance of the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
The amendment is due for debate
in the House of Commons early in
June, and informed circles are confident itwill be accepted by the Government.
In an atmosphere of shadow boxing
and in unusually torrid weather, the
General Council debated other lesser
topics including a proposed all industry publicity campaign to bring back
the customers temporarily lost to television, but they agreed to leave all
other points in dispute to the wisdom
of the Association officers.
Twin

Drive-in Theatre

For Santa Ana, Calif.
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 13. - Plans
for the construction of the first twin
drive-in theatre in the Orange County area have been announced by William R. Forman, president of Pacific
Drive-in Theatres Corp. A 30-acre
site has been acquired for this new
drive-in at 5th and King Streets near
Santa Ana, in Orange County. The
same screen tower will serve the two
connected theatres.
One side, with a capacity of 1,000
cars, will cater exclusively to the
large Spanish and Mexican population in the area, featuring pictures
of Spanish speaking countries. The
other side will be a conventional
drive-in with a capacity of 1,500
cars.
The new twin-view drive-in theatre will be in operation next spring.

'Hot' Still Strong Here
United Artists' "Some Like It Hot"
continues its fast pace at Loew's State
here with a sixth week gross of
$39,901, it has been reported. The
Marilyn Monroe comedy grossed
$9,890 on Mother's Day alone, reportedly an increase of $2,000 over the
previous Sunday's receipts.
Woman9

Here

May 22
Twentieth Century-Fox's "Woman
Obsessed" will
openhere.
May 22 at the
Paramount
Theatre

Thursday, May 14

Daily

NT Will Show New Type
Of Cinemiracle Projector
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, May 13. - Demonstration of a new type of multiple-projection equipment which, reportedly, can be installed and operated at one-fourth the cost of previous three-panel Cinemiracle projectors, will be held in the near future,
it is announced by Spencer Leve,
National Theatres vice-president.
The new system is intended to expand the showing of NTs "Windjammer" in smaller situations previously deemed impractical. The
equipment is described as highly
portable, occupying a fraction of the
booth space usually required for
triple-projection.
'IP Wins

Judgment

in

Viking Theatre Suit
Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA May 13.-Judge
Peter F. Hagen of the Court of Common Pleas here has rendered a judgment in favor of Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., in the sum of $17,157.13 against the Viking Theatre, for
unpaid film rentals on the engagements of several pictures which
played
1956.
In itsin decision,
the court upheld
the Universal license agreements and
threw out several defenses and counterclaims asserted on behalf of the
Viking. Arlin Adams of the firm of
Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis
represented Universal, and Harold
Kohn of Dilworth, Paxson, Kalish,
Viking.
Kohn and Dilks represented the
Gerard, Roth Are Judges
For Quigley Awards
The first quarter judging for Quigley Award honors of Motion Picture
Herald's Managers' Round Table
was held here yesterday. Judges were
Phil Gerard, Universal Eastern director of publicity, and Edgar Goth, advertising and publicity director for
Stanley Warner's New Jersey zone.
Close to 50 showmanship campaigns were entered in the judging,
representing exhibitors from the
United States, Canada, England,
Australia and Malaya.
Bollengier Elected
A. E. Bollengier has been elected
vice-president in charge of finance of
the United Artists Theatre Circuit,
Inc., by the company board of directors, it is announced by George P.
Skouras, president. Since September,
1957, Bollengier has been treasurer
of the company, a post he retains. He
is also vice-president and treasurer
of Magna Theatre Corp.

Compo
Tab
(Continued from page 1
terday's meeting brought out
diversity of exhibitor opinion
subject in addition to the ii
tion that there is practica
chance of the bill being pas I
Congress at this session. It \\;
reported that similar bills hav
introduced in previous years
action
having
been taken
on t
Charles
McCarthy,
Compo
ation director, reported that
fort to sample exhibitor opin
the subject elicited 14 respo
favor of fighting daylight savii
and eight against. McCarthy t
lated that Northern California
tors had split on the question
ing state action and a rump
had to be formed to oppose it
Sol A. Schwartz, president c
Theatres, was one who spoke
position to Compo taking on tl
light
"Wh,
can't savings
win," heopposition.
said, "there's
Coyne
to Serve
(Continued
from page 1
fighting."
day was informed by Abe Mo
Motion Picture Association ret
ative on the Compo triumvira
member of a committee appoi
work out an arrangement for
advisory services.
In lieu of a contract, it was
Coyne will make himself avar
Compo in Washington when
on for a particular service and
paid
a retainer
therefor.
Coyne
ices have
been used
by Compo
basis over the past six months,
which he has drawn no mon
now should be paid for such s
Montague said.
Invited to address yesterday'
portfolio,
be "With
happyor to
ing, CoyneI'llsaid
Compo when called upon."
He noted grass
that Compo's
met1
employing
roots campa^
achieve
national
en
valuable
in hisobjectives
new work,ha<'
tributed to them favorable
such as a recent change in tl
ment of the Federal tax on
which, he said, saves the
three to four million dollars a
formerly required for interest c
odic loans for tax purposes wh
no longer required.
He also attributed the recent
of Oklahoma's prohibition
Compo's methods. "Those n
are goodthey
in any
cause
are field,"
based heon sai

'MajV

Opens

May

United Artists' "The Naked
will have its New York prem
Loew's Metropolitan, Brookl
Maysense."
27.
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Arthur Formula
lletter Times
Yy Arthur of Southern Cali!Theatres Assn. was invited to
as views on the current state
■ industry in the closing moof yesterday's
immittee
meetingCompo
at theexecuPark
m Hotel here.
n make three recommendations
ill help solve our problems,"
ponded.
ought to
e more "Producers
pictures; exhibitors
reduce admission prices, and
e should burn up the televiuritions."
said he had arrived at the
meeting while looking for a
it one.

iron Donation

Plan

ballet Rejected
jposal by Skiatron of America
he Bolshoi Ballet on free home
return for public solicitations,
e air and in paid newspaper
ements, for $1 contributions
i)ay TV company has been rejy the Columbia Broadcasting
it was disclosed yesterday,
irlier plan to put the ballet on
circuit theatre television June
3 collapsed due to exhibitor
action with the terms and ar?nts, lack of sufficient theatre
?nt and proposed admission
'ox Seen Still Interested
iew Fox, head ef Skiatron of
, which obtained TV rights to
et from Sol Hurok, the im| for 8450,000, reportedly is
siclering theatre TV as a pre^i medium but key circuit men
ew approach to them has been
jrox is said to feel that other
jiients for presenting it on
jV also may be made or that
e syndicated by tape recordndividual stations. He is exto announce a decision in a
proposal to CBS was that the
van show take over four one5t ipe-recorded performances of
I ?t without charge to the nett with the understanding that
cs r.1 request viewers to send a
ibution to Skiatron. The latwould undertake large-scale
advertising in which a solici>r cash donations to Skiatron
e included.
;y, Bess' to Play
Theatre, Boston
,fl ^Special to THE DAILY
ON, May 13.-Samuel Gold'orgy and Bess" will have its
t premiere at the Astor Theaon Thursday, Aug. 6. The
but will be a benefit for the
jgland Baptist Hospital. Mann Finn is working with the
S socialite directorship in setdie premiere.
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Compo
Will Aid
Regional
Use of B-B
Data
(Continued from page 1 )
national legislation; undertake prepindustry business-building campaign.
Compo Annual Meeting
arations for a research program; inIn fact, the Compo committee inaugurate agreed upon business buildIs
Set
for
Oct.
14
cludes most of the members of the
ing projects; assist in development
latter.
of new star talent; assist with repeal
The annual meeting of Compo
The action was taken largely at members and executive committee for of local admissions tax measures; and
other
matters.
the instance of Ben Marcus, Allied the election of officers and transacStates representative on the Compo
tion of other business was set for
Financing a Problem
triumvirate, who described specific
day.
Wednesday,
Oct. 14, by the execuPreliminary
work on research, to
regional business-building campaigns
tive committee meeting here yesterhis circuit has undertaken on specific
the extent of obtaining estimates and
recent and current pictures throughdata on types of projects, has been
The meeting will be held in New
out Wisconsin. The success of his York
at a location to be selected later. undertaken but no means of financing
own local campaigns convinced Marthe costly projects have been devised.
cus that with the tools prepared for
Walter Reade, chairman of the
the all-industry campaign made availCompo research committee, has
able, more exhibitors could be inter- ling the "institutional end of it," ex- stated he does not want to proceed
hibitors the local tie-ups with their further until the money is actually
ested in promoting or participating
in their own business drives, to the box offices, and continued for 90 days in hand. Accordingly, the committee
in selected areas.
greater benefit of all in the industry.
McCarthy's recommendation
McCarthy reported to the meeting accepted
Marcus voiced particular approval
that the project be turned over to
of the records which were prepared on Compo activities over the past six an all-industry committee to evaluate
for spot announcements on radio net- months, highlighted by aid in ad- proposed research programs and revance promotion of the Academy
works, praising their institutional
port back if it finds one it likes, totelecast; maintenance of a
qualities and their adaptability to use Awards
gether with a recommendation on
with specific, successive releases in close watch on national and state how the money should be raised.
legislation
affecting
the
industry;
opregional business promotions.
McCarthy
read theof treasurer's
reposition to censorship; public relaport in the absence
Herman RobRights Expired, Says McCarthy
tions activities; assistance in combins, who was unable to be present.
bating local taxes against theatres;
Charles E. McCarthy, Compo inThe budget for the new year in the
formation director, explained that the handling finances for the industry same amount as last year, was apcommittee in charge of the now deoriginal rights to the records have
proved.
reported
that ex-to
hibitorMcCarthy
contributions
of dues
funct b-b campaign; continuing inexpired but that they can be renewed
stitutional
advertising
in
Editor
&
Compo now amount to about $53,000
for 13-week periods for approximately $3,000 to $3,500. In addition, he Publisher and planning an industry and that by the end of the dues
said, it will cost about $2.50 to press speakers' bureau.
drive an amount approximating the
and package each record.
$86,000 contributed last year will be
Recalls January Meeting
realized. Exhibitor contributions to
It is Marcus' idea that exhibitors
In addition, McCarthy noted the Compo are matched by MPAA.
who are receiving refunds now of
their donations to the defunct all- activities allocated to Compo by last
General Praise Registered
industry b-b campaign would be will- conflict
January'swithmeeting
called
to avertof
aims and
activities
The chair commended McCarthy
ing to apply them to help meet the
costs of the material to be used in the new American Congress of Exdone by
hibitors. These included continued ef- for
in the
the "excellent
executive job"
direction
of him
the
local campaigns. He suggested that
ing.
forts for outright repeal of the Fed- Compo office and staff since the dea pilot operation could be tried out
eral admission tax, in addition to actto test his plan. He said it could be
parture of Coyne last December. Mcing as industry spokesman on other
readied in 30 days with Compo handCarthy was applauded by the meetWB

Continental

Being Moved

Staff

to London

Warner Bros, is moving its Continental headquarters and staff from
Paris to London, it was announced
here by Wolfe Cohen president of
Warner Bros. International, on his return from Europe. Arthur Abeles,
managing director for Warner Bros,
in the United Kingdom and newlyappointed chief of Warner operations
in Europe and Africa, will continue
to make his headquarters in London.
The company will retain a Continental sales manager, who will have
his offices in Paris and will report to
Abeles.
Previews for 'Hole'
A series of special previews for
women and teenagers has been set for
United Artists' "A Hole in the Head."
The invitational showings, part of
UA's promotion program to generate
word-of-mouth publicity with specific
audience segments, will be held in
more than 20 key cities across the
country in advance of regional openings for the Sincap Production set for
June.

Navy to Promote 'Ship'
Through 5,000 Posters
The U.S. Navy Recruiting Service
will aid Paramount in the promotion
of Hal Wallis' new Jerry Lewis comedy, "Don't Give Up the Ship."
The direct-selling tieup with the recruiting unit will yield more than 5,000 sidewalk A-board postings this
summer in cities throughout the country. "Don't Give Up the Ship" is a
July release.
WB 'Anger' Slated for
Premiere in London
"Look Back in Anger," Warner
Bros, film based on John Osborne's
stage drama, will have its world pre^miere in London, England, on May
28 at the Empire Theatre in Leicester Square, with Her Royal Highness,
Princess Margaret as guest of honor.
Two Organizations to Benefit
Proceeds from the benefit opening
will go to the Docklands Settlement
and the English Stage Company.
"Look Back in Anger" was filmed on
location in England.

All Compo membership with the
exception of Variety Clubs International and the Society of Independent
M. P. Producers was represented at
the meeting.

The
finest
carbons
ever
made...
ATIONAL
TRADE- MARK
PROJECTOR
CARBONS

Thursday, May
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(Continued from page 1)
ABBREVIATIONS: AA, Allied Artists; AIP, American International
Pictures; BV, Buena Vista; Col, Columbia; MGM, Metro-GoldwynMayer; Par, Paramount; 20-Fox, 20th Century-Fox; UA, United
Artists; Uni, Universal; WB, Warner Bros.; c, color; cs, CinemaScope; r-r, re-release.

► MAY
AA— KING OF THE WILD STALLIONS, c, cs: George Montgomery, Diane Brewster
AA— BATTLE FLAME: Scott Brody, Robert Blake
AIP— HORRORS OF THE BLACK MUSEUM, c, cs: Michael Gough, June Cunninghom
AIP— THE HEADLESS GHOST: Richard Lyon, Liliane Sottane
COL— THE YOUNG LAND, c: Pay Wayne, Yvonne Craig
COL— FACE OF A FUGITIVE, c: Fred MacMurray, Lin McCarthy
COL— HEY BOY! HEY GIRL!: Louis Prima, Keely Smith
COL— VERBOTEN: James Best
MGM — WATUSI, c, cs: George Montgomery, Taina Elg
MGM— THE WORLD, THE FLESH AND THE DEVIL, cs: Harry Belafonte, Ingei Stevens
MGM— THE MYSTERIANS, c: science fiction
PAR— THUNDER IN THE SUN, c: Susan Hayward, Jeff Chandler
20-FOX— WOMAN OBSESSED, c, cs: Susan Hayward, Stephen Boyd
20-FOX— THE SAD HORSE, c, cs: David Ladd, Chill Wills
20-FOX— LITTLE SAVAGE: Pedro Armendariz, Rudolfo Hoyos
UA — MAN IN THE NET: Alan Ladd, Carolyn Jones
UA— GUNFIGHT AT DODGE CITY: Joel McCrea
UA— PORK CHOP HILL: Gregory Peck
UNI— THE WILD AND THE INNOCENT, c, cs: Audie Murphy, Joanne Dru
UNI— FLOODS OF FEAR: Howard Keel, Anne Heywood
WB— BORN RECKLESS: Mamie Van Doren, Jeff Richards
WB— ISLAND OF LOST WOMEN: June Blair, Venetia Stevenson
WB— THE YOUNG PHILADELPHIANS: Paul Newman, Barbara Rush

► JUNE
AA— SPEED CRAZY: Yvonne Lime, Brett Halsey
AA— BEATSVILLE: Gregg Palmer, Kathleen Crowley
AA— BEYOND THIS PLACE: Van Johnson, Vera Miles
COL— THE H MAN: science fiction
COL— THE WOMAN EATER: George Coulouris, Vera Day
COL— IT HAPPENED TO JANE, c: Doris Day, Jack Lemmon
MGM— ASK ANY GIRL, c, cs: Shirley MacLaine, David Niven
MGM— THE ANGRY HILLS, cs: Robert Mitchum, Gia Scala
PAR— THE HANGMAN: Robert Taylor, Tina Louise
20-FOX— SAY ONE FOR ME, c, cs: Bing Crosby, Debbie Reynolds
20-FOX— THE MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN, c, cs: Henry Fonda, Leslie Caron
UA— THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES: Peter Cushing
UA — THE RABBIT TRAP: Ernest Borgnine, June Blair
UA— SHAKE HANDS WITH THE DEVIL: James Cagney, Don Murray
UA— THE FOUR SKULLS OF JONATHAN DRAKE: Eduard Franz, Grant Richards
UA— THE INVISIBLE INVADERS: John Agar, Jean Bryon
UNI— THE MUMMY, c: Peter Cushing, Christopher Lee
UNI— CURSE OF THE UNDEAD: Eric Fleming, Kathleen Crowley
WB— GIGANTIS, THE FIRE MONSTER
WB— TEENAGERS FROM OUTER SPACE
JULY
AA— THE BIG CIRCUS, c, cs: Victor Mature, Rhonda Fleming
AIP— DIARY OF A HIGH SCHOOL BRIDE: Anita Sands, Ronald Foster
AIP— THE HAUNTED HOUSE OF USHER, c.
AIP— THE LIVING DEAD: Dick Miller, Barboura Morris
BV— DARBY O'GILL AND THE LITTLE PEOPLE, c: Janet Munro, Sean Connery
COL— MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT: Kim Novak, Fredric March
COL— ANATOMY OF MURDER: James Stewart, Lee Remick
COL— 30-FOOT BRIDE OF CANDY ROCK: Lou Costello
COL— THE LEGEND OF TOM DOOLEY: Jo Morrow, Michael London
MGM — NORTH BY NORTHWEST, c, vv: Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint
MGM — THE BEAT GENERATION, cs: Steve Cochran, Mamie Van Doren
PAR— DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP: Jerry Lewis, Dina Merrill
PAR— LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL, c: Kirk Douglas, Anthony Quinn
20-FOX— HOLIDAY FOR LOVERS, c, cs: Jane Wyman, Clifton Webb
20-FOX— SOUTH PACIFIC, c, cs: Rossano Brazzi, Mitzi Gaynor
,
UA— A HOLE IN THE HEAD, c, cs: Frank Sinatra, Eleanor Parker
UA— THE HORSE SOLDIERS, c: John Wayne, William Holden
UA— DAY OF THE OUTLAW: Robert Ryan, Burl Ives
UNI— THIS EARTH IS MINE, c, cs: Rock Hudson, Jean Simmons
WB— THE NUN'S STORY, c: Audrey Hepburn, Peter Finch
WB— HERCULES, c: Steve Reeves

pioneer days to die outlook for the
future.
"If we do not fail it ourselves," he
said, "the motion picture will go on
to new heights of greatness. It will
go on to these new heights if we are
responsible in a medium that holds
a global responsibility for shaping
the images which men the world over
hold of one another."
Out of the "perhaps third of a billion people" which see motion pictures every week, a quarter of a billion is in countries outside the U.S.,
Johnston pointed out. "But far more
significant than sheer numbers— with
or without the dollar sign— is the
quality of these new audiences, their
attitudes toward and their appetites
for American motion pictures.
"In my travels abroad I have sat
with many of these newcomers to the
moving film. To do so is to relive the
days in our own country when the
motion picture was a brand new discovery, a medium fresh and novel
and exciting, an almost incredible
thing to behold. From these experiences, Ican tell you diere is no problem in finding audiences abroad for
Several Problems Faced
ourCited
product."
as problems currently facing
the industry but which can be overcome were the decline in the domestic audience; television; rising costs
of theatre operation; the cost of
making films; and taxes, tariffs, quotas, and restrictions abroad.
Praising the pioneers of the industry,
said:an"This
first generationJohnston
did shape
industry.
These
pioneers carried the film from the
peep show and the nickelodeon into
the great silent days and over into the
era of sound. They created an uncommon means of communication that
encircled
the globe."
Commenting
on the artistic significance of American motion pictures,
Johnston said: "The film from the
beginning was always more than entertainment, more than a mere diversion to hands
occupy ofman's
time.
In -the
able leisure
and skilled
talents, it is the peer of the old and
long-established forms of art— literature and painting, music and
drama.
Cites Aid to Classics
"The film brought to the community
of the world's
great Twain,
treasures insome
literature—
from Mark
Dickens, Tolstoi, Shakespeare. In
book form, these works were read
by people numbered in the thousands.
On the screen, they reached milIn conclusion, Johnston said: "Now,
with the world's nations summoned
to understanding ... or to destruction
... I see the motion picture in its
lions."magnificent role ... in the
most
vanguard standiof
man'sFor quest
ng ofman.
us, forforallunderof us
who reach out to our fellow humans
through the motion picture there can
be no doubt of it . . . the best years
are all ahead."

Italian Award

Presen

To Marilyn Monroe H e
Marilyn Monroe, only 25 ii
late, received Italy's "D|
Donatello" motion pictur< I
yesterday afternoon for her I
ance in Warner Bros.' "Tl I
And The Showgirl" as bes I
actress
of year was
1957-1958.
Presentation
made it
Italian Cultural Institute hm
Arthur Miller and Anna j&i
on hand. His Excellency X
Brosio, Italian Ambassadoi to
United States, officiated.
The "David" Award, Ita
sion
of Hollywood's
"Osi
Italy's
in
1955highest
by the film
Openhonor
Gatewa:a
national Cinema Clubs.

77/.

Theat

(Continued from page
TOA with the cooperatioi
United Theatre Owners of
TOA affiliate, Kerasotes saic
He declared that the app<
legislature was two-pronged,
gued that the film industr
rently in financial distress,
denced by the closing of sev
dred theatres in the state in
decade. Minimum wage
would close many more, th
ture was told.
It was also pointed out
time theatre employees, sue]
jectionists and stage hands,
paid at union scales far
proposed minimums, and t
employees— including ushers,
doormen and candy stand a
—were part time employees
terested in picking up extr
for a few hours work a da)
ited by Social Security as
amount of money they coi
The fact that hotels and rt
had already been specificalb
from the bill set a precedent
cessions employees, Kerasote
(ContinuedBoard
from page
Republic
only formal action approval 1
dio space leasing contract vl
Four Star Productions.
As forecast in Motion
Daily yesterday, there was
cussion of the sale of contn
elect
new nor
officers.
It was anypo '<
company,
was there
that Republic stockholders j
month approved the compai
of officers for the current y
that no changes are contem
Herman

Hatton

D

Ga.,many
May years
13. P. MACON,
Hatton, for
in this city for Georgia IB
died at a local hospital fol 1
heart attack. He is survive 9
wife, a daughter, his motlB
brothers and a sister.
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Fieldmen

(Continued from page 1)
some 22 stars and producers are
ntly engaged in advance pubtours and promotions in conon with key regional openings
>\ films.
l stars, producer and production
nalities participating in inteni;ross-country tours in behalf of
1 films include, Gregory Peck,
eer Sy Bartlett, Woody Strode
'tjeorge Shibata, Captain Joseph
pns for Melville Productions'
Chop Hill"; executive produc5|eorge Glass and Walter Seltzer
rnnebaker's "Shake Hands With
ypevil";
producer
Rackin
: Constance
TowersMartin
for Mirisch
anv's "The Horse Soldiers";
Capra in behalf of Sincap's
~[ole
Head";
Wendell
n and InFessThe
Parker
in connection
I 'the New York opening of Bob
|s "Alias Jesse James"; Stanley
;r for his production of "On The
"; and Joel McCrea in connecivith regional saturation book|of "The Gunfight at Dodge
Three Overseas for Hot'
the international front, prodirector Billy Wilder, star
etji_,emmon and screenwriter I. A.
: araond are sparking the overremiere of "Some Like It Hot"
London Pavilion Theatre and
Take a tour of major cities in
:e of European openings set
e Mirisch Company presentad Demand

for NAC

Trade Show Booths
Special to THE DAILY
CAGO, May 13.-Over 50 per
f the 224 display booths avail| the 1959 National Concessions
jry's
Show, here,
November
t the Trade
Hotel Sherman
have
i been reserved, Arthur B.
exhibit chairman, has an^d. The exhibition, co-sponsored
itional Association of Conceses and Theatre Owners of
a. is held in conjunction with
; :J59 Motion Picture Industry
jIf Show.
iKplay will be the latest profit; equipment, supplies, foods,
ges and ideas for conventional
ive-in theatres, as well as for
tmusement enterprises.
— — ——— — —
_
in 2nd Year Here;
m

Over $1,000,000
4 s Academy Award winner,
starts its second year in New
M tomorrow. Since its original
% at the Royale Theatre on the
4 May 15, 1958, and its subt move-over to the Sutton
,p, "Gigi" has been seen by over
) people in New York. They
paid over $1,000,000 at the
ice.
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REVIEW:
King of the Wild Stallions
Television
Allied Artists — CinemaScope
Hollywood, May 13
Producer Ben Schwalb has corCoca-Cola Has Surprise:
ralled ingredients from Ford Beebe's
script to place this formula Western
A One-Word Commercial
in the above average class. Dressed
up in CinemaScope and DeLuxe
The Coca-Cola Company has ancolor, it has considerable footage deto use a one-word
voted to chasing wild horses. The commercialnounced itplans
on its hour-long show,
breaking in of a particular mustang
"America Pauses for the Merry
by a young boy, Jerry Hartleben, proof May" to be telecast next
vides an intriguing background for Month
8 to 9 P.M., D.S.T.
the story of a young widow about to Monday
News
of the unusual commercial
lose her ranch.
was reported at a luncheon at the
George Montgomery delivers a fa- Lotos Club yesterday at which
vorable performance as the widow
guests of honor were stars of the
Diane Brewster's ranch hand, who
show, including Art Carney and
brings the conniving Emile Meyer to Marian Anderson, and other stars, injustice after the latter tries to precluding Robert Merrill, Herb Shrillvent her from making a loan to renew
er,
Sidney
Blackmer and Maggi Mca government grazing permit and has
Neill's. Also on hand were Barry
robbed him of the money he arranged Wood, producer
of the show, and
to borrow through Byron Foulger, the Pat Weaver, consultant for it.
same loan source.
Little Jerry, Miss Brewster's son,
discloses he has trapped the wild stallion for which Meyer had posted a
$500 reward. Montgomery brings in
the horse in time to claim the reward
and renew the grazing permit, exposing Meyer as the one who had robbed
him, through serial numbers recorded
from the stolen bills. Montgomery and
Miss Brewster seem destined for each
other and take over the operation of
her ranch for a future together.
Edgar Buchanan is featured importantly as another of Miss Brewster's
ranch hands and Montgomery's sideG. Springsteen's
aimed kick.
atR. thrills
and action, direction,
achieves
both.
Running time, 76 minutes. General
classification. Release, in May.
Samuel D. Berns
Ask

MP A, ACE
(Continued from page 1 )
the box office gross before computing
film rental on percentage pictures.
In a statement today the ATOI
board
said: "This
on gross
income
is
collected
for thetax state
of Indiana,
and the producer percentage should
not be applied against the state's
tax money any more than producer
percentage applies to tax money collected for the Federal government on
excise tax on admissions.
Closings Since 1950 Cited
"Indiana has suffered a 50 per cent
mortality in theatres since 1950, and
the box office gross is down one-third
since 1954. Allowing this lVi per cent
tax deduction before computing percentage film rental would cost the
film companies approximately Vz of 1
per cent of percentage billings, which
would not be a big loss to the film
companies but would be a help to the
distressed exhibitor.
"Since some film companies have
been sending film C.O.D. for the percentage difference on this tax deduction we believe this matter to be suitable for discussion for the MPA-ACE
meeting for the purpose of having
decision rendered."

CBS Department

Heads

To Meet Here June 8-9
Directors of the program, promotion and publicity departments of
CBS Owned Television Stations will
meet at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel
here on Monday and Tuesday, June
8 and 9, it was announced by Craig
Lawrence, vice-president in charge of
CBS Owned Television Stations.
Working on the overall theme, "The
Challenge of 1959-1960," the groups
will meet separately with several joint
sessions
two
days.to be scheduled during the
The promotion and publicity directors meeting, coordinated by John
Cowden, vice-president, advertising
and sales promotion, CBS Television
Stations, and Charles Oppenheim, director of information services, CBS
Television Stations, will cover the
general areas of audience promotion,
sales promotion, public relations and
publicity. The sessions will afford the
stations the opportunity to exchange
ideas and plan for the coming fall
season.
On the program directors' agenda,
under the supervision of Hal Hough,
program director, CBS Television
Stations, are public affairs projects,
demonstrations of new live and film
production techniques and general
programming matters.
Sign 4 Directors

Jo
NBC

day

News

Program

Fund

for

Surveys

An NBC News development fund
—to permit surveys of a wide variety of program ideas, ranging from
mental health to African nationalism
-was announced by William R. McAndrew, vice-president, NBC News.
"NBC News has set aside a sizable
fund for the development of new
progra
ms,"in McAnd
feel
that
news, rew
as in said.
other "We
programming areas, there is need for
continuing research into new formats

and new
." on Shows
Staffsubjects
Working
McAndrew pointed out that,
thanks to the new fund, the NBC
News staff is already at work on the
following programs as potential entries in the Summer and Fall schedules of the NBC-TV Network:
A two-part series on the rise of
nationalism in Africa. NBC News
producers point out that, while a
number of programs have covered
developments in Egypt and the
Union of South Africa, relatively
little coverage has been devoted to
the growing aspirations of Nigeria,
Ghana, Guinea, Liberia and other
countries lying between Cairo and
Capetown.
A special program on the possible
use of chemicals in the treatment of
mental illness. NBC Newsmen are
looking into recent experiments indicating that certain drugs can induce
schizophrenia. These experiments,
they
say, treatment
may pointfortoschizophrenia,
an eventual
chemical
which accounts for more patients in
the nation's
mental
illness.hospitals than any other
Latin American Lands Treated
A news special on the struggle between democracy and communism in
Latin America. NBC News correspondents Wilson and Lee Hall leave
New York this week to spend several
months in the countries of the Caribbean and Central America. Besides
making on-the-scene news reports,
the husband-and-wife team will gather material for a major television program dealing with political, economic
and ideological currents of die area.

for

Alcoa-Goodyear Series
Four directors have been signed by
Screen Gems to multiple-film contracts for next season's Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre series. They are Arthur
Hiller, Robert Ellis Miller, Walter
Grauman and Elliot Silverstein. All
directed segments on Alcoa-Goodyear
Theatre during the 1958-59 season.
They will report to executive producer William Sackheim for assignment. Fred Briskin, Screen Gems production executive, made the deals.

'Arthur Murray Party'
Moving to Tuesday Nite
The P. Lorillard Company, Inc.,
has renewed its alternate-week sponsorship of"The Arthur Murray Party"
for the 1959-'60 season, it was announced by Don Durgin, vice-president, NBC Television Network Sales.
"The Arthur Murray Party," with
hostess Kathryn Murray, will move
Sept. 29 to a new day and time on
the NBC Television Network: Tuesdays, 9-9:30 P.M., NYT.

Thursday, May
6

Motion

Picture

'Look' Has Plan for
PEOPLE
Robert W. Miller, who has been
an administrative assistant on the
staff of the general manager at Eastman Kodak Co., has been elected a
vice-president of the company. J.
Donald Fewster, an assistant treasurer since 1946, has been elected
treasurer. Two assistant treasurers
have been named: Edmund R. King,
chief statistician and head of the
statistical department, and Kenneth
G. Stuart, director of market research.
□
Paul B. Ross, formerly with Universal Pictures as home office field
man, staff feature writer and star contact, and more recently publicist with
the Mirisch Co., has joined Rogers
& Cowan as head of that organization's New York motion picture department.
□
Robert W. Selig, president of Fox
Intermountain Theatres, Denver, is
retiring as chairman of the board of
trustees of Denver University, a post
to which he was elected in 1947. He
will remain active, however, as a
member of the board.
□
Joe Cronin, president of the American League and chairman of the
executive committee of the Children's
Cancer Research Foundation — the
Jimmy Fund— will receive on Sunday
the "Great Heart Award" of the Boston tent of Variety Clubs International. Presentation will be made at
a banquet to be held at the StatlerHilton Hotel there.
□
Walter M. Norton, president of
RCA Victor Distributing Corp. since
1947, has been elected chairman of
the board of directors. L. F. HoIIeran, general marketing manager, has
been elected to the presidency, succeeding Norton.
Music Hall Stage Show
May 21 to Employ Film
With the fun of picture-taking as
its theme, "Camera Holiday," the
new stage show opening Thursday,
May 21, at Radio City Music Hall,
will combine film with live effects to
create the illusion of a globe-girdling
journey. The new production will
take audiences around the world from
New York to London, Paris, Rome,
Madrid and back to San Francisco.
Color slides, cameras, projectors,
motion pictures, flashfloods, screens
with both front and rear projections,
will be utilized by Leonidoff, the
producer, in this new stage production technique. "Camera Holiday"
also will present the giant Eastman
Colorama of the Rockettes, which
will cover the entire proscenium
opening, with each of the 36 dancers
performing in front of an 18-foot high
film reproduction of herself.

Regional Film Ads
A new "Magazone" plan which
will enable motion picture and other
advertisers to place their insertions
in copies of Look Magazine circulated
in any one marketing zone individually or in any combination of seven
geographic zones in all has just been
introduced. It will be available with
the September 15 issue of Look.
The seven "Magazones" will be as
follows: New England, Middle Atlantic, Southeast, East Central, West
Central, Southwest and Pacific. Metropolitan New York is incorporated
in the Middle Atlantic zone, metropolitan Chicago in the West Central zone, and Alaska and Hawaii in
the Pacific zone. Advertisers can place
their insertions in any one or combination of zones, allowing motion
picture distributors, for example, to
get behind regional and saturation
openings.
"Magazone" insertions will be
available in black and white, twocolor, or four-color letterpress. Closing dates will be identical with those
for Look's full run, and space units
may consist of either half or single
pages. The minimum circulation in
any zone is 400,000, with Look basing its "Magazone" rates on that figure. The cost-per-thousand on a black
and white page is $6.11 for the first
400,000 of circulation and $4.45 for
each additional thousand.
Denver WOMPI Aiding
Local Youth Center
Special to THE DAILY
DENVER, May 13. - The local
chapter of Women of the Motion Picture Industry will hold open house on
Sunday at the Holy Ghost Youth
Center, a recreational activity for
disof the
people
young trict,
serving some
fivedowntown
hundred boys
and girls. Since last October WOMPI
has taken an active part in the operation by establishing classes in
leathereraft, cooking and dancing.
Purposetheof public
the "open
is to
acquaint
with house"
the facilities
available, to show what has been
clone and to suggest what can be accomplished inthe future.

Daily

Schary's
View
(Continued from page 1)
matched in its ability to do fiction,"
Schary said. "Granted, some fine original material has appeared on television; my point is that it probably
would have been better done on the
screen. Looked better, at any rate."
The Challenge of TV
Schary 's subject was "The Challenge of TV; Comparison with Motion Pictures and the Theatre," and
he pointed
"that each ofmedia
the three
great
visualoutentertainment
has
at least one area in which it excels
the
"in each
case other
that two."
is the Schary
area wesaidshould
all
strive to exploit. It is an interesting
thing that documentary films— or
plays, fortracted athat
have Yet,
neveroddly
atwide matter—
audience.
enough, it's the documentary type
program which has attracted some of
television's
"The mostbiggest
telling audiences."
difference in the
visual arts,"as Schary
television,
in nonesaid
of "is
the that
others,in
the personality emerges. Performers
on television— at least the highly popular entertainers on television— come
to audiences in the main, exactly as
they are,sumed.not
as characters
asA personal
rapportthey've
is established between an audience and personalities in a way not remotely comparable to the stage or the movies.
And this is television at its most
Would Face Realities'
Schary told the broadcasting executives "there's something wrong with
all three mediums and I think the
ideal."
basic
problem is a general lack of
willingness to face the realities of the
world in which we function. If we
face these realities with enterprise
and courage and with a willingness
to be adventuresome, much can be
done. And since it is my conviction
that television is the largest communicator of ideas, it seems to me
that the mind and the heart and the
soul of television personnel must be
more adventuresome, more aware and
more courageous than those who
function in the other two mediums.
With a medium that can attract a
hundred million viewers, it seems to
me that the greatest responsibility
you have is in what you will present
to them to view."

Debbie Reynolds Signed
HOLLYWOOD, May 13. - Producers William Perlberg and George
Seaton have signed Debbie Reynolds to co-star with Fred Astaire and
Lilli Palmer in "The Pleasure of His
Company,"
plus a non-exclusive
deal
for
a picture-a-year
for five years,
on a partnership-percentage agreement.
Premiere for 'Mirror'
Andre Cayette's "The Mirror Has
Two Faces" will have its American
premiere at the Baronet Theatre here
on Tuesday, May 26, Continental
Distributing, Inc., has announced.

Dothard Joins L A-TV
William R. Dothard joins United
Artists Television, Inc., June 1 as regional sales manager of the Eastern
Division, it was announced by Bruce
Eells, executive vice-president of UATV. Dothard, with headquarters in
Philadelphia will supervise all regional and local sales activities in the
division, reporting to Phil Williams,
Eastern Division manager.
WOMPI Dinner June 12
ATLANTA, May 13. - The installation dinner of the local chapter,
Women of the Motion Picture Industry, will be held at the Atlanta Variety Club on June 12.

Honor 'Anatomy' As
'Product of the Year'
Special to Mich.,
THE DAIL}
ISHPEMING,
Maj
Before 628 leaders of Micl
dustry, education and organi:
Otto
"Anatomy
der" Preminger's
was honored
at a st
sored banquet as "Michigan
speakers
honoring
the
theKey
author
book on
of
the
Year."of the
it based, Justice John D.st
were Great Lakes Steel Co
president Paul S. Carnal
Michigan State University
John A. Hannah,. Atbendi
stars
Stewart,Eve
Lee Re
thur James
O'Connell,
An '
Brooks West.

Referendi
(Continued from page I
here. It will be held on M
With Sheriff B. B. BrockmJ
ising to "abide by the wish
people,"
the outcome
of thi:
dum, although
only advisor:
apparently have the effect;
pending action at the next
the
general
assemblyblue
seekiila
of the
controversial
Thus, a favorable vote in
endum, in view of the sher
ment, would pave the way
ing of Sunday movies with
ference
thorities. from law enforcei
No Further Legal Ac
Spartanburg
area theatre
with
Carolina Theatre
Man
Talbert as spokesman, indie
would take no further leg a
of theorre:1*
pending
which
asksoutcome
for
a "yes"
on
Sunday
sports
and an
and also business operatior
Sabbath.
Foreign
Films
(Continued
from pag<
circulate freely world-wide
Hetzel, MPA vice-president,
today. He spoke on the Bet
show over WJAR-TV which
having a series on aspects
Favors Freedom of Ti
pictures.
Hetzel's comment was in
a question from Mrs. Ada
the number of foreign filn
into the U. S. "We believi
dom of trade," Hetzel saidjjaj
to practice what we preaJJ
members frequently distriM
eign
films the
and world,
also freqjji
mi
throughout
a co-production basis."
Edgar H. Randal
SALEM,79,Ore.,
May a13.-w
Randall,
formerly
exhibitor of the Portland ;
at his home here followin a
attack. He was a native of <»t
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torial
MPO's Program
Ky Sherivin Kane
j
HALF-YEAR report on
npo activities made to the midrvemeeting
of thehere
organization's
committee
on Wedby Charles E. McCarthy,
i information director, underlie value and versatility of the
ration.
i a limited staff and in the
i ieriod since Compo cleared its
m of activities with the Amer^ongress of Exhibitors late last
tip in order to avoid conflict
Ii le
latter'smuch
program,
ihshed
on aCompo
wide has
va* f fronts, the report revealed.
•
hpo cooperated actively in the
e promotion of the Academy
s telecast; maintained watch
onal and state legislative fronts
;asures affecting the industry;
i ated with the Motion Picture
I ition and local exhibitors in op,i. censorship legislation in Mary\Tew York, Ohio and Pennsylis been active in industry pubtions and is establishing a netof exchange area committees
ng of exhibitors and theatre
ty men prepared to cooperate
ommittees of distribution field
ty men in a wide variety of
y public relations endeavors,
jmpo's press relations commitbeing enlarged and charged
inovating various public relanrojects.
•
;-r ddition, Compo will cooperate
' bating admission taxes on both
J and local fronts; will aid
■usiness-building projects, proof new talent, formation of an
y speakers' bureau, will survey
: lities of industry research, conn institutional advertising camn Editor & Publisher and pertiscellaneous other national and
ji : ctivities.
f:iever, in addition to Compo's
and impromptu functions,
iis its greatest value to the inis as a standby organization
to be mobilized whenever in— wide emergencies arise. It is
J ivhen needed.
fact recalls the statement
- -ome years back when a quesCompo's future was raised
1 had succeeded in obtaining a
(Continued on page 2)
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Minimum
Could

Be

Pay

Coverage

Disastrous,

for

Says

Theatres
Brylawski

Ry J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, May 14.— Federal minimum wage law coverage could
have a disastrous cost impact on theatres, and they should be specifically
exempted
will tomorrow.
tell a Senate Labor Sub■ from the law, A. Julian Brylawski
committee
Asks Immediate

Action

On 'Equal Time' Rule
The American Broadcasting Company would welcome a clarification of
Section 315 of the Communications
Act of 1934 so that news coverage
of a candidate on a newscast would
not be considered within the purview
of the statute, Leonard H. Goldenson,
president of American Broadcasting(Continued on page 6)
House

Unit Criticizes

AT&T Consent Decree
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 14. - A
House Judiciary Subcommittee has
approved a report "very critical" of
the Justice Department's negotiation
of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. 1956 Consent Decree.
Chairman Celler ( D., N. Y. ) said
the report would be made public as
soon as the Republican minority has
had an opportunity to submit its dissenting views. The subcommittee held
hearings on the decree last year.
The government sued to force A.T.
(Continued on page 4)
Statement
Allied

from

Brylawski said that while labor
committee members have assured him
they did(Continued
not intendon theatres
page 4)be covFilm

Ads Defended

V.C.
By Lipton
From THE Before
DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, May 14. - David
A. Lipton, Universal-International
vice-president, appearing as guest
speaker before Variety Clubs of
Southern California, Tent No. 25,
struck back at Madison Avenue critics of motion picture advertising,
charging them with failure to understand the problems of film advertising
which, he said, has no counter part
(Continued on page 3)

Myers

Backs

Theatres

Brylawski,
the beTheatre Owners ofspeaking
America,forwill
one
of three exhibitor witnesses testifying tomorrow afternoon before a subcommittee headed by Senator Kennedy (D., Mass.) Other witnesses will
be Ernest G. Stellings for the American Congress of Exhibitors and
Frank Lydon for Allied Independent
Theatre Owners of New England.
today.
Brylawski released his statement here

Exclusion

from

Wage

of All
Bill

From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 14.-While few members of Allied States Assn.
would be directly affected by the Kennedy Minimum Wage Bill (S.1046),
providing the limitation to enterprises grossing $500,000 or more year is retained, Allied nonetheless wishes to
join in asking theatre exemption. So
ment, Myers says that arrangements
states Abram F. Myers, Allied general have been made for copies of it to be
counsel and board chairman, in a
committee
all Senate
supplied to
brief filed with the Senate Committee members.
In addition,
Allied leaders,
on Labor & Public Welfare in behalf especially those residing in states repof Allied.
resented on the committee, will write
Hearings on the bill are being con- their Senators requesting that they
ducted this week, and exhibitor carefully consider the statement and
spokesmen are expected to be heard support the pleas for exemption.
by the committee tomorrow.
"This(Continued
procedure onispage
deemed
4) best
In releasing the text of the state-

'Exploratory
'Constructive'
Meet

Reported

MPA
By ACE,
2nd Joint Session Planned
Within Month or Sooner
By WARREN G. HARRIS
The meeting here yesterday of
committees of the American Congress
of Exhibitors and the Motion Picture
Association was "highly constructive"
and "exploratory," Eric Johnston, as
spokesman for the two groups, reported to the trade press. "We are going
back to our respective committees
and coming back soon for another
meeting, when we hope to sit down
and come to some conclusions," he
said.
Johnston, chairman of the MPA
committee, pointed out that at yesterday's meeting, "no decisions were
made," but "we covered the whole
spectrum of industry problems in
on pageBoth
3) sides
broad (Continued
general terms."
Paul C. Mooney
From National

Retires
Screen

Paul C. Mooney, who has been associated with National Screen Service
since 1941, is retiring, effective today,
from that organization.
Mooney is a veteran of 55 years in
show business and 45 years in the
motion picture industry. After several
years of(Continued
varied experience
on page in4) the enUniversal

Continues

Its

Buying of Decca Shares
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 14. - Universal Pictures Co. purchased an additional 16,800 shares of Decca Records, Inc. during April, bringing its
total holdings to 175,500 shares, it
has been reported to the Securities
and Exchange Commission.
More (Continued
than 80 peron cent
page of2)UniverTELEVISION TODAY— page 6
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Motion

PERSONAL
MENTION

GEORGE WELTNER, Paramount
Pictures vice-president in charge
of world sales, will return to New
York today from Dallas.
•
Kay Harbison, managing director
of Technicolor, Ltd. will arrive in
New York tomorrow from London
via B.O.A.C.
«
Herman Cohen, director of AIP's
"Horrors of the Black Museum," has
returned to Hollywood from New
York, Detroit and Chicago.
•
Jerry Pickman, Paramount advertising -publicity vice-president, returned to New York yesterday from
Minneapolis.
Alfred L. Mendelsohn, general
sales manager of the Elliot, Unger
and Elliot division of Screen Gems,
has left New York for Hollywood.
•
Rhoda Galitz, secretary to William J.Heineman, vice-president of
United Artists, will leave New York
on May 25 for Paris.
•
Norman Wheaton, Detroit exhibitor, is under treatment there at the
William Beaumont Hospital.
•
Arthur Lubin, producer, will return to Hollywood today from New
York.
•
Robebt Bowers, branch manager
for Allied Artists in Jacksonville, has
returned there from Atlanta.
•
Db. Leon J. Warshaw, merical
director of Paramount Pictures, will
leave here on Sunday for Los Angeles, where he will be guest teacher of
occupational medicine at the University of California Medical School. He
will return to New York on May 25.
•
Marlon Brando, Sr., president of
Pennebaker Productions, and Mrs.
Brando, together with George Glass
and Walteb Seltzeb, producers, will
arrive in New York at the weekend
enroute to Ireland.
•
Leo Wildeb, of the Warner Brothers publicity department, is in Philadelphia from New York.
•
Lois New, of the Allied Artists
booking department in Atlanta, has
left there for a vacation in Florida.
•
Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America returned to Washington last night
from New York.

Serve Champagne

Picture

on

Anniversary of 'Gigi'
Tonight will be the "night they
serve champagne" outside the Sutton
Theatre
here its
where
"Gigi"in
will celebrate
first MGM's
anniversary
New York.
Hermione Gingold, who plays the
grandmother in the Academy Awardwinning film, will personally serve
the champagne to the early evening
arrivals standing in line outside the
theatre.

'U9

Continues

(Continued from page 1 )
sal's outstanding stock is owned by
Decca, hence an outsider acquiring
control of Decca would also obtain
control of Universal. Market observers relate this to the purchase of
Decca shares by Universal.
Also reported to the S.E.C. was
the acquisition by Charles Einfeld,
vice-president of 20th Century-Fox,
of 5,000 shares in the company by
option during April, increasing his
holdings to 5,485 shares.
'Philadelphians' Troupe
In Pittsburgh Sunday
Pennsylvania will hail the young
Hollywoodians and "The Young
Philadelphians" Sunday. Governor
David L. Lawrence and Mayor Gallagher of Pittsburgh will welcome
the dozen young Hollywood stars in
the Warner Bros. Transcontinental
Star Parade to the Keystone State in
ceremonies in the Steel City, wher3
they will arrive from Cleveland and
Akron, Ohio.
Overnight in Harrisburg
The Hollywood glamor troupe will
stay overnight Sunday in Harrisburg,
preparing for a festive entry into
Philadelphia the following day.
The coast-to-coast Hollywood
goodwill mission is en route by Greyhound Scenicruiser to the world premiere of "The Young Philadelphians"
Tuesday at the Stanley Theatre in
Philadelphia. The young players will
proceed to New York after the premiere to attend the opening here
Thursday at the Criterion Theatre.

'Hill' in Multiple Run
United Artists' "Pork Chop Hill,"
starring Gregory Peck, has been set
for a 21 -theatre multiple run in the
greater Los Angeles area starting
May 27. The Melville Production
will open in 12 hard top theatres,
including the Fox Wilshire and the
Orpheum Downtown theatres, and
nine drive-in situations.

Friday, May 1!
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Unit

Designed

to

Aid

Animation

An aerial image unit, designed by
John Oxberry for use with animation
stands, has been announced by the
Animation Equipment Corporation,
New Rochelle, New York. The unit,
which is electrically interlocked witii
the animation camera, consists of a
projector head, lens mount, stop-motion motor, flat-surface mirror, a
large condenser lens system and the
necessary controls. Film capacity of
the aerial image unit is provided by
four 400-foot chambers, two for feed
and two for take-up, driven by electric torque motors. Fixed pin shuttle
movement has spring-loaded pressure
plate that accommodates two films.
Iris of the f/2.8 objective lens allows
varying exposure on the projected
film. Lamp wattage can be adjusted
from 100 to 750. Three filter slots
are provided.
Adaptable to Skip-Frame
The stop-motion motor on the
image unit runs continuously forward
or reverse, and may be operated independently or in step with the
camera stop-motion motor. When indexed 180 degrees out-of-sync, skipframe work can be handled. When
operated in synchronization, the operator can do continuous step printing or stop-motion step printing.
Aerial image photography, the announcement points out, eliminates
traveling mattes, reduces production
time and cost, provides rock-steady
registration, and permits development
of many new techniques. In using the
aerial image unit with an animation
stand, the ground glass in the table
top is replaced with a clear glass.
The light source of the aerial image
unit projects through achromatic condensers, diffusing ground glass, color
correcting filter (when required), to
the black and white, or color, finegrain film in the shuttle. An objective lens projects the film from shuttle to form a IOV2 inch aerial image
at the top surface of the field lens
condensers. The objective lens of the
animation camera picks up the aerial
image and records it on raw stock.
Camera-Position Vital
The camera must be in a precise
pre-determined position to pick up
the aerial image, hence it is impossible to make a zoom of an aerial
image. If a zoom is to be made, the
clear glass in the table top is replaced with ground glass, and top
lighting eliminated. Reticle quality of
the
permits
a zoom
from
12 toground
7 field glass
without
picking
up grain.
Special devices such as ripple glass,
wipe and flip units, and split image
image. can be employed with aerial
prisms

EDITOR!
(Continued from page ]
vital reduction in the Fede
missions tax, and its useful) ■<
regarded by some as having b
hausted. "Disband Compo?"
dustry statesman exclaimed,
did, we'dweeks
be obliged
to formw |
within
to contend
•
newest industry crisis."
The industry appears to
agreement with that observat
been a long time since a pro]
put Compo in mothballs hi
heard.
Davee

Named

Hear

Century Projector <
Larry Davee has been electe
dent of Century Projector Co
named to the board of direct
succeeds W. D. Hausler, v!
signed both positions.
Davee was a member of tl
inal research group that de
the Western Electric method c
recording on film instrumenta
commercial development of
motion pictures. He has also 1
sponsible for other technical <
ments improving the quality
jection and sound producing
ment, having worked in recei
on engineering and developi
projectors
Cinerama, and
Cinet
Horizontal for
VistaVision
70/35mm projectors, whic
shortly be ready for installatic
Legion Reviews 6 F
Puts One in Class 1
Six films were reviewed an!
fied by the National Legion
cency this week. In Class A,
1, morally unobjectionable for
patronage,
is "Pork
Chop P.i
Class A, Section
2, morally
tionable for adults and ado
are "Gun Fight at Dodge
"Here Come the Jets," an>
Nun's Story." In Class A, Sej
morally unobjectionable for aj
"The Angry Hills." In Class B
"Road
Racers," because
ly objectionable
in part offor"
tive sequences."
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in Pub|icity
Special to THE DAILY
IRFOLK, Va., May 14. - When
over-enthusiastic fan stole some
ups and a still panel of Marilyn
oe pictures from the front of
's State theatre here, manager
Kaufman reported it to the
■. Everv local radio station re1 it on their newscasts all day,
he local TV station and evening
oaper carried it that evening.
' ifman told suspicious detractors
f it had been planned as a pubstunt it would have been done
■ beginning instead of near the
.f the run of UA's "Some Like
it."
^

ior Vetoes Approval
Michigan Drive-in
Special to THE DAILY
ONIA, Mich., May 14. - The
; tion of the Common Council
1 lis community permitting Ray>chreiber to build a drive-in
e has been vetoed by Mayor
m W. Brashear. The mayor
his veto is founded on protests
sidents and organizations that
! nd in question is highly valur industrial purposes, and on
.'. chnicality (with which the ComTouncil disagreed) that all con\ ; required were not met and
.:ichreiber did not name all the
2 olders in his firm.
ion to over-ride the veto will
en by the Council on Monday,
[{►reiber has been trying for six
I to obtain authorization to build
I ive-in. In 1953, residents voted
erendum against the project,
e tr the courts ruled the law
g the operation was illegal, and
ber again made application to
Approval was obtained, not
rom the Common Council but
■ rom the planning commission,
ilice and health departments.
) Gets Cancellation

ce of SAG Pact
]:-:From THE DAILY Bureau
XYWOOD, May 14. - The
of directors of the Screen
Guild has voted unanimously
•zH'e upon RKO a 60-day notice
, cellation of the guild's collecJjjirgaining contract.
Jllbn was taken because RKO is
^■leasing to television a number
-August 1, 1948, theatrical fea,| vhich were not included in an
lent made in December, 1956,
jgii-n the Guild, RKO and Mattel ox's isC being
& C paid
Television
^uild
8175,000Corp.
for
llW,
on
exhibition
of
82 specified
aft
_»48 RKO features.
-Tl Guild's
in serving
notice ofaction
contract
cancella-a
as taken to protect the Guild
rs' interest in
of
oost-1948 picturestelevising
other than
ri the Fox agreement, in the
RKO should wish to return to
^on activity.
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Exploratory
Meet
(Continued from page 1 )
showed a constructive attitude, he were discussed at the meeting, but he
said.
would not go into any details. The
MPA is not authorized to make any
The next joint meeting of the ACE
and MPA committees could be commitments on behalf of the Association or its members.
"within a month or sooner," Johnston
predicted. Whatever the date, it will
The meeting yesterday was held
the 20th Century-Fox board of
be "convenient with the thorough- in
directors room.
ness," needed for each group to prepare its program for that meeting, he
Representing ACE, in addition to
added.
Fabian, were George Kerasotes, Harry
S. H. Fabian, chairman of the ACE
Brandt, Sol A. Schwartz and William
Forman.
The ailing Horace Adams
committee, told reporters that "exhibitors were very pleased with the was unable to attend, and was repby Jack Kirsch and Irving
atmosphere of the meeting." He said Dollinger. resentedThe
MPA, in addition to
"we were very much encouraged be- Johnston,
was represented by Spyros
cause it gave us a chance to look at
conditions within the industry realis- Skouras, Abe Montague, John B.
tically." There was no discussion of a Byrne and Adolph Schimel. Robert
Benjamin substituted for Arthur
"solution," he added.
Fabian said that trade practices Krim.
ACE,

William

MPA

White

Named

to

Strong Electric Post
Special to THE DAILY
TOLEDO, May 14.-The appointment of William P. White as national traveling field representative has
been announced by
Arthur Hatch,
president
the Strongo f
Electric Corp.
here, manufacturers of projection a r c
lamps, graphic
arts equipment,
spotlights, and
slide projectors.
William P. White
White is
m o v i n g his
family here from Charlotte, N. C,
where he has been operating the
Southeastern Theatre Equipment Co.
He has been identified with theatre
equipment throughout his business
life and has managed the National
Theatre Supply and Wil-Kin Co.
branches in Charlotte.
Meet on 'Mysterians'
In Cincinnati Today
Special to THE DAILY
CINCINNATI, May 14. - Representatives from the MGM home office
and the field will gather here tomorrow morning to discuss plans for the
saturation campaigns on "The Mysterians." The meeting will take place
with WLW-TV representatives who
will handle the TV campaign
throughout the Ohio territory. Bookings are scheduled for openings
around the June 12 period and will
include the RKO Keith's theatre in
Cincinnati, Loew's State in Cleveland, Loew's Ohio in Columbus and
other situations throughout the territory.
Those in attendance will include:
from the MGM New York office,
Burtis Bishop, assistant general sales
manager, Emery Austin and John L.
John of the publicity department.
From the field: John J. Maloney,

Music

Hall, Ted Mack

Join in Talent Plan
Radio City Music Hall and the Ted
Mack Original Amateur Hour, will
be associated in a project to discover
and develop new young talent. In
order to assist ambitious beginners
in winning recognition, the plan will
include auditions and paid appearances for talented newcomers in live
productions of the stage spectacles
at the Music Hall.
In Effect Today
The format will go into effect
today when the Ted Mack show is
seen at 8:30 P.M. over CBS. Exceptionally talented performers in all
entertainment categories will be eligible to appear, from time to time,
on the Music Hall stage on the basis
of talent and suitability for the stage
productions involved, according to
Russell V. Downing, president of the
Music Hall.
Production

Maintains

Pace at the Studios
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 14. - Production kept at a steady pace this
week with the start of five pictures
and the completion of one, making a
total of 35 pictures in work.
Started were: "Drag Race" (tentative title), and "The Living Dead"
(American International Pictures); "A
Magic Flame" (Goetz Pictures, Inc.),
and "The Flying Fontaines" (Clover
Productions), the latter two for Columbia release, also "The Best of
Everything"
(Jerry Wald Production
for 20th Century-Fox).
Completeddependentwaspicture"Playmates,"
inproduced by anMaycliff Productions.
Central Division sales manager from
Pittsburgh, Foster Gauker, Indianapolis branch manager, Jack Sogg,
Cleveland branch manager and Russell Gaus, Cincinnati branch manager. Also from New York, Terry
Turner, representing the producers
of the picture.

New

Three

On Academy

Karnes
Board

From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD,
14. board
- Elec-of
tion of 14 members May
of the
governors of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences was announced by George Stevens, president.
Newly-elected governors who will
serve on board for two-year term are
Mervyn LeRoy (directors), Jack Diamond (public relations) and Richard
Murphy
(writers).
Reelected
to serve on the board
for another two years were Robert
Ryan (actors), B. B. Kahane (administrators), Edgar Preston Ames (art directors), Hal Mohr (cinematographers), Jacob H. Karp (executives), Rudi
Fehr (film editors), George W. Dunning (music), Samuel G. Engel (producers), Hal Alias (short subjects) and
George E. Sawyer (sound).
Emile Kuri (art directors) was
elected to the board for one year to
fill the vacancy created by the resignation of John F. De Cuir.
The board of governors consists of
26 elected members, two from each
of academy's 13 branches.
Ads Defended
(Continued from page 1)
to any form of advertising. He pointed
out that far more resourcefulness goes
into the creation of motion picture
advertising than for any other commodity, calling attention to the fact
that all film advertising is placed on
the same page of a newspaper.
posedwould
question,
"Whatif do
youLipton
suppose
happen
all
cigarette advertising was placed side
by Lipton
side on regarded
the same motion
page?" pictures
as the most perishable of all commodities, since they are here today and
gone tomorrow, demanding instant
impact for the public, whereas other
commodities are on the market literally year after year giving advertising
creators the opportunity to get across
their sales message through repetition.
Overseas

Exhibitors

4Ben-Hur"
on
Optimistic
The have
business
prospects
"BenHur"
so stirred
overseasof exhibitors that months before they can even
see the picture, 1,597 of them from
every part of the world sent congratulatory cablegrams to Morton A.
Spring,tionalpresident
Loew's InternaCorp., upon ofcompletion
of the
global "Ben-Hur" conferences in
Madrid, Tokyo and Mexico City.
Disney

Dividend

Set

HOLLYWOOD, May 14. - Directors of Walt Disney Productions at
its regular meeting here today declared a quarterly cash dividend of
10
cents
on the
common per
stockshare
payable
Julycompany's
1, 1959
to
stockholders
of
record
June 12,
1959.
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'Rave7 Reaction

Understanding Is Better
Than Before: Johnston
"There was a degree of understanding that we have not had before," Eric Johnston said of the ACE
— MPA meeting here yesterday. Although no decisions were made, both
exhibition and distribution expressed
agreement that "the problems on
both sides" had been brought out
into the open, he observed.

Allied

Backs

(Continued from page 1 )
calculated to bring the position of the
theatre owners before the Senators,"
according to Myers, as "legislative
hearings, especially after the first few
days, tend to become perfunctory and
few of the committee members attend."
Myers tells the committee "the peculiarities ofthe motion picture business and its present precarious condition are such that small exhibitors will
be adversely affected by this legislation as theatres included in the coverage, even more so."
Points to Product Shortage
Citing recent declines in the number of pictures produced each year
and television, "which is mainly responsible for the high mortality
among theatres," the Allied spokesman points out that "any impairment
of the ability of any class of theatres to pay the film rentals necessary
to support an adequate film supply
will be disastrous to all elements of
the business."
Bill S. 1046 does not change the
declaration of policy contained in the
Fair Labor Standards Act, Myers observes, beyond enlarging it to include
"retail trade or service or other industries." He then lists five reasons
that the basic declaration is inappropriate to theatres because labor conditions existing therein:
1. Cannot spread through the
channels of commerce to affect labor
conditions among the workers of several states.
2. Cannot burden commerce or
the free flow of goods in commerce.
3. Do not constitute an unfair
method of competition.
4. Have not led to labor disputes
burdening or obstructing commerce.
( Such disputes, when they have arisen, have involved projectionists and
others who are paid much in excess
of the proposed minimum of $1.25
per hour.)
5. Do not interfere with the orderly and fair marketing of goods in
commerce.
Wages paid by an exhibitor cannot
affect the wage scale in other states
or cities, or even in other theatres
in
the ever
samewascity,a case
Myerswhere
explains.
"If
there
one exhibitor was forced to redue the wages
of his employees because another exhibitor was forced to reduce the wages
duced admission prices, it has not
come to my attention during 30 years

Brylawski

Sounds

Warning

page 1)
(Continued from
est theatres in the smallest towns to
ered
underwaspending
bills, that
the some
bill's combine so that they may live.
language
so vague
Labor Department interpretation
By making $500,000 the standard
could easily later rule that theatres for chains as well as for individual
were covered. The chief union-backed
theatres, Brylawski said, "you would
bill would extend coverage to retail include thousands of the smallest
or service establishments or chains
theatres— the very theatres whose
with annual gross sales of $500,000
perils you have so magnanimously
recognized in the past by your genor more. Theatres now are completeerous exemption of admission taxes
ly exempt.
'There Are Many Exemptions'
Sees may
Smalllive."
Theatres Hurt
that they
"If the Senators do not intend to
Under
the
bill,
the committee was
include theatres under this extended
told, small theatres operating in
coverage, then let them say so," Bry- chains would be at a competitive dissaid. "There
exempadvantage against
small
tionslawski
in this
bill. Letareusmany
include
the theatres which
would
not non-chain
have to
amusement industry in this list of
meet the minimum. "That would work
a far greater hardship than you would
exemptions and be done with it."
Brylawski said practically all theathink," he added, "because today
tre employes are already making
there is not competition between com"considerably more" than either the
peting theatres but jungle warfare, a
present $1 an hour minimum or even
survival." With theatres bidthe proposed $1.25 minimum, but fight for
ding against each other for the best
that the industry would really be hit
films,overhead
even "thecostsmallest
the
of the advantage
theatres mayin
by the law's provisions for premium
pay for overtime and week-end work.
prove to be a deciding factor in the
securing of the scarce hit product by
"Theatre operation today is essentially aweek-end business," he said. which alone they may live," Brylawski stated.
"With this additional expense to our
week-end operations, I am sure many
theatres would be forced out of
Arguing that the entire theatre industry istoday "in a deplorable condition," Brylawski said extension of
Says
Most
Houses
in
Circuits
business."
the wage-hour law to theatres"
Brylawski said the $500,000 figure "might easily contribute to more
in the bill might have been designed
to eliminate smaller theatres, but that
DeMille Spanish Tribute
when the bill makes this figure apply closings."
to theatre chains, too, it was actually
Set on Coast June 1
From THE DAILY Bureau
covering
many because
small theatres.
That'sof
true,
he said,
a majority
HOLLYWOOD,
Mayreceived
14. - Parapresent-day theatres operate as part
mount Pictures has
from
of chains, with more than 450 chains
in existence. Only an occasional large Spain the silver plaque by which the
Fourth International Week of Relitheatre in a major city can operate on
gious Cinema at Valladolid has paid
its own, he maintained, adding that
tribute to the memory of Cecil B.
reduced attendance and "vanishing
DeMille and has honored his "The
profits" have forced even the smallTen Commandments" as "the motion
represents the maxiof close observation of this business." picturemum which
effort to spread the word of
Competition in the film business
consists in striving to get the best
Barney Balaban, president of
pictures first and this competition is
Paramount, has deposited the plaque
not affected by wages or admission
with Y. Frank Freeman, vice-presiprices, he adds.
dent in charge of the studio, for
Pleads for 'Human Aspects'
formal presentation to Mrs. Cecilia
Myers also asks the committee to
DeMille Harper, the late producergive heed "to the human aspects of director's daughter, at the motion
God."
the problem
involved"
whichemployed
he de- picture
industry function set for June
fines as the kind
of persons
1
in
Hollywood in tribute to the
in theatres. They consist in large part,
memory of DeMille.
he points out, of part-time boys and
girls who work as ushers after school;
Mooney Retires
elderly persons in retirement seeking Paul(Continued
from page 1 )
to add to their pensions or other income as cashiers or doormen; and tertainment business he joined Fox
partially disabled persons and per- Film Corp. as branch manager in
Cleveland. He advanced to Central
sons with other part-time jobs.
Employees of this kind are unable States and Pacific district manager.
to compete for standard employments After leaving Fox he was general
at standard wages, and "what the sales manager for Louis B. Mayer
theatres do is to afford them employ- Productions, Inc., vice-president and
ment consistent with their age and director of sales of Producers Distributing Corp., and representative
If theatres
are not wholly exempt- in the United States for Dominion
physical
capacity."
ed from the minimum wage bill, then Film Corp., Ltd.
He was born in Cleveland in 1877
they should certainly be as to ushers,
cashiers, doormen and the like, the and resides at 3563 80th Street, JackAllied statement concludes.
son Heights, New York.

'Night' Is Report

"Rave" reports coming in
Columbia Pictures home offi<
terday indicate that the scree:
"Middle of the Night," the
U.S. entry, at the Cannes Filn
val, and concurrent invitationa
ings in London, Washington
Los Angeles and New York oi
nesday resulted in highly fa
terday.
world-wide publicity for the
bia release, the company sa
At the Cannes Festival, tl
was received with great entli
it was reported, and extensi
ture coverage of the event i
sured when more than 50 phot
ers were on hand for the re
following the screening. This
tended by Kim Novak and
March, the film's stars, and
Chayefsky, who wrote the
play from his own stage hit.
Gifts for 1,000

Gu t

At 'James' Preview e
Thousands of dollars worth i f

gifts and prizes will be distril: [ei
a special children's preview o ffl
Jesse
James"
tomorrow
mor lg
the Astor
Theatre
here. The
I

for 1,000 underprivileged Ne'Yi
youngsters, hosted by Wendel I
and Fess "Davy Crockett" Pt faSj
the
of United
Art jgl
I
statemajor
mediaphase
campaign
spotligh

New York engagement of th ific
Enterprises production.
Door prizes, refreshments, fjd
James"
hatstoand
gifts lU!
distributed
the other
youngsters
Jt I

morning showing. Complete iwl
costumes will be awarded to ive
of the boys as special door psesi
Secretary Wins

'Everything' Role
Patricia Cameron, 23, a s 'd
at Young and Rubicam, was ffl
yesterday out of over 300 ap cal
to play a role in Jerry Wall i
film now shooting here, "TI I i
of
Everything."
Miss Pa.,
CamiM
native
of Camp Hill,
wU
a secretary in the picture, v cu
to be released by 20th Cenu NI
The numerous applicants m
film role appeared in answer jvi
placed by the company thiH
in the Times, Mirror, Ne'\ !
Journal. Judging was done b]
actor Stephen Boyd, Rona Js f
thor of the best-selling boo I
which the film is based, ai i
Saunders, Eastern talent ag
20th Century-Fox.
House Unit Criticiz
(Continued from page
and T. to divest its manufacti
filiate, Western Electric Co. 1
sent settlement required
Electric to divest two subsidia
open
up its patents, but did
company.
quire its divestiture from th<
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Pre -Selling
TOE WELCH, hero and star of the
" Army-McCarthy hearings of 1954,
was engaged by Otto Preminger to
play the part of Judge Weaver in
"Anatomy of a Murder." Realizing
that employing an eminent lawyer to
play the part of a judge in a motion
picture was newsworthy, especially
when the lawyer is as singularly
gifted Havemann
as Joe Welch,
sent
Ernest
to upper"Life"
Michigan
where the court room scenes for this
Columbia release were filmed.
The result is a picture and text
essay in the May 11 issue of "Life,"
that has top flight reader interest.
This is due in part to the fact that
Joe Welch brought some fresh and
enlightening ideas to both the film
and the article.
Mrs. Welch plays a juror in this
Preminger film. During the evening
hours the Welches spent their leisure time with other members of the
cast. Lee Remick and her nine-weekold daughter were visited by the
Welches. Ben Gazzara told a reporter "that having dinner with Mr.
Welch was one of the most pleasant
occasions of my life. Listening to him
was the most sweetly moving experience I ever had. I adore that man."
•
"Ask Any Girl," the delightful new
MGM comedy starring David Niven,
Shirley MacLaine and Gig Young, is
advertised on the table of contents
page of "The Saturday Evening
Post's" May 16 issue.
•

It is the opinion of "Look's" reviewer in the May 26 issue, that producer-director George Stevens spent
as much time painstakingly filming
"The Diary of Anne Frank" as Anne
devoted to writing it. The diary written by the 14-year-old girl has been
read by millions in 21 languages and
seen on the stage in 30 countries.
"Now, in a touching screen version,
produced for 20th-Fox, Anne's story
will inspire millions more," reports
"Look's" reviewer. "It is a story of
faith in the ultimate good. The undying spirit that has made this child
the final victor over the evil of Adolf
Hitler glows again• in this movie."
A completely different, but extraordinary, interesting, film is
"Pather Panchali" made in India, reports Florence Somers in the May
issue of "Redbook."
"This film has deservedly won
prizes all over the world for its honest, impressive presentation of the life
of a poverty-stricken family in a
small village."
•
The "This Earth Is Mine" location
company was visited by the Hollywood Scene department of "Seventeen" for the May issue.
Rock Hudson, Jean Simmons and

Threat to Theatre
Special to THE DAILY
WILMINGTON, May 14. - That
the Center Theatre of Rheoboth,
Del., cannot be damaged sufficiently
by rolling bowling balls, in an adjoining bowling alley was the decision rendered by Chancellor Collins
J. Seitz. His opinion said that, at
least, operators of the theatre failed
to show "by a preponderance of the
evidence that" the vibrations sent out
from the adjoining bowling alley are
enough to damage the theatre building, and he turned the theatre down
on its suit to force the bowling alley
to
do something to reduce the vibrations.
'Vibration' the Issue
The case was tried on the issue of
whether the vibration from the alleys is enough to cause structural
damage to the theatre. The theatre,
owned by the Midway Realty Corp.,
and operated by Midway Enterprises,
Inc., said it does. The bowling alleys, operated by E. C. Larsen and
Sons,
it doesn't.
The said
plaintiffs,
said the chancellor,
"produced
only betwosaidwitnesses
who
could remotely
to be expert
witnesses in the field of vibration
engineering."
Series of Tests Tried
One of them ran a series of tests
to evaluate the intensity of the vibration emanating from the bowling alley. Chancellor Seitz commented that
"his testimony is not significant because he was not able to say whether
the intensity of the vibration from
the alley was any greater than the
intensity of the vibration caused by
the sound reproduction equipment in
theIt theatre."
was up to the plaintiffs, the
chancellor ruled, to prove their case
by a preponderance of the evidence.
He ruled they failed to do so, and
dismissed the case.
'Ozzie And

Friday, May 1
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Harriet'

Set

For Eighth Year on TV
"The Adventures of Ozzie and
Harriet" has been renewed for next
season by its current co-sponsors, the
Eastman Kodak Co. and the Quaker
Oats Co. The 1959-'60 season will
constitute the eighth year on TV and,
including its radio run, the 16th
consecutive sponsored year for this
ABC-TV broadcast family comedy
series.
Contract calls for 39 new shows
plus 13 replays, starting with show
of Sept. 30.
Claude Rains are shown preparing
for camera calls on this new U.I.
film about a highly emotional, wineproducing family of California.
After watching veteran Rains do a
scene time after time for a perfectionist director, Jean Simmons said
"After 15 years in the movies I
realize how little I know about acting." Walter Haas

Television

CBS' Quarterly Income
Rises to $7,032,686
Consolidated net income of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. for
the first quarter of 1959 was $7,032,686, compared with $6,518,039
earned in the comparable period of
1958, it was announced by William
S. Paley, chairman of the board, and
Frank Stanton, president. This is an
increase of 7.9 per cent.
Net Sales $111,052,290
Net sales for the quarter totaled
$111,052,290, as compared with
$103,296,857 for the corresponding
period last year. This represents an
increase of 7.5 per cent.
The current earnings are equivalent to 87 cents per share. Earnings
of 83 cents per share were reported
for the first quarter of 1958. Per
share earnings are calculated on the
average number of shares— 8,127,460
in 1959 and 7,881,400 in 1958-outstanding during the respective three
month periods.
yesterday's
meeting,
board
of At
directors
declared
a cashthedividend
of 30 cents per share on its common
stock, payable June 12, 1959 to
stockholders of record at the close of
business on May 29, 1959.
Approve Subsidiary Formation
Paley and Stanton also announced
the board's approval of the formation
of Space Recovery Systems, Inc.,
which will be a joint operation of the
CBS Laboratories Division and M.
Steinthal & Co., Inc. The new company will develop advance systems
and produce equipment for the safe
recovery, tracking and location of
missile and space vehicle components
and payloads.
'Lineup' Will Expand
Full Hour Next Fall

to

"The Lineup," the CBS Television
Network's detective-adventure series
based on documented San Francisco
police cases, will be expanded from a
30-minute to a full-hour weekly program, beginning in the fall, it was
announced by Hubbell Robinson, Jr.,
CBS Television Network executive
vice-president in charge of network
Warner Anderson, as Lieut. Ben
programs.
Guthrie and Tom Tully, as Inspector
Matt Greb, will continue as co-stars
of the series, which has been a network feature for the past five years.
The program is currently presented
on Fridays, 10:00-10:30 P.M., EDT.
In its expanded version, it will be
presented on Wednesdays 7:30-8:30
P.M., EDT. Robinson said that new,
permanent characters would be added to the 60-minute show, and that
San Francisco would continue to be
the locale.

Toda

'Equal

Tin

(Continued from page I
Paramount Theatres, Inc., staq
letter to Senator Vance Hartki j
diana. Goldenson also indical
ABC would welcome a provii
solving the broadcaster of lial
any
didate.defamatory statement by ;
However, inasmuch as til
posed amendments concerning!
dates for President and Vice-E ji
of the United States involve
complex problems in defining
mate minority rights which m
protected, Goldenson suggest
the time required for the c
tions necessary for a general I:
ing of the equal time requi
might well result in such c l
to hamper seriously TV an"
coverage of the 1960 politic
paigns
and elections.
Goldenson
Asks Quick Ac
Goldenson therefore sugge;
mediate implementation of tl
ent statute to meet the critic
for excluding newscoverage f
scope ofdelay
Section
315,would
withi'
further
which
quired for a general overhai
the equal time requirements
Act.
'Summer on Ice' h
Set For CBS on Ju
"Summer on Ice," a special
extravaganza starring R
Clooney, Tab Hunter, Tony
and the entire cast of the v
telecast"Ice
Monday,
1 (1
mous
CapadesJune
of '59,'
EDT) over the NBC-TV i
The
will be Foundation
sponsored'
U.S.show
Brewers
through J. Walter Thompso
Champions Engaged
The full-hour ice special, t
pany.
Hollywood and produced anc
ed by Alan Handley, will ;
figure-skating champions
Robertson and Cathy Machac
by Specht,Eric
Sandy
Culbertsoiv
Trenkler,
Waite
and mai
stars, plus the skating enseml
group has just completed a,
tour of the United States.
Expand SG Depart
HOLLYWOOD, May 14.
Gems has reorganized and e
its story department here. 1
alignment will be headed by
ly
story Eve
edito
Moore,appointed
and will include
as associate editor, Peggy Pli
assistant editor, and Lee Ph
reader. The department w
and purchase stories for "Ala;
year Theatre" and other Sere
properties.
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iate Committee
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>r Full
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Employees

heatre Spokesmen
ee to Cooperate
From THE DAILY Bureau
vSHINGTON, May 17. - The
Labor Committee has asked
tion to cooperate in preparing a
randum which would give exve information about all theatre
yees in the country.
3 request was made by Senator
e Morse (D., Ore.) as three exon witnesses appeared before
immittee in opposition to a prominimum wage bill. Morse
the committee clerk to prepare
norandum which, he said, would
eful for "committee conference
(Continued on page 6)
id Blum
h MOM

Retires;
41 Years

id Blum, M-G-M's director of
ational publicity and censorhas retired after 41 years with
>mpany to give full attention to
al estate enterprises and to ora realty brokerage office in
'H New Jersey.
raduate of N. Y. U. and a memf the New York Bar, Blum was
ed by Loew's, Inc., in 1918 as
( Continued on page 6 )
ease Dates Slated
14 Films by AIP
From THE DAILY Bureau
LLYWOOD, May 17.-AmeriJiternational Pictures will re-a total of 14 pictures between
and February, 1960, James H.
Ison, president, has announced
ting a revised product schedule.
She same time he said that "The
( Continued on page 2 )

TEN CENTS

YORK, U.S.A., MONDAY, MAY 18, 1959
House

Freeman Resigns
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 17 - The
resignation of Y. Frank Freeman as
Paramount Pictures vice-president in
charge of production, due to ill health,
was announced here today by Barney
Balaban, president. Jacob Karp, executive assistant to Freeman, has been
named administrative head of the
studio pending selection of a successor to Freeman.
Freeman came to the Paramount
home office from S. A. Lynch Theatres
in the South in 1933 and was named
head of Paramount Theatres in 1935.
He was appointed production head
in 1938. He also is president of the
Association of Motion Picture Pro-

Hit

Appropriations

Committee

Films

Members

That

Hurt

America

Overseas

Urge

Information

Withholding

Guaranty

Funds;

Soviet

Film

Media

Deal

Hit

By J. A.
OTTEN
WASHINGTON, May 17.— House
Appropriations
Committee members have
again sharply criticized the motion picture industry for many of the films it
sends overseas, and have even suggested that Information Media Guaranty7
funds be cut off from firms distributing films that give a distorted picture
Warner Theatre Begins
of America.
ducers. Karp
has since
been 1940.
Freeman's executive
assistant
They also showed themselves
critical of the recent Soviet-American
film agreement, expressing fears that
for 'Bess'
Alterations
Extensive equipment alterations in the Russians would get more beneft
Set Special Meet of
a changeover to Todd-AO for the from showing their films in this counDu Mont Lab June 24
world premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's
try than the U. S. would from showBeelection of all directors of Allen "Porgy and Bess" will start this morning its films in Russia.
U. S. Information Agency officials
ing,
the closing
rama atfollowing
the Warner
Theatre.of CineB. Du Mont Laboratories is proposed
defended the film agreement, and
in the notice of a special meeting of
In order to accommodate "Porgy also attempted
to defend
(Continued
on pagethe3)industry
and Bess" in Todd-AO and six-track
the company's
at the
fice in Clifton, stockholders
N. J., on June
24, ofin stereophonic sound, two major projlieu of the annual meeting.
ects—construction ofa new projection booth and technical changes on
Directors proposed for reelection
Exchange Extension
are: Barney Balaban, Allen B. Du the stage— will proceed simultaneousMont, Armand G. Erpf, Thomas T.
ly. Completion
of theon entire
Favored by Soviet
( Continued
page 6alteration
)
(Continued on page 6)
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 17.-Soviet
Ambassador Menshikov said he favors
Kerasotes
Sees New
Films Raising
an extension of another "couple
of vears" in the Soviet-American cultural exchange agreement.
Weekly
Attendance
to 40,000,000
This is the agreement under which
the Soviet-Russian
exchange
was
Special to THE DAILY
(Continued film
on page
6)
ST. LOUIS, May 17.— Product scheduled for the next several months is so
strong that theatre attendance should climb well over the 40,000,000 per week
average mark. This optimistic forecast was contained in a speech by George
Set Income Tax System
Kerasotes, president of Theatre Owners of America, at the meeting of the cussion of some of the problems faced
Hearings in November
Better Film Council here Friday.
by the film industry, the importance
From THE DAILY Bureau
Kerasotes was unable to deliver of the motion picture theatre in the
WASHINGTON, May 17.-House
the address in person because of a American community, and some of
change in the date for the conference the reasons why theatre owners face Ways and Means Committee Chairman Mills (D., Ark. ) announced his
between the American Congress of the future optimistically.
Exhibitors and Motion Picture Assn.
Kerasotes said his great enthusiasm committee would begin hearings Nov.
in New York last week. It was de- for the months ahead was based on 2 looking toward reform of the Federal income tax system.
livered for him by George Roscoe, information gained from scores of exMills said he wanted to see whether
TOA director of exhibitor relations.
hibitors all over the country as well
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 2)
Contained in the speech was a disCALL PATHE NOW

FOR EVERY FILM NEED: IN B&W OR COLOR
Speed, Quality and Service at Low
Cost ■ Specializing in 35mm Color
Developing ■ Dailies • 16mm Color
LABORATORIES, INC. Prints • Precision Opticals • Title
Stand Work
NEW YORK AND HOLLYWOOD

lifelike color

n every scertf
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Motion
Release
PERSONAL
MENTION

CY WEINTRAUB, president of Sol
^ Lesser Productions, has arrived in
New York from the Coast.
•
Herbert L. Golden, United Artists vice-president in charge of operations and president of United Artists Television, has arrived in Hollywood from New York.
•
Irving H. Ludwig, president of
Buena Vista, will return to New York
today from Hollywood.
•
Halsey Raines, press representative for Columbia Pictures on "Our
Man in Havana," will leave here tonight for London, where the picture
resumes shooting following location
work in Cuba. Carol Reed and Alec
Guinness, director and star of the
film, have arrived in London from
Havana. Maureen O'Hara, also
starred, leaves New York Sunday
night for London.
•
Burt Sloane, assistant to Mort
Nathanson, United Artists publicity
manager, left New York at the weekend for a Western vacation.
•
Dave Bader, vice-president of Atlantic Television Corp., will leave
here today for Washington and Virginia.
•
Ella Fitzgerald will return to
New York today from London via
B.O.A.C.
•
L. A. "Ace" Brewer, formerly a
manager for Minnesota Amusement
Co., has retired and will leave Minneapolis shortly to make his home in
California.
•
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., will leave
here today for Tennessee, where he
will continue his search for a boy to
play the role of "Huckleberry Finn."

Increase your Concession
Sales to an all-time high
with 4 Brand-New Full-Color
Animated and Narrated
Intermission-Time
BLOCKBUSTERS from:
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
TOPS //V TRAILERS!

Dates

(Continued from page 1)
Haunted House of Usher" has been
moved back from July to Sept. 2. This
is to be the biggest picture to be
made entirely by AIP and will be in
CinemaScope and color. Other
changes on the schedule include new
titles for some films.
The revised release list is as follows:
May 27— "Horrors of the Black
Museum" and "The Headless Ghost."
July 22 — "Diary of a High School
Bride" and "Ghost of Dragstrip HolAug. 19.— "Sheba and the GladiaSept. 2— "The Haunted House of
Usher"
low." and "The Living Dead."
Sept. 23-"The Girl on Death Row"
and "The Jailbreakers."
Nov. 18— "Colossus and the Golden
tor."
Dec. 23-"Take Me to Your
Horde."
Jan. 13— "Bombs Away" and "FoxLeader."
Feb.— "Eve and the Dragon."
Nicholson points out that "High
School Bride" is undergoing a special
promotion
hole." campaign with news in fan
magazines and a series of ads in "Seventeen" and other teenage publications. In addition a big advance publicity campaign has been scheduled
for "Sheba and the Gladiator."
Income Tax Hearings
(Continued from page 1)
more types of income should be
brought under taxes or made more
fully taxable, in order to pave the way
for a general reduction in individual
and corporate income tax rates. The
hearings could lead to committee
study of proposals for increased depreciation allowances, tougher capital
gains taxes, income tax averaging,
and many other technical changes.
The November hearings will be devoted to experts invited by the committee to testify on a wide variety of
subjects, Mills said. He declared the
committee would then try and work
out some proposals, on which public
hearings would be held next year before final action.
Plan Two

SHoiumEnuinnTED!

Picture

Trailers for

'North by Northwest'
M-G-M is planning two regular
trailers for the Alfred Hitchcock production, "North by Northwest," starring Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint and
James Mason. The first trailer will be
a special "thrill" subject emphasizing the suspense, and the alternate
version will have Alfred Hitchcock
making a personal appearance describing the 2,000-mile chase involving
Grant.
Theatres will have choice of either
trailer or will have both available.

Monday, May IS

Daily

Take Ad to Salute
Minn. DST Campaign
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, May 17. - The
Citizens Committee for Standard
Time, took a half page ad in the
Minneapolis Morning Tribune to
"state the facts" of the Daylight
problem in Minnesota and to compliment the members of the legislature, especially the Senate for their
stand in trying to limit fast time in
the state.
The ad was signed by 130 people
from all over the state. Nearly half
of those signing are members of the
film industry. Among the others who
signed were representatives of two
of the largest farm cooperatives in the
state as well as business and professional people from around the state.
Paramount

Opens 3-Day

Festival in Chicago
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO,
May Festival"
17.-Paramount's
"Summer
Boxoffice
for exhibitors came to Chicago tonight
with the showing of Danny Kaye's
new film, "The Five Pennies," at the
Esquire Theatre. It will continue toImorrow with Jerry Lewis' "Don't
Give Up the Ship" at the Chicago
Theatre, and Tuesday with "Last
Train From Gun Hill" at the EsGeorge Weltner, Paramount Pictures vice-president in charge of
world sales, who is "Festival" host, is
here
quire.with Sidney Deneau, vice-president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp., for social meetings with
exhibitors in conjunction with the
trade showings.
Dot Records Plays Host
Following the showing tonight of
"The Five Pennies," Kaye met with
theatremen, deejays, record dealers
Radio-TV station executives and newsmen at a reception in the Drake
Hotel sponsored by Dot Records,
which is about to issue a "Five Pennies" soundtrack album featuring
Kaye and Louis Armstrong. Kaye was
accompanied by Joseph Friedman,
Paramount national exploitation manager.
Hold 'James' Preview
More than 1,000 youngsters attended United Artists' special children's
preview Theatre
of "Alias here
Jesse James"
at the
Astor
on Saturday
morning. The preview for the underprivileged
the Greater New York
areayoungsters
was from
highlighted
by
the personal appearance of Wendell
Corey and
Parker,
who Fess
served "Davy
as hostsCrockett"
at the
request
doctors
ordered ofhimBobto Hope.
cancel Hope's
his scheduled
trip East for the showing.

Kerasotes

St

(Continued from page 1
as two trips to the West Coa
year.
"The new
optimism,
enthusiasm
emanating
from tit
wood and from your theatre p;
makes me all the more convinc
the movie industry is entering
the
members. era," 1
and Council
more prosperous
The industry has found that
quality the
filmsTOA
are head
the ones
wants,
said, the1
an
lywood has aimed its sights
market. He described the bi
ference from the old days as t
that "Hollywood is picking i
tures, and the casts, slowly an
fully, proceeding picture-by-p
Tells of Coming Films
Kerasotes then went into
about forthcoming product,
"The Big Circus," "Darby O'C
the Little People," "The Big
man," "It Happened to Jane,"
Came to Cordura," "Porg
Bess,"
Hur," "North
"Don't by
GiveNorthwest,'
Up the
"Last Train from Gun Hill,
Five Man
Pennies,"
"Say One fo
"The
Who Understood
W
"A Hole in the Head," "The
Soldiers," "On the Beach,"
cus," "The Nun's Story," "Jol
Jones," among others.
Renovate

Carthay

(

4P
For Premiere
From THE DAILYofBureax
LOS ANGELES, May 17.
on plans designed by top rese?
gineers, a $75,000 renovatic
gram will begin June 1 at
Circle Theatre in preparation
July 15 West Coast premiere <;
uel Goldwyn's "Porgy and Be:
Four major technical advan
be installed in addition to tl

refurbishing of theatre's inter^
exterior.
impro- j
will includeTechnical
a newly-devised
seamless lenticular projection prs
complete acoustical treatment
theatre's interior, to be comple
der supervision of Michael R
of Radio Corporation of A
stereophonic speaker systems
installed under direction o
Hynes, sound director of Tc
and emplacement of new 1
wide angle 70MM short foca1
projection lenses.
NT Names Controll
LOS ANGELES, May 17.E. Jones, for the past 12 year,
ecutive with Lybrand, Ross
Montgomery,
public aocountai
ing
National Theatres,
has joi p
circuit as controller, it has bp
nounced by John B. Berte,
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Motion
Hit

people

;ph N. Welch, who just comI his motion picture debut in
;?reminger's
a MurI was featured"Anatomy
speaker ofhere
last
at the 50th anniversary dinner
e Deadline Club, New York
j?r of Sigma Delta Chi.
□
ude Johnson, formerly with
n Theatres of Georgia, has taken
he Wilkes Theatre, Washington,
□
J. Brown, long active in the
les and advertising fields in the
?st. has joined Trans-Lux TeleCorp. as Midwest division mantle succeeds Murray Oken, who
Tiie 1 will take over management
company Los Angeles office.
□
■ rles L. Townsend, manager of
ad kinescope facilities at NBC,
ing that post to join TelePrompDrp. as director of television en□
ry R. Patton, technical super)f projection for Colonial Wilurg, has been elected to the
Projection Practice Committee
Society of Motion Picture and
Usion Engineers.
g Guest of MGM
■ PLYWOOD, May 17. - King
uin of Belgium will be guest
MGM studios Tuesday as part
lay in Hollywood arranged for
»al visitor by the association of
r : i Picture Producers.
; vyn LeRoy and Mrs. LeRoy
itertain the king and his party
: >ri\ ate dinner later in evening.
< film guests attending the
• will be Eric Johnston, Motion
Association of America presivho arrives tomorrow especial-s.tithe occasion.
ikett Back

in K.C.

nSAS CITY, May 17. - Matt
tt. who has been manager of
KO Iowa Theatre in . Cedar
, has arrived in Kansas City to
ver managership of the MisTheatre, which has been reto RKO operation after serv| three years as the local show
for Cinerama. Plunkett will be
jng to a familiar job, having
for a relatively short time as
r of the Missouri before the
was leased by the Stanleyr circuit.
Dividend

Set

^-.LYYVOOD, May 17. - Allied
Hhas voted a quarterly dividend
i cents per share on its five and
jiper cent preferred stock, presfSteve Broidy has announced,
nt will be made June 15 to
aiders of record June 3.

Films

Picture
That

(Continued from page 1 )
against the "distorted America" charge,
arguing that most responsible producers avoid this and only a small
minority make films that can be considered in this light. The Congressmen, however, seemed little appeased.
All this came out in an Appropriations subcommittee hearing on U. S.
I. A.'s request for $106,112,000 for
the year starting July 1, an increase
of $4,215,000 over this year's appropriation. The total includes $5,752,300 for the motion picture service, a $459,200 increase over this

Daily
Hurt

America

they stoutly disavowed any desire to
set up censorship, they did suggest
the government could do more to
persuade film companies not to send
this type of film overseas.
Rep. Bow specifically listed "Blackboard Jungle" and "House of Bamboo" as two that he claimed had
caused an unfavorable reaction overseas. He said he had asked film companies why this type of film was
sent abroad, and that their answer
was that 40 per cent of their profits
came from overseas and that it was
therefore difficult to police1 the type
of pictures going overseas.
Bow said he did not like to see
U. S. I. A. work "handicapped by
those interested
in profit."Media
Refer ing tothe Filmonly
Information

year's appropriation.
The testimony was given in executive session last month and made
public over the weekend.
Johnston Sought Funds
The subcommittee attitude made
it seem clear the motion picture industry stands little chance of getting
the increase it sought in funds for
the Information Media Guaranty
Program. Motion Picture Export Association president Eric Johnston
testified before the subcommittee
seeking more money than the budget
provided for this program, under
which U. S. I. A. guaranties convertibility of film company earnings in
certain foreign countries.
Chairman Rooney (D., N. Y.), Rep.
Bow (R., O.) and Rep. Lipscomb (R.,
Calif.) led the criticism of the industry's film exports and also of the
recent Soviet film agreement. More
time was given these two subjects
than any other in the film division's
presentation.
The lawmakers argued that many
American films going overseas are
giving a wrong impression of American life and are increasing the difficulty of the job the U. S. I. A.
must do in selling America. While

The subcommittee tried to get
Shelton and U. S. Information Agency chief George Allen to name other
"objectionable" films, but they resisted, arguing this would seem
"censorship."
They finally did put in
life."
a list
of films they had turned down
for Information
Media Guaranty

Industry Dividends

AA

$678,000 in April
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 17. - Industry companies paid $678,000 in dividends this April, the Commerce Department reported, compared with
$258,000 paid in April of last year.
Total amount of dividends paid so
far this year reached $7,752,000,
Commerce said, almost a million
higher than the $6,438,000 paid in
the same period in 1958.

On

Hayward Scholarship
As a tribute to Susan Hayward,
whose new film, "Woman Obsessed,"
is her first to premiere on Broadway
since the actress won the Academy
and New York Film Critics' Award
as "the best actress of the year," 20th
Century-Fox will offer a Susan Hayward Dramatic Scholarship at the
summer session of the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts. Scholarship applications are open to girls between the ages of 18 and 21 in the
metropolitan area. Film opens at the
Paramount Theatre Friday.

Guaranty
he ofdeclared
do
not likeProgram,
to see some
these tax-"I
payers' funds going to these same
people who send these false pictures
abroad; it disturbs me." Rooney
agreed. Mentions Three Films
Rep. Lipscomb listed "High School
Confidential," "Blackboard Jungle"
and "Drag
Strip Girl"
as ones about
he'd
heard
unfavorable
comments
abroad. Shelton agreed the former
film
"does give
very distorted
view
of teenagers
in aAmerica,
and I think
it is one of the pictures I would
have
to classify
the point
of viewas of'unfortunate'
the proper from
presentation of the American way of

to Produce

Film

Arnold Rothstein
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 17.-Steve
Broidy, president of Allied Artists
Pictures, has announced that "The
Big Bankroll,"
LeoofKatcher's
bestseller on the life
Arnold Rothstein, one-time king of the nation's
gamblers and mastermind of the underworld, will be produced by Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond for
AA.
Author to Do Screenplay
The producers, in a deal involving
$150,000, acquired the Katcher book
and signed the author to do the
screenplay. Katcher arrives here from
New York this week to begin work
on the script.
Summer

Course

at NYU

The second annual Summer Motion Picture Workshop will be held
at New York University here from
July 27 to Sept. 4. Subjects to be
covered will include direction, production and writing.

Overseas

coverage in one particular country
during one particular year.
Shelton repeatedly told the subcommittee that "the effect of Hollywood pictures distributed abroad on
balance is helpful to the United
States." He conceded that some films
were "harmful" and "regrettable" but
added that U. S. I. A. is constantly
working with Hollywood film studios
on
entire
"we
havethis
found
the problem,
American and
film that
industry
extremely cooperative where they
are properly informed. There are
some producers and some writers and
directors that just simply are not responsive, but the great majority are."
Praises Cooperation
At another point Shelton said the
cooperation U. S. I. A. gets from top
industry officials such as Johnston, Y.
Frank Freeman, George Seaton and
others
outstanding."
declaredwas
the "really
effects of
U. S. I. A. He
efin recenttheyears
"haveof been
and Ifortsthink
number
very
films and very harmful films
been very much lessened in the

felt,
bad
has
past

several
years."
Lipscomb
said he
need
some
action,
and believed
we cannot"We
do
it just by verbal discussions. They
should be informed of the situation
being created, and understand it. I
think they have a great responsibility
not only abroad but in their own
Charge Soviets Gain Most
On the Soviet film agreement, subcommittee criticism centered on the
charge the Soviets would get more
outnation."
of it than would the U.S. Rooney
said the effect would be to move
Soviet films in this country out of
"side-street movie dumps" where
they have been playing into major
theatres where many more Americans would see them. Shelton said
more Americans might see Soviet
films, but the U. S. government felt
the important thing was that more
Russians would see American films.
Rooney then noted that the American films selected for Russian showing included
ones and
like asked
"Lili" what
and
"Roman
Holiday"
sort of picture of American life these
films would give the Russians. Shelton conceded the Russians were selecting entertainment films rather than
those that told about ordinary American life, but added that the Soviet
government is the one that does the
selecting
and about
the U.it. S.Allen
doesn't
much to say
said have
this
aspect of the agreement had been
worrying him.
Lipscomb Shocked
Lipscomb said he was "shocked and
surprised"
at plansof for
a Soviet
film
week,
exchange
stars,
and joint
production, and that he doubted the
American people were ready and
willing to accept them. Allen said
Soviet film exhibitions in this country
might have some impact on Americans, but "not nearly the impact that
an American premiere would have in
the Soviet Union."
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PRESOLD
THROUGH
BINS CROSBY
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■

SOLD

THROUGH
MUSIC

I

PRE SOLD
THROUGH
PUBLICITY

TEASER
TRAILER
AVAILABLE
GRATIS FROM 20th
EXCHANGES
For years the most influential salesman in radio
& TV, Bing Crosby sells the
picture in your theatre in
his own inimitable style and
with his personal endorsement. (Also in the Production Trailer from NSS.)
Also Available
BING CROSBY
TV TRAILERS
and
BING CROSBY
RADIO SPOTS
(plus a second style newtype Radio Spot Series right
from the soundtrack of the
picture!)
See Pressbook for
full details

for tie-ins with your town's
most influential promotion
men— the disk jockeys
—and for store window
displays, co-op ad
campaigns, giveaways, p.a.
system hook-ups, soundtrucks,
stunts,available:
etc., here's
the
material
TOP RECORDINGS
TITLE SONG

OF

"SAY ONE FOR ME" by:
BING CROSBY
on Columbia
DEBBIE REYNOLDS
on Dot
BILLY WARD
& THE DOMINOES
on Liberty
REX ALLEN
on Disneyland
and others to be announced
on the MGM, Decca,
Mercury, RCA Victor labels
TOP RECORDINGS OF
6 OTHER HIT SONGS
FROM THEplusPICTURE
by outstanding stars including
the top recording names today:
DEAN MARTIN
KAY STARR
JOHNNY MATH IS
TONY BENNETT
THE FOUR LADS
COMPLETE

SOUNDTRACK ALBUM
plus
on starring
Columbia

BING CROSBY
DEBBIE REYNOLDS
ROBERT WAGNER
and
COMPLETE SCORE ALBUM
on Disneyland
and
TICKET-SELLING
SHEET MUSIC
rmm m mm
1

FRANK

by

front-page newspaper
breaks, front-cover magazine
breaks, features, syndicates,
columnists, wire services
have built a steady barrage
of pre-opening penetration
for SAY ONE FOR ME!

WRITTEN By

BIG PACKAGE!
Get with 20th
the big
today
for

show in

and all
Summer
long!
June-

COLOR by DE LUXE
CINEMASCOPE
HIGH-FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND

TASHLIN
ROBERT

BIG PICTURE!

O'BRIEN
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'Anne' Northwest Bow
To Benefit Family
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, May 17. - Ted
Mann, president of World Theatres,
announced here that the Northwest
premiere of "The Diary Of Anne
Frank" which will be held in Minneapolis on June 4 will be a benefit
for the family of a Minneapolis
policeman who was killed in the line
of duty last week.
Mann said that the Mayor of Minneapolis isplanning to issue a proclamation in honor of the opening.
Many local personalities are expected
to attend.
DuMont

Meet

{Continued from page 1)
Goldsmith, Jr., Oscar Lasdon, Robert
A. Maes, Paul Raibourn, David T.
Schultz, Percy M. Stewart and Edwin
L. Weisl.
The notice states that as of April
8 last, Paramount Pictures Corp.
owned 634,000 shares of Du Mont,
or approximately 26.9 per cent of
the 2,361,092 shares outstanding, and
that the "board of directors knows of
no other stockholders holding of record or owning beneficially more than
10 per cent of the outstanding common stock of the company."
Pushing Color-TV Work
The notice also states that Du Mont
is continuing its work of establishing
commercial mass production of the
Lawrence single gun color television
Chropicturematictube
Division.forIt Paramount's
reports that at
the
end
its been
secondreimbursed
year's work,
Du
Mont ofhad
in the
amount of approximately $1,083,600
by Chromatic for expenditures to
that date, and that its current monthly
billings to Chromatic are at the rate
of approximately $40,000.
It notes that under its agreement
with Chromatic, Du Mont, in addition
to being reimbursed for all costs incurred by it in carrying out the program, also is entitled to a 3% per cent
participation in the gross royalties or
other proceeds which are derived by
Chromatic from its Chromatron patent rights.
David Blum Retires
(Continued from page 1)
a member of its general Legal Department. In 1928, he was transferred
to the International Division, where
he organized and conducted its own
Legal Department and became secretary of M-G-M's overseas operations.
In 1931, Blum organized publicity
activities for M-G-M abroad and added the directorship of international
publicity, then censorship, then superimposed titles, among his duties.
With expanding operations, Law and
Titles were delegated to separate departments.
His separation from M-G-M took
place last Friday.

Ask

Picture

Exhibitor-

(Continued
purposes."
The three
clerkwitnesses,
would be
touch
with the
Morsein
said, so they would have "full opportunity to supply whatever information" they wished to supply. The theatre spokesmen, who said they would
cooperate fully with Morse's request,
were A. Julian Brylawski, representing the Theatre Owners of America;
Ernest G. Stellings, American Congress of Exhibitors; and Frank C. Lydon, Allied Theatres of New England.
Morse listed five points which he
wanted covered in the memorandum.
He asked first for "the best estimate"
of the number of employees covered
by the act if theatres were specifically included under the minimum wage
law or if a court should interpret the
law as covering theatres. He wanted,
in addition the present pay
brackets for all theatre employees
with a breakdown giving the number
of people in each bracket.
Requests Background Information
The Oregon Senator, who was the
only committee member present at
the hearing, also requested "some estimate" of the ages of exhibition employees and some description of their
family situation; information on
"what their present financial status
really is"; and information on the
number of theatre employees now receiving wages above the prescribed
minimum.
The three exhibition spokesmen
said they would be glad to assist the
committee clerk in preparing the
memorandum, but that they thought
it might take them some time to
gather all the necessary information.
In brief appearances before Morse
made his request for the memorandum, Brylawski, Stellings and Lydon
read prepared statements opposing
Warner Theatre
(Continued from page 1)
program is due on June 15, allowing
nine days before the June 24 world
premiere for thorough testing of the
new equipment and for pre-premiere
press showings now tentatively scheduled for the two days before the
premiere.
Cinerama projection booth equipment was removed last night after the
final performance. The booth will be
dismantled and a new booth constructed, complete with tiled floor and
acoustic treatment.
Booth equipment work includes the
installation of sound equipment— amplifiers, pre-amplifiers and control
units— and the three projectors necessary to the Todd-AO wide-screen
process. Sound system and projectors,
with the necessary electrical wiring
to the booth and backstage, will be
supervised jointly by Stanley Warner
engineers, Altec and Todd-AO.
On the stage, the Cinerama screen
will be dismantled. Scaffolding will
be erected for necessary demolition.
The screen frame and screen itself
will be erected for the new Todd-AO

Monday, May 13

Daily

Employee

Data

from page 1)
the bill, which would bring under
minimum wage coverage employees
of all individual theatres or theatre
chains grossing more than $500,000 a
year. Stellings asked that motion picture theatres "be specifically and actually excluded by name from the
proposed minimum wage regulaHe pointeddecreased
out that by
1958 seven
theatretions."attendance
per cent from the 1957 figure and
said he "saw no reason why this condition will materially improve durahead."
ing the coming
Stellings
told months
the committee that
the proposed legislation would hit
hardest at the operator of one or two
theatres. He believed, he said, "that
the proponents of this legislation
would least of all desire to adversely
affect the small businessman operating one or two theatres." Such theatre operators, he went on "could least
afford this
to pay
under
law.the minimum provided"
Included in Exemptions
Brylawski declared that committee
"theathatcovered
assured him
had intended
members
tres are not
to be
by this bill." But he said he thought
there was a possibility that some Labor Department ruling or legal definition might find exhibitors "caught in
the ponderous machinery of litigation." Ifthe committee did not intend
to cover theatres in the bill, he said,
then they should be included in the
list of exemptions under section nine
of the bill.

Lydon spoke briefly, maintaining that the bill was discriminatory and "would jeopardize the indus" and then
in allrecord
put
its branches,
he made
the statement
into trythe
to the committee at its 1957 hearings
on similar legislation.
De Rochemont

to Make

4 All World's a Stage'
Louis de Rochemont, producer of
"Cinerama Holiday" and "Windjammer," has announced plans to produce "All the World's a Stage." His
new project will attempt on the
screen an up-to-date version of the
sort of extravaganza that once made
the old Hippodrome shows a prime
tourist attraction for visitors to New
York. "All the World's a Stage," as
planned, will be a two-hour widescreen show "combining both known
and unexplored elements from the
realms of tractions
global
business."
utilized show
will come
from Atall
the fields of entertainment— from the
music hall, the circus, carnivals,
legitimate drama, the dance (ethnic,
modern and ballet), concert music
and jazz.
De Rochemont's latest production,
"Man on a String," for Columbia release, will be finished shooting June
2 and the producer is going ahead
immediately with the new project.
He returned from Berlin last week,
where he discussed co-production
and distribution deals.

10,000

Phllahlphi

To Welcome WB Tr p
More than 10,000 Philadel] ji
led by Mayor Richardson Diljjt
will welcome the members
Warner Bros. Transcontinental
Parade today on their arrival
morrow's world premiere of
Theatre.
Young Philadelphians" at the
The reception committee wil
the troupe of young Hollywoo.
at a luncheon in the John Wan
department store at which May;
worth will preside. Among tl
ables
presentHorse
will Show
be theandoffi<C
the Devon
Fair, which is sponsoring the c
of "The Young Philadelphiai
the benefit of Bryn Mawr H
Visited 34 Cities
The coast-to-coast Hoi
"goodwill mission" left the fih
tal May 6 by Greyhound Sc
ser, visiting 34 cities and mo
200 towns in its cross-counti
The
arriving
in Phila
from group,
Harrisburg,
will proceed
York after the premiere of th
ingtheof Criterion
"The Young
Philadeliai
at
Theatre
here i
day morning.
Cannes Actor A war
3 'Compulsion' Sta
Bradford Dillman, Dean St
and Orson Welles split the av,
best actor of the year at the
Cannes Film Festival, it w
closed at the weekend. The t
honored for work in 20th C
Fox's "Compulsion."
Simone Signoret was nam
actress for her performance in
"Orfeu
Negro," a French fi4
At
The inTop."
duced
Brazil, won the f
Pali|
Golden Truff;
grand prize,
director
was the
Francois
"Les 400 Coups." The Itali
"Polycarpe," was named bet
flies
Fly Here" the be;
and Czechoslovakia's
edy, "Don't
Peck

on 'HilV Tom

Unit
star ofbegins
Peck, Hill,"
"Pork Chop
ists'Gregory
week, 11-city personal app
tour tomorrow to promote loc
campaigns in advance of key :
openings. Peck will participa
full schedule of promotional
ties in San Francisco, Chicago
Mil'
D., C.,
ville,
, San ton,
Dallas,
Antonio
HoustonWashing
Ft. Worth and New York.
Exchange Extensio;
(Continued from page 1
negotiated.
comment as Menshikov
he called atmacth
rangements
negotiating
a
to disc'
Department forFriday
of the agreement, negotiated
years
The
official insaidJanuary
he felt1958.
the cult)
changehe pact
success
that
wouldhadlikebeen
to see
it i
extended but expanded.
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One

by Unions

By J. A. OTTEN
SHINGTON,
May 18. - The
3iistration has asked Congress to
1 the Federal minimum wage
> any enterprise which has more
* ' 100 employes and gets more
SI, 000,000 worth of goods a
rom outside the state.
Administration proposal would
if btedly cover many large theand theatre chains, but would be
lclusive than one being pushed
Congressional Democrats and
. That would extend coverage
(Continued on page 5)
m
\\ Francisco, State
Yew Toll-TV Fight
~.,\ Special to THE DAILY
T\ FRANCISCO, May 18.-For
• cond time in a year the toll-TV
»n has involved this city and
ite government in a sharp juris( h! dispute.
rently awaiting legislative aci It Sacramento are two bills op: . by the toll-TV interests and for
,ru st time the city fathers are on
ll-TV side but only on this one
The city government consist-t.ihas shown strong disinclination
:; i (Continued on page 5)

On

Theatres

eo. Studio Expansion
J From THE DAILY Bureau
JLLYWOOD, May 18. - Repub' crures announced $2,000,000
e spent on an expansion profor the studio, which will in{ a three-sectional stage to be
1 at a cost of $1,500,000 and a
a set to cost $500,000. This is
with Republic's future plans
' »re rental deals.

to

for Minimum

Secure
Wage

Karp

Data
Unit

From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 18.— As Senate hearings continued today on Federal
minimum wage legislation, theatre exhibitors were laying plans to gather together the information requested Friday by Senator Morse (D., Ore.).
A. Julian Brylawski, who represented the Theatre Owners of AmerBudget $1,000,000 on
ica at the hearing, said he hoped to
build up the information Morse re'Soldiers' Promotion
quested by obtaining answers to a
questionnaire
United Artists will spend in excess section
theatres.of some 40 to 50 crossMorse asked exhibitor witnesses to
of $1,000,000 in promoting its "blue(Continued on page 5)
chip" "The Horse Soldiers," Roger H.
Lewis, national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, anTechnicolor Consumer
nounced at a trade press conference
here yesterday.
The promotional campaign will Operations Increasing
(Continued on page 2)
By WARREN G. HARRIS
The increasing importance of con20th-Fox Holders Vote
sumer developing and processing to
Technicolor, Inc. was demonstrated
Today on Studio Sale
the company's annual stockholders
Twentieth Century-Fox stockhold- at
meeting here yesterday, when execuers are expected to approve the $56,tive vice-president John R. Clark,
110,000 deal for the purchase by
Jr., reported
business toinmore
this
field
in
1959 that
wouldits amount
Webb & Knapp, realtors, of the com(Continued
on
page
4)
pany's studio facilities and real estate
at Beverly Hills, Calif., when they
convene at the home office today.
Terms of the deal were agreed See Favorable Report for
(Continued on page 4)
AB-PT 'Holders Today
A report featuring continued prog'Fisherman' World Bow
ress by the television division of
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Set at Rivoli Aug. 5
Theatres is expected to be made to
the annual meeting of company
"The Big Fisherman," a Rowland
V. Lee production in 70 mm. Pana- stockholders at the home office today
vision and Technicolor, adapted from by Leonard Goldenson, president.
While the company's theatre, radio
Lloyd C. Douglas' novel, will have
operations are profitable
its world premiere Aug. 5 at the Riv- and record
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

,s
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Balaban

Hole

in

the

Head

U.A. — Sincap — CinemaScope
As a rich frosting of box office icing over a cake concocted of solid family and universal audience appeal, this Capra-Sinatra offering surrounds
a warm and touching story with a half dozen stars every one of whom
turns in a performance equal to the best of his career, production values
in the glittering resort city of Miami Beach photographed in DeLuxe
color and wide screen, sparkling dialogue matching and counterpointing
the emotionalism of the story, and a new child star in Eddie Hodges whose
red hair, freckles and irresistible smile guarantee a wide and continuing
interest in his career.
Selecting the best of a sextet of performances by Frank Sinatra, Caro(Continued on page 4)

Says

Other Activities Also;
Praises Freeman

Warmly

By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD,
18.— "It
will
be the policy of the May
company
to augment and expand the creative activities of the studio in order to develop
a greater program of important products to meet the needs of our exhibitor cutsomers," Barney Balaban,

Barney Balaban
Frank Freeman
Paramount Pictures president, said
yesterday in commenting on his appointment ofJacob H. Karp as head
of the studio, succeeding Y. Frank
Freeman, resigned.
"To this end," Balaban continued,
(Continued on page 5)

Justice, ASCAP
REVIEW:
A

pend $2,000,000

Questionnaire

Near

Agreement on Decree
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 18. - Justice
Department officials and representatives of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers have
reached agreement on all but one
point in a major revision of the ASCAP consent decree.
Negotiations have been going on
almost continuously for the past several months, and Justice officials hope
to wind up the negotiations within
the next few weeks. Onlv point on
which agreement has not yet been
reached, they said, was the extent to
which royalty credit should be given
on TV-show background music.

Motion
Skiatron
PERSONAL
MENTION

LING, Loew's
EMER
EST
ERN
res vicepresident and adTheat
vertising director, is en route to Europe on a combined business and
pleasure trip.
•
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., Columbia
Pictures executive in charge of advertising-publicity, has arrived in Kansas City from New York.
•
Fortunat Raronat, Univerasl Pictures foreign publicity director, has
returned to his duties following convalescence from surgery.
•
R. G. Kranze, vice-president of
Stanley Warner Cinerama, returned
to New York yesterday from Europe.
•
Murray Lenekoff, assistant to Eugene has
Picker,left
president
Theatres,
New YorkofforLoew's
a vacation in Florida.
•
Rouben Mamoulian, director, who
was guest of honor on Friday at the
Harvard University Victory Ranquet,
returned to Hollywood yesterday
from New York.
•
Dana Wynter, starred in United
Artists "Shake Hands with the Devil,"
will leave here today for Dublin, Ireland, there to join James Cagney and
Glynis Johns, also starred, and
George Glass and Walter Seltzer,
executive producers, for the premiere
of the film on Thursday.
Cagney

to Be

Honored

HOLLYWOOD, May 18. - The
motion picture industry will honor
James Cagney as he begins his 30th
year in films with party at the Screen
Directors Guild on the evening of
June 2.
A highlight of affair will be showing of Cagney 's latest picture, "Shake
Hands with the Devil," Pennebaker,
Inc., production. Clips from a number
of old Cagney films will also be shown.

NEW

YORK

Picture

Going Ahead

With

Ballet Videotapes
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 18. - KTLA
will videotape four one-hour performances of the Rolshoi Rallet for Matthew Fox, head of Skiatron of
America on June 2 or 3. Taping will
be done at KTLA studios.
What Fox, who made a deal with
Sol Hurok for television rights to the
ballet, will do with the tapes is still
a matter of conjecture.
Plans for a nationwide theatre telecast collapsed due to exhibitor dissatisfaction with terms and arrangements, lack of sufficient theatre
equipment and proposed admission
charges. So did a later proposal made
to the Columbia Rroadcasting System to put the ballet on free home
TV in return for public solicitations
for $1 contributions to Skiatron.
'Roadshow' Considered
It is understood that Fox might
make another network deal for the
tapes or syndicate them at prime
prices to stations on a local basis. He
might also "roadshow" the tapes in
theatres equipped with TV closed
circuit installations.
Rename V. C. Group to
Cancer Institute Board
Representatives
New reelected
York's Va-to
riety Tent 35 haveofbeen
the board of directors of the Institute
of Applied Riology, the cancer research organization which is the New
York Tent's Heart Project and which
won International Variety's annual
Heart Award at the Las Vegas convention recently.
The Variety Club representatives
on the board of the Institute are:
Irving Dollinger, Jack H. Levin, Ira
Meinhardt, Tent 35 chief barker;
Charles Okun and Charles Smakwitz.
$5000 at 'Jane' Benefit
WASHINGTON, May 18. - The
Washington premiere of Columbia's
"It
to Jane"
the TransLux Happened
Theatre here
tonightat raised
over
$5,000 for the benefit of the Episcopal Home for Children. Top government officials and international dignitaries were on hand for the gala benefit, which was held under the patronage of the Rt. Rev. Angus Dun,
Rishop of Washington.
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Soldier
'Page One' Award Voted
To Kramer's 'Defiant Ones'
Stanley Kramer's "The Defiant
Ones" will receive the Newspaper
Guild of New York "Page One" award
for
pictures
at Hotel
the Guild's
annualmotion
ball June
26 at the
Astor.
A panel of Guild members voted the
award to the United Artists release
for its "civilized, adult approach in
motion picture terms to one of the profound President
problems of our
time."
Former
Harry
S. Truman
will
be given
One"26 award
in public
affairstheat "Page
the June
event,
and other citations will be made in
the fields of journalism, science,
sports,
sic and theatre,
labor. radio, television, mu-

'Philadelphians' Has
World Premiere Tonight
Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, May 18. - The
world premiere of Warner Rros.'
"The
Young Philadelphians"
be
held tomorrow
evening at the will
Stanley
Theatre here. Philadelphia notables
and entertainment celebrities will attend the benefit opening sponsored
by the Devon Horse Show and County Fair, with proceeds going to the
Bryn Mawr Hospital.
Dick Clark Emcee
Dick Clark, the ABC-TV star, will
be master of ceremonies for the premiere. Participating in the premiere
festivities will be Arthur Kaufman,
former president of Gimbels in Philadelphia and chairman of the premiere
committee; Lawrence Kelly, president
of the Devon Horse Show; the members of the Warner Rros. Transcontinental Star Parade that traveled
coast-to-coast by Greyhound Scenicruiser from Hollywood to be present
at the opening, and Richard Powell,
author of "The Philadelphian," the
novel on which "The Young Philadelphians" isbased.
'Surrender9 to A.A.
HOLLYWOOD, May 18. - Allied
Artists has concluded negotiations
with the Cory Film Corp. for distribution of "Surrender— Hell!" The film,
photographed in the Philippines, stars
Keith Andes, Susan Cabot and two
Filipino stars, Paraluman and Nester
de Villa.

THEATRES
Offering 'Switchblade'
HOLLYWOOD, May 18.-Sam Nathanson and Al Wieder, who recently
acquired
"Switchblade,"
picture
shot in Texas
and Mexico,a starring
Robert Hutton and Carol Ohm art, report they will negotiate for the sale
of the film to a major distributor in
lieu of distribution through their
franchise affiliates.

Tuesday, May If

(Continued from page 1
focus on intensive local leve
paigns
heavyof cooperative
tising invia
advance
key region;
dates set for the end of June,
said. An important part of 1
vance exploitation campaign i
a special series of full-page cc
for pictorial review papers i
cago, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Washington, Detroit, Los Ang<
Louis, Philadelphia, Dallas ai
Francisco.
In 25 Cities
In addition, UA is prep;
series of color ads and facin
page ads for heavy opening
penetration in some 25 cities
the country. Other importa,
ments of the over-all promot
elude two United Artists rec
bums, one of the soundtrack
and another called "Constano
ers Sings to the Horse Soldier:
sonal appearance tours by John
and William Holden: special
turettes and newsreel clips; a
previews;
and book promotioi
Dell and Harpers.
"The Horse Soldiers" will 1
world premiere on June 17, in
port,
where
location
filmi
done. La.,
It will
debut
on Broad
June 24 at the Astor Theat
break in key cities throughc
country around the same tin
Leon Roth,
vice-president
Mirisch
Company,
which pi
the $5,000,000 epic, said that
ture was shot from the very
ning with an eye out for sum
lease. It will thus be availa
the entire season and take ad
of the huge resort and vacat
dience, it was stated.
Whole Budget On the Scr
Martin Rackin, co-producer
Horse
Jo
Mahin, Soldiers"
said that along
all of with
the $5,
budget
the picture
screen," of
pointing
out that "isthe;
no "major
studio
met
and "none
of theoverheads"
padding
living which usually goes w
From theofvery
beginning,
locationing
movies."
said, "our intention was to
the salaries
paid Wayne Heand d<
blue
chip production."
—$750,000 each plus a perceri
the profits—
by stating
"I don
creative
people
ever get
toe

J. M. Ricci Dies at 85

'Net' To

MERIDEN, Conn., May 18. Joseph M. Ricci, 85, veteran exhibitor of this area, whose first theatre
was built here in 1913, is dead following along illness. At the time of
his death he owned the Capitol TheaRicci.tre here, managed by his son, A. Leo

"The Man In The Net,"
money."
Alan Ladd, will open with "Tht
Maja" atin the
Loew'son Metre
Theatre
Rrooklyn
May M|7|
stead of "Steel Rayonet," as p [ifl
ly announced. Roth are United rtl
releases.
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Technicolor

Ends;
(Continued from page 1)

Technicolor is "devoted to raising itself to new plateaus." Kalmus was
quoted as saying "our competitors
marvel at our degree of accomplishment" in the field of consumer processing and developing.
Yesterday's meeting was relatively
quiet, until John Gilbert, a regular
at stockholders meetings, tried to have
the session adjourned until what he
termed "proper proxy statements"

Experi-us
•JL. theence ■'Know-howhave oftaught
ot
.— ^ Trailers
making. .Special
^f-1
, Try
us with your next
630 Ninth Ave.
1327 S. Wabash
CHICAGO, 111. ffilmack NEW YORK/ N.Y,

Contract

Sig

Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N. Y., May 18,

than $12,000,000
"priorto todistributors
the subtraction of discounts
and wholesalers."
Clark, substituting for president
Herbert T. Kalmus, who was in Hollywood recuperating from recent surgery, also said that Technicolor's professional footage sales would approximate those of last year. He attributed this holding the line to the
fact that while Hollywood has decreased its over-all production output,
it is "emphasizing larger and bigger
pictures, which call for the use of
color."Marquardt Pact Outlined
Another development that Technicolor islooking forward to with anticipation isan agreement announced at
the meeting yesterday, which calls for
the Marquardt Corp. to apply Technicolor's TV Bandwith Reduction
System to military requirements. The
system permits wireless transmission
of television signals over greater distances on land and at sea without deterioration of picture quality, it was
reported, and Marquardt will use it
in the field of electronics and advanced military systems.
Technicolor, Inc. had a consolidated
net loss of approximately $44,630 or
two cents a share, during the first
four periods— four weeks each— of
1959, as compared with earnings of
$78,971, or four cents a share, in the
same period last year, it was announced. Clark said it would be "imp
for
the wholeos ible" topredict
of 1959,exact
butearnings
said they
could turn out to be about the same
as last year, namely, 28 cents per
share.
Reports on Foreign Activity
Clark also reported that Technicolor, Ltd., a subsidiary, had earnings
before taxes of 65,000 pounds in the
first three months of 1959, as compared with 67,000 pounds in the same
period of 1958. Technicolor Italiana,
which began operations in Rome in
May, 1958, will report a loss of about
845,000 for its first year. Clark pointed
out that the' earnings of the foreign
companies are not included in the
figures reported for Technicolor, Inc.
David S. Shattuck, treasurer, read
a letter from Kalmus which stated that

Picketin

ing
of the
Turnpike which
Drive-In,ci
urban
Westmere,
throughout
its winter
monthser
eration by Alan
V. Iselin,
cently with the signing of
contract between him and Pr<
ists Local 324, of Albany.
Iselin said the agreement
one man in the booth, his b
"first" among the unionized c
of the Albany area to achic
Iselin's Auto-Vision, in East
bush, continues under an u
contract.
The circuit-operated indo<
tres of Albany, Schenectady a
A scene from "A Hole in the Head.

A

Hole

in the

have
deals, negotiated
with the one-man-in-tl
IATSE open
cals, during the past year.
Head

(Continued from page
'Fisherman'

CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
lyn Jones, Edward G. Robinson, Thelma Ritter, Eleanor Parker and
Keenan Wynn would be an impossible task. Matching all them, laugh
for laugh, and tear for tear, is the performance of Hodges. The finished
product is a tribute to Frank Capra's genius as a director and his ability
to bind together the rich and varied ingredients.
Sinatra, widower, dreamer, gambler and promoter, lives on the brink
of bankruptcy with his young son, Hodges, as the proprietor of a small
but pretentious hotel on the edge of Miami's gaudy resort community.
Guest in the hotel is Miss Jones, pleasure-seeking, thrill-loving, bongoplaying temptation to Sinatra to give up the struggle to keep his son with
him. Beyond that her role adds little to the furtherance of the plot but
contributes enormously to the scenery.
Desperate for money when the sheriff threatens to attach the hotel,
Sinatra, turns to his older brother, Edward G. Robinson, and his sisterin-law, motherly Thelma Ritter, proprietors of a clothing store in the
Bronx. They fly to the rescue, not for prodigal Sinatra's sake but for the
sake of the boy, but they pose a condition. Sinatra must marry respectably, preferably Eleanor Parker, attractive widowed friend of Miss Ritter,
following which Robinson will set him up in business as a storekeeper.
Reluctant to deceive Miss Parker, but driven by his desire to keep
his son with him, Sinatra turns for help to Keenan Wynn, friend of
earlier penniless days but now an international promoter. On a party
with Wynn, he wins enough money to save his hotel at Hialeah but
promptly loses it in a further attempt to impress Wynn who brushes him
off when he finds he is a sponger. In a touching climax he decides to
send the boy home with Robinson and Miss Ritter, a plan that fails when
the boy, Robinson, Miss Ritter and Miss Parker all decide they cannot
abandon him.
Replete with comedy situations which are a foil to the basically sentimental story, and tinselled with the sensuous attractions of Miss Jones
and the gaudy surroundings, the production has something for everybody
and plenty for the box office.
Running time, 120 minutes. General classification. July release.
James D. Ivbrs
were put in the mails. A vote was
held to see if stockholders would vote
to join Gilbert in his proposition, but
they were almost overwhelmingly in
favor of management and the meeting
continued. Gilbert later engaged in
heated arguments with Hugh Fulton,
Technicolor counsel and a director,
and with several stockholders, but
succeeded only in getting both sides
of the dais perturbed.
The principal business before stockholders was the election of four directors for a period of three years: Kalmus, Lester G. Clark, Leonard S.
Lyon and William G. Rabe.

Miss Hayward
With

Argentine

Honored
Award

Argentina's "Golden Gaucho" statuette was awarded yesterday in absentia to Susan Hayward at the Argentine pavilion of the World Trade
Fair in the Coliseum. The presentation was made by the Argentine Consul-General Ramon Casanova to RobWise, director
of "I Hayward,
Want to Live!"
who ertaccepted
for Miss
voted
the best actress for her performance
in that picture at the Mar Del Plata
film festival in Argentina.

oli Theatre here on a reser\
10-performances-a-week basis
Announcement
of the debvjo
film
was made yesterday
Irving H. Ludwig, presidenl
Buena Vista Film Distribute
pany, and E. H. Rowley, (
vice-president of the Unitec
Theatre Circuit, operators
Rivoli.
20th-Fox Holders
(Continued from page
upon last month but consu
is awaiting the required sto
Stockholders also will vott
proposed and
reelection
of 10
directors
on abrogation
approval.
striction
against
the
sale wif
years of stock acquired
by
company officers through opi
See Favorable Rep
(Continued from page
and the outlook favorable pa:
strong
gains have
been the
madici
TV division,
pushing
stock to new highs recently.
Reelection of AB-PT dir.
expected at today's meeting,
'Dog' Breaks Rec(
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Ma/
With long lines for nearly c
formance
pat1
ing turned and
away,numerous
the Uptowr
in Kansas City established nt
records during the past wfl
with
"The p^
Dog." Walt
On the Disney's
basis of receipt
the theatre's
gross$20,000.
for the fii
will
be around
Fast Start for 'Joi!
BOSTON, May 18. - C
"It Happened to Jane" rolled
$10,433
in theengageme
first fiv<
its
world gross
premiere
Astor Theatre here. Business
building
up steadily
since tht
on Wednesday,
reaching
a
$3,367 on Saturday.
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ipand Para.
(Continued from page 1)
resources of the company will
lploved to acquire and develop
itant creative talent and material
production."
! phaseswhoof has
1I ^man.
been in ill health
l isuffering a coronary some time
j tad asked to be relieved of his
1 |»'hile on a visit to the home ofiree weeks ago.
-1]'
© His resignation
o
i ccepted by Balaban on SaturFreeman's
executive
ii ind
nt at Karp,
the studio
since 1940,
was
1. 1 to succeed him.
ill Continue as Consultant
f'eman will continue with Paraf) on a consultative basis and,
'Trers here believe, new executive
i :tion talent may be named to
with Karp, a lawyer, who was
i xl to the studio from the home
j to 1932.
i ,?man, reached at the studio to• (told Motion Picture Daily
Pe wishes he could do for Karp
Karp has done for him, as he
en carrying the load for a long
and
" ns. added, "we are switching
~ "*man also said that he will
. >lv continue as chairman of the
yj of the Association of Motion
! Producers until the next eleci March, 1960, and hopes at
pie he will be replaced, as he
I -Id this post for the past 15
Lauded by Balaban
" ccepting Freeman's resignation
n said: "Frank Freeman has
"<ie than 20 years been a foun: stone of Paramount, and in the
: : of all of us so shall he always
tt. His devotion to the company,
nn loyalty and deep integrity
: ;nriched us all. Xo hours have
30 long, no task too great. He
itrt-en
of himself constantly
his
st dedication.
As head ofin our
• he has been respected, not onlv
loyal co-workers at Paramount,
o by the entire industry. In his
r;i and in his participation in
iff airs he has brought great
to our industry. He was and
-i $eat source of pride to his many
throughout the film world.
'fO^y %ve au understand his deciv.ork less arduously in order
• ' ver his physical well-being."
eman Praises Co-Workers
riis statement of resignation,
;J;n said in part: "It would have
npossible for anyone to have
':i Jorded any more loyal coopera: d help than I received from
J nbers of the Paramount organTo all of them I say thank
_ id especially to Barney Bala• i the directors of the company
r* r friendship and loyal coopera, t I will remain associated with
jrifnt, assuming such responsi3#as are within the limits of my
abilities is, of course, a
. jf great pleasure and satisf aerie. I am especially pleased
k Karp, my loyal associate for
|'& has agreed to take over the
1
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(Continued from page 1)
The

My

MGM-RKO

st erians

Teleradio — CinemaScope

There are prorably more rocketships, flying saucers and other space
age inventions in this Japanese-made science fiction thriller than in any
other entry of its type of recent date. Even the most jaded action fan
will have to admit that some of the scenes of mass catastrophes, the
seemingly endless sky and ground skirmishes and the ultra-modern "Buck
Rogers" settings have seldom, if ever, been equalled.
Smart showmen who plug these spectacular assets to the hilt should
be amply rewarded, especially since the CinemaScope and Eastman
Color release will be available during the peak summer vacation months.
Although the cast is predominantly Japanese and the dialogue is dubbed,
these are entirely secondary considerations, for they in no way detract
from the over-all effectiveness of the piece.
The Mysterians are the former inhabitants of a planet named Mvsteroid, which, according to the screenplay by Takeshi Kimura, exploded
mam- centuries ago and left a group of small stars inhabited by intelligent
life. During the course of the story, they are attempting to make a landing on earth and eventually take over the whole planet.
These attempts are first made in a series of catastrophes such as landslides and earthquakes and even an attack by a huge robot which shoots
death-dealing rays from its eyes. The robot is finally destroyed, but soon
after, the earth splits open and a tremendous dome emerges. This is the
headquarters of the Mysterians, who threaten the earth with extinction
if their demands, including intermarriage with earth-women, are not met.
The earth leaders, however, agree not to submit to these demands, and
the rest of the picture is involved with then efforts to wipe out the
Mysterians.
The chief protagonists of the story are two scientists, Akihiko Hirata
and Kenji Sahara, the first allying himself with the Mysterians to study
their way of life and eventually playing an important part in their destruction.
The RKO Teleradio picture, which is being released here by MGM,
was produced by Tomoyuki Tanaka and directed by Inoshffo Honda.
The English version is by Peter Riethof and Carlos Montalban, and
supervised bv Jay Bonafield.
Running time, 85 minutes. General classification. Release, in June.
Warren G. Harris

'Philadelphians' Group
To Be Honored by W.B.
Warners will be host at a cocktail
party at the Playbill Bestaurant here
on Thursday to the group of Hollywood "new faces" making a national
bus tour on behalf of "The Young
Philadelphians." The party will celebrate completion of their coast-tocoast goodwill tour on behalf of the
industry.
In the group to be honored are
Erin O'Brien, Jack Kelly, Connie
Stevens, Boger Smith, Diane Jergens,
Will Hutchins, Arlene Howell, Ty
Hardin, Alan Hale, Jr., Troy Donahue,
Peter Brown, Jacqueline Beer and
Louis Quinn.
duties as head of the studio. Paramount, in my opinion, could not have
found
a
better man
the position."of
Commenting
on theforappointment
Karp to the key post at Paramount,
Balaban said: "What Frank Freeman
has said about Jack Karp is a sentiment I fulh' share. It was a source
of extreme satisfaction to me that the
person recommended by Frank Freeman as his successor, capable of filling this most important executive position, was available from within our
own ranks."

Plan Questionnaire
(Continued from page 1)
supply information on the number
of
employes
be affected
by
minimum
wage who'd
extension,
present pay
scales and the number of workers in
each salary group, the age and family
status of the workers, and other relevant information. Brylawski said he
hoped to obtain this by getting data
from some 40 to 50 theatres in the
Washington area— covering drive-ins
and indoor, large and small, chain and
independent— and build up typical figures for the industry from this sampling. He said he hoped it would not
take too long to assemble this information.
Germans May Produce
Cinemiracle Feature
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 18. - Several
German motion picture producers
want to make a feature production in
the Cinemiracle process, Budy Travnicek, president of Modem Cinema
Systems, Munich, stated here today.
The proposed production would be
financed by German sources, if acceptable to National Theatres, he
stated.

to any enterprise selling over $500,000 a' year.
Exhibitor officials last Friday testified before a Senate Labor Subcommittee urging that theatres remain
exempt from the law.
Appearance Postponed
The Administration stand was to
have been presented to the Subcommittee today by Labor Secretary Mitchell, but his appearance was postponed until tomorrow. Senator Prouty
(R., Vt. ), a member of the committee, however, jumped the gun on
Mitchell and made public the Administration's bil .
An Administration explanation of
the bill made public by Prouty made
it plain that the $1,000,000 input
standard and the 100 employes test
would be the standards for a chain as
well as for an individual, independent
theatre. It said the figures would
apply whether the activities were
"performed in one or more establishments or by one or more corporate
or other organizational units."
Coverage Based on Sales
The union-backed bill introduced
by Senator Kennedy (D., Mass.) has
no test based on the number of workers. Moreover, as already noted, it
would base its coverage on sales
rather than on the value of items
brought in from outside the state.
Frisco
(ContiToll-TV
nued from page 1)

for franchising any pay-as-you-view
outfit.
MayorlativeGeorge
legiscommittee Christopher's
has voted unanimously to oppose the two State Asbills giving the State Public
Utilities sembly
Commission control of pay
television. The bills, introduced by
Assemblyman Louis Francis, would
require State permits for pay-TV operations and would prohibit use by
pay-TV
firms
of programs
that are
shown free
elsewhere
in the State.
Thetion toMayor's
committee's
opposi-is
both measures,
however,
based solely on the grounds that they
might prevent the city from levying
use and franchise taxes on pay-TV.
Filed Two Bills Last Year
Last year Francis was chairman of
a legislative committee which held
public hearings drroughout the State,
the point of which was to establish
grounds for legislative action on payTV control and which subsequentlv
resulted in the two bills Francis introduced.
Of all die cities in the State where
the hearings were held, San Francisco, noted for its hostility toward
pay-TV, was the only city with official spokesmen opposing State jurisdiction. Whereas the other hearings
were routine affairs, die San Francisco meetings were replete with fireworks. Aligned widi official city
spokesmen were representatives of
the theatre exhibitors, notablv Arnold
Childhouse, treasurer of die United
California circuit of 100 theatres.
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Revive Own Filming
'?an Broadcasting-Paramount
is prepared to finance new
m by independent producers
swell
reasing
ofailable
picres but
lely to
iroduc:ts own
;ar fuIeonard
n s on,
, told
PicDaily
L. H. Goldenson
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AB-PT

Meeting

rp New Promotions
2 affiliates of the northern
of American Broadcastingit Theatres will meet at Ki■ake, N. Y., next Monday and
to devise a strong product
i drive for releases set from
r through December.
;eting was called by Edward
in, vice-president, and will
e at the Concord Hotel. AtIso will be Leonard H. Goldssident; Simon B. Siegel and
ontinued on page 6)
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Minimum

Wage

Bill

More
By J. A.
WASHINGTON, May 19.-Secretary
backed Democratic-sponsored minimum
to do "more harm than good." Senator
'Likely

to Do

To Equip 30-40 AB-PT
Theatres with 70mm.
In keeping with current trends in
film production, the American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres annual
meeting of stockholders here yesterday was told by Leonard Goldenson,
president, the company intends to install 70mm. equipment in a selected
number of its key theatres throughout the country.
After the meeting, Goldenson said
the number of installations would be
between 30 and 40 and would involve
a "big investment."
Arthur Pincus Named

Criticized

Pledges Columbia

Aid

To Saturation Openings
Special to THE DAILY
KANSAS CITY, May 19. - Jonas
Rosenfield, Jr., Columbia Pictures executive in charge of advertising and
publicity, told advertising representatives of eight theatre circuits meeting
to plan (Continued
the territorial
on saturation
page 6) camAllied Units

Study Toll-TV Campaign
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 19.-A letter-writing campaign in support of
the Harris Bills on pay-television is
recommended as "appropriate for
consideration by the regional Allied
associations"
in a bulletin
(Continued
on pagefrom
7) Allied

REVIEW:
Middle

of

the

Night

Sudan — Columbia
More than a month before its general release here "Middle of the
Night"
received
a signal
honorat which
Columbia
shrewdly
in advance:
It was
screened
the Cannes
Film has
Festival
as theexploited
official
entry for the United States. This special recognition turns out to have
been merited, for the Sudan Production is an absorbing, adult drama
that appears headed for both commercial success and critical esteem.
It tells the story of a romance between a 56-year-old widower, co(Continued on page 6 )
JOSEPH
FABULOUS

'Holders

Told

Fox

Income

As

Than Good7
Harm
OTTEN
of Labor Mitchell criticized a unionwage bill as going too far and likely
Kennedy (D., Mass.) lashed back at a
Labor Department plan as "grossly
Kennedy is chairman of a Senate
inadequate."
Labor Subcommittee holding hearings
on proposals to extend minimum
wage coverage, and sponsor of one
of the union-backed bills. Mitchell
(Continued on page 8 )

Advise
To MM
Int'L Post
Arthur Pincus has been appointed
director of international publicity, advertising and exploitation for M-G-M,
it was announced yesterday by Morton A. Spring,
president
of Loew's
International
Corp.
He succeeds
David Blum, who resigned last week.
Pincus came into the publicity and
(Continued on page 8 )

TEN CENTS

MAY 20, 1959

For

'59

Equal
Skouras

OF JULES

1958

Reports First ^4

Figures Total $929,976
By WABREN G. HARRIS
President Spyros P. Skouras predicted at 20th
Century-Fox's
annual
stockholder
meeting
here yesterday
that

the comcome for 1959
inwill bepany's gross
about
the same as
last year, when
it was $124,998,120.
"The gross income of the last
six months of
1959 will be
equivalent
to the
first six months
of 1958, just as

Spyros P. Skouras
our come
gross
infor
the
first
six
(Continued onmonths
page was
7 ) pracSafe of Fox Studio

Property Is Approved
20th Century-Fox shareholders at
the company's annual meeting here
yesterday
$56,000,000
sale of the approved
Hollywood the
studio
property
to the 91091 Corp. of Webb & Knapp.
The deal provides for a leaseback to
20th-Fox of about 75 acres on which
principalcated, production
are and
loand does not facilities
include oil
mineral rights to the land, which will
continue to be held by the film comStockholders also approved a modification to 20th-Fox's stock option
pany.
plan. This abrogates a clause restricting optionees other than president
on page
Spyros (Continued
P. Skouras and—
at his7)own re-

E. LE VINE presents

WORLD

Will

VERNE

I

Introduces a new
screen technique that
defies description !

Motion

Union
PERSONAL
MENTION

JULES LAPIDUS, Warner Brothers
Eastern sales manager; Ralph
Iannuzzi, Eastern division sales
manager, and Meyer Hutner, national publicity manager, will return
to New York today from Philadelphia.
•
Nat D. Fellman, Stanley Warner
executive, left New York yesterday
for Chicago and the Coast.
•
Marttn Roberts, director of promotion and sales services for NTA,
returned to New York yesterday from
Europe.
•
Al Fisher, United Artists assistant exploitation manager, will leave
New York today for Shreveport, La.
•
Eugene Skinner, Dixie Drive-in
Theatres executive, has returned to
Atlanta
visits to the circuit's
houses infollowing
the Carolinas.
Paul Cave, British talent agent,
arrived in New York from London
yesterday via B.O.A.C.
•
Rosalind Russell, and her producer husband, Frederick Brisson,
will leave New York aboard the
"Queen Mary" today
• for London.
Mary and Tom Jones, of Jones
Booking Service, Atlanta, have returned there from Montgomery, Ala.
Sam Harris, of the State Theatre,
Hartford, and Mrs. Harris are vacationing in Europe.
•
Edward G. Robinson, who returned to New York on Sunday from
Europe, will spend about a week in
Gotham before continuing his trip
back to the Coast.
•
Rube Lewis, retired business agent
of Local 84, IATSE, Hartford, now
a resident of Los Angeles, has arrived
there from the Coast for a visit.

Pay

Picture

Regulations

for

B-B

Spots,

Wednesday, May 2

Daily

Require
Churchill

Extra
Says

All rights to the music, lyrics, and copy contained in the radio spot announcements designed for the defunct industry business building campaign were
assigned to the Motion Picture Association and Compo, and are not held by
Donahue & Coe, the advertising agenthese spots without complying with
cy which created them.
"We have no control whatever"
the union's regulations.
hope that something
over the announcements' use, "locally can"Webe sincerely
worked out, rather than to
or nationally," Edward Churchill,
president of Donahue & Coe, said permit to go to waste all the time,
yesterday, referring to reports that the talent and energy which were freely
agency could hold up distribution of poured into the creation of this matethe radio material to exhibitors who
rial, not only by my associates at
wanted to make use of it.
Donahue & Coe but also by men like
"The only difficulty that exists is Paul Lazarus and his entire committee, Maurice Bergman and Charles
the result of union regulations over
McCarthy of Compo, and literally
which we, of course, have no control,"
Churchill said. "In simplest terms, the scores of others," Churchill continued.
original payments made to the talent "It would be unfortunate indeed if
used on these spots— musicians, sing- so much excellent material was never
ers, announcers, etc.— limited, in ac- used in a joint effort to fulfill its origcordance with union regulations, their
inal purpose of stimulating business
at
the
nation's box-offices."
use to a 13-week period."
Additional Payments Necessary
Agency Ads Available
As for certain business building
Churchill pointed out that these
announcements were made "a great newspaper layouts created by Donadeal
longer"
13 weeks
ago, Fedand
hue & Coe and other agencies, "no
that the
rulesthan
of the
American
union problem exists so far as Donaeration of Radio and Television Arthue & Coe's material is concerned,"
ists call for additional payments be- Churchill said, "and we would be defore authorization will be granted for
lighted to see our ads put to use."
broadcasting the spots.
"Throwing modesty to the four
"Donahue & Coe will be glad to winds," he commented, "we were
do everything in its power to assist really very proud of what we turned
in negotiating the most favorable pos- out for the industry campaign, and
we were more than pleased to consible terms with the unions," Churtribute our talents and services. But
chill said, "but it is probable that
payments would amount to several
we'd be even happier if they served
thousand dollars. This is something
the function for which they were intended byhelping to bring more cuswe
regret,
just doesn'ttoseem
to be
any but
way there
for exhibitors
use
tomers into the theatres."

Drexhr Sets Visits tO
Branches of Gevaert
Elias J. Drexler, recently appointed
to the position of manager of the
professional motion picture department of The Gevaert Company of
America, will make his first visit to
the company's branches in Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco, Dallas,
Denver and Atlanta shortly.
In his new position, Drexler is responsible for the United States sales
of Gevaert 35 and 16mm professional
motion picture films and magnetic
tape to the motion picture and television industries. He is assisted by
Chris Thiers, who continues in his
capacity as technical commercial representative.

Forum on
to Hold
'Look'
U-I
'Earth
' Campa
ign
Results of a continuing research
program on the importance of the
pre-selling of motion pictures through
national magazine advertising will be
presented to the heads of several leading theatre circuits by Look Magazine
at a special luncheon at the Harvard
Club here tomorrow. The national
pre-selling campaign on Universal-International's
Earth Is Mine"
will be used as
an"Thisillustration.
Robert Seaman will make the presentation on behalf of Look MagaHenry manager,
H. Martin,
generalzine.
sales
will Universal's
be one of
the speakers, as will Charles Simonelli, Eastern advertising and publicity
department manager of Universal and
chairman of the Eastern advertising
and publicity directors committee.

LETTER
TO

THE

EDIT
Chicago,

Sir:
You will be pleased to know
a consequence of the news ite
the American GI Forum in
Picture Daily of Monday,
concerning the premiere o
Young Land," which was sp
by
our fellow-veteran
California
GI Forum,comrade
its bo
success with the Mexican the
ing
area. public is assured in the
It is fitting that this in
movie premiere was awarded
GI Forum of California inasr
the movie is about Mexican p
California.
The American GI Forum
U.S. is a Mexican- American
organization, although membt

open to all.
Jose
Alvarado,
State CI
American
GI Forum
of lii

'Philadeiphians'

Si
Tin

Climaxed by Premn
Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, May 19.
city went "all out" for "The
Philadeiphians"
for tli
ner Brothers film,tonight—
which had
premiere at the Stanley Theat
and for the group of 13 youn;
wood stars who culminated i
to-Coast tour by Greyhound
a trip through the Quaker Cit
to the acclamation of thousa
The premiere at the Stan
sponsored by the Devon Hon
and County Fair for the b«
the Bryn Mawr Hospital Func
was enriched to the extent of
as a result.
4HilF Preview

Slate

From THE Defense
DAILY Burea "ejj
1
Congress,
WASHINGTON, May 19. rfl
bers of the United States Ojtfl
and Defense Department offic jsi
attend a buffet dinner and pr<;3W|
United Artists' "Pork Choi |H1
starring Gregory Peck, at
headquarters here on Sunday ai
The special showing will bi \m
by Senator Richard B. Russel \<m
man of the Military Affairs (jlj

Drexler was formerly an executive
of National Screen Service, and has
14 years of varied experience in the
professional motion picture field.
4t/' Acquires i Born9
tee; Peck;real-life
and heroCaptain
Universal Pictures has acquired Clemons,
During World War II, he was chief
of theiios
of the Preclusive Operations Division American and Canadian distribution War, on which the Melville m
of the Foreign Economic Administration is based. Sy Bartlett, proi 'A
rights
to "Born
to BeandLoved,"
a drama written,
directed
produced
by the
tion and deputy director of the SurUA be
release,
also will
present.and Mrs. 1 M
plus Property Division.
Hugo Haas, who also co-stars.
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Ready

(Continued from page 1)
Joseph A. Martino, president of National Lead Co., and Alger B. Chapman, chairman of the board and chief
executive officer of Beech-Nut Life
Savers, Inc.
Reports of continued progress, particularly in the ABC-TV division,
were read to the large assemblage of
stockholders in the network's largest
studio by Goldenson and Oliver
Treyz, president of ABC-TV.
Avoiding Distribution Pact
Asked whether AB-PT planned to
resume production on its own in the
foreseeable future, Goldenson replied
in the negative, explaining that the
company's theatrical film production
had to be halted when Republic Pictures dissolved its film distribution
organization. The latter had acted as
distributor of the AB-PT pictures and,
Goldenson
said, histhat
owntheycompany's
attorneys preferred
did not
make a distribution arrangement with
a major company. Goldenson did not
elaborate on the reasons but presumably they have to do with the company's Federal consent decree resulting from the industry anti-trust case.
Goldenson told the stockholders
meeting that the company would continue its policy of eliminating unprofitable theatres from its operations.
He said that the AB-PT circuit now
is down to 505 theatres and that "100
or more will be dropped within the
next several years. We will continue
this process until we get to the point
where we think our remaining theatres are on a sound economic basis."
Queried on Bowling Alleys
Questioned by a stockholder
whether the company is alert to opportunities to convert unprofitable
theatres to bowling alleys and other
purposes, Goldenson replied in the
affirmative stating that a continuing
survey and report is made available
by the Brunswick and A.M.F. companies. He said the Fulton Theatre,
Houston, had been converted to a
20-alley bowling center, as have
others.
He reported continued gains for
the television network with first quarter billings 19 per cent ahead of the
corresponding period last year which
he said represented a larger percentage and dollar increase than that of
competing networks. No earnings figures were revealed, the first quarter
report having been made last month
and it being too early to predict results for the first half.
Loss for Radio Network
However, in addition to the continuing progress of the television network, Goldenson said theatre results
compare favorably with a year ago
and the radio network is progressing
although operating at a loss. Am-Par
Records continues to show improvement. AB-PT has purchased WeekiWachee Spring, a 600-acre tourist attraction near St. Petersburg, Fla., as
part of the company's diversification
program within the entertainment
field. AB-PT also has a 35 per cent
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
partner in a New York garment firm, and his 24-year-old secretary. They
have an illicit affair and eventually decide to get married despite the
difference in their ages and the strenuous objections of the families of both
on that and other grounds.
In insensitive hands this might have been a sordid or sensational soap
opera film. Fortunately the script was written by Paddy Chayefsky from
his successful Broadway play of the same name. That means the simple
story outline is richlv filled out in the manner of Chayefsky 's "Marty"
and "The Bachelor Party" with characterizations that have flavor and
scope. In the leading roles Kim Novak and Fredric March have parts that
are immensely actable, and they give performances that patrons will
talk about.
Especially good is March as the aging widower caught up hopelessly
in an infatuation for a young girl. The actor movingly suggests all the
man's feelings— his loneliness, his aching desire for love again, his fear
of death and old age, and his uncontrollable fits of jealousy over the
voung girl he adores. And the heroine is no stereotype either but a real
person, an emotionally immature girl full of doubts and longings which
she feels an older man can quell and satisfy. The failure of her first marriage to a man her own age has added to her feelings of insecurity, and
this is only one of the obstacles in the way of her search for happiness
with her employer.
Together Miss Novak and March play out some strong dramatic scenes
as their love affair moves through extreme passion on his part, uncertainty on hers, quarrels and misunderstandings, to an apparently happy
conclusion.
As counterpoint to this somewhat sombre story Chayefsky introduces
some humor, most of it achieved through the reactions of the two families
to the May-December romance. The widower's daughter, for instance,
analyzes the attachment with psychological cliches while obviously harboring afather complex herself and the heroine's mother lets in all her
neighbors to get a look at the "old man" running after her daughter.
The New York City background is sketched in with accuracy, not only
in the location photography but in the depiction of the garment business
and its personnel.
Acting in the supporting roles is first-rate— Glenda Farrell as the loudmouthed mother of Miss Novak; Joan Copeland as the mixed-up daughter of March; Martin Balsam as her long-suffering husband; Lee Philips
as Miss Novak's first husband; Lee Grant as a nosy neighbor; and Albert
Dekker as the partner of March.
Delbert Mann directed competently, and George Justin produced.
Running time, 118 minutes. Adult classification. Release, in July.
Richard Gertner
stock interest in the Disneyland Park.
The meeting was uneventful with
virtually the only stockholder criticisms being centered upon loss of the
Firestone Hour and the Metropolitan
Opera telecasts to the network. Goldenson explained that it was uneconomic to keep the programs longer.
Notingprograms
that manyareof produced
the network's
filmed
by
Warner Bros., one stockholder wanted
to know why AB-PT Films wasn't
used more to provide programs. Goldenson replied that eventually the
subsidiary will be able to do so but
the company also prefers to obtain
quality
available programs
sources. from a variety of
Also replying to questions, Goldenson said he has not changed his publicly expressed views in opposition to
pay TV, and said the network would
not begin conversion to color TV
until color sets were available to the
public at prices comparable to those
for black and white.
He said free parking tie-ins are
working well for theatres using them
and reported that AB-PT's downtown

See $2,000,000

for

'Room at the Top' Here
The British film, "Room at the
Top," is expected to gross $2,000,000
in the U.S. based on initial engagements, Irving Wormser, president of
Continental Distributing, Inc., said
yesterday. The picture has been
booked in key city "A" houses by
Stanley Warner, Fox West Coast,
Loew's, BKO, Paramount Gulf, and
others, he added.
theatres are doing relatively better
than neighborhood houses.
The directors reelected are: A. H.
Blank, John A. Coleman, E. Chester
Gersten, Goldenson, Robert H. Hinckley, Robert L. Huffines, Jr., Sidney
M. Markley, Walter P. Marshall, H.
Hugh McConnell, James G. Biddell,
Simon B. Siegel and Robert B. Wilby. The latter did not attend yesterday's meeting due
illness. There
were 3,539,950
sharestorepresented
out
of a total of 4,149,265 outstanding.
The directors met subsequently and
reelected all officers.
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made devoted
i lkmerican corporation,
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like."
shouldmadebe to
ment was
f . ation
Skouras
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vise Allied
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." headquarters here issued to'— itli so many other campaigns
*P nderway, however, including
: 1 a behalf of the "white paper"
- linium wage legislation, "some
'-" ) leaders and members may
- e that it is not advisable to
I 3 their influence" by adding
If toll-TV to the list, the bulletin
i
■ Allied statement was prepared
am F. Myers, general counsel
«fed
chairman,
"to ofprovide
Alt' mbers
with some
the backi of the toll-TV bills and to inem what the measures actual"dde, so they may act adm
.; .alls Difference of Opinion
II s reviews in the bulletin the
- - hich occurred in the Joint
in tee on Toll-TV over whether
: oup should actively oppose
ratfl by cable as well as that by
en some members of the Joint
t» tee sought to push the battle
toB
both types,
"certain"
« itatives
withdrew
fromAllied
the
m
explained that the Allied men
f action because cable-TV did
a menace; many exhibitors
piping prize fights into their
and it seemed an untenable
for them to oppose piping
dus into the home; and the profl of toll-TV by wire involved
Igijjponal questions "so grave
« seemed unwise to endanger our
ffijjgainst the greater menace by
the two together."
ar Cry from Total Ban'
i analysis of the two Harris
»d their background, Myers
ut that the more recent resoe ' ovides that the Federal Comions Commission may authoroperations for limited periods,
a far cry from the total ban
the Joint Committee sought
the first four years of its exMyers states. "It shows that
tfr. Harris still trumpets his
pa to toll-TV he has yielded
pressure
exerted by the proof toll-TV
and the national
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Reports
to 'Holders
from page 1)
(Continued
tically the same as the last six months ceivably move its production facilities there once its 25-year lease with
of 1958," Skouras said.
Earnings for the first quarter of this Webb & Knapp expired, Skouras said
year were reported as $929,976, or that the original purchase of the prop41 cents per share, as against $2,erty involved $200,000, and "we
147,711, or 84 cents per share, in the wouldn't
take $10,000,000 for it tocomparable period last year. Film
rentals, including television, were $25,Since the beginning of drilling for
499,453, as against $30,447,956 in the oil at the Fox studios, 18 wells have
first quarter of 1958.
been completed at the number one
site, Skouras said, pointing out that
Concedes Some Were 'Flops'
16 are still pumping and two are
Skouras attributed the slump so far gaseous. The company receives about
day." annually from oil it was rethis year to "several flops," especially $300,000
"The Bravados," "A Certain Smile,"
"The Barbarian and the Geisha" and
Skouras said that 20th-Fox's "con"The Boots of Heaven." But he was
ported.
fidence isundiminished" in the moextremelyforoptimistic
about 20th-Fox's
tion picture industry, pointing out
releases
the remainder
of 1959.
"The Diary of Anne Frank" will go that one of the company's major approaches "in meeting the onslaughts
into regular, popular-prices release
of television" was the introduction of
this summer, as will "South Pacific."
Currently, the company is doing well new personalities, "which is already
with "Inn of the Sixth Happiness," paying off, though started only three
"Bally 'Bound the Flag, Boys!" and
Praises ACE
"Compulsion," Skouras said.
ago." was particularly elated
20th-Fox Becords, the company's
years
Skouras
recently formed subsidiary, "is just about the progress of the American
getting under way," Skouras said, "but Congress of Exhibitors, in whose organization hepayed an important part.
we anticipate a profit in 1959."
Asked About 'Hidden Assets'
"Let me congratulate the exhibitors
Skouras was asked a number of on the progress they have made," he
questions by stockholders about the commented. "They are at work with
active committees on all the imporcompany's "hidden assets." He said
tant problems confronting them."
it was a "great mistake," not only on
Asked about Eidophor, the comthe part of 20th-Fox but all film companies, to sell their backlogs to home
pany's large screen color TV system,
said that the problem "is gettelevision, stating that if they hadn't, Skouras
ting a picture size familiar to theatre
business would be 25 to 40 per cent
better than it is today. Skouras said audiences." The American Telephone
the only chance of 20th-Fox selling and Telegraph Co. is working on this
its backlog outright, instead of leas- problem and expects to solve it within
ing pictures as it has done up to now, about two years, it was stated.
would be "if toll-TV comes and is
Sale of Fox Studio
regulated." He added that he wouldn't
sell the backlog today for $125,(Continued from page 1 )
000,000, "although there aren't any
quest— production chief Buddy Adler
Skouras predicted that there would —from reselling any shares during the
bebuyers."
great value in the years to come
two-year period following the exercise
in the 20th-Fox ranch, which com- of their options.
prises about 2,300 acres. Aside from
Elected at the meeting were the
the fact that the company could con- following directors: Skouras, Colby
Bobert L. Clarkson, Danmagazines gazing greedily at the M. Chester,
iel O. Hastings, Bobert Lehman,
huge sums spent on television adver- Kevin C. McCann, William C. Mitising. Their well-publicized slogans
chel, Thomas A. Pappas, B. Earl
have been 'give toll-TV a chance' and Puckett, and General James A. Van
'let the American people try it and Fleet.
decide for themselves'."
At a meeting of the board of diMainly on the basis that the Harris
rectors, following the stockholders'
have
been necessarily
'give toll-TVdiscourage
a chance' such
and meeting, the
following officers were rewill not
elected: Spyros P. Skouras, president;
tests by making the conditions more
"onerous," Myers suggests that exhib- W. C. Michel, executive vice-presiitors and leaders in marking areas
dent; Murray Silverstone, vice-president; Joseph H. Moskowitz, viceeligible
for
the
tests
"may
want
to
consider whether it would not be bet- president; S. Charles Einfeld, viceter to hold their fire for the present president in charge of advertising,
and save ammunition for opposing publicity and exploitation; Donald A.
Henderson, treasurer and secretary;
the selection of their area later."
"And," he adds, "all may want to C. Elwood McCartney, comptroller
consider whether any letter-writing and assistant treasurer; J. B. Codd,
now can benefit them and whether assistant treasurer; Francis T. Kelly,
treasurer; Frank H. Ferguthe big challenge won't come when assistant
son, assistant secretary; J. Harold
any tests that may be made are completed. The whole subject then will Lang, assistant secretary; Norman B.
be wide open again and perhaps a Steinberg, assistant secretary; William
new Joint Committee working as a Werner, assistant secretary, and Morris L. Breggin, assistant comptroller.
team can function effectively."

Committees

lor

Golf Tournament
Forty-eight industry figures have
been named as chairmen and committeemen for the eighth annual film industry golf tournament and outing
sponsored
Lodge
B'rith to bebyheldCinema
Thursday,
JuneB'nai
18,
at Briar Hall Golf and Country
Club, Briarcliff Manor, Westchester,
it was announced by Alfred W.
Schwalberg, president.
They are: Martin Levine, chairman. Co-chairmen: Marvin Kirsch,
Harold Binzler, Alfred W. Schwalberg and Bobert Sherman. Serving on
the committee are: Herb Berg, Dave
Dash, Jack Hoffberg, Mel Konecoff,
Milton Livingston, Joseph B. Margulies,bins,Don
BobNormanMersereau,
Bobbins, CyAllan
Seymour,
Bobert K. Shapiro and Ted Sullivan.
The sponsoring committee include:
Charles Alicoate, Bobert S. Benjamin,
Max Blacknaan, Charles Boasberg,
Harry Brandt, Jack Byrne, George F.
Denabow, Jay Emanuel, Ed Fabian,
William German, Morey Goldstein,
George Hornstein, Arthur Israel, Leo
Jaffe, Stanley Kolbert, Arthur B.
Krim, Martin Moskowitz, John MurJohn O'Connor,
Phillips,
Martinphy,Quigley,
Burton John
Bobbins,
Leslie B. Schwartz, Sol Schwartz, Ben
Sherman, George Skouras, Spyros S.
Skouras, Wilbur Snaper, Morton Sunshine and Lou Wolff. Noel Meadow
has been appointed publicity chairCinerama

Inc. Finance

Contracts

Are Signed

Signing of contracts for the previously announced financing agreement
between Cineraiaaa Inc. and the Prudential Insurance Co. of American
and Bobin International was announced yesterday by Hazard E.
Beeves, president of Cinerama, Inc.
The agreement makes $12,000,000
available to Cinerama Inc. for production of a series of Cinerama pictures
and completion of a research and development program to improve the
Beeves indicated that he hoped to
be
able to make further announceprocess.
ments in the near future with respect
to
Cinerama's
plans.
He confirmed initial
the factproduction
that Cinerama
has under consideration laaore than
a dozen possible pictures, including
some possible co-productions with major companies. He stated that Cinerama isworking actively on its plans
for its initial production program.
Lee Retires; Is Dined
DETBOIT, May 19. - Some 75
members of the industry gathered
here last night at a farewell dinner for
Joe Lee, retiring branch laaanager of
20th Century-Fox. Among those present were Alex Harrison, general sales
manager, and C. Glenn Norris, assistant general sales manager. A wired
greeting was received from Spyros
P. Skouras, president of tiae company.
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Preview Party for 'Head'
Set in Hollywood Today
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 19. - Frank
Sinatra and Frank Capra will be host
at a "progressive preview party" for
their forthcoming film for United Artists release, "A Hole in the Head,"
here tomorrow. The party will begin
with a reception and dinner at Puccini's Restaurant for some 40 of the
film capital's top columnists, photographers, city editors, managing editors, wire service editors and amusements editors.
Following the party the entire
group will gather at the Screen Directors Guild Theatre, where an additional 400 guests, drawn from opinion making groups and organizations,
will join Sinatra, Capra and their
guests in previewing the Sincap
Production.
Pinkus Named
(Continued from page 1)
advertising field after several years as
a reporter for New York newspapers
and a long stint as a free-lance writer.
He joined M-G-M in 1944 and was
appointed assistant director two years
later.

Daily
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Its Officials

By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, May 19. - Otto
Preminger today strongly criticized
Jerry Wald for die 20th Century-Fox
producer's recent attack on United
Artists and its vice-president, Max E.
Youngstein, as an organization "taking the cream off the bottle of milk"
and "living in another world."
At a press conference here, Preminger paid high tribute to Youngstein,
to UA and its top officials: Arthur B.
Krim, Robert S. Benjamin and William Heineman for rebuilding their
organization from a nearly bankrupt
company by creating a distribution
organization devoted to the independentfor
producer,
avoiding production of films
themselves.
Preminger said UA gave the independent producer a new status in the
industry,
new form with
of lifegreater
for theautomony,
independent"a
which spread to acceptance by the
majors, and without which this industry would not exist today."
Regarding his forthcoming "Anatomy of a Murder," which Columbia
will distribute, Preminger said the release of the film will be timed to
capitalize heavily on die flow of production publicity.
Terming the opening engagement
of his production, July 1 at the United
Artists Theatre in Detroit, as a precedent in expediency, since the film
will be presented two weeks from the
time of its completion, Preminger
called attention to a record printing
of 2,500,000 paper back books of the
1958 best seller which have been
put into distribution in past 10 weeks,
with plus factor of July bookings.
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ZIV Productions will debut two new properties this season with one
series, tentatively titled, "Challenge," starring George Nader as
research scientist over the NBChannels alternately sponsored by Reynolds Tobacco and Chemstrand and the second package, titled, "Space"
starring Bill Lundigan and sponsored by Lucky Strike Cigs. Ziv's "Bat
Masterson," NBCurrently co-sponsored, renewed for a second season as
of Oct. 1 with Sealtest taking over sole sponsorship. . . . After a decade
as writer-producer at ad agencies, the last five vears with Y & R, Tony
Wilson has signed with Screen Gems to produce "Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre." ... A gathering of about 150 of musicville's craziest, including
Henry (The Neem) Nemo, Al (Jazzbo) Collins, Dick Shepard, Roz
(Celebrity Service) Starr, Sid (WNTA) Sirulnick, Bert (Frank Loesser's Music) Siegelson and Dede (United Artists Records) Daniels and
one square (us) descended en masse upon the Village Gate in Greenwich Village Monday afternoon where Art Ford presented Marty Holmes
and his Orchestra. This Octet, featured on the Jubilee Label, is deep
in the groove and the way Marty fills a horn is just about the end. . . .
George Wood, Wm. Morris agency exec and his wife, the former actress
Lois O'Brien, became parents of a baby girl, Michelle, born last week
at the Mt. Sinai Hospital in Gotham. . . . Sportscaster Harry Wismer
back from a week's biz trip to South Bend, Ind. Harry in addition to
covering top sports events has been the "Voice of Notre Dame" for the
past decade. . . .
& V ; it
ik
Tab Hunter will be seen as a guest star Mon., June 1 in "Summer On
Ice," TVia NBC. As a teen-ager, Tab won the California Amateur Ice
skating titles in 1949 and 1950. . . . Merv Griffin and Julann Wright of
the "Rob't Q. Lewis Show" sang an "I do-et" last Monday. . . . Bob
Graver and Ted Le Van have formed a new firm, M.V.T. (Mobile Video
Tape) providing Ampex-equipped trucks, designed to shoot, record edit
and deliver complete service for $500.00 per day. . . . The annual N. Y.
Heart Assn. Dinner Monday nite at the Sheraton East Hotel, featured
the presentation by Jane Pickens of "Heart of Gold" Awards to Steve
White, Bud Ford, Johnny Andrews, Jerry Jerome and Moe Gale. . . .
One of the nation's top disk jockeys, who in addition to spinning platters,
is rated the Hub City's most favorite lecturer, is Carl deSuze, who starts
his 20th year at WBZ in Boston. . . .
Achievement

Awards

Are Presented by FPA
Mayor Robert E. Wagner was honored last night with a special award
by the Film Producers Association of
New York at the organization's first
"industry achievement awards dinner"
held at the Plaza Hotel. Mayor Wagnerfortswasto establish
cited forNew
his "continuing
York City asef-a
major
producing
center."
Mayor film
received
his plaque
from The
film
star Monique Van Vooren aided by
Carl Reiner, TV star and Nathan
Zucker, president of the FPA.
Among the non-members receiving
awards for "adding to the growth and
prestige of the industry and aiding
in the developing of New York City
as a focal point of the motion picture
industry were Nat Hiken, Paddy Chayefsky, Elia Kazan and George Justin.
Members of the FPA who received
plaques for specific honors were Nathan Zucker, president of the FPA
and Dynamic Films, Inc.; Walter Lowendahl, executive vice-president of
Transfilm, Inc.; Martin Poll, president
of Gold Medal Studios, and Hazard
Reeves, president of Reeves Sound
Studios.

Adams, Finberg, Davis
Lead in UA Sales Drive
Byron Adams, United Artists branch
manager in Jacksonville, Jack Finberg, branch manager in Cincinnati,
and Isadore J. Davis, branch manager in St. John, lead their respective
divisions in the thirteenth week of
UA's "Roaring Fortieth Anniversary
Sales Drive," it was announced by
co-captains James R. Velde, general
sales manager, and Roger H. Lewis,
national director of advertising publicity and exploitation.
James Hendel, Central District manager, leads the district standings, and
Sidney Cooper, Central and Southern
Division manager, is leading the division standings. In the fourth week of
the third lap of the sales drive, the
following branch managers are leading in their various groups: Harry
Segal, Boston; John Zomnir, Pittsburgh and Harry Woolfe, Vancouver.
Editors Dine Tonight
HOLLYWOOD, May 19. - The
American Cinema Editors will stage
their ninth annual awards fete tomorrow night in the Beverly Hills Hotel.

PEDPL
Norman Rosemont has been
vice-president of Alfred Proc
Inc., corporation set up to hat
film, TV, recording and mus
lishing activities of Frederick
and Alan Jay Lerner.
□
Coley Brown, branch mann
Atlanta
the Supply
past 46Co.,yev
National for
Theatre
tire on June 1 and will be
there by J. G. Thigpen, w
company since 1941.
□
Fred Kunkel, manager of tl
Theatre, Pittsburgh, is on a fr
special assignment at the
Theatre, Buffalo. Charles F.
his assistant, is managing th
during his absence.
Minimum Wage Bi
day.
(Continued from page
testified before the subcommi
The Kennedy bill, which \
posed
by exhibitor
witness
week, would
extend coverage
Federal minimum wage law t
tres and theatre chains grossir
than $500,000 a year. It woi
boost the minimum from the
$1 an hour to $1.25 an hour;
The Labor Department b
mally presented by Mitchell to
prematurely unveiled earlier b
tor Prouty (R., Vt.), would
coverage to enterprises witi
than 100 employes and buyin
than $1,000,000 of goods a
from across state lines. Mitche
it clear today, however, the af
tration would bring these firr
under the minimum wage pr'
of the law and not under thos
anteeing extra pay for work
week.
an eight-hour day or a 40-hoi
Obviously, the Mitchell bill
have far less impact on the iij
Not only is the dollar stand
greater— both larger in amou
also based on purchases rath
sales— but also the overtime
tion would be a major aid. E
officials said most theatre einow meet the minimum wage
ard, and expressed chief conce
the prospects of extra overtin
pensation.
New Gillin Status
Don Gillin, vice-president ai
manager of Sol Lesser Product
the past eight years, has am
a new non-exclusive agreemi
tween himself and the Lessi
duction Company. In addition
tinuing in the same capacit
Lesser, Gillin will also serve
ducer's representative with ol
dependent motion picture and
sion producers. He will
permanently in New York.
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Kerasotes

closed Buyer

Speaks at Atlanta Convention

New Blast At Kansas Censor
irner

Sells

; California
nch

Tract

n $10 Millions for
• Acres in L.A. County
in
er Bros, has sold its huge
;as Ranch property in Los Anjunty to an unidentified puror a reported $10,000,000, it
med yesterday,
property consists of approxi2.S00 acres of undeveloped
two main thoroughfares about
s from the company's main
roperty in Burbank, Calif.
e ;rs has owned the property
t past 20 years, having used
duction of westerns and other
films for a number of years
quiring it. However, in more
Continued on page 2)
ml Earnings Set
rd for Jerrold
„LSpecial to THE DAILY
J ADELPHIA, May 20. - Rec, ' nings for the Jerrold Elec■-,jjDorporation for the fiscal year
February 28, were reported
W Milton J. Shapp, president,
jj lg revenues from sales and
J for the year totalled $7,658,Continued on page 2)
Aniline Hearing
Start June 11
'rom THE DAILY Bureau
KINGTON, May 20.-A Sen
diciary Subcommittee has
■d hearings to start June 11
that would permit the govto sell General Aniline and
jprp. Paramount Pictures has
Continued on page 7)
fS/ON TODAY— page 7

Another 7*
SY
SS
ARE
BTU
AiC
ip

Board Made by Attorney Gen.
Special to THE DAILY
KANSAS CITY, May 20. - The
Kansas board of review, the state's
censorship agency, drew a critical
blast from John Anderson, Jr., Kansas attorney general, who spoke at a
meeting of the Rotary Club in
Wichita. Referring to the membership
of the board, Anderson said: "This
group is composed of three kindly,
elderly ladies who view these films
and pass on whether they should be
shown in Kansas. These three persons
have no particular training for the
they hold."
jobs
Tracing
the history of the state's
censorship law, he added: "We recall the law isn't
perfect
—nor is ognize
thethat administration
of the
law
perfect."
Leo Wolcott

Dies; Was

Allied States Executive
Special to THE DAILY
ELDORA, Iowa, May 20. - Funeral services will be held here tomorrow for Leo F. Wolcott, former
president of Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa-Nebraska and
chairman of the board of that organization until his death yesterday.
Wolcott was also active in the affairs of national Allied, serving for
many years on its board of directors
(Continued on page 6)
Sues

Over

Tomlinson's

Profit on Loew's Stock
A Loew's Inc., stockholder yesterday filed suit in U.S. District court
here to recover for the company an
alleged profit of $60,000 which it
contended Joseph Tomlinson made
improperly while a director of the
company. Tomlinson, who resigned
from the Loew's board early this year,
was the instigator of an unsuccessful
proxy
ment. contest against Loew's manageBernard Port, the complainant, alleged in his action that Tomlinson
(Continued on page 6)
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Sales

Product

on

Policy
Yearly

Small

Proposed
Be Revised

to Offering

or Half -Yearly

Basis

Special to THE DAILY
ATLANTA, May 20.— A reassessment of the methods of distributing product
to small theatres so that they can continue to survive was proposed here today
by George G. Kerasotes, president of Theatre Owners of America, in a speech
to the joint
convention o f
the Alabama
Fiscal '59 Profit for
Theatres Assn.
and the Motion
44 Seen By Burrows
With the current and final quarter
Picture
tre OwnersTheaand
of its fiscal year expected to be "very
Operators o f
profitable" Allied Artists should be Georgia.
in the black despite a loss for the nine
K e r a s o tes
months ended March 28, George D.
called
survival
Burrows, executive vice-president and
treasurer, reports.
of small
tres one oftheathe
The nine months loss is expected
four
basic
probto be slightly less than the $201,980
lems facing the
deficit for the corresponding period
George Kerasotes
industry a t
afiscal
year 1959,
ago. ending
AA's total
income
for
June 27 next, present. The others he defined as
securing more product and proper
should approximate the $15,977,000
for the previous year, Burrows said. pre-selling; keeping the big post-48
In that year, AA reported net loss of pictures in theatrical re-release; and
continuing to press the fight against
toll-television in all its forms.
$1,189,688.
The improvement for the fourth
(Continued on page 2)
The TOA head attacked as "sheer
nonsense" some recent statements that
the industry would be better off if
there were only 4,000 theatres in the
Texas Drive-In Owners
country. "Movies are a mass media,"
he said, "built on mass interest and
mass support,
stemming
Study Speaker Thefts
(Continued
on pagefrom
3) Main
Special to THE DAILY
DALLAS, May 20. - Texas drivein owners are alarmed over the wideAlabama Theatre Unit
theft of in-car
speakers. Plans
to takespreadaction
were discussed
at a
Elects lames Gaylord
recent meeting here of the executive
board of the Texas Drive-In Theatre
Special to THE DAILY
Owners Assn.
ATLANTA, May 20. - James W.
Tim Ferguson, Assn. president, re- Gaylord, Jr., of Troy, Ala., today was
ported also that the eighth annual elected president of the Alabama
convention here will probably be held Theatres
Association at the joint conin February with the exact date yet
vention of the association and the
to be set.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners and
(Continued on page 3)

JOSEPH E. LE VINE presents
AGAINST
THE
GODS
In EASTMAN COLOR
by PATHE

FOR NEXT
SEASON

2

Motion

Jerrold
PERSONAL
MENTION
STEPHEN BOSUSTOW, president
of UPA Pictures, has arrived in
New York from the Coast.
•
Maurice Segal, United Artists
West Coast coordinator of advertising and publicity, will arrive in New
York today from Hollywood.
•
Irving H. Ludwig, Buena Vista
president,
O'Gara,
ern divisionandsalesJames
manager,
will Eastleave
New York today for Toronto.
•
William
Goetz will return to
New York tomorrow from Vienna and
Munich, where he launched the location filming of •"A Magic Flame."
Charles Amsterdam, pioneer
Philadelphia exhibitor and in recent
years in the concessions business, has
returned to the Quaker City from
Florida.
•
Mel Heymann, office manager in
the M-G-M advertising-publicity department, has become a grandfather
for the third time with the birth of a
boy, Lawrence Jay, to his daughter,
Mrs. Myrna Greenhall.
•
George Thornton, owner of three
theatres in Guin, Ala., has been discharged from a hospital in Birmingham and is recuperating at the home
of his daughter there.
•
Jimmy Mason, British actor, will
arrive in New York on Saturday from
London via B.O.A.C.
•
Ben Freed, veteran exhibitor of
Mauch Chunk, Pa., is recuperating in
Magee Memorial Hospital for Convalescents inPhiladelphia.
•
Gregory Peck has arrived in Chicago from Hollywood on the first leg
of a 10-day trip in behalf of his Melville Production
in which
he stars. of "Pork Chop Hill,"
•
William G. Beich, general manager of American International ExCorp., left here yesterday for the
West port
Coast.
FILMACK
■10 Years
Experi-us
ence haveoftaught
themaking
"Know-how"Specialof
Trailers . - . Try
I order!
us with your next
630 Ninth Av«.
NEW YORK, N.T.

Picture

Profit

(Continued from page 1)
371, a 26 per cent increase over revenues of $6,055,647 for the previous
fiscal year.
After providing for depreciation
equivalent to 41 cents per share of
common stock, net income after
taxes for the fiscal year amounted to
$397,656 equal to 36 cents per share
of common stock. This represents a
280 per cent increase over net income after taxes for the fiscal year
ended February 28, 1958 which
amounted to $105,281, equivalent to
10 cents per share of common stock
after providing for depreciation in an
amount equal to 35 cents per share
of common stock.
Shapp attributed the favorable
earnings to continued expansion of
the company's established markets
and the successful implementation of
a diversification program which extends Jerrold's products and services
into new areas of operation. He
stated that after four years of market
planning and engineering development, Jerrold completed its first significant series of closed circuit TV installations.
'Shake

Hands'

in World

Bow

in Dublin Today
Special to THE DAILY
DUBLIN, May 20.-More than 3,000 social and civic dignitaries, show
business personalities, film industry
executives and members of the international press corps will attend the
twin-theatre gala world premiere of
United Artists' "Shake Hands With
the Devil" in the Irish Capital tomorrow.
The twin - premiere climaxes a
month-long of activities and preparations by the Irish Government in behalf of the Pennebaker production.
American and British notables and
press were flown to Dubin via Irish
Airlines to attend the openings sponsored by the Irish Government.
Flaherty

Award

Made

City College's Robert J. Flaherty
Awardtivefor
1958 for "outstanding creaachievement
in the documentary
film" has been given to the United
Nations film, "Power Among Men,"
it was announced by Yael Woll, director of the City College Institute
of Film Techniques which sponsors
the annual competition.
WE Star Tour Ends
The 3,575-mile Warner Bros.
Transcontinental Star Parade came to
an end yesterday with the arrival in
New York of the Greyhound Scenicruiser carrying 13 young Hollywood
stars to the opening of "The Young
Philadelp
hians ' at the Criterion Theatre this morning.

Daily
Warner

TENT

TALK

Variety Club News
CINCINNATI - The annual "Old
Newsboys Day" will be staged on
Monday by the Variety Club and its
auxiliary. A special Variety Club
newspaper will be sold in Cincinnati
and northern Kentucky, with proceeds going to Goodwill Industries of
Woodlawn and to the newly-formed
Kentucky unit of Variety Opportunity
Workshop for the mentally handicapped.
A
ALBANY, N. Y.-The Variety Club
of this city will hold a dinner dance
on June 6 at the Shaker Ridge Country Club in Colonic It will take the
place of the annual affair which traditionally isheld as a tribute to the
retiring chief barker. The present incumbent in that post, however, is
serving a second term.
A
SAN FBANCISCO— The wives of
members of Tent No. 32 held their
sixth annual Chuck Wagon Dinner at
the Surf Club on Sunday. Sylvia
O'Neil
was chairman
this year's
event, which
was well ofattended.
Shaw Films, Players Win
14 Festival Awards
Special to THE DAILY
SINGAPORE, May 16 (By Air
Mail ) .—Fourteen awards went to
Shaw Organisation films and players
during the sixth Asian Film Festival
held in Kuala Lumpur, capital of the
Federation of Malaya, May 4 to 8.
The most coveted award of the
festival, the Golden Gong for the best
film of the year, went to Shaw's
"The Kingdom and the Beauty,"
which also won 11 other major
awards. The Federation of Motion
Picture Producers in Asia, which
sponsors the annual event, now has
eight member countries, but it is
hoped that others, notably India will
join in the near future.
Fiscal Profit for AA
(Continued from page 1)

quarter, he said, will come from excellent business being done by "The
Al
Capon
Story" and "House on
Haunted eHill."
In the next fiscal
year, AA will concentrate more on
higher budgeted pictures than heretofore. Itwill lead off in July with
"The Big Circus," starring Bhonda
Fleming, Victor Mature, Cathy Grant
Crosby, Red Buttons and Vincent
Price. The Irwin Allen production
will have its New York premiere at
the Roxy Theatre, the first AA release to play the huge Broadway
house.

S

rarely. (Continued from page
recent years it has been
A Los Angeles bank
acted for the purchaser wh
tity has been closely guardec
tions are the buyer plans to
the property, possibly with
tial development, and is em
to add adjoining property to
ings before disclosing his pla
Tests some time ago repo
vealed no indications of oi
project.
The sale is regarded in
property.
circles
as explaining in large
the recent new upsurge i
interest in Warner Bros, s
issue rose several points t
approximating
its high for
of 43%.
Mindlin, Levy Co?
Michael Mindlin, Jr., and;
Raoul Levy have formed a
duction company with hea
here. Mindlin will produce
for the company as well as
Levy's interests in the U.S.
cently
signed
a three-year
Columbia
Pictures.
Plans foi
company also include activi
legitimate
theatre and
fields.
Ohio Council Eley
CLEVELAND, May 20.
Hon Picture Council of Greal
land has announced the
new slate of officers to sen !
the coming year: president
sor Millard L. Jordan of Pj
lege;
Mrs.
Prutton;vice-president,
recording secretary
W. Andreas; treasurer, Mr
Gibbons.
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Motion

executives Told
Hercules' Drive
Blumenstock, Embassy Picice-president, was the only
at the luncheon of the New
pter of the Sales Promotion
es Association held at the
Plaza Hotel here yesterday,
summing up his company's
in for the forthcoming "HerBlumenstock said "I don't
arrowing from Madison Avenarketing and merchandising
Jr exclusive terms. They ceriraw on our industry in
and means, to market and
dise their client's wares. How
eir harnessing of our old 'galintypes'
to gettheir
their advertising
audiences
and hear
r
d Wine in New Bottles'
psy's "Attila," Blumenstock
out, "was played while it was
in the public's mind and
desired by the exhibitors,
seated this excitement and de? Old wine in new bottles!
vintage of hard-hitting, uninhowmanship in the new botesh daring
nstock
told merchandising."
members of the
that you might profit— not
.ly by what I am saying here
ther by what we are doing,
ur promotion gears with us
;r aggressive motion picture
Getting product plugged
■vision giveaway show is not
of all things. Certainlv, use
s. But supplement them with
1-fashioned movie showinan*al Film Opens
is City Branch
hra THE DAILY Bureau
LVNGELES, May 20. - Ex*" into the midwest was antoday by General Film
ries, a subsidiary of the San
'-based Pacific Industries,
.lities have been established
3wer and Light Building of
aty, Mo., to increase services
/owing industrial and educa,m market in that area, G.
. Hunt, president of General
^oratories, said,
leehn, formerly with Calvin
, a leading film production
,ion headquartered in Kansas
|1 be in charge of the new
jPilm operation.

tend UA

Parties

han 75 leading independent
, circuit heads and film buy?lping United Artists to cele40th anniversary at branch
<d special screenings in CharLouis, Memphis and Monweek. Part of UA's yearbration, the parties at the
ranges commemorating the
s 40th year, are being hosted
id Keeter, Charlotte; E. J.
Ft. Louis; and Sam Kunitsky,
all United Artists branch
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Save

Picture

Small

Theatres

(Continued from page 1)
Street of the small towns. Big city it is new, at higher but reasonable
theatres need the small theatres to rental, than to wait months or even
nurture public interest in the movies.
a year in order to play the picture
Small city theatres need the big city at a flat rental, when its momentum
has been lost.
theatres to help pre-sell ,their product. Hollywood— the producers and
Sees Loss in Sales to TV
distributors— needs them both to make
Turning to post-48 films, Kerasotes
cited figures which he said illustrate
Kerasotes then outlined a program
a profit."
of
"reassessment" of the method of that the film companies have lost millions in film rentals due to the comserving small theatres, which requires
petition ofTV to their current prod"acceptance of a new premise by both
distribution and exhibition."
uct. "How much longer will it take,"
he asked, "before the film companies
Sets $500 as Basis
appreciate the enormity of their misHe said that distribution must actake in selling pre-48 product and
how tremendously it is eating into
cept the fact that the same rental
their current revenues? This is why
formula for first-runs and bigger subI
say the retaining of the better
sequent runs can't apply to the small
films in theatrical re-release
theatre. "Specifically," he explained, post-48
channels
is the only sensible, eco"I asktures that
nomical answer to the existing probto smalldistribution
theatres so furnish
that a picfilm
grossing $500 or less will be sold at a
On toll-television Kerasotes said
fair, flat rental. On such terms, I feel,
any aggressive small town exhibitor
progress has been made "but we are
should be able to make a small profit not yet out of the woods." He urged
that Congress be encouraged to limit
andDistribution
stay in business."
could survive under
cable-TV
which now "presents a
lem." immediat
e danger than the
such a program, he asserted, if it graver
would revise its sales policy for small
method."
theatres of sending a salesman on the broadcast
Would Improve Projection
road selling pictures at $20 or $30
or even $50 rental to a small theatre
The Georgia-Alabama exhibitors
were also urged to take action in two
—doing this picture, by picture; making a fresh trip every time there is a other areas— saturation openings, the
proper merchandising of pictures; and
picture to sell.
Instead Kerasotes suggested that projection improvement. On the first
distribution sell its product on a year- Kerasotes suggested adoption on a
wide scale of the plan of Great Plains
ly or half-yearly basis to small theatres. On one trip the salesman would
States
exhibitors in promoting "The
sell all his future releases the theatre
Hanging Tree" and "Alias Jesse
wanted to buy. The paper work, the James" with special local campaigns
travel expenses, the overhead savings with the distributors matching money
that would result for distribution
put up by the theatre men for a
would more than make up for any radio saturation program. This is the
decrease in rentals on any specific "new look" in merchandising, he said,
picture from any theatre, the TOA
"and the one proven replacement for
head contended.
the disappearing national pre-selling
For his part, Kerasotes said, the on the good picture that will take it
small theatre exhibitor must feel it out of the ordinary class and make a
is better to play a new picture while
top grosser of it."
Name Miss Hayward to
Johnston to London,
Paris in Early June
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Export Association president, is
scheduled to leave here for London in
about 10 days to participate in an international economic conference to
be held there June 2.
Following the London conference,
Johnston may go to Paris for preliminary talks on a new film agreement with French government officials. He is scheduled to be joined in
the talks there with Griffith Johnson,
MPEA vice-president for the Continent. Johnston may visit other European
capitals before returning to the
U.S.
Texas

Group

Moves

DALLAS, May 20. - David Shapiro, executive secretary of the Texas
Drive-In Theatre Owners Association,
has announced the Association's office
has been moved from 1710 Jackson
St. to the Trade Mart located at 2100
Stemmons Freeway.
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Georgia Governor Staff
Special to THE DAILY
ATLANTA, May 20. - Lt. Gov.
Garland T. Byrd of Georgia today
named Susan Hayward an honorary
lieutenant
colonel ofof the
staff
in recognition
the governor's
Academy
Award winner's "outstanding performance" in 20th Century-Fox's
"Woman Obsessed." At a luncheon
held here by the Theatre Owners of
Georgia and Theatre Owners of Alabama, president Tommy Thompson
officially welcomed the actress to the
State of Georgia, where she resides
with her husband and two children.
Thompson presented Miss Hayward The Golden Peach Award, symbolic of the State of Georgia, during
the luncheon-ceremony. In addition
to citing her portrayal in "Woman
Obsessed," Thompson called attention
to the actress' role in "I'd Climb the
Highest years
Mountain,"
several
ago. filmed in Georgia

PEOPLE
Edwin Stewart, assistant to Jack
Sanson, resident manager of the Stanley Warner Strand Theatre, Hartford,
has been named manager of the circuit's Palace Theatre, Norwich, N. Y.,
succeeding William Decker, who
takes a similar post at the Garde
Theatre, New London, succeeding
John E. Petroski, who died recently.
Mrs. Olive Recave, one-time aide to
Sanson at the State, Manchester, succeeds Stewart in Hartford.
□
Clyde S. Waugaman, former operator of theatres in Ligonier, Apollo and
Bolivar, Pa., has been named manager of the Rowland Theatre, Wilkinsburg, Pa., which the Stanley Warner
circuit has reopened following six
months of darkness.
□
Sanford Greenberger has taken
over management of the Fairmount
Theatre, Cleveland, which was managed by Ins brother, Leonard, until
his recent death. The house is owned
by Henry Greenberger, father of the
two.
□
Floyd Maxwell, for a number of
years theatre manager for the J. J.
Parker and Evergreen circuits in the
Northwest, has established Floyd
Maxwell and Associates, public relations organization, in Portland, Ore.
□
Robert Hirsch, owner of the Thousand Islands Park Theatre, Alexandria Bay, N. Y., drive-in, will reopen
it on June 24, shortly following his
graduation
ers College. from Plattsburgh TeachAIP

Packaging

2 Films

For Young Actresses
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 20.-"Reform
School Girl," which starred "Kojie"
Byrnes of the current "77 Sunset
Strip" television series, and "Drag
Strip Girl," which starred Fay Spain
of "God's Little Acre," will be rereleased immediately by American
International Pictures.
New promotional material is Hearing completion for the re-packaging
of the AIP films, which gave currently popular young players their
first major breaks.
Elect James Gaylord
(Continued from page 1)

Operators of Georgia held at the
Dinkier Plaza Hotel here. He succeeds R. M. Kennedy of Birmingham.
Elected as vice-presidents were W.
VV. Hammonds of Albertsville and J.
A. Jackson of Clanton. Dan Davis of
Florence was named secretary-treasurer. Representative to Theatre Owners of America will be Kennedy, with
Edward Watson of Montevalla as alternate.
The Georgia exhibitor group reelected the incumbent officers.
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Motion

National

ti r> ABETTE Goes To War," starring Brigitte Bardot, now being
filmed on location in England and
France, is being pre-sold to "Life's"
readers
in the May
18 Eiffel
issue. Tower
"Life"
sent
cameramen
to the
in Paris and a Bond Street store in
London to photograph Brigitte as she
appears "off camera." She is seen
with her fiance Jacques Charrier, who
plays her sweetheart in this Columbia
film.
While Brigitte is wearing a parachute, photos show her being dragged
across a French air field by a gust of
wind that filled the chute during the
filming of a movie scene. She was unhurt and laughingly made light of the
mishap.
•
"Count
Blessings"
Deborah Kerr,Your
Rossano
Brazzi with
and Maurice Chevalier, is advertised on the
table of contents page of "Redbook's"
May issue.
•
"This Earth Is Mine," the U.I. film
starring Rock Hudson, Jean Simmons
and Claude Rains, receives a laudatory review in the June issue of "Argosy." The reviewer says "This Earth
Is Mine' promises to be the year's
major epic, a powerful film that will
be a sure contender for an Academy
Award."

•

Hal Wallis's "Don't Give Up The
Ship,"
been
selectedstarring
as the Jerry
pictureLewis,
of thehasmonth
for June by "Seventeen."
•
Richard Marek, motion picture reviewer for "McCall's," reviewed
"Some Like It Hot" in the May issue.
In his opinion "it is the funniest picture of the year." He says "this film
is a breezy, bawdy, hilarious farce
with some of the raciest dialogue and
situations we've ever
• encountered."
An especially well researched profile on Harry Belafonte appeared in
the May 10 issue of "American Weekly." It was written by veteran Maurice Zolotow who traced Belafonte's
life from his grammar school days to
his present position in the entertainment world. "The World, the Flesh
and the Devil" is his most recent
film. He is co-starred with Mel Ferrer
and Inger Stevens.
Zolotow tells how Jack Rollins, successful personal manager for Mike
Nichols and Edna May, and Emmywinning Tom Poston, met Harry when
he was getting ready to close his
Greenwich Village restaurant because
of poor business and guided him to
be a $3,500 a week entertainer.
•
Fifteen-year-old Tuesday Weld,
who plays Danny Kaye's daughter in
"The Five Pennies," is the subject
of a three-page pictorial feature in
the May 26 issue of "Look." After
Kaye had worked with the adultseeming Tuesday for two weeks, the
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REVIEW:
Woman

Pre -Selling

Picture

Obsessed

and was widely known for hi
in promoting the interest of
dustry in general. He also h
been Republican county chain
amittee.
member of the State Centr;

20th-Fox — CinemaScope

The ladies especially are going to love "Woman Obsessed," a handsomely produced romantic melodrama starring Academy Award winner
Susan Hayward and newcomer Stephen Boyd. Against some magnificently photographed backgrounds of the rugged Canadian Northwest, it tells
the story of a frontier widow who, out of sheer desperation, marries a
man
Order to have a father for her seven-year-old son
and ashe
mandoesn't
to run love
her infarm.
The kind of consequences which Miss Hayward must inevitably face
are the kind which female audiences are said to enjoy immensely. The
man she marries is a lout and a boor— he beats her and swears at her—
but underneath it all (and this is the rub) he is a sensitive and brave
man who tries heroically to tame himself. The story of the film is essentially the reconciliation between husband and wife and step-son and
step-father. Miss Hayward is fine, as usual, and Boyd is particularly forceful and believable as the hired hand she marries. Also extremely appealing is a new youngster, little Dennis Holmes, who plays the son with few
or none of the usual affectations.

"Woman Obsessed," however, shouldn't be thought of only as a
woman's picture. If the central situation is rather emotional, its setting
in the mountainous near-wilderness of western Canada is something that
should capture and hold the attention of any man. And the opening sequences of the film, detailing in almost documentary fashion a young
boy's joy in the flora and fauna around him are as honest and interesting
as anything out of a nature film. The CinemaScope photography in DeLuxe color is excellent.
The Sidney Boehm screenplay, adapted from a novel by John Mantley,
stresses melodramatic incident so that interest seldom lags. Early in the
picture is shown the terrifying forest fire in which Miss Hayward's first
husband, Arthur Franz, is killed. Later, after Boyd has come to work for
her, he saves the lives of Miss Hayward and her young son when they
are caught in a blizzard on their way from town. Still later, he saves her
life by carrying her six miles through a raging thunderstorm after she
has had a miscarriage. And paving the way for the final reconciliation
between the boy and his step-father is the former's saving of Boyd from
a pit of quicksand.
Henry Hathaway has directed in such a fashion as to give a good deal
more substance to some of these situations than might otherwise be the
case. There is also a real vitality in the leading performances so that such
a sequence as a little boy's first visit to a carnival is genuinely funny and
moving. Sidney Boehm produced. Heading the supporting cast are
Theodore Bikel, Barbara Nichols and Ken Scott.
Running time, 102 minutes. General classification. Release, in May.
Vincent Canby
Denver

Wompis

Elect

Sues Over Tomlinson
(Continued from page 1 )

Wolcott was the owner of t
Crand Theatre here and pi
operated the Princess The
Eagle
Grove,
la. services tc
At the
funeral
national Allied will be represe
Al
Myrick,Assn.
president of th<
Nebraska
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Exhibitoi

Join Special
Para.to THE
'Festiva
DAILY
TORONTO, May 20.-Para
"Summer Boxoffice Festiv
showings for exhibitors has
international with the unve;;
DannyHollywood
Kaye's "The
Five hen
Pen
the
Theatre
himself joined Gordon Li;.
Paramount Canadian general
er;
Sidney Deneau,
vice-pres
Paramount
Film Distributing
Joseph
Friedman,
national
tion manager,
and other
comj
ecutives in greeting the C
showmen in the theatre lobb
Over the next two days the
tors will view "Last Train Fr<
Hill" and "Don't Give Up the
to complete the "Festival."
Steady Studio Acti
Is Paced by Colun
From THE DAILY Burea
HOLLYWOOD, May 20.
duction continues at a steac
with five pictures starting th
and five completed, bringing t
to 35. Columbia Pictures le
production activity with nil
tures currently before the ca
Started Castle
were: Production
"The Ting i!
William
lumbia release) and "Have
Will Travel" (Romm Producti
for Columbia release, "Never Si
ent).
and "The Last Voyage" (Meti
wyn-Mayer);
"Ordeal
Red" (Meridanand
Production-Im

DENVER, May 20. - The Denver
chapter of WOMPIS held its annual
election of officers with the following
named: Jerri Hazelwood, president;
Pat Hill, first vice-president; Joan
Wallace, second vice-president; Monica Farrell, recording secretary;
Dianne Stewart, corresponding secretary; Ruth Yeoman, treasurer. Those
elected to the Board of WOMPIS were
Ivy Tullos, Caryle Franz, Marie Britton, Muriel Perry, Pauline Hall, Bernice Gilmore, Anne Belle Miller.

boughtmon stock
5,400in shares
of Loew's
December,
1957, comand
sold in March, 1958, and bought 36,900 shares in November, 1958, which
were sold the following month, at an
alleged profit of $60,000. He asks
judgment in that amount or an acwas named
a defendantcounting.
in theLoew'saction
also because,
the plaintiff charged, it had refused to
bring suit against Tomlinson.

Completed were: "Diary of
School
(NicholsonAmerican Bride"
International
Pictui|
Private's Affair" (20th Centu
"The Unforgiven" (Hecht-H
caster),
"Outcasts"
Pictures), and
the latter
two for(F

feature points out, Danny exclaimed,
"She's 15— going on 27."

Switch

HOLLYWOOD,
Garrison
has been May
given 20.a p
berth at Warner Brothers,
Warner announced today, G;

"In Case of Emergency," on which
"Love Is My Profession" is based,
has been published in a paper back
edition by Dell. Brigitte Bardot and
Jean Gabin are starred in this new
Union Film-Kingsley International release. Walter Haas

''Woman'

Date

Twentieth Century-Fox's "Woman
Obsessed," scheduled to begin its New
York engagement
Fridayopen
at the
mount Theatre, will
MayPara27
instead. Rescheduling was requested
by Paramount Theatre officials in order to hold over "Warlock," which
has played to excellent business the
past three weeks.

Corp.).
Artists release,
"The Dist
Mai
Romero
- Hal and
Roach
Garrison

WB

Proi

first assignment will be "C
Inglish," new Erskin Caldwe
acquired
by Warners in a f
lication deal.
Garrison joined the Warnei
ization
last November as assi
Steve Trilling.
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p
fed Crazy
Television
artists
Hollywood, May 20
Sign Grant Sullivan
•re's
action
a-plenty in soldier
this story
outhful, psychopathic
of
tune who seeks escape from a
CNP 'Express'
iex of being crowded and For
Grant Sullivan, who starred oppsychosis
a
people,
by
around
tjd
posite Rosalind Russell in the Broad(j he attributes personally to a
way
version of "Auntie Mame" for
t xperience with some older boys two years,
will play the lead in Cali5 his childhood at an orphanage,
fornia National Productions' new
t Halsey, a screen newcomer, evi- television
series, tentatively titled
; potential stardom in his han"Pony
Express."
Cameras start rolling
'i-'ol the unsympathetic lead, de- May 25 in Arizona
in the Phoenix
I g with authority an egocentric area.
car racer who goes on the make
Veteran producer Robert Stillman
jfj'ery pretty girl he sees, while will handle the series. Stillman's mo; ,g refuge in a small town after
tion picture credits include the awardf itting the murder of an elderly
winning features, "Champion" and
rtion attendant in a holdup,
.-insev gets a job as a garage "The Home of the Brave." For television, he produced CNP's "Boots and
nic, working side by side with
slier racing enthusiast, Charles Saddles-the Story of the Fifth
"Flight."
4, ix, whom he angers by trying to Cavalry"
Robert and
Neilson
directs the pilot
bis girl, Yvonne Lime, another
X ive new face who shows much
film, entitled "The Killer," an original
story by Tony Barrett and adopted
JiBe in her co-starring role. Hal- for television by scripter Jack Laird.
overbearing attitude gets him
fight with Willcox as well as
>lavin, the film's comic and rock
11 singer, which ends in a standABC to Present live'
:i: Halsey pulls a switchblade
Halsey gets his just desserts Coverage of Olympics
ing a county racing event in
The first "live" network television
i he is beaten by Willcox, as coverage
of the Olympic Games was
line Ravell, frustrated by Hal- assured yesterday when ABC Televitiiifickle manner, tips the police
sion acquired exclusive rights to
i iidence pointing to him as the broadcast the 1960 Olympic Winter
I'rtendant killer. The police give Games from Squaw Valley, Cal., Feb.
| av Halsey attempts to escape in 18 through 28, Thomas W. Moore,
n car. Halsey dies in a plunge ABC-TV vice-president in charge of
6
1 cliff.
programming, announced. ABC-TV
lard Bernstein, who produced
will cover, "live" and via tape, each
1 as collaborated on the screenof the 11 days of the Olympics.
:. [with George Waters, effected
More will
than'compete
1,000 athletes
34
I iexciting moments by arranging nations
in the from
amateur
; tual filming of the sports car sports championships. Among the
scenes instead of resorting to events to be contested are figure
: ii stock footage. William Hole, skating, speed skating, ice hockey
, section
j'ew showcase
performances
of an entire
cast of newin and Alpine and Nordic skiing, including slalom, giant slalom, crossExecutive producer was Richcountry, jumping and downhill.
Duckett.
Walt Disney will stage the opening
) ig time, 75 minutes. General
closing and victory ceremonies.
3 cation. Release, in May.
Samuel D. Berns
Ae Cooper

to Star,

'roduce 'Hennesey'
: |ie Cooper will be the star, and
* :ducer with Don McGuire, of a
; Comedy-drama
series entitled
jesey," which will start on the
I Television Network Monday,
|j (10:00-10:30 P.M., EDT), un1 Jenysponsorship
Lorillard
and Generalof P.
Foods
Corn.
per will play the title role of
'0 • Charles ("Chick") Hennesey,
g Navy medical officer whose
s begin with his assignment
base at San Diego, Calif. Feawith Cooper will be Roscoe
Abby Dalton and Henry
' Hennesey" will be produced
ennesey Company, General
Studios, Hollywood. Mc\ in addition to being co-proj twith Cooper, also created the
md is its head writer.

IK

Completes

Int l.

Production Department
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 20.-The international production department of
Independent Television Corp. has
been completed, according to an announcement byWalter Kingsley, ITC
president, with Ted Rogers, ITC director of programs and production,
heading up the operation with headquarters on the West Coast.
Production offices of ITC, which
have been temporarily at California
Studios, will be moved this week to
an entire floor in the Jack Wrather
Organization building. ITC is joinllv
owned by the Jack Wrather Organization and Associated Television,
Ltd., of London.
Executive story editor Bud Kay
heads the story and program development. Joe Behar is in charge of video
tape production.

7

Daily
Gen.

Today
Bell, Howell
Hour

News

Sponsors
Specials

Six full-hour news specials will be
presented on the CBS Television Network in prime nighttime hours during
the 1959-60 season under the cosponsorship of Bell & Howell, it was
announced by William H. Hylan, CBS
Television Network vice-president of
sales administration, and Peter G.
Peterson, executive vice-president of
the photographic firm.
Announcement came approximately
two weeks after a talk by Dr. Frank
Stanton, president of the Columbia
Broadcasting System, before the Ohio
State University Institute for Education by Radio-Television in which Dr.
Stanton revealed his plans to expand
informational programming in prime
evening time on the CBS Television
Network.
At that time, Dr. Stanton announced that starting this fall regular
hour-long informational broadcasts
would be presented one-a-month in
prime evening time and that in the
year following "we propose to make
this a bi-weekly and, after that, a
The Bell
& Howell news specials,
weekly
program."
to be produced by the CBS News Division, will be presented in October,
November and December of 1959 and
in April, May and June of 1960.

Aniline

(Continued from page 1 )
interested in acquiring the
Film Division.
hearings will also include any
proposals affecting alien property and U.S. war damage claims
against foreign countries, Chairman
Olin Johnston (D., S. C. ) announced.
The Administration is backing legislation to permit the General Aniline
sale despite the fact that litigation is
now pending in the courts.

been
Ansco
The
other

Rank, Disney Extend
Distribution Deal
From THE DAILY Bureau
LONDON, May 20. - Walt Disney
Productions and the Rank Organization have announced signing of a
contract calling for the distribution of
a further group of Disney films by
J. Arthur Rank Overseas Film Distributors. Territories concerned, as under
an earlier agreement between Walt
Disney Productions and the Rank Organization signed in July, 1958, include all Latin American and Far
Eastern countries in which the latter
has
offices.its own companies and branch
The new contract extends these arrangements sothat for the first time
the Rank Overseas company will release the Disney films in Germany
and Austria, and also in Italy where
one half
current
tions willofbe Disney's
distributed
by theproducRank
Organization,
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Cuts

Funds

am Reduction Seen
note Sustains Action
By J. A. OTTEN
HINGTON, May 21. - The
\ppropriations Committee cut
Administration's
request
ithe
funds
for the Information
Guaranty Program,
committee voted to give only
1100 of the $3,500,000 the U.S.
ition Agency had sought for
ing year for the program, unch the government guarantees
bility of earnings of motion
companies, book publishers
er information media operat:ertain foreign countries.
;ut, if sustained in the Senate,
rce a sizeable reduction in the
program, as the appropriation
as a base for much larger
of guaranty contracts,
n Picture Association PresiContinued on page 2)
fecord Turnout

at

lunch Wednesday
cord attendance" for the mo:ture and amusement indusmual United Jewish Appeal
h next Wednesday, at the
|ne Hotel was predicted yes'by
Irving
H. Greenfield,
Inc.,
chairman
of the 1959of
jmpaign in the allied fields,
ual affair will be a testimonial
ir B. Krim, president of Unites. He will be honored by
Continued on page 7)
isive Remodeling
..C. Theatre Set
Special to THE DAILY
AS CITY, May 21. - The
heatre, a downtown Kansas
t-run house operated by the
"d Interests, is scheduled to
r a period of three or four
parting
Juneare1,undertaken.
while exten, movements
|pacing of seats to allow for
Continued on page 7)

Optimistic Report on United Artists
Status Is Presented
to Stockholders
An extremely optimistic report on the current and future status of United
Artists is presented to stockholders in the company's annual report for 1958
released here yesterday. The report is contained in a handsome brochure,
utilizing
white
art. color as well as black-and-

Ads'
Magazine
Value Emphasized

Robert S. Benjamin, chairman of
the board, and Arthur B. Krim, president, state in the report that 1958
"marked another period of growth

Films in Summer
Twentieth Century-Fox will release 11 major productions during
the key summer months of June, July
day. August, it was announced yesterand
Set in June, are "Say One for Me,"
"The Man Who Understood Women,"
and "Here Come the Jets."
For July, 20th has "South Pacific,"
"Holiday For Lovers," "The Son of
Robin Hood," and "Miracle of the
In August, 20th will release "Blue
Denim,"
Hills." "A Private's Affair," "The
Return of the Fly," and "Alligator
People." Three
Put
Upcoming

Great

in70

Is
mm.

Installations
Orders

Mount

But Prices,

Exhibition is showing increasing interest in 70mm. projection and sound
installations, spurred by recent announcements of additional productions
that the equipment isandinawareness
short supply.

"Exhibitors should encourage the
film companies in the use of national
magazines to pre-sell motion pictures
and realize that the money spent in
this medium in no way diminishes
the amount of money available for
local
Thislevel
was selling."
the message emphasized
(Continued on page 8)
11

Interest

Film Supply Deter Some

By VINCENT CANBY
(Picture on page 8)

Fox to Release

Short Supply

Arthur Krim

Robert Benjamin

and expansion for the company."
Gross revenues and net profits continued to improve for the eighth consecutive year, "establishing new comsay. the report,
In pany
a records,"
letter they
prefacing
which is(Continued
keyed to the
on company's
page 2) 40th
Fields Cites Need
More

Comedy

for

on Screen

By WARREN G. HARRIS
"A definite need for more comedy
on the screen" was expressed by
writer-producer-director Joseph Fields
at a trade press luncheon at the Brittany here yesterday, following a tour
(Continued on page 7)

Questions

to

All major circuits admit to continuing study of the subject with a
number having ordered new or initial
installations and others having decided to do so.
Leonard Goldenson, American
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres
president, announced at the company'sthis
annualweek
meeting
ers early
that ofhis stockholdcompany
contemplated between 30 and 40 installations. Officials of Loew's, Stanley Warner and National Theatres
said they either have had installations
made or have them on order. Exact
figures were not available, however.
An RKO Theatres official said
70mm. (installations
been7) considContinued onhavepage

Voters

in

S.C. Sunday
Films Ballot
Special to THE DAILY
SPARTANBURG, S. C, May 21.-With the view of assisting voters in
reaching "positive answers," members of the Spartanburg County legislative
delegation have amended their so-called Blue Law Referendum Bill to include
a third question and also changd
6 P.M. and 9 and 12 P.M. on Sunthe wording of two other questions
to be answered in the election schedThe day?"amendments
Vote "Yes" or were
"No." suggested
uled for Tuesday, July 14.
A delegation spokesman said the by Representative T. E. Walsh and
immediately accepted by other memnew question
dum is this: added to the referenbers of the delegation.
"I thinkmentedthis
com"Shall a law be passed alkwing
Sheriffis B.veryB.good,"
Brockman;
movies, fishing, golf and other rec(Continued
on
page
7)
reation between the hours of 2 and

Touring 'Horror Show'
Promot
Columbia
Picturese is '//-Man
sending a'32Will
foot van on tour to 36 cities in eight
states as part of an exploitation campaign on its color science-fiction release, "The H-Man." This was announced yesterday by Robert S. Ferguson, national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation.
on page
The (Continued
trailer, described
as 7)
a "horror
Paramount Opens 3-Day
Canadian Sales Meet
Special to THE DAILY
TORONTO, May 21.-The annual
national
of Paramount's
Canadian convention
sales organization
opened
today at the Park Plaza Hotel, with
Gordon Lightstone, Canadian general
manager, presiding. The sessions, at
which current
and future
are
(Continued
on pagepictures
7)
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Motion
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PERSONAL
MENTION

JERRY PICKMAN and Hugh
Owen, Paramount distribution
vice-presidents, will be in Pittsburgh
on Sunday from New York, and will
visit Cleveland and Cincinnati thereafter.
•
Steve Broidy, president of Allied
Artists, will leave Hollywood tomorrow for London, where next week he
will address the sales convention of
Associated British-Pathe.
•
Herbert L. Golden, United Artists vice-president in charge of operations, and president of United Artists Television, has returned to New
York from Hollywood.
•
Henry H. Martin, Universale
general sales manager, left here yesterday for Dallas, St. Louis and
Chicago.
*
Joseph Friedman, Paramount national exploitation manager, will return to New York today from Detroit.
•
Fred Zinnemann, director, has
been taken ill in Sydney, Australia,
and has been forced to delay his return to the States. He now is expected
back in Hollywood around June 5.
•
Jack Rose, producer, will arrive in
New York today from Hollywood,
and will leave tomorrow for Italy.
•
Jerry Lewis will arrive here tomorrow from the Coast to serve as
toastmaster at the Founders Dinner
of the Eleanor Roosevelt Institute for
Cancer Research.
Roxy Policy Changed
The Roxy Theatre here announced
a change in its stage show policy effective May 29. Variety talent will
be featured and the thematic approach abandoned. The first review
under the new policy will be titled
"Starlight Stage." Screen fare will be
United Artists' "Pork Chop Hill."

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

Picture

Artists

(Continued from page 1 )
anniversary being celebrated this
year, Benjamin and Krim emphasize
progress in all phases of operationmotion pictures, television, and music.
Some highlights of their letter are
as follows:
The benefits of the public financing of 1957 enabled U.A. to increase
its inventory of top category motion
picture product by 75 per cent over
the previous year.
Of the 20 major pictures listed for
release in 1958, 12 will gross in excess of $5,000,000 around the world.
For 1959, United Artists has
scheduled the strongest program of
theatrical pictures in its history: 29
Double A feature films exclusive of
"Around
in added
80 Days."
Plans
for the
1960World
call for
emphasis on top quality pictures.
Gross Income Up 20%
Gross income for 1958 was $84,072,467, up 20 per cent from the
$70,008,242 attained in 1957. Net
earnings increased by 13V2 per cent
from $3,262,466 in 1957 to $3,701,963 in the year ended Jan. 3, 1959.
A supplementary letter from Benjamin and Krim is included detailing
provisions of a $15,000,000 long-term
unsecured loan for working capital
to meet the requirements of continued expansion.
The company's activities in the
television field were expanded importantly during the past year. A new
company, United Artists Associated,
acquired valuable motion picture
properties for world-wide television
and theatrical exploitation. Additionally, United Artists Television Inc. is
now producing special half-hour films
for television; the first series has already been sold to a national sponsor.
Disk Company Advances
United Artists Records, Inc., United
Artists Music Inc., and Unart Music
Corp. also made important strides
during 1958 toward developing enthusiastic markets for the UA labels.
U.A. continued its policy of devoting its major effort to financing
and distributing motion pictures made
by top independent producers.
They conclude: "We will continue
our efforts to recognize and meet
the changing scene within the entertainment world in general and the
motion picture industry in particular.
With our flexible company organization, we face the future with con-
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fidence."
To
Take Fight Orders
As a special service to patrons 42
Loew's
neighborhood
theatres
will
take
ticket
orders for the
Patterson-

i.to"COUNT
BLESSINGS"
H-6-M Pictuit YOUR
la CinimSctsi
And HCT89C010!
end GAIA NEW STAGE SPECTACLE

Johansson world heavyweight championship fight to be held at Yankee
Stadium June 25.
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Rule
Decca Must
Pay on 'Miller' Records
New York Supreme Court Justice
Henry Epstein ruled yesterday that
Universal Pictures and Decca Records
must account to Mrs. Helen D. Miller,
widow of the late Glenn Miller, for
the sale of recordings manufactured
and sold by Decca taken from the
sound track of the U-I picture, "The
Glenn
Miller that
Story."
He ruled
U-I and Decca had
combined to deprive the widow of income and had no legal right to market the records. U-I contracted only
to produce a picture based on the life
of Miller. The court noted that the
widow had an exclusive contract with
RCA for her husband's music. She is
expected to collect in excess of
$1,000,000.
Citation of V.C. Int'l
To Tent No. 35 June 23
The International Charity Citation
will be presented by Variety Clubs
International to New York's Tent No.
35 at a dinner to be held in the Hotel Edison here on June 23. The local
tent will be honored for its support to
cancer research and control.
Reservations for the dinner are being made with Ira Meinhardt, chief
barker of Tent No. 35.
Presley Record Tie-In
Field promotion forces of Paramount Pictures and RCA Victor are
being coordinated for a major merchandising campaign on behalf of the
Elvis Presley reissues, "Loving You"
and "King Creole," and the record albums that sprang from those pictures.
The films are for June release. Some
50 RCA Victor distributors throughout the U.S. will work in cooperation
with
Paramount'sin field
merchandising
representatives
setting
up special
screenings of the films for disc
jockeys and music dealers. Thus
launched, the campaign will immediately shift to widespread distribution
of the albums by the Paramount force
among theatre, newspaper, radio and
television contacts.
Rule in 'SaW Suit
Herbert Biberman and Paul Jarrico, former president and secretarytreasurer, respectively, of Independent Production Corp. and IPC Distributors, Inc., must submit themselves to a pre-trial examination as
managing agents, even though they
resigned, Judge Sidney Sugarman
ruled in Federal District Court here
yesterday. The ruling was handed
down as part and parcel of Biberman and Jarrico's $7,500,000 antitrust action against close to 100 distributors and exhibitors in connection with the film, "Salt of the

House
Gr
(Continued from pagt
dent Eric Johnston had te:
fore the committee in sup
much larger appropriation
Administration had reques
asked $16,500,000. I.M.G.
now cover film activities in
via,The
Turkey,
Poland and
committee
alsoViet
though not too deeply— the
request for its regular open
gram for the year starting
voted $101,557,300 for sal
expenses, compared to a b
quest of $106,112,100. This
agency has $101,673,800.
Breakdown of Cut Not
The Motion Picture Div
obviously have to share in
though the committee dicta
how the overall cut in U.S.
should be applied to the
media. The film branch 1
seeking $5,752,300 of the
tal, a $459,200 increase
year's appropriation.
During the hearings on thi
bill, committee members 1
sharply critical of many of
the industry sends overseas,
bers said they had not incl
language
on this point report
in tl
in
the accompanying
sorship.
they wanted to avoid any d!
Museum

to Show

Of John Ford Pi
John Ford will be the s
a film series at the Museum;
ern Art here starting in ea
The new program, entitle
Ford, a review of films by
nent American director," is
the Museum's year-long
retrospective studies of
American filmmakers.
Among the Ford films to
are "The
Iron Horse,"
"The
Informer,"
"Young"Fo;
coin," "My Darling Clement
"The Quiet Man." Ford's la
ture is "The Horse Soldi
United Artists release in Juh
Show

'Mouse'

at G

GENEVA,
May
21. -"Tha'
That
Roared,"
a comedy
successful
invasion
of the
States by the smallest count
world, will be previewed he
day morning
to a special
invi
ence
of delegates
and new
tending the Big
Four confere
presentation
is especially
top
the Columbia film depicts a:
ropean duchy forcing an
plan for world disarmament
major
The color
rushed powers.
to completion
for th
screening here.
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will have its world premiere

by booking

at the United

at the Criterion

Lux, Washington;
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the film for July

the cameras.

Hills in Los Angeles;

phia; at the Trans

(Robert

to the wonderful

^y 1st. It will open shortly thereafter
I Warner

D.Voelker

at the Woods
Gary,

Artists Theatre,

and Plaza Theatres

Detroit,

in New

York; at

in Chicago ; at the Randolph

in Phila-

Boston;

Allen, Cleveland;

and Carib, Miami;

Century,

Windsor.
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San
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music by Duke
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LEE
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N.
Ellingt

C.SCOTT/ORSON

BEAN/RUSS

BROWN/MURRAY

HAMILTON/BROOKS
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screenplay by WENDELL MAYES from the best-seller by ROBERT TRAVER
photography by SAM LEAVITT produced & directed by OTTO PREMINGER/a Columbia release
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Films

^(Continued from page 1)
er, Spartanburg's
chief law
lent
officer objected
to enthe
'other recreation activities" and
mended "more specific languilhe delegation, however, passed
nendments as worded by Replative Walsh.
other two
questions as
lied by Representative Walsh
oproved by the delegation are:
ill the law prohibiting public
or pastimes, such as bearbull-baiting, football playing,
racing, interludes or common
or other games, exercises,
or pastimes, such as hunting,
lg, chasing game or fishing on
be repealed?"
/second
question:
Jl the law prohibiting tradesirtificers, workmen, laborers, or
workmen whatsoever from doexercising any worldly labor,
ss, work of his ordinary calling
sunday or any part thereof be
h1?" will receive final action
bill
Senate. Senator Charles C.
estimated the cost of the
idum election at $6,000.
is Cites Need
Continued from page 1)
"Annive
Waltz"
set at the
ovietonrsary
.
e Studios
Is, whose film credits include
Dmedies as "Tunnel of Love,"
ister Eileen," "Louisiana Purand "Farmer Takes a Wife,"
; two major weaknesses of comthe past have been the casting
wrong type of performers in
iding parts and the use of
ies that "are not well enough
there is a "great scarcity of
ho can play romantic comedy"
o brought out, with the names
/ Grant and David Niven ofs "the only two that come to
The latter, a recent Academy
winner, is one of the stars,
with Mitzi Gaynor, of "An7 Waltz," and when trade remet him on the set yesterday
g, he was enjoying the envi;k of kicking in the front of a
~m set for a scene in the film.
Likes to Work Here
of the advantages of shooting
in New York, Fields said, is
eryone shows up when they're
•d to." He also has found the
municipal departments "very
five" in setting up location
c the romantic comedy, which
;eted at "around $1,000,000"
3 a shooting schedule of apitely one month, ending up
eek
"if all goes
well."
The
is scheduled
for fall
release,
attending the luncheon yesterrre David Miller, director of
;rsary Waltz"; Ralph Fields,
r and son of Joseph Fields;
mes, director of photography;
Chodorov, co-author of the
lay with Joseph Fields; and
Monique Van Vooren.

Motion

Interest

Picture

Seen

High

7

Daily

in

70mm.

(Continued from page 1)
ered but no decision has been made
enough product available to liquiyet. A number of independent cir- for. date an investment of the size called
cuits, such as Schine, Kallet and
others have completed installations
Among the films which contributed
and reportedly have more on order. to the current flurry in equipment inOne or more installations are reportstal ations are "Ben Hur," "Porgy and
ed to be in sight for every city of Bess" and "The Big Fisherman," all
consequence in the country as rapid- of which are completed and have
ly as equipment becomes available. premieres scheduled.
Supply and price appear to be the
"Spartacus" is shooting
brakes on volume of installations at in Universal's
70mm. and 20th Century-Fox rethis time. Four principal suppliers
cently announced production of "Can
have a backlog of orders of an esti- Can" and
"The King Must Die" in
mated six months or more. The the big width.
Others are being
Philips'
Todd-AO
equipment
numbers about 65 installations in the U.S., planned.
L. W. Davee, head of Century Prowith a solid backlog of orders. Cenjector, said he is convinced films of
tury Projector also is known to have wider dimensions are here to stay.
a substantial number on order, with
"Of course," he observed, "no one
deliveries expected to start this summer.
can buy equipment that's not available to them, and they're not likely to
buy before having a supply of prodHandled by NTS
uct in sight.
National Theatre Supply is han- to see
what But
olhersthose
are who
doingdon't
are wait
going
to
be
in
an
enviable
position
later
dling the German Bauer company's
on. Certainly, if both the equipment
70mm. equipment and the Joe Hornstein company has the Italian Cine and the pictures were available, a
Meccanica equipment, with distribu- majority of exhibitors would be instal ing it.
tion through independent supply
dealers. Both are reported to be beWill Enlarge Facilities
hind on deliveries.
From the exhibitor viewpoint,
"Our own factory is jammed up
prices ranging from $15,000 to $30,manufacturing
We additional
couldn't
turn out
more if we it.had
000 and upwards are too rich for now
many, particularly in view of ques- orders. But we will expand our mantions concerning production and
ufacturing facilities should it become
availability of wide measure product. necessary to do so.
Many believe that as demand and pro"We are not going to have a 35mm.
duction increase, prices are bound to industry transformed into a 70mm.
decline, so they profess to be in no industry," he said. "But we have alhurry to place orders. Moreover, they
ready exceeded the limits of 35mm.
say they want additional time to ap- and need 70mm. to put on shows that
can offer unquestioned competition
praise the production plans for 70mm.
films, to make sure there will be
in the world of entertainment today."
UJA

Luncheon

(Continued from page 1)
his friends and co-workers for his
"devoted efforts on behalf of many
great
humanitarian
A highlight
of thecauses."
luncheon will be
an address by S. Robert Abrahami,
Israeli industrialist and veteran of the
war of independence. Abrahami will
discuss the challenges facing the
agencies of UJA and the people of
Israel.
"Judging from the way the reservations have been coming in," said
Chairman
tain that ourGreenfield,
luncheon "it
will seems
be onecer-of
the most significant industry events
in recent years. The growing interest
generated by this annual affair indicates not only the measure of esteem
in which our honored guest is held by
everyone, but also demonstrates an
increased awareness of the vital work
being done by UJA to sustain life and
hope for hundreds of thousands of
destitute
persons
the industry
world."
Well over
100 around
prominent
figures are hard at work on the various committees of the Motion Picture
and Amusement Division of UJA to
assure the success of the dinner and
the campaign.

Paramount Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
being
discussed,
will continue
through Saturday.
Sidney Deneau,
vice-president
Paramount
Film Distributing
Corp.,of
was here from New, York to address
the opening business session. He reviewed for the delegates the Paramount release schedule covering the
remainder of the year.
The Canadian branch managers
and salesmen arrived here on Tuesday
to take in "Paramount's Summer
Boxoffice Festival" of showings for
exhibitors that continued through
Wednesday. Pictures involved were
"The Five Pennies," "Last Train
From Gun Hill" and "Don't Give Up
the
Ship."
Extensive
Remodeling
(Continued from page 1)
more room between rows will be a
principal project, along with the resetting of the screen farther back on
the stage. The latter step will permit
the addition of several more rows of
seats downstairs.
The theatre also is slated to have a
new manager as the result of the
resignation, effective tomorrow, of
John Dugan, who has held the position about two years.

'Hands' Trailer in Both
Color, Black-and-White
National Screen has completed work
on trailer in both color and blackand-white for United Artists' "Shake
Hands with the Devil." Symbol for
the picture, a shooting flame behind
a gun, and the main title are in
color. The remainder of the trailer
is in black and white.

'Horror
Show*
(Continued from page 1)
show on wheels," leaves New York
this weekend to launch an initial 27day tour, beginning on Monday in
Columbus, Ohio. The itinerary lists
stops in Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan,
New York, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island, before winding up in BridgeConn, on
Theport,film
is June
slated20.for saturation
bookings in these states during the
last week in June. It is expected that
the trailer will be used in connection
with subsequent engagements in other
parts of the country, Ferguson said.
Designed to permit the public to
enter and pass through "The Home
of The H-Man," the 32-foot van
features a variety of scientific shock
displays based on scenes in the film.
In addition to a three-dimensional,
animated "H-Man," the special effects in the cavern-like interior include bubbling atomic pools, dripping
phosphorescent water, ultra-violet
lighting and eerie sound effects.
Tabloid Herald Prepared
To help promote "The H-Man" on
the local level, Columbia's exploitation department has prepared an inexpensive four-page tabloid herald,
with
news
andavailable
pictures toabout
"The
H-Man." Also
all exhibitors, through the Columbia exchanges
is a "do-it-yourself" showmanship kit
of exploitation and publicity ideas.
This 17-page booklet contains suggestions for contests and stunts for
use in the theatre, as well as numerous promotion ideas for all media.
WB

Young

Star Troupe

Feted at Cocktail Party
Warner Bros, was host yesterday
at a cocktail party at the Playbill
Restaurant here to honor a group of
young patedHollywood
who tour
particiin the cross stars
country
for
"The Young Philadelphians." The
party was held to celebrate completion of the 3,575-mile tour, climaxed
by attendance of the stars at the Criterion Theatre opening of the picture
here yesterday.
The young stars visited 34 cities
and more than 200 towns on the
coast-to-coast tour.
In the group honored yesterday
were Erin O'Brien, Jack Kelly, Connie Stevens, Roger Smith, Diane Jergens, Will Hutchins, Arlene Howell,
Ty Hardin, Alan Hale, Jr., Troy Donahue, Peter Brown, Jacqueline Beer
and Louis Quinn.

s
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Friday, May £

Daily
Two-Day

PEOPLE
Sylvan Leff has assumed operation
of 'the Vail Mills Drive-in Theatre
near Gloversville, N. Y. One-time
Universal salesman in the Albany
area, he also conducts the Town
Theatre in Watertown and the Black
River Drive-in outside that city; likewise the Highland and Rialto in
Utica.
□
Peter Cimini, owner-manager of
the State Theatre, Pittsfield, Mass.,
which he built 30 years ago and remodeled in 1948, has suspended operations and plans to sell or lease the
facility. Now 78 years old, he has
been ordered by his physician to
"take it easy." □

Minna Mae Stevison, of the Warner Brothers exchange in Dallas, and
Mrs. Evelyn Neely, of the Weisenburg circuit there, have each won a
"Gabby Award" given by the Dallas
chapter of Women of the Motion
Picture Industry for having developed
the best word-of-mouth publicity for
the Academy Awards telecast.
□

James H. Foster, Dallas securities
broker, has been named financial vicepresident of the McLendon Corp.,
operators of Tri-States Theatres and
ut the Southradio
west. stations througho
□
Fred R. Greenway, retired manPalace Theatre, Hartagerford,of andLoew's
Mrs. Greenway have moved
to Los Angeles.
Three

Theatres

Close in

Baltimore; 2 to Reopen
Special to THE DAILY
BALTIMORE, May 20. - Three
subsequent-run theatres here closed
this week, two of them only temporarily. The Capitol, owned by Rome
Theatres, will resume next week for
colored patronage. Ed Wyatt is manager. The Aurora of the R. & F. Theatres, isexpected to open again within a couple of months. John Floyd is
manager.
The Leader has closed permanently. It also is one of Rome Theatres.
On its closing day, manager Ed Kimpel, Sr., entered Church Home and
Infirmary for leg surgery.
Tour for 'Any GirV
Producer Joe Pasternak and actress
Claire Kelly will head for Texas June
1 to visit Dallas and Houston, two of
the cities set for pre-release engagements of M-G-M's
"Ask inAnyHouston
Girl."
Pasternak
will arrive
June 1 and will do publicity and personal appearances there for two days
before going to Dallas. Reversing the
trip, Claire Kelly will start her personal appearances in Dallas on the
first and will follow Pasternak into
Houston two days later.

AT THE UNIVERSAL-LOOK LUNCHEON yesterday: left to right, Jeff
Livingston, Universal Eastern advertising manager; Charles Simonelli, Universal Eastern advertising and publicity department manager; Larry Hanson, vicepresident and director of Cowles Publishing Co., publishers of Look; Henry
H. Martin, Universal general sales manager; and Robert Seaman, Look motion
picture ad representative.

Magazine-Ad
Value
Stressed
from page 1)
(Continued
the entire female and family audience
by Charles Simonelli, eastern adverand the young adult and teenage martising and publicity department mankets. One of the most dramatic parts
ager of Universal Pictures, at luncheon here yesterday at the Harvard
of Simonelli's talk yesterday was his
Club. The luncheon, sponsored by presentation of special types of
"Earth" ads which have been de"Look Magazine" for a presentation
of the effectiveness of national magasigned to appeal to the specific readership of each of the publications
zines in pre-selling films, featured a
detailed presentation by Universal on being employed.
its huge national magazine and SunType of Publication Vital
"This
on lunchcampaign
"The purchase of a large amount
Earth dayIssupplement
Mine." Guests
at the
eon were representatives of leading of space in itself is not meaningful,"
Simonelli said by way of a preamble.
circuits and New York theatres.
"The type of publication dictates the
Points to Four Films
type of ads to be used for maximum
"To exhibitors who want to know
He then showed the luncheon
effectiveness."
why we don't save the money we
gathering the specific ads designed for
spend on national advertising for use
"Seventeen," "clean copy" featuring
at point of sale," Simonelli said, "we
a "clean" embrace between the two
are now able to point out that Unistars:
"True Story," featuring more
versal^ four biggest grossers— 'The
Glenn Miller Story,' 'To Hell and
lusty and romantic copy; and "Good
Back,' 'Magnificent Obsession' and
Housekeeping" and "McCalls," with
strong,
vigorous copy and art aimed
'Written on the Wind'— not only were
at
the housewife.
backed by huge national advertising
"To attain a really big gross on a
campaigns, but also by big local
level budgets.
picture," Simonelli said in passing,
"we've found we have to attract the
"Pre-selling in a national ad campaign creates an image that makes
infrequent movie-goer. And the insubsequent point of sale advertising easiest to frequent
movie-goer
we've
found
attract
is the
housewife
and publicity much easier," he said.
Referring to the company's current
"Imitation of Life," which is expected
Personalities Emphasized
to be the biggest grossing film in
over 35."
Universal's history, Simonelli pointed
the Sunday
supplements,
Ads and
prepared
for "Look"
and
out that for the campaign on that "Life"
picture the company had reversed a which "combined give the broadest
general industry trend by increasing
ad coverage," stress the strong personalities ofthe stars of the picture
—instead of decreasing— the national
and, like the ad copy prepared for
advertising budget. "And to insure
level selling, tell a good deal
success, we also spent huge sums lo- local
about the story of the film.
Introduced by Martin
Simonelli was introduced at the
cally."
luncheon by Hi Martin, Universal
general sales manager. The scope of
the forthcoming "This Earth Is Mine"
national ad campaign had been announced previously by David Lipton,
vice-president.
It's described
as the
largest in the history
of the company,
"Imitation"
after the 21
being patterned
campaign
and utilizing
leading
magazines and 215 weekend newssupplements.
The paper
targets
of the campaign are

Prior to going into the details of
the magazine campaign, Simonelli
played for the guests two samples of
the kind of radio spots which Universal has prepared for the picture.
Both highlighted provocative dialogue
from the picture.
In addition to Simonelli and Martin, Universal was represented by Jeff
Livingston, Herman Kass, Harold
Gutman and Charles Schlaifer of the
Schlaifer Advertising Agency.
The "Look" presentation was made
by Robert Seamon who discussed the
results of the magazine's continuing

Cekbrai

to THEofDAILY
MarksSpecial
Bow
'Del]
DUBLIN, May 21. - P
Sean T. O'Kelly of Ireland v|
tial Palace
in honor of
today
at a reception
in the sh
F '3
production executives of j
Hands with the Devil." This 1
of the festive highlights of til
day celebration marking th i
theatre charity world premier ,i
Pennebaker production for |
Artists release.
First American film made I
in Ireland, "Shake Hands vjl
Devil" opened tonight at th I
and Metropole Theatres for ti l
fit of the Variety Club of 1]
(Savoy) and the local Poli I
(Metropole). Both events sol I
week ago. Police estimated
of more than 50,000 fans
hand to greet the stars, c<
and
by-liners
the:
States,press
Ireland
and from
England.
Guests of honor at
O'Kelly's reception include
Wynter, who is starred in
with James Cagney, Don Mu
Glynis Johns; executive ]
George Glass
Marlon
BrandoandSr.,Walter
presi
Pennebaker, and Mrs. Brand
Mail 'Hercules'

Bi

tures
Corp.
mailingEmb;
ou
Joseph
E. is
Levine's
copies of the new Dell Cor
based
on Levine's
film
"Hercules,"
to a national
newspaper
ion makers. executives and ot
research program on the irr
of pre-selling films through
tional magazines. He said th;
of every 100 "Look" readers
quent movie-goers and that
is
the ofagethecategory
that r<
perincent
magazine's
found to attend movies freq
The presentation was accc
"Look's"
by
chartscirculation
and slidesgrowth
which 1
last 12 years and the kind c?
picture news which compri:
per
zine. cent of every issue of tl
Guests from Topr Circ
Among the
John Murphy
Theatres;
Sol
Polon of RKO

guests: Eugen:
and Ben Joel Cj
A.Theatres;
SchwartzSpy:a:

ras, Jr. and Salah M. Has;
Skouras Theatres; Samuel
Emanuel Frisch and Harok
of Randforce Theatres;
Schwartz of Century Theatre
M. S eider and Walter Higg
dential; Harry Brandt and
ber, Brandt Theatres; Ha
mine, and John McKenna o
Warner; Charles Moss and L;
ris, B. S. Moss Theatres;
Broadcasting - Paramount
Jules Liggett and Seymou
Liggett-Florin;
A. Coh
ma
Circuit; MaxMaxFellermai
Theatres; Jack Hatton, I
Robert C. Rothafel and Leoi
Roxy Theatre.
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Deserving

Cause

— — ■ By Sherwin Kane
OF the most necessary and,
the same time, least publicized
the industry's benevolent aci is the work being done quietly
»>ntinuously by the Picture Pio; roundation.
. type of assistance provided by
mndation of itself imposes a
upon those who are instruin performing it. For it is
ice of the most personal and,
the most desperately needed
•Yequently it is rendered after
.'•■er sources of help have been
ted or denied.
helping hand of the FoundajV extended to industry veterans
embers who, often through no
f their own, are in dire need.
•
men who carry on the work
Foundation do so often at a
e of much time and effort
rom their own busy days. By
J lg, they make it possible for
lollar contributed to the Founto go to those whom it aids,
ire no salaries, no overhead for
, iduct and maintenance of the
.rtion's activities.
-;over, these men dedicated to
.nidation are as much aware as
of the mounting number of
lie appeals on all sides, and
J iculty of choosing from among
- i 3ut the Foundation affords the
| through which we can take
.X: our own.
does not have top priority on
st of contributions, then you
at least see to it that it is in" 1 thereon.
•
I Foundation is making its an>peal for contributions now.
:t 'rimary appeal is to members
-I Picture Pioneers, an organiza; lich collects no dues, and has
1 i means of raising funds than
i\ i this annual solicitation.
t Picture Pioneer members esare urged to answer the
tion's current appeal, you do
e to be a member to partici7ou need only to remember
- ;s industry, as all others, has
fortunate ones, but that it
ave the Foundation to help
r them.
i -ibutions should be sent to
- tion of Motion Picture Pionc. in care of Ned E. Depinet,
it 1270 Sixth Ave., New York,
Y

Special

'Times'

Columbia's

Supplement

Big Drive for
By VINCENT CANBY
(Picture on page 6)

Kicks

Off

'Cordura'

Quarter

Net

Is $1,318,000
Paramount Pictures had estimated
consolidated net earnings from operations for the first quarter in 1959 of
$1,318,000, the company reported at
the weekend. The earnings compare
in the first quarter of 1958 with $1,405,000.
The total consolidated income for
the first quarter of 1959 is estimated
at $3,645,000 after including special
income of $2,327,000. For the first
quarter of 1958 the total consolidated
income was $8,352,000 including special income of $6,947,000.
Three-Da/

this picture,
which isn't
due for was
release until September
or October,
a special 16-page magazine supplement to the Times devoted entirely to
the film.
"This is the largest single piece of
newspaper
advertising
ever placed
for
(Continued
on page
6)
Jacob

by
the board
directors
at ofa
meeting
on Friday. here
Since 1940

Of MGM Starts Today
M-G-M divisional and district sales
managers will begin a three-day
meeting here at the Astor Hotel today
to discuss sales and promotion plans
for upcoming releases including special handling
for was
"Ben-Hur."
The
meeting
called by Jack
(Continued on page 2)

MPEA

to Make

from

Japanese

New

Karp Elected

Para. Vice-President
Jacob H. Karp, named last week
to the post of administrative head of
production for Paramount Pictures,
was elected a
of
company
vicethe- president

Safes Meet

Karp wasecutive exassistant to Y. Frank
Freeman, who
last week
reJacob Karp signed
as Paramount vice-president and studio head.
Freeman will continue with the company on a consultative basis. He has
been with Paramount since 1933.

Attempt

Rules
Film

A major portion of the nationwide 3,000,000-plus readership of yesterday's
New York Sunday Times are this morning more than a little aware of Columbia's forthcoming William Goetz production, ing"They
to Cordura."
off the Came
tremendous
campaignKickon
Para.

Treasury

to Secure Payment

for Films Seized During War
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 24.-The Motion Picture Export Association will
again ask Congress to enact legislation repaying film companies for lost rental
income resulting from Japanese seizure of U.S. films in the Philippines during
World War II.
The request will be submitted next month to a Senate Judiciary subcommittee which holds hearings, starting June 11, on bills dealing with vested
enemy assets and American claims against Germany and Japan.
MPEA officials estimate that as much as $3,000,000 to $4,000,000 might be
involved if Congress went along with the MPEA request, which would add
an amendment to any one of several pending damage claim bills. The Japanese
seized U.S. films in the Philippines, exhibited the films while they occupied
the islands, and retained the rental income. Film companies thought they had
obtained relief under a recent war claims law, but the law was later interpreted as excluding film rental losses. MPEA made a similar request in a
previous Congress, but the Senate group took no action.

Free

Dept.
Soviet

Payments
of

Tax

Limit Exemption
Approved

to Sales

by State Dept.

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON,
May 24. - The
Treasury Department has ruled
formally that payments for Soviet
films approved under the recent U.S.Russian film agreement will be free
of U.S. income tax.
The Treasury ruled that the payments would be considered as going
to a foreign government and therefore tax-free. The Treasurv ruling
apparently clears the way for early
American distribution and premieres
of the Soviet films already selected
for showing in this country.
The State Department received
word of the Treasury ruling and immediately transmitted
the 2)
ruling to
(Continued
on page
U.A. Files New

Brief in

P.O. Ban on 'Ma\a' Cards
United Artists has asked for a reversal of the Post Office decision declaring unmailable some 2,000 post
cards bearing a photographic reproduction of Goya's painting, "The
Naked Maja" in a brief filed with the
P. O. Dept.'s Judicial Officer. The
post cards are used with the advertising campaign of the film "The
The new brief, characterized as a
on page 6)
Naked (Continued
Maja."
Defends

UA's

Role

in

Academy Award Telecast
Charles Simonelli, chairman of the
Motion Picture Association advertising
committee, atandthepublicity
weekend directors'
entered the
tugof-war between producer Jerry Wald
and United Artists Corp., defending
the latter
against
that to
it "was
the
worst
offendercharges
failing
(Continued
onin page
6) lend
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MGM
PERSONAL
MENTION
C AMUEL GOLDWYN, accompa^ nied by Mrs. Goldwyn, will
arrive in New York today from Hollywood. Before returning to the Coast
he will attend the premiere of his
"Porgy and Bess" at the Warner Theatre here on June 24.
•
Harry Mandel,
RKO Theatres
vice-president, and Mrs. Mandel are
scheduled to return to New York tomorrow from a European trip.
•
Irving H. Ludwig, Buena Vista
president, and James O'Gara, Eastern division sales manager, have returned to New York from Toronto.
•
Ilya Lopert, president of Lopert
Films, will return to New York on
Wednesday from a business trip to
Paris and London, which followed his
attendance at the Cannes Film Festival.
•
Ely Landau, board chairman of
NTA, and Edythe Rein, NTA vicepresident, are scheduled to arrive
here from Cannes today. Harold
Goldman, president of NTA International, returned from Cannes on
Friday.
•
Sy Bartlett, producer of "Pork
Chop Hill," arrived in New York
from the Coast on Thursday for FriscreeningClub.
of the film for the
Overseasday'sPress
•
Richard Burton has arrived in
New York from Hollywood for conferences with Alan Jay Lerner and
Frederick Loewe regarding their
forthcoming "Jenny• Kiss'd Me."
Irving Wernick, of Favorite Films
Corp.,
here. was in Albany, N. Y., from
•
Mrs. Roy Price has given birth to
a boy at her home in Atlanta. Father
is office manager for Theatres Service
Co. in the Georgia capital.

SHOUiniEII

UIRI1TGD!

Increase your Concession
Sales to an all-time high
with 4 Brand-New Full-Color
Animated and Narrated
Intermission-Time
BLOCKBUSTERS from:

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
TOPS IN TRAILERS!

Picture

Meeting

(Continued from page 1)
Byrne, vice-president and general
sales manager. Joseph R. Vogel, president of Loew's, Inc., will open the
session today. Top home office executives will participate also.
In addition to the discussions of
sales policies and plans, the meeting
will attend a session on advertisingpublicity plans for all upcoming releases with Dan Terrell, Si Seadler,
and Emery Austin, and a session on
the "Ben-Hur" promotion plans with
Oscar Doob keynoting.
The films to be discussed include
"Ask Any Girl," "North by Northwest," "The Angry Hills," "The
Mysterians," "The Beat Generation,"
"Tarzan, the Ape Man," "For the
First Time," "The Scapegoat," "The
Big Operator," "Girls' Town," "Home
From the Hill," "It Started With a
Kiss," "Libel," "The Wreck of the
Mary Deare," "The House of Seven
Hawks" and "Never So Few."
Many Sections Represented
Attending from the field are: Herman Ripps, division sales manager,
Los Angeles; William J. Devaney,
district manager, Chicago; John S.
Allen, division manager, Dallas; Louis
Formato, division manager, Washington; Walter E. Banford, district
manager, Chicago, John J. Maloney,
division manager, Pittsburgh; Saal
Gottlieb, district manager, New York;
and Hillis Cass, Canadian sales manager, Toronto.
Among those attending from the
home office will be Burtus Bishop, Jr.,
Robert Mochrie, Robert H. O'Brien,
Benjamin Melniker, William Harrison, Joel Bezahler, Leonard Hirsch,
Irving Helfont and Jay M. Eisenberg.

'Life' Grosses
Beat

Already

Original Version

Universal's "Imitation of Life," new
film version of the Fannie Hurst novel
which opened in a few selected situations for the Easter holidays and has
been in general release for only six
weeks, has already rolled up more
film rental than the entire domestic
gross of the original version of the
Fannie Hurst story released 25 years
ago. This was reported by Henry H.
Martin, Universal general sales manager, at the weeeknd.
Topping 'Glenn Miller'
Martin further said the new "Imitation of Life" was rolling up the
longest holdover engagements in the
history of Universal, topping even the
all-time record holder-"The Glenn
Miller
Story."
He record
cited the
10th week
of the
run current
at the
Roosevelt Theatre in Chicago; the
six-week run at the Roxy Theatre in
New York, and the eight-week runs at
the Mayfair in Baltimore, and the
Fulton in Pittsburgh, among others.

Daily

nt-Run K.c. Theatres
Bidding h Complicated
Special to THE DAILY
KANSAS CITY, Mo., May 24 With the re-entry of the RKO Missouri Theatre into the bidding for
product, division of available films
among Kansas City first runs is made
more complicated.
The Missouri has just been converted from Cinerama operation after three years of restriction to the
wide-screen process.
Because of the relatively large number of first-run theatres and the comparatively wide range of ownership,
the booking of sufficient new films to
keep the houses open has been a vexing and difficult chore for some time.
Competing for Product
In nudging into the already crowded field, the Missouri will be competfor product operated
with Loew's
Midland,
the ing
Paramount,
by Interstate
Theaters, the Uptown, Fairway, Granada and Isis owned by Fox Midwest,
the Roxy and Capri belonging to the
Durwood Interests and the Glen,
Dickinson and two drive-ins of the
Dickinson Company.
The list is lengthened at intervals,
too, as the result of the bidding of independently operated drive-ins, and
the occasional playing of first-run
films at such neighborhood houses as
the Brookside, operated by Fox.
In view of the wide-open competition for product and the increasing
scarcity of Hollywood releases, veteran
Kansas City showmen anticipate some
sharp changes in theatre conditions.
British Film Earnings
Rise Over Year Ago
From THE DAILY Bureau
LONDON, May 20 (By Air Mail).
—The latest returns issued by the
British Film Fund Agency, distributors of the exhibitor levy payments,
reveal an encouraging increase in
renters' earnings on feature films compared to a year ago.
For the four weeks ended April
25, 1959, earnings were £757,414
compared with £676,849 in similar
period in 1958. These are the highest earnings reported for more than a
year. Levy collections at £335,800
covering entertainments to April 25,
1959, also showed an increase.
The Agency announced a sixth interim allocation at the rate of 48 per
cent. The four previous allocations
have been 50 per cent.
The superimposed
English''Love'
titles 'for
Titles for
Make
"Anatomy of Love," the new Kassler
Films import, have been completed
by C. & G. Film Effects. This organization now has a full staff of technicians and equipment to place English
titles on foreign films as well as trailers for imports. Work is under the
direction of Martin Gottlieb.

Soviet
Fil
{Continued from page
Sovexportfilm and to the P
film companies involved. 1
on the status of the films a
U.S. income taxes had been
up
the the
filmsfinal
here.arrangements for
The Russian government ,
American companies wanted
ing that the films would not
ject to the usual 30 per ce
holding tax on foreign co
earnings in this country, and
Department supported this
However, there was fear tha
ternal Revenue Service mis
that the Soviet film company
a government agency but
commercial venture and hei!
ject to the tax.
Specifically
Confined
The Treasury
ruling
gran
tax exemption was specifica
fined to film sales approved'
State Department under the
agreement. It would not e:
Soviet films brought into tl
try privately without go\
sanction. "Upon
the to
basis
formation
submitted
the of
Department about the rel
between
Sovexportfilm
ai |
U.S.S.R. government"
partment
was told bythetheS
Revenue Service, "it is held t
ments made by U.S. film cc
to the Soviet Ministry of
pursuant to the cultural a,
will not be subject to Federa
tax and no withholding of
will be required.
Jerome Golden El<
AB-PT Vice-Presid
Jerome B. Golden has beer]
a vice-president of American
casting-Paramount Theatres,
was announced by Leonard I
enson, president. Golden is
and general counsel of AB-PT.
elected to these positions i
ary,He 1958.
has been associated \\
PT in its legal department an
ously with Paramount Pictur
1939. During World War IlJ
served overseas in the Sign;
and the Military Government.
'Porgy' S.F. Premi<
Coronet on July 2
to THE DAILY
SAN Special
FRANCISCO,
Ma;
With opening night seats si
$25, $10 and $5, Samuel Gi
"Porgy atandtheBess"
will have
miere
Coronet
on ]
Travelers Aid is the society
sponsor of the premiere which
by one week the Los Angek
ing, which in turn will be the
in the staggered release dates
by New York on June 24.
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presents
GARY

COOPER
VAN

• RITA

HEFLIN

•
the
WILLIAM GOETZ
production
co-starringof
ARD C0NTE • MICHAEL CALLAN
DICK YORK
Directed
by ROBERTPRODUCTION
R0SSEN
A GOETZ-BARODA
From the Novel by GLENDON SWARTHOUT
Screenplay by IVAN MOFFAT, ROBERT
ROSSEN
CINEMASCOPE
In EASTMAN
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Maja 9 Cards
(Continued from page 1)

"bill of exceptions with supporting
memorandum of law," argues that in
finding the postcards unmailable, the
Post Office decision is tantamount to
considering the Goya masterpiece obscene. Since obscenity is the single
court-supported ground on which
materials can be banned from the
mails, the United Artists brief makes
a four point case asserting that "The
Naked Maja" postcards do not arouse
"the prurient interest of the average
AT "CORDURA" CONFERENCE: William Goetz, producer of "They Came
nity.
man," the legal definition of obsceto Cordura '; Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., Columbia executive in charge of advertising
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., Columbia vice-president; Robert S. FerguIn the current brief, the U.A. at- and publicity;
son, Columbia national director of advertising, publicity and exploitati
on.
torneys focus strongly on the specific
legal problem of whether the addition
of advertising matter to a recognized
work of art renders it obscene. The
Continued
brief denies that the inclusion of ad- 'Cordura'
Cam
pai
from gn
page 1) Launched
vertising matter to the postcards in
commentators, Columbia stockholders,
a motion picture," Paul Lazarus, Coany way removes the Constitutional
lumbia vice-president, said at the agents and other producers in the
guarantees involved. It is this issue, home office
here Friday in announcindustry, business and financial writnever tested by the U. S. Supreme
ers and book publishers. Copies of
ing the supplement's appearance.
Court, that makes the current proSitting in on the press conference
the
t also are being sent
ceedings acrucial legal test, it is with him were producer Goetz, Jonas to allsupplemen
foreign branches for distribution
pointed out.
Rosenfield, Jr., Columbia executive in among important opinion-making
In an earlier hearing before the charge of advertising and publicity:
groups abroad.
Civil Service Hearing Commissioner
Avoided Usual Cliches
William A. Duval, United Artists Robert Ferguson, national director of
publicity and exploitapresented a number of expert wit- advertising,
tion, and Will iam Schneider and
Schneider, presenting the Donohue
nesses including psychoanalist Theo& Coe side of the story, said the
Lloyd
Seidman,
vice-presidents
of
dore Reik and New York University
Donohue & Coe, advertising agency.
supplement was an example of "total
Art Historian Horst Janson, who
sell." Pointing out that similar Times
"This supplement," said Lazarus,
testified that the paintings and the
supplements
had been taken by states
"represents a radical departure in mopostcards are in no way obscene.
tion picture merchandising thinking, (New York) and cities (Atlantic City)
and corporations (Mutual of Omaha),
and is symptomatic of the industry
today. When you have a multi-million
he
said that "ther e are a lot of prinSecond Meeting Soon on
ciples of general advertising which
dollar film, you've got to sell it as
if it were a recurring, sable product motion pictures can use," and, he
Successor to IMPO
industry."
added,
The second meeting of foreign film of a general
In this"vice-versa."
supplement, he continued,
For Deepest Penetration
importers and distributors here to
"we have avoided the usual motion
The supplement, which is full of picture advertising cliches. Instead,
map a wide-ranging successor to the
defunct International Motion Picture pictures (many in full color), contains
we are selling everything that is in
will probably be held during the first by-line stories by Goetz, author Glenweek of June, it was learned at the don Swarthout, separate profiles on
using the Times, as well as its
theBy picture."
weekend. The exact date is subject to stars Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth,
"authority,"
he said, "we will reach
the return of many of the interested Tab Hunter, Michael Callan and di- a large and comprehensive group of
parties from Europe, where they atrector Robert Rossen, as well as pro- the most important persons of the
tended the annual Cannes Film Fesduction and location stories and a
tival.
States."suggested that such a
Rosenfield
very generalized synopsis of the film United
Richard Brandt, temporary chair- in full-color pictures.
campaign as the one Columbia is preman of the planned organization, told
"We are aiming for the deepest
paring on "Cordura" serves more than
Motion Picture Daily that there
kind of penetration into opinion the interests of a single picture or
has been no diminishing of interest in making groups, Lazaru continu
even a single company. "It shows a
s
ed.
"
the group since announcement of it "We decided that
vitality, maturity and agressiveness
the Times would
give us that kind of penetration be- he
was made late in March. "Everyone
thatsaid.
has industry-wide implications,"
cause it is read regularly across the
I speak to is interested," Brandt said.
Lazarus
estimated that the total
entire country." He said too that the
cost of the campaign would come besupplement in no way represented
tween ahalf and three-quarters of a
any change
the compan
inSkouras, Zeckendorf to Tell
tended usesof in
nationa
l magaziy's
ne ad- million dollars.
Goetz Gives Approval
vertising, which will come later. "This
Century City Plans Today
From. THE DAILY Bureau
is just the Cost
kick-off
Goetz, whose appearance at the
Is ."$50,000
HOLLYWOOD, May 24. - Spyros
press conference was unscheduled,
P. Skouras, president of 20th CenRosenfield reported that the sup- had arrived in New York only the
tury-Fox, and William Zeckendorf
plement, which cost about $50,000
night before from Vienna where his
will disclose plans on Monday mornfor printing and space ("the approxicurrent film, "The Magic Flame," is
ing at the Fox studios for Century
mate cost of a color page in a nationshooting. He gave his unqualified apCity. The half-billion dollar project
proval to the campaign being set on
al
magazine"),
in
addition
to
the
will convert 180 acres of the 20thTimes circulation was going to be his picture by Columbia. From New
Fox lot into a master-planned city, widely distributed by Columbia.
York he goes to Tokyo to scout locaincluding 3 office buildings, apartment
The company has ordered 50,000
tions for "Cry for Happy," scheduled
houses, hotel, mall-type fashion cenreprints which (with covering letters to start shooting in the Fall. His
ter, concourses, department store, res- from Columbia executives) will be "Magic Road," with James Stewart,
taurants and a proposed motion pic- sent out to such diverse groups as in- starts this Summer and he also is
ture industry museum.
dustry banking executives, exhibitors, preparing for production next year
newspaper and magazine editors, TV
"Time for Dragons."

Defends
U.
{Continued from page

assistance in the assembly" of
dustry t. sponsored Academy
telecas
Wald's statement "was vei
leading insofar as it tended t
the reader believe that United
made little or no contribution
nection with the recent A
Awards
telecast," Simonelli hi
ten the producer.
Greatest in History
"You acknowledged in you
view that 100,000,000 peop
seen the event and that the
telecast revealed that the pub
interested in pictures and fil
sonalitifies,"
lli said.
that
you Simone
dig deeper
, you"I v
cover that one of the import;
sons for this unprecedented
audience can be attributed
to the greatest merchandisir
public relations campaign f
event in the history of our bu
that '
Simone
d out result"
"successful
the pointe
of lli
deal"
campaign "was initiated and
ed throug
h the advertising an
licity directors committee oi
coasts with the full coopera'
Margaret Herrick and her asso
No Member Did More
In this ofrespect,
he said, "nc
member
our committee
die
to insure the success of the Ac
Awards merchandising projec
the United Artists represei
Simonelli
"youandc(
will
recall told
that Wald,
prior to,
Roger Lewis."
the first of the industry's sponi
of the Academy telecast, i
Ro ger, as chairman of this com
who gave unstintingly of his til
effort. It was Roger togethei
Jerry Pickman who made man
to California to report and
with our committee on all fatf
the Academy event which ,v*
lated to our member particif
In recognition of their efforts n
and energy, Roger and Jerry co
even now as the distribution
sentatives on the special com
composed of George Stevens, yo
Recordand Straight
Margaret Set
Herrick
Dan Ta'ra
"It is difficult for me to unde
your utter lack of recognition of
er Artists'
contribution to the s
of
the overall
Academy projec!
monelli further told Wald. "Cei
Rogertherepresented
United Artist
had
full endorsement
of h
tions by his immediate superior
Youngstein. These actions not
represented
Roger's time
tion to the Academy
event,andbu
United Artists' willingness to p;
pate in member expenditures 1
were so necessary for the succt
the merchandising and public
tions campaign."
Simonelli said "I am sure yoi
want to set this part of the r
straight because it seems to me;
you, above all, are well awai
Roger's contributions to the c
Academy Awards telecast promol

Motion
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Rank

EDPLE
Diamond, branch manager in
lphia for 20th Century-Fox,
ivide the inspiration for a onejiles drive starting June 21 and
sown as Sam Diamond Week.
□
Fried, of Liggett & Florin,
;ork, has leased the Rock Hill
jn Theatre, near Monticello, in
atskill Mountains, and has
it weekends. The 700-car opI will go full-time shortly.
□
Oenniston has closed his Famleatre in Monroe, Mich. He
jhe house in 1917, following
ipn of small theatres since 1911.
□
i Prince, formerly booker for
fco Theatres, Toccoa, Ga., has
, Carl Floyd Theatres, Haines
la.
□
tt Oliver has been named busipresentative for the Philadeloving Picture Machine Operaion, IATSE, Local 307.
□
er Liebler, for the past seven
sistant treasurer, secretary and
of Allied Artists Internationjoined Samuel Hacker & Co.,
CPA's, in□ an executive post.
ude Palmer, administrative asat National Telefilm Associs been named director of perate N. Y. Drive-In
ret Change in Name
Special to THE DAILY
\NY, N. Y., May 24.-A
of name to Glendale Drive-in
made by Joseph Mirasola,
e reopens the former Starlight,
jrsville, Friday.
;ola, who will reopen the 9-L
Drive-in, Lake George Vill the same date, is widening
3en (to 70 feet), building a
wth, changing the marquee
iking other improvements at
tdoor theatre near Schroon
»ok a lease on it, with an opbuy, from Henry McKee, who
a nearby restaurant.

Acquires 'Pole9
jLYWOOD, May 24. - Allied
in a deal just concluded with
Films, Rome, has acquired
d Canadian rights to "Calling
Pole,"
starring
Jurgens
wn
Addams.
TheCurt
feature
was
n Italy in CinemaScope and
es9 Big $27,623
James"
big
forJesse
its first
week scored
at the aAstor
here, United Artists said at
kend.
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Annual Profit Raise
Television
From THE DAILY Bureau
LONDON, May 20 (By Air Mail)Rank Precision Industries Ltd., trading profit at £645,759 ($1,808,125)
Announce Hearings on
showed an increase of £51,467
($144,107) in 1958, chairman Lord
12 Pending TV Bills
From THE DAILY Bureau
Rank has stated in his annual report
to stockholders. Despite difficult conWASHINGTON, May 24.-A Senditions in the cinema and film proate Commerce Subcommittee anduction industry throughout the
nounced aseries of hearings starting
world, he said, we have maintained
a reasonable level of business. Total June 9 on 12 pending television bills.
One group of hearings deals with
volume of sales in overseas markets
have been maintained and for the five bills mainly affecting Federal
Communications Commission procedures. Another set deals with three
third year running exports represented rather more than 30 per cent
bills dealing with FCC powers on
of the total business, he added.
hearings and grants. A final phase
The sale of the Harkness 'Perlux'
deals with four bills covering comcinema screen, he pointed out, conmunity antenna systems and booster
tinued to increase at home and overstations. The hearings, which will
seas.
run on and off through early July,
Lord Rank also reported on the will be carried on by a subcommittee
headed by Sen. Pastore (D., R.I.).
Group's reorganisation scheme, one
of the objects of which was the rationalisation and simplification of the
Group structure. During 1958 eight
Four TV film Series
subsidiaries were liquidated and trading operations are now carried on by
three divisions. They are: Taylor,
Set New High for CNP
Tayor & Hobson whose products inAnnouncement of a $5,500,000
clude lenses, machine tools and enshooting schedule as a major part of
gineers' measuring instruments; Cine
& Photographic— the increase in the CNP's 1959 new production plans
was made at the weekend by Ear!
Group's profit is mainly derived from
this division; G. B.-Kalee ProfessionRettig, head of California National
al Equipment for cinema and studio
Productions. In addition to "The
equipment.
Lawless Years" and "Philip Marlowe," both set for networks, Rettig
has signaled immediate production for
Decca to Appeal Ruling
"Not For Hire" and "Pony Express."
In Glenn Miller Suit
Currently in production on the
Attorneys for Decca Records are
now making the necessary arrangements for an immediate appeal of the
decision of New York Supreme Court
Justice Henry Epstein in the case of
the Glenn Miller Estate vs. Decca.
This was revealed at the weekend by
Leonard W. Schneider, executive
vice-president of Decca.
ruled that Universal
Epstein
Judge and
Decca must account to
Pictures
Mrs. Helen D. Miller, widow of the
late Glenn Miller, for the sale of recordings manufactured and sold by
Decca taken from the sound track of
the Universal film, "The Glenn Miller
Although previous reports indicated Mrs. Miller might collect in excess
Story."
of $1,000,000, Schneider said the decision—"if it stands on appeal"— will
involve an accounting of approximately $20,000 to $25,000.
C. P. Durmeyer,

Jr.

ATLANTA, Ga., May 24.-Charles
Phillip Durmeyer, Jr., father of
Charles D. Durmeyer, owner of the
ABC Theatre Candy Co. and former
chief barker of the Atlanta Variety
Club, died at his home in New Orleans, La.

325 Dates for 'Hound9
"The Hound of the Baskervilles,"
United Artists' release, has been
booked into 325 theatres in the Texas
area starting June 18.

MGM lots in Culver City are "The
Lawless Years," saga of the Prohibition gangster era, and "Philip Marlowe," with Philip Carey in the role
of Raymond Chandler's detectivenovel hero. "The Lawless Years"
made its debut recently on NBC-TV
and "Philip Marlowe" is scheduled
for ABC-TV this fall.
"Not For Hire," which stars Ralph
Meeker as an investigator working
with the provost marshal's office, is
being shot in Honolulu and other remote points, as well as on the MGM
lot.
"Pony
will Arizona.
be filmed
on location Express"
near Phoenix,
Rettig, who took over the reins at
CNP in December, 1957, said that at
least two more CNP series are in the
planning stage for a projected total of
six new productions this year.
NBC

Spot Sales Signs

As Member

of TvB

NBC Spot Sales has signed as a
member of the Television Bureau of
Advertising, effective immediately,
Norman E. Cash, TvB president, announced. With the addition of NBC
Spot Sales, TvB membership now includes 17 television station representative firms.
In addition Cash announced the
signing of two Canadian stations as
TvB members. They are: CKCK, Regina, Saskatchewan, and CHCT, Calgary, Alberta.

Today

Who's

Where

Lillie Messenger, long associated
with the late Louis B. Mayer as story
executive at the MGM studio, has
been signed by NBC to act in an executive position in connection with
their new program development project. Miss Messenger will headquarter
in California, but her assignment, involving the search and development
of story properties, will necessitate
frequent visits to New York.
□
Dick Berg, who has written scripts
for most of television's one-hour and
90-minute dramatic series, has been
signed to a contract with the NBC
Television Network as a writer-producer and consultant, it was announced by David Levy, vice-president, NBC Television Programs and
Talent.
Liggett, Myers

Buy

90

Hours on ABC '59-'60
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., for
L & M, Chesterfield and Oasis cigarettes, has purchased 90 hours of
time for the 1959-60 season on the
ABC Television Network, one of the
largest television time and program
buys in the history of broadcasting,
it was announced by Oliver Treyz,
ABC Television president.
The purchase comprises co-sponsorship of three one-hour and two
half -hour programs. They are: "The
Alaskans,"
series set in anthe hour-long
Yukon of adventure
1898 and
produced
by Warner
Bros.; by
"Adventures in Paradise,"
sponsored
Oasis
and slated to start on Monday, Oct. 5,
from 9:30 to 10:30 P.M. The series
was created and supervised by Pulitzer Prize-winning James Michener and
will be produced by 20th CenturyFox.; type
"The
Untouchables,"
the protoof which
recently rang
up a
tremendous national rating as a twopart, hour-long show. The new series
will be produced by Desilu and will
fill the 9:30 to 10:30 P.M. time period on Thursdays, starting Oct. 15.
Chesterfield will be the sponsor.
First of the half-hour shows will
be "The Rebel," produced by Goodson-Todman and slated for Sundays,
9 to 9:30 P.M. and co-sponsored by
L & M and The Procter & Gamble
Co. and
"Blackshow
Saddle,"
the Oasis
second half-hour
under isthe
banner. The program debuts on the
ABC-TV Network on Friday, Oct. 2,
in die 10:30 to 11 P.M. time period.
ON EVERY CHANNEL
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Ruling Clears Way;
premiere by Early Fall
1

By J. A. OTTEN

"'HINGTON,
MayAssociation
25. - Theis
Picture Export
out to SovexportfiLm today
:s with the specific terms and
|ins for the purchase of the
lussian films under the recent
change agreement,
action was made possible by a
y Department ruling last week
■ Russian film sales would not
-i-sct to U. S. income tax.
j itry officials said they now
]|{|for the premiere Russian film
| * in this country in late Sum](fl] early Fall.
contracts going to Sovexports under the name of MPEA,
Continued on page 6)
1
l
il
reft Hails Two Tax
ries Won in Ohio
Special to THE DAILY
lUMBUS, O., May 25.-Elimof the proposed 3 per cent ad; tax and the 3 per cent tax on
itals from Senate Bill 376 "is
victory for all motion picture
in Ohio in the fight against
ling taxation," Kenneth Prickcutive secretary of the IndeTheatre Owners of Ohio, de1
stt praised the efforts of a
| Continued on page 2)
-City World
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Bow

•Earth' on June 24
multaneous twin-city world
[e of the Universal-IntcrnaVintage production, "This
s Mine" will be held in San
■o and Oakland on June 24, it
ir /unced yesterday by U-I.
picture, which stars Rock Hud! n Simmons, Dorothy McGuire
mde Rains, will open on the
ght at the Golden Gate Thea■an Francisco and the T & D
in Oakland.
1

[}t A. Film

to SpOIISOr

Radio

Broadcast

Of

Patterson-Johansson
Title Fight
(Picture on Page 6)
United Artists and the Mirisch Co., distributor and producer, respectively,
of the forthcoming Civil War adventure film, "The Horse Soldiers," have
acquired radio broadcast rights to the June 25 Floyd Patterson-Ingemar Johansson heavyweight title fight as a
promotion medium for the picture.
Cole, Allied Founder
It is said to be the first time a
broadcast of a prize fight has been
Dies in Texas at 77
sponsored by a motion picture.
U.A. and Mirisch acquired the
Special to THE DAILY
broadcast rights for $100,000 from
DALLAS, May 25.-Col. Harry A.
Cole, 77, retired exhibitor and one of the TelePrompTer Corp., which had
for the
complete
the founders and former presidents of paid $300,000
(Continued
on page
6) elecAllied States, died Saturday in a rest
home here following a lengthy illness.
Funeral services were held this justice Dept. Consent
morning from the Ed C. Smith and
Bros, funeral chapel, with burial in Decree Methods Scored
Grove Hill Memorial Park. Pall bearFrom THE DAILY Bureau
(Continued on page 5)
WASHINGTON, May 25. - The
Democratic majority of a House JuChange Eligibility Rules
diciary Subcommittee issued a report
sharply critical of Justice Department
For 1959 S.F. Festival
consent decree procedures in general
and of the American Telephone and
Special to THE DAILY
(Continued on page 5)
SAN FRANCISCO, May 25.-Entry regulations for the San Francisco
Season No Barrier to
International Film Festival have been
altered to permit competition of any
Success: Fellman
picture that has not been shown pre- Film's
From THE DAILY Bureau
viously at a North American festival;
(Continued on page 2)
HOLLYWOOD, May 25. - Nat
Fellman, chief film buyer for Stanley
Warner Theatres, on one of his peCurtis Kenyon Heads
riodical visits to preview forthcomWriters Guild-West
ing
product
at Daily
the studios,
told
From THE DAILY Bureau
Motion Picture
the cliches
that heretofore governed the release
HOLLYWOOD, May 25. - Curtis
Kenyon has been elected new presi- of a motion picture are rapidly bedent of the Writers Guild of Americacoming extinct.
"All one has to do is look at the
West as well as president of the
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 2)
Rule
Trial

Beacon

Theatres

in Anti-Trust

Entitled

Suit

Vs.

to Jury

FWCT

From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 25. -The Supreme Court ruled today that Beacon
Theatres, operator of the Belair Drive-In near San Bernardino, Calif., was
entitled to an immediate jury trial in its anti-trust suit again Fox West Coast
■
Theatres.
A 5 to 3 ruling gave Beacon at broad legal ramifications. The matter
least this much of a victory in its before the court was a complicated
legal battle over jury trial rights in
litigation against Fox. Justice Black
a countersuit. Beacon had originally
delivered the majority opinion, while
Justices Stewart, Harlan and Whitobjected to the fact that a Fox theataker dissented. Justice Frankfurter
tre 11 miles away was given clearance over the Belair, and threatened
took no part.
to sue. Fox jumped first and asked the
While the court opinion was based
(Continued on page 5)
on this one case, it obviously had

Studio-Use
Fox
To

Rent-Free

'Holders
Get

From

Monies
Lot- Sale

Skouras Outlines Deal; To
'Produce More

Than Ever9

By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD,
monies
derived fromMay
the 25.
sale -of "All
the
260 acres embracing the 20th Century-Fox studios in West Los Angeles will go to stockholders. Not one
penny will be used for the operation
of the studios," 20th president Spyros P. Skouras stated to the press
today, immediately preceding groundbreaking ceremonies for construction
of the first building of "Century
Skouras in commenting on condition of the film industry when questioned on the reason for sale of the
property, said "the first five months
of this than
year'ssince
attendance
has been
better
the industry
first
felt the effect of TV competition.
Our City."
plan
is to produce
(Continued
on page more
2) than

Independents' Future
Rosy, Weintraub Feels
By WARREN G. HARRIS
Producer Sy Weintraub, who last
year sold most of his TV interests and
bought, along with Harvey Hayutin,
the controlling interest in Sol Lesser
Productions, feels that motion pictures have reached "the great frontier," and that there is "a great future
for"When
the independent
producer." ever
did the independent
have the opportunity he has today,
when
the industry
is reallya bouncing?"
Weintraub
asked during
trade press
conference
here
yesterday
at
the home
(Continued on page 5)
SDIG

Ratines

Plan

for

Affiliation with SDGA
Members of the Screen Directors
International Guild here have endorsed aresolution introduced by the
executive board recommending the
approval
of the on
general
for
(Continued
page basis
2)
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Motion

Change
PERSONAL
MENTION

JERRY ITCKMAN, Paramount advertising-publicity vice-president,
will return to New York today from
Pittsburgh and Cleveland.
•
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox, will leave the
States on July 15 for a 10-day trip to
Soviet Russia.
•
William
Goetz, producer, will
leave Los Angeles today for Tokyo.
•
Robert Dorfman, Buena Vista exploitation manager, will leave .New
York today for Toronto.
•
Harold Hecht, president of
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster, has arrived in
New York from the Coast.
•
Herbert Wilcox and his wife,
Anna Neagle, will arrive here tomorrow from London for a stay of
two weeks.
•
Terry and Denis Sanders, producer and director, respectively, returned to Hollywood yesterday from
New York.
•
Katharine Hepburn has left New
York for London via B.O.A.C.
Rites for Mrs.

Klune

HOLLYWOOD, May 25. - Funeral services for Mrs. Lillian Becker
Klune, 55, wife of Raymond A. Klune,
vice-president and general manager of
the MGM studios, was held today at
Brentwood Presbyterian Church. Mrs.
Klune died Friday at the California
Lutheran Hospital, following a long
illness.
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Picture

Rules

(Continued from page 1)
in prior years the rules have prohibited entry of any film shown before in
a festival in the Western Hemisphere.
This change in the festival regulations was announced today by managing director Irving M. Levin, who
said that invitations to participate in
the third annual affair have been extended to more than 60 countries.
The 1959 festival will be in the Metro
Theatre Nov. 11-24.
The alterations in the rules, which
also will now no longer bar films exhibited previously in the country of
origin, are said to be a result of the
boycott of the festival by Hollywood
last year.
In addition to the change in re;iulations, Levin also announced additional "Golden Gate Awards" will be
made this year for best supporting
actor and actress and best screenplay.
Previously the awards went only to
best film, actor, actress and director.
Also there will be awards for eight
categories of short subjects, namely,
animation, art film, creative-experimental, documentary short subject,
fiction short and industrial film.
Prickett Hails
(Continued from page 1)
number of Ohio theatremen "who devoted time and expense on trips to
Columbus for appearances before the
Senate taxation committed." He listed
Marshall Fine, Cleveland; Frank
Murphy, Loew's Cleveland division
manager; Joe Alexander, RKO division manager; Jack Armstrong, Bowling Green, and Sam Schultz, Cleveland. Prickett said it would take too
much space to "begin to enumerate
all who have had soms part in this
Walter Kessler, Loew's Ohio mancampaign."
ager, and Ed McGlone, RKO city
manager, are the Columbus theatremen who acted as contact men locally in the successful fight against the
tax proposals.
Kenyon Elected
(Continued from page 1)
Screen Writers branch of the organization
.
Others elected were Fen Englund,
first vice-president; Leonard Freeman,
second vice-president and president of
the TV-radio writers branch; James
Webb,
secretary.treasurer, and Kay Lenard,

Hot' $4409552 Here
"Some Like It Hot" has amassed
a huge $440,552 gross for eight weeks
at Loew's State Theatre here, after
registering $35,365 during the past
seven days, it was announced by
United Artists. The Mirisch Company
presentat
ion is holding over for a
ninth week.

Tuesday, May 26

Daily

Vote $150,000,000 More

Fox

For SBA Revolving Fund
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 25. - The
House Appropriations Committee
voted an additional $150,000,000 for
the
Business
loan Small
revolving
fund. Administration's

(Continued from page 1
ever before, and we intend jd
10 InTV answer
series going
ye
to a within
query a reg
reason for the sale, Skouras sal
could have sold the property 10
ago, but we found a satisfactor)!
today.
There'and
in busine!
s room
bears, bulls
hot hogs.
I g|

The appropriation, bringing the
loan total to $690,000,000, was $50,000,000 below the budget request.
The committee implied that if this
$50,000,000 should be needed later,
it would vote the amount in a separate bill.
SDIG Ratifies
(Continued from page 1)
affiliation recently reached in Hollywood between SDIG representatives
and the Screen Directors Guild of
America. According to this proposal
SDIG would become the New York
branch of SDGA after both groups
approve the revised SDGA by-laws
making such affiliation possible.
Under the terms of the agreement,
the New York directors would retain
the power to deal with all local problems in accordance with national
policy, including collective bargaining, government, finances, and discipline over Directors working under
its administration. The New York
branch would be represented on the
national board of SDGA in numerical
proportion to their membership
strength, and all East and West Coast
directors would enjoy equal working
privileges.
Action was taken at the annual
membership meeting of SDIG here
at the weekend at which time also
new officers were elected. Charles H.
Wasserman, staff director at Television Graphics, succeeded as president
to Howard T. Magwood, of Filmways, Inc., who held the office for
two consecutive terms.
Frank Capra Again Heads
Screen Directors Guild
HOLLYWOOD, May 25. - Frank
Capra succeeds George Sidney as
president of the Screen Directors
Guild. Capra, a former president, was
elected at the annual SDG membership meeting Friday night. Sidney
refused renomination, having served
for eight terms.
Mrs. Long Rites Today
SAN FRANCISCO, May 25. - Funeral services will be held here tomorrow for Mrs. Velma Long, 53,
wife of Earl W. Long, manager of all
Paramount theatres here. Mrs. Long
died suddenly from a cerebral stroke
Friday while her husband was on a
business trip in the East.
A son in the Navy, Richard, and a
high
survive.school daughter, Priscilla, also

'Holde

price
I wanted
and took
Edmond
Herrscher,
who it."conj
the idea of the "City," an
placed in charge of the entiJ
velopment by Skouras, in a sf
interview disclosed portions <j
agreement whereby the studi
operate rent-free for the nex
years, commencing May 10,
with payment of taxes only. Tl
dio will have yearly options
after for an additional period
years, operating on 80 acres
present lot for an approximat
nual rental of $1,400,000.
Herrscher, who is also chairn
the board of Mayfair Markets
that 20th will release pieces o:
to William Zeckendorf, presidi
Webb & Knapp, as they are pa:
and that Zeckendorf will ha
years in which to complete hi:
Will Build on Reduced Acre;
Fox program."
owns 2,300 acres in M
year
which
it purchased 14 years
which can be utilized for con
production activity in the ev
elects to leave present quarters,
while, the company plans to
between two and four million i
for
new buildings on its re1'
activity.
acreage to provide additional
ties necessitated by its TV pn
The first building under cor
tion today is the $2,500,000 n«
fice building headquarters for \
Becket and Associates, archite
and engineering firm, who dev<
the master planning for the C<
City development.
Mention was made of plans
motion picture industry museur
sponsorship of the project was
reality.
ulative on whether the Academy
or private money would ma

Cheyfitz Dies; Font
Adviser to Johnston
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 25.-E
T. Cheyfitz, lawyer and labor
tions counselor to a number o:
porations and former labor and
lie relations adviser to Eric Joh
president of the Motion Picture
of America, died early yesterd
George Washington Hospital,
fitz, who had been stricken \|
heart attack early last week, w;
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Decree

(Continued from page 1)
nraph Co. consent decree in parr
e Republican minority, however,
i a dissent generally defending
at procedures and the A. T. and
;gotiations.
e report was an outgrowth of
5S hearings by the subcommitheaded by Rep. Celler (D.,
ting that the use of consent debv Justice had grown considerin recent years, the Democratic
itv said consent decrees weaken
eterrent effects of the anti-trust
They said the consent decree
ce places all power in an adminve agency, without established
to safeguard the public interest;
es private litigants of the right
government evidence as part
sir private anti-trust case; and
as potential costs and damages
guilty persons. Moreover, they
the Justice Department fails to
up consent decrees to check
npliance.
lement of Secrecy' Decried
e element of secrecy that suri the entire consent decree piois contrary to the general policy
shed by Congress that anti-trust
ement proceedings shall be
," the Democrats said,
y suggested the Justice Departbe given a chance to revise its
lures, but threatened Congresaction if Justice did not act.
ne thing the Democrats said
ongress should consider ainendle anti-trust laws to give the
discretion as to whether a conferee would be available for use
irate litigants to establish a
facie case in treble damage litiRight now, consent decrees
be used by private litigants,
litigated decrees can be. Priuits should be encouraged as
is possible, the Democrats asants Public Notice Served
majority report also suggested
t decree procedures be revised
competitors of the defendants
ter participation in the terms
decree, and to provide public
of the terms of the decree
waiting period during which
parties should have a chance

e 4Ben-Hur' Sign for
es Square Area
t is described as "one of the
advertising signs ever put up
es Square area" will be fearn the side of the 18-story
Building at Broadway and
'Streets in connection with
'Ben-Hur."
sign, announcing the world
e of the film at Loew's State
n November, will cover the
lorth side of the building, to
>Ie for 30 blocks.
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Weintraub

Sees Rosy
Future
from
page
1)
(Continued
office of Paramount Pictures, which
speaks correct English for the first
is releasing the producer's first fea- time. In addition, Tarzan's mate, Jane,
ture, "Tarzan's Greatest Adventure."
and their son, "Boy," have been eliminated, with their places taken by
"It used to be that the majors had
everybody under commitment, and two "sexy" actresses, Sara Shane and
Scilla Gabel. The cast of the Eastthe independent couldn't make a
man Color production also includes
deal," Weintraub said, "but the situation has now reversed itself comAnthony Quayle, noted Shakespearean
actor, as the villain.
Weintraub, whose company owns
Weintraub reported that while
"Tarzan's
pletely." Greatest Adventure" was
title to the "Tarzan" character, said
made for Paramount release, that that he has no plans to put the
company did not supply any of the jungle hero on television. "We'll keep
production financing. The picture, him
in theatres where he belongs,"
which Weintraub said is the most he said.
"George Weltner is so high on the
expensive "Tarzan" to date, was
filmed principally in and around
picture," the producer continued,
Kenya, British East Africa, with some
"that we're going to take advantage
interiors executed in London.
of the summer boxoffice by putting it
"There has never been a 'Tarzan' into release across the country on
June 17, when we'll have to have 300
that lost money," the producer commented, pointing out, however, that
prints in circulation."
his, the 33rd 'Tarzan' film, deviates
Promotion plans for "Tarzan's
considerably from the standard for- Greatest
Adventure" call for aiming
mula. "Tarzan's Greatest Adventure,"
at "a far larger base than usual,"
Advertising will conWeintraub said, "is primarily an ad- Weintraubcentratesaid.
on teenagers and adults, alventure tale, with the emphasis on
though children will not be entirely
story and action." Gordon Scott (Tarzan) has been given a haircut and neglected.
Season No Barrier
Col. Cole Dies
(Continued from page 1 )
(Continued from page 1 )
ers included Jack Lilly, L. C. Tid- grosses being racked up by a 'Shagball, Phil Isley, W. C. Scurry, Paul
gy Dog'to orrealize
an 'Al
Short and Kyle Rorex.
'Gidget'
that Capone'
July and orAu-a
gust
are
not
the
only
months
to be
After leaving the Army as a lieu- considered as the preferred playing
tenant colonel following World War
I, Cole entered the theatre business
time of the year. All we need are
with his brother at Ranger, Tex. Since good, entertaining pictures, with
1920 he owned and operated theatres emphasis on entertainment, not heavyladen situations from which we seek
in Marshall, Greenville and Bonham,
Tex. He organized the MPTO of escape, and the box-office will reTexas and as its head participated in man stated.
spond regardless of the season," Fellthe formation of national Allied some
30 years ago.
"Another good example is Disney's
'Sleeping Beauty,' now playing in
He conceived the idea for "Movietime in Texas," a successful statewide several 70mm installations to big
theatre promotion campaign of the grosses, despite 'off-season' engageearly 1950s and with Robert J.
ments with the kids still in school,"
he added.
O'Donnell of Interstate Theatres here,
The
Stanley Warner executive
organized and served as co-chairman
called attention to the need for adeof Texas Compo. He was co-chairman
of the national Compo campaign in
quate advance publicity and mer1954 that won the elimination of the
chandising of forthcoming product.
Federal admission tax from tickets of He cited the excellent flow of "front
50 cents or less, and reduction from
publicity garnered by Otto
20 to 10 per cent above that. In page"
Preminger's showmanship casting of
recognition of his work, Texas exhibi- attorney Joseph Welch in "Anatomy
tors tendered him a huge testimonial of A Murder," which resulted in
and presented him with a Cadillac.
bookings immediately following comHe was a member of the Variety Club
pletion of the film to take advantage
of Dallas. Cole retired and disbanded
of Fellman
the "hot returns
publicity."to home office
Texas Allied in 1957.
Surviving are nephews Austin A. headquarters Friday.
and Howard Cole of Houston, and
Barton O. Cole of Ft. Worth, and Rank Buys Yorkshire
nieces Mrs. D. D. Redman, Mrs. Alice
D. Harrelson and Mrs. Neil Norris,
Speaker Manufacturer
Dallas; Mrs. Jack Timmins, San AnSpecial to THE DAILY
gelo, and Mrs. Barry Carroll, now livLONDON, May 22 (By Air Mail).
ing in Germany.
—The Rank Organisation has acquired, at a price in excess of £ 100,Academy Meets Thurs.
000 ($289,000) Wharfedale Wireless
HOLLYWOOD, May 25. - The Works, of Bradford, Yorkshire, a private company specializing in the
new board of governors of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sci- manufacture of high quality single
ences will meet here on Thursday and multiple loud-speaker systems.
The
night
1933. company was first formed in
term. to elect officers for the 1959-60

Ohio Blue Law Repeal
Called Dead Issue Now
Special to THE DAILY
COLUMBUS, O., May 25. - Reof Ohio's
Sunday
"blue peallaws"
is a antiquated
dead issue in the
current session of the Ohio Legislature, said Sen. Anthony Calabrese,
Cleveland Democrat. He is the sponsor of a bill to eliminate the four
Sunday
labor. prohibitions on business and
The bill has been held up in committee on the question of what business operations were to be considered essential. Strict interpretation of
the ancient laws would mean that
theatres could not operate on Sundays. The laws have been generally
ignored. Calabrese said he hopes to
have the Legislative Service Commission study the situation before the
next session, two years hence.

Beacon

Edict

(Continued from page 1 )
court for a declaratory judgment
against Beacon. Beacon then brought
a treble damage countersuit.
District Court Judge Harry C.
Westover said he would try the Fox
suit first without a jury, before trying
Beacon's countersuit before a jury.
Beacon contended this would deprive itultimately of a jury trial on
many issues common to both cases,
and asked the Ninth Circuit Court to
overturn Westover. The Circuit Court
said Westover had acted within his
discretion, and Beacon appealed to
the Supreme Court.
Black's majority opinion today upheld Beacon. Declaring that a jury
trial is "an essential part" of treble
"the
that court
suits, Black
damage
the trial
of discretio
use
n by said
to deprive Beacon of a full jury trial
on its counterclaim and cross-claim,
as well as on Fox's plea for declaratory relief, cannot be justified."
Sees Split of Case Avoided
Whatever permanent injunctive relief Fox might be entitled to, Black
said, could be given by the court
after the jury rendered its verdict.
"In this way," he declared, "the
issues between these parties could be
settled in one suit giving Beacon a
full jury trial of every anti-trust issue.
By contrast, the holding of the court
below, while granting Fox no additional protection . . . would compel
Beacon to split his anti-trust case,
trying part to a judge and part to a
jury. Such a result ... is not permisThe three dissenting justices aras had Fox,
Westover's
holding gued,actually
fullythat
protected
Beacon's rights to a jury trial on all important issues in the damage suit.
The Fox suit, Stewart and his colsible." leagues argued, was an action that
should be tried without a jury, and
the filing of the Beacon countersuit
does action.
not change the character of the
Fox

Tuesday, May
6
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'Girl' Is U.S. Entry
In Berlin Film Festive

PEOPLE
William H. Cormier, who has been
serving as assistant to James H. Tobin,
manager of the Stanley-Warner Merritt Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., has
been named manager of the Warner
Theatre in that city.
□
Irving Paley, for the past few years
director of advertising and publicity
for Paramount Gulf Theatres, has relinquished that post to join the staff
of Henry Plitt, president of ABC
Films, Inc., New York, Plitt was president of Paramount Gulf for four
years up until a few months ago.
□
Mrs. Florence Craig, of the Cuyahoga County Library, Cleveland, as
guest speaker at the meeting of the
Motion Picture Council of Greater
Cleveland, discussed "Movie Makers
Then
Now," quoting
of fourandwell-known
authorstheonviews
the
subject: Arthur Mayer, Lionel Barrymore, Alfred Smith and Terry Bamsaye.
□
Carl Wilson has been named manager of the Empress Theatre, Norwalk, Conn., a unit of the SampsonSpodick-Bialek circuit. Advertising
manager for the first-run is Justis
"Jul" Beal.
□
Frank Jenkins, 20th Century-Fox
publicist in San Francisco, has taken
over the publicity post in the company's New Orleans branch, now operating independently from Atlanta.
□
Harrison Harries, chief projectionist at the Bushnell Memorial, Hartford, is marking his 50th year in the
industry. He started in 1909, at the
age of 19, as operator of the Happy
Hour Theatre, Hartford.
'London

Times'

Devotes

'Hands'
Major
From Space
THE DAILYto Bureau
LONDON, May 25.-For reportedly the first time in the history of the
conservative daily newspaper, the
London Times late last week devoted
major space to the motion picture industry.
The occasion was the premiere, in
Dublin, of United Artists' "Shake
Hands with the Devil," and the Times
responded with a comprehensive story
complete with art coverage of the
event, which celebrated the "launching" of the Irish film industry.
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OF AMERICA, INC.

MGM's "Ask Any Girl,"
selected as the official Ame
try at from
the Berlin
Filmto Festiv
runs
June 26
July

Russian
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( Continued from page

ANNOUNCING U.A. sponsorship of fight broadcast: Martin Rackin, coproducer of "The Horse Soldiers"; Roger Lewis, U.A. national director of
advertising, publicity, and exploitation; James Velde, U.A. general sales manager; and Irving Kahn, president of TelePrompTer.

Film

to Sponsor

(Continued
tronic package for the fight, including the closed circuit television
rights. TelePtompTeir expects to
line up 200 theatres and arenas for
the closed circuit telecast of the
fight from Yankee Stadium here.
Irving B. Kahn, TelePrompTer
president,
said hewill
doesn't
the
radio broadcast
hurt believe
the closed
circuit TV or the Stadium gate because "the bout is such a tremendous
attraction." He recalled that no radio broadcast of the Patterson-Roy
Harris fight last summer was permitted because of his insistence that
he would not sell the rights for less
than $100,000.
Sees Theatres Unhurt
"We feel that this is a way that
the radio broadcast can help and not
hurt the theatres that will be show-

June
25 Bout
from page 1)
the day after the fight and in other
key cities within days thereafter.
There will be no home TV of the
fight.
The Sugar Bay Bobinson-Carmen
Basilio middleweight bout of March,
1958, was broadcast by 203 radio
stations, reaching an estimated 20
million homes. The closed circuit telecast of that fight went to 174 theatres and arenas, having a total estimated attendance of 400,000.
United Artists also has first call on
the motion pictures of the fight. A
committee of impartial judges decides
after looking at films of the fight
whether or not there is sufficient action, drama and excitement to warrant preparation and distribution of
release prints.
Shavelson,

Rose

Sign

said. ing the closed circuit telecast," Kahn
He said negotiations with networks
are still in progress, as are the negotiations for European rights.

New

Roger
Lewis, U.A.'s national
director of advertising-publicity
and exploitation, told press representatives
at a luncheon at Toots Shor's yesterday that U. A. will spend approximately $1,000,000 in newspaper and
other advertising to promote the fight
broadcast. He said the company has
every expectation of tapping a vast
market of potential movie-goers by
this means as well as through the
broadcast. The Monroe Greenthal
Agency is handling the campaign.
The picture will open in New York

agreement
withShavelson
producer-directorwriters Melville
and Jack
Bose, it was announced by Jack Karp,
vice-president
and administrative
head of the Studio.

Sales Offices
and Warehouses
at

Photographic
321 West 54th Street
New York 19
New York

Paramount Deal
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD,
Maymade
25. -a Paramount Pictures has
new

Under the new pact, the ShavelsonBose company will make between six
and 11 pictures for Paramount over a
period of the next several years. Their
first film under this new agreement
will be "Bay of Naples," co-starring
Clark Gable and Sophia Loren, which
will begin shooting on location in
Italy in mid-August.

though the individual c j
which will eventually distri
seven Soviet films have ok
terms. The terms also were
cally agreed to earlier by tl
government, so the contraci
be completed without any ]
dustry officials believe.
MPEA's plan is to have ajj
sometime
mid-June,
tracts havein been
signedafter
by
sians and after MPA Presic
Johnston has returned from
to Great Britain. At that 1
films will be allocated to i
companies,
the decision
be
made as and
to which
Soviet
be
when.given the premiere shov
Color Strips Exchang
In the meantime, Amer
Bussian film companies a
ahead with technical wori
toward making prints of
changed films. Color strips \
exchanged and are being st
any major
possibleproblems
reproduction
No
are
however.
Films 'Blacklisted
USIA Abroad Rev
From THE DAILY Bur<f
WASHINGTON, May 2
of 82 Hollywood pictures
ed" against showing in sev^
tries overseas has been i
provided
Congress byAgen
tl i
States Information
agency has made the list av
a House Appropriations si
tee, whose chairman, Bep.
Booney (D., N.Y.) implied
ure to do so would resul,
money for the department.
Pictures Listed
Included in the fist were/
King's Men," "All Quiet on
era Front," "The James De;
"Somebody Up There Lis.
"The Strange One" and "I
Smell of Success." The first
Academy Awards.
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Stage

viet
change

Minn.

Film
Pacts

e Dispatched
Round of Criticism
With Premiere Plans
ements
embodying general
ms for the playing of the seven
films and 10 American inin the State Department's cul^xchange arrangement were
Moscow yesterday.
expectation is that unless uncomplications arise Moscow's
.1 of the general provisions
be received within a matter
fw weeks, at the most.
thereafter the American comembers of Motion Picture Exm. will agree on allocation of
iet films amongcs them for dish here. One method that has
roposed for deciding which
i Continued on page 2)
i. Theatre Settles
Against 20th-Fox
Special to THE DAILY
ADELPHIA, May 26.-A suit
by Theatre
20th 'Century-Fox
the1956
Viking
here, which
eduled to start today in U.S.
Court, has been settled out of
The theatre paid $29,183 to
.ettlement, it was reported,
case involved film rental for
an in the Grey Flannel Suit,"
ne Viking secured on a bid of
P in April, 1956. Fox charged
: theatre paid only $60,000
August, 1956, sued for the
Tenn., Miss. Meet
d for Sept. 22-23
Special to THE DAILY
PHIS, May 26. - Tri-States
Owners of Arkansas, Tennd Mississippi will hold their
convention in Memphis Sept.
23, it was decided yesterday
Continued on page 3)
/5/ON TODAY— page 6

Court

Defiance

Demands

of

Daylight

TEN CENTS

MAY 27, 1959

Explanation

Time

of

Order

Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, May 26.-The State Supreme Court has ordered the attorney general and commissioners of Hennepin, Ramsey and Anoka counties
to appear before it tomorrow to explain their conduct in ordering daylight
saving time in the face of a high
court injunction banning it.
New
Film Eases
The injunction against institution
of "fast time" in those counties was
granted the Minnesota Amusement
Co., operator of theatres in the area,
70mm.
Alignment
on May 8. An attorney for the comFrom THE DAILY Bureau
pany
had told theon court
(Continued
page that
6) dayHOLLYWOOD, May 26. - The
Motion Picture Research Council has
developed a 70mm. projector align- '(/' Promotion Meetings
ment film to take the guesswork out
Here Thursday, Friday
of showcasing the growing number
of 70mm. release prints available to
Universal has set a series of meettheatres, William F. Kelley, MPRC
ings here tomorrow and Friday of its
(Continued on page 2)
home office advertising, publicity and
Robinson

Leaving

CBS

To Form Own Company
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., executive
vice-president of CBS Television in
charge of programming, yesterday
submitted his resignation from that
post and announced the formation of
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., Associates, his
own television producing organization, with headquarters in Hollywood. Sales agent will be Music
Corp. of America.
Already planned for the new Robinson organization are 39 special Ford
programs for NBC-TV in the coming
Fall.

promotion executives and field exploitation representatives to implement local level selling on "This
Earth Is
Mine," and
(Continued
on the
page new
2) HamAttack

I.M.G. Program

As Films 4Lush Subsidy'
By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, May 26. - The
government's Information Media
Guaranty program was attacked on
the House floor today as a "lush subsidy" for motion picture producers
and book publishers.
Rep. (Continued
Gross (R., onIowa),
a profespage 3)

REVIEW:

Don't
Give
Wallis — Paramount

Up

the

Ship

Hollywood, May 26
Jerry Lewis has a field day with a bag of sight gags and situations
which prevent him, as a newlywed Naval officer, from spending a honeymoon night with Diana Spencer, his anxious bride. Add to this, for inevitable bigbox office returns, the fact that the U.S. Navy has opened
wide its hatches to Producer Hal Wallis and the comedian for a funfested satire on its officers and procedures.
Congressional committee investigations are also in for a roasting in
the challenge here to an admiral to find a missing World War II destroyer escort, the U.S.S. Kornblatt, before the committee will consider
a proposal for a larger appropriations bill.
Lewis is favorably surrounded with such compatible co-starring per(Continued on page 6 )

Skouras'

Idea

Committees
Plan
Has

of
Not

MPA
Jelled

'Presidents'1 Units' to Deal
With Problems Still Pends
Designation
"presidents'
mittees" of theofMotion
Picture comAssociation to give their attention to a
number of current problems and to
new ones of some urgency as they
develop in the future is still in abeyance, itwas learned yesterday.
Creation of the committees was
first considered by the MPAA board
several months ago, largely at the
urging of Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president. An agenda of subjects which he regarded as deserving
of the attention of the industry's topranking production
- distribution
executives was presented
by Skouras
with the recommendation that presidents' committees be appointed and
assignments given them from the
The appointment of the MPAA
agenda. (Continued on page 2)
'Five Pennies'

To Bow

At Capitol Here June 17
Danny Kaye's
new film,release,
"The Five
Pennies,"
a Paramount
has
been set for an invitational premiere
at the Capitol Theatre here the night
of Wednesday June 17. Stars of
screen, stage, television, radio and
nightclubs, together with luminaries
of the world of popular music, will
(Continued on page 2)

SBA Approves Loan to
Pacific Amusement Co.
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 26. - The
Small Business Administration announced approval of a S12,000 loan
to the Pacific Amusement Co. of
Copalis Beach, Wash.
The S. B. A. said the loan was
made for a theatre project, but didn't
specify the nature. This was the
first theatre loan approved by S.B.A.
in manv months.

Wednesday, May

2

Motion
Soviet
PERSONAL
MENTION

T OSEPH FRIEDMAN, Paramount's
»J national exploitation manager, will
return to New York tomorrow from
Cincinnati.
•
Bruce Eells, executive vice-president of United Artists television, has
returned to New York from Hollywood.
Richard Kahn, Columbia Pictures
exploitation manager, and Martin
Blau, assistant publicity manager, are
in Hartford today from New York.
Morris Lefko, Michael Todd Co.
sales vice-president, has returned to
New York from the Coast.
•
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of Radio Corp. of America, will
leave New York aboard the "Queen
Elizabeth" today for
• Europe.
Dino De Laurentiis, producer,
has arrived in Hollywood from Raly.
Jean Goldwurm, president of
Times Film Corp., has returned to
New York from Cannes.
•
Ray Stark, producer, will return
to New York from London today via
B.O.A.C.
Hoover
V.C

Will Receive

Award Tomorrow
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 26.-J. Edgar Hoover, director of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, will receive
the plaque designating him as "Humanitarian ofthe Year"
Variety
Clubs International
at hisfrom
offices
here
Thursday morning. The award will
be presented by Henry Ford II, a
previous recipient of the honor, and
George Eby of Pittsburgh, international chief barker of Variety.

Picture

Pacts

(Continued from page 1)
American company gets which Soviet
film is by drawing numbers for the
sequence in which each company will
make its choice from among the Soviet films.
Under that arrangement, the first
to draw might get fourth choice of
films, but it is figured that more than
one company, at least, would end up
with the film it preferred, which
would not be likely to be the case
if film titles were drawn rather than
the numbers.
See Washington as Site
At the same time, the premiere film
is expected to be decided and arrangements started for its public
presentation in the late summer or
early fall. The premiere is expected
to be in Washington with numerous
State Department and other government officials, American and international, in attendance.
Concurrently, arrangements will be
going forward in Moscow for the premiere of the selected film there, on
the same official scale.
'IP Promotion
(Continued from page 1 )
mer Films production "The Mummy," both of which are scheduled for
early summer release.
Meetings and discussion will be
chaired by Charles Simonel'i, Eastern advertising and publicity department manager, assisted by Philip
Gerard, Eastern publicity manager;
Jeff Livingston, Eastern advertising
manager, and Herman Kass, Eastern
exploitation manager. Home office advertising and publicity department
publicists and personnel participating
will be Paul Kamey, Jerome VI.
Evans, Harold Gutman, Milton Livingston, Morris Alin, Evelyn Turner,
Estelle Nathan, Eric Nauman and
James Glaser.
'Five Pennies'
(Continued from page 1)
gather for the gala, Hollywood-style
opening. The picture will start a reguday.
lar run at the theatre the following
Among the premiere guests will be
a number of Kaye's co-stars in the
film, including Barbara Bel Geddes
and Louis Armstrong.

'Diarf in N.O. May 27
The four-week engagement of 20th
Century-Fox's "The Diary of Anne
Frank" is slated to open May 27 at
the Panorama, New Orleans, as a
special premiere sponsored by New
Orleans chapter of Hadassah for the
building of Anne Frank Havens for
children.

Daily

L.A. in Move to Back
Motion Picture Museum
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 26. - The
first major step toward establishment
of a motion picture museum in Hollywood was taken by Board of Supervisors today as they unanimously approved amotion of supervisor Ernest
E. Debs calling for creation of a Motion Picture Museum Commission.
As proposed by Debs, the commission would supervise a non-profit
corporation which would manage the
museum and secure donations from
interested groups and individuals to
help finance the institution.
70mm. Projection
(Continued from page 1)
technical director, announced today.
The film, although primarily designed
to pinpoint proper aperture dimensions, also can be used for checking
travel ghost, steadiness, jump and
weave, focus and film buckling. Magnetic stripes without sound have
been applied along both edges outside the perforations in order to make
this test film identical in thickness
with 70mm. release prints so that a
different adjustment is not necessary
between the film and a release print.
The alignment film is now available
to theatres, servicing organizations
and film manufacturers at council's
cost.
AA

Reduces

Its Loss

For

39-Week Period
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 26. - Operations of Allied Artists Pictures Corp.
and its wholly owned subsidiaries for
the 39 weeks ended March 28, 1959,
as shown by books without audit, resulted in a net loss before Federal
income taxes of $190,424, as compared with a net loss of $201,980 for
the corresponding period in the previous year, it was announced today
by George D. Burrows, executive vicepresident-treasurer.
Gross income for 39-week period
ending March 28, 1959 amounted to
$10,247,689 as compared with $12,248,336 for the same period in the
previous year.
Odeon on Broadway Will
Have New Name : Forum
The Odeon Theatre on Broadway
will undergo a face-lifting and namechanging operation on June 17 when
it will be known as The Forum, it was
announced by Charles B. Moss, president of the B. S. Moss Theatre chain.
A new marquee will be erected witli
the new name. First attraction at the
Forum will be Columbia's "The Mid-

Committc

(Continued from page I
committee on exhibitor J
which met recently with a col
of the American Congress of j
tors was one of the first result >

proposed presidents' committi !
Also suggested were commi
film advertising methods,
statistics and research, the Pn
and Advertising codes, ce
and other subjects.
gram.
Indications some weeks ac
that MPA was ready to annoi
"presidents'
committees"
when
Eric Johnston,
MPA pi
scheduled a press conference
Association's offices here. H
the conference was limited
nouncement of an enlargemer
exhibitor relations committee
vance of the meeting witl
MPA
later program
said the'
dents' officials
committees"
far enough advanced to justify
lie announcement.
Inquiries reveal it has a
no further since then.
24

Scholarships

A

Awarded by Music
Twenty-four scholarships
theatre arts have been awai
the Radio City Music Hall <
tion to 12 employees and 12
of employees under its co
program of scholarships insti|
1956. This year's winners, an
by Russell V. Downing, presthe theatre, include one moli
daughter combination, Misi
Destian, a dancer in the Corps
let, whose scholarship to tb
Theatre School has been exten
year,
and her Bailley,
seven-year
old
ter, Elizabeth
whose
ship to study
the dance
extended
another
year. has a
Friday Holiday

in (

CLEVELAND, May 26. cal exchanges here will be
Friday in observance of ]y!
Day, which this year falls oi
day, a day when the exchar
regularly closed.
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Exhibitor indicted
Tax Violations
Special to THE DAILY
ANTA, May 26.-A 17-count
al indictment by the Grand
>r federal income tax and theatmission tax violations was re!filed in the United States Disjoint for the Northern District
;)r?ia, Atlanta Division, against
|n Greene, who had operated
almetto Theatre in Palmetto,
Ind the Glen Theatre in De|Ga.
larch
this year
antiction ofagainst
LamGreene's
Amusement
my and other theatre operawell as eight major distributj :jmpanies, alleging a conspiracy
riminate against his Palmetto
!e in the run granted, and askigment for $500,000, was disfollowing a two-week trial bejury, which returned a verdict
defendants.
, Tenn. Meet
Continued from page 1)
■ board of directors meeting
^resident Lloyd Royal in the
i Club room here.
?eting of the board of directors
organization will be held in
e on the evening of Sept. 21.
J appointed a convention com: consisting of Leon Roundtree
^ly Springs, chairman; Nona
• and Mildred Wren of Little
'|Ark. and Hayes Redmond of
b in, Tenn.

Motion

I.M.G.
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Daily

Is

Attacked

(Continued from page 1 )
sional critic of the State Department
another provision of the bill, but the
and U.S. Information Agency, made I.M.G. and U.S. LA. totals cannot be
the attack. But Rep. Rooney (D., changed any more.
Gross asked Rooney whether one
N. Y. ), chairman of a House Appropriations Subcommittee handling
funds for these agencies, said he of the people "lobbying" for the
I.M.G. program wasn't Eric Johnston,
"wouldn't deny" Gross' charge.
and whether he wasn't the "fellow
The I.M.G. program is the one who did a snow job last year for reunder which the government guaranciprocal trade." Rooney conceded that
tees convertibility of earnings of moJohnston
was Association
president and
of the
Motion Picture
a close
tion picture companies, book publishers, and other information media
friend
of the President's,
pointed
out Johnston
had asked but
$16,000,000
now operating in certain foreign countries.
for the program. The President had
asked $3,500,000, and the committee
Totals Cannot Be Changed
had voted only $2,500,000.
The Gross-Rooney exchange came as
the House tentatively approved a $2,Sees Industry Tn the Trough'
500,000 appropriation for the I.M.G.
"I've learned you can't quibble
program for the year starting Julv over these small amounts," Gross said
1, $1,000,000 below the budget re- sarcastically. He declared the "motion picture companies not only have
quest, and a $101,557,300 appropriation for U.S.I.A., $4,554,700 below their feet in the trough but now are
the budget request. Final approval of
the bill was put off until today so the up to their knees."
Replied Rooney: "I'm not so good
House could have a record vote on
at measuring these things."
'Shake' to 102 Theatres
New Building Name
The building in which Quigley
United Artists' "Shake Hands with
Publications is located at 1270 Sixth
the
Devil" will open in 102 theatres
Avenue here will have its name
in the Greater New York area on June
24.
Circuits that have booked the
changed from the Americas Building
to the American Metal Climax Build- Pennebaker film include: Loew's,
ing on March 1, 1960. The change Randforce, Rugoff and Becker, Cenwill be effective with the occupancy
tury, Brandt, Skouras, RKO, Fabian,
then of nine floors in the building by tial.
Island,
Liggett & Florin and PrudenAmerican Metal Climax, Inc.

PEOPLE
August J. Valentine, exhibitor
owner of the Dusk Drive-in Theatre,
Georgetown, Tex., has purchased the
Baker Theatre and the Sky-Vue
Drive-in, Lockhart, Tex., from L. J.
Piwetz, who is retiring.
□
Ralph Buring, former publicist for
Paramount in the Pittsburgh area before leaving the industry several years
ago, has
as promotion
director inreturned
the Western
Pennsylvania
and Buffalo areas for 20th CenturyFox, with headquarters in Pittsburgh.
□
Frank Green, formerly manager of
the Atlas circuit's Oriental Theatre,
Denver, has resigned in order to acists
there.
□ for Allied Artcept a post
as booker
Leo Yassenoff, of the AcademyNeth circuit, Columbus, O., has won
an award from the Hillel Foundation
of Ohio State University "for service
and devotion." He also has been
elected an honorary director of the
Hillel board.
□
Jerry Lipow, newly-elected president of the Cleveland Salesmen's
Club, and Martin Grassgreen, outgoing head of the organization, were
guests of honor at a dinner tendered
them by the club at the Tudor Arms.

seventeen* Magazine
(movie-going guide for America's 2,800,000 teen-age movie goers)
selects Hal Wallis' production of

DOISTT
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as winner of seventeen's June picture ofthe-month
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PICTURES fill a definite human need. They
take people out of their homes— out of

the

hunge

Sound reasons, these, for making each pick

themselves— away from cares of the day! That's
why people like to think about pictures; why

better— better story-wise — better technically
better to see— better to talk about— in she
better box office !

they like to talk "pictures," like to go to them
. . . like to get their friends to go with them!

Sound reasons, too, for closer co-operatic
with the Eastman Technical Service for Moti'i

Its what's

on

the

screen

...and

what

peop

tor good

pictures

and

d ure Film . . . maintained to help the industry
e problems of film selection, production and
^l>cessing, and exhibition . . . dedicated to the

Motion Picture Film Department, EASTMAN

the

talk

about

them!

principle that the better the picture the better
the box office! Offices at strategic locations.
Inquiries invited.
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PHENOMENAL is the only word to describe the growth of H F H
(Dan Hunn, Ronald Fritz and Howard Henken) which in less than
one year as producers, already has added half of an additional floor to
take care of new business. . . . Herb Pearson, formerly with Guild Films,
has joined Official Films as assistant director of national sales, it was
announced by "Stretch" Adler. . . . Charles W. Curran has authored
aby new
tome, House
"Screenwhich
Writing
Techniques,"
published
Hastings
is a and
MUSTProduction
for TV and
screen writers
and
producers. . . . Martha Rave was presented with a plaque at the Latin
Quarter Sunday as "Trouper of the Year" by the Troupers, which for
many years has been doing wonderful things for children of needy theatrical parents. Polly Bergen was recipient of last year's honors. . . .
Henny Youngman booked for an additional five appearances on the "Ed
CBSullivan Show" this season. . . . Deejays should latch onto the new
Mercury LP, "Banjorama," featuring Carmen Mastren's Guitartistry. Carmen, currently featured on NBC with Skitch Henderson's Ork, gained
his spurs with Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey and Wingy Mannone's
respective bands. . . . NBCommencing in September, there will be at
least a 60 per cent change to new night-time skeds, about 150 prime
time specials and lots of Sunday nite original, live, color and New Yorkoriginated dramatic shows, according to Bob Sarnoff. ... As a direct
reward for having done a great "foreign market" selling job, Edwin J.
Smith has been upped to veep at ABC Films.
ft

ft

ft

Ace sportscaster Harry Wismer, just back from South Bend, Ind., with
a new contract to telecast the play-by-play of all Notre Dame football
games with Ed (Moose) Krause doing the color. The program, in conjunction with U.P. International, has several major
sponsors dickering for this series. Wismer did Notre
Dame games on radio for the past five years for
General Motors while the TVersion was beamed
Sundays in New York. Under the new set-up which
starts end of September, all N.D. games will be
featured on radio and TV nets, making this the
ONLY football sked to enjoy national coverage
two-ply. . . . Wylde Studios, Inc. has become an
affiliate of Transfilm and will transfer its animation
production facilities to the Transfilm Bldg. . . . Andy
Williams, who did a terrific job as summer-replaceHarry Wismer
ment last year for Pat Boone on ABC-TV (Andy was
voted one of the top 3 "new stars of tomorrow" in the FAME Poll for
his 10-week stint) will be the CBStar of his own musical program, summer-replacing the "Garry Moore Show" starting Tues., July 7. Perry
Lafferty will produce with Norman Jewison,
directing. . . . Bill Hobin
will produce-direct an ABC Special, "The Dick Clark Show," Sunday,
June 28th. Hobin's credits include, "Garroway At Large," "Show of
Shows," "Hit Parade," "Pat Boone Show" which merely stamps him as
one of the best in music programming.

Actor Guild to Oppose
Anti-Pay-TV Bills
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 26. - The
board of directors of the Screen Actors Guild has voted unanimously to
oppose Assembly bills 2438 and
2439, now pending in the California
legislature, which seek to prohibit
pay television. The guild will send
HUGO A.CAS01AR0

MARTIN GOTTLI EB

'film
effects,
1600 BROADWAY,
N.Y. 19inc.
PLAZA 7-2098
• OPTICAL EFFECTS
• STAND PHOTOGRAPHY
" ANIMATION
• TITLES
• ARTWORK
• B & W and COLOR
A Complete Service /&/■ Film Producer?

its president, Howard Keel, and Guild
executive Pat Somerset to testify
against the proposed legislation at a
meeting and
of corporations
the Assembly's
public
utilities
committee,
to be held at Sacramento, June 3.
"The guild
that box-office
television
couldbelieves
revolutionize
the entertainment industry, provide additional employment for tens of thousands of American artists and technicians, and give the public better entertainment, culture and education in
the home than is possible with the
present form of commercial television
supported
said
Keel. solely by advertising,"
The guild further believes that the
public should be given the opportunity to decide the merits of boxoffice television, it was pointed out.

Cot

(Continued from, page

For From,
AIP's
'Sheba'
THE DAILY
Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 25.-"Sheba
and the Gladiator," starring Anita Ekberg, will be first American International Pictures release to be shown on
an advanced-admission, extended-run
roadshow basis, it is announced by
James H. Nicholson and Samuel Z.
Arkoff.
Simultaneous pre-release premieres
of "Sheba and the Gladiator" will be
set up for Aug. 5 in 30 key-city hardticket houses on AIP's most expensive
feature release to date. The picture
was filmed in Italy at a cost of $1,500,000.
Leon P. Blender, AIP general
sales manager, leaves Friday on a
three-Week national swing to set up
the 30-city roadshow schedule of
the feature.

timein would work "irr.
light e"
damag
putting many thea;
of business and depriving ma:
pie of employment.
The Supreme Court justic
been studying recordings anc
of radio broadcasts made bytorney general and the coun
missioners
during the dispute )
the counties and Minnesota
ment. It is possible the court v
the officials in contempt for t
DST over its injunction.
At the present time the ent;
is under fast time. The goven
claimed "fast time" to be i
for the entire state until July
ernor Freeman acted under
Supreme Court ruling whicf
that only the governor had tl
to set fast time and his autho
expire on July 1.

AMPP Int'l Group
Elects Carl Schaefer
From, THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 26. - Carl
Schaefer, of the Warner Brothers,
studio foreign department, has been
elected chairman of the international
committee of the Association of Motion Picture Producers at its meeting
here.
Schaefer succeeds Luigi Luraschi,
Paramount's international department
director, who has been in office for
the past year.

There
is athestatewide
"fas
bill
before
legislature
present time. The State Sei
jected the local option bill p
by the House and substituted
statewide bill which is now be
House. It is not known wha
will be taken in the House
House and the Senate have n
able to get together on an)
bill during the entire sessic
legislature is now in its fouri
of overtime sessions.

Levine

Signs Montague

Joseph E. Levine has signed Paul
Montague as mid-western press representative for Embassy Pictures.
Montague will be based in Chicago,
where the Embassy release, "Hercules," willonopen
in
80 theatres
July simultaneously
31.

Don't

Give

Up

AIP Schedules 'Usl
HOLLYWOOD, May 26.
ican International Pictures
Labor Day as the national
date for "The Mysterious H
Usher," its second CinemaSco)
ing.
novista production in color. S
is scheduled to start June
Roger Corman producing and"

the

Ship

,
CONTINUED FROM
formers as the attractive Dina Merrill, portraying a Naval intel
officer; Mickey Shaughnessy, as an ex-chief petty officer who
under Lewis on the Kornblatt; Bobert Middleton, essaying the rc
harassed admiral; Gale Gordon, as head of the Congressional con
and Miss Spencer, who makes the most of her screen debut.
Every situation in the Herbert Backer-Edmund Beloin-Henry
screenplay, drawn from a story by Ellis Kadison, finds a puncl
under Norman Taurog's direction.
Highlighting the action and dialogue, which is fraught with
entendre, are the familiar Lewis antics as he finds himself facini
brass accusations on subversive acts in connection with the missin;
blatt. He subjects himself to psychoanalysis, during which he re
to an incident which placed him in charge of the destroyer est
V-J Day. Obtaining a clue from her questioning, Miss Merrill and
take more time out from his honeymoon to track down Shaug
who has the answer to the missing vessel, but blanks out during a
ling match in Florida.
Shaughnessy makes an 11th hour appearance at the Congn
hearing to disclose the fact that investigator Gordon himself was :
sible for consigning the Kornblatt to target practice.
Funniest sequences are those in which Lewis has to share
compartment with Miss Merrill and the underwater search bv
and Shaughnessy for the missing Kornblatt.
Running time, 89 minutes. General classification. Release, in Jul\
Samuel D.
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on

Splits

Stick to Formula

in

France, Argentina
nents resolving the division
:sh and French film import
among members of Motion
Export Assn. were reached at
g of the executive committee
d of directors of the MPEA
erday, it was announced,
atisfactorily resolved to all,
id. was the allotment of films
ntina
within
"Voluntary"of
mitation
of athemaximum
;rican films annually.
,firee export license problems
•n under discussion for many
The solutions reportedly were
it by agreements ratified at
meeting, to abide in each
continued on page 2)
urgh Festival
Run Five Weeks
[fecial to THE DAILY
BURGH, Scotland, May 25
Mail).— Five weeks of films
>f three will be a feature of
J oming International Film
lere, opening Aug. 23. There
a fortnight of "National
vith the major film-producing
of the world invited each
i ntinued on page 6)
a Sets Funds

for

itures Due June 1
have been deposited by MagTe Corp. with the Chemical
change Bank, trustee under
■hire, in order to pay in full
3S falling due on June 1, toith interest thereon, it was
•d by George P. Skouras,
of Magna. Debenture holdme 1 may receive the prind interest on their debenpresentation to the trustee.
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®n

Extra

Is Honored

Behalf

of

Humanitarian

Causes

By WARREN G. HARRIS
(Picture on page 2)
Arthur B. Krim, president of United Artists Corp., was honored for his
"devoted efforts on behalf of many great humanitarian causes" here yesterday
as more than 350 executives in the motion picture and amusement industry
gathered at their annual luncheon for
the United Jewish Appeal at the Park
Lane Hotel.
Honorary Degree in
Irving H. Greenfield, chairman of
the Motion Picture and Amusement
Laws to Gas Eyssell
Division of UJA, presented Krim with
Special to THE DAILY
27. an inscribed silver Bible, symbolizing
GREENEVILLE, Tenn., May
the esteem and affection members of
— Gus S. Eyssell, chairman of the the industry have for him.
board of Radio City Music Hall and
In accepting die gift, Krim thanked
(Continued on page 2)
president
o
f
R o c k e f e Her
Center, Inc.,
Loew's Theatres
was commencement speaker
at the 165th
Stock Turnover Heavy
commencement
exercises o f
Market interest in Loew's Theatres
and Stanley Warner Corp. gave rise
Tusculum Colto reports yesterday of imminent new
lege here this
diversification moves by both comweek. Eyssell
panies, and brought official denials.
was given the
honorary degree
Eugene
Picker,
of Loew's
Theatres, said
he president
could offer
no exof doctor of
(Continued on page 5)
G.
S.
Eyssell
laws by the
college.
Dr. Raymond C. Rankin, Tusculum
IMG, USIA Bills with
president, cited Eyssell for his "outCut Passed by House
standing contributions to the promotion of American ideals and for his
From THE DAILY Bureau
civic and business achievements."
WASHINGTON, May 27. - The
Robert K. Christenberry, former
Administration and film industry must
president of the Broadway Assn. and look to the Senate now for the full
now New
York's acting
budget requests for the Information
(Continued
on pagepostmaster,
5)
Media Guaranty Program and U. S.
Information Agency.
The House today formally passed
Stay Distribution of 6
(Continued on page 4)
Bogeaus Films to TV
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, May 27. - A
End of News Strike
preliminary injunction against television distribution of six theatrical feature films produced by Benedict E.
Bogeaus for RKO Radio Pictures has
Special to THE DAILY
been issued against RKO Teleradio
PITTSBURGH, May 27. - PittsPictures, Inc., by Judge Ellsworth
burgh theatre operators are breathing
(Continued on page 6)
easier now that a three-day strike of
the three daily papers ended as suddenly as it began.
'Heroes and Sinners' Is
A strike of the Teamsters Union
Condemned by Legion
211 canceled distribution of the SunThe National Legion of Decency
day editions of the Sun-Telegraph
announced it has placed the French and Press and the Monday editions
the same papers plus the morning
film, "Heroes and Sinners," in its of
Class C, Condemned, category. The Post-Gazette. It had already begun
to affect theatre business over the
Legion explains: "The sordid and
morally degrading atmosphere in weekend.
(Continued on page 5)

Efforts

AB-PT
Hears

Meet
Current

Business

Is Up

Co-Operation Pledged for
Post Labor Day Drive
Optimistic
reports onwere
current
and mafuture theatre business
in the
jority at the meeting of American
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres
northern territory affiliates at Kiamesha Lake, N. Y., this week, Edward
L. Hyman, AB-PT vice-president in
charge of the northern territory, said
yesterday.
Hyman in reported
a "weak
period"
late Aprilthatandafter
early
May,
theatre attendance picked up again
and business this month is showing
an improvement over last year.
He said that all AB-PT affiliates
at the meeting had pledged to expend extra efforts during the four
months' business drive which has
been scheduled by the company for
the period from immediately after
Labor Day to the vear-end holidays.
This is regarded as a crucial business
.-.egment with stronger television programs returning toonthepage
air,4)children
(Continued

Drive-In Business

Up

At Canadian Border
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N. Y., May 27. - An
oddity of the spring drive-in season
is the reported better business, proportionately, forsmall operations near
the Canadian Border. They were said
to have received an influx of Canadian patronage, which was "off" last
Economic
conditions
in the
(Continued
on page
4) DomiJohnston

Organization

Host
year. to King Baudouin
The Hennepin Society, a BelgianAmerican
organization
' of
which Eric friendship
Johnston, president
of die
Motion Picture Export Association is
president, will join with the Belgian
Chamber of Commerce here as host
to King Baudouin at a luncheon at
die Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
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j|j
PERSONAL
ME1VTIDIV

ROBERT H. O'BRIEN, vice-president and treasurer of Loew's,
Inc., and William Harrison, controller, left New York last night for
the Coast. »
Seymour R. Mayer, M-G-M's regional director for Latin America, the
Middle, Near and Far East, will leave
New York today on a four-week business trip to South America.
•
Robert Cohn, Columbia Pictures
studio executive, has arrived in New
York from Hollywood.
King Vidor, director, who returned
to New York this week from Europe,
has left here for Hollywood by way
of Chicago.
Doris Kuchmeister, secretary to
Roger Lewis, United Artists director
of advertising-publicity, will leave
here today for a three-week vacation
in Hollywood.
•
Alfred Hart, member of the
board of directors of Columbia Pictures, has returned to New York from
London via B.O.A.C.
Mrs. Hubert Matthews has given
birth in Atlanta to a son. Father is
with Benton Bros. Film Express.
•
Sam
Dunevitz,
of Exhibitors
Booking Service, Denver, has become
a grandfather for the first time, with
the birth of Mark Allen Idelberg.
•
Daniel Mann, director, has arrived in Phoenix, Ariz., from Hollywood.
•
Mrs. Rose Lancaster, of Peachtree Productions, Atlanta, is recuperating at home following treatment at
a local hospital.
•
Jerry Blackwell, manager of
Loew's "new" State Theatre, and
Mrs. Blackwell are vacationing at
Montego Bay, Jamaica.
•
Ike Katz, president of Kay Films,
Atlanta, has returned there from
Florida.
•
Daniel Petrie, director, has arrived at Cape Cod from Hollywood

RECEIVES UJA AWARD: Arthur
Krini (right) receives from Irving
Greenfield an inscribed silver Bible
for his work in humanitarian causes.
Honor

Krim

( Continued from page 1 )
the industry for past UJA support and
called for "increased efforts this year
to aid penniless, homeless refugees
whose1 only hope is in our generosity
and in the willingness of the people
of Israel to tighten their belts and
share what they have with all newIsraeli Industrialist Heard
comers."
Guest speaker of the day was S.
Robert Abrahami, Israeli industrialist
and veteran of the war of independence. "In your kinship with us, both
in ideals and in interest, you Americans have been understanding and
generous," he said. "But may I,
though an 'interested party,' point out
the great stake you yourselves have
in the viability of our free and democratic land, the only such country in
that feudal, hate-ridden, dictatorial
area. We of Israel feel that our people
are staunch friends and loyal allies of
yours in a section of the world where
these are needed. We're glad that our
mutuality of aims and ideals will assure the continuance of that status."
Israel to Benefit
The division's campaign this year is
directed at raising its share of the nationwide $100,000,000 special fund to
hasten the resettlement in Israel of
immigrants from Eastern Europe, and
to sustain, without curtailment, welfare, reconstruction and rehabilitation
programs aiding hundreds of thousands in 26 countries throughout the
world. The motion picture industry
has pledged close to $500,000 for
1959, it was learned.

Daily

'Look,' Univ. Today
Slate Coast
Presentation
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 27. -The importance of pre-selling motion pictures through national magazine advertising, as determined by Look
Magazine's continuing research program, will be revealed to west coast
exhibitors tomorrow at a special luncheon tobe held at the Sheraton West
Hotel.
The Look presentation, similar to
the one made last week in New York,
is based on the findings of the value
of all magazines in pre-selling motion
pictures and stimulating increasing attendance at the nation's theatres.
Slide Presentation Set
Using Universal - International's
pre-selling campaign on "This Earth
Is Mine" in national magazines and
Sunday supplements as an illustration,
Vernon J. Anderson, west coast advertising manager of Look, will make
a slide presentation showing the impact of the campaign. David A. Lipton, U-I
also will address the vice-president,
group.
Kay Acquires 5 Films;
Takes Astor Franchise
Special to THE DAILY
NEW ORLEANS, May 27.-Don
Kay, head of Don Kay Enterprises, independent film distributor with exchanges in New Orleans, Memphis
and Dallas, has completed a deal with
Barjul International Pictures of Hollywood for the distribution of three
new films, "Beatnicks," "Attack of the
Jungle
Women"
"Lust to Kill,"
by all three
of hisand
branches.
Closes Deal with Roth
Simultaneously Kay closed a deal
with George Roth of Bentley Pictures,
New York, for "Sins of Lola Montes"
and "Wild Women of Wongo." For
the Memphis territory he has taken
over the Astor Pictures franchise,
which he already holds for the Dallas
territory, coming into possession of it
with athe
of the exchange
there
yearopening
ago.
Five Advance

Bookings

'Destry' Party Nets
$7,500 for Hospital
A theatre party perform;
"Destry Rides Again" here h;
$7,500 for Will Rogers Memo
pital and Research Laboratoi
announced by Irwin Freedi
Thomas E. Rodgers, co-chai
the
the Special
hospital. Activities Comm

MPEA

P

(Continued from page
disputed instance by the es!
MPEA formula for determi
the basis of business done
companies in other parts of tl>
how
licenses the'
titledmany
to in export
any particular
m;j :
"It was agreed," one <
commented, "that the rules w|
the casein ofmid-game.
the allocatio
be Inchanged
:
40 Spanish licenses author
the American companies fc
1960, one further step remai]
taken before the agreement'
yesterday becomes final. Thi
lieved to be limited to the
tion of business figures whi
be worked out mathematical!
termine the number o!: lie.
which a particular compani
titled.
Engages had
Spanish
Distrib
Universal
turned
its
distribution over to a native a
as a result of which some
members had objected to its 1
located new licenses. Urn
agreement now arrived at, i
derstood, Universal will recei
ever licenses the MPEA
shows it to be entitled to.
Division of the French Bee
be according to the MPEA
also. Of the 110 French lice]
thorized, MPEA allocates 70;
Flaud of the French Film O;
Argentine allocations were,
pute in the case of an Americ
pany which
might todecide
to t
some
of its films
a native
tor. In such cases, the Americ;
mits will go with his pictures,;
Eric Johnston, MPEA p

In June for 'Pennies'
Paramount's "The Five Pennies," a was chairman of yesterday's i
July-August release, has been set for
five major advance openings in June,
the company announced yesterday.
The five cities are among the 15 visNEW YORK THEA
for the filming of "The Bramble
ited during May by star Danny Kaye
Bush" for Warner release.
in conjunction
withon Paramount's
promotion campaign
the film.
Robert Sweeten, managing direc— RADIO CITY MUSIC HI
The dates are as follows: Capitol
Rockefeller Center • Ci 6*4600
tor of Fox Intermountain's Centre Theatre, New York, world premiere
No Paper Tomorrow
Theatre,
surgery. Denver, is recuperating from June 17; Esquire, Chicago, and ParaDAVID
SHIRLEY Gi
Motion Picture Daily will not be
NH/EN MacLAINE YOI
mount, Boston, both June 24; On•
published tomorrow, Friday, May 29,
tario Theatre, Washington, D. C,
in observance of Memorial Day.
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Television

Here

Today

Come

The Jets

This RegalScope picture tells the
dramatic story of a neurotic Korean
Fast
Missiles
May
Soon
War hero who receives the assignment of test piloting one of the first
commercial jet airliners. Little time
on TV
Guns
the Fast
Replace
is
wasted across.
in getting Lou Vittes'
screenplay
By SAMUEL D. BERNS
Portraying the Korean ace is Steve
Brodie. Although he shot down a recHOLLYWOOD, May 27.-Lookout Cowboy! The fastest missile may soon
replace the awesome threat of the fastest gun.
ord number of MIG's during the war,
he was forced to ditch his own plane
Lewis Rachmil, an important production hand in the making of "Hopalong
Cassidy," who became an important during one major scrap, and this has
producer on his own with a variety left an extremely heavy weight on his
of films to his credit, including the conscience.
Who's
At the beginning of the Richard
Where
recent box office success, Columbia's
"Gidget," has experienced the change Einfeld production, Brodie is down
on his luck, hitting the bottle and
James T. Aubrey, Jr., has been ap- from saddles to "Space."
making sordid newspaper headlines.
pointed executive vice-president of
First on Slate Is 'Space'
the CBS Television Network, effective
With the help of John Doucette, designer of a new jet airliner, and friend
Rachmil's first assignment in his
June 1, it was announced by Louis
new production berth with the Ziv Mark Dana, he is given a chance to
G. Cowan, president, CBS Television
Network.
organization, is 'Space," which makes rehabilitate himself, flunking out,
its series debut September 23, 8:30- however, when he is unable to cope
□
9:00 P.M. on the CBS-TV network with testing conditions. A romance
under the sole sponsorship of the develops with fellow employee Lyn
Cliff Anderson, veteran radio and American
Tobacco Company.
Thomas which eventually gets Brodie
television executive, was appointed to
Rachmil gave us a teaser talk on the up into the air with the big jet liner.
the newly created position of director
When he is ordered to put the ship
potential of the filmed "science-fact"
of special services for the ABC Westinto
a 180 degree turn, Brodie almost
series.
A
glance
at
Chesley
Bonestell's
ern Division. The appointment was
drawings, covering a major portion gives up, the responsibility being too
announced by James G. Riddell, ABC
of the wall space in Rachmil's office, great for him, but at the prompting of
vice-president of the Western Diviwas enough to whet our interest in Doucette, who reminds the war hero
sion.
what is reportedly destined to be one that his battle error was no great
of the most expensive TV programs tragedy in light of all the lives he bad
of the coming season.
saved beforehand, he comes to his
James C. Hirsch has been prosenses, in time for a happy fade-out
Bonestell's
drawings
will
make
a
moted to director of national sales for timely appearance in Life Magazine with
Miss Thomas.
Directed by Gene Fowler, Jr.,
to help launch the probe of the new
the Television Bureau of Advertising,
it was announced by John Sheehan,
Space program; and Bonestell him- "Here Come the Jets" has its best
TvB vice-president, national sales.
self, recognized as a foremost illu- moments when the action is up in the
Hirsch has been a national sales rep- trator of space, has been named Space sky, which, unfortunately, is not ofresentative with TvB since joining Concept Consultant for the series,
ten enough for a picture of this type.
the bureau in 1956. Previously, he which will project the time capsule But the aerial photography by Kay
ahead 10 vears for future thinking, Norton is particularly good, especially
was director of research, promotion
and sales development for radio at based on current scientific data.
in the opening prologue which, when
combined with the actual sounds of
Edward Petry & Co.
No 'Heavies'
the jet engines, will certainly make
"There will be no heavies in this audiences sit up and cake notice.
Tibber McGee, Molly'
series, which stars Bill Lundigan as Running time, 71 minutes. General
classificHtion. Release, in June.
Col. Edward McCauley.
Starts On NBC Sept. 15
Warren G. Harris
and facilities
the use
The new half-hour situation comof "Complete
declassifiedcooperation
material and
edy series, "Fibber McGee and have already been pledged by the
Department of Defense and the Air 'Continental Classroom'
Molly," will be sponsored by Standard Brands, Inc., and the Singer Force," Rachmil stated.
Sewing Machine Company on the
To Be Expanded by NBC
Mel Epstein is serving as associate
NBC Television Network during the producer; Bob Leach as story editor.
"Continental Classroom," the proDavid Rose has been engaged to
1959-'60 season, it was announced
gram devoted to science instruction
by Walter D. Scott, executive vice- write the musical background for the
will be expanded Sept. 28 when the
president, NBC Television Network.
National Broadcasting Company preproduction.
The series will be telecast Tuesdays,
"We are 10 scripts ahead at the
a two-semester college-level
8:30-9 P.M. (NYT), and is scheduled
moment for the series which begins course sents
to be televised in color. Robto start Sept. 15.
rolling next month. We now have
ert W. Sarnoff, chairman of the board
Starring will be Bob Sweeney as teleplays from such outstanding writof
NBC,
the new project
Fibber and Cathy Lewis as Molly,
ers as Jerome Bixby, Meyer Dolin- at a press announced
conference here yesterday.
with Hal Peary re-creating his original sky, Ted Sherderman, Fred Freiberradio role as Mayor La Trivia. Also
Will Be Expanded Later
ger,
Jamesdisclosed.
Clavell and Arthur Weiss,"
featured will be Addison Richards
Rachmil
and Barbera Beaird.
Modern chemistry, to be colorcast
Monday through Friday from 6:30
to 7:00 A.M. local time, will comLever Bros., Miles Sign

SPECIAL
■^
ITg
1337 S. Wabash J l-M
CHICAGO. ILL. 1 lillCICK-1

■10 Years
Experi-us
ence haveoftaught
the "Know-how" of
^=7 malting Special
pSf Trailers ... Try
630 Ninth An.
NEW YORK. N.Y,

The Lever Brothers Co. and Miles
Laboratories, Inc., have signed new
and renewal daytime orders on the
NBC Television Network totaling
more than $5,000,000 in gross revenue, it was announced by Don Durgin, vice-president,
NBC Television
Network
Sales.

(Continued from pagi

20th Century-Fox — RegalScope

prise half of the network's "Conwill grow
to a full tinental
hour Classroom,"
in the which
new season.
In
addition to the 160-lesson lecturedemonstration course in chemistry,
the current Atomic Age Physics course
will be repeated by television tape
recordings and kinescopes from 6:00
to 6:30 A.M.

going back to
adverse
conditions
andschool,
closing
of
for the season.
AB-PT is endeavoring to i
tributor cooperation in the
stronger releases for the pe
national exhibitor assistance
viding extra selling effort foi
leases in order to avert a se
of attendance.
Hyman Cites Improven
Hyman said the latest in
on releases from all produce!
utors for the last four mont
year already shows a ma;
provement in the number c
pictures over last year. Th
information, given to the
meeting, will be made
Hyman through a trade p:
ference and luncheon at ABquarters on Monday.
his associates
theHyman
releaseandinformation
to <
at regional
to be inhe j
areas
acrossmeetings
the country
month,
in line
with AB-PT's
ing
efforts
to encourage
extr;
for the quality releases durini
four months.
Drawn from Many Sect

This week's Kiamesha La
ing
attended
AB-PT
fromwasNew
York, byChicago,
Buffalo, Rochester, Minneap
Moines,
Lake
City,Philadelphia,
Phoenix, Los Detr
Am j'
San Francisco.
Drive-in Business
(Continued from page
nion, especially around 1
were believed to be causit
Canadians to take shorter t
spring.
Expensive cars, bearing (
license plates, have reappe,
drive-ins on this side of the
according to reports here.
In the more immediate Alt
trict, drive-in business has
to pick Cold
up," weather
one multiple
stated.
provci
handicap for weeks.
IMG-USIA Bills
(Continued from page
and sent to the Senate the ap:
tion bill for those programs,
make available $2,500,000 du
coming year for the guarar
gram,
which inguarantees
convi
of earnings
certain foreig
tries. The Administration ha<
$3,500,000 and Motion Pictui
ciation President Eric Johns! ,
asked $16,000,000.
The bill makes $101,557,30
able for U. S. I. A., $4,554/,
than the budget requested.
Top' in New Rect
Continental's "Room at th
has set another record in its
week'sTheatre
gross here,
of $16,300
Arts
which attop:tl
two previous weeks' grosses.

.iy, May 28, 1959

Motion
Korea

'EDPL

E

Adams, United Artists branch
j- in Louisville; Jack Finberg,
iiti, and Isadore J. Davis, St.
iad their respective divisions
14th week of the company's
i 40th Anniversary Sales
James Hendel, Central dislager, leads the district standSidney Cooper, Central and
i division manager, heads the
standings.
D
1 A. Mosher, associate direclgineering at the Kodak Park
)f the Eastman Kodak Co.,
elected president of the Naociety of Professional EnHe will be installed June 20
■ciety's annual
>mmodore
here. banquet in the
□
is R. Young, director of adand publicity for Circuits
nent Association, Ltd., and J.
Rank Organisation (Managetd., London, has been named
lor of CMA, the company
anages the Odeon and Gauratres.
□
d Fox, operator of the Sink,ngs Drive-in Theatre, Sinklgs, Pa., has taken over opf two other outdoor theatres
ea— the Reading Drive-in and
Penn Drive-in.
imy's Election
3r Next Month
ioto THE DAILY Bureau
YW OOD, May 27. - Due to
ice of a number of Academy
\r\ Picture Arts and Sciences'
governors, the election of
officers scheduled for tolight has been postponed unmonth at a date to be anResigns Post
Dana has announced his
>n, effective immediately, as
of U.S. Films, Inc., an int film distributing organizaoffices in Pittsburgh, Poland Washington. He will annew affiliation shortly. Dana
.iously been Eastern sales
of Universal Pictures Como, Wohl

in Deal

LOTTE, N. C, May 27. touck and J. Francis White
so International announced
t a deal has been concluded
pli Wohl, president of InterFilm Distributors, Inc. ap1 em as exclusive representailowco theatrical feature proir the Latin American mar-

Veterans

Picture

to See

Premiere of 4Pork Chop'
Special to THE DAILY
HEADQUARTERS, 7th INFANTRY DIVISION, KOREA, May 27."Pork Chop Hill," United Artists' film
depicting the bitter fighting on Pork
Chop Hill in Korea, will have its Far
Eastern premiere here on Memorial
Day for the men of the 7th Infantry
Division, the real-life heroes of the
bloody battle. Guests of honor at tire
opening at the Bearcat Theatre, 1st
Battle Group, 31st Infantry area,
Camp Casey, will be two enlisted
men currently serving with the 7th
Division who participated in the Pork
Chop Hill fight. They are Sergeant
First Class Thomas A. Harper and
Specialist Fourth Class Ronald J.
Bercier. A third guest of honor at the
showing will be Major Edward A.
Doherty, who assisted in the film's
production as a Department of the
Armv Liaison Officer.
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Daily

Honor

Eyssell

Cut Prices for Summer

(Continued from page 1)
who is a member of the board of
trustees of Tusculum, introduced
Eyssell. Christenberry received a
similar degree as the commencement
speaker in 1954.
Eyssell joined the executive staff
of Radio City Music Hall in 1933
after holding key posts with the Paramount Publix Corp. in the far west,
southwest and New York City. He
was named president of the MusicHall in 1942 and executive manager
of Rockefeller Center in 1948. A
year later he was advanced to executive vice-president and in 1951 became president, succeeding Nelson A.
Rockefeller, now Governor of New
York.
Eyssell's address to the graduating
class of Tusculum was on the subject
of prospects awaiting those who enter
business
worldadvantageous
and qualitiestoday's
which will
be most
to bring to it.

At Baltimore lst-Runs
Special to THE DAILY
BALTIMORE, May 27. - A new
schedule of reduced "summer admission prices" is announced for Baltimore's downtown, first-run theatres,
all of which are under combined operation of R. & F. Theatres, Inc., resulting from a recent merger of managements. Daytime tickets that were
$1.25 are now 90 cents; and evenings
are changed from 81.49 to $1.25, effective immediately.

S-W,(Continued
Loew's from page 1 )
planation for the turnover of almost
55,000 shares in the company's stock
in the last two trading days, but conceded that company earnings were
favorable.
Stanley Warner stock had a turnover of about 25,000 shares yesterday
for a gain of one point. A company
official said he knew of no explanation for the activity but also said
earnings are on the bright side.

'Anne Frank' an Exception
The one exception will be "The
Diary of Anne Frank," due to replace
"Shaggy Dog"
the New basis.
Theatre
Wednesday
on aatroad-show
Install New

Chairs

BUFFALO, May 27.-The Monroe
Theatre in Rochester has closed for a
four-week period, during which time
the house, a Schine specialty operation, will have new lounge-type chairs
installed. After re-opening on June
26, Manager Frank Bassett says the
house will show Disney's "Darby
O'Gill and the Little People" and
"The Big Fisherman." The Monroe
also is scheduled to show "Sleeping
Beauty," in 35mm and at popular
prices.
50 Book 'Maja' and 'Net'
United Artists' "The Naked Maja"
and
"The50 Vlan
in thein Net"
will open
in over
theatres
the New
York
area starting June 10, it was announced byJames R. Velde, general
sales manager. Circuits that have
booked the films include: Loew's,
Randforce, Rugoff and Becker, Century, Brandt, Skouras, RKO, Fabian,
Island and Prudential.
'Darby'

to Normandie

Walt Disney's "Darby O'Gill and
the Little People" will have an early
summer premiere
the Trans-Lux
Normandie
Theatre athere.

'Heroes and Sinners'
(Continued from page 1 )
which the theme of this film is developed is further compounded by
blatant violations of Christian and
traditional standards of decency, both
in At
situations
costuming."
the sameandtime
the Legion classified three other films. In Class A,
Section 1, are "Face of Fire" and
"For the First Time." In Class A,
Section 2, is "Shake Hands with the
Five More Join TO A
Five more theatres have joined
Theatre Owners of America. Rose
Devil."
Marie Bell, of Taylorville, 111., has
enrolled both her drive-in and her
conventional theatre of that area,
while John G. Broumas, head of
Trans - America Theatre Circuit,
Takoma Park, Md., has signed up
two more of his houses in Maryland.
The fifth theatre joining is the
Sunset Drive-in, Chambersburg, Pa.,
owned by Harold Kagan.
Bosustow

Signs Two

HOLLYWOOD, May 27.-Stephen
Bosustow has signed Al Bertino and
Dick Kinney to prepare a storyboard
on "Robin Hood Magoo," UPA's second full-length feature cartoon for
Columbia release.
The first, "1001 Arabian Nights,"
is now completed under the direction
of Jack Kinney and will be released
by Columbia this Christmas.

TENT

TALK

Variety Club News
BOSTON — Two executives of the
Coca-Cola Co., Harold Sharp and
Charles Bourdelais, Jr., have received
citations of the Variety Club of New
England for their efforts in behalf of
the club's Jimmy Fund. Presentations
were made by Ted Williams and Dr.
Sidney Farber.
A
BUFFALO - Tent No. 7 on June
1 will hold a meeting characterized
as
"of utmost
importance"
a notice
issued
by Charles
Siegert,in property
master, who states further that the
meeting
willBuffalo
consider
"theClub,
continuance of the
Variety
and
its charity affiliation."
A
CLEVELAND - Tent No. 6 held
a gin rummy contest Monday in the
Tudor Arms Hotel club rooms, at
which was also discussed plans for
the forthcoming golf tournament, of
which Dave Rosenthal, United Artists branch manager, is chairman, assisted by Jack Silverthorne, manager
of the Hippodrome, and Irving Shenker, of Berlo Vending Co.
A
ALBANY, N. Y., - A special meeting of the local Variety Club was
held Tuesday to discuss the dinner
dance slated for June 6 and the
"Tower of Talent" show scheduled
for June 30, the latter to benefit the
club's Camp Thacher.

'Diary' June 6 in Buffalo
BUFFALO, May 27. - The Western New York premiere of "The Diary
of Anne Frank" has been postponed
from May 29 to June 6, when the
picture will open at the Century
Theatre at popular prices and no
seats reserved. Originally, a reserved^
seat policy had been planned.

The
finest
carbons
ever
made...
ATIONAL
TRADE- MARK
PROJECTOR
CARBONS

Thursday, May

6

Motion

National

Pre

ti Ty OOM at the Top,'' the new ConJ-^- tinental Distributing box office
hit, reviewed in the June issue of "Esbelongs at
top ofofthis
column
because quire,"
it tells
a story
interesting
people who live in a Yorkshire manufacturing town honestly and interestingly. The reviewer, Kingley Amis,
very favorably impressed with this
film, says at one point "the love affairs in this picture are handled with
a frankness which outdistances anything I have seen without for a
moment falling into the 'frankness'
which is a synonym of sex sensation•
alism."

"The Five Pennies
Red
life ofDanny
Kaye is based on "thestarring
Nichols, a jazz band leader in the
'20's who was as famous as Louis
Armstrong is today. "Life" in the May
25 issue has a pictorial essay on this
new Paramount musical.
For 20 years Nichols blew himself
a warm place in a generation's memories and then suddenly fell silent.
He gave up music and went to work
in a shipyard so that he could spend
more time with his daughter who
came down with polio. Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller, Jimmy Dorsey,
Gene Krupa and Jack Teagarden before they organized their bands played
for Red Nichols.
•
A profile of Frank Sinatra appeared
in the May 24 issue of "This Week." It
was written by veteran Joe Hyams in
Miami, where Sinatra's latest picture
"A Hole in the Head" was filmed.
Hyams quotes Sinatra as saying "I
can't walk into a restaurant and sit
by myself because I'd never get finished. People feel I belong to them.
So I have to eat dinner in my hotel
room or at home."•
"The Diary of Anne Frank," the
George Stevens superb production
was selected by "Redbook" as the
picture of the month for June.
*
A special 16-page section of Sunday's "New York Times" on May 24
was devoted to "They Came to Cordura." This new Columbia film, produced by William Goetz, is based on
a novel by Glendon Swarthout. It
stars Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth,
Van Heflin and Tab Hunter.
Articles specially written for this
section by Swarthout, Jonas Rosenfield and Bob Ferguson make very
interesting reading.
•
Lloyd Shearer has written a personality story on Steve Reeves, star
of Embassy's "Hercules," that will appear in the May 31• issue of "Parade."
A striking color ad on "Say One for
Me"
"Life."appeared in the May 25 issue of
•
Brigitte Bardot with the help of

Daily

REVIEW:

Stay
Gran
(Continued from page

Gigantis,
-Selling

Picture

Warner

the

Fire

Monster

Bros.
Hollywood, May 27

In the wake of such predecessors as "Godzilla" and "Rodan" comes
another exploitable Japanese film, designed to attract seekers of action
and thrills proffered by gigantic, indestructible monsters of ancient vintage. Paul Schreibman, who produced the American version of the Toho
Production, has achieved American audience appeal with good lipsynchronization, music and sound effects contributed by Hugo Grimaldi,
Rex Lipton and Al Sarno, respectively.
The original special photographic effects by Eliji Tsuburaya, and
special effects by Akira Watanabe, Hiroshi Mukoyama and Masao
Shirota provide the salient interest of the attraction.
Prefacing the fictional episode in the life of a Japanese fishing village,
where the local cannery employs a couple of pilots to scout for schools
of fish by plane, is the suggested possibility that today's atomic tests
could have reactivated the life of some ancient creatures, possessed of
their own atomic power, that thrived on the radiation received from the
sun. This story has one of the pilots forced down on a remote island,
where two prehistoric monsters are still carrying on a feud with each
other. Rescued by his buddy, he makes a report to villagers of the
existing monster and an alert is sounded which enlists the aid of the
army and air force to the impending danger of a visit from Gigantis.
Gigantis, killing his age-old enemy, makes his way toward the fishing
village causing destruction with his fiery atomic breath, but is lured
away from the island village with flares from planes unable to destroy
him with rockets and bombs.

Mindru Chiaki, the pilot who discovered the monster, makes a suicide
attempt to destroy Gigantis while it seeks its own safety on another
island. His mishap offers a clue to the final destruction of the beast. A
wave of planes sending rockets into the ice-covered mountain side of
the island causes an avalanche of rocks and ice which does the job that
modern weapons could not do on the monster.
Running time, 78 minutes. General classification. Release, in June.
Samuel D. Berns

Edinburgh Festival
(Continued from page 1)
to present a special national program
built from its "latest and finest proNations already set to contribute
ductions."
include
Sweden, Yugoslavia, Poland,
Russia, Netherlands, Japan, France,
East Germany, Italy, Great Britain
and U.S.A.
During the Festival, five Sunday
gala film premieres will be staged in
main Edinburgh cinemas.
Last year 34 countries and the
United Nations submitted films to the
Edinburgh Festival. There are already indications that this year even
more will be represented. Invitations
have been sent to 48 countries.
Marcel Haedrich has written an autobiographical article for the May 24
issue of "American Weekly." The
article is illustrated with photos of her
family. She spoke frankly of her husband, who directed her first successful film. Brigitte's current film is
"Love Is My Profession" and "Babetterelease.
Goes to War" is being prepared
for
"The Five Pennies" was selected
for the Family Medal Award film for
June by "Parent's Magazine."
Walter Haas

Court.
Meyer of the Los Angeles'

The six pictures are "Cattl
of Montana," "Tennessee's :
"Slightly Scarlet," "Pearl of tS
Pacific," "Appointment in H
andThe"Silver
legal Lode."
victory is a pi;
two suits totaling $7,500,0C;
Bogeaus has pending agaii !
Teleradio and its parent
General Tire Corp.
The complaint charged RI
radio
films to I
outletsreleased
withoutthe making
e|
secure maximum returns,
cities where RKO Teleradii1
stations, the films were book)
out
competitive bids from c|
stations.
Coast Production
Pace; 35 Now in
From THE DAILY Burt
HOLLYWOOD, May 27.
much of a change in prod
seen this week, with the st;
pictures and the completion
making a total of 35 picture
duction for the week.
Started were: "Sudden]
Summer" (Sam Spiegel Pi
for Columbia); "The House
Hawks" (a David Rose Pre
and "The Time Machine
Production), the latter two fc
Goldwyn-Mayer
"Th<
Trail"
(an Einfeldrelease;
Production
Century-Fox);
"AlltoGod's
(a
Ziv Production
be rel(
Warner Bros.),filmandbeing
"Stump
independent
proc

Lewis, on His Own,

Red Reynolds Production of

To

Completed
"The fcI
berty
Picture were:
Production
ican
International
Artists);
"The LivingPictures)
Dead'

Make 2 Musicals
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 27. - Jerry
Lewis'cal next
two his
pictures
be musicomedies,
first will
venture
into
this field on his own. The first, "Like
Father, Like Son," will start at Paramount in the early fall as Lewis' first
production dependent
by hiscompany.
recently-formed inThe second, "Ole," will be a Paramount picture to start as soon as
possible
after "Like Father, Like
Son" is completed.
Will Also Produce
In addition to starring in both,
Lewis will be producer. Both will be
filmed in Technicolor.
"Like Father, Like Son" will be
directed by Frank Tashlin from his
screenplay, thus reuniting the producer-director combination that made
"The Geisha Boy" and "Rock-A-Bye
"Ole," a dramatic comedy with a
carnival background, will be directed
by Norman Taurog from a screenplay
by Allan Kenward. Taurog, currently
Baby." the Lewis-Hal Wallis' "Visit
directing
to a Small Planet" at Paramount, also
directed the star in Wallis' "Don't
Give Up the Ship," soon to be released.

omy of a Murder" (Preminge
Production), and, "Rim of t
yon"
(Thunderbird
Product)
latter two
Columbia releases
mer Place" (Warner Bros. pi
'Philadelphians' U
Off to Big Gross
Warner Bros.' "The Yourj
delphians" is winding up its f
in initial engagements from
coast with top-flight grosses
it well which
ahead Warners
of last year'.1
creet,"
relea
ing the comparable season
the company said yesterda)
world premiere engagement
Stanley Theatre in Philade
grossed
in its
first
following $30,028
its gala
charity
MayIn New
19. York the film is he;
athe$32,000
in itsAt first
Criteriongross
Theatre.
the
Theatre in Chicago, a $45,0
is indicated by a three-day t
gross of $20,789, while a if
gross appears
at tl
mount
Theatre certain
in Hollywood
three-day week-end of $11, 1*
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ce Is Free
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Projection
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TEN CENTS

NEW YORK, U.S.A., MONDAY, JUNE 1, 1959

Today

Officially Launches
mign for Improvement
)ition's campaign to improve
ttity of projection will be offi.unched today when the Theaers of America mails out quests for the Council for the Im;nt of Theatres and Motion
Projection.
ionnaires will be made availall other exhibitors, wherein,
g one out and returning it to
rttey will receive free technical
,in any phase of their mechanitre operation from representathe more than 150 equipment
suppliers and service organiserving every state in the
ital United States.
Council, organized several
igo by TOA and including
, TEDA, SMPTE, the IATSE,
tional Carbon, Lorraine Cartec Service and RCA Service
Continued on page 2)
i
NCC Personnel
.rojecfion Program
'Special to THE DAILY
JMBIA, Tenn., May 31-Promore and better fight for toger motion picture screens was
the main topics of discussion
: week as arc carbon sales enor National Carbon Company,
of Union Carbide Corpora:hered for their annual meetContinued on page 4)

Again

Morse

Asks

Identification

Of Films,SoundTracksMadeOverseas
By J. A.
WASHINGTON, May 31. -Senator
American motion picture producers for
sound tracks made overseas.
Morse said he did not question the
right of the companies to produce
film sequences and sound tracks overseas, but believed they should be required to label them clearly as foreign-made.
The Oregon Democrat introduced
in the Senate a resolution similar to
one introduced in the last Congress,
calling on the Senate Finance committee to make a thorough investigation of the effect of these practices on
domestic employment. Morse conceded he had been instigated in this
campaign by the American Federation of Musicians and its president,
{Continued on page 4)
Pre-Selling Values
Underscored by Upton
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 31. - The
theatres' so-called lost audience isn't
nearly
as lost as toit'sDavid
often A.made
out
to
be, according
Lipton,
Universal - International vice-president.
"This is proved by
success of occasional
ton told a group of
(Continued on

the tremendous
pictures," LipSouthern Calipage 6)

Distributors
Co-Operative

Study

OTTEN
Morse (D., Oreg.) has again blasted
failing to identify film sequences and

SBA Lending Activities
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 31.
The
House passed and sent to the Senate
a bill appropriating an additional
$150,000,000 for Small Business Administration lending activities, a $50,000,000 reduction from the Administration request.

Scharffenberger

Named

President of Westrex
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 31. - George
T. Scharffenberger, former president
of Kellogg Switchboard and Supply
Co., a division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corp., has been
named president of Westrex Corp.,
a division of Litton Industries, and
vice-president of the parent company.
Scharffenberger succeeds Glen McDaniel, vice-president and general
counsel of Litton, who becomes Westrex chairman. The changes are effective tomorrow.
Detroit

Plan

Business-Building

For

Drive

Several major distributors have taken under advisement proposals for cooperative business-building efforts in Detroit subsequent run theatres which
were presented to them here last week by sentatives.
a group of Detroit exhibitor repreOldsmobile

Will Sponsor

See
To
U.

House Passes Bill for

Sales managers with whom the
group met said they were favorably
impressed with the proposals but before committing their companies they
planned to discuss the matter with their
advertising-publicity heads. Indications are there will be no final decisions for several weeks.
The Detroit exhibitors plan is to

ston Sukarno Host ;
UA-TV 'O'Keefe' Series
to London Tues.
United Artists Television, Inc. has
torn THE DAILY Bureau
concluded negotiations with the OldsLYWOOD, May 31. - Eric mobile division of General Motors for
p and Mrs. Johnston will host
the latter's sponsorship of a new
e dinner party for -President- -stttrattorr
-comedy- series, ''The Dermis"
of Indonesia tomorrow at the
subscribed
" by"tosub~
sequent "aruntund"
theatre
operators,
be
O'Keefe Show," starting this Fall on "provide
Hilton Hotel here. Film stars, the
CBS network, Sunday nights at matched by distributors whose pic7:30 P.M.
Continued on page 4)
tures are selected for the special proBruce Eells, executive vice-president
motions. The business-building efforts
describes the transaction will be designed to reach the neighISION TODAY— page 6 of UA-TV,
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 6 )

Quotas

Ease

New

Bid

Free

All

K.

Favorable
Ends Need

Earnings
Trade Balance
for Curbs

New relaxation by the British Board
of Trade late last week of curbs on
imports of about 45 groups of congoods to
fromrevive
dollar
areas isfilm
almostsumercertain
American
industry demands for free convertibility oftheir British earnings when
the, annual negotiations of a new film
agreement are opened late this summer, in the opinion of trade observers.
Since this latest in a series of steps
relaxing Britain's austerity quotas was
made possible by its greatly improved
economic position, underlined by a
favorable balance of trade with the
United States, it can be argued that
continuance of the restrictions on
American film company earnings in
Britain are no longer needed, one
foreign department executive said at
the weekend.
In announcing its action the Board
(Continued on page 2)
Big Local Drives for
'Earth/ 'Mummy' Told
Universal-International will follow
its pre-selling campaign on "This
Earth Is Mine" through the national
magazines and Sunday supplements
with point of sale promotion on the
local level. The company has set coast
to coast tours of three personalities
who will visit 40 cities during June
and contact more than 300 newspaper,
(Continued on page 4)
Outline Plans for World
Bow of
^orse
Soldiers'
Special
to THE DAIL
Y
SHREVEPORT, La., May 31 Spectacular plans are now being made
for the world premiere here of United
Artists' "The Horse Soldiers" on June
17. The Mirisch company presentation will have its bow at the Strand
Theatre (Continued
for the benefit
of Centenary
on page
&)

Monday, June Ig
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Motion

Projection
PERSONAL
MENTION

Levine, president of EmbasJosephsy Pictures,
has returned to New
York from Europe.
•
William J. Heineman, United
Artists vice-president in charge of domestic distribution, is scheduled to
return here at the weekend from an
Alaskan hunting trip.
•
Ernest Emerling, Loew's Theatres
advertising-publicity director, is on a
European vacation.
•
H. H. Martin, Universal general
sales manager, left here over the weekend for the Coast.
•
Frederica Eichelberg, secretary
to Charles E. McCarthy, Compo
director of information, is vacationing
in Europe.
•
James Velde, United Artists general sales manager, left over the weekend on a Western business trip.
•
Harry Feinstein, James M. Totman and Phil Zimmerman, of Stanley Warner Theatres, New Haven,
Conn., have returned there from Hartford.
•
Norman Weitman, Universal manager in Cleveland, was a weekend
visitor in Albany, N. Y.
•
Spence Steinhurst, Southern publicity chief for American International
Pictures, has been called to Buffalo,
where his mother is seriously ill.
•
Sam Dembow, Jr., associate of C.
J. Tevlin in the newly-formed Liberty Pictures, has returned to New York
from Hollywood.
•
Frank Mooney, United Artists
playdate manager, and Mrs. Mooney
left New York at the weekend for
South Bend, Ind., to attend the grad-

SHOuimEnuinnTED!
Increase your Concession
Sales to an all-time high
with 4 Brand-New Full-Color
Animated and Narrated
Intermission-Time
BLOCKBUSTERS from:

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
TOPS IN TRAILERS!

Picture

Daily

Questions

Mailed

'Cool' Promotion Stunts

For Loew's Theatres
(Continued from page 1 )
companies in its membership, seeks, by roundings, they cannot hope to retain
A 20-page manual on air c<:
making free technical advice available and build patronage in the face of ing has been prepared by
to exhibitors, to enable theatre owners
other competition for leisure hour time, Emerling, Loew's Theatres al
to improve the quality of the projec- including television.
ing-publicity
tribution to vice-president,
all of the corf
The Council was organized after a theatres.
tion and sound, and the physical comfort of their theatres by obtaining survey by the Motion Picture Besearch
It includes detailed instruct
maximum performance from existing Council had reported sub-par projecmanagers on operation and p
tion in 70 per cent of theatres in- for
air conditioning, suggest^
equipment.
Theatre owners who ask for techspected over a two-year period.
nical help will have a qualified expert George G. Kerasotes, president of theatre personnel, catchlines f
from one of the sponsoring organiza- TOA, in disclosing that TOA was posters, snipes, etc., trailer cop
tions sent to their theatre to inspect making an initial mailing of the gestions for special stunts to p I
equipment. The technical expert will questionnaires, declared that "the co- air conditioning, photographs < )
make his recommendations directly to
ers and art, and feature stori I
ation ofthe movie industry's trade shorts
for newspapers.
the theatre owner, so that the theatre- press has operbeen
and will continue to
man may then make his own decision be instrumental in making this proon what corrective action he will take.
The Council's effort marks the first
Looks for Aid from Trade Press
U. K. Earnii j
coordinated campaign by exhibitor and
gram succeed!"
"Because no single organization can
supply elements of the industry to
{Continued from page la
improve the quality of picture presen- hope to reach all exhibitors, we are
tation.
relying on the help of the trade press," of Trade pointed out that Brit
Kerasotes said, "to carry the message ports to the dollar area have in< i
The Council's questionnaire carries to
all theatre owners that this unique, six and one-half times since til
the slogan "Better Projection Pays,"
in keeping with its declaration that free service is at their disposal if they of World War II, with the U. ,|
unless theatres present the best pos- want to make use of it. We are deeply coming its most important sin i
sible picture with the best possible grateful and indebted to the trade port market. The Board said |
sound in the most comfortable surpress for its invaluable assistance."
now
favorable
with has
the aU.S.
for thebalance
first tim.o '4i
1865.
April
exports
to
this cl
Theatre Tax Relief
Henry Ford Presents
totalled $100,800,000.

Bill Filed in N. C.
Special to THE DAILY
BALEIGH, N. C, May 31-Bepresentative Boyce Whitmire of Henderson has introduced a bill which would
enable North Carolina theatre operators to get a reduction in the size of
their state tax bill.
He said his bill would mean a reduction of approximately $90,000 a
year in taxes paid by all drive-in and
indoor theatres. He added that he did
not have an estimate on how much
of a reduction the proposed new tax
schedule would mean to individual
theatres.
RKO Albee Books 'Fear'
"Floods Of Fear," a Universal-International release, will have its local
premiere at the BKO Albee Theatre
on Wednesday.
uation of their son, Francis from the
University of Notre Dame.
Melville Shavelson, director, will
leave New York tomorrow for Italy.
•
William Brown, of the United Artists home office exploitation department, is in Hartford from New York.
•
Allen M. Widem, of "The Hartford Times," has returned there from
Washington.
•
Howard W. Koch, producer, has
arrived in New York from Hollywood.

VCI

Award to Hoover
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, May 31 - The
Humanitarian Award of Variety Clubs
International was presented here to
J. Edgar
Hoover,
director of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation,
by Henry
Ford II, president of Ford Motor Co.,
and recipient of the award for 1957.
The Humanitarian Award of the
Year was presented to Hoover in recognition ofhisin "great
and against
continuing
contributions
the fight
juvenile manitarian
delinquency"
his "humotives inand
the for
preservation
of our national security against Com-

The Britain
industry's
current
with
expires
next agr<
SejlI
with negotiations usually held I
while before the expiration dat
der the agreement, the compan
convert $17,000,000 of their
earnings, plus a bonus equal t
third of their investments in p
tion in Britain. All of the reni
may be applied to permittee
through which balances usual
worked out in toto; howeve
quently at a discount and aim
ways with some expense in\
which no longer would be th
if the companies won free c
tibility of their sterling balanc

munist subversion."
'Hands' Opens

Western

June

10

"Shake Hands With The Devil," a
Pennebaker Presentations, and "The
Mugger" willTheatre
open at
the Loew'son
Metropolitan
in Brooklyn
June 10. Both films are being released
through United Artists.
Columbia Dividend Set
The board of directors of Columbia
Pictures has declared a dividend of
2% per cent on its outstanding common stock and voting trust certificates
for common stock, payable July 30 to
stockholders of record on June 30.
Book 'Tables,' 'DolV
United Artists' "Separate Tables"
and "China Doll" have been scheduled for 55 theatres in the New York
area starting July 17.

Union

Rep

Ads Crediting 'Norti
Westernmagazine
Union has
reschedu
national
campaign
p
ing the organization and crediti
new MGM
production of
Hitchcock's "North By Northwi
The full-page advertisement
turing Hitchcock, which hav
peared in Time, Newsweek, U.S.
Business
the
WallWeek,
StreetNation's
JournalBusinei
earlie
year, and will reappear in the o:
publications this month and ne
Rites for Theodore Jl
MIAMI BEACH, May 31-F
services were held here for Th<
Weill, 82, father of Jules B.
president of Specialty Pictures
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Motion

TALK
TENT
Variety Club News
PITTSBURGH - The Variety Club
Tent No. 1 here will hold its eighth
annual telethon on KDKA-TV starting
at 11:00 P.M. on Saturday, June 13,
and terminating on Sunday, June 14,
at 2:30 P.M. The telethon will be unique inasmuch that it will be telecast
before a live audience direct from the
stage of the Penn Theater on Sixth
Avenue instead of from the Channel
2 studios. Chief Barker David C.
Silverman stated that KDKA Vice
President Harold C. Lund and General Manager Jerome R. Reeves had
agreed to donate the time in behalf
of the Westinghouse Broadcasting
Company and added that all proceeds
from the star-studded fifteen and one
half-hour telethon will be directed
towards Variety's Camp O'Connell,
the summer home for handicapped
children which still requires many
fixtures and additions in order for it
to be presented as a true haven for
the handicapped.
PITTSBURGH - His Excellency
Bishop John J. Wright, recently appointed tothe Pittsburgh Diocese, received his official appointment as
Catholic Chaplain to Variety Club
Tent No. 1 at a luncheon given in his
honor. Among those welcoming His
Excellency were: George W. Eby,
International chief Barker; I. Elmer
Ecker; David C. Silverman, chief
barker, and Mayor Thomas Gallagher.
IFP to Move Quarters
Industrial Film Producers, Inc.,
has moved to new and larger quarters at 207 East 37th Street here.
The move provides room for expansion for its script and art departments,
and cutting room. The company was
organized in 1956 and produces business and industrial motion pictures,
slide films and visual aids.

More
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+
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Monday, June

Wot
of Foreign
Identifying
Asks
Again
(Continued from page 1 )
change and trade of musical o il
producers upon American viewing auHerman D. Kenin, an Oregonian.
products,"
he besaid.
"Certain
hurdles
should
erected
to
The resolution faces an uphill strugAs an example, he cited a film made
gle to Senate approval.
in Spain depicting the life of John portation of foreign-made mot I
ture film, clearly labeled as |
Jones, and including scenes
diences."
Morse said last year he had at- Paul
tacked the practice of showing as showing a Williamsburg Society
Morse said he thought it !
American productions films which used dance and the signing of the Declaralarly unfair that broadcastei !j
tion of Independence.
foreign-made sound tracks. Now, he
Practices such as these, Morse in- receive a government-given m I
said, "these American producers make
of frequencies, should be fc I
use of foreign-made film sequences,
sisted, "are contributing to heavy unthe same practices in getting I
not for the purpose of depicting foremployment inthe ranks of American
quences and sound recordings |
eign scenes, but to portray purely entertainers and technicians."
American events which are supposed
"In demanding an investigation of
origin."
The Morse resolution fixe '
to have occurred in this country. In retrogressive, job-destroying practices
ary 31, of1960,
a deadline
elusion
the as
Finance
commia1
other words, this is illusory; it is real- in the film-making industry, I am not
ly a form of fraud practiced by these advocating limitations on the free ex- vestigation.

Big

Promotion

(Continued from page 1 )
television and radio promotional possibilities, Charles Simonelli, Universal
Eastern advertising and publicity department manager, told field exploitation and home office publicists at their
meetings here at the weekend.
Simonelli also disclosed plans for
promotion of "The Mummy," made in
England by Hammer Film Productions as a successor to the successful
"Horror of Dracula" last year.
Stars to Meet the Press
In disclosing plans for the tours of
Cindy Robbins, who makes her screen
debut in "This Earth Is Mine," for
Casey Robinson, producer-writer on
the picture and Jean Blake, who has a
featured role in the film, Simonelli
told the field exploitation representatives that arrangements are being made
to bring in newspaper, radio and
television representatives from areas
surrounding the cities to be visited
by the personalities and where this is
not possible, arrangements will be
made for telephone interviews with
the personalities.
Simonelli also outlined the national
promotions
"Thismanner
Earth in
Is Mine"
and detailedon the
which
Universal hoped to translate them
into effective local level tie-ups. These
include the Decca sound track album;
a Yashica camera contest; a Lux promotion on Jean Simmons; the Dell
pocket book and tie-ups with the
California Wine Institute and the
Napa Valley Wine Growers Association where the picture was shot.
Mummy to Tour
On "The Mummy," Simonelli disclosed plans for a national tour of
Andrew Low, noted Egyptologist and
archaeologist; one of the featured
players from the film, an attractive
starlet; and the sarcophagus and
mummy used in making the picture
which have been insured with Lloyds
of London for $1,000,000.
WOMPIs

Win

Prize

ATLANTA, Ga., May 31-The Atlanta WOMPI chapter was winner of
$1,440 in a contest given by Radio
Station WGST. This was first prize.

Giant 'Spartacus' Sign
For 'IP Production Set
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 31. - Filmdom's first "spectacular" (giant neon
sign) to be built on a motion picture
set in public view, to remain there
until the production's completion and
release, has just been erected.
Overlooking teeming Hollywood
Freeway, the gigantic attention-getter
spells out in brilliant double-tube
neon
the the
single
word "Spartacus,"
title of
$7,000,000
Universal the
release now being filmed at U-I by
Kirk Douglas' independent company,
Bryna Productions.
It is one part of the long-range
international bally-hoo and promotion
program blue-printed for the release
of The
"Spartacus."
60-foot-wide spread of let
tering perches high on the Hollywood
hills within the Universal film lot, adjacent to a classic Roman temple
especially erected for the film, which
stars Douglas, Laurence Olivier, Jean
Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton,
Peter Ustinov and John
Gavin.
The temple itself has been a subject of interest and curiosity for the
past several months to the thousands
of motorists coursing through the
Freeway to the San Fernando Valley.
"Now they'll know what it means,"
said Douglas. "We're going to call
it our 'Spartacular'."
Brief NCC Personnel
(Continued from page 1 )
ing. An even dozen sales engineers
from throughout the country attended
the four-day meeting. Also on hand
were J. W. Cosby, J. R. Johnstone,
and P. D. Ries of the headquarters
office in New York.
the company's
arcRepresentatives
carbon technicalof service
and development group met with the sales
engineers to bring them up to date on
the latest technological developments
in motion picture projection. Information exchanged during the informal
sessions will enable National Carbon's
arc carbon sales engineers to return
to their territories with a new wealth
of data to assist the nation's theater
operators in obtaining maximum operating efficiency in their projection
booths.

Detroit

Pit.

(Continued from page 1
borhood resident who has stop ia
ing to the local theatre, or w I
only infrequently.
The plan contemplates use < ]
television and newspapers imm I
in advance of and concurrenl I
the dating of the selected film I
subsequent and sub-subsequen a
of the city. The advertising a |
motion will be geared to recap il
the many who may have seen 1
the meantime, forgotten, the |
and local first run campaigns
films.
If new media or means
found to reach those not coi
the subsequent run houses an'
they, too, will be used, it was
May distribution
Expand to Other
Some
executivC
they would like to see the pi
out, if only on an experiment;
If it proves worthwhile, they a
might be extended to other c
The exhibitor delegation i
Milton London, Michigan Allie
dent; William Wetsman of the
& Wetsman circuit; Woodi
Praugh head of United Detroi
tres, and Irving Goldberg o
munity Theatres. They visitec
R. Velde, United Artists sale
ager; John
Byrne,Harrison,
MGM dist)
head,
and Alex
201
tury-Fox
Several sales
otherhead.
distributors sa
were unable to meet with the
tion at the time suggested
pressed interest in the Detroit
plan and said that they intende
to discuss it with the princi
their next visit to Detroit or 1

Johnston Host
(Continued from page 1
phone.
top
studioattend.
executives and civi
ers will
Pres. Sukarno will visit 20t
tury-Fox studios Tuesday for In
and a tour of the lot. Johns
turns East immediately and is
uled to fly to London tomorr
an economic conference in h
ernmental capacity, and is du
in the U.S. at the end of the.
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Daily

Pre-Selling

Television

Oldsmobile
(Continued from page 1 )
as "one of the largest— if not the largest—station coverage deals ever enjoyed by a television series. We have
been advised that the sponsor wants
the series to be seen wherever Oldsmobile has a dealer and television
transmission facilities are available."
"D. P. Brother and Company, in
Detroit, the advertising agency for
Oldsmobile, advises that an order has
been placed for 227 stations."
Linked with Cypress Prods.
"The Dennis O'Keefe Show," produced in association with Cypress ProstarringKelman,
O'Keefe Eloise
with Hope
Emerson, ductions,
Rickey
Hart
and Eddie Ryder, is a half-hour filmed
series built around the adventures of
a popular New York syndicated columnist. Les Hafner is the producer of
the series conceived by John Fenton
Murray who continues as chief story
editor.
Ommerle

Leaves

CBS;

Was TV Program V.-P.
Following by only two days the resignation of Hubbell Robinson as executive vice-president of CBS Television in charge of programming, Harry
G. Ommerle, vice-president in charge
of network TV programs, has announced his resignation from that post.
He gave no reason for his action.
Ommerle came to CBS in 1950 after
having headed his own company in
the field of talent and program sales.
Wilcox Discussing New
Film Series for TV
Herbert Wilcox, British film producer now in New York from London, will confer with television networks and financial agencies while
here on financing of a new series of
television films designed for both the
American and British audiences.
It is understood the series also would
be available to theatres in other world
markets.
Welk

Signs Contract

Lawrence Welk has signed an exclusive radio and television dual
agreement with the Dodge Division
of the Chrysler Corp. and the American Broadcasting Co. Welk additionally signed a separate agreement with
ABC covering a period of five years.
A joint announcement, made by W.
D. Moore, advertising director of
Dodge; Oliver Treyz, president of
ABC-TV
Welk's stated
personal Network,
manager, Sam and
J. Lutz,
that Welk henceforth will concentrate
all his television activities on one program per week, the Saturday night
"Lawrence Welk's Dodge Dancing
Party," which soon starts its fifth
year on the ABC-TV Network.

Today

Denver TV Station
Charges Block Booking
An anti-trust suit seeking $375,000
in damages and an injunction against
enforcement of a contract has been
filed Federal
against Court
Loew's,by Inc.
in New
York
KTVR,
Inc.,
a television station in Denver, Col.
The suit charges that an agreement
made with Loew's in October, 1956,
understation
whichwithLoew's
was tofilms
supply
the
700 feature
for
which it was to be paid $1,000,000
is unenforceable because its terms constitute block booking and are in unreasonable restraint of trade.
Similar Suit Filed Last Year
The suit is on the same basis as
the suit brought by the U. S. Government last year against Loew's, Inc.,
C & C Corp. and others charging that
the sale of films to television under
block booking provisions was in restraint of trade.
Under the terms of the Denver
agreement
was to
to purchase
use the proceeds of theLoew's
film sale
up
to
25
per
cent
of
the
stock
of
KTVR,
Inc.
Brady First President
Of TV Producers Guild
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, May 31. - Ben
Brady was named first president of
the recently formed Television Producers Guild, without opposition. He
will serve a two-year term.
Others elected include Ralph Levy,
first vice-president; Everett Freeman,
second vice-president; Jules Bricken,
secretary,
treasurer. and Winston O'Keefe,
Elected to the TPG board, in addition to the elected officers are:
Cecil Barker, Anthony Barr, Alvin
Cooperman, David Dortort, Mort
Fine, Sam Fonda, Axel Gruenberg,
Al Hudson, Peter Kortner, Jess Oppenheimer and Darrell Ross.
Vacancies for three additional board
members will remain open until New
York producers appoint them following formal affiliation.
TL-TV

Promotes

Oh en

(Continued from page 1 )
California exhibitors at a luncheon at
Sheraton West Hotel here which was
sponsored by Look magazine for the
purpose
pointing up the importtising. ance ofofpre-selling
motion pictures
through national magazines adver"That 'lost audience' can be found
with the right pictures that are properlybodypre-sold,"
declared.
can tell Lipton
in advance
what "Nothe
right pictures are. But we do have
the know-how to properly pre-sell
them. It's just a question of using this
The luncheon was similar to one
knowledge."
held
earlier in New York at which
the
for described
Universal'sto "This
Earthcampaign
Is Mine" was
Eastern exhibitors by Charles Simonelli,
Universal's Eastern advertising-publicity director.

PE0PL

A new four-story structun
New School for Social Reseai
has been named the "Albert
Building," in honor of the <j
the building. List is presid
chairman of the board of t
a division of Glen Alden.
Alden Corporation. RKO Th'
Harry Freeman, who had b
dling the advertising and pub
the Fox Theatre, Philadelphia
most 30 years, has resigned,
duties taken over by house
Harold Brason.
□
Abe Sundberg, owner of th
Ave. -Grand Theatre, Philade
in Jefferson Hospital in that i
lobar pneumonia.

'Horse
Soldiers'
{Continued
from page 1)
College, oldest institute of higher
learning west of the Mississippi.
Sparked by
city'swith
Chamber
of
Commerce
and the
backed
the full
cooperation of local and state officials,
merchant and patriotic groups, military and school organizations, the
premiere celebration will cover two
days of receptions,, historical fetes,
military
maneuvers, parades and special events.
John Wayne, William Holden and
Constance Towers, stars of the film,
and co-producer Martin Rackin will
head a huge Hollywood Cavalcade
which will be flown to Shreveport for
the festivities. Virtually every state
and important city of the old Confederacy as well as several Northern
states will be represented by governors, mayors, leading citizens and the
press. The premiere pageantry will be
keyed
film. to the Civil War theme of the
Sinatra 'Head' Plugs
United Artists is preparing a series
of singing commercials by Frank
Sinatra in behalf of Sincap Productions' "A Hole in the Head." Ten,
twenty, thirty and sixty-second commercials are being serviced to network and local stations across the

Murray Oken has been promoted
to the post of western division manager of Trans-Lux Television Corp.,
it was announced by Richard Carlton,
vice-president in charge of sales. Formerly mid-west sales manager, Oken
will assume his new post at the Transday.
Lux branch office in Los Angeles to-

country
as partforof the
UA'sfilmradio
saturation campaign
in advance
of key regional playdates set for July.
The special platters feature two Sinatra musical selections, "All My Tomorrows" and "High Hopes," from the
film as well as a plug by the actor.

New Trans-Lux Series
Trans-Lux Television has released
"Animal Parade," latest in its series
for the children's tv market, it has
been disclosed by Richard Carlton,
vice-president in charge of sales, who
describes the new production as a
wild-life series consisting of 26 quarter-hour segments.

HOLLYWOOD, May 31. - Hall
Bartlett Productions moves its organization to the Columbia Pictures lot
Monday. Casting and pre-production
work will begin at once on "All the
Young
Men,"Sidney
which Poitier.
will starBartlett
Alan
Ladd and
will produce and direct from his own
screenplay and has set a Sept. 4 starting date.

Bartlett to Columbia

Lot

Compo Quotes Bos
Tribute to Film St
The 103rd in a series of
ads in Editor b- Publisher, w
peared Saturday, May 30,
glowing Boston
tribute Herald
by Billcolumi
Cum
famous
group of motion picture per;
who
him on
visit toaccompanied
Greece.
The group included Leo
Diahann Carroll, Jeanne Crai
Cristal, Robert Cummings,
Hyer, Anne Jeffreys, Van
Lauritz Melchior, Ann Mille !
O'Brian, Jane Russell, Robert
and Miiko Taka. They were
party of notables invited to at.
opening of a new Hilton
Athens.
'Finest Representation
In a dispatch to his papel
the ad quotes, Cunningham
part ". . . it's my considered
our nation could scarcely hi
representation abroad than it
ing
this primarily
delegation.to The
are from
intended
app ;
ladies and gentlemen of Holly
"The clamoring crowds \
movie stars, and that's where t
people
from usHollywood
cou
us or break
and our cour
it. Instead, these famous and ;
mv
have won
young people
ment,
admiration
cerned myAmerican,
my and,
gratia
their masterful jobs of frie
Wexler

Marketing

. . ."
ing. MGM
Of
Records
Elliot Wexler, a promine)
in the record business during
15 years, ofhasmarketing,
joined MGM
director
it hasR'
nounced by Arnold Maxin,
of
MGM records.
's di
encompass
sales, Wexler
advertising
tion and merchandising.
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Sales

By WILLIAM PAY
olish
nday

Ohio's
Statute

? Law' Seen Threat
tate, County Fairs
J Special to THE DAILY
UMBUS, O., June 1. - Repeal
age
to bein aOhio's
closedblue
issuelaws,
at bethe
session of the state legislature,
y has come to life with the
ry that operation of the Ohio
pair, county fairs and state
n Sundays are threatened un>rovision of the old law. This
n bars "common labor" by
over 14 on Sundays.
|s been pointed out that film
3n, protected along with trap; and baseball under separate
, may be in danger if the
closing law is strictly interiUgs were scheduled before
Continued on page 5)
ffo ACE Group Will
Meet on Monday
I Special to THE DAILY

^ALO,
June 1.for- the
George
H.
aa, chairman
Buffalo
-American Congress of Exhibi< called a special meeting for
I June 15, at 1:30 P.M. in
ety Club. Mackenna has urged
,itors to attend the meeting as
^important issues will be disls Dies; Formerly
Loew's Theatres
<rom THE DAILY Bureau
IINGTON, June 1. -Funeral
were held here this morning
Lincoln Cemetery for Lawi>atus, 74, former executive for
rheatres who died Friday in
:k City, following a long ill—
if career in showmanship belontinued on page 5)

ION TODAY-page
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LONDON, May 29 (By Air Mail).-"The German film industry needs an
organisation in England to further the sale of German
films," John Davis,
managing director of the Rank Organisation, urged at a Dorchester Hotel
luncheon to honour the visiting German Film Trade Delegation.
Exhibitors Must See
Davis refened to the desirability
of creating an overseas sales force, so
'Denim1 Before Booking
that Germany's salesmen could singleNo exhibitor will be permitted to mindedly build up interest and proa taste in their own country's
book 20th Century-Fox's "Blue films, moteand
he emphasized that it is
Denim" without first having seen it,
essential that films be pre-sold through
Alex Harrison, general sales manager,
said yesterday. The decision was
publicity to the public in the
made following a special screening of months prior to release.
Recommending the German disthe first work print at the home office.
tributors set up such machinery,
Harrison explained the condition
(Continued on page 5)
set downbecause
for theofpicture's
sale was
made
its provocative
theme, "necessitating the complete integration ofthe exhibitor's promotionHavas to WB lnt'1 as
al forces with the long-range cam(Continued on page 5)
Continental Sales Head
From THE DAILY Bureau
Cleveland Drive Against
HOLLYWOOD, June 1. - The
appointment of Michael Havas as
'Obscene' Ads Is Balked
Continental sales manager for Warner
Special to THE DAILY
Brothers, with headquarters in Paris,
CLEVELAND, June 1. - The leg- was announced today by Wolfe
islative committee of the city council
Cohen, president of Warner Brothers
has turned down a request from a Pictures International Corp. Havas,
group of local club representatives to formerly Continental representative
appoint a Council Committee for the for the Walt Disney sales organizawill join Warners on June 15 and
purpose of "determining ways and serve tion,under
the immediate direction
means of combatting obscene and imof Arthur Abeles, recently appointed
moral motion picture advertising." Continental manager, who maintains
The legislative committee found
( Continued on page 6 )
headquarters in London.
Coast
In

Film

Opposing

Council

Joins

with

SAG

2 Anti-Pay-TV
Bills
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June l.-The Hollywood AFL Film Council, composed
of unions and guilds representing more than 24,000 employees in the motion
picture industry, tonight joined the Screen Actors Guild in declaring war
against California Assembly bills 2438
and 2439, which would have the ef- William Shelton Joins
fect of prohibiting pay television in
California.
NTA International, Inc.
William Shelton has been named
John W. Lehners, president of the
sales manager for Continental Europe
film council, will fly to Sacramento
Wednesday to tell a special meeting for NTA International, Inc., Harold
of the Assembly's public utilities and Goldman, president, and Sidney
Kramer, director of foreign distribucorporations
committee employment
that "pay teletion of NTA International, announced.
vision will increase
of
In his new post, Shelton will handle
Hollywood technicians and will open
NTA International theatrical and teleup a great new market for our skills,"
vision properties in the European
also that "the present commercial
making his headquarters in the
television, supported entirely by ad- market (Continued
on page 5)
(Continued on page 6)

Hyman
Top

Reports:
Films

View
4

Mos.

for

in

Last

Period

Orderly Distribution Plan
Eases 'Orphan9 Period
More than twice as many quality
releases will be available to exhibitors
during the critical four month period
from Labor Day to Christmas this
year as were on hand during the same
period last year, Edward L. Hyman,
American Broadcasting - Paramount
day.
Theatres vice-president, told trade
press representatives at a luncheon in
the home office dining room yester-

Hyman said that whereas 29 top
quality releases were in view for the
Labor Day to Christmas period when
he made
his last
report
(Continu
ed on
page on2) orderly

Navy-Style

Premiere

in

DAILY Give
Bureau Up'
DX. From
for THE
'Don't
WASHINGTON, D. C, June l.The Stanley Warner Metropolitan
Theatre here will open Paramount's
new Jerry Lewis comedy, "Don't Give
Up thening ofShip,"
in festive
styleunder
the eveTuesday,
June 16,
the
sponsorship of the Navy League. Officials
from various
(Continu
ed on branches
page 2) of the
Italian Theatres Will
Close As Tax Protest
Italian exhibitors have completed
plans to close all theatres in Rome
and Lazio from June 8 to June 14
as a protest against the prevailing
high admissions tax and as a gesture
which they hope will spur passage of
pending legislation providing for reduction of the tax. Word of the plan
was cabled to Motion Picture Export
Assn. headquarters here yesterday by
Frank Gervasi, Mediterranean man-

Taxes range from 15 per cent in
the 101 to 210 lira ticket price range
ager.
up to 60 per cent or more in the top
price brackets.

2

Motion

Quality
PERSONAL
MENTION

JOSEPH R. VOGEL, president of
the Coast.Inc., has left New York
for Loew's,
•
Steve Bkoidy, president of Allied
Artists, returned from Europe at the
weekend. Norton V. Ritchey, president of A.A. International, will return
in a few days.
•
Arnold M. Picker, vice-president
of United Artists in charge of foreign
distribution, has returned to New
York from London via B.O.A.C.
*
Walt Disney and Mrs. Disney are
scheduled to arrive in London from
New York on June 24. They will attend the world premiere in Dublin of
"Darby O'Gill and • the Little People."
Ned Clarke Buena Vista foreign
sales manager, has returned to New
York from Europe.
•
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, and Simon B. Siecel, financial vice-president, are in Detroit
from New York.
•
Rudy Norton, Imperial Pictures'
branch manager in Cleveland, has left
there with Mrs. Norton for the
Coast.
•
Robert Dorfman, Buena Vista
exploitation manager, has returned to
New York from Toronto.
•
Emery Wister, amusement editor
of the "Charlotte News" and correspondent there for Motion Picture
Daily, has arrived in Hollywood from
the Carolinas. He will vacation in
Hawaii before returning East.
•
Robert Bostick, vice-president of
National Theatre Supply Co., with
headquarters in Atlanta, has returned
there from Memphis, where he attended a dinner given in honor of
Coley Brown, who has retired after
42 years with the company.
•
James Stewart Marcom, art director of Radio City Music Hall, has
left here for a vacation in the British
Isles, France and Italy.
•
Charles Tucker British talent
agent, has returned to London from
New York via B.O.A.C.
•
Frank Petraglia, Buena Vista
publicist, has returned to New York
from
Omaha, Salt Lake City and Milwaukee.

Picture

Releases

Tuesday, June iJ

Daily

Seen

Near

(Continued from page 1 )
distribution for the year following a man said he does not consider number
visit to Hollywood studios last March, of releases to be important. Quality
the release list revised as of May 25 is the most important consideration.
In this connection, he noted that
shows 36 such pictures will be available during the period.
"all nine distributing companies are
The AB-PT vice-president said he now dedicated to the production of
regards the Labor Day to Christmas
quality pictures and this is the first
period as the most critical for exhibi- time in years that the industry has
tors and the one for which orderly
so fortunate."
distribution is of the greatest signifi- been
Reporting
on last
week's atmeeting
northern
affiliates
Kiameshaof
cance. It is not only the longest so- AB-PT
Lake,
N.
Y.,
Hyman
said
messages
called
period"
unless inquality
releases"orphan
are made
available
suffi- from all distributors had been delivcient quantities, he pointed out, but it
ered to the conference promising coalso corresponds with the return of
operation in the form of quality releases for the September to January
the top television programs to the air;
the reopening of schools and other period, during which AB-PT affiliates
adverse attendance factors which only will stage elaborate business promotion efforts.
the availability of strong releases can
overcome.
Campaign Plans Exchanged
Hyman said that while admittedly
there are weak spots in the May-June
Representatives of each AB-PT area
release period, he does not regard the described the campaign plans made
current film supply as critical. for the four-month business drive period. The campaign plans were ex"Rather," he said, "it is comparable
to the product supply for the same
changed among representatives so
that each will have the benefit of the
time last year."
planning of all the others.
'Substantially' Ahead of 1958
In addition, Hyman said, each repFor the past four weeks, he said,
resentative on his return to his terribusiness on weekends in particular has
tory will arrange for local and regional meetings to which all exhibitors
been "substantially" ahead of the like
period last year. The result is that in the territory will be invited, and
business for the second quarter should the product information and showrun ahead of the 1958 period.
manship campaigns will be shared
His up-dated release schedule for with them. In all, about 15 such meetings will be held across the country,
the period from June 1 to Dec. 31
the first in Detroit this week, to be
showed changes in every company's
listing with the exception of United followed by one in Boston on June
Artists and Buena Vista. Most of the 15.
changes represented additions to the
Hyman said he would attend about
earlier scheduled lists. However, Hy- half the meetings.
Hamid Sells Five A.C.
Theatres to Smith Mgt.
Special to THE DAILY
ATLANTIC CITY, June 1. -George
Hamid has sold five of his theatres
here to the Smith Management Company, of Boston. The deal reportedly
involved in excess of $1,250,000.
The theatres sold were the Hollywood, Center and Shore, all on Atlantic Avenue, and the Roxy and Virginia, both on the Boardwalk. Hamid
retains control of the Warren Theatre, alegitimate house, and the Steel
Pier, an amusement center.
James J. O'Brien, 58
BOSTON, June 1. - James J.
O'Brien, for
years11,business
sentative of29
Local
IATSE, repredied
at Varley Hospital here at the age
of 58.
Hot* $38,095 in Ninth
United Artists' "Some Like It Hot"
continued its record setting pace - at
the Loew's State Theatre here, with
a big ninth week gross of $38,095.

Navy-Style Premiere
(Continued from page 1)
government, with emphasis on the
Navy Department will attend the gala
opening, which will be marked by
parades and theatre-front activity featuring the Navy Band. The film will
open the same night also at the S-W
Ambassador.
Dina Merrill, who stars with Lewis
in the comedy, will be hostess at the
premiere of the Hal Wallis production.

Want Able and Baker
'Mysterians' Promotion
Taking advantage of the fro
news, Ernest Emerling, Loew
tres vice-president in charge
vertising and publicity, yesterc
the following wire to Brigadii
eral John A. Barclay, Comn
General Army Ordnance Missil
mand,
Canaveral, Fla.
"SinceCape
monke
Able and
seem to have allys necessa
ry q
tions for motion picture press
am prepar
to offer five 1
dollars for edtwo weeks nation
of Loew's theatres on bel
MGM's new science fiction spa

'The Mysterians'."
Big Magazine

For MGM's 'Northv
M-G-M has scheduled a hi

vertising campaign for Alfred I
cock's "North by Northwest"!
at more than 40,000,000 sub
and readers of 18 national £
magazine
Keyeds.to the July 4th release
picture, full page and special
advertisements have been p
and set for summer issues |
McCall's, True, Look, Cosmo,
Redbook, The Saturday Evenit
Seventeen,
True Story,
Screen, Screen Stories, Movi
Movie Stars-TV Close-Ups,
Picture, Movieland, Photoplay \
World and Silver Screen.
Para. Stockholders
To Meet

Mrs. Pickering Dies
BOSTON, June 1. - Mrs. Anne
Pickering of Lexington, Mass., wife
of Don Pickering, head of the stage
and drapery departments at Capitol
Theatre Supply here, died suddenly
last week.

Here

Toda

Barney Balaban, president d
mount Pictures, today will pre
the annual meeting of the sto
ers of the corporation at thf !
office
at
noon.scheduled to get und1

NEW

i—
Book 'Say One for Me'
"Say One for Me," starring Bing
Crosby, Debbie Reynolds and Robert
Wagner, will be the next attraction
at the Paramount Theatre here. The
20th Century-Fox release follows
"Woman Obsessed."
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Motion
Conn. MPTO

EDPLE
ley P. Solow, vice-president of
.idated Film Industries, has
named chairman of the 1960
Picture Permanent Charities
ign. He succeeds James Stewart,
as been chairman for the past
i -ars.
□
ph B. Phillips of Alexandria,
'ho has been director of injn for the North Atlantic
Organization, with headquarParis, has been appointed asto the European director of the
Information Agency, effective
He succeeds William L. Clark
shington, D. C, who will go
!don as USIA public affairs ofthe information
, ?ading
?s in Great
Britain. agency's
□
tee A. Mason, manager of the
Theatre, Buffalo, has resigned
lore than 35 years in the exfield of upstate New York,
moving to Florida, where he
gage in activity outside the
■\ Succeeding him at the CenU be Charles E. Funk of Pitts°
!
Ryan, theatre manager for the
e Amusement Co., Walla Walh., has been named city manr the circuit there.
□
Willson has announced the
e dissolution of his associah Charles Feldman and Famists Agency, Los Angeles, efJuly 1, at which time he will
i Henry Willson Enterprises
[ move into his own offices in
Hills, operating as artists repive and manager and packager
rical feature product and tele|3ms.
□

: : Aronne, formerly in indeexhibition as lessee of the
(mi
niry Theatre, Glastonbury,
jiasa: been named manager of
Jjl Theatre, Hartford.
□
Rubinsky, independent circuit
r in Eastern Pennsylvania,
his 30th anniversary as a film
' by offering two-for-one adat his Uptown Theatre, PhilaFor a period of nine days surthe anniversary date.
□
•in E. Sackett, publisher of
y, Ore., has purchased the
Theatre, Oakland, Cal.
□

immerman, formerly manager
arman Theatre, Philadelphia,
janaging the Overbrook Thealat city for Ben Fertel. The
h adopted a new policy of
'old silent films.

Picture

1959 Golf

f°r Au* 18
fe,e s,at
Special ed
to THE DAILY
HARTFORD, June 1. - The
MPTO of Connecticut will hold its
annual golf tournament and outing
at the Mill River Country Club,
Stratford, Aug. 18. The 1959 cochairmen are Harry F. Shaw, division
England manager,
Theatres Loew's
Inc., andPoli-New
B. E. Hoffman, Connecticut Theatres Inc.
Highlights include golf tournament,
participants representing distribution
and exhibition from key Atlantic Seaboard states, and trophy dinner, featuring prize awards.
Committees Named
Arrangements committee consists of
James A. Bracken, Stanley-Warner
Theatres; Robert M. Stemburg, New
England Theatres; Albert M. Pickus,
owner, Stratford Theatre, Stratford,
and TOA executive committee chairman; John Perakos, assistant general
manager, Perakos Theatre Associates;
Lou Brown, ad-publicity manager,
Loew's Poli-New England Theatres,
who is secretary; Samuel Weber,
Rosen Film Delivery Service, treasurer; and attorney Herman M. Levy,
general counsel, TOA, and executive
secretary, MPTO of Connecticut.
Distributors committee co-chairmen
are Irving Mendelsohn, UA, and
Henry Germaine, Paramount. Weber
is handling advance reservations.
L.A. Department Store
To Honor UA 40th Year
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, June l.-Bullock's
large downtown department store
here will honor United Artists' 40th
anniversary with exhibits featuring
hundreds of items pertaining to UA's
past. These will be put on display
in 16 windows, the Florentine Room
and in other major areas of the store
from June 15 to 27.

Daily
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Buy Buffalo Drive-In;
Plan Modernization
Special to THE DAILY
BUFFALO, June 1. - The Buffalo
Drive-In theatre has been purchased
by a trio of local business men from
Cleveland interests for $250,000, according to an announcement by John
J. Nasca, one of the purchasers. He
said the local group plans to spend
$50,000 to modernize the 1,000-car
drive-in.
The other purchasers are Louis
Battaglia and Anthony Ragusa. The
theatre, located on a 21-acre tract
between Genesee Street and Maryvale Drive, was acquired from a
Cleveland group, headed by Arthur
Wintner. The modernization program
will include a wide-screen and installation of a new marquee and
ticket booths.

'Life7 Sets Record in
Chicago: $300,000
Universal - International's "Imitation of Life" broke all attendance and
gross records in its 10-week run at
the 38-year-old Roosevelt Theatre in
Chicago where it originally had its
world premiere, David B. Wallerstein, president of Balaban and Katz,
has informed Universal general sales
manager Henry H. Martin. The gross
was reported as close to $300,000.

iBush'' in Paper-Back
HOLLYWOOD, June 1. - The
novel, "The Bramble Bush," basis of
Miltontion of the
Sperling's
forthcoming
same title
for WarnerproducBros,
release, goes on sale this week in' a
paper-back Bantam Books edition.
The initial printing of 1,000,000
copies is reported to be the largest in
Bantam history.

Charlotte Wompis Will
Install New Officers
Special to THE DAILY
CHARLOTTE, N. C, June l.-Installation of 1959-60 officers of the
Charlotte Worripi Club will be held
Friday, June 19, in the Chez Lamour
Restaurant.
Miss Betty Beatty, the president,
has been elected to another term. Rebecca Hunter will take office as first
vice-president; Blanche Carr, second
viee-president; Hazel Greer, recording
secretary; Myrtle Parker, corresponding secretary, and Mack Wess, treasurer.
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Emphasis
be placed on
UA's
current
andwillforthcoming
releases.
Stars from UA films make personal
appearances
their
films. at the store promoting
Bronston Names Gillin
Samuel Bronston has named Don
Gillin as producer's representative for
his independent motion picture "John
Paul Jones," which will be distributed by Warner Bros. Gillin, who will
supervise sales activities for Bronston's organization,
has Bros.,
been Univera sales
executive
with Warner
sal Pictures, and more recently, vicepresident and general sales manager
for Sol Lesser Productions.
Zinnemann

to Tour

Fred Zinnemann will leave Hollywood on a 12-city coast-to-coast tour
in behalf of Warner Bros.' "The Nun's
Story" which he directed. The tour,
during which he will meet the press
and make television and radio appearances, will start in New York, where
the film will open after mid-June at
the Radio City Music Hall.

Berlin And Its Film Festival Are Well Worth

the Trip
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(Continued from page 1)
spoke of the ease with which
n films could be imported and
ted in this country. All films
in on equal terms, he said, and
ank Organisation welcomes the
product for its theatres from any
f the world. The Rank Organwould be glad of the opporof helping the German film
ry at any time, he said,
is offered facilities regarding
he referred to as "back office
to help keep the Germans'
down. He hoped that this ase of friendly collaboration
help to further the important
ige of films.
Entertainment' Uppermost
final acceptance of a film, howhe concluded, must be whether
■ntertainment to the people in
rritory in which it is shown.
Mir Watldns, president of the
Film Producers Association,
aid tribute to the German film
-y. He then pointed out that the
pon must realize that in this
< y there was no sales resistance
man films, no barrier artificially
. Good product now is short;
i cinema these days wants good
The heart of the matter, he
•s, is successful dubbing into
|h. Receipts from subtitled films
pnsiderable; to break into the
)ney, it is essential to dub.
» too, urged the Germans to
iin here and set up a flag for
ndustry in London. There are
n stars, a number of them of
tional calibre, and if German
ivere basically acceptable here
Germany would expertly dub
the theatres of the U.K. would
jae them.
German Official Replies
ying, Dr. Leitreiter, in charge
affairs at the German Ministry
gnomics,
said thathadGermany's
( r of economics
referred
film as "the business card of
>n,"
thoughtplace
thatinthere
not and
be ahebetter
the
o leave such a business card
ith the Rank Organisation,
essing appreciation of the adiven, Dr. Leitreiter said that
some disappointment at the
of some aspects of the actual
•nee, they were leaving with a
that they had established
and friendly relations, and
expect assistance and co-opfrom the Rritish industry,
attending the luncheon, in adto Rank executives, were offithe Roard of Trade and Forffice. The delegation had been
don for talks on the possibilia wider distribution of German
the U.K.
W

Gross $21,934

jd Artists' "Alias Jesse James"
pp a $21,934 gross for its sec|ek at the Astor Theatre here,
ing a two-day holiday weekpss of $9,991.

Picture

Daily

Sunday Law
Ohio(Conti
nued from page 1)
the House Judiciary committee on a Television
bill by Rep. Paul J. Lynch, Columbus Democrat, to revamp the law
and on a measure by Rep. Robert
Taft, Jr., a Cincinnati Republican, for Meet Big Demand for
outright repeal. First hearing was set
for 8 P.M. Wednesday.
Videotape Recording
Will Take Action Now
By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, June 1. - The
Speaker James A. Lantz, Lancaster
Democrat, said the House will begin growing interest here in videotape
work at once on either modifying the recordings has inspired one group to
statutes or repealing them. Gov. form Video Tape Mobile Productions,
Michael V. DiSalle said he prefers Inc., and the Acme Laboratory to
revamp its facilities to service prothe Sunday-closing laws "with readucers of videotape shows with
exceptions"
this proves
difficult sonable
to do,
thenbutheif favors
out- duplicate tapes and transfer tape-tofilm for screenings, where videotape
right repeal.
viewing poses a cost and equipment
problem. Acme's
available
today. service will become
Beatus Dies
(Continued from page 1 )
Videotape Mobile Productions is
gan in 1912 when he became treas- building two mobile units for rental
urer for the old Yorkville Theatre in at a base cost of $1,000 per day for
New York. He later served in manminimum equipment consisting of two
agerial capacities for theatres in cameras, and one Ampex video tape
recorder. Cost of minimum crew reRrooklyn, Denver and Toronto,
Canada.
quired isestimated at $500 per day.
Each
of
the trucks, based in HollyTo New York in 1928
wood, will have four camera chains.
Unit Ready in July
In 1928, following a ten-year stint
as manager of Loew's Palace Theatre
The mobile units, being built by
in Washington, Beatus was transferred to New York as a division manDave Carson, vice-president of Crown
ager for the metropolitan area, a post Coach Company, will be ready in
he held until his retirement in March, July. Others associated in this venture are Hank Gilbert, Alan Stens1952. Beatus is survived by his wife,
Ida, and his two sons, Lawrence, Jr., vold, William Kayden and Irving
and Howard L. Beatus, all residing Atkins. The latter two are producer
in New York.
and executive producer, respectively,
of John Guedel's Jack Linkletter
show, "On The Go," which now emExhibitors Must See
ploys a mobile VTR unit. "On The
(Continued from page 1)
Go"
seen P.D.T.
daily over CBS-TV 9 to
9:30 isA.M.
paign
planned
by
Fox."
As
a
result,
Harrison added, he has withdrawn
the picture from August release to
permit more time for a massive camU.K. Groups f orm New
paign buildup.
"Blue Denim" is taken from the
TV, Screen Writer Guild
Broadway stage success, dealing with
From THE DAILY Bureau
teen-age actions and attitudes. It was
LONDON,
June l.-The British
produced by Charles Brackett and diand Television Writers Assorected by Philip Dunne. Carol Lyn- Screen ciation
and the Radio and Television
ley, Brandon De Wilde, MacDonald
Carey and Marsha Hunt are starred. Writers Association have been dissolved and formed into the Television
and Screen Writers Guild. It is
claimed the Guild represents 95 per
Colgate-Palmolive Signs cent of writers active in those fields
and the aim of this new body will be
For id Sullivan, Mason
"to obtain for British television and
screen writers terms comparable to
The Colgate-Palmolive Company,
in what is described as one of the those long accepted in other fields."
Until the first general meeting to
biggest annual contracts in television
be
held in the autumn a holding comhistory, $12,000,000 in billings, has
has been appointed from the
signed for full-hour alternate week executivemittee of
the two dissolved bodies.
sponsorship of two top CBS Televi- The members are Howard Clewes,
sion Network programs— "The Ed Bryan Forbes, Carl Foreman, Frank
Sullivan Show" and "Perry Mason"
Launder, Dudley Leslie, Paul Tabori,
—starting in October. Announcement
of the sponsorship was made here Leigh Vance, Gordon Wellesley, }. B.
Williams, Zita Dundas, John Powett,
yesterday by Edward H. Little, chair- Max Kester, Helen Lehmann, Philip
man of the board and president of
Colgate-Palmolive, and Louis G. Mackie, Cedric Wallis, Ted Willis,
Sid Colin and John Lemont.
Cowan, president of CBS Television.
S. E. Honess has been appointed
In signing this contract Colgate
becomes the first company to sponsor paid organizing general secretary and
hour-long shows on a regular basis on it is intended that the new Guild will
both Saturday and Sunday, two of the shortly be affiliated with the Writers
peak viewing nights of the week, it Guild of America, as was the old
Screen Writers Association.
was pointed out.

Today
Shelton

to NTA

(Continued from page 1 )
NTA International offices in London.
He will report to Vernon Burns, vicepresident in charge of that operation.
Shelton is a veteran film executive
who began his career in 1936 with
RKO in Vienna. He later became associated with Lopert Films as general sales manager. He then joined
Paul Graetz as vice-president in
charge of distribution. Subsequently
he became vice-president of Times
Film Corp. and was in charge of U.S.
distribution and theatre operations.
He also was president of William
Shelton Films, Inc.
Filming Starts on Three
NTA Television Series
Two National Telefilm Associates
television series started production
this week, while a third show is set to
begin filming in England the week of
June 22,
Abrahams,
NTA's director ofMort
creative
film programming,
announced.
Production of 13 new episodes for
both "'How to Marry a Millionaire"
and "Man Without a Gun" began
this week at the Hollywood studios of
TCF-TV, the TV film division of 20th
Century-Fox.
'Third Man' Starts Soon

"The Third Man," starring Michael
Rennie, starts filming of 19 new episodes in England the week of June 22
at
the
Sheppert
Studios of British
Lion. This
series onis being
produced by
NTA and the British corporation on a
co-production basis. Twenty episodes
already have been filmed at the TCFTV studios. Felix Jackson is the pro'Dennis the Menace' Set
For CBS Debut Oct. 2
"Dennis the Menace," a new weekly comedy series bringing to life the
famed cartoon character created by
Hank Ketcham will make its debut
on the CBS Television Network Friday, Oct. 2 (8:30-9:00 P.M.,
E.D.T. ) under the sponsorship of The
Kellogg Company. Six-year-old Jay
North will play the title role. James
Fonda will produce for Screen Gems,
and executive producer will be Harry
Ackennan.
Cagney to Promote UA
Films on Sullivan Show
Scenes
James Artists
Cagney's
two
latest
filmsfrom
for United
release,
"Shake Hands With the Devil" and
"The Gallant Hours," along with highlights from his most famous starring
vehicles of the past, will be shown
on the Ed Sullivan Show next Sunday
in a salute to Cagney's 30th anniversary in motion pictures.
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Exploitable
Stressed

Picture

Top City, Navy Echelon

Titles
REVIEWS

by Cory

By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, June 1. - Newton
P. "Red" Jacobs, president of Cory
Film Corp., points to a bettering of
the position with exhibitors of independent distributors through an increasingly supply of exploitable films
backed by tested advertising and promotion.
Emphasizes 'New Faces'
Jacobs, now in the process of establishing anational association of
franchised distributors for product to
be released under his recently formed
Cory Company banner, also called
attention to the rising importance of
the independent distributor as the development factor in bringing new
faces to the screen. Fay Spain, Edd
"Kookie" Byrnes, of TV's "77 Sunset
Strip" fame, and the soon to be seen
Anita Sands in "Diary of a High
School Bride," an AIP film, are examples he cited of the recent vintage
of players showcased in films being
currently sold by independent distributors.
Cites 'Room 43'
The veteran distributor emphasizes
the value of exploitable titles. His
theory is that "a good title is worth
50 per cent of the box office returns,"
Jacobs suggested that the success of
his current attraction, "Room 43,"
now in moveover engagements after
a day-and-date opening week at San
Francisco's Paramount and Oakland's
Fox theatres was due to a change
from the original title of "Passport
to Shame."
Jacobs viewed the original title,
which was used in its presentation in
England and on the Continent, as
limiting the audience as well as the
opportunity of playing Class A theatres.
Trailer via Phone
Referring to the campaign used in
connection with the film, Jacobs said
the newspaper ads were made palatable without misrepresentation, and
a special outer lobby device, consisting of four individual telephones
which delivered an effective teaser
trailer from the sound track of the
film upon lifting the receiver to the
ear, contributed largely to a box office
payoff.
Warner Bros. Record Company will
soon release the sound track theme
music from the picture, Jacobs reported.
Three Films Coming Up
Among the films to be distributed
by Cory Film Corp. are "The Rickshaw Man," starring Toshiro Mifune,
star of "Roshomon," slated for Fall
release, and a package program consisting of "Young Love" and "High
School
Paul Caesar."
Schreibman and Edmund
Goldman are secretary-treasurer and
vice-president, respectively, of the
new company headed by Jacobs.
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Teenagers

from

Outer

Space
Warner Bros.
The triple-threat effort of Tom
Graeff, who wrote, produced and directed, this horror entry, will require
hard selling. Fortunately, "Teenagers
From Outer Space" is a highly exploitable title. While the story is no
more far-fetched than the average
science fiction thriller, its execution
is not strong especially in respect to
the performances of an unknown cast
headed by David Love, Dawn Anderson, Harvey B. Dunn and Bryan
Grant.
Love is one of a group of visitors
from outer space who land on earth
hoping to find breeding land for a
lobster-like beast called the Gargon.
Realizing that intelligent beings may
inhabit the planet, Love breaks away
from the group, pursued by Grant.
Love meets Miss Anderson and her
grandfather, Dunn, and a romance
soon develops between the young
couple. Grant
is soon
on gun
Love'scapable
trail,
however,
carrying
a ray
of turning his victims into skeletons.
A chase ensues in which Grant is
finally overcome, but this still leaves
the Gargon growing to gigantic size
on the outskirts of town. Love rises
to the task of wiping out the monster
and his fellow space travelers, and
in the attempt is himself killed.
It might be pointed out that the
space visitors are closer to young
adults than teenagers. Also the Gargon is not especially terrifying with
the major shudders being supplied by
the disintegration of humans into
skeletons.
Running time, 85 minutes. General
classification. Release, in June.
Warren G. Harris
The Mirror

Has

Two

Faces
Continental Dist.
Hartford, June 1
Two Gallic names and countenances long accorded accolades by
the art film audiences of the U.S. are
very much present and accounted for
in this Franco-London Film, released
under the Continental banner. Michele Morgan and Bourvil are the
leads and they provide characteristically fine-grained portrayals, sensitive
in mood, subtle in perception. The director, Andre Cayatte, is best known,
perhaps, for "Justice Is Done" and
"We Are All Murderers." Alain Poire
produced.
The screenplay, by M. Cayatte,
Gerard Oury, Dennis Perret and Jean
Meckert (Herman G. Weinberg was
responsible for English sub-titles)
casts Mile. Morgan as an ugly-duckling-wife, who, after plastic surgery,
evolves as a striking beauty. This turn
of events understandably causes complications inher domestic and roman-

On 'Jones' Committees
Eighty nationally prominent New
Yorkers have joined the benefit committee for the world premier of "John
Paul Jones," the Warner Bros, motion
picture release opening June 16 at
the Rivoli Theatre on Broadway, it
is announced by the committee chairman, Rear Admiral John J. Bergen,
U.S.N.R., former president of the
Navy League of the United States.
Proceeds from the gala opening of
the Samuel Bronston Production will
go to the Scholarship Fund of the
New York Council of the Navy
League of the United States. Secretary of the Navy Thomas S. Gates,
Mayor Robert F. Wagner and Fleet
Admiral William F. Halsey are serving as honorary chairmen.
The members of the benefit committee include three vice-chairmen;
Vice Admiral Edward C. Holden, Jr.,
U.S.N.R., president of the Navy
League's
Yorkand
Council;
Mrs. J.
Truman New
Bidwell
W. Mahlon
Dickerson.
Committee members are: Warren
Ackerman, James F. Baldwin, Robert
H. Barnum, Lyman G. Bloomingdale,
Joseph F. Callo, Jr., Lewis L. Clarke,
John A. Coleman, Israel Cummings,
Enos Curtin, Charles A. Dana, Jr.,
Walter B. Devereux, Pierre S. DuPont III, De Coursey Fales, Frank
Farrell, James P. Farrell, Irving
Mitchell Felt, Royce N. Flippin and
Albert Francke.
Also, Judge Louis Goldstein, Peter
Grimm, Walter S. Gubelmann, A.
Brooks Harlow, George A. Heinemann, Stanley C. Hope, Ralph T.
Horgan, William E. Hutton, I. Robert Kriendler, George M. L. LaBranche, Jr., Robert Lehman, Walter
B. Levering, August C. Long, Edgar
F. Luckenbach, Jr., and Alexander B.
Lyon, Jr.;
Also, Jay-Ehret Mahoney, John N.
Matthews, William W. Myrick, Donald N. McDonnell, States Mead, Edwin M. Ost, Jr., David C. Patterson,
Richard Paynter, H. Stuyvesant Pierrepont, Robert Proddow, Jr., Cornelius, J.Reid, George Emlen Roosevelt,
Laurence S. Rockefeller, Thomas R.
Rudel, Robert S. Salant, John J.
Schieffelin, A. Charles Schwartz, Dale
E. Sharp, Lawrence W. Snell, Donald
S. Stralem, David A. Stretch, William Stuhr, Patrick A. Sugg, Patrick
J. Sullivan, Robert S. Taplinger, John
W. Walters, Richard West and William H. Wright.

'Horse'

Opens

June 26
The New York premiere of United
Artists' "The Horse Soldiers" will be
held at the Astor Theatre, June 26.
tic experiences, particularly in her relationship to M. Bourvil, taciturn,
smugly aloof as her husband.
Essentially a woman's story, "The
Mirror Has Two Faces" can be logicences. ally, appealingly sold to adult audiRunning time, 98 minutes. Adult
classification. Release, in May.
A. M. W.

Tuesday, June

Drop Film Reference ii
Ohio 'Obscene7 Bill
Special to THE DAILY j
COLUMBUS, O., June 1. -!
of an anti-obscenity bill cal
fines
for exhibitingpartly
"films obsce
whit
be considered

been dropped from a measur
Ohio House of Representativ- 1
Its sponsor is Rep. James
lins, Greenfield Democrat. Th I
aimed chiefly at obscene li a
photographs and drawings.
Cleveland

I

(Continued from page

neither obscenity nor immo I
the samples of theatre ada
submitted as evidence.
The legislative committee I
further it has jurisdiction onl I
the city of Cleveland and ha i|
thority to act in the surburb H
where most of the theatres 1
cated. The hearing was requ I
Councilman Robert Denneril, I
declared "some of the adver ii
pictures constitutes a threat
and can best be described
mercial obscenity."
Louis Weitz Heard
Louis Weitz, executive see
the Motion Picture Council
er Cleveland, representing
sequent run theatres, advi
council legislative committees
industry iscode.
subject
an ind"
vertising
He toalso
poi
that newspapers can refuse 1
any
copy, which in their op
obscene.
Coast Publicist Un
Elects Dan Thoma
From THE DAILY Bur,
HOLLYWOOD,
June 1.
Thomas, of Universal - Inter*
was reelected president of
heists Association, IATSE L
for another year, it was ai
today following counting
ballots.
Other officers are Ed Fisc
lumbia, first vice-presiden
Jones,
second vice-j f
BarbaraDisney,
Best, independent,
Roy
20th Century-F
urer; Metzler,
Frank Neill,
20th Cen
and Larry Jonas, CBS, trus
The newly-elected officer- <
installed at the association's
ship Hotel.
meeting June 15 at th
velt
Coast Film Counci
(Continued from page
vertisers, is a monopoly whi
competition from a new ar
kind of television service, na
Assembly
bills 2438 and 2
office
television."
to protect commercial te
present monopoly from the
tion of box office television, :
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'Holders

le-Day Conclave

Schine
In

~B

Asserts

Ejecting

District

Anti-Trust

Court

Told

Correct

Damage

Suit

No

Limit

Put

Sets
Big
les Meet
on

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, June 2.-Schine Chain Theatres, Inc., told the Supreme
Court that a Federal District Court was absolutely correct in throwing out a
§370,566
exhibitor. anti-trust damage suit brought against Schine by a Rochester^ N. Y.,
ast June
17
The suit, brought by the Webster
■
Rosewood Corp. and charging a Para. Stockholders
monopoly of first neighborhood-run
Acclaim Balaban
Since 'Centralization' ; films, was dismissed for insufficient
m rner to Make Keynote
evidence by both a district and circuit
A tribute unique in managementcourt. Webster-Rosewood has now ap- stockholder relations in this and other
y SAMUEL D. BERNS
pealed to the high court.
industries was paid Barney Balaban,
Schine told the court today that the Paramount president, when a stockLYWOOD, June 2.-The first
ional sales convention ever to trial judge was right in ruling that
holder took the floor at the company's
(Continued on page 2)
. at the Warner Studio has
annual meeting at the home office
been set for
yesterday to tell Balaban that he has
June
17 Larson Named 20th-Fox
"the respect and affection of your
stockholders. You are unique among
through 19.
Omaha Branch Manager
Jack L. Warcorporation executives," the holder
ner, president
added, to the accompaniment of
Frank P. Larson, Jr., former salesof Warner
applause from other stockman for 20th Century-Fox in Salt spirited holders
Bros., is exin the well filled meeting
pected to make Lake City, has been promoted to room.
the keynote ad- manager of the company's branch in
Omaha, it was announced here yesterdress.
day by Alex Harrison, general sales
Presiding at
manager. Larson succeeds Herman
Disney Names Berman
the meetings
"ill U Benja- Hallberg, who has resigned to accept
m i n Kalmen- an executive position with the Cooper European Sales Manager
Warner
(Continued on pege 3 )
son, executive
Julian D. Berman has been apvice - presipointed European general sales manMoskowitz Retires from
olfe Cohen, president of Warager of Walt Disney Productions, ef^ 'Continued on page 2)
fective immediately, succeeding MiLoew's Theatres' Post
chael Havas, who resigned.
An international film sales execuHarry Moskowitz has retired as
tey Named UA-TV
tive with M-G-M for more than 30
chief of Loew's Theatres' construction
and maintenance department, a post years supervising offices in several
nvesf Manager
he held for many years. His duties European countries as well as Cuba,
will be assumed by Theo Jung, for- Uruguay, Japan, China and the
F. Delaney has been named
merly his assistant.
Philippines, Berman joined the Disit division manager of United
ney organization earlier this year as
Television, Inc., it was anMoskowitz joined Loew's in 1924.
An engineer, he was responsible for assistant European general sales manby Bruce Eells, executive
the construction of company theatres,
ager. The executive will make his
ident of UA-TV.
(Continued on page 4 )
headquarters in Paris.
\ has just resigned from ABC
qc, where he was Eastern
\ j manager. His headquarters
5 \n Houston, Tex.
S.C. Theatres Still Under Sunday
Ban
o his association with ABC
Continued on page 4 )
As Swimming
Pools Permitted to Open
n V.C. Award Fete
Special to THE DAILY
11

rtor Hotel Here

eservations exceeding expecj he Heart Award dinner of
York Variety Club Tent 35
23 has been moved from the
lotel to the Grand Ballroom
Continued on page 4)

5/ON TODAY— page 4

SPARTANBURG, S. C, June 2.— Latest development in the controversy
over Spartanburg's "blue laws," touched off about a month ago with the
arrest of theatre operator Claude Rumley when he opened his Fox Drive-In
on Sunday, was an about face by
Sheriff B. B. Brockman, who pre- swimming pool here. Theatres are still
under the ban.
viously had asserted that he would
"enforce all of the laws on the books."
"The new ruling," the sheriff exOver the weekend, Brockman anplained, "is the result of a decision
nounced that swimming on Sunday is handed down
by the county attorlegal after all — even if a fee is
charged. The statement has reference
As previously reported in Motion
(Continued on page 4 )
to a private lake and a state-operated

By

Paramount

On

Production

Balaban Says Company

Is

Seeking Increased Slate
Concurrently with its recently announced program for acquiring and
developing important production talent and material, Paramount is constantly encourt o agingdevelop
its studio
material that
will justify an
increased production schedu 1 e, Barney
Balaban, Paramount president, told the
annual meetterday. holders at the
ing of stockhome office yes-

Barney Balaban

"It is perfectly clear," Balaban said,
"that increasing our volume achieves
cost reductions through spreading
overhead and distribution costs. But
entirely(Continued
apart from onthispage
consideration
5)
Para. May

Diversify

Outside Show

Business

Paramount Pictures is considering
diversification outside the entertainment industry for the first time in its
history, Barney Balaban president,
told
the company's
annual meeting of
stockholders
yesterday.
"While
in the past
our diversifica(Continued
on page
5)
All Para. Directors
Are Re-Elected at Meet
All directors of Paramount Pictures
Corp. were reelected at the annual
meeting of company stockholders
held at the home office yesterday.
The directors are: Barney Balaban,
Y. Frank Freeman, A. Conger Goodyear, Stanton Griffis, Duncan C. Harris, (Continued
John D. Hertz,on Earl
page I.5)McClin-

Wednesday, June l|
2

Motion
Schine
PERSONAL
MENTION

LEVY, general
M.
HERMAN
counsel of Theatre Owners of
America, will leave here tomorrow
aboard the "Constitution" for a twomonth business trip to Europe.
•
Milton E. Cohen, United Artists
Eastern and Canadian division manager, is in Montreal from New York.
•
Charles Rosenblatt, vice-president of International Film Distributors, Inc., will leave New York today
for South America.
•
Melvin J. Eoelstein, NTA International general manager for Latin
America sales, will leave here today
for an extended trip to 12 countries
of Central and South America.
•
Norman Rosemont, vice-president
of Alfred Productions, returned to
New York yesterday from Paris.
•
Norman Barnett, of Barnett International Forwarders, will leave
New York today for Europe.
•
Arthur Greenblatt, Allied Artists special sales representative, was in
Atlanta from New York.
•
Fredric March will return to New
York from London today via B.O.A.C.
•
Ann Lo Bello, secretary to Roger
Barnett, manager of the "Good
Housekeeping" motion picture advertising department, will be married
Saturday in Bayonne, N. J., to Anthony Pipitone.
•
Ramona Welson, secretary to Nat
Barach, branch manager for National
Screen Service in Cleveland, has returned there from Nashville.
•
Samuel I. Safenovitz, owner of
the Yale Theatre, Norwich, Conn.,
and Mrs. Safenovitz
have an-
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Mane' Preview Set As
Benefit for Boy Scouts

(Continued from page 1 )
the
judgment
in the
government's
anti-trust
suit against
Schine,
on which
Webster-Rosewood relied heavily, did
not apply to this suit because different time periods were involved. But
even if this weren't so, Schine added,
the court found that the weight of the
evidence brought forth by Schine rebutted the charges made by WebsterRosewood. Accordingly, it said, the
courts were correct.
The case involves no broad issues
of law but only factual matters, correctly determined by the trial court,
Schine declared.
Select 2 British Films
For Festival at Berlin
From THE DAILY Bureau
LONDON, June 2. - Two British
films submitted to the Berlin Festival
authorities by the British Film Producers Association have been selected
for screening at the Festival, which
takes place between June 26 and
July Julian
7. TheyWintle-Leslie
are Rank's "Tiger
the
Parkyn Bay,"
production produced by John Hawkesworth, directed by J. Lee-Thompson
and starring John Mills; and the Ealing Film,by"The
SiegeBalcon,
of Pinchgut,"
produced
Michael
directed
by Harry Watt, starring Aldo Ray
and Heather Sears, and distributed by
AB-Pathe.
nounced the engagement of their
daughter,
Phyllis, N.toY. Louis Lambert, of Riverdale,
•
JamesturnedDonald,
actor,York
reto London British
from New
this week via B.O.A.C.
•
Ellen R e n e e Silverstone,
daughter of Emanuel Silverstone,
vice-president of 20th Century - Fox
International, was married at the Hotel Pierre here on Sunday to Richard
M. Hammer.
•
Edward Small, producer, has returned to Hollywood from New York.
•
Roy Brown, of the Roy Brown
Booking Service, Portland, Ore., has
left there for a vacation in Hollywood
and other California cities.
•
Gene Kelly, who was one of the
judges at the Cannes Film Festival,
will return to New York today from
France, and will leave here shortly for
the Coast.
•
Margo
Bartko, receptionist for
M-G-M in Cleveland, has left there
for a vacation in New Orleans.
•
Rosemary De Camp left here for
London yesterday via B.O.A.C.

special preview
"ItAthe
Happened
Jane" of
willColumbia's
be June
held
at
Odeon to
Theatre
here
on
15 for the benefit of the Greater New
York Councils of the Boy Scouts of
America, it was announced jointly
yesterday by Allan Johnson, general
manager of Saks Fifth Avenue and
chairman of the general merchandise
division of the 1959 finance campaign,
and Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., Columbia
Pictures vice-president.
Be the
a 'First'
This Believed
is said to tomark
first motion
picture screening ever staged for the
benefit of the Boy Scouts in New
York. Tickets are now being sold by
more than 100 prominent merchandise executives as the General MerDivision's contribution
toward thechandise
$1,185,800
campaign goal
to provide program services and facilities for New York City's 123,000
Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts and Explorers.
'Mysterians' Campaign

Loew's
Outlin
Intown ed
and by
division
managers of
Loew's Theatres attended a screening
of M-G-M's "The Mysterians" at the
Sheridan Theatre here as the first step
in executing an especially planned exploitation campaign for the picture,
which starts a saturation booking
on Highlights
July 1, coupled
"Watusi."
of the with
campaign
will be
achocolate
four-weekdrink
tie-up
with
"Sonny
on New York TV Boy"
stations, and prizes to managers for the
best "do it yourself" lobby displays.
The TV campaign will expose "The
Mysterians"
estimated
137 million viewers,to itanwas
emphasized
by
Terry Turner, in charge of exploitation for the producer; Hugh McKenzie,
"Sonny
executive;
Bernie Serlin, ofBoy"
the M-C-M
homeand office.
Start Installation of
'Smell-O-Vision' Process
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO, June 2. - Technicians
of the Michael Todd Co., under the
supervision of Swiss inventor Hans
Laube, will begin this week to make
the installation for the first showing
of Michael Todd Jr.'s "Scent of Mystery" in the new process, "Smell-OVision," at Todd's Cinestage Theatre
here. The completely electronic
equipment will be used first in late
July, when a test showing has been
arranged for film exhibitors and newsmen.
"Scent of Mystery" is now being
filmed on locations in and around
Malaga, Spain. It will be the first
motion picture in which simulated
odors accompany the action on the
screen.

WB

Sets

M

{Continued from page I
ner Bros. International Corp., \
attend, as will Charles Boasbe
general sales manager. Th(
meeting is the first to be held j
company since it centrali
greaterCoast.
part of its operations
West
Warner sales executives frc,j
rope, South America and Jap
be among the delegates to tl
vention. A number of field relatives will also attend, as '
members of the New York of
New

Film

Started;

Now

in Work on Cc
From THE DAILY Burea,
HOLLYWOOD, June 2. - |
tion continues at a steady pa<
one picture starting this we<
two completed, bringing the I,
35 in production.
Started were "Women Confk
(an Imperial Picture for Unit>
ists release). Completed were:
sus and
the GoldenPictures
Horde" (rl|
can
International
and "It Started With a Kiss"
release).
Production for Metro-Goldwyn

Make Deal for 'i?emo
HOLLYWOOD, June 2.-G
Pictures has concluded a de;
Schulberg Productions for
Bridge at Remagen," screen vei
Congressman Ken Hechler's hi
account of the World War II;1
at Remagen, it was announcec
by Samuel J. Briskin, Columbi
president in charge of West Co
dio operations. Budd Schult
currently working on the sere
and Stuart Schulberg will p!

'Golden

Age' Projet
CLEVELAND, June 2.
Theatre Circuit is launching a ij
Age project in six of its theatn
ing membership cards upon rec
anyone aged
years or oldec|
sentation
of the60 membership
titles holder to the privilege
theatres' junior admission sc
all times. Participating theati
the Mayland, Ezella, Madiso
rain, Fulton, of Cleveland;
Willoughby, and Berea, Berea.
Alert to 'Say' Ad
Redbook Magazine has mail
o
o
o
graved cigarette
lighters
to 1
eth Century-Fox's
key adverti
executi
alert
them to the Fox
of "Say One for Me" in June
book. The front of the lighter \
scribed "Twentieth Century-Fo

you matchless support. . . ." Tli
side read "Say One for Metised in Redbook Magazine."
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REVIEW:
iiey's 30th Year in Films
s Hollywood Tribute
<t From THE DAILY Bureau
11XYWOOD, June 2. - The
jipital tonight paid tribute to
Cagney on the date marking
•ginning ot his JUth year in
picture industry- A star1 party at the Screen DirecMrild followed the screening of
anniversary film,
!'s 30th
Hands with the Devil," hosted
utiv
ucers,
■ Glass
film's andexec
proder.
ere Seltz
Walt
( shown to the guests, and
i narrated by Robert Montk were clips from several of
' 's earlier films.
elect Hostess

for

iers' Premiere
| Special to THE DAILY
"EVEPORT,
La., underway
June 2.-Ain
contest is now
is, Louisiana and Texas to
ne hostess for the festivities of
ridhere
premiere
"The17.Horse
June 16of and
The
will entertain John Wayne and
Holden, stars of the United
release, along with scores of
■nt citizens and public figures,
hostess will be selected on
. from among 20 finalists on
ge of the Strand Theatre,
he picture will bow.
Requirements Listed
ding to Edward H. Jackson,
it of the Shreveport Chamber
merce, and Leonard W. Phil•neral chairman of the preandidates for premiere hostess
18 or over, a resident of ArLouisiana or Texas, or a stua college in any of these
The winner will be judged on
arm, poise, graciousness, perattractiveness and congenialtfayer Dies
al services will be held toat 10:30 A.M. at the Univer-"
pel, Lexington Avenue and
jireet, for Jon Mayer, son of
ayer, veteran Universal Picjompany New York film salesio was killed in an automobile
in Salt Lake City, on Satur»e family has requested no
but asked that contributions
e to the New York Variety
dancer Control Research and
1 Rogers Memorial Hospital.
>ook 'Pacific' Here
Ecial engagement of "South
in CinemaScope will be prei six RKO theatres in the New
vletropolitan area starting
lay, June 24. The theatres are
■ee, Brooklyn; 58th Street,
jan; Coliseum in Washington
Fordham in the Bronx;
\ White Plains, and Strand,
kaway.

The

PEOPLE

H-Man

Columbia — CinemaScope
From Japan comes another horror saga, this one dealing with a mysterious jellied mass which is hungry for human flesh. Filmed in CinemaScope and Eastman Color, the Columbia release has all the ingredients
followers of this genre of chill making are said to favor, thus assuring
itself of profitable returns if properly exploited.
Set in present-day Tokyo, the Takeshi Kimura screenplay starts out as
a cops and robbers melodrama, but soon proceeds to science fiction when
a young thug literally vanishes into thin air, leaving his clothes on the
pavement. Trying to track down the missing man, who is involved in a
narcotics ring, the police question his wife, a beautiful night club entertainer. The girl is of no help to either the police or one of her husband's
associates, who is also searching for the missing man. As the latter departs, he too disappears, attacked by a green shadow witnessed by the
girl he has just left, who reports the incident to the police but is not
believed.
A scientist, however, does believe the girl's story. Studying the effects
of radiation on human beings, he has found that a nuclear explosion is
capable of reducing a human being to a living fluid which must subsist
on other human beings to survive. Just such a tragedy befell the crew
of a ship in the area of an H-Bomb test, with the resulting horrible mass
given the nomemclature of the "H-Man."
Naturally, following the execution of this brief outline, the remainder
of "The H-Man" is dedicated to wiping out the threat to civilization,
as well as rounding up the narcotics ring. The ring goes first, with practically every important member being eaten up by the H-Man, who is
eventually destroyed by a gasoline fire ignited in the sewers of Tokyo.
Principal participants in these proceedings are Yumi Shirakawa, Kenji
Sahara, Akihiko Hirata, Eitaro Ozawa, Koreya Senda and Mitsuru Sato.
Perhaps because the dubbed dialogue has an oriental flavor, it is not as
obvious as in some other recent Japanese films where the characters
mouth almost perfect Americanese.
Directed by Inoshiro Honda, "The H-Man" moves moderately well,
so that most horror fans will not notice that it often gets bogged down
in irrelevancies. Judging from the attractive production mountings, the
Japanese spent considerable effort on the project, and exhibitors here
can not go wrong in giving it their best playing time this summer, when
vacationers are looking for just such a chill.
Running time, 79 minutes. General classification. Release, in June.
Warden G. Harris
Larson INamed
(Continued from page 1 )
Foundation Theatres, with headquarters in Lincoln, Nebr.
Larson started with Fox as an assistant shipper at the Salt Lake City
branch in 1936, became ,a booker in
1943 and subsequently was promoted
to a salesmanship in 1945.
In the almost two years that Hallberg managed the Omaha branch,
revenue, sales and volume of bookings
there achieved a new record. Hallberg started with Fox in 1945 as a
poster clerk at its Indianapolis branch.
A year later he advanced to booker
and in 1947 he became head booker
at that office. He was moved up to
manager of the Omaha exchange in
1957.
Big 'Mysterians9 Gross
LOS ANGELES, June 2. - "The
Mysterians," MGM's science-fiction
release,, will gross an estimated $230,000 for seven days in 44 theatre and
drive-in dates in this area. The sahrration bookings opened May 27 and
were highlighted by an extensive television spot campaign.

Wald

Yields Castro Film

HOLLYWOOD, June 2. - Due to
previous commitments with 20th
Century-Fox, Jerry Wald has turned
over all his rights to filming the life
of Cuba's Fidel Castro to Malvin
Wald and Dick Wilson, who are expected to put the story into independent production shortly. The team has
complete independent financing for
the film. No distributor has been set.
To Reissue Disney Films
HOLLYWOOD, June 2. - Buena
Vista is reported to be making plans
to reissue 15 pictures, the rights to
which Walt Disney recently reclaimed from RKO Radio Pictures.
The latter originally released the
films.

William M. Webster, for the past
five years manager of advanced
development
the RCAdivision
semicon-at
ductor and for
materials
Somerville, N. J., has been named
administrative engineer on the staff of
the vice-president, RCA Laboratories,
RCA. He will make his headquarters
at the David Sarnoff Research Center
in Princeton, N. J.
□
R. L. McWilliams, formerly of National Theatre Supply Co. in Atlanta,
and more recently with Bailey Theatres there, has relinquished his latest
post to rejoin
NTS as special representative inTennessee.
□
Joseph Saunders, booker for American Theatres Corp. Boston will transfer in mid-June to Smith Management
Co. as assistant to Sam Saletsky, head
bviyer and booker.
□
Nick Tumolo, Philadelphia publicist, has been named manager of the
Savoia Theatre in that city.
□
Adam G. Goelz, manager of the
Timonium Drive-in Theatre, outside
Baltimore, who also manages the
"Orioles" of the 9-12 minor league,
has just completed a successful twonight benefit program at the theatre
for the youngsters' baseball activity.
n
Leila Roy Collins, for many years
with Universal Pictures in Atlanta,
has joined Continental Pictures there
as secretary to J. V. Frew, southern
district manager.
□
Nat Warshaw, who has been with
Stanley Warner Theatres in the Philadelphia area for 25 years, has been
Theatre
in that city.
named manager
of the circuit's Astor

(pure jet ! )
MONARCH
(de Luxe and First Class only)
frequency: NIGH
T Y4! '
COMETL
w-

(leaves New York at 9 p. m.)
destination: LONDON!

Fire Guts Theatre
HONEY GROVE, Tex., June 2.The modern 500-seat Grove Theatre
here, owned by B. R. and Gordon
McLendon of Dallas, was gutted by
fire May 29. The loss was estimated at
$125,000, according to Joe Jones,
manager.

reservations through your Travel Agent or
BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
Flights from New York, Boston, Chicago,
Detroit, San Francisco, Montreal. Offices also
in Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles, Miami, Phil
adelphia, Pittsburgh,
Winnipeg,Washington,
Toronto. Vancouvei,
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Code

a

Musicians
Goes

Off

Watch

IDELY and with increasing insistence the question is being asked
as to what is happening to the TV Code of the National Association
w of Broadcasters.
The clear and obvious answer is that what is happening is not good,
Further retreat from both the letter and the spirit of the Code will leave
the document a mere hollow shell serving no purpose other than a formal
alibi to quiet the complaints of the uninformed.
Incidents and treatments in conflict with the provisions of the Code
are multiplying at an increasing rate. The trend has gone on to a status
which now is creating a new and different pattern with respect to what
is being allowed in this sensitive into-the-home medium.
As an example of the trend, melodramatic subjects are being given
touches of the sex and violence treatments which have blackened some
of the newsstand paper-backs with the kind of reputation they deserve.
In a recent Ellery Queen program a girl whom the hero meets as a
fellow juror in a murder trial promptly turns up as his mistress. All this
is presented with great casualness just as if it were the common and
accepted manner of behavior. The relationship, pointedly established
between two sympathetic characters, had nothing to do with the story
line but was just tossed in for obviously meretricious purposes.
Certainly it must be admitted that it is no easy task to deal with an
occasional, individual incident of objectionable character. But when
such incidents multiply to the extent of creating a pattern, those who
are responsible for applying a Code which forbids such a pattern are
obviously off watch. This, unfortunately, seems to be just what has hapM. Q.
pened. The high promise of the TV Code has become seriously blighted.

Name

Daily

Delaney

(Continued from page 1)
Films, Delaney had been with Ziv
Television Programs as the account
executive working out of Houston;
he had also been an account executive and with the advertising departments of the New York Herald Tribune and the New York Post.
S. C. Theatres
(Continued from page 1 )
Picture Daily, a countywide referendum on blue laws will be held July
14. Area theatre owners announced
several weeks ago that they would operate on Sundays in defiance of the
"blue laws," but with the arrest of
Burnley and the decision of the Spartanburg County legislative delegation
to provide a countywide referendum
on the controversial matter, they have
adopted a "wait and see" attitude,
making no further attempt to operate
on the Sabbath pending the outcome
of the election.
Decca Dividend 25$
Directors of Decca Records, Inc.,
yesterday declared a regular quarterly
dividend of 25 cents per share on the
company's
capital stock,
payable
30
to stockholders
of record
JuneJune
16.

Senate

Group

Approves

Hyde FCC Nomination
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 2. - The
Senate Commerce Committee approved the nomination of Rosel H.
Hyde to a new seven-year term on the
Federal Communications Commission,
starting July 1. The action still requires Senate approval, but this is
expected without any difficulty.
Other members of the commission
are Robert T. Bartley, Frederick W.
Ford, Robert E. Lee and T.A.M.
Craven.
V. C. Dinner
{Continued from page 1)
of the Hotel Astor. The larger quarters will also permit dancing.
A cocktail party for the stars of
Broadway shows and producers will
begin at 6:30 in the Coral Room. The
dinner will be at 7:00. Big name personalities will be on hand to entertain.
Moskowitz Retires
(Continued from page 1)
office buildings and exchanges in the
United States, London, Calcutta,
Egypt, South Africa, Australia, South
America and the Far East. He is a
member of the Motion Picture Pioneers and numerous organizations,
both in and out of the industry.

y

Will Receive

Residual Payment Check
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 2. - John
Tranchitella, president of Musicians
Local 47, AFM, AFL-CIO, announced that he has begun distribution of the first residual payment
checks to musicians for live television
performances.
$4,350 from Academy
More than $4,350 in checks from
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences is being distributed from
Local 47 for the telecast in Great
Britain of the recent Academy Award
presentations. All of the musicians,
copyists and arrangers covered by the
contract are receiving payments for
the British exhibition.

AROUND

Henry Fonda Will
In New Western St
"The Deputy," a new Wes
venture series starring Henry
will be telecast Saturdays.
P.M. (NYT) during the 195S
son on the NBC Television I
it was announced by W alter ]
executive vice-president. NB
vision Network. Co-starrini
Case as the deputy, Clay McC
series presents Fonda as Chi
shal Simon Fry, who operate
Prescott in the Southwest
Territory of the 1880s.
Also co-starred are Walla'
and Betty Lou Keim in featur
Fonda will star in some episc
appear in key scenes in other
Form Greeson Asso
The formation of Stan Gre<
sociates with offices in New
Beverly Hills was announced
day
Greeson, who
firm by
will Stan
be concerned
with
management of artists in all p
the entertainment world.

THE
TV

with

PINKY

CIRCUI

HERMAN.

EVER SINCE the bold step taken by ABC (in association with
Bros.) to bring to the channels "Adult" Westerns, ("Wyatt
"Cheyenne," "Sugarfoot," "Maverick") the immediate success impe
other nets to saddle along. Prognostications by Madison Avenoodn
Broadwayfarers to the effect that this "horse opera" deluge was
more than a passing phase in the TV firmament, not only has b
soundingly disproved but rather new Westerns, per se, are being
to the skeds all over the land. Which merely goes to prove that
discovering what the motion picture industry knew all along. B
and fundamentally that "cowboy n' Indian-cowboy rustler" or
robbers" pix, regardless of the plot or even lack of same, captui
audience (men, women and children alike.) Newest to join the
the wide open spaces will be an NBC-TV'er, "The Deputy," whi
star Henry Fonda as Chief Marshal "Simon Fry" championing L
order in the Arizona Territory in the 1880s. Kellogg's will be al
sponsor of the program which will be telecast Saturdays in the1
P.M. slot. . . . C & G Film Effects has just completed an intt1
2-reeler on Ford Motor's safety devises. . . . The Harvey Stor
back from Europe and Harvey CBSet for another "Ed Sullivan
guestint. . . .
it -ft - ft
The sound of a new word, "musifex" intrigued us so we ankle;
Sixth Ave. one day last week, turned left on W. 45th St. and "lif
the fifth floor where we met E. Robert (Bob) Velazco, Prexy or
fex, inc. (lower case, please). We learned that this enterprising
not only provides a thorough "music of every type" service to t
tion picture and TV industries, but Bob himself, is the son of
the most talented organists in the country, Emil Velazco, with
we cleffed many a song back in the days when Emil batoned I
at the Hotel Taft on Broadway and was credited with having lai
many a hit. . . . John Charles Daly, ABC-TVeep in charge of nespecial events, flies to Tokyo and the Far East June 27 for a news
ing jaunt. Don Goddard will pinch-hit for J.C.D. on his radio a
newscasts
Hugh Downs' initial venture into the realm oi
wax is an Epic LP, featuring among the variety of musical sel(
one he wrote himself titled, "Bight Back From Boot Hill." Item is
for release end of this month. . . . Dapper Don deLeo, formerly fc
on the "Red Skelton Show" and currently associated with "Masq
Party," has been signed for a role in the United Artists flicker, "
Anniversary," starring David Niven and currently being filmed
East.
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Continued from page 1 )
primary objective to furnish
bibitor customers with a sufvolume of box office attractions
p the public coming back to
heatres.
! have placed no limitation upon
toduction department with re: ) the acquisition of story matesuperior merit, the number of
, s to be produced, or the talent
d in producing them."
Praises Freeman, Karp
'pan
to theFreeman
recent re-as
m ofreferred
Y. Frank
f the studio and the appoint■f Jacob Karp to succeed him.
d glowing tributes to both men
3ke of the most pressing probf production today.
T aprofits
great indegree,"
he said,
"opour business
depend
Aampany's success in producing
istributing its share of 'block.'number
We need
them to some
make with
up
of pictures,
Substantial budgets, which do
- ract a sufficient audience to
fe more than marginal results.
basic problem in producing
>ck-buster picture arises from
ortage of such vital ingrej ips great stories, popular stars
' producers, directors and writice the availability of these
^\'s is limited, the urgency to
5 this type of picture has in1 the demand. As a result
an increasing degree of par>n by talent in the box office
This problem affects every
ry in our industry."
its Ingredients of Success
: 1 an noted that neither the mere
quality ingredients nor a high
automatically assure a picsuccess.
"Frequently,
picture that
started outa ashigh
an
Vlelon' Time Yet,
tan Tells Meeting
'aramount Pictures stockholder
the annual meeting yesterday
>er citing inflation, the high
living and Paramount's strong
sition suggested it would be
ime for the company to "slice
—say, about $1 per share."
y Balaban, presiding at the
, noted that much of the cash
cial income from sale of the
film library and said any payjade out of that would be equito spending money we haven't
and I'm opposed to that."

Is

Picture

Putting

No

attractive package fails to justify its
investment."
Despite the problems, Balaban said,
"we should not lose sight of the fact
that the world box office for American
distributed films still provides an annual film rental of about one-half a
billion dollars. The motion picture
feature, whether on the theatre or
television screen, is still the most
popular form of entertainment in the
Balaban pointed out that "Paraworld."mount is about the only company in
our industry that does not include
television income from its film library
as part of its normal operating revenue. Ithas been our consistent policy
to report such income as "special income" apart from regular operations."
Paramount's earnings for 1958 and
the first quarter of 1959 were reported
earlier. Balaban declined to predict
future earnings but noted that a "good
start" has been made and said he exable. pects this year's results to be favor-

Daily

Limit

on

library to television, Balaban said:
"Except for a few multiple station
markets where the play-off is necessarily much faster, it would seem
that the supply of pre-1948 film would
last for another two or three years or
possibly longer. Under these circumstances itwould be premature to give
this matter serious consideration at
this time.
"As the supply of pre-1948s dimiwe canfeature
expect films
diat television's
demand nishes,for
would increase accordingly, enhancing the
value of our product. May I again
call your attention to the fact that
Paramount was the last of the majors
to
pre-'48 inventory,
and dispose
I believeof weitsbenefitted
from the
"In any consideration of our post'48 library," he continued, "there is
the ever alluring potential of pay
delay." During the next couple of
television.
years we should know a great deal
more about pay television and have a
much better basis on which to evaluate the situation.

Foreign Revenues Rise
He said that while domestic income
for 1958 dropped in comparison to
the previous year due to the "phenomenal" business done by "The Ten
Commandments" in 1957, foreign revenues showed a slight increase for
1958 as compared with 1957. "This
again was due to 'Ten Commandments' which was only beginning to
gather momentum abroad during
1958. We believe that the present
trend in our foreign business will continue through 1959 as increasingly
wide foreign distribution of 'Ten Commandments' takes place," he said.
Balaban, in answer to a question
put to him after the meeting, said
that "Ten Commandments" gross to
April 1 approximated $35,000,000 and
the company expected it to gross another $25,000,000 in die next two
and one-half years.
Commenting on the outlook for disposition of Paramount's post-1948

Sees Pay-TV Inevitable
"I can state with confidence that I
expect pay television to be in operation in several thousand homes by
1960. I hardly need to emphasize my
oft repeated conviction that some
form of pay television is inevitable.
The opposition can delay it only temporarily. It cannot be stopped. We
plan to move ahead in an orderly
fashion establishing pay TV on a
sound basis." Balaban declined to elaborate on his prediction of pay TV
in several thousand homes by the end
of the year but it is assumed he had
reference to the Telemeter test
planned for the Toronto area by Famous Players Canadian, the Paramount
affiliate.
Balaban said that FPC holds about
$10,000,000 in cash and government
bonds "and is presently exploring
various means of making productive
use of these funds in expanding its

D

Diversification

irectors

(Continued from page 1 )
tock, Maurice Newton, Paul Raibourn,
Edwin L. Weisl, George Weltner and
Adolph Zukor.
The directors are scheduled to meet
today to reelect officers.
Stockholders also approved by a
large margin the retirement of 50,000
shares of the company's stock which
it had purchased in the past year.
There were represented at the
meeting in person or by proxy 1,347,249 shares, or 77.9 per cent of the
total shares entitled to vote at the
meeting.
The meeting was one of the quietest in memory and lasted only about
one hour, with more than half that
time consumed by the reading of Balaban's annual report. It was the 22nd
successive annual meeting of the company at which Balaban has presided.

(Continued from page 1 )
tion program has been related directly
or indirectly to motion pictures and
the entertainment industry," he said,
"our minds are now open to the acquisition of additional interests not
necessarily related to our traditional
area of activity.
Studying Several Situations
"Should opportunities in other
fields present themselves which seem
advantageous to our company, we
shall not feel inhibited from utilizing them. As a matter of fact, we
are studying
number
situations at this atime.
We of
likesuch
to think
of ourselves as a flexible 'growth'
company. During the 1959-1960 period we hope to see a growing fruition
of some of the projects already started
and the beginning of others."

Production
No

Post-

Films
To

TV

1948

Going
Now

activities in the entertainment and
related
fields."
Balaban
told the meeting that Telemeter's technical progress "has reached
a point where the administrative
emphasis can now shift to programming, development of markets and
other basic phases." In consequence,
he said, Telemeter headquarters will
be moved from Los Angeles to New
York, with Louis Novins, Telemeter
president, and his staff to be estabtwo. lished here within the next month or

Telemeter's technical facilities in
West Los Angeles have recently been
enlarged, Balaban reported, and will
continue as its laboratory working on
further developments in the field,
many of long range significance.
Outlines Pre-1948 Film Deal
He said that on May 25 the guaranteed portion of Paramount's sale of
its pre- '48 film backlog to TV, in the
amount of $35,000,000, payable over
a period of years beginning in 1960,
has already been covered. "In the
additional phase of our agreement,
upon which an additional $15,000,000 will be payable over a period of
years, the prospects appear favorable
in view of the sales results thus far."
Balaban reported that Paramount
has started production of films for
television on a limited basis at its
Sunset Studio. We believe that production for TV could have a profitable potential for us but expect to
move ban cautiou
said. sly into this field," BalaThe stockholders were told Paramount believes it is approaching its
goal in development of the Lawrence
Chromatic television tube but is "hesitant about stating when these goals
will be43,000
realized."
Shares Purchased
Of the 100 per cent Paramountowned Autometric Corp., Balaban
said its association with some of
America's leading corporations in
"classified" projects in connection with
defense programs is contemplated.
Letters of Intent on various contracts
already issued are in the seven-figure
range. These contracts when consummated will run into considerably
larger sums, he said.
On die qcompany's
of acuisitions ofits own program
stock, Balaban
said approximately 43,000 shares had
been bought up since Tan. 1 at a cost
of about $2,000,000, but that purchases will not continue at the same
rate as in 1958 when more than 200,000 shares were acquired at a cost
of about $8,000,000.
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Newsreels

Handouts
By Sherwin

Kane

Y members of this industry
ist be impressed by the freency with which distressed inof every description turn to
'eminent for financial or other
ce immediately that adversity
ently, we learn from the public
for instance, that leaders of the
an silk industry, pointing to a
r cent increase in imports of
;e silk fabrics in the past three
jid a decline in American proof 42 per cent, are storming
S. Tariff Commission. We're
lurt, they tell the government
Ergo, we must be helped.
djoining news colums will tell
plight of egg and chicken
, currently contending with
'est level of egg prices in 18
near record lows for broilers.
Sort made to solve their probom within? Not so you could
it.
Department of Agriculture and
is were besieged not only as
move, but as a last one. The
i of aid was taken to Washon an "or else" basis. First,
use Agriculture subcommittee
to hold hearings this month to
r relief proposals. Next, the
ment of Agriculture announced
1 soon begin weekly purchases
m whole eggs, although it has
uying dried whole eggs for
ne and Secretary Benson looked
sfavor upon further governssi stance.
'here, we read of Congress'
nation to increase farm price
s, payments under the Agriculonservation Program and Fed;istance in many forms, most
i opposed by the Administraader the $3,975,000,000 agriappropriations bill for the next
ear.
mably, too, it is of no moment
■•pen-handed legislators that in
"rig the prices of feed grains,
Itry
problems
are inandfarmer's
his need
of assistance
Continued on page 2 )
7S/ON TODAY— page 5

Will

Begin

Collecting

Cost

Footage for 'Appeals'
For Handling
Philanthropic and service organizations whose appeals heretofore have
been included by request in news reel releases will be advised that if
they wish to have the practice continued they will be obliged to reimburse
the reels for the out-of-pocket expenses involved.
The new policy, which will be
made known as requests are received
by the reels for free distribution of Academy Studies 'Oscar'
appeal or informational footage by Query By Newsreels
them, is the result of a stand taken
The Academy of M. P. Arts &
Sciences has taken under advisement
in April by the Motion Picture Association's newsre«l committee.
the request by the industry's newsAt that time the committee went
reels formentsrecognition
of their
achieve(Continued on page 4)
when the annual
awards
are
voted.
The Motion Picture Association of
Hew, Finer Color Film
America's newsreel committee put the
subject before the Academy recently,
Is Developed by Kodak
noting that not once in the 31 years of
Better quality color pictures as well the Academy's existence has it recognized acontribution to the industry
as a considerable saving in film costs
by
a
newsreel.
for the industry is indicated by the development of a new super-sensitive
motion picture color film by the Eastman Kodak Co. Presently planned for
the current 35mm. cameras, the film Ad-Pub. Unit Meeting
will also be produced in the 70mm.
width as well as in the 65mm. measOn 'Oscar' Promotion
urement ofthe Todd-AO system. Reel
for the projected presentation
lengths, according to present plans, of Plans
the promotional work done for the
(Continued on page 2 )
Academy Awards telecast of last
April will be discussed at the regular
monthly meeting here today of the
Balaban, Other Para.
Motion Picture Association's advertising-publicity
(Continued
on directors
pagecommittee;
3)
Officers Are Re-Elected
Barney Balaban, president; Adolph
Zukor, chairman of the board, and all
other officers of Paramount Pictures
Sends 'Best'
ston
JohnS.
To
F. Film Festival
yesterday were reelected at a meeting
of
company's
board all
of had
directors.
Thethedirectors
themselves
been
ErictionJohnston,
president ofof America,
the MoPicture Association
reelected without opposition on Tuesto Irving M. Levin, diannual meeting of Para- has written
thestockholders.
day atmount
rector of the San Francisco InternaFilm Festival, expressing best
The other officers reelected yester- wishes tional
for the success of the festival,
(Continued on page 4)
which will be held Nov. 11-24.
Johnston's
letter follows:
(Continued
on page "It
4) is very
Projection Council
'Middle'
Has 1st 'Customer'
The Council for the Improvement
of Theatres and Motion Picture ProOne
"customer."
has its first
of America
Owners
day afterjectionTheatre
mailed out questionnaires, S. C. Sunness, general manager of the Sunness
Theatres of Binghamton, N. Y., forwarded his request for technical inspection of his Jarvis, Crest and Art
(Continued on page 4)

Makes

Bow

in

London Theatre Tonight
From THE DAILY Bureau

Columbia
3. - will
LONDONof, theJune
have 'sa
Night"
"Middle
gala premiere here tomorrow night at
the Odeon Marble Arch Theatre.
Kim Novak, who stars in the film
with Fredric March, and Albert Dekker, one of the co-stars, will attend
the festivities.
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e
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Special to THE DAILY
BOSTON, June 3. - The Fresh
Pond Open Air Theatre of Cambridge,
Mass., has brought a civil action
against Buena Vista Film Distributing
Co., asking for an immediate date
for a hearing on a preliminary injunction enjoining the film company
from imposing a fee on admissions fur
children for its film "Shaggy Dog."
The theatre also asks the injunction
be a permanent one and that the suit
be retained on the docket for trial on
treble damages.
The complaint, which was filed today (inContinued
the U.S. onDistrict
at
page 2 Court
)
Glens Falls Drive-Ins
Seek First-Run Product
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N.Y., June 3. - Requests
to bid for first-run product against
Glens Falls indoor theatres reportedly
have been made by John W. Gardner for the Glen Drive-in, three miles
outside that city, and by Jules Perlmutter for the Ft. George Drive-in,
about six miles away. Letters to the
distributors have been sent by attorneys for the drive-in owners, it
was said.
Glens Falls' indoor theatres are the
(Continued on page 2 )

25th Quigley Grand
Award Judging Today
The 25th anniversary of the Quigley Grand Awards for showmanship
will be celebrated here this afternoon
at Toots Shor's with the annual judging of promotional campaigns submitted to Motion Picture Herald's
Managers' Round Table. Theatre managers from throughout the world will
be represented in the competition.

Motion

Drive
PERSONAL
MENTION
MILTON R. RACKMIL, president
of Universal Pictures, left New
York last night for Hollywood.
•
Maurice R. Silverstein, vicepresident
of Loew's
International
Corp. will leave
New York
today for
Rome.
•
Martin Levine, general manager
of Brandt Theatres, will return to
New York today from Europe.
Robert F. Blumofe, United Artists vice-president in charge of West
Coast operations, will return to the
States today following a month in
Europe.
•
Newton P. "Red" Jacobs, president of Cory Film Corp., has arrived
in New York from Hollywood.
Harold M. Mirisch, president of
the Mirisch Co., and Mrs. Mirisch
will return to New York from Europe
on Tuesday aboard the "Queen
Elizabeth."
Mrs. Roger H. Lewis, wife of
United Artists'
of advertisingpublicity,
gave director
birth here
this week
at Lying-in
Alycia
Anne. Hospital to a girl,
•
Morris Stoloff, head of the music department at the Columbia studios, has returned to his duties following minor surgery at Mt. Sinai
Hospital.
•
Helen Fuciis, secretary to Edward Bowser of United Artists, will
leave here today aboard the "Zion"
for Israel, after which she will visit
Rome and Paris.

Alicia Markova, ballerina,
here yesterday for London
B.O.A.C.

left

EKC Color Film
(Continued from page 1 )
will be 100, 400, 1,000 and 2,000 feet.
Processing will be achieved with the
same chemicals and procedures now
utilized.
EKC, in addition to reporting
new film to be twice as fast as the
the
existing product, emphasized the fact
that less studio lighting is needed and
that the photographer has the added
advantage of using a smaller lens
opening obtaining marked sharpness
in the finished picture.

-In

Picture

Sues

(Continued from page 1)
Boston, charges that Buena Vista has
committed "unlawful acts" violating
the Consent Decree by forcing all outdoor theatre owners to charge a fee
of 17V2 cents per child under twelve
years old. Should any exhibitor refuse to pay this admission fee, Buena
Vista will not enter into a contract
for the film, the complaint charges.
This is in fact price-fixing in violation
of the Sherman and Clayton Acts, the
complaint adds.
The owners of the Fresh Pond
Theatre, although designing to play
"Shaggy Dog," have refused to agree
to charge for children and the film
company, in turn, has refused to license the film to the theatre, it is
stated, thus the complaint continues,
the theatre is threatened with "great
and irreparable harm in the operation of its businss."
Fears Loss of Patronage
Without "Shaggy Dog," which is
booked into competitive theatres, the
Fresh Pond states it would have to
play
"inferiorforfilms."
If themany
theatreof
did charge
children,
their long time patrons would no
longer continue to come to the theatre, it adds and if the theatre should
accede to the demands of Buena
Vista, it would be in violation of the
Sherman and Clayton Acts, since the
agreement would constitute "priceThe Fresh Pond Theatre is owned
by
four men, three brothers, all lawfixing."
yers, George, Walter and Charles McLaughlin and John Powers.
Feels 'Moral Responsibility'
"We feel a certain sense of moral
responsibility towards our patrons in
that this is a family theatre with no
picture shown that is not suitable for
family viewing," George McLaughlin
said today. "We have been commended by our patrons for our high
type of operation. We have never
charged for children and we do not
intend
to do so."injunction hearing on
A preliminary
the action will be held Thursday,
June 11, before Federal Judge Charles
Wyzanski. It is understood that
should the injunction not be granted
the suit will continue.

New

Glens Falls Drive-in
(Continued from page 1 )
Rialto, a Schine house, and the Paramount, an AB-PT situation.
Drive-in competition is unusually
keen this season in the Glens FallsLake George-Hudson Falls triangle.
Carload prices as low as $1 have been
advertised. The straight rate was reduced by two drive-ins from 75 cents
to 65 cents. One drive-in reopened
over the weekend, with a carload
rate the first night.
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Detroit B-B Group Will
EDIT
(Continued O
from RI
page 1
Discuss N.Y. Trip Today
made the more urgent. Perhaps
Special to THE DAILY
poultryman that is suffi
ji
tion for insisting that thecient
DETROIT, June 3. - The execugove
tive committee of the Metropolitan
that help
him into th
Exhibitors of Detroit (business build- must helpedgetget
him out.
ers) will meet tomorrow to talk over
Prosperous oil producers ha
the result of the New York junket of tracted quotas on oil imports
retail merchants are campaign
a group which went there to meet
with distributors last week. Detroiters
a system of Federa
price
seeking cooperative money to insure tenance, and othersl retail
no more i
continuous advertising on films from then they, beseech handou
ts.
first run through subsequents, were
Milton London, president, Michigan
We think that it is to the
Allied, Woodrow R. Fraught, president, United Detroit Theatres; Wil- credit of the motion picture ii
liam Wetsman of Wisper & Wetsthat, having experienced as nui
and as grievous reverses as an)
man; and Irving Goldberg of Community Theatres.
industry that comes to mind, il
The group will report an optimis- once has gone to the govei
tic forecast on the reaction of dis- asking or demanding. Certain
tributors, and will concretize plans to campaigns for reduction of tht
spend approximately $50,000 over the ous Federal admission tax, it
next six months to encourage business.
as wartime measures which w
Conferences were held with Alex have been eliminated
when the
Harrison, general sales manager of
so con
be
cannot
ended,
gency
20th Century-Fox, and his assistant
No matter how urgent
its
C. Glenn Norris; Morey Goldstein,
how serious its economic state,
general sales manager of Allied Art- pictures and motion picture tl
ists; James Velde, general sales manhave not gone to the Federal
ager and Milt Cohen, Eastern sales for financial subsidy or legi
manager, of United Artists; Rube favor of any kind.
Jackter, general sales manager, Paul
Lazarus, Jr., vice-president, and Jonas
Rosenfield of Columbia. Also visited
By its record,
the industr
demonstrated
its fundamental
were Jerry Pickman, vice-president
in charge of publicity and advertising in the private enterprise systt
and western sales manager Sidney which the nation grew. It h;
Deneau of Paramount. Contacts, al- cepted its television age reverse
others. though not meetings, were made with as much grace as it did its war
prosperity, and in its services
military, its substantial contrir.
to charities and other worthy <
and its huge payments of excist
Set Date for 'Darby'
To Benefit Police Unit
on top of business and income
has built a record in which i
take
justifiable pride.
Walt Disney's "Darby O'Gill and
The economic history of the 1
the
Little
People"
will
have
its
New
York premiere Monday evening, June
picture and the motion pictured
29, at the Normandie Theatre, in a tre
inevitably will show them tc,
gala performance sponsored by the been contributors to the strenjri
Emerald Society, leading Irish- the nation, rather than drains xiy
American organization comprised of
members of the New York City Police
Col. Field Men Choe
Department.
Proceeds from the benefit opening
of the Buena Vista release will go to Local 872 in Electic
the Emerald Society Welfare Fund
Columbia Pictures field expl
for Scholarship Awards to foster voted unanimously for IATSE
scholastic grants to worthy students cists' Local
872 as their barg
whose parents
Emerald
Society.are members of the agent in a National Labor Ret
Board election held yesterday,
announced by Dave Cassidy, bi
agent of Local 872, and Tom
Use High-Speed Color
secretary-treasurer.
HOLLYWOOD, June 3. - "Mysterious House
of Usher,"
American
International
feature
scheduled
for a
June 15 start at Amco Studios, will
be first to use Eastman's new highspeed color film. Eastman's new product is expected to be particularly effective in the low light level dream
1U7 S. Waboih
and fantasy sequences of "MysteriCHICAGO. 111. filmack
ous House of Usher." Roger Corman
will produce and direct.
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Motion

car Hoover Will See
>ers' 'The FBI Storyy
From THE DAILY Bureau
LLYWOOD, June 3. - Mervyn
producer-director of "The
jtory" for Warner Brothers, will
here by plane tomorrow with
if the picture and will screen
11 in Washington next week for
■ ar Hoover, director of the Fedureau of Investigation.

my 'Ideal Father"
£ht by S-W Strand
Special to THE DAILY
ilANY, N. Y., June 3. - The
Warner Strand has tied into
!bh by Albany Downtown Un(a group of stores) for the
'Ideal Father," via a special
e Saturday at which admission
letters by children citing rea! hy their dads are "ideal." A
approved by the Legion of
:y will top the bill, according
lager Alfred G. Swett, who is
'ating with Vincent J. Micell,
•nt of ADU.
latter will give a dinner for
pner (chosen by a committee)
ther's Day, June 21, at the
>n-Ten Eyck Hotel, also a com'vardrobe. The "Ideal Father"
wife will likewise receive an
ense trip to New York for the
£re of "A Hole in the Head,"
Artists picture starring Frank
and Edward G. Robinson.
j One' Charity Bow
i Netting $100,000
From THE DAILY Bureau
ANGELES, June 3. - The
tickets priced at a $50 top
this week in this area for the
5 premiere of 20th CenturyfSay One for Me," starring Bing
Debbie Reynolds and Robjgner.
Eciaries of the gala premiere,
|lwill be held June 18 at the
ps Theatre, are for Daniel Freeospital Auxiliary in Inglewood
I Jesuit Scholasticate, an organwhich grants scholarships to
Catholic students. The two
hope to raise $100,000 from
Ir
niere of the CinemaScope pro, which finds Crosby playing
t for the third time in his
eP Book Promotion
!
d Artists and the Fawcett
ompany have set a major book
on for Frank Capra's "A Hole
Head," starring Frank Sinatra,
G. Robinson and Carolyn
The paper back edition feacover of Sinatra and Miss
pd gives full credits for the UA
The book was especially writFawcett by Arnold Schulman,
r )te the screenplay and the
ay comedy on which the film
I

Picture

3

Daily
Ad -Pub.

REVIEW:
The

Angry

Hills

Cineman — MGM — CinemaScope
Some Allied cloak and dagger work just preceding the fall of Greece
and during the early days of the Nazi occupation form the background
for "The Angry Hills," a fast paced action melodrama starring Robert
Mitchum and a group of international stars including Elizabeth Mueller,
Gia Scala and Stanley Baker. Adding a great deal to the interest of the
film is the fact that it was photographed in striking black-and-white
CinemaScope on actual locations in Athens, Piraeus and the high, rugged
and rockv Greek countryside.
The screenplay by A. I. Bezzerides, based on a story by Leon Uris,
is somewhat confusing but has in its favor frequent action, a breathless
pace and some colorful characterizations. Mitchum is seen as an American war correspondent who is unwillingly pressed into service as an
intelligence agent by a Greek underground leader. Just before the latter
is killed, he gives Mitchum a list of Greek patriots which Mitchum is
to pass on to British intelligence in London. The rest of the film is devoted
to the Nazi pursuit of Mitchum and his attempts to escape the country.
Among those who help him are Gia Scala, a beautiful and sensitive
peasant girl in whose village Mitchum hides for a time, and Elizabeth
Mueller, a lovely Athenian widow and Greek patriot whom the Nazis
try to use to capture Mitchum. Miss Mueller's situation is complicated
by the fact that she has fallen genuinely in love with the German Gestapo
head, Stanley Baker, on whom she is supposed to be spying and who is
Mitchum's chief pursuer.
Mitchum is strong and generally impassive in the central role, but
Miss Scala and Miss Mueller are extremely appealing co-stars. Effective
in supporting roles are Theodore Bikel, as a wormy Greek Quisling;
Sebasian Cabot, as a paunchy pawnbroker who is instrumental in
Mitchum's eventual escape; Marius Goring, as a German army officer,
a cynic and a hypochondriac; Kieron Moore, as a Greek peasant, and
Jackie Lane, as Bikel's lovely sister and one of the tools of his trade.
Robert Aldrich directed and Raymond Stross produced the Cineman
production for MGM release.
Running time, 105 minutes. General classification. Release, in June.
Vincent Canby

Hayward Scholarship
Won by N.Y. Student
The special Susan Hayward
Academy Award Scholarship to the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts
has been bestowed on Susan Trustman, of Riverdale, N. Y.
The scholarship was sponsored by
20th Century-Fox in conjunction with
the current presentation of Susan
Hayward's new film, "Woman Obsessed," now at the Paramount Theatre here, and was set up by Fox to
commemorate
Miss Hayward's
ning of the Academy
Award as winbest
actress of 1958.
Miss Trustman, 19, a junior at Carnegie Tech, won the award over 15
other aspirants, all of whom auditioned before a panel of American
Academy executives and faculty
members.
To SCTOA

Board

HOLLYWOOD, June 3.-Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., chairman of the board of
directors of the Southern California
Theatre Owners Association, has announced that Edwin F. Zabel, president, and Robert L. Lippert, secretary
of Electro-Vision Corporation, Los
Angeles, have been unanimously
elected to the board of SCTOA.

Shreveport

Sham

Battle

Planned for 'Soldiers'
Special to THE DAILY
SHREVEPORT,
La., June
eral hundred Confederate
and3.-SevUnion
uniforms are being flown from Hollywood to this city for a sham battle between the South and the North, highlighting the world premiere festivities
there
for
18 and 17. "The Horse Soldiers" June
The battle, to take place at the
Betty Virginia Park on the 17th, will
be "fought" by some of the most expert riders of Louisiana, who later
will participate in a mammoth parade
preceding the opening of the United
Artists film at the Strand Theatre.
Tax Rate Retained
WASHINGTON, June 3. - The
House Ways and Means Committee
voted to extend the Korean War corporate tax rate of 52 per cent for another year. The rate would otherwise
drop to 47 per cent on July 1.
Mrs. Daytz Dies
BROOKLINE, Mass., June 2.Mrs. Mary Daytz, mother of Al,
Mickey and Molly Daytz, of Daytz
Theatre Enterprises, died here.

Unit

(Continued from page 1 )
Charles Simonelli of Universal is
chairman of the committee.
The Academy Awards promotion
presentation will consist of examples
of all types of promotional publicity
employed for the telecast in many
media and in all sections of the country. The display will be exhibited in
the MPAA board room here, probably
at the time of the board's next meeting. A date for the meeting has not
yet been set. General sales managers
will be invited to the meeting to inspect the presentation, too.
After its exhibition here it is
planned to send the presentation to
the West Coast for Academy of M.P.
Arts & Sciences and Association of
M.P. Producers inspection.
Today's meeting of the advertisingpublicity directors committee also
may torcomplete
the Pepsi
judgingColaof contest
exhibientries in the
to determine the best Academy
Awards telecast promotion piece by
an exhibitor. First prize in the contest is $2,000 cash.
The meeting also is scheduled to
discuss industry tie-ins with the Hudson-Champlain anniversary observance this summer.
Two

RCA

Dividends

A quarterly dividend of 25 cents
per share on the common stock of the
Radio Corporation of America, payable July 27 to holders of record at
the close of business June 19 was
announced yesterday by RCA president John L. Burns. A dividend of
87% cents per share was declared on
the first preferred stock for the period
July
1 to Sept.
30, payable
the holders
of record
of suchOct.
stock1, to
at
the close of business Sept. 8.
Tierney Back

with A. A.

JamesInternational
J. Tierney, several
who left
Artists
yearsAllied
ago
to become associated with the Japan
Real Estate Corp., is returning to the
former company as secretary and assistant treasurer, it has been announced byNorton V. Ritchey, president of A. A. International.
Warner

Accepts

Post

HOLLYWOOD, June 3. - Jack L.
Warner, president of Warner Bros.
Pictures, has accepted an invitation to
head the Entertainment Division of
Commerce and Industry for the United Republican Finance Committee.
Warner filled this post in 1952 and
again in 1956.
Lund

Succeeds

Swink

HOLLYWOOD, June 3. - Georee
Swink yesterday resigned as head of
the Universal-International editorial
department, a post he held for the
last year and a half, and will be succeeded bySid Lund, U-I veteran who
has been head of studio camera department.
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Motion

FORTHCOMING

RELEASES

ABBREVIATIONS: AA, Allied Artists; AIP, American International
Pictures; BV, Buena Vista; Col, Columbia; MGM, Metro-GoldwynMayer; Par, Paramount; 20-Fox, 20th Century-Fox; UA, United
Artists; Uni, Universal; WB, Warner Bros.; c, color; cs, CinemaScope; te, Technirama; vv, VistaVision,

► JUNE
AA— SPEED CRAZY: Yvonne Lime, Brett Halsey
AA — BEATSVILLE: Gregg Palmer, Kathleen Crowley
COL— THE H MAN: science fiction
COL— THE WOMAN EATER: George Coulouris, Vera Day
COL— IT HAPPENED TO JANE, c: Doris Day, Jack Lemmon
MGM— ASK ANY GIRL, c, cs: Shirley MacLaine, David Niven
MGM— THE ANGRY HILLS, cs: Robert Mitchum, Gia Scala
PAR— THE HANGMAN: Robert Taylor, Tina Louise
PAR— TARZAN'S GREATEST ADVENTURE, c: Gordon Scott, Sarah Shane
20-FOX— HERE COME THE JETS, cs: Steve Broidy
20-FOX— SAY ONE FOR ME, c, cs: Bing Crosby, Debbie Reynolds
20-FOX— THE MAN WHO UNDERSTOOD WOMEN, c, cs: Henry Fonda, Leslie Caron
UA— THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES: Peter Cushing
UA— THE RABBIT TRAP: Ernest Borgnine, June Blair
UA— SHAKE HANDS WITH THE DEVIL: James Cagney, Don Murray
UA— THE FOUR SKULLS OF JONATHAN DRAKE: Eduard Franz, Grant Richards
UA— THE INVISIBLE INVADERS: John Agar, Jean Bryon
WB— GIGANTIS, THE FIRE MONSTER: science fiction
WB— TEENAGERS FROM OUTER SPACE: David Love, Dawn Anderson
JULY
AA— THE BIG CIRCUS, c, cs: Victor Mature, Rhonda Fleming
AA— BATTLE FLAME: Elaine Edwards, Scott Brady
AA— SURRENDER HELL: Keith Andes, Susan Cabot
AIP— DIARY OF A HIGH SCHOOL BRIDE: Anita Sands, Ronald Foster
AIP— THE GHOST OF DRAGSTRIP HOLLOW: Jody Fair, Russ Bender
BV— DARBY O'GILL AND THE LITTLE PEOPLE, c: Janet Munro, Sean Connery
COL— MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT: Kim Novak, Fredric March
COL— ANATOMY OF MURDER: James Stewart, Lee Remick
COL— 30-FOOT BRIDE OF CANDY ROCK: Lou Costello
COL— THE LEGEND OF TOM DOOLEY: Jo Morrow, Michael London
MGM— NORTH BY NORTHWEST, c, vv: Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint
MGM— THE BEAT GENERATION, cs: Steve Cochran, Mamie Van Doren
PAR— DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP: Jerry Lewis, Dina Merrill
PAR— LAST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL, c: Kirk Douglos, Anthony Quinn
20-FOX— HOLIDAY FOR LOVERS, c, cs: Jane Wyman, Clifton Webb
20-FOX— SOUTH PACIFIC, c, cs: Rossano Brazzi, Mitzi Gaynor
20-FOX— SON OF ROBIN HOOD, c, cs: Al Hedison
20-FOX— MIRACLE OF THE HILLS, cs: Rex Reason
UA— A HOLE IN THE HEAD, c, cs: Frank Sinatra, Eleanor Parker
UA— THE HORSE SOLDIERS, c: John Wayne, William Holden
UA— DAY OF THE OUTLAW: Robert Ryan, Burl Ives
UNI— THIS EARTH IS MINE, c, cs: Rock Hudson, Jean Simmons
UNI— THE MUMMY, c: Peter Cushing, Christopher Lee
UNI — CURSE OF THE UNDEAD: Eric Fleming, Kathleen Crowley
WB— THE NUN'S STORY, c: Audrey Hepburn, Peter Finch
WB— HERCULES, c: Steve Reeves
► AUGUST
AA — THE BAT: Vincent Price, Agnes Moorehead
AA— FACE OF FIRE: Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore
AIP— SHEBA AND THE GLADIATOR, c, cs: Anita Ekberg, George Marchall
BV— THE BIG FISHERMAN, c, te 70: Howard Keel, Susan Kohner
COL— BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA: Cliff Robertson, Gia Scala
COL— HAVE ROCKET, WILL TRAVEL: Three Stooges
COL— YESTERDAY'S ENEMY: Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe
MGM— THE SCAPEGOAT: Alec Guinness, Betre Davis
MGM— TARZAN, THE APE MAN: Denny Miller
PAR — THE FIVE PENNIES, c, vv: Danny Kaye, Barbara Bel Geddes
20-FOX— A PRIVATE'S AFFAIR, c, cs: Sal Mineo, Gary Crosby
20-FOX — RETURN OF THE FLY, cs: Vincent Price
20-FOX— THE ALLIGATOR PEOPLE, c, cs
UA— THE WONDERFUL COUNTRY, c: Robert Mitchum, Julie London
UA— CRY TOUGH: John Saxon, Linda Cristal
UA— PIER FIVE HAVANA: Cameron Mitchell
WB— JOHN PAUL JONES, c, te: Robert Stack, Bette Davis

Picture
ABC

Daily
Champion

Starts Vacation

Manager
Here

J. D. Mackrell, Associated British
Cinemas' "Champion Manager of
1958," arrived here from England
yesterday to start the two-week, all
expenses
the
title. paid vacation that goes with
While in New York, Mackrell, manager of the Haymarket Cinema, Newcastle on Tyne, and his wife will be
the guests of the Stanley Warner
Corp. The latter company has an exchange agreement with ABC whereby
Stanley
similarly Warner's
entertainedtopin showmen
London. are
(ContinuedSends
from page
1)
Johnston
'Best'
encouraging to know the San Francisco International Film Festival is continuing to grow, not only in the support of citizens of San Francisco, but
also in worldwide recognition. I am
pleased again this year to express the
best wishes of the Motion Picture Association and myself for the continuing success of the Festival. The Festival is another demonstration of the
importance of the interchange of motion pictures among nations to the
growth of common understanding and
good feeling among the peoples of the
world. With best wishes for your sucBala ha ii. Others
(Continued from page 1)
day were: Stanton Griffis, chairman
of the executive committee; Y. Frank
Freeman, Jacob H. Karp, Louis Philcess."
lips, Paul Raibourn, George Weltner
and Randolph C. Wood, vice-presidents; James H. Richardson, treasurer; Louis A. Novins, secretary;
Frederick E. Koehner, comptroller;
Russell Holman and Arthur Israel,
Jr., assistant secretaries.

Hunter

Forms

Company

HOLLYWOOD, June 3. - Actor
Jeffrey Hunter has formed Hunter
Enterprises for the production of motion pictures and has purchased "The
Golden Hoard" by Clay Fisher, as
the first property to be made by the
company. Incorporation papers will
be filed shortly in Sacramento for
Hunter Enterprises by J. Lilliam
Hayes,
business
who willHunter's
be an officer
of manager,
the new
company. Hunter has a long term
contract with 20th Century-Fox,
which allows him to make one outside
picture a year.
Bardot, Camus Signed
Brigitte Bardot and French director
Marcel Camus have been signed by
Ken Hyman, president of Kenneth
Hyman Productions, to star and direct,
respectively, in "A Lady's Affair," based
on an original story idea
by Hyman. Hyman will shoot the picture in separate English and French
speaking versions, although both will
star Miss Bardot. Filming will be in
England and France.

Projection
I
(Continued from page 1
Theatres. He asked that pr<
and auditorium acoustics be c'
without charge to the theatre.
TOA, which is administeri
program for the Council, immi
forwarded the request to the >
Theatre Supply Company of
Sunness had indicated on hi:
tionnaire that he deals wii
equipment and supply firm
firm is on the list of about 15
ers and suppliers who have bee
fied by the Theatre Equipmen
ers Association as ready to co
in the program.
is anticipated
Buffalv
of ItNational
Theatre the
Supply
in the carbon and sound firn
ness uses to work with their
cians to tell Sunness what can 1
to
improveinprojection
aud
acoustics
the threeandtheatre
surveys, as part of the Council
ice, will be without charge
theatres.
George G. Kerasotes, presii,
TOA, said that he an antici:
flood of requests from theatre
all over the country. TEDA, 1
SMPTE, the IATSE and the >
Carbon, Lorraine Carbon, RCA
and Altec Sound companies ar
erating with TOA in the C
Newsreels to Begin
program.
(Continued from page 1
on record to the effect that th
ice its members offer as the
public
arm" ofbe thesha
picture relations
industry should
the industry and not charged
against the newsreels.
The newsreels pointed out th
are called upon almost weekly \
vide services requested in sup.
not only the industry itself b,.
government agencies, Americ;
Cross, American Cancer Soei|
President's Committee to Emp
Handicapped, U. S. Savings
and numerous other purposes.
Such services "being an all-ii
matter, properly should be sha
the industry," the committee
particularly
costs asloom
la
relation
to when
revenues,
is th;
with today's newsreel market
Major costs to the reels r
services heretofore contributes
been raw stock and printing,
ing about three cents per foot,
travel and subsistence expen)
volved in assigning cameran
handle specific service events a
ure in costs. Petitioners will
vised that the services heft
will have to be on a cost has
No MacKenna

Succt

HOLLYWOOD,
June 3.-N
cessor
for Kenneth
Mac;
M-G-M studio story editor, I
named until August, the expire
his contract. MacKenna is
leave for an acting role in i
Schary's Broadway show, "The F
est Tree."
I

ly, June 4, 1959
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'Father' Ads Will
Boost Savings Bonds

e- Selling
NOVAK spent a movie-makj winter having a celluloid
with a man many years her
or the film "Middle of the
according to "Life's" June 1
hen in real life she began
]ary Kim
Grantflewwhooff istoa the
"bouncy
len
Candval, Cary came flying after,
md Cary were photographed
i"cheek
in a to
European
club,
cheek innight
romantic
ss with Grant understandably
■ased with himself.
» also seen with her parents
of Bohemian descent. She
won't marry anyone my par1't approve• of."
ad's
green-eyed
redhead debut
Janet
.ill make
her American
rish miss in Walt Disney's
fantasy "Darby O'Gill and
lea considerable
People." "Seventeen"
portion of has
its
3od
Scene"
department
I summer release. One of theto
photos shows Janet hanging
nsly off an Irish mountain
ere must be a little blarney
d with this scene.
•
Harbert in the June issue of
lousekeeping"
her toreadthere are three tells
reasons
see
e Pennies."
wild Dixieland jazz is simply
2) Danny Kaye does an ex»b as a dancer and musician,
• different from anything he
id so far. (3) It gives you a
and
emotional
look at
n side of the band business,
music and entertainment.
•
resley, ... whose two starring
\ ing You" and "King Creole"
g reissued by Paramount, is
in the June 5 issue of "T.V.
o be scheduled for an hourpal in the Spring of 1960.
•
Towers, who plays the voluthern-belle in John Ford's
orse Soldiers" is pictorially
the June 9 issue of "Look."
her part opposite John
nd William Holden the best
e Scarlett O'Hara.
tering experience interrupted
r when she was stricken with
was, she says, "a revealing,
frightening awakening to
Id— seeing it without rose
passes."
Fully
recovered,
work with
a new
set of she
va-

Newspapers throughout the nation
will feature a full-page "Father's
Day" advertisement on behalf of the
U.S. Savings Bond drive featuring
Robert Young and Lauren Chapin of
Screen Gems'
television
series. "Father Knows Best"
In conjunction with a special halfhour "Father Knows Best" film produced for the Treasury Department,
the ad is being disseminated for use
as a public service.
Rodney-Young Produced
The film, titled "24 Hours in
Tyrantland," was produced by Rodney-Young Productions in association
with Screen Gems for screening before schools, factories, business and
women's clubs. Young and producer
Eugene B. Rodney as well as the writer, Roswell Rogers, the rest of the
cast, co-star Jane Wyatt, Elinor Donahue, Billy Gray and Lauren Chapin,
and the crew members contributed
most of their services at scale.
Small Sound

Recorder

Announced by Ryder
From. THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 3.-A new
sound recorder for professional use
in motion picture and TV film production has been developed by Perfectone Company of Switzerland. The
unit, weighing only 16 pounds in contrast to the previously low-weighted
portable apparatus of 65 pounds designed several years ago by Loren Ryder, president of Ryder Sound Services, operates entirely on transistors
without vacuum tubes and power
supply from small flashlight batteries
with life of 12 hours.
The Perfectone recorder, which
can immediately play back any recorded dialogue or music if required,
will replace present cumbersome production equipment in the theatrical
and TV fields, according to Ryder,
who holds the exclusive agency for
the Perfectone device in the United
States and Canada.
Size of a Portable Typewriter
The self - contained synchronous
Perfectone recorder is enclosed in a
case only slightly larger than one
used for a portable typewriter. It will
be particularly valuable for location
work, where total weight of all equipment required, including microphones, cables, control box and synchronous motor to camera will be less
than 100 pounds, in contrast to the
600 pounds now required by the
lightest portable unit.
TV

at the Top" was chosen as
best film of the year, reports
Somers in the June issue of
:the
" In
her opinion
distinction,
for ititisfully
just
nding a production as the
arable "Brief Encounter."
Walter Haas

Daily

Salute to Autos

A star-studded television salute to
America's automobile industry will be
offered by United States Steel, on
Wednesday evening, October 21. Sid
Caesar will head up the array of
big-name talent to be seen via CBS
channels.

Television

'Theatre of Champions'
To Feature Sport Heroes
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 3.-Sports
luminaries of yesterday and today will
be the stars of a new television series,
"Theatre of Champions," to be filmed
under the banner of the newly-formed
Ellsworth-Waller Productions. The
half-hour anthology series, as announced by producers James Ellsworth and Ron Waller, will tell the
career stories of outstanding figures
in amateur or professional sports.
In some episodes a name actor will
portray the role of the subject. In
others, the athlete himself will reenact the story of his own career. In
all instances where the athlete in
question is still living, he or she will
appear for a brief interview at conclusion ofthe episode. In cases where
the athlete is deceased, either the
widow or some other person close to
his career will appear.
Stagg Executive Producer
Jerry Stagg, executive producer of
Desilu Playhouse and of several other
other series, has been engaged as executive producer, and Jesse Hibbs,
film director and former Southern
California football Ail-American, has
been set to direct several segments.
Another USC Ail-American, veteran
production manager Nate Barrager,
also has joined the Ellsworth- Waller
staff. Dean Riesner, screen and television writer, is scripting the initial
episodes.

Today

New TV Standard Leader
Sought by MPRC, TFA
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 3. - The
Motion Picture Research Council and
Television Film Association are going
to work on a new standard leader.
The present leader, marked in 35mm
feet, loses its meaning when reduced
to 16mm. for television.
An attempt will be made to devise
a new leader marked off in seconds,
which will then not be affected by
reduction printing.

Form Company to Film
'Missile Men7 Series
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 3. - Roy P.
Steckler has formed Steckler-Smith
Productions to film a new television
series, "Missile Men," created and
written by Bob Smith and to be produced by Steckler. The series will be
non-fiction based upon actual present
day research, testing, firing and recovery of the various missile and
rocket types.
Government to Aid
Government co-operation has been
arranged. Smith has completed four
shooting scripts and 15 episode outlines. Steckler begins location scouting and casting this week with pilot
scheduled to begin June 15. Financing
has been set.

'5 Fingers' Is Slotted
On NBC Starting in Fall
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD,
June 3.-"5
cers,"
new Martin Manulis
series Finfor
20th-Fox Television, will go as an
hour show over NBC-TV next fall, it
was decided here following huddles
between network, sponsor and producers. The show will be slotted Saturdays, 9:30-10:30 P.M., starting in
late September.
Producer Herbert Swope, Jr., will
start full production in late June, with
Al Hedison and Italian actress Luciana Paluzzi in the starring roles. Mike
Romanoff will also appear in most

Elliot-Unger-Elliot Has
Second Video Tape Unit
A second Ampex videotape unit has
just been put into operation at the
downtown studios here of Elliot-Unger-Elliot, commercial production division of Screen Gems, it was announced by Bill Unger.
EUE has also just installed the latest model 35mm kinescope recording
equipment. Commercials produced on
tape can also be recorded on kine so
that film prints as well as tape can
be supplied on the same commercial.
NBC

Web

Promotions

segments.
Will Work on Other Series

For Fromm

Although an executive producer for
Manulis, Swope will personally produce this series. Additionally, he will

Two promotions to newly-created
posts in the new business and promotion department of NBC Spot Sales
were announced by Richard H. Close,
director of NBC Spot Sales. Wilbur
M. Fromm, manager of advertising
and promotion, was appointed manager of sales development and promotion. Anthony Liotti, supervisor of
research, was named manager of research.
The two will report to Morton
Gaffin, director of new business and

be executive producer on the "Helimarines" series, plus the upcoming
"Peggydere''Lee
pilots toShow"
roll inand
July."Mr. BelveAlready working on scripts for the
hour-long
versions of "5David
Fingers"Karp,
are
William Templeton,
Jerry Devine, Oscar Mallard and Mel
Goldberg. The pilot was scripted by
Richard Berg, who will create several
new teleplays for the series.

promotion.

and Liotti
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iio "spot" recordings have
i;ned for summer use when
ning is at its annual peak,
oest
use hands
of the of
"spots"
they
in the
exhibitors
se through Labor Day.
of the need to raise money
rights to the recordings for
m 13-week period and to
mtinued on page 2 )
rf Cavalcade'
Meeting Theme

Bros.'
condomesticfirstandcombined
international
iresentatives since 1946,
get underway in Los An17, will be known as the
3mia Upbeat Cavalcade, it
tnced here yesterday,
iting the meetings will be
nents by president Jack L.
mtinued on page 4)
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British

Pushing

Product

Overseas

By WILLIAM PAY
LONDON, June 4.-The British
Film Producers Ass'n. has launched
a strong campaign to secure more
playing
for itsmarkets,
members'a BFPA
product in alltime
overseas
spokesman said today. He explained
the new drive was prompted by the
(Continued on page 4 )
Ephrons Sign Long-Term
Pact with Paramount
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 4. - Paramount has signed Henry and Phoebe
Ephron, producer-writer team, to a
long term contract, it was announced
by Jack(Continued
Karp, vice-president
on page 37)and adIsley Circuit Buys Two
Cole Estate Theatres
Special to THE DAILY
DALLAS, June 4.-The Phil Isley
circuit has purchased two theatres in
Bonham, Texas, belonging to the Col.
Harry A. Cole estate. Charlie Wise,
general manager for Phil Isley Theatres, announced that negotiations for
(Continued on page 37)

Toots
More Shor's.
than 50 campaigns on specific
pictures, representing the cream of
those submitted during the year to
the Managers'
Roundfrom
Table
Motion Picture Herald
the ofUnited
States, Canada and theatre managers
abroad, were submitted to the judges
( Continued on page 3 )
Army, Air Force Seek
Closed-Circuit TV Units
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 4. - The
Army and Air Force Motion Picture
Service is considering installing closedcircuit theatre television equipment in
some 26 post theatres, Service chief
Robert Quick revealed.
The Service would like to be able
to show the Patterson-Johansson prizefight on June 25 and other major sports
(Continued on page 38 )
4Porgy and Bess' Bows
In Chicago July 22
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO, June 4.-Samuel Goldwyn's "Porgy and Bess" will have its
Midwestern premiere at the McVickers Theatre here on Wednesday, July
22. The opening is being planned as
a benefit, with a number of charitable
organizations
currently being considered.
Other benefit premieres for "Porgy
and Bess" include Los Angeles, July
(Continued on page 37)

Dies in Vienna
ing Heart Attack
Vidor, 59, veteran director,
[rday morning in the Hotel
Vienna, following a heart
cording to word received
,ices of Columbia Pictures.
urrently directing William
aduction, "Magic Flame."
irvived by his widow, Mrs.
|tner Vidor, two sons by her,
ntinued on page 37)
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TODAY
A Study in Depth of a
motion picture company

Pages

Hearings

5 to 36

End

Minimum

Nil

Wage

Chances

Law

A panel of judges including top executives of major and independent circuits examined and voted on the entrants in Quigley Grand Awards competition yesterday afternoon at a reception held by Quigley Publications at

irUse; Plans Not Set
me fast running out on exnterested in salvaging allbusiness-building material
ise, it begins to appear that
the seasonal nature of the
ial— the recordings for radio
louncements— another year's
ulting the campaign tools to
evitable.

Judge

By WARREN G. HARRIS
(Pictures on Page 3)

Local

Campaigns

Executives

This

Year

Senate Might Pass Bill
But House Seen Deferring
By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON,
June 4.-A Senate Labor Subcommittee today wound
up hearings on extending coverage of
the Federal minimum wage law, and
chairman Kennedy (D., Mass.) promised that executive session workwould start on a bill "in the near
Chances are practically non-existent, however, that any legislation
will be finally enacted this year. The
most that
could happen, insiders say,
future."(Continued on page 4)

Ad-Pub.

Group Okays

'Oscar' Presentation
A presentation of the promotional
work done for the last Academy
Awards telecast was given the approval of the Motion Picture Association'satadvertising-publicity
directors committee
its regular monthly
meeting yesterday.
The presentation materials were
reviewed and basic material for an accompanying brochure
(Continued
on which
page 4had
) been

Hearings on Problems
Of State Taxes Slated
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 4. - The
Senate Small Business Committee will
hold hearings in New York City and
Newark on the problems of state
taxation
of income of out-of-state
firms.
The committee has been holding
hearings here and throughout the
country on the impact of recent Supreme Court decisions broadening the
power of the states to tax out-of-state
firms. The New York City hearings
will be held Friday morning, June 19,
with an afternoon session in Newark.

Friday, Jund
Motion
B-B
PERSONAL
MENTION

LOUIS A. NOVINS, president of
Paramount's International Telemeter Co., will leave New York today for Hollywood.•
Herbert Wilcox and Anna Neagle left here for London last night by
jet plane.
•
Russell
Holman, Paramount
Eastern production manager, left New
York last night for Hollywood.
•
David Shapiro, executive secretary
of the Texas Drive-in Theatre Owners
Association, Dallas, will be married at
the Pines Hotel, Pine Bluff, Ark., on
June 21 to Helene• Kay Baim.
Stanley Kramer, producer, will
leave Hollywood today for New
York.
•
Marlon Brando will arrive in
New York over the weekend from the
Coast.
•
Ann Simone Frankel daughter of
Dan Frankel, president of Zenith International Films, will graduate on
Sunday from Connecticut College.
•
Arthur Israel, Jr., vice-president
and
general
Famous
Musicmanager
Corp., of
leftParamount's
New York
yesterday for Hollywood.
•
David Niven left New York yesterday via B.O.A.C. for Nassau in the
Bahamas.
•
William
Perlberg and George
Seaton, producers of Paramount's
"The rived
Counterfeit
Traitor,"
have arin Berlin from
Stockholm.
•
Burl Ives left here yesterday for
London via B.O.A.C.
•
Charlton Heston will arrive in
New York this morning from the
Coast, and will leave here tonight for
England.
•
Fred Zinnemann, director, will arrive in New York next Wednesday
from Hollywood.
•
Mike Dorso, district manager for
Walter Reade Theatres, was in Albany from Kingston, N. Y.
•
O. S. Barnett, office manager and
head booker for Allied Artists in Atlanta, has left there with his family
for a vacation in Chicago.
•
Munio Podhorzer, president of
Casino Film Exchange, left here yesterday for the Midwest.

Picture

Drives

( Continued from page 1 )
pay for pressing and packaging the
records for shipment to exhibitors,
there already appears to be virtually
no prospect of completing the necessary arrangements in time for use this
summer. Naturally, that means another year's delay at least, in making
use of the b-b campaign material,
which originally was prepared for allindustry use in the summer of 1958.
Insufficient exhibitor financial contributions prevented the national campaign from getting under way. Efforts to employ only the radio part of
the campaign on an all-industry basis
this summer also failed several
months ago. Then some exhibitors in
various parts of the country urged
that the campaign materials be salvaged for regional b-b campaigns by
interested exhibitors who would pay
for them, presumably, with refunds
received from national campaign contributions.
Ben Marcus,
representative on the Allied
CouncilStates'
of Motion
Picture Organizations' triumvirate,
brought the matter to the attention of
the Compo executive committee meeting here last month. Marcus was
named chairman of a committee to investigate the possibilities of salvaging the b-b material for local use.
Insofar as could be learned here
yesterday,
meeting
the committee has beenno held
or is of
scheduled,
and
with the time element previously
noted becoming more serious by the
day, the chances of anything happening in time for regional campaigns
already.summer appear almost nil
this
Golding Transfers Base
Here from West Coast
David Golding, advertising-publictiy director for Otto Preminger
Prods., arrived here from the Coast
yesterday and will establish his headquarters in New York at Preminger's
Carlyle Prods.' Eastern offices.
Golding is making final preparations for the world premiere of "Anatomy ofTheatre,
a Murder"
the United
ists
Detroit,at July
1, and Artthe
New York opening of the picture the
following day. Gov. G. Mennen Williams of Michigan notified Preminger
yesterday that he would attend the
picture's world premiere.
Preminger plans to start shooting
his next picture, "Bunny Lake Is
Missing,"
in New
in October.
He
is expected
here York
from the
Coast in
about two weeks.

Daily

Cinemiracle

Fleets Will

Tour in Scandinavia
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, June 4.-Two fleets
of Cinemiracle mobile equipment have
been assembled, one in Holland the
other in Sweden, to begin a tour of
"Windjammer" in those areas, starting
July 1, according to William R. LatNationrepresentative
foreign The
ady,al Theatres.
number oneforunits
are
being booked in all principal cities and
villages in Holland and Belgium. The
second fleet units will cover the main
towns in Sweden and Finland.
"Windjammer" prints have been
prepared in Dutch and Flemish dialogue. This will be the first 3-panel
projection seen in those areas. Latady
said he expects to gross between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 during these
Cinemiracle summer tours of the Scandinavian and low countries.
In Los Angeles to finalize arrangements for additional portable booths
and "Windjammer" prints for this
European "barnstorming" endeavor,
Latady will return to his Munich headquarters, after a week of conferences
with president John B. Bertero and
other National Theatres executives.
Set Dates for Films in
Ford Salute at Museum
John Ford, veteran Hollywood director whose latest film picture is "The
Horse Soldiers," will be the subject
of an especially-programmed film retrospective entitled "John Ford— Nine
Films"
to be Art
presented
at the Museum
of
Modern
here starting
Sunday.
The museum series, a wide-ranging
study
the begin
distinguished
filmmaker'sof
career,ofwill
with a showing
the 1924 Ford classic, "The Iron
Horse," which will be shown daily at
3:00 and 5:30 P.M. from Sunday
through Saturday ( June 13).
The balance of the nine-week program, during which a new film will be
introduced each Sunday, includes:
"Four Sons" ( June 14-20), "The InformerJune
," (
21-27), "Stagecoach,"
( June 28-July 4 ), "Young Mr. Lincoln," (July 5-11), "The Long Voyage Home," (July 12-18), "The
Grapes of Wrath," ( July 19-25), "My
Darling Clementine," (July 26-Aug.
1 ), and "The Quiet Man'," (August 28). "The Quiet Man" will be shown
only at 3:00 P.M. each day.
Gera Corp. Dividend
The board of directors of Gera Corporation, asubsidiary of Glen Alden
Corporation, has declared a dividend
of $1.50 per share on its $6 voting
preferred stock for the quarter ending
June
30, payable
June of29,business
to holders
of record
at the close
on

Nil

ROUND

'Murder' Here July
Otto Preminger's
Murder,"
for Columbia "Anab
rele;
gin
dual
engagements
here
terion and Plaza Theatres oi
■
Acquires Theatre Le
Harry A. Harris, operator,
circuit of Spanish languai
in the New York metropolitf
purchased the lease on the
San Juan Theatre on upper;
from Berk and Krumgold, tl
ty specialists. The San Juai
the
E. M. for
Loew
wi
operated
the Circuit
past eigh'
■
of Spanish stage shows
an"
Invite 'Grime' to Fe
Producer Terry Sanders
rector-brother, Denis, havi
vited to enter "Crime and F
U.S.A." in the second annu;
ver Film Festival, to be 1
Canadian city August 3 I
The invitation was receiv,
D. Patterson, chairman of
Film is an Allied Artists' re
'Rebel Set' New

Tit

"The Rebel Set" has be '
the Lfinal
title forprodu
"Be;
Eas and
Production
lied Artists by Earle Lyon
ed by Gene Fowler, Jr.
'Jones' Exhibition Si
Representatives of the \
and motion picture trade
industry
and the
lea'!
art world notables
will attend
Jack L. onGray's
based
battleexhibition
sequenci <
scenes from Warner Bros.'
Jones"here.
Monday at the Ke
leries
The opening
festivities;
cocktails
and refreshmen
served, will take place from
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DAVID SHIRLEY
NIVEN MacLAINE
ALBANY,
N. Y., June
- Schine's
Pontiac
in Saranac
Lake,4. N.
Y., has
m "ASK ANY GIRL
June
15.
RKO
Theatres
is
a
division
From M E M la ClnemiScopt and M(
reopened
after a two weeks' closing nf Glen Alden.
for
alterations.
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Tax

THE DAILY Bureau
JGTON, June 4. - The tax
: companies doing business
A of individuals with sharplig incomes will be included
,e to be studied by the
:|/s and Means Committee
Mills (D., Ark.) earlier
le would start hearings No3 study the possibilities of
tax reform— lower tax rates
broader tax base, covering
le now tax-exempt. Today
ed the specific topics for
, and they cover just about
[L of the individual and cor\ne tax rate structure. Exe excluded from the scope
in Mills' list are such suboreciation allowances, enexpense deductions, capii losses, stock options, and
I development costs.
t Vs. Paramount
ce in the Sun'
R. Coons and Deidre
filed suit yesterday in
Federal District Court
ramount Pictures and
mey Healy charging in)f the renewal of copyne play, "An American
the Paramount film, "A
Sun." They ask the court
at the plaintiffs are ownipyright of the play. They
enjoin Paramount from
the film in any media,
s sustained.
claim that in 1926 Mrs.
j.nd, the late Patrick Ker|ie play
with gave
Dreiser's
appicture
screen
lb novel. Paramount asks
be dismissed on grounds
to state a claim. Parai the motion picture was
play, but solely on the
orms

Education

tent for Pathe
er actalrmsa
Krthaneaz,
tricfo
les of
«|)fpnobn-)
film Associates, on Moniome director of educaes for Pathe News, Inc.,
ssman, president, anorming this new nadelpartwith an educatio
ad, has categorized and
werpts from the Freeition award winner, the
rs Magazine of the
a comprehensive library
1 subjects. Grouped unheadings, which include
arts, natural history,
ica's herit, and Amer
,s are suited for school
h provisionsn of the Nate Educatio Act.

M.P. DAILY pictures
AT THE JUDGING for the 25th Quigley Grand Awards for Showmanship
yesterday: at top, Harry Goldberg, Martin Quigley, Sol A. Schwartz, and J. D.
Mackrell. Below left, Charles Reagan and Edward L. Hyman. Below right,
James Shanahan and Eugene Picker.

Judge

Quigley
Awards
Entries
from
page
1
)
(Continued
for large situations, one for small
in the 25th annual showmanship comsituations, and one for showmanship
petition. The judges were:
abroad will be announced next FriEugene Picker, president of Loew's
Theatres.
day, June 12.
Although the procedural rules and
Sol Schwartz, president of RKO
Theatres
practise have altered somewhat
Leopold Friedman, chairman of the through the years, the basic concept
of selecting the best showmanship efboard, Loew's Theatres.
forts for the year has remained unEd Hyman, American Broadcastingaltered during the 25 years of the
Paramount Theatres.
Grand Awards competition. Eagerly
Gerald Shea, Shea Enterprises.
sought after by theatre managers
Charles M. Reagan, Greater In- throughout the world the Silver
dianapolis Amusement Co.
Plaques representing the Grand
Awards have become a symbol of outCharles Moss, B. S. Moss Circuit.
standing promotion at the local level
Emanuel Frisch, Randforce Amusement Co.
by the' theatre manager.
1934 Winners Recalled
Russell Downing, Radio Citv Music
Hall.
The winners of the first Grand
Bob Shapiro, New York Paramount
Awards judging, held January 22,
Theatre.
1935 for the year 1934 were William
Robert L. Rothafel, Roxy Theatre.
Hendricks, then manager of the Warner theatre in Memphis, Tenn.; and
James Shanahan, Loew's Theatres.
Morris Rosenthal, then manager of
Harry Mandel, RKO Theatres.
Loew's Majestic in Bridgeport, Conn.
Ray Smith, Shea Enterprises.
Hendricks is now studio publicity
Harry Goldberg, Stanley Warner
Corp.
manager for Warner Bros, and Rosenthal is still with the Loew circuit,
Leo Brecher, Leo Brecher Theatres.
now in
manager
of the flagship
Poli
New Haven.
SimilarlyLoew's
other
winners
down
the
years
have gone
Guest of Quigley Publications at
the judging was J. D. Mackrell, As- on to higher posts and distinctions in
the field of merchandising the motion
sociated British Cinemas' "Champion
Manager of 1958," who is spending
a two-week, all expenses paid vacaThe judges for that first contest are
picture.
tion here.
an interesting cross section of the inWinners of the competition, one
dustry of then and today. At that time

Oscar Doob is spending this week
in Indiana making a study of the
areas associated with the life of General Lew Wallace, author of "BenBur," and the writing of the book,
which MGM has produced as a feature film. Special footage may be
shot in Crawfordsville, Ind., on the
campus of Wabash College, where
Wallace wrote much of the story.
□
Eloise Walter, Betty Carlin and
James Gershman have joined the New
York office of Rogers & Cowan as
account executives. Miss Walter was
formerly public relations director for
Bergdorf-Goodman, and more recently coordinator for Fifth Avenue Openings, fashion promoters of Americandesigned
lin comesWomen's
to R&Capparel.
from Miss
RuderCar-&
Finn, where she was responsible for
a wide variety of national accounts.
Gershman, formerly of R. H. Macy,
Gimbel Brothers and Harshe-Rotman,
Inc., most recently headed his own
firm specializing in coordinated sales
programming for retail stores and
shopping centers on a national basis.
□
Fred Astaire, his life and times, is
treated in the dancer's autobiography
published by Harper & Brothers and
scheduled for release on June 22.
Titled "Steps in Time," the work covrs the life of Astaire from his childhood in Omaha to the recent television show on which he won nine Emmy awards. The book includes 24
pages of photographs.
□
Mrs. Frances Spingold, widow of
Nate B. Spingold, who was vice-president and a director of Columbia Pictures, on Sunday will be inducted as
a Fellow of Brandeis University,
Waltham, Mass. Her late husband
served as a Fellow of the institution
for
1958.two years prior to his death in
the judges included the executives of
distributing companies as well as circuits. The 1935 judges and their affiliations atthat time were:
Neil Agnew, Paramount; Harry Arthur, Fanchon and Marco; Leon
Bamberger, RKO; Paul Berger,
United Artists; Mort Blumenstock,
Warner theatres; Oscar Doob, Loew's;
Charles Einfeld, Warner Bros.-First
National; Felix Feist, MGM; Ed Finney, Monogram; Robert M. Gillham,
Paramount; Eddie Golden, Monogram; Paul Gulick, Universal; Hal
Home, United Artists; Irving Lesser,
Roxy theatre; Carl Leserman, Warner
First-National; Frank McCarthy,. Universal; S. Barret McCormick, RKO;
Arthur Mayer, Paramount; Dan
Michalove, Warner Theatres; Russ
Moon, Fox; George Schaefer, Paramount; Moe Silver, Warner theatres;
P. K. Thomajan, First Division Pictheatres.tures; and Joseph R. Vogel, Loew's
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Dartmouth Glee Club
To Appear at Music Hall
The Dartmouth College Glee Club
has been engaged to appear on the
stage of the Radio City Music Hall,
Russell V. Downing, president of the
theatre announced. Thirty members
of the group, directed by Paul Zeller,
will appear in the Music Hall's next
stage spectacle, "Ronanza," which
will open with "The Nun's Story."
The engagement will mark the first
theatrical appearance of the group in
its 90-year history, although it has
appeared in movies, on television and
radio and in concerts throughout the
United States and Canada.

British

Push

(Continued from page 1 )
fact that half the earnings of British
pictures now come from abroad. He
also cited the decline in the number
of American films available.
As a start the producers have set up
a meeting with the president of the
Board of Trade to discuss all possibilities of improving the facilities
available to British films abroad and
lifting import restrictions and controls.
Delegation to Madrid
On June 15 a BFPA delegation will
go to Madrid for discussions with film
importers and distributors and the
Spanish Government. The British
Embassy will assist in the talks.
The main points at issue in Spain
include the stepping up of the quota
of British films allowed in the country, which are currently restricted to
25 a year. The slowness of remittances to British producers is another
problem.
The BFPA spokesman also said today the organization will participate
in the Moscow Film Festival starting Aug. 3. He announced further
that the group is "delighted" to welcome into membership 20th CenturyFox Productions, Ltd., and Walt Disney Productions, Ltd. which "greatly
strengthens the Association's prestige
throughout the world."
Previously Restricted
Entry of these groups into BFPA
is the result of a recently adopted
policy of opening membership to all
makers of British quota films resident
in the United Kingdom, irrespective
of nationality. Prior to that membership was restricted to British producers.
50 Hold Over (HUV
ChopweekHill"in
is United
holding Artists'
over for "Pork
a second
more than 50 key situations across the
country. Key-city holdovers for the
Melville Production include Roxy,
New York; Hippodrome, Baltimore;
Memorial, Boston; Buffalo, Buffalo;
State Lake, Chicago; Ohio, Cleveland; Paramount, Denver; Palace,
Milwaukee; Fox, Philadelphia; Keith,
Washington; Golden Gate, San Francisco, and Orpheum, Seattle.

Picture

Friday, Jura

Daily

Oscar' Presentation

Okayed

page 1 )
(Continued from
a view to future revisions as deemed
prepared by Taylor Mills, MPAA inadvisable, and the naming of new
formation director, and Harry McWilliams, coordinator of Academy
field chairmen. A publicity coordinatAwards promotion, was assigned to a
ing group under Phil Gerard was decommittee under Roger Lewis,
signated to prepare suitable material
United Artists advertising - publicity for national handling through the
committee whenever developments
director, for final production.
The presentation is expected to be justify nationwide press attention.
The committee decided that there
ready for display in the MPAA board
room here when the directors meet
would be no participation on an innext around the end of the month.
dustry wide basis in the approaching
Recommendations of a judging
Hudson-Champlain anniversary celecommittee in the Pepsi-Cola prize
bration but that individual companies
contest for exhibitor promotions of the
may participate on their own, should
Academy Awards telecast were pre- they elect to do so.
sented to the full committee which
The advertising-publicity directors
approved them and forwarded them
committee also discussed regulation of
to Pepsi-Cola.
will 10be cash
announced later.Winners
There are
public announcements of one picture's
prizes in the contest, with a first opening at a theatre in which another picture may just be getting its
prize of $2,000, and 15 honorable
start, but no conclusive action was
mention awards. The judging comtaken.
mittee, consisting of Rodney Bush,
Robert Ferguson, Jeff Livingston and
The committee approved a resolution, to be drafted in the near future,
Si Seadler, recommended that special
certificates be issue to all those re- commending Harry K. McWilliams
and Sid Blumenstock for their work
ceiving honorable mentions.
in coordinating promotion of the last
Setuptional
of committees
the present
field promowas studied
with Academy Awards telecast.
152 Dates Are Scheduled

Minimum

For UA 'Horse Soldiers'
United Artists' "The Horse Soldiers,"
starring John Wayne and William
Holden, will open in 152 situations
across the country starting June 26, it
was announced by James R. Velde,
general sales manager.
The Mirisch Company presentation
will have its world premiere on June
17 in Shreveport, La., where the location filming for the Civil War drama
was done. Sparked by a star cavalcade
headed by Wayne and Holden
and backed with the full cooperation
of local and state officials, the statewide premiere celebration will cover
two days of receptions, historical
fetes, military maneuvers, parades and
special events.
Key regional bookings are being
spearheaded
at the local level by allout
media campaigns.

(Continued from page 1 )
is that the Senate will pass a bill,
with the House deferring action until
next year. Even more likely, however, would be for the Labor Commit e ' to approve a bill, without final
Senate action.
Theatre owners have made a strong
plea for continuation of their present
exemption from the law. Kennedy and
union officials are backing a bill that
would cover theatres and theatre
chains grossing more than $500,000
a year. The Administration has proposed minimum wage coverage— but
no overtime coverage— for those buying more than $1,000,000 a year from
outside the state.
"It is clear from the testimony we
have received that improvements in

'Gold Rush' Rights Are
Acquired by Lopert
Lopert Films has acquired distribution rights to Charles Chaplin's "The
Gold Rush" in the United States, from
the Roy Exporting Co., it was announced byIlya E. Lopert, president
of Lopert. The film has music and
narration by Chaplin.
UA

Albany

Party Set

ALBANY, N. Y., June 4.-United
Artists' 40th anniversary will be celebrated with a screening of "A Hole in
the Head" at the Stanley Warner
Strand Monday morning, followed by
a buffet lunch, for exhibitors of the
Albany
in thefloor
company's
exchange territory,
on the second
of the
Strand Building. Burton Topal, manager for Buffalo and Albany, will be
host.

Wage

the wage-hour act are long overdue,"
Kennedy said. "Action on this important legislation should be a high
priority objective for the 86th ConUA

Stockholders

Will

Meet Here on Tuesday
United Artists Corp. will hold its
annual stockholders meeting on TuesA.M. day, at the Astor Theatre, at 10:30
gress."
Robert
S. Benjamin, chairman of the
board, will preside. Arthur B. Krim,
president, will report on the progress
of the company over the past year and
and its plans for future growth in the
entertainment field.
Book Two UA Thrillers
Two United Artists horror-thrillers,
"The Return of Dracula" and "The
Flame Barrier" open Monday on the
Loew'sYork
circuit
New
area.throughout the Greater

Tarzan

Swings :

On Promotion
Tarzan,
where
his just
new returned
film was frs
in Hollywood is packing
cloth for a stunt-loaded
tour of the Southern U. S.
of
Paramount's
venture."
Little "Tarzan's
Rock, Ark.Gi
day will be the first stop f
Scott, the movie Tarzan,
that will take him to mor
cities in six states durin
mainder of this month. He
his appearances entirely in
swinging,
bow-and-arrow
from
magnolia
tree, theatr
or anything else, all for tl
excitement and publicity f<
The tour will include ir
visited a full round of tele
picture.
radio appearances and nev
terviews.
Will Appear in Seven T
Scott's lobby appearanc
supplemented by stage app
seven theatres, where opei
picture will coincide with
Tarzan's arrival in their cil
advance publicity will
coming to all localities.
Tuesday will find Scotl
phis. Then, through to t
the month, he will visit, ii
named, Nashville, Birmim
tol, Kingsport, Johnson Cit
Durham, Greensboro, Win
Greenville, Spartanburg,
Charlotte, Macon, Savanna
Atlanta and other Souther
'Upbeat
Cavalcad
(Continued
from pa£
Warner and executive vie
Benjamin Kalmenson of
pany'sand1959-60's
program,
dred
thirty five
delega
tend the four-day session;
division managers, brand
and fieldmen from the
Bros, offices in the U. S. a
and various foreign brai
meeting will be the first
representatives of the com
vision, music and record
also will participate.
Conferences center on
for
in immedi
ture productions
release, as well
as on I
uled for future produc
Cavalcade also will obser
cess of the "Welcome F
sales drive, with the presi
Warner of awards to the
In addition to visiting I
Bros. Studios in Burbank a
the company's
the de
attend
special stars,
screenings
completed films.
Officials Will Deliver
During the various mt
the climaxing dinner at t
sador Hotel, official Upt
cade headquarters, the de
berg.addressed by Warner,
be
and by Warner Bros, h
Pictures president Wolfe
general sales manager Ch

1

A report by the editors of Motion
Motion

Picture Herald of a dynamic
dustry company — now

Picture Daily and
entertainment

in-

forty years young, illustrating

its basic policies, its key personnel and its diverse,
world-wide

operations.
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"Fertile

Soil

its cultivation

success

brought

ARTHUR B. KR/M, president of United Artists Corporation.

United Artists today has only one goal in the motion
picture industry and only one function, "to induce
as many creative producers as possible to make as
many quality pictures as possible." Those are the words of
the 4g-years-young president of the company, Arthur B.
Krim. That they are a derivative of a phrase in the original
incorporation papers of the company, written in April, 1919

". . . encourage as many producers as possible to supply us with as diversified a program as possible. . . ,
The more times we go to bat the more successes we
have."

—"to improve the artistic quality of photoplays and their
marketing methods"— is no coincidence.
But beyond that derivation the United Artists of today
bears only the resemblance of lineage to the company that
was founded 40 years ago by D. W. Griffith, Mary Pickford,
Charlie Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks. Under Mr. Krim
and his associates who assumed management of the company
in 1951 and control two years later, United Artists today is
young, aggressive, flexible enough to meet any situation,
equipped with manpower in depth, with a record of continuous and successful growth and a plan for the future
based on the seeds it has planted in the past.
As Mr. Krim recalls it now, when the management group
which he heads took over eight years ago, they had one basic,
concept, that "there is room and a need in the industry for
a distributing company which would provide a fertile soil
for creative independent producers." Financing such production and providing an outlet for it, after carefully appraising

"We appraise the projects on the basis of the relation
of the proposed budget to current market conditions.

each project became UA's primary function. Appraising itssuccess Mr. Krim points to the 1958 gross of $84,072,467 and
net of $3,262,466, up 20% and 1314% fr°rn 1957.
Robert Benjamin, Mr. Krim and Seymour M. Peyser, general counsel.
Pictures on these two pages by Martin Quigley, Jr.

"The result has been a steady growth which has
measured up beyond our greatest expectations."
UA Today
Quigley Publication:
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tiuccess

Formula:

flexibility

and

adaptability

N expert on corporate
A organization and management, trained and
practised as a corporation attorney, Robert S. Benjamin,
chairman of the board of

ROBERT S. BENJAMIN, chairman of the board of 'Jnited Artists.

United Artists, credits the success of the company to a flexibility of management manpower
which is the antithesis of the
usual corporate table of organization.
lave no hierarchy," he says, "everybody just works."
lie relaxed and informal atmosphere results in a maxin interchange of ideas at all executive levels of the com'y and is a major ingredient in the formula which gives
company amazing adaptability to changing conditions
; equips it to move lightly, quickly and efficiently along
new avenue of policy.
."hile each of the major executives of the company is
ipped to operate in a specialized area, each can and
fc participate either in the initiation, negotiation or final
roval of a production project. As Mr. Benjamin phrases
We began in 1951 by offering the creative independent
iucer a sound commercial appraisal of his venture. The
1 of our experience and knowledge of the market en'■d us to do that and, as we have grown, equips us even
|er today."
he result is a diversified program which does not set
ds nor follow them, does not force a pattern of produc, but does take advantage of every shift in public taste.

"We don't sit down and 'plan' diversification. But we
do try to keep the company in a position to be able
to take advantage of any opportunity."

"We don't deliberately make a controversial picture.
On the other hand we don't refuse to make one because it is controversial."

The first problem, in 1951," Mr. Benjamin recalls, "was
et the money and the manpower to attract creator-proB;rs and quality pictures." That the problem was briltly solved is attested by the record of continuous growth
oth gross and net earnings, the public financing of 1957,
' the most recent conclusion of arrangements for a credit
'15,000,000 with Prudential and the Puritan Fund,
aring the quarter ended March, 1959, gross revenues of
company were $19,300,000 compared with $16,500,000
he first quarter of 1958. The company has announced
lajor releases for 1959 compared with 16 for 1958.
f UA credit Mr. Benjamin proudly says, "We have never
to turn down a project because of lack of money."

oday

"Our credit has been such that we have never had to
turn down a project because of lack of money."
Quigley Publications
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OOD pictures, properly merchandised — a produ
which happily is becoming more numerous— pi;
today to far bigger audiences than ever before. Th
is the optimistic appraisal of today's market from William
Heineman, United Artists vice-president in charge of
tribution.

"Good pictures, quality product, are returning bigger
grosses and playing to bigger audiences than ever."

With an industry career dating back to 1919, the ye
United Artists was founded, Mr. Heineman came up tl
long road through distribution from poster clerk, throu:
states right exchange ownership, to sales manager for Ui
versal, United World and Rank. But he is no less flexifr
adaptable to changing conditions, and unfettered by trac
tion than the four associates with whom he went in partni
ship in 1951 to form the new United Artists.
Distributing pictures for UA is unique, he explains, t
cause, by natue of the contractual obligations with as ma;
as 60 individual producers, each picture must be handl
separately. "Our product," he said recently, "doesn't cor
out of a hopper on a volume basis nor can it be sold th
This attention to each picture applies to the release p;
tern of each production as well as to its selling.
From the standpoint of his experience Mr. Heineman b
seen many changes in the industry. He believes the day
the way."
"huge barns" is fading and that they will be replac
by the smaller, more intimate theatre.
In 1957 United Artists took over operation of the Ast
and Victoria theatres on Broadway and they are Mr. Heir
man's particular charge. Proud of his record as an exhibit
he reports that the two houses have had only three losi
weeks in a year and a half of operation.
Mr. Heineman contemplates the year ahead with a gr|

"We pattern our terms and shape the sales policy on
the nature and quality of each individual picture and
on its grossing potential."

deal of pleasure — a product line-up of 29 blockbusters, t,
strongest in UA history and matching anything the indusi
has seen in a 12-month period.
Mr. Heineman and James Velde. general sales manager, seated center and right, with producers' representatives George Schaefer, Seymour Poe, David
E. Weshner and Morris Lefko.

"The pattern set by UA and the innovations we have
made in the field are being followed by others."
Q P Photos
UA Today
Quigley Publicat
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m- ax E. Youngstein, United Artists partner
\/w and vice-president, occupies a position at
tX that company which is unique in the
iustry. Sitting at a point in the company's opera>ns where production projects come to be recom?nded for financing, rejected, postponed or iniited, he normally is the first person to analyze a
/en project on the basis of its cast, budget in rela>n to market conditions, story content and whether
not that content will be what the public wants
months from then.
"There has always been in this industry," he said
:ently, "a line of demarcation where the thinking
the producer— the creative minds— and the thinky of the men who later on would have to merandise the picture would meet as strangers. At
rited Artists we've broken clown that demarca>n by working with the producer from the incep•n of the project. We've achieved a continuity of thinking
lich enriches the film, saves money, and makes life easier.

"We set out to create a vessel for the financing, merchandising and distribution of pictures and have become a
catalyst for the rest of the
industry."
"Last year was our biggest
yet and this one will be bigger. We've had a constant

Q P Photos
growth."

"Some pictures of course have 'natural draft' but others
ed the benefit of the merchandising approach right from
ir inception. Our approach is a logical progression from
r original concept of 'creating a vessel for the financing,
jrchandising and distribution of pictures'."
At UA, Mr. Youngstein explained, this thinking goes a
aple of steps further. Distribution, under William Heinem, and the foreign sales, publicity and promotion areas
der Arnold Picker, also participate in this "continuity of
nking," so that from the time a project is conceived there
a constant interchange of thought at these levels.
And beyond that the line of merchandising and promoi»n extends to book publishers— "working with them even
the extent of participating in the cost of book promotion"
nd, of course, to records through United Artists Records

"The business will change but motion pictures will always
be the entertainment industry and that's what we're in."
of which Mr. Youngstein is president and guiding hand.
Two other facets of the UA operation distinguish it in the
modern motion picture industry. The company has youthful
manpower in depth. Roger H. Lewis is now national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation; David Picker,
Mr. Youngstein's executive assistant, recently was made executive vice-president of the record company, and beyond
these there is a complete echelon of executives-in-training.
And there is long range planning for the future. On Mr.
Youngstein's desk during a recent interview there was a
docket of some 40 major motion picture projects in various
stages of preparation or negotiation, carrying production
planning into i960 and 1961.
Mr. youngstein interrupts a conference to examine approvingly a sample ad shown him by Roger H. Lewis, national
director of advertising, publicity and exploitation.

Quigley Publications
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of "integrated

"Global
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applies

the
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Operations

policy

thinking"
NITED
Artists'
growth around
the world has
been a dynamic, vital, exciting thing." That is how Arnold M. Picker, partner and
vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution begins
ARNOLD M. PICKER, vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution of United Artists Corp.

the story of UA abroad. "We
started in 1951 with no pictures," he said in his office
last week between trips
abroad. "Today in situation
after situation exhibitors
and circuit executives conq p Photos sider UA a vital part of
their business. In many spots we have 100 per cent of the
playing time. Our MPEA license factor has grown steadily
and in many countries where there are no basic limitations
we are the one basic line of supply for exhibitors."
As a result, Picker said, the annual foreign gross now represents 45 per cent of UA's total gross. To illustrate this growth
he cited the foreign gross for 1951, which was $4,740,000, as
compared with $32,365,000 in 1958. And foreign grosses continue to boom in 1959. They are up a big 25 per cent for the
first quarter over the corresponding quarter in 1958. Based
on returns thus far foreign grosses for 1959 are confidently
expected to increase by from 25 to 30 per cent over last year,
which set a record.

operations of the company in other areas extend most J
pecially to the foreign department. Mr. Picker, worki
closely with the other four partners, brings to producti
planning
a "global
focus."around the world United Artis
As television
spreads
and with it the American industry, will evolve into a "g
bally diversified entertainment entity," this dynamic you
executive believes. "People who consider only the U.S. m ■
ket in their planning make a colossal mistake," he adde
"Our customers are everywhere in the world and we ha1!
achieve this he believes American industry executiv
theToknow-how."
will broaden their outlook, travel and learn the reactions a
ways of countries other than our own, and, in a sense, wo
toward the "global focus."

The flexibility and integrated thinking which mark the

Mr. Picker with Monty Morton, managing director of UA in Great Britain.

Louis Loher, general manager of the foreign department, and Sammy Cohen, foreign publicity manager,
look over Mr. Picker's shoulder at a cable from Dublin
heralding the success of "Shake Hands With the Devil."

UA Today
Quigley Publicath

EXECUTIVE
In the United Artists corporate organization there is, in the words
of one executive, "no hierarchy, everybody just works." Below
the five executives who have come to be known as "the partners,"
the vice-presidents in charge of various areas of corporate
management function with maximum autonomy.

HERBERT L. GOLDEN, vice-president in charge of operations and
president of UA-TV.

CHARLES SMADJA, vice-president in charge of European production.

ROBERT F. BLUMOFE, vice-president in charge of west coast
operations.

SEYMOUR M. PEYSER, vice-president and general counsel.
LEON GOLDBERG, left, vicepresident and treasurer.

JOSEPH ENDE, right, vicepresident and controller.

LYA E. LOPERT, right, pres
dent of Lopert Films, sub'
idiary of United Artists.

IA Today

ELIOT HYMAN, right,
president
of United
ists Associated,
the ArtUA
arm which owns the
Warner backlog and
other films for television.
At far right, R. G. Clipp
of Triangle Stations.
Quigley Publications
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JAMES R. VELDE, general sales manager

ORGANIZED for maximum impact the domestic sales
organization of United Artists, under James R.
Velde, general sales manager, shows the flexibility
and team coordination which characterize the other operations of the company.
"We are a service and we are constantly trying to improve
that service," Mr. Velde said last week explaining the operation of the department.
Because of the nature of the operation— multiple deals
with many individual producers— terms and contracts are
subject to final approval by producers' representatives.
Nevertheless UA men in the field are given considerable
responsibility to initiate deals based on the potential of each
theatre or situation.
Because of this final approval in the home office, the sales
executives must have deep knowledge of each situation and
because of it, also, there are varying patterns of release for
each picture. This becomes a virtue because closer attention
is paid to the potential of each picture and closer study given
to the best methods of releasing it.
Last February, in order to facilitate this kind of operation,
the sales organization was realigned in three major divisions
—Eastern and Canadian; Central and Southern; and Western—under Milton E. Cohen, Sidney Cooper, and Al Fitter.
Mr. Cohen's Eastern and Canadian division includes Boston, Buffalo, New Haven, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Calgary,
Mr. Fitter, Mr. Velde and Mr. Cohen explain the teamwork that makes the UA sales organization work.
Q P Photos

THE SALES CABINET. Seated, William J. Heineman, vice-president in
charge of distribution, and Mr. Velde. Standing, Sidney Cooper, Central and Southern division manager; Milton Cohen, Eastern and Canadian division manager; and Al Fitter, Western division manager.
Montreal, St. John, Toronto, Vancouver and Winnipeg. Mr.
Cooper's Southern and Central division includes Charlotte,
Jacksonville, Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas, Detroit, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh and Washington. The West
ern division under Mr. Fitter includes Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, Denver, St. Louis, Omaha,
Kansas City, Minneapolis and Milwaukee.
The divisions each have two district managers with Gene,
Tunick and Charles S. Chaplin in the Eastern and Canadian
division; James Hendel and William Hames in the Central
and Southern division; and Ralph Clark and F. J. Lee in
the Western division.
The realignment gives the sales department a broader
base of operation and more effective coordination.
Reflecting on the changing nature of the industry, Mr.
Velde believes the most important change has been in the
breaking of the traditional playoff pattern. "Exhibitors today
are holding over pictures," he said, "giving the important
pictures a real chance to show their drawing power.
"There are more and more so-called saturation bookings
and these can be a good thing with some pictures but the
release pattern must be flexible enough to accommodate
many
pictures."
Rightkinds
now,of Mr.
Velde revealed, distribution campaigns aref
being formulated for what promises to be the most excitin«
six-month period in UA history. "We have the product, the
selling power and the drive."

UA Today
Quigley Publicaficn
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"Carrying the message to the movie market is more
than anything a matter of alertness and flexibility."

techniques

AT

United Artists the advertising, publicity and exploitation department is not subsidiary to either the sales
or the production departments but functions on an
equal plane with both. That unique co-equal status, in the
opinion of Roger H. Lewis, national director of the department, facilitates liaison between all three areas and results
in hard-hitting and unusual campaigns.

With promotion an integral part of UA's approach to the
distribution of a picture, the producers and stars with whom
the company deals have become aware of the importance of
thorough merchandising of the film on all levels. "By establishing this awareness in their minds," Mr. Lewis said recently, "we are better able to get the kind of material and cooperation necessary to penetrate the broadest possible
(audience.

"In today's market it is most important to have production people working and thinking in terms of merchandising before as well as after production."
Q P Photos

"In today's market it is most important to have production
people working and thinking in terms of merchandising ,the
picture before as well as after it is completed," he continued,
citing instances in which both stars and producers, who had
Always previously been reluctant to cooperate with publicity
and promotion projects, had been converted to enthusiastic
cooperation.
"The basic problem, of course, is how to tell your audience
you have a picture they'd enjov seeing," he continued. "But
in today's market there's a new product every day, each requiring afresh approach and fresh thinking. We are constantly on the alert for new methods and techniques to generate the proper level of audience interest."
Among new concepts which have helped develop audiences the youthful promotion executive listed advertised previews on a national basis and special screenings for particular
ROGER H. LEWIS, national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, outlines a national promotion campaign at a press conference with Joseph Gould, advertising
manager; Mori Krushen, exploitation manager; Mart Nathanson, publicity manager, and Fred Goldberg, Mr. Lewis' executive assistant.

"There's no retrenchment here at United Artists."
groups, extensive off-the-amusement page advertising many
of them aimed at selected groups or levels of readership,
and specialized radio and disc jockey campaigns. As examples
of concepts developed uniquely at UA he cited a recent convention of field exploitation men, the close liaison between
departments, and the relationship between the domestic and
the foreign publicity departments — an area where the information exchange results in "global thinking."
Returning to the theme of "specialization." he said, "Public responsiveness changes, and no two features demand precisely the same kind of handling."
Musing on some of the problems of today, Lewis cited two
areas in which the company is trying to develop more effective merchandising. UA is now experimenting with a number
of methods of making TV a more potent pre-selling tool.
Home office executives are taking to the field more often than
ever before to discuss promotion with exhibitors.
Summing up, proudly he said, "There's no retrenchment

WA Today

here at UA."
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Making the deals, setting the terms, confirming the dates for
United Artists pictures across the broad United States and Canada
are the men in the exchanges, the branch managers and salesmen
Roy Martin Jr., Gene Goodman, Atlanta branch
manager; W. C. Hames, district manager; Johnnie
Harrell, buyer for Martin circuit.

who are the exhibitors' primary contact in the buying of product.
These pages show them working with exhibitors.
BOSTON

Harry Segal, branch manager; Winthrop
Knox, Jr., Granada, Maiden; Ken Robinson,
UA sales; Al Lourie, Lourie Theatres; Ben
Greenberg, Stadium Theatre, Woonsocket.

Boston exhibitors, above right, meet Harry Segal,
UA branch manager prior to a trade screening of
"A
Hole in the Head," Henry Schwartzberg, buyer,
American
Theatres; Sam Pinanski, president A.T.C.,
Hy Young, independent buyer; Mr. Segal and Sam
Seletsky, buyer for the B & Q circuit.

BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE
Ernest G. Stellings and Jim
Gilland, Stewart & Everett circuit; right, with Harold Keeter,
Charlotte branch manager.

V. Spencer Balser, buyer and booker, Basil circuit;
George McKenna, general manager Lafayette theatre;
Burton Topal, Buffalo branch manager; Howard McPherson, Buffalo salesman.
CALGARY
Robert Radis, Calgary branch manager,
left, and J. B. Barron, president and managing
director of Odeon Calgary Theatres.
UA Today
Quigley Publications
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Dudley Gazzola, Imperial theatre; Ronald Kullman, Harding,
Pickwick and Park Ridge theatres; Jack Clark, Tiffin theatre;
Harry Goldman, branch manager; Sid Rose, UA sales manager;
Ben Stein, Rockne theatre; Henry Stevens, State theatre;
William Charukis, Montclair theatre; and seated, Jack Kirsch,
president of Allied of Illinois.

David Wollerstein, president of Balaban and Katz, seated. Standing, Harry Goldman,
branch manager; Sid Rose, sales manager and Harry Lustgarten, vice-president and
buyer, B & K.

Charles Schroeder, UA sales manager; Phil Borade, Tri-State theatres; Jack
Finberg, UA branch manager; William Borade, Tri-State.

I Today

Ruben Shor, head of the Shor circuit and Jack Finberg, branch
manager.

Quigley Publications
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DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS
Morris Cantor, buyer for Cantor Amusements con
eludes
"Around
the World
80 Days"
witt
Hermana deal
Black,for city
salesman,
and in Ross
Williams
Indianapolis branch manager.
Jim Hendel, Central district manager; Woodie Praugat, president United Detroit; M;lton
Cohen, division manager. Standing: Morrie Weinstein, Detroit sales manager and Tom
Byerle, buyer for United Detroit.

Ross Williams, Indianaolis branch manager, below,
discusses product with Marc Wolf, head of the Y. &
W. Management Corp.; Rex Carr, buyer, and Sol
Greenberg, booker.

JACKSONVILLE

Above right, Byron Adams, Jacksonville branch manager, and Harvey
Garland, Florida State Theatres.
LOS

KANSAS

L. A. Panza, UA salesman and R.
Bailey,
town, Fla.Blountstown Drive-in, Blounts-

Cm

ANGELES

William Wasserman, L. A.
Sales manager, left; Richard
Carnegie, branch manager;
William Warner, booker;
Dan Polier, head booker for
Fox West Coast and Ralph
Clark, western district man-

Richard Durwood, buyer for the Durwood circuit
Lloyd Morris, buyer, Commonwealth circuit; Ralpl
Amacher, branch manager Kansas City; and Win
ston Brown, drive-in buyer for Commonwealth.

ager.
Rollin Gunderson, left, head
booker Bert Pirosh, buyer for
Pacific Drive-ins; Richard Carnegie, branch manager; and
Ralph Clark, district manager.
Richard Carnegie, L. A.
branch manager; Jack Katz,
salesman; Robert Benton,
buyer for Sero Theatres.
UA Today
Quigley Publication
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MINNEAPOLIS
John A. Branton and Donald G. O'Neill of Minnesota
Amusement Co., and Carl Olson, branch manager.

in Product . , . in Qat
'59 is UA 's

John Farley, Theatre Associates
Inc.; Carl Olson, Minneapolis
branch manager; Jack Kelvie and
Tom Burke of Theatre Associates.

Al Jahncke, UA booker; Ken
Siem, UA office manager; Joe
Imhof, branch manager; Ange
Porchetta, buyer and booker
for Capital Service, Inc.

S. Kunitsky, Montreal branch manager, confers with G.
pestounis, vice-president and buyer; W. Robinson, booker,
:nd W. Lester, president, of United Amusement Corp.

Seated: I. J. Hoffman, Conn. Theatres; Irving Mendelson, New Haven branch
manager;
Lou allBrown,
Loew's Poli.
Standing, Max Hoffman, Bernard Hoffman and
Morton Katz,
of Connecticut
Theatres.
NEW YORK
Larry Morris, vice-president of B. S.
Moss Theatres; Myron Starr, New
York salesman and Milton Schneiderman, salesman.

Bill Hartman, salesman; Bernie Myerson, film buyer Fabian Theatres; Ed Fabian
and Bud Edele, New York branch manager.

DOMESTIC

SALES
PHILADELPHIA

qmaha

Standing, F. J. Lee, UA district manager. Seated: Irwin Dubinsky,
Dubinsky Theatres, Ralph Blank, Blank Theatres; D. V. Lucas, Omaha
branch manager.

Henry Goldman, Stanley
Warner;
Genesales
Tunick,
eastern district
manager;
Frank Damis, vice-president
Stanley Warner.

ST. JOHN
Below, I. J. Davis, St. John branch manager; Joshua Lieberman and
Mitchell Bernstein, of the B & L circuit.
Charles MacDonald,
York, Pa., and Al Glaub i n g e manager.
r , Philadelphia
branch

, . . in Sei&i
ftusiassi,
Opti
SALT

LAKE

CITY

Below, Earl A. Stein, Simons Amusement Co.; Art Jolley, Golder Theatre:
Warren Bunting, Utah Drive-in Theatres; John Krier, Intermountain Theatre
and W. A. McKendrick, Salt Lake branch manager.

SAN

FRANCISCO

Above, C. Frank Harris, San Francisco
branch manager, and Fred Dixon, United
California Theatres.
At right, Charles Maestri, Affiliated
Theatres, end C. Frank Harrs, branch
manager.
Far right, Rotus Harvey, Westland Theatres; James Chism, Jesse
Levin, General Theatrical; Rhodda
Harvey, Westland Theatres and
Mr. Harris.
UA Today
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DOMESTIC

SALES

ST. LOUIS
Below, Tony Beninati, St. Louis salesman; Norman
Paul, Carlinville, III.; and Mrs. Frieda Paul.

Ed Stevens, St. Louis branch manager; F. J. Lee, UA district manager, seated; Lou Jablonow,
Jablonow Theatres; Izzy Wienshienk, Publix Great States; Wesley Bloomer and Tom Williamson,
Bloomer Amusement Co.; Tommy James, James circuit.
Left, at the Memphis subbranch are Dick Lightman,
Herbert Kohn and M. A. Lightman, Jr., Malco; and Tony
Tedesco of UA.
SEATTLE
Right, BudService;
Saffle, Saffle's
Theatre
Norris
Hunt, Shearer circuit; Douglas J. Forbes, Hamrick theatres; Maurice Saffle and
Frank Christie, Evergreen
circuit. Seated: Robert M.
Hazard, Seattle branch
manager.
TORONTO

Bob Eves, Ben Goldsaler, J. J. Fitzgibbons, president; Rube Bolstad and Bob Harvey Hunt and Chris Salmon of the Odeon circuit; C. S. Chaplin,
Myers, all of Famous Ployers Canadian, with C. S. Chaplin, Canadian district Canadian district manager and George Heiber, Toronto branch manager.
manager for UA.
Seated is Frank Fisher, general manager of Odeon.
PITTSBURGH

John A. Zomnir, Pittsburgh branch manager; Saul Bragin, Stanley
Warner; Marvin Samuelson, Stanley Warner.
UA Today

VANCOUVER.

Gerry Sutherland, British Columbia supervisor of Odeon; Harry
Wolfe, Vancouver branch manager; and Owen Bird, West Coast
Booking Ass'n.
Quigley Publications

ADVERTISING

IN ACTION
Under the leadership of Roger
Lewis, national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation,
the advertising department at UA
knows of any given production from
its inception and starts making its
plans from that point. The personnel of the department is shown
here at work.

A brainstorming session with Fred Goldberg, executive assistant to Mr. Lewis presiding and Mr. Lewis at left, considers plans for a campaign with the entire staff.

The roughs approved, the Monroe Greenthal agencystaff goes to work. Standing, Monroe Greenthal.

Mr. Lewis looks at central art for
ad on "The Horse Soldiers." At right
is Joseph Gould, advertising manager.
Left. Mr. Gould explains the art
work roughs on material for "Shake
Hands with the Devil."
Hy Carnow, press book editor, discusses
ideas with Mr. Gould, Harry Goldstein,
assistant
advertising manager and Marvin
Fish.

Below. Arthur Weinstock of Herb Jaediker's art department prepares a rough.

Nat Lax, production manager, seated, with
Don Rann, assistant.
Left. Milton Skolsky with Hy Carnow,
press book editor and Milton Silver.
UA Today

ADVERTISING

One of the reasons for the flexibility and
adaptability shown by every department at
United Artists is the close liaison maintained
between departments and the constant interchange and flow of information and ideas. With
the advertising and publicity department on an
autonomous level with the sales department, the
latter is promotion minded and no project goes
through the company without the close interlocking of every department. Illustrating this is
the discussion group at right, with Phil Gettelson,
centra! and southern division contract manager,
and Roger Lewis, national director of advertising,
publicity and exploitation, presiding at a joint
sales-advertising luncheon.

lelow, Jonas Arnold, in charge of exhibitor protions, with the saddle bag kits of promotional
terial prepared for "The Horse Soldiers."

Right, Joseph Gould, third from left,
presents scholarships for the best film
advertising art to students of Pratt
Institute.

It:
r / <•

IN ACTION
■HP

'■ •

■

flfU

Typical of the innovations
launched by UA is the most
recent announcement of thesponsorship of the Floyd Patterson-lngemar Johannsen fight for
the benefit of "The Horse
Soldiers". Above are Martin
Rackin, producer of the film;
Roger Lewis, James Velde, UA
general sales manager; and
Irving Kahn, president of TelePrompTer which sold the radio
rights.

Man Begman, radio announcer, with
orge Suski, president of Suski Produces, makers of radio spot material.
Painting by Harry Schaare, right, one
of two original art works prepared by
well known American artists to be used
for ads, posters, accessories and album
sleeves for "The Horse Soldiers". The
second is by Symeon Shimin. Both will
provide the basis for a series of full page
four color ads to be appearing in the
Pictorial Review supplement in June.

Today
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PUBLICITY

IN ACTION
]

• :

Fred Goldberg, executive assistant to Roger
Lewis, Mort Nathanson, publicity manager, and Burt
Sloane, left, assistant publicity manager, preside at
a brainstorming session of the publicity staff. This
is where campaigns are born.

Pw

The publicity department, working ii
coordination with sales and advertising
develops the newspaper, radio, TV, rec
ord and trade excitement which build
afulpicture
to opening dates and success
run.

At right, Mr. Nathanson and Mr.
Goldberg look over a bale of foreign
press cuttings garnered by Lois
Weber, promotion director for "Solomon and Sheba."
ON THEIR ROUNDS
Left, Tess Michaels,
magazine contact, on her
way to Time and Life.
Right, Stan Brody, newspaper contact, talks to Nick
Lapole of the New York
Journal American.

Right, Buddy Young, radio and TV contact, with
Henry Frankel, talent coordinator for the Steve Allen
television show.

Harvey Matofsky, trade press contact, makes his
approach to Sherwin Kane, left, editor of Motion
Picture Daily, and James D. Ivers, managing editor.

Right, Suzanne Nicoll,
syndicate and wire service
contact, makes plans for a
campaign.

JJA Today
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PUBLICITY

Some

IN ACTION

of the results .

Robert Rothafel, left, managing director of the Roxy
eatre, with Fred Goldberg and Mart Nathanson at
e Roxy opening of a United Artists picture.
Spec/a/ screenings for
particular groups constitute a technique developed
to a high degree by the UA
publicity department. Typical of these is the one at
right with Fess Parker and
Wendell Corey distributing
gifts to underprivileged
children of New York at the
Astor theatre. The picture
was "Alias Jesse James."
Bob Hope, scheduled to appear, was prevented by
illness and Parker and
Corey substituted for him.
ML
The still department, supplying the important
I otographs for publicity campaigns, is staffed by Terry
imill and John Sutherland.

Publicity extends to all
levels. At left General Ulysses
S. Grant III presents certificates of commendation to
John Wayne and William
Holden for "The Horse Soldiers." The presentation, in
Washington, was in connection
with the start of the Civil War
Centennial.

Mort Nathanson, above
'ht, confers with Arthur
nton of the Blowitz
jskel public relations ofe which handles many
> producers.

Lige Brien, below, is director of special promotions.

Below, Sammy Cohen,
right, foreign publicity manager, points out a spot on
the map to his assistant,
Larry Schneider.

The publicity department turns out a vast
amount of written material, all of it passing
through the hands of Walter Waldman, copy
chief. Standing is Val Coleman, feature writer.
\ Today
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EXPLOITATION

IN ACTION

...in the home

office

Stemming from both advertising and publicity, the
exploitation department works with exhibitors on
setting up city and regional campaigns, with manufacturers on merchandising tie-ins, with radio, television and newspapers in each area.

Roger Lewis, director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, looks
at a saddle bag kit of promotional material with Mori Krushen exploitation manager.
Mori Krushen, head of the exploitation department with
Al Fisher, his assistant.
Paul Ross of the Rogers & Cowan public relations office,
confers with Bernard E. Youngstein, liaison between UA
Records and the exploitation men in the field.

in the field

SALT

LAKE

Bill Prass, above left, field
exploitation man through the
west, confers with Warren Bunting of the Lyric Theatre, Salt
Lake City, on campaigns for
the openings of "Pork Chop
Hill" and "The Horse Soldiers."

At right Mr. Prass goes over
a set of stills with Howard
Pearson, drama editor of the
Salt Lake Deseret News.

LOS

ANGELE

Above, Bill Sholl, field representative inLos Angeles, discusses long range plans for
"The Horse Soldiers" with William H. Thedford, Pacific
coast division manager for Fox
West Coast.

At right, Mr. Sholl pitches
hard for a special layout in
the Los Angeles Sunday Times
with Sunday art editor Wally
Guenther.

UA Today
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EXPLOITATION

IN ACTION

CHICAGO

IEW ENGLAND
Joe Mansfield, New England field man, meets with Charles
E. Kurtzman, northeast zone manager for Loew's theatres,
and Karl Fasick, Boston publicity director for Loew's, on
plans for "Shake Hands with the Devil."

ID-EASTERN
Max Miller, mideastern fieldman, plants material for
"Pork Chop Hill" with Al Rubin, amusements and feature
editor of the Philadelphia Daily News.

Wally Heim, Chicago field man, sets up an ad campaign
with an exhibitor for "Alias Jesse James." Left to right, Del
Lawler, chief artist, and Ed Seguin, director of advertising
and publicity, for the B & K circuit, with Mr. Heim.

SAN

FRANCISCO
Murray Lafayette, in San Francisco, outlines a campaign
for "Shake Hands with the Devil" with Mark Ailing, manager
of the Golden Gate theatre which will play the Cagney feature.

NEW

ORLEANS
H. M. "Addie" Addison, roaming the southern territory,
spends a day in New Orleans. Below, he works out campaign
ideas on dates for "Alias Jesse James," "The Naked Maja"
and the holdover weeks on "Some Like It Hot" with Rodney
Toups, manager of Loew's State.

In mid-afternoon Addie makes a stop at the largest book
dealer in town to get better display space for "Some Like It
Hot," "Ten
Hell" and
Maja." andIn
between
were Seconds
visits to to
newspapers
and "Naked
radio contacts
to follow is a disc jockey program visit.
* Today
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Pictures

Producers

Stars

... as the camera
production
on

and

set, location

followed
promotion
and

Shake

tour

Hands

with

The

Devil

This Pennebaker production starring James Cagney was made ii
Ireland and is just now being released. Michael Anderson directet
with George Glass and Walter Seltzer, executive producers. Abov<
are Don Murray, Cagney. Dana Wynter (with back to camera), anc
Anderson during a break in the shooting on Wicklow Head.

ay

Pork

Chop

Hill

Real and reel heroes of the Korean War battle of Pork Chop Hill,
and their wives, hold a reunion at
the premiere of the Melville production at the State-Lake in Chicago.
Left to right are Capt. Joseph G.
demons, Jr.; Mrs. Clemons, Gregory
Peck and Mrs. Peck. Capt. Clemons
was technical adviser for the picture and was the commander of the
heroic platoon which took and held
the hill in the closing moments of
the war. Sy Bartletf produced and
Lewis Milestone was the director.
Quigley Publications
i

The

1
1
Hole in the Head

Horse

Soldiers

This Mirisch Company production stars
John Wayne, William Holden and Constance
Towers, shown below listening to director
John Ford expound a point during shooting
on location. John Lee Mahin and Martin
Rackin produced the Civil War story about
Col. Benjamin Grierson's troop of Union cavalry who raided a rail head deep in Confederate territory. The supporting cast
includes Hoot Gibson and Althea Gibson.
Release is set for mid-June.

ank Capra shows Frank Sinatra and
h sensational new youngster, Eddie
ft ;es, how it should be done during
ting of a scene in "A Hole in the
," the comedy about a Miami hotel
r. Supporting Sinatra in addition to
ss are Edward G. Robinson, Eleanor
br, Carolyn Jones, Thelma Ritter and
an Wynn. Capra produced and did for Sincap. Release will be in mid-

At left, Leon Roth, vice-president of
Mirisch Company; Roger Lewis, director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation for UA;
David Weshner, producer's representative
and Martin Rackin, co-producer examine a
Civil War saddle bag which will be used for
exploitation kits on the picture. A campaign
tied in with the current Civil War Centen ial is planned.

o-Jay

Quigley Publications

The

Wonderful
Country
I 1

This M.P.L. production will star Robert Mitchum, Julie London,
Gary Merrill, Jack Oakie, Leroy "Satchel" Paige, and Albert Dekker.
Chester Erskine produced and Bob Parrish directed the story which
is based on a novel by Tom Lea. At right Parrish confers with Mitchum
and Oakie on the set during location shooting.

The

Unforgiven

A Hecht- Hill- Lancaster production directed
by John Huston, this western in color and
Panavision features an imposing cast headed
by Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn. The
story of the old Southwest is from a novel
by Alan LeMay. Following the action shot
at left the cast relaxes, below. Facing John
Huston, at the camera, are Lancaster, Miss
Hepburn, Charles Bickford, Doug McClure,
June Walker, Kipp Hamilton and Lilian Gish.
In the cast in addition are Audie Murphy,
John Saxon, Joseph Wiseman, Albert Salmi,
Carlos Rivas and Arnold Merritt.

UA Today
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le Devil's Disciple
eorge Bernard Shaw's classical satire
the American War of Independence
been made by Hecht-Hill-Lancaster
UA release around Labor Day. It stars
f Lancaster, Kirk Douglas and Sir
-ence Olivier, with Jeanette Scott in
feminine lead; is directed by Guy
lilton and produced by Harold Hecht
issociation with Bryna Productions. At
t, at a script conference on location
producer Harold Hecht, script writer
it Dighton and star Kirk Douglas at
g Park, the Hertfordshire estate of
Rothschild family.

Odds

Against
Tomorrow

Harry Beiafonte is the star of
his own Harbel Productions' "Odds
Against Tomorrow" with Robert
Ryan, Shelley Winters, Gloria Grahame and Ed Begley. The picture
is from the William McGivern bestseller. Participating in a press conference at the Gold Medal studio
in New York where the picture was
made are Phil Stein, executive producer for Harbel; Robert Wise, producer and director of the film and
Academy Award nominee for "I
Want to Live;" Beiafonte and Ryan.

On

the

Beach

Gregory Peck and Ava Gardner, shown
at right with Stanley Kramer, producerdirector, star with Fred Astaire, Anthony
Perkins and Donna Anderson in this Kramer
Productions adaptation of the Nevil
Shute novel for UA release. Location
shooting was done in Australia and in
California.

Today
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The Biblical and historical story of Solomon and
Sheba will be an Edward Small Production in Technirama and Technicolor with King Vidor directing
from a screenplay by Anthony Veiller and George
Bruce. The stars are Yul Brynner and Gina Lollobrigida. George Sanders and Marissa Pavan co-star.

Solomon

and

Sheba

The

Gallant

Hours

The of
story
Admiral
William
"Bull"hasHal
hero
theof war
in the
Pacific
adapted in this C ague y- Montgomery Pro
tion film from a screenplay by Beirne
Jr. Now before the cameras in Hollywoo
stars James Cagney, Dennis Weaver,
Tremayne and Ward Costello. Below Cat
and producer-director Robert Montgon
are shown with Admiral Halsey visiting
set.

Happy

Anniversary

Photographed in New York, this Joseph Fields
production, directed by David Miller, will star
David Niven, Mitzi Gaynor, Carl Reiner and Monique Van Vooren. Above on the set of New York
studio are the director, David Miller; Niven; and
Joseph Fields.

UA Today
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The

Fugitive Kind

Rehearsals for this Martin Jurow-Richard Shepherd production
begin next week in New York for this story, based on the
Tennessee Williams play. Principals will be Marlon Brando and
Joanne Woodward, above, with Anna Magnani, who is shown at
right arriving in New York for the shooting with Martin Jurow,
co-producer. Sidney Lumet will direct.

Exodus
Otto Preminger, even though production has
not yet begun on his film version of the besfselling novel "Exodus," nevertheless participates
in pre-production publicity for the Carlysle Productions film. At left he is interviewed for a
Hartford radio program at a meeting of the
Mothers Club of the city. The cast has not yet
been selected for the picture which is scheduled
for production in 1960.

he Gladiators
Yul Brynner's own company, Alciona
eductions will make this best selling
jvel for UA release. Shown at a press
inference announcing the S5, 500, COO
-oject are Roger Lewis, UA director of
jblicity, advertising and exploitation;
aul Radin, executive vice-president of
Iciona; Brynner who will star in the picire; and Max E. Youngstein, vice-presi;nt of UA. Martin Ritt will direct for
Iciona.

I Today
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U A

RECORDS

Breaking

Into

the

Record

Field

Constance Towers, sfor of "The Horse Soldiers," recording an album of ballads promoting the film.

David V. Picker, executive vice-president of UA Records,
with Lester Lees, director of sales and sales promotion.
The sax section of the band giving out "The Jazz
Soul of Porgy and Bess" for United Artists Records.

EVIDENCE of the fact that it is by no means an offshoi
but an important factor in United Artists' policy
diversification in the entertainment business, Unite
Artists Records now catalogues releases which range througj
classical, popular, rock and roll, jazz, blues, folk songs, sho
tunes, sound tracks and oral presentations of speeches ari
stories.
Max Youngstein, whose special charge the new and lusi.
infant is, reported last week that after 16 months of ojDer
tion the company has been in the black for the last fov
months and that during that period it has released almost k
albums, LP's and EP's covering all categories, most of thei
available in both monaural and stereo editions. In one recei1
week 11 LP's were added to the catalogue.
An essential function of United Artists Records is to sir

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt narrating "Israel Speaks," an
album of the speeches of Israeli Ambassador Abba
Eban.

ply an avenue of cross promotion for UA pictures. Releasj
in this category so far have included original sound track
Kay Norton, administrative
vice-president.
albums for "The Big Country,"
"I Want to Live," "Shake
Hands with the Devil," "Some
Like It Hot," "The Naked
Maja," and the newest, "The
Horse Soldiers." But it is by no
means confined >to that. The
catalogue presently lists such
diverse names as Truman Ca-

Diahann Carroll, UA Records singing star, recording
"Porgy and Bess." Andre Previn is at the piano.

pote, Leopold Stokowski, Count
Basie, Jerome Kern, Joe Garagiola and Burl Ives.
Plans for expansion include
establishing an exclusive line
of the finest artists available.

UA Today
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A-TELEVISION

The

}f

"Reservoir

Entertainment
it

or

Tel evision

OPERATING on the same general basis as its plan for
financing motion picture production for theatres,
UA's television subsidiary has an unparalleled
pportunitv to open up tremendous new horizons in the
■levision-entertainment business. That is the basic phil-

Herbert L. Golden, UA vice-president in charge of operations and president of United Artists Television, Inc., with
The Vikings" and Bruce
of "Talesof of
Douglas,
Kirk
Eells, executiveproducer
vice-president
UA-TV.

sophy underlying United Artists' approach to the TV field
j explained by Herbert L. Golden, president of the new
jmpanv and Bruce Eells, its executive vice-president.
Actually there are two arms to UA's television activities,
eatures made originally for theatrical exhibition are sold
) TV through United Artists Associates. UA-TV on the
dier hand was organized to produce specifically for televion and to sell its product to advertisers and networks.
As Mr. Eells sees it. UA's facilities for providing a vessel
►r independent production to reach the theatre give a
ierfect parallel for supplying entertainment to television.
"We have access to an unparalleled reservoir of talent in
A's contacts with producers and stars," Mr. Eells said. "No
jne in the television industry can make product with the
i>ols that UA has to offer."
In addition to the generation of ideas for television enterlinment series and the pool of producers and talent to make
lem, UA offers, he continued, cooperation in every field to
ipd including the use of the field exploitation staff to proote a series for an advertiser before and during its play-off
i networks and stations.

Dennis O'Keefe, star of "The Dennis O'Keete Show," just
sold to Oldsmobile, with Les Hafner. producer, and Don
Weis. director.
Below, a scene from Brynaprod's "Tales of the Vikings."

Below, Bob Mathias and Keenan Wynn, who ore starred in
'he Troubleshooters," one of the five UA series now in work.

I

THE STAFF. At lower right Bruce Eells, executive vice-president outlines
sales strategy to the staff. Left to right, Ben Halpern, Phil Williams, Edward
Ray Downs, Kurt Blumberg, John J. Mulvihill and Mr. Eells.
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UA

WORLD-WIDE

LONDON

Radiating from 126 cities around the world, United Artists sales,
publicity and promotion sell pictures. Here is a cross-sect/on of
that activity ranging from theatre fronts to contract signing,
awards and premieres.
GREAT BRITAIN. Joe Pole, UA publicity mar
ager for Great Britain greets Robert I
Blumofe, vice-president in charge of wes
coast operations, on a visit to England o
the premiere of "Some Like It Hot."

MACAO

JAPAN. Arnold M. Picker, vice-president
in charge of foreign distribution, visits in
Tokyo with Shiro Kido, president of
Shochiku Company.

Left, Theatre
fronts for United
Artists pictures
around the world

HONG

KONG

CHILE. Louis Lober, center, general manager of
the UA foreign department, and Sam Bekeris, left,
UA general manager in Argentina, are greeted at
Santiago by Elias Barberis,
UA manager for Chile.
AUSTRALIA. Ron Michaels, right,
UA managing director of Australasia, and Len Wade, New South
Wales branch manager, sign a contract with Bert Watts and Dave
Joel of the Snider & Dean circuit.

PARIS

ARGENTINA,
below. Sam Bekeri
second from left, general manage
in Argentina, receives Susan He
ward's Best Actress "Gaucho" froi
representatives of the Argenti
Film Critics Association.

UA Today
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= 40th ANNIVERSARY

lited Artists entered its 40th year in J 959 the memorable ocwere many, highlighted by the events depicted here as well
\wiversary parties held in all exchange cities for leading inde?nt exhibitors, circuit heads and film buyers. tSome are shown
following page. I The company's "The Horse's Mouth" was
ted for the Royal Film Performance this year in London, which

was attended by the Queen Mother, seen above at left talking with
Arthur B. Krim and Mrs. Krim. Lord Rank is at the right. Robert S.
Benjamin shakes hands with the Duke of Edinburgh (center photo).
With them are Mrs. Benjamin, and, at left, Arnold M. Picker. In New
York I photo right I Messrs Benjamin and Krim preside at a 40th anniversary luncheon commemorating UA's founding on April 17, 7979.

Another group of Anniversary celebrants: UA stars Robert Mitchum,
Jack Lemmon, Constance Towers, with William J. Heineman, UA vice
president in charge of distribution.

ie UA Anniversary Party in Hollywood: Robert Montry, John Wayne, Janet Leigh, Francis X. Bushman and Mrs.
ion, William Holden, Joe E. Brown, Billy Wilder, Robert
mote, and Harold Mirisch.
UA Academy Award winners with their "Oscars": Burl Ives, best
supporting actor for "The Big Country"; Susan Hayward, best actress
for "I Want to Live!" and David Niven, best actor for "Separate
Tables."
Quigley Publications

THE

40fh ANNIVERSARY

Exhibitors

Join

Anniversary

in

Fetes

Pictured on this page are only a few of the over 2500 exhibitor;
who attended 40th Anniversary celebrations at UA exchange
offices throughout the world.

CHARLOTTE: Harold Keeter, UA branch manager; Frank Beddingfield, Consolidated Theatres;
Hal Jordan, Pineville Road Drive-In, Charlotte;
J. H. Vickers, Sr., Carolina Delivery Service; and
J. K. Whitley, Towel City Theatres, Kannapolls,
N. C.

CALGARY: Personnel of Famous Players Canadian Corp. with their UA hos
John Cardell; Don Menzies; Paul C'ardell; Robert Radis, UA Calgary branch mono
Charles S. Chaplin, UA Canadian district manager; Don Mitcheltree and Fred L

LOS ANGELES: William Wasserman, UA sales manager; Bob
ton, buyer, Sero Enterprises; Richard Carnegie, UA branch mana
Cecil Vinnicof, Vinnicof Theatres; Ralph Clark, UA Western dis
manager; Ken Darby, buyer and booker, Sero Enterprises, Bill S
UA publicity.

ST. LOUIS: £• J- Stevens, UA branch manager; James Martin, /Catherine Keifer, office manager; Bob Hope, star of "Alias Jesse James,"
Donna McAdams, secretary; F. J. Lee, UA Midwest district manager.
Ii
t Product ...m inSeUma
<?uaiiAbjltty.
ty ...in Tol&i'1

NEW YORK: Bud Edele, UA branch manager tor New
City, cuts the 40th Anniversary cake at an exchange party
tended by James R. Velde, Sidney Cooper and Al Fitter.

'59 is UA's Roaring 40th!

NEW ORLEANS: George Pabst, UA branch manager;
Perry, general manager, Pittman Theatres; Claude Bourg
operator of Avenue, Harlem, and Biloxi Theatres; and
Maillho, UA sales manager.
UA Today
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Motion

Be Loved

Community

Picture

Daily

Contest

Sparks
LETTERS
37

'Philadelphians'
Campaign
Hollywood, June 4
A
large
and
diversified
campaign
on
the
local
level highlighted by an
j^s, whose brand of pro- unusual contest which attracted wide newspaper attention
and support was
overned by modest budttces and exploitable sub- devised for Warner Bros.' "The Young Philadelphians" to be used in the
retains these values in an- Schine Finger Lakes District by Lou
Auburn Citizen-Advertiser went along
program picture. Haas S. Hart, zone manager, with headfor the publicity.
quarters in Auburn, N. Y.
its, produces and stars in
On May 30 each of the young peoIn
a
letter
to
Meyer
Hutner
of
s. He supplies a favorable
ihis one for Carol Morris, Warner Bros., Hart states the idea
ple received a "certificate of appreciation" from the combined groups menss Universe," and Dick for the campaign was the result of
tioned. "It is a way of encouraging
PicDersonable "new face."
Motion
Publications'
the Quigley
younger people in the community to
ture Herald Merchandising Confer•ris, whose real beauty is
assume their responsibility on behalf
ences early in April. The picture was
itil the final scene, de- screened
and
discussed
at
one
session
of
their neighbors— a sort of a pat
.rming performance as a of the conferences.
on
the back," Hart explains.
; bespectacled "Miss Nolely dressmaker in a teneScreenings in 4 Houses
Approval Unanimous
apartment house filled
He
continues
in describing the camUpon
returning
to
Auburn
from
ds of characters. Haas inNew York, Hart set up a series of
paign:
"From
the
screening
we ob-of
er-faith thought whereby
tained almost unanimous
approval
screenings in four theatres in his ter>f different faiths can pray ritory.
the picture— of the 46 people on hand,
eh will bring happiness to
44 of them gave it an excellent rat□rtraying a music teacher,
A promotion drive was then coming. We also got some tapes of their
3r to Miss Morris, Haas
pleted which was to be a model for comments
and used them on the
lathetic attachment to her. all bookings of the picture.
ses a fervent wish to own
It began with arranging with the radio. Fact sheets on the picture were
made up and distributed at the screen(id piano in place of the Ladies Auxiliary of the Cayuga
ing and those present were urged to
County Bar Assn. to sponsor the Au| une upright piano he uses
y. Miss Morris tells him
burn screening for community lead- send
a letter
to their
organization's
members.
Student
Council
leaders
ers in Cayuga County. The Chamber
she could have the boys
from
the
high
schools
in
the
county
of
Commerce
and
Junior
Chamber
of
her, or have a romance
were also invited and this resulted
young man. Haas suggests Commerce agreed to cooperate on a
lorris accompany him to project to select the most communityin publicity
in their engendered
school papers."
enthusiasm
by
»ue after he attends a minded young people between the the"The
Herald
Conference
was carried
rice with her wherein a ages of 20 and 35 and reward them for
through and the same results will be
their efforts. For people were chosenered for each other's wish,
sought after on all the pictures we
three men and one woman. Th newsi to "push" his prayer by
and
aid-Journal
Her
papers Syracuse
saw and discussed."
, e boys on the street corrle at Miss Morris; and he
>n Dick Kallman to send
Charles Vidor Dies
Para. To Release Four
lowers, paying for them
( Continued from page 1 )
ss Morris, on the other
in Summer
Films
Top
Quentin
10, Brian 12, and a son,
(ests to Vera Vague, a
Paramount Pictures has announced
Michael, by a former marriage, also
dow for whom she has
mother, Maria Vidor, and a sister,
some work, that she give that it will release four major pro- his
ductions during the next 12 weeks, Mrs. Nicholas Schiller.
rand piano that once beVidor was born in Budapest and
br husband to Haas, since characterizing them as "warm
was
active in the industry in Germany
as meant to be played on weather blockbusters."
It in a locked room,
The films are "Don't Give Up the before going to Hollywood as a direcbeing coached by Haas, Ship," Jerry Lewis comedy; Last tor.His directorial achievements over
an audition, and loses his Train from Gun Hill," western starring Kirk Douglas and Anthony
the years were many and included
t the some time. He finds
such
films as "Love Me or Leave Me,"
Quinn;
"The
Five
Pennies,"
starring
liss Morris'which
company
romance,
couldwith
be Danny Kaye; and "Tarzan's Greatest "The Swan," "Rhapsody," "Hans
Adventure." With the exception of Christian Andersen," "Thunder in the
is an answer to Haas'
East," "It's a Big Country," "Gilda,"
: Vague, on a visit to the "Ship" all are in Technicolor.
Dartment where a touchand "A Farewell to Arms."
'Shake'' Preview Here
7arming scene is effected
Sign
ratitude for the surprise
United Artists has scheduled a spe- Ephrons
(Continued from page 1 )
oiano, indicates her attracof Pennebaker's
a. With the wishes ancial preview
Handsshowing
With the Devil" for ministrative director of the studio.
climax is resolved in a "Shake
leading Irish organizations in the
The Ephrons will report to Paramount next month, by which time
Iding, cake-cutting cere- Greater New York area at the Loew's
Metropolitan Theatre Brooklyn, on they will have selected an important
ne, 82 minutes. General
Monday. Invitations have been sent to
first production unfor their
property
Release, in July.
der the new
deal. The husband-andgroups and organizations of Irish
Samuel D. Berns
origin. The preview will be adver- wife team has many outstanding writtised in local newspapers and at the
ing credits, including the films
Loew's theatre.
"There's No Business Like Show Busircuit
ness," "Daddy Long Legs," "Carouinued from page 1 )
sel" and "Desk Set."
'Porgy
and from
Bess'
the
(
Continued
page
1
)
an, downtown, and
'Say* Opens on June 19
15, Cedars of Labanon Hospital; San
drive-in, were begun
"Say One for Me" will begin its
SoAid
>le's death on May 23. be- Francisco, July 22, Travelers
ership of the Bonham the
ciety; Boston Aug. 6, New England New York engagement, Friday, June
e effective as of May 31
Baptist Hospital. In New York, the 19, at the Paramount Theatre. The
herman has been appoint
world premiere on June 24 will be a 20th Century-Fox production follows
combination invitational and benefit "Woman Obsessed" into the Broadof the two new acquisi
showing.
Isley chain.
way showcase.

TO
Sir:

THE

EDITOR
Brooklyn, June 2

Having long been interested in
movies, I am anxious to see the inindustry do well. The producers and
distributors at this point seem to do
very well indeed because of the many
top films that have been recently released. However, I think that the
neighborhood theatres can do better
business. True, better films make this
possible, but I also think that some
showmans
on the .part of the theatre ownerhip
is necessary
In my own neighborhood, several
movie houses have closed down since
1953. It is my belief that a few audience-attracting gimmicks could have
saved some of these houses. In the
interest of eixsting neighborhood theatres, I'd like to make some suggestions.
First, to meet the competition of
the late-night movies on TV, I suggest that several theatres operate on
an all-night policy. This can be done
by either opening the theatre at 6
P.M.., or using two different sets of
employees— one to run the theatre in
the daytime, the second to operate
throughout the night. Such a system
might only be necessary on Friday
and Saturday nights and on the nights
before holidays.
Second since much of the Friday
and Saturday night audience is composed of teenagers, why not devote a
segment of the program directly to
them?
course,
the mainly
rock 'n'torollteens,
and
horror Offilms
appeal
but there should be something on the
bill that will make them come back
week after week. In that case, how
about reviving the once-popular serial
formula and producing a wide-screen,
color serial starring teenagers and
presenting a story-line appealing to
teenagers? Of course, a juvenile delinquency theme lends itself to a
cliff-hanger, and there are many popwork. ular young stars who could make it
Finally, there should be some kind
of a system whereby the patrons are
able to select their favorite films,
which they might like to see again.
This can be clone by displaying a
largeing sign
in the
lobby and
the titles
of several
dozencontainfairly
recent films which have done well at
the boxoffice. The patron can then
vote on those he'd most like to see
again, and the films with the most
votes can be shown on special double bills or even accompanying a new
film. A contest can be worked out
of this scheme, with prizes awarded
to those who selected the highest
number of winning films.
Very truly yours,
John R. Cocchi
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(Continued from page 1)
events available on theatre TV, and
would possibly also use the equipment for training purposes. Quick said
he has asked American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. and TelePrompter to
survey the theatres and submit estimates on the cost of installing lines
find equipment.
Obviously the theatres involved are
ones with large seating capacity, located on posts with large populations.
Quick said he was confident at leasl
some of the theatres would get closed
circuit theatre TV installations, if not
all. Many theatres already have proper
equipment and need only connecting
lines, he indicated.
Latin Amer.

Picture

Sales Up

for Screen Gems

Screen Gems' Latin American business for the fiscal year that ended Mav
31 was more than 150 per cent of
1957-58, it was reported by William
Fineshriber Jr., director of international operations for the Columbia Pictures TV subsidiary. Current dubbing
commitments, he added, call for completing Spanish sound tracks for over
800 half hours of Screen Gems programming bythe end of this fall.
The sales manager of Screen Gems
de Mexico, S. A., takes off on a sixcountry sales swing this week. Leonardo Garcia-Zenil, starting from Mexico City, will visit Colombia, Guatamala, Panama, Nicaragua, Costa Rica
and Honduras, the last three of which
are just starting TV service.
During
the pastvice
year,president,
Screen Gems'
Latin
American
John
Manson, helped work out the complete
programming plans for two new stations: Radio America-TV in Lima,
Peru, and HIN-TV in the Dominican
Republic.
shows
count forScreen
about Gems'
half the
air now
time ac-of
each of these stations.
'Tombstone Territory'
To Be Offered by ABC
ABC Television, by arrangement
with Ziv Television Programs, Inc., is
offering "Tombstone Territory" for
network sponsorship in late evening
time, it was announced by William
P. Mullen, ABC-TV vice-president in
charge of TV network sales.
Co-starring Pat Conway and Richard Eastham, the filmed series is
based upon the exploits of the various
Tombstone, Ariz, sheriffs as recorded
in the "Tombstone Epitaph," the oldest weekly newspaper in the State.
Frank Pittman and Andy White, authorities on the history of the early
West, are co-producers of the series.
/V. B. Spingold Memorial
The family and friends of the late
Nate B. Spingold will attend the dedication of a mausoleum erected in his
memory at Mt. Pleasant Cemetery,
Hawthorne, N.Y., Sunday, June 14 at
11 A.M.

Television

Jqdai
Barbet, who pioneered this method of
Screen Gems Sets New
trading film for time. Weigert and Bar- IK Promotes Foi
bet has just resigned from Regal Ad- Adds One Execut
vertising Associates, of which they
Spot Time Subsidiary
were both vice-presidents.
Four executive promotio
Screen Gems has set up a new subThe new operation will enable sta- addition within the syndi
tions
to
acquire
some
top
programsidiary company to represent selected
advertisers for the acquisition of TV
ming from Screen Gems without the department of (Independ
spot time, it was announced by Ralph immediate expenditure of cash. The sion Corp.) have been ma*:
general managei
M. Cohn, president. The new opera- specific properties that will be avail- Frieberg,
sales, announced.
tion, Telescreen Advertising, Inc., will
able to stations on an exchange basis cated
William Andrews has bacquire time from stations by the ex- will be announced shortly. These properties will no longer be for sale on a Northeastern division mana
change of various TV film properties
who had been i
out of the Screen Gems catalog.
straight cash basis, but will only be Andrews,
the Western division has
Telescreen Advertising will be oper- available for a line of credit exchangeplaced there by John Serra
able for spot time.
ated by Charles Weigert and Sidney
been a district manager ir
sion. William McGee, form'
manager in the Western d
been made a district man;
AROUND
THE
Southwestern division.
Robert Hoffman, forn
TV
CIRCUIT
United Artists Associates, jc
a district manager in the C
with PINKY HERMAN.
sion. Thomas Gallagher ha;
moted to the regional sale
He had been an account e
ALLEN SHERMAN, creator of "I've Got A Secret" and producer of the middle west and will i
work out of Detroit.
the "Victor Borge Show" and several Phil Silvers CBSpectaculars,
has been signed as head writer for the "Perry NBComo Show" summer
replacement, the initial stanza teeing off June 13.
. . . Wayne Howell will NBChat with Jan Miner
Japan to See Con
tonight at midnight on his platter-chatter series from
Kraft Series in C<
the "Round Table" bistro in Gotham. Howell's
nitely recorded musicales which includes anything
The NBC Television Net
from Bach, Beethoven, Berlin and Boogie- Woogies,
Perry Como series to be sp
Kraft Foods next season wil
color
in Japan during th
n,
ant
dyland. . . the
. Leelad Gorma
just
named
assist
to
meloaround
e"
"wayn
knows his
thatent at WINS,
proves
« the
season as a result of negot
presid
is the son of Leon T. Gorcompleted between NBC In
man, for many years manager of the Stanley TheaLtd., and Nippon Televisii
tre in New York. This dynamic young exec confided
in Tokyo. The announce
to us recently that he learned the ABC's of show
made by Alfred R. Stern,
Pinky Herman
e did for me" de- NBC international opera
readineg Herald
the "what
the
pictur
n Pictur
partment inthe Motiobiz
to which his dad subscribed and
chairman of NBC Internati
contributed. . . . Here's a youngster who possesses a pair of lungs to who just concluded arranj
match his pipes. John Gary, who guestrilled twice recently on the "Jack provide NTV with color vid
cordings of the new Como s
Paar water
Show" and slated for a repeat June 18, will attempt to set a new
under
skin diving record next week in New Orleans. . . .
The agreement with NTV
first time a video taped sho\
#
ft
Brian Kelly, who'll appear in a supporting role in the forthcoming
T Vehicle, "21 Beacon Street" starring Dennis Morgan, slated to bow
in on the NBChannel Thursday, July 2 (9:30 P.M. EDT) is a graduate
of Notre Dame and Michigan Law School and the son of a former
governor of that state. Joanna Barnes, the love interest in the series is a
Phi Beta Kappa from Smith College. . . . After decade as V.P. Art Franklin, Inc., Al Davis has opened his own flackery. . . . Winner of five different awards for his designing of TV commercials and industrial films, Cliff
Roberts has been named designer-director for Robert Lawrence Animation, New York, by executive v.p. Peter Cooper. . . . "What's Time and
Space?" ask the McGuire Sisters and well may they ask. The trio flew
to Palm Springs, Cal. to make a TV commershill for Coca-Cola, trilled
for seven hours of shooting, to come up with a flicker that'll appear on
home screens for exactly ONE MINUTE. . . . The McCarty Company
of New York, new subsidiary of the McCarty Company Advertising of
Los Angeles, has just been formed by Prexy H. E. Cassidy and Robert
HoIIey, who'll be executive vice-president of the latter. Gene Thomas has
been named v.p. and secretary-treasurer, C. G. Davenport, asst. to
Thomas and Willard H. Wilde, member of the board of directors. . . .
Shooting on Drexel Pictures Corp.'s initial flicker "Harrison High," starring Dick Clark, will start in August with Jerry Bresler, producing. . . .
Your roving reporter has just had the chariot filled with petrol, has
changed the air in all the tires and is now somewhere in the regions of
Kentucky, en route to Hollywood on our annual westward trek. We'll
be tossing verbage your way en route and see how the other half lives.

supplied
by a United
States
er
to a foreign
broadcaster
lar basis, and is also the
said.
agreement for a color TV s
NTV is presently in the
building two TV studios to
clusively for color. The st
quisition of the Perry Como
enable NTV to increase its c
ule substantially.
House

Postpones

On TV Education
From THE DAILY Bui
WASHINGTON, June 4.
Commerce Subcommittee pi
next year any action on le<
provide
Federal
grants to
for
education
television.
The Senate has passed
thorizing $50,000,000 of si
The House Subcommitte'
wanted to make a field sti
subject this fall, after Com
and would take no action
field study is completed.
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BING CROSBY,
in 20th Century- Fox
"Say One For Me"

, AUDREY HEPBURN,
starring in Warner Brothers
"The Nun's Story"

ROCK HUDSON,
in Universal-International
"This Earth Is Mine"

12,350,000
in

the

movie

July

issue

Two Coups! All 3 box office hits in 1 issue!
"The Nun's Story" exclusively to Good Housekeeping in the women's service magazines!
It's a show to see, if it's in Good Housekeeping.
That's the way Good Housekeeping readers respond. And the latest Sindlinger report (see at
right) shows that the ladies are coming back to
the movies— so that they are the customers to woo !
Whether you're selling an "extravaganza" or a

Good

goers
of

will

Good

be

seeing

sta

Housekeepin

new fashion, Good Housekeeping helps make it
good box office. For readers have confidence in
Good Housekeeping. A confidence built upon the
integrity they've found year after year in both
the editoriaJiiand advertising pages.
To really move 12,350,000 readers in the home
—and out of their homes to the movies— why not
look into the sales power of Good Housekeeping
as these three major studios have done.

Housekeepin,
T
T
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Admission

Taxes

in

Repeal

1959

Runs

0 More Films for
Promotion Campaign

During the same period the number of local admission taxes in Penn(Continued on page 4)

ors in the Great Plains states
inue their area promotion
s for saturation openings of
attractions throughout the
according to the June memSulletin of Theatre Owners
;a, now being distributed.
1 owners in the four-exchange
nneapolis, Milwaukee, Des
ad Omaha experienced such
fy results with the kick-off
booking special promotion
Hanging Tree," in April,
Dllow-up campaign on "Alias
ties" last month, that they
'ontinued on page 7)

Name Minsky Aide to
Weltner at Paramount
Howard Minsky, veteran distribution executive with Paramount Pictures, has returned todomestic
the company's
sales

'Shaggy Dog'
Policy 'Legal'
oer
1 bycapita"
Buena licensing
Vista tomethod
assure
eiving payment for juvenile
is adult viewers of "Shaggy
is been approved repeatedly
)epartment of Justice as not
violation of the anti-trust
ving H. Ludwig, B-V presiZontinued on page 6)
and Paramount

I
S

M
W

Howard Minsky_ —

organization
assistant as
to
George Weltner,
Paramount Pictures
dent in vice-presicharge
of w o r 1 dwide
sales, it was
nounced at anthe
weekend.
For the past
several years,
Minsky
as easternserved
sales

Columbia Pictures had a net profit
of $275,000 for the 39-week period
ending March 28 and expects to show
an operating profit in the final quarter
of the present fiscal year the company
said at the weekend.
The 39-week profit, which includes
non-recurring profit, compares with a
net loss of $1,047,000 for the same
period ended March 29, 1958.
The (net
profit for
39Continued
on the
pagecurrent
6)

manager for International Telemeter Company, a di(Continued on page 6)
Louisiana

Manager

73 loew's Theatres Sign
For Fight Telecast
Thirteen Loew's theatres have
signed with TelePrompTer Corp. to
take the closed circuit telecast of the
Floyd Patterson-Ingemar Johansson
heavyweight championship fight from
Yankee Stadium on June 25. Five of
the theatres will have the fight exclusively intheir cities. The five are:
Loew's (Continued
Akron, Atlanta,
Rochester,
St.
on page
6)

7

200

There
Insurance

Rates

on

N.

J.

Allied

Agenda

Re-election of Stern,
Other Officers Expected
Special to THE DAILY
GROSSINGER'S,
N. Y., June have
7.More than 200 reservations
been received for the annual convention of Allied Theatre Owners of New
Catskill which
resort here
Sidney
Jersey,
openstomorrow,
at Grossinger's
Stern, New Jersey Allied president, reports. He said that more than 100
others are expected to register on
Wednesday when a golf tournament
followed by the annual banquet and
entertainment are the chief attractions.
Stern said the convention, which
will continue through Thursday, will
be about equally divided between
business and pleasure and that the
program will be kept flexible in order
to be adaptable to prevailing weather
conditions. Outdoor activities will
prevail (inContinued
good weather,
on pageindoor
2) meet-

'U' Acquires Full-Length
Cartoon Made in USSR

Wins

Top

Prize

Pepsi-Cola's 'Oscar' TV Contest
(Picture on page 4)
Thomas J. Mitchell, of the Paramount Theatre, Baton Rouge, La., won
first prize in the Pepsi-Cola Academy Awards telecast exhibitor promotion
contest. Winners were announcd at the weekend by the advertising and publicity directors committee of the Moor $1,000 in cash. Entries in the contion Picture Association, whose memtest were received from nearly every
bers judged the entries, and Norman
state in the union and the Dominion
Wasser, manager of theatre sales, for
of Canada.
Pepsi-Cola.
Second prize, a $500 U.S. Savings
The first prize consists of a one(Continued on page 4)
week vacation in Hollywood for two
In

- Seven-Year Deal
prom THE DAILY Bureau
AWOOD, June 7. - A deal
irized as the biggest single
* ' ansaction in Hollywood histhe exclusive service of one
rolving a minimum sum in
Continued on page 4)

Over

ACE,

Some 17 Pennsylvania boroughs have eliminated local admission taxes since
the first of the year, Charles E. McCarthy, COMPO information director,
reported at the week end in making public the latest results of its continuous
survey of state and local admission
taxes. With a few boroughs still unreported, this brings the number of
borough admission taxes still in effect Columbia 39-Wk.
to 40, as compared with 79 on January 1, 1957 when COMPO began
Profit $275,000
its survey.

New

S/ON TODAY-page

Boroughs

MONEY

"The Snow Queen," a full length
animated feature in color produced
in the Soviet Union and based on the
classic Hans Christian Andersen fable,
has been acquired for distribution in
the United States and Canada by Universal Pictures, it was announced
at the weekend by Henry H. Martin,
general sales manager of Universal.
The film is being adapted for
American release with a new narration and sound track with voices of
Hollywood personalities utilized. It
will receive a major American release around Christmas time.

see

page
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Motion
Kiddie
PERSONAL
MENTION

TACK BYRNE, M-G-M general
•J sales manager, has left New York
for Hollywood conferences with studio production executives.
•
Leo Jaffe, Columbia Pictures first
vice-president, left New York over
the weekend for London, Paris and
Rome.
•
Louis Lober, general manager of
United Artists foreign department,
will leave here today for Paris on the
first leg of a tour of company offices
in Europe and the Middle East.
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, writer-director, returned to New York from
London on Saturday, attended his
son's graduation from school here,
and went back to London on Sunday,
via B.O.A.C.
•
Mytle Anne Rodgehs, daughter of
the late William F. Rodgers, was
married on Saturday to Edward McGrath. Ceremony took place at the
Church of Saints John and Paul,
Larchmont.
•
Robert W. Selig, president of Fox
Intermountain Theatres, has returned
to his duties in Denver following
treatment at General Rose Hospital.
•
Mervyn LeRoy has arrived in New
York from the Coast.
Jules

Levey, producer, has returned to Hollywood from New York.
•
Tom Robinson, office manager for
Columbia Pictures in Denver, has become a grandfather with the birth of
a daughter to Donald and Mrs. Robinson.
•
Danny Kaye will leave the States
today for Australia, where he has
planned an eight-week
stage tour.
•
John Sigmund Weltner, son of
SHouimEn

uunnTED!

Increase your Concession
Sales to an all-time high
with 4 Brand-New Full-Color
Animated and Narrated
Intermission-Time
BLOCKBUSTERS from:
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
TOPS IN TRAILERS!

Cartoon

Picture

Shows

Seen Strong This Year
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO, June 7.-Early orders
for special trailers designed to appeal
to vacationing youngsters indicate
that showmen are exploiting big summer box office potential with kiddie
cartoon programs, according to
Filmack president, Irving Mack. Requests for trailers on these attractions
are heavier this year than they have
been for the past several years, he
reports.
As a result, Filmack has produced
a new, all-talking trailer, "Tom &
Jerry's cludes
Birthday
cartoons andParty,"
copy. which inCourt

Approves

'Windjammer'

Two
Bookings

"Windjammer,"
National may
Theatres'
Cinemiracle
production,
be
shown at the Music Hall theatre, Detroit, and Orpheum, San Francisco,
Judge Edwin L. Palmieri ruled in
Federal District Court here Friday.
The ruling came as the result of a petition byStanley Warner Corp., which
has an agreement with National Theatres to present "Windjammer" in
Cinerama-equipped houses. For each
such booking, Stanley Warner must
have the prior consent of the Justice
Department.

$18,863 for 'James'
UA's "Alias Jesse James" rolled up
a $18,863 gross for its third week at
the Astor Theatre here.
George Weltner, vice-president of
Paramount in charge of world sales,
was married on Sunday in Brookline,
Mass., to Linda Riverly Holbert of
Worcester.
R. C. Hill, branch manager for
Columbia Pictures in Denver, is confined to St. Anthony's
Hospital there.
•
Casey Robinson, producer-writer,
has arrived in New York from Hollywood.
*
Frank Ricketson, III, son of
"Rick" Ricketson, former president
of Fox Intermountain Theatres, was
married in Central Presbyterian
Church there to Dolores Hanewald
Odell.
•
Mark Essick, son of Jack Essick,
of Modern Theatres, Cleveland, is
graduating this month from Peekskill
Military Academy, Peekskill, N. Y.,
while his twin sister, Marco, will take
her diploma from Knox School, St.
James, L. I.
•
John J. Schmitzer, special auditor
for RKO Radio Pictures, was in Atlanta from New York.

Daily

Big Campaign

to Begin

For 'Hole in the Head'
United Artists is launching a diversified advertising campaign in behalf
of Frank Capra's "A Hole in the
Head" involving off-the-amusementpage ads, heavy Sunday supplement
schedules, full-color insertions and
radio-TV commercials. The full-scale
campaign gets underway two weeks
in advance of the film's opening in
Boston, Los Angeles, Chicago and
Washington. In these cities, off-thepage
appear
in theof women's,
sports ads
andwill
news
sections
12 leading newspaper publications.
One week prior to regional premieres, UA is scheduling a series of
color ads in Sunday supplement section as well as an intensive schedule
of full-page color insertions. A radio
campaign featuring singing commercials by Frank Sinatra and extensive
disc jockey plays of two of his records from the film "All My Tomorrows" and "High Hopes" will additionally spark key-city openings set
for the end of this month.
Hawaii

to Get 1st New

Theatre in 20 Years
Special to THE DAILY
HONOLULU,
for
the first new indoorJune
theatre7.-Plans
to be built
in the Hawaiian Islands in the past
20 years were announced today by
Royal Theatres. The site of the new
theatre is in Honolulu, on a twoacre plot fronting Kuhio Avenue,
across from the International Market
Place. There will be 1200 seats, and
the concrete auditorium will be one
of the first in the country designed
especially
accommodate
screen. Thetoestimated
cost ofwidethe
theatre is $500,000.
The project also will include a
gourmet food center, shops and other
innovations representing a total
investment of approximately
$1,500,000.
Ground breaking is scheduled for
this week and a Christmas Day opening is planned.
ITOA Urges B-B Drives
For Last Four Months
The Independent Theatre Owners
Association of New York has passed
a resolution urging all exhibitors to
participate in business-building campaigns during the last four months
of the year to prove that quality attractions will do business 52 weeks
of the year. Action was taken at a
membership meeting at the Hotel
Astor late last week.
The resolution especially commended Edward L. Hyman, vicepresident of American BroadcastingParamount Theatres, for his efforts
in behalf of orderly distribution.
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Insura
( Continued from page
ings in event of unpleasant
Increases in theatre fire fi
rates in the Jersey Allied are
serious proportions and meti
opposing
them willbusiness
be disci !
the convention

Stern said.
The the
ratesfact
are theb '
creased
despite
been no substantial theatre fi
since 1953. A convention ses:
be given over to trying to dJ
what the organization can ch
tain relief.
The American Congress of i
tors, its program and progr
be another convention topi j
said. He declined to comment

vance onAce,thesaying
organization's
toward
that the
tion would determine it.
An annual election of ofBi
be held with Stern and otht
Allied
tion. officials scheduled foil
An elaborate theatre booki. :
has been prepared by the d
tion and will be distributed J
attending the convention, asi
to other Allied members reqi i
subsequently. The chart coj
booking year from Aug. 3H
through
August,delegates
1960.
Convention
wilf
a screening of United Aril
Hole in the Head" here tl
night.
Entertainment for the la|
been planned and favors in f
of a snack set will be pres;
them, Stern said.
UA Sets Multiple
Deal with Knight A
United Artists has conclude!
with Knightsbridge Films;!
which the British organizat|
produce a number of big-buc
tion pictures for UA release;
announced at the weekend b
M. Picker, UA vice-presi
charge of foreign distributio
aidHeaded
Neame by
and producer-direc
producer Johi
Knightsbridge made the Al(|
currently
in release
by Uiii
ness
comedy,
"The Horse's
ists.
Norman Wisdom, leading
boxoffice
star,to will
appearbyiij
of the films
be made
bridge
under the
of tlS
ment. Among
the terms
projects
by
Neame and based
Bryan onarethe"Fi\
to Babylon,"
ing novel by Max Ehrlich, a
der
The Influence." Both wit
duced
Films. in association with
A filmed series for televisic

contemplated in the UAbridge deal.
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George Cukor Will Direct

the lives of us all," at the
organization's
conventiij
President
Chloeannual
Gifford,
headj
women
in the representing
United States,5,'j)
organization
ed the award to Samuel Goldvo
who accepted it for his fatherj

Lewis-Para.

Prior
to thiscould
time have
Lewis'been
independent pictures
made
at other studios for release by any
organization.
In announcing the new agreement,
Karp stated that Lewis' solo box office popularity, beginning with "The
Delicate Delinquent," has steadily increased "to degree that virtually guarantees greater box office returns per
picture for each of Lewis' subesquent
ventures at Paramount." He also indicated that returns to Lewis at the
conclusion of this agreement will easily surpass any of the spectacular
movie and TV package deals announced recently.
Calls for Seven in 7 Years
Specifically, the deal calls for Lewis
to star in seven Paramount-York productions over a period of seven years.
In addition to this Lewis will produce and star in seven pictures to be
made by Jerry Lewis Productions,
Inc., over the same period. Two of
these pictures, one in each category,
are already set for production this
year. The first "Like Father Like Son"
will begin in October. Lewis will
produce and star in this independent
venture, which Frank Tashlin will
direct.
The second, "Ole," which Lewis
will produce and star in for Paramount-York, will be directed by Norman Taurog. Both will be filmed in
color and according to Karp, will be
made on a big musical comedy scale
as major entries on Paramount's 1960
release program.

'HilV Grosses $52,123
UA's "Pork Chop Hill" grossed a
big $52,123 for its first week at the
Roxy Theatre here.

Clubs Pu

Goldwyn with 4w
From THE DAILY Bureo}
LOS ANGELES, June 7:.-j
Goldwyn was honored Friday
General Federation of Women
of
Americadedication
as "a manto whose
minded
the
ideals of the motion picture
enriched and made more ple^

'Magic Flame' for Goetz
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 7. - George
Cukor has been chosen by William
Goetz to take over direction of "The
Magic Flame," Columbia release, replacing the late Charles Vidor, who
died in Vienna last Thursday. Cukor
will leave here tomorrow for Vienna,
having just completed direction of
"Heller with a Gun" for Paramount.
Goetz is now en route to the Austrian
capital to supervise resumption of
work on the picture.

(Continued from page 1)
excess of ten million dollars, has been
completed between Jerry Lewis Productions, Inc., and Paramount, it was
announced on Friday by Jack Karp,
Paramount studio head, and Jerry
Lewis. The new contract gives Paramount the exclusive rights to all Jerry
Lewis motion picture talents for the
next seven years, including distribution rights to all independent motion
picture productions in addition to the
seven commitments Paramount had
previously announced in which he will
star.

Monday, June
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JUDGING ENTRIES in the Pepsi-Cola-Academy Awards telecast exhibitor
promotion contest: Jeff Livingston and Si Seadler, members of the MPA advertising-publicity directors committee with Norman Wasser (right), manager
of theatre sales, Pepsi-Cola.

Pepsi-Cola
Winners
Listed
page 1 )
(Continued from
Hallford, Martin Theatre, Eufaula,
Bond, went to Henry Burger, adverAla.;
Reeves Addington, Dallas Theatising and publicity director for Stantre, Fordyce, Ark.; Arvid A. Erickley-Warner inPittsburgh. Third and
son, Berkeley Theatre, Berkeley,
fourth prizes of a $100 U.S. Bond
Calif.; W. R. Hopp, Grove Theatre,
went, respectively, to Bill Sorenson,
Garden Grove, Calif.; Arthur W. Jenmanager of the Fox West Coast Theakins, Palace Theatre, Danbury, Conn.;
tre in Long Beach, Calif., and Gene
Gene
Raynor, Ritz Theatre, Marianna,
Spaugh of the James Theatre, NewFla.; Julius N. Connelly, Fischer
port News, Va.
Theatre, Danville, 111.; D. W. BuhrSix other prizes of a $50 U.S. Bond
mester, Genesee Theatre, Waukegan,
each went to Louis M. Crocco, man111.; Rose Marie Bell, Capital Theatre,
ager, Bonnie Theatre, Helper, Utah;
H. A. Bishop of Famous Players
Taylorville, 111.
Also John J. Haney, Patio Theatre,
Canadian Corp. for the Manitoba Motion Picture Exhibitors Assn.; James
Freeport, 111.; Gene Allen, Alliance
Theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.; Jon KohlW. Harmon, manager, Princess Theameier, Milan Theatre, Milan, Ind.;
tre, Harriman, Tenn.; Curtis Mees,
Skouras Theatres, Hackensack, N.J.; Fred Harbottle, RivoH Theatre,
Muncie, Ind.; Irving Heller, Palace
Stephen Barbet, manager, Palace
Theatre, Burlington, Iowa; Charles
Theatre, Lawrence, Mass.; and Leroy
Rees, Jr., Sherman Theatre, GoodDoyal, Twin and Tascosa Drive-In
Theatres, Amarillo, Tex.
land, Kans.; Al Isaac, Liberty Theatre, Pikesville, Kentucky.
Mees is a contributing editor to
Better Theatres and a director of the
Also Mrs. Irving Oberlin, Ritz
Round Table of Motion Picture
Theatre, Natchez, Miss.; Dale Stewart,
Herald.
Commonwealth Theatres, Springfield,
Mo.; George Hunter, Fox Theatres,
Promotion Praised
Springfield, Mo.; Joe Somers, Majestic Theatre, Perth Amboy, N. J.;
Members of the advertising and
G. M. Westergren, Basil Enterprises,
publicity directors committee commented that the promotional effort as Inc., Buffalo; Sol Sorkin, RKO Keith
exemplified in the entries submitted
Theatre, Syracuse; Dick Berner, Elmwood Theatre, Elmhurst, N. Y.
showed great ingenuity and the use
of every known promotional medium.
Drawn from All Sections
Special events staged by some exAlso Richard F. Fries, Academy
hibitor contestants included an Academy Awards telecast parade, a pre- Theatre, Wappingers Falls, N. Y.;
sentation of the key to the city to Irwin Mumford, Reeves Theatre, Elkin, N. C; James S. Howard, Jr.,
"Oscar," and even an electrical marquee sign across the front of the Air Vue Drive-In, Goldsboro, N. C;
City Hall of the provincial Capitol of Walter J. Elliott, Ohio Theatre, Lima;
Manitoba in Winnipeg.
John O. Guthrie, Karolyn Theatre,
The winning entries will be part New London, Ohio; R. V. McGinnis,
Rialto Theatre, Tulsa, Okla.; Buford
of the all-industry Academy Awards
Hams, Princess Theatre, Cookeville,
presentation to be made to the MPAA
board of directors and the general Tenn.; Art Katzen and Oliver Klaus,
sales managers later this month.
Majestic Theatre, Houston, Texas.
Those receiving Honorable Mention
Also Jack King, Paramount Theacertificates in the contest are: Earl
tre, Amarillo; C. M. Stewart, Waco

In Gifford
making said,
the presentation'
dent
"We, the I
Federation of Women's Clu
spectfully recognize this man
life's work. Samuel Goldwyn i
ionary, artist, showman, pione<
tleman; a man whose signific
has spanned the history of ai
industry, a man whose singlededication to the highest ideal:
motion picture art has enrich
made more pleasurable the 1
Youngest Man I Know
Accepting the award for his
Goldwyn,
Jr., said,
very
to accept this
award "Ionambehalf
all."
us
youngest
man I know in the
picture industry, my father. I
neered in motion pictures al
half century ago and he is st
neering today. Throughout th>
he has stood not only for the
quality but for progress in this
try. As a member of the moti
ture industry of today and ton
I pay tribute to him for alwa<
the
ingThe
beenfederation
a man ofsaluted
tomorrow.'
contribution
picture
industry
its "sig>:(
to thefordominant
of the nation," in a resolutioyj
to more than 1,000 delegates
tendance. Presentation was iri
Y. Frank Freeman, AMPP
chairman,
who accepted in be,
the
industry.

{Continued fromArea
Pennsylvania
page 1)]
sylvania cities has dropped fr
to 21. There also have been
stantial number of repeals a
ductions in Pennsylvania tov
and school districts, the sur
which has not yet been compli
The Pennsylvania boroughs |
have repealed taxes this ye
elude Bloomsburg, Braddoclc
lisle, Clarks Summit, Elizabe
Hawley, Honesdale, Lewisbur]
tlestown, Milton, Plymouth, Pi
Park, Renova, Royersford, 1
West Hazleton and Williamsto
addition, the borough of Bang
cut the local amusement tax
8 to 4 per cent.
Theatre,
Waco; John M. H(
Tower Theatre,
Post, Texas; J
Falco, Majestic Theatre, Beloit
Fred A. Levitt, Calgary Theab
sociation, Calgary, Alberta,
and Otus Bowes, Capitol Tl
Moose Jaw, Sask., Canada.
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'Nothing
Cable

Set' on NT

System

Bid

National Theatres has been involved
in "serious negotiations" for the purchase of a community antenna system
in Pennsylvania, but has not yet made
a deal, Charles L. Glett vice-president
of the theatre company, said here at
the weekend.
Negotiations, which were described
by Glett as in line with National
Theatres' diversification plans, are for
acquisition of the Williamsport TV
Cable Company, in that Pennsylvania
community. The talks have been held
"on and off" with the Texas businessmen who own the cable system for
some time, it was learned.
Glett Reticent
Glett, who said he was in New
York primarily on business connected
with National Theatres' WDAF-TV
in Kansas City, declined comment on
whether negotiations for acquision of
the antenna system reflected a renewed interest on the part of the
company in toll television. National
Theatres was one of the first companies to file for a toll-TV franchise
in Los Angeles two years ago.

Picture

'Porgy' Seats on Sale;
Price Scale Revealed
Reserved seat tickets go on sale today at the boxoffice of the Warner
Theatre here for the world premiere
engagement of Samuel Goldwyn's
"Porgy and Bess." The film opens
Wednesday night, June 24, before an
invitational audience, including the
producer and Mrs. Goldwyn.
Price scale for the Warner engagement is: Sunday through Thursday
evenings at 8:30, orchestra and loge,
■$3.00; balcony $2.50 and $2.00; Fridays, Saturdays and holidays at 8:30,
orchestra and loge, $3.75, balcony
$2.75 and $2.00; Wednesday matinees at 2:30, orchestra and loge,
$2,50, balcony $2.00 and $1.50; Saturday, Sunday and holiday matinees,
orchestra and loge, $2.80, balcony,
$2.20 and $1.80.
Dixon

in New

EKC

Post

ROCHESTER, N. Y., June 7. Henry C. Dixon, assistant credit manager for the western region of Eastman Kodak Co., has been named
credit manager for that division of the
company. He will be succeeded in
his former post by Eugene S. Wetmore, formerly a regional credit assistant.
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'Shaggy

Dog

(Continued from page 1)
dent, said in a statement issued Friday concerning the action brought
against the company in Federal District court at Boston by the Fresh
Pond Open Air Theatre of Cambridge, Mass.
The drive-in charged that Buena
Vista committed "unlawful acts" in
violation of the industry consent decree by requiring drive-ins to charge
a fee of 17V2 cents per child.
Ludwigpletelycalled
the Boston
suit "comwithout merit
and apparently
calculated to mislead the public regarding Buena Vista's policy of seeking a fair rental fee from this exhibitor for the licensing of 'Shaggy Dog'."
"Buena Vista plays no part in fixing the admission prices which a
theatre desires to charge," he continued. "The exhibitor may charge
whatever admission price he wishes
and, if he so desires, he may charge
only for adults.
However, regardless of admission
price policy of the exhibitor, Buena
Vista is entitled to reasonable compensation for the exhibition of its
pictures. To insure a reasonable return, Buena Vista has offered to license 'Shaggy Dog' on terms that
provide a minimum rental fee for
each theatre patron, including both
adults andmethod
children.hasThis
capita'
licensing
been'per
approved
repeatedly by the Department of Justice as not being in violation of the
anti-trust laws and as a fair and reasonable licensing method. Walt Disney
pictures,
as 'Shaggy family
Dog,'
are designed such
for wholesome
entertainment, having special appeal
for children. It would be manifestly
unfair to require Buena Vista, as the
plaintiff in this action seeks to do,
to base its rental fee solely on the
number of adult patrons viewing the
picture. Accordingly, Buena Vista has
referred this complaint to its attorneys for appropriate action."
Columbia Profit
(Continued from page 1)
weeks includes $2,622,000 representing the profit on the sale of the
company's
facilities
West
Coast.laboratory
No Federal
incomeat the
tax

m0

has been provided for the current period due to the loss carry-over of the
prior year.
Name Minsky
( Continued from page 1 )
vision of Paramount. For eight years
previously, Minsky was a division
manager of Paramount Film Distributing Corp. Minsky will make his
headquarters here.
Cinerama Benefit Set
A gala theatre premiere for the
benefit
of theof St.
Mary's Long
Boys Island,
Home
Foundation
Syosset,
will be held at the Syosset Theatre

Berlin And Its Film Festival Are Well Worth

the Trip

June 25 when "This is Cinerama"
opens there, according to Frank Giorgio,ceedspresident
the Foundation.
from the ofbenefit
will be usedPro-to
develop a recreation field at the St.
Mary of the Angels Home for Boys.

F/co Corp. Sells IJ
Shares Columbia Si
From THE DAILY Buretu
WASHINGTON, June 7.
Corp., the corporation set up
lumbia Pictures Corp. officers
rectors to trade in Columbia c<
sold 1,721 shares, dropping it
ing to 94,556 shares, the Se
and Exchange Commission r<
The transaction was conta
the latest SEC report on tra<]
film company stocks by offict
directors. Most of the tran
10.
occurred
between April 11 ar
Einfeld a Purchaser
S. Charles Einfeld acquirec
shares of 20th Century-Fox c;
stock through a stock option,
ing his total to 5,485 shares
Robert Lehman sold 6,200
leaving 17,400.
Jack Warner sold 7,000 sr|
Warner Brothers common u
1956 option at $20 per share,
owns 237,431 shares in his ow
and 1,400 through a trust s
Albert Warner sold 6,500 sha:
der the same option, leaving hi
in his own name, and 2,700 in
Eric H. Haight exchanged
shares of National Telefilm As*
common for securities of I1
Theatres, Inc., retaining nc
stock. Oliver A. Unger in Ma;
changed 40,125 shares of NT
mon for NT debentures and w<
but acquired
20,00(
shares
under a another
stock option. |
Alvord Buys 1,000 Shart
Ellsworth C. Alvord bough
shares of Loew's common,
1,000 in his own name ar
through a holding company,
George Killion boosted his hole
9,500 shares by the purchase o,
shares.
13 Loew's Houses
(Continued from page Li
Louis and New Haven Poli T
Other Loew's theatres takii
telecast are: the State and Or]
Boston; Twin Drive-In, Gil
State, Cleveland, New Orlean
town, Toronto; Capitol, Wash
and Buffalo.
The Boston dates may or m
be exclusive. Policy at the C
drive-in will be a minimum <
persons to a car, each payir
price. In St. Louis, if the Stat
out, the Orpheum will be a$
to accommodate the overflow. .
Capitol in Washington sells oi
Palace will open for the overfk"
Emerling Prepares Brochi
A full brochure on promotiri
handling the fight program ha;
prepared by Ernest Emerling,
vice-president in charge of ad
ing-publicity, for distribution to
managers. It calls the match
nitely the biggest heavyweight
in years. Johansson is the mosi
gerousandopponent
Patterson
ha!
faced
could have
the chain]
ing for the trapdoor early in th<
Every theatre should sell out."
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\ Exhibitors
Continued from page 1)
aded to continue with Colum|t Happened to Jane" this
and 20th Century-Fox's "A
Affair" next month, the TOA
reports.
t Benjamin, U.A. board chairrote George Kerasotes, TOA
It, that the "results obtained
is Jesse James' prove how
joint campaign between exand distribution can accom]opies Sent to Officials
rtes sent copies of "The Hang•" blueprint to the presidents,
magers and advertising chiefs
film company,
jea campaign is open to all
s. and is not confined to TOA
e basis of results obtained in
at Plains area already, TOA
>nds that the campaign bluefollowed by exhibitors in
Jeas who are interested in inbusiness through extra effort
eration with their fellow exand with distribution.

iys Tattern Established'
pattern has been established,"
\ bulletin remarks. "If youH
: your local level, you will
branch or division managers
of your film companies ready
irate with you."
Committee Heads
•inted for Year
Tom THE DAILY Bureau
,YWOOD, June 7. - Walter
newly elected president of
en Producers Guild, has anappointment of the follow'd members to head committhe ensuing year: Samuel G.
Duplications, (a new commityear); Pandro S. Berman,
lilton Sperling, public relaouis F. Edelma, membership;
!3resler and William Self,
William H. Wright, insurarank McCarthy, motion picef. Mirisch reserved for himirmanship of the permanent
committee,
r Gardner was appointed to
te unexpired term of board
Lewis J. Bachmil, who reto Release 'Man?
iount announced at the weekwill release "The Man Who
Death" this month. This ad! i the company's current reledule gives it eight films for
time, including two Elvis Preseleases.
ted Film Charter
OBIEANS, June 7.-ConsolProducts Corporation, 714
Avenue, this city, has been
a charter by Secretary of
>ade O. Martin, Jr., to engage
motion picture business. Aucapital stock is $500,000.

Television

Gregory Named UA-TV
West Division Manager
Jack Gregory joins United Artists
Television, Inc. today as western division manager, it was announced at
the weekend by Bruce Eells, executive vice-president.
Gregory
hadZivpreviously
beenforassociated with
Television
six
years, having been their division
manager, both in the Eastern and
Western division. Prior to Ziv he was
an account executive for the American Broadcasting Company at KGOTV, San Francisco. He had also been
affiliated with the Allied Advertising
Agency
cisco. in Los Angeles and San FranMarital Problems
Bows

Over CBS

Today

CBS Signs Sid Caesar
To Exclusive Contract
Sid Caesar has been signed to a
long-term exclusive contract with the
CBS Television Network, it was announced by Louis G. Cowan, president. Under the terms of his contract,
Caesar will star in a series of onehour comedy specials, the first of
which will be presented in the fall
of 1959.
This will mark the initial appearance on the CBS Television Network
for Caesar. The series of Caesar specials will be produced by the Shellrick Corporation, with Hal Janis as
executive producer.
Caesar said that Audrey Meadows
has been signed as a regular featured
performer on all of the Caesar shows.

Series

June 29

"For Better or Worse," a new daytime television series which will explore, with "documentary reality,"
case histories of marital problems, will have its premiere Monday, June 29, on the CBS Television
Network (2:00-2:30 P.M., EDT), it
was announced by Oscar Katz, CBS
Television Network vice-president in
charge of daytime programs.
Educator Is Host
Hosted by the noted marriage
counselor and teacher, Dr. James A.
Peterson of the University of Southern California, the material for "For
Better or Worse" will be drawn from
Dr. Peterson's private files, covering
a period of more than two decades
of experience.
Find 'No Crisis' in
Programs for Children
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 7.-There is
"no crisis" in children's television programming, according to a survey
study of 260 programs on the air during children's
by 1200of
leaders
of the hours
Generalmade
Federation
Women's Clubs in a ballot conducted
under the auspices of National Audience Board.
Five Honored
Five civic leaders received NAB
awards for efforts during the recent
survey which were presented at a
luncheon at the Palladium Friday. Recipients were Mrs. Alfred Simandl,
State chairman of motion pictures,
radio and TV of the Illinois Federation; Mrs. Harry Christopher, chairman, communications department,
Baltimore; Mrs. Earl Shahan, Jr.,
chairman, communications department, Tullahoma, Tenn.; Mrs. O. C.
Beattie, Illinois junior director of
communication; and Mrs. Joseph
Hector, Illinois Federation.

install 1st Ampex
Unit in Miami

Tape

Area

Special to THE DAILY
MIAMI, June 7. - Station WPSTTV (Channel 10) is spending $65,000
for the first Ampex tape recording
unit in this area. This is the tape on
which the area receives most network
shows currently. Channel 10 will use
it to record programs and commercials on a delayed basis.
The station will have the equipment mounted on a truck for use in
doing remote telecasts throughout the
area. The tape has until recently been
used exclusively by the networks.
Channel 10 is the first station on
the east coast south of Atlanta to go
into tape recording. Manager Walter
Koessler expects delivery momentarily. The same station also has just
bought the second half of the United
Artists-BKO package of motion pictures for use on its Sunday afternoon
and weeknight movie revival shows.

Charles Barry to Y&R
As a Vice-President
Charles C. Barry has resigned as
of the NTA Television Netpresident
work to join the television department
of Young & Rubicam as a vice-president. He will join the agency in midJuly, reporting to Peter G. Levathes,
vice-president in charge of the radiotelevision department.
Polon Sues Susskind
Barron Polon filed suit against
David Susskind in Federal
producer
District Court here Friday, asking for
an accounting of all monies accruing
from the latter's production of "Meet
Me in St. Louis" for the CBS Television Network. Polon claims he was
cut out of an agreement which gave
him a 50 per cent interest in the
musical production.

New

Detroit Station Is

Dedicated

at Ceremony

Special to THE DAILY
DETROIT, June 7. - A new and
modern radio-television facility, WXYZ's Broadcast House, was dedicated
in impressive ceremonies Friday
night before several hundred guests
from all over the nation. Leaders of
industry, government, advertising and
the press participated.
Simulcast a Feature
A special dedication simulcast over
WXYZ-TV and WKYZ Radio, ABCowned and operated stations, featured the first evening of the gala
two-day
Speaking
the 6:307 P.M. event.
simulcast
were on
Leonard
H.
Goldenson, president of American
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres,
Inc.; James G. Riddell, vice-president,
ABC Western Division; G. Mennen
Williams, governor of Michigan;
Louis C. Miriani, mayor of Detroit;
Donald L. Swanson, mayor of Southfield, and the Rev. Fr. Celestin J.
Steiner, president of the University
of Detroit.
WXYZ Radio and the executive offices began operating from Broadcast
House on May 18. Television operations began in the new building on
May 25. This marked the first time
WXYZ-TV, WXYZ-AM and FM ever
operated under the same roof.
Operation Started in January
Construction on the huge, 1,073foot television tower began in the
spring of 1958, and Channel 7 began
transmitting from the new tower on
Jan. 1, 1959. Broadcast House, the
television tower and two radio towers
are located on a 100-acre site of
wooded, rolling farm land on TenMile Boad just west of Northwestern
Highway— 14 miles northwest of
downtown Detroit.

Guild Films' Moves Its
Headquarters in N. Y.
Guild Films' home office in New
York has moved its sales and administrative offices to 655 Madison Avenue in Manhattan and 32 Court Street
in Brooklyn. The move was necessitated mestic
by thesalescompany's
doactivity, expanding
the increased
requirements of the videotape market
and the growing international operation of Inter World TV Films, according to John J. Cole, Guild president.
ON [VERY CHANNEL
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t Profit

Is

,626,000
dres with Net Loss of
i.000 in '58 Period
Bros, and subsidiary comjr the six months ending Feb.
had a net profit of $4,626,a provision of 82,2.50,000
ral income taxes,
e six months ending March
the company reported a net
2,894,000 representing a loss
;,000 after an estimated caredit of 8800,000 for Federal
axes and a special provision
3,000 for estimated loss on
to independent producers.
;t profit for the six months
sb. 28, 1959, is equivalent to
t share on the 1,585,196
common stock outstanding
'.ontinued on page 2)
Changed

to

States Theatres
Special to THE DAILY
1MB, Miss., June 8.-The
Pike Booking and Supply
has been changed to Gulf
leatres, Inc., with home of'aining here, it is announced
Solomon, president.
Mi, a veteran in the theatre
took over the top role in the
I in 1946. The company now
jidoor and 29 drive-ins in the
pf Mississippi, Louisiana,
(nd Alabama.
Unlikely in

4Anti' Bill Tabled
Special to THE DAILY
RANCISCO, June 8. - "The
3 company is the only firm
imntry financially and physijipped to start immediate tollitions in California and that's
tiling the Pacific Telephone
"■•mtinued on page 7)
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Compo

Public

National

Reported

Cities

in 40 Key

Outlets

J Six-Month

PayTV

TEN CENTS

NEW YORK, U.S.A., TUESDAY, JUNE 9, 1959

ig Feb. 28

tName

PICTURE

Relations

for
Net

Compo's national public relations network already has outlets in 40 key
cities, Charles E. McCarthy, Compo information director, announced yesterday
in making
a list agreed
of 95 oftotheserve.
nation's top publicity, advertising and exploitation menpublic
who have
Nearly a dozen additional cities will
be added to the list as soon as local
Productions in 70mm
industry representatives have made
their selections.
Are Now Up to 10
Press releases for distribution
As installations of and orders for
through these outlets are now in the
course of preparation, McCarthy
70mm. projection and sound equipsaid, and mailing probably will be
ment continue to mount, a check-up
started shortly, with the close coshows the following 70mm. productions in prospect:
operation of these local committeemen, he added, "it should be possible
Samuel
Goldwyn's "Porgy and
to obtain constructive publicity in Bess," distributed
by Columbia;
most of the metropolitan dailies and
MGM's "Ben-Hur"; Buena Vista's
a substantial percentage of the papers
"The Big Fisherman," and Univerof smaller circulation."
sal^ "Spartacus" are completed or
The list of Compo Publicity and
shooting: Planned are: 20th CenturyDistribution committees follows: Al- Fox's "Can Can," "The King Must
bany—Seymour L. Morris; AtlantaDie" and "The Greatest Story Ever
Leonard
Allen; Buffalo-Edward
Told," and Buena Vista's "Swiss
(Continued on page 6)
Family Robinson." B-B's "Sleeping
Beauty" and Magna Theatres' "South
Pacific" have been in distribution in
70mm. for some time, of course.
UP A 'Unlimited Play'
Agreement Said Success
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 8. - Enough
signed contracts and firm commitments from leading exhibitors are on
hand to insure success of UPA's "unlimited play agreement," president
Stephen Bosustow announced here today. On the strength of the results
achieved by Roy Haines, general
sales manager, in lining up major
theatre circuits during his recent three
(Continued on page 6)
New
To

Bill
Pass

Would
Own

Lesser Outlines

Plans

For Coast Film Museum
By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, June 8. - Sol
Lesser, veteran motion picture executive and leader, heading a nineman commission appointed by County
Board of Supervisors to pursue the
establishment
of aon Hollywood
mu(Continued
page 7)
Permit

Ohio

Sunday-Closing

Cities
Laws

Special to THE DAILY
COLUMBUS, O, June 8.— Ohio cities and towns would be permitted to
pass their own Sunday-closing "blue laws" under terms of a bill to amend
Ohio's 128-year-old statutes sponsored by Rep. Paul Lynch, Columbus Democrat. The House Judiciary committee
is conducting hearings on proposals
ly frees "recreation, sport or amuseto amend or repeal the ancient blue
ment" from Sunday closing regulations on a statewide basis. Newspaper
laws.
sales, milk deliveries, commercial
"Recreation, sports and amusetrucking
and transportation, walking,
ments" could be "regulated, reriding
or
driving for recreation, sale
stricted or controlled" under the
Lynch proposal. This would apply of motor vehicle fuel and hiring conveyances for riding or driving are
particularly to commercial amuselikewise exempt.
ments, sports and recreation. Fines
would be prescribed for violations.
"Entertainments,
and
(Continued onsports
page events
6)
The Lynch bill, however, specifical-

T<> Late May
Installations
Of

70mm.

In

82

Now

Houses

Universal Survey Shows
49 More Are on Order
There were at least 82 theatres in
the domestic market equipped with
70mm. projection and sound as of late
last month, a survey conducted by
Universal's distribution organization
reveals.
The 82 include three installations
in Canadian theatres and two in
Honolulu, which is covered by Universal's San Francisco exchange.
The tional
survey
revealed
49 addi-or
installations
are that
on order
contemplated, including one in Canda. Thus, a grand total of 131 installations is in prospect for the near
future.
Universal's domestic distribution
organization made the survey at the
direction of Henry H. Martin, general
sales manager, in anticipation of the
release
next Technirama
Christmas ofcolor
"Spartacus,"
its 70mm.
(Continued on page
2) producGood

Attendance

at

NJ. Allied Convention
Special to THE DAILY
GROSSINGER'S, N. Y., June 8.More than 200 delegates, wives and
guests registered
the annual
vention of Allied for
Theatre
Ownerscon-of
New Jersey which opened at Grossinger's here today.
Delegates
took advantage
(Continued
on page 2 ) of fine
House

Passes Bill on

Corporate
From THE Tax
DAILY Rate
Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 8. - The
House passed and sent to the Senate
a bill extending the present 52 per
cent corporate tax rate another year,
through June 30, 1960.
The rate would otherwise drop to
4 per cent on July 1. The Senate is
expected to give prompt approval to
the House measure, which also continues for another year various high
excise tax rates imposed at the time
of the Korean War,

Motion

PERSONAL
MENTION

ER, producer-diSTANLEY rector,KRAM
has arrived in New York
from Hollywood.
Cecil Bernstein, a director of the
Granada Group, Ltd., London, has
arrived in New York from Britain.
•
Arthur Greenblatt, Allied Artists assistant sales manager, has arrived in Memphis in the course of a
tour through the South.
•
Edwin P. Saplinskv, official of
Malco Theaters, Memphis, has left
there with his family for Lexington,
Va., to attend the graduation of his
son from Washington and Lee University.
•

John Oxberry, president of Animation Equipment Corp., New Rochelle, who returned recently from
Europe, will leave here shortly for a
business trip to South America.
•
Frank Rodriguez, head of Buena
Vista's home office still department,
has left New York for a vacation in
Florida and Cuba.
•
Charles Simpson, vice-president
of Capital Releasing Corp., Atlanta,
has returned there from Chattanooga.
•
C. C. Bach, manager for National
Theatre Suppply Co. in Memphis, has
left there with his family for a vacation at Daytona Beach, Fla.
•
Gladys Markert, of Radio City
Music Hall, has returned to New York
from Key West, Fla.
Atlanta Censor

Refuses

'Nation*1
License
Specialfor
to THE
DAILY
ATLANTA, Ga., June 8.-Formal
notice of a refusal to permit commercial showing here of "The Birth of a
Nation" was received by the film
owner's
counsel picture
from thecensor.
local
office of legal
the motion
The 44-year-old film has been under
a ban here since 1944, according to
Mrs. Christine Smith Gilliam, motion
picture censor for the city of Atlanta.
The picture had been scheduled for
an engagement at the Fine Art Cinema next week by Goldmax Enterprises, local film distributing company.
Acting on behalf of Goldmax, attorney R. E. Findler filed a special
request to Mrs. Gilliam last week for
permission to show the picture.

Picture

Warners'
Net
(Continued from page 1)
at that date after deducting 897,051
shares held in treasury.
Film rentals, sales, etc., amounted
to $40,373,000; dividends from foreign subsidiaries not consolidated
were $642,000 and profit on sales of
capital assets was $707,000 for the
six months ending Feb. 28, 1959, as
compared with $31,332,000, $1,204,000 and $769,000, respectively, for
the corresponding period last year.
Net current assets were $33,043,000 and debt maturing after one year
was $4,879,000 at Feb. 28, 1959,
compared with $35,932,000 and $5,975,000,
respectively, at Nov. 29,
1958.
The amount outstanding under the
three year bank credit agreement dated Aug 15, 1956, has been reduced
from $5,000,000 at Nov. 29, 1958, to
$2,000,000 at Feb. 28, 1959. Subsequent to Feb. 28, 1959, the balance
of $2,000,000 was repaid.
No Change Since February
During February, 1959, the company purchased 160,000 shares of its
common stock at a cost of $4,227,000. At Feb. 28, 1959, there were
1,585,196 shares outstanding after deducting 897,051 shares held in treasury. Since that date there has been no
change.
On May 15, 1959, the company
sold its ranch in San Fernando Valley, Calif., for a cash consideration
of $10,000,000. After deducting
costs and estimated taxes, there will
be a non-recurring profit arising from
the sale amounting to approximately
$6,500,000.
N.J. Allied Meet
(Continued from page 1 )
weather and crowded the golf course
day.
and swimming pools throughout the
One late afternoon business session
was held and discussion was confined
to the problem of increases in theatre fire insurance rates in New Jersy.
Protests against the increases are
planned and statistics are being prepared which show there have been
no serious theatre fires in the state
in the past six years.
The convention program has been
planned to make it as flexible as
possible in order to permit delegates
to make maximum use of the resort's
attractions while good weather prevails, and to limit business sessions
to a minimum. The convention will
continue through Thursday.
AMP A Meets Thursday
The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers will hold a "closed" luncheon-meeting Thursday at the Hotel
Piccadilly here. President Bob Montgomery will preside at the conclave
which will be restricted to members.

Daily
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New Manager Reopens
Lake Placid Theatre
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N. Y., June 8. - The
Palace at Lake Placid, closed last October following a six-month ban
placed on it for Catholics, in July,
because "And God Created Woman"
was shown, has reopened, with Joseph J.Jarvis as manager.
In a large newspaper advertisement, the new manager promised
"wholesome entertainment" and asked
patrons for their suggestions, criticisms and comments. Jarvis explained
that he planned to use approximately
150 pictures this year and that the
major
producers
tal of only
200. were releasing a toThe new manager, whose parents
conducted the Delmar in suburban
Delmar for many years and who not
only was associated with that theatre
but also with the operation of the
Rustic Drive-in at West Sand Lake,
stressed in the ad that "Your children
will always be welcome at the PalBig N.E. Campaign for
'Hercules' Is Prepared
Special to THE DAILY
BOSTON, June 8.-One of the most
extensive saturation campaigns ever
given a film in the New England area
has been completed by Warner Brothers for
Levine's by"Hercules," itJoseph
has been E.announced
Bill
Kumins, Warner's New England manager. Campaign includes TV and radio spots, use of 200 24-sheets, full
page newspaper ads and special
tie-ins.
115 Prints to Boston
The Boston branch will receive 115
prints, a record number, to kick off
the fillm on July 1. With 250 playdates set for the saturation period,
over one-half of the total possibilities
in the territory will be played off during the first two weeks of release.
"Hercules" starts its New England
opening with a special premiere on
June 30 at the Pilgrim Theatre, flagship of American Theatres Corp.,
with all the fanfare of a Hollywood
opening. The ceremonies will be
broadcast and televised over WBZ-TV
and WBZ.
Malco

Theatres

to Open

Full-Time for Summer
Special to THE DAILY
MEMPHIS, Tenn., June 8.-Malco
Theatres, Inc., has opened the Linden
Circle and Memphian, deluxe Memphis suburban theatres, full time for
the summer.
Richard Lightman, Malco vicepresident, said: "Business is always
better in the summer." They have
been oprating only on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays during the winter months.

70mm.

Mou

(Continued from page ]
tion starring Kirk Douglas, 1

Olivier,
Tony Curtis,
Charles Laughton
and Jean
Peter S*
Reports from four of the co
domestic distribution orgai
still are incomplete but the fin
lation is not expected to be
materially when those repoi
been completed. The survey
conditions as of late May. Tl
tion is expected to chang
month to month from now oi
ever,
Motoneq
Daily asonreported
May 22,in 70mm
is in very short supply ai
orders as may be accepted n
not be filled for several moi
the total installations, T
claims 65.
Installations Itemized |
A breakdown of actual am,
pated installations as uncov<
the Universal survey follows: (
Far West: Los Angeles,
stalled, nine ordered; Denver,
one; Salt Lake City, one; Sa.
lulu),
and (including
one; Portland,
o,j
cisco, four
two ii''
Seattle, one.
West: Dallas, seven and Ij
Orleans, two and one; Oklahoiij
two and one; St. Louis, one i
Kansas City, two; Memph
Minneapolis, two and thre
Moines, none; Omaha, one
Central and Southern: Atla
and three; Charlotte, none;
ville, four and one (includ
mi);
Chicago,
three; Cincinn
and two;
Indianapolis,
three;
kee, one and two; Detroit,
one; Buffalo, five; Cleveland, t
Pittsburgh, two and two.
Ten in New York
Eastern: New York, eight
Philadelphia, four and two; V
ton, three and one; Boston, t|
three; Albany, one; New Ha\
and Canada, three and one. il
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WILL

ie entire motion

BE

BE

MOTION

LAUNCHED!

picture industry may

3 event with pride. For upon

anticipate

that evening, the

mmer's Star-Spangled Attraction of AttractionsHN PAUL /CWES-will sail triumphantly into Broad-

SAMUEL
BRONSTON

ty's most-prized showcase, the Rivoli ... the home,
ice its refurbishing, of only three previous picturesiround the World in 80 Days," "South Pacific"
d "Compulsion". There, a noteworthy and
\stinguished audience of dignitaries and celebies will greet a masterpiece of motion picture

(U

far

aking. It is highly fitting that the gala opening
ght will be for the benefit of the Navy League.
Samuel Bronston's sweeping saga features
ore than 100 speaking parts, portrayed by a
illiant international cast . . . location shooting
the gardens at Versailles, the Royal Palace in
adrid, Virginia's reconstructed Williamsburg
.spectacular sea-battles between full-sized
-creations of famed Revolutionary warshipsid so many more wonders

as to lavishly supply

half-dozen of even today's great attractions!
All of this will be told-and sold-to the American

iblic by an unusual, powerful and penetrating adverting campaign, featuring display ads in such national
iblications as LIFE, LOOK, TIME, TRUE, ARGOSY, PIC1RIAL REVIEW, AMERICAN LEGION, VFW MAGAZINE
id a full schedule in the fan books.
In addition, a heavy and sustained barrage of proiotion and publicity- virtually unprecedented both
length and intensity-will bring to bear every big
in among the opinion-making

media.

Filmed in Technirama® with Color by Techni'olor®, JOHN PAUL JONES is so richly produced, so
Lcitingly directed by sea-master John Farrow that it is
rtain to win the approval of audiences everywhere.
From

Starring

WARNER

BROS

Specially selected engagements in July. General re/ease in August
WITH UNPRECEDENTED
50-STATE GOVERNORS' PREMIERES IN EVERY CAPITAL!
or Warner Bros. Records the original music Irom the sound track ot "John Paul Jones." available at your tajorita record dealer.

ROBERT STACK • MARISA PAVAN
Guest Stars
CHARLES COBURN -ERIN O'BRIEN
MACDONALD CAREY -JEAN PIERRE AUMONT
DAVID FARRAR -PETER CUSH1NG -SUSANA CANALES
And a Special DC TTC HAWIQ as Catherine
Appearance by DEI I It UnVIO the Great
Produced by SAMUEL BRONSTON • Oirected by JOHN FARROW
Screenplay by JOHN FARROW and JESSE LASKY. Jr.
technirama® Color By TECHNICOLOR®
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(Continued from page ]|

REVIEW:
Compo's
Net
(Continued from page 1)
Meade, Arthur Krolick, George H.
Mackenna, Andrew Gibson, Gerald
Westergren, and Charles B. Taylor;
Chicago-Edward Seguin; CincinnatiJoe Alexander; Cleveland-Frank
Murphy and Ted Barker; AkronHarry Klotz; Canton-Eugene Moulaison; Columbus-Walter Kessler;
Dayton-Carl
Rogers; Toledo- Abe
Ludacer.
Dallas-Kyle Rorex, Francis Barr,
Don Douglas, Edward Forrester, and
John Q. Adams; Denver-Pat McGee;
Des Moines-Don Knight; Det-Fred
Sweet; Indianapolis-Dale McFarland,
Robert V. Jones, and Ken Prickett;
Jacksonville— Walter Tremor, Sheldon
Mandel, and Sonny Shepherd.
Kansas City-Darrell Presnell, and
M. B. Smith; Los Angeles-Mrs. Ida
Schreiber, and Fay S. Reeder; Memphis-Robert E.Hosse, Richard Lightman, George Doyne, E. O. Cullins,
Augustine Cianciolo, and Nathan
Reiss.
Minneapolis-Everett Seibel, and
Harry Greene; New Haven-Maurice
Bailey, Harry F. Shaw, Norman
Bialek, Al Pickus, Harry Feinstein,
James Totman, and Lou Brown; New
Jersey-Wilbur Snaper, Richard Turteltaub, and Charles Felleman.
Oklahoma City-Howard Federer,
Paul Townsend, Roger Rice, and
Norman Prager; Omaha-George
Gaughan; Philadelphia-Everett C.
Callow, Hal Marshall, Ed Gallner,
and Milt Young; Phoenix-George
Aurelius; Pittsburgh— Harry Hendel,
Henry Burger, Ted Manos, George
Stern, and Charles R. Blatt.
St. Louis— Robert Johnson; Salt
Lake City— John Krier; San Francisco
—John P. Parsons, Sam Siegel and
Hal Honore; Seattle— Oscar Nyberg,
Fred Danz, Will Conner, and Jim
Bonholzer; Spokane— Joe Rosenfield;
Tacoma— John Kane; Wenatchee—
Will Greime; Yakima— Al Frank.
Washington, D.C.-Paul Roth, Sid
Zins, Frank LaFalce, Jack Foxe, and
John G. Broumas; Baltimore— Jack
Whittle; Newport News— Jerome Gordon; Richmond — Morton Thalhimer
Jr., Seymour Hoffman, and Sam
Blendheim III; Winchester, Va.— Tom
Baldridge, and the rest of Virginia,
Carlton Duffus.
Rumley Trial Slated
SPARTANBURG, S. C, June 8.Claude C. Rumley, operator of the
Fox Drive-In Theatre here, will go
on trial at 3 P.M., June 23, before
Judge Bobo Burnett on two separate
charges of operating his theatre on
Sunday in violation of the State's socalled "Blue Laws."

The

Hound

of

the

Hammer— United Artists
Sherlock Holmes, one of fiction's most popular sleuths, returns to
theatre screens after too long an absence in this garishly tinted thriller
from the British studios of Hammer Films. Like earlier entries from
that latter organization, the United Artists release is loaded with exploitable angles, although scenes of out-and-out horror are kept to a
minimum.
This time around, the legendary Holmes pipe is smoked by Peter
CusJiing, who will be familiar to most action fans from his roles in
earlier Hammer productions. The detective's venerable side-kick, Dr.
Watson, is portrayed by Andre Morell, who makes the character a bit
shrewder and less befuddled than he was in the days of the late Nigel
Bruce.
Also appearing in the proceedings is another Hammer veteran, Cristopher Lee, who is Sir Henry Baskerville, the final heir to an estate
which has been plagued by horrible deaths at the fangs of a legendary
"hound of hell." To keep Lee from the fate of his ancestors, Holmes is
hired to protect him, almost fluffing the job on several occasions, though
he tries his darndest.
Needless to say, Holmes triumphs by the final reel. Watching the
criminologist in action will keep most audiences interested. The screenplay is by Peter Bryan, from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's novel.
Whereas in the past much of the dry humor of a Sherlock Holmes
film was supplied by Dr. Watson, it is here dispatched principally by
old Miles Malleson, who performs engagingly as a local bishop turned
entomologist. Other important figures in the supporting cast are Maria
Landi, Francis De Wolff and Ewen Solon, all of whom perform capably
under the direction of Terence Fisher.
As in the past, producer Anthony Hinds has seen to it that the sightvalues of this latest Hammer film are equal to or better than its competitors. The Technicolor period settings are nicely executed, but are
not allowed to spoil the over-all suspenseful mood of the piece. Furthermore, there are several scenes of horror, including a fall into quicksand
and a vicious attack by the hound of the title, which will please the
action fans.
Bunning time, 84 minutes. General classification. Belease, in June.
Warren G. Harris
New

Site Picked

for

Chattanooga Drive-In
Special to THE DAILY
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn., June 8.Independent Theatres, Inc. will build
a new 1,000-car Skyway drive-in on
a 31-acre site on the north side of
Lee Highway to replace the Skyway
on Brainerd Road which is to give
way to a big shopping center development by the circuit.
Work is scheduled to begin in
September on the new drive-in, according to Jay Solomon, general manager of Independent. The theatre is
expected to cost $250,000 and should
be ready for operation by next spring.
Don Shaw, manager of the old Skyway, will hold that post for the new

Para, to Transfer
Cleve. Functions

CO.

OF AMERICA, INC.

Sales Offices
and Warehouses
at

Some
to Pitt.

Paramount will transfer the accounting functions of its Cleveland
branch to Pittsburgh at the end of
this month and curtail its exchange
staff and office space in the Ohio city.
A Paramount official said that all
other regular services to customers
served by the Cleveland exchange
will be continued, including sales,
shipping and inspection. Bookers will
visit the exchange from Pittsburgh
at regular intervals.
"The only difference," he said,
"will be that our customers will receive their bills in the future from
Pittsburgh.
Harry Buxbaum, manager, and
Jerry Lipow
Gordon Bufie, salesmen, remain and
in Cleveland.

exhibitions" are exempt from
closing laws in a bill spons
Rep. Frank J. Gorman, C
County Democrat. His bill wc
bid "persons, firms or corpi
"comm
from
ng in
bill h
Gorma
Sundayengagi
n on
s. The
empts "works of charity oi
of the old bylawRepis
in Repeal
a bill introduced
A. Taft, Cincinnati Republii
said "force of public opinior
be counted on to deal with
problems of Sunday busines
added, however, that legislat
be necessary to control sp
Sunday retailing.
sity."
Supported by Clergyma
At the first hearing on M
bills, Rev. Roland G. Hohn, r j
First Methodist Church,

urged
adoption
of Gormai
Allen Brown,
representing
the |
ton County Anti-Blue Law (f
tee, backed repeal. Ernest J.
representing a Cleveland an
merchants group, also favorec
Leslie Scrimger, administra
sistant to Mayor M. E. Sensen i
said the Columbus city admin ;
seeks a clarifying law.
The Senate Commerce an<
Committee has postponed heai
a repeal measure sponsored
Anthony Calabrese, Clevelanc
crat.
UPA

'Unlimited PI
(Continued from page ) I
weeks nation wide explorato
Bosustow ordered into produc
first two cartoons of the nev
Magoo series with which UF :
to pioneer its releasing arran
wherein UPA plans to seal If
cartoons a year to exhibitors v
retain possession of prints
months.
Among
the circuits sigi,
Haines were Balaban and Kat
Pacific Drive-In Theatres, Bi !
Theatres, North Ohio Theatre
state Circuit, Inc., Dallas,
Stanley Warner Theatres, Un:
troit Theatres, and Alliance
ment Co., with houses in
Illinois, and Washington.
"Our first two subjects to 1
for the unlimited play' prog:
be 'Magoo Meets Boing-Boi
T Was
Teen-Age
tow
said.a "This
is in Magoo','
response
hibitor suggestion that we si
subject material even more
youth and teen-age market.''
I
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Film
EDPLE
Jamieson, active for many
the advertising and public
field in South America, has
ned Latin American superJ. Arthur Rank Overseas
tributors, Inc.
□
>ick E. Koehner, comptroller
ount Pictures, New York, has
cted to membership in the
rs Institute of America.
□
R. Lombroso, who has been
tal manager in Europe and
East for Republic Pictures,
elected president and manrctor of Globe Films InterRome.
□
Roy G. Edwards, motion
pecialist assigned to the OfInformation, Headquarters,
jghth Air Force, Westover
Air Force Base, has been
vinner in that area of the
le writing contest. His entry
1 be forwarded to general
•ters for the competition on a
usis.
tiith, Family Own
10% of AA Stock
jom THE DAILY Bureau
YWOOD, June 8. - Albert
, MGM producer now on
Universale International to
; Private Lives of Adam and
irring Mickey Rooney and
'an Doren, has filed a report
: Securities and Exchange,
ion that he and his family
a over 10 per cent of the
stock of Allied Artists.
Dned on the significance of
k interest, Zugsmith stated
been a stockholder in Allied
or many years and it just so
that in accumulating more
r my family that we have
ver the 10 per cent amount
equired to be reported. We
the management of Allied
ider Steve Broidy and George
is the very finest that can
I red and these gentlemen will
c proxies."
?e Bressler Dies
ELAND, June 8.-George
United Artists booker-office
died Friday in Suburban
i where he was taken after a
a.ck. Prior to joining United
e had been a long-time local
nt accountant. His wife and
Hits Half-Million
(l Artists' "Some Like It Hot"
H up a $507,923 gross for ten
t the Loew's State Theatre
■ was announced by William
nan, vice-president in charge
nition. The picture registered
32,256 for its tenth week.

Picture

Museum

(Continued from page 1 )
seum as a cultural center for motion
pictures and television, told more lhan
100 members of the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce at luncheon
today in the Hotel Knickerbocker that
proposals for a museum other than
the commission's
own wereto futile
political moves. He referred
the recent
report
on William
to include
a museumZeckendorf's
in Century plans
City
on the present 20th-Fox studio lot.
whereby the Academy would be approached for sponsorship and rental
of space.
Lesser expressed a hope of securing one of several sites in Hollywood,
among those considered being on
Hollywood Bowl land and the NBC
studios at Sunset and Vine, to house
motion picture and television exhibits,
for construction of a large auditorium
for telecasts; also a special stage for
motion picture production, allowing
tourists, vacationers and conventioners to view the facilities, which would
relieve the studios of countless requests for tours.
Lesser also revealed plans to build
a theatre showing old films, with
policy and practice to be identical
with that of the museum of Modern
Art in New York, counting on the
Library of Congress and the George
Eastman collection as a source of
product.
Lesser reported that state funds will
be made available to the county for
museum purposes under Bill 2656
recently passed; and that more than
80 guilds connected with motion pictures and TV would be called on to
appoint a representative from each to
formulate plans and policy.
'Horse' Book Promotion
United Artists and Harper and
Brothers have set a major book promotion for "The Horse Soldiers,"
the Mirisch Company release. The
hard cover book, carrying the story of
the film, will be featured at the
Harper booth at the American Booksellers Convention in Washington
starting June 14. Displays and posters will cross-promote the picture.
In addition more than 2,000 major
book stores and department stores
across the country will participate in
the special promotion involving counter and poster advertising.
NSS

7

Daily

Promotes

Marcus

CLEVELAND, June 8. - Irving
Marcus, local National Screen Service
salesman for the past 12 years, has
been promoted to manager of the
company's
Pittsburghhe branch.
veteran NSS employee,
has beenA with
the company for 26 years.
A1P, DCA in Deal
LOS ANGELES, June 8. - American International Pictures has completed adeal for distribution of Distributors Corp. of America features
by AIP's
and future
present and
past,
Minneapolis
Milwaukee exchanges.

Television

Score Allocating of
Broadcast Frequencies
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 8. - Broadcasters complained to Congress over
the present system of allocating
broadcast
ment users.frequencies to non-governHarold E. Fellows, president of the
National Association of Broadcasters,
said non -government users must go
to the Federal Communications Commission and justify fully their use,
while Government users face no such
requirement. He was one of a panel
of experts appearing before a House
Commerce Subcommittee, just
launching a study on the entire subCalls Non-Use Open Book'
"Non-government use is an open
ject. Fellows said. "Government use
book,"
is a closed book, with no comparable
justification to the required of nongovernment users." A Presidential advisory group now assigns frequencies
for
uses. military and other Government
He and other witnesses said it was
vital that one agency be given authority to control the entire radio
spectrum.
Bill Gibbs

Transferred

To MGM-TV Office Here
In an effort to coordinate the entire
sales and service activity of M-G-MTV in New York, Bill Gibbs, director
of the industrial and commercial films
division of M-G-M, will be transferred from Culver City, Calif., to
Metro's home office here, it was announced byGeorge T. Shupert, vicepresident in charge of Television for
M-G-M.
Sees Advertisers Aided
"By this move, we hope to increase
our services to advertisers, their agencies and users of industrial film, most
of which maintain New York headquarters," Shupert stated. Among the
commercial
accounts
that Gibb's
division handles
are American
Motors,
Viceroys, Owens-Corning Fiberglas,
Phillip Morris and Camay.
Claim 600,000 Seats on
Sale for Patterson Go
Over 600,000 seats are now on sale
for the Patterson-Johansson heavyweight championship fight June 25.
according to Irving B. Kahn, president
of TelePrompTer Corp., whose group
communications division is producing
this telecast.
Loew's, RKO, Stanley Warner, Balaban & Katz, Wometco, Paramount
Gulf and Fabian are among the theatre circuits that will be showing the
fight direct from the Yankee Stadium
on their screens.

Today

S.F.

Toll-TV

(Continued from page 1 )
and Telegraph Company has on its
That was the declaration here today of State Assemblyman Louis
Francis, whose attempts were defeated in the legislature at Sacramento
last week to enact laws for the regulation of toll-TV. His bills to set
up state control, rather than local,
andmind."
to prohibit pay-TV programs
available elsewhere on free TV were
shunted into interim committee limbo
through the efforts of a Hollywood
lobby delegation spearheaded by
Skiatron vice-president Jerome Doff
and supported by the Screen Actors
Guild and the AFL Film Council representatives as well as agents for
ters.
Telemeter and other pay-TV promoGlassman

Adds

Pathe

Educational Film Series
Film financier Barnett Glassman
has added the Pathe News Magazine
of the Screen, a monthly educational
film series distributed by educational
directors to schools and colleges, to
Pathe News, Inc., together with
names, trademarks, and film properties to the organization he formed
in 1958 to take over the assets of the
former Pathe Pictures, Inc.
Glassman formed Pathe News, Inc.,
a Delaware corporation with 3,000,000 shares of capital stock authorized,
to retain the Pathe News name, its
copyrights and other subsidiary
rights. Wholly-owned companies under the Pathe setup include Pathe
News Library, Inc., Studio Films,
Inc., and the Pathe-Framer Productions, Inc. The latter company will
primarily be engaged in the production of TV programs, live and filmed,
library.
based on the old Pathe newsreel

SEG

Rejects Film

Pact

HOLLYWOOD, June 8. - The
Screen Extras Guild, at its annual
membership meeting held at the
Academy Awards Theatre, voted unanimously toreject the contract counter-proposals submitted by motion picture and television film producers.
The guild's
negotiators
and toboard
directors
were
instructed
take ofa
strike authorization vote of the general membership should further negotiations fail.
MARTIN GOTTLIEB
rfilm effects, inc.
1600 BROADWAY, N.y. 19
J
• OPTICAL EFFECTS
• PLAZA
STAND 7-1098
PHOTOGRAPHY
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The only authorized
original version with
music and words by
Charles Chaplin
. . . narrated by the
inimitable Charlie
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Speaks

13

te
jges Sena
\e for

Full

iia Program

louse Cut in Funds
ig 25%

Reduction

By J. A. OTTEN
ONGTON, June 9.-U.S. Ini Agency director George V.
tid a House cut in the Ini Media Guaranty Program
«ce a reduction of about 25
in that program,
iced a Senate Appropriations
lirtee to vote the full $3,the Administration had reThe House had voted
)0, and Motion Picture Asso3resident Eric Johnston had
6,000,000.
rogram
film proud otherguarantees
media distributors
Continued on page 2)
as Persons

Dies;

first
'Spoilers'
pedal
to THE
DAILY
\GO, June 9. — Thomas A.
the man who produced the
version of "The Spoilers"
or Selig Polyscope Company,
e last week. He was buried
his wife's
home town.
?:r,became
associated
in 1908
Continued on page 2 )
Memorial

More

In Compo

Cities
Network

Thirteen additional key cities
throughout the country have been
added to Compo's national public relations network through the appointment of 22 more advertising, publicity and exploitation men to serve
on local Compo publicity and distribution committees, Charles E. McCarthy, Compo information director,
announced yesterday. This brings the
number of cities covered to 53 and
the number of persons actively participating on local committees to 117.
All 22 new appointees are affiliated
with RKO theatres, and their services were obtained through the co(Contintied on page 4)
Allied Artists Acquires
Exchange in Seattle
Allied Artists has acquired Seattle
Exchange, giving the company a total
of 23 wholly-owned branches in the
United States, Steve Broidy, president, announced yesterday. Harold
Wirthwein, Western Division sales
manager, is in Seattle from Hollywood to convert the exchange to company-owned operation.
The Seattle Exchange formerly was
operated as a franchise-owned branch
by Allied Artists Productions of California, headed by Mel Hulling, of San
Francisco, which owns the franchises
also in Los Angeles and San Fran(Continued on page 4)

TEN CENTS
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Two Business Meets Set Annual Meet
For Virginia Convention
ILA.'sGain
for
Special to THE DAILY
OLD POINT COMFORT, Va.,
June 9.— Two business sessions have
First
Quarter
been arranged for the Virginia Motion Picture Theatre Association convention, July 6-8, Chamberlin Hotel,
12%
Over
1958
Old Point Comfort, Va., Paul Roth,
general
chairman,
Washington,
D.C.,
announced today.
The Tuesday,
business
ses{ContinuedJuly
on 7,
page
4)
Jersey Allied Delegates
Curb Business Sessions
Special to THE DAILY
GROSSINGER, N. Y., June 9. Delegates to New Jersey Allied's annual convention at Grossinger's took
advantage of another fine day for
outdoors activities, with the result
that business sessions again were held
to a minimum.
of 100 or more new deleAn influx
(Continued on page 5)

Nine RKO

Houses

Book

TV Championship Fight
The Floyd Patterson - Ingemar
championship battle at the
Johansson
Yankee Stadium on June 25 will be
shown on closed circuit telecast in
nine RKO out-of-town theatres.
These are the Albee, Cincinnati;
Palace, Columbus; Keith's, Dayton;
Pantages, Hollywood; Orpheum, Minneapolis; Orpheum, St. Paul; Golden
Gate, San Francisco; Keith's, Syracuse, and Keith's, Washington, D. C.

REVIEW:

Rites

idor Tomorrow
om THE DAILY Bureau
YWOOD, June 9.-Memorial
for Charles Vidor will be
rrsday at noon at the Wilulevard Temple with Rabbi
Dubin conducting. Jack
ill deliver the eulogy. Prirment will be held at Home
Mausoleum.
j.mily has requested that in
pwers, contributions be made
lildren's Hospital, 4614 Sunevard, Los Angeles.
SfON TODAY— page 5

Say

One

for

Me

20th Century-Fox — CinemaScope

Names with drawing power, songs with a lilt that may make them hits
in no time, colorful production numbers, strong romantic interest and
Bing Crosby as a cleric with show business ties not too dissimilar from
his "Going My Way" role, are among the major assets of "Say One for
Me." With Debbie Reynolds and Robert Wagner as the romantic team
the name draw will be potent in all situations, and the total of assets
should add up to very good business for exhibitors.
On the debit side is a story line that seems to digress without reason at
times, and a number of incidents which appear to have little or no relation to the central plot and its principal characters. This tends to be
confusing to viewers, particularly in closing sequences where one waits
gathered up. There is, too, a certain flipin vain to see the loose ends
(Continued
on page 4)

Benjamin,

Krim

Predict

Continuing Gains Thru '61
(Picture on Page 3)
Net earnings of $712,000 for the
first quarter of 1959 were reported
to the annual meeting of United Artists stockholders in the Astor Theatre
here yesterday by Robert S. Benjaman, board chairman. The result represents a12 per cent increase in net
over the $636,000 reported by the
company for the first 1958 quarter.
U.A.'s gross worldwide income for
the first quarter of 1959 totalled $19.297,000 against $16,504,000 for the
like period in 1958.
In addition,
saidtheU.A.'s
theatrical
gross Benjamin
revenues for
first
nine weeks of the second 1959 quarter were $13,325,000, or 22 per cent
over the $10,925,000 gross for the
same period last year. Since the second quarter is incomplete, Benjamin
(Continued on page 3 )
All U.A. Directors
Re-elected; Meet Quiet
All of the present directors of
United Artists were reelected for anyear at
the company's
meetingotherof
stockholders
at the annual
Astor
Hotel here yesterday.
More than 79 per cent of the outstanding stock was represented at the
meeting in person or by proxy, and
1,205,059 shares were voted for the
directors.
A resolution
by 3)a stock(Continuedoffered
on page
Re-Elect All Officers
Of United Artists
All officers of United Artists
were reelected yesterday following
the annual meeting of stockholders
and reelection of directors.
Officers are: Robert S. Renjamin,
chairman of the board; Arthur B.
Krim, president; William J. Heineman, vice-president
charge
(Continued onin page
3) of dis-

Wednesday, June lj
Motion

PERSONAL
MENTION

MOSKOWITZ, 20th Century-Fox vice-president and East«JJOSEPH
ern studio representative, has arrived
in London from New York for a 10day stay.
•
Jerome M. Evans, Universal Pictures Eastern promotion manager, is
in Pen Yan, N. Y., today from here.
Georce K. Arthur, head of Go
Pictures, Inc., has left New York for
Europe.
•
William Brown, of the United
Artists exploitation staff, is in Hartford from New York.
James P. Cavanauch, writer, will
arrive in Hollywood today from Paris
to prepare the screenplay for Alfred
Hitchcock's forthcoming feature film,
"Psycho."
•
C. G. Pantages, 20th Century-Fox
branch manager in Albany, N. Y., has
returned there from Gloversville.
Allen M. Widem, film editor of
the Hartford Times, will arrive in
New York today from the Connecticut capital.
•
Maurice Rapf, writer son of the
late M-G-M vice-president, Harry
Rapf, will leave here for Europe today to seek properties for Walter
Lowendahl Productions and for his
own independent organization.
Delbert Mann, director, arrived
in New York yesterday from the
Coast.

'Crime' Opens June 16
Allied Artists' "Crime and Punishis scheduled
to open
June 16ment,
at U.S.A.,"
the Guild
Theatre here.

Picture

Remodel, Consolidate
Para. Cartoon Studios
Completion of consolidation and
remodeling of the Paramount Pictures
Cartoon Studios here was announced
yesterday by Russell Holman, Paramount Eastern production manager,
under whose general supervision the
studios operate. The newly redecorated quarters are located at 35 West
45th Street, whereas previously the
Paramount cartoon division occupied
space at both 25 and 35 West 45th
Street.
Thomas Persons Dies
(Continued from page 1)
with Colonel Selig, who was producing theatrical films in Chicago (along
with Essanay). Selig sent young Persons to California to open a film studio in Los Angeles.
Two years ago when the film industry placed a plaque on a downtown building in Los Angeles markfirstPersons
film "studio"
the
Coast,ing the
Tom
was to on
be the
honored guest— but illness prevented
him from attending. In 1918 and 1919
Persons managed extensive studio
operations of the World Film Company in New York City where many
of the "old time" stars produced their
silent films: Clara Kimball Young,
William Farnum, Milton Sills, and
many other famous names.
Revive

Stage Show

BALTIMORE, June 9.-The Hippodrome, last first-run theatre in Baltimore to abandon the combined film
and stage show policy several years
ago, will institute a week's revival of
that policy June 19 with a presentation of The Three Stooges. The act
will be shown in conjunction with the
film trial
titledis "Hey
Boy, there
Hey Girl."
the
successful
may beIf
additional bookings. The Hippodrome
is owned by Isador M. Rappaport and
operates under R. & F. Theatres, Inc.
Widmark for 'Rome'
HOLLYWOOD, June 9. - Richard
Widmark is the first of three top stars
to be set by producer Frank P. Rosenberg for "North from Rome," suspense novel by Helen Maclnnes. The
picture will be shot on location in
Italy in Technicolor and is slated to
start in September. It will be Rosenberg's first production under his recently signed pact with United
Artists and will be produced in association with Widmark 's Heath Productions.
Colorado Exhibitor Dies
OURAY, Colo., June 9. - A. B.
Hilliard, operator of the Chipeta
Theatre here and the Nugget Theatre
in Telluride, died of a heart attack
while visiting in Denver.

Daily

Urge

Senate

T ^ ,

(Continued from page 1)
the convertibility of their earnings in
certain foreign countries. Right now,
film companies are using the program
in four countries.
The $3,500,000 request, Allen
said, would permit the program to
operate at slightly above the current
level, The
though
still below
level.
$2,500,000
voted,lasthe year's
said,
would cut the program back. "The
Agency
believes,"
"thatevi-at
a time when
there heis stated,
continuing
dence of increasing Communist activity in the field of publications, the
Government should not further reduce a program which stimulates the
sale of American informational maAllenterials
also
asked the Senate suboverseas."
com it e to restore all but $200,000
of the $4,554,000 cut by the House in
U.S.I.A.'s appropriations request for
$106,112,000. He said the House bill
would allow $5,352,100 for the film
division, compared with $5,752,300
under the Administration's original request. He asked the full $400,200 cut
be restored. The film division had
$5,293,100 this year.
Prepare

Training

Book

For Loew's Managers
A training manual for managers
has been prepared for Loew's Theatres' personnel by Ernest Emerling,
vice-president in charge of advertising and publicity. It is being sent out
to managers and top executives of
the circuit. The manual includes 272
pages, with cuts, drawings and charts
and which is applicable to both intown and out of town theatres.
There are sections on publicity, advertising and exploitation; real estate;
mechanical and maintenance departments; projection and sound, cash,
tickets and accounting accidents and
legal departments, and a special out
of town supplement. Idea for the
manual was instituted by Eugene
Picker,
president
The brochure
willofbeLoew's
used asTheatres.
a textbook in the recently inaugurated thetre training course.
Miss MacLane Signed
HOLLYWOOD, June 9. - Shirley
MacLane will star in a picture to be
written by Norman Krasna and produced by her husband, Steve Parker,
in Japan in a joint venture by Paramount and Sachiko Productions, a
Japanese company, it was announced
today by
studioin
head.
TheJack
filmKarp,
will Paramount
be made late
1960.

Variety Club Ne
BUFFALO-The Variety
this city will honor all memb
are having a birthday in Ju

big party on Natal
Saturday
headquarters.
day in
greettli
go to 11 members of the Tenl
members of the Women's Lea;
A
ALBANY, N. Y. - Camp j

supportvacatio
ed bynstheforVariety
vide
needyClulbe
enriched to the tune of $500 v
Times-Union presented a cl
that amount at the close of
refriger
Thethepaper
don,
paign toators.
remove
old "dea|
to the camp fund for each
hauled away— following the c|
two young brothers in an ah
refrigerator.
Court Upholds

Disn

Of Suit Against AE
The U.S. Court of Appeah
day
the !
trebleupheld
damagedismissal
action of
brought
American Broadcasting - Pa
Theatres and major film disl
by Royster
opt
the
PeekskillDrive-In,
Theatre, Inc.,
Peekski
New York Federal Judge
F.
Murphy
dismissed
the
lowing
trialhadwithout
a jury,
that no basis could be found
alleged
conspiracy
of AB-PT
distributors
in regard
to the 1
Theatre. Royster appealed tl
sion, but the court, in upho
record
doessaidnotthatlead
to t
yesterday,
"ourus revie
elusion that the trial was ern
To Reopen Theatre
MONTROSS, Va., June 9.
newly
organized has
Montross
ment Corporation
purcha
Montross Theatre, closed by
mer owner for nearly a year, I
reopen the house June 14. Tl
tre was owned by a New Yc
cern. J. T. Robertson, spokesi
the new owners, said the thes j
operate
days a week wil
nees
on seven
Saturday.
Storm

Damages

Th

CLEVELAND, June 9.-A
tial rain storm resulting in flas
in low areas, inundated the
Theatre in Shaker Heights, a
ciated Circuit unit, causing
estimated at more than
Water flooded the entire aud
submerging the seats almost
standee rail. The theatre is clo1
til the damage can be repair

'iVim's Story9 June 18
"The Nun's Story," Warner Bros,
release starring Audrey Hepburn, will
have its world premiere on Thursday,
June 18, at Radio City Music Hall.
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Directors

[Continued from page 1 )
which would require directors
i a rninirnum of 100 shares of
mpany's Itstock
opposedby bya
ement.
was was
defeated
f 1,051,982 to 63,204.
meeting was quiet and lasted
little over an hour. Box lunches
erved to the shareholders folthe meeting and "A Hole in
ad" was screened for them,
vering
a stockholder's
question,
Benjamin,
board chairman,
lat prospect for the current
dividends being continued is
ood, but no consideration is
*iven to increasing the rate at
fiie.
ites Expense of Litigation
ying to another stockholder's
about the company's liability
pending anti-trust suits, Benfcaid U.A. spends $200,000 or
00 annually in the settlement
ation and in payment for its
f damages awarded plaintiffs.
fpcribed the probable liability
likely to be serious, noting
tributor defendants are named
minately in such actions and
images asked seldom are rereality.
s management was compliby another stockholder "for
standing
you've and
done the
in
mg UnitedjobArtists,
s it has shown in a relatively
ect All Officers
Continued from page 1)
p; Max E. Youngstein, viceat; Arnold M. Picker, viceit in charge of foreign disa; Herbert L. Golden, viceit in charge of operations;
i M. Peyser, vice-president
f literal counsel; Leon Goldberg,
sident and treasurer; Robert
nofe, vice-president in charge
it Coast operations; Charles
vice-president in charge of
fen productions;
Seward I.
in, secretary, and Joseph
controller and assistant treas1
ild Returns

from

pean Trip Today
es Einfeld, Twentieth CenE vice-president, returns to the
States today following an exEuropean tour on behalf of
Stevens' "The Diary of Anne
and Darryl F. Zanuck Produc"ompulsion."
s of both filmsEinfeld
at theattended
Cannes
and participated in openings
t tractions in various continen5. In addition, the film execu: with 20th Century-Fox repives in Paris, Cannes, London,
Will Implement Plans
his return to the 20th Ceni offices today, Einfeld will
pnt promotional plans for the
fs summer releases.

Louis de Rochemont, president of
Louis de Rochemont Associates, has
been awarded the Royal Norwegian
Order of St. Olaf, Knight First Class.
The honor, bestowed at the command
of King Olav V. of Norway, was official Norwegian recognition of de

UA STOCKHOLDERS are addressed by president Arthur B. Krim at their
annual meeting here yesterday. Also at the dais are Robert S. Benjamin (left),
chairman of the board, and William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge
of distribution.

'58
Over
page 1)
Netfrom 12%
Quarter
UA
(Continued
declined to predict profits for the participate up to a maximum of 73,810 shares in all. Options for a total
period.
Net for the first 1959 quarter rep- of 37,000 shares have been granted
resents 51 cents per share, compared
to 15 persons at a price of $27.91
to 46 cents per share for the corre- per share, which was 95 per cent of
the highest price on May 26, when
sponding quarter a year ago.
Arthur B. Krim, president, predict- the options were granted.
As of Monday, all but $488,900 of
ed continuing growth for the company based on what he described as a total of $10,000,000 of convertible
debentures had been converted into
the "finest backlog of quality films in
stock, the meeting was inthe
40-year
history."
He common formed.
said company's
there is every
reason
to expect
The right to convert expires
improvement to continue into 1960 at the close of business on Friday.
and 1961.
Thereafter, unconverted debentures
will be redeemed at 107 and accrued
Tells of Several Projects
interest as of June 22.
Krim said projects slated for production over the next year afford
prospects as encouraging as the combacklog will
of unreleased
seven ofpany's
which
be releasedfilms,
before the end of the year. These are:
"The Horse Soldiers," "A Hole in
the Head," "Solomon and Sheba,"
"The Unforgiven," "On the Beach,"
"The Devil's Disciple" and "The
Wonderful
ScheduledCountry."
for immediate production, Krim said, are "The Fugitive
Kind," "Elmer Gantry," "The Misfits,"
"The Alamo" and "Inherit the
Wind." Planned for later production
are: "Exodus," "Two for the Seesaw," "West Side Story," "By Love
Possessed" and "The Way West."
Only One Failure Last Year
Krim said the company's policy of
financing and distributing pictures
made by leading independent producers has attracted top personalities
and talent to the company and has
made possible its steady gains over
the past years. He said that 15 of the
16 major productions released last
year were successful, and only one,
which he did not name, was a commercial failure.
The stockholders were informed
that the board, acting on authority
voted it at last year's meeting, has put
into effect a restricted stock option
plan for key executives other than
certain management stockholders, an
estimated 20 individuals in all to

Points to Subsidiaries' Growth
Reporting Krim
on U.A.'s
non-theatrical
subsidiaries,
said U.A.
Records,
headed by its president Max E.
Youngstein and executive vice-president David V. Picker is growing daily
and operating on an increasingly
broader basis, although little more
than a year old. "By 1960 we expect
it will make an important contribution
to
KrimUnited
said. Artists gross and profit,"
He said U.A. Television, under
Herbert L. Golden, its president, and
Bruce Eells, executive vice-president,
made remarkable progress during its
first year. It sold two of its five filmed
series and is negotiating for sale or
syndication of the others.
Prospects also are excellent for
Lopert Films, Krim said, with a strong
art house schedule of releases, including Charlie Chaplin reissues, a new
Brigitte Bardot film and several taken
over from J. Arthur Rank.
Clarifies Status of UAA
Krim reported that United Artists
Associated, headed by Eliot Hyman,
is technically not a subsidiary of U.A.,
which has an option to buy the stock
at a nominal sum. U.A. Associated last
year acquired Associated Artists
Prods, and with it the pre-1948 Warner Bros, film library, plus a number
of Pop-Eye cartoons and others.
Krim said that a bank loan, secured
by contracts already on the books of

Rochemont's "Windjammer."
□
C. Terence Clyna, senior vice-president of McCann-Erickson Co., has
been elected to the board of directors
of the agency. He is responsible for
the radio and TV programming services for all offices of the organization.
□
Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith, Jr., vicepresident, research and engineering,
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.,
has
received the honorary degree of
versity.
Doctor of Laws from Furman Uni□
Edith Zornow, formerly office manager of Brandon Films here, has been
named vice-president of Go Pictures,
Inc., in charge of company sales.
□
Arthur Cantor, head of Arthur Cantor Publicity, will be the principal
speaker atClub
today's
luncheon
the
Publicity
of New
York, of
at the
Midston House here. He will speak
on "The Vicissitudes of Entertainment Publicity." □
Fredric March has received an honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities
from the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wise, in recognition of his
30 years as one of America's outstand□
ing actors.
Doug Beshers, head booker of
Georgia Theatres, has resigned that
industry.
post to engage in activity outside the
□
Delbert Mann, director, on Sunday
was granted the honorary degree of
Doctor of Laws by Northland College
at its annual commencement exercises
held in Ashland, Wise.
□
John A. Harrington, head of the
statistical department at the Kodak
Park Works of Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., has been named an
assistant director of the production
planning division of the company.
AAP at the time of acquisition totalled
$25,750,000, but as of the end of this
month the amount will be approximately $14,000,000, and is continuing
at that rate. The reduction was
achieved in a period of seven and
one-half months.
Krim said UAA is progressing
rapidly and new contracts are being
written at a satisfactory rate. There
are very substantial long range values
in this inventory which will add considerably to U.A.'s net worth for
many years to come, he said.
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Say One
for Me
(Continued from page 1)
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
sion will be highlighted by an address
by Nathan Golden, director of motion
pancy in dialogue and behavior in respect to both clergy and church
pictures for the U.S. Department of that is certain to bother some Catholics and others of serious religious
bent.
Commerce, followed by a promotionadvertising panel composed of Harvey
However, the film's strong points far outnumber its shortcomings and
Hudson, manager WLEE-MBC, Richmond; Harold Soldinger, program
it woud be misleading to give the impression that "Say One for Me" is
not first and foremost swell entertainment with some top performers
manager, WTAR-TV-CBS, Norfolk;
delivering their best at all times.
Jack Wright, Wright Advertising
Agency, Newport News; Leonard
Crosby, as pastor of a Catholic church in New York's theatrical disWaters, Leonard Waters Advertising
trict, isconcerned when he learns that Miss Reynolds has joined Wagner
Agency, Newport, News; Dan Hyd- in a night club revue in order to earn money needed for the care of
rick, general manager, WGH-ABC,
her ailing father. His concern increases when he visits the club and sees
Hampton; R. Braxton Hill, Jr., C.P.A.
the performance, becoming convinced that Wagner has decided to add
partner, Waller & Woodhouse, Nor- her to his already numerous feminine conquests.
folk; Thomas P. Chismam, president,
WVEC-TV-NBC, Hampton.
Crosby appeals to the best in both young people but does not succeed
The final business session Wednesday will feature Clarence P. Moore, in dissuading Wagner from pressing his less than honorable attentions
regional director of the Small Busi- on Miss Reynolds. Nor does he succeed in his efforts to cause her to lose
ness Administration and Martin Quig- interest in Wagner.
ley, Jr., editor of Motion Picture HerThe contest between the priest and the performer appears to be going
ald. The election of officers for the
the latter's favor decisively when it comes time for Crosby to stage
coming two years will follow the final ain major
television show for charitable purposes, with top names in the
business session.
entertainment
world contributing their talents. Wagner, who never has
The original founders of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Vir- succeeded in breaking out of the small-time night spot groove, feels a
ginia have been invited as guests of spot on Crosby's benefit show would be his greatest opportunity. Crosby
the association on its silver anniver- agrees to give him the chance if he will give up Miss Reynolds, which
Wagner agrees to do. To complete the break, Crosby informs Miss Reysary and will attend the founders'
banquet, Wednesday evening, when
nolds of Wagner's faithlessness but, instead of being disillusioned with
Warren Foster of Coca-Cola Comthe latter, she is resentful of Crosby's interference and offers herself
pany, one of the nation's foremost
to Wagner but is refused.
humorists, will speak
An ill-fitting coat delivered to Wagner by mistake as he is about to go
on the TV show recalls his humble background and early struggle for
Teen Interest k High In recognition, causing him to withdraw and give the spotlight to Crosby
and Ray Walston, as an alcoholic song writer, to put over the latter's
'Ben-Hur/ MGM Finds
tune, "The Secret of Christmas." His act of self-abnegation leads to a
reunion with Miss Reynolds and their subsequent marriage followed by
In the last two months, more than
500,000 teen-agers in high schools a booking on the "big time."
throughout the nation have discussed
"Ben-Hur" and shown an eagerness to Walston is good as the dulled tunesmith talent whom Wagner holds in
see
M-G-M's
classic
novel. new production of the servitude through alcohol. Supporting performers also are fine, among
them Les Tremaine as Miss Reynolds father; Frank McHugh, Bruce
These facts are contained in a purMacFarlane and Dick Whittinghill as Times Square friends of Crosby's;
vey made by the M-G-M Ben-Hur
Connie Cilchrist as the parish housekeeper; Nina Shipman as a chorus
Research Department in 2,000 schools
leader; Alena Murray as a dancer who has a baby without a husband,
in 47 key cities. Questionnaires were
sent to the heads of English depart- and Sebastian Cabot as a churchman who is also a popular television
ments in junior and senior high personality.
There are eight songs by James Van Heusen and Sammy Cahn, inschools, public and parochial, with a
total enrollment in these classes of
cluding the title song and the Christmas number. Catchiest are "The
close to 1,000,000. The returned
Girl
Most
Likely to Succeed," "Chico's Choo-choo" and "The Night
questionnaires indicated that the EngRockthe 'n'wayRollup.Died," sung by Judy Harriet as a brash young entertainer
lish teachers held class discussions on on
"Ben-Hur" to arrive at the answers to
Frank Tashlin produced and directed from a screen play by Robert
the questionnaires.
The great majority of the schools O'Brien. Production is well executed and nicely enhanced by Cinemaand virtuallly all of the parochial Scope and color by De Luxe. Alex Romero's dance stagings are attractively done, and the music, supervised and conducted by Lionel Newschools include "Ben-Hur" on their
man, ispleasing.
lists of approved or recommended
readings. Many teachers, in filling out
All in all, "Say One for Me" is generously loaded with entertainment
the questionnaire, inquired as to stu- and box office lures which the smart exhibitor can turn to substantial
dent tickets and the possibility of arranging theatre parties for their Running time, 119 minutes. Adult classification. Release, in June.
classes. As a result of this interest,
Sherwin Kane
profit.
M-G-M is preparing an elaborate
"Ben-Hur" study guide for schools,
Ann Del Valle Retained
under the supervision of Dr. Joseph Buys Property Here
Mersand, president of the National
HOLLYWOOD, June 9. - Ann Del
Pamela Amusement Co. has purCounsel of Teachers of English. A
chased two pieces of property on the Valle, former executive assistant to
special section of particular interest to
southwest corner of Broadway and Cecil B. DeMille in charge of public
parochial schools will be prepared.
89th Street here consisting of the relations, this week begins work on
950-seat Yorktown Theatre and a public relations and special area pub"Elephant1 to Victoria
two-story building containing seven
licity for Rowland V. Lee's "The Big
"Elephant Gun," a Lopert Films, stores and five second-floor offices, it Fisherman," functioning in associaInc., release, will have its premiere
is announced by Harry Brandt, presition withof Don
Boutyette,
the drama's
dent. The Yorktown is a Brandt Theaat the Victoria Theatre here Friday,
director
publicity,
and Buena
Vista,
tres operation.
June 19.
releasing organization.
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(Continued from page ]
operation of Harry Mandell, v
ident of RKO Theatres.
The appointees, are Davie
Grand Rapids; Jerome Baker
ington, D.C.; Sol Sorkin, S
Philip Nemirow, Providenc
Sam Torgan, Lowell, Mas;
jamin Domingo, Boston; We
rar, Trenton; Mark Ailing, S;
cisco; William T. Hastings,
Asa Booksh, New Orleans;
Stephens, St. Paul; Robert
Minneapolis.
Matt Plunkett, Kansas Cit)
A. Martin, Champaign, 111.
Dearmin, Marshalltown, low
ence McFarling, Des Moines.
Troehler, Davenport; Leonarc
Cedar Rapids; Ansel Winsto
ton; Edward McGlone, Colun
H. Wright, New Brunswick
and Frank Lindkamp, Roches!
Another RKO represc
Joseph previously.
Alexander of Cincinn
named
Annual

Installation

N.0. Wompis Schei
Special to THE DAILY
NEW ORLEANS, June 9.
Lee Nickolaus, president of t
Orleans chapter of WOMPI,
nounced
the isclub's
installation that
banquet
sched
be held on Saturday, June 20
St. Charles Hotel with festh
start at noon.
In charge of planning and
ing the program are past prt
Mrs. Loraine Cass, Mrs. Conr
demorte, Mrs. Ruth Toubmar
Mrs. Gene Barnette, Mrs. j
arty.
Berglund and Mrs. Nickolausj
office
the club's
1959-60as term
is Missfirst
Janelady
Ell
Other officers to be seat
Mrs. Carmen Smith, first vie
dent; Mrs. Delia Favre, secor
president; Miss Alma Lee Mai
corresponding secretary; Mi
Klos, recording secretary; an
Anna Sinopoli, treasurer.
Allied Artists Acqu
(Continued from page 1
cisco. The only other franchise
exchange is in Cleveland and,
erated by Allied Artists Film
utors, Inc., of which Nate Sc
In addition to the 26 exci
Allied Artists also maintains
president.
in Albany, Des Moines, Mib.
New Haven, Oklahoma City ar
land, Ore., for sales and bookii
U.C.T. Trial Date S
SAN FRANCISCO, June 9.
of the $1,500,000 monopoi
against United California T
Inc., was set to start Sept. 14
Federal Judge Oliver Carter
jury.
is Rene
LaMan
accusesPlaintiff
the Naify
circuit
of {
ing his
himBalfrom
getting
for
Theatre
in first-ru
San L

jay, June 10, 1959

pmy' Promotions
leted with Speed
(reminger has completed an
promotion and tie-in camjr "Anatomy of a Murder"
: same "speed and dispatch"
|eh he completed the film,
1 Pictures said yesterday. The
I was drawn up within a
J the end of shooting on the
g Demand for Book
ifed in the program is a paedition of the book with a
of 1,900,000, already sold
ji a motion picture edition of
jj set to go. St. Martin's Press
iting this month a new hard;ik, "The Anatomy of a Moiture" by Richard Griffith,
ft the film library of the New
seum of Modern Art. Other
i includes single records and
li; promotion on the warden by co-star Kathryn Grant
cture; radio promotion; and
theatrical trailer and special
iler, among others.
Ulied
ontinued from page 1)
J guests is expected tomorthe convention golf tournad the annual banquet. Re)f all officers, headed by Sidtn, president, also is schede convention will close on

Hearing

Deferred

DN, June 9.— The hearing on
minary injunction sought by
h Pond Open Air Theatre,
le, against Buena Vista to
from imposing fees on admischildren for "Shaggy Dog"
i postponed until Tuesday,
at the request of Buena Vislearing originally was schedbre Federal Judge Charles
i for this Thursday.
'romotes Gaines
3N, June 9.— Herb Gaines,
':toWarner
branch Brothers
manager here,
Bill Kuhas
inoted to branch manager in
He will be replaced here by
gal, a former Bostonian, who
ing for Warners in Albany
alo.
M. Glackin, 72
FORD, June 9.-Mrs. Marickin, 72, widow of John S.
tin, Connecticut theatre pio3 operated the Arch Street
New Britain, and other
S in association with the
.eWitt interests, is dead.

f' Here

June 17
bia's
"Middle
of the at
Night"
e a dual premiere
the
x Theatre 52nd Street and
m Theatre here on June 17.
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Jack Paar Signs New

Today

Tells Plans for

Long-Term NBC Pact
Jack Paar has been signed to a new
long-term contract by the National
Broadcasting Company, it was announced byRobert E. Kintner, president.
Jack Paar, the) star of "The Jack Paar
Show" seen on the NBC-TV Network Monday through Friday, 11:15
P.M. to 1 A.M. EDT, will begin his
new agreement effective July 6, continuing his starring appearances
Monday through Thursday.

AROUND

Drama Productions
Special to THE DAILY
MIAMI, Fla., June 9. - Multi-millionaire Lee Ratner, who is best
known in this area for his vast Florida real estate holdings including the
50-square mile Lehigh Acres near
Fort Myers, has announced plans to
produce dramatic films for television.
He recently acquired the rights to
24 original stories which are being
adapted
one-hour
stories are for
all based
on thefilms.
weirdTheor

'Calif or nians' Put On

TV

supernatural.

THE
TV

with

PINKY

CIRCUIT

HERMAN.

St. Louis, Mo., June 9
WELL, here we are in the citv made famous by Colonel Charles
Lindbergh, Pepper Martin and Harry Fender, in that order. The
idea for this grand tour, that will take us and extra copies of Motion
Picture Daily-Television Today to radio and TV execs, artists, announcers, producers and deejays in cities including Albuquerque, Phoenix, Tulsa, San Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Milwaukee, Chicago, Cleveland, Buffalo and Syracuse, took
root when we happened to read the column one day and were struck
with the notion that "Around the TV Circuit" rather means the United
States as a whole and not merely from New York's Channel 9 at Broadway & 41st St. to the ABC and NBC Studios located at W. 66th and
W. 67th Sts., respectively. Soooo, came June 4 and into our trusted
and dependable chariot with the strains of Joe Meyers' immortal ditty,
"California Here I Come" sounding from pursed lips.
After a nine hour drive on the turnpikes, we arrived in Cleveland
at 2 avem, Friday, parked in front of the Bulkley Bldg. on Euclid Ave.
and elevatored to the third floor. Walked in to Studio A, said "howdy,"
to a much-surprised Carl Reese (all-nite deejay at station WERE) and
10 minutes later had the pleasure of chatting with him before the mike.
Of course we talked shop, the pleasant trend towards better songs (thanks,
to the current success of revivals of song hits of yesteryear and of
course the standards). We learned that Tommy Edwards hadn't yet
returned from the deejay convention in Miami, that Bill Randle was
recuperating from an illness and that Ernie Simon, an old pal of ours
of many years, had come to Cleveland from WGN in Chicago, and
had become one of the citv's most popular morning diskers, as well as
the "voice of the Cleveland Indians."
Later that morning, after a quick shower and shave at the Hotel
Hollenden where Jack Mason made us welcome, we went back to WERE
for a fine visit with Ernie. After that another swell visit with Phil McLean, thence to affable and dynamic Art Freeman who informed us
that it seems that the city's platter spinners had latched onto Valentino's
new Pinky Record of "Where Can You Be?" which, of course, was real
usic to our ears inasmuch as Art is Prexy of Concord Record Distributors with branches in several eastern cities.
ft
ft
ft
Sat. morning we drove to Louisville and after a wonderful meal at
Jean and Frank Smith's cozy home in St. Matthews, we hied ourselved
downtown to see Bill Spencer, v. p. of Air Trails and gen. manager of
WKLO. Bill was out closing a new contract for the station so we chatted
with youthful Paul Cowley, who's just about the most popular with
this area's
Paul ahad
returned
from the
MiamiGuess
d.j. convention teen
and we agers.
had quite
chatjust
about
our mutual
friends.
this
is about
all upArizona
to this and
minute
so we'll head for the wide open spaces
of
Oklahoma,
California.

Syndication Market
"The Californians" will enter the
syndication market after a two-year
run on the NRC-TV network. Victory
Program Sales, a division of CNP,
will handle the station-to-station distribution of the western, making it
available for the first time to daytime and early evening viewers.
VPS was set up last year by CNP
to handle reruns of off-the-network
and first-run properties to provide individual stations with a steady stream
of product.
Californians" series
will
be
offered as"The
a once-a-week
or on a daily strip basis. VPS has also
designed
a "Western
Omnibus"
to
meet the increasing
demand
for daytiming of western fare. The omnibus
will
include
Californians,"
"Frontier,"
"Steve"The
Donovan,
Western
Marshall," and "Hopalong Cassidy."
UA-TV Appoints Elges
Western

Sales Manager

Myron A. Elges has been named regional sales manager of the Western
Division of United Artists Television,
Inc., it was announced by Bruce Eells,
executive vice-president of UA-TV.
Elges will make his headquarters in
San Francisco, reporting to Jack
Gregory, Western Division manager.
Active for 26 Years
Elges has a background of 26 years
in television, radio and newspapers.
He was associated with Television
Programs of America, Inc., as sales
representative for Northern California and the Pacific Northwest, managed the San Francisco office of
Western Dailies, Inc., was sales
manager at CBS in San Francisco, and
was a network salesman for NBC,
Blue Network, Inc., and ABC in Hollywood.

new
scoring
music

service
musifex co. 45 w. 45 st. new york
music for tv
series — spots
features
industrials
ten magnetic
music — fx libraries
original scores
ci 6-4061
e. robert velazco

A

NEW

In the pleasant hum of current comment there are
these refreshing and recurring phrases: "You've made
me an enthusiastic magazine fan all over again." "It's
like sunlight." "1 can't put the darned thing down."
"McCall's is just unbelievably, fascinating — I read and
read, and look and look, spellbound." "Your whole
wonderful magazine is the talk of our group." "My
husband says I've been hypnotized; he's never seen
me so captured by any magazine before.". "Suddenly
you make it seem more marvelous just to be a woman."
Thus readers. (The March and April and May issues
sold out at the newsstands.)
Hardly less gratifying are notes and comments from

MAGiC

advertisers, and their advertising agencies: "It is quite
possible you have set a brand new standard for magazine publishing." "With March we thought you had done
it, with April we felt you'd done as well by accident, but
with May we must admit it seems neither accident nor
luck." "We have called our staff together to go over these
stunning issues, page by page." "You may very well
have begun a job bigger than some of us now imagine,
that will reestablish the incomparable magic of the magazine page and lift magazines to a level higher than
ever before."
June issue now on sale. (Last minute item: Next
month's issue, July, closed with advertising linage up
more than 21 per cent over July 1958!)
McC ALL'S ...THE MAGAZINE OF TOGETHERNESS
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Y. State Court

le

Suit

to

Quigley

4Gold

Rush'

Export, Lopert Ask
ges, Accounting
iloy Export Co. Establishment
*ert Films, Inc. yesterday filed
:aint in New York State court
an injunction against further
ion and exhibition of the
n film "The Gold Rush."
Chapli
in the complaint are the Inrt Theatre in Queens, Robert
ler, doing business as Film
ieces of Washington, D.C., and
other individuals and corporaleged to be associated with
as well as the owners of the
Theatre on East 86th St. in
an.
^es and an accounting for past
Continued on page 4)
-Fox Considering
sification: Skouras
"rom THE DAILY Bureau
.YWOOD, June 10. - Divern outside the entertainment
is being seriously considered
i Century-Fox, it was stated
ay by Spyros P. Skouras, presthe company, whose declaralowed by only a week the
-•ement of Rarney Ralaban,
it of Paramount Pictures, that
Continued on page 2 )
m

of Decency

lemns 'Profession'
7rench film "Love Is My Prostarring Brigitte Bardot and
ibin, has been condemned by
ional Legion of Decency. Ex; its objections the Legion
"An unrelieved emphasis on
jty of a highly gross nature
this film a serious threat to
Liid private morality. The sug( Continued on page 3)
ISION TODAY— page 4
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Progress

Y.,
Soviet

Calif

It Exhibition

Go

Awards

N.

Australian

By WARREN G. HARRIS
The winners of the 25th annual Quigley Grand Awards for showmanship
were announced here yesterday. Honored were two theatre managers from opand California, and another active
posite shores of the continent, New York exhibitor
from faraway Australia.
The winners are:
UA-TV Completes Sales
Large situations — Harold Graff,
manager
of Loew's Orpheum TheaRoster; Has Five Series
United Artists Television has just
about completed its executive sales
force, a project that has taken more
than six months, and is ready to move
into the syndication field, president
Herbert Golden and executive vicepresident Bruce Eells announced at a
trade press conference here yesterday.
Golden and Eells introduced the
new sales executives yesterday. They
are: Phil Williams, eastern divisional
manager; William R. Dothard, eastern regional sales manager; John R.
(Continued on page 4 )
Johnston Due From
London Tomorrow
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association president, is scheduled to return here from London tomorrow
night, proceeding to Washington immediately.
Johnston was in London for an international economic conference but
is believed to have used the opportunity to discuss with British Board
of Trade officials a date for the annual
negotiations in connection with the
(Continued on page 5)

Harold Graff

Paul Flowers

tre, located in the heart of the Yorkville district of New York City.
Small situations-PAUL D. Flow(Continued on page 2 )
Palmer, Mass. Drive-In
Files Anti-Trust Suit
Special to THE DAILY
BOSTON, June 10. - An anti-trust
suit asking $1,000,000 in damages has
been filed in U. S. District Court here
by Lawrence Miceli, operator of the
Metro Drive-in, Palmer, Mass. against
(Continued on page 5)

REVIEW:

John
Warner

Paul

Film

Managers

Jones

Bros.

The unqualified support of schools and educators, the United States
Navy, and custodians of Americana everywhere guarantee initial support
for this spectacular story of the exploits of the swashbuckling highly
independent individual who was in large part responsible for the earliest
traditions of our Navy. Robert Stack plays John Paul Jones, sea captain,
occasional Virginia farmer, adventurer and leader of men who humbled
the proud British Navy and gave an enormous lift to the morale of the
battling American colonists and was one of the factors in enlisting French
support for the infant United States of America.
With Samuel Bronston producing, this Warner release conveys, in
(Continued on page 3)

Premiere
Back

to

Cultural Exchange

Set
Fall
Plans

About a Year Off Schedule
With only minor progress toward
clearing up preliminaries having been
made in the three weeks since the
Treasury Department ruled that the
cultural exchange film deal with the
Soviet was exempt from Federal taxation, industry officials said yesterday
that there could be no premiere performances under the agreement earlier
than next fall.
Originally it had been expected the
premieres
might belastheld
Washington and Moscow
year.in One
delay
followed another, however, and when
the tax (Continued
liability question
on pagearose
3) several
Columbia,
New

Grinberg in

Film Library Deal

Columbia Pictures Corp. has concluded a deal with Sherman Grinberg, independent film library operator in New York and Hollywood to
move his operation to the Columbia
Gower Street headquarters in Hollywood and act as exclusive agent for
the sale and rental of Columbia
owned stock footage to the industry.
The deal, which is effective Mon(Continued
page 2) Columday, will
make the onextensive

Goldwyn to Meet with
75 Top Ticket Brokers
Samuel Goldwyn will host Broadway's 75 top ticket brokers today
(11) at a luncheon at the Playbill
Restaurant to discuss plans for the
widest possible ticket sales for his
motion picture production of "Porgy
and Bess." The film has its world
premiere at the Warner Theatre Wednesday, June 24th.
Out of town patronage as an important summer source of sales, as
well as metropolitan area plans, will
be incorporated in the discussions.

Motion

Picture

Daily

Announced
Awards
from
page
1)
(Continued
ers, managers of the Fox Venice
promotions represented in his entry:
MENTION
Theatre, Venice, Calif. This is the a Hallowe'en midnight spook show;
second year in succession that Flow - children's talent shows; a turkey rafers has been so honored. Since sub
fle; teen-age double bills; scores of
mitting
his entries this year, he has
merchant sponsored shows; and a midT AMES E. PERKINS, president of
assumed managership of the Loyola
night rock and roll show which was
»J Paramount International, returned
Theatre,
Los Angeles.
a pace-setter for the entire Fox West
to New York from London yesterday
Overseas— J. B. Becg, manager of Coast circuit. A complete record of
via B.O.A.C.
the State theatre, Adelaide, Aus- staff activities which were designed
•
tralia.
to foster employee pride in the theaJames Hill, of Hecht-Hill-Lantre was also submitted by the enterForeign showmen submitted camcaster, and Gilbert Kurland, proprising showman. In each case, his
paigns of such excellence that the
duction manager, will arrive in New
entries were mounted in handsome
judges, at 'the annual competition
York tomorrow from Hollywood.
held at Toots Shor's here last week, plastic folders, complete with photoThey are en route to London.
voted two honorable mentions as fol•
graphs and press clippings. In addition, theTe were many color sketches
Alfred Hitchcock and Mrs. lows:
R. A. Lee, MGM publicity director
executed by Flowers himself, an acHitchcock will arrive in New York
in London, for the world premiers of complishd hand at the drawing board.
at the weekend from the Coast.
"Dunkirk" at the Empire theatre,
Begg's
was actually
voted tocampaign
two important
events, dethe
Ben Starr, theatrical attorney will Leicester Square; Oswaldo Leite
Rocha,
head
of
publicity
of
Paraleave here today for London via
local
launching
of
"Picnic"
and
the
mount Films of Brazil, for his efforts opening of the modern State Theatre,
B.O.A.C.
which rose on the site of the old
•
on behalf of "Funny Face," which was
Civic. These efforts began with rebilled
as
"Cinderela
em
Paris"
south
Arthur Israel, Jr., vice-president of the border.
lease to the press of details of the
and general manager of Famous Music
new theatre, which was built at a
Corp., returned to New York yesterday
Honored for 'Fall Film Festival'
cost of more than $280,000 and exfrom Hollywood.
Graff received his Grand Award for
tended to a contest to find a suitable
•
the showcase and institua "Fall Film Festival" campaign de- name for
Nunnally Johnson, producer-ditional advertising.
voted to five motion pictures, includrector, will arrive in New York today
Then came the advance build-up
ing "Imitation General," "Man of the
from Hollywood.
•
for "Picnic," the first feature attracWest," "The Reluctant Debutante,"
tion at the new State. Drumbeating
"The Vikings" and "The Bridge on
Harold Lewis, treasurer of ATA
the River Kwai." Dedicated "to all this attraction were a crossword puzTrading Co., has returned to New
those showmen who strive for the imzle contest with the Adelaide AdYork from Schenectady.
•
vertisers, photographic
a
slide contest
possible," the campaign gratefully
Pete Magazzu, Eastern Pennsyl- acknowledges the dedicated support with a local camera dealer and tieups with all sorts of manufacturers
vania exhibitor, is recuperating at St. of Graff's employees, "without whose
unselfish and excellent cooperation it of food and sundry items generally
Joseph's Hospital, • Hazelton, Pa.
associated with picnics. To top everywould not have been possible."
thing off was the big gala opening
"Webster defines that the dividing
Burton Topal, United Artists
branch manager in Buffalo and Al- line between advertising and pub- night, which received extensive covlicity issimply that advertising takes
erage all over Australia through the
Pa. bany, left there yesterday for Scranton,
on the guise of publicity when it is
press
and
radio and television. Begg's
•
not paid for," says Graff. "We at campaign closes with a newspaper
Abe Sunberg, manager of the Loew's Orpheum felt it advisable to photo of himself posed next to a
sell advertising to our local merchants
board dotted with congratuGirard Avenue-Strand, Philadelphia, so
that the theatre could enjoy pub- lobby latory
telegrams for a job well done.
has returned to his duties following
licity." The campaign drawn up by
treatment at Barton Memorial Hospi- Graff exceede
by
alloted
cost
the
d
tal there.
Columbia, Grinberg
the circuit to the theatre, but the dif•
(Continued from page 1)
ference was made up through the supC. T. Jordan, branch manager in
port of the merchant sponsors who
bia film library more readily availAtlanta for Howco Films, has remention in contests, on handable to the industry as a whole, it
turned to his duties following a short received
bills, etc.
illness.
was pointed out. While Grinberg becomes the exclusive representatives of
•
Training Program a Feature
ownership.
the
library, Columbia retains full
Petula Clark, British actress, has
The campaign that won Flowers
returned to London from New York
his second Quigley Grand Award in
Grinberg will continue to maintain
via B.O.A.C.
succession was also devoted to a his own business with Columbia now
•
multiplicity of promotional endeahaving a financial interest in the GrinRobert Wise, producer-director,
vours, rather than to any one specificberg operation. The Columbia film
has returned to Hollywood from New
picture. Outstanding in the eyes of library, dates back 30 years and inYork.
cludes productions of all eras.
the judges
was a "Manual
Procedure and Training
for Fire ofFighting
and Prevention in Theatres," which
'Diversification'
points up the importance of staff Fox ( Continued
th Year of
from page 1 )
understanding of same. The training
SPECIAL
program marked the first time the that organization is considering the
Los Angeles Fire Department and a
TRAILERS
additional
local theatre have undertaken such "acquisition
(See Motion of
Picture
Daily,interests."
June 3).
Jnif. in. girt Spend,
Skouras
was
not
specific
regarding
a joint effort, according to Flowers.
and Quality.
As for selling more tickets at the company.
the particular fields considered by the
1327 So. Wabash CHICAGO • '630 Ninth Ave N.Y.
boxoffice, Flowers had the following
PERSONAL

Quigley

Thursday, June 1 1

s to construe
Loew Building
New
Here
Loew's Theatres will demo
building here at 1546-1548 B] <
and construct an entirely new''
the
at a costbyofEugei
som
000, premises
it is announced
er, president of the circuit. 1
structure will be ready for oc
about Oct. 1 and will incluc
floors in addition to the store
ground floor. It will be suitij
offices and showrooms.
Spectacular for Roof
There will be two entrance:
building, a new one on Br
and the other through the
Theatres Annex Building at 1(
46th will
St.,occupy
Howardthe Johnson's
rant
ground fii
Douglas Leigh & Co. will erec ■
spectacular on the roof.
>
AIP Officials Comii
With From
Print
of 'She
THE DAILY
Bureaf
HOLLYWOOD, June 10.
H. Nicholson and Samuel Z. A
American International Picture
here Friday for New York to s\
work print
"Sheba starrer,
and the
tors,"
Anitaof Ekberg
cuit and independent theatre '
tors.
The AIP executives also wi i
ize national campaign pis
"Diary of a High School Brid
ing their stay in Gotham.
Moreover for 'Roo
The from
Italianthefilm,
"The Roc5
move
Trans-Lux
Theatre
here its
to the
St. PI'
to
continue
U. 55th
S. premie
film opens at the latter the
Monday and it leaves the foi
Tuesday. Richard Brandt, pres
Trans-Lux Distributing Corp.
is releasing
"The had
Roof,"
expl;1i
52nd
St. Theatre
a prior
ment to play Columbia's "Mi
Book
the
Night."'Grand

Mush

Jeanbooked
Renior'sinto"Grand
Illusi>! i
been
the Barone
tre here for a late June openii
Von Stroheim, Jean Gabin an<
Fresnay are starred in the
winning film which was first si
America in 1938. It is being i
in
this country
Distributing,
Inc. through Con"
Irwin Allen to N.Y.
HOLLYWOOD,
Junetomorro
10. Allen
will leave here
a print of his Allied Artists
tion, "The Big Circus," for ;
of
screenings for circuit mana
exhibitors.
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jii H. Clark, who has been
iance superintendent at the
.terson, N. J., plant of Allen
iMont Laboratories, has been
general superintendent of the
y, with responsibility for plant
ice facilities at Clifton and
in addition to East Paterson.
:eeds Walter H. Husselrath,
d on May 25.
□
,an D. Gentry, former mandie Princess Theatre, Morrisenn., has taken over the Maloy
Theatre in that community.
□
■js R. Hunt, formerly sales dif Fordel Films Co., has been
■d, effective at once, sales
r of Sound Masters, Inc., prolof motion picture and TV
e will also serve as controller
I Masters, as well as National
pnal Films, Inc., a subsidiary.
□
■lartin, for 15 years with die
Theatre, Greeneville, Tenn.,
named manager of the Cresisement Co. theatres in Union
□
Crews, of Oxford, N. C, has
his Orpheum Theatre of that
Theatre Owners of America.
□
Curtis, daughter of Julian
„ sales manager of Joe Homtheatre supply dealers, has
he Radio City Music Hall
is.
□
r Howard, former Schine
circuit employee, is now manae Super 50 Drive-in, near
Spa, N. Y., for Alan V. Iselin
ay, N. Y.
□
Christine Smith Cilliam, city
ar Atlanta, has installed the
.•ers of the Retter Film Coun□
Lichtman, Samuel Solnick
ert Mistrano, of Philadelphia,
new owners of the Florida
at nearby Trevose, Pa.
□
pasey, manager of William
»s Bryn Mawr Theatre, Bryn
'a., is leaving that post to
manager of the Anthony
' Theatre,
operation
Pa. Rotha Fried
are in
suburbanin
,}hia.
□
■tapelton, nephew of Irma
, of the accounting departKational Theatre Supply Co.,
. has been named Freshman
Year at Raylor University,
ex.
□
Smith, formerly with Rercal
Hartford, as manager of the

Daily

flawless Technicolor and in the breathtaking Technirama process, the
sweep and the breadth of the world wide events which revolved around
the American Revolution, the colorful and highly quotable characters
who participated in those events, and the troubles which beset the
nation a-borning. Episodic, as was Jones' life, the film moves from Scotland where he was born; to the West Indies, where he was charged with
murder; to Virginia, where he inherited his brother's substantial estate;
to Philadelphia and the Continental Congress; to Valley Forge and a
discouraged but destiny-driven General Washington; to the French
court at Versailles, where Benjamin Franklin was pressing the American
cause; to the audacious raid on the English port of Whitehaven and, the
flaming and historic battle of the Bonhomme Richard and the English
frigate Serapis; to the corrupt court of Catherine the Great of Russia; and
finally to the mightv modern Navy of the United States true to the
traditions of its first commander.
It is studded with characterizations of the people of history— Patrick
Henry, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, George Washington, Samuel Adams; Louis XVI, the Sun King, and his Marie Antoinette; King
George III, and Aimee de Tellison, the high-born but illegitimate
French girl who was Franklin's protege. Best of all in this parade of
historv is a few brief moments of portrayal bv Bette Davis of Catherine
the Great of Russia, a high point of the picture.
. The historical pageantry is spectacularly eye-filling, the more so because the picture was made in Spain and in France with appropriate
and authentic locations available. The direction bv John Farrow tends
to heighten this sense of pageantry rather than the inherent dramatic
values of John Paul Jones' life. The events overshadow the people, apparently adeliberate accent since the screen play, also by Farrow and
Jesse Laskv, Jr., takes the same line. However Stack, in the title role,
portrays the commander satisfvingly— particularly in those scenes where
his masterv over the men he leads is accented.
Satisfying also are the portrayals of Benjamin Franklin by Charles
Coburn and of the bewitching Mme. de Tellison by Marisa Pavan. An
extensive cast of plavers led by Macdonald Carey, Jean Pierre Aumont,
David Farrar, Peter Cushing, Susana Canales and Jorge Riviera fill the
remaining roles.
It is a spectacle, to be sold as such and on that basis it is sure of
success.
Running time, 126 minutes. General classification. Release, August 8.
James D. Ivers
culosis
Association,
New
York, for its
Parsons, has joined Daly Theatres
annual Christmas Seal Sale Drive. It
Corp., same city, as manager of the
expected that the trailer will be
Daly, succeeding William V. Rocks, is
seen in 12,000 theatres.
who has left the industry.
□
□
Tom M. Young, dean of Film Row
at Memphis, on July 1 will retire as
branch manager there for 20th Century-Fox. He will be succeeded by
Dan M. Coursey, formerly branch
manager in Atlanta, who has arrived in Memphis to take over his
new duties.
□
John Trux has been named sales
promotion manager for Rell &
Howell He comes to R. & H. from
the RCA-Whirlpool sales division of
Whirlpool Corp., St. Joseph, Mich.
□
Joel Rose, who for the past 14
years has handled column publicity
for United Artists, has joined Steve
Allen Productions in Hollywood as
He will leave
presstherepresentative.
for
Coast this summer with the
rest of the Allen staff.
□

Walter Rurget, owner of the Lincoln Drive-in Theatre, Van Wert,
Ohio, has taken out membership in
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio.
□
Martin Starr, radio commentator,
will record a series of taped interviews
with several of the officers of the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital and
Research Laboratories of a promotional feature of the annual meeting, June
25-27, at Saranac Lake, N. Y., site of
the Hospital.
□

Jack Webb, television star, is featured in a new, two-minute motion
picture trailer recently completed in
Hollywood by the National Tuber-

Raymond Rayus has been named
manager of the Lockwood & Gordon
reopened Candlelite Pix Drive-in
Theatre, Rridgeport, Conn

Joe Reynolds, manager of the
Towne Theatre, Milwaukee, has received an award from the Retter
Films Council of the Miwaukee Council, on behalf of Standard Theatres,
for showing the most of the best pictures during the past year.
□

Soviet's
Film
(Continued from page 1 )
months ago and the Treasury deliberated at length before making its ruling, the premiere time was placed in
mid- or late summer.
Yesterday, Kenneth Clark, Motion
Picture Association vice-president, estimated that September would be the
earliest possible date for premiere in
view of the present status of the exchange arrangements.
Tests as to whether or not color
prints of the exchange films can be
used with standard projection equipment here and in Russia still are incomplete.
In addition, the specific terms for
the exhibition of the 10 American pictures in Russia were sent to Moscow
only last week. It is assumed that the
Soviet cultural exchange officials will
want several weeks to examine the
terms and prepare an acceptance,
suggestions for changes, or other reply.
Terms Must Re Set First
Only after the terms have been
accepted can arrangements for allocating distribution of the seven Russian exchange films among the Motion
Picture Export Association member
companies proceed. And only after
distribution has been decided can
plans for a premiere be started.
This would involve deciding on the
premiere picture itself, the city, theatre, sponsors and many other premiere details. The original plan was
to have official premieres of the American and Soviet films in Moscow and
Washington, respectively, with high
government officials of both nations in
attendance. Whether that plan will
prevail or not, remains to be offiicially
determined.
In any event present indications are
the actual launching of the exchange
films on their public exhibition ways
will be at least a year behind original
schedules.
Legion
Decency
(Contiof
nued from page 1)
gestiveness in costuming, dialogue,
and situations is an open flouting at
Judaeo-Christian standards of comThemon decency.
Legion" also classified three
other films this
week, placing all in
Class A, Section 2 (morally unobjectionable for adults and adolescents).
The films are "Rorn to Re Loved,"
"The Hound of the Raskervilles," and
"The Virtuous Rigamist."
Memphis

Censor

Bans

Brigitte Bardot Film
Special to THE DAILY
MEMPHIS, June 10. - The Memphis all-woman censor board today
banned
My Profession,"
Rrigitte "Love
RardotIs feature
film, froma
Memphis.
Eddie Martin, branch manager,
Hovvco Exchange, said Mrs. R. F. Edwards, censor chairman, told him the
film "was just too obscene and objectionable al the way through and

couldn't even be cut to get it passed.''
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Television

e
o'—s— — Wh
Wh~
— —er
— —
Sherman C. Hildreth has been appointed director, station technical
facilities, for the NBC Owned Stations, it was announced by P. A.
(Buddy) Sugg, executive vice-president, NBC Owned Stations and NBC
Spot Sales. Hildreth joined NBC in
Washington as a radio engineer in
1944.
□
Leonard C. Warager, Jr., has been
appointed account executive for
WABC-TV, it was announced by
James E. Szabo, general sales manager of the station. Warager comes
to WABC-TV after serving Interstate
Television Corporation as Northeastern Division sales manager.
□
MPO Television Films, Inc., has
added Thomas B. Armistead as staff
producer-director in Hollywood in an
expansion move. Armistead, a former
head of the J. Walter Thompson Co.
West Coast TV commercial film department, will report to Mel Dellar,
MPO executive producer in Hollywood.
□
Errol Linderman will join Elliot,
Unger and Elliot, the commercialproducing subsidiary of Screen Gems,
as supervisor of client relations. Linderman was previously with Universal
Pictures where he served from 1951
as manager of the TV sales service
department. Prior to that, he was with
Universal's distribution outlet in Great
Britain, and also worked for United
Artists in England.
Colgate Will Sponsor
Western Theatre Series
Stars of Hollywood movies and
NBC-TV Network programs will be
presented on the "Colgate Western
Theatre," a Western anthology film
series, Friday nights on NBC-TV from
July 3 through Sept. 4 (9:30 p.m.
EDT). James Stewart will lead the
list of top-name performers when he
stars on the premiere program July 3.
Other stars, on subsequent dates,
will be Bonald Beagan, Lee Marvin
of NBC-TV's "M Squad," Dale Robertson of NBC-TV's "Tales of Wells
Fargo," George Montgomery of NBCTV's "Cimarron City," Robert Cummings of NBC-TV's "Bob Cummings
Show," Rod Cameron, Joanne Dru,
Steve Cochran and Keenan Wynn.
Ted Bates Is Agency
The "Colgate Western Theatre" will
be sponsored by the Colgate-Palmolive
Company, through the Ted Bates
and Company Inc., agency. The programs, previously presented on various
other TV series, will take the time
spotcurrent
of "TherunThin
its
JuneMan,"
26. which ends
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New oisUihutor of
TV Programs Formed
Formation of Universal Television
Distributors, Inc., a new distributor
of television and radio programs, with
offices here was announced by Mel
Schlank, who heads the new nationwide organization. Schlank resigned as
vice-president of NTA Program Sales,
a division of National Telefilm Associates Inc., in order to organize and
direct Universal Television.
Schlank has had wide experience as
a sales executive in the program distribution field, prior to which he headed
his own television appliance company.
Schlank was vice-president in charge
of sales for Gross-Krasne Inc., retaining the same position when GrossKrasne became Gross-Krasne-Sillerman„ Inc., becoming vice-president of
NTA Program Sales Division when
Gross-Krasne-Sillerrnan Inc. was acquired by NTA.
FCC Urges Laws on
'Private' Discussions
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 9-The Federal Communications Commission
urged Congress to approve legislation
barring private communications with
FCC members on cases which are
pending before the commission.
Commissioner Rosel Hyde backed
the legislation in testimony before a
Senate Commerce Subcommittee. The
bill would prohibit anyone from communicating with a commissioner or
FCC staff member on any matter set
for hearing unless all parties to the
case are notified. Hyde also endorsed
a bill repealing a provision of present
law permitting FCC members to accles. cept pay for speeches or written arti-

UA-TV Sales Roster
(Continued from page 1 )
Allen, central divisional manager;
Howard Christensen, central regional
sales manager; Jack Gregory, western
divisional manager; Myron Elges,
western regional sales manager; and
James F. Delaney, south western divisional manager. The latter has still
to select his regional sales manager.
UA-TV's first series to be sold on a
syndication basis will be "Tales of
the Vikings," a project of Kirk Douglas' Bryna Productions. Into this
series, Eells pointed out, has been
pouredtion $2,500,000
of "producelements" usedworth
for the
original
Vikings theatrical feature, which
was also produced by Bryna. Eells
said that one of the principal aims of
UA-TV the
is "to
go after
product
match
standards
of the
motionto
picture
Fivecompany."
Other Projects Listed

Ru

(Continued from page 1
distribution and exhibition of
ture are also sought.
The action was brought, ulegal theory of "unfair comp
or "unfair trade practice". Tl
plaint alleges, among other
that Roy Export is the onl\
owner of all positive prints an
tives of "The Gold Rush"; tl:
Masterpieces is distributing or
ing prints that were either the
wrongfully obtained or were
from wrongfully obtained prii
that the film has been disto
Film Masterpieces by the adc
an inferior sound track.
Sargoy & Stein of this city
torneys for plaintiff Roy Expc
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, 1
Ballon appearing as attorneys
co-plaintiff Lopert Films, In
Zugsmith, Broidy £
HOLLYWOOD, June 10.
ducer Albert Zugsmith todn
eluded negotiations with Steve
president of Allied Artists, tj
"Sexpot" for that studio,
Mamie Van Doren. The pictij
roll in November.

in "UA Playhouse," although a deal
has yet to be signed.
In introducing the new sales exare the
men who ecutives,
will Eellsgosaid
out "these
and recruit
the

cream of the syndication sales
the United States." He estima
the over-all
size coming
of UA-TV
force
during the
yeaij
be about 455 men.

CINEMA

8th
Film

Pontiac Show

Gene Kelly and Victor Borge will
headline the "Pontiac Star Parade"
series of eight one-hour live or tape
specials to be colorcast over the NBCTV Network during the 1959-60 season it was announced by Walter D.
Soott, executive vice-president, NBC
Television Network.
The Pontiac Motor Division of
General Motors Corporation will sponsor the programs. Kelly will figure in
three productions and Borge in one,
with additional top-calibre stars to be
announced. One of the other four
shows will be devoted to showcasing
new young talent.
Borge, whose
"one-man have
shows"conon
television
and Broadway
sistently attracted record audiences,
will be seen on NBC-TV on a Friday
early in the season from 10-11 p.m.
NYT.
The exact date will be announced
soon.

Gold

Other projects which UA-TV has
either sold or is negotiating to sell include "Troubleshooters," "The Dennis O'Keefe Show," "Hudson's Bay,"
"Miami Undercover" and "United
Artists Playhouse." "Troubleshooters,"
Eells announced, has just been purchased byPhilip Morris for presentation on NBC-TV this fall, while Oldsmobile
has ispurchased
theinterested
O'Keefe
show. NBC
also reported

Gene Kelly, V. Borge
Headline

Thursday, June 1
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Golf
nament
TourHALL
GOLF &
BRIAR
COUNTRY CLUB
BRIARCLIFF MANOR. N. Y.
THURSDAY, JUNE 18th

Write — 229 West 42nd Str
or Caff LO 5-4566

$20 GOLF. LUNCHEON.
S 5 GOLF

DINNER

S10 DINNER
8c DINNER
GALA PRIZES

y Welcome!
Everybod
UNLESS TICKET
IS PURCHASED
PRIOR
TO DATE, COST WILL BE $25.
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REY HEPBURN portraying
er Luke of "The Nun's Story"
on the color cover of Life's
issue. In a cover story on this
rner Bros, film, scheduled to
at Radio City Music Hall,
ditors published the back»f this compelling story,
ties ago a sainted nun oblat no matter how outwardly
md serene a nun might be,
remained a battleground unied. For love of God a nun
; herself to prayer, and to a
scipline and self-abnegation
to nature. This is tremenjwarding; it is also very difg a famous book into a film
■viewer says "Director Zinnakes 'The Nun's Story' a
ly beautiful, tragic account
attle that raged 17 years in
s soul'."
i "Say One for Me," "The
- ; ilcliers" and a table of conce ad on "North by North>pear in the June issue of
'=n."
ears ago, Ava Gardner left
id States to live in Europe,
2d never to return. Ava, a
'omen, told Robert Levin of
years of flight from her
llier country, her talents and
|>r the June issue of Redbook.
raphs made on location in
for Stanley Kramer's "On
;h"
le. add a pictorial phase to
)iary of inAnne
reportsof
Marek
the Frank"
June issue
"is like the book and play
eceded it, a masterpiece. It
, poignant, tender, comic,
loving and inspiring all at
d perhaps as much as any
!the war it illustrates the eslorth of the human spirit."
v O' Gill and the Little
says Ruth Harbert in the
;ue of Good Housekeeping
be more delightful if you
•ay your way in shamrocks."
'to of Janet Munro and Sean
stars of this new Disney
(seated on an Irish two wheel
a romantic mood illustrates

Cagney, star of "Shake Hands
Ine Devil," wrote an article
s childhood for the June 7
This Week. He worked from
he was in his early teens,
|ool and during vacations to
oort his mother and sister.
Walter Haas

The Woman

Eater

Columbia
Made at the Twickenham Studios
in England, this Fortress Film production isbeing offered by Columbia
with "The H-Man" as a package. The
actual woman eater is not as portentious as it sounds, being a giant tree
which lives on the sacrifice of beautiful women. Scientist George Coulouris, exploring in the Amazon, witnesses one of these rites and subsequently gets the tree back to England,
believing that he can develop a
serum from it which will bring the
dead back to life.
To continue his experiment, Coulouris picks up a number of women
and sacrifices them to the tree, which
continues to thrive and produce a
more powerful serum each time.
When the scientist murders his housekeeper, Joyce Gregg, her corpse is
the first human guinea pig in the experiments, turning into a breathing
shell with no mind. Realizing that his
experiments are not the success he
hoped they would be, Coulouris sets
the tree afire and is himself killed.
Next to Coulouris, the most important character is blonde Vera Day, an
ex-hula dancer who works in Coulouris' house.her
A mild
between
and romance
mechanicdevelops
Peter
Wayn, which ultimately leads to the
scientist's downfall when he tries to
spirit the girl away.
"Woman Eater" was produced by
Guido Coen and directed by Charles
Saunders, from an original story and
screenplay by Brandon Fleming.
Running time, 70 minutes. General
classification. Release, in June.
Warren G. Harris
Room

43

Cory Film Corp.
Hollywood, June 10
Produced in England by John Clein,
and distributed domestically through
"state right" affiliates by the newlyformed Cory Films Corp. of Los
Angeles, this film exposes methods
employed by dealers in white slavery,
with locale set in London.
Good production values, well-paced
action by director Alvin Rakoff, and
competent performances delivered by
the attractive Odile Versois, Herbert
Lorn, Diana Dors and Eddie Constantine have been invested in the film,
which carries no seal of approval by
the Production Code Administration.
The picture obviously is designed as
a sensational attraction.
Prostitutes and streetwalkers, in
their habitat, become the center of
interest once the screenplay by Patrick
Alexander establishes the framing of
Miss Versois an "imported," innocent
French waitress, into the captive operation of two adjoining brothels by
Herbert Lorn and Brenda De Banzie,
Lorn arranges to have Miss Versois go
through a marriage of convenience

REVIEWS

with Eddie Constantine, a cab driver
indebted to him, in order to establish
her right to remain in London.
Constantine, who falls in love with
the French beauty, enlists the aid of
his cabbie cohorts and Miss Dors, one
of the "entourage" who seeks refor her sister's
suicide
in oneto
of the vengehouses,
and puts
an end
Loin's scheme to break Miss Versois
into the fold. The London police are
conspicuous by their absence in the
raid by the cabbies on the two houses,
which spells finish to Lom's life as
he falls from a roof-top in order to
escape from a fire started by Miss
Dors. The film was released abroad
under
the time,
title "Passport
to Shame."
Running
88 minutes.
Adult
classification. Release, in May.
Samuel D. Berns
The

Roof

De Sica — Trans-Lux
Vittorio de Sica and Cesare Zavattini, director and writer, respectively,
of "The Bicycle Thief" and "Shoe
Shine," have made another film in
the Italian "neo-realist" tradition. Like
its
storypredecessors,
drawn from"The
fife Roof"
dealingtells
witha
problems of working class people in
Rome. It was also filmed in actual
locations and the performers are nonprofessional.
Unlike
"neo-realist"
pictures,the
however,earlier
this one
has a greater
technical polish, a "happy" ending
and a less fatalistic attitude in general.
sociological
Roof"
is The
housing,
and de issue
Sica inand"The
Zavattini
deal with it in terms of a simple story
of a pair of young newlyweds and
their desperate efforts to find a place
in which to live. At first they try to
stay with in-laws in an already overcrowded apartment but this does not
work out and they are unable to find
quarters elsewhere. Finally, they get
"squatters' rights" on a piece of public
land which will legally be theirs if
they can construct a small building on
it overnight. With the help of friends
(the hero is a bricklayer himself ) they
accomplish this, and their problem is
temporarily solved at the end.
True to their own tradition De Sica
and Zavattini have put no preachment into "The Roof"; their concern
for the under-privileged is implied in
the sympathy with which they handle
the people and their problems. There
is a good deal of honest humor as well
as pathos in this picture, and the performers—particularly Gabriella Pallotti and Cirogio Listuzzi as the newlyweds— behave naturally throughout.
The picture
is being and
"presented"
Robert
L. Lawrence
Alfred by
R.
Stern in association with Mario de
Vecchi. It is being released in this
country by Trans-Lux Distributing
Corp. English subtitles translate the
Italian Dialogue.
Running time, 95 minutes. General
classification. Release, current.
Richard Gertner

Due

( Continued from page 1 )
Anglo-U.S. film remittance agreement.
The negotiations usually are held in
Washington in late September, but
might be transferred to London both
to establish an alternating procedure
and because the American industry
negotiators are expected to make a
strong bid this time for complete
elimination of all remittance restrictions and conditions. This follows the
markedly improved British foreign
trade position this year, which already has resulted in the lifting or
many trade and import regulations.
Palmer Drive-in
( Continued from page 1 )
eight major distributors and four exhibitors. The complaint charges conspiracy among the defendants as to
price-fixing, block booking, selective
contracts and clearance. The defendant theatres are in Palmer and Springfield and the specific allegation is that
the Metro Drive-in has been denied
the playing of first-run product by the
defendants.
Distributors named are Paramount,
Loew's Warner Brothers, 20th-Fox,
RKO-Teleradio, United Artists, Universal, and Republic, and the theatre
chains are B & Q Associates, New
England Theatres, Inc., Massachusetts
Amusement Company and Stanley
Warner Management Company, all
operating theatres in that area.
ToNorma
TourMaria,
forfeatured
'Mummy9
player in
Universal's "The Mummy," Andrew
Low, an Egyptologist who acted as
technical adviser on the film, and an
authentic copy of a famed Egyptian
sarcophagus containing a mummy will
arrive here on the Queen Mary Tuesday to tour the U. S. on behalf of the
film. First stop will be Atlanta, Ga.
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Laws
By Sherivin Kane
discriminatory manner in
blue laws ordinarily are enis certain to spell the end
jutmoded, useless measures
later, even though nothing
ue laws were added to the
books many years ago by
5 intent on pleasing puritaniid elements by making it a
inor to engage in pleasuriity of any kind on Sunday.
©
t instances, the laws not only
the individual citizen from
<ut and engaging in his own
diversions but also prevent
(3m providing them for him,
;e. In other instances, they
individuals from engaging in
any kind on Sunday,
by little, public recreation
new forms, many of them
'of
of at Golf
the
blueandlawsunthought
were written.
the fancy of a wider and
blic and states, counties and
blue laws or no, provided
tries for their citizenry— at a
d on Sundays.
•
itomobile, which necessitated
service stations open on Sunmajor recreational medium.
> iseball and other spectator
lotion picture theatres and,
V, radio and television, were
the commercial, entertainjrprises available to the pubin blue laws areas, on Sun11 the recreation and entervariety operating in blue
as on Sundays, including
-irg, S. C, it is not difficult
stand why Claude Rumley
•lied to open his Fox Drivejre there on a Sunday.
is difficult to understand is
th public fee golf courses,
parks, swimming pools, re: centers, service stations,
stations showing motion picket to homes, and radio staling them in hawking merRumley's drive-in was the
•nly Sunday operation chosen
Spartanburg sheriff against
enforce the blue law.
ver the reason, it is in the
Continued on page 2 )
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TOA
British Chancellor
Plan to Make

Will Introduce

25%

Reduction

In House

in Theatre

Tax

By WILLIAM PAY
LONDON, June 11. -The Chancellor of the Exchequer told the House of
Commons late last night he proposes to introduce a new clause at a later
stage in the finance bill effecting a reduction in the entertainments tax of 25
per cent. His clause embodies the same principle as that sponsored by Conservative back benchers, which gave a reduction of £.20 ($56) weekly to
all cinemas.
This concession, which will cost £2,500,000 ($7,000,000) a year, is aimed
at helping the small rural theatres for which it might mean the difference
between profit and loss.
The Chancellor rejected an opposition clause for complete abolition of the
tax, pointing out this would also give relief to cinemas now operating at a satisfactory profit. Even though the entire industry is undergoing financial difficulties, this is not an automatic reason for relief of the taxation entirely, the
Chancellor said. In his view, he added, the closing of more cinemas is inevitable.

'Beach'
In

22

Will

Shelton in Senate Plea
Bow

Capitals

By JAMES D. IVERS
(Picture on Page 2)
Stanley Kramer's production of the
Neville Shute novel, "On the Beach"
will have simultaneous world premieres in at least 22 capitals of countries around the world, including Moscow, it was announced yesterday.
Explaining at a press conference at
United Artists the decision to launch
the picture so dramatically and so
expensively, Kramer said the plan was
inspired by the importance of the pichistory.ture's theme at this moment in world
"It is a document about human
beings," (Continued
he said, "who
devise
on page
2) a wea-

For USIA Film Fund
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June ll.-Turner
Shelton, director of the International
Motion Picture Division, today asked
the Senate to restore $400,000 cut by
a House Appropriations Committee
from IMPD's original recpiest for the
coming fiscal year. Shelton appeared
before (Continued
a Senate appropriations
subon page 5)
Set Managers' Contest
For MGM's 'Northwest'
M-G-M will award cash prizes
totalling $2,300 to managers of large
and small theatres who submit the
best campaigns on Alfred Hitchcock's
"North by Northwest." Two sets of
identical prizes will be awarded, one
(Continued on page 6)

REVIEW:
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Aids

Launch

Anti-
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Drive
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TV

Dominion

Hurling Talks in Montreal;
Meeting Attended By 40
Furnished with a blue print by
Theatre Owners of America of the
procedural steps it developed in the
United States to combat all forms of
pay-TV, Canada's TOA unit is today
launching a campaign to alert Canadian residents and the Canada government to pay-TV, TOA reported
yesterday.
The campaign is the result of an
all-day dian
session
of more
Canaexhibitors,
calledthanby40 Joseph
Strauss, president of the Canadian
branch of TOA, and attended by the
Quebec Allied Theatrical Industry
Association,
at the
Mount
(Continued
on page
4) Royal
Minn.

Theatres

Battle Against DST
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, June 11. - The
last act of the confused daylight saving time problem was played out in
the chambers of the Minnesota State
Legislature yesterday. Both the Senate and the House passed a "fast
time" bill giving the state of Minnesota permanent daylight time from
the first of June until the first week
in September.
The fast
time problem
this state
(Continued
on pagein 5)
'Ben-Hur'

Horse

Soldiers

Mirisch — United Artists
Two of the strongest marquee names of the day, John Wayne and William Holden, in a picture directed by John Ford about a subject which
he knows and loves and in a field where he has had his greatest successes, is a combination as certain as any to make an exhibitor count
his money in advance. With that as a start, add two hours of suspenseful
story about a widely heralded and breath-taking episode of the Civil
War; stormy romance involving
Wayne
and 6)a new and promising ac(Continued
on page

Lose

Pact Calls

For Two Years in L.A.
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS was
ANGELES,
Hur"
the basis June
today 11.
of -the"Benbiggest contract ever signed for an entertainment attraction in Los Angeles.
The
$15,000,000
at the
Hollywoodproduction
Egyptian wiU'open
Theatre
in November
under onan page
unusual
(Continued
6) speci-
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PERSONAL

common pattern of discrin
that marks the meaningless <
ment of these useless laws w
they exist. If it were deliberal
signed to do so— which it vv
couldn't do more to discredit
cient laws and their enforcen

MENTION

, president of AlSTEVE liedBROIDY
Artists became a grandfather
for the first time when his daughterin-law, Mrs. Arthur Broidy, gave
birth to a son, Barton Keith, at Cedars of Labanon Hospital, Hollywood.
•
Joseph A. Tanney, president of
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., has returned to New York from an extended tour of Europe and the Near East.
•
Marty Shapiro, of the SmallTosephy Hollywood talent office, will
arrive here today from the Coast.
•
Morris Ei.owitz, film industry attorney, will leave here over the weekend for Spain, Italy and Germany.
•
Larry Staresmore, general manager of Westland Theatres, Colorado
Springs, will leave there shortly with
his wife and daughters for a tour of
Europe.
•
E. C. Grainger, vice-president of
Todd-AO Corp., has become a grandfather for the fifth time with the birth
of a girl this week to his daughter,
Mrs. Denis Dyer.
•
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz
will return to New York from London
today via B.O.A.C.
•
Samuel Engel and Henry Koster, producer and director, respectively, of "The King Must Die" for
20th Century-Fox, have arrived in
New York from Hollywood.
•
Lew Grade, British talent agent,
arrived here from London yesterday
via B.O.A.C.
•
Willard Lay, office manager for
Apex Films, Denver, has entered Veterans Hospital there following a heart
attack.
•
Sam Harris, partner in the State
Theatre, Hartford, has returned there
with Mrs. Harris from Florida.
•
Sharon Silverthorne, daughter
of Jack Silverthorne, manager of
the Hippodrome, Cleveland, has
graduated from Shaker Heights High
School there.
•
Arthur Groom, manager of
Loew's
has
left
thereState
for aTheatre,
vacation Memphis,
in Evansville,
his former home.
•
Daniel W. Debonee, business

O Rl

ANNOUNCING plans to premiere "On the Beach" in 22 world capitals: at
press conference: Max E. Youngstein, Stanley Kramer, and Arnold M. Picker.

'Beach

Ho (Continued
Bow frominpage22
1)

pon to defend themselves so terrible
that they cannot use it without committing suicide. As such it transcends
national
boundaries."
Although
Moscow and possibly
other capitals of Soviet satellite countries will be included in the simultaneous premiere, definite plans for the
opening there have not been worked
out, Kramer and Arnold Picker, UA
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, said. Melbourne, where
Kramer produced and directed the
film on location, will also be one of
the premiere cities as will Amsterdam, Berlin, Brussels, Caracas, Chicago, Havana, Johannesburg, Lima,
London, Los Angeles, Madrid, Manila, New York City, Paris, Rome, Singapore, Stockholm, Tokyo, Washington
and Zurich.
Budgeted at $3,000,000
The picture, budgeted at $3,000,000, stars Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fred Astaire and Anthony Perkins, and introduces Donna Anderson.
The Shute novel on which it was
based was a best-seller for 38 weeks
in the American market and was serialized in 40 major newspapers.
Max Youngstein, also at the conference, at which Robert Benjamin introduced Kramer, estimated the world
premiere plan would increase the exploitation budget for the picture by
several hundred thousand dollars.
"We believe 'On the Beach' to be
the biggest story of our time," said
Kramer, "because it reflects the hope
and fear on the minds of all peopfes
today. Book critics called it the most
agent of Local 84, IATSE of Hartsurgery.ford, is recuperating there following
•
A. O. La Flamme, partner in the
Unadilla, N. Y., drive-in, was in Albany from that community.
•
Morris Keppner, of the Burnside
Theatre Corp., Hartford, has returned
there from New York.

Capitals

important and dramatic novel of the
atomicmotion
age', picture
and we inhave
triedwithto
make
keeping
the immensity of its theme.
"Yet our film, like the novel, is a
story about people. It tells personally
and intimately how five principal characters in Australia and the people
around them react to the threat of
radioactive drift following nuclear war
that has wiped out the northern
Had the Idea Two Years ago
hemisphere."
The unique plan for simultaneous
global premieres was conceived nearyearsformulating
ago, Kramerit ever
said. since
"We
havely twobeen
as a means of dramatizing the universal appeal that made 'On the Beach'
a best-seller throughout the world."
It is planned that each of the five
"On the Beach" stars and Kramer
himself will attend one of the Dec. 17
openings. Heads of government, local
officials and, in some instances, charity
groups will participate in the premiere showings all of them invitational affairs.
W. S. Perutz, 68
Funeral services will be held here
tomorrow for Witold Stefan Perutz,
68, former theatre manager, who died
Tuesday night at Memorial Cancer
Hospital. Services will be at 10:00
A.M. at the Church of the Holy
Name. Perutz entered theatrical exhibition in 1925, managing theatres
in New Haven, Conn.; Richmond Hill,
Long Island; Seattle, Tacoma, Lincoln
and Chattanooga. In recent years he
was attached to the American Arbitration Ass'n. in New York.
Denver

Likes 'Capone9

11. -Allied
"AlDENVER,
Capone" June
grossed
$21,000Artists'
in a
multiple day-and-date run at six theatres of this area. The theatres reporting are the Lakeshore and Valley
drive-ins and the indoor Gothic, Oriental, Victory and Westwood theatres.

Rumley was thrown into jailj
we can only assume, he lisW
radio commercials on his
Sabbath, perhaps even was pe
to watch a televised film tf
earning money for the local
and soliciting business for a &
and perhaps was permitted I
ments sold by a local social ca
As a result of his sacrifii
Spartanburg county will hole
ferendum July 14 on repeal
blue laws.
The common sense of the
voter should be sufficient to
end to the laws themselves,
theless, if by chance they a;
mitted to remain on the book
step
possible
should
be they
take
sure that,
in the
future,
forced uniformly and imparti
all law is intended to be

Always Two Side
At almost the moment that
are heard in Washington to th
that some American motion j
serve
the nation poorly by be
hibited in some localities abro
"N. Y. Journal-American" pa )
give editorial praise to the
Artists release, "Pork Chop H
Says the
J-A:of "At
time |
favorite
tactic
the aCommu
to
the U.S.A.
as a 'papej
softpaint
beneath
an outward
el
toughness,
it
comes
as
a
servicrt
nation to retail the glorious J\
. . . itNowis aunfs
atPork
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Roxy Hill.'
Theatre,
fill every American heart with J
concludes the editorial.
As the industry's newspaper
know, there are many other fil'
sidesnation
"Pork around
Chop the
Hill"world
whicl!|
the
American hearts with pride.
The industry should keep
titles ready for handy reference
the perennial critics arise to 1
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From the producers
-who gave you
"THE CURSE OF
FRANKENSTEIN"
and "DRACULA!"

•ECHNICOLOR'
starring ANTON DIFFRING • HAZEL COURT - CHRISTOPHER LEE
Produced by MICHAEL CARRERAS • Directed by TERENCE FISHER fi A PARAMOUNT
j Screenplay by JIMMY SANGSTER • From a play by Barre Lyndon
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c Games on Tape
mpilive-on-tape
Oly
Daily
network television programs presenting the 1960
Olympics in Rome— the first such coverage in history— will be carried exclusively on the CBS Television Network, it was jointly announced by the
CBS Television Network and the Italian Olympic National Committee.
Louis G. Cowan, president of CBS,
disclosed that, beginning Aug. 25,
1960, the network plans to present
these daily broadcasts of the Olympic Games, up to one hour in length,
in prime evening time. A majority of
the events will be broadcast on the
same day that they take place in
Rome.
Mickelson Arranged Details
Arrangements for the projected
CBS Television Network broadcasts of
the coming Olympics were made by
Sig Mickelson, vice-president, CBS,
Inc. and general manager of CBS
News. In awarding the North American television rights exclusively to the
CBS Television Network, the Italian
Olympic National Committee was
represented by the Gardner Advertising Company.
Buick

to Sponsor

Four

Hemingway Specials
Four 90-minute dramatic programs
based on the writings of Ernest Hemingway will be presented on the CBS
Television Network during the 195960 season under the sponsorship of
Buick Motor Division of General Motors Corporation.
Will Start Nov. 19
First
will be
in the
period.

of the Hemingway dramas
presented Thursday, Nov. 19,
9:30-11:00 P.M., EST, time
Dates and times for the subsequent presentations are to be announced. Specific Hemingway properties to be dramatized on the Buick
series have not, as yet, been selected.

Station Nets $42,500
SAN FRANCISCO, June ll.-Educational TV station KQE is $42,500
richer today after the conclusion Sunday morning of its fifth annual air
auction of donated merchandise
valued at $66,000. This year's total
was $12,500 better than last year's
net profit and the previous high figure
in the yearly fund raising event.

'Soldiers' on TV
Highlights of the two-day world
premiere pageantry for United Artists'
"The Horse Soldiers" at Shreveport,
La. will be shown on the forthcoming
11th anniversary Ed Sullivan TV
Show via CBS coast to coast on
June 21.

Today

Miami

Educational

TV

Power
to
THE,gDAILY
ftnei-inl
tnsil
DAIT.Y
n Rai
StatioSpecial
MIAMI, June 11. - WTHS-TV,
Channel 2, is increasing the present
9,000 watts to 100,000 watts this fall
with a new transmitter, tower and
antenna. The station is moving its
transmitter-tower center from the
Everglades Hotel to Lindsey Hopkin's
Building
Second Vocational
Ave. and 14th
St. at N.E.
Vernon Bronson, director of the
educational radio and TV operation
here, said the 100,000 watt strength
will give the station a Grade A contour, of 30 miles, and a Grade B contour of about 50 miles. It will be one
of the strongest TV signals in the
area.

State Funds to Be Used
The transmitter will be paid for out
of state funds for educational television, about $100,000, allotted for
Dade County. The rest of the costs
will come out of the local school
funds.

Betty Mutton 'Goldie'
To Have Premiere Oct. J

"Goldie," a new half-hour weekly
comedy series starring Betty Hutton,
will have its premiere on the CBS
Television Network Thursday, October 1 (8:00-8:30 P.M. EDT) under
the sponsorship of General Foods
Corporation, it was announced by
William H. Hylan, vice-president of
sales administration, CBS Television
Network.
Stanley Roberts, creator of the
series, will be the producer. He is
well known as a screen writer, having
worked on the screen plays of such
films as "Death Of A Salesman" and
"Caine Mutiny."
NBC Sending Unit to
Russian Exhibition
The National Broadcasting Company will send a three-man unit to
Russia this Summer to supervise production of color programming at the
American National Exhibition in
Moscow, it was announced by Alfred
R. Stern, director, international operations. During the six-week exhibition, which starts July 25, NBC will
utilize two RCA live color cameras
and 16mm film and slide facilities to
present eight hours of color programming each day.
The studio from which the NBC
unit will produce at least four hours
of live telecasts daily will be a glasswalled area inside a multi-level
building where Soviet visitors— who
have never seen color television— can
observe the productions from all angles. In addition, 20 color monitors
will be placed throughout the entire
exhibition area at Sokolniki Park for
the expected 4,000,000 visitors.

(Continued from page 1)
Hotel in Montreal on Wednesday to
hear Philip F. Harling, chairman of
TOA's toll-TV committee. Harling,
who has guided TOA's efforts against
pay-TV from the beginning, was
present
at Strauss' invitation, TOA
said.
The meeting was called, TOA said,
after Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
Canadian subsidiary of Paramount
Pictures, announced earlier this month
that pay-TV would be introduced
this autumn in an undisclosed Toronto suburb. Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, told his
annual stockholders' meeting on June
2 that plans of the International Telemeter Company, another Paramount
subsidiary, had advanced to the point
where the company expects to see its
system in operation "in several thousand homes" by next year.
Two-Fold Drive Planned
The Canadian exhibitors are said
to be mapping plans for an immediate
two-fold campaign consisting of:
1. Acquainting the public with the
costs it would have to bear for payTV entertainment, in the belief that
public sentiment would oppose such
costs, and that opposition to pay-TV
would develop of its own accord
among organizations with veterans,
school and union interests, as it has
in the United States. Free television
and radio mediums will be utilized
for the campaign.
2. Petitioning the Canadian government concerning the legal problems involved in toll-TV, such as
those which in the United States have
resulted in a stringent F.C.C. control
of limited over-the-air toll-TV testing,
and proposed legislation to similarly
control cable^TV.
Sees U.S. Affected
Harling said that TOA, as a matter
of policy, has taken an active interest
in the Canadian situation because it
feels any steps toward the achievement of toll-TV in Canada will affect the United States. He stressed
that ders
geographically
there
no bor-in
between the U.S.
and areCanada
the motion picture theatre business,
that exhibitors in both countries have
common interests and common problems, and that there are mutual business interests between the two countries.
Strauss said that invitations would
be quickly sent to exhibitor units in
every Canadian province, coast to
coast, to participate in the campaign,
in order to make it an all-exhibition
effort.
Tells of TOA Experience
Harling spoke to the group for
several hours, outlining the procedural
steps, year by year, which were followed by TOA and later encompassed in the program of the Joint
Committee on Toll-TV, of which he
is co-chairman.
He told the meeting that in the
U. S. once the public and Congress
fully understood the economic im-

Benny
'Appoint*
A Chief
Justice
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 11. ■
Benny
"appointed"
of the was
"Ancient
and chief
Inder
Province of Beverly Hills" yes^
He said
he longer
was "glad
to kni
violin
is no
my only
mi
The "honor" was conferrec
the CBS comedian at a meeting
Beverly Hills Bar Association
Beverly Hilton Hotel. Bar Pi*
Lester W. Roth called the o\
"Asupport."
great moment in American
prudence" and "a triumph of
In reply, Benny assured hi:
over history."
ence
that "I don't deserve al3i
kind words— but as a friend c"
said— I've got arthritis and I
deserve that either."
Goldwyn

to Receh

1st Gershwin Awa
Samuel Goldwyn, produc
"Porgy
and Bess,"
recie1
First Annual
Award will
of the
Gershwin Memorial Foundation
organization's champagne suppe
Waldorf-Astoria Grand Ballro
Thursday, June 25. The prese
will follow a Foundation-spc
benefit
of "Porga
Bess" at performance
the Warner Theatre,
be tendered Goldwyn by an Ik
committee headed by Chairmar
Hammerstein II. The citation
in the form of a scroll, laudi
producer for his "distinguished
in
the field
the arts."
4 Shak
e' ofGros
s $394i
"Shake Hands With The
Pennebaker Presentations' filnf
istered a record gross of $3,4'
all-time opening day high, "t
Loew's Metropolitan Theat
Brooklyn, Wednesday, it w|
nounced by United Artists.
plications of the pay system
carried the campaign on thei
volition. He cited the campai
five American communities
cable-TV
advocates sought
chises and were refused due
public
sentiment against
charged for TV entertainment.
"Regardless of what you may t
Harling told the Canadian m
"the fact remains that there
toll-TV
the spearhead
United States.":
Straussin will
the ci
tee to conduct the campai
Canada. He said prints of the
picture prepared ItbyMeans
TOA to e
"Toll-TV-What
would be offered to the Ca
government-operated
televisioi
tern
for use in the educationa
Harling said that by direct
George G. Kerasotes, presidt
TOA, he would continue to
himself available to TOA of C
paign.
for
advice, as requested by the
dian unit.
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THCOMING

Motion
RELEASES

33REVIATIONS: AA, Allied Artists; AIP, Amer ican International
:tures; BV, Buena Vista; Col, Columbia; MGM, Metro-Goldwynhyer; Par, Paramount; 20-Fox, 20th Century-Fox; UA, United
-fists; Uni, Universal; WB, Warner Bros.; c, color; cs, Cinema•ope; te, Technirama; vv, VistaVision; rs, Regalscope.

ULY
HE BIG CIRCUS, c, cs: Victor Mature, Rhonda Fleming
ATTLE FLAME: Elaine Edwards, Scott Brady
JRRENDER HELL: Keith Andes, Susan Cabot
5IARY OF A HIGH SCHOOL BRIDE: Anita Sands, Ronald Foster
'HE GHOST OF DRAGSTRIP HOLLOW: Jody Fair, Russ Bender
' ARBY O'GILL AND THE LITTLE PEOPLE, c: Janet Munro, Sean Connery
MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT: Kim Novak, Fredric March
ANATOMY OF A MURDER: James Stewart, Lee Remick
!0-FOOT BRIDE OF CANDY ROCK: Lou Costello
THE LEGEND OF TOM DOOLEY: Jo Morrow, Michoel London
-NORTH BY NORTHWEST, c, vv: Cory Grant, Eva Marie Saint
-THE BEAT GENERATION, cs: Steve Cochran, Mamie Van Doren
PONT GIVE UP THE SHIP: Jerry Lewis, Dina Merrill
-AST TRAIN FROM GUN HILL, c: Kirk Douglas, Anthony Quinn
( — HOLIDAY FOR LOVERS, c, cs: Jane Wyman, Clifton Webb
—SOUTH PACIFIC, c, cs: Rossano Brazzi, Mirzi Gaynor
—SON OF ROBIN HOOD, c, cs: Al Hedison
—MIRACLE OF THE HILLS, rs: Rex Reason
HOLE IN THE HEAD, c, cs: Frank Sinatra, Eleanor Parker
HE HORSE SOLDIERS, c: John Wayne, William Hoiden
AY OF THE OUTLAW: Robert Ryan, Burl Ives
rHIS EARTH IS MINE, c, cs: Rock Hudson, Jean Simmons
"HE MUMMY, c: Peter Cushing, Christopher Lee
:URSE OF THE UNDEAD: Eric Fleming, Kathleen Crowley
SORN TO BE LOVED: Hugo Haas, Carol Morris
HE NUN'S STORY, c: Audrey Hepburn, Peter Finch
ERCULES, c: Steve Reeves

tUGUST
\r HE BAT: Vincent Price, Agnes Moorehead
|(.\CE OF FIRE: Cameron Mitchell, James Whitmore
't HEBA AND THE GLADIATOR, c, cs: Anita Ekberg, George Marchall
HlE BIG FISHERMAN, c, te 70: Howard Keel, Susan Kohner
II iATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA: Cliff Robertson, Gia Scola
ft HAVE ROCKET, WILL TRAVEL: Three Stooges
I CESTERDAY'S ENEMY: Stanley Baker, Guy Rolfe
4 -THE SCAPEGOAT: Alec Guinness, Bette Davis
f -TARZAN, THE APE MAN: Denny Miller
ff THE FIVE PENNIES, c, vv: Danny Kaye, Barbara Bel Geddes
W:— A PRIVATE'S AFFAIR, c, cs: Sal Mineo, Gary Crosby
—RETURN OF THE FLY, rs: Vincent Price
$ —THE ALLIGATOR PEOPLE, c, cs: Lon Chaney, Beverly Garland
4 HE WONDERFUL COUNTRY, c: Robert Mitchum, Julie London
%■ 3Y TOUGH: John Saxon, Linda Cristal
w ER FIVE HAVANA: Cameron Mitchell
f DHN PAUL JONES, c, te: Robert Stack, Bette Davis
I EPTEMBER
§■ EYOND THIS PLACE: Van Johnson, Vera Miles
BiALLING NORTH POLE, c, cs: Curt Jurgens, Dawn Addams
f HE MYSTERIOUS HOUSE OF USHER, c, cs
I HE LIVING DEAD: Barboura Morris, Dick Miller
| HE GIRL ON DEATH ROW
f- HE JAILBREAKERS: Robert Hutton, Mary Castle
■ 'HE MOUSE THAT ROARED, c: Jean Seberg, Peter Sellers
f■I "HE
KIMONO:
^EX: CRIMSON
Rod Cameron,
Mary Victoria
Murphy Shaw, Glenn Corbett
V -FOR THE FIRST TIME, c, cs: Mario Lanza, Zsa Zsa Gabor
V -~HE BIG OPERATOR: Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren
— BLUE ANGEL, c, cs: Curt Jurgens, May Britt
EN SECONDS TO HELL: Jack Palance, Jeff Chandler
4 ST A LONG SHADOW, c: Audie Murphy, Terry Moore
COK BACK IN ANGER: Richard Burton, Claire Bloom
ELLOWSTONE KELLY, c: Clint Walker, Ed Byrnes
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(Continued from page 1 )
committee which is currently holding
hearings on the United States Information Agency, of which IMPD is
a part.
Originally IMPD asked $5,700,000
and the cut made in the overall USIA
appropriations by the House group
would result in an approximate $400,000 cut for the IMPD. Shelton asked
the Senate committee to restore the
total amount which had been requested originally.
Minn. Theatres
( Continued from page 1 )
saw more than ten bills and amendments introduced and defeated before this latest compromise bill was
sent through. This bill is the first
major piece of legislation that the
two Houses have been able to agree
upon in this session of the legislature which is now in its eighth week
of overtime.
Measure Had Rough Going
The road leading to the passage of
the bill was a stormy one, starting
with an injunction by the Minnesota
Amusement Company to ban "fast
time" and including the defying of
that injunction by the state attorney
general and the county commissioners
and an official act of censure of the
attorney general by the State Supreme Court for his action in the

PEOPLE
Jeanette S. Segel, of Margo Operating Co., Oceanside, CaL, has enrolled
her Star Theatre of that community in
Theatre Owners of America. Additionally, Newman Corker of Athens, Ga.,
has secured membership for his Alps
Road Drive-in Theatre of Athens.
□
Anton Loeb, formerly associated
with Famous Studios in Hollywood
and Miami Reach, and with Paramount in New York as art director
for 22dio in years,
opened his own stuMiami has
Reach.
□
Robert W. Selig, president of Fox
Intermountain Theatres, Denver, has
received the honorary degree of Doctor of Public Service from the University ident
of Denver,
of which
he is presof the board
of trustees.
He
was honored for his 11 years of service to the university.
Drive-In Books i World9
ALRANY, N. Y., June ll.-The first
New York State drive-in engagement
for "Around the World in 80 Days"
has been awarded to Alan V. Iselin's
Super 50, near Rallston Spa, which
will
engagement
Mikeopen
Todda week's
production
on Juneof the
24.
There is to be a special price for
adults, but no charge for children.

Friday, June

6
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Variety Club News
PITTSBURGH-Variety Club, Tent
1, on Saturday night will stage its
annual telethon. This year, for the
first time, the show will originate on
the stage of the Penn Theatre. Virginia Graham will "emcee" the teleeast, with Dennis Weaver Amanda
Blake and Milburn Stone, all of the
television program, "Gunsmoke."
A
PHILADELPHIA— Mrs. Jack Engle
has been installed as president of the
Variety Club Ladies Auxiliary, succeeding Mrs. Charles Ehrlich. Other
officers are: Mrs. Michael Felt and
Mrs. Allen Kaplan, vice-president;
Mrs. Louis Molitch, treasurer, and
Mrs. William Ehrlich, Mrs. Leo Goldstein and Mrs. Mae Slap, secretaries.
Cole Will Study Merger
Of AFTRA and SAG
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 11. - David
L. Cole, noted national consultant in
labor affairs, has been selected by
the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists, and the Screen
Actors Guild to conduct an immediate
study of the feasibility of a merger
of the two talent unions, it was announced today by Clayton (Bud) Collyer and Howard Keel, presidents of
the two organizations.
Cole is a former director of the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service and is currently permanent
arbitrator under the national AFLCIO no-raiding agreement.
Continent

Oil to Start

Drilling on MGM Plot
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 11. - Continental Oil Co., which last year obtained aleasehold on 800 acres of
MGM studio acreage to drill for oil
and gas, yesterday cleared with the
Culver City municipality a zoning
variance which will permit drilling.
MGM is a participatory beneficiary
in any oil and gas tapped. Work will
start in two weeks on a site selected
near the sound studio on the MGM
lot.
I.A. Names

Union

for

Video Tape, Recording
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 11. - International Sound Technicians, local 695,
IATSE, has been assigned jurisdiction
over video tape and electronics recording byRichard F. Walsh, international president.
Negotiations were concluded with
Acme and General Film Laboratories
for operation of their video tape and
electronic
members. recorders by the union's

fa-ess, Constance Towers; dramatic conflict between Wayne, the harddriving iron-fisted Union cavalry commander and William Holden as a
suave and dedicated humanitarian surgeon; all in flawlessly photographed
DeLuxe
at the boxcolor,
office.and "The Horse Soldiers" becomes a measurable success
Working from a screenplay prepared by the producers, John Lee
Mahin and Martin Rackin, both seasoned experts on the War Between
the States, Ford has fashioned a powerful screen drama which not only
depicts the people, the attitudes, the atmosphere and the locale of the
Civil War, but carries the audience along on the audacious, man and
horse killing raid across a total of 600 miles of Confederate territory.
General Grant, faced with an impasse at Vicksburg which has held
out through a siege of almost a year by virtue of supplies sent in by
rail, calls on the Union cavalry to ride 300 miles through the back country of Mississippi to cut the rail line at Newton Station, near the present
Meridian. In command of the cavalry brigade is John Wayne as Col.
Marlowe-in actual history, Col. Ben Grierson. The ride starts, and is
threatened at the very start when they are discovered by Confederate
scouts. Wayne sends a third of his force back as a diversionary move
and continues into Rebel territory. They bivouac at a plantation owned
by Miss Towers and when she and her maid, Althea Gibson, overhear
their plans they are forced to take them with them for security. Avoiding notice they make it to Newton Station without a fight. There they
destroy supplies and the railroad after a bloody, magnificently staged
skirmish with a small but fanatic Confederate force.
With the countryside in an uproar behind them, Wayne decides to
continue on to Union held Baton Rouge rather than risk a return to the
north. Chased by a large Confederate cavalry unit, they break out of a
trap at the Amite river, where Wayne leaves Miss Towers and Holden to
care for the wounded and leads his main force to safety.
Told thus, the raid is commonplace, but told on the screen with the
Ford genius for having his players portray the drive, the grime, the
sweat and the fears, it is a gripping tale of courage and determination
calculated to hold any audience in suspense.
Supporting roles by Miss Gibson, making here the transition from
tennis to acting with grace and competence; Hoot Gibson, Anna Lee,
Russell Simpson, Stan Jones, Carleton Young and Basil Ruysdael, add
to the spirit and the authenticity of the piece.
The production is an impressive addition to the library of Civil War
material now so popular with the public and is a credit to the cinema
ability of its director whose craftsmanship with the tools of the cinema
has been so long established.
Running time, 119 minutes. General classification. July release.
James D. Ivers
WB

Speakers

Set

For "Cavalcade' ' Meet
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 11. - Bill L.
Hendricks, director of studio publicity; Gil Golden, national advertising manager, and his assistant,
Richard Lederer; Charles Cohen,
Eastern advertising manager and exploitation manager William Brumberg will participate in a presentation
and discussion of publicity and advertising campaigns for Warner Brothers Pictures at the company's California "Calvalcade Sales Convention"
here June 17-18-19.

'Pacific' in Record
SALT LAKE CITY June 11. -The
engagementwhich
of "South
Pacific"
Todd-AO,
lasted ten
monthsin
and two days at the Villa Theatre, to
set a long-run record in this city,
grossed over $450,000. It was also the
first Todd-AO film to be shown in this
area.

To Promote 'Night' in
Buyers' Arrival Page
Columbia Pictures has bought ad
space
on the
The New
York"buyers
Times arrival"
Monday page
to her-of
ald the opening of "Middle of the
Night" at the Forum and Trans-Lux
52nd St. Theatres on June 17.
In the film Fredric March plays a
garment manufacturer and Kim Novak his model-secretary. The week
of June 15 is generally considered
the biggest week of the year for the
arrival of buyers in New York.
The ad on the buyer's arrival page
is just one small aspect of a varied
campaign
on Robert
"MiddleS. ofFerguson,
the Night,"
according to
Columbia's national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation. The
national campaign has featured ads
both on and off the amusement pages
designed to generate interest in the
production, which was chosen as the
official U.S. entry at the Cannes Film
Festival.

Com

(Continued from page ]

for large theatre campaigns I
for results of campaigns ere:]
managers of small theatres, ij
First prizes will be $500, I
$300, thirds $200 fourths $l|
fifth prizes of $50 each.
The judging will be on
achieved and not on the basi 1
money spent. Therefore, M-i
asking all entrants to send alor
paper tear sheets; photograph
usual stunts, window displays,
motions,
samples ofof special
by displays;
material;
and details
any otherradio-'
proo
tual results.
Closing Date Is Dec. 3|
A committee of judges cM
of representatives of M-G-M
trade papers, will make the fin
tions. The contest closes D|
1959, and the winners will
nounced as soon as possible al
date.
6Ben-Hur' Pact
(Continued from page 1
fication of contract calling
engagement of two years. Tfj
tract was signed by Sol C.
vice-president in charge of
tion; Jack Byrne, MGM sale
ager, and James Carberry, 5
division manager of the Unit ,
ists Theatre Circuit, of wH
Egyptian
is theof flagship
housl
Renovation
the Egyptiai
tre will start in the fall to
the historic Hollywood showr
the big-screen dimensions of
Shea Acquires Drrv
Near Cambridge, 0
Gerald J. Shea, president L
Enterprises and Jamestown
ment Co., has announced acdl
of die C & B Drive-in Theat
Cambridge, Ohio, from Gey;
Brown and Thomas D. Coin;
installation of new projectii
screen asHur."
equipment
the on
drive-in
open
the Fairway
July
said the acquisition was in
with the company's policy of
sion in the drive-in field.

SOUTHAMPTO
James
A. O'Connor
N, L. I., |
who v.
A. O'Conn
—Jameins 1951
or,years
after 35
here
foreign sales department of 20
tury-Fox, died yesterday after'
O'Cons
82. 22
was for
age cian
illness.a His
yea
statisti
been
compaD<
he joined
fore
Health'
Cityfilm
York the
the New
'Sheba' Trailer Fiw
HOLLYWOOD,
11. uminute
trailer for June
theatre
lieved to be one of longest
history, has been completed by
ican International Pictures for
and the Gladiator," Italia
spectacle starring Anita Ekbe)
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Import

*anization
*med

Here

t Acting Chairman;
of Trade Backs It
zation of the new IndependImporters and Distributors
Sea was completed at a meet5 repreof 30
indefilm
g and
t> uting
Its at a
here
week
offices
lichard
servtempoairman
Richard Brandt
organmembership is said to repreContinued on page 2)
ladio Will Carry
|fighf Broadcast
2ts for American Broadcastpany Radio's exclusive neterage of the world heavy"'hampionship fight between
r Floyd Patterson and chalgemar Johansson to be sponthe motion picture, "The
ldiers," at Yankee Stadium
were signed at the weekend.
. De Gray, vice-president in
Continued on page 8)
lur' Is Booked at
Theatre, Boston
ontinued on page 8)
ts were signed here Friday
^-ran, reserved-seat engageMGM's "Ben-Hur" at the
eatre in Boston to begin in
shortly after the world-pre"ontinued on page 2 )
>ION TODAY— page 8

For

to

Announce

1959-1960

Film

TEN CENTS

Program

at Coast Meeting
From THE DAILY Bureau

HOLLYWOOD, June 14.-Announcement of Warner Bros.' 1959-'60 program of theatrical motion pictures will be made by Jack L. Warner, president,
at the opening session of the company's three-day "California Upbeat
Deny Jurisdiction Is
Cavalcade" at the Ambassador Hotel
here Wednesday. The meetings will
run three days and 135 delegates
Assigned Over Tape
various parts of the globe will
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE presi- from
attend.
dent, at the weekend denied a pubOthers set to speak on Wednesday
lished report from Hollywood ( Motion Picture Daily, June 12) that include Benjamin Kalmenson, executive vice-president; Wolfe Cohen,
he had "assigned jurisdiction over president, Warner Bros. International
video
tape andSound
electronics
recording"
Trilling,
vice-president;
to Hollywood
Technicians
Lo- Corp.; Steve
(Continued
on page
7)
He took no issue, however, with a
statement
cal 695' in the same story that Local
695 had signed an agreement covering this type of work at Acme and
General Film Laboratories.
"I am(Continued
always pleased
to 7)
note," he
on page
Add

Simonelli, Bush

To Compo Press Unit
Rodney Bush, exploitation director
of 20th Century-Fox, and Charles
Simonelli. Universal Pictures' Eastern
advertising-publicity director, have
been added to the Compo press relations committee as distribution members, Charles E. McCarthy, Compo information director, announced at the
weekend. Simonelli is chairman of the
Motion Picture Association's advertising-publicity directors committee.
Other members of the Compo press
(Continued on page 8)
Bill in Illinois
Killed

by

Hyman Speaks Tuesday
At New England Meeting
Special to THE DAILY
BOSTON, June 14.-Edward L.
Hyman, vice-president, American
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres,
will be the principal speaker at a
meeting of managers of New England
Theatres, headed by Martin J. Mullin,
(Continued on page 7 )
International
To Attend

Officers

H.A.

Dinner

Six officers of Variety Club International will be on the dais of Tent
35's Heart Award dinner here June
23 at die Hotel Astor in the Grand
Ballroom.
The officers are George Eby, Pitts(Continued on page 8)

to Tax

Film

Rentals

Committee
Vote, 21-13
Special to THE DAILY
SPRINGFIELD, 111., June 14.-A bill calling for a three per cent tax on
film rentals in Illinois was killed in committee by a vote of 21-13 after it
had been opposed in hearings last week by George G. Kerasotes, head of
Kerasotes Theatres of this city.
state minimum wage bill amended to
Kerasotes is president of Theatre
Owners of America and is chairman
exempt theatres. On the same day
of the board of United Theatre OwnKerasotes appeared before the reveers of Illinois, a TOA affiliate.
nue committee, David Jones of the
Kerasotes company, who also is a
Kerasotes'
appearance
before
the
House revenue committee marked the UTOI legislative representative, attended alabor committee hearing on
eighth time in the current session of
a new minimum wage bill. No action
the Illinois Legislature that TOAUTOI spokesmen appeared at legisla- has been taken on the bill.
The Illinois theatremen also attendtive hearings in opposition to proed a hearing where a proposed one
posals
considered
detrimental
to
theatre interests.
per cent sales tax on a number of
(Continued on page 8)
They were successful in having a

75,000
Fund

Approved

For

Pa.

Censor

State
Board

Bill to Set Up 3-Man

Unit

Up for Passage This Week
Special to THE DAILY
HARRISBURG, Pa., June 14.-The
Senate appropriations committee approved $75,000 for a proposed State
Board of Motion Picture Control. The
movie censorship bill which church
groups are backing in an attempt to
restore state controls, will be up for
final passage in the Senate this week.
A Supreme Court decision several
years
ago board
ended ofthe
activities of the
old state
censors.
The new bill would empower a
three-member board to be appointed
by the are
governor
outlaw
moviesor
which
found to
to be
obscene
which incite to crime.
The appropriations committee deleted aprohibition on pictures which
on page
2)
"portray(Continued
acts of sexual
impurity,"
in
MGM-TV

Will Open N.Y.

Production

Studio

Expanding its production facilities
for commercial and industrial films,
MGM-TV will open a studio here on
or about July 1, it was announced
by
George ofT.television
Shupert, forvice-president
in charge
MGM. The
studio will be located at 550 Fifth
Avenue (Continued
and will beonused
pageto8)augment
Device

to Edit Sound

On Magnetic Tape, Film
A device for editing sound on magnetic tape or motion picture film,
which permits hearing properly enunciated words or phrases whedier
the record is stationary, run at high
or low speed, or played in reverse,
has been patented by -David Eigen
of Passaic, N. J. Beside its use to
locate specific passages of a recording, die inventor cites its application
to picture and music synchronization
frame-by-frame and with variation of
direction.

Motion

Picture
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Daily
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Import
PERSONAL
MENTION

pRIC
JOHNSTON,
of the
-L*
Motion
Picture president
Association of
America, returned to New York from
London on Friday via B.O.A.C.
•
Paul W. Fassnacht, manager of
the Technicolor Hollywood plant, will
arrive in New York today from the
Coast. Pie will be accompanied by
Mrs. Fassnacht.
•
Fred Zinnemann, director, has arrived in New York from Hollywood.
•
Michael Havas, Warner Brothers
Continental sales manager, arrived
here on Friday from London via
B.O.A.C.
•
Frank Petraglia, Buena Vista
publicist, will leave New York today
for Montreal.
•
Alfred Hitchcock and Mrs.
Hitchcock arrived in New York on
Friday from the Coast.
•
George Caputo, president of
Master Film Distributors, will leave
here today for a trip to the capital
cities of all the South American countries. •
Leonard Field, producer, left New
York on Saturday for London via
B.O.A.C.

'Shake Hands' Contest
United Artists and Irish Air Lines
are sponsoring three free trips to Dublin as first prize of a national contest
in behalf of "Shake Hands With the
Devil."
The major
promotion
UA release
features
a total for
of the
25
prizes. The three winners and their
companions will be flown to the Irish
Capitol via Irish Airlines. Other
prizes include seven sets of Meadowcraft kitchen furniture, five Meadow
Rose Tea Wagons and ten United
Artists Records LP albums of the original soundtrack from the Pennebaker
production.
SHOUimEII

UNITED!

Increase your Concession
Sales to an all-time high
with 4 Brand-New Full-Color
Animated and Narrated
Intermission-Time
BLOCKBUSTERS from:
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
TOPS IN TRAILERS!

Group

(Continued from page 1)
sent 95 per cent of the American film
import trade.
The election of a three-man policy
committee and the establishment of
a permanent executive staff for
I.F.I. D.A. is scheduled to take place
in the near future. Primary functions
of the now organization, it was said,
will be to evaluate prevailing trade
practices, negotiate with governmental representatives of foreign countries and to combat restrictive censorship on a broad front.
Brandt said the formation of
I.F.I.D.A., which is now in the process of formal incorporation, arises
from the "urgent need of the independents to deal on a mutual level
with the national and worldwide programs which confront the film importer today." the organization as "of
He importance
described
vital
to the future of the
theatrical film business in the U.S."
I.F.I.D.A. fills a void which has
existed in the film import trade since
the dissolution several years ago of
the former independent distributors'
organization.
Southern

California

Tie-Up for 'Ask Any'
Ninety-five Owl-Rexall Drug Stores
in Southern California and Japan Air
Lines have set an extensive merchandising tie-up contest with M-G-M in
connection with "Ask Any Girl,"
which starts an engagement at the
Hollywood Egyptian Theatre Friday.
Contestants will fill out entry blanks
at the Owl Stores, thereby making
them eligible to win the prize, a
round-trip all expense paid, one
week's vacation in Japan by the airlines new DC-7C Super Courier.

2nd "Capone" Printing
After a first printing of 430,000
copies, Pyramid Books, publishers of
the paperback
"Al of
Capone,"
taken
from the novel
screenplay
Allied
Artists' film, have ordered a second
printing of the novel. The second
printing, which will number 250,000
copies, will come off the presses on
July 1 and will be distributed to coinfilm. cide with summer playdates of the
Handbills for 'Night'
Some 50,000 handbills in the form
of oversized dress tags will be distributed in New York's garment center today and tomorrow to promote
the opening of Clumbia's "Middle of
the Night"
at the
Forum onandWednesTransLux
52nd St.
Theatres
day. Fredric March plays a garment
manufacturer and Kim Novak his
model-secretary in the picture.

"BEN-HUR" set for Boston: Ben
Sacks (left), owner of the Saxon Theatre, Boston, shakes hands with Robert
Mochrie, MGM special "Ben-Hur"
sales repres
entative as contracts for
the engagement were signed here.
'Ben'

in Boston

( Continued from page 1 )
miere at Loew's State on Broadway
around Thanksgiving. Ben Sacks,
owner of the Saxon, completed the
arrangements with Bob Mochrie,
MGM's special
"Ben-Hur"
salesbeing
representative,
with the deal
signed in Mochrie's office here. Sacks
predicted a run of at least two years.
Fox Promoting

Three

Films

Music

Through

Recording activity, pre-selling 20th
Century-Fox motion pictures, is at its
peak this week, with three Fox releases being heralded via music promotions from both the film company
and record companies involved.
For sale
"Say isOne
Me" theRecords
chief
music
the for
Columbia
original cast album. The recording
company is on an extensive advertising and promotional campaign for the
album via national magazine ads, radio and television promotion.
Johnson Work Recorded
Nunnally Johnson's "The Man Who
Understood Women," although a romantic comedy, is also involved in a
music promotion. European recording
star Kitza has recorded "Paris Valentine," from the film via 20th CenturyFox records, in addition to various recordings of the rising hit "Willi's
Theme," from the Johnson attraction.
"The Son of Robin Hood," title
song from the Fox July release, has
also gone into national distribution
this week via the 20th Century-Fox
recording subsidiary.
350 'Soldiers' Dates
More than 350 engagements for
United Artists' "The Horse Soldiers"
have been set in key regional areas
throughout the country during the
next four weeks, it was announced
by William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge of distribution.

Appro

(Continued from page 1 )
the belief that the ban on o
films would cover the situation
The board members would b
$5,000 a year with a $500 bon
the chairman and film regis
fees expected to carry most
expense of the commission. Tl
carries penalties of $500 to
fines
and/or
months in jail
hibiting
or six
advertising disapj
films.
Film

Executives

Set

To Attend 'Five' Bo
A large number of film exec ,
will attend the festive world pre
of Paramount's "The Five Pe
Wednesday night at the Capitol
tre here. They will be joined at t
vitational opening of the new I
Kaye film by hundreds of ste.
stage, screen, television, radio
night clubs, as well as leaders oi
ety and government officials. F
be a "black tie" affair.
Among the industry exec
who have accepted invitations t
film bow are: Barney BaL
Charles Boasberg, Harry Bi
Leonard Goldenson, Willian
Heineman, Edward Hyman, I
min Kalmenson, Harry Kalmine
thur B. Krim, Charles Moski
Charles B. Moss, J. J. O'Connor
gene Picker, Milton Rackmil, V
Reade, Jr., A. Schneider,
Schwartz, Murray Silverstone, G
Skouras, Spyros P. Skouras, J<
R. Vogel, George Weltner, Mi
Youngstein and Adolph Zukor.
Albany Theatre Sigiu
For the Bout Telecas
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N. Y., June 14. bian's Palace Theatre is adverl
the closed-circuit telecast by
PrompTer Corp. of the internal
heavyweight championship fight
tween Floyd Patterson and Ing
Johansson June 25, at an admi
of $3.50. This was the tab, on
come, first served basis, in the 3
seater for other recent champioi
bouts. "No Home TV" is spotligi
The Palace is the only theati
the Albany area signed for the
pickup.
Fete Zinnemann Tod
Fred Zinnemann, director of
Nun's Story," will be honored by
tion picture and theatrical notable
day at a party in the executive I
of Radio City Music Hall. The ^
ner Bros, release will have its v,
premiere in the theatre Thurs
Russell V. Downing, president of
dio City
Music party.
Hall, will be ho>
the
testimonial
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A Sweetheart

Of A Cast...

A Honey

Of A Picture!

awl Introducing EDDIE HODGES (The Wonder Boy ol "The Music Man")

|C|nemaScope* Color by De Luxe

The
The

First

First

To

Rave

See

Reviews

"Delightfully romantic comedy . . . buoyant . . .
captivating . . . superbly cast for the best of
boxoffice returns. It has a bounce and buoyance that is delightfully reminiscent of 'Some
Like It Hot'. Capra has showered the picture
with entertainment values. The cast will make
any showman's marquee shine. The picture
will win its way to audiences' hearts and
funnybones!"
-FILM DAILY
"Should spell big business! You need 'Hole In
The Head' whether you are a ticket-buyer or
an exhibitor. A full-bodied comedy that registers its success not in chuckles but in roars!"
-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"A heartwarming comedy ... a sure boxoffice
winner. Frank Sinatra, one of Hollywood's
most attractive boxoffice lures, heads a truly
excellent cast whose range of appeal is boundless. The competent professional hand of
Frank Capra, whose name has long been
associated with top-standard productions
is plainly evident throughout!"
- THE INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL

It. . . The

First

From

To
The

Cheer

It. . .

Trade

Pre*

"A rich frosting of boxoffice icing over a cal
concocted of solid family and universal auc
ence appeal ... a warm and touching sto
with a half dozen stars every one of who
turns in a performance equal to the best i
his career. The production has something f<
everybody and plenty for the box office!"
— MOTION PICTURE DAI I
"Mad, whirling comedy which should find
ready and waiting audience . . . It's hard 1
see how this one could miss. The film deliver
laughs, laughs and more laughs, the whii
offering a tear-compelling touch of the p;
thetic ... which should be 'eaten up' by th
feminine contingent of the patronage, partii
ularly. Should prove a ready winner at an
box office, at any time!"
-MOTION

PICTURE HERAL

"Great entertainment! A top-notch comedy . .
a truly heart-warming picture in which th
humor stems from real-life situations an
keeps audiences howling, except for
little time out for a few tears!
"
- BOXOFFIC

SINCAP
PRODUCTIONS
presents

FRANK

RA'S
AP
with C
JOI LANSING
/ CONNIE SAWYER / and introducing EDDIE HODGES / screenplay by ARNOLD SCHULMAN / music by NELSON RIDDLE / photographic
lenses by PANAV
THRU
produced and directed by
40th
Cinemascope
Color
by De Luxe
FRANK CAPRA
UA
Printed in U S A 1919 19;
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Warner
PEOPLE
ace F. Francis, director of labor
Ilins for the British Film ProIj; Association, and Michael Redfe English actor, are included on
I4)ueen's Birthday Honours List
| hed at the weekend. Francis has
g> awarded the Order of the Brith npire. Knighthood has been be^
I' i on Redgrave.
□
inert Glassman, president of
I ■ News, will be honored by the
m'.ixe staff of the organization at
I y to be held here June 16 at
jr rime Ribs Restaurant following
I >remiere of Warner Brothers'
ft,1 Paul Jones," of which Glass| .as associate producer.
□
ix-; Guinness has been awarded
I 'ictories Du Cinema Francais
liJ h equivalent of the Academy's
■r")
as his
the performance
best foreign inactor
I ar for
Unitedof
"The Horse's Mouth."
nan to Speak
(Continued from page 1 )
held at the Sheraton-Plaza Hore Tuesday. Hyman will arrive
ow, accompanied by his assisternard Levy.
meeting here is the first of sevbe held in various areas of the
y as follow-ups to the AB-PT
g held at the Concord Hotel,
sha Lake, N. Y., late last month,
e of the Concord meeting and
p sectional meetings is to "disconceive and consummate" an
drive for the period from Septo December, focusing atteni theatres and movies and, in
lar, the quality product which
3 available during that period,
ian expects to cover all of
sectional meetings which are
|y the AB-PT affiliates who atm the Concord meeting.
)< y Jurisdiction
Continued from page 1 )
ic that locals of the Alliance are
al I progress in organizing in the
& ape field. It was decided by our
>5 International Convention that
e iiould proceed to do so as rapids possible. Each local is expected
t mize that part of the video tape
* on which corresponds with its
utional jurisdiction.
Differences Admitted
3 Convention recognized, howhat certain differences between
o methods of motion picture
tion, film and tape, might lead
•dictional questions. Such probt was decided, could be ironed
rmanently only in time— after
ie industry and the union had
xperience with video tape. Acjdy, no permanent assignments
o tape jurisdiction have as yet
nade by the IATSE General

to

Picture

7

Daily

Outline

Program

( Continued from page 1 )
Dalgleish, Vancouver; and Mel
William T. Orr, vice-president;
Cherry, Winnipeg.
Charles Boasberg, general sales manFrom overseas will come C. J.
ager; and Bernard R. Goodman, viceLatta,
Jack Goodlatte and James Walpresident
erations. in charge of domestic op- lis, of Associated British Picture
Warner will also present awards to Corp.; Arthur Abeles, new chief of
European operations, and Michael
winners of the company's "Welcome
Havas, Continental sales manager.
day.
Back, Jack" sales drive on WednesOther foreign offices will be represented by Barry Greenberg and
Officials on Dais
Stanley Higginson, Australia; B. N.
Nadkarni, India; Jack Dagal, Japan;
Occupying the dais at the Wednesday morning session will be Jack L. Richard Ma, Hong Kong; Carl Stack,
Warner, Kalmenson, Major Albert England; Bernard Kopel, France; Rene
Warner, Charles Allen, Trilling, Orr, Huet, Spain; Peter Colli, Cuba; UmCohen, Boasberg, T. J. Martin, Her- berto Orlandi, Italy; Hans Egolf,
man Starr, E L. DePatie, James Germany; Robert Gonze, Belgium; Ary
Lima, Brazil; Henry Ronge, ArgenConkling, Rodney Erickson, Walter
MacEwen and Walter Meihofer.
tina; Arthur McClure, New Zealand;
Thursday and Friday sessions will Christian Conradson, Sweden; Aage
be devoted to an announcement of Peterson, Denmark; Armando Trucios,
the 1959 television program, general Mexico; Leo Green, Panama; Elias
product sales discussions, studio Moses, Singapore; Christiaan van der
Ree, Venezuela; Louis Groen, Holvisits and special screenings. A dinner
in the Grand Ballroom at the Amland; Tomas Flores, Philippines; Jacques Kroub, Egypt; Max Berger,
bassador Friday evening will conSwitzerland; Artur Behr, Colombia;
clude the convention.
Arthur Herskovitz, Peru; John Jones,
All at Ambassador
Puerto Rico; Jack Kamras, Finland,
All business sessions will be held and Louis Lipsky, Chile.
at the Ambassador headquarters of
Top Executives Expected
the "Upbeat Cavalcade." Meetings
Other
company officers and execuand special screenings of new motion
tives attending the session will inpictures and television films will be
clude Victor Blau, Mac Greenberg,
held at Warner Bros. Studios.
TheWarner
"Upbeat
is the
first
Bros,Cavalcade"
sales convention
in which representatives of the television, music and records divisions
will participate in discussions of the
over-all company program. It is also
the first Warner Bros, international
sales convention since 1946 and the
first ever held in California.
Sales organization delegates who
will attend the convention include:
division managers Ralph Iannuzzi,
New York; Grover Livingston, Detroit; Ed Williamson, Dallas; W. O.
Williamson, Jr., Atlanta; Fred Greenberg, Los Angeles, and Haskell Masters, Toronto.
Branch Heads to Attend
Branch managers Herb Gaines, Albany; William Kumins, Boston; Angelo Lombardi, New Haven; Ernest
Sands, New York City; William G.
Mansell, Philadelphia; Ben Bache,
Washington; Nat Marcus, Buffalo;
J. S. Abrose, Cincinnati; William
Twig, Cleveland; Joe Baringhaus, Detroit; C. W. McKean, Indianapolis;
Jack Kalmenson, Pittsburgh; R. H.
Dunbar, Chicago; H. C. Vogelpohl,
Dallas; J. S. Young, Des Moines; R.
C. Borg, Kansas City; M. Dudelson,
Milwaukee; A. W. Anderson, Minneapolis; Don Tullius, Oklahoma City;
R. Hirz, Omaha; Carroll Ogburn, Atlanta; John W. Kirby, Charlotte; J.
B. Tomlinson, Jacksonville; Jeff Williams, Memphis; Luke Connor, New
Orleans; Hall Walsh, St. Louis; Donald Urquhart, Denver; Al Oxtoby,
Portland; Joseph Sarfaty, Los Angeles;
Keith Pack, Salt Lake City; Al
Schmitken, San Francisco; Carl Miller, Seattle; Jack Bermack, Calgary;
Archie Cohen, Montreal; Mickey Komar, St. John; I. Coval, Toronto; Earl

TENT

TALK

Variety Club News
SEATTLE-Bud Brodie, who has
been a branch manager here for National Screen Service, was honored
at a luncheon at the Variety Club on
the eve of his departure to head the
National Screen Service branch in
Hollywood. Kenneth Friedman, NSS
branch manager in Salt Lake City,
will succeed Brodie in the Seattle
'Earth' Here

June 26

"This Earth Is Mine," a Vintage
Production released by UniversalInternational, will have its New York
premiere at the Roxy Theatre on
post. June 26.
Friday,
Jules Lapidus, Karl G. Macdonald,
O'Sullivan,
Roy Obringer,
Charles
Baily, HughTom
Benson,
Harold
Berkowitz, Bill Brumberg, Sam Clark,
Charles Cohen, Joel Friedman, Jay
Goettman, Gil Golden, Ernie Grossman, Bill L. Hendricks, Edward
Hinchy, Sam Keller, Peter Knecht,
Dick Lederex, Larry Leshansky, Howard Levinson, Harry Mayer, R. A.
McGuire, Bryan Moore, John Moraio,
William Rice, Art Schaefer, Carl
Schaefer, William Schaefer, Sol Shernow and Sol Zwicker.

NEWS
ALL the news that IS news
That is what MOTION

PICTURE DAILY gives its

readers every day of issue . . . Its masthead proclaims this as a cornerstone of policy—
All the news that IS news
concise and to the point
... and the columns of MOTION

PICTURE DAILY

so perform— to the praise and the preference of
busy executives throughout the industry.
THE news— accurately, concisely reported . . .
physically arranged for easy finding, quick
reading— to these distinctions MOTION

PICTURE

DAILY is proudly committed, for continuance
of leadership.

Motion

Picture

Monday, June

Daily

Evans Will Star in

Television

Where
Who's
David Aldrich has joined the public relations department of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. as consumer press and special projects representative, reporting directly to
Michael R. Santangelo, WBC direcevents.tor of public relations and special
□

Robert Suhosky has resigned as editor of the Buena Park News, Anaheim, Cal., to become a publicist for
Martin Manulis Productions at 20th
Century-Fox Television. Suhosky previously had been a staff feature writer for Leatherneck Magazine during
four of his 11 years in the U.S.
Marine Corps.
□

Todau

MGM-TV
(Continued from page 1)
MGM-TV's commercial and industrial
film production facilities at MGM
Studios in Culver City.
Construction and equipment plans
for the new studio are proceeding under the direction of Bill Gibbs, director of the industrial and commercial
film division of MGM-TV. Gibbs recently moved from California to the
MGM home office, and Elmer Wilschki will be in charge of commercial
and industrial film production at the
MGM West Coast studio.
All Work in New York
Gibbs said the company will be
able 'to do all post-production activityediting and insert photography in
New York, where it can work in close
association with advertisers and their

James Larkin has been promoted
from the management trainee program to Western sales service supervisor for the ABC-TV Network sales.
□

agencies.
MGM-TV has been active in the
commercial and industrial field for
about two and a half years.

Ridge Blackvvell has been promoted
for ABC-TV Station Clearance to the
position of sales service representative. Blackwell replaces David App,
who has been transferred to TV Station Clearance to head the interruptions section.

Bout on ABC-Radio
(Continued from page 1)

ABC-TV

Lists Renewals

For Daytime Programs
Renewals by advertisers of ABC
Television's daytime programming
were announced by William P. Mullen, ABC vice-president in charge of
TV network sales. Mullen also reported that Block Drug Co., Inc., has
signed as a new ABC-TV daytime
sponsor.
Mullen also reported that ABCTV's daytime programs have increased their average share of audience 34 per cent since the network's
entry into daytime programming in
October, 1958. In addition, they are
getting and holding a large audience
of young housewives in metropolitan
areas, an important market for daytime sponsors.
Advertisers Listed
The advertisers who have renewed
their sponsorships include: Johnson &
Johnson, The Drackett Co., BeechNut Life Savers, Inc., and General
Foods Corp., through Young & Rubicam, Inc.; Armour and Company and
Lever Brothers Co., through Foote,
Cone & Belding, Inc., and The Toni
Co., a division of the Gillette Co.,
through North Advertising, Inc.
ABC-TV's current dayti
lineup
folon Monday through Friday meis as
lows: "Across the Board," "Pantomime Quiz," "Music Bingo," "Day in
Court," "Gale Storm Show," "Beat
the Clock" and "Who Do You Trust."

charge of ABC Radio, William J.
Heineman, vice-president in charge
of distribution for United Artists, and
Irving B. Kahn, president of TelePromp
Corp., participated in the
signingTer
.
The broadcast is expected to be
beamed over virtually the entire ABC
radio web of 340 U.S. affiliates and
four Canadian outlets, making it
radio's most widely circulated fight
broadcast. Highlight of the event will
be special in-person between rounds
comment by John Wayne and William Holden, stars of the U.A. film.
Color TV

for Future,

Says GE's Riegelman
Special to THE DAILY
SYRACUSE, N. Y., June 14. - He
bert Riegelman, general manager o.
General Electric's television receiver
department, predicted that color television would amount to only a small
per cent of the television industry's
total set sales for the next "several
years" at a national sales conference
here. "Even with drastic price cutting and top-heavy promotion," Riegelman claimed, "color TV is not off
the ground."
Of 'Questionable Consequence'
"As far as General Electric is concerned," the Company's TV distributors were told, "color TV's potential
at its present level of technological
development is of such questionable
consequence and of such great risk
to our distributor and dealer organization, we do not feel justified in
jeopardizing our monochrome position
simply to be able to say that we are
in the color TV business."

Illinois

Tax

(Continued from page

'Tempest'

Over NBC
Maurice Evans will star in Shakespeare's "The Tempest," one
six
90-minute color productions of
which
"The Hallmark Hall of Fame" will
present when it returns to the NBCTV Network for the 1959-1960 season. Announcement of the return of
the distinguished dramatic series was
made by Joyce C. Hall, president of
Hallmark Cards Inc., and Robert E.
Kintner,
president
of the National
Broadcasting
Company.

service businesses, includin.
was defeated and took par
ings leading to the defeat of
bingo
bill. and Jones have
Kerasotes
sisted by Balaban and Katz
Chicago, and its down-stat
ary, Great States Theatres. 1
Cullough, B & K district
and Leonard Worley, Peoria
ager for Great States, also
in this week's hearings.
i

Sixth Appearance on Program
Evans will star as Prospero. It will
be his sixth appearance in a Shakespearean play on
since1951.
the
series began
in "Hallmark"
December of
The 1959-60 "Hallmark" season will
be produced and directed by George
Schaefer.

Karp Closes 3 Dei
For Play, Novel, 1
From THE DAILY Burt
HOLLYWOOD, June 14.
deals embracing the purch;
play,
and the
assigi
a writera novel
to prepare
an origin,
treatment were announced
weekend by Jack Karp, Par]
studio head.
"A Child Is Waiting," is
by AbbyforMann,
purchased
mount
the producing
Norman Panama and Melvii
"The Melody of Sex," the r
the British author Max Ca
chased in London. Sidney
took the assignment to w
original treatment based on
Furth-Margit Vesci play, "1
Who
Had will
No begin
Privateimmedi:
Life."
Filming
lowing completion of the sen

Purex

Corp. to Sponsor

•Lucy' Summer Re-Runs
The Purex Corp. will sponsor a
summer series of re-runs of "I Love
Lucy" work
on beginning
the CBSFriday,
Television NetJuly 24
(8:30-9:00nounced byP.M.,
EDT),
it 'was CBS
anWilliam
H. Hylan,
Television Network vice-president of
sales administration.
The nighttime summer re-runs of
"I Love Lucy" actually will start Friday, July 3, with the Purex sponsorship taking effect three weeks later.
Agency for the Purex Corp. is Edward
H. Weiss and Co., Chicago.
Int'l Officers
(Continued from page 1 )
burgh, international chief barker; Ed
Emanuel, Philadelphia, assistant international chief barker; Ezra Stern,
Los Angeles, international dough guy;
Bob O'Donnell, Dallas, ringmaster;
Father Sylvester McCarthy, Philadelphia, international chaplain; and
Ralph Pries, Philadelphia, regional
director.
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra
will provide music for the affair.

Pre-Tape Disney Show
HOLLYWOOD, June 14. - The
Disney spectacular over ABC-TV tomorrow night will be pre-taped at
Disneyland this afternoon by Mobile
Video Tapes, Inc. with their completely self-contained Videotape cruiser unit, which was used recently to
record a master tape of the famous
Bolshoi Ballet.
Miss Remick

Honored

BOSTON, June 14. - Lee Remick,
co-star of Otto Preminger's "Anatomy
of a Murder" and a native of nearby
Quincy, was feted at a gala homecoming luncheon here on Friday.
Governor Foster Furcolo presented
Miss Remick with a silver tray inscribed from the people of the commonwealth.

Compo
PressfromUnit
(Continued
page
relations committee are Harry
vice-president
of RKO
Ernest Emerling, vice-presi
Loew's Theatres; Harry Goldli
vertising-publicity director of
Warner Theatres, and McCarS,
The within
full committee
is sche'!
meet
the next few
daf
over plans for handling mate
tined for the new field press
Colorado Theatre .
LONGMONT, Colo., June
Fox Longmont Theatre here f
sold by Fox Intermountain
to Robert Smith of Denver, v
merly operated houses in St
Springs and Oak Creek for
in partnership with Joseph
prior to his selling out two
UA August Release
ago.
United Artists releases for
were incorrectly listed in
Picture Daily last Friday. Ti
pany has set three films for the
They are
"The
Trap"
and "Cry
"The Tough,"
Devil's Discip

'HiW

Gross Is $38.

United Artists' "Pork Clio
grossed
$38,108
for here,
its seconat the Roxy
Theatre
and
ing over for a third week.
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Apply

Test

of

)ll-Television
Financial Risks and
erse Congress Attitude
By J. A. OTTEN
^SHINGTON, June 15.-In the
months since the Federal Carnations Commission announced it
1 accept applications from televiitations for a limited three-year
f toll-TV, not an application has
filed.
C officials feel that the vacuum
>e filled eventually but that even
the first station asks for an auation to operate under the Comin's rather stringent test regulaContinued on page 4 )

linson Optimistic on
t-Television future
By WARREN G. HARRIS
iter-producer Casey Robinson
yesterday that proper showcas)f motion pictures on pay TV
make today's blockbusters look
ailures." He made the prediction
rade press luncheon
at the Laur(estaurant
here,
"proper showcasing," Robinson
he meant on a larger-than-life
(Continued on page 4)
e Russ. Films Here,
lish-Dubbed: MP A
From THE DAILY Bureau
•\SHINGTON, June 15. - Some
e Russian films selected by the
. under the recent Soviet-Amerfilm agreement have arrived here
ed in English, Motion Picture
Nation of America officials have
;ded. However, they added, this
no way a violation of the agree(Continued on page 4)

ACE

'Sympathetic'

But

Wants

to Holding

to Complete

Talks

Meetings

with CEA
Here

first

By PETER BURNUP
n Congress of Exhibitors is "sympathetic"
15.-The
Juneexchang
N of
information and ideas with the Cinematograph
ing America
the idea
to LONDO
Exhibitors' Ass'n, but thinks it would be wise to delay discussion between
the "roups "until after certain meetings which are planned in America with
Douglas
other sections of the trade have taken place." This is reported here by
he has had a letter on the subject
said
who
CEA,
of
t
presiden
,
Richards
from the chairman of ACE.
The suggestion that the exhibitors get together to discuss problemsFoxot
mutual interest was made by Spyros Skouras, president of 20th Centuryat CEA's recent conference in Brighton. Richards subsequently contacted
George Kerasotes, president of Theatre Owners of America, and wasH. advised
Fabian
than TOA. S.
for ACE rather
a subject E
properly C
matter was
.
thatthethechairman
is
of A
,
ought
Richards says the ACE chairman added: "Before signing off, I feel I tront
to tell vou that we American exhibitors envy your monolithic united
and
and your achievements on behalf of exhibitors. We have been inspired
.
encouraged by your demonstration of the power of united exhibition
F.P.C. f irst Quarter

See 'Door Open' for

Net Is $764,370
Special to THE DAILY
TORONTO, June, 15. - Famous
estiPlayers Canadian Corp., Ltd.,
mated its profit for the first quarter,
ended April 4, at $764,370, equivalent
to 44 cents per share. The figure compares with net of $846,935, or 49
cents per share, for the first 1958

quarter
taxes and speTotal. earnings before
cial items were $1,111,650 for the
(Continued on page 2)
'Modernization1

Sunday films in S.C.
Special to THE DAILY
ROCK HILL, S.C, June 15. - City
Council, meeting in special session
apparently turned back on South
Carolina's "blue laws" and left the
door open for Sunday shows in the
city. Mayor John A. Hardin called
cope with an ultimathe meeting
tum from R. toO. Jeffress, operator of
a drive-in theatre here, for Council

the
abandon"
enforce onor page
(Continued
4)
to "rigidly

Rather

Than

Repeal

England

Martin
Will

Theatres
Mullin

Retire

Circuit

As

Head

Will Still Be Consultant;
R. M. Sternburg to Succeed
Special to THE DAILY
BOSTON, June 15.-Martin J. Mullin is retiring as president of New
but will conEngland on Theatres, Inc.,
tinue a consulting basis. His successor isRobert M. Stemburg, vicepresident of the circuit, who takes
over the presidential duties on Jan.
1, 1960. Mullin is retaining his office
at the circuit home office, but the
heavier
Sternburg.duties will be assumed by
Mullin will continue as president
of Allied Theatres of New England,
(Continued on page 2)

Three 20th-fox
Setting New

films

Records

Twentieth Century-Fox is "riding
neous blockhigh" on three simulta
busters, according to theatre reports
across the nation. "The Diary of Anne
Frank," in its multiple run throughout
California is proving an outstanding
grosser, with $65,000 in a week, in
is also
eight theatres. "SoutharePacific"
an 4)outstandbi<*. Typical
ued on page
(Continfigures

y 'Blue Laws'
Sunda
Special to THE
DAILY
# .
Expected for Ohio
Weltner, Davis to D.C.
O June ^.-Modernization rather than repeal of Ohio s Qn Premiere OI Ship
COLUMBUS
recommended by a subcommittee ot
Sunday "blue laws" is expected to be Ohio
From THE DAILY Bureau
Legislature.
the
of
e
committe
Judiciary
House
the
WASHINGTON, D. C, June 15.The subcommittee was appointed
land Democrat; Walter L. White,
George Weltner, Paramount Pictures
by chairman Frances McGovern,
ident in charge of world
Akron Democrat, one of the few fe- Lima Republican and Michael A. vice-pres
world premiere tomorrow
the
at
sales,
t.
Democra
nd
, Clevela
male legislators in Ohio's history. She Sweeney
consider
will
Metropoltian Theatre of
the
ittee
at
night
subcomm
The
CleveT. Matia,
"Don't Give Up the Ship," will accept
Rep. D.
appointed
subcommittee
four bills aimed at repeal or updating
, as
land Democrat
from the Navy League its award to
chairman. Other members are Reps.
laws."
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n and
r-old
Wallis edProductio
128-yea
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and
the
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ents
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on page
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(Continued on page 4)
Republican; Frank J. Gorman, Cleve-
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Motion

Mullin
.

PERSONAL

1

MENTION
T^RNEST EMERLING, vice-president of Loew's Theatres, in
charge of advertising-publicity, has
returned to New York from Europe.
•
Leo Jaffe, first vice-president of
Columbia Pictures, has arrived in
London from New York.
•
Gordon Sawyer, technical director
of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, arrived in New York yesterday from
Hollywood.
•
Richard Carlton, Trans-Lux Television Corp. sales vice-president,
will return to his duties today following minor surgery.
•
David Rose, conductor has left
New York for Washington.
•
Muniq Podhorzer, president of
Casino Film Exchange, has returned
to New York from the Middle West.
•
Julie London has arrived in Chicago from the Coast for personal appearances in connection with United
Artists' "The Wonderful
Country."
•

Mrs. Milton Moritz has given
birth to a son, Neal Howard, at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Hollywood. Father is assistant sales manager of American International Pictures.

Picture

Retiring

Oregon

TOA

Plans Annual Meeting
Special to THE DAILY
PORTLAND, Ore., June 15. - The
Oregon Theatre Owners Association,
a TOA affiliate, will hold its annual
convention at the Benson Hotel here,
on Tuesday, Aug. 11, it was announced today by Albert Forman,
president. The one-day session will be
followed on Wednesday, Aug. 12, by
the Association's annual golf tournament and fund raising for the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital. Forman
said the two-day program would be
tied into Oregon's 1959 Centennial
Celebration, and that it was hoped
the premiere of Twentieth CenturyFox's "The Oregon Trail" could be
staged at about the same time.

Decision

June

22 on

NEW

Judge Goodman set June 22 as the
date when he will assign a Federal
judge to read the transcript of the
Goldwyn trial heard last year by
Judge Murphy, unless there is an
objection from the defense.
Such an objection would necessitate a complete retrial of the long
drawn anti-trust case originall
y filed
in 1950.

1—

RADIO
HALLRockefellerCITT
CenterMUSIC
• Ci 6-4600
DAVID
SHIRLEY GIG
NIVEN MacLAINE YOUNG

"ASK
ANY GIRL"
fin i.H-S-H
li ClumaSciM
hi METtOCOlOl
and tAL> NEW WtE gECTKtE "OMEIA IQUMT"

th Year of
SPECIAL
TRAILERS
3Ml- UA- got Speed
and Quality.
1327 So. Wabash CHICAGO ■ 630 Ninth Ave N.Y.

Head

F.P.C. Readies Commun
Antenna System in Ont.
Special to THE DAILY
TORONTO, June 15. Players Canadian Corp. is proc
with the installation of a comi
antenna system
London
"which has been indesigne
d
gineered to accommodate Tel
at a future date," J, J. Fitzg
president, states in a letter to
holders.
The letter also notes that ar
ments are being completed f<
installation of Telemeter in a s
of Toronto.

Affiliate

Special to
THE DAILY
Snecw
to THF
DAITV
^7",
SAN FRANCIS
ft
CO, June 15.-Samuel Goldwyn's two-million-dollar
monopoly suit against Fox West Coast
Theatres, halted by the death of Federal Judge Edward P. Murphy, may
not have to be tried again, a ruling
from Chief Judge Louis Goodman of
day.
the Ninth Circuit Court indicated to-

THEATRES

Circuit

(Continued from page 1 )
trade press about the orderly release
an unaffiliated exhibitor organization
of product from nine major compamade up of 200 theatres in the five nies.
New England states.
"The drive is getting underway for
The announcement of Mullin's impending retirement after 40 years of the biggest grass roots campaign ever
active service was made today by put on in our history to put across 35
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president of big quality pictures to be released
AB-PT who came here to address 50 between Labor
Day and the end of
managers and executives of the circuit.
the year,"
gathering was he
the said.
first The
sinceBosto
the nAB-PT
Prior to the announcement, Hyman
Concord meeting. Following the
sat at a press table for luncheon at luncheon, Hyman told the managers
the Sheraton Plaza Hotel and talked and district managers about forthinformally with the newspaper and
coming product.

r
Gets
Lopert'Ch^lTe
Films, Inc., vue'
announced it has
acquired U.S. distribution rights to
"The
starring
Charles Chaplin
Chaplin. TheRevue,"
film is expected
to be ready in the fall for release in
December.

YORK

as

Tuesday, June 16.

Daily

INDEPENDENCE, Mo.,
15.
Dies
Mrs, ATrTwihkler June
-Mrs.
Allie T. Winkler, formerly a
partner in Associated Theatres, Inc.,
died Monday at her home here. The
theatre company, in which she was a
partner until five years ago, formerly
operated three film theatres in Independence.

~
ual
for Ann
Prizes Set
Cinema
Lodge
Golf Fete
.
F.P.C
t
(Continued Qliar
Contributions and gifts from more
from page 1)
than 50 motion picture, radio and
television companies, advertising 1959 quarter compared to $1,4C
the year before.
agencies, equipment manufacturers
and allied industries have been reIn a message to stockholdei
ceived to date for awards and prizes companying current dividend
ments,
John J. Fitzgibbons, pre;
to be given the winners at the eighth
annual film industry golf tournament
and managing director of F.P.C
cribed the decline in profits ir
sponsored by Cinema Lodge R'nai
B'rith,
to
be
y at the year's
quarter
"the worst
Briar Hall GolfheldandThursda
andto travel
Country
Club, weather
condv
Briarcliff Manor, Westchester N. Y. throughout Canada
in the pa;
Martin Levine is chairman of the
event.
He the
added
while "in our
Prizes will be awarded for the best ion"
box that
office draw of ava)
golf scores and performances on the
links, but virtually all those attending measuring
pictures in up
the to
second
quarter "i
the quality
will be assured of a door prize at the product available in the second o
dinner which follows the daytime festivities. The golfing will include 18 ter last year," the third and f
holes of competition for foursome and quarters
"We now
havebe under
should
"excellent."
contract
foursome runner - up prizes plus
set
for
playin
time
the
stronge
g
st
awards for the best net scores, driv- office attractions
we have see
ing, putting, birdies, etc.
years."
many
years." Fitzgibbons n;
"Porgy and
Bess," "Sleeping Bea
Taylor Is Named G.M.
"The Five Pennies," "Last Train
Gun Hill," "The Nun's Story,"
Of Empire-Universal
omy of a Murder," "Diary of .
Special to THE DAILY
Frank," "Ask Any Girl" and "}
TORONTO, June 15. - Hatton
Taylor was named general manager
Change Name of Supply Co,
of Empire-Universal Films Ltd., folby Northwest."
lowing the resignation of Alex
Fitzgibbons' letter also repi
Metcalfe.
that the name of its General Th.
Taylor joined the company as a
Ltd.,andis Theatre
being chai
to GeneralCo.,Sound
Ec
special sales representative in June, Supply
1958, Metcalft was named to his post ment, Ltd. following its acquisitic
in June, 1957.
the theatre supply and sound div
of Dominion Sound Equipments,
It is being reported here without
confirmation that Paul Nathanson,
The latter will own one-third
president of Empire-Universal, is F.P.C. two-thirds of the new <
negotiating for the Columbia Pic- pany, which Fitzgibbons says is
tures' Canadian franchise.
pected
eration. to become a profitable

More than $18,000 was raised for
the
benefit
Held
of the it
Greater
New York
' BeUef
7<me
Council, Boy Scouts of America, at a
special preview of Columbia's "It
Happened
to Jane"The
at the
Odeong Theatre last night.
screenin
was
sponsored by the General Merchandise Division of the 1959 Finance
Campaign.

Tour for 'Hercules9
Joseph E. Levine, president of
bassy Pictures, leaves here today,
companied by his promotion \
president Bill Doll, for a seventour visit
on behalf
of Washington,
"Hercules." FI
will
Baltimore,
adelphia, Detroit, Cleveland, P,
burgh and Los Angeles.
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Motion

Theatre Policies to
Attract Young Urged
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO, June 15. - Suggestions
for improved business relations between exhibitors and younger patrons
are being discussed editorially by
Irving Mack, head of Filmack Trailers, in his company's publication, "Inspiration."are
Both teen-age
and youngsters
consideredelements
in the
articles.
Mack prescribes firm treatment
with unruly teeners and courtesy and
consideration after they've been shown
who's boss in the theatre. What teeners want, he says, "apparently is a
clean place to go where they are expected to behave properly, be treated
with courtesy and given a quality
product, whether it's the film or the
He also advises price consideration
inpopcorn."
the forms of student scales and
reduced prices to good as well as
exploitation attractions, and to underline such policies by referring to them
in trailers.

children's
promoting
Mack suggests
matinees
by a regular
mailing
card
to parents assuring them that the pictures selected and the surroundings
are above criticism, with similar messages in newspaper ads and trailers.
See 'Door Open'
( Continued from page 1 )
"blue law" which is now in effect in
Rock Hill.
The theatre operator appeared before council and asserted that the law
"is being violated by everybody excepttorney
the C.movie
AtW. F. operators."
Spencer, Jr.City
drafted
a document for Council that gave
Jeffress his answer in the following
paragraphs:
"Until completion of required
study and amendment of existing
statetheandbestlocal
'blue of
laws,'
appearsto
in
interest
the itpublic
continue for the present enforcement
of existing 'blue laws' according to
existing policy.
"Under the law any individual or
group wishing to do so, can sign a
warrant against any person violating
the 'blue laws' and bring such person
to trial."
Three Fox Films
(Continued from page 1)
ing $2,986 for only three days at the
Shore Theatre in Atlantic City; an empressive $6,038 for four days at the
Carolina Theatre in Greensboro, N.C.;
and a $5,001 week-end for the Avon
Theatre in Stamford in its third week,
topping the theatre's previous all-time
high— for any week-end.
"Say One for Me" opened to big
business in Minneapolis and St. Paul
over the week-end, outgrossing
20th's biggest attractions. The three
day figure at the State in Minneapolis
was $10,764, ahead of "Peyton Place"
which played Christmas time. At the
Paramount in St. Paul, the Frank
Tashlin production scored a $7,596
for three days.

None

Picture

Seeking

(Continued
tions, other stations will be slow to
get on the band wagon.
They give three reasons for this
feeling: the high cost and financial
risk involved in a pay-TV operation;
the adverse attitude of Congress toward pay-TV; and the reluctance of
major program sources to sign on the
dotted pay-TV line.
One FCC official points out that the
FCC authorized the experiment for a
three-year period only and imposed
the requirement that subscribers were
not to pay for the equipment which
would be installed in their homes.
"It's going to take a lot of money to
get enough subscribers to make it
worthwhile," one official says, "and
there's too much financial risk inFCC spokesmen don't underestivolved."
mate the effect of what they call "the
adverse climate on the Hill" in putting a damper on potential pay-TV
experimenters. They say the fact that
many Senators and Congressmen are
opposed to toll-TV has shut off investWon't Reinstate Suit
Against Schine Circuit
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 15. - The
Supreme Court refused to reinstate a
$370,566 private anti-trust suit
against the Schine Chain Theatres,
Inc.
The suit was brought by the Webster Rosewood Corp., operator of the
neighborhood Webster Theatre in
Rochester N. Y. A district court and
the second circuit court of appeals
dismissed the suit for insufficient evidence, and Webster Rosewood appealed to the high court. Today the
Justices refused to hear the appeal,
as usual giving no reason for their
decision.
The Webster suit charged that from
June 1942 until mid-1950 it had alSchine's
behind
ways played films
State Theatre,
and that
this was
the
result of an illegal conspiracy. It cited
the
judgment
in evidence,
the government's
anti-trust
suit as
but the
lower courts held that the government's anti-trust judgment against
Schine applied only to acts prior to
May 1942 and therefore could not be
used in the private suit, and that in
any event, Webster had not shown
that the distributors had turned down
its demand for a better run.
Webster claimed the lower court
rulings destroyed the effectiveness of
using government decrees as prima
facie evidence in private suits, but
Schine contended the lower courts
had been correct.
Weltner, Davis
( Continued from page 1 )
mount for excellence of a motion picture production with a Navy background. Weltner will be accompanied
to the premiere from New York by
Martin S. Davis Paramount's national
advertising - publicity - exploitation
manager.

Tuesday, June 16,

Daily

Toll-TV

Test

from page 1)
ment funds which might otherwise
have flowed freely into toll-TV equipment and operation. "The costs of setting up a pay-TV operation would require a heavy investment," one
observer says, "and it's very questionable whether anyone could get his
money out in a three-year period. We
don't know whether Congress will
ever approve permanent authorization
of pay-TV, or would even approve
extending the test period beyond three
years, so right now there's no business
incentive
for anyone
to get
Commission
officials
feelinto
thatit."program sources for pay-TV have a
"hands-off" attitude, too. They cite
producers of first-run pictures— regarded as a prime source for pay-TV program ing as an example of this attitude. "The producers of Hollywood
films," an FCC official declares, "are
unwilling to incur the wrath of their
conventional outlets— the theatres— by
offering
to pay-TV.
offer
any films
first-run
films untilThey
therewon't
is a
sure pay-TV market."
Robinson
(ContinuedOptimistic
from page 1)
home TV screen and in color, improvements that he believes may be
with us perhaps in the next five years,
certainly the next ten. Co-producer
and author of Universal's "This Earth
Is Mine," Robinson estimated that
the Rock Hudson starring vehicle
could gross at least $26,000,000 in a
single evening on pay- TV.
"There'll still be theatres, though,

want. to
because
currently
He beis together."
continued
Robinson people
in the process of making an extensive
the
in behalf
tour
in 15 years,
part Earth,"
effort onof his"This
first such
and has been sounding out exhibitors
on their feelings about the future.
"Many of them are frightened by
there
he said, mbutamong
happening
what'sconsider
," optimis
is
able
others, especially in regard to what
they consider strong product.
'Modernization' in Ohio
(Continued from page 1 )
sports are exempted from Sunday
closing in the bills calling for modification. The bills are aimed chiefly
at retail commercial establishments
selling
items.V. DiSalle
Last "non-essential"
week Gov. Michael
ordered Robert A. Terhune, agriculture director, to abide by attorney
general Mark McElroy's opinion callenforcement
of Ohio's
laws ingatforstate
and county
fairs. Ifblue
the
laws are enforced, all except possibly
food sales at fairs on Sunday apparently would be prohibited.
George

Tucker

Dead

DENVER, June 15.-George Tucker, buyer and booker for Albuquerque
Theatres, died here at the weekend,
victim of a heart attack. Funeral servDallas.ices and interment will take place in

UA Will Distribute
■

Patterson Fight Filirn
United Artists has acquired
motion picture rights to the f I
coming world heavyweight cl
pionship
betweenIngemar
Floyd Jol
Pi j
son
and fight
challenger

son, at Yankee Stadium in New
on June 25, it was announced y<
day by William J. Heineman,
vice-president in charge of dist
tion, and Irving Kahn, presidei ;
TelePrompTer Corp.
United Artists and the Mi?
Company recently acquired the
broadcast rights from TeleProm
for $100,0000 in behalf of
Horse Soldiers." The broadcast
be beamed over the ABC radio
work.
3 Portland

Exhibitor

On Compo Publicity
Three Portland exhibitors,
Royster
of theof the
Broadway
Dick Newton
ParamountThe5
atre Theatre,
and Rex have
Hopkins
the O;'
um
beenof selects
local industry leaders to repr
Portland on the Compo national
terday.network, Charles E. McCe
licity
information director, announced ,;
This brings the number of
now represented in the network t
and the number of active comm
men to 120.
'Jones' World
At Rivoli Here

Premi
Toni

The world premiere of "John
Jones,"
Bros,naval
release
the
famedWarner
American
hero,
have its world premiere tonigl
the Rivoli Theatre. Proceeds fron
gala
opening byof civic,
the film,
which i
be attended
military,
and entertainment leaders will 1
fit the Scholarship Fund of the
York Council of the Navy Leagi
the United States.
Some Russ. Films H<
(Continued from page 1 )
ment, and U. S. distributors r
complete right to use these so
tracks or any other they prefer.
The MPAA officials said they 1
of
at least
two which
films— "Othello"
"Don
Quixote"—
have ar
dubbed in English. Both of t
they and
pointed
weretracks
shownmad<
in
don
the out,
sound
the films' London showings.
The films arriving here now
primarily for showing to the dist
tors and are in no sense read)
popular distribution, the MPAA
cials stated. They said the film a;
ment clearly states the sound t:
must be approved by the U.S.
panies, and that the distrib
would go over the sound tracks
fore sending them to theatres.
The distributors could find the
sion dubbed tracks satisfactory, c
dub in another track, or ask foi
Russian-language sound track anc
English subtitles, it was indicate!
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ORCHIDS

TO NATIONAL

SCREEN

Clavet
On behalf of all outstate exhibitors, Allied wishes to express appreciation to Ivan
and -the entire staff at National Screen Service for their excellent co-operation in
consolidating advertising and trailer shipments with shipments of film.

the hardBy assuming the additional burden of consolidating shipments at Allied1 s request,
in
money
ble
considera
members
Allied
outstate
saving
is
Screen
working staff of National
m-tTHrnmii charge and package delivery fees.
LET' S. LOOK IN THE MIRROR

Screen1 s service.

Occasionally Allied receives complaints about National
exhibitors alone are to blame for the difficulties.

Often we

in the
Whenever we have an unfilled order or an empty advertising frame, let' s lookfellow
mirror and ask ourselves if we always return material promptly so that our
Every trailer must be sent back immgdj afoiv after use.
exhibitors will not have missouts.
Under no circumstances
All used advertising should be returned a£ least once a week.
should we ever permit advertising which we no longer need to lay around unproductive in
our theatres.

and
Whenever we receive paper that is folded, wrinkled or torn, let' s look in the mirror
the
in
guy
next
the
to
goes
paper
our
that
see
to
careful
always
ask ourselves if we are
same condition that we want to receive it.
Whenever we feel like complaining about National
mirror and ask ourselves about our service.

Screen1 s service, let* s look in the

Do we order only on the forms supplied by National
at once when a booking

Do we return accessories

Screen?

is changed?

Do we always make certain that the full set of 11 x 14! s is kept intact?
Do we send our used papers along quickly and in good condition?
Do the trailers

go back with the next return shipment?

KEEP IT MOVING
The price of most National Screen accessories is based upon rental rather than outright
Rental enables us to have the use of the advertising matter at a fraction of the
sale.
In order to maintain these rental prices National Screen must work with a
purchase price.
In order to hold prices down we exhibitors must co-operate in
limited number of each item.
keeping the accessories in circulation.
This is a case where every exhibitor

must co-operate

Reprint of a bulletin from the ALLIED

THEATRES

in order to help himself.
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Florida

Exhibitors

All Forms

\ B 'Upbeat'
onvention

pens

Today

£ Warner

to Announce

'60 Slate at L.A. Meet
By SAMUEL D. BERNS
)LLYWOOD, June 16. - An•ement of a program of pictures
produced and released to theat r e s through
1959 and 1960
which will be
noteworthy i n
both number
and quality will
be the highlight
of the address

: L. Warner
ntion since 1946.

by Jack L. Warner, president
of Warner Bros,
at the opening
here tomorrow
of the company's firstternatiinonal sales

rner's speech
to the
domesticat
oreign
sales force,
gathered
imbassador Hotel, will express
ism for the future of the comand enthusiasm for what has
(Continued on page 2)
y«d Extends Miami
Irention in Dec.
If From THE DAILY Bureau
1SHINGTON, June 16. - Allied
has extended its first combined
lal drive-in and indoor theatre
ntion a day beyond the origannounced Dec. 7 and 8 dates
Eden Roc Hotel, Miami Beach,
The convention now will extend
gh Dec. 9. It will be preceded
i Allied board meeting on Dec.
d at the same hotel,
s is the interim convention that
ally was awarded to Wisconsin
with Ben Marcus as general
ntion chairman. Although
1 to Miami Beach at Wisconsin
suggestion, the latter organiwill continue to sponsor and
e convention arrangements.

Win

of Adverse

TEN CENTS

JUNE 17, 1959
Fight

Against

Wire

System

Legislation

Special to THE DAILY
TALLAHASSEE, Fla„ June 16.-Work by the Motion Picture Exhibitors of
Florida, an affiliate of Theatre Owners of America, resulted in exemption of
theatres from Florida legislation on daylight savings time, obscenity controls
and censorship, "blue laws," and from
the sales tax law, E. LaMar Sarra,
Johnston Urges Senate
MPEOF legislative chairman, rebers.
ported today in a bulletin to memTo Boost Fund tor IMG
Sarra
declared pending legislation
From, THE DAILY Bureau
representatives conkept MPEOF
WASHINGTON, June 16.-Motion
tinuously in the state capitol from
Picture Association President Eric
Governor
Johnston has asked the Senate Ap- the opening session, when
propriations Committee to boost Leroy Collins
"surprisingly"
(Continued
on page 4)included
sharply funds for the Information
Media Guaranty program.
Johnston had made a similar— and
Navy Brass Prominent
unsuccessful request— earlier to the
House Appropriations Committee. He
At 'Paul /ones' Opening
had asked that the Administration's
An audience of 1,700 persons, in$3,500,000 appropriations request be
boosted to $16,000,000 to permit a
social and enternaval,
cluding
civic,leaders,
tainment
attended the world
fully effective program. Instead the
House cut the amount to $2,500,000.
Jones" last
Paul Theatre
"JohnRivoli
of the
premiere at
evening
on
In a letter to a Senate AppropriaBroadway. Continuous performances
tions Subcommittee headed by Sena(Continued on page 4)
of the Warner Bros, picture will be10 A.M.
gin today atfrom
Proceeds
the benefit opening
Soviet Films at Mayfair
of the Technirama-Technicolor film
about the American naval hero went
Slated to Open June 30
to the Scholarship Fund of the New
June 30 has been chosen as the York Council of the Navy League of
the United States. The premiere was
date on which Cine-Panorama, Rus(Continued on page 4)
sia's wide-screen system will first be
shown in America, when two documentary features in color will open
Win Reduction in
at the Mayfair Theatre here for a sixTheatre License Fees
week run in conjunction with the
Soviet Trade Fair opening June 28
Special to THE DAILY
at the Coliseum.
WILMINGTON, Del, June 16.The Russian films to be shown are Reduction
of annual license fees paid
"How Wide My Country" and "The
by theatres from $300 to $100 has
Magic Mirror," each depicting present been achieved through the efforts of
day life in the Soviet Union.
AlJ. Doob,
Edgar and
dine,
Lewis manager,
S. Black, Loew's
city manCoast Publicists Sign
ager, Stanley Warner Theatres, and
the sympathetic understanding of City
With MPPA, ATFP
Licensing Director Edward R. Hensel.
Black and Doob demonstrated to
From THE DAILY Bureau
the
city(Continued
fathers thaton thepagefee 4)was disHOLLYWOOD, June 16. - The
Publicists Association, IATSE local
818, at its regular quarterly memberReserve Decision on
ship meeting last night voted to approve
the
new
contract
with
the
Motion Picture Producers Association
Dog Injunction
Shaggy
and the Alliance of Television Film
Special to THE DAILY
Producers.
BOSTON, June 16. - At the hearThe new pact calls for a standard
ing on a preliminary injunction sought
15 cents perhour wage increase,
by the Fresh Pond Open Air Theatre,
bringing the senior publicists scale to Cambridge, Mass., against Buena
$223.35 per week, retroactive to last Vista Film Distributing Co., Judge
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4 )

Says

Telemeter

Ready
'Into

to

Move

Market'

Novins Reports Needed
Equipment in Production
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 16. - Paramount Pictures' International Telemeter paythe
TV market
systemplace
"is ready
to
move into
and will
begin operations before the end of
the year," Louis A. Novins, Telemeter
here
today. said at a press conference
president,
Novins said Telemeter does not
"presently
tests
over thecontemplate"
air under the conducting
conditions
laid down recently by the Federal
Communications
(Continued Commission
on page 4) but in-

King Dissatisfied
With U.K. Tax Cut
Special to THE DAILY
GLASGOW, Scotland, June 12 (By
Air Mail).— The British Chancellor of
the Exchequer's
plan toseats
cut by
entertainment dutv on cinema
25 per
cent is not the whole answer to the
U.K. industry's
problem,
to
(Continued
on pageaccording
4)

Wilcox, 20th-Fox to
Film BBC Radio Hit
From THE DAILY Bureau
LONDON, June 16. - Herbert Wilcox in conjunction with 20th Century-Fox today announced plans for
the immediate start of production on
a film version of B.B.C.'s biggest current radio hit, "The Navy Lark," to
be distributed worldwide bv 20thFox.
"Navy Lark" is broadcast once
weekly but its nationwide popularity
here is such that it is given the three
top listening spots each week. Although its humor often is at the
Navy's expense the Admiralty, nevertheless, has promised its full cooperation to the production.
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Today
Opens
Convention
(Continued from page 1 )
been achieved and what is being ac- company officers and studio executives. The convention brings together
complished with current and upcoming releases. The convention is de- for the first time top management executives and sales representatives of
signated the California Upbeat Cavalcade.
four major divisions of the global
Also addressing the opening busi- Warner Bros, organization — motion
ness sessions tomorrow will be Benpictures,
television, music and records.
jamin Kalmenson, executive vicepresident; Wolfe Cohen, president of
During the luncheon following the
morning sessions, Warner will present awards to the 17 winners of the
company's recent "Welcome Back,
Jack"
sales drive.
The toafternoon
will
be devoted
to a visit
the Warner
Bros, studio in Burbank and a screenWB

HOWARD STRICKLING, vicepresident of M-G-M in charge of
advertising - publicity, and Clark
Ramsey, studio advertising manager,
have arrived in Chicago from Hollywo d. •
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
of American Broadcatsing-Paramount
Theatres, and Bernard Levy, his assistant, have returned to New York
from Boston.
•
Charles Levy, Buena Vista advertising-publicity director, will leave
New York tomorrow for Dublin.
•
Van Heflin has left New York for
Berlin, where he will serve as chairBenj. Kalmenson Charles Boasberg
man of the U.S. delegation to the International Film Festival.
Warner Bros. International Corp.;
•
Steve Trilling and William T. Orr,
Jeanette Markise, of the 20th vice-presidents; Charles Boasberg,
Century-Fox legal department, will general sales manager; and Bernard
leave New York next week for a trip R. Goodman, vice-president in charge
to England and the Continent.
of domestic operations.
•
One hundred and thirty-five deleMorris Alin, Universal Pictures
gates from the 38 Warner Bros,
home office publicist, and Mrs. Alin
branches in the United States and
are celebrating the confirmation of Canada and from 29 foreign offices
their daughter, Isabel, at Sinai Temare in Los Angeles to meet with the
ple, Mt. Vernon, this week, also her
graduation from Traphagen Junior
High School.
'Pennies*1 Bows Here
•
Tonight at Capitol
Jesse Chinich, Buena Vista Western division sales manager, will leave
Paramount's "The Five Pennies"
New York today for New Orleans.
will have its world premiere here
•
this evening at the Capitol Theatre,
Joan Hahn, former model who preceded by stage festivities featuring
now is teaching, has announced her Louis Armstrong, Red Nichols and
engagement to Bob Perilla, of Bob
other jazz celebrities. Outside the
Perilla Associates.
theatre on Broadway, two bands, a
•
dixieland combo and a military outNorman Rosemont, vice-president
fit, will perform for the benefit of
of Alfred Productions, will leave New
spectators and arriving guests.
York today for Paris.
The film bow will be marked by
•
radio
coverage by NBC's Ray HeatherSanford Gillman, son of Irving
ton,
a WMGM
Monitor,
and the commentator,
Armed Forces NBC's
Radio
L. Gillman, of Columbia Pictures'
publicity department, is graduating Service. A highlight of the evening
with the degree of chemical engineer will be the American Federation of
from City College.
Musicians' honoring of Nichols, whose
life is depicted in the Danny Kaye
starrer, for his "three decades of devoted service to music and musicians."
Levine

&

WBZ

Join In

Boston 'Hercules' Bally
Special to THE DAILY
BOSTON, June 16. - Joseph E.
Levine, president of Embassy Pictures, and the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. station WBZ here, have
arranged an extensive radio promotion
to aid the July 1 premiere of "Hercules" in 400 theatres throughout New
England.
Norm Prescott, WBZ disc jockey,

ing of "The and
FBI Friday
Story." sessions will
Thursday
be devoted to announcement of the
1959 television program, presentation
and discussion of publicity and advertising campaigns for current and
forthcoming pictures, general sales
discussions, studio visits and special
screenings. Speakers at these sessions
will include vice-president Orr, television films executive producer; James
Conkling, vice-president and head of
Warner Bros. Records; Walter MacEvven, Hugh Benson, studio publicity
director Bill L. Hendricks and national advertising manager Gil Golden.
A dinner in the Grand Ballroom at
the Ambassador Hotel Friday evening
■vill conclude the convention.
'Horse Soldiers'' Debut
Raises $35,000 In La.
Special to THE DAILY
SHREVEPORT, La., June 16. More than $35,000 has been raised
in advance sales for the two-performance benefit world premiere of United
Artists' "The Horse Soldiers" at the
Strand Theatre here tomorrow night.
The second performance was scheduled by the Junior Chamber of Commerce as the result of a heavy demand
for tickets.
Some 350
leading
exhibitors
will ofbe the
amongSouth's
the premiere
guests, together with John Wayne,
William Holden and Constance Towers, who star in the Mirisch Company
presentation. The event will receive
extensive radio and television coverage via outlets of the NBC, CBS,
ABC and Mutual networks. Highlights will also be included on Ed
Sullivan's eleventh anniversary show,
Sunday, July 12, over CBS-TV.
has produced a ten-minute short in
sound and color called "Meet the
WBZ
which willwith
be
shown Disc
as anJockeys,"
added attraction
"Hercules." In return, the Westinghouse station will give full coverage
to the premiere of the picture. The
disc jockeys will make stage appearances and will also do live broadcasts
from the lobby of the Pilgrim Theatre
here the night of the opening.

25%;
HasRevenues
New Sys
Jerrold's
Special to THE DAILY
PHILADELPHIA, June 16
and service revenues of Jerroli
tronics Corp. showed an incn
approximately
25 per
cent first
dur
initial two months
of the
of this year, president Milton J,
told
the company's
annual mee
stockholders
here today.
Shapp also told stockholde
the sale of the community ;
system in Key West, Fla., at
stantial profit to the compan
reflect itself in the first quarte
ings,
erablywhich
ahead heofexpects
a year will
ago. be
After four years of develo
Shapp told the meeting, Jerrc
completed the design of a new
circuit television system which
"unlimited communications fle
over a single cable system." Tl
system is reported to be able t
come the immobility of tl
camera locations, one of the
limitations of closed circuit TV
Levy Special Promc
Cordinator for Two

Raymond Levy has been j
special promotion coordinab
"They Came to Cordura," a \
Goetz Production for Columl
lease, and "I Aim at the
Charles for
Schneer's
duction
Columbia.Morningsid
Levy wl
on the publicity and prom
phases
of theyesterday
two productions,
announced
by Rot
tor
of advertising,
Ferguson,
Columbia'spublicity
nationala
Levy has been engaged in
ploitation.
and
editing motion picture aft
vision scripts in the past two
He previously served as vict
dent and executive publisher of
ley Publications. Prior to that,

Before
entering
the motion
was general
manager
of "Box
field, he headed the Raymond
Organization, Inc., consultants
tional advertisers, for a peri j1
seven years.
Kenneth Blue, 54, f]

CINCINNATI, June 16.-K 1
Blue, 54, manager of the Hyd Ij
Art Theatre, died of a heart Si
June 12 at Christ Hospital lie
had been associated with th< !•
Amusement Co. for six years. |
Balsam

in Swedish

if

Jerome Balsam has conclud
arrangement to act as sole ai
elusive U.S. representative foij1
Kotschack of Sven Film, Swede r !
first two Kotschack productions j,
handled by Balsam will be W
Without
Hope"
and "Dan||
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1 G M presents CARY
EVA

iRANT

MARIE

JAMIS

SAINT

MASON

's
Al fred Hitchcock
i

vistaVision
technicolor*
Charring JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS
Written by ERNEST LEHMAN • 0,.ec.ed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK

AN M-G-M PICTURE

Excitement that races 2,000 miles from glittering
Manhattan to the great stone faces at Mt. Rushmore

THE

PUBLIC

BOON
*10RTH

WILL

BE GOING
BY

MORTHWEST"
fop national magazines will spread its greatless. Display ads in Life. True, McCall's.
Picture of the Month" columns in Look, True
Story, McCall's, Cosmopolitan, Redbook,
17". Ads in all leading fan magazines.

World Premiere, Woods, Chicago, July 1st. Coming Music Hall, N.Y.
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Telemeter
PEOPLE
Montague C. Morton, managing director in Britain for United Artists,
has been elected unanimously as
chairman of the Kinematograph Renters' Society. He succeeds Warner
Brothers' Arthur Abeles.
□
Jerry Marshall, featured on WMGM
here, will be master of ceremonies at
the American premiere performance
of Paramount's "The Five Pennies,"
which will be held at the Capitol
Theatre here today.
□
Ken Prickett, executive secretary of
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
will be a speaker at a course for executives and associations to be held
by the Institute of Organization Management at Michigan State University, June 21-27.
Johnston Urges
(Continued from page 1)
tor Johnson ( D., Tex.), Johnston said
that even if the Senate couldn't vote
the full $16,000,000 right away, it
should provide at least a $5,000,000
appropriation. He argued the House
figure would cut the program back below present levels, at a time it should
be expanding.
The program guarantees film companies, book publishers and other information media the convertibility of
earnings in certain foreign countries.
Right now, IMG contracts cover film
activities in Yugoslavia, Turkey, Poland and Vietnam.

Plans

(Continued
stead will go "into business on wire."
As previously disclosed, the first
Telemeter operation will be in a Toronto suburb and while Novins revealed
no details he said an announcement
likely would be made tomorrow by
J.
J. Fitzgibbons,
head of Paramount's
Famous
Players Canadian
Corp., covering details of the plans and estimated time schedules.
He said Telemeter units have been
in production since October, 1958, by
the Guardian Electric Co. of Chicago
and will start coming off the assembly
lines by the end of this month.
Rapid Expansion Planned
"The development of equipment for
cable distribution systems, Telemeter
studios and automatic accounting machines has been completed," he said.
"Initial Telemeter systems will be on
closed circuit cable facilities. We plan
to expand the very first situation as
rapidly
conditions
permit."to initiate
Novinsas said
the decision
pay TV on wire was dictated by
"certain irresistible considerations."
Among them, he said, were the economics "under prevailing conditions";
freedom to expand cable facilities as
homes are equipped with pay TV devices, resulting in lower costs for
cable facilities per home to furnish
three channels than for only one channel by broadcast facilities; ability to
re-run a program continuously during
the day and evening, and Telemeter's
ability to convert to broadcast facilities wherever a certain point of saturation in a large market makes that
economically advisable in the future.

Calls Integration 'Simple Matter'
"The
integration of wire with
Coast Publicists
broadcast pay TV is a simple matter
technically
when broadcast pay TV
( Continued from page 1 )
Jan. 30. Also included for the first becomes practical," he said.
Novins also noted that Telemeter's
time in a publicists' contract is an
decision to begin with closed circuit
industry-experience roster giving pre- pay TV was influenced by the belief
ference of employment to all pub- that wire systems have a permanent
licists having 30 days or more ex- place in hundreds of communities and
perience inthe industry between Jan. will have even should broadcast pay
1, 1948 and Jan. 30, 1959.
TV be cleared. Its ability to provide
a wider program variety with three
channels also gives it an advantage
over broadcast facilities, he asserted.
(pure jet!)
This makes it possible also to become
4! '
OMET
C
a
local "television station," providing
MONARCH
a variety of community programs, he
said.
(de Luxe and First Class only)
Additionally, it takes no time away
from free TV and does not interfere
NIGHTLY
with existing broadcast allocations, ac(leaves New York at 9 p. m.)
cording to Novins.
destination: LONDON!
Considering U. S. Situations
He saidin that
several
situations
the U.S.
have "attractive"
been under
active consideration for Telemeter
and decisions are expected to be made
in the near future.
He said there are no legal prohibitions on proceeding with wire pay
reservations through your Travel Agent or TV. "Although some bills have been
BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION filed in Congress, we do not believe
Flights from New York, Boston, Chicago, it will deliberately set up legislative
Detroit, San Francisco, Montreal. Offices also roadblocks to progress in serving the
in Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles. Miami, Phil
adelphia, Pittsburgh. Washington. Vancouvel,
Winnipeg, Toronto.
In answer to a question regarding
public."

Outlined

from page 1)
the attitude of film producer-distributors, Novins read the following statement phoned to him by Rarney Balaban, Paramount president:
Looks to 'Expanding Market'
"We will study each situation and
the problems it presents as we do in
licensing of our product to conventional theatres and drive-ins. We will
consider the market in each situation
and what the new medium can produce for us in revenue. We will consider the new medium as though any
customer came to us and asked for
our pictures. We will endeavor to
work out terms based upon factors
in that situation. In today's market
no producer-distributor of motion pictures can blind himself to the simple
economic facts of life. If quality product is to be maintained and expanded
over the years, we producers will
have to look to an expanding market
whether in the theatre or in the home,
and most likely from both sources."
Active in Pump-Priming'
Novins said Telemeter's deeply involved in "pump-priming" arrangements for programs of national importance. As the system expands,
franchise operators will take over and
buy cooperatively. He suggests the
system will be comprised of operators
now engaged in the theatre business.
Canadian Rell Telephone System
is involved in the Toronto installations. The cost per overall installation
is estimated at $100 per home. At
least 10,000 telemeter units will be
ready by the end of the year, he
predicted.
Navy Brass Prominent
(Continued from page 1 )
linked with the start of New York's
Hudson-Champlain
350th Anniversary
Fete.
Fleet Admiral William F. Halsey
was guest of honor at the premiere of
the film, which is dedicated to his
wartime comrade-in-arms, Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz.
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Thomas S. Gates, Mayor Robert F.
Wagner and Admiral Halsey were
honorary chairmen of the premiere
committee. Rear Admiral John J.
Bergen, U.S.N.R., former Navy
League president, was chairman. The
vice-chairmen were Vice Admiral Edward C. Holden, Jr., U.S.N.R., president of the Navy League's New York
Council, Mrs. J. Truman Ridwell and
W. Mahlon Dickerson.
Win

Reduction
(Continued from page 1)

proportionate and worked a hardship
on theatres, especially the smaller
houses.
City Council adopted an amending
ordinance fixing the theatre's basic fee
at $100 per year, plus $1 per month
for every employee above one. The
amending ordinance offers further relief byeliminating the location owners
tax on vending machines.

Group Phi

Film on St Francis
From THE DAILY Burea,
HOLLYWOOD, June 16.
second film production for
formed Artys Picture Corp
by
Plat
ras, oric
o,willChar
Jr.,al
andJoyfu
Spyr'
belles"The
o
hist
nove
by Loui
s l d.1
based on the life of St. Fn
Assisi. Eugene Vale is curren
ning the screenplay, whicl
Skouras will produce in Italy
Middle East late this fall.
Artys is also prepping "C;
Street," a new novel
by
for United Artists release.Nive;

All MPEA

Officers

Are Re-Elected
All officers of the Motion
Export Association were reeli
the yester
organizati
here
day. on's
Officeannual
rs are:
Eric Johnston, presid
ent;
Hetzel, Kenneth Clark, G.
Johnson, Robert J. Corke
Irving Maas, vice-presidents;
Weber, treasurer; Sidney Sc
secretary; Herbert J. Erlangei
ant secretary-treasurer; The
McNamara, assistant treasur
George Vietheer, executive c
U.K. Tax Reductio
(Continued from page 1
Sir Alexander B. King, cinerJ
natefight.
and leading campaigner
tax
Although it was welcomed
trade, only the small operat
low receipts would benefit, he
Total abolition of the tax m
ed,
he said,
all the
otheradding:
enterta"We
inmentcans
tors who are untaxed while
the full brunt of the Chancel
-about £ 30,000,000 a year. I
a patient requiring a major 0]
and being given a headache pi

Florida Exhibitors
(Continued from page 1 ![
a request for statewide daylif i
ings time, until the legislatuj
journed sine die.
The "obscenity" bill, he re
as
finall
the Florit
islat
ure ytoadopt
incluedde bya $2,00
0 fij
five-year jail term, or both-spf
ly exempts "the exhibition of |
picture films." Efforts to erf
Florida censorship board whicl!
requested by some legislators;
avoided through committee I
ences, Sarra said.

Reserve Decision
(Continued from page 1 )
Charles E. Wyzanski today til
case under advisement.
The complaint was based
demanded by Buena Vistaonji
censing
the I
in,
which "Shaggy
included Dog"
a per tohead
for children under 12, normal! J
mitted to the drive-in free.

JOHN
PAUL
JONES'
WINS
CHEERS
SPECTACULAR
WORLD
PREMIERE!

A GLITTERING ARRAY of civic, military and
theatrical celebrities rousingly cheered "John Paul
jones" on its way last night at the world premiere
>f the Warner Bros, motion picture release at the
Rivoli Theatre in New York.
The gala opening of the Technirama-Technicolor
Sim highlighted the start of the city's summer
Festival, with proceeds going to the Scholarship
Fund of the New York Council of the Navy League
, if the United States.
The Samuel Bronston production, directed by
John Farrow, has been acclaimed by the Motion
Jieture Daily as "a spectacle, to be sold as such
nd, on that basis, it is sure of success." Robert
5tack, Belte Davis, Charles Coburn, Marisa Pavan,
r'Iacdonald Carey, Erin O'Brien, Jean Pierre Auuont and David Farrar head the cast.
A record crowd gathers on Broadway for the gala premiere of "John Paul Jones."

• .ul Jones" co-star Erin O'Brien autographs tickets for CPO
i : Hamman (left) and TE/2 Fred Bailey.

]«miral Bobert B. Pirie and daughter, Mrs. Jonathan

Samuel Bronston (2nd from left), "John Paul Jones" producer, with Mrs. Bronston (left);
Bear Admiral John J. Bergen, premiere chairman, and Mrs. Bergen.

Six-foot-four TV star Siri turns
up in a gold lame suit.

Vice Admiral Thomas S. Combs arrives at the premiere
with Mrs. Combs.
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"WITH JOHN WAYNE AND WILLIAM HOLDEN FOR THE
MARQUEE, THIS IS A BLOCKBUSTER IN EVERY SENSE OF
THE WORD! The screen has another stirring, exciting and
realistic spectacle of the war between the States. Magnificently directed by John Ford, this story is packed with terrific battle action and feats of daring to thrill male patrons
and of course, the youngsters, as well as a goodly quota of
romance. John Wayne is at his best, William Holden is
equally effective. A great Civil War spectacle for every type
of audience!"
-boxoffice

"A WHOPPING BIG, COLORFUL SPECTACLE IN THE
'GRAND TRADITION'! As for boxoffice, the names of John
Wayne and William Holden alone provide the kind of draw
that no exhibitor can quarrel with . . . full of blazing action
and romance. A high adventure-drama that makes its robust
pitch right to the broad audience for whom it is meant. One

'ONE OF THE BEST ADVENTURE SPECTACLES TO REACHrs
THE SCREEN! An 'action' product that is tailored for actionminded audiences. Directed by John Ford, the film is packed
with action from start to finish and surges with battles and
hand-to-hand combats. It is rough, rugged and romantic,
with ingredients that should have a wide appeal!"
-HARRISON'S REPORTS

"LOADED WITH THE KIND OF ENTERTAINMENT THAT
MEANS HIGHER RETURNS AT THE BOXOFFICE! It contains an interest-holding yarn, including suspense, 'fighting,
attractive settings and a smart combination of acting talent
that should spell out plenty of reason for enthusiastic public
acceptance. In addition, there is the superior direction of
John Ford and his numerous touches that add to the overall
lustre of the attraction. John Wayne and William Holden
make a powerful team!"
-the exhibitor
"JOHN WAYNE AND WILLIAM HOLDEN IS A COMBINATION TO MAKE ANY EXHIBITOR COUNT HIS MONEY
IN ADVANCE! With that as a start, add two hours of suspenseful story about a breath-taking episode of the Civil
War; stormy romance; dramatic conflict between Wayne
and Holden; all in flawlessly photographed DeLuxe color, and The
Horse Soldiers' becomes a measurable success at the boxoffice!"
-M.P. DAILY

-variety

of those pictures that can't miss!"

"WILL MORE THAN DELIVER AT THE BOXOFFICE! A
absorbing, exciting and fascinating motion picture whichh
should give a splendid account of itself wherever it is played
. . . unflagging pace, excitement, romance and rousing color.
It is the kind of film to create a lively anticipation which will
-motion picture herald

not be disappointed!"

'OUTSTANDING FILM FOR MAJOR GROSSES! Has the
action and surprise elements that always prove strong with
the paying customers. Wayne and Holden perform with all
the professional competence one has come to expect of them.
The 'HORSE
SOLDIERS'
Mr

_

■■F'

1

■

should

prove the
highly
popular
with
paying
customers!" —FILM DAILY
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\tobicoke, Ont.

>tall

PICTURE

Fall

to 40,000

tcs, Says Fitzgibbons
Special to THE DAILY
|ONTO, June 17. - Trans
Telemeter, a division of FamIfiyers Canadian Corp.,mountParaPictures
affiliate, will
construct the
first home payas - you - see
television i n
Toronto's
west-of
ern suburb
Etobicoke, J. J.
F i t z gibbons,
president and
managing director, announced today.
■"itzgibbons
F i tzgibbons
said constructhe TV wire system will begin
Iq. as the necessary equipment
1 terials are delivered. Construc( Continued on page 6 )

jdence Newspapers
•ring Film Ads
J Special to THE DAILY
IVIDENCE, R. I., June 17. l ovidence Journal and Bulletin
pvised readers that they formed
liittee of staff executives to pass
Ition picture advertising before
l'rinted. In recent months the
I committee has rejected comads regarded as "morally de5 or otherwise objectionable."
I Juncement of the policy was
here in an editorial signed by
. C. Watkins, publisher of the
He states, "We want to make
ji our readers that we will conEo strive for motion picture adV that meets the standards of
family newspapers and that is
ijeneficial to legitimate artistic
lamaticincluded
entertainment."
lads
eliminationChanges
or alh of illustrations, revising texLatter, and others, it was stated.

in 10 States

Improving

Request

Help

Theatres, Projection
~~ "
Exhibitors in 10 states thus far have requested the technical help of the
Council for the Improvement of Theatres and Motion Picture Projection, since
the program was instituted two weeks ago. Theatre Owners of America, which
is administering the program, reported
yesterday.
George G. Kerasotes, president of
Telemeter Assured of
TO A, said the requests came from
Films from Several
upstate1 New York, Indiana, Maryland,
Vermont, Nebraska, South Carolina,
Special to THE DAILY
Montana, Missouri, North Carolina
TORONTO, June 17. - Companies
and Florida. He said he was particuother than Paramount have advised
larly pleased with the geographic
Telemeter that a supply of their top response
to the program, indicating
films will be available for its pay TV
(Continued on page 8 )
programming at suburban Etobicoke
next winter.
Subsidize Documentary
Most major producers-distributors
made product available to the Telemovies experiment in Bartlesville, Production in Cuba
Okla., and to Telemeter's test at
The Cuban government has made a
Palm Springs, Cal., several years ago.
$5,000,000
available to the
Most producers-distributors feel that Institute of subsidy
Art and Cinematographic
the information to be gained on the
Industries for film production purnew medium makes participation
poses and has granted it exemptions
worthwhile.
from taxation and customs duties, the
Motion Picture Export Association has
been advised.
Alfredo Guevaro, president of the
'Pennies' Has World
Institute, has written to MPEA and
(Continued on page 3)
Premiere at Capitol
Stage festivities featuring Louis
Shreveport Citizens
Armstrong, Red Nichols and other
Crowd 'Soldiers' Bow
jazz celebrities were held on the stage
Special to THE DAILY
of the Capitol Theatre here last night
SHREVEPORT, La., June 17. prior to the world premiere showing
Citizens of this city turned out en
of Paramount's "The Five Pennies,"
masse for the two-day world premiere
starring Danny Kaye.
Outside the theatre on Broadway,
festivities for "The Horse Soldiers,"
culminating tonight with a charity
(Continued on page 8)
opening at the Strand Theatre. John
Wayne, William Holden and ConService Drops Plans
stance Towers, star of the United
(Continued on page 8)
For Closed-Circuit TV
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 17. - The
German, NSS Donors of
Army and Air Force Motion Picture
Service has dropped ambitious plans
for closed-circuit theatre TV in its Top Golf Tourney Prizes
theatres.
Two of the principal prizes for the
8th annual film industry golf tournaIt has been exploring the possibility
ment today have been donated by
( Continued on page 8 )
William German, Inc., for the winning foursome, and by National
Introduce Bill on Film
Screen Service for the runners-up.
These are in addition to the many
Rental Lost to Japanese
awards donated by some 50 leading
From THE DAILY Bureau
companies
of the industry.
WASHINGTON, June 17. - SenaThe tournament, sponsored by the
tor Dodd (D., Conn.) has introduced
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, is being
legislation to make sure that American film companies are paid for lost held today at the Briar Hall Golf and
Country Club, Briarcliff Manor.
rental income resulting from Japanese
(Continued on page 3)

Convention
WB

34

Told

Schedules

Films

at

$85,000,000
Warner

Voices Optimistic

View for Company

Future

By (Picture
SAMUELon D.page
BERNS
2)
HOLLYWOOD, June 17.-Warner
Bros, has successfully met the challenges of the past several years of readjustment and thus has "every basis
for
optimistic
appraisal
of thesaid
future,"
Jack L. Warner,
president,
here
today
at
the
opening
of
the
company's
international sales convention at the
Ambassador Hotel.
As proof of that optimism Warner
told the meeting that the company has
scheduled 34 films representing an investment of $85,000,000 for the balance of this year and 1960. The program was described "as the most
important in the entire life of the company." It was developed under the
personal supervision of Warner with
the guidance
of Benjamin
(Continued
on pageKalmenson,
2)
William

Pizor Dies;

Was Pioneer Producer
Funeral services will be held here
tomorrow for William M. Pizor, head
of foreign distribution for Lippert
Pictures and
Screen Guild
P r o d u ctions.
Pizor, who was
69, died yestermorning.
Servicesdaywill
be
a t Riverside
Memorial Cha79th St.
and pel,
damAmsterAve., at
11:30 A.M. tomorrow.
Pizor was a
William Pizor
veteran motion
picture (executive
Continued and
on one
page of8 the
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SIDNEY COOPER, United Artists
Central and Southern division
manager; Fred Goldberg, executive
assistant to Roger H. Lewis, national
director of advertising-publicity, and
Burt Sloane, assistant publicity
manager, will return to New York today from Shreveport, La.
•
Clarence A. Hill, 20th CenturyFox director of exchange operations,
was in Albany this week from New
York.
•
Sam Nathanson, producer and
distributor, arrived in New York yesterday from Hollywood.
•
Raymond Stross, producer, will
leave here today for London via
B.O.A.C.
•

Fox Plans 2 New
UPI Telephoto
AT WARNER BROS. CALIFORNIA UPBEAT CAVALCADE as it opened
yesterday with 153 delegates from its 38 branches in the United States and
Canada and from 29 foreign offices. Shown here, left to right, are Charles
Boasberg, Wolfe Cohen, Benjamin Kalmenson and Jack L. Warner.

Warner

Theatr

Melvin J. Fox, head of the ell
of independent Fox Theatres in I I
delphia, has announced plans to J|
two new theatres. A drive-in wi *
constructed on Route 130 just oi jj
the city. The other will be a 1 I
seat conventional house in the n
created Levittown, N. J.

Outlines
'59-60 Slate
Miss Remick, Welch Dim
(Continued from page 1 )
Governor Furcolo of Massachi
executive vice-president; Steve Trill- "The Miracle," "Guns of the Timberattended the press luncheon \
lands," "A Summer Place," "Moment
Columbia Pictures held at the
and Wolfe
Cohen,
Corp.ing,ofvice-president;
head
Warner Bros.
International
of Danger," "The Bramble Bush," Hotel, Boston, for Lee Remick ar
"Gold of the Seven Saints," "30," "Ice
The investment in the 34 pictures Palace," "Parrish," "T h e Sun- torney Joseph Welch, both sti
in "Anatomy of a Murder." Wei
is in production costs alone, Warner
a Bostonian; Miss Remick a nati
said. "It does not include costs of
Also, "The Dark at the Top of the Quincy. The film will open July
Joseph B. Rosen, Universal region- prints, distribution, advertising and Stairs,"
downers." "Captain Buffalo," "The Ben Sack's Gary Theatre.
al sales manager, was in Gloversville, promotion. The magnitude of the pro- Crowded
Sky," "All God's Children,"
N. Y., on Tuesday from here.
duction figure is evidence of our sin- "Tall Story," "Rachel Cade," "Splen•
cerity in calling this one of the comdor in the Grass," "The Man They Janet Frimeth to Gottliel
Johnny Andrews, featured on
pany's most ambitious programs— and Couldn't Kill," "The Marauders,"
NBC, will leave here tomorrow for a of our faith in the future."
"The White Rajah," "Undercover
Janet Frimeth, member of the
Attending the sales convention, Teacher," "Letter from Peking," versal-International
home office a
vacation in Longport, N. J.
•
which runs through Friday, are 135 "Fanny," "Claudelle Inglish," and
tising-publicity
department
for
Warner executives and sales repre- "Sunrise at Campobello."
Henry King, director, has returned
past 14 Associates,
years, has public
joined re|
Ec
sentatives
from
the
U.S.
and
39
forGottlieb
to Hollywood from New York.
eign
nations.
•
consultants.
George Brown Dies ; Was
"As an important factor in Warner
Norman Nadel, theatre editor of Bros,
progress, the company president
Veteran Ad Executive
the Columbus Citizen, has entered a cited operational changes which have
Plans New Illinois Theat
From THE DAILY Bureau
hospital in the Ohio city for a been effected in the past few yearsMrs. Mary Cattel is now stm
HOLLYWOOD, June 17.-George
check-up.
changes which he said have eliminatconstruction bids for a new thea
•
Brown,
65,
veteran
motion
picture
aded costly time lags and needless duplivertising executive and hotel operator, be built at Western Springs, 111. I
C. S. Simpson, vice-president of cation.
died
at
Good
Samaritan Hospital yes- be a single story brick structur
Capital Releasing Corp., Atlanta, has
Sees Greater Degree of Unity
terday.
Death
was ascribed to postreturned there from Chattanooga.
operative
shock.
"We have brought together at our
Funeral services will be held 10 Philadelphia House Take
Harry Rubin, projection chief for studios in California all of the op- A.M. Friday at Praisewater Mortuary,
erating units of our company," he Van Nuys. Interment will be in Forest
Abe Sunberg and Max Broo!
the Paramount Theatres, is recuperatsaid, "both domestic and foreign. This Lawn-Hollywood Hills.
are taking over operation of the
ing from surgery at the Park East is
now the command post of our
Hospital here.
Brown was director of advertising Palace Theatre, Philadelphia,
world-wide Warner Bros, organiza•
tion. The streamlining has brought a and publicity at Paramount Studios, the Stanley Warner circuit. The
and had also served similar duties for renovating the house and will r<
Roy Boulting, producer, and Mrs.
it at the weekend as the Society
Boulting have left New York for greater degree of unity to our pro- Warner Bros., Universal and Columduction of pictures and to global disEngland aboard the• "Queen Mary."
bia.Upon his retirement five years ago
tribution ofour product."
In announcing
the 34 productions
Oregon Drive-in Opened
definitely on the Warner Bros, sched- he started operating hotels in Palm
Claude Heilman, co-producer
ule, Warner stated that in keeping Springs and Wickenburg, Ariz. He
with Casey Robinson, of Universal's
Tommy Moyer, exhibitor of b
with long-established company policy later leased these and was living on land,
Ore., has opened his new tj
his income in Sherman Oaks at the
forthcoming "Islandia," has left here the over-all program would remain
for London and Europe.
in
theatre
S.E. Powell
Boukj1*;jj
time
of
his
death.
a growing onresidential
area.
elastic, to permit the inclusion of
other important and timely attracMrs. E. K. O'Shea Dead
tions. The vital importance of develGoldwyn Lunch Today
oping new stars was also stressed.
Mrs. E. K. O'Shea, widow of "Ted"
Warner
named
the
following
as
Samuel Goldwvn will give a lunO'Shea, former distribution executive,
died suddenly yesterday at the home
Sherry-Netherth Year
summer
releases:
"The
Young
Philalandscheon
Hoteltoday
to at
the the
13 chairmen
of the
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Seider at delphians," "The Nun's Story," "John
SPEC!
national organizations of the Film
Bay Shore, L. I., with whom she was
Paul Jones" and "Hercules."
Estimate
Board
of
the
Motion
Picture
The balance of the 1959-60 provisiting.
Mrs. the
O'Shea
TRAIL!
Association of America. Goldwyn will
Buffalo since
deathhadofresided
her hus-in
includes: "Yellowstone Kelly,"
band in February, 1958. Funeral ar- "Look gram
Back in Anger," "The FBI discuss his new film, "Porgy and
(iflA II
andUA.Ninth
QuaB
rangements remain to be made.
1327 So. Wabash CHICAGO jAJj■ 630
Story," "Cash McCall," "Ocean's 11,"
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Subsidy

(Continued from page 1)
U. S. Department of Health,
tion and Welfare at Washington
jting assistance in completing
zation and operating plans. The
^1. Institute plans to produce six
ihe first year, 12 the second, 18
iird and 24 annually thereafter,
films for the most part will be
entaries, based on Cuban hiscurrently, American and other
istributing associations in Cuba
iled joint protests with the new
iiment at Havana against the
ed new schedule of taxes anpd recently.
Pay Hikes in Peru
B2A companies also have been
jd that the government in Peru
pcreed an 18 per cent increase
:iries and wages of most workers
, including those in the film
new Italian film agreement reiin an incomplete stage, despite
ccified June 15 deadline. Adid exchanges
between the
and the Italian film office are
place.
was advised that the opera: the recently announced 25 per
eduction in Britain's admissions
'ill free more than half of the
;s there of tax. All of those so
iare in the smaller theatre class.
i oduce Bill
i (Continued from page 1 )
■ i? of U.S. films in the Philipsi during World War II.
I d is a member of a Senate Judi■ Subcommittee which holds hearon The
various
bills dealing
8■j'Tnorrow
/ar claims.
Motion
Picture
view tomorrow
will be presented
eB ition's
^committee
or Fridayto
i^Vashington attorney Harold
| :hal.
id said he feared bills already
iced dealing with war damage
might
not "adequately
cover
:ial
consideration
due certain
e claimants in the use of Amerroperties in the Philippines."
panese Showed the Films
"A officials estimated that as
as $3,000,000 to $4,000,000
be involved if Congress apthe legislation. The Japanese
U.S. films in the Philippines,
ed the films while they octhe islands, and retained the
lincome.
Dodd proposal is specifically
?d to amounts actually realized
Japanese and does not cover
tes of rental income that might
joeen received by the American
nies under other conditions.

'Mummy' Openings
3salMummy,"
a Hammer
for
release, will
have itsfilm
world
re at the Paramount Theatre in
k on Thursday, July 2, followed
ieries of territorial and key city
Igs for the July 4th weekend.

Motion
Theatre

Attendance

Picture
in

Austria Down in '58
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 17. - Attendance at Austrian motion picture
theatres declined in 1958, according
to a report issued by the Motion Picture Division of the Department of
Commerce, which said a further decline is expected in the near future.
During the past 10 years only some
50 per cent of the country's seating
capacity has been used, the report
said, and in 1958 this figure dropped
to 47.3
per films
cent.exhibited
"As about
42 per
cent
of all
in Austria
were of United States origin," the report said, "this decrease directly affects American films."
The report went on to say that
since Austrian theatres plan to increase admission prices between 10
and 25 per cent in the near future,
"this increase might cause further declines in attendance." Low admission
prices in the country, along with relatively high taxes and duties, have already made Austria "a special problem to the industry," the report said.
'Mediocre Movies' Cited
Principal factors contributing to the
decrease in attendance, the report declared, were "the large number of
mediocre movies being offered" and
the fact that television is "increasingThe drop
report
otherly competitive."
reasons for the
the listed
increaseas
in the number of Austrian automobile
owners, who spend less time in theatres, and the fact that Austrian theatres show few short subjects, cartoons
and news features.
Plan 70mm

Projectors

MEMPHIS, June 17. - Crosstown
Theatre, one of Memphis' newest, will
install 70mm. projectors (Germanmade Bauer) and six-channel stereophonic sound system ( Simplex FourStar) at a cost of $25,000. M. A.
Lightman, Jr., president of Malco
Theatres, Inc., has announced. Malco owns and operates Crosstown. This
will be the first Memphis theatre to
have 70mm. projectors. Lightman said
Crosstown would bid for Todd-AO
and other 70mm. pictures. The work
will start within a week and Crosstown will be closed four or five days.
Two Take Fight TV
PHILADELPHIA, June 17. - Two
local houses, both Stanley Warner,
will carry the closed circuit telecast of
the Floyd Patterson-Ingemar Johansson heavyweight championship fight
on June 25. Showing the telecast will
be the first-run Stanley and the
Broadway, head house in the South
Philadelphia area.
'Soy' Big in South
"Say One for Me" continues a
strong pace in its initial openings in
the South, according to reports here
from the Carolina Theatre in Charlotte and the Bivoli Theatre in Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina. The Bivoli
broke all house records with $2,597
for three days. At the Carolina, it
grossed $3,237 for three days.

3

Daily

Personnel

Changes

for

Loew's Theatres Made
Charles E. Kurtzman, who has been
northeastern division manager for
Loew's Theatres in Boston, has been
transferred to the home office here to
engage in executing special assignments, it is announced by John F.
Murphy, executive vice-president of
the circuit. William Elder, manager
of Loew's Warfield Theatre, San
Francisco, has been appointed to
supervise the northeastern division.
Walter Kessler, city manager for
Loew's Columbus (Ohio ) Theatres,
will succeed to the San Francisco post.
His successor in Columbus will be
named shortly.
Predicts 10-Year

Record

For Summer Attendance
Special to THE DAILY
BIDLEY PABK, Pa., June 17.-A
prediction
picture
attendance in thethatU.S.motion
will rise
to its
best
level this summer for a decade was
made today by Sindlinger & Company. Business so far this year has
been up sharply over last year, the
report noted.
A rise in spring attendance was attributed by the Sindlinger company
to two developments. One is the increase in attractions appealing to
women. The other is that the playoff
of pre-1948 films released by the industry for television use is reaching
saturation.

PEOPLE
Fred E. Peters, past president of
the Quebec branch, Canadian Picture
Corp.
Pioneers, has been named "Pioneer of
the Year." Presentation was made by
William Lester, of United Amusement
□
Constance Wuebbenhorst, Cooper
Foundation Theatres, Denver, has
been elected president of that
city's tion
chapter
of Women Sheof succeeds
the MoPicture Industry.
Jerri Hazlewood, who has resigned.
□
Leonard A. Kupstas, who has been
assistant manager at the Stanley- Warner Strand Theatre, New Britain,
Conn., has been promoted to the managership of the Embassy Theatre
there, succeeding Edward J. McCloskey, who has left the industry. Oscar
Boyajian will succeed Kupstas at the
Strand.
□
Andre Ouimet, formerly director of
planning for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has been named general
controller for Compagnie France
Film, distribution and exhibition organization ofQuebec.
□
Joseph Fink, of Overseas Theatres,
Inc., Dania, Fla., has enrolled his
Biviera Drive-in Theatre of Key West,
Fla., in Theatre Owners of America.
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(Continued from page 1)
tion and equipping of die Telemeter
studio is under way. There will be a
public demonstration of the system
in die fall.
Starting with more than 70 miles of
TV cable, with a potential of 13,000
homes, the system will be readily expandable to serve an area of 40,000
homes in the West Toronto area. It
is planned that at least 5,000 home
units will be installed during the fall
and winter months.
Fitzgibbons
said: "We
will concentrate our first 10,000
Telemeter
installations in Etobicoke, one of the fastest growing communities in the West
Toronto area. This starting point was
selected because Etobicoke is a representative Canadian community. We
have high hopes that the West Toronto operation will spread to other
areas in metropolitan Toronto and
trigger die expansion of Telemeter
throughout Canada."
Only Nominal Fee Planned
It was also announced that there
would be no charge to the consumer
for the Telemeter unit other than a
nominal fee of $5.00 comparable to a
telephone connection charge.
Etobicoke viewers will receive program information in advance over a
speaker and will drop coins in to view
what they want. The cost of each
program will be announced in advanced.
F.P.C. and its associates operate
more than 376 theatres in Canada,
constituting the largest circuit in the
country.
Fitzgibbons said: "Although some
exhibitors have opposed pay television out of fear of its possible effect
on the motion picture theatre, Famous Players invested in Telemeter
many years ago when pay TV was
little more than an idea. We felt that
we were in the business of exhibiting
motion pictures regardless of the
medium
hibited. through which they were ex"I believe that the motion picture
theatre will always remain a solid and
profitable institution in the exhibition
of film entertainment. People will always want to get out and join with
others at the movies. Certain pictures
can only be shown to their best advantage on theatre big screens and in
color.
Sees 'Lost' Audience Found
"We feel that pay-TV will reach
the 'lost' theatre audience and will
develop a totally new audience. If
they won't come to the theatre, we
will bring our entertainment to their
homes."
Fitzgibbons, whose organization
holds all rights to Telemeter in
Canada, issued an offer to Canadian
musifexco.,45w.45st.,n.y.

netic ~ —
ten & mag
music
fx libraries
original scores
e. robert velazco ci-6-4061
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Hollywood, June 17
TAKING up where we left off last week in describing our trip across
the country by car to Hollywood: In Louisville we met Bob Kay,
another of the city's most popular diskers (WAVE) who told us about
Jimmie Rodgers' generosity in donating a large portion of his check to
the local children's fund when he starred last year
WAVE-TV
Charity
Telethon. We also had the good fortune to meet onanother
fine member
of the staff, Jim Carrigan, sportscaster before we left. Then we headed
west for St. Louis and on arrival learned that Harry Fender was away
for the weekend. However, Al Johnston, who left NTA two months ago
to become exec, producer here at KPLR-TV and producer of some of
Harry's
programs,
waspleasant.
most kind and cooperative and made our short
stay
in that
city most
Leaving St. Louis, we headed for Amarillo, Tex., where we spent the
night and next morning proceeded towards Phoenix, Ariz. We arrived
in Scottsdale (playground suburb of Phoenix) about 10 P.M. only to learn
that our old pal Dick Gilbert had sold his interest in station KPOK and
was presently in Washington where he was hoping to get an FCC license
to purchase another station. But Ray Cox, a very enterprising and
talented young deejay at the station, owned and operated by the dynamic young Morrie Mindell, informed us that Saxie and Claire Dowell,
a couple of the nicest and dearest friends we have, had purchased Gilbert's interest in the station but that Saxie, (writer of the clever ditty,
"Three Little Fishes" among others) was maintaining his rep (earned
after a decade at WGN, Chicago) as a terrific radio and TV artist at
KTAR, the NBC key station in Phoenix. Mrs. P. H. and we spent a happy
hour with Claire at their beautiful estate on Mockingbird Lane, talked
with Saxie on the phone and then drove out to the Westward Ho Hotel
to chat with Dick Rawls, general mgr. of KPHO, a brother Lamb and
deservedly reputed in these parts to be one of the most talented and
efficient execs in the biz.
#
£
"fc
Next morning in San Diego, we visited the home of Jonathan and
Evelyn Kirby, than whom there are no nicer folk anywhere in the world.
(You see, we kinda like them.) In but a year in town (Jonathan came
here from Denver and prior to that was the star newscaster-deejay at
WJAR, Providence, R.I.) Jonathan is now called "The champion of the
little man and crusader for civic reforms" and his daily KCBQuest for
honesty in local and national government as well as decency and justice
for everyone, has already paid off. Due to his fearlessness and zeal and
his personal exposure of local graft the local Grand Jury has indicted
several officials. Jonathon also wrote and produced a series of 26 documentary programs titled, The Critical Years" which deal with juvenile
delinquency which have proven so helpful that Lee Bartell,
managing
director of the Bartell Group of stations (KYA, San Francisco, WOKY,
Milwaukee, Wis., WAKE, Atlanta, Ga. and WYDE, Birmingham, Ala.)
has offered the entire series, to any station or network in the land,
GRATIS. Because of this wonderful work in the national civic interest,
this reporter herewith offers a low bow to Jonathan and Lee.
exhibitors to join in
"We are planning
panies in various
Canada to operate

the development.
to organize comcommunities of
local Telemeter

franchises."
Fitzgibbons said: "At the outset,
basic programming for the West Toronto system will consist of the latest
and best motion picture features.
However, sports will also play an important part — particularly those
sports events that are not being telecast or are 'blacked out' locally, partially telecast or only available
through closed circuit theatre television, such as championship fights.
"In addition, we have long range
plans to bring outstanding dramatic
and cultural attractions into West
Toronto, important innovations in edu-

cational TV and a wide variety of
events of local importance that will
beThe
offered
free aswired
a public
Telemeter
system service."
of payas-you-see TV adds three program
channels to any conventional black
and white or color television set. In
West Toronto, homes equipped with
Telemeter units will be able to receive not only the five regular broadcast channels— channels 2, 4, and 7
from Buffalo; channel 6 from Toronto
and channel 11 from Hamilton— but
they will also be able to watch Televia
channel meter's
5 three
on program
their TVchannels
receivers.
These additional channels are then
selected on the Telemeter unit by
turning
or
C. the dial to channels A, B,

Unit to Hold

'Equal Time' Hearin
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 17. Commerce committee chairmai
ris (D., Ark.) said he would star
ings June 29 on bills to overha
Federal Communications Cc
sion's "equal time" policy.
The commission has said alb
cal candidates are entitled to
time on radio and TV newscast!
Senate Commerce committee
this
policy.tomorrow on bills to 1
hearings
Harris said he did not agre.
the FCC policy but that he wa
to see that the commission was f
ing ontoitsJustice
own feet"
and refup:
yield
Department
to change its stand.
ATAS

Holds

Electio

Affirms Astaire 'Eir
From, THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 17.
Ackerman has been reelected tc
as president of the Los Angeles'
ter of the Academy of Televisio1
and Sciences, for an unprece
third term.
Other officers reelected for a
term were: Fred de Cordovc
vice-president, and June hoc
secretary. Also elected were Lq
Edelman, second vice-presiden
Fred W. Berger, treasurer.
Seven new members were (
to serve on the board of gov<
and 13 were reelected for a
term.
Trustees Elected
Elected to the national
board of trustees were Ackerm
Cordova, Gail Patrick Jackson,
Ryder and Rod Sterling. Fento:
Edelman, Paul Weston, Jane
and Wayne Tiss were reelecte
The board of governors of
brought an end to the Fred
controversary by declaring th;'
award
for best acting.
taire rightfully
won his "J£
Also it was decided to sheh
start of the new "Workshop Th
until the fall, when final plai
formulated by the workshop
mittee, headed by William Ko;
Vanguard, Pallos Si
Vanguard Productions and
Pallos, of Pendennis Pictures
Ltd., have announced co-prod
deal for the immediate filmi
Victor Hugo's
"The Man
Laughs,"
be made
in Englan
in
color. to
Milton
Subotsky,
Vai
vice-president, now is in Britai
cussing the George Baxt scripl
Pallos.
4DL(7' on Coast ''Char,
LOS ANGELES,
June Produ
17. common
stock of Desilu
Inc., now is listed on die Pacific
Stock Exchange. The issue a
change.
listed on the American Stocl

littering

"Five

Pennies39

World

Premiere

"The
E'S" new
KAYies,
Broadway
Y Penn
to ure,
came pict
DANN
Five
last night in a festive world premiere opening at the Capitol. Showmanship abounded
in front of the famous New York theatre
as throngs pressed against police guard
r arriving celebrails to glimpsend and chee
rities. Dixiela jazz and snappy military
airs played by two bands underscored the
first-night gaiety beneath the marquee,
while the inner lobby featured broadcasts
by NBC, WMGM, WRCA and Armed Forces
Radio. News photographers "shot" the premiere activity inside and outside the theatre.

hampionship Blessed Sacrament School Band of Newark, N.J., is seen in action in
photo in front of the Capitol Theatre. The military aggregation alternated with
• Lamarr's Riverboat Dandies, a jazz combo, in entertaining arriving celebrities
inlooking crowds.

e motion picture executives seen in front of the theatre before the
liere of "The Five Pennies" started: left to right are Martin S. Davis,
•nount national advertising-publicity-exploitation manager; Jerry PickParamount vice-president in charge of advertising and publicity, and
Picker, president of Loew's Theatres. The Capitol is Loew's
pie
lip D.
house.

ed bandleader Woody Herman (left), a
liere guest, is interviewed at the Capitol
lerry Marshall, of Station WMGM. Other
music men who attended included Larry
ton, Buddy Rich and Henry Jerome.

whose
Red Nichols, the jazz "great'''' on
was honlife the Paramount film is based,
can
Ameri
the
by
ored on the Capitol stage
Federation of Musicians in a ceremony
joined in by the top bandleaders of today.
All in all, it was a tvhopping big opening,
worthy of the sparkling V istaV ision-T echnicolor film, and strong in promotional
value.

Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong, who stars in the picture with Danny Kaye,
Barbara Bel Geddes, Harry Guardino and Bob Crosby, arrived at the
theatre with Mrs. Armstrong. They were greeted in front of the Capitol
in "The
Pictures.
Balaban,
by
who
Kaye),
Dannysongs
(Mrs. New
Sylvia Fine
composed ofbyParamount
were president
Pennies,"
FiveBarney
also attended the opening and joined in the stage ceremonies.

at the
Loring "Red" Nichols was overjoyed
success of the premiere. He is seen here with
actress Monique Van Vooren, one of the many
show business celebrities who came to see the
Nichols film biography.

Also on hand for the gala debut of the Shavelson-Rose production was actress Jeff Donnell,
who was escorted by socialite John Bricker.
Danny Kaye is appearing in Australia at the
present time.
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Motion
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Ask

(Continued from page 1)
an awareness from all over the country by theatre owners of the necessity
of presenting the best possible picture and sound in the most comfortable surroundings, as a requisite for
holding and increasing patronage.
He said the greatest number of requests had been received for inspection of theatre projection systems,
about twice as many as for sound
systems. In descending order, based
on the volume of requests, were auditorium accoustics, screens, concessions stand remodeling, exterior remodeling, and drive-in speakers. Requests from conventional theatre outnumber drive-in theatres almost 10 to
one.
Kerasotes reported that the same
day requests are received at the TOA
office they are mailed to an equipment
repair company which has been
pledged by the Theatre Equipment
Dealers Association to provide the
technical service without charge to
the exhibitor. There are nearly 150
such dealers working with the Council. If the exhibitor lists an equipment and supply dealer in his request,
and this dealer is on the approved
list, the request goes to him; otherwise it is sent to the approved dealer
located nearest the exhibitor.
Queried on Sound, Carbon
Kerasotes said the exhibitors also
are being asked what sound service
company, and what brand of carbon
they use. If projection problems are
involved, the equipment dealer has
been instructed to call in a technician
from either National Carbon or Lorraine Carbon, if the exhibitor uses
either company's product; or if sound
problems are involved, to call in technicians from either RCA Service or
Altec Service, if the exhibitor uses
either company. Also cooperating in
the
Council's
program
SMPTE,
and the
IATSE. are TESMA,
Service Drops
(Continued from page 1)
of installing equipment in 26 theatres. The service had hoped, in fact,
to have it installed in time for the
Patterson-Johansson fight on June 25.
But Service officials have found the
cost of equipment and line charges
prohibitive, and will content themselves with portable equipment in five
theatres. These theatres will be at
Boiling Air Force Base, Washington,
D.C.; Fort Myer and Fort Belvoir,
Virginia; Pease Air Force Base, New
Hampshire; and Fort Lewis, Washington.
William Pizor Dies
(Continued from page 1 )
liest independent producers. He was
also in the importing and exporting
field and headed his own company,
William Pizor Productions. He was a
vice-president of Filmakers Releasing
Organization. Survivors include his
wife, Eleanor; a son, Irwin; brother,
Lewen; and sister, Mrs. Ada Katlin.
Interment will be at Roosevelt Cemetery in Philadelphia.
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(Continued from page 1 )
Tarzan's

Greatest

Adventure

Weintraub-Hayuting — Paramount
Hollywood, June 17
Edgar Rice Burroughs' spirit must be reclining on Cloud 9 with a wide
grin of approval for the fresh concept given his jungle hero by the new
Sy Weintraub-Harvey Hayuting producing organization.
Filmed against authentic, exciting African backgrounds with unusual
camera positions, intriguing characterizations and suspenseful action
brought into dramatic focus bv director John Guillermin, who also collaborated on the crisp screenplay with Bernie Giler, this one emerges as
the best Tarzan film in years; and is bound to attract a greater segment
of the adult ticket buyers.
The Eastman Color printed bv Pathe enriches the natural beauty and
multi-colored vistas of the jungle to support Ted Scaife's camerawork
in making this a pictorial treat.
The old format employing Tarzan's responsibility of a mate and son
has been discarded by producer Weintraub. No more "Me Tarzan, you
Jane" dialogue. Tarzan now speaks good English, and is transposed into
"fresh bait" for the opposite sex. In this instance, attractive Sara Shane
provides the romantic interest, but she can't take him with her, since his
first and only love still remains the freedom of the jungle.
Adding stature to its box office potential are the character portrayals
delivered by Anthony Quayle, as a ruthless killer and leader of a plan to
re-open a diamond mine; Niall MacGinnis, as a near-sighted, pudgv,
perspiring, ambitious diamond expert with a drooling eye for Scilla Gabel,
Quayle's
friend;
the physical
least of which
is the
one by with
Gordon
Scott
who girl
adds
a bigand,
plus not
to his
attributes
as Tarzan
an
opportunity to display good acting abilitv. Sean Connery and Al Mulock,
as conflicting personalities in the Quayle group, supply additional performances ofnote.
Based on a story by Les Crutchfield, the action gets underway immediately as Quayle and his men, dressed as natives, steal some dynamite from a river settlement to be used later for blowing up rocks
guarding the entrance to a diamond mine. A number of unarmed natives
are killed in the raid, and Tarzan pledges revenge when he leams that
Quayle, his old enemv, is responsible.
Miss Shane, whom Tarzan meets at the settlement when her plane
is downed for repairs, is compelled to join Tarzan during his pursuit of
Quayle, when the plane takes a nosedive after some playful runs over
Tarzan's canoe in the jungle. From here in there are animal encounters,
jungle hazards and stalking moves between Tarzan and Quayle's men.
Connery is killed by one of Tarzan's arrows. Mulock dies in quicksand
in a vengeful move against Connery. Tarzan is injured, and Miss Shane
is captured when she attempts to steal aboard Quayle's launch for a
first aid kit. Miss Gabel dies in a bamboo spiked trap intended for Tarzan.
MacGinnis sets Miss Shane free to further a greedy plan to do away
with Quayle when the mine reopened. The plan backfires and he falls to
his death in a mine shaft when Quayle crushes his eye glasses. Tarzan
climbs a rock cliff for a fight-to-finish with Quayle. Quavle falls to his
death in a wire noose contraption he planned to use on Tarzan.
Running time, 90 minutes. General classification. Release, in July.
Samuel D. Berns
Fisher Zeitz Dead

Bosustow

BOSTON, June 17.-Funeral services have been held in New Bedford,
Mass. for Fisher Zeitz, a partner in
Zeitz Theatres Corp., who died after
a lingering illness. He is survived by
two brothers, Harry and Morton
Zeitz, and two nephews and a niece.

HOLLYWOOD, June 17.-Stephen
Bosustow, head of UPA Pictures will
leave here tomorrow for two weeks
of New York conferences with Columbia Pictures executives on the release of "1001 Arabian Nights," the
film.
studio's first full-length animation

Leshansky

Leaves

WB

HOLLYWOOD, June 17. - Larry
Leshansky, coordinator of field sales
activities for Warner Brothers, has
terminated his association with the
company. He will take a short vacation before announcing future plans.

to N.Y.

Ingrid Bergman

Signed

HOLLYWOOD, June 17. - Paramount has signed Ingrid Bergman to
star in "A Child Is Waiting," to be
filmed in England, produced by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank.

Artists release, were given a r£
welcome and a taste of old solhospitality. Sharing the spotlight
the Hollywood stars was co-pro
Martin Rackin and Wayne's son
Two premiere performances?
tracting capacity audiences of
were held for the benefit of
tenary College of Shreveport,
received approximately $35,0(
opening night proceeds for its
ing fund.
Tonight's premiere was fol
by an all-night encampment
and plantation breakfast at the
veport Country Club. Wayne, H<
and Miss Towers were guests oi
or. Other highpoints of the pre
pageantry included the proclan
of the three stars as governc
three Louisiana parishes that se'
from
Union
as separate
of the the
Horse
Soldiers
Confeden"s
re-enactment of the historic raj
Newton Station as depicted i
film; and a colorful "Confefl
Victory
March"of this
the
direction
the afternoon
Shreveporl u
ior Chamber of Commerce.
'Blue Denim'

To Bo

At Victoria Here
"Blue Denim" will have its
premiere at the Victoria Theatre
20th Century-Fox announced )
day. The picture will open k
July.
it starsPhotographed
Carol Lynley inandCinema;
Brand
Wilde.
'Pennies' Premiere
(Continued from page 1 )
as guests arrived, two bands, a
land combo and a military outfit
formed. The premiere was cover,
NBC's Ray Heatherton, a
commentator,
Armed Forces NBC's
Radio Monitor,
Service. ai
A highlight of the evening wi
honoring of Nichols by the Am
Federation of Musicians for his
decades of devoted service to
and musicians." The picture d
the life story of Nichols.
New

Summer

Hours

RICHMOND, Va., June 17. four Neighborhood Theatres
have announced new summer
effective now. Management sa;■
Westhampton, Westover, B'
and Venus will open their do
12:45 P.M. daily and feature
run continuously through 9 P.IV
Sidney Seeks Locatu
HOLLYWOOD, June 17. - C
Sidney will leave here Mond;
four-day location hunt for "Wh<
that
Lady?"
whichproduce,
he will direc
Norman
Krasna
as ai
sark-George Sidney productio
Columbia. The film is schedul
go before
cameras in
York
on Julylocation
6.
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Drive-In Suit

rice-Fixing

COLUMBIA'S

ot

' MIDDLE

Proven,

OF

BREAKS

idge

Compo
THE

B-B

NIGHT"

EVERY

To

Rules
OPENING

DAY

Special to THE DAILY
)STON, June 18.-Evidence pretd in the action brought against
a Vista by the Fresh Pond Open
Theatre, Cambridge, Mass., in a
seeking to play "Shaggy Dog" on
• than a per-person license basis
not show a violation of the antilaws, Judge Charles E. Wyzanuled today,
denying the application of the
-in for a preliminary injunction
: ist the film company, Judge Wy(Continued on page 8)

FOR

BOTH

mston

HOUSES

The record of songs and selling
IN

N.Y.

DUAL

PREMIERE

AT

FORUM*

AND

TRANS-LUX

52ND

ST.!!

formerly ODEON.
(AdY't.)

WB's
Seen

TV

Income

$30

Million

By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, June 18.-A greatly expanded television program for
1959 which will represent an income
in excess of $30,000,000 and provide
eight ment
hours
weekly network
entertainwas announced
for Warner
Bros,
here today by Jack L. Warner, president.(Continued
He said the company's
on page 8)produc-

Col. Shies

Three-Day

Sales Meet Next Week
Columbia Pictures will convene an
important three-day series of meetings
of its top sales executives in the
United States and Canada in New
York on Wednesday, it was announced yesterday by Rube Jackter,
vice-president and general sales mancompany's
division
willThemeet
with Jackter
andmanagers
his top
ager.
aides from the home office. Sessions
will be held at the Savoy Hilton Hotel
(Continued on page 8)

Plans Visit

Berlin Film

Festival

ic Johnston, Motion Picture Astion president, plans to leave here
krlin late next week to spend a
days at the Film Festival there,
I i schedule permits,
hnston may be in New York early
I week for MPAA conferences and
jbly consultations with American
;ress of Exhibitors officials conng a second meeting with distor representatives.
EVISION TODAY

- p. 10

Exhibitors

Hope for Wide Usage;
To Charge $5 Per Record

TV Code Seals Are
yoked for Commercial
From THE DAILY Bureau
.ASHINGTON, June 18.-Thirteen
ision stations have had their telen code seal revoked for showing
mmercial for an anti-hemorrhoid
aration.
le action has been taken by the
vision Board of Directors of the
jnal Association of Broadcasters,
he recommendation of the Telen Code Review Board. This
is to 21 the number of stations
e code seals have been revoked
(Continued on page 10)

Records

RECORD

•s Buena Vista Right to
- Person Royalty Policy

Offers

Interhandel
Sale

of

Threatens

Gov't

Interest

Fight
in

to

G. A.

Halt
&

business-building
will be
for the industry's
jingles prepared campaign
made available by Compo for all exhibitors to use on radio during the
13 weeks beginning July 1.
Decision for Compo to put the record to use was made by the Compo
governing committee, consisting of
Abe Montague, Sam Pinanski and Ben
Marcus, and was announced yesterday
by Charles E. McCarthy, Compo information director.
McCarthy said that Compo will pay
approximately $3,000 to have new
master records made and also to defray royalty charges by talent guilds
for a renewal of a 13-week use of
the record.
To recoup some of this expense,
McCarthy explained, exhibitors will
be charged
$5 per record.
(Continued
on pageThe
2) record
Exhibitors Silent on
Telemeter Developments
Exhibitor organizations prominently
identified with the opposition to pay
TV were silent yesterday on Telemeter'sthisplansfall
to proceed
with in
installations
and winter
the
Toronto suburb of Etobicoke.
Theatre Owners of America headquarters said George Kerasotes, president, isen route from his Springfield,
111., home to New Mexico for the
(Continued on page 10)

F.

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, June 18.-Conflicting testimony on bills which would permit the Government to sell its controlling stock interest in General Aniline
and Film Corp. was heard here today by a Senate Judiciary Subcommittee.
The Justice Department and Sena
tor Keating (R., N. Y.) endorsed legis- threatened court tests of any legislation permitting disposal.
lation to permit the sale of the govDallas S. Townsend, assistant aternment's 97 per cent stock interest,
vested during World War II. But
torney general, said that without legInterhandel Corp., the Swiss firm that
islation permittingonthe page
sale, 11)
the gov(
Continued
is fighting to recover the vested stock,

UA-ABC Fight Details
On Closed Circuit Radio
United Artists and ABC-Radio took
to the closed-circuit airwaves yesterday to broadcast details of the June 25
network coverage of the championship
Patterson-Johansson heavyweight fight,
which will be sponsored by the moPicture, "The program
Horse Soldiers."
Thetion 25-minute
was broad(Continued on page 10)
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PERSONAL
MENTION

DAVID A. LIPTON, Universal-International vice-president, will
arrive in New York over the weekend
from Hollywood.
•
Luis Severiano Ribeero, Jr., Brazilian exhibitor, has arrived in Hollywood from Rio de Janeiro.
•
Joseph Hazen, business partner of
Hal Wallis, has arrived in Hollywood from New York for product conferences.
•
Alden Smith, executive vice-president of Cooperative Theatres of Michigan, and Mrs. Smith have returned
to Detroit from New York.
•
Dorothy Dandridce will return to
New York from London tomorrow via
B.O.A.C.
•
Richard Gordon, president of
Amalgamated Productions, will leave
here tomorrow for London, Paris and
Berlin.
i£
*
Julius Epstein, producer, has arrived in New York from Hollywood.
•
Frank Petraglia, Buena Vista
publicist, has returned to New York
from Montreal.
•
Mrs. August Sermo has given
birth in Detroit to a boy. Fadier is
manager of the Cinderella Theatre, a
unit of UDT.
•
Meyer Fine, president of Associated Theatres, Cleveland, has returned
there with Mrs. Fine following a trip
to Philadelphia to attend the graduation of their son, Bruce, from the
University of Pennsylvania.
'Ship9 Breaks Records
WASHINGTON, D. C, June 18Paramount's "Don't Give Up the
Ship" has set a new opening-day gross
record for a Jerry Lewis picture in
Washington with $2,580 registered
yesterday at the Metropolitan Theatre. At the same time, the comedy
racked up a huge $1,106 at the Washington Ambassador, where it opened
the same day.

Compo

Offers

B-B

(Continued from page 1 )
can be used during die 13-week pe- tion with the institutional message of
"Get More Out Of Life ... Go Out
riod or any part thereof. Exhibitors,
he said, will have to buy their own
To
A Movie" which is the theme of
radio time.
the business-building record.
In view of the great interest shown
By releasing the record for July,
in the records by exhibitors who have
September, Compo is putheard the sample copy prepared by Augustting and
the record to use in the same
Donahue & Coe, the advertising period for which it was originally
agency retained to handle the busi- designed, McCarthy pointed out. Radness-building campaign, it is expected
io audiences are at their peak during
that a large number of exhibitors will those months, it has been proved. If
avail themselves of Compo's offer.
the records are widely used by exAt a meeting of the Compo execuhibitors itis not unreasonable to betive committee held in New York May
lieve, McCarthy said, that the
13 Ben Marcus outlined a plan for
the use of the record which also in- audience reached will almost reach
cluded use of spot announcements of the size of die audience contemplated
in the original industry campaign.
current theatre attractions in connecGreenthal

and Murphy

Cinema Golf Winners
Monroe Greenthal scored low net,
with John Murphy registering low
gross at the eighth annual film industry golf tournament held yesterday
B'rith
B'naiCountry
Cinema
the Briar
at
HallLodge,
Golf and
by the
Club, Briarcliff Manor. For these
achievements, Greenthal took the Film
Daily Trophy and Murphy the Cinema
Lodge Trophy.
Smith, Fabian Runners-Up
Wilford Smith won the Joe Ornstein Gift as runner-up to Greenthal,
while Ed Fabian, runner-up to Murphy, took the Jack Alicoate Prize.
Marvin Diskin came "Nearest to
the Hole" followed by Myron Fineman and Joe Margulies. Most Improved Golfer was Ted Minsky.
Top, second and third places in the
Driving Contest went to Arkie Trento,
Dave Picker and Doug Yates, in that
order. Leo Hoffman scored as the Best
Putter, with the prize for Most Birdies
going to Harold Nisselson.
Laurel for Alex Leslie
The dubious distinction of being
Lousiest Golfer was accorded Alex
Leslie.
Foursome winners were Ed Fabian,
Fred Hyman, Don Klauber, Bill
Aronstein, Herb Berg, Lou Fischler,
Myron Fineman, Murray Strausberg,
Dr. Arthur Epstein, Arthur Doyle, Irving Young, Jack Convery, Mort Zimmerman, George Dembow, Joe Margulies, Ed Grief, Robert Crane, Nat
Strom, Wilford Smith, Hy Martin,
Frank Damis, Sidney Burdick, John
Wenish, Allen Smith, Elmer Hollander, Robert Shennan, Milt Hoffman,
Arkie Trento, Ted Ebenstein, Sid
Perle, Alex Duthie, James Kriegsmann, Dave Senft, Harry Pinstein,
John Murphy and Sala Hassanin.
Prizes for top foursome and runner
by Wilup, respectively,
liam German, were
Inc., donated
and National

Rogers Hospital Named
To Benefit from Show
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, June 18. - The date for
WPTR's "Tower of Talent" at Hawkins Stadium in Menands has been
changed from June 30 to July 1, and
a co-beneficiary, the Will Rogers Memeorial
Hospital in Saranac Lake, has
been added.
Through the co-chairmen of the
Rogers Hospital
Committee
for the Special
Albany Activities
exchange
district, Duncan Mounsey, vice-president and general manager of the
Schine-owned radio outlet, and Alan
V. Iselin, owner of three area driveins, the institution will receive 20 per
cent of the profits from the show,
featuring top recording artists.
Campcut.Thacher Albany
will haveVariety
an 80Club's
per cent
King
of Talent"
"Towerlisteners-will
of the
and Queen
-by
vote of
WPTR
be Frankie Avalon and Connie Francis. Miss Francis, of MGM Records,
was Queen last year, too.
PCA

Intersfa

Records

Certificates Given

To 112 Features in 59
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 18.-A survey
of certificates issued by Production
Code Administration today show 112
feature films approved during first five
and one-half months of diis year.
Scripts are being submitted to PCA
office at a faster pace, with 136 received byJune 15, indicating an upswing in production during the latter
half of the year. This figure is considerably higher than that for same
period last year.

In 'Best' Promoti
Texas' Interstate Circuit and ],
Wald, producer of 20th Century-I
"The Best of Everything," have
eluded arrangements for a prom<
for the attraction which will im
the circuit's 81 theatres througi
Texas for three months, ending
Day.
"Name patrons
Miss X"will
contes
which A theatre
vot
create the name of a new star
Interstate
has will
put beupinaugur
prize
appears
in "Best"
$5,000, an Oldsmobile convertible
a trip to Beverly Hills for the wi
More than 2,000,000 ballots
been printed for the contest, ao
ing to Interstate officials. The
originated with circuit vice-pres
and
O'
nell, general
and was manager,
confirmed R.by J.Intel
executive Raymond Willey on a
to the 20th studios this week.
Several Media to Be Used
The circuit will display lobby
ers,ancirculate
and partic
in
extensiveheralds
advertising,
pub

and exploitation campaign to fi
new
namethe for
currently
name"Linda
of the Hutchi
young je
former before the cameras in "I
Currently, a special trailer is 1
made at the studio, with Joan C
ford— one of the stars of the
production— introducing Miss H
ings to Texas motion picture
diences.

'Night9 Sets Two Recc
Columbia's "Middle of the Nffi
broke two all-time opening day 1 |i
records with a big $7,542 gross \i
dual premiere at the Forum a
Trans-Lux 52nd St. Theatres he If
Wednesday. The film grossed $ I
at the 800-seat Forum (former! 1
Odeon), an all-time high. At the 1
seat Trans-Lux 52nd St. the op I
day take was $3,184, another I
mark.

9 /if
Books
State
"A Hole
In The'Head
Head,"
stjI
Frank Sinatra, Edward G. Rob#
Eleanor Parker, and Carolyn H
will open at Loew's State Tl«j
here, July 15, following "Some!
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'Head9 Big $10,202
United Artists' "A Hole in the Head"
rolled up a big $10,202 for its opening day at the Oriental Theatre in
Chicago, it was announced by United Artists. The first day total was
said to be the highest opening day
gross for the theatre in over two years.
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Starring

Starring
Robert Stack • Marisa Pavan
Charles Coburn • Erin O'Brien
Guest Stars MacDonald Carey • Jean Pierre Aumont

Roger Moore • Walter Slezak
Vittorio Gassman • Katina Paxinou
®

71®

David Farrar • Peter Cushing «Susana Canales
And a Special Appearance by Bette Davis as Catherine the Great

»est-

sellers

riginal

last

These

properties

beat
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Starrin
23 Samm

hit

J

plays

Every
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the

studio
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Starring
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Mightiest of men! Mightily promoted!
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Nina Foch • Dean Jagger
uJ

E. G. Marshall • Henry Jones
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O.S.C.A.R. Film — GALATEA

'Pa

...and

"Tall Story"

all

these

in

preparation
right
"Guns of the

Joshua Logan's production of the current stage hit. Starring Tony Perkins.
"Look Back

Jeanne Crain, Gilbert Roland. Introducing Frankie Avalon. Jaguar Prod.

TimbBfldnd"

.in Anger
.
M

now!

Starring Alan Lad

Starring Richard Burton, Claire Bloom, Mary Ure

The best-selling novel by

"Letter from Peking"

Charles Mercer.

Nobel and Pulitzer Prize winner Pearl Buck's latest bestseller. "Radiel

"MOITient Of Danger"

The novel by Donald Mackenzie. Starring Dorothy Dandridge, Richard Basehart, Trevor Howard.

Man They
aud
•Cl
n ~ „ „
Sensational newell
novel by Erskinee
Caldwell. "The
p~..ij .* i/:im
couidn t Kill
Inglish

United States Pictures Prod. The hunt-down of

"Sunrise at
gangland's most vicious terror.

today's youth. Ziv Prod.

CaiTipObello"

"Rpturn
luUUMI

Cade"

"All God's

The hit play. Produced by Dore Schary.

nf
Ul
Rebecca West's famous novel.

"Undercover
_
,
,,

Important drama of

From the sensational newspaper headlines.

Teacher"

the Soldier"
Edna Ferber's

Children"

"The

"Captain
Indonesia. United States Pictures Prod.

Buffalo"

'ohn Fortl's Production of tne sweeping novel.
"Splendor in

Jack Webb. Powerful newspaper drama with a startling twist

iu
tne *\
Grass it

Pictures Prod.

"The

Howard Hawks' production of the novel by Steve Frazee.

"Parrish"

based on the beloved classic.

" Oil "

Elia Kazan's production of the story by William Inge.

"Gold of the
Seven Sd'mtS'f

on

The new Dest"se,,er- Un'ted states

MdrdUdBTS"

Joshua Logan's production of the Literary Guild best-seller.

^e

**WOrd

Animated feature

ng Arthur''
of Ki
Starring Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. and Edward 'Kookie' Byrnes.
The conflict between suburban res

S3V3ge^
otreets

"The Dark at the

and a teenage slum gang. "JJig CrOWtiCd Sky" Tne best-seller by Michael Frost.
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Motion

ligious Leaders Hit
ass Media

icord Attendance
Here

for
Seen

i'he Heart Award clinner-dance of
1 v York Variety Club No. 35, schedJi for Tuesday evening in the
i.nd Ballroom of the Hotel Astor,
i gone over the top in the sale of
(lets and indications are that this
be the biggest affair the New
I tent has ever staged. Top inftry executives, along with Variety
b International officers and famous
sonalities of stage, screen, radio
. television will attend,
a addition to the "Hats Off to
•adway" pre-dinner cocktail party,
ertainment and dancing will be
vided during the dinner to the
• sic of Vincent Lopez.
Vmong the celebrities who will atd will be Sessue Hayakawa, Tina
juise, Monique Van Vooren, Hers>ne Gingold, Dolores Wilson, Gerjine Page, Sidney Blackmer, Bess
"erson,
GretaGriffith.
ThysDoloresJackGrayRussell,
and Andy
ig Plans in Chicago
'or 'North' Premiere
VIGM and Balaban and Katz have
plans for the world premiere of
[red Hitchcock's "North By Northist" at the United Artists Theatre
1 Chicago July 1 with key tie-ups
1 promotions, in addition to a big
v'ertising campaign, to take advanof Chicago's
prominence
in the
In. ceMuch
of it was
shot there
on
•ation.
The Ambassador East Hotel, which
s never officially participated in a
n promotion before, will be a focal
int for publicity. Since they are
itured in key sequences, they will
a "Sky High Soiree" prior to
If
i premiere in honor of director
tchcock. Announcements about the
n will be placed in all guest key
ixes in this hotel as well as in the
nbassador West and the Sherman.

m

Daily
National

REVIEW:

on Morals

I committee of 104 New York City
isters, priests and rabbis have subed a report to Mayor Robert Wagvvhich holds newspapers, magas, radio and television to be conutors in many ways to a dechne
he city's morals.
otion pictures were not singled
in particular but newspapers were
id to ban lurid advertisements for
lion pictures. The report asked
vision to reduce emphasis on crime
violence.
The mass media industry, once
;cious of this parasitical presence
:s midst, must itself assume a reasibility for eliminating these de;ng
and degrading practices," the
>rt added.
lbdivisions of the main committee
meet with city agencies and
!ia representatives to try to bring
adoption ofIt the
!ut
immendations.
was committee's
stated the
jriittee favors self-discipline and
drafting of moral codes rather
i censorship.
C. Dinner

Picture

Day

of the

Pre -Selling

Outlaw

Security — United Artists
Top names in both cast and production lift this unusual western above
the ordinary and give it better than ordinary potential at the box office.
Robert Ryan, Rurl Ives and Tina Louise, all strong marquee names currently, head the cast. Production is by Sidney Harmon and direction
by Andre de Toth from a screen play by the skilled Philip Yordan.
Ryan is a rancher in the Wyoming Territory at the period of the
first homesteading. Enraged when farmer Alan Marshall starts a barbed
wire fence across the open range he heads for a showdown gun fight.
But his motives are complicated by the fact that he has been in love
with Tina Louise, Marshall's wife. The fight is interrupted at the last
moment by the descent of Burl Ives, renegade Army captain, and a gang
of desperate outlaws on the tiny hamlet.
The outlaws, as fearsome a crew as ever held up a bank or an Army
payroll, hold the town in terror for two days while Ives forces the veterinarian to remove a bullet from his lung. While he is conscious he holds
his men in check but both he and Ryan know that he cannot do so for
long, alive or dead or dying. In a last desperate measure Ryan offers to
lead the outlaws over the blizzard held mountains by a secret trail. Ives
knows he is lying, and that they all will die on the trail but agrees to
ride anyway.
Ives dies of his wound the first day out, the others kill each other off
for shares of the plunder they are carrying, and the last two freeze to
death in the snow while Ryan makes it back to town.
Interest is added by a sub-plot in which David Nelson, of the famed
Nelson family, as one of the outlaws, falls in love with Venetia Stevenride. son, daughter of the hotel-keeper, and returns to her from the ill-fated
Characterizations for the most part are valid and de Toth's direction
keeps the interest at high peak. Ives, as the wounded and dying outlaw
who maintains his tight rule over the wild outlaws by the force of his
personality alone, is magnificent.
The references to Ryan's liaison with Miss Louise and the continuing
ominous threat of the rape of the women of the town would seem to
"adult westerns."
in the class
the production
put
Running
time, 90 minutes.
Adultof classification.
July release.
James D. Ivers
Name Two Co-Chairman
For Allied Convention
Special to THE DAILY
MILWAUKEE, June 18-Co-chair1959 oncomnational
men forbined
door conventi
drive-in-inAllied's
in
Miami Beach, Fla., Dec. 7-9 were announced today by Ben Marcus, general chairman of the affair. They are
Edward E. Johnson, president of Wisconsin Allied, who will act as co-chairman in charge of advertising and exhibits; and Sig Goldberg, Wisconsin
Allied's national director, who will be
co-chairman in charge of attendance
and registration.
iTarzan> Proves

Hit

"Tarzan's Greatest Adventure,"
Paramount release, has opened to excellent business in cities in various
sections of the country, according to
home
reports received yesterday at theGolden
office. In San Francisco, the
Gate Theatre recorded $2,320 for the
film's first day, equalling opening-day
business for "Houseboat," a top-grossing Paramount release. The Colonial
Theatre in Harrisburg got its highest
opening day gross for a Paramount
picture in the last two years with the
Tarzan film, which registered $1,112.

WB Delegates to Attend
Studio Screenings Today
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 18.-A studio
screening of "The Miracle," together
with scenes from "Yellowstone Kelly,"
"A Summer Place," "The Bramble
Bush," "Cash McCah1" and "Guns
of the Timberland," is on the agenda
of tomorrow's activities for domestic
and international delegates to Warner
Bros. California Upbeat Cavalcade
sales convention.
In the evening, a screening of Samuel Bronston's "John Paul Jones," plus
several "77 Sunset Strip" and "Lawman" television films, will be held at
the Burbank studio for delegates and
executives from the 29 offices of Warner Bros. International Pictures.
Wompi

Service Project

DENVER, Col., June 18. - Denver
Chapter of Wompis made arrangements to bring a mobile X-ray unit
to Denver Film Row this week. As
service project, members of WOMPI
distributed registration cards to all
business houses on Film Row and
then followed through to see that
chest X-rays were taken.

THE
"Porgy
and
Bess," folk
is a operetta,
story of life,
death and
faithlessness in a Negro tenement
called Catfish Row, located near the
waterfront in Charleston, South Carolina. Samuel Goldwyn produced this
Gershwin musical, with a superb cast
using the Todd-AO photographic and
Academy Award winning sound system.
"Life" dispatched photographer
Gjon Mili to Hollywood, where
"Porgy and Bess" was filmed, to make
color photos of Sidney Poiter, Dorothy
Dandridge, Pearl Bailey and Sammy
Davis, Jr., as they acted out their
parts in this splendid American musical. The result is a pictorial and word
essay
in the June 15 issue of "Life"
that
classic.does justice to this beloved
«
A striking ad on "Say One for Me"
starringnolds andBing
Crosby,
Robert
WagnerDebbie
appearsReyin
the June 6 issue of The Saturday
Evening Post.
•
Harry Belafonte in "The World, the
Flesh,
the Devil,"
the part
of one and
of three
Americanplays
survivors
of
World War HI. He wanders through
the streets of a deserted New York.
His voice calling for aid echoes hollowly off the buildings of Wall Street,
his loneliness, his fear, his sorrow at
the desolation about him, are vividly
apparent
his face.
Richard inMarek,
writing in the June
issue of "McCall's" says, "It is one
of the most remarkable sequences in
recent movies, both for the shots of
New York without life, and for the
•
versatility of Belafonte's
acting."
Full page
on "The
"Don't
Giveads Up
The Nun's
Ship,"Story,"
"The
Five Pennies," "Hercules," also half
"LovEarthin IstheMine,"
pagesing of
You,""The
"A Hole
Head," and
a table
contentsappear
page in
ad the
on "For
the
Firstof Time"
July
•
issue of "Seventeen."
Pat Boone, star of "Journey to the
Center of The Earth," is the cover
man on "T.V. Guide's" June 19 issue.
In the same issue there is an interesting profile of this youthful musical
•
star.
Highlights of a pictorial cover story
which appeared in the June 8 issue
of "Life" on "The Nun's Story," starring Audrey Hepburn were used on
a special 40X60 sign in front of Radio
City Music Hall one week ahead of
the opening on June
• 18.
"Pork Chop Hill," the U.A. film
that tells the story of one of the closing battles of the Korean War, is reviewed by Florence Somers in the
Walter Haas
June issue of "Redbook."
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Daily
Col.

Fixing

(Continued from page 1 )
zanski said there was no anti-trust law
violation in that Buena Vista did not
impose any legal duty on the theatre
to charge for children's admission to
"Shaggy Dog" and there was no
price-fixing, as a result.
Charges 'Subsidy' Sought
"What the plaintiff was seeking,"
he said, "is to have the film company
subsidize the theatre's policy of never charging for children under 12."
"Yet,"owner
the judge
"if the
theatre
wants added,
to continue
the
policy he is free to do so by paying
the bill out of his own receipts or
making adults meet a higher admission fee. The plaintiff cannot by invoking the anti-trust laws make the
film company forego its right to a royalty based on each person who sees
theThefilm."
court further ruled that if evidence of an intent to fix prices is established at a later hearing then other
legal points will become important.
McLaughlin to Press Suit
George A. McLaughlin, a co-owner
of the theatre, who appeared for it at
a hearing on Tuesday, said, "We are
not going
going to
to press
play 'Shaggy
We
are
the suit Dog'.
for treble
damages based on the loss we will
suffer by being denied the film on
Buena Vista's terms. We intend to
take the case right through the courts
for a final ruling."

FEATURE

Elephant Gun
Rank — Lopert
Filmed principally on location in
the Union of South Africa, this British import has ample scenic values, all
in Eastman Color, to compensate for
its stereotyped storyline which comes,
by way of script writer Guy Elmes,
from Joy Packer's novel, "Nor the
Moon
by Night."
Heading
the cast is a quartet of attractive young people by the names
of Michael Craig, Patrick McGoohan,
Belinda Lee and Anna Gaylor. The
two men, brothers, are African game
wardens whose greatest problem involves portly Eric Pohlmann, a
poacher of notorious temperament.
The latter 's young daughter, Miss
Gaylor, is secretly in love with McGoohan, who, however, is expecting
the imminent arrival of Miss Lee from
England.
As fate would have it, McGoohan is
away on business just at the time of
Miss Lee's arrival. Craig is dispatched
to meet her, and before long they are
romantically involved, with McGoohan too busy tracking down the
poacher to even worry about what has
befallen his bride-to-be. Eventually
things are straightened out so that
Craig and Miss Lee can stay together,
as McGoohan finally realizes that he

REVIEWS
along.
has been in love with Miss Gaylor all
Interspersed with these romantic
shenanigans are scenes of tribal customs and wandering animals which
are synonymous with this type of outdoor film. In addition, there are several major scenes of human encounters with beasts at their wildest: Miss
Lee is almost trampled by a stampeding elephant; McGoohan is
mauled and chased up a tree by a
pack of lions; and Pohlmann is eventually killed by his pet lioness.
This Bank Organization presentation was produced by John Stafford
and directed by Ken Annakin. It is on
a par with similar African dramas of
like production and cast values, and
should be exploited principally
throught its authentic and exciting
background.
Punning time, 84 minutes. General
classification. Belease, in July.
Warren G. Harris
Legend
Columbia

of Tom

Dooley

Set at the close of the Civil War,
this action drama provides a suitable
training ground for a group of young
acting hopefuls headed by Michael
Landon, Jo Morrow, Jack Hogan and
Bichard Bust. The principal marquee
attraction, however, will be the title,
which has also served the same function for a very popular song hit of recent months. It is sung behind the
credits and throughout the proceedings by the Kingston Trio.
Landon, as the title character, is a
Confederate soldier who, along with
two companions, ambushes a Union
stagecoach, unaware that the Civil
War is over. Branded as murderers,
the
out and
to get
girl, trio
Miss rides
Morrow,
then Landon's
go into
hiding somewhere in Tennessee.
Word gets out that the three killers
are in the neighborhood, and a gun
battle ensues, in which one of them,
Dee Pollack, is fatally wounded.
Driven out of town, the remaining
duo see
splits
up, Bust determined
headed for to
Tennesand Landon
make
another try at getting to Miss Morrow, whowanted
is affections.
the object
Hogan's
unThis oftime,
Landon
is successful, and rides away with
Miss Morrow. Soon after, Hogan is
sworn in as a deputy sheriff, with
orders
kill." He andbrings
Landon "to
backshoot
alive,to however,
the
latter is sentenced to hang. Meanwhile, Bust, who has also been captured, pulls a fast-one and manages
his own and Landon's escape, which
eventually leads to their death. In this
final scrape, Hogan and Miss Morrow
are both killed, the latter accidentally,
so that by the fadeout the fate of
all the principals has been decided.
Directed by Ted Post and written
and produced by Stan Shpetner, "The
Legend of Tom Dooley" has more potential than it actually delivers. However, the picture generates a fair

Meet

ii

(Continued from -page 1 )
on the three-day period of Jue
25 and 26.
Prime topics of discussion a
top-level conferences will k
sales policies to be followed o
summer and fall product linei
well as merchandising plans o
current releases. The sales exec
will also view several of Colui
important forthcoming films.
WB's TV Income
(Continued from page 1)
tion of television films has ji
800 per cent in the past three
Warner's announcement of thi
vision program and an addre
Benjamin Kalmenson, executive
president, were the highlights
day's session
of theat WB
sales
convention
the intern;
Amba
Hotel here.
All Over ABC-TV
Ten series of wide-varied £
will comprise the new TV pre
All will be telecast over AB
Warner stated, and will accou
a substantial percentage of tb
work's night-time schedule. In<
in the 1959 program will be foi;
one-hour series and six series a
established as high-rated n*
favorites. Of the latter, four ar
hour shows and two are hal
shows.
In relating the growth of th<
vision program developed und
personal supervision, with Willi
Orr as TV executive producer, V
said. "Three years ago, lie
changes in the motion picture
try, we entered the television p
tion
a one-hoi0
show field,
over apresenting
national network.
vance to a position of leaders
this field has been the result of
effort. We have given this proje
benefit of our soundest plannin
widest experience and our fulle
Video Emphasized
Both Warner and Kalmenso
phasized the growing part teli
plays in the over-all Warner
The new Warner series schi
operation.
ergies."
for fall viewing include "The
kans," "Hawaiian Eye," "Be
lished
be continued
Street series
Beat,"toand
"Bronco." i)
"Cheyenne," "Maverick," "77
Strip,".45."
"Lawman," "Sugarfoot
"Colt
Dr. Bunche

MGM

G

HOLLYWOOD, June 18. Balph
under-secretary
eral of Bunche,
United Nations,
was gv
Screen Writer Douglas Morrow
on an informal tour of the MGI
dios. Accompanying Dr. Bunche
his daughter Joan and son Bal]
amount of excitement and I
keep most audiences interested,
absorbed.
Bunning time, 79 minutes. G
classification. Belease, in June.
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'Equal Tune' TV Issue

Television
TV

Code

Seals

(Continued from page 1)
for showing ads incompatible with
code provisions. In addition, 17 stations showing the anti-hemorrhoid
commercial have resigned from the
code.
The NAB said 270 stations now belong to the code system, compared
with 306 as of March 1.
Series on Britain Seen
Over 81 Stations Here
"Topic," an informal interview
series designed to acquaint American
television viewers with the British
way of life, has now been presented
by 81 stations here, according to the
office of Bodney Chalk, director of the
radio and TV division of the British
Information Services, New York.
The series, comprised of 13 episodes
each running 15 minutes in length,
is offered free to TV stations, and
has been scheduled in both "A" and
"B"
time where
periods.stations
There have
are three
instances
run
through the complete series a second
time, in answer to the response of
viewers.
With each interview in the series
conducted by the husband and wife
team of Joan and Julius Evans, subjects covered include the British theatre, the political scene, and the prevailing educational system. There are
also visits to such points as Coventry,
London and Northern Ireland. A complete promotional kit on the series,
containing station announcements,
tune-in ads and scene stills, is available from BIS.
Hearings July 7 on
Network Practices
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 18. - The
Federal Communications Commission
said it would start public hearings in
New York City July 7 on television
network practices in selecting TV programs.
The hearings, to be held before
chief examiner James D. Cunningham, are part of the long-term FCC
television network study. Program selection practices are a phase that the
so-called Barrow staff study never had
time to probe deeply, and the FCC
promised to go into them more closely later.
Among the subjects to be studied
are the extent to which the networks
control TV programs, the extent to
which they exclude independent programs, the extent to which they demand financial interests in independent programs in return for showings,
and the like. Network officials, ad
agency representatives and others
will be heard.

Today
TV Film on Atlantic
Cable Shown

on NBC

The first television film to be transmitted across the Atlantic Ocean by
telephone cable for broadcast in the
United States was presented in a special program on the NBC-TV Network last night. The film on the history-making experimental telecast was
transmitted from London with equipment developed by die British Broadcasting Corp. Within about twoand-a-half hours of the event, it
showed to American viewers the departure ofQueen Elizabeth from London Airport on her way to join President Eisenhower in the dedication
of the St. Lawrence Seaway on
June 26.
Demonstration Included
About one minute of the Londonoriginated film was shown during the
15-minute program, which also included a discussion and demonstration of the new equipment. The program originated in Montreal and was
fed by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation
at
Toronto. to the NBC-TV Network
Sherwood

Award

Goes to

Playhouse 90 Drama
First prize money of $5,000 in the
fourth annual Bobert E. Sherwood
Television Awards competition went
to "Made in Japan," a Playhouse 90
drama, it was announced here by
Mrs. Eleanor Boosevelt. Mrs. Roosevelt, representing the Sherwood
Awards jurors, presented at the Plaza
Hotel cash totaling $14,000 to seven
shows which the jurors voted dealt
most dramatically and effectively with
the subjects of freedom and justice.
The awards, largest offered to the
TV medium, were established in 1955
by the Fund for the Republic in
honor of the late Pulitzer Prize playwright. Asecond prize of $2,500 was
awarded to "Twenty Cent Tip" of the
Loretta Young Show on the NBC-TV
network.
Disney Will Produce
'Little League' for TV
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 18. - As one
of his top projects for the 1959-60
season of "Walt Disney Presents" on
ABC-TV, Walt Disney will produce
"Moochie of the Little League," a
two-part story about junior baseball
to be directed by William Beaudine
and starring Kevin Corcoran in the
title role.
Nine-year-old Kevin will play
Moochie Sutter, a typical American
kid who helps push his Little League
team into the national tournament.
day.
"Moochie" is written by Ellis Marcus.
Filming is scheduled to start on Mon-

Up to Congress: FCC
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 18. - The
Federal Communications Commission
said it was up to Congress to decide
whether political candidates should
be guaranteed
and
TV newscasts.equal time on radio
The commission is under fire for
holding that all candidates are guaranteed such time. Earlier this week,
the commission reaffirmed tins policy.
Testifying before a Senate Commerce Subcommittee today, Chairman
Doerfer said the problem of changing
the present
law is "apolicy
fundamental
matter
of legislative
for the
judgment of Congress." He presented
language which would change the
law, "if Congress wanted" but warned
that the change would give rise to
"serious legal and administrative probDoerfer for Change
Doerfer said he personally favors
changing the law and letting stations
proceed at their own risk. He said the
lems."should retain full authority to
FCC
crack down on stations which were
unfair in their presentation of political
news.
Senator Holland (D., Fla.) urged
his bill to exempt newscasts from the
"equal time" requirement. Sen.
Hartke (D., Ind.) urged his bill which
would also exempt documentaries,
panel shows and similar programs.
CBS president Frank Stanton supported the Hartke bill, warning that
if
present
is notbutchanged,
will have nolawchoice
to turn "we
our
microphones and cameras away from
all candidates during campaign periods. For the first time in American
history so far as I know, there will be
a federally-enforced blackout on full
electronic news coverage on grounds
which have nothing to do with national security."
Podhorzer Leaves
Germany

for

on Buying Trip

Munio Podhorzer, president of
United German Enterprises and U.S.
representative of the Export Union
of the German Film Industry will
leave here tomorrow aboard a LufthansaFilmplane
to attend
the International
Festival
in Berlin.
Podhorzer who is also head of
Casino Film Exchange will screen
many German films while overseas,
for the purposes of selecting product
for distribution in the U. S.
Change Dinner Location
ALBANY, N. Y., June 18. - The
testimonial dinner for Ed Segal, Warner Bros. Albany branch manager
transferred to the Boston exchange,
effective June 29, will be held in the
Imperial Room of the Thruway Motel
at Albany, instead of at the Colonie
Country Club in Colonie, June 22.
There will be swimming facilities for
early arrivals. Herb Gaines, new WB
branch chief, will receive a welcome
at tire same time.

I A

and

AB

(Continued from page 1)
cast from New York yesterday
noon to 340 ABC affiliates throus
the country. Invited to listen in t
proceedingsof attheeachlocal
location
wer
members
UA excl
and area exhibitors.
James Velde, UA general sales
ager, and Boger Lewis, nation;
rector of advertising, publicity ar
ploitation, took up the first part c
program, pointing out that UA
purchased sponsorship of the figl
cause it would reach "an aud
where there is a natural interest'
picture
of "The
Soldiers."ofIn the
case type
the fight
comes ]
early conclusion, Lewis said, "we
Lewis told
exhibitors
something
exciting
to fill." listenii
that
"The
Horse
Soldiers"
ha;j
benefit of the biggest
campaigi
has ever undertaken, while Velde ;
ed that most of the theatre peoj
has spoken with recently feel
picture "is going to be the b
Following Lewis
and Veldes
nouncer
grosser ofGeorge
1959." Sax filled listen
on the promotional effort beinj
voted by ABC to the fight broa
Each affiliate will receive a sj
promotional kit, containing spo
nouncements and other material.
William Holden and John \\
stars
Horse
taped ofa "The
total of
eightSoldiers,"
spots,
which were aired during yeste;
broadcast. In addition, there ai
terview blurbs conducted with I
son
and camps.
Johansson at their resp
training
Exhibitors Silent
(Continued from page 1 )
convention next week of the T$
affiliate there and hence would
no comment.
Philip
Harling, onco-chairman
Joint
Committee
Toll TV, w£or
of town and could not be reacht1
comment.
Meanwhile, in Canada, J
dian affiliate,
is organizing
oppc j
Strauss,
president
of T.O.A.'s
to pay TV in the Dominion to I
dressedPrints
to both
public
and gc L
ment.
of tire
T.O.A.-spor
film, "Toll TV-What It Mea
You," have been shipped to S
and will be made available to T\
tions and civic groups throu
Canada in an effort to solidif
position to toll TV, as was done
Although Telemeter press
nouncements said Etobicoke w
lected for the first installation
cause it is a "representative Car
community" the Wall Street J<
yesterday
was learner
suburb hassaid
the ithighest
per
income in Canada.
als<
thatTheat newspaper's
a Toronto account
press confejfi
J. J. Fitzgibbons, head of Fr.BI
Players Canadian, which has the
meter rights in Canada, was as
pay"IfTVit would
isn't/'betheprofitable.
paper c
Fitzgibbons, "there'll be a ne\
in my chair next year."
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Wometco

'PEOPLE
Comerford Walker has ani.ced the removal of his New York
i: to 47 East 77th Street.
□
Henry R. MacLeod has been
i=d chairman of the Nova Scotia
id of Censors and head of the
Be inspection branch. He suc|s S. A. Doane, who retired be3 of illness.
□
jl W. J. Baird, U.S.A. (Ret.), has
L named general manager of the
|ed Forces Communications and
tronics Association. In his new
, a newly-created position, he will
i on duties in addition to his preposition as editor of Signal, the
Sal monthly journal of the AFCEA.
□
arold W. Giles has been named
iaging director of Confederation
isements, Montreal, succeeding the
John G. Ganetakos.
□
. M. Ellis, head of the A. M. Ellis
atres in the Philadelphia area, has
l named to the board of directors
he Philadelphia Country Town, a
ion-dollar housing project, to be
/Wished in Israel.
□
.tir. Diamond, 20th Century-Fox
Jich manager in Philadelphia is
brating his 50th birthday on June
The branch is celebrating with a
n Diamond Week" in his honor.
□
imes Stewart has been elected a
tee of Princeton University for a
-vear term.
□
nthony Reinman, veteran industry
nber, has been promoted from asHit booker to head booker and
e manager at the Cleveland ex• ige of United Artists. He suc1s George Bressler, who died sudjly recently of a heart attack,
i-ing over in second booking place
nonald Sparks, who has been bookfor Universal and Co-operative
i aires of Ohio.
□
lax Chasens, who had been genbooker and film buyer for the
»rge A. Hamid Theatres, Atlantic
j| N. J., until they were sold earthis month, has turned theatre
aer for himself for the first time,
has taken over the operation of
Capitol, reopening the house this
Jc after renovations.
□
ames A. FitzPatrick, of Plattsgh, N. Y., who has served as coun; to the Joint Legislative Committee
Offensive and Obscene Material
§ retiring from the Assembly (he
'ded the committee for several
•irs), is one of 12 members apnted by Gov. Nelson A. Rockeer to the reactivated State Dese Council.
□
aek Micheletti has been appointed
fetant manager of the Paramount
satre, Denver. He is the son of

1

Picture

Expands; Buys

Cigarette Vending Co.
Special to THE DAILY
MIAMI, June 18— Wometco Enterprises,forInc.,cash
todaytheannounced
purchase
assets of the
Allstate
Cigarette Service, Inc., of Southeast
Florida. The price was not revealed.
Wometco's subsidiary, Wholesale
Vending Corporation, will operate the
cigarette vending machine routes in
Dade and Broward counties formerly
belonging
mediately. to Allstate, effective im-

11

Daily

'Nigkt,' 'Bravo' Set
For Holland Festival
Special to THE DAILY
ARNHEM, Holland, June 18.-Two
American films, "Middle of the Night"
and "Rio Bravo," are among those
selected to be shown at the International Film week here which starts
tomorrow
Wednesday. and continues through
Britain will be represented by
"Room at the Top," and other entries
include "Nara Livet" (Swedish), two
from Germany, "Hunde Wollt Ihr
Ewig Leben" and "Solange Das Herz
Schlagt," and five from France.
"Les Quatre Cents Coups," "Goldene
Berge," "Les Cousins," "L'eau Vive,'
and "Orfeu Negro."
Short subjects will also be shown.
The festival will take place in the
Rembrandt Theatre, with some special performances scheduled at an
open-air theatre.

Downing Sees Record Take
For 'Nun's Story' at M.H.
"On the basis of mid-afternoon figures, it appears as if the gross for the
will
equal
exceed
that Nun's
of anyStory'
opening
of 'The
openingor day
Hall,"
the Music
history
it
stated
last of
evening
by Russell
daywasin the
V. Downing, president of Radio City
Music Hall, who reported that ticket
sales for the Warner Brothers film at
that
mark. hour, had reached the $27,000

"This acquisition is but a step in
our expressed intention to expand our
food and cigarette vending machine
GA&F
Interest
business," Mitchell Wolfson, Wometco president, said.
( Continued from page 1 )
Stock Issued in April
ernment "may be compelled to conWometco Enterprises, Inc., owner
tinue G.A.F. ownership indefinitely."
He promised that the stock would be
of WTVJ (TV) here, WLOS-TV in
Asheville, N. C, 20 per cent of
offered at public sale to the highest
WFGA-TC in Jacksonville, Fla., a
bidder, after full and adequate pubchain of South Florida theatres and
lic advertisements.
'Say' in Boston Record
confections and food vending busiThe committee postponed the hearnesses, issued stock to the public in
20th Century-Fox's "Say One For
ing of testimony by attorney Harold
Me" opened at the Memorial Theatre Leventhal, speaking for seven film
April of this year, underwritten by a in
Boston yesterday to the biggest
group headed by Lee Higginson
companies in an appeal to Congress
Corp. of New York.
opening day gross— $6,569— in Boston to repay these companies for rental
Meanwhile, company officials re- in five years, topping "Peyton Place" income realized by the Japanese govand "A Farewell to Anns." Other
ernment on their films seized in the
that Wometco's
original
stock
offeringportedwas
purchased
by 1,454
openings
yesterday,
according
to
theaPhilippines during World War II. The
tre reports, were also outstanding, Leventhal
stockholders in 30 states and two fortestimony will be heard next
ahead
of
the
top
20th
attractions
in
week at a time still to be selected.
eign countries.
recent years. Typical figures: WisconThe largest number of Wometco
sin, Milwaukee: $1,367; Paramount,
Leventhal represents Columbia Picstockholders are located in the comtures, Loew's, Paramount, BKO, 20th
Nashville: $1,071; and- Florida, Jackpany's home state of Florida, followed
sonville: $1,396.
Centuryversal. Fox, United Artists and Uniin order by New York, Illinois, California, Virginia, Massachusetts and
Ohio.
Dividend Checks Mailed
Stockholders received dividend
checks this week of 17% cents per
VARIETY
CLUB
share for the 325,000 outstanding
shares of Class A common stock. Wometco officials have declared the inOF
NEW
YORK
tention of considering quarterly the
matter of dividends, and will meet
later this month regarding a dividend
to be paid Sept. 15 to stockholders of
INTERNATIONAL
record as of Sept. 1.
James Micheletti, salesman for MGM
Denver branch.
□
Alvin H. Dorsky has leased his
Commodore Theatre, neighborhood
house in the West Philadelphia sector,
to the Karol Evangelistic Association,
Inc., for church use.
□
Harry Freeman, gwho had been director of advertisin and publicity for
the Fox, Philadelphia, until he left
earlier this month, has become pubfor the first-run Ardirectorcity.
in that
cadialicity
□
Joe Lee, retired after 34 years as
branch manager in Detroit for 20th
Century-Fox, was honored there at
an afternoon party given by Robert
C. McNabb, formerly branch manager
in Des Moines, who replaces him.
□
the new owner ot
Fisher,
Joseph
the Tioga, Philadelphia neighborhood
house, has changed the name to the
New Tioga and has installed James
Johnson as house manager.
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es history with a new 35mm
Film. Not only is this new
:e as fast, but, it has better
;ame fine grain!

EASTMAN

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

fs up to its promise . . . Motion
pose. Branches at strategic
ails, inquire
ure Film Department
KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

MidwesfHiyi
130 East
Ran dol|
Chicago
1,

West Coast Division
6706 SdSta Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
or W. J. German, Inc., Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman
Professional Motion Picture Film, Fort Lee, N.J.; Chicago, IH.;?fo1i>wood, Calif.
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TEN CENTS

ompo

to Demonstrate

20th-F<>X

Record
?-B
Shown
ro Be

n

3^Cities

Will Ship Sample Copies to
Exhibitors and Ad Men

of the industry's
strations
Demons-build
„nisines
ing record of songs and
ingles will be given to exhibitors in
,5 key cities, it was announced at the
reek-end by Charles E. McCarthy,
nformation director of COMPO,
records manufacvhich is having totheexhibi
tors at $5 a
ured for sale
McCarthy said sample copies of the
•ecord, as it has been prepared by
Donahue & Coe, advertising agency
ror radio use, will be shipped later
his w eek to exhibitors and theatre advertising men in the 35 cities with a
•equest that they have the record
thens in these
of exhibitor
groups asking
played for
that
Letters
areas.
demonstrations be held, McCarthy
said, have been sent to the following:
Albany exchange area - Seymour
Morris, Schine Theatres, Gloversville;
(Continued on page 2)
'(/' Net Profit $331,310
For 13 -Week Period
Universal Pictures Co. earned a
operations of $331,ordinary
on the
profitfor
310
13 weeks ended May 2
this year as compared with a loss of
J $92,349 for the same period in 1958,
(the company reported at the weekend.
For the 26 weeks to May 2 this
year Universal had a consolidated net
(Continued on page 4)

Exotic Safari to Start
'Mummy' 30-City Tour
By WARREN G. HARRIS
An exotic promotional safari, headed by an Egyptologist from Great
Britain, a curvaceous starlet from
South Rhodesia, and a mummy from
the 18th or Armana dynasty, will
(Continued on page 4)
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L

tO

New

Promote

Stars

'Featurettes'
ln Series of Special supplie
d with a series of new
Exhibitors throughout the country will be
cement at the
star" feature ttes" by 20th Century-Fox, according to an announ
trailers
of
first
The
n.
Harriso
Alex
r
manage
y
to
b
avaiiable
immediately,
isthese
one starring
sales
feekenTby general
Changes

Made

by NSS

In Managers, Salesmen
Burton E. Robbins, vice-president
in charge of sales for National Screen
Service Corporation at the weekend
announced managerial changes, due
of several of the Nato retirement branch
managers.
tional Screen
Charles Lester, long-time Atlanta
branch manager, is retiring on July 6.
He will be succeeded by Atlanta
salesman George Tarrant. Cleveland
salesman Irving Marcus becomes
Pittsburgh branch manager the week
29, succeeding Perry
beginn,ingwhoJuneis retirin
g.
Nathan
assistant genpresently
Ben Ashe,
(Continued
on page 6 )

Wlliamsport

Cable Co.

Operated by NT
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, June 21.-Charles
al
L. Glett, vice-president of Nation
Theatres, Inc., on Friday announced
that National Theatres has commenced operation of the Williamsport
in Williamsport, Pa.;
TV Cable Corp.
(Continued on page 5 )
Now

Test Planned

in New

Ruling on Sunday Films
Special to THE DAILY
June 21SPARTANBURG, S. C, owned
by
The State Theatre here,
d
planne
nd
weeke
the
at
Sam Erwin,
to open on Sunday in a new test of
"blue
state for
thePlans
test were made after
the laws."
the state attorney general ruled that a
legal authority to close
sheriff has no nued
on page 5)
(Conti
Objects to Procedure,
ASCAP Decree
Reject!\s
Federal Judge Sylvester J. Ryan
on Friday declined to accept the proposed consent decree worked out by
and
the Department of Justice was
ASCAP on the grounds that he
it and there has
d for
not prepare
ed on
( Continu
page 6 )

s "Blue Denim"
ey offor20th'
Lynl
Carol"Hol
Lovers."ing to Harriidayttes,
andThe feature
accord
son, will be produced regularly, calling attention to the young stars of
May Britt,
the future
next
the20th's
be of
" willstar
Blue. Angel,
"The
subjects.valuin short
ed
featur
player
"We feel that this is the most
(Continued on page 2 )

WB

Hits Talent Terms

Still Too

Many

Films,Theatres
Goldwyn

Says

Plugs for Quality Based
On Sound Story Values
Samuel Goldwyn, whose new production, "Porgy and Bess" will have
its world premiere at the Warner
esday,
W e d en here
Theatr

foreign Delegates

Remain for Sessions
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 21. - Representatives from 29 Warner Bros, foreign offices, who attended the company's three-day international sales
convention here last week, are readdifor attend
Tuesdaywill
through They
maining
sessions.
tional
ings onofpage"John
screennued
studio (Conti
6) Paul

ITO A Hits 'Special'
Releasing Patterns
A resolution condemning special
release patterns for certain pictures
by the board of dihas been passed Indepen
dent Theatre
rectors of the
Owners Assn. here. The board said
reprevent
steps tofilms
take feature
it plans
by this
future
lease ofto
method.
The resolution mentions the treatular— "The
films onin partic
of threeinued
ment(Cont
page 6)

the
ference atcontold a press
here
hotel
land
NetherSherry
on Friday that
too many
b ee still
hlieves
beare and
s made
picture
ing
still
there
that
Samuel Goldwyn
may be too
s,
theatretoo
many
at least
are poorly maintained.
many
The that
veteran ed
producer
was4) equally
(Continu
on page
Goldwyn

Not Ready to

Sell Backlog to TV
Samuel Goldwyn has no deal for
sale of his film backlog to television
in work at this time.
"I'm wating for the right time and
the right offer," Goldwyn replied to a
press conference question on Friday.
"It seems the longer I wait the more

some
of become."
pictures
He has
mydisposed
valuable
ed on
4) his old
page of
(Continu

Col. Gets full Stock
In Canadian

Company

Columbia Pictures has acquired the
50 per cent of the comoutstanmonding
stock of Columbia Pictures of
Canada, Ltd. from the Premier Operating Corporation, it was announced
Colum-of
nt of lders
preside
eider,
by A.°Schn
al stockho
Princip
bia Pictures.
are
Corp.
ing
the Premier Operat
Columof
nt
preside
ld,
LouisbiaRosenfe
Pictures of Canada, Jule Allen,
and Herbert Allen.
also disclosed that the
Schneider nued
(Conti
on page 6)

'Porgy and Bess' Profits
To Charity Foundation

Samuel Goldwyn won't make five
and ofBess"
"Porgy
y on All
the
profits
a success.
it'spersonall
if
cents
picture he financed himself have been
assigned to the Goldwyn Foundation,
he said, which provides scholarships
to writers and others, fellowships to
ns and researchers, and aids
physicia
numerous charities.
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( Continued from page 1 )
RKO Orpheum Theatre, New Orleans.
Boston— Benjamin Domingo, RKO
Oklahoma City— Paul Townsend,
Memorial Theatre; Buffalo— Edward
Midwest
Theatre, Oklahoma City;
Meade, Shea's Buffalo Theatre; Omaha— George
Caughan, Cooper
Cleveland—
FrankColumbus
Murphy,area—
Loew's
State Theatre;
Ed- Foundation Theatres, Lincoln, Neb.;
McGlone, RKO Palace Theatre.
Philadelphia— Everett Callow, Stanley
Warner Management Corporation.
Chicago— Edward Seguin, Balaban
Arizona— George Aurelius, Arizona
& Katz; Cincinnati— Joseph Alexander, Paramount
Theatre, Phoenix; PittsRKO
Albee
Theatre;'
Dallas-Kyle
Roburgh—Henry Burker, Stanley Warner
rex, 2013-A Young Street; Denver,
Management Corporation; Salt Lake
Pat McGee, 2245 Kearney Street.
Des Moines— Don Knight, Tri- City— John
atres, Inc. Krier, Intermountain TheStates Theatre Corporation; DetroitSan Francisco — John F. Parsons,
Fred Sweet, Telenews Theatres; In- 930
Market Street; Seattle -Fred
dianapolis—Ken Prickett, Allied The- Danz, Sterling Theatres; St. Louistre Owners of Indiana.
Robert Johnson, Plessner & Johnson
Jacksonville— Walter Tremor, Flori- advertising agency.
da State Theatres; Kansas City— DarWashington, D. C— Jack Foxe,
rell Presnell, Fox Midwest AmuseLoew's Capitol Theatre; Baltimorement Corporation; Los Angeles— Mrs. Jack Whittle, 106 LaPaix Lane, TowIda Schreiber, Southern California son, Md.; Richmond, Va.— Carlton
Theatre Owners Association; MemDuffus, Virginia Theatre Owners Asphis—Robert K. Hosse, Crescent
sociation; Milwaukee— Ben Marcus,
Amusement Company, Nashville.
127 East Silver Spring Drive; Charlotte, N. C.-Ernest G. Stellings,
Minneapolis— Everett Seibel, MinStewart & Everett Theatres; Portland,
nesota Amusement Co.; New Haven
area— Rex Hopkins, Orpheum
-Albert Pickus, Stratford Theatre, Ore.,
Stratford; New Orleans— Asa Booksh, Theatre.

WILLIAM
GOETZ returned to
New York from London on Saturday via B.O.A.C.
•
J. R. Grainger, president of Inter-Continent Releasing Organization,
was in New Orleans last week from
New York.
•
Budd Getschal, president of the
Getschal Co., advertising agency, left
here on Friday for Los Angeles, where
he will establish a Coast office.
•
Sam Nathanson, partner in Motion Picture Distributing Corp., has
arrived in New York from the Coast.
•
W. Wells, program manager for
the Australian Television Network, arrived in New York on Saturday from
London via B.O.A.C.
•
Feed Zinnemann,
director, left
New York on Friday for Detroit.
•
20th-Fox to Promote
Drive on in Detroit
H. T. Butler, owner of the Forest
( Continued from page 1 )
Park Theatre, Forest Park, Ga., has
For
Business
Building
able free attraction any exhibitor
left there with his family for a vacaSpecial to THE DAILY
tion at Daytona Beach, Fla.
could have," Harrison said. "We're
•
building new
DETROIT, June 21. - Forecasts all in the business of
carried
in
Motion
Picture
Daily
bestars and here is a solid, concrete
Earl Avery, operator of the Phoecame areality on Friday when metronicia Theatre, Phoenicia, N. Y., was
way20thto 'shelp
build
them."
politan exhibitors of Detroit launched
progra
m of
youth, begun by
in Albany from there.
•
the start of a $100,000 six-month president Spyros P. Skouras and developed atthe 20th Century-Fox stuMabtin Gang, film attorney, has business - building campaign, "torn
dios by executive producer Buddy
left here for London via B.O.A.C.
thumb" will have 63 spots on three
TV channels, mornings and after- Adler, is also highlighted by the comnoons, on kiddie shows. "The Mating
pany's talent school— the only one of
James C. Frew, Southern district
Game" will be sold on radio, using its kind in the motion picture inmanager for Continental Distributing,
three
stations.
Participating
theatres
dustry—in Hollywood.
Inc., Atlanta, was in New Orleans will be mentioned.
from there.
Stars, who are possibilities for "new
Display in All Papers
star featurettes" are: Barry Coe, Barbara Eden, Christine Carere, Hope
WE Dividend 30?
In addition, the film directory, dis- Lange, Suzy Parker, Diane Baker,
play is being used in all papers.
Millie Perkins, Gary Crosby, Warren
BURBANK, Calif., June 21.-The
Fourteen second runs, 14 drive-ins, Berlinger, Bradford Dillman, Stephen
board of directors of Warner Bros.
Pictures, at a meeting here Friday, seven pre-keys and nine keys totaling Boyd, Barrie Chase and Stuart Whit44 will participate. The campaign is
declared a dividend of 30 cents per under
the direction of Robert Solomon
share on the company's common
'Denim' in Festival
of
Solomon-Sayles
Productions.
stock, payable Aug. 5, to stockholders
Other
films
scheduled
for
promoof record July 17.
Twentieth Century-Fox's "Blue
tional effort include "Pork Chop
been selected as an enHill," "Alias Jesse James" and "Rio Denim"trant inhas
the Stratford, Ontario, Film
SHOUimEnUIMlTED!
Festival which begins in the Canadian
city on Aug. 24 and runs through
'HeaaV Previews Slated
Increase your Concession
Sept. 5. The festival, part of the
United Artists will preview "A Hole world-renowned Stratford InternaSales to an all-time high
tional Festival, is sponsored by
in the Head" for some 4,000 women
at special invitational screenings held Canada's film critics. Films from more
with 4 Brand-New Full-Color
than 20 nations will be shown.
simultaneously at the Loew's Sheridan
Animated and Narrated
in New York and the Loew's Kameo,
Brooklyn, on Wednesday morning.
Intermission-Time
'Possessors' to the Paris
The special showings, promoted via
BLOCKBUSTERS from:
the Martha Dean radio program, will
"The Possessors," Lopert Films release starring Jean Gabin, will have
be hosted by Eddie Hodges, 12-yearNATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
old actor, who makes his debut in the its American premiere engagement at
TOPS IN TRAILERS!
Sincap Production, and featured the Paris Theatre here following the
player Connie Sawyers.
current run of "Women Are Weak."

Monday, June 22, 1!

Big Build-Up Set
For New Star Fabim
An advance build-up, compara
in scope and penetration to the d
given Elvis Presley prior to "h]
Me Tender," is planned by 20th G
tury-Fox for the newest teen-age s
Fabian, who is in Jerry Wald's for
coming
"The Hound
DogtheMan."
The campaign,
under
direct
of 20th Century-Fox vice-presid
Charles Einfeld, received national i
petus last night when the singer
peared onvariety
Ed show.
Sullivan's
CBS-TV
Next top-rai
Sunc
Fabian appears on the ABC-TV D
Clark spectacular. On next wee
show, as well as on the Sullivan p
gram last night, the Wald product)
was given full credit.
Simultaneous with a cross coun
tour, which will bring Fabian to C^
fornia next month to begin filming
"The Hound Dog Man," a barrage
publicity and exploitation will be c<
tered around his visits to such cif1
as Atlantic City (including an appe
ance at the Steel Pier), Detroit, C
cinnati, Chicago and Milwaukee.
Segal, Finberg, Woolf
Third Lap UA Winner
Harry Segal, UA branch mana
in Boston; Jack Finberg, UA brar
manager in Cincinnati, and Ha
Woolfe, UA branch manager in V;
couver, are the third lap winners
United Artists' "Roaring Forti
Anniversary
Drive," itJames
was ;
nounced by Sales
co-captains
Velde, general sales manager, I
Roger H. Lewis, national director
advertising, publicity and exploitatid
Winning district manager of
third phase of the campaign is Jar
Hendel, United Artists central c
trict
Jacksonville,
cinnatimanager.
and NewUA's
Haven
branches, C ]
by branch managers Byron Adai
Jack Finberg and Irving Mendeta
are leading their respective divisic*
in the overall standings in the Iff
week of the drive.
Sophia Loren to Atten
'Woman' Bow in Berli
Special to THE DAILY
VIENNA, Austria, June 21.-Sopl
Loren, who is starring in Paramoun
"Olympia,"
being shot here,
will ;
tend the International
Film Festh
on July 4-5 in West Berlin. While
Berlin, Miss Loren will also be t
guest of honor at the world premie
of Paramount's "That Kind
Woman," in which she plays the lea
ing role. She will be accompany
by her husband, Carlo Ponti, on h
short trip to Germany.
Mayor Willy Brandt, of West B
lin, will escort the actress on July
on a tour of the city.
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HOLIDAY

AT

EXCITEMENT

.entieth Century-Fox launched 'Holiday for Lovers," a CinemaDpe-DeLuxe color entertainment special in a sneak preview Friday
^ning at Loew's Lexington Theatre in New York. Among the
•wers was one of the stars of the Charles Brackett production,
seen in 20th's "Blue Denim." With
soon to be Charles
rol Lynley,
trol
are 20th also
vice-president
Einfeld and Mrs. Einfeld.

'HOLIDAY'

PREVIEW!

Happy exhibitors at the preview are Loew's Theatres vice-president John Murphy
(right) and Robert K. Shapiro, managing director of New York's Paramount Theatre.
Me,"
"Say toOnean for
uponthe entering
to report
good newsrecords
opening
had breaking
on its way
Bob Shapiro
was theatre.
nation, the
across
has been
which
day of $10,000 at the downtown showcase.

.pong celebrities on hand were Mr. and Mrs. Richard Halliday. Mrs.
illiday is Mary Martin to fans all over the world. Mary made theatrical
tory as "Nellie Forbush" in Rodgers and Hammerstein's "South
cine." The motion picture version of "S. P." is continuing a tremenjus box-office pace in its special 35mm. release engagements.

De Wilde, who appears with Carol Lynley in the proyo|w star Brandon
tive "Blue Denim" was also on hand. With Brandon is noted magazine
for
Denim"
aroundon "Blue
has centered
talknever
Industry
Lee onSylvian.
iter and
picture
the motion
before treated
a subject
its theme,
;?ks
teen.

Another group of industry-ites at the preview included (left to right) 20th
manager C. Glenn Norgeneral sales manager Alex Harrison, assistant sales the
Brandt theatre chain,
ris, sales executive Jack Bloom, William Brandt of
assistant sales manager Martin Moskowitz and 20th director of research
development Earl Sponable.

World famous Hollywood columnist Louella Parsons and song writer Jimmy
McHugh join the crowds which cheered "Holiday for Lovers." Clifton Webb,
Jane Wyman, Paul Henreid and newcomers Jill St. John., Nico Minardos arid
Gary Crosby are all featured in the production, which is based on the hit
Broadway play by Ronald Alexander.

4

Motion

Goldwyn's Next Will
Be on Middle East
Goldwyn's
nextMiddle
picture East,
will
be Samuel
concerned
with the
he told a press conference on Friday
but declined to volunteer any specifics
"because that would be the end of
it— too manv people work faster than
do."
I "I'm
not through. I never will be.
I love this business. I've been in it
47 years and have great respect for
it," said the producer, who will be
75 next Aug. 27.

'IT

Net

Profit
( Continued from page 1 )
profit of $3,134,121 after Federal tax
benefits of $365,000 on ordinary operations. The profit includes $3,667,387 net of taxes resulting from the
sale of the studio.
After providing for dividends on
the preferred stock such profit
amounted to $3.33 per share on 913,054 shares of common stock outstanding excluding shares in the treasury
of the company at May 2, 1959.
The loss before the non-recurring
profit of $3,667,387 amounted to 68
cents per share on common stock outstanding.
For the 26 weeks ended May 3,
1958, the net loss was $519,249 after
a Federal income tax benefit of $720,000. After dividends on the preferred
stock this loss was equivalent to 67
cents per share on the 927,254 shares
of common stock outstanding on May
3, 1958.

Exotic Safari
( Continued from page 1 )
wend its way tomorrow toward Atlanta, the first of close to 30 cities to
be charted and explored.
The Egyptologist is Andrew Low,
the starlet, Norma Maria, and the
mummy, who travels about in an authentic replica of a burial case, just
plain mummy. They were introduced
to the New York trade press Friday
at the Hotel Delmonico while resting
up from an Atlantic crossing marked
by Miss Maria's asking the ship's
purser, "I'll let you see my mummy
if you'll let me see your engine room."
Will Use Big Field Staff
It should be obvious to most readers by now that this unlikely trio is
out to drum up interest in UniversalInternational's "The Mummy," a
Technicolor horrorthon produced by
Hammer Films. Phil Gerard, Universal^ eastern publicity manager, said
that his company will have more than
20 field exploitation representatives
working on initial openings of the picture, and that in addition to the aforementioned tour, effective local-level
theatre and lobby promotional activity
has been mapped out.
This involves a "Tomb of Horrors"
layout for the lobby and front of the
theatre to simulate the spooky aspects
of the picture, and the introduction
of "HorrorScope," a gimmick which

Still

Too

Picture

Many

(Continued from page 1)
critical of excessive terms for talent,
and of production management that
makes the excesses possible.
Affirmatively, he expressed unconfidence
in pictures
the public's
ability to bounded
identify
good
and
in the principle that every good picture must have a good story and otherwise is not necessarily a success no
matter what "blockbuster" properties
it may possess.
Goldwyn noted that as a result of
some of his widely publicized views
—and he vigorously scored what he
termed
publicity,"—
come to "phoney
be regarded
by someheas has
an
"enemy of exhibitors."
"That is not true," he said. "I respect exhibitors who run their theatres right; who don't just open their
doors and go off on Florida vacations.
We all have to work. I have never
worked harder in my life than I have
in
the know
last twowhether
years. or
AndnotnowI have
I don'ta
even
hit" (in "Porgy and Bess").
"I make no claim that it's the
greatest
pictureit isever
made.
don't
know whether
or not.
The I public
decides that. Its box office worth remains to be proved.
Calls It Primarily a Gamble
"No one knows what a box office
picture is. If any man thinks he does,
he's fooled before he starts. All you
can do is gamble on your judgment.
No one knows what the public is go"Certainly,"
Goldwyn continued,
ing to buy."
"you can't be assured of a success
just because you start out to make a
'blockbuster.' But if you begin with a
good story
are best.
I've
been
sayingyour
it forchances
40 years—
the story
is the most important. Load a picture
with stars, spend what you will, it
still must have the solid foundation
of a good story to succeed."
Following onarecurrent
some exhibitor
of Goldwyn's
observations
calls
for increased production:
will 100
see
the"Many
time years
when agonotI said
more wethan
pictures a year are turned out by
Hollywood. We're still progressing in
that direction. You read of companies
announcing 100 pictures, or 40 pictures, or some other unrealistic number. That's a lot of hot air. No company is going to make anything like
that number.
"Last year, 34 or 35 pictures did 48
Gerard asked the trade press not to
reveal the nature of. (All we can say
is, don't get too nervous if a live mummy suddenly goes reeling down the
aisle in the
ce dings. ) midst of the screen proIt's easy to see that Universal is
counting on "The Mummy" as one
of its most important releases of the
year, with Gerard pointing out that
it could earn as tidy a profit as that
expected from "This Earth Is Mine."
He said that advance interest in "The
Mummy"
from the
and
TV
indicated
thatpress,
the radio
campaign
"would be one of the most successful
in Universal's history."
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Films,

Theatres,

Real Toll TV About Two
Years Away: Goldwyn

"I don't think toll TV is ready yet,"
Samuel Goldwyn, one of its believers
and champions
, told a press conference here.
"I believe we'll see it in perhaps
the next two years, though," he said
when about
pressed$200
for millions
his views.to "It
take
startwillil
commercial
ly.
"I don't think pay TV will do our
business any harm, and I don't believe that," he said.
per cent of the total box office business, although about 240 pictures
were produced.
"Recently, General (E.P.) Curtis,
Eastman Kodak vice-president, said
a survey of theirs indicated that only
about 120 features might be made
next year, and he expressed concern
over it. I told him it is quite likely
the fewer number of pictures will
consume the same amount of raw
stock or more that is used now.
"When every company was making
some 'B' pictures they were called the
theatres' 'bread and butter pictures.'
That kind today doesn't earn enough
to buy bread and butter. Why make
more pictures of that kind? They
don't pay the exhibitor to keep his
doors open."
Points to 'Store' Policy
"In other industries, a store can
remain in business only as long as it
has good merchandise. Why should it
be different in our business?"
Voicing a disinclination to talk
about his picture's cost, Goldwyn
nevertheless replied to a direct question by saying he would have to get
back "nearly $16,000,000" on "Porgy
and
to break ineven.
and Bess"
time invested
it areThehismoney
own.
"The public doesn't care about a
picture's
cost,"
he observed. "It's
what's in it
that counts.
the cost.
exhibitor
doesn't
care"Today,
what aeven
picture
The average
exhibitor, though, is still interested in
rebates. If he doesn't make money on
arebates.
booking, he's right there crying for
"I've had losing productions but
I've never gone to an exhibitor and
Goldwyn Not Ready
(Continued from page 1)
silent films, he said, but has about 52
features which he made as an independent in his backlog. However, he
said, some of these are owned by his
wife and some by the Goldwyn Foundation.
Mrs. Martha Levy
Funeral services were held here
yesterday for Mrs. Martha Levy,
mother of Howard Levy, manager of
Loew's National Theatre in the Bronx.
Services were at the Park West
Memorial Chapel.

Says

Goldwy

cried anandexhibitor
complained.
had
come And
to meI've
andne s js,
'You tried hard, so here's some e? I
money.' If I don't make good it's
Goldwyn recalled, too, that
producer has ever gone to the g I
ernment
own fault."and asked for a subsi !
Nothing is more harmful than to
that. They've had that experience
Scoring actors and other top tal
that demand not only high comper
tion but a piece of the picture, in I
dition, Goldwyn said he believes
tors
should "make all of the moi
England."
possible if they take some of the rL'
He added that he has "no resp;
for
terms management"
which end up that
with consents
actors oV
ing the pictures.
Owns All His Films
Goldwyn conceded he had m;
percentage deals with talent but s
he has never given away part owrl
ship of one of his pictures.
He said he planned to attend rri
of the openings of his picture fr
now to Aug. 6, in Chicago, Bost
Los Angeles and San Francisco,
well as here and "will play croqu
—take a vacation, thereafter.
Goldwyn said a European premi
date is awaiting a theatre with To<,
AO equipment. Goldwyn plans to
tend premieres of the picture
Japan, India, Italy, Germany ;
France, too, he said. "I attenc
many
abroad
Dolls' openings
and learned
a lot ofby 'Guys
observ ;
the reaction of the public."
Warns of 'Mediocrity
70mm.'
Todd-AO
is ideal, hein believes
the story requires the scope of
big
"i
if youscreen
don't and
have superior
the rightsound,
story yor
just emphasize that fact. You'll h
mediocrity
shown
in 70mm."
Goldwyn
said and
"Porgy
and Be \
runs
two hours
17 minutes,
elusive of a 10-minute intermission
Asked if it would be cut later
standard bookings, Goldwyn said
can't be cut. It's tight and fast-m
ing and has the greatest Ameri
score and a Pulitzer prize book
feel honored that I was permitted
make it. (Abe) Schneider (of Cob
bia) told me the Gershwin people
turned down their offer of $1,250,'
against a percentage of the profit
paid them $650,000 and a percc,
State Department Interested
Goldwyn said the State Departn
wants the picture shown as wideh
possible, in Russia and in other |
eign markets around the world.
He said his first hope is that
picture will inspire others and si
the way to producers to use mon
the great works and music that
available to them.
He praised all who worked on
picture with him— "You'd be ama
how
many picture
guilds I isdealt
that
every
the with"—
sum of nol
m
contributors.
age."
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ademy Coordinating Unit
Praised by Governors
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 21. - The
iird of governors of the Academy
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
; officially commended the six-man
urdinating committee for outstandservice to Academy and the entire
ustry during the past year.
The committee, formed in 1957 to
■vide a liaison between the Acady and all segments of the motion
•hire industry which sponsor its
ivities, is composed of Roger Lewis
1 Jerome Pickman, representing the
ition Picture Association of Ameri ; Jerry Wald and Daniel Taradash,
lependent producers, and Valentine
Ivies and George Seaton of the
ademv.

ay Off-B'way

Opening

ids 'Devil' Grosses
From THE DAILY Bureau
+^OS ANGELES, June 21. - The
| oeriment of by-passing Broadway
It the New York ran of "Shake Hands
ith the Devil," is paying off in boxg to Penne| ice figures, accordin
I |ker executives George Glass and
Walter Seltzer who made the James
f'igney starrer for United Artists reLoew's
opening at for
By Brooklyn,
[:Lse. in
Tan
two Metroposessions,
I :be followed by a week's run on the
View's circuit (more than 100 thea| s in the Metropolitan area) begin:f':ig
24, the onpicture
picksside,
up
ise June
to $96,000
the plus
. I ey said.
According to their figures, as re1 rted to them by George J. Schaefer,
: I neral sales manager, the Brooklynl ' is-circuit by-pass of Broadway aul jhatically eliminated some $65,000
Mi ad costs, to which may be added
} im $20,000 to $30,000 for illuiiinated signs that are part and par-1)1 of any major main stem opening,
from the Metropolitan's
rental
npn
il-st week
puts some $11,000 into dis:':butors pockets as a quick cash
-rpofit, as opposed to the struggle
aiftrely to recoup on Broadway in the
oe of what Glass and Seltzer deribe as "runaway" production costs,
nee Loew's assumed major ad costs,
i s film rental is clear gravy, they
: inted out.

.ahane Elected Head

of

lotion Picture Academy
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 21.-B. B.
f-ahane has been elected president of
e Academy of Motion Picture Arts
1 Sciences. Kahane, vice - president
I d studio administration head of Cosucceeds George Stevens, who
pmbia,
'mains on the board,
t Others elected were Robert Ryan,
ist vice-president; Samuel G. Engel,
cond vice-president; Perry Lieber,
' sistant secretary. Re-elected were
j-al Alias, secretary; Fred Metzler,
I'sasurer; Jack Karp, assistant treas-
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Picture

Daily

Strike

Puts Film Ads on Air
Television
Special to THE DAILY
KANSAS CITY, June 21.-A strike
called Friday night by the Typographical Union against the Kansas
City Star has sent theatre managements scurrying for ways and means
of advertising current programs. A
sharp increase in advertising on television and radio stations has been, effected, with other methods being
sought to acquaint the public with
theatre bills.
Embassy Trial Decision
Postponed to June 30
Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, June 21. - The
Embassy Theatre eight-million-dollar
anti-trust suit against the major Hollywood producers and distributors
scheduled to start Friday here in U.S.
District Court was postponed until
June 30, when Embassy attorney Robert D. Raven proposed the case be
adjudicated on the testimony of the
first trial heard last year by the late
Federal Judge Edward P. Murphy,
who died before handing down a deHinckley Retiring As
Vice-President of ABC
The retirement of Robert H. Hinckley as vice-president of American
Broadcasting Company in charge of
the Washington office, was announced
at the weekend by Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. Hinckley's resignation was prompted by his
desire to devote more time to personal affairs and was reluctantly accepted by the board of directors of ABPT, it was stated.
New

Pact for Extras

by N.Y. Guild
Rejected
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 21. - The
executive committee and the wages
and working conditions committee of
the New York branch of the Screen
Actors Guild have voted unanimously
to reject collective bargaining counter-proposals bymotion picture and
television
rates
and producers
conditions. for extra players'

The same proposals had been repreviously by the Screen ExGuild here.
tras jected
The Screen Actors Guild represents
extra players in the New York area.
Negotiations are being conducted with
the Association of Motion Picture
d of Hollywod's
Producers, compose
s, and thes. Alliance of
major companie
Producer
Television Film

Test Planned
( Continued from page 1 )
theatres on Sunday. Under the ruling
the authority of the sheriff is limited
to arresting the theatre operator and
charging him with violation of the
law. The theatre cannot be closed.
A referendum as to whether citizens
is still
of this city want Sunday movies
scheduled to be held July 14.

Officials of Mobile Video Tapes, Inc.,
first commercial mobile videotape unit
in the nation, are Jack Meyer (left),
sales and production director, Lester
E. Hutson, president, and John Allen,
chief engineer. The cruiser recently
made a master tape of the Bolshoi
Ballet for Skiatron and was assigned
by ABC-TV to the Walt Disney Spectacular taped at Disneyland.
Mobile Tape Unit Used
for Ballet and Disney
By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, June 18.-Housed
in a truck trailer and completely selfcontained, the mobile videotape recording unit owned and operated by
Mobile Video Tapes, Inc., of Hollywood has been used twice in recent
weeks to record prestige shows. From
June 1 to 4 the unit ran about 40,000
feet of tape to record the four hour
Bolshoi Ballet show on Stage 6 of
KTLA-TV's television studio in Los
Angeles. The tape was made for
Matty
Fox'swasSkiatron.
The unit
used again June 15 at
Disneyland to record the Walt Disney spectacular for ABC-TV.
Designed by John Allen
Designed by John Allen, chief engineer for Mobile Video, the cruiser
unit is equipped with an Ampex VR1000 Videotape recorder and two
camera chains, with provision for two
more. It is equipped with its own
generator and is able to record anywhere, even while in motion. The
cruiser's own control panel can be
used or video and sound signals can
be fed from outside controls as was
done in the case of the ballet recording when the signals were fed through
the station's control room.
Officials of Mobile Video Tapes,
Inc., are Lester E. Hutson, president
and controller; Jack Meyer, sales and
production head; and Allen.
Move

Astaire Offices

Astaire Dance Studios'
The Fred
executive offices will be locatnational
ed at 230 Park Avenue here on and
announc,edJr.by pres1, itL.isCasanave
after July
ident Charles

Joda

y

Williamsport
( Continued from page 1 )
"There are no changes contemplated
in management,"
Giettas stated,
"Williamsport Cable Co.,
the company
will be known, will continue under
the direction of Raymond V. Schneider, who has been vice-president and
general manager of the system for
more
seven years."
The than
Williamsport
system, one of
the largest of the community antenna
TV systems in the United States,
serves 8,500 of the 15,000 TV homes
in Williamsport, Glett said.
The purchase
pricewaswasmade
not with
disclosed. No comment
regardover istoa the
possibility
that the
takeprelude
to future
company
plans for entry into the pay-TV field.
NAB

Gives Details on

Proposed P.R. Drive
From, THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 21. - The
National Association of Broadcasters
has filled in details on its planned
television public relations campaign.
The campaign is designed to sell
the public on the public-service aspects of television. The NAB television board voted to set up a nineman television information committee
to set policy and supervise the campaign. Networks will be represented,
with NAB president Fellows appointing the remaining members.
A television information office will
be set vision
up ininformation
New York,
under
director.
NABa telesaid
it hopes to have a $600,000 to $700,000 budget for the operation, of which
$75,000 would come from the NAB,
$65,000 apiece from each of the three
major networks, and the rest from
individual stations. All contributions
are on a voluntary basis.
TV

1958

Revenue

Was

FCC
$1,030,000,000:
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 21.— Television industry revenue in 1958 totaled
$1,030,000,000, up 9.2 per cent from
1957, the Federal Communications
Commission reported.
It said income before Federal taxes
amounted to $171,900,000, up 7.4 per
cent from the previous year, while
broadcast expenses were 9.6 per cent
higher at $858,100,000. The figures,
preliminary ones, were based on reports from 514 stations.
ON EVERY CHANNEL
BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 WestTel.61st
PL. St..
7-5800N.Y.C.
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Motion

U.S. to Show
At Moscow

Films

Festival

From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 21. - The
U.S. Government has agreed to a limited participation in a Moscow film
festival this August.
The State Department Friday said
the U.S. would not send an accredited
delegation or submit films for competition, but would have representation
and show films there. The Department
replied to a Soviet government invitation for the U.S. to take part in
the festival Aug. 3 to 17.
The Department said the U.S.
would designate an official from the
U.S. embassy in Moscow to attend the
festival but would not accredit an official delegation from the U.S. It also
said it hoped to send a feature film
and two documentaries— the number
of films allowed each country— but
would press them "out of competiThe films to be shown there will be
tion."
selected by an interdepartmental government committee in cooperation
with American film companies.
The State Department hailed the
planned U.S. film showing as an unusual American
opportunityfilms
to "show
ative
to the representpeople of
the Soviet Union."
WB

Records

Grow

on

Strength of Stereo
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 21. -The exceptional gains currently being made
by stereophonic recordings and stereo
home phonograph equipment point to
tremendous growth prospects for
Warner Bros. Records in the immediate future, James B. Conkling, president of the company, told delegates
attending the Warner Bros, convention at session
the company's
studios here at
a final
on Friday.
Only actively in the market since
September, 1958, Warner Bros. Records already enjoys a prime position in
the industry as the repository of one
of the largest popular stereo catalogs
extant, he declared.
"We currently have approximately
100 stereo long-playing albums available for a highly stereo-conscious consumer, representing repertoire from
the Broadway stage, motion pictures,
television, jazz, background or listening music, Christmas, comedy and
other
records,"
The special
company
is now Conkling
beginningsaid.to
make
sold
own

its entry into international markets, with Warner Bros, records to be
and distributed abroad under its
name and trademark, he added.

William

G. Stuber

ROCHESTER, N. Y., June 21.William G. Stuber, who succeeded
founder George Eastman as president
of the Eastman Kodak Company in
1925, died here last week at the age
of 95. He retired as chairman of the
board in 1941, at which time he was
named honorary chairman.

National

Picture

Screen

(Continued
eral sales manager, assumes the managership ofthe Los Angeles exchange,
effective immediately, because of his
request, for personal reasons, to return to the West Coast. Fred Weimar,
who has been acting branch manager
in Los Angeles, becomes San Francisco branch manager, succeeding
Jack Marpole, who retired on June 15.
Bud Brody, who has been Seattle
branch manager, has been promoted
to the managership of the Hollywood
studio, effective immediately, succeeding Lou Harris, who has been acting
manager. Harris now becomes production manager at the studio.
Friedman Succeeds Brody
Kenneth Friedman, Salt Lake City
branch manager, is succeeding Bud
Brody, as manager of the Seattle
branch. No successor to Friedman has
yet been appointed at Salt Lake.
At the same time, Burton Robbins
announced the following changes in
Hudson,

Anna

Lee in

S.F. for 'Earth' Bow
Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, June 21.Rock Hudson, who stars in "This
Earth Is Mine," and Anna Lee, who
plays an important role in the picture,
will arrive here tomorrow to participate in promotional activities and attend the dual-city world premiere on
Wednesday of the Universal-International-Vintage production at the
Golden Gate Theatre here and the
T & D Theatre in Oakland.
Hudson and Miss Lee will be joined
in the Bay City by co-proucer Casey
Robinson and actresses Cindy Robbins
and Jean Blake, all of whom are due
there tomorrow from the respective
tours they have been making on behalf of the film. Tomorrow evening
the quintet of Hollywood personalities
will be guests of honor at a cocktail
party for civic and social leaders given
by Mme. Helene DePins, owner of a
large California vineyard.
Col. Gets Stock
( Continued from page 1 )
parent company is in the process of
consummating an arrangement to sell
the newly-acquired 50 per cent interest to Paul Nathanson of Canada,
vice-president of Empire - Universal
Films, Ltd. and a director of BritishLion Films, Ltd. of England.
Columbia Pictures has held 50 per
cent of the common stock since November, 1926, when the company
absorbed the Canadian franchise, Independent Films Ltd., and the name
was changed to Columbia Pictures
of Canada, Ltd.
Under the terms of this arrangement, present sales personnel of Columbia Pictures of Canada will remain intact, Schneider said, and will
continue to function without any
change in operations. Rosenfeld remains as president of Columbia Pictures of Canada and Harvey Harnick
continues as general sales manager.

Daily

Changes

from page 1 )
sales personnel, due to the realigning
of the sales territories:
Gene Beckham, presently salesman
at the St. Louis exchange, transfers
to the Philadelphia exchange, as salesman for the Washington and Baltimore territories, effective, the week
beginning July 6. Harry Low, Baltimore salesman, and George Nathan,
Washington salesman, retire after
many years with the company, as of
the week ending June 26.
Carl Dortic, presently Pittsburgh
salesman, transfers to the New York
exchange as of June 22, to cover the
upstate New York and Connecticut
accounts. Upstate New York salesman
Melvin Schwartz leaves the company,
as has William Canelli, who covered
the Connecticut accounts.
Max Mazur, Chicago salesman, retired as of week ending June 12. Herb
Cass, salesman at Portland, Oregon,
has
end. resigned effective this past weekSeize Print of Silent
'Phantom' at Inwood Art
The United States Marshal for the
Eastern District of New York Friday
seized and impounded a print of the
Universal silent feature, "The Phantom of the Opera," starring Lon
Chaney, from the Inwood Art Theatre, Forest Hills, Queens.
The seizure was made pursuant to
an order of Judge Leo F. Rayfiel,
which was issued in a copyright infringement action brought by the
widow and children of Gaston
Leroux, owners of the renewed copyright in the novel on which the movie
was based, and Universal Pictures
Company, Inc., as the owner of all
motion pictures rights under the renewed copyright in the novel. Named
as defendants in the action were Excellent Films, Inc., operating the Inwood, and Robert B. Fischer, Mark
Redwood, Fred von Bernewitz, Earl
Colvin and Edward Saretsky, doing
business as International Art Production Management and as Film MasterWB Foreign Delegates
pieces.
(Continued from page 1)
Jones," "Rio Bravo," and various television films and participate in special
discussions regarding their various
areas of operation with Wolfe Cohen,
president
of Warner
tional Pictures
Corp. Bros. InternaThe full convention concluded general business on Friday night. Climaxing the activities was a dinner that
evening in the Grand Ballroom of the
Ambassador Hotel with president Jack
L. Warner as host. Some 100 producers, directors, and top management representatives from Warner
Bros.' motion pictures, television, music and records division joined the
135 out-of-town delegates in an informal evening of entertainment.
New records for attendance and
scope of activity were established
during the three-day session. This was
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toa-nac Trade show
Booths Now 60% So
Approximately 60 per cent of
nearly 200 available booths for \
combined Theatre Owners of An
ica-National Association of Com
sionaires trade show in Chicago
November have already been S;
This was reported at the weekend
George G. Kerasotes, TOA presid
who said TOA is "extremely gratifi
by the record rate of reservations. 1
trade show will open on Sunday, r<
8, at the Hotel Sherman.
Sales are running way ahead of
prior year for so early a date, K|
sotes pointed out.
The NAC trade show effort, K
sotes said, is being headed by PI
M. Lowe, president, Lee Ko
board chairman, and Arthur B. Se
exhibit chairman. The trade si,
will run through Wednesday, Nov.'
Both TOA and NAC will hold t
annual conventions at the same t
with the business sessions exteno
one extra day, through Thurs>
Nov. 12.
Kerasotes said that interest in
Council for the Improvement
Theatres and Motion Picture Pre1
tion, which is being sponsored
TOA, will result in a greater re
sentation in the trade show by eqi
ment and supply dealers and eq
ment manufacturers than in rr
previous years.
ITOA Critical
(Continued from page 1 )
Ten Commandments," "Around
World
80 Days"
and patterns
"South
cific." Itin states
releasing
these films "constitute a discrin
tory selection of theatres for playo
and arbitrarily disrupt the custoi
availabilities of member theatre,
the ITOA." It claims further that
releasing
represent
a d|
gard of thepatterns
competitive
playing
tions of member theatres of the I
and "in effect establish new c
ances, not heretofore in existenc
the detriment and damage of I'
It also theatres."
charges that the release
member
terns push back playdates for!
ITOA theatres, "creating excessive
days and playing havoc with
dates for subsequent runs while
film is milked dry in specially fa\
Rejects
ASCAP
Plan
situations."
( Continued
from page
1)
been no opportunity to hear op
tion, among other objections.
Judge
told 29
attorneys
sides
thatRyan
on June
he willforin

them of the procedure he wishes 1
to follow in presenting the decree
will hear objections from oppoi
of the decree at a date to be set tl
after.
Meanwhile, the proposed deer ll
not on file and its terms were ol
made public. However, it wiJ A
circulated to ASCAP member giffl
and other interested parties in <ljj
to give them an opportunity to m
pare
objections,
the court
hearing.if any, in advam §1
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ew's to Build New
eafre in Washington
I From THE DAILY Bureau
JASHINGTON, June 22.-Loew's
itres, Inc., will tear down its firstColumbia Theatre here shortly
replace it with a 81,000,000 ultraem theatre, the first built in
it own Washington in many years,
w as revealed by Orville Crouch,
w's Eastern division manager. He
(Continued on page 4)
i isco and Vancouver
n Warner Sales Drive
From THE DAILY Bureau
OLLYWOOD, June 22. - The
Francisco and Vancouver
ches have been declared the winof the Warner Bros. "Welcome
.', Jack" sales drive, it is an(Continued on page 8)
EVISION TODAY— page 6

Censorship
Hoppered

TODAY
Only One Passed; 12 Were

As Midwest

Special to THE DAILY
INSAS CITY, June 22. - The
d of directors of Motion Picture
•stors, Inc. today launched an inive drive to
82,000,000
h of its
< to all
e with an
•est in the
ion picture
tre and re1 fields, it
announced
J Howard E.
{ m eyson ,
I kder and
I ident.
J. Robert Hoff
TIP I was
"led last
by a group of industry exhibitor
(Continued on page 2)
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Business

Broadway

By WARREN G. HARRIS
The opening of a number of important motion pictures last week has brought
a marked business upturn at Broadway first-run theatres. Adding to the genthe annual Summer tourist trade
eral aura of prosperity were the first wavesandof flocks
of foot-loose young people
celebrating
term holidays.graduations and end-ofNew Move for Minimum
Russell V. Downing, president of
Radio
City Music Hall, said that WarDefeated
III.
in
Wage
ner Bros.' "The Nun's Story," which
A new attempt to include theatres
in minimum wage coverage in Illinois
premiered
Thursday,on"ispage
up there
(Continued
4) with
has been defeated by united Illinois
exhibitors, it was reported at headquarters ofTheatre Owners of AmerEasing of Film Dearth
ica here yesterday. Announcement was
made jointly by George Kerasotes,
Near, Kerasotes Feels
TOA president and board chairman
(Continued on page 4)
Special to THE DAILY
SANTE FE, N. M., June 22.-Some
Funeral Services Today
of the "best minds in exhibition" are
currently hard at work on the product
For George Carrington
Special to THE DAILY
problem and expect "someshortage
thing concrete" to emerge from their
GLENDALE, Calif., June 22. - work in the near future, George KeraFuneral services will be held here tosotes, president of Theatre Owners of
America, said here today. In a speech
morrow for George L. Carrington,
chairman of the board and chief ex- to the annual convention of the New
ecutive officer of Altec Companies,
Mexico Theatres Assn. at the La(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 4)

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON,
June 22.-A record number of motion picture censorship bills were put into the hoppers
of state legislatures this year, industry officials report.
To date, with 32 state legislatures
adjourned and 14 legislatures still in
session, 12 have been defeated, one
has passed and eight are still pending.
Altogether, 21 bills have been introduced in 10 states. Maryland, now adjourned, has so far been the only state
to pass a censorship bill, which raised
sharply the criminal penalties for
showing obscene films to minors.
Still pending are six bills in Pennsylvania and two in Ohio, both traditionally active areas so far as censorship is(Continued
concerned. on
Observers
page 8)in Ohio
Restore Part of Funds
For Media Guaranty
From. THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 22. - The
Senate Appropriations Committee
voted to restore $500,000 of the
$1,000,000 cut by the House from
the funds
sought byon the
(Continued
pageAdministra4)

NCA Convention Is
Postponed
Special Indefinitely7
to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., June 22.Frank Mantzke, president of North
Central Allied announced today that
the NCA convention scheduled to be
indefinitely.
held
July 7 and 8 has been postponed
Mantzke said that new developments had made it necessary to postpone the convention until later in the
summer. Further information on the
rescheduling of the convention will
be announced later this week.

Motion
IT00
PERSONAL
MENTION

J. BRISKIN, Columbia
SAMUEL
Pictures vice-president in charge
of studio operations, arrived in New
York at the weekend from Hollywood.
•
Cecil Bernstein, managing director of Granada Theatres, British circuit, returned to London yesterday
from New York via B.O.A.C.
•
Otto Preminger returned to his
New York headquarters last night
from Hollywood.
•
Norman Barnett, vice-president of
Barnett International Forwarders, has
returned to New York from Europe.
•
George W. Lane, Jr., president of
Maine and New Hampshire Theatres
Co., has been married in Lewiston,
Me., to Mamie Mary Morin of that
city.
•
Sally Ann Howes, British actress, returned to London yesterday
from New York via B.O.A.C.
•
Adolph
Green, writer-composer,
will leave here tonight for Paris.
•
Jimmie Rodgers, heard every Tuesday night on NBC-TV, will leave here
tonight for Evansville, Ind., where he
will make appearances tomorrow and
Thursday at the Mesker Memorial
Amphitheatre.
*
Marilyn Leff, secretary to Herbert Schottenfeld, vice-president
and general counsel of United Artists
'I rl< \ ision. w ill be married here on
Sunday to Stanley Feinzig, of the
CCNY School of Engineering.
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Protests Ridicule

Of Theatres on TV Show
Special to THE DAILY
COLUMBUS, Ohio, June 22.-The
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
has formally protested to the Eastman
Kodak Company a skit on the Ed Sullivan Program over CBS-TV on June
14. Kodak was a sponsor of the TV
ITOO, in a letter signed by Ken
program.
Prickett, executive secretary, said it
objected to the Jackie Miles segment.
"This
part fit
which
I feel was
bad
taste saw
to ridicule
the in
motion
picture industry and attendance at
motion picture theatres," Prickett
said. "It certainly seems to me that a
company such as Eastman, concerned
as they are with the films for motion
picture theatres and with a diminishing concern for television due to the
increasing use of magnetic tape,
would not deliberately sponsor a show
that would ridicule the motion picture
business."
4On the Beach' Set for
Melbourne Premiere
Melbourne is the first of 22 cities
to report its Dec. 17, 1959, booking
for the global premieres of Stanley
Kramer's "On the Beach."
The Australian deal was arranged
by long-distance Trans-Pacific telephone soon after Kramer and United
Aritsts announced the plan for simultaneous premieres on the same date in
22 cities on six continents. The feature
will play either the Capitol or Begent,
Melbourne flagships of Hoyt's Theatres, Australia's biggest circuit.
New SDIG Directory
For 1959-'60 Issued
The Screen Directors International
Guild has just issued its directory of
directors for 1959-1960. The 80-page
book is published as a service to the
motion picture industry and has been
sent to film producers, advertising
agency men, and motion picture
sponsors in the Eastern area. More
than half the book is devoted to the
listing of Guild members and their
credits, including feature films, industrials, TV shows and commercials,
documentaries, educational, and public relations films.

' Jane' Lauded by Solon
WASHINGTON, June 22.-Senator
Karl Mundt of South Dakota read
into the Congressional Record some
complimentary remarks on "It Happened to Jane." The Columbia comedy, stances
Mundt
said, "is ingenuity,
replete withstickinof American
to-itiveness, and the portrayal of the
American free enterprise process as a
great way of life, which all of us
should, in every way, seek to perpetu-

Daily

Film
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Investors

( Continued from page 1 )
leaders to purchase stock in motion
picture production companies. Their
chief aim is to further exhibitor interests by providing them with a
voice as stockholders in the company.
The exhibitors originally subscribed
more than $100,000 and have since
received a 15 per cent stock dividend.
No solicitation efforts for additional
stock sales have been made to date.
Jameyson also announced today that
J. Bobert Hoff, president of the Ballantyne
of Omaha,
will take
sixmonths Co.
leave
of absence
from a that
company to head the MPI sales organization. Hoff will be Midwest regional sales manager.
Present MPI plans call for sales and
organizational efforts spreading outward from the company home offices
at Kansas City. Hoff said this means
that in the next three months, efforts
will be concentrated in the middle
west.
To Name Regional Sales Heads
Hoff will appoint resident sales
managers in each film trade area
throughout the country. In addition
to sales, these managers will also represent the company in other capacities such as proxy gathering in their
district.
It is expected that the sales campaign will be initiated here with the
Oklahoma City, Dallas, Omaha and
Des Moines areas to follow during
the summer period. Interspersed will
be two theatre meetings where the
MPI campaign will be launched, at
Biloxi, Miss., June 28 at the convention of the Mississippi Theatre owners and July 6 at the Virginia Motion
Picture Theatre Association silver anniversary jubilee convention at Old
Point Comfort, Virginia.
Founders Listed
The original founders of MPI were
Bobert S. Ballantyne, chairman of the
board, Ballantyne Company; Jack D.
Braunagel, president, Hope Enterprises, Inc., and Helena Theatres,
Inc.; H. J. Griffith, president, Frontier Theatres, Inc.; L. J. Kimbriel,
manager, Missouri Theatre Supply
Co.; Beverly Miller, drive-in theatre
owner; Richard H. Orear, executive
vice-president, Commonwealth Theatres, Inc.; Clifford E. Parker, vicepresident, Alexander Film Co.; Walter Reade, Jr., president, Walter
Reade, Inc.; Clark S. Rhoden, realtor;
Ben Shlyen; Philip Smith, president,
Midwest Drive-in Theatres, Inc.; and
Byron Spencer, partner, Spencer,
Fane, Britt & Browne.
Alice O'Shea Dies
BUFFALO, June 22.-Alice E.
O'Shea, sister of the late Edward K.
"Ted"
O'Shea, died here just one day

$300,000 SBA Loan
To Wisconsin Circuit
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 22.
Small Business Administration
one motion picture theatre loa
ing May,
reported.Wise.,
Delft
tres,
Inc.,S.B.A.
in Butler,
$300,000
loan,
one of the 1
made by the
agency.
MP-TV Services, Inc., a Holl
sound recording firm, got a $2
loan, and Riviera Productic
Hollywood business film pre
received a $20,000 loan.

Screen 'Girl' July 5
At Berlin Festival
M-G-M's "Ask Any Girl," th
tion Picture Association of An
entryscreened
in the Berlin
FilmJuly
Festiv;
be
there on
5,
announced here yesterday. It
pected
that David Niven, one
screening.
stars of the film, will atter
It is also expected that
Loren will attend the Berlin I
screening
of Paramount's
"Tha
of
Woman."
picture Bear
will
contention
for The
the Golden
although it is an invited entry.
Van Heflin will officially he
U.S. delegation to the Festiva
Johnston, MPAA president, wi;
the Festival if his schedule \
him to leave here for Berlin this
end.
McLendon Films Sh
For Dallas World B
Special to THE DAILY
DALLAS, Tex., June 22. first locally produced and filme
length motion picture releases
Killer Shrews" and "The Gian
Monster"— will have their worl
miere
at Interstate's
Theatrehere
on Thursday,
accordiM
the B.producing
film'sMcLendon,
top exec
B.
and Gordon
time Dallas showmen. Their nc
ducing company, McLendon
Pictures, is currently windir
shooting on its third productior
The pictures are scheduled

through
1 atin the
well
asBuddy."
theJuly
Palace
Fort MajesWort ja
inDog,11 smaller cities surroundh i i
Dallas-Fort Worth area.
'Sinbad' to Be 'Guil e
HOLLYWOOD,

June 22.-I I

Mathews,
who starred
as "Sinb jPi
l"
Charles Schneer's
Morningside
duction of "The 7th Voyage c Si
bad," for Columbia Pictures, wi pi
the
title role Travels,"
in Schneer's
forthco !riit
"Gulliver's
based
Jonathan Swift classic.

following the passing of O'Shea's
widow, Mrs. Mabel N. O'Shea.
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Motion

'Ben-Hur' Trailer Will
Be Shown Six Months
What may be the longest run for a
trailer in history is anticipated for the
screen announcement of the world
premiere of MGM's "Ben-Hur" at
Loew's New State Theatre here, in
November. The trailer, specially produced for Loew's State, is now showing and will continue for nearly six
months.

Restore

Part

(Continued from page 1)
tion for the Information Media Guaranty Program.
The committee voted to allow $3,000,000 for the program in the year
starting July 1, compared with the
33,500,000 sought by the Administration and the $2,500,000 voted by the
House. Motion Picture Association
president Eric Johnston had originally
asked the House for a $16,000,000
fund, and had asked the Senate Appropriations Committee to vote at
least a $5,000,000 appropriations immediately.
The Senate committee said the
amount approved would finance a program of approximately $9,100,000 in
guaranties, as compared with $7,300,000 under the House bill and $10,900,000 under the budget estimate.
The program permits the government to guaranty film producers, book
publishers and others the convertibility of earnings in certain foreign countries. Right now, film companies are
operating under the program in Poland, Turkey, Yugoslavia and VietLoew's to Build
(Continued from page 1 )
emphasized plans are still in the "talking stage."
"The great success of the State Theatre in New York City has caused
Eugene Picker, the head of our company, to have great hopes for new
quality theatres in downtown metroareas," Crouch
Presentpolitanplans
are forsaid.
a theatre of
something between 1,050 and 1,100
seats. Loew's hopes to start razing
the present theatre in October, making it possible for the new theatre to
be in operation early next year. One
possibility would be to try and get
"Ben Hur" as the opening film.
Carrington Services
(Continued from page 1 )
Inc. Services will be at the Church
of the Recessional and interment in
Forest Lawn Cemetery.
Carrington, who died on Friday,
was one of the original founders of
Altec Service Company (now Altec
Companies, Inc.) and a pioneer in
the introduction of sound into the
motion picture industry. He also made
outstanding contributions in the field
of sound engineering, especially in the
design of presently accepted standards for high quality theatre and
home loudspeaker systems.

Upsurge

Picture

Along

Daily

Broadway

page 1 )
(Continued from
week at the big Capitol Theatre on
the top ones" at the huge Rockefeller
Center showplace. The recipient of Broadway. Thursday through Sunday,
the musical biography of Red Nichols
some glowing reviews from the New
York film critics, the picture grossed grossed a "very smart" $47,000, re$111,000 in its first four days and is
portedly the best gross the Capitol
has turned in this year for that period.
expected
to
turn
in
a
"terrific"
$175,000 in the first full week.
Meanwhile United Artists' "Some
Like It Hot," which opened the reColumbia's "Middle of the Night"
enjoyed a combined gross of $36,778
furbished Loew's State Theatre 12
in the first five days of its dual en- weeks ago, continued its record pace
there last week with a gross of $37,gagement at the Forum and TransLux 52nd St. theatres. At the east- 544, an increase of 12 per cent over
side Trans-Lux, where $16,053 was
the past two weeks and well ahead of
ticket sales for the eighth and ninth
registered through Sunday, business
was reportedly the biggest for an weeks, according to Eugene Picker,
of the theatre circuit. In
ex- president
the theatre's
opening five
12 weeks at the house, the comedy
perience. days
At the inBroadway
Forum,
formerly known as the Odeon, the grossed approximately $580,000.
total of $20,725 has been topped only
'Say' Big Out-of-Town
once, according to reports, and that
Fox's "Say One for Me" was also
was during a holiday week. The comreported yesterday to be doing top
bined seating capacity of the two
business out of town. After breaking
houses is under 1,350.
records in opening engagements in St.
Crosby Film Strong
Paul, Minneapolis, Boston, Milwaukee
and Jacksonville, the film held up in
"Say One For Me," the 20th Cenholdover time and racked up new
tury-Fox musical starring Bing Crosrecords in subsequent openings.
by and Debbie Reynolds, opened
Friday at the Paramount, and is turnTypical figures were: Birmingham,
ing in the best performance at the Alabama: $9,149 (4 days); Metropolitan, Houston: $11,393 (4 days);
theatre since "The Young Lions" in
State, Minneapolis, $16,518 (first
April, 1958, managing director Robert K. Shapiro reports. The picture week); Paramount, St. Paul, $12,057
grossed $35,000 over the Friday, Sat- (first week); Circle, Indianapolis, $7,urday and Sunday period.
159 (4 days); Florida, Jacksonville:
$7,265 (5 days); Fox, Detroit: $9,545
Paramount's "The Five Pennies,"
Starring Danny Kaye, was another
(3 days); Des Moines, Des Moines:
$5,018 (4 days); Memorial, Boston:
picture opening last week which received enthusiastic press accolades,
$16,405 (three-day weekend); and
and it is heading for a $62,000 first Majestic, Dallas: $7,421 (3 days).

'Pacific' Looms

As Top

Release tor 20th-Fox
The special 35mm release of "South
Pacific" looms as 20th Century-Fox's
most successful attraction since "The
Robe," according to general sales
manager Alex Harrison. The attraction, which has just gone into general
release, opened to sensational business
in each of its situations, he said. Now,
with reports received from its subsequent openings, the sales departments
expectations are being exceeded.
"The success of 'South Pacific',"
Harrison said, "has again confirmed
the original reaction to the film in
Todd-AO. Here is a tremendous famHarrison
cited situations around the
ily entertainment."
country where the Todd-AO "South
Pacific"
had the
played35mm
for many
months,
but
where
version
was
proving its extraordinary strength.
T-LT

Acquires

Theatre

WASHINGTON, June 22. - The
Trans-Lux Theatres Corp. has acquired the Playhouse Theatre here
from the Lopert interests. Trans-Lux
already operates the Trans-Lux and
Plaza Theatres here, under the direction of Ed Rosenfeld. The Playhouse
is a 456-seat theatre which originally
operated as an art theatre but more
recently has had a general first-run
policy.

Minimum Wage
(Continued from page 1 )
of the United Theatre Owners of Illinois; Jack Kirsch, president of Allied
of Illinois; and David Wallerstein,
president of Balaban & Katz Theatres
of Chicago, that House Bill 1524,
which would have imposed a $1 per
hour minimum wage requirement on
theaties as well as other industries,
had been amended by the Illinois
State Legislature to exempt theatres
from its coverage.
The vote, which occured late last
week, was 67-51 in favor of the exemption amendment introduced by
state representative George P. Coutrakon of Springfield. This was the second
by thesession
Illinoistolegislature inattempt
its current
write
minimum wage legislation which
would have applied to theatres. An
earlier version was amended in Committee to exclude theatres.
Kerasotes, Kirsch and Wallerstein
said that "this latest development appears to dispose of all legislation affecting the theatre industry in Illinois
for this session."
TelePrompTer Moves
CHICAGO, June 22.-TelePrompTER Corporation today announced
the relocation of its Chicago offices to
new, more spacious quarters at 316
North Michigan Avenue. Ted Boisumeau will continue as manager of
the new offices.
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TENT

TALI

Variety Club New
CHICAGO - Dedication of
$750,000 Variety Club Research
ter at the La Rabida Jackson
Sanitarium was attended by ove
persons,
withofthe
ceremonies
the direction
Albert
Pick, Jr., i
ident of the Pick Hotel chain,
new
projectof will
be devoted
treatment
children
suffering ti
rheumatic fever and rheumatic
disease.
A
DETROIT - Variety Club o
troit will hold its annual Golfinc
on
June Club.
29 atDoor
the prizes
Tam and
O'Sl
Country
ming are included for those w]
not tour the links.
A
MIAMI - Tent No. 33 alreac
realized more than $1,500 benefi!
the first annual Memorial Day !
Car Races held at Masters Field,
locka, for the benefit of the V
Children's Hospital.
A
GRAND RAPIDS - The
outing
of the
Rapids
Club will
be Grand
held July
21, \
Green Ridge Country Club. The
ly
of same
the org
tiongolf
will tournament
be held at the
tir
A
NEW ORLEANS - Frank La
newly-elected chief barker of
No. 45, has slated a special m
to be held at club headquarters
request of George Hoover, Ir
tional executive director, and 1
Bostick, international represen
who will be in town and whc
asked to meet with as many me
as possible. It will be an ope>
cussionsupper.
meeting, following a
treat"
A
PITTSBURGH-The hospital

has
dedicated
televisio
ing atbeen
Variety
Club's toCamp
O'C [
tion KDKA-TV, in appreciation
station's many telethons in aid o f
Number One. Last week's tej
netted $101,000 for the camp's i|
privileged children.A
CLEVELAND - Norman We ji
Universal
branchClubmanager,
has If
ft
named
Variety
dough guy
the unexpired term of Irving Mj3i
who has been promoted and shif !l
Pittsburgh as branch manager fl
for National Screen Service.
'Chatterley' Decisio

Ss Seen Next Mondt
From, THE DAILY Bureau I
WASHINGTON, June 22.-; |
preme Court decision on the coi iih
tionality of New York State cens ,«
of the film version of "Lady CI jte
ley's Lover" is likely next Moniffl
The then
courtandhopes
c jd
term
recessto finish
for theitssuiW
and traditionally disposes of all a SB
cases before its recess.
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Television

Riverboat'
As

Top

Slated

Fall Show

By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD, June 22.-NBC
has an odds on entry to capture the
prime time derby of new fall shows
when it launches "Riverboat." This
"handicapper" chanced on the activity
surrounding NBC's biggest investment
in an hour-length film series, on the
Revue-Universal studio lot.
The "Riverboat" moored to a landing on the back lot's river, augmented
a group of impressive interior sets
constructed on one of the sound
stages. Producer Jules Bricken remarked that the riverboat, which
made the "heartland of America,"
symbolizing an era in American history1840
(
) that established our
democracy, would in itself play a
starring role in the series.
Viewing the series as a pace-settter
for quality programs, time-slotted for
Sundays 7 to 8 P.M., over the NBCTV network, Bricken, in an interview
at
the research
studio's commissary,
referred
to the
that went into
this
project to bring to light a colorful
time in the development of America
through stories combining action with
drama of the period.
McGavin, Reynolds in Lead
The series is destined to attract a
wide variety of good picture names to
support its two sustaining leads, Darren McGavin and Burt Reynolds, since
its characters are drawn from the social register of New Orleans to the
frontiersmen and fur trappers of Missouri. Already enlisted are names like
Aldo Ray, Barbara Bel Geddes, Louis
Hayward, Biss Bishop and Nancy
Gates for only one segment. Bill Bendix, John Kerr, and Elizabeth Montgomery topline another segment. Eddie Albert and Debra Paget were going through a scene under Richard
Bartlett's direction for another episode
of the initial 13 programs purchased
by NBC from Revue when we visited
the set.
Top cameramen like Lionel Lindon,
Ray Renahan and Jack Russell have
been set to grind out the footage.
Elmer Bernstein is creating a musical
background.
Acquires U.S. TV Rights
To Russian

Ballet Films

An arrangement with the Russian
government for the American television rights to more than three hours
of newly-produced color and sepia
films of the Bolshoi, Georgian and
Moscow Ballets, the Moiseyev Dancers and the Red Army Ensemble, has
been completed by Joseph Harris,
president, and Sig Shore, vice-president, of Art Theatre of the Air, Inc.
The films have been acquired strictly

Today

Who's
Where
Fred Briskin, Screen Gems production executive, has been elevated to
independent producer status, whereby
he will head his own production company, which has entered into a longterm financing and releasing arrangement with Screen Gems.
□
The appointment of James Thrash
as manager of the Atlanta office of
CBS Films Inc. was announced by
John F. Howell, vice-president and
general sales manager. Thrash replaces
James H. McCormick who was recently brought
CBS Films'
New
York office
to to
become
an account
supervisor.
□
George Faber, currently midwest
manager for CBS Newsfilm, will become manager of publicity, CBS Films
—Hollywood, effective Monday, July
20, it was announced by Robert A.
Fuller, director of publicity for CBS
Films Inc. In the newly-created position, Faber will be responsible for
publicity coverage of all CBS Films
activities in Hollywood. His headquarters will be located in the KNXT
building.
NAB

Asks Fast Action

On 'Equal
issue
From THE Time'
DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 22. - The
National Association of Broadcasters
Board of Directors went on record in
favor of some immediate action to remedy the recent Federal Communications Commission equal time decision.
The FCC held that all political candidates were entitled to equal time
on radio and TV newscasts. A Senate
Commerce subcommittee is holding
hearings on the problem, and the
House Commerce Committee starts
similar hearings late this month.
The NAB board, while urging immediate action to handle the newscast
problem, also reaffirmed its opposition
to the entire "equal time" section and
urged eventual repeal.
NAB membership now stands at 333
TV stations, seven radio and TV networks, and 1,945 radio stations, a
"substantial gain" over three months
ago, the board was told. The board
renewed the contract of NAB president Harold E. Fellows through June
30, 1961, and expressed hope he
would continue until retirement in
1964.
for television release, Harris and
Shore said and will not be shown
theatrically in this country.
No decision has yet been made as
to whether the films will be released
for a network telecast or sold on a
syndicated basis.

G.G.

Pier 5, Havana
United Artists
Keyed to the headlines of the recent political revolution in Cuba, this
Premium Pictures presentation is good
fodder for the action houses, where
such a combination of timeliness and
fast-paced adventure has been known
to pay off in spades. Since it is probably the first theatrical feature to deal
with events involving the Fidel Castro
regime,
5, Havana,"
is tailor
made for "Pier
the millions
who have
been
following
every
move
of
the
bearded
revolutionary.
The screenplay by James B. Gordon, from a story by Joseph Hoffman,
is merely adequate, at best, as are
performances by a cast headed by
Cameron Mitchell. But it is the
Cuban background that makes the
difference for this Robert E. Kent production.
Mitchell is an American airport operator who flies to Havana to search
for his friend Logan Field, who has
been reported missing in the recent
revolution. With the aid of Michael
Granger of the Havana police, he
meets
Allison
wife,
with whom
he Hayes,
himself Field's
was formerly
involved.
SincetheField's
disappearance,
she has been
mistress
of financier
Eduardo Noriega.
Learning that Field was working
for boat builder Otto Waldis, Mitchell
becomes too inquisitive for his own
good and is beaten by local thugs,
who warn him to end the search and
return to the U.S. This only quickens
his interest in the mystery, however,
and his sleuthing soon turns up evidence that Batista sympathizers are
planning to bomb Havana and Castro's headquarters. Through the efforts
of Mitchell, Miss Hayes and Field,
who suddenly escapes from secret imprisonment and expires almost as
quickly, the ring is wiped out and the
safety of Havana is assured.
Directed by Edward L. Cahn, "Pier
5, Havana," moves swiftly through its
67 minutes of running time. Little advantage, surprisingly, is taken of the
Havana location, since the majority
of scenes are interiors. Here and there
is spotted a bearded soldier for good
effect.
Running time, 67 minutes. General
classification. Release, in July.
Warben G. Harris
Mich.
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Daily

Allied Outing

DETROIT, June 22.-Allied Theatres of Michigan, Inc., will hold its
annual summer outing Thursday, July
16, at the Midland Country Club,
Midland, Mich. The program includes
golf. An afternoon discussion panel
open to all will be in two parts: Briefing on recent developments and round
table
lems. discussion of exhibitors' probHall Books 'Northwest1
The 121st Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
release to play Radio City Music Hall
will be Alfred Hitchcock's "North by
Northwest." It has been booked as the
next attraction there.

Kerasotes

(Continued from page 1 )
Fonda Hotel he called the need It
more product "the key to the inc \
"We must have more pictures !|
try's future."
all our theatres," he said, "not just ?
big down-town houses, but our dr I
ins and our small theatres too— anc -|
rental terms that are fair and reas I

Noting an upsurge in theatre \
tendance, Kerasotes credited it t a
diminishing of the impact of tel 1
sion on theatres. "What has brou i
them back to our theatres, now <f|
their interest in free old movjes I
TV is waning?" "Obviously, good tures. And what is needed to k g
them coming? More good pictu I
able."

Points to Last Year
lotsTheof them."
TOA head expressed concle
ihat so far in 1959 only 80 films h le
either been completed or are b< a
shot ?'n Hollywood. This compares ie
said,
a yearinago.
"Unless ) jv
fires with
are 94
lighted
Hollywood,
in
other new sources of product de I

oped
the total
of filmsvery
to bequickly,
distributed
by thenun:m 1I
companies in 1960 will be less <tl
we had last year, and less than I

can multiple cha |
will"How
have long
this year."
hou.' es, which play three bills a w ;k
and require 312 pictures a year, li
by on an output of some 225 1 1
films
a handful of reissues?" K I
sotes and
asked.
In addition to the problem of pi
uct shortage, he said, there is
difficulty of "being able to get v
pictures are available at terms
can afford to pay and still mak
reasonable profit and keep our ti p
tres up-to-date." He said this issujis
particularly
as sii|d
theatres
are pressing
concernedinsofar
and revic

suggestions
what could he
be recently
done to made
keep as'f
tl [i
theatres in operation. He urged I
film companies to sell pictures to si |H
theatres on flat terms and "by |e
dozen instead of by the piece."
Exploitation the IjA
TouchingUrges
on exploitation,

president suggested
exhibitors
follow thetheleadNewof Me
the .0he
operators in the Great Plains Sti
in pushing area saturation open Ijs
with big promotion campaigns.
Kerasotes also urged continued fr
hibitorgresssupport
of thereported
American
C reof Exhibitors;
pro£[S
on the Army-Navy camp film comj jf
tion problem and efforts to seyj
theatre exemption from minhijn
wage legislation; called for vigil; \e
in the toll-TV battle; and asked I
operation with the program of «
Council for the Improvement of Tl I
tres and Motion Picture Projections
Arthur Varady, 65
CLEVELAND, June 22.-Ar
Varady, 65, projectionist at the M
land Theatre here and a veteran o
years in the field, died in Lake
Hospital following a brief illness.
is survived by his wife and
daughters.
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Picture

Tuesday, June 23,

Daily

Record

REVIEW:
PEOPLE

The

Mead Walworth, sales promotion
manager of Westrex Corp., was guest
of his company at a luncheon yesterday to celebrate his 35 years with the
organization.
□
Adrian Worker has been named
general manager of Shepperton Studios, London.
□
Vincent Trotta, a former president
of Association of Motion Picture advertisers, has been named chairman
of the nominating committee which
will name a new slate of officers to
serve the organization during the
1959-1960 season.
□
Jack Felix, manager of Allied Artists' Denver exchange for the past
seven years, has resigned effective
July 15.
□
George Murphy, vice-president of
Desilu Productions in charge of public affairs, has been elected to the
board of trustees of the Pasadena
Playhouse, filling the vacancy left by
the death of Cecil B. DeMille.
□
Richard Reding, owner of the Lyn
Auto Theatre, Strasburg, Ohio, has
enrolled his operation in Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio.
□
Al Dengler has been named assistant student manager at Loew's Penn
Theatre, Pittsburgh, succeeding Marty
Giehrl, who was recently promoted to
assistant manager.
Ruling

Next Monday

on

Goldwyn Suit Re-Trial
Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, June 22.-Chief
Federal Judge Louis Goodman, at the
request of counsel for Fox West Coast
Theatres, today postponed until next
Monday the Samuel Goldwyn antitrust suit against National Theatres
and its subsidiaries.
The court had been scheduled to
assign a judge today to read the transcript of the $2,000,000 case heard last
year by District Judge Edward P.
Murphy, who died before giving a
decision, but Arthur B. Dunne, attorney for FWC, one of the defendants,
said his clients wanted a week more
of time to decide whether to agree to
standing on the testimony in the
Murphy trial or press for a complete
re-trial.
THE GEVAERT

Son

of

Robin

(Continued from page 1)
feel the two bills there will not

Hood

Argo — 20th Century- Fox— Cine ma Scope
In "The Son of Robin Hood," 20th-Fox has what must certainly turn
out to be one of the most exploitable pictures scheduled for release in
the big-grossing Summer season. This British-made production, starring
Al Hedison (of "The Fly") and June Laverick and filmed in lovely De
Luxe Color and CinemaScope, is a rousing Sherwood Forest adventure
that should delight the young fry and interest a large number of thenmore elderly companions. The narrative is simple and straightforward,
but it also is full of swashbuckling action and intrigue, and even some
romance that is not without its homorous moments.
The story, as 20th-Fox is emphasizing in its ad-publicity material, is
"all new," being set in a period some 20 years after the death of the
original Robin Hood and having to do with the attempts to overthrow
a newlv risen tyrant, the Black Duke des Roches, played in fine style
by Davidby Farrar.
The plot
is set Adale,
in motion
Robinlong
Hood's
pals
headed
Little John
and Alan
now when
somewhat
in theoldtooth,
gather
Duke. his old band together to plan their strategy against the BlackThey all agree that Robin Hood's son, reported to be living in Spain,
should be brought back to inspire and lead their forces. However, when
the "son" returns, "he" turns out to be a daughter, Miss Laverick.
Knowing that the band might find it hard to follow a dame, into battle
anyway, Little John pursuades young Hedison, the swashbuckling brother
of the regent whom the Black Duke has jailed, to pose as the son of
Robin Hood, with Miss Laverick tagging along as his page.
The adventures that ensue are fast-paced and fun, with time out for
some inevitable romantic by-plav between Hedison and Miss Laverick.
The stars look fresh and perform with spirit, and receive good support
from Marius Goring, as the ill-fated regent; George Colouris, as Alan
Adale, and George Woodbridge as Little John, among others. The
physical production and the color photography are first rate.
George Sherman both produced and directed from the screenplay by
George George and George Slavin. It is an Argo production.
Exhibitors should also take note of the title song which is not in the
picture but which 20th-Fox commissioned to exploit the film. It is simple
and bouncy with the kind of big beat that kids will find easy to repeat.
Running time, 81 minutes. General audience classification. Release,
in July.
Vincent Canby
Joseph Dolgin Dies
HARTFORD, June 22. - Joseph
Dolgin, 65, Connecticut film pioneer,
is dead, after a brief illness. Associated for many years with the Park St.
Investment Company, owners of suburban Hartford theatres, Dolgin also
served as film buyer-booker for the
Pine Drive-In Theatre, Waterbury,
and was connected with the Pike
Drive-In Theatre, Newington earlier.
Dick McKay to Disney
HOLLYWOOD, June 22. - Dick
McKay, recently director of advertising at American International Pictures
and long-time head of the ad department for Pacific Drive-in Theatres,
has joined the advertising department
of Walt Disney Studios in Burbank.

Col. Executives
For 3-Day

Here

Sales Meets

salesarrive
executives
theColumbia's
U.S. and top
Canada
in Newin
York today for three days of business
meetings beginning tomorrow. Rube
Jackter, vice-president and general
sales manager, will preside at the toplevel conference between the company's division
managers and home
office sales
executives.
Tonight, the visiting executives will
attend a special invitational screening
of Otto Preminger's "Anatomy of a
Murder," which Columbia is releasing
world-wide. The opening session of
the three-day meeting will get underway tomorrow morning at die Savoy
Hilton Hotel.

6
but obviouslyuntil
they actual
can't beadjourn:
written
completely
The six Pennsylvania bills, bv
trast, are surrounded by considet
activity. Industry watchers are pt^i
ularly concerned about several oi
Pennsylvania bills which, they ■
typify "a new look" in censorship
designed to get around recent
preme Court decisions limiting
censorship laws. "The new look si
up
a bill
permits
state :'
sor as
to ask
to which
see a film
any time
its first showing. After seeing it,
censor may cut it, ban it or rate
an adult film— regardless of the
that the exhibitor may have paid
the picture and for advertising c
Then the exhibitor must prove the
is not obscene; under most exis.
laws, the burden of proof is on
public authority.
Pennsylvania, Ohio Excluded I
Here is a run-down, exclu
Pennsylvania and Ohio, of what
legislatures have done in the fiel
motion picture censorship:
defeated a criminal
bill;California—
tute
bill;
Florida— voted down two ce
ship bills in committee;
Connecticut— defeated a censo
Maryland— defeated a classific
bill; but passed a criminal statute
bill
Nevada— a censorship bill die
committee;
New Mexico— defeated a censo
New York— defeated four bil
clarify its existing censorship lav
Wisconsin— defeated a criminal
tute bill.
All these state legislatures but
consin have adjourned.
In addition to motion picture
sorship, bills were introduced in
states— New York and Minnesol
censor
defeated.television programs. Both
Frisco and Vancouve
(Continued from page 1 )
nounced by president Jack L. Wa
in whose honor the global drive
conducted.
The two branches wound up
tie for first place and dupl*
awards have been presented to bi
managers Al Shmitken of San 1
cisco and Earl Dalgleish of Vai
ver. Second place award went to j
Tomlinson, Jacksonville, Fla.;
place to Don Tullius, Okalhoma
and
fourthCity.
place to Keith K. 1
Salt Lake
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'remiere Plans

WB
Sees

S ill Implement
soviet

Film

>
act

Friday

ompany Heads, Foreign
Managers to MPEA Meet
Implementation of the State Dertment's
cultural
snt
on Soviet
and exchange
American agreefilms
11 be undertaken at a meeting of
mpanv presidents and foreign manners with the board of directors of
Motion Picture Export Association
re on Friday.
i'Eric Johnston, MPEA president, is
;pected here from \Vashington for
meeting. He probably will leave
r Berlin after the meeting to make
\isit to the Film Festival there,
jit is expected that arrangements to
(Continued on page 7)
arth Is Mine' Has
val Premiere Tonight
Special to THE DAILY
SAX FRANCISCO, June 23.1,bher
earheaded
Mayors George
Chrisof SanbyFrancisco
and Clifford
jSchell of Oakland, great excitement
s been generated in the two cities
er tomorrow night's world premiere
"This Earth Is Mine." Climaxing
.liversal - International's month-long
(Continued on page 6)
dward

DeGray

Named

s Head of ABC Radio
K
Edward J. DeGray has been electpresident of the American Broadwing Company Radio Network, it
s announced by Leonard H. Golden, president of American BroadWing-Paramount Theatres, Inc.
DeGray has been with^ABC Radio
ce October 1955 when he was
ned national director of station rel''ons. He was elected vice-presiit in charge of station relations for
• network in February 1957 and
e-president in charge of the ABC
dio Network in March 1958.
■
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All

Tastes

Markets,
Same

TEN CENTS

JUNE 24, 1959
Says

Around

Cohen;
World

By SAMUEL D. BERNS
HOLLYWOOD,
June at 23.—
Warner Bros.'
production
program
of 34 pictures
an Properties
investment in
of $85,000,000
werenewselected
from
the point of view of subject matter with an eye on the foreign market as well
as the domestic. This was reported to
the company's
sales ex-at Columbia Sales Meeting
ecutives from 29international
foreign countries
special meetings here yesterday and
To Discuss New Films
today, following general sales meetings at the Hotel Ambassador here
last week.
Merchandising policies to be folWolfe Cohen, president of Warner
lowed on Columbia Pictures' upcomBros. International Corp., addressed
ing product line-up will be the
primary topic of discussion at the
the group, who carried their program
opening session today of a three-day
of sales meetings over to this week
company series of sales meetings at
to complete a series of screenings
the Savoy Hilton Hotel here. Rube
(Continued on page 7)
Jackter, vice-president and general
sales manager, will give the opening
S.C. Theatres Defy
address and then preside over the
sessions. Attending will be key home
office sales executives and division
State's
'Blue
managers from the U.S. and Canada.
Special
to THE Laws'
DAILY
The division managers participating
SPARTANBURG, S. C, June 23.(Continued on page 2 )
At least three theatres in South Carolina defied the ancient Sunday "blue
laws"
by opening
this Fail in Move to Get
week. Theatres
at ortheir
near houses
Rock Hill,
Lancaster and Hartsville were operatFull Funds for IMG
ing Sunday, and several additional
From THE DAILY Bureau
(Continued on page 6 )
WASHINGTON, June 23.-Senator
Delaware Theatres Gird
Javits (R., N.Y. ) tried unsuccessfully
to get the Senate to vote the full $3,For Sunday Bill Fight
500,000 the Administration requested
for the information media guaranty
Special to THE DAILY
WILMINGTON, Del., June 23.- program in the year starting July 1.
The Senate voted 74 to 15 to reject
Exhibitors throughout the state are
his move and instead to sustain an appreparing to oppose a bill introduced
in state legislature that would impose
propriationsoncommittee
to
(Continued
pagedecision
7)
(Continued on page 6)

Buttons
Heart

Presents

Award

Variety

to Tent

Clubs

35 at Dinner

Inti
Here

With almost 600 persons in attendance, comedian Red Buttons last night
presented the Variety Clubs International Heart Award to Tent No. 35 of
New York at a gala dinner dance in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor.
The award was accepted by Ira Meinhardt, chief barker, and Harry of the Institute of Applied Biology
and the work of Dr. Emanuel Revici.
Brandt,
president
of the
Tent's Can-It
cer Control
Research
Foundation.
"We discovered," Meinhardt said,
"that here was a unique chemically
was
Tent
35's
work
in
establishing
the Foundation which won the annual
guided approach to cancer treatment
which had no counterpart anywhere
Heart Award at the International conin the world. This alone made it convention in Las Vegas in March.
troversial. With a courage unmatched
In accepting the award, Meinhardt
explained that in 1957, under the by any Variety Club tent, we in Newleadership of Harold Klein, then chief York, ourselves not well organized, acbarker, a committee headed by Jack
cepted the challenge. It was a long
(Continued on page 2)
Levin began an intensive examination

Now

Goes

to House

Penn.

Senate

Passes
Censor

New
Bill

Calls for 3-Man Board;
Contains Special Provisions
Special to THE DAILY
HARRISBURG, Pa., June 23.-A
Pennsylvania board of motion picture
censors was approved by a vote of
43-3 in the Senate last night over protests of opponents as to the need for
a censorship board. The measure now
goes to the House for approval.
A three-member board appointed
by the governor is provided under
the legislation, which also makes an
appropriation of $75,000.
It would require all sellers, lessors
and exhibitors to register and pay
registration fees. They would have
to notify the board at least 48 hours
before the first showing of any new
film in Pennsylvania, and tell it where
the picture is to be exhibited. After
the first showing the censor board
could request
that prints
be 7)
submitted
(Continued
on page

Goldwyn

Will Attend

'Porgy' Bow

Tonight

Samuel Goldwyn 's "Porgy and
Bess" in Todd-AO will have its world
premiere at the Warner Theatre here
tonight. In the audience will be the
producer and Mrs. Goldwyn, and Mrs.
DuBose Heyward, widow of DuBose
and co-author with him of the novel
on which the play was based.
Stars (Continued
of the pictureon on
pagehand
6) for the

AIP Appoints Moritz
As Advertising Head
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 23. - Milt
Moritz has been appointed advertising director of American International
Pictures, it has been announced by
James H. Nicholson and Samuel Z.
Arkoff.
Moritz, with the company since its
inception, last held the post of assistant sales manager.
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Motion

V. C. Heart
PERSONAL
MENTION

DMAN, Paramount's
EPHnal FRIE
JOSnatio
exploitation manager, returned to New York yesterday from
Toronto.
•
Bruce Eells, executive vice-president of United Artists Television, has
arrived in Hollywood from New York.
•
Richard Carlton, Trans-Lux Television Corp. vice-president in charge
of sales, left New York yesterday for
the Coast.
•
Irvin Shapiro, head of Films
Around the World, has left New York
for the Berlin Film Festival.
•
Delbert Mann, director, arrived in
New York yesterday from Hollywood.
•
Dorothy
Dandridge
and Jack
Dennison, newlyweds, have arrived
in New York from the Coast.
•
Robert Rossen, producer-driector,
will leave here on Friday aboard the
"Niew Amsterdam" • for Europe.
Daniel J. Bloomcarden, Beverly
Hills theatrical attorney, and Loretta
King, film and TV actress, were married recently in Las Vegas.
•
Charles Schneer, producer, will
arrive in New York today from the
Coast. He will leave here at the end
of the week for London.
•
Hugh D. Ranes, manager of the
Rivera Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn., has
left there with his family for a vacation in Washington.
Selwyn Rites Held
LOS ANGELES, June 23.-Funeral
services for Arch Selwyn, 82, pioneer
theatrical and film producer who died
at Cedar Lodge Sanitarium after a
brief illness Sunday, were held today
at Groman Mortuary.

Picture

Award

Daily

Presented

from page 1 )
(Continued
shot, one that we are happy
to say important tool in the fight against
cancer.
On the dais were Harold Klein,
Others of that committees were
Miss
Azuma, Sessue Hayakawa, Mrs.
Irving
Dollinger, Charles Smakwitz,
paid off."
Sherman Pratt, Sherman Pratt, DoloCharles
Okun,
Jack
Bower
and
Meinres Wilson, Ezra Stern, Phil Foster,
hardt.
Edward
Emanuel, James Velde, MoniMeinhardt then introduced Brandt
Van Vooren, Charles Alicoate,
who detailed the progress made in que
Dr. Emanuel Revici, Ira Meinhardt,
cancer research and its expanding
Walt Framer, Harry Brandt, Tina
Louise, Red Buttons, George Eby,
scope1, stating that a program of education in the field was needed. Doctor Revici then was introduced by Hermione Gingold, Ray Walston,
Fanny Holtzman, Ralph Preis, Jack
Brandt.
Russell, Bess Myerson, Edward
Tells of Need for New Approach
Fabian, Edward Lachman, Jack HoffDoctor Revici said that in view of berg and Martin Starr.
Entertainment Top-Flight
the limited success in cancer reEntertainment was provided by
search, a new approach was needed.
His important concept concerned
Vincent Lopez and his orchestra, Red
dualism in cancer where abnormal
Buttons, Hermione Gingold, Phil
changes could occur in two opposite
Foster, Dolores Wilson, Jack Russell
directions. Patients have to be treated
and others.
with substances of two opposite
The dinner committee was headed
groups, frequently guided by analy- by Walt Framer, with Charles Alises indicating dualistic abnormalcy.
coate as co-chairman. James Velde
This type of treatment is geared to was ticket chairman, assisted by
the individual patient's needs and is Charles Smakwitz and George Waldreferred
to as biologically-guided
man. Herman Schleier was in charge
chemotherapy.
of arrangement, with Jack Levin as
Doctor Revici said that in advanced
co-chairman. Publicity was in charge
cancer patients who are beyond the of John Borghesi, Jerry Gast and Al
Steen. Harold Klein and David Emahelp of surgery or radiation, results
nuel were chairman and co-chairman,
obtained by this method have indicated its value and would represent,
respectively,
of the reception comeven in its present development, an mittee.
'Natchez Trace'' Set for
40-Tlieatre Premiere
Special to THE DAILY
NEW ORLEANS, June 23. - The
word produced
premiere byof Panorama
"Natchez Pictures,
Trace,"
film
will be held July 29 in 40 theatres
situated along the Natchez Trace
Parkway, a distance of 450 miles between Nashville, Tenn., to the north
and down to Natchez, Miss., in the
south. Premiere arrangements were
made by A. L. Royal and Tom Garraway, both Mississippi exhibitors and
co-producers of the film.
Special Trailer Prepared
Promotion activities will include the
use of a special trailer with theatre
managers booking the premiere appearing in it and endorsing the film.
The picture was shot in its entirety
along the Parkway and at the natural bridge at Waynesboro, Tenn.

Carol Lynley to Tour
For Two Fox Pictures
Carol Lynley, new 20th CenturyFox star, will tour more than 20 key
cities next month in connection with
her latest 20th Century-Fox releases,
"Blue Denim" and "Holiday for Lovers." In several cities, she will be
joined by Charles Brackett, producer,
and Henry Levin, director.
Theule arecities
Miss Boston,
Lynley'sPhiladelschedNew inYork,
phia,Richmond,
Washington,Chicago,
New Orleans,
Miami,
Cleveland,
Detroit, Dallas, Oklahoma City, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Salt Lake
City, San Francisco, Seattle, Atlanta,
Minneapolis and St. Paul.
UA 'Fugitive' Ad
United Artists placed an unusual
full-page
ad in Tuesday's
York
Times announcing
the start New
of filming

to Wori'
Group
Senate
um Wage
On
Minim
Lai
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 23.-A S«
ate labor subcommittee hopes to I
gin executive session work on mi
mum wage extension on Thursday.
The subcommittee had a sessi,
scheduled for today but was unal
to get a quorum. It has before
various proposals to extend cover?
to larger theatres and circuits. E\!
if the committee completes work,
bill will get all the way through Cj
gress this year.
Midwest Exhibitor

Uni

Aids Projection Plan
Special
to THE
KANSAS
CITY,
Mo., DAILY
June 23^1
United Theatre Owners of the He
of America will mail questionnaires
the Council for the Improvement
Theatres
Motion Picture
tion to alland
its member
theatres. Proj
Pr 1
dent Beverly Miller disclosed torn
that UTO's board of directors, a
meeting here on June 17, had |

proved
the decided
aims of the
gram, and
that Council's
to insure j j,;
its members took advantage of |
program if they wished to, it wo I
send theatres.
questionnaires itself to all mi,
ber
Coast Legion

to Fight

Issu
From THEon DAILY
'Red'Bureau
Academy
LOS ANGELES, June 23. American Legion of Los Angeles
declared all-out war on the Acad*
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciei
for reinstating Communist writer;,
top
assignments
in industry.
The
district
of the legion
will carry
fight against these writers from
convention
to the
organization's
the Thursday
opening ofhere
tional convention in August.
District
Commander
Joseph prep:
Tho'
son,
Los Angeles
attorney,
a resolution condemned the Acad'
for repealing its by-laws to a.
known "reds" to compete for the
nual Academy Awards.
'Spartacus9 Halted
HOLLYWOOD, June 23. sudden attack of flu which has
fined Kirk Douglas to his home
necessitated the shutting down t(

of
the Douglas
Bryna Production,
"Spartac
With
scheduled to
appe;
in New York of Tennessee Williams'
"The
Fugitive
Kind."
The
back-page
virtually
every
scene
for
the
rema
Horse' Gross $75,179
display was carried by the domestic
er of the picture, director Sta
Kubrick
was
unable
to
shoot
an
United Artists' "The Horse Soldiers" and international editions of the publications
which
have
a
total
daily
cirhim.
has grossed $75,179 in 15 key situations in the South, it was announced
culation of620,319. The ad, prepared
Douglas' illness is third n
by William J. Heineman, vice-presi- under the supervision of Roger H.
dent in charge of distribution. The
duringSimmons
the filming
of "S
Lewis, UA national director of adver- mishap
tacus." Jean
was unabl
total gross was amassed by the 15
tising, publicity and exploitation, and work for a month because of an e
advertising manager Joseph Gould,
key-city bookings throughout the New
gency operation, and Tony Curtis
Orleans area over the past three days, was placed by the Monroe Greenthal
iorced out of the picture for sei
Heineman said.
Agency.
weeks because of split achilles ten
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COLUMBIA

WE'RE

PROUD

AVAILABLE

FOR

THAT

OCTOBER

PRODUCTION

ROSSEN

NOW

IN PRODUCTION

CAPUCINE

with MARTHA

• VAN HEFLIN • TAB HUNTER

From the Novel by GLENDON

Produced by WILLIAM

ROBERT

THES

DATING

starring GARY COOPER • RITA HAYWORTH
MICHAEL CALLAN • DICK YORK
Directed by ROBERT ROSSEN
A GOETZ-BARODA

On

HUNT

Ri

SWARTHOUT

GOETZ • CINEMASCOPE
location

• GENEVIEVE

• EASTMAN

starring richard conte

Screenplay by IVAN MOFFAT,
COLOR

in Vienna

PAGE

starring DIRK BOGARDEj£
written by oscar millard

Directed by CHARLES VIDOR Produced by WILLIAM GOETZ • A GOETZ-VIDOR PRODUCTION
CINEMASCOPE • EASTMAN COLOR

NOW

IN PRODUCTION

On

Location

starring JAMES STEWART with LISA LU • GLENN CORBETT
Screenplay by ALFRED HAYES Based on the Novel by THEODORE H. WHITE
Produced by WILLIAM GOETZ

Directed by DANIEL MANN

BEING

PRODUCTION

READIED

FOR

• A WILLIAM GOETZ PRODUCTION

Popular best seller with a Far East setting. Literary Guild selection.
Tumultuous

BEING

Alfred Hayes script will bring it to the screen.

READIED

FOR

PRODUCTION

NARA".
Set in Japan, scene of the producer's triumphant "SAYO
Based on the best-seller about the Navy men who take over a geisha house.
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Fox Coast Luncheon

AROUND

THE

PEOPLE
Roger Scott, of Dallas, has been
named to replace the late George
Tucker as buyer-booker for Albuquerque Theatres, Inc., Albuquerque,
N. M. Tucker died recently of a heart
attack.
□
James Warner Bellah, of the Screen
Writers Guild, will be the featured
speaker at the fourth annual Pacific
Northwest Writers Conference1, a
three-day meeting which will open
July 30 at the University of Washington.
□
Moe Rudick, assistant to Fred
Brown, of the Black Hills Amusement
Co., Deadwood, S. D., has resigned
that post to enter the insurance business.
□
Irving Marcus, who has been promoted from local National Screen
Service salesman in Cleveland to
manager of the NSS branch in Pittsburgh, will be honored in the former
city on July 20 at a testimonial dinner
in the Tudor Arms Hotel sponsored
by Variety Clubs and the Salesmen's
Club.
'Earth Is Mine'
(Continued from page 1)
promotional campaign for the dualcity world premiere of the Ul-Vintage
production is the presence here of
Rock Hudson, who stars in the picture, co-producer Casey Robinson and
featured actresses Anna Lee, Cindy
Robbins and Jean Blake. The Hollywood personalities have been attracting hordes of fans everywhere they
have gone.
Launching tonight's "big show" will
be a pre-premiere civic dinner sponsored by the Press and Union League
Club and the San Francisco Chamber
of Commerce. Following the dinner a
half-mile long motorcade, led by Hudson, Robinson and the Misses Lee,
Robbins and Blake in open cars, will
convoy all of the guests to the Golden
Gate Theatre here. All of the Hollywood personalities will appear on the
stage of the theatre prior to the showing of the picture. They then will depart for the T & D Theatre in Oakland
in a police-escorted caravan.
Goldwyn to Attend
(Continued from page 1)
premiere showing will be Dorothy
Dandridge, Sammy Davis, Jr., and
Brock Peters. Otto Preminger, who
directed the picture will attend.
The premiere is for the benefit of
the American Friends of the Hebrew
University and the Multiple Sclerosis
Society.
musif exco.,45w.45 st.,n.y.
music for
features —
industrial films

e. robert velazco ci-6-4061

with

CIRCUIT
TV
PINKY
HERMAN.

San Francisco, June 23

to Frisc-beg pardon- don'e ever say anything
from L.A.
DRIVE
THE
but San
Francisco
out here or else— the 450 mile drive along route
101 was easily the most beautiful scenic vista of our entire trip. But
before we get into the local news we just want to dwell on some of the
nice people we talked to in Hollywood. First friend we dropped in to
see was Jim Ameche (Don's brother) who's doing a bang-up job on
KABC and whose recorded programs are heard in 53 cities. Jim
was
quite excited
aboutrecorded
his newbyfirm's
ditty,
Doll,"
Music
Pub. Co.,)
Johnny
Ellis"Cinderella
on Freedom
Label(Ameche
which
we'd been hearing all the way from Gila Bend, Ariz. After a visit with
we had lunch with "Iz" Ruman,
Hotel, clients
Hills whose
Beverlyin L.A.
at the broker
Jules Levey
popular
insurance
include stars of the screen,
stage and TV. Lunching with Ruman at the Brown Derby, we ran
smack-dab into Ernie Stern, an old buddy from New York, who came
west some few vears ago to head the ABC promotion and publicity dept.
Also at the bistro lunching with Crane Wilbur, was another old pal, Ben
Schwalb, who used to give us many a good news item when he was
with Paramount at Astoria and who is now executive producer at Allied
Artists. Tuesday morning we drove out to Santa Monica for a visit with
Lawrence Welk, currently recording for Dot Records and still as wonderful a guy as he was when we first met him ten years ago at the Hotel
Roosevelt when he was still unknown. Incidentally his manager, Sam
Lutz flies to Europe and Israel July 2 where he will set up a p. a. tour
for Welk and help launch an international Charity Drive for Israel. . . .
&
#
&
At KMPC we again had the pleasure of talking to Ira Cook, Johnny
Grant, Dick Whittinghill, Bill Stewart and Julie Rizzo and thence to
KLAC where Ron McCoy took us in to see the genial and energetic program director, Arnold Marquis. Arnold, who in a short time, has done
a remarkable job here, is using the experience he gained while with NBC,
to good advantage. Bill Hansen and his associate Red Latham, a pair of
great music men, both of whom learned the biz when they were with
the "3 Little Sachs" and "Tastyeast Jesters" respectively in the '30' and
40's, set up a meeting with Al Latauska of Sunstate Distributors, who
listened to the platter of "Where Can You Be" and flipped (just as Bill
and Red predicted.) Al's radio station contact, Geo. Morte, likewise feels
that Valentino's platter of W.C.Y.B. is slated for the tops so we went
back to Arlene Golden's office at KABC, on cloud seven.
Columbia Meeting
( Continued from page 1 )
in the conferences include: Nat Colin,
New York; I. Harry Rogovin, New
England, from Boston; Harry Weiner,
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey, from Philadelphia; Samuel A. Galanty, Mideast, from Washington, D.C.; Robert J. Ingram,
Southeast, from Atlanta; Ben Lourie,
Chicago; Carl Shalit, Central, from
Detroit; Ben Marcus, Midwest, from
Kansas City; L. E. Tillman, Northwest, from San Francisco; Norman
Jackter, Southern California and
Rocky Mountain, from Los Angeles;
Jack Judd, Southwest, from Dallas;
and Harvey Harnick, Canada, from
Toronto.
Home office executives attending,
in addition to Jackter, include: Jerome Safron, Milton Goodman, Vincent Borrelli, Maurice Grad, Joseph
Freiberg, H. C. Kaufman, Seth Raisler, Dan Weissman, George Berman,
Al Schwartz, Nat Goldblatt, Sydney
Singerman, Richard Kahn and Eli
Arenberg.
During their stay in New York, the
visiting executives will view several
of Columbia's outstanding new films.

S.C. Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
Sunday.
theatres are expected to open next
At Spartanburg, however, where
previous Sunday film operations have
resulted in arrests, officers and theatres alike decided to remain closed
and await the outcome of the scheduled "blue law" referendum on
Although the referendum will be
advisory
July
14. only, and will not affect existing laws pending action at the next
session ment
of authorities
the legislature,
law indicated
enforcehere have
they will abide by the wishes expressed in the referendum as far as
enforcement activity is concerned.
Delaware Exhibitors
( Continued from page 1 )
a five per cent tax on gross receipts
over $100 collected on Sundays by
any business establishment.
Only restaurants and drug stores
are excepted. Delaware law now prohibits Sunday movies outside the corporate limits of a city or town, and exhibitors are preparing to defend their
Sunday operations.

From THE DAILY Bureau
to TV
* TributeJune
P«Y
HOLLYWOOD,
23. - Tv
tieth Century-Fox executives Sp
Skouras, Buddy Adler and Ma
Manulis, head of TV operations, v
hosts today to American Broadcast
Paramount Theatres executives
board members at a luncheon on
studio lot, commemorating the t
ness relationship through the proc
tion of the initial television se
"Adventures
in Paradise."
Adler, addressing
a group of p;i
and TV personalities and adverti
agency
spoke of to,
Fox's
terest in,executives,
and its dedication
T1
a part of its overall program.
Leonard Goldenson, AB-PT h
pointed to the TV relationship
Disney and Warners, die latter
ceiving 30 million dollars in TV I
ness for the year, and expressed
hope
of duplicating such busi
with Fox.

Station 'Personality'
Measured in Survey
A major research study to di
mine whether television stations 1
different personalities and, if
whether these "station images" i|
mercials,
was presented
yesterday<
ence response
to an advertiser's
the CBS Television Stations Div:
at a meeting of clients and ag
executives at the Hotel Rooseve
New York. It was called the first
tensive study in television to go
yond existing audience measurem
tions
a station
and viewers'
the stati
The tostudy
measures
advertisers, providing a new sales
for timebuyers and clients.
The study was conducted in
York and Los Angeles. It invc
six months preparation and the ef
of two independent research coi
nies, Institute for Motivational
search, Inc. in association with 3
ket
Planning Corporation,
of McCann-Erickson,
Inc. an Aff1
Lippert Heads Board
HOLLYWOOD, June 23. - R<
L.
Lippert,hasSr.,been
producer
th<
executive,
electedandchaii
of board of Electrovision Corp
addition to his already designate!
sponsibilities
as secretary-treasun
was announced
today by Edwi,
Zabel, president, on behalf of
directorate.
35 Years for Bullocl
Fred Bullock, head of the stil
partment at 20di Century-Fox
clay will celebrate his 35th annive
with the company. He has been
of the still department for 25 yeai
m/m effects, 1
1600 BROADWAY, N.X. 19
J
• OPTICAL EFFECTS
• PLAZA
STAND 7-2098
PHOTOGRAI
•ANIMATION • TITLES
• ARTWORK • Be- Wand CP
A Complete Sen/ice ftir Film Producer,

dnesday, June 24, 1959
enn.

Motion

Senate

(Continued from page 1 )
examination. The board would
e the power to cut the film, ban it,
ate it as an adult film,
he board is also empowered to go
;ourt for an injunction to restrain
showing of any picture and the
imposes a penalty for violation
ging from $500 to $1,000 or six
iths imprisonment or both.
Burden of Proof on Exhibitor
n addition the bill puts the burden
woof that a picture is not obscene
the exhibitor. Under most existlaws the public authority must
i e this.
'erms of the bill are interpreted by
iiistry observers as seeking to 'get
and recent Supreme Court deciis limiting state censorship laws,
peaking against a need for censorSenator Harry E. Seyler said:
lice the dropping of the censorship
in this state and every other state
ares indicate we have not suffered
great loss of morality or any great
•ease in crime."
Says No 'Dire Results' Shown
He argued that there was "apparly no relationship between the incicrime
censorship,''
Icenoofone
has and
presented
a caseandto
iw "any dire results because of the
c of censorship."
>ey\er also raised the question of
ether the act would apply to
vies shown on television, declaring
t ifwhether
not "weweshould
con?r
want seriously
to take sides
h one industry and help drive aner out of business."
he chief proponent of the measure,
iator Hugh J. McMenamin, argued
t film censorship is needed if juvedelinquency and other crimes are
be curbed.
1G Move Fails
(Continued from page 1 )
the program only $3,000,000.
House voted $2,500,000, but key
use members indicated they would
happy to accept the Senate's fig. Senate
After rejecting
passed theJavits'
bill. proposal,
The program permits the governnt to guaranty book publishers, film
npanies and others the convertibilof funds received in certain foreign
mtries. Motion Picture Association
sident Eric Johnston urged an imjdiate appropriation of $5,000,000
the program and an eventual ap■priation of $16,000,000.
fhe Senate approved bill also in*des $101,757,300 for the U.S. Inmation Agency, $200,000 above the
use figure and $4,354,700 below
budget request.
len Alden

Names

Two

.The Glen Alden Corporation yesHay announced the appointment of
rold A. Ketchum as executive asant to the president, and Rocco J.
Fonso as treasurer of Glen Alden
1 its subsidiaries.
RKO Theatres is a division of Glen
den.
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REVIEW:
The

Man

Who

Could

Cheat

Death

Hammer — Paramount
Hartford, June 23
A surprisingly effective, even literate treatment on the oft-used premise
of man prolonging life through scientific research and accumulated formulas, isreadily evident in this Hammer Production, released by Paramount. Michael Carreras produced and Terence Fisher directed from
screenplay by Jimmv Sangster, from Barre Lynton's play.
Anton Diffring, who's been seen on American screens through a succession of quality imports, is teamed with Hazel Court and Christopher
Lee, plus a predominantly European roster of thespians, against a Victorian setting, mood and conversation. The pivotal character is Diffring,
a highlv-sensitive man of science, who would unravel, as his predecessors vainly strived, the secrets of origin and departure. Not long after
the initial sequences are flashed on, it's learned that Diffring is well
over 100 vears old, looks less than half that age. A scientific friend, admittedly 89, arrives, informs Diffring that additional thyroid surgery
is needed to maintain the illusion built by drugs and other stimuli.
From this point, the climactic moment is just around the corner, so
to speak, as Diffring finds himself reaching drastic measures. Murder
and mayhem take over and science is relegated to lip service. The finale
finds Diffring aging his true years, les gendarmes dash into the laboratory,
see Diffring burning up from solution, the pretty young thing (Miss
Lee's arms, and another unCourt) happily grasping hero Christopher
happy episode draws to a reluctant close.
One final word of praise for Hammer: "The Man Who Could Cheat
Death" is not, by any stretch of the imagination, a cheaply-filmed adventure. Itreflects top production values, and acting is far from slipshod.
The Technicolor print is something to behold.
Running time, 83 minutes. General classification. Release, in September.
A.M.W.

Soviet

(Continued from page 1 )
which had already been attended by
the American sales force in their respective territories. The foreign sales
executives left here today for their
home bases.
"Public tastes are generally the
same around the world— a good picture in Kalamazoo, Michigan, is a
good picture in Sydney, Australia or
in Stockholm, Sweden," Cohen said.
"The non-acceptance of pictures
were 'movies'
they
because
merely
in most territories
applies opposition
equallytelevision
where
is strong
as well as in those countries where
there is no television opposition."
Regional Conferences Held
As directed
by Cohen,
international unit divided
into his
groups
for
meetings for the following three days
of the convention. Arthur Abeles,
managing director for the Warner
Bros, interests in the U.K. and newly
appointed continental manager, along
with Mike Havas, recently appointed
continental sales manager, held conferences with the men under their
jurisdiction. The three Latin American supervisors, Ary Lima, Brazil;
Peter Colli, Cuba; and Armando Trucios, of Mexico, held meetings with
members of their group. Berry Greenberg and Jack Dagal, supervisors for
Australia and Far East respectively,
conferred with their managers.

Pact

(Continued from page 1 )
decide which of the seven Soviet films
included in the State Department
agreement will be distributed by what
American company will be made at
the meeting.
In addition, arrangements for the
premiere of the first Soviet film to be
released here, and possibly of the subsequent ones, will be made, it is exreported in Motion Picpected.
ture DailyAs on June 11, there is no
expectation that the first Soviet exchange film can be premiered in this
before early fall, at the sooncountry
est.
The supposition some time ago was
that the initial premiere would be
held in Washington with high government officials in attendance, corresponding with a comparable premiere
for the first American film to open in
Moscow.
No specific formula for allocating
the seven Soviet films to the seven
major American distributors is known
to have been decided on yet, but it is
possible that the seven companies will
draw numbers from a hat, the number
each draws to determine the order in
which the seven will choose the Soviet
film it prefers to handle.
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to
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responsible distributors

and exhibitors anywhere
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to Victoria

United Artists' "The Hound of the
Baskervilles," starring Peter Cushing
as Sherlock Holmes, will open at the
Victoria Theatre here, July 3.

and

SUPERIOR

Sidney
'Hound'

Markets

in the U.S.
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Reelection

If Will

TEN CENTS

NEW YORK, U.S.A., THURSDAY, JUNE 25, 1959

Rogers

lospital

Slate

fficers and Directors
> Visit Hospital Friday
Reelection of all officers of the Will
gers Memorial Hospital and Retrch Laboratories at Saranac Lake,
N. Y. headed
by Abe Montague, president,
is expected at
the annual
meeting of the
board of directors to be held
at the Edgewater Motel,
Schroon Lake,
N.
Y., on Saturday.
A delegation
A. Montague
of about 60
hospital direcI and their guests will leave the
(Continued on page 2)

Skouras

Hailed

for

Internationalizing

Leadership

U.S.

in

Pictures

Sept.— Dec*
Columbia

Spyros Skouras is described as the man who "led the way in internationalizing U.S. movies" in an article giving a character profile of the head of 20th
Century-Fox in current issue of Life International. Written by Robert CoughIan, the article
is one in a
Plan Last-Ditch Fight
series on "Great

Release

Immigrants" being published
by the magazine. The headline
Greekreads: "Exwith
Gifts in HollyD e s c ribing
the trend in
wood."
Hollywood toSpyros Skouras
ward producing films abroad
and the emphasis on making pictures
that will have an appeal in the foreign
market as well as domestic, Coughlan
writes: "No man in Hollywood views
this metamorphosis with a more
benign expression than Spyros Stanly Confirmed on page 7)

Jackter Tells Sales Meet
Of Plans for Merchandising

On Pa. Censor Bill
A determined fight to block passage of the proposed new Pennsylvania censorship law which passed the
state senate Tuesday night will be
made by the industry, it was learned
yesterday.
Manning Clagett, legislative representative for the Motion Picture Association, and James Clark of Clark
Film Service, Philadelphia, will head
the effort to enlist opponents of the
measure throughout the state before
further committee and house action
is taken on it.
They will be assisted by the field
organization
of the Council
of Motion
(Continued
on page 7)

In

4

lue Denim' Campaign
Twentieth Century-Fox's special
npaign on "Blue Denim" will be
mth-tested" through a market rerch program in coordination with
;ional advertising and publicity
magers throughout the United
|ktes, it was announced yesterday by
e-president Charles Einfeld.
The campaign devised by the Eini department will be taken into key
(Continued on page 7 )
PEA

Companies

to File

lew Japanese Data
Vlotion Picture Export Association
mbers at their meeting here this
«k agreed to file the additional inmation sought by the Japanese
lance Ministry in a franchise quesnnaire concerning
^rations
in Japan. the companies'
[The Finance Ministry has advo(Continued on page 7)

Months

Jackter, vicepresident and
general
manager, sales
told
top home office
executives
and
division manday. Heagers
spoke
yesterat the first session of a threeday sales meeting isthe
comholding
at the panySavoy
Hilton Hotel here.
Jackter(Continued
said the onprogram
pag,? 8) for the

REVIEW:

Porgy

Samuel

14

Columbia Pictures will release a
minimum of 14 pictures from September through December this year, Rube

and
loew's

outh-Test' Sfcrfecf for

Will

Goldwyn — Columbia — Todd-AO

AMUEL GOLDWYN'S production of "Porgy and Bess" may well
to be the best ever given the George Gershwin-DuBose
s prove
Heyward classic in its not inconsiderable years on world stages.
Technically, it is a shining example of just how good a modern motion
picture can look and sound, and play, when the finest in craftsmanship
and appurtenances are combined with outstanding talents, great music
and story. Add to these the greater fluidity and dimensions of the screen
as the best ever need not
and
seem the
rash.description of Go'dwyn's "Porgy"

and its
have
the itscreen
event,a Goldwyn
In anymusic
familiar
setting in and
which
is fresh
and given
new "Porgy"
and vibrant, as
though this "Porgy," at least, had never before been in
produced,
to its
addition which,
of course, it has not. Its newness and its freshness,
general excellence, will endear it to all who see it, whether they see it
for the first time or the twentieth.
The production shines with memorable individual performances, from
the principals down to numerous just-right character roles. Sidney Poitier
as Porgy, Dorothy Dandridge as Bess, Brock Peters as Crown, Sammy
Davis, Jr. as Sportin' Life and Pearl Bailey as Maria are outstanding. But
crowding them closely for individual acting honors in lesser roles are
such fine performers as Ruth Attaway, as the God-fearing woman
(Continued on page 8 )

Theatres' Net

$375,100 for Quarter
In its first quarterly financial report
since its separation from Loew's Inc.
on March 12, Loew's Theatres and
subsidiary companies yesterday announced net income of $375,100 for
the 12 weeks ending June 4. The
income is equivalent to 14 cents per
share on 2,668,389 shares of common
stock outstanding.
Gross revenues for the quarter
amounted to $10,207,000.
The company also said yesterday
that at a meeting on June 19 the
(Continued on page 7)
Du

Mont

Stockholders

Reelect 10 Directors
Special to THE DAILY
CLIFTON, N. J., June 24.-A11 ten
directors of Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., were re-elected at the
today.
annual meeting of stockholders here
The directors
(Continuedareon Barney
pagp 8)Balaban,

Motion

PERSONAL
MENTION

STAN MARGULIES, Bryna Productions advertising-publicity director, has arrived in New York from
Hollywood.
•
Jack M. Warner, head of Jack M.
Warner Productions, will return to
Hollywood today from New York.
•
John D. Levine, of Hearst Metrotone News, will leave here for London
today via B.O.A.C.
•
William Richardson, president of
Capital Releasing Corp., and Charles
Simpson, vice-president, have left
Atlanta, the former for Knoxville,
Tenn., the latter for southern Georgia.
•
James A. Nicholson, president of
American International Pictures, will
leave Hollywood at the weekend for
New York.
•
Maurice W. Shulman,
of the
Webster and Rivoli theatres, Hartford,
is recuperating from surgery.
•
R. M. Kennedy, president of Alabama Theatres Association, Birmingham, has returned there from Florida.
•
Dick Dickerson, Schine circuit
booker, was in Albany, N. Y., from
Gloversville.
•
Mrs. Emery McEvers has given
birth to a boy in Atlanta. Father is
owner of the Filmrow Soda Co.
•
Mervyn
LeRoy, producer, will
leave Los Angeles this week for Hawaii and the South Sea Islands,
e
Paul Jaulus, publicist, left New
York yesterday for London via
B.O.A.C.
•
Barbara Cohen, daughter of
Barney Cohen, manager of the Arcadia Theatre, Philadelphia, will be
married in December to Charles N.
Miller.
•
Dan Boutyette, publicity director
of Rowland V. Lee's "The Big Fisherman," will arrive here today from
Hollywood.
■ : th Year of
SPECIAL
TRAILERS
Jfiu. ua. gin. Sps&d.
f LI and. Quality.
1327 So. Wabash CHICAGO • 630 Ninth Ave N.Y.
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Sales Reported Good for

See

Fight Telecast Tonight
Approximately 550,000 seats, in 170
theatres, sports arenas and auditoriums in 135 cities, will be available for
the closed circuit telecast tonight of
the Floyd Patterson-Ingemar Johansson heavyweight title fight at Yankee
Stadium here.
TelePrompTer Corp., which is handling the telecast, said yesterday the
available seating capacity is the largest for any closed circuit title event.
Advance sales were described as

(Continued from page 1 )
Hotel Astor here around noon today
for Herman Robbins' Schroon Lake
Motel,group.
which will be headquarters for
the

"very,
although
no official
figures very
were good,"
available.
TelePrompTer
is hopeful that the gate will exceed
that of the Robinson-Basilio fight of
March, 1958, which grossed about
$1,400,000.
In case of rain, TelePrompTer is
prepared to carry the title fight tomorrow night, which would mean the
loss of from 35,000 to 40,000 seats,
officials said. This would come principally from arenas which have other
events scheduled for the same time.
Top Price Is $7.50
Theatres are reported to make up
about 60 per cent of the locations
carryingtions, thetonight's
fight. Inprice
most will
situatop admission
be
$7.50, as compared to $100 at ringside
in Yankee Stadium. New York City,
site of the bout, is blacked out, although, in a unique tieup, fight fans
have been able to purchase tickets to
the actual
through Loew's
tres in the fight
metropolitan
area. theaThe fight can be heard but not
seen on the nationwide ABC- Radio
network. This coverage will be sponsored by the United Artists release,
"The Horse Soldiers," which stars
Bill Holden and John Wayne, reporting from ringside. UA will also release the official fight films, rushing
them out to theatres as soon as prints
can be processed.
Registration

Heavy

for

Virginia Convention
Special to THE DAILY
NEWPORT NEWS, Va., June 24.
—Advance registrations for the convention ofthe Virginia Motion Picture
Theatre Ass'n. convention July 6
through 8 indicate it will be the biggest for the organization in recent
years, it was announced here by William Jasper of the Dixie Theatre, who
is chairman of registrations. The convention will take place at the Chamberlin Hotel in Old Point Comfort, Va.
Acceptances to the 25th Anniversary Founders'
BanquetJuly
to 8,
be have
held
Wednesday
evening,
been received from the following original founders of the MPTO of Virginia: Mrs. Bertha Gordon, Newport
News; Sydney Gates, Jeff Hofheimer,
Norfolk; Robert T. Barton, Richmond;
A. Julian Brylawski, Washington,
D. C.

Reelection

The itinerary includes the annual
visit to the hospital tomorrow, followed by the annual board meeting
and election of officers at the Edgewater Motel on Saturday. The group
will travel by private bus, returning
to New York Saturday night.
Hospital officers other than Montague are: Robert
O'Donnell,
board
chairman;
Max A.J. Cohen,
secretary;
Si H. Fabian, treasurer; Samuel Rosen,
assistant treasurer; Harry Brandt, Ned
E. Depinet, William J. German, Robert Mochrie, Herman Robbins, Fred
J. Schwartz, Joseph R. Vogel, Richard
F. Walsh and Murray Weiss, viceA number of changes in the board
presidents.
of directors is expected to fill vacancies resulting from varied causes. The
nominating committee, headed by
German will present its slate to the
Saturday meeting.
No interference

With

S.C. Sunday Openings
Special to THE DAILY
LANCASTER, S. C, June 24.-No
warrants were issued by either city
or county authorities here when two
local theatres— the Parr and Midway
—defied eratedSunday
"blueon laws"
optheir houses
June and
21. Jim
Hyatt, manager of the Midway, reported some 60 persons attended his
afternoon shows but more than 100
were present during the evening performance.
Expects Business to Improve
Hyatt expressed no concern or disappointment over the relatively small
attendance. "I was surprised we had
as many as we did— there was some
opposition and many people were
afraid to come. However, when
everything cools off I anticipate that
our business on Sunday will compare
favorably with that done on week
At the Parr Theatre, where a Walt
Disney production was again presented on Sunday, following a threeday run during the latter part of the
week, attendance totaled less than
200.
days."
Harvard Names Hazen
To Committee

Posts

Joseph H. Hazen, film industry attorney, executive and business partner
of Hal Wallis, has been appointed by
the board of overseers of Harvard
College to membership on the visiting
committee of the Department of Fine
Arts
college.and the Fogg Museum of the

LETTERS
TO

THE

EDITOR

Chicago, June 2
Sir:
It is with regret that I call your a
tention to an alarming example of
new practice which is ruining a ones
great center of exhibition.
Some time ago a local circuit put t<
gether the combination of "Son
Came
and "Auntie
in theirRunning"
ace outlying
theatres. Mam
As
example of how the average exhibitc
likes
to playherewith
'follow the
I ai
attaching
copyleader,'
of toda)
newspaper movie directory, whi;
shows the combination booking
"Shaggy
"Rio inBravo
'
some of theDog"
finestand
theatres
Chicag
"Shaggy
Dog"
is
the
biggest
office attraction of the season, arb
when exhibitors couple that pictu
with "Rio Bravo" it is an example
lack of showmanship at its worst. Ho
can exhibitors beseech the produce
to give them a steady flow of produ
and then wastefully book importa
pictures in this fashion?
The subject of this letter, in
opinion, is an example of the exhir.
tor being his own worst enemy, a
warrants industry-wide publicity, b
cause other than a release of the po
48 pictures to television, there
nothing more destructive than tl
pursuit of this policy.
Sincerel
Edward Silverm
Essaness Theatres Co
'Big Circus' Booked
In All Exchanges
Allied been
Artists' booked
"The Bigin Circus"
already
every he
change city across the country, Mori
R. Goldstein, vice-president and ge
eral sales manager, said yesterda
He said the film has been set in fla
ship theatres at top terms and for e
tended playing time in all cases. R
lease is timed to coincide with scho
vacations, he pointed out.
Backing the Irwin Allen productk
is an all-out exploitation campaig
aiming at not only a juvenile audienc
but also for adult patronage, he sai
WB

Sets Seven

Films

For Summer and Fall
Warner Bros, has scheduled sevo
films for release in the summer ar
fall.
Set for the summer are "The Nun
Story,"
"JohnLabor
Paul Day
Jones"theand
"He!
cules." For
compai
has "Yellowstone Kelly," and fall r
leases will be "Look Back in Anger!
"The FBI Story" and "A Summ
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REVIEW

HPS IN TIME:
An Autobiogj|aphy. By Fred Astaire. IIluated. 333 pages. Harper & Bros.,
few York. $4.95.
ed Astaire's autobiography makes
reading. Since he makes a point
porting that at various times he
ed or rejected suggestions for
lg his life story done by ghost
■ ts, it must be assumed that this
is his own.
ke all of his professional work it
lone superbly and provides an
dance of entertainment and highiteresting show business history,
also like an Astaire performance,
in the best of humor and taste,
teps in Time" begins at the being—with the departure of Fred
his sister Adele in the company
ireir mother for New York, and
arations for the stage. It describes
early bookings, disappointments
successes, the hard route from
ing position on small vaudeville
e programs to featured act on the
ime. When they gained the attenof the Shuberts, they were in.
>out half the book covers that
of Astaire's career in which he
paired with his sister on the
s of this country and in London.
Adele's
marriage
Englandforhea
tried
it alone,
thenin retired
with the second and equally
assful phase of his career startin Hollywood, thereafter.
s story notes that he watched
on Picture Herald's annual Top
3y Making Stars for signs that
mblic might be tiring of the suc3n of popular RKO Radio films
hich he and Ginger Rogers were
sd and relates the amicable reawhy they eventually decided to
< up as dancing partners,
taire's
progress
many morein
successes
and toto popularity
and on television continued a
•r which now spans a half cenin show business and still is
; strong. As the author says, he
.'ts to keep right on performing
the years no longer can be cond "even if they photographed me
;gh three lace curtains."
taire's love for show business and
is own specialty, the dance, are
rent
on every
of his
to date.
It is page
a book
thatlife's
acely reflects the author's sunny
nality, and which surely ranks
jie of his best performances,
e book has an excellent index,
pful list of all of his stage, film
TV performances and numerous
y interesting and amusing photois. It is splendid reading for anyand of special interest and deto members of show business.
S. K.
\rnhardt to Bardot'
hur Mayer has authored an artii the June 27 issue of Saturday
w entitled "From Bernhardt to
ft," in which he traces the history
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Skouras
for 'Internationalizing' Films
(Continued from page 1)
ities are necessary in gaining an end, joined by the youngest brother,
George. Settling in St. Louis they
ras. . . . More than any other in- but he prefers to act like a bull moose
dividual itwas Skouras who led Hol- and usually does. When he charges a saved their money and first entered
lywood out of its back-lot isolationism
target, debris— and often a body or the entertainment business with coininto its present globe-girdling activ- two— fills the air. Skouras means 'now' operated movie machines, later buyities. Skouras was led to this decision
when he says it, and the lapse of even
ing several theatres in that city. "By
1925 they had an interest in almost
a little time makes him extremely
by the crisis brought upon U.S. moevery important theatre in St. Louis,
vies by television. While American
as well as in most of the smaller ones,
movie-going was on the decline, moAnd, later, on his ability: "Energy,
and had built the $6 million, 17-story,
vie-going abroad was still on the inirritable."force, shrewdness and personair-conditioned Ambassador Building
crease, and he set out to stimulate it driving
al warmth would perhaps have made
Skouras a success in almost any busi- housing the Ambassador Theatre, a
cinema palace on the grandest scale.
even more."
ness, but what equips him particularly
CinemaScope Praised
They were famous throughout the
for
show
business
is
his
colossal
opThe article states that at least 10
movie industry; and Spyros was a
timism. Misfortune merely excites him, board
member and trustee of First
of 20th-Fox's pictures in 1958 were
offering as it does a fresh new challenge to meet and obstacles to be National Pictures."
made overseas "regardless of story
developments in the careers
locale" and then goes on to take note
vigorously
overcome.
his ca- of Later
the brothers are traced in the
reer has been
based Indeed
on misfortune,
of Skouras' pioneer work in introducarticle, including various early bouts
ing CinemaScope. Of the latter ac- and troubles have been spurring him
with competitors, their acquisition of
complishment, Coughlan says, "Even
the old Fox theatre chain in New
Skouras, a man rarely in awe of himon ever
Tellssince."
of Boyhood in Greece
York, and the eventual formation of
self is struck by the decision's magni20th Century-Fox, to the presidency
Coughlan
describes
Skouras'of boyhood in Greece,
in a family
ten of which Spyros Skouras was elected
Listing sometheofwriter
Skouras'
personal
characteristics
observes
that children and his arrival in America at in 1942.
tude."
he "has the patience of a fox and the 17 years. Already here was his
Lauds Aid to Refugees
endurance of a goat when these qual- brother Charlie and later they were
Coughlan also pays tribute to Skouras' work on behalf of the Greek War
MPEA Companies
'Youth Test'
Relief Assn. and his persistent efforts
( Continued from page 1 )
(Continued from page 1 )
and success in getting relief supplies
areas across the country by the 20thcated a 60-40 allocation of funds be- into Greece after a blockade was imFox representatives in those areas.
tween the companies and their Tokyo
posed on the country by the Allies
The ads, trailers, radio and TV spots
offices
in
place
of
the
existing
70-30
when
it
fell to the Germans. "It is
and additional material which comallocation, with the cost of prints a modest summation of how Skouras
prise the campaign will be shown to charged to the New York share. The
wins: wearing down is only a part of
representative youth groups, civic and revised allocation obviously would in- the battle. Among the other factors
social organizations and a variety of
are being almost always right and
crease the taxable revenue of the comsimilar conclaves.
panies
in
Japan.
Results of the market research will
always being one of the world's truly
Although agreeing to file the addi- great personal communicators."
be gone over in discussions in New
The article's final evaluation: "Spytional information requested, the comYork where the reports will be anaros still makes most of 20th Centurypanies
will
continue
to
oppose
the
lyzed on the basis of the reactions of
Fox's administrative decisions, but he
new also
allocation.
also finds the time for his happiest
the youth groups. Questions asked of proposed
The MPEA
has been advised
the groups will relate to authenticity,
being a symbol in the far parts
that Chile plans to levy a 25 per cent role:
of the world of the continuing vitality
index.
import
tax
in
lieu
of
an
earlier
plan
"want-to-see"
a
and
appeal
accuracy
to require film companies to post a of the U.S. film industry."
The article is generously illustrated
Magazine Drive Planned
400 per cent deposit.
New demands also are reported with several large photographs of
Other facets of the "Blue Denim"
Skouras, including a full-page one
campaign were outlined by the film from Mexico despite the fact the taken
in his New York office.
executive. One of its highlights will companies have a two-year agreement
concluded
recently.
be a magazine campaign, aimed at
All MPEA member companies have
the youthful audience. In addition a
agreed to share in the expenses of
newspaper
campaign
has
been
finalized that will call for a minimum of
More
participation in the Venice Film Festival in August and September.
3000 lines in each situation, beginning ten days in advance of the opening with a specially-devised teaser
Peiin. Censor Bill
campaign.
( Continued from page 1 )
light
A large radio and television cam+
Picture
Organizations
throughout
paign is also planned, with spot announcements and a special TV-trailer
Pennsylvania. Exhibitors in all communities will be urged to register opfeaturing Joan Crawford, introducing
position to the proposed legislation
new stars Carol Lynley and Branslower burn=
don De Wilde to audiences.
and to recruit others in their communities to communicate with their
lower costs
state representatives.
Loew's Theatres
Clark, who has been active on past
( Continued from page 1 )
occasions
in combating legislation iniboard of directors of Loew's Theatres
mical to the industry, has been conapproved a restricted stock option
fined to his home by illness.
I^IJational.
plan— subject to stockholders' approval
The
proposed
bill
seeks
to
avoid
—for its key personnel. The plan prothe ban on prior censorship by pervides that the corporation reserve
PROJECTOR
mitting the censor board to ask for
130,000 shares of its common stock,
prints of a picture for inspection after
of which amount options for 85,000
it has had its public opening. The
CARBONS
shares were granted.
board has the power to cut the film,
of the distribution of foreign films in ban it or rate it as adult. The burden
the U.S. from Bernhardt's "Queen
of proof that a picture is not obscene
Elizabeth" to the current Bardot films. would be shifted to the exhibitor.
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Oakland

'This Ear
Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, June 24.-With
the Golden Gate Theatre here and the
T & D Theatre in Oakland packed to
capacity for tonight's dual-city world
premiere ofof"This
Earth Is Mine"
and
thousands
fans jamming
the streets
outside both theatres to watch the
arrival of celebrities, extra police had
to be called to avert serious traffic
dangers in bodi areas.
Headed by Rock Hudson, who
stars in the picture, celebrities making
appearances at both theatres in connection with the Universal-International-Vintage production included coproducer Casey Robinson, featured
actresses Anna Lee, Cindy Robbins
and Jean Blake and "Queen-for-aDay" Mrs. Ruth Cross of Denver.
The stage show emcee was KCBS disc
jockey Guy Cherney.
The typical Hollywood-style premiere climaxed an intensive monthlong promotional campaign that saw
Hudson and others associated with the
picture participating in a hectic round
of events during the last three days,
winding up with a pre-premiere dinner at the Press and Union League
Club attended by San Francisco
Mayor George Christopher, chief of
police Thomas Cahill, Chamber of
Commerce President Jack Howe and
some 300 civic and social leaders from
the entire Bay area.
Following the dinner all were taken
to the Golden Gate Theatre in a halfmile long motorcade led by the Hollywood contingent riding in open cars.
After greeting the outside throngs and
making an appearance on the theatre
stage, the Hollywood celebrities were
rushed in police-escorted cars to the
T & D Theatre, where they were welcomed by Mayor Clifford Rischell of
Oakland and then made personal appearances on the stage of that theatre.

(Continued from page 1 1
last four months of the year \c
"see a continuation of the highered release pattern evidence ir
lumbia's summer plans, highli;

Hail

DuMont Stockholders
( Continued from page 1 )
Allen B. Du Mont, Armand G. Erpf,
Thomas T. Goldsmith, Jr., Oscar Lasdon, Robert A. Maes, Paul Raibourn,
David T. Schultz, Percy M. Stewart
and Edwin L. Weisl.
'Hole' Gross $110,881
United Artists' "A Hole in the Head"
amassed a big first week total of
$110,881 in its Chicago, Washington,
D. C, and Los Angeles engagements,
it was announced by William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge of distribution. The total includes $59,615
for the Oriental Theatre, Chicago;
$26,180 for the Palace Theatre,
Washington, and $25,086 for the FoxBeverly Theatre, Los Angeles.
Plan Silent Features
CLEVELAND, June 24. - The
Hanna, Cleveland's only legitimate
theatre, will experiment with a policy
of old, silent feature pictures. A series
of three programs has been announced
as follows: July 6, Rudolph Valentino

Slates

by
Otto and
Preminger's
Murder'
'Middle 'Anatomy
of the Ni:
majordevoted
portion toofdiscussion
yesterday'sof:
ingA was
chandising policies on these filrr!
Heading the fall and winter p
of films, which Jackter characte,,
as "blockbusters and films with 1
buster
promotion
is I
ham Goetz'
"They potential,"
Came to Core
which the sales manager said \
go into
special
releasecampaigns
"behind ci
the
biggest
advance
Porgy

and

Bess
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

widowed by Crown's murderous fists; Diahann Carroll as Clara, the
appealing young mother widowed by the hurricane; Leslie Scott as Jake,
her fisherman husband, and such Catfish Row characters as Helen Thigpen as the strawberry vender; Roy Glenn as Lawyer Frazier; William
Walker as the undertaker, and many others.
Otto Preminger's direction is expert and sensitive to the story and
character nuances, aiding in developing and sustaining authentic moods
throughout. N. Richard Nash's screenplay is excellent, adhering faithfully to the Heyward-Gershwin work.
The picture was filmed in the Todd-AO process and is in color by
Technicolor. It is a distinguished, even a rare example of the finest
blending of photography, color and music. Leon Shamroy has earned
high praise for his direction of photography, and Andre Previn for
musical direction.
THE STORY, which over the years has become not only familiar to
millions but a favorite the world around, is set in the waterside tenement
area of Charleston, S. C, colored section, around 1912. When Crown
is obliged to hide out after murdering Robbins following a crap game
argument, Ress, Crown's girl, is befriended by Porgy, a crippled beggar
who is able to travel only by means of his crude, goat-drawn cart. The
two fall in love and know brief happiness until Ress again encounters
Crown after a picnic on a nearby island. She soon returns to Porgy and
is forgiven. The two seemingly are closer together than ever, but Crown,
driven from his island hideout by a hurricane, returns to claim her.
Porgy kills Crown in defending Bess and is picked up in the investigation
of the crime. Sportin' Life convinces Bess that Porgy will not return and
induces her to leave with him for New York. Released from custody in
a few days, Porgy is back on Catfish Row, prepared to celebrate a reunion with Ress. Told of her departure with Sportin' Life, Porgy sets
out for New York in his goat cart in search of her.
The Gershwin music needs no identification. Suffice it to say it has
been magnificently recorded and plays beautifully on the Todd-AO
system. Dubbed-in voices have been used for the songs of both Porgy
and Ress, and for Diahann Carroll's.
Daniel Mandell has done an excellent film editing job. It is a tight,
fast-moving picture which, despite its length and a 10-minute intermission, does not seem overlong.
"Porgy and Ress" is unmistakably a production of the highest quality
in the established Goldwyn tradition. In its initial 70mm. release version
it will be handled as such, its exhibition to be restricted to a limited
number of road show engagements.
There is no reason to doubt that these will be of extended duration
and of impressive earning capacity, for "Porgy and Ress" is another high
point in the illustrious Goldwyn career and in the annals of film-making.
Running time, 146 minutes (without intermission). Adult classification.
Release, special.
SHERWIN KANE
in "The Eagle"; July 13, Lon Chaney
in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame";
Dressier in "Tillie's
July 20, Marie
Punctured
Romance." The experiment
is being co-sponsored by the Hanna

Theatre Management and the Valley
Playhouse Productions, headed by
Jean Weinberger and Harry Epstein,
both active in little theatre movements.

industry's history."
Kohlmar's
"The Last plans
Angryfor'J
He also blueprinted
Warwick's "Killers of Kilimarj
Raoul Levy's Brigitte Bardot sf
"Babette Goes to War," Si
Donen's "Once More, With Fee
and Louis de Rochemont's "Man,
Also,Samuel
WilliamFuller's
Castle's"Crimsoi
"The
ler,"
mono," Sam Katzman's "The 1
Fontaines,"
Charles Schneer's
String."
of the Coral
Sea," Philip
KendrickWaxS"Satan's
Bucket,"
"The Gene Krupa Story," am
combination of "The Warrior ar
Slave Girl" and "Zex."
Wash., Idaho, Alask
Theatre Meeting Sel
Special to THE DAILY
SEATTLE, Wash., June 24i
Theatre Owners of Washi
Northern Idaho and Alaska wil
their annual convention on W
day, July
at theannounced
New Wash
Hotel
here,22,it was
tot
Armand Marion, Jr., executive
tary. The agenda will include re,
tion in the early afternoon, a me
ship meeting at 2:30, followed!
meeting
of the
of directors.
This newlv-elected
will be follow
a cocktail reception, to which
and local officials, and members '
press
will said
be invited.
Marion
that the Seattle
of Variety has scheduled a
meeting
and thegolffoil't
day will July
hold 22,
its annual
ment and dinner dance. The
unit's
meeting
was scheduled
exhibitors
belonging
to Variety s
take in both sessions while in S
exhibitor
scheduled
George relations,
Roscoe, isTOA's
dired
dress the Wednesday session.
Wald Buys Novel Ri
HOLLYWOOD, June 24.
Wald today announced that h
obtained the screen rights to S
Grahams' forthcoming novel,
Fitzgerald,"
comedy-drama
of :
lywood
columnist
and her strug
raise a family. In acquiring pre
Wald emphasized the productio
be one of his major efforts in
and will take up where "Belov
fidel," starring Deborah Kerr am
gory Peck, leaves off.
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Films

Set

Summer

Supplement Company's
iree 'Blockbusters9
Columbia Pictures will release a
tcial "Three for the Showman"
•kage designed specifically for Sumr audiences, Rube Jackter, vicesident and general sales manager,
id
top sales
;s the
at thecompany's
second session
of a executhree,' meeting here yesterday. The pack; consists of "Have Rocket, Will
rvel," starring The Three Stooges;
jhe 30-Foot Bride of Candy Rock,"
rring Lou Costello; and "The Lend of Tom Dooley," starring newjners Michael Landon, Jo Morrow
i Jack Hogan.
Addressingdivision
the company's
U.S. and
nadian
managers
and
(Continued on page 5)
oldwyn

Receives Dual

ribute at Dinner Here
Samuel Goldwyn received a double
jbute last night at the Waldorftoria from 500 notables of industry,
ance, government, society and show
, siness at a champagne supper by
5 George Gershwin Memorial Fountion. Goldwyn was awarded the
bnze medallion of the City of New
rk in a presentation by toastmaster
(Continued on page 2 )
eport 'Beach' Seeks
o Sponsor Simulcast
From THE DAILY Bureau
HOLLYWOOD, June 25. - George
Schaefer is reported planning conrences with NBC leading to a simulst sponsorship of the All-Star Baseill game here at the Coliseum, Aug.
for Stanley Kramer's plug of his
aited Artists release, "On the
sach."
Kramer is said to be taking his
(Continued on page 5)
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Now

at

Boom

Building

Going

Up

at

Fox

Studio:

Cost

of

12 Sets

$1,500,000

A $1,500,000 building boom is currently underway at 20th Century-Fox's
Hollywood studio with more than 1,000 workmen constructing sets for 12 separate motion picture and television projects, the company reported here yesterday. The massive set construction program is described as the biggest at
20th
since the advent of CinemaScope
Flash: Christmas Bulletin
six years ago.
Comes from Music Hall
Twentieth's vast backlot, swarming
with
electricians, prop men, carpenAs of yesterday, June 25, the six
ters, plasterers and molders, has been
months before Christmas mark, Radio
City Music Hall has sold 11,689 re- completely redone for the outdoor adserved seats for its next Christmas
Oregon5) Trail";
venture drama, "The
(Continued
on page
show, Arch Levy, box-office treasurer
announced. This represents an advance sale of more than $25,000 for Goeti Plea to Governor
the 944 seats in the first mezzanine
which the Music Hall sells on a reAsks Ariz. Tax Repeal
served seat basis.
From THE DAILY Bureau
Five performances have already
been sold out, the evening shows of
HOLLYWOOD, June 25. - WilDec. 10 and 11, the morning show of
liam Goetz, producer of Columbia
Dec. 12, and the matinees of Dec.
Pictures' "The Mountain Road," cur19 and 22.
rently filming on location in Phoenix,
Arizona's
today tofor
a plea
Ariz., made Paul
repeal
J. Fannin,
Governor,
ion law ( 140compensat
state's
the
of
SCA Claims Rights to
and 5their
taxes studios
HR) which
(Continued
on page
) perEight Films for TV
The Show Corporation of America
announced here yesterday it has advised producer Benedict Bogeaus that
it will "assert its right" to distribute
eight fearure films to television under
terms of a TV distribution agreement
granted to SCA by RKO Teleradio
Pictures, Inc. on March 1, 1959. The
pictures involved are "Appointment
in Honduras," "Silver Lode," "Pasof Montana,"
sion," "Cattle Queen
(Continued
on page
4)

House

Committee

Taxation

of

Minimum

Wage

Meeting

Is Postponed Again
From THE DAILY Bureau
GTON, June 25.-A SenWASHIN
ate labor subcommittee was again
start of execupostpone
forcedtivetosession
work ontheminimum
wage
law extension.
Subcommittee officials said several
key members were out of town. No
date has been set for a new meeting.

Will

Study

Out-of-State

State

In Tuberculosis
Tells

of

Research

Field

Rapid
Gain

Lab
By Rogers
Divorski Says Hospital to
Make Tests on Humans
By SHERWIN
SARANAC
LAKE, N.KANE
Y., June 25.
—Research with the objective of disanti-tuberculosis vaccinecoveringisan effective
making progress
at the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital and
Research Laboratory here under the
direction of Morris Dworski, director
annual
Dworski's
laboratory.
of the will
report
be presented
to the board
of directors of the Hospital at their
meeting here tomorrow.
The report states that experiments
conducted to date have shown that a
living vaccine preparation used in ex"will
laboratory
theproducing
periments atof
carry less risk
progresinin
tuberculosis
sive pulmonary
dividuals employed in industries exposed(Continued
to the inhalation
of silica
on page
2) parRockette Alumnae
$1000

Give

to W.R. Hospital

The Radio City Music Hall Rockette Alumnae Association has presented to the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital Fund a check for $1,000, the
sum of which was realized from the
proceeds of a dinner dance, held on
Mrs. B. Allan
Magee, past president
at Toots Shor's.
on page 2)
May 2, (Continued

Companies

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, June 25.-House judiciary committee chairman Celler (D.,
of
N. Y.) named a special subcommittee to study state taxation of the income
out-of-state firms. Recent Supreme Court decisions held that one state may tax
the income of firms operating in their
resolution which would set up a
states but incorporated elsewhere.
Celler said the special subcommittee
temporary but immediate definition
would determine whether federal of "doing business" in a state, and
legislation was needed. Rep. Willis states could not tax firms not "doing
business!' -there. The definition says
(D., La.) willhead-the special group.
In another development, the Senate no state can tax a firm engaged in
interstate business unless the firm durSmall Business Committee recommended legislation to deal with the
ing the year "has maintained a stockor
warehouse
an office,
goods,
of
(Continued
on page
4)
problem.
Committee members sponsored a

Rains Postpone Fight
Telecast to Tonight
Heavy rains here yesterday forced
schedof last night's Johansthe postponement
uled Floyd Patterson-Ingemar
son heavyweight title fight, which was
to be telecast on a closed circuit by
the TelePrompTer Corp. to theatres
and arenas in 135 cities. The fight and
telecast have been rescheduled for tonight, weather permitting. Refund
requests were reported to be light.
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Motion
N.E. Meeting
PERSONAL
MENTION

ROY O. DISNEY, president of
Walt Disney Productions; Caud
Walker, vice-president, and Ray
Keller, studio executive, will arrive
in New York on Monday from Hollywood.
•
Doug Amos, general manager of
Lockwood & Gordon Enterprises, Boston, has returned there from Hartford.
•
Marty Shapiro of the Small-Josephe talent office, Hollywood, has
returned to the Coast following 10
days in New York.•

Held

Picture
on

Sept. -Dec. Releases
Special to THE DAIL Y
BOSTON, June 25. - Exchange
publicists and theatre press agents met
at the offices of New England Theatres, Inc., yesterday to lay the groundwork for advertising and promotional
campaign plans to launch the big
"blockbuster" films coming in from
Labor Day through the end of the
year. Discussions covered special
planning for newspaper, radio and
TV promotions to acquaint the public
with the forthcoming product.
Each exchange publicist was urged
to contact his home office or the studio
for extra pictorial and copy material
for the newspapers. Another meeting
is planned shortly when committees
will be appointed and assignments
given out to the respective press representatives.

Charles C. Moskowitz, former
vice-president and treasurer of Loew's,
Inc., will leave here tomorrow for Europe on a six-week business and vacation trip.
•
Sidney S. Kulick, of Bell Film Exchange who was severely injured in
a fall three weeks ago, is still under
medical care and will be away for
three weeks.
•
Marjay H. Wren, daughter of Jay
Wren, manager of the Viking Theatre, Philadelphia, has been graduated
from the School of Nursing of the
University of Pennsylvania.
•
King Vidor, director, will arrive in
New York on Monday from the
Coast.
•
Kay Norton, vice-president of
United Artists Records, will leave
New York today for London via
B.O.A.C.
•
Lars McSorley;
Allied Artists
Eastern publicity representative, will
leave New York today for Milwaukee.
•
Hugo P. Sanjurjo, United Artists'
mail supervisor will be married on
July 4 to Ruth Steadman.
•
Joel Lewis, manager of the Playhouse and the Five West theatres,
Baltimore, celebrated his first wedding
anniversary this week.
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THEATRES
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AUDREY HEPBURN
In FRED ZINNEMANN'S Production oi
"THE
NUN'S
A WARNER
BROS. STORY"
PICTURE
in TECHNICOLOR®
and GAIA NEW STAGE SPECTACLE "BOHAHZA"

Goldwyn Tribute
(Continued from page 1)
Harry Hershfield, acting on behalf of
Mayor Robert F. Wagner, and then
was tendered the first annual citation
of the Foundation, for "distinguished
service
in the field of
arts," by
Oscar Hammerstein
II, the
chairman
of
the
Foundation's
honorary
committee
to honor Goldwyn.
The occasion followed a foundationsponsored benefit performance of
Goldwyn's
"Porgyforand
to raise
additional funds
workBess"
in the
field
of music by the Foundation, which
for 15 years has made annual cash
awards to aid outstanding young composers, and has also contributed substantial y toaid and encourage other
fields of musical endeavor.
In making his presentation, Hershfield noted that the bronze medallion
is one of those city citations which is
given only rarely. In presenting his
award, Hammerstein cited Goldwyn's
"Porgy and Bess" and the famed producer's deep friendship with the late
George Gershwin, who wrote the
score for "Porgy and Bess."
Defer Rumley Trial
SPARTANBURG, S. C, June 25.Chester D. Ward, a member of Spartanburg County's
legislative
delegation and newly
appointed
attorney
for
Claude Rumley, operator of the Fox
Drive-In, requested Civil Court Judge
Bobo Burnett for a postponement of
the trial of Rumley, charged in two
cases with violation of the Sunday
"blue laws," in order that he might
have adequate time to prepare his .defense. The request was granted with
the new date to be set.

Daily

IVB's 'Jones' Campaign
Is Long Range Effort
A concentrated publicity effort slated to continue with regularity until
the picture is through its general firstrun release is being carried out by
Warner Bros, on behalf of Samuel
Bronston's "John Paul Jones." Current
plans also call for these activities to
continue through subsequent runs of
the naval spectacle.
The campaign started two years
ago when Bronston began filming
preparations in Europe, and reached
its greatest intensity this month with
the world premiere of "John Paul
Jones" at the Rivoli Theatre here.
Tieing-in wherever possible with the
U.S. Navy, this initial event set the
pattern for similar premiere openings
throughout the country. Prior to the
national release date scheduled for
Aug. 1. there will be special engagements of "John Paul Jones" at the
Egyptian Theatre in Los Angeles on
July 8 and at the Rooosevelt Theatre
in Chicago July 1. Each of these two
dates will feature elaborate celebrations in conjunction with the opening.
Navy Groups to Sponsor
Further inaugurating the national
promotional campaign will be a series
of Governors' premieres under the
sponsorship of various Navy organizations, to be held in the capital city of
each of the 50 states, with each Governor as honorary chairman. Proceeds
of these events will go toward the
"Enshrinement of the USS Arizona
at PearlsoredHarbor
Fund" War
which Memorial
is sponby the Pacific
Commission; the Arizona War Memorial in Phoenix, and the Fleet Reserve Commission.
News

Items on Films

Cited in COMPO Ad
Several widely scattered new items,
each offering
proofinofmotion
the public's
increasing interest
pictures,
form the basis for the 104th of the
series of Compo ads in Editor {? Publisher, which will appear tomorrow.
Under the caption "Little Pieces
From All Over Tell Big Story," the
ads says: "Suddenly, like summer,
good news about the movies breaks
out all over." Then it gives several
examples
"May be
we wise
suggestto
once moreandthatasks:
it would
give more space to movie news?"

'Tarzan'

Sets Records

Paramount's "Tarzan's Greatest Adventure" broke the house records in
three theatres in Georgia cities where
it opened this week, the company reported here yesterday. Gordon Scott,
who plays Tarzan, appeared on stage
for the opening day at all theatres.
Grosses which set records were as
follows: Miller Theatre, Augusta $2,737; Weiss, Savannah, $2,653; Bibb,
Macon $1,304.
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Research

Gai

(Continued from page 1
tides, who are particularly suscepti
to tuberculosis.
It describes the next step to bej
test of the vaccine on human volu
teers, preferably among mine work]
in Peru or Chile.
The report also describes work do
on a research project
using spec
the study
of theequipme
to" impro
lung nt
photogr
in three
aphic
sions in order to aid knowleddim]
ge]
emphysema, which has become a rt
jor chronic lung disease.
Dworski's report states that in t
past year 6,080 laboratory examir
tions were made at Will Rogers' a
that
labora
tory
beeny fupi
occupithe
ed in
fulfill
ing "has
its primar
pose of diagnostic and control <
Examinations Increased
Clinica
animat
ions."l examinations increas
from 4,092 to 5,364 in the past ye
caused in part by the fact that 72
the 106 admissions during the y<
were non-tuberculous,, giving rise
more varied examinations than befo
Annual reports of other phases
the hospital and research laboratc
operations and activities will be p
sented
urday. to the directors at their annil
at Herman
meeting
water Motel
at SchroonRobbins
Lake ' onEd;S
Rockette Alumnae
(Continued from page 1)
of the Rockette Alumnae, present
the money to A. Montague, presidi
of the Memorial Fund and to Rus;
president of Radio C
Downi
Music ng,
Hall. Downing serves also
the board of directors of the Memoi
Fund, and is an honorary member
the Rockette Alumnae Association. jj
Club Formed Four Years Ago I
There are about 200 Rock
alumnae members, all former dan
in Russell Markert's famed danc
group, the Radio City Music
Rockettes. They formed their c
four years ago, and since then hi
worked toward raising funds for s
charities as the National Associat
for Mentally Retarded Children, 1
City of Hope, The Will Rogers Is
morial Fund, and their own Rockf
Alumnae Charity Fund.
To date, they have sponsored fi
annual dinner dances, several lun
eons, and a yearly rummage sale,
addition, many of the members, in |
metropolitan area, and through
the country, teach dancing :
rhythm as an aid to the developm
of mentally retarded and other har

Book 'Mysterians* Here
capped Rummage
children. Sale Planned
M-G-M's "The Mysterians" will
The next project being planned^
open in 96 New York neighborhood
theatres on July 1. The companion
the annual week-long rummage s
feature in most of the bookings will
which will take place sometime in
be another M-G-M film, "Watusi."
early fall.
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Claims

(Continued from page 1)
"Escape to Burma," "Pearl of the
South Pacific," "Slightly Scarlet," and
"Tennessee's Partner."
The serving of such notice was also
made on Alpine Productions, Inc.,
Pinecrest Productions, Inc. and Filmcrest Productions, Inc. on whose behalf SCA claims Bogeaus has been
soliciting TV stations to make license
agreements for television exhibition of
the pictures. SCA claims Bogeaus, the
companies, and BKO Teleradio have
been restrained from licensing six of
the pictures on TV in an order issued
by the Superior Court of the State
of California on May 27, 1959. The
order was only effective as to actions
by the parties subsequent to March
30, 1959, it was said, and "Show Corporation was not named and is not
bound by the restraining order."
Godfrey
Return

Tells Plans for
to Air in Fall

return
to Plans
the airforin Arthur
the fall Godfrey's
were announced
jointly yesterday by the Columbia
Broadcasting System and Godfrey.
Although the television and radio
star is well on the road to recovery
following an operation for lung cancer last April, Godfrey has decided not
to attempt to resume his heavy schedule of radio and television programs
which last season totaled eight hours
weekly.
Accordingly, it was announced that
Godfrey, now in his 31st year in the
broadcasting business, will confine
himself next season to "Arthur Godfrey Time" over the CBS Badio Network, Monday through Friday, 9:0510:00 A.M., EDT, and to a maximum
of four special one-hour television
shows. Godfrey will not become host
of
"Person to Person" as previously
announced.
Information regarding this program
will be announced shortly.
"The Sam Levenson Show," which
was established originally to substiTime"
"Arthur
tute for the
television
show,
will Godfrey
continue in its
current time period, Monday through
Friday, 10:30-11:00 A.M., EDT.
'Tightrope!' Is Title
Of New Series for S.G.
"Tightrope!" has been chosen as the
title of the new adventure series starring Mike Conners being produced for
Screen Gems by Clarence Greene and
Russell Rouse. The show will debut
on CBS-TV, Tuesday, Sept. 1, 9-9:30
P.M., N.Y.T., sponsored by Pharmaceuticals, Inc., through the Parkson
Advertising Agency.
An intensive search was made to
find a title for this series about a
police investigator who lives a double
life as a member of the underworld.

Today

Frank Sinatra to Star
In Four 1-Hour Specials
Four one-hour musical specials starring Frank Sinatra will be presented
on the ABC Television Network,
sponsored by the United States Time
Corporation for Timex watches, during the 1959-60 season, it was announced by Robert E. Mohr, Timex
vice-president and director of sales,
and William P. Mullen, ABC vicepresident in charge of TV network
sales.
The order was placed by United
States
Time Peck,
Corporation's
Doner and
Inc., New agency,
York.
First of the hour-long specials, each a
"Frank Sinatra-Timex Show," will be
broadcast on Oct. 19, 1959. The other
specials are tentatively scheduled for
November, December and February.
The programs will originate in Holand the industry's
writers,
designers,lywood, musicians
and top
technicians
will work with Sinatra in putting the
shows together. Preliminary preparations are under way for the signing
of guest stars, who will include outstanding performers in the entertainment world.
Report Survey Findings
On Color-TV

Audience

Audience of color television programs in homes equipped to receive
color is twice as large as the audience
of the same programs in black-andwhite homes, an NBC research survey has shown. Results of the survey
were announced by Dr. Thomas E.
Coffin, director of research, National
Broadcasting Company.
Trendex, commissioned by the NBC
research department, conducted a special rating study of "The Perry Como
Show," "The Steve Allen Show," "The
Dinah Shore Chevy Show" and "The
Arthur Murray Party" in five cities:
Omaha, Boston, Chicago, Milwaukee
and Philadelphia.
The average rating of the color
shows in color homes was 30.4, while
the same programs rated 16.9 in
mached black-and-white homes. This
pattern, the survey showed, held for
all four shows and in each market,
indicating that the ability of color
programs to achieve substantial ratings in color homes does not depend
upon the program or city, it was said.

The committee recognized this as
a temporary solution, however, and
recommended a five-man presidential
commission to work up a permanent
solution
state." before February 1, 1961. The
commission would be directed to suggest uniform standards which the
states would have to follow in taxing
out-of-state firms, and could not question their right to levy some taxes.
A constitutional amendment is not
required to handle the problem,
which can be met by Congressional
legislation, the committee asserted.
TV Spots Are Included
In Michigan B-B Drive
Speciai to THE DAILY
DETROIT,
June 25.-There is
something infectious in this Michigan
climate when it comes to businessbuilding drives.
Jack Zide, who distributes under
title of Allied Pictures Corporation,
among others, has written Milton H.
London, Michigan Allied president
and director of the Metropolitan Exhibitors ofDetroit b-b that he has got
in on the act on his own. Recently
his firm put up $1,000 for a TV spot
on the Eaters"
twin bill,
"The asking
Spider"second
and
"Brain
without
run exhibitors to contribute. Currently 14 second-runs and drive-ins will
match Allied's $2,000 for campaigns
on "Reform School Girl" and "Daddy-O." $1,000 out of the $4,000 will
be used to buy TV spots. In none of
the
used.advertising will theatre names be

"The Joseph Cotten Show," an anthology of half-hour dramas, will be
the summer replacement for "The
Ann Sothern Show" beginning Monday, July 6 (9:30-10:00 P.M., EDT)
on the CBS Television Network. Joseph Cotten will be host for the rebroadcast series, and will star in several of the episodes. General Foods
Corp. is the sponsor.

Film Custodians

SEATTLE, June 25.-The Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of
the National Education Association at
its annual meeting here officially
adopted a resolution commending the
work of Teaching Film Custodians,
the motion
picture
industry's
tional service,
and J.
Stanley educaMcintosh, its director. Recognizing the
many important contributions of
teaching film custodians over and
above their making available to
schools educational excerpts from feature pictures, the NEA expressed
warm
TFC. appreciation for the work of
WB

'Joseph Gotten Show'
On CBS Network July 6

K* I

Taxation

(Continued from page 1 )
other place of business in such state,
or has had an officer, agent or representative who has maintained an office or other place of business in such

Laud
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Shorts Slated

Warner Bros, has 30 one- and tworeel short subjects in Technicolor, as
well as black-and-white regular and
CinemaScope, slated for release during the 13-week period ending Aug.
29. In addition to such regular standbys as Bugs Bunny, Merrie Melodies
and Looney Tunes, all in Technicolor,
the Warner short subjects program
also includes six of the "World Adventure Tours" in color as well as
other releases.

PEOPLE
Len Herberman has been nan.
manager of the St. John, N. B., ofl
of International Film Distributors i
Allied Pictures of Canada. He \
formerly
representau'
In his newOntario
post hesales
succeeds
Delb
T. Buckley who has resigned to i ,
erate the Maritime Poster Exchan
□
Dick Settoon, branch manager
Atlanta for Universal, played host
a cocktail party recently to a grc
of Georgia exhibitors and Casey R
inson, of "This Earth Is Mine."
Newton "Red" Jacobs, president
Cory Film Co., Hollywood, was 1
at a luncheon in the Hotel Bradfc
Boston, for circuit heads and exh
tors. The luncheon was followed
□ "Room 43."
a screening of Cory's
Bud Hamilton, veteran film sa
man in the Pacific Northwest, has b
appointed
Allied Artists
represei
tive in Portland,
Ore., where

A.A. branch office is being reactival
Hamilton for 14 years was with I
versal-International and more recei
with American International ]
tures.
1
□
Rudy Lehmann, former salesr
for major exchanges in Atlanta, is r
representing Kay Exchanges in i
area.
□
David Morgan and Lloyd Ti
have resigned as Universal booker
Detroit. Morgan will vacation
Mackinac
coming up. before announcing fut
plans. Turel has a hitch in the Ai
'Big Circus' World B(
In Baraboo, Wise. Jul)

i
Allied Artists has accepted an
vitation from the Wisconsin S|
Historical Society to have the wc
premiere of the Irwin Allen proc
tion of "The Big Circus" in Baral
Wis. on July 1, Morey R. Goldst
terday.
vice-president and general sales m;
ager of Allied Artists announced ;
Baraboo is where the Ringling B
Circus originated and it is holdin
festival to celebrate the official o\:
ing of the Circus World Museum
that town. The world premiere
"The Big Circus" will be tire £
event in the day's celebration.
Representing
Allied
ArtistsFlem;
at '
premiere
Rhonda
who
stars will
in thebe film.
She has b
named official hostess for the di
events which will be covered by
tional magazines, wire services, ra
and television stations and newsi
from over fifteen states.
Book 'Hatikvah' Here
"Hatikvah," the first full-len
color film made in Israel, will have
premiere showing at the 55th St
Playhouse here on Oct. 26.
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Studio
{Continued from page 1)
north of this set, bulldozers are
ling eight acres of land for WalWanger's forthcoming spectacle,
?opatra,"
for which sets alone will
some $400,000.
.[ajority of the activity is centered
lind "Journey To The Center Of
Earth." On the lower moat set,
terers are fashioning subterranean
ems 40 feet high and 20 feet bei the ground, a football field in
rth.
ets
Vts for Jerry Wald's "The Best Of
■rything"
include
a New York
New York
apartments,
and office
Jack
inmings' production of "The Blue
Eel" is shooting on a music hall
I In addition, workmen are making
By multiple sets for "The Hound
g Man" and "Beloved Infidel." An
5lre South Seas village has been set
■Ithe "Adventures in Paradise" tele;es, and studio workmen have built
65-foot yachts as part of the
dng. The same series has a coral
: set and a yacht's interior set on
' of 20th's soundstages.
mother
teleseries, "The New
ntier," will be filmed partially at
studio's Sarsen Lake where art
:ctors have designed an iceberg

tooley' 2-City Bow
i Carolinas July 9
Special to THE DAILY
:HARLOTTE, June 25.-"The Lebased,
the film
TomwhoDooley,"
idtheofman
convicted
was tried,
1 hanged for murder in North Caroi, will have its world premiere in
Center Theatre in Lenoir and the
nter Theatre in Hickory on July 9.
The two cities were selected for the
it premiere because Dooley is aled to have been buried half way
ween them.
:nTo special events have been anImced for the premiere. The motion
jture will open in Statesville, where
the day followjioley was hanged,
the premieres.
xtra Light Prints for
rive-ins Called Vital
From THE DAILY Bureau
LOS ANGELES, June 25. - MCP
jn Distributors, new state right ornization, is establishing a precedent
: th an order of 50 extra light prints,
■ use in drive-in theatre exhibition
"Bely for its package program,
nd the Time Barrier" and "The
Man." Cal Bard,
Transparent
oazingdomestic
SMCP
sales head,
announced that similar orders for
tra light prints will be made on all
^ture orders to provide the proper
for films projected on out- Biting
><<r screens.
o Fete Joseph

Welch

'Otto Preminger will be host at a
ception for Joseph N. Welch, famed
rorney, who makes his film debut in
e producer's "Anatomy of a Murr," on Monday, at "21."
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Col.

Summer
'Package'
Set
(Continued from page 1 )
home office sales executives at the Goetz' "They Came to Cordura," for
Savoy-Hilton Hotel, Jackter said, the last four months of the year.
The general sales manager stated
"Our sales force will be able to tell
exhibitors that they'll have more to that the "Three for the Showman"
sell than just air-conditioning this will be offered as a package for inSummer. These three features are
dividual bookings.
can weeks
thus assure exhibitors
of "We
several
of
ideal attractions for young moviegoers, who make up the major seg- highly exploitable film fare during the
Summer months," he said.
ment of the Summer audience."
"These releases are custom-tailored
Jackter noted that the "Three for
the Showman" package is in addition films in the best sense of the word,"
to three blockbusters which the comJackter told the sales gathering. "They
pany will have in general release this have been made for a specific audience, the biggest audience, without
Summer, including Otto Preminger's
"Anatomy of a Murder," "Middle of sparing the production values. Our
the Night," and "It Happened to promotion campaign has been fashioned along the same lines, to enable
Jane." On Wednesday, the Columbia
executive blueprinted plans for the re- showmen to merchandise these films
lease of 14 films, headed by William
to their maximum potential."

unOOM
AT boxTHE
Con-T^ tinental's
officeTOP,"
hit starring
Simone Signoret and Lawrence Harvey, is pictorially treated in the June
23 issue of "Life," with all its honesty, emotional impact and fine drama.
Miss Signoret, three times winner of
Britain's best foreign actress award
and
named
actress isat spotlighted
this year's
Cannes
Filmbest
Festival,
in the photo essay.

Goetz Plea
( Continued from page 1 )
sonnel. Goetz, whose company will
spend approximately $1,000,000 during the six-weeks location period, told
Governor Fannin that more films
would be made in his state if the tax,
however minor, was eliminated due to
the nuisance of auditing and bookkeeping connected with the statute.

Samuel Goldwyn's "Porgy and
Bess," directed by Otto Preminger,
was selected by Florence Somers of
"Redbook" as the picture of the month
for July. In her opinion Goldwyn has
succeeded admirably in making the
motion picture version of "Porgy and
Bess" a fine production. The film,
shown on Todd-AO wide screen with
a brilliant stereophonic recording, has
an exceptionally able
• cast.

(Continued ch
from
'' page 1)
Report the'Bea
United Artists-Mirisch
cue from
$100,000 buy of the ABC Radio Network coverage of tomorrow night's
heavyweight title bout to plug "The
Horse Soldiers."
'Earth'' Bows in Record
Universal's "This Earth Is Mine,"
which had its dual premiere at the
Golden Gate Theatre in San Francisco
and the T & D Theatre in Oakland,
Calif., on Wednesday, did the best
business of any U-I picture to ever
play both houses, the company said
here yesterday. Gross at the Golden
Gate was $5,329 for the day, while
the T & D took in $3,830.
Another

Bardot

Signed

HOLLYWOOD, June 25. - Mijanou Bardot, will beat her older sister Brigitte to Hollywood with acceptance ofa role in Zugsmith-Doff's
production of "The Private Lives of
Adam sandinEve,"
Eden
of devil's
Garden the
the playing
mistres
today.
ed
announc
was
it
sequence,
'Ship' Big in Brooklyn
Paramount's "Don't Give Up the
Ship" grossed a big $3,642 in its opening day at the Brooklyn Paramount
The same company's
Wednesday.
on
"Tarzan's Greatest Adventure" is the
co-feature.

Book 'Angry Hills'
M-G-M's "The Angry Hills" will
have its first New York showing at the
Metropolitan Theatre in Brooklyn
Wednesday as the companion feature
with "Ask Any Girl."

Hamm

Wins

Coast Suit

Based

on Emmick Will
Special to THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO, June 25. - The

S. "Ben"
suit against
$100,000 president
Hamm,
of L.West
Side
Theatres, Inc., operators of a 13house circuit, was thrown out of court
here today by Superior Judge Orla St.
Clair. The action was brought against
Hamm 18 months ago by beneficiaries
in the estate of the late Eugene H.
Emmick who, with the late Robert
McNeil and Michael Naify, founded
the 100-house United California
Theatres circuit. Naify still heads
United California.
Emmick died in January, 1956,
leaving an estate of more than three
million dollars of which $250,000 was
willed to the Blind Babies Foundation
of Variety's
Tent No.
32 here
and
anotherClub's
$200,000
to Stanford
University.
Hamm, who is also an attorney,
drew up the Emmick will. Three of
the beneficiaries, in an unusual action
nearly two years ago, brought suit
against the attorney and circuit chief
rather than against the Emmick estate.
In dismissing the suit, Judge St.
Clair ruled that the plaintiffs had
failed to come up with sufficient facts
to constitute a case of legal action.
Cleve. Theatre Sold
CLEVELAND, June 25.-The Hippodrome, 3,000-seat downtown first
run theatre has been sold by the owners, Herbert Sheftel and Alfred Burger and associates to Benjamin Smerling, president of Eastern Theatres
Corp., Newark, N. J., owners of a
chain of New Jersey drive-ins. The
new owners are expected to take over
the Hippodrome tomorrow.
'HilV Gross $162,567
"Pork Chop Hill," United Artists
drama starring Gregory Peck, rolled
up a big $162,567 total for four weeks
at the Roxy Theatre here, it was announced by William J. Heineman,
in charge of distribuvice-president
tion. The Melville Production finished
its fourth and final week yesterday
with a gross of $29,831.

National
Pre -Selling

In lion
thereaders
samewillissue
be "Life's"
exposed 32to milthe
persuasive promotion of two big pictures: MGM's "North by Northwest"
and U-I's "This Earth Is Mine."
•

"Anatomy of a Murder" was filmed
in Marquette County in upper Michigan where Judge John Voelker, the
story's author, has lived all his life.
He was recently reelected to the State
Supreme Court. To this Northern section of our nation "Look" sent cameraman James Hansen to get off-beat
photos of the cast, crew and Judge
Voelker for their June 23 issue.
The photo story of this Otto Preminger film spotlights some of the
unusual mental processes of Judge
Voelker, author of this compelling
•
Ruth Harbert is genuinely impicture.
pressed with Audrey Hepburn's splendid
performance
in "The Nun's
Story,"
and
equally film,
enthusiastic
about
thisat
new isWarner
now playing
Radio City Music Hall.
Ruth says "This is a thought-provoking picture. Surprisingly enough
it
alsoedge
a suspenseful
one. as,
You'll
be
on isthe
of your seats
by incident after incident, a devout and
intelligent young woman is impelled
toward a tremendous decision. It is
•
an absorbing experience."
"The Nun's Story" has been selected by "Seventeen"
of the month
for July. as the picture
•
"Shake Hands widi die Devil," a
UA film based on die "troubles" diat
beset Dublin during the Irish revolution of 1921, receives a laudatory review from Richard Marek in die June
Jamesof Cagney
is cast as the leader
"McCall's."
issue
of
the Irish
revolutionary forces, and
is so dedicated to its ideals, tiiat he
does not know when to stop fighting.
Marek says, "It is a fast and exWalter Haas
citing film."

Shooting
has

begun

in New

York

on

most

the

eagerly-awaited
fusion
and

of fire

talent

in motion

picture
memory!

Also
Starring MAUREEN STAPLETON - VICTOR JORY
"TENNESSEE
WILLIAMS and MEADE ROBERTS
Based on the play. "Orpheus Descending ' by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
Directed by SIDNEY LUMET- produced by MARTIN J U ROW .md RICHARD
Associate Producer GEORGE JUSTIN • A JUROW-SHEPHERD-PENNEBAKER Production
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Support

Hospital
Increase

jntague Makes Report at
tnual Rogers Board Meet
By SHERWIN KANE
CHROON
LAKE, N. Y., June
The increasing public support of
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
Research Laboratories through
tributions to the annual audience
ection appeals carries with it a
Donsibility to the public which may
discharged in part through the
irk of the research laboratories, Abe
ntague, president, told the annual
?ting of the hospital's board of di'tors at the Edgewater Motel here
terday.
Che research laboratories are en;ed in work looking to the discovof an anti-tuberculosis vaccine,
gress in this work was reported
m earlier by Morris Dworski, head
[the laboratories. Montague pointed
in his annual report that since
(Continued on page 5)
imissions

TEN CENTS
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to Rogers

ospital at New High
Special to THE DAILY
ICHROON LAKE, N. Y., June 28re patients were admitted to Will
?ers Hospital in the past year than
any other similar period in its hisk Dr. George E. Wilson, medical
sctor of the hospital, reported to
board of directors at the annual
eting here yesterday,
n all, there were 106 admissions
the year from June 1, 1958, to May
1959. The hospital facilities are
(Continued on page 5)
>ster Lees Dies; Sales
•irector, UA Records
Huneral services were held here yesday for Lester Lees, director of
fs and sales promotion for United
,rists Records, at Riverside Memorial
iapel. Lees, who was 36, died Friday
rning at the Long Island Jewish
(Continued on page 4)

6Cr«rces' Is First

Compo
Grows

National
to

100

Publicity

Cities,

181

Network
Members

A total of 46 new cities and 62 additional representatives had been added
covered
to the Compo national publicity network, bringing the number of cities
to 100 and the number of active committeemen to 181. This was reported at
the weekend by Charles E. McCarthy,
Compo information director.
Through the cooperation of Ernest
Col. Sets 6-Month
Emerling, national director of adverfor Loew's Thea-of
publicity representatives
tres,tisingtheandfollowing
(Continued on page 4 )
Schneider 'Salute'
Columbia Pictures is staging a sixJ 00 B-B Radio Records
month "Salute to the President" sales
drive in honor of Abe Schneider, it
was announced
Are Already on Order
, at the weekend
Exhibitors throughout the country
by Rube Jack- already have ordered 100 business
building records of songs and jingles
ter, vice-president and gen- for radio use, Charles E. McCarthy,
eral sales manCompo information
director,
announced at the weekend.
This was
revealedager. Jackter
that
initial response
even be-in
more than $50,- the industry's
fore demonstrations
of the records
000 in prize
(Continued on page 4 )
money will be
awarded in the
drive which
Promotion of 4Beii-Hur,'
runs from June
Other Films Discussed
A. Schneider
26 to December
Progress on plans for the launching
24.
The general sales manager an- of Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's $15,nounced the details of the drive at
as
of "Ren-Hur,"
production
000,000
the final session of a three-day top- well
as overall
promotion
of the comlevel meeting between home office
of sumschedule
sales executives and division manmer andpany's
fallimportant
releases
were the
subagers from the U.S. and Canada. The
conferences at
two weeks onof page
ject of(Continued
(Continued on page 3)
3)
REVIEW:

Allocate

Seven

Russian

Films

To

Firms

U.S.

Agreement Made to Share
Expenses, Receipts Equally
"The Cranes Are Flying," which
will be distributed in the U.S. by
Warner Rros., will be the first Soviet
picture to be shown here under the
American - Russian film exchange
agreement. The premiere is to be held
in Washington, probably in September.
Allocation of the seven Soviet pictures purchased by American companies under the official agreement was
made to the individual U.S. distributors at a meeting of the board of
directors of the Motion Picture Export
Association
Friday.on Eric
"(Continued
page 2)Johnston,
Magazine

Sections Will

Spark 'Blue' Campaign
20th will
Century-Fox's
"The
Blue
Ansel"
receive one of
the most
elaborate national campaigns in the
company's history, sparked by buys of
special sections in national magazines,
Charles Einfeld, vice-president reported at the weekend.
The film executive called attention
on constant
page 5) search
to his (Continued
organization's

Fisherman
Big
The
Rowland V. Lee — Buena Vista
With broad and sweeping strokes, on a majestic scale yet with the
feeling of humanity which made the book a best seller, Rowland V. Lee,
producer, and Frank Borzage, director, have translated the fabulously
best-selling novel by Lloyd C. Douglas about the life of Simon Bar Jona,
who became St. Peter, to the screen in memorable fashion. Lavishly
mounted, beautifully photographed in Technicolor in the Panavision
process which gives the wide screen tremendous depth and clarity, and
carefully, reverently executed in each finest detail the picture is big in
every aspect, including length.
For the three hours of screen time there is absorbing interest as the
fictional story, which Douglas built around the New Testament facts of
Peter's life, begins slowly in order to establish properly the time and the
fictional story of
setting. That done, it moves more rapidly as Douglas'
becomes interHerod
princess onbypage
the daughter of an Arabian
4 ) Antipas
(Continued

Postponement
Telecast Didn't
Sales Hurt
Fight
The postponement of the Floyd
Patterson-Ingemar Johansson heavyweight fight from last Thursday to
Friday
night
broughtcircuit
no loss
of out-a
lets for the closed
telecast,
spokesman for the TelePrompTer
Corp. said at the weekend. Some 170
theatres and arenas in 135 cities, with
an aggregate seating capacity of
550,000, picked up the telecast from
Yankee Stadium here. TelePrompTer
officials at the weekend said they expected the telecast to gross in excess
of $1,300,000, the previous record for
such an event.

Motion
U.S.
PERSONAL
MENTION

SAMUEL GOLDWYN will leave
New York today for Boston, where
he will spend two days of activity in
advance of the opening of "Porgy and
Bess" at the Astor Theatre there on
Aug. 6.
•
Lee Koken, of RKO Theatres, and
board chairman of the National Association of Concessionnaires, left
here at the weekend for a two-week
vacation at Miami Beach.
•
Burton H. Hanft, vice-president
of Screen Gems, left here yesterday
for London via B.O.A.C.
•
Sidney Landau, United Artists foreign department executive, and Mrs.
Landau will leave New York aboard
the "Liberte" on •July 3 for Europe.
Susan Silverstone, daughter of
Murray Silverstone, president of
20th Century-Fox International, was
married yesterday in the Silverstone
residence, Scarsdale, to Paul Darer.
•
Renee Snitkoff, publicity director
for Hal Roach Distribution Corp., has
been married to Peter Furst, writer
and publicist.
•
Arthur Freed, producer, has returned to Hollywood from San Francisco.
•
Winifred Knight, wife of Tom
Knight, owner of the Acme Theatre,
YViverton, Wyo., has undergone surgery in Denver.
•
Ted Post, television director, left
New York on Friday for London via
B.O.A.C.
•
Lynda Burnett, United Artists
booker in Atlanta, has left there for a
vacation in Puerto Rico.
•
Ivy Tullos, of Ivy Distributing
Co., Denver, is recuperating from
surgery.
SHOUimilt

UMIITED!

Increase your Concession
Sales to an all-time high
with 4 Brand-New Full-Color
Animated and Narrated

Firms

Picture
Get
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Soviet

Films

(Continued from page 1 )
marks made to exhibitors at the meetpresident, presided and selection was
made by lot.
ing in Washington on Nov. 10, 1958,
to enlist their support in exhibiting
The other pictures and companies
to distribute them are as follows:
the Soviet pictures purchased under
"Swan Lake," Columbia; "The Idiot," the agreement.
This meeting at the State Depart20th Century-Fox; "Circus Artists,"
ment was opened by the then Acting
Paramount; "Othello," Universal;
Secretary
of State Christian A. Herter,
"Don Quixote," MGM; and "Quiet
who said, in behalf of the U.S. GovFlows the Don," United Artists.
While the Soviet pictures will be
ernment: "I will be here just one
moment, first of all to express to you
distributed individually by the Amerour appreciation for your coming to
ican companies an agreement was
this meeting, which we feel is of
reached for a pooling arrangement
among the distributors to share ex- very real importance and marks a real
penses and receipts on an equal basis. landmark in our whole relationship
with the Soviet Union.
A committee of five will be appointed
"I think that we appreciate some
shortly by Johnston to supervise arof the difficulties you may have in
rangements under the film agreement.
The committee will consist of three your mind in connection with the
domestic sales managers and two for- working out of this exchange agreement but I want to assure you as far
eign sales managers.
as we are concerned we want to do
Decisions Up to Individual
everything we can to make it as easy
Each distributing company is to
you to overcome such difficulties
make its own decision whether to dub for
as you may have from the point of
or subtitle the Soviet pictures released
view of the governmental attitude in
in the U.S.
regard to showing of films that have
been produced in Soviet Russia, and
The price of each Soviet and American standard size picture is $60,000,
also to impress upon you, to the extent that I can, the fact that we feel
and the price for each wide screen
picture is $67,000, as set forth in the this is a real landmark, and because
agreement concluded in Moscow last of the completely reciprocal nature of
October between the United States the exchange agreements that have
been worked out.
and the Soviet Union.
The Soviet Union has selected
Hope to 'Break Down Barriers'
"Marty"
as theinfirst
Americanunder
picture
to
be shown
Moscow,
the
"We feel there is a tremendous
agreement. The Moscow premiere is amount to be gained for the United
expected to be held in late summer
States in breaking down certain barriers which we hope in the long run
or
early
fall.
In
addition
to
"Marty,"
the Soviet Union has purchased the
will be of very real importance to us."
following U. S. pictures: "The SevFollowing
Secretary
Herter 's remarks, the meeting
was addressed
by
enth Voyage of Sinbad"; "Lili"; "The
Ambassador W. S. B. Lacy, special
Great Caruso"; "Rhapsody"; "Roman
Holiday"; "Oklahoma!"; "Beneath the assistant to the Secretary of State in
Twelve Mile Reef"; "The Man of a Charge of East-West Relations. AmThousand Faces"; and "The Old Man
said: all
"I first,
think as
thattheI
ought to bassador
tellLacy you
and Americans
the Sea." to Go to Moscow
Acting Secretary has, how very much
your Government appreciates your coAs provided in the agreement, two
operation in coming here, and when
or three Americans will go to Moscow
'your
I mean the
exfor the premiere there and two or I say actly
that. I government'
mean the President,
three Soviet film personalities will at- Secretary, and the leaders of both
tend the Washington premiere.
At the meeting here Friday John- parties
Thus, oftheCongress."
memo adds, "the entire
ston distributed copies to the MPEA
responsible leadership of the United
board of various memoranda from gov- States Government not only endorses
ernment officials regarding the film ex- but actively supports the film agreechange agreement.
ment negotiated with the Soviet
These included letters to Johnston
Union, and is prepared to assist in
from the late Secretary of State John every appropriate way in carrying it
Foster Dulles and George V. Allen,
director of United States Information
Service, thanking the MPEA head for Remodel Pa. Theatre
his efforts in connection with the film

UA Anniversary
Spotlighted Abroad
France, Germany and Argentina

spotlightedin United
Artists'
40thpapers
An- I
niversary
newspapers,
trade
and free radio time. Cinematographique and Le Film Francaise, leading
French
trade
papers,
published ,
stories about the company's past and .;
present, with the emphasis on the!
current and forthcoming line-up of |
topInreleases.
Germany, station WDR in
Cologne presented a special program
commemorating the film company's
anniversary. The first part of the regular
a narration ofmovie
the program
history ofcarried
the company,
along with comments about the great
In Argentina,
considerable space
progress
made.
was given by five widely-read daily
newspapers, leading magazines and
trade papers. These observances are
part
of UA's
year-long throughout
celebrations the
of
its 40th
anniversary
world.

Chicago's D-J's Honor
Nichols' 'Five Pennies'
Special to THE DAILY
CHICAGO, June 28. - A weekend
tribute to Paramount's "The Five Pen
nies," and to its jazzman subject, Red
Nichols, was paid by 44 disc jockeys
on this city's radio stations as a fea
ture of the promotional launching of
the production here. A total of 640
minutes of air time was given over
to the tributes by the platter-spinners
"The Five Pennies," starring Danny Kaye as Nichols, opened here on
Friday at the Esquire Theatre. From
one minute after midnight on that day.
through
Saturday,
the "dee-jays"
bonvof
barded their
listeners
with praise
the picture, its music and Nichols, aj
"great" of the jazz world. Weeks ago.;
Kaye came to Chicago to host a special,

screening
of "TheDotFiveRecords,
Pennies"which
for
the
disc jockeys.
has brought out the L. P. soundtrack
i
albumwithof a the
film'sreception.
music, followed
this
deejays
Take

Over

2 Theatres

BALTIMORE, June 28. - The,
Hicks-Baker Theatres here, which op-;
erates the Hampden and Bridge Thea-s
tres here, have taken over the Tow-j
son, at Towson, Md., and the Argonnc
at Belair, Md., from Porter Siewell:

Two For The Seashore?
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa., June 28.The Keystone Theatre is being reDuet yourself ... in Nature's Technicolor!
- the
modeled and renamed the State and
Mid-week
or
week-end.
it's
always
a
good
time
to
come
to
upon reopening will operate under a
first-run policy. A new marquee, lobby
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
out." are being installed and 200
and screen
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BLOCKBUSTERS from:

negotiations carried on with the Soviet delegation.
said,motion
"The
willingness
of theDulles
American
picture industry to be of assistance
to the government has long been recognized as an outstanding example of
responsible leadership.
The memoranda also contained re-

nday, June 29, 1959

Motion

'
Ben-Hur

(Continued from page 1 )
Tfe Loevv's-MGM home office here,
esident Joseph R. Vogel joined many
the meetings, as did Morton A.
»ring president of Loew's Interna|nal Corporation, Jack Byrne viceesident in charge of sales and his
distant sales managers, Burtus Bish, Jr., and Robert Mochrie.
Strickling, Ramsay Returning
Returning to the coast over the
?ekend were Howard Strickling, viceesident in charge of advertisingblicity-and exploitation and Clark
unsay, studio advertising manager,
ley met with Dan Terrell, Silas F.
adler, Emery Austin and other
embers of the' New York advertisingblicity staff; Oscar Doob, who is
earheading special "Ben-Hur" activi■s; Loew's International publicity
iff and representatives of Donahue
Coe, MGM's advertising agency.
'Northwest' Previewed
"North By Northwest," which has
world premiere at the United Arrts Theatre, Chicago next Wednesy was previewed during the series
meetings. Producer-Director Alfred
tchcock in New York for the spell showing met with the group on
ins for the national release of this
oduction. Other early Metro-Gold.n-Mayer releases discussed include:
"It Started With a Kiss," "Libel,"
"he Beat Generation," "The Scape-at," "For the First Time," "Tarzan,
? Ape Man," "The Big Operator,"
id "Girls Town."
ays S.C. Ruling

Could

Kettle 'Sunday' Issue
Special to THE DAILY
SPARTANBURG, S. C, June 28. - decision by County Court Judge
paries M. Pace on the petition of
L'bert Talbert manager of the Caroffa Theatre, seeking a declaratory
Igment on the status of Sunday film
here state
"mightas clarify
mattersor
rlibition
the entire
to whether
t the showing of movies on the Sabth really does violate the Sunday
/ue laws'" is the opinion of James
Verner, assistant attorney general.
Talbert is manager of this city's
Jgest film theatre. He was arrested,
'?d and acquitted in court here on a
iarge of violation of the law which
'-bids the opening of the theatre on
-riday.
Comment by Verner
Commented Verner, who believes
hi the Spartanburg case may decide
i ether or not the showing of Suny movies really violates the "blue
vs": "We only have to agree on a
v facts that shouldn't be any probb. Then well argue the case and
Judge Pace decide it."
Ni"erner
went on
on to
explain
that there
no case
South
Caroina
law
;:ks which specifically says movies
• in violation of Section 64-1, the law
jder fire which prohibits "common
lys and interludes."
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(Continued from page 1 )
The

Big

Circus

Saratoga— Vic Mature Prod. — Allied Artists —
CinemaScope
Hollywood, June 28
Here is a fast moving three-ring circus with entertainment, action and
drama filling each of them from the opening scene whistle of ringmaster
Vincent Price to the fadeout kiss of circus boss Victor Mature and his
lovelv female press agent Rhonda Fleming. There isn't a dull moment
in this "family trade" money-maker, as situations are piled on each other
to keep Mature from running a successful circus and repay a heavy bank
loan, all instigated by a former partner's attempt to ruin him.
The marquee-studded cast consisting also of Red Buttons, Kathryn
Grant, Peter Lorre, David Nelson, Adele Mara and Gilbert Roland, who
?o-stars with a credible, dramatic portrayal of an aerialist, registers importantlv in this front and backstage drama of circus life. Producer Irwin
Allen, who also wrote the screenplay with Charles Bennett and Irving
Wallace from his own story, did not stint on production values, cleverly
integrating such well-known circus attractions as Hugo Zacchini, the
"human cannonball"; Dick Walker's Lion Act; The Flying Alexanders;
and Gene Mendez, the wire walker, among others.
The film's title song, written by Sammy Fain and Paul Francis Webster, isused to strong advantage throughout with variations of the theme
punctuating the mood and action. The song has a commercial lilt that
should bring disc jockev participation in the promotion of the film.
Camera wise Winton Hoch and director Joseph Newman have utilized
camera angles under the big top to garner the excitement of daredevil
acts, making full use of the CinemaScope ratio and colorful effects contributed byTechnicolor. Producer Allen's wise choice of recent Academy
Award winning film editor Adrienne Fazan is evident in the resultant
fluidity of story and character development.
The story, highlighted with exciting moments of suspense created by
the capturing of a lion on the loose, a fire on the circus grounds, a circus
train wreck, treachery on a trapeze, and a realistic optical effect showing
Gilbert Roland walking a tight rope across Niagara Falls, is focused on
Mature's endless problems of satisfying a bank loan during the circus
season.
Red Buttons shines as the bank representative traveling with the
circus to protect the bank's interest, falling in love with Mature's sister,
Kathrvn Grant, and filling in as a clown for a sick Peter Lorre. Rhonda
Fleming
thority. handles her eye-filling role of press agent with charming auMature saves the circus from failure during a subway strike in New
York when he gains the support of Steve Allen's sponsors to replace
their regular show with his; and David Nelson is discovered as the saboteur for Mature's former partner, and cause of the train wreck in which
Adele Mara is killed and which nearly brings an end to Roland's career.
Nelson, member of the trapeze act with Mara and Roland, tries also to
do away with Miss Grant, who has ambitions to be a trapeze artist, but
suffers a fatal fall himself during a chase above the circus crowd by
Roland.
Running time, 108 minutes. General classification. Release, in July.
Samuel D. Berks
Halt Showing
Film

of Garbo

in Forest Hills

The announced showing of "Streets
of Sorrow," starring Greta Garbo, advertised for showing at the Inwood Art
Theatre in Forest Hills for a run beginning Friday, was cancelled by the
theatre after court action was initiated by Brandon Finis, Inc. authorized
licensee, according to an announcement
at the weekend, by Thomas J. Brandon, president. An order to show cause
for a temporary injunction, based on
a summons and complaint for a permanent injunction, was signed by Justice

Court, Queens County on Wednesday,
and a hearing was set for Friday.
Harold J. Crawford in the Supreme
Sees 'Far More' Involved
After service of the summons by
attorney V. L. Chalif on Edward Saretsky, the president of the defendant
corporation, Excellent Films, Inc., he
decided to cancel his scheduled showing. The hearing has been set over
for July 10, according to Brandon, who
said that he will proceed to "take every
step to hpermanently
exibition ofthis film in restrain
violationthe
of my
rights." Far more than die stopping
of
this particular
Brandon
said. showing is involved,"

closing session followed a special
luncheon for the sales heads, hosted
by Schneider in the executive dining
room.
Jackter said that the drive had
the potential to be the most successful in the company's history because
of the outstanding product to be released in the six-month period. Among
the films involved are "Anatomy of a
Murder," "Middle of the Night,"
"They Came to Cordura," "The Last
Angry Man," and "It Happened to
The drive will consist of four separate contests, with all results to be
judged
a branch
basis. competing
The four
contests oninclude:
branches
against their own quotas; division
managers competing against each
other; branches competing against
each other in special groupings according to their income possibilities;
Jane." contest, with five Columa captain's
bia executives vying in a "prestige
Top Echelon Present
competition."
Participating
in the executive
captain's vicecontest are: A. Montague,
president; Leo Jaffe, first vice-president and treasurer; Sam Briskin, vicepresident in charge of West Coast
studio operations; Paul N. Lazarus,
Jr., vice-president; and Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., vertising
executive
ki charge of adand publicity.
All contests will be based on total
billings. Winning branch prize money
will be awarded to branch managers,
salesmen, bookers and office managers.
Skouras
New

Will Serve on

York

U.S.O.

Unit

Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox,
the invitation of Donaldhas S.accepted
Stralem, chairman
of the New York City U.S.O. Committee, to serve as a member of the committee.
The New York City U.S.O. Committee, formerly known as the U.S.O.
Fund of New York, aims to raise $1,600,000 in its campaign for 1959. This
figure
the city's
share of
$11,500,000is U.S.O.
national
goaltheneeded
to help carry on its established program of services to the men and
women of the Armed Forces.
New

Article on Hughes

Trans World Airlines' new jet fleet
is playing an important part in the
solution of Howard Hughes' financial
problems, according to an article
titled "A Deadline for Howard
Hughes?" in the July issue of Fortune
Magazine. With the jet liners operating at 96 per cent of capacity, the
article points out, a group of investment banking houses led bv Dillon,
Read, backed by Lazard Freres and
Lehman Brothers, have agreed to
tackle the problem of refinancing a
portion of the debt burden of TWA.
The current article is a further report
on Hughes' activities which the magazine previously covered in an article
in the January, 1959, issue.

Motion
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Web

(Continued from page 1)
that circuit have agreed to serve on
the committee:
William Trambukis, Providence;
Frank Henson, St. Louis; Milton Kaufman, Norfolk, Va.; Maurice Druker,
Kansas City; Homer McCallon, Houston; Frank Arena, South Bend; Lester Pollack, Rochester, N. Y.; Rodney
Toups, New Orleans; Samuel Shubouf,
Indianapolis; Sam Gilman, Syracuse;
George Peters, Richmond; Miss Ann
Bontempo, New York City; Kermit
Allum, Evansville, Ind.; Walter Kessler, San Francisco; Lou Brown, Boston; Arthur Groom, Memphis; Judson
Moses, Atlanta, Ga.; and William
Elder, San Francisco.
Harry Goldberg, director of advertising and publicity for the Stanley
Warner Theatres, was instrumental in
securing the following members of
the Warner and Fabian circuits to
serve on the national committee:
Earle Westbrooke, Norfolk; Gene
Plank, Reading; Ward Kreag, Allentown; Jerry Wollaston, Harrisburg;
Cornelius Szakatis, Hammond; James
McCarthy, Madison, Wis.; Stanley
Gross, Appleton, Wis.; William Bindel, Racine; Leo Schuessler, Sheboygan; Warner Zoeckler, Clarksburg,
W. Va.; Michael Cardone, Fairmont,
W. Va.; Tony Collincini, Greensburg,
Pa.; Joseph Freeman, Johnstown, Pa.;
Louis Fordan, McKeesport; Charles
Passinger, Morgantown, W. Va.; Robert Neilson, State College, Pa.; Joseph
Zazzaro, Ambridge, Pa.; Henry Pastetter, Erie; Curtis White, Hornell;
Gus Nestle, Jamestown, N. Y.; Andrew Gorzo, New Kensington, Pa.;
Thomas Budjanec, Oil City.
Also, William Riester, Sharon;
Jerry Porto, Tarentum; Frank Brown,
Titusville; George Sarvis, Warren,
Pa.; William Wyatt, Charleston, W.
Va.; James Salmans, Coshocton, O.;
Frank Harpster, Mansfield; George
Fraser, Portsmouth, O.; Millard Ochs,
Akron; Irving Solomon, Canton, O.;
Howard Higley, Cleveland; Elmer
Smith, Findlay; Wallace Elliott, Lima;
Ben Schwartz, Massillon; Vogel Gettier, Lorain; Edward Gartner, Sandusky; Frank Savage, Youngstown;
Mel Katz, Johnstown, Pa.; P. Rapp,
Schenectady; and R. C. Murphy, Troy,
N. Y.
Lester Lees Dies
( Continued from page 1 )
Hospital, which he had entered a
week before for treatment of a heart
condition. Burial was at Beth David
Cemetery, Long Island.
A 15-year veteran of virtually every
phase of the music industry, Lees
joined UA Records in October 1958
after serving as sales manager for Atlantic Records. He entered the music
business working for M. Witmark,
Music Publishers. During his career
he was a salesman for Mercury Records and held a record distribution
post with Seaboard Distributors of Albany.
He is survived by his wife, Priscilla, and two daughters, Nicole and
Linda, his mother, Mrs. Faye Lees,
and sister, Mrs. Finkleman.
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Projection Council
The

Big

Fisherman
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

twined with the story of Simon, the Big Fisherman, who is sceptical at
first of the stories of the Nazarene but who eventually comes under his
influence and becomes Peter— the Rock.
The adaptation of the novel is by Lee in collaboration with Howard
Estabrook and it translates faithfully the spirit of the book which gave
the New Testament story a human and intimate dimension. Like the
book the picture is most successful in depicting the tensions and turbulence of the period when Rome was extending her Empire through
the Middle East, dealing— and double-dealing— with the king and princes
of the area. The conquest by Romans increased rather than lessened the
hatreds between peoples and the injustices of man to man. Into this scene
the picture introduces Susan Kohner as the half-Judean half-Arabian
princess who has been brought up by her cast-off mother in Arabia, and
is in love with an Arab prince. Learning for the first time of her father,
Herod Antipas', cruelty, tyranny and betrayal of her mother, she swears
revenge and disguised as a boy sets out for Galilee and the city of Tiberias to assassinate her father.
Set upon by robbers she is sheltered by Howard Keel, the successful
and respected Galilean fisherman, who takes her into his household and
under the care of Beulah Bondi, his mother-in-law.
The influence of Jesus, first upon Simon's crew, James, John and Andrew, and then upon Simon and finally upon the girl is beautifully told.
While the characters, particularly Keel as Peter, Miss Kohner as the
girl, John Saxon as the Arab prince, and Herbert Lorn and Martha Hyer
as Herod Antipas and his incestuous partner Herodias, are satisfactorily
depicted, it is in the creation of the atmosphere, the daily life and the
setting of Galilee and Rome 2000 years ago that the production is most
fascinating. Magnificent sets of the palace of Herod and of Tiberias in
Rome, the Galilean hills, the simple villages which today are still very
much as they were then the wild and awesome Arab country across the
Jordan, all give the picture a feeling of reality and a sense of presence
which adds greatly to the story.
The direction of Borzage also is praiseworthy in that it dwells on the
intimate human touches which make the characters real and lends verisimilitude tothe production. At the same time its rhythm and pace carry
the fictional plot and the well known facts of the Biblical story along
evenly and suspensefully through the full three hours of screen time. The
Sermon on the Mount; the calling of the Apostles, led by Peter, to "Follow Me"; the healing of the blind and of the sick are handled reverently
and yet realistically. The Messiah is never shown face to face on the
screen.
The production is, of course, a religious picture and as such should
win the widest kind of support from the church and family audience.
At the same time the fictional story woven around the story of Peter
and the Apostles has sufficient action and romance to appeal to all audiences everywhere and for a long time to come.
Running time, 3 hours. General classification. August pre-release.
James D. Ivers

Have Booth at TO A She
Theatre owners wishing to improvi,*
the quality of their projection an<
sound and the physical comfort olj *
their theatres, will be able to securi) 11
the necessary free technical advice a
the annual convention and trade shov
of the Theatre Owners of America
at the Hotel Sherman in Chicagi
from Nov. 8 through 12.
Comment by Kerasotes
George G. Kerasotes, TOA presi
dent, said at the weekend that th
Council for the i Improvement o
Theatres and Motion Picture Project
tion will have a special booth at th
registration area of the TOA convenJ
tion to handle exhibitor requests.
Kerasotes said the booth will b<
manned throughout the trade show b
TOA staff members who will assi;
theatre owners in filling out the Coun !
cil questionnaire to secure technica l
inspection service.
Trained Experts Sent
The Council, with the ei
of trade associations and firms con,
cerned with the physical aspects a ;
theatre operation, is sending train©
experts to any theatre whose owned a
wants his facilities checked to insur
that he is getting the maximum pei.
formance from his equipment. Co
operating in the program are th
Theatre Equipment Dealers Associa
tion, the Theatre Equipment and Sup
ply Manufacturers Association, th
Society of Motion Picture and Tele
vision Engineers,
the Stage
International
liance
of Theatrical
EmployeeAl
and Motion Picture Operators, TOA
and the National Carbon, Lorraini
Carbon, RCA Service and Altec Serv
ice Companies.
B-B Radio Records
(Continued from page 1 )
35 key cities, he said. Records fo
the auditions to exhibitor groups ir
keyEach
citiesrecord
have has
already
beenandshipped
songs
jingle^ ;

for nine radio spots, seven on onr
side and two on the other. The disc
are being made available to all ex
hibitors at a cost of $5 per record
which includes packing and mail
ing costs. Compo has assumed ; |
charge of approximately $3,000
which covers a royalty fee to talen^
guilds and the cost of manufacturing
two master records.
Exhibitor Pays for Radio Time
The record may be used for a pe:
riod of 13 weeks from July 1 to Sep
tember 30, 1959, after which all rec
ords must be destroyed. Radio tini(
must be paid for by the exhibitor. Ii
order to obtain saturation use of thi
record, exhibitors in some areas art
buying up a number of choice radk
spots, and sharing the expense of th(
Because of the limited time ir
which the records may be used, Mc
promotion.
Carthyrecords,
suggestedwith
that accompanying
all orders foi
the
checks, be sent in as soon as possibh j
delivery.
so that there may be no delays ii

Susan Kohner, Howard Keel, and Beulah Bondi in "The Big Fisherman."
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Aid
PEOPLE
oe Gershenson, Universal producer,
isical director and recording artist,
•s signed a new contract with the
; idio, effective immediately. The
■w agreement will find him remainon the Universal lot, but as an
ependent department. In addition,
will continue to function as the
mpanv's musical □director.
William Goldman, head of the Wilm Goldman Theatres, Philadelphia,
Is been named by Mayor Richardson
hvorth to serve as chairman of the
eedom Week Committee, to be
lebrated this week.
□
Harold Frederick has been named
'anager
of N.
the J.,Capitol
Atntic City,
which Theatre,
was opened
rlier this month under the new ownship of Max Chassens.
□
3hillips Matthews, owner of the
uderdale Drive-in Theatre, Fort
mderdale, Fla., has been elected
ce-president of the New Rivers
isiness Men's Association.
□
Bernard J. Bispeck, manager of the
ate Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa., has
»en elected president of the Harrislrg Advertising Club and president
the Harrisburg-Allison Hill Lions
lub.
□
Burton C. Haney is the new owner
the Macon Drive-in Theatre, Lafa*tte, Tenn., having purchased it from
ephens and Aired.
lagazine Sections
(Continued from page 1)
r new ways to promote 20th prodpt and stars and noted that the cornnation of and
producer
traction
May Jack
BrittCummings'
gave the
)th promotional department excellent
ols with which to work. More than
.ree quarters of a million dollars has
ready been budgeted on "The Blue
ngel," more than two months in adince
of theamounts
attraction's
with
Iditional
still opening,
to be allocat1 he said.
The national magazine idea, based
pon
by 20th's
advertising
id artconceptions
departments
is something
new
i motion picture advertising, Einfeld
lid. Trade paper and newspaper secons have previously called attention
) motion picture attractions, but pubcations such as Life and Look have
ever carried multi-page layouts on a
ngle motion picture, he pointed out.
Stresses 'Star Featurettes'
. Another facet of the campaign as
I utlined by Einfeld is the second in a
?ries of new star featurettes, to be
roduced at the 20th Century-Fox
radios May
and starring
"Blue Angel"
newomer
Britt. Einfeld
also called
ttention to a proposed tour by Miss
•ritt which would be the most exenive star tour in the company's history.

to
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Hospital

5

Daily

Growing

(Continued from page 1 )
the major function of the hospital is 424, and AB-PT, $59,803, or a total
from the four of $258,347, more than
caring for "Our Own"— entertainment
half the entire Audience Collection of
industry members and their families—
the research work in the public inter- $430,094 from 3,666 theatres. The
est tends to help discharge the hospi- previous year $418,105 was collected
tal's indebtedness for the increasing by 3,907 theatres.
support being given it by the public.
Eastman Stock Contributed
Montague noted that when the industry took over responsibility for the
The appeal trailer was made possible by an Eastman Kodak raw stock
hospital exactly 10 years ago, it assumed all of the financial burden.
contribution for the first 1,000 prints,
Now, however, the audience collectio arranged by William German;
processing was done by De Luxe
by some 3,500 or more theatres annually contribute an important part of Laboratories, with Pathe and Consolidated contributing a proportionate
the hospital's revenue.
share, and National Screen Service
Considering Asthmatic Children
handled distribution. The trailer feaConcerning future plans, Montague
tured Tony Curtis. This year David
said the hospital directors have had
Niven will do the trailer appeal.
The Christmas Salute last year pro"many
discussions
of theand
needalso
for of
carea
of asthmatic
children
duced $120,164 for the hospital, made
separate building as an annex to the
$89,570 infrom
employes'
Hospital and Research Laboratories up
and of$30,593
special
gifts. scrolls
There
to house our staff and thus increase were $5,873 scrolls returned, an averour patient-capacity.
age of $115.24 per scroll, and $1.15
"I am sure that every one of us feels for each of the 77,588 signatures.
a deep and satisfying pride in what
Benefit Party Helped
has been accomplished in our first 10
Additional income, the report
years
operation,"
said.
He of
noted
that the Montague
entire distributorshowed, came from a theatre benefit
exhibitor organization in the exchange
party conducted by the special activities committee headed by Thomas
areas has given vital support in nationwide contact work in conducting Rodgers and Irwin Freedman, which
the combined annual Christmas
produced $6,274 net; a hospital room
Salutes and Audience Collection
sponsored by American Guild of Musical Artists; $8,553 from the Permadrives— the main sources of the hospinent Charities Committee; and $41,tal's financial support.
the Motion Picture AssociaHe said that today "there is no bet- 432 from
tion of America.
ter physical plant for the care and
treament of all chest diseases anyAn increase of approximately $30,where in the world" than the Will 000 in fund-raising was shown for
Rogers Hospital.
1958 over the preceding year, the reFabian Gives Financial Report
At portthe
said. annual luncheon given the
The financial report of S. H. Fadirectors and guests on Fribian, hospital treasurer, revealed that visiting
day by the hospital staff and patients,
audience collections in the past year Montague
expressed gratitude for the
provided $430,094, and the Christmas
contribution made by the Radio City
Salute, $120,164. Total income for the
Hall Rockette Alumnae Ass'n.
year amounted to $661,650. Cost of Music
to the hospital. He also assured the
capital improvements to the hospital some 200 at the lunch that the hospiduring the year came to $18,321.
tal will be a "permanent institution."
Receipts for the 10 years since the
there has been some unindustry became responsible for the In the past
certainty that the industry would be
operation of the hospital amounted to able to maintain it, he pointed out,
$3,973,981; operating expenses, $2,- but "such uncertainty no longer
470,954, and capital improvements,
$233,720. The hospital had a balance
Praises Murray Weiss
as of June 1 of $1,269,306.
In his report for the fund raising
Mentioning the beneficial work beand finance committee, Eugene Picking done at the hospital and recent
exists."
er, chairman, said that on the basis of
improvements there, Montague creditpast experience the audience colleced Murray Weiss, chairman of the
tions no longer will be limited to the hospital operations committee, and he
also thanked the hospital doctors, staff
week of Aug. 18-23. For local reasons
many exhibitors prefer other dates, so and J. Edward Shugrue, executive director of the hospital.
this year the month of August will be
Harold
Hoffman, executive secredesignated "Will Rogers Hospital
Month" but theatres, nevertheless,
tary of the Screen Actors Guild, anwill have the option of conducting
nounced that his organization would
their audience collections any time repeat for another year its annual contribution tothe hospital. Hy Fain, of
during July, August or September.
the American Guild of Musical Art158 Circuits Participated
ists, reported that group would make
The report noted that 158 circuits a contribution sufficient to sponsor a
of all sizes participated in the 1958 room at the hospital.
Audience Collections. The four leadNed E. Depinet, a member of the
ing collections were: Fabian-Rosen
board, spoke of the annual audience
Theatres (including Stanley Warner
collection, saying he feels the industry has a right to go to the public
and Cinerama), $88,734; Loew's Theatres, $86,384; RKO Theatres, $23,- for assistance if only because show

TENT

TALK

Variety Club News
BALTIMORE— Tent No. 19 of this
city has chosen as its major fund-raising activity this year the Navy University of Maryland
football
sched-7.
Memorial
Stadium
here game,
on Nov.
uled for Memorial Stadium heer on
Nov. 7. The
plan iseach.
to sell
40,000 admissions at $5.00
According
to
Chief Barker Meyer Rendelman, his
fellow barkers have pledges of thousands of seat sales. In previous years
the club has sponsored the "Icecapades" and "The Greatest Show on
A
ALBANY, N. Y.-The Monday after
Labor Day has been tentatively selected for Variety
Club'sTheannual
tournament
and dinner.
affair golf
will
be Earth."
held at the Shaker Ridge Country
Club in Colonie on Sept. 14.
Admissions Increase
(Continued from page 1 )
available to any member of die entertainment industry, or members of
their immediate families, who are sufdiseases.fering from tuberculosis or other chest
Of die past year's admissions, Dr.
Wilson's report showed, 38 were for
tuberculosis and 68 non-t.b.
During the same period, the hospital had 76 discharged patients, 27
were t.b. and 49 non-t.b. There were
10 deaths, all non-t.b. during die
The average length of stay for discharged patients was 128 days.
Allied Outing

Slated

BALTIMORE,
June
28.-The
Allied Motion Picture
Theatre
Owners
year.
of Maryland
haveTuesday,
scheduledAug.their
nual outing for
11,an-at
the Annapolis Country Club, near
Annapolis, Md. Vernon Nolte, executive of the Durkee Enterprises, is general chairman and plans a day's program to include
sports,
otherMeyer
outdoor
events and golf,
a crab
feast.
Leventhal is president.
business at all times accedes to publicrequests for its help and contribution
of its services.
Other speakers included Lindsay
McCarrie, a former patient, who expressed the appreciation of the Will
Rogers' patients to the industry and
the board of directors for their support, and Roger Touhy, editor of the
local Adirondack Enterprise. Robert
J.
O'Donnell was master of ceremonies.
On the luncheon dais were Montague, Depinet,
MoeGeorge
Silver, Eby,
Alex
Harrison,
MaxWeiss,
Cohen,
Richard Wralsh, Sam Rosen, J. Robert
Hoff, and Eugene Picker.
After the lunch the new audience
appeal trailer featuring David Niven
was screened and the visitors given
explanatory talks on hospital research
work being done by members of the
staff.
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^satisfied with P.C.C.
lotment; 'LA.' Help Seen
(Pictures on Page 3)
CHROON LAKE N. Y., June 29.
le advisability of the Will Rogers
norial Hospital and Research
oratories conducting its own fund
station in Hollywood outside the
nanent Charities Committee there
discussed at the annual meeting
ithe
hospital's
s at the
weekend.board of directors
Considerable dissatisfaction was
iressed at the meeting with the an1 amount allocated to the hospital
(the P.C.C, particularly in view of
fact that since the enlargement
he diseases
hospital'smany
services
include all
st
more tomembers
of
(Continued on page 9)
impo Reorganizes
^search Committee
Reorganization of the Compo Re;rch committee has been completed
J the committee will begin immedily to consider proposals for an in:try research program, Charles E.
Carthy, Compo information direc. said yesterday. Replacing Walter
ide, Jr., resigned, Albert Pickus
Stratford, Conn., will be chairman
the enlarged committee. Other
rubers are Max A. Cohen, Ralph
(Continued on page 2)
ew Orleans

'Lady

Q.J

Would

ASCAP

Chatterley

Revise

Procedure

From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 29.-The
Department said it had filed
Justice
in
New York Federal District Court
today an order proposing that the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers overhaul their
voting and payment sytems.
The order is aimed at meeting complaints that ASCAP has favored some
of the larger and older members, and
(Continued on page 4)
informal

MPAA-ACE

Conferences Under Way
Informal conferences between Eric
the MotionandPic-S.
presidentof ofAmerica,
Johnston,
ture Association
H. Fabian, chairman of the American
Congress of Exhibitors, were held yesterday atthe MPAA board room here,
and will be resumed today.
MPAA spokesmen said the conferences are covering a variety of subjects which will determine whether
another meeting between MPAA and
ACE representatives should be held.
If it is decided in the affirmative, a
(Continued on page 4)

^ecision
State's
To

Rule

Interpreted
Film
Out

Law;
All

Fight Telecast Gross
Reported $1,032,000
the
Reports from 95 per cent of
170 theatres and arenas carrying the
closed circuit telecast of the PattersonJohansson heavyweight championship
fight on Friday night indicate that the
event (played
to about
244,000
Continued
on page
11) cus-

REVIEW:

A representative of the advertising
(Continued on page 4)
■LEVISION TODAY

- p. 1 1

North

by

Ban

as Striking
Court

Prior

Down

Refuses

Censorship

By J. A. OTTEN
WASHINGTON, June 29— The Supreme Court today overturned New
York State's ban on "Lady Chatterley's Lover," in a sweeping decision which
apparently strikes down the New York State film censorship law.
.
, The court still refused to say flatly that all prior censorship of motion
pictures is unconstitutional, but the
Fight Film Is
court's unanimous opinion, written by
Justice Potter Stewart, reaffirmed that
"motion pictures are within the First
'Exciting1
Called
United
Artists and
the Group Com- and Fourteenth Amendments' basic
munications Division of TelePrompTer
Corp. have themselves a rousing fight
The First Amendment's basic guarantee, Justice Stewart said, "is of
film in the recapitulation of Friday's
to advocate
ideas."
on page
10) New
Ingemar Johansson-Floyd Patterson freedom(Continued
protection."
heavyweight championship bout at
Yankee Stadium.
Although
the fight
widi Pat- Rules No Re-Trial for
(Continued
on ended
page 11)

Papers

:art Film Ad Censoring
Special to THE DAILY
MEW ORLEANS June 29.-A newinaugurated policy of censoring mon picture advertising by the Times
ayune-New Orleans States and
ribined New Orleans Item has conerably aroused the film industry

N.Y.

Revokes

Court

, High
~*
Coast

. .

Northwest

Hitchcock— MGM— Vis+aVision
As unmistakably Hitchcock as the famed pencil profile, this sparkling
production is crammed to the edges of the Vista Vision widescreen with
the trademarks of the Old Master. It is as though he had decided to
use every trick of shock, suspense, excitement, terror which gains impact
from its use in familiar surroundings, and continually violent action,
in one explosive work. It must have been fun to do it and it is certainly
fun to watch it.
With the potent names (Continued
of Cary Grant,
on page Eva
4) Marie Saint and James

Goldwyn
Suit
Special to'Trust'
THE DAILY
SAN FRANCISCO. June 29.There will be no re-trial of the SamGoldwyn
$2,000,000
anti-trust
suit ituelwas
officially
ruled today
by
Chief U. S. District Court Judge Louis
(Continued on page 4 )

Four S.C. Theatres Open
On Sunday; Business Good
Special to THE DAILY
GREENVILLE, S. C, June 29Climaxing their announced intention
to open on the Sabbath in defiance
of
state's ancient
"blue
fourthedowntown
theatres
andlaws,"
five
drive-in theatres here threw open
their doors yesterday. Most reported
Because
of a new ruling by the
good
business.
state attorney-general, sheriff John
Martin did not close the theatres,
merely issuing subpoenas for the various managers to appear before city
magistrate Bates Aiken to answer
charges
of "blue
law" violation. No
bonds were
required.

Motion
Gold Medal

PERSONAL
MENTION

HENRY H. MARTIN, Universal
Pictures general sales manager,
has left New York for New Orleans, to
return on Thursday.
•
Taylor Mills, Motion Picture Association of America information director in New York, has left here for
his three-week annual vacation.
•
Bruce Eells, United Artists Television executive vice-president, has returned to New York from Hollywood.
•
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of the board of Radio Corp. of
America, will return to New York
from Europe today aboard the "Queen
•
Mary."
Fred Astaire will leave New York
today for London via B.O.A.C.
•
Charles Schlaifer, advertising
agency head, has left New York for
Los Angeles.
•
Dave Bader, vice-president of Atlantic Television Corp. will leave this
week with Mrs. Bader for London
and the Continent.
•
Arthur Manson, Cinerama advertising-publicity director, left London
yesterday for Singapore.
•
Moses Lebovitz, president of Independent Theatres, Inc., Chattanooga,
and Independent Theatres of Georgia,
arrived in New York yesterday from
Chattanooga.
•
Robert Sweeten, amanaging director of the Centre Theatre, Denver,
has left there with his family for a
two-week tour of the West Coast.
•
Helen Youngstein, daughter of
Max E. Youngstein, vice-president of
United Artists was married at the
Plaza Hotel here on Sunday to Robert Verno, a student at the RCA Institute of Technology.
•
Dominick Dunne, executive producer for Martin Manulis Productions
at 20th Century-Fox Television, has
arrived in New York from the Coast.
•
Bernard F. Kamins publicist and
advertising consultant of Beverly
Hills, has left there for Boston and
New York.
•
Irene Hyams, wife of Joseph
Hyams, press representative for the
"Porgy
and Bess"
on Saturday
to a unit,
boy. gave birth here

Picture

Day Decreed

In Bronx on July 21
The Hon. James J. Lyons, borough
president of the Bronx, has decreed
Tuesday, July 21, as Gold Medal Day
"upon the occasion of the third birthday of the Gold Medal Studios and
the rebirth of picture-making in the
Bronx." To celebrate the event, borough president Lyons will formally
induct Martin H. Poll, president of
Gold Medal Studios, as commissioner
of motion picture arts.
Formerly the old Biograph Studios,
the buildings had remained idle for
20 years until they were acquired
from the City of New York three years
ago by Poll and his associates, and
opened to motion picture jroduction
1956 with Elia Kazan's "A
in July,
Face
In The Crowd". Currently, the
studios' facilities are being used for
the filming
of "The
Fugitive Kind."
Silent
Stars Invited
The Gold Medal Studios has invited
the casts of its recent films, stars of
the silent movies, celebrities of stage,
screen and television, and city officials
to join in a safari to the Bronx on
July 21.
New 9mm

Carbon

Rated

For 10% More Light
A new 9mm high-intensity positive
projection carbon, rated to produce
up to 10 per cent more light, has
been bonannounced
Company. by the National CarAmperage for the new carbon is
said to have been increased from the
previous 75 to 85 ampere range to a
maximum of 90 amperes, making 10
per cent more light possible at the
same burning rate; or the new carbon can be operated at the same light
level and would then burn up to 12
per cent longer.
DC A Gets 'Tamango'
"Tamango," filmed on location in
France with Dorothy Dandridge and
Curt Jurgens, will be distributed in
the domestic market by Hal Roach
Distribution Corp. Arthur Sachson,
genera] sales manager, said the film
will be backed by an all-out radio, TV
and newspaper campaign. All key city
openings are to be handled by exploitation teams headed by Bill
O'Hare,
advertising
and publicity director.
Morton

in KRS

Post

LONDON, June 29.-Monty Morton, managing director of United Artists in Great Britain, has been elected chairman of the Kinematograph
Renters Society Council, succeeding
Arthur Abeles. As senior renting managing director, Morton has been presiding at Council meetings since
Abeles' resignation.
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(Continued from page 1)
Hetzel, Harry Goldberg, Irving Dollinger and McCarthy.
Outlines of proposed campaigns
have been submitted to Compo Mcsaid, by firms.
10 of These
the country's
leading Carthy
research
outlines
will be studied by the committee,
which has been directed by the Compo executive committee to bring in
a report of its findings at the annual
Compo
meetingcommittee
to be held
13.
The
executive
also Oct.
directed
that with the report of it sfindings the
research group should also report a
plan for raising money outside of
Compo's finances to pay for any research program it may recommend.
It is expected that the first meeting
of the committee will be held shortly.
Exhibitor

Units Set Up

B-B Record

Auditions

Five exhibitor groups have arranged auditions
Compo's
ness-buildingfor
records for
radio busiuse,
Charles E. McCarthy Compo information director, announced yesterday. In
addition, individual orders for the
records were pouring in from all sections of the country, weekend orders
having been received from Chicago,
Detroit, Anaconda and Malta, Mont.;
Canton and Wellsville, O.; Wichita,
Kan.; Richmond Va.; Charleston,
S. C; Rome, Ga., and Burley, Idaho.
Carlton Duffus executive director
of the Virginia Motion Picture Theatre Association, informed McCarthy
that the record would be played at a
business meeting of the association on
July 7. Paul Townsend of the Stanley
Warner Management Association in
Oklahoma City, reported that an audition of the record has been arranged
for the monthly board meeting of the
United Theatre Owners of Oklahoma
on June 29.
Action by Rorex
D. B. Knight of the Tri-State Theatre Corporation, advised Compo that
the record would be played at a meeting of Minnesota exhibitors in Minneapolis on June 30. Kyle Rorex,
executive secretary of Texas Compo,
reported that he was setting up immediate dates for executives of the
Inter-state, Rowley, Trans-Texas,
Frontier and other Texas circuits to
hear the record. Five records have
been ordered by the Allied Theatre
owners of Western Pennsylvania for
auditions among their members.
Col. Dividend

$1.06

Columbia Pictures' Board of Directors at a meeting yesterday declared the regular quarterly dividend
of $1.06Ji on the $4.25 cumulative
preferred stock of the Company payable August 17, to stockholders of record August 3.

Deny Report Johnston
To Be Sec. of Commerce
Reports printed by several nationa
ly syndicated columnists in the pa:
few days that Eric Johnston, pres
dent of the Motion Picture Associ;
Hon, would be named Secretary (
Commerce by President Eisenhowi
were categorically denied at the A:
sociation offices here yesterday.
The reports, one of which appeare
in Danton Walker's column in th
New York Daily News, are said I
have originated with columnar con
ment by Drew Pearson several day
earlier on material for the vacai
Cabinet post. Pearson named Join
ston along with several others ;
being qualified for the post.
Sue in Assignment
Policemen

of

to Theatres

Special to THE DAILY
HARTFORD, June 29.-Paul To!
and Polycrates Davey, owners of th
Newington Theatre, Newingto
Conn., have brought Superior Con
suit against the town of Newingh
and Police Chief William E. Haller;
in
protestto against
assignment
licemen
the theatre
duringof pep
formances.
The exhibitors seek to recover $1
024.42
salari
and theypaid
wantin a policemen's
ruling on the
ne
public safety ordinance adopted
Newington, Nov. 25, 1958.
Tolis and Davey, through couns
(Hartford law firm of Ribicoff & Kc
kin), allege that the chief's action
assigning
men toand
the contrary
theatre "is
arl
trary.
capricious
to law
In addition they say the ordinan
is against the general state statut
in that the chief of police lacked a
thority to enact such an ordinanc
The theatremen want a tempora
and final injunction restraining H;
leran from assigning police to t)
theatre.
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Meeting

THE officers and directors of the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital— the industry's own— traveled from New York
to Saranac Lake last weekend for
their annual inspection of the Hospital
and directors' meeting. The group of
nearly 60 executives spent Thursday
and Friday nights as the guests of
Herman Robbins and his family at
Schroon Lake, where the annual meeting was held, and spent Friday at the
Hospital, inspecting progress and visiting the patients. At right, the group
arrives at the Hospital.

LUNCHEON AT THE HOSPITAL. Abe Montague, president of the QP Photos
Hospital, addresses the directors, staff and patients.

R. J. O'Donnell, chairman of the board, greets the staff and patients.
Flanking him at left are Joseph Rosen, Ned E. Depinet and Abe Montague.

Iff It
a
II?* ,f|f I jWfwX

Lindsay MacHarrie, radio and TV producer, who is a patient at the
Hospital, thanks the directors in the name of his fellow patients.

annual meeting at the Robbins'
BOARD
THE
Edgewater
Motel.CONVENES for their

THE HOSTS, left, Norman
Robbins and his father, Herman Robbins, entertained
the board.

THE SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
COMMITTEE has a voice.
Tom Rodgers, speaking, and
Irwin Freedman.

4

ASCAP

Motion

One important change would require ASCAP to conduct a scientific
census or sampling of performance
on which to base payments to members. The court would appoint an expert to check on this sampling, and
re-examine the matter after 18
months.
ASCAP members would have far
greater freedom in selecting the manner in which they wanted to receive
payments for their compositions.
ASCAP would be directed to weight
member voting, if at all, only on the
basis of performance credit, with no
weighting for length of membership
or odier factors. No member could
have more than 100 votes. Now, one
writer has 5,116 votes, and one publisher has 1,469.
Proposal on Membership
Under the proposal, ASCAP would
also would have to admit all qualified
applicants for membership and agree
to keep full records and make them
available to members.
'Pacific' Does $230,000
"South Pacific" in its 35mm engagement is running 35-40 per cent
higher than "The Robe" in six RKO
and 3 Skouras theatres throughout the
metropolitan area, according to theatre reports. The attraction grossed
$230,000 in its first five days ending
Sunday.
S. Smerling Heads Etc.
Sheldon Smerling is president of
Eastern Theatres Corp., owners of a
chain of New Jersey drive-ins, which
has just purchased the Hippodrome
theatre, Cleveland. Motion Picture
Daily incorrectly listed Benjamin
Smerling,
the
circuit Sheldon's
in a storyfather,
June as
26. head of
'Soldiers' $23,761 Here
United Artists' "The Horse Soldiers" rolled
up at
a big
for its
first three
days
the $23,761
Astor Theatre
here.

th Year of
SPECIAL
TRAILERS
Jfuf. ua. got SpsuuL
and. Quality.
1327 So. Wabash CHICAGO ■ 630 Ninth Ave N.Y.
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(Continued from page 1)
discriminated
against newer and
smaller members.
It is an amendment to a 1950 consent judgment, and Justice said
ASCAP had agreed to the changes
proposed. The order does not go into
effect immediately, however. ASCAP
must send copies to each member,
and members can ask to be heard on
the proposed changes. Both ASCAP
and Justice must appear in New York
district court Oct. 15 to argue for
adoption of the order.
Scientific Census Requested

Picture

North

by

Northwest
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Mason backing up the Hitchcock reputation, widely established now
through his television series, and the word of mouth which is sure to
follow its initial engagements, the picture is certain of success.
Like so many of the master's works, it is a spy story, designed to
show the Hitchcock versatility in selecting new environments for his
action and high jinks. Never one to let plausibility get in the way of
a rattling good story, Hitchcock has Grant, playing a high pressure
Madison Avenue advertising executive, get involved almost at the picture's opening with a spy ring who mistake him for a counterspy.
From there the chase starts, with Grant ducking the murderous attempts bythe spies on his life and ducking the police who want him
on a framed murder charge, being protected most cozily by Miss Saint
overnight in a compartment on the 20th Century Limited to Chicago
and then reluctantly sent by her to near death by gunfire from a lowflying plane, and, with the plot volleying back and forth faster than
the eye can follow, winding up with a cliff-hanging sequence down
the mighty stone faces of the Mt. Rushmore Memorial.
Most of the threads are picked up and followed through at the end
and those that aren't are forgotten in the excitement, anyway. In any
event audiences won't analyze it, they'll be entertained, absorbed, intrigued and exhausted by it.
Nor was Hitchcock the only one to have fun making it. Each of the
cast enters his role with zest. Grant and Miss Saint are first-rate as the
outraged victim and the venturesome girl who risks her life as a counterspy; Mason is suavely sinister as the spy leader, and the supporting
cast, including Leo G. Carroll, Jessie Royce Landis, Philip Ober, Martin
Landau and Adam Williams, is properly villainous or calmly commonplace as their roles require.
The VistaVision camera and Technicolor are used by producer-director
Hitchcock to extraordinary advantage in the chase sequences, in crowded
Grand Central, on the flat and dusty brown plains of the midwest, and
by moonlight on the historic faces carved in the living rock of Mt.
Rushmore. These sequences individually are classics of cinema art.
Some of the dialogue in the sequences during which Miss Saint protects Grant from the police by enticing him into her compartment on
the train is startlingly frank, and near the end of the picture there is
an open and unnecessary reference to homosexuality. Both would limit
the picture to mature audiences.
Running time, 137 minutes. Adult classification. Release in July.
James D. Ivers
New

Orleans Papers
(Continued from page 1 )
department of the newspapers has
spelled out the new rules. He states a
ban has been placed on any ad containing "any phrase, line or pictorial
material
to lasciviousness."
Forbiddenpertaining
specifically
are phrases
"stimulative of thoughts of impropriety" such as "persons under the age
of 18 not admitted," "for adults only,"
or "no minors admitted."
In addition, the newspapers have
declared they will not print the
phrase, "This picture will definitely
not be shown on TV." They also will
not
catchlines
tendpartsto
allure,accept
because
of some "which
scenes or
of the production shown interpret indecorousness in any form."
Letters a Factor
The decision to set up a censorship
body came, according to the newspaper spokesman as the result of letters
received daily in past months from
church, fraternal and school groups
as well as individuals. "We play a
great part in responsibility to the public" he said, "and must put a stop
to trashy and indecent advertising if
we aim to hold a commanding position in the public's mind."

Panel Discussion on
'Denim' Slated Today
More than 150 representatives of
leading medical, religious and welfare agencies will attend a special
showing of 20th Century-Fox's "Blue
Denim," today at the film company's
projection
room.
The CinemaScope
production,
which will have its world premiere
engagement at the Victoria Theatre
July 29, deals with the problem of
pregnancy among unwed teenagers.
A panel discussion will follow the
preview.
Jimmy

Fund

Luncheon

HARTFORD,
- Connecticut distribution June
and 29.
exhibition
will
meet at amorrow"Jimmy
Fund" House,
luncheonHamtoat the Colonial
den. Co-state chairmen are Harry
Feinstein, northeastern zone manager,
Stanley-Warner Management Corporation, and Doug Amos, general manager, Lockwood & Gordon Enterprises.
The "Jimmy Fund" raises money for
the Children's Cancer Research Foundation of Boston, co-sponsored by the
Variety Club of New England and the
Boston Red Sox.

Sul

(Continued from page 1 )
Goodman when he announced
case will be decided on the findi
Murphy.
of the evidence submitted last
before the late Judge Edward
In making the ruling Judge Gc
man said attorneys for Goldwyn
those representing Fox West C
theatres and others had agreed am
themselves to have the case submi
on the record.
In a few days Judge Goodman
announce which judge will read
bulky transcript of the case wl
lasted 43 trial days before Ju
Murphy. The appointed judge in t
will notify counsel for all concer
when he has finished studying the
ord and then will hear the closing
arguments which should occupy
more than two days at the most.
Should Take Two Months
In the opinion of court observ
reading a transcript of this magnit
would require approximately
months of uninterrupted study.
Thus today saw for the first
in more than nine years a foresee;
conclusion of the marathon litigat
The suit was filed originally hen
May of 1950.
MPAA and ACE
(Continued from page 1 )
date for such a meeting may be
Johnston is scheduled to leave1
clay for Paris by plane and will g<
Berlin on Thursday to attend the
Festival there. Hence no for
MPAA-ACE meeting would be set
til some time after his return.
The first MPAA-ACE meeting
held in mid-May and both sides
at the time that a second would
held "within a month." Subjects
volved in the current Johnston-Fal
conierences were not disclosed.
Two

House

Records

Set
by 'Five
Paramount's
"ThePennies'
Five Penn
has set two new house records
the Esquire Theatre in Chicago,
of three cities where the Danny K
film has opened, the Company
ported yesterday. In New York ,
"The weekend
Five Pennies'
aBoston,
hit. Thetoo,biggest
gross
the history of the Esquire, $14,r|
was piled up Friday through Suni
while Saturday's $5,885 goes on
record books as the biggest sir.'
day's business in the history of
1,260-seat house theatre. A tovl
ing $18,153 was recorded for the f
Wednesday through Sunday, at B
ton's Paramount Theatre, which
the biggest five-day figure for a P£;
mount picture at the Boston sho
case. In New York at the Cap
Theatre,
"Thepremiere
Five Penni
is
having where
its world
enga
ment, second week business is eqi
ling that of the first week, with m
than $38,000 racked up Thurs.
through Sunday. A $60,000 sec(
week gross is anticipated.
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me Six to Board
Rogers Hospital
Special to THE DAILY
5CHROON LAKE, N. Y., June 29.
iix new directors were elected to the
ird of the Will Rogers Memorial
spital and Research Laboratories at
annual meeting at Edgewater Mohere on Saturday. All present offis were reelected.
The new directors are: Irving Ludj, president of Buena Vista Distribig; Ed Rowley, vice-president of
lited Artists Theatre Corp., Robert
\ubin of Paramount Pictures; David
Mlerstein, president of Balaban &
;z, Chicago; George Kerasotes,
sident of Theatre Owners of Amerand N. Spencer Leve of National
eatres, Los Angeles.
Fourteen Reelected
Dfficers reelected are: A. Montague,
sident; R. J. O'Donnell, board
lirman; Max A. Cohen, secretary;
H. Fabian, treasurer; Sam Rosen,
istant treasurer; Harry Brandt, Ned
Depinet, Robert Mochrie, Herman
bbins, Fred J. Schwartz, Sam J.
itow, Joseph R. Vogel, Richard F.
ilshand, Murray Weiss, vice-presiits.
Mins' Hospitality
ruded by Delegates
Special to THE DAILY
>CHROON LAKE, N. Y., June 29.
The appreciation of the Will RogMemorial Hospital and Research
Doratories board of directors and
?sts was voiced personally and by
:>lution to Herman Robbins and
sons, Albert, Burton and Norman,
their hospitality in providing the
aplete facilities of their luxurious
gewater Motel here to the board
a base for their annual visit to the
pital at Saranac Lake and for their
mal meeting.
L Montague, hospital president,
I Robert J. O'Donnell, board chairWn expressed the gratitude of all
t \ visitors during the annual meetij and a rising vote of thanks was
f en the Robbins by all present at
t close of the meeting.
!ome 60 board membeis and guests
\ re based at the Robbins resort here
f n Thursday evening to Saturday
g !?moon.
I1 E. Hospital League
Tribute to Goldwyn
Special to THE DAILY
IOSTON, June 29.-Samuel Goldv 1 today received a citation from
t New England Baptist Hospital
I gue as a special tribute commemot'rtg the world premiere of the origii "Porgy and Bess" at the Colonial
li^atre in 1935. Attending the lunk on at the Ritz Carlton Hotel were
I -ernor Furcolo, Mayor John B.
I les, Mrs. Joel Harrell, president of
t League, and a long list of disting ,hed Bostonians.
.oldwyn's "Porgy and Bess" opens
If. 6 at the newly-equipped Astor
1 iatre with the opening night comI ely sold out as a benefit for the
I pital.
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(Continued from page 1)
the large production community are
eligible to be treated at Will Rogers
without charge.
It was suggested that with IATSE
studio locals, Los Angeles distribution offices and theatres spearheading
the drive, an independent solicitation
be made for the hospital. At present,
P.C.C. has allocated a percentage of
.8738 to the hospital and research
laboratories, which is a slight increase
over the .8756 allocated last year, on
which the hospital has received $8,553 to date.
Discussion of the independent collection in Hollywood was opened by
Hospital
And

Draws

9

Daily

Its Own

Fund

Eugene
presidentof of
Theatres Picker,
and chairman
the Loew's
hospital's fund raising and finance committee, in giving his annual report to the
directors
in session at Herman Roburday.
bins' Edgewater Motel here on SatPicker said
continues
to be the
an hospital's
increase inproblem
annual
income. All divisions of its fund-rais"far below what they should
be," ingheare said.
"We had hoped for $750,000 from
the 1958 Audience Collection," he
told the directors, "but we received
The proposal for an independent

Aid

$430,000."
from

Radio,

TV

Other

Non-Film-Industry Groups
Special to THE DAILY
SCHROON LAKE, N. Y., June 29 similar capacity with television and
—Limited cooperation in enlisting the radio commentators and others.
Ferri suggested that advertising
help of television and radio network
personnel and others in the entertainagencies as well as press and network personnel should be included,
ment industry outside of motion picstating there are at least 3,000
tures for the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital and Research Laboratories
eligibles who can be of inestimable
has been offered.
help in putting over hospital appeals
This was the report given to the locally. He asked that a letter be addressed to each by the president exannualof meeting
the hospital's
board
directors atofEdgewater
Motel
tending membership privileges and
here at the weekend by Harry Gold- aiding in giving them a feeling of
"belonging"
to the hospital movetee. berg, chairman of a special commitment.
Goldberg Tells of Meetings
Goldberg, who is advertising-publicity director of Stanley Warner
Theatres, said he has held meetings on the subject with representatives of Actors Equity, American
Guild of Musical Artists, Screen Actors
Guild and American Federation of
Television and Radio Artists.
As a result, he said, the five guilds
have agreed to designate a representative to a committee which will advise on the preparation of printed
matter providing information about
the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
to be circulated to their members:
they will make their mailing lists
available for this purpose, and all
other information concerning the
hospital and research laboratories,
and they will advise their members in
their own publications and bulletins
that the hospital belongs to them, too,
and is not exclusively a motion picture institution.
Expects Wider Cooperation
That impression was found to be
rather firmly implanted in the minds
of the guild representatives, Goldberg
reported, and he feels that once the
hospital is generally regarded as belonging to all of show business, and
immediate families, of the members,
ing. cooperation will be forthcomwider
Abe Montague, hospital president,
announced the appointment of Roger
Ferri of 20th Century-Fox as a special press relations chairman for the
hospital with newspaper and other
writers associated with show business
reporting, and of Martin Starr in a

Urges 'Year Round Support'
In his remarks to the Board, Montague called for "year 'round support
and enthusiasm in place of the parttime inspiration which follows an annual meetingthat,
and in
visittheto the
hospital."a
He noted
meantime,
few give uncomplainingly of their
time, are
labor
money—
thoseis
few
the and
reason
the "and
hospital
He noted that the time is coming
when the present officers must be
relieved and a younger group to
whom
there." they are endeavoring to give
inspiration, will have to take over.
He noted, too, that some circuits
and some territories collect the lion's
share of the hospital's revenue, and
that it needs a "broader base." "It
takes more than one-day enthusiasm
to put over the Audience Collections
and Christmas Salute," he observed.
George Eby, chief barker of Variety
Clubs International, told the board
he was amazed at the improvements
in the hospital since his last visit
nine years ago and pledged his personal support to it.
Wants More Playdates
Noting that the hospital will benefit from earnings of the Variety film
"The Heart of Show Business" after
its costs have been met, he urged
more playdates for it, especially in
New York theatres. Distributed by
Columbia Pictures, the film has had
about 4,000 dates nationally and has
earned about $60,000 thus far. He
feels it could get another 3,500 dates
with exhibitor cooperation and thus
earn a profit.

Drive

on

Coast

fund solicitation in Hollywood, as the
television and radio industries there
conduct annually, was left to further
consideration by the directors.
Samuel Rosen, executive vice-president of Stanley Warner, and associate treasurer of the hospital, in submitting the annual report to the directors ofSi H. Fabian, treasurer, who
who was unable to be present, also
urged the need for increased revenue
for the hospital.
Research All-Important
He reminded that the Will Rogers
Memorial is not a private hospital but
a voluntary non-profit institution.
It is especially in need of greatly increased funds for research, he said,
terming its present research capabilities "grossly inadequate, almost a
A resolution was adopted establishing a Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
Construction Fund and transferring
$500,000 to it from the general account, and also establishing a Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital Research
Fund and transferring $300,000 to it
from the general account.
Moe Silver, Pittsburgh division
manager for Stanley Warner and national exhibitor chairman for hospital, joke."
described the "Pittsburgh formula" for conducting audience collections for the hospital at drive-ins,
which he said has proven very successful and recommended its use at
drive-ins during Audience Collection
campaigns everywhere.
Women's Assistance Enlisted
Under the plan in operation in
Pittsburgh, local exhibitors enlist the
cooperation of women's civic organizations, Wompi (Women of the Motion Picture Industry) chapters and
other organizations interested in aiding institutions such as the Will Rogers Hospital. These will pass collection boxes from car to car at driveins with excellent results, Silver said.
He said it had been found that volunteer firemen, veteran's organizations
and the like also will perform the collection task for a contribution to their
organizations.
Robert J. O'Donnell hospital board
chairman, who presided at the meeting, assured thoes present that he was
confident the Wompis chapter in any
exchange city would be happy to co'Godfather,' Says O'Donnell
perate.
"I know the Wompis well," he said.
"Wompis was born in Dallas and I'm
their godfather. I'm sure any of you
canThomas
count on
their and
help."Irwin FreedRodgers
man of the hospital's special activities committee reported on the theatre benefit which produced $6,274 net
for the hospital in May. Freedman also
reported that the committee has succeeded in getting record companies
to put the hospital on their complimentary lists for new discs.
Rosen suggested that requests for
a donation for the hospital be made
to sponsors
of any fund-raising
fits or testimonials
which involvebenethe
industry or its people locally.
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'Lady' Edict May Brini
NCA Convention Off
To Early in Fall
Special to THE DAILY
MINNEAPOLIS, June 29. - In a
letter sent to exhibitors in the upper
midwest area, Frank Mantzke, president of North Central Allied Independent Theatre Owners, announced
that the annual convention would be
postponed until early in the Fall. The
announcement said in part, "The
American Congress of Exhibitors, better known as ACE, of which Allied
Theatres is a member, plan very important meetings during the coming
weeks. In order to give all exhibitors
a report as it relates to these meetings the directors of Allied have decided not to hold an Allied convention until early in the Fall. In this
way we will be able to give all exhibitors first hand information as it
relates to the report on ACE, the post1948 pictures, saturation bookings and
orderly releases. Also a report on your
senators and representatives and daylight time.
In his letter Mantzke also introduces the idea of the "formula" which
is needed to recapture the lost audience. This concept will be developed
at the convention when it is held.
'Darby CTGiir Bow Here
At Benefit Premiere
Top Irish government and New
York City officials and stars of the
entertainment world attended the benefit premiere of Walt Disney's "Darby
O'Gill and the Little People" at the
Normandie Theatre here last night.
The opening was sponsored by the
Emerald Society of the New York City
Police Department.
Proceeds from the benefit performance of the Buena Vista Technicolor
release are going to the organization's Welfare Fund
Scholarship
Awards. Celebrities for
attending
the
premiere included Zsa Zsa Gabor,
Monique Van Vooren, Carol Haney,
Larry Blyden, George DeWitt, Cara
Williams, Joy Harmon, Rosina Pagan,
Marion Stafford and Joan Harvey.
Federal

Court

Denies

Trust Venue Change
A motion by major distributors,
defendants in an anti-trust suit, for
a change of venue from New York
Federal Court to Atlanta or Memphis, was denied yesterday by Federal
Judge Thomas F. Murphy. The suit
was filed in New York Federal Court
by Independent Theatres, Inc., of
Chattanooga, Tenn., against Loew's,
Paramount 20th-Fox, Warner, Universal, AB-Paramount and Citation
Films. Independent seeks $3,100,000
in damages.

'Hercules' in Record
Embassy Pictures Corp. yesterday
reported here its color spectacular,
"Hercules," has broken a four-year
record during the first three days of
its initial engagement at Baltimore's
Hippodrome Theare. Actual gross for
the three days was $13,283.
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tious
effort
the part of New York
York State, he continued, "quite to meet on
constitutional objections
simply, has thus struck at the very
heart of constitutionally protected
raised by this court's decisions respecting predecessor statutes in this
The guarantee of the Constitution
liberty."
"is ideas
not confined
the expressionor constitutional
New York'sbounds
Regents
"exceeded"
of
that areto conventional
in applying
the
shared by a majority," Justice Stewart
went on. "It protects advocacy of
the opinion that adultery may sometimes be proper, no less than the
advocacy of socialism or the single
tax. And in the realm of ideas it
protects expression which is eloquent
no less than that which is uncon-

state law to "Lady Chatterley's Lover" he said, but disagreed with the
court's
field." findings that the parts of the
state law "particularly involved" in
the case were "unconstitutional on
their face." He couldn't regard the
film,
as "depicting
anything
more he
thansaid,
a somewhat
unusual,
and

Five Concurring Opinions
vincing."

rather pathetic 'love triangle,' lacking in anything that could be propery termed obscene or corruptive of
the public morals by inciting the

Although the
unanimous,
six court's
justicesdecision
wrote was
five
separate concurring opinions.
The case was brought to the high
court by Kingsley International Pictures, distributors of the British-made
film, after the New York Court of
Appeals reversed an appellate court
decision which had annulled the New
York State Regents' ban on the film.
The regents had refused to license
the film on the ground the whole
theme was immoral in presenting
adultery as desirable and acceptable
behavior.
Kingsley had asked the court not
only to reverse the New York court
of appeals decision, but to say once
and for all that all prior censorship
of films is unconstitutional. This the
court refused to do.
Calls N. Y. Edict 'Inflexible'
"The inflexible command which the
New York Court of Appeals has attributed to the state legislature thus
cuts so close to the core of constitutional freedom as to make it quite
needless to examine the periphery,"
the court declared. "Specifically, there
is no occasion to consider the appellant's contention that the State is
entirely without power to require
films of any kind to be licensed prior
to their exhibition. Nor need we here
determine whether, despite problems
peculiar to motion pictures, the controls which a state may impose upon
this medium of expression are precisely coextensive with those allowable for newspapers, books or inspeech."
Yet, bydividual
declaring
that the expression of "ideas" in motion pictures is
to be protected by the Constitution,
the court's opinion narrows still more
closely the possible basis for any
state censorship of films. In previous
cases the Supreme Court has thrown
out censorship of films as "sacrilegious," "immoral," or "obscene."
Feel Stewart Went 'Too Far'
Several of the justices although
agreeing that the film should not be
banned, indicated they felt Stewart
had gone too far in the language of
his official court opinion. Justice Harlan, speaking for himself and Justices
Whittaker and Frankfurter, said:
"The court has moved too swiftly
in striking down a statute which is the
product of a deliberate and conscien-

commission of adultery."
Sees 'Individualized Adjudication'
Harlan brushed aside contentions
that
court shouldn't
consider
casestheof high
individual
film censorship,
saying that motion pictures were no
different from any other field. He
couldn't see, he said, "short of holding that all stateimpermissible,
'censorship' laws
are
constitutionally
a course
from which the court is carefully abstaining, how the court can hope ultimately to spare itself the necessity
for individualized adjudication. In the
very nature of things the problems in
this area are ones of individual
At the same time, Harlan said, each
time a state statute is struck down
"the state is left in more confusion,
as cases."
witness New York's experience."
Clarkpresents
said "thesuch
obscurity
theJustice
standard
a choiceof
of difficulties that even the most experienced find themselves at dagger's
point." He maintained, however, he
could see nothing wrong with a statute that banned "pornographic" films
or those that "portray acts of sexual
immorality,
perversion in
or alewdness."
Justice Frankfurter,
separate
opinion of his own, said he, too,
agreed with Stewart's opinion but that
it "takes ground that exceeds the appropriate limitsand
for decision."
Douglas
Black Agree
As in previous film censorship cases,
Justices Douglas and Black argued
flatly that all prior censorship of motion pictures
unconstitutional.
can find
in theis First
Amendment no"I
room for any censor," said Douglas,
"whether he is scanning an editorial,
reading a news broadcast, editing a
novel or a play, or previewing a
Justice Black
he didn't
Supreme
Court said
Justices
shouldthink
get
into the business of passing on indimovie."vidual film censorship cases.
Edward Kingsley, president of
Kingsley International Pictures, yesterday issued a statement on the
"Lady Chatterley's" decision, which
read, ingindecision
part, as
"The sweepof follows:
the Supreme
Court
in the case of the film version of 'Lady
Chatterley's Lover' is most heartening for all of us who have been con-

Revised N.Y. State Bif
Special to THE DAILY
ALBANY, N. Y., June 29,-Wrn i
further clarification was awaited b:
the effect on the New York Stajp
censorship
operation
verse decision
by the of
U. today's
S. Supraarte

Court regarding "Lady Chatterle
Lover," the opinion in inform;:
quarters was that strong effo 1
would be made to re- write the presi
law or to draft a new one.
The possibility that a ruling of vk
constitutionality
might eventual

come from the nation's highest tr I
unal had been recognized here
several years.
Dr. Hugh M. Flick, former direc
of the State Education Departmen t1
motion picture division and presi -f
executive assistant, was quoted lis
saying today to State Education Coif
missioner
James
Jr., '"It
question will
be: E.is Allen,
the entire
stftif
licensing act struck down, or may c ij
tain sections be made more exphY i
to fall in line with decision?"
.^
Says Door Not Completely Oper
"While 'Lady Chatterley's Lov|i
may now be shown in the state, t jij
does not mean that any other mot |i>|

picture, any old 'Ten Nights in a B L
room'
added. can now be shown. It can't,"*
Flick explained that the 1 icons
law was amended after a prevfili
Supreme Court reversal of a ban Ji
the
film, "La
moralFrench
and would
tend Ronde,"
to corruptas pi"Mii
lie morals." This was achieved |e
the spelled-out Fitzpatrick act, o\M
whelmingly
approved
by the byI.egi:QM.
ture
in 1954
and signed
Thomas E. Dewey, with a long
memorandum. At that time, thil;

phrases were clarified.
Chatterley's
Lover"
first"Lady
test before
the high
courtwasof
amendment. It also was the inittf
test before State Court of Appe,
which upheld the Regents, and t'U
versed the appellate division, b)
4-3
vote, with five separate opini/ V
written.
Points to 'Miracle' Decision i
Flick pointed out that an ear
Supreme Court decision on
Italian-made "The Miracle," sta,
"guarantees provided by the F
Amendment of the U. S. Const^
tion were not intended to inter!
with the state's motion picture c,|
sorship under properly controlled c
ditions."
1
Invalidated then was Sacrilegici
as a ground for license refusal.
Irish McCalla

Signed

HOLLYWOOD, June 29-Jai
Clavell, who makes his debut as J,
ducer and director with "Five G;
to Hell" for 20th Century-Fox,
selected Irish McCalla for an ini]
tant role in the picture.
cerned with the freedom of
screen. It is my feeling that this fi
dom is as important to the Ameri
public as that of the printed w
or communication in any form.'

ay, June 30, 1959
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(Continued from page 1)
n's knock-out in the third round,
ovides fully seventeen minutes of
ng, larger than life, screen thrills,
fling slow motion sequences of
Negro
falls to
:anvas. champion's
The ringsideseven
photography
rank Zuckor is especially mobile,
ling the two opponents from evconceivable camera angle and
i mstrating the full impact of Joi: son's fists,
though the first two rounds are
sle principally for their fancy foot
the third is a real gasser, espe; in the slow motion sequences
i Johannson's jabs — sometimes
seem no more than pats— send
■rson to his knees again and again,
particular moment, when Patterrises from the canvas towards
;orner only to be boxed on the
of the head by his Swedish opnt, will certainly have audiences
ing, as it did at a preview screenere yesterday.
roduced by Spiro, Schenkel
le black-and-white film was proid for TelePrompTer by E. J.
~> and narrated by Chris Schenkel,
should be complimented for alng the camera to speak for itself
he peak moments of the bout,
ed Artists, which is distributing
film, has run off 800 prints for
• k distribution to theatres through> the nation. It was showing locali-t many theatres starting Sunday.
, ie possibility that Johansson will
:en at greater length in films was
ted up yesterday with the conation that Columbia Pictures has
ed the personable Swede $400,for his appearance in a film folng his return bout with PatterW. G. H.
te Justice Power

in

. il Anti-Trust Probes
From THE DAILY Bureau
'ASHINGTON June 29. - The
ite Judiciary Committee voted to
the Justice Department power to
-in company records in investiga5 looking toward civil anti -trust
ight now, the department can use
I bpoena to get evidence in investi■ )ns looking toward criminal antiHi- suit but must use a grand jury
et evidence in civil investigations.
bill approved by the judiciary
mittee, in line with an Admintion request, would provide a new
il
investigative
demand"
the
-trust
division to
use to for
obtain
ence in proceedings leading up to
action.
■port Ziv Being Sold
i Eberstadt, Lazard
10LLYWOOD, June 29.-Reports
\t are to the effect that Ziv Televiprograms is being sold to two
1 Street organizations: Eberstadt
Co. and Lazard Freres and Co.,
$14,000,000 with no executive
Iriges contemplated.

New

Picture

Daily

Directors Named

To Transcontinent

TV

Four new directors and a vice-president have been elected by the board
of directors of Transcontinent Television Corporation. The meeting was
held subsequent to die formal closing
of the agreement between Transcontinent Television and Marietta Broadcasting, Inc., whereby the stock of the
Marietta organization was transferred
to the Transcontinent firm.
Board Now at 13
Election of the four new directors
increases the board membership of
Transcontinent Television from 9 to
13 members. Those named were: Jack
Wratlier, president of the Jack Wrather Organization; Monte Livingston,
executive vice-president of the Wratlier Organization; Edward E. Voynow,
president of Edward Petry & Co., Inc.,
and Walter Walz, associate, Carl M.
Loeb, Rhoades & Co., New York investment bankers.
George Whitney, vice president of
Marietta Broadcasting, Inc., was elected a vice-president of Transcontinent
Television.
Stations Not Liable
For Politicos' Remarks
From THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 29.-The
Supreme Court today ruled that radio
and TV stations may not be sued for
libel for remarks made on broadcasts
by political candidates.
A 5-to-4 decision written by Justice
Black said that when Congress barred
station censorship of political broadcasts and ordered equal time for all
political candidates, it also in effect
gave the stations immunity from libel
suits for remarks on the political
broadcasts.
Daytime

Net Billings Up

25.8% in Four Months
Network television daytime billings
in the first four months of 1959 increased 25.8 per cent, the Television
Bureau of Advertising reported. The
supplementary report of gross time
charges for network television covering January through April 1959
showed daytime billings at $70,667,162 against $56,191,804 in the like
period of 1958.
Ford passenger cars were the leading network television brand advertised in April 1959 with $738,988 in
billings. Leading company for the
month of April was the Procter &
Gamble Company with $4,691,463 in
gross billings.
Expenditures Itemized
Included in the report as compiled
by leading national advertisers-broadcast advertiser reports were the estimated expenditures by product classification, billings by day parts, estimated expenditures of the top 15 network brand advertisers and of the
top 15 company advertisers.

Television
To Show

Network

Show

At Educational Meeting
From. THE DAILY Bureau
WASHINGTON, June 29. - Excerpts from TV network shows of the
past year which illuminated some
facet of education are to be shown
this week at the annual convention
of the National Education Association
in St. Louis. John Secondari, chief of
ABC's Washington Bureau, will be
the on-stage commentator when the
film is presented next Thursday night
in the vast Convention Hall of the St.
Louis Municipal Auditorium. More
than 10,000 educators from all parts
of the country are expected to attend.
Titled TV Panorama: Open Hearing on Education, the one-hour film
draws not only on discussion and documentary programs, but also on
dramatic presentations.
"There have been at least 50 network television shows during the past
year that have helped significantly in
bringing about public awareness of
various critical problems in education
today," says Roy K. Wilson, NEA director of Press and Radio. "I'm not referring only to the many fine discussion and documentary programs— but
also to a number of dramatic showseven Westerns— that have dealt with
some aspect of education that needs
public
out.
"TV emphasis,"
Panorama heis pointed
being presented
to the teaching profession in an effort
to show graphically some of the ways
in which ABC-TV, CBS-TV, NBCTV, and the Westinghouse BroadcastWilson
stated. have served education,"
ign Company
Find Old Films Occupy
Tol/3TV Viewing Time
Special to THE DAILY
RADNOR, Pa., June 29.-01d Hollywood and foreign feature films
now occupy from one-fourth to onethird of all television viewing time in
major
today. United States markets, a survey by TV Guide magazine reported
In the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas, the survey indicates, viewers can see about 190 movies weekly,
or almost 10,000 annually. New York
viewers can see 147 movies weekly,
while Cleveland stations offer 135, Seattle 90, and Chicago 60.
Films that were box office hits
sometimes get only fair response from
TV viewers, the survey in the magazine sJuly 4 issue shows. Old Westerns starring Randolph Scott or comedies featuring The Three Stooges
o
might
outdraw such classics as "Citizen Kane.
In Atlanta, "The Sullivans," a littleknown movie, attracted a much bigger audience than the Academy
Award winner "Yankee Doodle
Dandy" with James Cagney. The
Cagney film drew big audiences in
New York however.

Today
Fight

Telecast

( Continued from page 1 )
tomers and a gross before taxes of
approximately $1,032,000.
In making this announcement at a
press conference here yesterday, Irving B. Kahn, president of the TelePrompTer Corp., which handled the
telecast, said that the net after taxes
would be about $939,400. The average admission price for the closed
circuit presentation was said to be
$4.23, reportedly the highest of any
such event.
Kahn said that but for the uncertainty ofthe
telecast would
haveweather,
exceededFriday's
the previous record of 364,876 seats sold, which
was for the second Robinson-Basilio
fight. Advance sales for Friday's fight
were "very good," but some night
sales were hampered by a rain which
did not end in New York, site of the
fight, until less than two hours before
fight
Thetime.
telecast sold out, Kahn reported, in New Haven, Asbury Park,
Philadelphia, San Antonio, Seattle,
and Medford and Portland, Ore. "Excellent" houses were reported in Houston, Dallas, Spokane, Minneapolis,
Chicago, Miami, Washington and
Pittsburgh.
Kahn said that there were no reported breakdowns or picture failures
in the physical presentation of the
fight. Immediately following Patterson's knock-out in the third round,
TelePrompTer used video tape to rebroadcast those moments to the
closed-circuit audience.
TelePrompTer
share net,
50-50it with
exhibitors
in the will
$939,400
was
pointed
roughly out.
63 Of
per TelePrompTer's
cent will go toshare,
the
fighters and promoters. Kahn held out
the possibility that TelePrompTer
would handle the closed circuit telecast of a Patterson-Johansson rematch, ifthere is one, but said that
his company did "not now have a
Share 50-50 With Exhibitors
TelePrompTer also realized
contract."
$100,000 from the sale of radio rights
to Friday's fight to United Artists
Corp., which sponsored the bout on
ABC-Radio on behalf of die motion
picture,
"The HorsedieSoldiers."
UA
is
also distributing
official fight
films. 800 prints are reportedly in circulation, with Kahn predicting a dieatrical gross in diis country alone of
at least $1,000,000. Foreign film rights
are still being negotiated, aldiough
TelePrompTer earlier sold the foreign
radio rights for $50,000.
HUGO A.CAS0L4R0

MARTIN GOTTLIEB

'film effects, inc.
I60O BROADWAY, N.Y. 19
PLAZA 7-2098
• OPTICAL EFFECTS
• STAND PHOTOGRAPHY
•ANIMATION
*'' OTITLES
• ARTWORK
_ • B 6- Wand COLOR
A Complete Service -for Film Producers-
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